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To 
THE HONOURABLE THE MADRAS LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 

AND THE HONOURABLE THE MADRAS LEGISLATIVE CoUNCIL, 

MADRAS. 

GENTLEMEN,-

In accordance with the resolutions passed by the Madras Legislativ& 
Council on 10th September 1937 and by the Madras Legislative Assembly on 
25th September 1937 we have the honour, on completion of our enquiries, to. 
submit to you our report on the conditions prevailing in the zamindari and 
other proprietary areas with a memorandum on legislation that has been 
considered desirable in counexion therewith. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

The resolutions of the Madras Legislative Council and the Madras Legis
lative Assembly appointing the Parliamentary Committee are as follows:-

" That this Council do proceed to elect three of its Members, who, with 
six more Members elected from the Legislative Assembly, shall consti
tute a Committee to enquire and report on the conditions prevailing 
in zamindari and other pro{lrietary areas and any legislation that 
may be considered desirable In connexion therewith, With particular 
reference to the following matters:-
(1) the juridical interests of the ryots in relation to the landholders; 
(2) collection and remission of rent; 
(3) surv~y, record-of-rights (including water-rights) . and settlement. 

of fair rent; 
(4) levies from ryots in addition to rent; 
(5) utilization of local natural facilities by tenants for their domestiC' 

and agricultural purposes; and 
(6) maintenance of irrigation works." 

and 
" That this Assembly do proceed to elect six of its Members, who, with 

three more Members elected from the Legislative Council, shall con
stitute a Committee to enquire and report on the conditions {lrevail
ing in zamindari and other J>roprietary areas and any legislation 
that may be considered desirable In connexion therewith, with parti
cular reference to ilie following matters:-
(1) the juridical interests of the ryots in relation to the landholders-

> 
(2) collection and remission of rent; 
(3) survey, record-of-rights (including water-rights) and settlement of 

fair rent; 
(4) levies from ryots in addition to rent; 
(5) utiliza~ion of local natural facilities by tenants' for their domestic 

and agricultural purposes; and 
(6) maintenance of irrigation works." 

2 .. T~e resolutions are self-contained ones containing the terms of refer
ence wlthm themselves. 

3. The Members of the Committee selected by the Legislature are as 
follows:-

The Hon'ble Mr. T. PRAKASA1\(, Minister for Revenue (Chairman). 
The ZAMINDAR of Mmz.u>URAM, M.L.A. 



x 

Mr. MARABOOB ALI BAIG, M.L.A. 
:Sri A. RANGASWAMI AYYANGAR, M.L.C. 
Sri M. PALLAM RAJU, M.L.A. 
:Sri P. S. KUMARASWAMI RAJA, M.L.A. 
Sri V. V. ;J"OGAYYA PANTULU, M.L.C. 
Sri B. NAB,AYANASWAMI NAYUDU, M.L.C. and 
Sri B. VENKATACHALAM PILLAI, M.L.A. 

4. The Committee met on the 30th September 1937, 1st and 2nd October 
1937. Mr. K. Ramunni Menon, I.C.S., Revenue Secretary to the Government 
-of Madras, was present. . 

5. The Committee then resolved to appoint Mr. T. Viswanatham, Parlia
mentary Secretary to the Hon'hle the Revenue Minister, as the Secretary of the 
Committee. . 

6. The Committee next considered the draft questionnaire prepared by the 
Secretary and after a discussion adopted the press communique and the ques
tionnaire in the form in which it was subsequently issued to the public on 5th 
October 1937. . 

7. In response to the questionnaire inviting memoranda from the public 
'l>n the points raised in it, about six hundred memoranda were received. 

8. The Commi~tee met again on 6th and 7th December 1937 to consider 
the memoranda received so far. The memoranda were from zamindars, mokha
sadars, inamdars, Landholders' Associations, Ryots' Associations, Bar 
!Associations, lawyers, Congress committees and several tenants. They are to 
be found in the volume of memoranda in four parts appended to this report. 
. 9. After considering the draft note by the Secretary on the contents of 

the memoranda, the Committee decided to issue a second set of questionnaire 
to the landholders on the rates of rent, irrigation sources, accounts, forest 
and waste lands. and other matters which are embodied in the form of ques
tionnaire issued to the landholders. The replies of the landholders in so far as 
they have been received are to be found in the two volumes appended to this 
report. 

10. At the same time the Committee requested the Government to obtain 
information from the District Collectors on the points raised in the second 
questionnaire. The Government issued a memorandum to all the District 
Collectors to furnish to the Committee information on the points in respect 
:Of each estate in the Presidency whose rent roll was above Rs. 10,000 and 
of inam villages 'whose rent roll was over Rs. 5,000. The replies of the 
Collectors are embodied in a separate volume appended to this report. 

n. The Committee also decided at the above meeting' to fix their tour 
programme. Five ce;ntres were ~xed to t!lke oral evidence. V~zaga:patam was 
fixed to take' oral eVIdence of witnesses m respect of the zammdan and pro
prietary areas in the Vizagapatam district, and Rajahmundry was fixed to 
take the evidence of witnesses in res'pect of zamindari and 'proprietary areas 
in East Godavari and West Godavan, Kistna and Guntur dlstncts; Trichino
poly for witnesses in respect of zamindari and proprietary areas in the dis
tricts of Trichinopoly, Coimbatore, Salem and Tanjore; Madura for witnesses 
in respect of zamindari and proprietary areas in the districts of Madura 
Ramnad and Timrevelly districts; and 1!adras for witnesses in respect of th~ 
zamindari and proprietary areas in the districts of Chittoor, North Arcot 
South Arcot, Cliingleput and Nellore. It was also decided to give an oppor: 
tunity for witnesses who could not tender their evidence at otlier centres. to 
tender such evidence at Madras. . 

12. The Committee met again on 22nd December 1937 and considered the 
question whether the Committee should proceed with their tour programme 
as fixed at their Ilrevious meeting or wait, till the information from the 
Collectors and the landholders was received. The Revenue Secretary to the 
Government of Ma4ras, wh9 was present at the request of the Committee, 
informed that the mformatIon from the Collectors could be expect~d only 
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within about two months. The COIlllllittee came to the conclusion that .no 
purpose would be 8~rved by merely v:aiting an.d that it ~uld proceed WIth 
the taking of oral eVIdence lrom the WItnesses WIthout altermg the programme 
already fixed at the previous meetiq~. 

13. All the persons and associations who sent written memoranda as also 
Members of the Legislative Assembly, Legislative Council and the Central 
Legislative Assembly and the landholders were intimated as regards the tour 
programme of the Committee beforehand. 

14. In accordance with the programme, the Committee sat at Vizagapatam 
from 7th to 13th January 1938 and recorded the oral evidence of witnesses 
1 to 78 and took on record several exhibits. 

15. The Committee next continued its sittings at Rajahmundry from 16th 
to 22nd January 1938 and took the oral evidence of witnesses 79 to 147 and 
took on record exhibits. 

16. The Committee next held its sittings at Trichinopoly from 6th to 
10th February and took oral evidence of witnesses 148 to 197 and took on 
record exhibits. 

17. The next sittings of the Committee were held at Madura from 21st 
to 25th February where the oral evidence of witnesses 198 to 258 was taken 

. and exhibits were taken on record. 
18. The month of March having been occupied by the Budget Session of 

the Assembly, the Committee could not meet in that month. 
19. The next and final sittings of the Committee were held at Madras 

from 20th to 30th April 1938. At Madras the oral evidence of witnesses 
259 to 358 was recorded and exhibits were also taken on record. Several wit
nesses, particularly on behalf of the landholders, who did not tender evidence 
at the other centres, availed themselves of the sittings at Madras and adduced 
evidence. The evidence is I>rinted in three volumes. A supplemental volume 
of evidence is also appended in which is to be found the English translation 
of evidence given in Telugu or in Tamil. 

20. After the recording of evidence was over, the Committee met several 
times to have preliminary consultations on the various points that emerged out 
of the evidence and documents taken so far on record. 

21. A preliminary draft was then prepared for the discussion of the Com
mittee. The Committee met on the 31st July, the 1st and 2nd of August, the 
13th August, the 20th August, 17th and 19th September, 6th and 7th: Novem
ber 1938 and after discussion, such alterations as were considered necessary or 
desirable baving been made, the report was signed on the 6th November 1938. 
Messrs. (1) Zamindar of Mirzapuram, (2) B. Narayanaswami Nayudu, 
(3) Mahboob Ali Baig and (4) A. Rangaswami Ayyangar submitted dissent-

Ning minutes which are printed at the end of the main Report. 

FnnT ST. GEORGE. 
'7th NOfJtJmber 1938. 

B. VENKATACHALAM PILLAI. 
V. V. JOGIAR. 
M. PALLAM RAJU. 
P. S. KUMARASWAMI RAJA. 
B. NARAYANASWAMI NAIDU. 
M. VENKATARAMAYYA APPA RAO, 

Zamindm' of Mirzapuram. 
A. RAL,,\GASW AMI. 
1fAHBOOB ALI BAIG. 
T. PRAKASAM, 

C/!airman. 



REPORT OF .. THE ESTATES 
LAND ACT COMMITTEE 

PART I 

CHAPTER 
ZAMINDAR-OWNER OF SOIL OR ASSIGNEE OF LAND .REVENUE---

QUESTIONS FOR. CONSIDERATION. . 

The first and the most important ques~ion for consideration in this enquiry relates to 
the rates of rent. . 

Ul What is the fair and equitabltl rate of rent which the tena.nt is bound to pay to 
the zamilldar··or any other landholder?' . . 

(~) Is it open to the zamind3.l· or landholder to enhance the rents fixed at the time 
of thel'errnanimt Settlement at hid will and pleasure ·orAor any reason whatsoever on the 
lands that were then under cultivation or on those' that' >tere lying waste then but have 
aiDce beenprought under cultivation? ' 

The answers to· these ljuesti(l[)$' depend upon the: allSwers'given to the following 
questions :-(1) "Who is the owner of the soil? ., and .'" what is the nature of ownership? ,. 
and " what was it that was settled I\t the time of the Perman{lnt Set.tl!'ID8t\t in 1802'7 .. 

(2) Who is the zamindar or landholder and what' has been hi, :relationsillp with 
the ';lIitivator? Is the relationship between the' cultivator and zamindar or other 
lun.lhol,li-r in India the same as that of. the landlord' and tenant in England? Has 
the Indian cultivator derived his right of occupancy Irom the landholder like the tenant 
in England? 

If the last question is answered in the affirmative, i~~ay have to be conceded that 
he is only a tenant from year to year as was wrongly held by the Madras High Court in 
Chokalingam Pillai's case, 6 M.H.C.R., page 164, and,. \)'hich has since been repeatedly 
overruled by the Madras High Court. Privy Council; as wen as the Legislatures--so much, 
so that even the landholders do not contend to-day that the tenant has no occupancy ,right." 
But, what the landholder contends to-day. is that he is the proprietor of the'soil and that i. 

out of hi. proprietorship certain subordinate interests are ·carved out in favour of the 
several classes of tenants, the most important of which are the ryots with perma.nent rights, 
of occupancy. (See paragraph 4 of the Madras Landholders' Association writt~n memo-I 
l'\')ndull).) 

Wh;]e admitting the right of .occupancy of the tenant the landholder says that it wa. Conten.ion. 
a right given by him to the tenant and. therefore, he was entitled to enhance,<rent. accordJ~f ~he land
ing to his will until 1865 and therellfter under the statutes. Having joined the i'."\lIl ou' 0 ..... 

this "\!ital matter, he must be prepared. to establish his case. Instead of doing so', h~' 
argtIes that it· is not necessary to decide this question Ilnd that it should not evep :be' 
raised because it would lead to the assertion of hostile and irreco.ncilable claims between 
UJe "Albindlir lind the tenants and that it is not necessary to decide whetber the znmindar 
or the ryot is the proprietor of tbe soil, either for ascertaining the proper rate of rent. or fOr 
fixlDg the responsibility for the maintenance and improvement of the. sourees of irrigation. 

'On tbe other side. it is contended. on behalf of the ryot •• that they have been the Conte.n'iOlla 
owners of the soil from time immemorial. that they did not derive the title from the ohho 1')'0"_ 

landholders or even from the Government. who appointed those zamindars and other land-
holders as their agents for the collection of revenue: that ..... mind" .. have alwavs hel'll 
only rent-collectors for the Government and that they had no manner of right to increase 
the ,tate of ren~ on any ground or pretext. and that it is the duty of the landholder to 
kllf'p the irri!!'ation sources in !rOOd condition. Havin!!' regard to the contentinns on bot h 
\~ aides ID;ld the scope of ' reference made to us by both the T,e!!'i-lative'A<""mblv im.l the 
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Council, we are bound to consider all the points covered by the reference made to us, and 
the questionnaire put to the public by us and the answers thereto and the evidence, oral 

. and documentary, adduced before the committee on both sides. The reference is 8M 

follows :-

RefMence. 

For the sake of convenience, we shall re-group all the cognate questions into separate 
categories and deal with each one of them briefly. 

The questionnaire on which the public were requested by our Committee, to send 
memoranda in writing contained twelve questions. 

<houp I.-The first group consists of two parts (a) and (b)-

(a) Who, in your opinion, is the proprietor of the soil? Is it the zamindar or 
tile tenant? 

(b) What is the nature of the interest· which the tena.nt has in the land as distin
guished from that of the landholder l' 

These two parts of Question (1). will be taken as the first group to be de .. lt with by 
the Committee. 

<hoop II..,..-Questions II and ill which are cogn .. te run as follows :-
2. (a) Wh .. t is .. fair and .. equitable rent? 

(b) Wh .. t according to you are the considera.tions th .. t should be taken into 
account in fixing a fair and equit .. ble rent? 

(e) Do you think that there should be st .. tutory provision for remission of rent 
and, if so, on what principles? 

(d) Do you think it advisable to settle the rate or share of rent for a parti
cular area once for all or, do you think .it advisable to enunci .. te and determine 
What is a fair and equitable rent leaving it to the officer or court concerned to 
arrive at the figure as and when ~ question arises? . 

(e) Do you think it desirable that the Provincia.! Government should have any 
reserve powers to review, alter, or reduce the rents wherever they are inequit
able by executive action through their revenue settlement officers? 

3. (a) Do you think that powers of collection of rent now given .to landholders under 
the Madra.s Estates Land Act require any revision? 
(b) If so, on what lines? 
(e) What in your opinion are the measures to be adopted with regard to the 

collection of rent and sale of holdings, etc., in order to make the procedure 
simpler and less costly? 

These questions II and· m will be dealt with together as Group (2) by us. 

Group IlI.-The third group consists of questions IV a.nd VIII. Question IV run. 
a. follows :-

(al "Are the rights of the tenants to water-supply inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land or are they a m .. tter of contract between them and the landholders? .. 

(b) .. Has the landholder .. superior right, in the-water-sources in the' estste, and, 
if 80, wh .. t is the nature and extent of the .right? .. 

Question VIII is: (a) .. What according to you are the principl~ to guide the parties 
or courts to arrive at a suitable scheme for. the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources 
a nrl works? .. 

(b) .. Do you think that a.ny rights should be vested in the Provincial Govern
ment to undertake the repa.irs or maintenance of irrigation works, where the landholders 
fail to take necessary and proper steps? 

(e) Do you think that such powers should be vested in the Government to be 
npplied $Uo moto or on application by parties? .. . . 

Group IV.-The fourth. group fOl· considera.tion will be question 5 relating to sUrvey 
and record of rights. Questlon V runs as follows :-

(a) Do you think that all the estates MOllid bo surveyed and a record. of rights 
maintained oompulsolily? . 

(b) If 80, what is the propnrtion of cost 10 be borne by the two parties concerned? 
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(houp V.-The fifth group for consideration will be the· matter covered by Question 
\Tl. Question VI is .. can the landholder demand any leviee-eustomary and otherwise, 
kom ryots in addition to rent? 

(houp VI.-l'he sixth group deals witt. the ql1E'stions cO\·t'red by (a), (b), and (e) 
-of Question 7, regarding the rights, eW: 

Question 7 is as follows:-

(a) What are the rights of tenants ~jth regard to the utilization of local natural 
facilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agri
cultura.! implements? 

(b) Have the tenants got any inherent ri~ht t.o nse thEm C'Jr thtlir domestic and 
19ricultural purposes free of cost? 

(c) What are the respective rights with regard to the public paths, communal lands 
and hills and forests and pornmbokes as between the tenants and the land
holders? 

Group V II.-'l'he seventh group will be Question 9 relating to jamabandi. Question 
11 runs as lollows:-

.. Do you think that yearly jamabandi as in the case of the ryotwari villages is 
necessary? " 

Group VIII.-The eighth group will be Question 10 which relates to undertenants . 
.It runs as follows:-

.. What ahould bt' the lega.! status of undertenants in zamindaJi areas iu relation 
00: 

(1) The pattadar. 

(2) The zaminda.r." 

(houp IX.-The ninth group deals with the forum. This should be question XI. 

(houp X.-The tenth and the last group deals with parts (a) and (b) of question 12. 
>Question 12 is as follows:-

(a) What are the reliefs and remedies to which the zamindar is entitled in respect 1 
of unauthodzed occupation of I .. nds by the ryots? ' 

(b) Does the law in regard to collection by landholder of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi 
from inamdars require any revision? 

We propose to deal with these various groups rearrange>! by us 'f"r the sake of 
oeonvenience in the order in which they are stated above. 

Group I.-Who i8 the proprietor tJ/ the soil? 

Taking the first group, we have to consider under different sub-heads :

(a) Who is a zamindar? 

(b) What was his position before the Permanent Settlement of 1809 and what was 
it after that? 

(0) Was he the owner of the soil before the Permanent Settlement of 1802? If 
not, did he become one under the terms of the. Permanent Settlement? 

(d) What was the position of the tenant before the Permanent Settlemeut Regula
tion and the Pat,ta Regulation of 1802? 

(e) What WII8 the effect of Act VIII of 1865 and I of 1908 on the rights and 
liabilities of the landholder and the tenants? 

(f) What was the effect of the judicia.! legislation on the rights and liabilities of 
the tenants and landbolders, (1) between 1802 and 1865, (Iii) between 1865 and 

. 1908, (3) between 1908 and 1938? 

In other words were the right, title and interest of the tenant or the landholder, mate
Tially a.!tered between ]JlO'J and 1938 or eV'Bn from the existing state of affairs before 
-that date. 

We shall consider first (a) who was a zamindar in the past and what h88 he been now. 
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ZamindarB in CircaTB-Right to the 80il. 
The origin of the zamindaries .in the Madras Presidency was jUBt the same's. ,it was. 

in Bengal. In Madras zamindars have been 'of the following classes ;-" ' 
(1) Ancient zamindars; 
(2) Ancient poligars; 
(3) Proprietors of Havely estates; and 
(4) J agirdars, etc. 
We shall examine the history of each one of these. 

In the sixteenth century when the Muhammadan rulers began administering the 
country they did not make any attempt to dismiss the old officers who served under the· 
Hindu kings and replace them by officers of their own. Indeed, they did not interfere 
with the institutions of the Hindu period generally. During the Hindu period there were 
officers known as deshmukhs, desl'andyas _or, collect()~s and accouptants of circles and 
there were a.lso lleiiiTmen ab'lt1rnfilams who were generally known as the accountants of 
the villages. All these offices were permanent and hereditary. They were allowed to 
continue to discharge their duties as servants of the Muhammadan rulers with the same· 
designations. Spme of them were also allowed to take the district in which they were 
functioning on contract and they were called zamindars. 

The words "chowdary" (Hindu), .. Crorie" (Muhammadan) and .. zamindar " 
were synonyms. The fina.l use of the word "zamindar," gave colour, to the mis-· 
construction of the tenure. This word in Rajputaua means simply a holder' of land or 
tiller of the soil. 

Such is the origin and meaning of the word ~amindar (see KistIla District'Man»a),. 
page 343). " ., , 

Thus a 'deshmukh or despandya.n or a. collector or even an aceowitantof a. circle could 
become a zamindar under the contract. There were ryots on.the estates when theile' contracts. 
were entered into. There was no Contract Act then in force..By a. contract, it did not 
mean a.nything more than an undertaking to serve a.s a collector of revenue of the Govern-
ment for some remuneration. Baden Powell, P., says on thiS-:, -.' 

" In appointing zamindars, the Muhammadan Government had no idea oj cl)!1Ife.
ring a landlord property in the soil. The appointment defined nothing and 
teft the holder to get what he could or what he was naturally entitled to, regarding 
him primarily as a revenue collector with certain fees and villages." 

ll) this manner there were zamindars (revenue collectors) appointed hath in the· 
jungles and hills. There was yet another class who became landlords or zamindars by 
purchasing muttas or parcels of the lands known as havely lands. 

So much about the origin and meaning of zamindar'in the Kistna district. Now let 
us look into the Godaf!ari dist.ict. 

Here also the zamindar was a rent-collector of, the Muhammadan ruler without any 
right to the soil. His position is described os follows in Bnden Powell's" Land Tenw'es," 
Volume III, section 4, page 133 :-

" In the Goda.var.i district, we again find, that though the zamindars had in the 
later days of lax administration usurped mdependence, so that not only the forms, 
but even the rememhrance of one civil authority seemed to be wholly lost, still 
they were only the agents of the Muhammadan rulers; and though descended from 
ancient Hindu Princes who had once ruled, they were removable at pleasure and 
were frequently punished by dismissals, for acts of disobedience." 

. .Ganjam and Vizagapatam ~is.tricts.-We ~hall now ~urn to Ganjam and Vizagapatam 
distriCts to .know whether the ongrn and meanmg of zammdar there, are any Way different 
from those of Ristn .. and Godavari. That it is exactly the same is evident from the 
description taken from the Circuit Committee proceedings, pages 12 and 13, which runs 
as follows :- ' 

" Generally Hindus of the Kshatriyas or Razu caste, appointed bv the Nawab 
a.nd confirmed by the Sowbah, to manage a division of the country cDnque.ed 
by the Moghals from the ancient Hindu kings, a.nd their deputies and who were 

. pften relations of the reduced families for being men of the sword, of impatient 
, tempers" unacquai.nted with arts of peace, and, t~ indolent for the applic. hon 
'necessary to acqUire them, those adventures readily made over the portions of 
the new territory to the charge of such Hindus of ability as would receive them, 
allowing them to preserve, their religion ~nd customs, on condition of payin" 
the full produce of' the land after deducting the expenses of collection and ~. 
commission of 10 per cent in their own favour. Such appears to have brlin 
the introduction of za.min!lare, a. race whose diligence and ecoDomy < ·soon randeT-

. , ' "fng them rich, they, by vari6us artifices aided' by the Muzumdar (also a. Hindu) 
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ana proper nse of their money either, deceived or bribed the succeeding 
N awabs into false opinions of their income and the grant of more extensive 
country and indulgence in ~e"en"e. But it nowhere appears that they were ever 
Buffered to attempt sovereignty and independence with impunity, being always. 
kept in subjection and unde~ ,great restrictions." 

From this it is cleaIT that zamindars in the Circars were managers appointed by the II 
rulers and their deputies to manage different divisions or paraganas of the conquered 
country and collect the revenues due to the Government. 

Ramna.il and other estates of the south, Venkatagiri and Kalahasti of the north are ofl I 
feudal character. . . 

80 far we have examined all the important centres of the Gircars and we have found 
on the facts gathered from the best of the sources available that the zamindar was only 
a collector of revenue or manager of a division on behalf of the rulers and has no 
independent right in himself, being liable to diamieea.l at any moment by the Muhammadan I' 
rulekrs

ch
. He continued to be rent-collector for a long timejlvenllftert1.llj}l!ast !ndia ()ompany 

too arge. ' 

South-em zaminda18 and po!iga1s-Right to the soil. 

We shall now e:xa.mine the zamindaries and poliams in the southern districts. We Orillin ol' 
shan take the poliams first an~ deal with their history genera.lly and briefly. ';::;::.!:,,"::,' 

Poligars, who are the proprietors of poliams. afthough their original tenure was of' 
a feudal type and thus different from the zainindars of the Circars before the settlemeut, 
came under the 'same category after the Permanent Settlement and exchanged sanads and 
kabuliyats. The poligars, before the assignment of the estates to them by the' Government 
had no right to the soil. When villages were transferred to them, they got only the 
assignment of the Government, revenue of those villages, and not ownership of the, anil, 
becauee the Government itself did not possess a!;ly. In our enquiry at the Madura centre, 
various poliams were represented' and evidence was recorded both on behalf of the poligars 
and the ryots. Amongst those the following names may be·mentioned here:-

Kll.nnivadi. 
Bodinayaknur • 
Idayakottai. 
Pavali. 
Thev&orllm. 
Ayakkudi. 

Venkatagiri. 

PoliamB of the south. 

Elumalai. 
Ammayyauaickanur. 
Errasakkunaicknur. 
Etayapurani. 
Saptur, etc. 

Poliams of the west. 

Kalahastb i, etc. 

The Permanent Settlement of l801a was not a BuccellS in the poliams of the south: State of 
In the vears 1805 to 1808, there was an economic crisis in the State of Dindigul and other Dindignl. 
areas. • All the 'capitalists became bankrupts and all'the estates fell into arrears, accord. 

"lug to the Report of Neison, Ie S. (See pages, 56, 51 and 58 of the Ma.dura Country 
Manua.l.) Mr. Hodgson; Member of the Board of Revenue, was deputed to investigate 
into the oauses of the decline. After an elaborate and exhaustive enquiry he made a report 
in which he gave the history of the poliams which rons as follows :-

Poliams. 

The whole land of a province in India, whether cultivated; arable, waste, or jungle or Mr HodS' 
hilla has been from time immemorial'spportioned to, particular villages, 80 that alL the' 00';"8 Bopor' 
landa are within the known boundary of some village. The total area of all the villages 
of a province forma the whole landed surface of a particular WOvince. 

The villages of Dindigul are distinguished by the terms CiicaD village and .. polipat .. , 
th~ former denoting that no other intermediate agency existed: for the J:eCeipt; of the Cirear's 
share of produce or revenue than the immediate officers of the Gircar; the latter denoting 
an alienation of the revenue of entire villages, and' the transfer of their revenue juris. 
diction to individuals styled' poligars either for feudatory or kaval servica on a tribute 
called peshkash-this being les8 than' the Oircar's share of produee in proportion to the 
service rendered by feudatory poligar or kavalkar. Independent of the poliams, the poligara 
frequently held " kavaly maniama .. in the Circar villages. The poligar& had at the time, 

COli. B. PdT 1--2 
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of the transfer ofth~ village~ no property or occupancy in the land, and seldom Ilssumed 
ally-the worst cultIvated villages and the most juugly or frontier situations were fre
quently assigned to poligars for "kavaly service." They sometimes had a kummattam or their o,!n either to !ncrease their resom:ces or for the. purpose o~ rearing a superior 
kind of ~am f~r domestIc us~. They. somet~es had the power to compel the inhabitants 
of the Clrcar villages to cultIvate their mamams in preference to the Circar !snds. This 
happened when ~he Governme.nt was wea:k aJ?-d t~e poligars strong. The peons whom they 
were, under ~elr tenure, obhged to IDalJ?-tam eIther for external war, or internal police, 
had land assIgned to them for a proportIon of their pay-and assignment of land·when 
the desol~te .state of most of. ~he poli~ms is considered, the poligarcould easily make 
:WIthout e]ectlDg a~y of the onglDa! ~ult~vators. If ejectment by force was· ever practised, 
It was always conSIdered an act of lDjUsttCe. . 

. . It tollows then therefore that the transfer of villages to form Ii. poliam was no more 
tha~ t~e. assignment of.a certain porti?n of the Govern~~nt revenue of those Tillages, to . 
an mdivldual for a partIcular purpose 1D preference to gtVlDg monthly pay. The practice 
of assigning the revenue of land for the payment of service was universal in India. It 
was practised as well for the maintenance of fighting men as for the endowment of religious 
establishments; for provision of the expense of the kitchens as for the payment of betel-

. hag CIIoI'rier; as w!lll in reward for civil or military service as for the support of concubines. 

. Village system.-In the. villages of Dindigul, the same internal policy is found as in 
. other provinces; a certain portion of the inhabitants holding the title of natamgars (' vi
lage elders ') or mahajanams are·in the enjoyment of a portion of the land rent-free and 
are the hereditary occupiers of the remainder. 

From this it is evident that the poligars are only assignees of land revenue and not 
owners of the soil. They never put forward any such claim in the past. 
. .That is the case with. all the pO~&lJ?-s named. ab~ve ~ the M:adura and Tinnevelly 

districts, and also the poliams of Tnchinopoly district, VIZ:- . 
U dayarpaJayam, Ariyalur, Thurayur, Marullgapuri, Kadavur and Kattuputtur, which 

is a mitta. 
These were represented in the Trichinopoly centre during our enquiry. 

We shall now give a brief history of the zamindaries and poliams of the Tricbinopoly 
district named above • 

. lIiItory of The following extract, taken from the District Gazetteer of Trichinopoly, would show 
~~=. the nature of the estates and also the basis of calculation for peshkash. The poligars who 
.:: ~ohinO- had been dispossessed at one time were not restored to the whole of the estates which they 
poly diotri.t. had once enjoyed. The Government finally decided to grant to each poligar only a number 

of villages as would give an income equal to the income from each of the poliams as whole 
under the zamindari tenure. In other words the character of the zamindari tenure was 
changed by splitting up into one of poliams. The following passage is taken from 
Volume I, District Gazetteer, Trichinopoly, Chapter II, pages 236 and 238:-

Zamind4ri land-Trichinopoly district. 

The zamindaries of the district consist of the ancient palayams of AriyaJur and 
U dayarpalayam (in U dayarpalayam taluk) Marungapuri and Kadavur in Kulittalsi, 
Thurayur in Mum and Andipatti in Karur taluk, t~e Kattuputtur Mitta in Mu~ and 
numerous mittas of N amillal. Of these, all the mlttas were created by. the Bnt18h at 
the time of the Permanent Settlement. They were all originally in the SaJem district, to 
which the Permanent Settlement was applied. The Kattuputtur mitta was transferred 
from Salem to this district in 1851. All the ancient palayams date from the pre-British 
times and were conferred on the poligars by tbe native rulers-aU apparently by the N ayak
kans of Madura-on some kind or other of service tenure. The early history of each of 

. them is sketched in the accounts of them in Chapter XV. 

The treatment of these ancient palayaID's by the British has varied. Andipatti 
(which till recently belonged to Coimbatore district) and Marungapuri and Kadavur (both 
of which belonged to Madura till 1856) were assessed in the early days of the British rule 
at Ii. pesbkush amounting to 70 per cent of their estimated gross income. Sanads were 
given to the first and third in 1871; but the title to Marungapu~ was then in disp?te 
in the civil courts and a sanad for that estate was granted only 1D 1906. The poSItIOn 
of these polignrs was for some time -in doubt; and it was not till 1871 that it was decided 
by the Privy Council that the Marnngapuri zamindari (which is typical of others) was 
an hereditary estate the owner of which possessed a title indefeasible by the will of 
Government. The Andipatti Estate has long beendivided,but the other two have been 
declared impartible by Act II of 1904. 
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The Tburayur, U dayarpalayam and Ariyalur Estates were not like the others above 
mentioned, in the poBBession of the poligars' families at the time of the cession of the 
<:arnatic. The poligars of all of them had had differences of one sort or another with the 
Nawab, and at the beginning of the English rule had all been disp08869eed of their estates 
and were subsisting on compassionate aJl.lilwances of various kinds. ' 

When the country ca.me under the Company's rule the first Collector recommended 
that all these poJigars (then only ones in the district) should be restored, to their estates 
on the footing of zamindars and should pay- a peshkash of two-thirds of the estimated 
gross income of their properties. The Government, however, at first declined to recognize 
the title of the poligars and orderd the Collector to continue the management of the 
pohams. At the same time they ordered an inquiry to be made into the value of the 
poliams, the nature of the service which was due from the poligars to the Government, 
and the money value for which these services might reasonably be commuted. Mean
while, they authorized the Collector to pay to the poligars allowances equivalent to 10 
per cent of the net value of the estates with effect from the date of the cession of the 
Camatic to the Company. In 1814 the Board observed that' to restore the poligars 
would be for a variety of reasons impolitic and they recommended that Government should 
grant to each poligar such a number of villages as would yield the' equivalent of the income 
which might be expected to secure from each of the poJiams as a whole under zamin
dari tenure. l'his was approved by Government in 1816; calculations were made of 
the gross income derivable from the estates; and the poligars were each put in possession 
of so many villages as would yield an income equal to one-third of the gross incon1lls so 
calculated. At the same time it was decided that the police duties which formed a 
part of the service demanded from the poJigars should be ~scontinued and that KAYAr. fees 
should no longer be collected. Zamindari sanads were issued to them 'on December 23rd, 
1817. The Tburayur and U dayarpalayam estates are impartible being schednled as such 
;1\ Act II of 1904. Tbe Ariyalur estate has long been divided into small portions. 

From the above it is clear that the poJigars were only assignees of land revenue 
and had no right to the soil. The zamindar of U dayarpalayam admitted in his written 
memorandum that he had no proprietary right to the soil. Indeed, no poJigar claims any 
ownership to the soil. We shall now examine some of the zamindaries in the south to 
see if the landholder had any right to the soil. 

ZAMINDARI OF RAMNAD. 

(PTtYperty in the Boil.) 

Ramnad M anual-PrtYperty in the 8oil.-The right of property in the soil vested 
in the cultivators from very early times. Manu's dictum concerning right in land is 
as follows:-

.. Cultivated land is the property of him who cuts away the wood, or who first 
cleared a.nd tilled it." 
• • , .. The Hindu kings did not even recognize individuals, but made their Manu'. 
arrangements for the payment of the share due to State with the village elders eIiotam. 
representing the village community, which was the unit of fiscal Government, 
and which as representing the shareholders possessed ~ complete a.nd indefea-
sible property in the soil. The very village system, constituted and in force 
from early times as described in detail under village service, clearly establishes 
the fact that none of the former Governments has ever laid claim to property 
in the soil." 

2. In his work on Village Communities Sir H. Maine says-
" The asumption which the English first made, was one, which they inherited Sir.B., 

from Muhammadan predecessors. It was that all the soil helonged as absolute =:a 
property to the sovereign and tha.t all private property in land existed by his ODII. 

8ufIera.nce. The Muhammadan theory and the corresponding Muhammada.n 
practice, have put out of sight the ancient view of the sovereign's right, 
which though it assigned to him a far larger share of the produce of the land 
than any western ruler has ever claimed, yet in no wise denied the existence of 
private property in land. The English began to act in perfect good faith on 
the ideas which they found universally prevailing among functionllrie.s, whom 
they had taken from the M:uhammadan semi-independent Viceroy dethroned 
by their arms. Theit' earliest experiments on the belief, that the sOll wos theit'8 
and thot any landlord would be. of thew e..,olusitl6 creation hatle now flIJ88ed 
into protIerb. of M aldroit management." (Maines' Village Communities Lecture 
IV, pages 104, and 105, 1st edition.) 
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" In M;adras, however., the mistake' was not perpetuated to the same extent as ir.. 
Bengal. At the very commencement of the century, eminent officera of Govern
ment reported that ~llage coID:ID~ities exist~d all over the country 8.nd possessed 
undoubte~ property 10 the &oil, l\'Ir. Lushmgton, Collector of Tinnevelly q.ncl 
Madura., m a letter, dated 29th December 1800 writes ;- " 

., In tracing their past situation, it is .not to' be discovered tha.t during the revolu-
tlons .. of many ~eB from the Jeign of their first ,Prince until the final downf~ll 
of Hmdu a?thorlty any questlOn ever existed in any stage of the Hindu hiatory 
as to the nght of the people to the lands of the country excepting villages or 
lands totally waste and that have escheated to Government. On the contrary • 

. they. appear to ha.ve been transmitted to them from the most remote era down 
to ~he present time without interruption. These rights are supported by usages. 
:which could. ne:ver have .pre:vailed but. for their universal acknowledgment and 
m the reposltones of their history, their laws, we find the right of the people to-. 
property . iTJ lands repeatedly acknowledged and preserfJed. It has been th& 
custom to consider the Hindu Governments of old despotic and regulated solely 
by the arbitrary willo£the reigning Prince, theo~eticaJly viewed they were flO. 
but ill practice they had little of this character.' 

, .,.. . Even when the country was, in later times, ra.vaged by the Mussalman 
armies, and the B!doption of the laws of Muhammad into the Hindu jurisprudenc& 
created universal confusion and engendered continual differences in tbe decrees of 
justice, n6 fundamental material innofJations took place in the right to landea 
property (however grievous the public a.ssessment often proved) such as I have 
described; and the privilege of tilling the glebe which he first broke, and brought 
into f~rtility, it has never been the custom to take from the poorest cultivator, so. 
long. as he duly yielded the public share." (Page 82; Papers on :M;irasi right.) 

S. Mr. Hodgson, Collector of Dindigul, on the 28th March 1808 wrote as follows ;-
,. So long ago as the Slst :M;arch 1800, Mr. Hurdis stated that the Nattamga1s (lli/

lage elders) of South Coimbatore consUered that they already held a proprietarll 
right on the soil. ,The Nattamgars (tllilage elders) certainly consider the farm 
they cultifJate as their own property; and no Government save tbe MussalInan, 
appears to have considered the soil its own, or itself at liberty to deprive the 
inferior subject at its will." 

4, Referring to the permanent sana.d, :M;r. Iit:odgson wrote :-
.. '1:,hat no zamin,dar or prop,ietor (or whatetler name be given ~o those persons) was 

entitl~d by law, custom, or usage to make his demands for rent according. 00 hi~ 
confJenience. 

\~
. ' That the cultitlator8, of the soil had th,e solid right from time immem,orial of 

paying a defined rent and no more for the land they cultifJated." 

• • • • •• • 
.. It must then, I think, be admitted that the Circara or GOfJernment or the 

reprBBentatitlBs Of the GOfJernment, the zaminda18, nefJer could hatle been the 
absolute proprietors of the soil." 

~. The result of investigation regarding milasi rights commenced about, 1815, was 
the accumulation of ofJerwhelming testimony in favour of the comprehensille and complete 
nature of the rights in the soil possessed by the ryots as against the Gooernment. and the 
zamindars and others similarly situated. As a matter of fact, the ryots in this estate have, 
from time immemorial, exercised the right of selling, bestowing, dividing, and bequething 
their lauds in the manner, which to them is most agreeable; some of the ryots' lands have 
also been purchased, by the late zamindars and their managers, and enjoyed by them 80S 

sirllthettu or private property. 
;V enkatagiri and Kala.hasti and Karvetinagar were also J,lOliams ,in which the polig~rs 

were only assignees of land revenue. We have now dealt Wlth the lmportant zo,mmdarIes 
and poliams and found that the zamindars and poligars are only melva.ra.mdars, the ryots 
being kudivaramdars. 

After the a.dvent of the British rule until 1802 the relationship of the zamindar witt, 
the ruler was regulated by the exchange of Sannadi-Milki-IsthiIPirar and kabuliyat i,n the 
same manner in which it was done subsequent to the Permanent Settlement Regulatlon of 
18011. In the pre-pmnanent settillmen~ sanails $ere was a ~rtilE!r ~ndition that bhe ,estat~ 
waR indivisible and descendible according to the law qf prlmogemture. The proprIetors 
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light of the Government to collect taxes was transferred to the zamindar by the Govern
'went subject to the payment of a fixed revenue. '£his fiXIty did not ,apply t~ water-rates 
'!lnd local ceases. 'rhe zamindar further bound himself to regulate the rela.nonshlp WIth 
the tenants by exchange of pattas and muchilikas. The pre-permanent settlement sanad 
was as follows :-

•• 
Sample sanad prior to permanent settlement. 

" '1'0 the -amils, etc., the Deshmukhs, Despandyas, Chaudris (note the Hindu titles), 
the principal persons and accountants of the Vmnakota pargsnna, in the 'Uharmal dIStrIct 
Circar of Mustafanagar, subah (province) of Haidarabad. It is now written that that 
the fees (rusam), land retlenue (mahal) sair (customs), etc., muhtarafa (a house and trade 
tax), satlarams (revenue), assignment or allowanceto'zamindars are now confirmed sud 
ratified as usual to kandsos, etc., and surayya, etc. ,7.amilldars of the abovenamcd Char
mabal. You are to gif!8 up to them the ra.~,'m, m'llwl, eLe., so long as they contmue 
attached to the GOtlernment. They are to enjoy the perquisites thereof and to remain 
faithful to the Government interest: This is to be strictly observed." (Dated 1st Sawal 
1172 H., 1759 A.D.) (see Ristna District Manual), page 3,13, and (2) B&den Powell on 
Land Tenures (Volume ill, pages 134 and 135). 

Tho first sentence of the sanad was addressed to Deshmukhs, Despandyas, Chaudris 
-(all titles or designations given by ti,e liilldu kings to their own officers)-who were 
recognized by the Muslim rulers when they took the reins of administration into their 
hands and who again were recognized by the British in their turn when they succeeded 
the Muslim kings. It i~ remarkable that the British rulers like their predecessor did 
not interfere mnch with the then existing institutions for a long time, until aL Ica,,;t lS02. 

According to the sanad quoted above the za.mindar was gIven the right to collect 
mahal (land re"enue) and other items and enjoy the benefit and perquisiteH thereof only J 
so long liS he was loyal to the Govel'Uwent. TLere was no reference to t.he right to the 
BOil at ull. On the other hand the right to collect land revenue and other taxes alone was 
conferred on him. 

Ownership' to the soil. 

This can further be proved from Justice Field's observations in his book on Land
holding :-

" That the ownership of soil was not in the soverei@ is proved by a variety of ~it;l:'" b ... 
arguments. One of these is remarKable ,-oeu;g-QraWD from the fact that the v.';,u,:'~ . 
Emperors purchased land when they wanted it. Aurangazib purchased land in 
Hundi, Palan, etc. Akbar purclmsed land for the Forts of Akbarabad and I!la-
habad; Sahajahan purchased for Sahajahanabad . . . according to Muham-
madan Law, the sovereign has only a right of property in the tribute or revenue; 
but he who has II tribute from the land has no property in the land." 

When this is the case with Sovereign himself, the zamindar can never claim such 
a right being in origin a simple rent collector. 

The Hon 'ble Mr. Forbes in his speech when he introduced the Madras Estates Land 
Act in 1908 contended that .. the legal status of the zamindar under the Permar>ent 
Settlement cannot be put higher than that of an assignee of the public land revenue." 
- Having noted that the zamindars were appointed or continued as rent collectors of 
the East India Company, as in the Muslim period we have to examine how they managed 
their business and what induced the Company to introduce the Permanent Settlement and 
enact the Permanent Settlement Regulanon XXV, the Patt .. Regulation XXX, the Rar
nama Regulation XXIX and XXVIII-all of 13th July l802-and what is tbe effect of 
such legislation? 

Did these Regulations create a right to the soQ in favour of the landholder? 
Although the East India Company was carrying on trade from 1612, it was not until 

1758, that their rule 'VI\8 established m tbi& Co)untry-beginning fmm 17~e, the Company 
bad. to fight against odds before it could settle down. 

Zamindar', management. 

Further, since the East India Company took the administration of the country into 
their own hands ~ their first anxiety was to make sure of their land revenue. They bad. 
to evolve s~methmg out of tbe chaos that had been left to them by the previous rule; they 
could no~ mt~uce ryot~ari system ,md inciividuJ.I resp)nsibility for payment (,i th~ 
revenue Immediately. Bemg newcomers, they had to feel tbeir way to stncly the con
dlt,ions then prevailing and also acquaint themselves abont the descendants and represen
tatives of the old vanquished rulers inclnding the mmindars or rent farmers, through 

COlI. R. PART 1-3 
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whom the Muhammadan rulers were collecting their revenues. On the other hand, the 
East India Company could not cleal with the cultiva'orb direct nor could it roM." the 
zamindar and the renter sufficiently " honest" to pay tL~ir ~hare of the revenue without. 
defrauding. . These zamindars had military, sibbandhi, peons and vast establishments. 

Politi .. ] Their troops were strong though not equal to fight the English "oldier. '~'o mak<.> "ure of 
motives and their reve~ue the East IndIa Company had to decide on maintaining EllrOpean forces to 
oUoumatall' compel the zamindars to disband their regimental forcca, because they knew Lh"t tho 
::t:a!~~. zamindar would not be agreeable to dissolve their armies voluntarily. To understand 
duction of with what political motives 'lind under what circumstances the East India Company felt. 
~orman.nt compelled to introduce permanent settlement and establishment of courts and military 

.ttlemant. \ forces, we can do no better than we give extracts from the Report of the Circuit Com
D?ittee itself, which run as follows :-

J .. The great abuses existing in the present system I conceive to arise from the 
avarice ~nd inacti!)ity of the zamindars who neglecting the most principal part 
of their duty, attention to the people's rights, sell them in fact to interested 
and oppressive renters. Cultivation therefore is the consequence of necessity 
and not of choice, and would probably fail very considerably by desertion, were 
the neighbouring hills less fatal or the surrounding countries under better 
regulations. I think it certain they cannot be under worse, for, although the 
labourers are concerned in so large a proport:on to the Raja' 8 income they 
experience no sort of return either in protection or assistance towards improve
ment of their lands, which the state of the village karnams, who are now 
servanta and creatures of the renters, and the utility of the latter being the 
only tribunal to which· the injured can complain, besides the iinnecessary alie
nation of lands as mokhasas, maniyams, terasts, etc., all conducing to increase 
the disputed power and the demands of Government, render the villages noth
ing more than wretched hovels, and leave the labourers only a bare subsistence, 
lit the same time that a few favourite Chetrias about the Raja's person ilbsorb at 
least one-sixth of the collections without afiording any competent advantage to the 
community or country, being the tyrants of one and so frugal and apprehensive 
of appearing wealthy, that the better part of their riches are altogether such 
and of course useless to the other . 

• It was once proposed to let the villages by lease to the head inhabitants for 
ten years at a fixed rent, in order to lessen the pretences for oppression in the 
zamindars and officers of Government., and to secure to the company a certain 
annual income. This project might be successful were the natives more accus
tomed from having just superiors to be just themselves, and place confidence 
in their rulers. But considering their present depravity and the despotism 
that has long prevailed the whole system I apprehend these new renters would 
find constant excuses for short payments, the truth of which, from their 
number, it would be difficult and expensive to ascertain and suspecting that 
Government had the secret design of plundering them on their becoming opulent, 
it is probable they would not exert themselves, but would. practise oppressionI' 
upon the tenants and their dependants to discharge the assessments on their 
own more extensive cultivations, while the whole of their profits would be 
secreted and lost to the community • 

• After considering the above it will not be thought extraordinary or improbable, 
I presume, when I suppose if the revenue was brought back to the first princi
ples and the system of zamindars altogether abolished, that the Northern Circars 
would be found to yield at least a crore of rupees to the com pany. To effect 
this, however, an entire new arrangement will be necessary. Upon the leading 
step to which I must observ;e .. that, considering the authority of z .. mindars 
established by long example by the interested presents of :Muhammadan Gov
ernors, and by the· want of information jn Europeans, it might be difficult at 
present to deprive them at once of their assumed power, and reduce them to 
their original condition although it is certain they have not the same hold of 
the people's affections as the Dhaos possess, because of the oppressions they 
tolerate and their want of hereditary right. Yet when their military (amountipg 
in the extent ·of the circars to 3,500 at least) shall be decreased, and the Govern
ment enabled by raising their payments to foot a. considerable force of its own, 
stationed in the heart of every powerful zamindari, it will be no longer all 
hazardous or arduous enterprise to reserve the management under its own 
servants and allow those dispossessed officers an ample, though not profuse. 
IIIllintenance. . 
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., This shows the necessity of reducing the zamindar'spower not partially but 
entirely. It may be proper to observe that, while zamindars have revenue a~ 
their disposal, the integrity of Europeans and the public interest must be con
Sidered as precarious, that in consequence of the very inadequate payments made 
by many of the most powerful among them, they are enabled in some instances 
to extend their in.6uence over'b:tferiors, in others, of forming connenons with: 
the neighbouring powers, and in all of keeping on foot a military establishment, 
and entertaining notions of importance ever connected with riches, but incon
sistent with their statibn as servants, and which except by force it will be 
difficult to eradicate. That the desolation and failure in the havali lands is to 
be chiefly attributed to their influence acting by allurements, where devoid of 
authority, but by force and open oppression compelling the inhabitants to remove 
into their zamindaris, where character of renters affords them the opportunity. 
That it will be impossible (however well disposed the Company may be) to 
establish the rights of individuals, and their proportion of the crops upon a per
manent and secure footing until the whole circars are brought under one form 
of collection by hereditary pretension and the nncient Hindu usage (whose 
countries are in general a barrier to our possession, and which none but them
selves can manage to advantage), to retain the smallest appearance of authority 
or tbe most distant hope of possessing or being able to establish a separate 
'nterest would be highly impolitic and dangerous as has been already evinced, 
•• I understand, by the doubtful conduct of them all during the war, because u. 
revolution must at any time be desirable even from their hope of becoming more 
independent, and the probability of expunging any arrears that may be due to 
their old superiors, of which examples are not wanting; and here, allow me few 
words to examine the practice of which, by some, may be considered as proper 
to be adopted on the (decease) of zamindars, a system in which I can see nothing 
to applaud and which teo often accelerates the ruin of countries that had other
wise been flourishing and happy. The general mode appears to be that the 
countries are rented to persons who either bid very high for the Company's 
advantage or obtain the lands on easy terms by acquiring the favour of those who 
are empowered to let them. In either case as the produce is to reimburse the 
expense, it must, of course, be liable to other demands above the just collections 
which are genera.lly brought about in tbe following manner :-
. Harvest time being near, the renter overvalues the produce to secure .a large 

and undue proportion to himself, which, where the inhabitants are u. little 
beforehand, they will object to and may refuse to reap until he consents to a 
more equitable valuation rather than be a loser as the crop would soon spoil, he 
is in the end obliged to comply: but no eooner are the lawful collections 
gathered in, than his peons and servants begin the work of force and torture, 
under various pretences squeezing still more from the country. The inhabi. 
tant pays indeed, but he has lost all confidence, as he knows of no power that 
can afford him redress. During the ensuing year those who have wherewithaJ 
to emigrate, forsake the districts, while the miserable remainder having no 
object to encourage their industry, cultivate barely enough to complete their 
payment and for their own support. So that the supply being more scanty 
the exactions of course, are become excessive, and as the renter must have .. 
profit rather than part with all his receipts to fulfil his engagements, he feigns 
a thousand excuses to secure hi~ end and cover the fraudulent detinue of part 
of the revenue.. In the later years finding the district neglected and abandoned, 
if he thinks it his interest to continue his (,owle, a ooIlusion is entered into with 
the principal people, to whom, for a certain sum he rents the management of 
their respective neighbourhoods, thus increasing the number of tssk-masters 
and the wretchedness of the labourers, he sometimes grants sanads of exem~on 
from taxes to these people, which are brought forward at an after-period and 
often with success.' .. . . 

Such is the picture drawn no doubt, by n. party interested in throwing the whole 
blllDle on the other, so graphically by contemporaneous writers who were charged with 
110 special commission to gather facts and make their report to the Court of Directors on 
the management of the zumindar. as rent collectors. To complete the picture so lIS to 
bring into relief the prominent features, we give below a further extract u.ifecting the 
Circars as a whole--

.. In the course of time, however. and chiefly, I believe. in consequence of their 
availing themselves of the change at Hyderabad, when Aurangazib reduced the 
Moorish Kings of Golcandah, they grew to the height of power and confidence 
we' now find them at. thinking and acting as they were Kings anI! not servants, 
but allies to the Government, in which idea and conduct and want of information 

-
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of the Europeans has not a little confirmed them. They were allowed thelr 
sary, that is 10 per cent on the jamabandi, which. on 50' lakhs or half the 
estnnated value of the Clrcars 18 Rs. 5,00,000. Havmg the absolute authority 
in the zamindari they introduced rooaooms or fees to themselves and princIpal 
servants, amounting on the above sum at It per cent to about Rs. 75,000. On 
pretence of receiving variety of coins, some of which were bad, they instituted 
a' batta of 3 per cent to make up their loss on exchange; supposing only 85 lills 
paid in specie, this batta would be Rs. 10,500, while the lands were regularly 
ANCHUND or valued, it was easy for the Nawab to learn the true produce, to 
avoid which inconvenience some of them not only overturned the fonner 
arrangement of the pargannas but introduce the levy by shist, Mullawattee and 
Nazer, those accounts belDg easily falsified; and also enabling them to take a 
part of the paymllnt in advance, but they still kept up the claim upon the in
habitants for cutchery charges, though the better part of them did not exist, 
and have wholly ceased since the zamindari lands have been put under renters, 
which charges calculated on the shist of 50 lakhs would amount to Rs. 3,25,000. 
The ravasey and woolpha appear to have been introduced for payment of their 
servants, and to defray their own travelling expenses, which calculated on the 
shiat would amount to Rs. 35,000. The whole of those charges are now collected 
by renters, but comes ultimately to the zamindar, the muchilikas being increased 
in proportion so that the zamindars' oppressive collections over and above their 
aary must, upon a jamabandi of 50 lakhs of rupees, be Rs. 5,40,000 and including 
the sary would amount to Ra. 10,40,000." 

Zamindar' 8 management before Permanent Settlement. 

EVeDto that The above extracts given copiously from the proceedings of the Circuit Committee 
::~u:!o .. Ideal with matters extending over 44 years .of East India Company'~ ad~istration previ?us 
or P......... to 1802 and the inanagement of the zammdars throughout the saId period. The English 
Dent Bottle· language, grammar and structure of the sent,enccs of the servants of the Company of more 
"""'" than 140 or 150 years old are not the same as those of to-day. Some of us may not be 

able to understand the full import of those beautiful passages easily and quickly now. 
We, therefore, recapitulate the essence in simple language; narrating the doings of the 
zamindars which led ultimately to the introduction of the Penn anent Settlement. They 
are taken one by one from those very passages. The subject is so important that it will 
easily bear repetition. The events that led to the introduction of the Permanent Settle
ment Regulation of 1802 are briefly as follows :~ 

../ (1) Owin~ to the avarice and inactivity of the zamindars, cultivators were sold to 
oppressIve renters. < 

(2) Owing to zamindars' failure to attend to people's rights, cultivation became a 
consequence of necessity aud not of choice. 

(3) Probably cultivation would have been deserted altogether if neighbouring jungles 
. were less fatal or surrounding countries were under better regulations. 

(4) Cultivators made largest contribution to the Raja's income but they got 
nothing in return either by way of protection or help required for th.e improve. 
ment of land. 

(5) Village karnams became the servants and creatures of the renters. 

(6) Renters became the only tribunals to hear the complaints of the injured. 

(7) Unnecessary alienations of land as mokhasas, maniams, terasts, etC. 

(8) All the above conducing to increase the disputed power and the demands of , 
Government.. _, . . 

(9) Villages became wretched hovels and the tenants did not get even bare subsis
tence. 

(10) Favourite Kshatriyas about the Raja's person absorbed one-sixth of the 
collections without giving any advantage to the cultivators or the country. . 

(11) Zamindar wanted to let the villages by lease to the head inhabitants for ten 
years at a fixed rent. . 

(12) Renters coerced the tenants and their dependents to discharge the assessments 
on their own large cultivations, while they concealed their profits. 

{IS) For all the foregoing reasons it was thought better to abolish the zamindnri 
system altogether., and make the Circars yield at least a crore of rupees more to 
tblj. Company; . .. ... . . . 
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(14) Altogether the zamindars did not command the same hold on people' 8 affec
tions as before as the Dhsos possessed and it was considered not yet expedient 
to drive them away altogether then. • 

(15) It was believed that the zamindars lost their hold on the people because they 
had no hereditary right and tlu!y were tolerating the oppressions. 

(16) It was considered precarious to reduce the zamindar's power entirely 80 long 
as they had revenue at their disposal. 

(17) It was feared that the zamindars would extend their influence over inferiors, 
form connexions with neighbouring powers, increase their military establishments, 
entertaining false notions of importance owing to their riches forgetting altogether 
that they were servants of the Company. 

(18) It was felt that it was difficult to dismiss the zamindar except by force. 
(19) The desolution and failure of cultivation in the Havelly lands was due to the 

influence of the zamindars who by allurements, force anQ. oppression compelled 
the inhabitants to remove into their zamindaries in collusion with the renters 
wherever possible. 

(20) There were a few Rajas who pretended to have hereditary claims while a few 
others claimed rights under ancient Hindu usage (whose countries were in general 
a barrier to the possession of the East India Company and which none but 
themselves could manage to advantage). 

(21) The Company believed that to all these zamindars to retain the smallest 
appearance of authority or the smallest hope of possessing or being able to establish 
a separate interest would be impolitic and dangerous, having regard to their doubt
ful attitude during the war which the Company had to wage against Bussy, Duplex 
and other French Commanders in India, while the French Revolution was in 
progress on the continent. 

(22) The East India Company also believed that some of these Rajahs would be 
hoping for a revolution in whi.cl:). they could attain more power and independence 
and through which they could ultimately repudiate their liability to pay their 
accumulated arrears to the East India Company. Such instances were not 
wanting. . 

(23) Having r",,<>'ard to the past experience, the East India Company resorted ~o the 
practice of renting the district to the highest bidders or to those who could obtain 
the land on easy terms through the favour of those who were authorised to let them, 
whenever a zamindar died. 

But this was considered bad and ruinous to the country which had otherwise been 
flourishing and happy because in either case the expenses had to be re-imbursed 
from out of the produce of the cultivators both in regard to the legitimate as well 
as illegitimate demands. 

(24) The illegitimate demands were generally forced on the cultivators in the 
manner stated below:-
(a) Just before the harvest the renter overvalues the produce for securing a large I' 

and undue proportion to himself and the inhabitants sometimes insist on a 
more equitable valuation and refuse to reap. But reaping could not be done 
without permission and if it was delayed long the crop would be spoiled. So 
in the end the cultivators had to yield. 

(b) But, when once the lawful collections were made, peons and servants begin 
to force and torture under various pretences until they squeeze still more. The 
inhabitants paid but they got nothing in return. rrhey lost all confidence and \ 
no power on earth could give them auy r~dress. In the following year those 
who had enough to migrate left the district whire the miserables' that were 
obliged to remain behind cultivated just enough to complete their payment \ 
of taxes and for their own living, because there was nothing to encourage their 
industry. 

(c) Thus supply became scanty while the demand increased greatly. 
(d) The renters must have their profits at any cost. They did not like to part 

with all the monies they earned to fulfil all their engagements. They feigned 
thousand excuses to secure that end by fraudulently concealing part of the 
revenues. 

(25) Most people gradually left the districts and the renters got into trouble with 
the supervisors. If they had to renew their cowles, there was no way of deslin" 
with the inhabitants direct. They, therefore. colluded with the principal in~ 
habitants and rented the management of their respecnve neighbourhood td 
them. 

COlI. II. PAIIT I-f 
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(26) Thus the number of task-masters increased and with that the wretchedness of 
. the labourers become worse. 

(27) Somettmes the renters granted to' people sanads of exemption from' taxes a.nd 
these were produced after a long time and they had to be confirmed' even though 
they were bogus and unauthorized. ' 

(28) In Circars the Zamindars thought and acted as kings entirely forgetting tha.~ 
they were servants. . .' 

(29) ~hey were allowed their aary 10 per cent on the jamabandi of 50 lakhs which 
was half of the estimated value of the Circars. That allowance a.mounted to 
5,00,000 rupees. 

(30) There they introduced roosooms or fees to themselves a.nd their principal 
servants amounting on the above sum at It per cent to a.bout Re. 75,000. 

'(31) On pretence of receiving variety of coins some of which were bad, they insti
tuted a batta of 3 per cent to make up their loss on exchange, e.g., if 35 lakhs 
were paid the batta came to Rs. 10,500. [This could have been easily avoided, 
if the lands had been regularly valued and the true produce ha.d been ascer
tained.] 

(32) To evade regular anchund or valuation the old arrangement of the parganas 
was upset and levy by shist mulla wattee and nazer were introduced, the accounts 
relating to which could be easily falsified. 

(33) The above arrangement ena.bled them to take a part of the payment in 
advance and still keep up the claim on the tena.nts for cutcherry charges though 
the better of them did not exist at all and ha.d wholly ceased sin.ce the zamindari 
lands had been put under renters and which charges calculated on the shist' 
of 50 lakhs amounted to Re. 3,25,000. 

(34) The ravasey and woolpha were introduced for payment of their servants 
and to defray their own travelling expenses which amounted to about Rs. 35,000. 

(35) The whole of the above charges were then collected by renters, but ultimately 
came to the zamindar, the muchilikas having been increased in proportion. 

(36) As a result the zamindars' oppressive collections over and above their sary 
upon a jamabandi of 50 Ims was R •. 5,40,000; with the sary, it came 
Re. 10,40!000. 

Such was the position and management of the zamindars before the permanent settle
ment of 1802, according to the Circuit Committee Report. While making the Report, the 
Committee made certain recommendations upon a reform of system for management of 
these Circars. 

Recommendations of Circuit Committee. 

The recommendations were as follows :-

(1) Having due regard to the ignorance of the East India Company amI its officers 
of reVenue matters, they were advised to keep a close watch over the cutcherrie~ 
of the zamindars (until tranquillity was restored in Company's possessions and 
sufficient military strength was gathered) and management of the zaruindars 
straightaway. 

(2) The second recommendation was to divide the country into districts of 10 lakhs 
each and again subdivide each one of them into parganas of 2 lakhs each. 

(3) Next one was to increase the emoluments of all revenue servants so as to make 
each one happy and contented and take particular interest and prevent abuse 
or maladministration in any part of the system. This was considered the first 
object of reform and the proposed rise in salaries should be in different propor
tions according to the degree of responsibility and magnitude of the charge and 
it must be met from the gross amount of the joint collections and not be a 'fixed 
salary certain in receipt and independent of the office. 

(4) No individun:I should be allowed to dre:w commission. upon the produce of the 
lll.nds under hIS own charge, but be obliged to share m equal proportions with 
others of the same descriptions. 

(5) The regulation must prescribe that every one of the Company's servants should 
'exert himsell to the utmost for improvement of the revenue and at the same 
~ime he shall be interested to detect a.nd complain every case of fraud or inattention 
mothers. 
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(6) As to the mode of collection the ancient yearly valuation must be adhered to 
until population and wealth of the cultivators incre&sed and until the people 
proved the real worth of the country, when leases or property in the soil may 
be established as the circumstances might demand. 

(7) Formerly during the Hindlleperiod private right to ground seemed to have 
. existed but, when the Muhammadans conquered and established themselves 

in these Circars, as far as sout.h of Pnlicat, all the land was claimed by Govern-\ 
ment and the people considered merely as slaves, which the zamindars did not 
set aside in anyone instance. 

(8) Mode of payment in kind or cash. Payment in kind would certainly be most 
easy and advantageons to the iuhabitants but care must be. taken to see that no 
loss was caused during its conveyance to granaries and that there was no 
wastage while in store or decreased by measurements and the tricks of under
servants both at the time of delivery as well as issue. 

(9) Collection in money was certainly most convenient and least liable to abuse. 
·But it was so difficult for the poor people to find money from the small amount 
of speci current in the Circars and it was beyond their power to borrow, owing 
to the high rate of interest they were compelled to pay. 

(10) The mode that ought to be adopted must be such as would give peace and pros
perity to the people and increase the future wealth of the Circars; and not one 
calculated to secure the immediate advantage of Government and prevent fraud 
on the part of its servants. 

Having regard to all these circumstances it was recommended that a medium course 
should be adopted, namely, the cultivator's first payments to be in kind, and when suffi
cient time had elapsed for sale of their grain the loss should be calculated in money. 

Along with the Permanent Settlement Regolation XXV of 1802, the Karnam's Regu- Regulation 
. lation XXIX of 18011 was passed on the same date, namely, 31st July 1802. The pre- ~JX: of 

amble to the said RegUlation says that for various causes, which were not enumerated, a~olished 
farmers of revenue were in the habit of concealing the actual proceeds of their sale to an old 
prevent tbe Government from realizing its just and proper share of the same and to office~th t 
eheckmate the vagaries of their agents they did not intend to employ the large number :f~r"':'. 
of officers for the purpose of detecting or preventing such fraudulent concealment and 
once they made up thpjr minds to give protection to their under-farmers or zamindare and 
also to the tenants by fixing the permanent peshkash and permanent rent, they felt 
securi! that they would not continue to be victims to the tricks of the servants of their 
collection agents. For that reason they aholished all the offices which had been continued 
from the Muha.mmadan rule and retained only the office of the kamam, in accordance' 
with the recommendations made by the Circuit Committee and adopted in the Fifth 
Report. 

Old Re"enue Officers. 

Here, in this connection, we shall, by way of contrast and for information, take 
le&ve to describe some of the principsl offices in the M;uhammadan establishment, which 
were continued in service by the East India Company. 

1. The most important of them was the officer who commanded the army under the 
title of l'housdar. He waR re&lly the Amaldar, and commonly known as tbe Nawab. Phouadar. 
Phousdar was first the :King of Golconda and later the Soubah of the Deccan's deputy. 
He derived many advantages from the appointment be had in his gift, as well as from 
command and payment of the military, generally numbering 7,000 to 10,000 men which 

. emoluments, with annual Nazers from the zamindar, his deputies are computed to amount 
tel about 4 or 5 lakhs per annum. He was allowed the Darbar in those instances when he 
did not receive the Circar 5,000 rupees a month but which in that case was discontinueo 
BI he then made deductions for support of the troops, etc., expenses yearly (60,0001 
rupees. . 

Note.-The King of Golkonda was subdued and given the rank of Phousdar in the Emperor'~ 
army. But actually h. was a ruler of thi. part of this country. . 

The other important officers were (1) The Khazi, who has to decide on points of T .... Khazi. 
faith and law, and regulate the mosques. He arranges the price of bazaar commodities, 
authenticates by his seal all public or private tranSactions, and determines the pnnish-
ment or price of blood in cases of murder, upon all of which he had fees according to the 
importance of the case or the ability of the party. Had jaghirs worth 4,200 rupees, 
Maniams and customs 0111 the ba.za.a.rs of about 1,600 rupees worth. 

(2) The Khatwlgo.-This man had the status and rank of nn Ameer, was alloweu Their_
I per cen' OIl the j .. mabandi or rather on the Darbar receipts of the whole Chicacole go. 
Circa.r, which was then about 4 lakhs. also jaghirs and duties from the bazzars of Chica-
cole. s.mounting to about 1,000 rupees yearly. 
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(3) The MazumdaT.-He was the accoUntant of the Circar, liable to be displaced 
by the Nawab, though generally allowed to continue, it being found most convenient 
His assistance being necessary for the zamindars, with whose revenue and force he was 
:well acquainted, they made him considerable presents, gave him jaghirs in their zamin
danes, and he was allowed 1 per cent on the jamabandi of the havally, only, about 
Rs. 2,000 yearly; he had also jaghir villages and duties on the bazaars of Rs. 6,500 
more. 

(4) The MazumdaT Muta.saddies.-They had villages and grants of ground 
besides duties from the salt farms, etc., and some bazaars amounting to Rs. 15,000 besides 
perquisites. 

(5) Adalat DaToga.-This man was a judge in the Superior Court where the 
N awab was supposed to preside. He was sometimes a relation, or servant of the N awab 
to whom he made his report and paid the profits of his post, but more commonly a man 
of some education, who for a specific sum, rented of the Nawab the right of deciding 
causes, and receipt of the fees, etc.-a most pernicious practice. The Darbar made him 
no allowance not? knowing such an officer. The fees were considerable and established 
at 25 per cent on the value of the property contested, besides Nazars from both and u. 
present form the successful party according to his ability. 

(6) The cutwal was in charge of the police of Chicacole, had the care and 
punishment of prisoners, was allowed Rs. 60 per month, and in jaghirs 250, and fees 
from the bazaar 200 more, beside perquisites. 

• 
(7) The Despondee.-This man was appointed by the Kbanago and Muzumdar as 

head writer, collector and overseer of a purgana producing 2 lakhs of rupees. All accounts 
and revenues passing through his hands he is to authenticate and forward to the M:uzumdar 
having immediate authority over the village karnams and the N aigue Wari, and though 
of no jurisdiction as a judge, empowered upon application. from the Adalat Daroga, to 
punish any trifiing crime or imprison any troublesome or guilty person. The Naigue Wan 
already in his command for revenue duties, affording the means of these latter executions 
without increase of the establishment or expense to' Government. He was allowed 1 per 
cent commission on the coll.ection of his purgana. 

(8) The Naigue Waree.-of about 25 peons at each kasba, their duty to bring in 
refractory inhabitants or criminals and to guard the cutcherry accounts and money. 
Their pay, Re. 4 a man, and the Naigue Rs. 8 each per month. . 

(9) The "'illage karnams .-Their duty is well-known. They are to keep the parti
culars of produce aud the public accounts of the village, delivering a copy thereof to the 
despandi. To report the state of cnltivation and population, etc., assigning reasons for 
any change. In regard the juncan and jackoiety or land customs karnams should make 
similar reports to the despandi, they also being under his orders. These people have 
lands instead of wages, and there are certail} presents which they receive at seed time 
and harvest from their townsfolk, which being matter of favour, it would be wrong to 
forbid. Their present income from their maniams and miras, I find to be about Rs. 60 
a year each man, and that the villages upon an average produce Re. 1,200 each, so that a 
pargana of 2 lakhs would contain about 160 villages. . 

(10) The Head Naidoo.-An inhabitant who might be allowed as at present to 
adjust disputes in the villages when the parties choose it, be instructed to afford assistance 
to the karnams and encouraged to think himself trusted by the Government. He should 
retain his maniyam. The karnam and N aidoo, to avoid needless expense, should collect 
Government's share or its payments from the different inhabitants and deliver the same 
at stated periods at the muzumdar's cut<-herry. 

(11) The BaTkee and Danda.see.-Generally two in a village, the form\'1' are parai
yas, who measure and watch the gram, and th~ latter are usually of the Naigue caste, 
nre watchers over the paddy heaps and the village, and accountable for things stolen. 
They have each an handful of paddy fro.m every candy they measure, and batta when sent on 
business. The latter receive a light tax from every house of about hsJf-rupee, and they 
have maniYl1ms also. The allowances on this plan may at first appear too large but 
will cease to be thought so, when it is considered that perquisites hitherto the only object 
of office and key to appointments are guarded against and forbidden, while the revenue 
would be increased to a respectable amount without injury to the inhabitants, and Govern
ment advantaged in every point of view. The servants also enjoy an honourable means 
of becoming independent, to the want of which must be attributed the irree1llaritie. that 
1l0me of them suffering in this foreign climate have heen drh'en into. • 
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A bolition of offices. 

All the above offices tha, cominued under the rule of the East India Company until 
1802, were recommended to be abolished except that of the karnam. Having done away 
with most of the offices described above • .the Committee next recommended the estab
lishment of courts and the adoption of laws. They were in doubt for some time as 
to whether they should adopt the laws, according to the Muhammadan Koran or the 
Hindu Code. Finally, the Committee's recommendations ran as follows. (J;t is an 
interesting study, and we therefore give it in extenso-in the language of the Committee 
itself.) 

Recommendations of CiTcuit Committee. 

The policy of the East India Company then was to use Muhammadans only as soldi"rs. 
and. not give them s.ny opportunity to develop in any other direction. The Company 
thought that Hindus who had been subjugated long ago were more docile to deal with and as 
a result they encouraged the Hindus while they discouraged the Muslims. 'rhe), made 
the following recommendation in regard to the establishment of laws and courts :-

n In establishing laws for the guidance of the courts and Adalut Durogahs, I recom
mend that they be selected from the J entoo Code rather than from the Moham
madan Coran, excepting, however, the commutation of pwiishment by money 
which should be aupoluLely set aside and blo.ecution for crime. bflicLed with a. 
spirited severity. Neither ought Mohammadans to be trusted with the part of 
the Adalut, their bigoted and intemperate faith rendering them gross customers of 
the more tolerant Hindoos, while their habitual indolence, anogn.noe and lUl<tl· 
rious dispositions render them altogether unfit for so difficult a station. Hence· 
it is that impartial justice has been seldom known in Mussalman Audalats, and 
·hence may I.e inferred the propriety of trying Hindoos, by their c\lUntrym"n and· 
of applying the laws already translated for European informBtion to benefit the 
people for whom they were originally construoted. And I may confidently affirm 
there is no country in India so well prepared as the.e U!rcllJ·g for the rectlption 
of any ohange of system its Masters (for there the company really are ao) ma.y 
think proper to introduoe not alone from the absence of those lazy, turbulent 
and factious drones, the Musso.lmans, wholll the oppressione of the ztmrindars 
and renters (favourable only in this instance), the want of moorish Cutcherry to 
subsist by and the encouragement given at Phazel Beg Cawn Durbar to Circm" 
Mahommedans, have driven or drawn from the land. 

00 But because the more temperate and forbearing Hindoos who are remaining, having 
been long accustomed to subjeotion, are broken into obedience to the ruling. 
power, while the sufferings under arbitrary and repacious zamindars, governing 
according to the Mahommedan institutions must bias them in favour of any altera
tion that shall promise them relief and the enjoyment of their property. In 
pursuance of the idea that Mahommedans should be disco •• ntenar.ced on all occa
sions Of' used only as soldiers, and which strikes me as essential, I will beg leave 
to recommend that, as Sitaramarauze, in addition to the foregoing causes, has. 
during his renting the havelly by annexing the inam lands to the Government 
colleotions obliged numbers of them to emigrate with their families to Hyderbaa 
and other Mahommedan Governments, that the Company should at least retain 
the inams of these absentees, who have departed from their protection preferring. 
the enervating indolence and uncertain payment of Black Durbar to our military 
service at all times open to them, but which from its regularity and discipline 
does not accord with their vitiated habits. Being quit of such dangerous depen
dants, we ought not to entice them back again lest the force of example as they 
become independant should teach them to become indolent and lioentious." 

The above were briefly the recommendations made by the CirCuit Committee to th& 
Court of Directors who _did not adopt all of them. On reoeipt of the report the Govern
mellt mnde up its mind to follow the example of Bengal and introduce Permanent 
Settlement with the zamindars in the Madras Presidency also. It is necessary to know 
t.hat the first order of the Government was on the report of the Board of Revenue. It 
is rather a very important link between the old and the new conditions. 

Fifth RepOf't-Instructions to the Board to gather materials. 

We have taken the following from the Appendix No. 18 of the Fifth Report. It 
contains instructions to the Board to prepare materials for forming a permanent settle
ment with the object of making ~mind&S prQWietO!L of their respective estates or' 
zamin~aries. The prinoiples o~ whIch the permanent se~ttemelit'!houId-m ·rormeirwer.,[ 
enullclated clearly. The meanmg of the words .. propnetors o~. !~.-.!'~il" whioh the~.j 
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intended to apply as between the zamindars and tenants or t.he cultlvB~ors was also ffiad03 
dear. Th~ object of the permanent settlement was expla.ined in unequi\·ocal terms to 
be their solicitude to prot,ect the rights and interests of the cultivators. The key note of 
the permanent settlement was declared to be the emancipation of the cultitlators or 
inhabitants from the tyranny and the oppre8sions of the amils, farmers and other officers 
.employed to collect public retlenue. 

The basis of assessment of the permanent settlement and the principles to I>e applied 
to it were then formulated. 

Ea:tracts from'appendio: to Fifth Report Of the Select Committee on the affairs of 
the East India Company. 

Appendi3: No. I8--Paragraph L-Tlre following is the copy of the orders of Govern
ment under date the 4th September IltSt. To Petrie, Esq., President and Member 
of the Board of Revenue: 
Gentlemen, 

We have received your report on the proposed changes in the Revenue System on 
the coast, and shall hereafter furnish yeu with our orders thereon. In the meantime, 
we desire that you will prepare materials for fomring a permanent settlement with 
the zamindars, whom it is our intention to constit.l;llja D'mlr,jg~.Qf their respective estates 
or zamindaries on the best information which your records and the-recent enquiries 
of your Collectors may afford. 

You are already fully informed of the principles on which the permanent settlement 
has been established in Bengal; and we desire, generally, that you will conform to those 
principles, in all cases in which it may be practicable. 

You will also prepare every necessary information respecting the rights of the 
taJookdars, and under-tenants throughout the different districts; that in conferring the 

\

proPrietary rights on the zamindars, we may not violate the ascertained rights of other 
individuals. 

In the Havelly lands, in which the property in the soil is vested immediately in 
Government, you will prepare to form smaJ! subdivisions or estates of from 1 to 10,00P 
pagodas annual ja.mma; and you will apportion the allotment in such estates with a dne 
computation of their actual assets; it being our intention, where it may be practicable 
to dispose of or otherwise transfer the proprietary right in aJl such lands to native 
landholders. 

.FORT ST. GEORGE, 

4th September 1799. 

We are, 
Gentlemen, 

Your most obedient servants, 

(Signed) MOBNINGTON. 

( " ) CLIVE. 

( " ) GBO. HARRIS. 

( " ) W. PBTlUB. 
( .. ) E. W. H.u.r.oFIELD . 

Paragraph 2.-In order that you may be able fully to comprehend the proposed new 
system, as resolved upon in the foregoing letter, we shaJI explain to you the principle of 
it; which, by pointing out to you the objects in view, will hetter enable you to furnish 
the requisite information in the first instance, and ultimately to carry into e1iect the 
wishes of Government. 

'. Paragraph a.-Tiley may be reduced under the following generaJ heads, viz., consti
\ tuting the zamindars, proprietors of their respective zamindaries. Concluding with 
, them, a permanent settlement; their estate!! answerable by sale and transfer, for any 

deficiency in the due discharge of the public revenue. The right of talookdars, and of 
ali other description of inhabitanta, to be secured against any infringement by or in 
consequence of the confirmation of the zamindars or others in the proprietary right in 
the soil. Respecting the persons declining to hold their estates on the Jumma which 
shall be assessed thereon: and disqualified landholders. ' 

Relating to the transfer of estates, in whole or in part, from proprietor to another, 
by public or private sale, or gift or otherwise, and the apportioning the fixed jumma 
.on each division respectively regarding native revenue officers to keep the accounts of 
revenue, and furnish other information for the purpose of Government, the disposal of 
. i;he present havelly lands, the proprietary right in which is now vestl'd in the company. 
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Paragraph 4.-At present, the zamindars ho .. Id their zaIDI. 'ndaries .by a tenure so precarious I 
46 scarcely to convey the least !dea.~.l!1"QP~ty. in the s~il. It has been considered an 
hereditary possession, but lIre'""Public assessmeni"lias"bien fluctuating and arbitrary and 
the whole zamindary liable to sequestr~tion, in case of even a partial failure in the 

kists, at the pleasure of Government. 'Several instance. have occurred of this alternative 
having been resorted to and the zamin~ars becoming pensioners; for it has rarely hap
pAned that they have been restored, owmg to the accumulated arrears of public revenue 
re,maining undischarged from the assets of the zamindary under management of the 
Collector. At this period several are in the predicament here described. 

Paragraph 5.-This system having been found delusive to th1'Government and at the 
same time, incompatible with the general interests of the country, it has been resolved 
to adopt the reform introduced some years since into the Bengal Province, by constitu-, 
ting the several zamindar. sand. I.andh.olders having individu.al claims to such distinction, 
actual_proprietors of the soil or lancl,s..com~es, subject to such conditions 
'iSWilIbeh61eafter-iiorecr:~ana" secured to them, under strict adherence to those con
ditions by regular established courts of justIce, the prmciples of these will also be here-
after explained. , 

Paragraph 6~-When the possession of land no longer subjects the proprietor to the 
disgrace, he is at present liable to; and when the tenure is known to be secure, as long 
as the fixed public dues are regularly discharged; and that whilst they conform to the 
laws to be administered by the Courts, and there is no power in the country that can 
infringe their rights or property, or oppose them with impunity; there can be little 
doubt but land will be everywhere coveted and that a considerable portion of the 
wealth possessed by the inhabitants which now lies dead, or is employed in other 
channels, will be applied to the improvement of it. 

Paragraph 7.-In order, however, more effectually to secure this great desideratum, 
by giving property its chief value, by th" limitation of the public demand thereon, it 
lias been further resolved to form a settlement with each estate on a principle of 
permanency, calculating the same upon equitable moderate terms, according to the 
resources of tbe district; combiniug its pre.ent state and probable improvement in the 
course of 8 short period under the system of property and security about to take place-
the Jumma, or land tax which may be deemed adequate upon this principle, to be 
fixed in perpetuity and declared unalterable. 

Paragraph S.-The object of Government distinct from the consideration of the public 
revenue, is to ascertain and protect private rights; and the limitation of the public 
demand upon the lands is obviously the most important and valuable right that can be 
conferred on the body of the people, who are in any respect, concerned in the cultivation 
of the land. The measure is likewise connected with the emancipation of this class of 
people from those necessarily employed to collect the public dues; when they are liable' 
to frequent and arbitrary variations, it involves the bappiness of the cultivators of the 
soil, who cannot expect to experience moderation or encouragement from their land
lords, whilst they themselves are exposed to indefinite demands. The prosperity of 
the commercial part of the people, equally depends upon the adoption of it; as trade 
and manufactures must flourish in proportion to the quantity of raw materials pro-

«duced from the lands. It will render the situation of proprietor of land honourable 
instead of disreputable, and land will become the best, instead ot the worst kind of 
property; and what is of equal importance, it will enable us to perpetuate to the people, 
a Government of law and security, in the room of one founded on temporary expedient, 
1IoIld which must be either beneficial or rlestrnctive, according to the character of the 
individual appointed to superintend it. 

Paragraph 9.-We are aware that the landholders and cultivators on this coast, have 
not been accustomed to the more regular form of Government which has been gradually 
established in Bengal; but security of property, Bud the nnmer,,!!s advantages connecled 
with it are benefits, although they may not be immediately able to comprehend the 
causes from which they are derived. 

Pa~agraph lO.-We quote for your information, the following observatio!,s o,~ the 
Honourable Court of Directors, on a permanent settlement apphed to Bengal, VIZ., .V:'e 
find it convincingly argued, that a permanent assessment, upon the scale of the present ablhty 
of the countrY must contain in its nature, a productive principle; that the possession of 
property, and' the sure enjoyment of the bene~ts derivable from .it, will. awaken ani' 
stimulate industry, promote agriculture, extend lIDprovement, establish credIt, and augu
ment the general wealth and pro"perity. Hence arises the best security, that no perma
nent diminution c.an be expected to take place. at least to any con.iderable amount. 
Ot-casional deficiencies may occur for a time. from the management of particular land
holders: but it cannot be supposed that any of the lands will permanently be less pro
ductive. than at present; and as we have every reason to believe that the jumma nOfD 
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formed, is moderate in its total amount and properly distnbuted, the land8 them&ellles 
witt, in most instances ultimately be a sufficient security for the proportion charged 
"'pan them, with f'espect to losses from drought, inundation and other casualties. These 
occur also in the present system, and usually fall upon the company themselves; but it 
will hereafter b.e di1l'erent because the advantages of proprIetary right and secured 
profits in the landholders, will on his pert, a.fiord means to support and excite exertions 
to repair them. The deficiencies of bad seasons, will on the whole, be more than counter
balanced, by the fruits of favourable years. There will thus be a gradual accumulation 
whilst the demands of Government contmue the same; and in every step of this progres
sive work, property' becomes of more value; the owner of more importance; and the 
system acquires additional strength. Such surely appears to be the tendency and just 
consequences of an equitabl!'l fixed assessment. 

Paragraph·n.-With respect to the objections drawn from the disorder and confusion 
in the collections; the uncertainty of their amount; the varIable indefinite rules by which 
they are levied; the exactions and collusions thence too prevalent; the intricacies in the 
details of the revenue business; and the ignorance and incapacity of the zamindars. Lord 
Cornwallis charges these evils so far as they exist (and we think with grea.t justice) 
upon the old system, as a. system defective in its principle, and cmying, through all the 
gradations of the people, with multiplied ill-effecta, that c"a~acter of unce·rtain arbitrary 
imposition which originated at the head. He therefore, llBry properly contends, that 

\ reform must begin there; and that in order to simplify and regulate the demands of the 
\ landh~lders !.~,Jli4f:r Mnants, the first step, is to fix the demand of g01lernment it.self. 

~ -
Paragraph 12.-Having thus explained our opinions on the several points which have 

arisen, we conclude by stating to you, that important anlil arduous as we consider the 
measure of a perpetual settlement, and irreversible as it is in its nature, we think our
s811le8 bound, from considerations of duty to all the interests which it concerns, to proceed 
to it. No conviction is stronger upon our minds, than that instability in the mode of 
administering our revenues, has had the most prejudicial effects upon the welfare of the 
provinces, upon our affairs, and the character of our government; and of all the generated" 
evils of unsettled principles of administration, none has been more than frequent f)ana
tion in the assessment. It has reduced everything to temporary expedient, and destroyed 
enlarged views of improvement. Impolitic GS snch a principle must be at all times 
it is pecnliarly so, with respect to a dependant country paying a large annual tribute, 
and deprived of many of its ancient supports; such a country, requires especially the aid 
of a productif)e principle of management; and it is with solid satisfaction that we look 
to the great resources which it yet has, in its uncultivated, though excellent lands; but; 
these lands, must be opened; and what have all the attempts of nearly thirty years to 
this end produced? What are we to expect from still leaving room for the principle 
of fluctuation, which has prevailed during that period, though we may profess to place 
succeeding changes at a remoter distance? Long leases, with a view to the equal estab
lishment of a permanent system though tecmnmended upon the ground of safety, we 
must think, would still continue, in a certain degree the evils of the former practice. 
Periodical corrections in the assessments, would be, in effect, of the nature of a general 
increase. and tend to destroy the hope of a permanent system, with the confidence and 
exertion it is calculated to inspire. Had BUch a system been adopted twenty years ago. 
and fairly followed it is not to be doubted that the produce, manufactures and commeree
of the country, would at this time, have been in more flourishing state than they are: 
and the people sensible of a new order of things, of privileges and prosperity unenjoyed 
before, would have risen in their character, and felt real attachm~nt to the government 
from which those blessings are derived. 

Paragraph IS.-The assessment on the zamindaries is to be fixed exclusive and inde. 
pendent of all duties, taxes, and other coll~ctions known under the genera.! denominations of 
sayer, which includes that of the abkary, or tax on the sale of intoxicating liquors and 
drugs. :. 

Paragraph 14.-This assumption of the sayer, is however not meant to include the ren!; 
derivable by the proprietor for en'chards, pasture-ground, and fisheries en' tor warehou..es. 
shops, or other buildings the same being for the use of the ground, or, in other words 
ground rent; though these have been sometimes classed under the general denomination 
of the sayer, such rents being properly the private right of the proprietors and in 1I(t 

respect, a tax or duty on commodities the exclusive right of government. 

Paragraph 15.-It is also to be fixed exclusive of the salt revenue and independent of all 
exi~t,ing alienated land whether exempt from the payment of public revenue, with or 
without due authority (the village mauniams, or lands held by public and private servants· 
in lieu of wages. excepted); the whole of which, are to be con'lidered annexed to the
Circar lauds, and declared responsible for the public revenue assessed on the zamindar~·. 
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Paragraph 16.-~1l allowances of Causees and government revenue officers (karnams 

excepted) hereafter paId by landholders, as well as any public pensions hitherto paid through 
the landholders, are to be added to the amount of jumma and to be provided for by 
government under prescribed Regulations. ' . 

Paragraph 17.-With respect to the.amount of the permanent settlement to be secured 
on these principles with the zamindars, you will observe that government have desired us to 
prepare mater18ls for that purpose. on the best information which our records and the recen~ 
enquiri~s of (lur collectors. may afford. In reference to the former, it has been resolved to 
adopt ~he statements of the Committee of Circuit, as the general standard; that is, after 
deducting the amount of the revenue derived from sayer 6lr internal duties and salt included 
therein which, as already noticed, are to be resumed entirely into the hands of government, 
the latter, to be placed under the management of the collector, and the former, to be at theit 
pleasure, collected, suspended or abolished; taking two-thirds of the remainine- e;rOBS coHee
tioes upon a general calculation, as the average estimate of the fixed land-tax. We do not 
mean by this, to lay it down as a fixed principle, that each zamindari shall be assessed 
according to this ratio, from the accounts of the Committee of Circuit, as in that case, we 
might proceed to form the settlement, without further delay, but it is expected that the 
amount of the permanent. settlement will not fa.ll short in the gross of the aggregate two
thirds of the Committee's statements, after the deduction of the sayer and salt as above 
mentioned. 

Paragraph 28.-There may be instances of a zamindari having so little recovered from 
the effects of the famine, and subsequent mismanagement as to be unequal at first to bear 
the full amount of the proposed assessment. In such case, it is our wish to be tully 
informed on the subject; promising, however, that nothing but the most satisfactory docu
ments will be admitted, as the grounds for any temporary abatement on this account: but 
ehould such documents be laid before us, we shall consider within what time, under the 
new system, it may be reasonably expected the districts will arrive at a state of improve
ment competent to bear the full assessment, and in the interim require a rllBSud, or gradual 
rise, until it reaches the full assessment; the several progressive demands to be specified in 
the sannads conferrinz.1.h.~om:i~~ry..!~'.!!.in the soil, together witb. the dlltes so' that the 

. proprietor may be equally lit a oertalDty as 00 the extent of the publio demand to l1e 
ultimately made upon him, as if a permanent settlement WIIS to he concluded at once for a 
specific sum. In all such cases, we shall expect the opinion of the Collector, which it will 
be of the most material consequence to himseU as well as to the public, not to offer on light 
grounds but on the most diligent enquiry and personal investigation, explaining from what 
sources his information is derived. 

Paragraph 29.-Having constituted the ~~QPri.<ltJlrILo.f . ...t.heixestat.es,.Jheir 
land becom!}8_the...~.\'.®..illI..togo.v~r,!l~ent for the due realization of the public iumma 
.. fsessed thereon: insteaa~iererore, of the practice which has hitherto obtained, of dis
possessing the zamindar of his whole zamindari. and putting it under the management of 
the Collector, in the event of .. ny material failure in the public payments, such portion 
thereof as ma.v be adequate to produce at the public sale, a. sum equal to the deficiency, will 
be separated from the estates of the defaulting proprietor, a proportionate 'luota of his fixed 
iumma to be attached thereto, and of "fter due public notice (as well to give the said pro
prietor a reasonable time to avert the loss of his property by the Iiquidntion of the arrears as 
*'> do him justice, should be persisted in withholding it, by affording an opportunity of selling 
the lands to the best advantage), it will be put up at public auction, and sold to the highest 
bidder, who with the land will purchase the right of property in the soil, and from thence
forward be considered the legal zamindar or proprietor paying the government the quota 
of the public land-tax transferred therewith, while the defaulting proprietor will cease from 
that date, to have any right or title thereto. Specific regulations will be laid down for the 
~idllnct; of the public officers in all such cases, and. if the zami~dar or other landhol~er 
thinli:s himself, in any respect aggrieved, the courts Will be at at! tunes open, to grant hun 
redress. As the lands improve under the new svstem arrears Will be less frequent; at the 
same time the tenure under which it is proposed the proprietors shall hold t.heir property, 
will rende; it daily &. better security for the d!sc~arg~ of any balanc~. The industrio~s 
landholder sensible of the advantages placed WlthlD hiS power by the Improvement of hiS 
eslote to ~h.tev.r extent. bevond his. llxed permanent jumma ... heing effectively secured 
him. will never··expa..e-himself to the above consequence, while the more dissipated and 
careles. will f::.J the effee.ts of their folly, and prove a. useful example to others, a~ the same 
time, that theJ lands helDg tran.Cerred to more thrifty proprietors, the prospenty of the 
country will increase in proportion. 

Conclusion. 
On a remw of all the authoritie. 'looted above and the oral and documentary evidence 

recorded and t.he case law quoted in Chapter X, we are of opinion that the landholder is 
only an' agent of the Govemment to colleet rents for them as l~ia down i", section 4 ~f 
the Estates Land Act. He is not entitled even to the possessIOn of ryotl and, as laid 
down by the Privy Council in I.L.R. 45 Madras, 586. 

co.... Il. PUT I-fl 
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CHAPTER II 

CULTIVATOR, TENURE-RENT FIXE:Q IN PERPETUITY. 

Status of th. Having dealt with the statu8 of the zawindars, their rights to soil their managemen5 
oul',vat<>r.· t h t 't' ht b d al h '. . . or mlBmanagemen w a ever 1 filg e, an so t e recommendatlOns of the CrrcUlt 

I 
Committeu on the future reforms, we shall now tUln to the status of the cultivatOl:.. 

. If we note the history of the cultiyator or the • inhil-pitl!.l!!>' (as he has beei!' generally
described in all old documents from the very outset) and his interest in the land, it will 
be tl!lSY to understand whether he is in the position of a tenant who has derived his 
title from the landlord as in England or' whether he has been the owner himself with 

AnoieDt 
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the obligation undertaken by him to pay a portion of his income to the chief or the 
king who was to give him protection. During the time of the Hindu kings, Muham
madan rulers and early period of the English rule, the ancient village system and the 
village revenue system prevailed throughout. 

The Hindu king did not deal with the individuals but only with the community as a. 
whole. Each individual was responsible for his share to the community and the com
munity made itself responsible for the king's share of the produce. There was a Village 
Assembly which was a powerful body exercising its authority over the whole village and 
its property. This Assembly dealt with the sales and exchanges of land, executed deeds 
in the name of the villagers and acted as arbitrator (who was usually the karnam, or 
anyone on his behalf). It was this Assembly that set· itself as trustee for monies of 
the religious endowments and carried on the administration of charities. From these 
funds money was borrowed by the members of the community and from the interest 
which accrued .due the religious endowments were maintained. The Assembly granted 
lands sometimes even free of the tax payable to it, without prejudice to the revenue 
po.y"ble to the king. This position is testified by S.I. Inscriptions 111, 2 (1) (172). 
(See Sundararaja Ayyangar's Land Tenures.) 

Sir Henry Maine and Mr. M. Lee Vinky; who had inv~stigated this matter, sup
porten the view that India consisted of groups of village communities which were described 
liS small repUblican units, independent but self-contained. 

The Royal Commission upon Decentralizlltion in India, has remarked liS follows in 
their Report on Village Organization :-

.. Throughout the /ireater part in India the village constitutes the primary 
territorial unit of Government organization, and from the villages are bnilt up 
the larger administrative entities-tabsils, subdivisions and districts. 

.. The typical Indian village has its central residential site, with an open space 
for II pond and a cattle stand. Stretching around this nucleus lie the village 
lands, consisting of a cultivo.ted area lind (very often) grounds for grazing and 
wood-cutting • • • The inhabitllnts of such a village pass their life in the 
midst of these simple surroundings, welded together in a little community 'with 
its own or"o.nization lind Government, which differ in chllracter in the various 
types of villages, its body of detailed customary rules, lind its little stall of 
functionaries, artisans and traders. (Volume I, page 236, paragraph 694.) 

.. The Indian villages formerly possessed a large degree of local autonomy, since 
the native dynasties and their local representatives did not, as a rule, concern 
themselves with the individulil cultivators, but regarded the village as a whole. 
or Bome large landholder, as responsible for the l'8:yment of the .Governme.nt 
revenues and the maintenance of local order. ThIS lIutonomy has now dls
IIppeared' owing to the establishment of local, civil and criminal courts, the 
present revenue and police organization, the increllSe of communications, the 
growth of individualism, and the operation of the individual RAIYATWARI system 
which is extending even in the north of India. Nevertheless, the village remains 
the first unit of ndministration: the principal village functionaries-the head
'mnn, the accountllnt, and the villn~e wstchman-a.re largely utilized and paid 
by the Government. and .therl' is still a certain IImountof common village feeling 
lind interests." (Volume I, page 287, paragraph 696.) 
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Dr. Pollen who was the Secretary of the East Indi .. Association and served and 
. retired after long service in India, wrote on May 28, 1923 as follows:- . 

.. Conveying his message to a meeting held at Caxton Hall, Westl;Dinster, in 
which a paper was read by Sir Patric J. Faga.n, X.C.l.B., C.S.I., on 'Indian 
Land Revenue' (Sir William °H. Vincent, X.C.B.I., was in the chair) the 
Right Hon'ble Lerd Pentland, G.S.l., G.O.I.B., Ex-Governor of Madras, was the 
organizer of the meeting." 

Dr •. Pollen wrote :-" ... 

" In India the ten'ure of land was originally a simple' tribal one. The patch was 0fboerv0!:tou 
cleared by the individual family, and the tribal chief or herdman, or godhead i'...?r. p • 
(if any), was given a share of the produce (if produce arose). Landlordism, in 
those day., there was none I All land belonged to the tribe and was the common 
property of all; and the common .sense of the East and of India early invented 
a simple quit-rent, or crop-share, to be paid by the successful cultivator. 

" It is a common mistake to confuse the Indian Land Revenue demand with the 
tax arbitrarily imposed here in England under our landlord-and-lawyer-made
law. The Indian Land Revenue demand is not the queer thing called in the 
West • rent,' the original cause of all the murder aud agrarian outrage in 
Ireland I" 

Areording to the Fifth Report .. the village communities continued in exactly the Fif~h 
same condition as they had been from time immemorial. Each village constituted in Repon. 
itself a perfect whole. Unheeding the changes which may have taken place in the 
Govel'Dment above them, the cultivators of the ground quietly continued their daily 
avocations. They yoked their bullock~ to th" plough, and followed Lhem ill their uneven 
course. They drew the scanty supply of water from the neighbouring stream or tank, 
and wrangled over the precious liquid. They cast their seed in the saturated soil, and 
transplanted the tender sprouts of the growing paddy. They gathered in the harvest, 
Bnd tended their bullocks as they trod out the grain. The .ymple household routine went 
·on as quietly and swiftly then as now . . .. 

.. The rent was paid by the h'eads of the village in money or in kind and the villagers 
were st'lJUTn t"01l1>1ed in the .mooth cour&e of their existence except when the 7:tnill,rllU"~ 
peons might make their appearance to demand more money on the occasion of some 
petty warfare or some extraordinarily magnificent ceremonial in their master's house
hold." 

Sir Thomas Munroe on right to the 80il. 

According to Sir Thomas MlHll'Oe the Indian ryots is not in the position of the Sir Th_ 
English tenant or English landlord. That WILS so because the rights of ryots came into MUJlI'CMI. 

8:ustence mostly, not under any letting by the Government of the day or its assignees 
the zamindars, etc., but independently of them. (Selections from the l;Dinutes of Sir 
'rlmnlaS ~I unroe, Volume I, page 234 and also page 253.) 

.. A ryot divided with the Government all the rights of the land. Whatever is J 
DOt reserved by the Government belongs to him. He IS not a tenant at will or for a 
term of years. He is not removable because another offers more" (see Arbuthnot's 
selections from the minutes of Sir Thomas Munroe, Volume I. pages 234 and 250). 
This contention was accepted by the Government in 1908' and Mr. Forbes declared in II 
the Council: • The truth is that there is no such thing known to the common law of 
IndiB as the growth of occupancy right hy mere effiuxion of time.''' (As was the case 
in the west.) , 

B_d of Ref)enue on right to the soil. 

The Board of RevEonue in its proceedings, dated 5th January 1890, l!'ort St. George,Board of 
Matlroa, laid down:- RoVCWl. 

'1'I.e universal distinguishing character as well as the chief privilege of this class 
of people is their exclusive right to the hereditary possesSlon of the usufruct at 
the soil, 80 10Dg a8 they render a certain portiQJ:.J.. of the produce of the llWd in 
kind or money as public revenue, and whether reltde1-ed in s6",ice, in money 
Of in kind and whethllf' paid to rajas, jagirdar., zamindars, poligars, mitta,. 
dar8, shrotriyamoors, inamdars or GOf)8mment offi~ers such as tahsildars, amilda" 
Of tanadar.. The payments which have always been made by the ryots are 
universally termed and considered .. Tm! DUBS OP THE GoVBRNKllNT." 
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The significant words are .. whether rendered in service, in money or in kind, 
and whether paid to rajahs, jagirdars, zamindars, poligars, etc. . . . the 
payment made by tbe ryot were Universally termed and considered the dues of 
the Government." This is a correct description of the status of the cultivator 
and his right to the soil and the meaning of the amount fixed for his services. 

'l'hia statement is consistent with the rule laid down by Manu and other Hindu 
writers who declared • Private land on occupation to that owner.' In other 

f
~ words, he who occupies land and cultivates it, be.comes the owner of it as his 
I own private property. ' ' 

PaleY'8 definition of ofOnership to the 80il. 

Paley, in hia philosophy, defines property, in land to be a power to use' it and to 
exclude others from it. This view is quoted iJl the Fifth Report, an extract of which is 
Quoted in another place on this very subject. 

Thus according to all the authorities, Indian as well as foreign, right to the soil was 
generally acquired by cultivators entering' upon land, improving it and making it pro
ductive. They became in this manner the owners ,of the property. They exercised all 
the rights of free-holders, So long as the village system continued, the land revenue 
was paid to the king, Hindu or Muhammadan, by the village community as a whole until 
it was broken up by the introduction of the ryotwari system. > Even after the introduction 
of the ryotwari system the oWn~!!!jR wbicl},._1"'as ~~~:..co~()~,!pc,the.,wb.ole village, 
was split, up so as to vest th€"'Ownership of the sou m elien mdlVldual ryot, who made 
himself liable to pay his share of land. revenue to Government in all the ryotwari lands. 

t The ryot of the ryohl'arilaud today is s fre~holder, hi~ onl! liability ~e~g the pay
ment of 'the revenue to the Ruler, ThE! ryot m the zammdan' area also 18 m the same 
position. The absolute freehold right of the ryot in the Government lands is .recognized 

\ 

by the Government today" but owing to circumstances beyond the control of the ryot, 
, and notwithstanding the definition given by the Board of Revenue in 1880, the' ryot in a 
. zamindari estate is treated on a different footing and :what he has been paying as land 
" revenue-at least a part if lIOt the whole-is treated as rent in place of land revenue. 
'j" That is how the mistake started in the Regulations XXV IDld XXX of 1802, at the time 

~ 
of the permanent"iiiitrrement.~~ zamindari ryot was not a qot who should be treated 
a. one paying rent to the zamindar, but he should have been treated as one who was 
paying two-thirds of half to Govermnent and ,one-third to tne zamindar. towards land 
revenue, the latter having been assigned to the zamindar in consideration of his collection 
work. 

From the above it is clear that when the ryotwari system was introduced in the 
Government areas, and the Permanent Settlement was introduced in the zamindari, areas 
almost simultaneously, the Government had no idea of converting the cultivator into a 
t~nant, in the English sense, reserving any right to themselves or to the zamindar 
to turn him out at the end of a fixe,d term, or whenever it pleased them. 

Object of Permanent Settlement. 

~bioot or the By introducing the permanent settlement in the zamindaries and fixing the land 8:::'::'-:::. 'revenue in perpetuity the East India Company adopted a scheme of redemption of 
land tax based on the permanent assessmellt of the tax and thus wanted to, relieve the 
ryot from al\ the sufferinl/8 he had undergone until that date in the same manner in 

\ 

which during that period a similar scheme of redemption of land tax was adopted on a 
permanent basis in England in 1798, that is, four years before the Permanent Settlement 

,Regulation and the Patta Regulation of 1802. Land tax in England was fixed in pel'
,petuity on the separate parishes. The same thing was adopted in the Patta Regulation 

I and was intended in the ryotwari system also. The Government abandoned that scheme 
when it introdur,ed re-settlement in or about 1860 by which, periodical revision of land 
tax was contemplated ~,op"J;ji'l in Gnvernment land. About the same time the la ... 
embodied in the Patta egulation XXX of 1802 was repealed and section 11 and some 

\ 

other provisions were introduced in the llew Rent Recovery Act (Vill of 1865), which 
opened up to the zamindars the door for putting forth claims to enhance the rates of reo_. 

This matter will be considered separately when we come to the Rent Recovery Act 
of lA1l5. This much is enough in this connexion to show an almost simultaneolls 
c},ange in the psychology of the Government both with l'tlgard to the ryotwari lind in 

\ 

the zamindari areas. From 1802 until 1865 the rights of the tenant to the soil of the 
"2 land and also to maintain rate of rent fixed in perpetuity was r;roverned by Regulation 
, XXX of 1802. It is only afEer this st~e that the real trouble of the cultivators started. 
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on • large acaIe. The efforts made before 1865 by the zamindars to interfere with the r 
rights of the ryots were controlled and suppressed in time, because the law laid down in 
Regulation XXX of 1802 remmed in operation until it was repealed. 

The above gives. true picture of the village system and the ownership of the soil and Brealdug up 
the benefits arising from the administratton by the village republican units of that period. :fu the old 
It ill clear that the village system and the village land revenue system were the solid syat,,:! __ 
foundations of the Gilvernment, Hindu as well as Muhammadan. H only tbey bad.been (the cause of 
~eptJ.D~t, and the present superstructure had been built by the British Government :!!!ttr 
on th~m during the last 150 years, it would bave been on solid foundation without the top- • 
heavy expendituro of the present day. When once they started breaking up of the village 
system and the unity of the inhabitants ~d lay new foundations on the ryotwari individual! " 
system on one side and the zamindari system under the permanent settlement on the 
other. the process of disintegration commenced at once. 

During the Muhammadan period the whole of the village made itself liable for the 
entire revenue and the same was continued in the early part of the British rule. After 
some time the British administrators introduced village settlement and in giving effect tc 
this, land revenue was fixed on the village. as a whole. As between themselves each 
villager was liable for his share of the demand on the village community. but the British 
revel'1l8 official did not recognize this new individual responsibility. Thill. continued even 
after the appointment of Collectors for district administration, until the ryotwari system 
came in. 

Ba.ving thus examined and ascertained the cultivator's status and his right to the soil 
and the zamindar's right to collect the revenue and examined the conditions that led to the 
introduction of the Permanent Settlement a.nd PattI>- Regulations of 1802, we shall proceed 
to enmine the Patta Regulation, Perma.nen~ Settlement Regulation and Rarnams' 
Regulation in order. ' 

<:oDclusioD. 

011 the strength of the authorities quoted above and the consideration of the oral 1 
and documentary evidence on record, We hold that the cultivator, ot the permanently j 
settlild estates is entitled to the same rights wbich a ryotwan' culti,:ator')io!d's under the 1 
6oVIII'nment. In other words, he is the owner of the'SoiI'suojeHto the payment of lan1' 
revenue due to the Government. He hasnoTdenved hiS tItle from the landholder, Th 
an-Jount he pays to the landholder is not rent that is paid by a tena.nt to a landlord, bu 
it is only the dues to the Government as assessment on land. 

COK. •• PAil'! 1-7 
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CHAPTER III 
PATTA REGULATION XXX (1802)-PATTA-TITLE DEED-RENTS FIXED 

FOR EVER AT PERMANENT SETTLEMENT. 

PATTA REGULATION XXX (1802)-REVENUE SYSTEIoI-OLD FOUNDATIONS. 

Whe!.her !.ho The history of the zamindars and their management on behalf of the Government in 
::~f;;tiOD. the mat.ter of collection of land revenue and all the circumstances that led up to the introduc
altered t.ho tion of the Permanent Settlement of 1802 and also the history of the cultivators who had 
-~D!' aDd been generally called inhabitants, their rights and duties, the origin and growth of their 
::'~:.::_ liability to pay a share of their produce as land-revenue to their chief until the year 1802, 
dan aDd tho and the authorities on which the conclusions are based have been quoted at length. The 
cultivators. material points are undisputed facts. Having thus shown that until 1802 the zamindar 

or landholder was holding only the position of the collector of revenue for the Govern
ment, and the cultivator was the real owner of the soil, liable to pay only ,a customary 
share of his produce to the Xing or Ruler as revenue, we shall now proceed to examine 

\ 

whether the status and the rights and liabilities 'of the landholder and the cultivator had, 
In any way, beetq!.!tered by the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV, Patta Regul&
tion XXX. Karnams""lreguIation XXIX and Regulations XXVII and XXVIII of 1802-
all passed on the same date, 13th July 1802-and if so, to what extent and in what, reI!
peets. The essence of the circumstances that led to the passing of these Regulations and 
also the rights and liabilities of the landholders and cultivators have been declared briefly 
in the preambles of all these Regulations-though not in such violent language used by 
the Circuit Committee as quoted above .. 

Regulatio.. The Permanent Settlement Regulation was not intended to define the position of the XXVwao iIl_ to zamindars only. It was intended to declare the position of both the landholders and 
d_ . cultivators, though it purports to deal with zamindars alone. Similarly the Patta Regn
tIllo J>OOi~i,~" lation dealt with both. The Karnams' Regulation is a common ""~!!Ulation for the land-o Dot 0""",, .LK<i1i5 
SlmUndar. holders, tenants and the Government_ These three Regulations and Regulations XXVII, 
!~~i~~o:-' XXVIII, XXU were intended to declare the rights and liabilities of the cultivators and 

landholders and fix permanently the land revenue or tax payable to the Government by 
the cultivators, and also. fix how much of that land-tax should be paid to the Government 
and how much of it is to be retained by the zamindar as allowance for the service rendered 

. by him in the matter of collection. 
History ... r During the Hindu era, even from the period of Mahabharatham, in the case of paddv 
!.ho .. KiDs'. one-tenth share only was levied as the' King's share.' But gradually it rose to one-sixth 
.hare." and fiDlllly it became the traditional and by no means the invariable share of the gross 

produce taken by the Raja or the ruler. Under the Muhammadan rule the rate went up 
to one-half during Allaudin's reign and it came down to one-third during the time of Akbar. 
This demand of one-third for the land revenue was based on the third share of the gross 
produce as compared with the Hindu one-sixth; but this reached a higher standard again, 
in some places, if not generally, before the advent of the British. It was this higher 

(
standard of half of the gross produce that the British took over as the basis of calculation 
at the commencement of their rule in 1765 on the assumption of the Dewani of Bengal, 
Bihat' and Orissa. We may, therefore, take it without exaggeration., that it was Akbar's 

The p ..... m great land revenue settlement and his genera! revenue system which formed the foundation 
Hrltiah on which the corresponding British institutions, now existing, have been built up. The 
tncliaJ:a Indian land revenue system therefore, is not a new creation of the British Government. =1. But it is an ancient Indian institution inherited from the previous generations of Indian 
not ....... rulers, a point which has been clearly emphasized in the historical sketch given above. 
creation but The British Indian system of land revenue administration characterized, as it is to-day, by 
=:b'.h::~ wide local variations in the application of fundamental principles, would not have brought 
rr?m the SO much trouble on the people of this country, if only the British had not attempted to 
ir';.du and break up the ancient village system and with it, the uuity of the inhabitants, by introducing 
.u::. ::.::: permanent settlement and ryotwari systems, followed up by resettlement and the manipul&-

Village 
unity and 
oorporate 
lif •• 

tion of currency and exchange. What the village system and what the village revenue 
system was, has been described already. But it will not be inappropriate in this connexion, 
if we quotp from the Fifth Report. We give another vivid description of the same followed 
by the forecast given by the same author about the danger of introducing any reform which 
might break up the village unity and the corporate life of the villagers by making each 
man owner of his bit of property. The passages referred to about the village units and the 
danger of destroying them are-- . 

V~lage society. 
" At present, every village considers itself as distinct society, and its general con

cerns, the sole object of the inhabitsnts at large; a practice, surely which redounds as 
much to the public good as to theirs; each having, in some way or other, the assistance 
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1)f the rest; the labours of all yield the rent; they enjoy the profit proportionate to their 
oOriginal interest, and the loss faUs light. It cOllsists exaetly of the principles upon which 
the advantages a.re divided by a division of labour; one man goes to market, whilst 
the rest attend to the cultivation and harvest. Each has his pa.rticular occupation 
,assigned to him, and insensibly labon» for aU; but if each had thp,S6 several duties to 
.attend to, it is obvious that all the inhabitants must be absent together at those times 
that are most critical, both to them and to the state; and that many must want those 
.abilities necessary to the performance of the various employments that would arise." 
(Fifth Report, Volume II, paragraph 349.) 

Joint fJillage system and corporate life and danger of breaking it. 
~~"J\' 

C"V\",t: ( , 

.. If a measure of lands should be made, with !:. view to assign to each proprietor D~. 01 
'what belonged ,to him, and confine him to the cultivation of that spot only, it WOuld~~:7UP 
interfere with another practice, which very frequently prevails; and which I do not know vi1~unit. 
-can be surmounted, of each changjng his Jande evcry year. It is found in some of the and ~rpo
richest villages, ILnd intended, I Imagine, to obviate that inequality to which a fixe rate lifo. 
,distribution would b'e liable. (Fifth Report, Volume II, paragraph 35S.) , 

.. On the whole, I cannot but consider that any reform tending to do away the UnIon 
·or, if I may be allowed tho ~xpresslOn, the unity of the inhabitants, 'and to fix eacll 
~xclusively to his property, toil! be attended with danger. Every man's right and place 
is well-known among themselves; and the customs to which they are attached, as I have 
,before said, are necessary to their contentment and confidence. If it should be observed 
that they give way to intemperance and abuse, I answer,. that the superintending 
~uthority placed over the inhabitants whilst it assures every ma.n of redress of ,his 
wrongs, encourages him to know his rights; If he complains, enquiry is instituted; and 
if he does not, it is fair to conclude he is contented and he receives justice among his J 

.associates; for it is hardly possible to conceive a ma.n, ,to whom property decends, labour
ing under such a degree of ignorance or so destitute of friends and relatives, that he can 
,be egregiously imposed upon, since neither an idiot nor a lunatic can inherit landed ' 
property; still less if he succeeds to it by purchase, which argues sufficient natural 
understanding to know if he receives his just diles." (Fifth Report, Volume II, pa.ra
,graph 351.) 

In spite of the warning given to the East India Company and its official superiors 
,just before the inauguration of the Reforms of 1S02, the Company was advised by the 
authorities in England to introduce the two measures which were calculated to destroy 
the old village solidarity and the spirit of co-operation and consolidation:-

(1) the first was the permanent, settlement, and 
(2) the ryotwari system, accompanied by periodical resettlell1ents. 

It was shown in the preceding paragraphs how the Circuit Committee, for the :::'.::: 
,reasons stated there, advised the abolition of the zamindari system itself, if not immedi- ..... not 
ately, at a later stage when tranq,ullity was restored, for the simple reason that in the onactod on. 
eircars alone the East India Company w!>uld be able to ea.rn over a crore of rQpees by ~;::;.~ 
splitting up the land on a ryotwari basis, and levying a land revenue assessment on the to"arda 
'same. The Company would certainly have given effect to tlie suggestion of abolition" zamindaro: 
if they had had enough strength ,courage and information. They were still much afmid ::'n:':'~: 

"'of the zamindars, their influence and ri9hes and particularly their hold on the revenue and expadi
,collection. Even after they had subjugated tbe zamindars and Muslim rulers, and onoy. 
established their rule, they had continuous troubles as stated in the foregoing paragraphs 
at the hands of the zamindars in matter of the collection of their revenue. They, there-
fore, thought it prudent to introduce permanent settlement and make friends with them 
so that they would be helpful to them, td 811'pply men and money in times of trouble. 

'The Permanent Settlement Regulation was,Alot enacted out of love and sympathy towards 
the zamindars. Peace with the zamindars for the company was a. matter of necessity 
and expediency. On the other hand. desire to give protection to the cultivators who had 
been oppressed for 110 long time and safeguard their ancient rights to the soil and fix land 
revenue unalterably, was perfectly genuine. The lanit\lage used in the Permanent 
Bettlement Regulation, Patta l;te.,"'I1lation and Karnams' Regulation furnishes ample proof 
,~f this idea. 

~ bit/ition of old indefinite mode. . -
The preamble of the Patta Regulation reads thus: 

.. It being advisable that the exi8ting indefini~~ mode _o( ~ifJiding the p.odur.8 of i ...... n.n' 
the earth and of aCcounting for the~ry reMY money '8fJ8nlle should be ':!:'\:-::Jed 
abolislled, 10 the end I,hat the under-collectors a~d the under-tenants of the land safegu.rd 
may have the benefit of land protection by determined ag.eement.s in their dealings ,. an.ion< 
witb the superior landholders and farmers of the land and it being necessary to ~~~:v:~!:: 

~, 
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the tenants that the terms of BUCh agreements should be mad" Bpecijic to the enit 
that the cultivators and under-tenants being sensible of the advantage of such 
eecurity may have recourse to them for the provision of disputes; wherefore the 
following rules have been enacted for the execution of pattas between the pro
prietors and zamindars of land or amanies and under-tenants, under-farmers or 
!>,ots." ' 

W P. shall first deal with the preamble and provisions of the Patta Regulation so that 
the present Legislatures and the people and their Government, as it is constituted to-day 
may understand the mind of the Government of 1802 that' enacted so many of these 
Regulations on the same date and particularly the Patta Regulation. • 

The first thing done under the Patta Regulation was the abolition of 'the existing 
indefinite mode of dividing the produce of the earth ana of accounting for the customary 
ready money and revenue.' 

Substituted fixed tellure and fixed relit. 

Then a ' determined agreement' the terms of which were made • specific,' was framed 
to take its place. In other words-the indefinite division of the produce and the accounting 
of ready money for revenue, according to varying prices should not be insisted upon any 
longer by the Government or the zamindar. They must be prepared to take the share 
and the amount that would be made specific once for a.1I, under the' determined agreement .• 

What i8 tile determined agreement? 

It must be, first, settled what share of the gross produce must be set apart for revenue, 
Bnd how much of it should go to the Government and how much to the zamindar as con
sideration for bis servi~n the land that was actually under cultivation on the date of 
the Perml\uent Settlement m 1802. At that time the revenue was payable only in kind 
and not in cash-cash being a rare commodity. The process of dividmg the produce Bnd 
also accounting for the customary ready money year after year havmg been abolished, 
tbere was only one thing l'eft open-viz., to fix the revenue permanently. Unless and 
until this is donE\; the peshkash payable by the zamindar to t,he Government could not be 
fixed Permanently. 

For whose benefit was all this intended to be done under this PattI> Regulation? 
The 1'1ea.mble laid down in unequivocal terms that was for the' security and comfort of the 

I cultivators and under·tenants,' that the land revenue :was fixed permanently.' How::was 
it fixed permanently? , 

Imporcant 
eeotiona of 
the Patta 
IhguL.tlon. 

I The ~bare of the produce payable to the Government, half or one-tl!ird or whatever it 

\ 
;was then prevailing in each estate was first ascertained. Then it was vaiiiedaccoroing to 
prices that prevailed in the year preceding the permanent settlement. Half or oue·third of 
the total value was fixed as the revenue or tax payable by the cultixatQx.~ to the Government. 

~
hiS half was made the permaneut land tax or revenne payable by the cultivators in per

petuity. It is not open to the Government or zamindar or cultivator to contend thereafter 
that the amount of land revenue payable by the cultivators should be increased or decreased 
by either party. ~aving t,hus ~xed the land re.Y~J!!!l' 'pa~ble_!J..y lile cultivator. to the 
Government or their agent, proVlslon was made 'In. the i'iegwation,liow to se-meft m case 
of dispute? 

Sections 7 an4 9 !1M Section 11. 
Sec:tion 7 lays d6wn :-

" Proprietors or farmers of land shall not levy ani new assessment or ta. .. on the 
ryots, under any name, or under any pretence, exactions other than thOle con
.I9li.d!!t~,11 in the pattG or to otherwise authorized by thIJ Government, shall, iipon 

~ proof, subjecrtbll"'"P1'tlpri!!tor or'farmer to a penalty equal to three times the 
amount of each exaction." 

Section ,9 of the Patta Regulation runs 8S folIowa:-
.. Where disputes may arise respecting rates of assessment in money or division in 

\ 

kind, the rates shall be determined according to the rates prevailing in the culti9Bted: 
lands in the year preceding the assessment of the permanent jumma on such. 
lands; or where those may not be ascertainable, according to the rates estGblished 
for lands of the same description and quality as those respecting which the dispute 
may arise.' t '"' 

Section 8 .laid down, a very significant provision that if the proprietors or farmers. 
of, land should refuse or delay to execpte pattas, such proprietors or farmers of land 
ahould, after the expiration of six months, be liable to prosecution in the court, and should; 
on proof of such refusal or delay, be also liable to pay such damages as the court should 
adjuilge to be equal to the trouble and expenses incurred by the under-farmers or 
cultivators in consequence of such refusal or delay. " 
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Section 11 laid down ;-
.. Discharges of rent in money or in kind received by proprietorS or farmers of 

land, over Ilnd above the smouni or qusntity which may have b~pn specified 
in the muchilika of the persona paying the same, shall be considered to have been 
extorted; and discharges 80 tlj.~en by extortion shall be repaid, together with a 
penalty of double the amount of the valne Wlth costs." -

Section 14 added :-
.. That the tenants. were entitled to obtain receipts ll'Om the proprietors of all ~he 

payments made by. them in money or in kind. The penalty provided for refusal 
1.0 give receipts was, damages to the amount equal to double the sum paid 
with costs of suits." ' 

The sections quoted above are plain and simple in themselves. Still it is necessary that 
we should examine them with a view to ascertain the reason for the enactment of 
each section and also know the object of such legislation. 

Sectioll 9.-The reason for enacting this rule is this-that when once the land revenul Tho zamia
payable by the cultivator was permanently fixed, the zamindar or the renter should no :!:~:tho 
be allowed to vary hilt share of the land revenue fixed at the time of the Permanen not all:::d 
Settlement so as to enhance the same for any reason or under any pretext. It was antici- to vary his 
pated that the zamindars and their renters might be up to do so many things as ~a.jnst ~~~ .::~~ 
the innot'ent cultivators, to circumvent the law made in favour of the cultivator. One b .... uaa tho 
of the common methods employed in the early days of the Permanent Settlement was to =~le of 
introduce some clauses in the patta so as to enhance the land revenue that had been paya::::''' 
f.xed in perpetuity. It was to enable the cultivators to contend then in courts, that the oulliva. 
notwithstanding such a clause inserted in the patta, he was liahle to pay nothing more to .. iaB all 
than the amount fixed at the Permanent Settlement in perpetuity. It was open to him ;::::"~tly 
to cc.nten.1 that as long as the peshkash was unalterable, the balance of the revenue to be fixed. 

eollected by tJ-e zn,mindlll" was also unalterable. I~ suc~ cases of dispute~ rule 9. I\uthori"edj: 
the court to fix the rate equal to the one that -prevatled m the year precedmg the permanent," 
Settlement because the Permanent Settlement itself was based on the preceding year's 
rate. This was the best method devised by the then Government to make up the Perma-
nent Settlement rates fixed under the ' determined agreement' inviolable. 

The words ' according to the rates established for the lands of the same description .. Establish
Ilnd quality as those respecting which the disputes may arise' mean the rates of the ::.:!";,:;.. 
neighbouring IlInds in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement. It is important to established 
nole the weaning of the words 'rates established' in this connexion because the same i=;V
words. perhaps in an inverted form • established rates ' have b'een used from time to time ~. p,;:'.8 
in the decisions of the judges, in the Rent Recovery Act of 1865, in the Estate Land Act manon' 
of 1908, and also in the statements of Members of the Government. Wherever they were Bettiomaot. 
used and in whatever form they appeared, they conveyed only one meaning, viz., the 
rates established in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement, because they were 
consi'dered to he just and proper and declared to be a standard measure of estimate on 
all the lands that were then under cultivation yielding or capable of yielding produce 
th~n and ,,(so on all waste lands including forests that might be hrought under cultiva· 
tion after the date of Permanent Settlement. 
~ Section 7 is a very important one. It refers to .. exactions other than those referred 
to i'\ the potta or otherwise authorized by the Government. ... 

Many people do not understand the significance of • patta ' 01' the rule relating to Sanada and 

the exchange of pattas and muchilikas. They correspond to the Sanads and Kabuliyets I:!~=_ 
exdu>n!(ed between the Government and the zllmindars. They were embodiments of menta of 
title. All that was fixed permanently at the time of the Permanent Settlement WIUI title '. pooh. 
entered in those documents. If it was pe.hkash it was entered in the ... nad; if it was :: .::.:",e 
rah of r"nl; it was entered in the patta. 'fho pRtta iS$ned at the time of the Permanent "",t in thu 

B •• ttlempn~ to the cultivator fixing the rate of rent on the l:lnd then under his cultivation o'h.~_ 
is as valuable to the cultivator 88 the sanad is to the zamindar. If he preserved the :i:::ga p:. 
firet patta carefnlly and produced it in the following years whenever false claims were maneatly 

advsLced by the zamindars on their fanners tha rate fixed in the same will have ~ be fixed. 
taken as the permanent and unalterable one as contemplated by sections 9 and 7. 

\. 
The path, referred to in section 7 is the patta which should he rene ear after year _ . 

with the same rate that was fixed in perpetuity at the Permanent ttlement and entered =m>d ~ lD 

in the first patta. The patta is the document I(iven to the cultivator in possession of the Dot ~ .
,soil owning the eame subject to the obH""tion oC paying II. .fixed a,ps! al!e,,!hanceable !eaaa-deed, 
amount as revenue to the ruler or his agent. It is not a lease-deed uMer which the !:...!i',.':.. 
tenant derives bis title to hold and enjo .. the land during the term fixed thereia, as in .f_:or
England and ltUrreniler possession at tbe end oC the tform. The cultivator does not with the of 
'derive any title or right under the patts. The exchange of patta sad mochilikas between :,,:os:... 
the Zl\IlIinl\ar and the ryot has always been made compulsory during the 150 years or .t tho _ 
more. The patta is intended liD be an annual one with Ule same rate of the Permanent :::...~. 

cox. a ...... T 1-8 Bet ........... 
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Settlement imposed on the land that was then under cultivation added with any other 

\ 
.increased rent consequent on more land being brought under cmtivation after the' Permanent 
Settlement. ., ' . . . 

The first . But for the right given to the zamindar under Regulation XXX to claim a share of 
r.~ta WOulj the produce in the waste land brought under cultivation after the Permanent Settlement 

ave ~ the first patta given to the cultivator given at the time of the Permanent Settlement would 
;':::"ent have been a permanent document like the. sanad so far as it related to the lands' then' 
dooumentunder. cultivation, without undergoing any alteration. .' . . .. 
:~ ~e. If Regulation XXX had provided one permanent pattllo for all the land under cultiva
right given ·tiOD at the time of the Permanent Settlement and another for the land that wa~ brouuht :::dar to under cultivation after that date, perhaps much of the trouble would have been minimiz~d, 

<>!aim a But it was not so easy to divide the two interests of the cultivator because it would =u: :;. have given a greater handle to the zamindar to set up absolute ownership of the Boil 
tho _ate to all the waste land and demand whatever rent he liked and eject whenever he pleased. 
brought , That would have created an uproar amongst the cultivators that their land and rights 
:=~:~ ouIti. .thereto had been confiscated b.V the Government and given to the zamindar. The Govern
eubsoqu ... ' ment never intended to help the zamindar unduly against the cultivator, 
to 1002. While transferring absolutely their share of revenue in the produce of such waste 

land they took care to make provision for upholding the occupancy rights of the ryots 
and also their right to enforce the Permanent Settlement rates on such waste lands, 

Pattaa and muchilikaa-E:z:change--Penaltiea JOT non-exchange. 

Sooti ... 11 The exchange of pattas and muchilikas was made compulsory in law and the penal-. = .. :f: ties provided for non-compliance of the same were made intentionally so drastic. It 
liable to is provided in section 11 of Regulation XXX that the zamindar could be prosecuted after 
<>rimina!. six months. This makes it clear that the relationship hetween the cultivator and zamindar 
f";;:~:::~ was no. une of landlord and tenant, but one of melvaramdar and kudivaramdar. It is 
give. pat.. proof positive that the zamindar's claim to the right to the soil and his carving out of it a 
to the 'r~~ tenant's interest in favour of the cultivator as claimed by the Landholders' Association, 

was not recognized by the Government because no owner of the Boil could have been 
prosecuted for the mere omission to give a patta to his tenant. The omission to giV4 

I I>atta was considered as a piece of evidence of denial of the title of the cultivator to the 
. soil and his right to receive it and therefore mlide a -criminal offence. He was further 

made liable to pay all the damages sustained by the cultivator. 
Under section 7, the penalty for levying any new assessment or tax on the ryots was 

three times the amount exacted. If any amount in exceBS of the rent fixed in the 
muchilika was received it was made an offence of extortion under section 11 and the 
penalty for it was double the smount of value and costs. 

Failure to give receipt for the amounts received from the cultivators was to meet 
with a penalty of damages of double the amount of value with costs. 

Such, in brief, were the rights and obligations created in favour of the cultivator as 
well as the zamindar on the question of the rates of rent and also the right to the soil.' 

/

ThiS Regulation was in force until 1865 and the rates of rent fixed at the time of the 
.i:'ermanellt I:!ettlement on the cultivated land remamed unaltered along with the peshkash 
until then. We have to examine the provisions of the Rent Recovery Act and the Estates 
Lund Act to see whether any change was effected in the position of the cultivator and 
zamindar under them. 

Before doing so we have to consider tSe provisions of the Permanent Settlement 
Regulation XXV of 1802 under which the zamindar claims right to the soil and also the 

'

right to enhance rents, and the liarnams' Regulation and other Regulations passed on 
the same date or some time later to explain ~e meaning of the main Regulations. 

Conclusion. 

. The first effect of the Patta Regulation was that the mfigjte mode of dividing the 
produra t)~ the land then prevailing, and of accounting for the cus~2JDIi1Y ready money 
revenue WIIS abolished and in its place fixed tenure nnd fixfld rent was settled permanently, 
so that till'y could not be altered for any reason by aIll' one. The patta granted to the 
cultintor by the landholder is a title-deed, like the Sanad granted to the landholder by 
th~ Gcvernment. Just as the peshka"h mentioned in the Sanad is fixed permanently 
so also the rate of rent defined in the paita is fixed for ever unalterably. So long as the 
pe.hkash fixed at Permanent Settlement remains unalterable, the rate of rent defined 
ill thl! patta also remains the same. The effect of the exchange of pattaB and mochilikaa 
b,'hl ~en . the . landholder and the cultivator is the same a~ that of the Snnnadi-M llikiyat. 
I~timl'ar and the liabuliyats is between tbe Government and the landholder. The rate 
of rent both on the cultivated and the unc:ultlvated area at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement was fixed for ever. 

These are the rulee laid down in the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802. 
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CHAPTER IV' .. ' 

J.>ERMANENT SETTLEM;ENT-R.EG U:4ATION XXV: OF 1809. 

'~BIIUBB AND SmsT [BBIIT( 1)] EIXED 1I0B BVBB BY PBBI.!ANBIIT SBT1'Ll!.IlBIIT. 

Lana RellenU8 means Peshkash. + Shut (Rent), both. fi:ced for e1Jer, 

RBaULATION xxv 011 1802. 

What was the object of this Regulation and what are the principles laid down? 

~'he fundamental principles may be stated to be as follows:- Th. two 

'Firstly, the determination of the rights' in land, primarily the rights of those who fu~d~m.nt; 
were liable for the payment of the State's demands from out of. the produce and ~:,n~~~ ... 
of necessity the origin and the rights of those who made themselves responsible tion xxv of 
to collect it from the cultivators and pay to the Government their share. d18te"2 wero e rmlDa-

Secondly, the limitation of the State's demand for land revenue. This was secured ~;b~r::
by assessing it not as a &luir,e_.9i.t\!e....,gr!!2!!.2!.J.'!,t~yce of the land, as was I.~'!.o~n':· 
generally the practice under the indigenous Hindu or Muhammadan system, ~mind ..... 
but generally as a moderate share of the net rental as estimated on the data aDd tho 
available, as will be clear when we examlDe the estateSSepii:i.1i:tely with reference !:i:'~~~. of 

to the evidence recorded. d.noend for 
land rev-

We need, scarcely point out, that the object of the second principle was to secure enu •• 
• ~ubstance, and in most cuses a goo,\ de .. l more than a substance, from the actual culti
vator; (i.e.) a substantial share of the value of the produce for the land revenue. It is 
trus limitation of the State's deDlands as introduced under the Permanent Settlement 'I 
Regulation which had, in fact, g:iven a ~hado~ of reality and .value to rigMs~ which under r1 
the prevIOus systems, except durIDg Akbar's time, had often httle more than a sentimental: 
existence. 

These principles were evolved, no doubt, as the "result of laborious and extensive Th ... priDoi
investigation and of the growing experience of the novel conditions, usages and customs, f,1:;,re 
disslwilar to anything that actually existed in the land of the East India Company, and t~iB co::'; 
also with the best of the intentions, but these principles were forced upon tllis country though.th. 
by Lord Cornwallis in 1793, under the orders of the authorities in England in contra ~~:.o!.:~t::; 
vention to the experienced official opinion in this country. Sir Charles Mules who \.you would 
had served in this country for over thirty-five years had given it as his opinion some :: ~ oed 
25 years back, .. that the Permanent Settlement was a' folly and the offspring of to t't. u 
ignorance and incompetence, that it had been completely discredited and no revenu pr_nt 
-officer could be found to defend it." Still it became an accomplished fact in 1802. A1thoug w~~ 
it was not a measure that should have been thrust upon this country, it was commend r:.::'o 
able In its own way, if we consider the plight of the cultivator at the hands of th fu!,d~mODteI 
unscrupulous renters, farmers and zamindal1ll, before that date. If the two character- ~:s~::: 

'istic features, viz., the fixation of the land revenue demand as imperative along with kept in 
the definite confirmation of the melwaram rights of the ex-Mogul Revenue Contractors a ..... by tb~ 
(zamindnrs) in respect of the land concerned for the land revenue of which they become' an"d:~ 
liable and also the kudiwaram rights of the cultivators, had been maintained uninter. do .. and 
ruptedly and honestly by the zamindars and the Government, the present et'.onomic o~=~n 
troubles and the irredeemable indebtedness would not have overtaken tht' agriculturists h.la_ 
-of these estates. The position of these cultivators would not have become worse than Y ...... • 

that Ilf the ryots in the ryotwari al'ea~. ~'he witnesses, who deposed before this Com-
mittee on behalf of the ryots in one voice demanded that they should, at least, be put. 
in the position of the Government ryots in the matter of assessment and all other thingsl 
.pertaining to revenue administration. 

Let us now examine the provisions of the Permanent Settlement Regulation. The 
1'I'<'amble to the RelXulation XXV of 1802, the whole of which has been embo,~ied prncti
-oally in every Sannad.Milikiat-Istimrar, de.erves a very careful study on, the part of 
everv'one who desirE'S to understand the meani!,/X of the words .. Propti~tor. of. tbe Soil " 
?sed In this Reguliltion antI, ~ h.('~ t'o.-d~ h8~e bPMme the subjec,t of cO,lItro:.rel'\!y from 
81n\OtIt'the date of the promulgation of the RegUlation. 
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The preamble to th,e Permanent Settlement Regulation runs as follows :

The Preamble • 

.. WBllREAS it is known to the zamind,.rs. mira.sidars, r.uyats and cultivi<tora oC 
land in the terdtories subject to the Govemment of Fort St. George that from 
the ea.rliest until the present period of tim .. , the publio a8.~C88mont of the iIlM 
reDenue .h.aa. !Utler . been fol;ed; but tha.t, according tq the pra.ctic.e. of Asiatic 
Governments, the assessment of the land re~enue has fluctuate.} withl>ut any fixtld 

.. principles for thedeterIIlinatlon of the &mount, and WJ~ho!<t .ally 8erurlt,:; to the 
zamindars or other persons fOT the continuance of a moderate land-tax; that, on 
the contra.ry frequent inquiries have been instituted by the ruling power, whether 
Hindu or· Muhammadan, for the purpose of augmenting the assessment of the 
land revenue; that it ha.s been customo.ry to regulate sllch Iougmentations by 
the inquiries and opinions of the local officers appointed by the ruling power for 
the time Deing; and that in the attainment of an increascd revenue on Aueh 
foundations, it has been USIla.! for the Gov!.rnmtlnt to d .. prive the zamindarR. 
and to appoim persons on its own behalf to the Illanagement of the zamindaris, 
thereby reserving to the rwing power the implied right and the actual exercise 

I of the proprietary possession of all lands whatever; and whereas it is obvious 
to the said zamindars, mirasidars, raiyats and cultivators of land that such a 
mode of adminIstration must 'Je iujurious to the permanent prosperit, of the 
country by obstructing the progress of agricwture, population and wealth, and 
destructive of the comfort of individual persons by d.iIoini.hing the' Reeurity of 
persona.! {reedom and of private property; wherefore, the British Government. 
impressed with a deep sense of the injuries nnsing t.e the State and to it. subjects 
from the operation of such principles, has resolved to remove from Its admi-

\

nistration so fruitful a source of uncert~inty and olisqwetude, to grbut to zamin
da~d. . .otJJ.~!:.)andholder~, their heirs and successors, a permnnent prt'perty in 
tDelr land in alllime'Tocome. and to fiA: for etler a moderate assessment oj public 
retlenue on such lands, the amount of which. shall nefler' be liable to be increased 
under any circumstonces." .. 

Relying on the words .. p.roprietary right to the soil" used in this Regwation, 
it is contended by the Madras Landholders' Association, on behaif of all the 
landholder$ who are members of the Association, in paragraph ]0 of their oNl"itten 
memorandum, that at the time of the PermnnalJt Settlement, the British Govern-

I ment proceeded on the footing that the ownership of the soil was in the State 
and tLey proceeded to transfer the ow-nersb ip to the zaminda.rs and other land
holders with whom they effected the Permanent Settlement, subject only to .the 
payment by such zaruindars or landholtlel's to the Government of a p~i$hkU8h 
pr.rmanpnt/y ft:ced and also that the deed gh'en by the Government LL the z"min-
dar was called " Sannadi Milikiat-Isthimirar " which meant title deed ot grant 
of perpetual ownership. It is true that Sannadi Milikiat-Isthimira.r was intended 
to serve as a title deed. It is also true that the patta issued under the Patta 

~
Regulation XXX of 1802 was a title deed. If the giving of a title deed is the 
ame as the grant of perpetua.! ownership as is admitted by the Landholders Asso
iation, the rule applies to both, j,he sana..l and the patta. If at the time of the 
ransfer of the right, title a.nd interest of the Government, to the zamindlLrs, 

a tripartite agreement had been entered into between the zamindars and the 
Government on one side and the zamindars and the tenants on another and the 
t~n8nt. and the Government on the third, Bild the exchange of Sannadi Milikia .... 
Isthimira.r a.nd the Ka.bwiyat between t·he Government and the zamindars a.nd 
the pattaa and mn~hilikas as betwe'!n the 2"mmdhrs and the tenan',g hati be"ln 
prescribed in ReguTations XXV and XXX of 1802 and further provision was made 
in Regulation XXIX of the same yea.r and date for the appointment of karnam, 
who would not be the servant exclUSively of the ;tamindar or the tel1am or the 
Government but would be an officer responsible to a.1I the three, maintaining 
acc·ount$ for protectio!l of interclsts of all the threfl. and Ir furt.her plovi.ion had 
been made by the passing of Regulations XXVII and XXVIII to regulate the 
proceedings for collection of peishkush by the Go\ernmcnt from thcl zamindnrs 
and for collection of rent from the tenants by th" zamindsl"S, it eannot by Any 
stretch of imagination be Mlltended that the whole ownership of the soil had 
vested In the State in 1802, and that the said ownership had been truu.terred 
to the zamiuda.r unconditionnllv therebv Mm'eying a f~bold inttllest in the 
properties in fIl vonr of tile zaillind .. rs.· Thin po.ition w~~ ma<le cleAr by tile 
Ma.dras Permanent Settlement Interpretation Regulation IV of ]822, in' 
the second clause of which II. provision was made that the Permanent Settlement 
Regulation XXV of 1802, was not meant to limit, infringe or destroy the actual 
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rights of any dCloCl"iption of lI.ndllolders or tenants. The Madras Lmdholders' ~ 1801_' 
Association adlIlits tbis, but says that it ",as purely negative a.ud wab passed i gh• ';'"
by way of abundant caution and that there was no declaration of any substantia.! G-=......:· 
rights of the tenants or any conferment of such rights on them. In the next to .~ 
sentence it is admitted that if the tenants had had any rights prior to the pa.sRing ;.:::;;:-the 
of the Permanent Settlcmenll -Regulation, th.)"e rights w"r& not taken away. mel ......... 
When once that admission is made, the question reduces itself to this, .. were~gh" 'he 
the cultivablt' lands in the possession of the tenants at the time Iolf the Permanent G=... ... ~ 
Settlement or not?" If they had been in possession and enjoyment of the eul- hed 0" at 
tivable lands, what was it that vested in the Ruling Power on that date? It ~ o~"':r 
was only the melwaram interest or the right to collect the revenue that vested :'y ~....: 
in the Stste and it was that right that had been transferred by the Government righL 
to the zamindar as collection agent. If both melwaram and kudiwaram interests 
had-vested in the State, and if both the interests had been 8ssign .. d away by 
the State to the zamindars under the Sanad issued under Regulation XXV of· 
1802 ullconditionally, surely tile mmiadlll"s would have becolU" freehOlders of the 
estates. And if the zamindars had enjoyed the estate treating the whole land 
as their homefarm land, the tenants would, certainly have become, tenants at 
will or tenants from year to year. But the S.tute, nevN· had both interests at 
any time and the transfer Dlade by it waR not of su~h a charactbr. Excepting 
using a general expression that the zamindnrs became pmpntltors of the eOll, 
there was in fact no transfer of any such interest in the soil, because the trans-
feror himself possessed none. The State was most anxious to protect first the 
interests of the cultivators who were in possession of the lands and ,*,,"ondly 

ose of the . arB. The preamble of Regulation XXV of 1802 says 
ereas it is obvious to the said zamindars, mirasidars, ,aiya'R and cultivators 

of land that such a mode of administration must be injurious to the permanent 
prosperity of the count"!l by obstructing the progress of agriCUlture, popUlation 
and wealth. and destructive of the comfort of individual persons by diminishing 
the security of personal freedom and of private property; wlJerefore. the British 
Government, impressed with a de~p sen~e of the injUlies ",rising to the State and 
to it. subjects from the operation of quch principics. h ... reaohed to remove from 
its administration so fruitful a source of uncertainty and disquietude. to grant 
to zamindars and otner la"dhuld~,s, their ht'irs and succa"SOn!, a pem",r.c,.t\ 
Jlf'operty in their land in all time to come, and to fix fo, efle, a moderate assess
ment of public reflenlle on such lands, the amount of which shall never be liable I 
to be increased under any circulDstanc~s." 

The claims set up by the zamindar now with regard to the right to the soil and the 
right to enhance the rent are just the same as those raised by his ancestors shortly after 
passing of the Permanent Settlement Regulation. The same construction put on the 
words .. proprietary right to the soil" now was put then also. The meaning of these 
words and the rights of zamindar and cultivator under the Permanent Settlement Regu
lation were exhaustively discussed and declared by Mr. Hodgson. 

REGULATION XXV OF 1802. 

Section8 8<l:omined. 

The preamble set out above, begins by saying that it was well-known to the zamindars, If the "80_ 
mirasdars, "!lots and cultiflot01'B of land that the past administration was very injurious latloo xxv 
to the llrosperity of the country and that it obstructed the progress of the agricultural of ,':roJ -
popul~tlon and their wealth, destroying all freedom of pt'NOn and security of property, ~:'::ded to 
and that for that reason the State, for the beneSt of if.3 subjects, was introducing the ben~t the 
principles of moderate land assessment, which would not be liable to be increased unde~:~i:b~ .• r
anv circumstances. Nothing can be clearer than these words to show, that the objec~ en .... '" tile . 
of· the Permanent Settlement was primarily to help the clIltivat!ll". If it had been th~ryo"· ~rOh 
irtention of tiJe Government to create a permanent right i.ii'lTiesoil in favour of the land- ~u'it:,.l 
holder, all these words were unnecesRSI'y. No reference to the progress of agriculture and pnpulation. 
industry and all other matters referred to. was necessary. It is not onlv the preamble, .... "..:!:' 
but aU other sections of the Regulation also make the position clear that the State was ~ity ~ 
anxious to protect the interests of the cultivator while they were transferring the COUDUy 

proprietary right to collect the melwsmm to the landholders. as their agents. If it :~:'.!" .:t 
were the intention af the State to fix only the peshkash payable by the zamindar to poin&le ... 
the Government in perpetuity and give him the right at the same timt' 1.0 increase the 
rents l1li against the cultivators and agument his own income as he pleased, certainly 
they would have said, in so many words. the same thing. 

Call. B. PUT 1-9 
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8eoticinJ·of . Section 2 deals with the fixity of asse_sment on lands. Under tL. section the pro
!l'o':.~i"';,f priet~ry right of the soil, ~hat is, the melw~ram interest, does net, in the lil'st pllllr9, 
1802 mada vest ill the landholder unttl the assessment l8 permanent on all lands whtch are liablt, 
the bing 1>1'. to pay reoenue to (koernment; and, next theflanad will not be issued to the land
::'::i':'n"l .. holder ,untl1 the right ves,ts in him. Thus when the Law makes the fix.ing of asset!Sment 
a oondition . on 'all the lands a conditIOn precedent for the vesting of the proprietary right in the 
f==~ I~ndholder. and the vestin~ is made again" a co~dition preced~nt for the issue of ,the 
..,€tho pro- Sanad and finally the vahdlty of the sanad IS subject to t!te fulfilment of the conditlonB 
l1rie"!"Y referred· to in sections 3, Il and 14 of the RegulatIOn XXV and the sallad or title-deed was 
I'lgh~,~ '. issued to him only after the assessment was so fixed, bow could the cultivator be 
:d"u,e'" deprived of the benefits of such permanent assessment at a later stage; alld for what 
v~ing ill reasons could it be done? What will be the effect of any such partial divestment of 
:~:d~-:: the benetfis conferred jointly on the landhnlder and the cultivator? To secure fixity 
f.'eced.~' of ienGre and fixity of rent, for both the landholder and the cultivator, assessment was fixed or 7ue,o. on the whole land. The King's share was set apart as has been already referred to in 
...... . the discuF,ion under the Patta Regulation. If the King's share is l, that is set apan 

fh· .. t, and froDi out of that, the amount payable by the zamindar as peshkash to the 
Government was fixed at 2/3. The remaining 1/3 of the l was directed to be taken 
by the landhol.ler for the services which he undertook to render, both to the Govern
me"t ~nd to the ('ultivator. At this stnge the landholder contends that it was only 
the J'tshkash payable by him to the Government that was fixed in perpetuity, and 
that it was open to him to augment bis income by adding to the 1/3 assigned to him, 
by way of enhancing rent.s just as he pleased. What is the effect of this on the Per
manent Settlement if such a. thing is permissible? For example, let us take the 
following case. Suppose that the assessment on the whole land at the time of the 
Perma.ncnt Settlement was sill; lakhs of rupees, out of which three lakhs was set 
apart as the assessment due to the Government; out of 3 lakhs again 2/3 or two 
lakhs was payable to the Government as peshkash and one lakh alone should be taken 
by the landholder for his remuneration. If after the Permanent Settlement the land
holder is allowed to increase his one lakh to ten lakhs by way of enhancement, what 
happens to the Permanent Settlement? Where is the Permanent Settlement? The 
assessment permanently fixed win go to pieces instead of remaining in tact. An assessl 
ment once fixed permanently must remain so without any regard to the profit or loss 
which the cultivator or zamindar makes or suffers. Just as the zamindar is bound to 
pay the peshkash without any regard to the loss or profit sustained by him, the 
cultivator also is bouud to pay 1/3 of a l to the landholder in perpetuity. That is the 
meaning of the words in Section II of Regulation, which runs as fonows:-

.. In conformity to these principles, an assessment shan be fixed on all lands 
to pay revenue to the Government, and in consequence of such assessment the 
I1roprieti/tty Iigbj of the soil was to become vested in the zamindars or other 
proprtetors of land and in tlieir heirs or lawful successors for e1)e1'." 

Under this section th~ e!"!'..mi~~~~t to collect th,e whole of the land reve~u~, 
i.e., OLe half of the total mcome vests ill die Iandfioiaef }or e1)er. In such a case It 18 
not open to him to enhance the rent and alter the character of the estate vested in 
him. By altering the permanent character of his estate he wi1\ be divested of the 
same because it is a flagrant violation of the basis of the permanent arrangement. 

I Every enhancement, made periodically constitutes a. continuous wrong for which the 
la.ndholder should make amends to the cultivator. 

Let us take section 3 of the Regulation which prescribes the exchange of sanads 
and kIlbuliyats. The landholders claim that this is a title-deed. Yes. It is a title-. 
de~d. Is it an unconditional title-deed? It is not. elauRe 2 of section 3 says, that the. 
sanad~ and kabuliyat 'shall contain the conditions and articles of tenure by which the 
iat/d pha!! be held. Clause 3 of the section says that when a dispute arises with regard 
to the assessment, reference should be made to the sanads and kabuliyata and the courts 
shall give judgment in conformity to the conditions under which the agreement may 
haoe been formed. 

Ib,ahtmgeof To know what the material conditions are, we shonld look into section 14 of the 
patty a.nd I . 
muahilikas, Regu abon. 
with Nn. 
:IIzed for 
ever ia 
"'made a. 
.. ondition 
preoedentl 
for the oon
tinued. vRIi· 
elit)' 01 *ha 
.anact. 

Section 14 prescribes .. that the zamindars or landholders should enter into engagements 
with their raiyats for rent either in money or kind, and shall within a reasonable period of 
time 61l:change patlas and muchilikas. riejinin? the amount to be paid by him and e.rplaining 
"fiery condition of the enga!lrment. the SectiOlI fd1'ther makes the grant of re.,"lIlnr receipts' 
compulsory. and any default in this respect makes the landholder liable to damages and 
penalties. 
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In this manner, exchange of patta and mnchilikas with a rent fixed for ever and the 
grant of a recei pt for the amount paid are made conditions precedent for the continued 
validity of the sanad. 'l'he default of any of these conditions deprives him of the right of 
BUit to recover the land revenue as a whole. This is what is called divesting of his estate. 
(Sections G.G. 1 to 15 of Patta Regulation XXX of 1802.) 

Section 8 which provides for the tran'itfer of the proprietary right of the landholder to At......, ..... 
any other person, by sale, gift or otherwise, lays down that such transfers of land shall be 01 tho 
'Valid and shdll be accepted by Courts of Judicature and by Officers of Government, only if P~~t~ 
such transfer is not repugnant to the Regulations of the British Government. It is pointed ~!<lh~ld .. 
out that the condition relating to landholder's engagement with hi., ryots is made a COIl- by Bale, gift· 
dition precedent for making his sanad or title-deed valid and binding one. The engagement?: 0~erwJB8 
referred to therein, primarily refers to the rates of rent payable by the cultivator to the~n~i~ed to 
landholder. If the landholder transfers his proprietary right under section 8 of the Regu- o.han .. 
lation, to a third party for consideration, what is the l'ight that vests in the transferee rent, 

under that section? It is not an absolute right which entitles him to enhance the rents 
over and above what had been permanently fixed at the time of the permanent settlement. 
To entitle the transferee to claim any such rights to enhance the rents as he pleased under 
the transfer, his transfer mnst, in the first place, be a valid and lawful one. Section 8 has 
directed that no such transfer wonld be valid if it is repugnant to the Muhammadan or 
Hindu Laws or to the Regulations 0/ tile British GOflernmellt. 

In this case the transfer would become invalid if either the transferor or the transferee 
should put forward their claim to collect enhanced rents from the cultivators, contrary to 
the provisions of Regulation XXX of 1802 which prohibited all enhancements. 

In this way reading sections 3, 8 and 14 together, the position is made perfectly clear, 
that it is not open to any landholder or any of his transferees to claim enhanced rates of 
rent, so long as it was made illegal and even punishable under the Regulation XXX of 1802. 

Section 11 of the Regulation affords further proof that the landholder is not the pro- The foot th ... 
prietor of the soil. Under this section he was given power to nominate the karnam, but ~~rd~!;.. 
he- was not to have any power to remove him. If the landholder had been made a proprietor only given 
of the soil in the English sense and had become the full owner of the property, he should tho ,!ghLbto 

be entitled in the ordinary course to employ a servant and dismiss him at his pleasure. He ~~fC;::!n~' 
was not given the power to 'dismiss the karnam, because he is only a proprietor of the a karnom 
melvBl'Bm interest, even that subject to so many conditions and as the cultivator was the ahho:",o thta'th 

I ' . d' t e ,. no e rea man ill possession an enJoymen, proprietor of 
the Boil. 

Section 9 has made the 2amindar liable to furnish true and accurate accounts of the Evon whon 
entire zamindari to the Collector, whenever a part of the zamindari is sold for recovery of a pert,ohbe 
arrears of public re"enue or to discharge a decree debt or where a part of the zamindari is :=~ 
transferred to a third party, by sale, gift or otherwise. Clause 2 of section 9 which lays to another. 
down the principle to regulate the assessment on part of the estate when it is separated, the baois of 
e1incbes the whole matter. When a part of the estate is sold as is done often, to third ~~~h: ... t 
parties, what is the basis of assessment on the part so separated? The Government cannot -ep8l'atod 
claim a right to fix the peshknsh on the part so separated on the basis of the actual value part is the 
of the separated portion as ascertained on the date of such transfer. 'l'he basis of assess. :~~.,,:!':t 
ment_ is the same as it was at the time of the permanent settlement. The Government of PArmaQ. 
cannot claim a right to a higher rate of peshkash on the ground that the cultivator had 'nt SettJo. 
been making larger profits on that date than at the time of the permanent settlement. If man .. 
the Government is not able to claim a higher rate of peshkash, the landholder who is only 
an assignee of the Government's proprietary right, equally cannot claim nny enhanced 
amount. When neither the Government nor the landholder can claim enhanced pesh-
kash or enhanced rent, the transferee will also be disqualified to claim enhanood rents, 'l'he 
principle to regulate such assessment is laid down in clause 2 of section 9, which runs ss 
follows :-

•• Tbe assessment to be fixed in this case on the separated land, shall bear the same 
{,roportion to the actusl value of tbe separated portion as the tolal pennanent 
lumma on the zamindari bears to the actual value of the whole zamindari." 

Mark the words . the total p"rmanent jumma,' It is not part of the jumma as is 
claimed by landholder 80 as to make it applicable to peshkash only, 

That i8 the principle laid down by law and that cannot be violated /lither by the 
RlDindar or by the Government or by the cultivator. That is Why no oomplications 
arose when parts of estates were transferred to third parties or brought to sale in Court 
.auction or by the Government for liquidating its arrears of public revenne. Sections 6 
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u.ud 7 show that the proprietary right transferred by the Government to ilie landholders 
is II very limited right pertamlDg to the melvar:.m interest and nothing of absolute owner. 
ship to the soil. 

Section 6 has provided for regulating payment of the assessed amount without any 
,sort of reml~sion. In case of detault, section, 7 says, that, his personal property should 
~e attached ~ the first lDstance. , If the landholders were mtended to have any interest 
m ilie soil this provl8lon would not have been made. Personal property is first marked 
out and attachment and sale of his proprietary right ta the melwaram should be effected 
later. 

\

' Thus ,the words ' proprietor of ilie ,soil' were used in the Regulation XXV of 1802 
m the,lodian sense. In support of this mterpretation we quote frdm the " Extracts from 
Se1ectlOIllj from the State Papers of the Governor-General of India" by Sir Georg& 
Forrest, C.l.B., Ex-Director of Records, Governmentol India. '(19~6)-

Ed ..... t 
frl.m the 
II8lectioDS 
from the 
8tate papers 
of the 
Governor
General of 
India.. 

" Two years I!).ter on April 12, 1786, the Court -of Directors, sent out II voluminous 
despatch to give effect to what it termed • the true spirit' and • human inten-

/ 

tions ' oj the Act. Cornwallis spoke of the Zamindars as " Lords of the soil and 
owners of the land." He used these terms in the same sense as Shore did
in the oriental and not in the English sense. He only recognized a limited and 
not an absolute proprietorship. His aim was to make the zamindlld'B liable to 
pay a fixed moderate revenue to the State and the rights and interests of the 
ryot protected so that they would become customary tenants." 

State Documents and. 17I8troctio718 to Collectors (1799). 

In the preamble to Regulation XXV of 1802, it has been pointed 'lut that from the 
earliest times until the date of the Regulation, permanent assessment of land revenue 
had never been fixed. and that according to the practICe of Asiatic Governments the 
assessment of land revenue had fluctuated without any fixed principles for fiung the 
amount in perpetuity, and without any guarantee to the zamindars or the cultivators for 
the continuance of a moderate land tax. It was also clearly explained that on the 

All tho contrary. colUmissions had been appointed frequently, by the ruling authorities during 
.... it.l, in the Hindu as well as the Muhammadan periOds, to investigate into the affairs of the 
t:~~:~:;!~ land revenue, with a vie:\\, to increase the assessment of the land revenue; and that it 
"ti.D xxv had become a habit with them to regulate the increase of the land assessment periodically, 
~f :::'0: .red and that it also became a practice with them to dismiss the zamindars for the slightest 
i~ g ..... ~:; mistake from their offices and appoint new men in their place, so that the existence and 
de'"U in,the the continuance of the office of zamindarship was precarious, always depending upon the 
!:"~o~~!to";'. will and pleaRure of the ruler. In the second recital of the preamble It is stated that it 
dated 16th wag th'! Object of the Government to remev'! the uncertainty of tenure as well BA the 
?~b'" amount. payable to the Government by the Zamindnr or the CUltivator, that the establi.h-

. ment of a moderate assessement of pubhc revenue was deeided upon. These \Vere not the 
words which were decided upon by the Governor in Council, when they BOught to draft 
tho Bill. Every one of the statements emlmeI'lLted abov'! were ,discussed years ago and 
the same had been embodied in the instructions issued to the Collectors, who were called 
upon to make their proposals ou the permanent settlement which the Government was 
intending to introduce in the Madras Presidency. RuleS 4, 6. 6, 7. 8 and 10 of the 
Instructions to Collectors. dated the 15th October 17110, contain fully the particularIJ 
given in the preamble of the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 180'.a; and, 
e'ven in greater detail, explaiued the causes i,hat led to the introduction of the I,ennanent 
settlement and establishment of a moderate aasessment in perpetuity. They are as fol
lows :-

Obi ... t of the In rule 8, the object of the Government for changing the land revenue system from 
.hange in an indefinite one to a definite one by fixing the tenure and aleo the rate of rent for ever, ::?:e::: is exnlainerl in full. That clause declared. that the object of the Government in introdnc
e",plained to ing the Permanent Settlement was not merely securing a permanent revenue for itself, 
be,the ... or· but the real object was to ascertain and protect the private rights ana also to put II 
e.mmeDt I'" h bli d d 'th I d and protoo- Imitation on t e pu c eman s on e an • 
tion of 
priVate 

• rights, 
Rule 10 sets out the observations of the Court of Directors, on the Permanent 

Settlement. 'They mA.de a calculation of profit and lo~s that might arise out of the 
Permanent Settlement 80 far as the pllblic revenue was concenled. They took r.are to' 
see th,at thuy had sufficient security for the revenne, the right to collect which, they 
aSSigned to the landholders.' They took into account the loss or the deficiencies that 
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might oeew' from mismanagement by the liLlldholders. AR against such contingencies The Govern_ 
they were satisfied tbat the jumma or the land revenue on all the .lands which they were mon~·. in
going to fix was very moderate in its amount and the di"tribution of the same between ::n:~0'i woe 
the zal'ILinuur and the cultIvators, would make the loss or the deficiencies insignificant, if the m",,:; 
not imperceptible. They took into account tbe loss 01' the deficiencies that might arise v.alhuablo 

fbd d •• '" rogt-tho out 0 a seasons "n contented themselves that the vleld of favourable years would limitation of 
surely counter-balance the deficiencies of the bad seasons: It is thus made clear that the IaDd revenue 
·Government intended to confer valuable right on the mass population of the cultivators!:dn t'r 
who are actually engaged in the cultivation of the land. In express terms the rule lays pe<>;I~. 
down: 

.. and valuable right that can be ('onfel'red on the body of tlie people, who are in 
respect concerned in the cultivation of the land, the measure is likewise con
nected with the ~mancjpation of this class of people from the severities and 
oppressions of aumils, farmers, ~nd other officers necessarily employed to collect 
the public dues, when they are liable and 1I.rbitrary varia.tions, it involves the 
happiness of the cultivators of the soil, who cannot expect to experience modera.
tion or encouragement from their landlords, wOOe they themselves are exposed 
to indefinite demands." . 

Clause 8 also in unambiguous terms refers to the prosperity of the commercial class, 
.whose trade aud manuftlctory will thrive only in proportIon te the quantity of materials 
produced from the lunds. 'l'he authors of these Regulations never had any intention of 
destroying the trade, commerce and manufactory of this land. 

A peru sa) of the rules will enable the public to understand the full meaning of the 
preambles to the Regulations XXV and XXX of 1802. They are as follows :-

Rule 4.-At present thll zamindars hold their zamindaris by a tenure so precarious Zaminde.ra 
as scarcely to convey the least idea of property in the soil-it has been con- l:''\': till th ... 
sidered as hereditary possession but the public assessment has been fluctuating v:ry ;~~ 
and arbitrary and the whole zamindari liable to sequestration in case of even carious 
a partial failure in the !rists, at the pleasure of the Government, several instances tonure. 
have occurred of this alternative having been resorted to and the zamindars 
becoming pensioners, for it has rarely happened that they have been resorted 
owing to the accumulated arrears of public revenue remaining undischarged 
from the assets of the zamindat'i, under management of the Collector at this 
period. Several are in the predicament here described. 

Rule 5.-'l.'his system having been found delusive to Government, and at the same COD.titu~iDg 
time incompatible with the general interests of the country, it has been ~~':. ";::D1 
resolved to adopt the l'eform introduced some years since into Bengal Province, pridtol'll of 
by constituting the several zamindars and other landholders having individual thoir ree~ 
claims to such distinctions, actual proprietors of the soil, or lands composing ~:""""'
their estateH, suhject to such conditions as will be hereafter noted, and secured 
to them under a strict adherence to those conditions, by regular established 
Courts of Justice. The principles of these reforms will be also hereafter 
explained. 

Rule 6.-When the possession of land no longer subjects the proprietor to the The flzit,r, 
disgrace he is at present liable to and when the tenure is known to be secure as :: :.""':': 
long as the fixed public dues are regularly discharged and that whilst they COD- imp",:" the 
form to the laws to be administered by the Courts, there is no power in the value of 

.. h" I t ty th 'th . 't lanria and oountry that can mfringe t elr ng 1 s, or proper or oppress em WI llllpum y tho ...... 1 
there can be little doubt but land will he everywhere coveted and that a con- P",.g:..'7. 
sidel'able portion of the wealth possessed by: the inhabitants which now lies 
dead, or is employed in other channels will be a.pplied to the improvement of it. 

Rule .7.-1n order, h?weve~, more eifecti-v:ell; ~ secure this gr~at desideratum by :::;~'h~1ng 
givmg to property Its chief value, the limitatIon of the pubbc demand t~er~on, ... mind .... 
it has been further resolved to form .. settlement WIth each estate on a prmclple end other 
of permanency calculating the same upon equitable, moderate terms according landholdere t 
to the resources of the district, combining its present state and probable improve- :.r.::::::, 
ment, t.he course of a short period under the system of property and security 
about to take place. the jumma or land-tax which may be deemed adequate, 
upon this principl'e to be fixed in perpetuity and declared unalterable. 

N .B.-A,lthoUllh tl'oere ."'" no ZRmindari. ir your divi8ion. thl'lP8 JZenPral in~ru('tion& aTe mndf' Circular that Mal'll'ln& 
you may ~ in ~ion nf fun Information relating to the projected chang" of system tllroughout ths Com- dlf1'Ctk\ln to t.he 
peony's territoriee on this Coast. Colleolora. 

COli:. II. PUT 1-10 
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Bule 8.-The object of Government, distinct from the consideration of the publio 
revenue, IS to ascertam and protect pnvate rights, and the limitation of the 
public demand upon the lands IS obviously the most important and valuable right 
that can be conferred on the body of the people who are in any respec& concerned 
in the cultivation of the land. 'l'he measure is likewise connected with the 
emancipation of this class of people from the severities and oppressions, of 
aumils, farmers .and other officers necess.arily employed to collect the public dues 
when they are liable to frequent. and arbitrary variations; it involves the happi
ness of the cultivators of the soil who cannot expect to experience moderation 
or encouragement from their landlords whilst they themselves are exposed to 
indefinite demands. Th~ prosperity of the commerci.a.l part of the people equally 
depends upon the adoptlDn of It, as trade and manufactory must flourish in 
proportion to the quantity of some materials produced from the lands, it will 
render the situation of proprietor of land honourable instead of disrespectable 
and land will become the best instead of the worst of property and what ia of 
equal importance it will enable us to perpetuate to the people a Government of 
law and security in the room of one founded on. temporary expedient, and 
which must be either beneficial or destructive according to the character of the 
individual appoin~ed to superintend it. 

Rule 9.-We are aware that the landholders and cultivators on the coast have not 
been accustomed to the more regular form of Government which has been 
gradually established in Bengal, but security of property and the numerous 
advantages connected with it are benefits of the importance of which they must 
soon be fully sensible, although they may not be immediately able to compre
hend the causes from which they are derived. 

Rule 10.-We quote for your information the following observations of the Honour
able Court of Directors on a permanent settlement applied to Bengal, viz., 
.. We find it convincingly argued, that a permanent assessment upon the scale' 
of the present ability of the country must contain in its nature a productive 
principle, that the possession of property and the principle, that the possession of 
property and the sure enjoyment of the benefits derivable from it will awaken 
and stimulate industry, promote agriculture, extend improvement, establish cre
dit, and augment the general wealth and prosperity of the country. Hence 
arises the best security that no permanent dimunition can be expected to take 
place at least to any considerable amount. Occasional deficiencies may occur 
for a tim'e from the mismanagement of particular landholders but it cannot be 

supposed that "any of the .lands will permanently be less productive than at 
present, and as we have every reason to believe that the jumma now formed is 
moderate in its total amount and properly distributed. The lands. themselves 
will in most instances ultimately be a sufficient security for the pr()portion 
charged upon them with respect to l()sses from draught, inundation and other 
casualties. These occur also in the present system, and usually fall upon the 
company themselves, but it will hereafter be different, because the advantages of 
proprietary right and secured profits in the landholders will, on his part, afford 
means to support and incite exertions to repair them. The deficiencies of bad 
seasons will on the whole be more than counter-balanced by the fruits of favour
able years. There will thus be a gra~ual accumulation whilst the d~mands of 
Government continue the same, and lD every step of thiS progreBBlve work, 
property becomes of more value, the owner of more importance and the sys~em 
acquires additional strength; such surely appears to be the tendency and lUst 
consequences of an equitable fixed assessment." 

Next we consider why they consider it necessary to fix the nature of the tenure 
and the rate ()f rent for ever, and what is the benefit derived by the cultivator by that. 

Section 14 of Regulation XXV of 1802 made it obligatory that the rates of rent 
should be fix~d permanently and r?Ceipts also should be ~ante~ for all payments made. 
Section 7 and section 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802 made It obligatory that there should 
be no manner of enhancement of the rent fixed before the Permanent Settlement. illegal 
exactions were made punishable and 81so liable to ~amages. Variation." in the asses~
ment and the reckless demand made against the cultivators by the zammdars and therr 
agents for any rent they pleased, varying the same according to the quantity or quality 
of the province, leaving no margin to the cultivator to make any profit out of the same 
for developing his land or maintaining his family on a better standard. were all decl~ed 
illegal. Why th~ rent was fixed permanently. and what benefit the cultivator may derive, 
has been stated lD clause 37 of the InstructIOns to Collectors. It runs as follows :-

Bent fixed 
lor ave:t. 

Why tho 
rent WAIl 
fixed perma. 
nently , 

Rule 37.-It is to be hoped that in time the proprietary landholders, ts.lookdars 
and farmers and the ryots will find it f~r their mutual adva.ntage to. enter into 
agreements in every instance tor a spec . .'fi? sum tor a certa.~ quantity of land 
leaving it to the option of the latter to culflllate wh~te/rJer ~petne8 of produce may 
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appear to them lilwly to yield the largest p1'ofit and in the interim to protect 
them against any ne'w taxes under any pretence whateoe~, the person discovered 
to have imposed them will be liable to a very heavy penalty for the same, indeed 
we wish to direct your attention to the imposition, they" are already subject to, 
which from their number and .llJ1certainty we apprehend to have become intricate 
to adjust and a source of oppression, it would be desirable that the zamindarsr 
sholiid reoise the same in consent with the ~ots, and consolidate the whole into 
une specific sum, by which the rents would be milch simplified, and much 
inconvenience to both parties be thereby obviated. 

'rhe clause quoted above is in plain and simple language. It says that one of the 
benefits which the cultivator would derive from fixing the rate of rent permanently is 
in the right given to him to cultivate whatever species of produce may appear to him 
likely to yield the largest profit, without making himself liable to pay anythlDg higher 
or additional to the landholder. In the evidence recorded by us, it is stated that ill 
some estates there are cropwar rates, that is, the rates of rent which vary according 
to the nature of the crop produced by the cultivator, while in some other estates the 
rates varied according to classwa.r or taramwar. When the demands would come and in 
what manner, and from what corner, the cultivator could never know. And, when they 
Came upon him, he was bound to pledge himself as well as his property to meet the 
demands, however high and oppressive they might have been. BeBldes the fixed share 
of the land assessment which the cultivator had to pay from time immemorial" theI'e 
were otber demands in the name of abwabs, etc., which he had to pay to the landholder 
whenever called upon. Section 6 of Regulation XXX of 1802 provided against such levy, J 
by calling upon the courts to dismiss all claims if, within two years after the fixing of 
the permanent assessment, steps had not been taken by the landholder, to consolidat. all 
puch miscellaneous excess demands and in"ert them .. s one consolidated amount in the 
pattas and muchilikas. Directions were given to meet such cases also in the clause 37 
quoted above. 

Rule 36 contains the directions about the grant of receipts, /Lnd the penalties that 
would follow on default to issues the .ame to the cllitivator. This clause ruu~ as follows :-

.. Rule 36.-Every proprietor of land, dependent talookdar or farmer of land of Direoti ... 
whatever description, and their agents of every gradation receiving rents or :::'~t:" 
revenue from dependent talookdars, under-farmers, ryots or others are to give receipts and 
receipts for all sums received by them, and a receipt in full on the complete penaltio.ror 
discharge of every obligation, any person to whom a receipt may be refused default. 
on his establishing the same in the Adalat CouTt of the District will be entitled 
to damages from the party who received hi. rent or revenue and refused the 
receipt, equal to double the amount paid by him, and they are to adjust the 
instalments of the reuts receivable by them from their under-renters and ryota 
according to the time of ,reaping, and selling the produce, being liable to be 
sued for damages for not conforming to this rule." 

Thp. receipts referred to in section 14 of RegUlation XXV of 1802 and sectiou 14 of the 
Regulation XXX of 1802 and the penalties for non-issue of .uch receipts were all decided 
upon belfore the 15th October 1799 and embodied in rule 36 of the Instructions to Collectors. 
eection 14 of RegUlation XXV and section 14 of Regulation XXX are mere copies of the 
rules laid down in clause 36 of Collectors' Instructions. 

Rules relating to the fixity of tenure and fixity of rent on the basis of calculations and 
<'ntering the same in the pattas of the Permanent Settlement have been dealt with in 
rules 32, 34 and a5. 'fhey explain the purpose and the meaning of the permanent settle
ment and the fixity of tenure Rnd fixity of rent, which give protection to the cultivator. 
All the sections that relate to this matter. in Regulations XV and XXX of 11302, contain 
-substantially the same matter given in dause" 32--35. 'fhey run as follows:-

.. Rille 32.-Distinct from these d"im. are the rights and privileges of the culti-I 
vating ryots, who, th..ol1o'b they..hAve..l!()l'ositive property in the soil, have a right 
of occupancy as long as they cultivate to the extent "f their umal means and 
give to the Cit'car or proprietor, whether in money or in kind, the accustomed 
portion of the produce. 

Rille 33.-To "nsure the dues of the CircaI' or proprietor of the estate it has been 
already observed that rules will be prescribed, and adminisrered by the Judicial 
Courts, and that the same rules will also extend protection to the ryots, and 
under-tenants but in order that there may be §9me ilsndard .ofjud...~nt between 
these parties the proprietor, or under-farmer will be obliged to enter into specific Ii 
written agreementa, or pattas with the ryots and under-tenants. The rents to 
be pnid ~ .. hateWll' .. _l'ule .. or .. CUS.toIl;l .... thlily ~ !'l~y, .be re/tUlate~, .. .Ie, 
be specifically Iriatad in the patt.,which IlL6Very JlOIl8lble case,ella!! contalD the 
e~t -sum to be paid. In cases where the rate only can be speCIfied, ~uc~ as 
:whether the rates are adjusted upon a measurement of the lands after cultIvation, 
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or on a survey of the crop, or wh~re they are made payable in kind, the rate 
and terms of payment and proportIOn of the crop to be delivered with every 
condition, shall be clearly specified. ' 

Rule 34.-Every. zamindar, independent talookdar or other actual proprietor of 
lamd will be required to prepare the form of a patta conformably to the rules 
above prescribed, and adapted to the circumstances and usages of his estate or 
talook, and aft~r. obtammg the ~ollector's approbation of it, to be signed by such 
officer superscIlbmg the form WIth the name and official appellation (to register 
a copy. th~reof in the. ad~lat ~f the district and to deposit a copy also in each of 
the prmCipal cutcheIles m hIS estate or talookl, every ryot will be entitled to 
receive corresponding pattas on application and no pattas of any oth<lr than the 
prescribed form will be held valid. 

Rule 35.-Ryot when his rent has been ascertained and settled may demand a patta 
from the actual proprietor of land, dependent talookdar or farmer of whom he 
holds his lands or from the persons acting for him, and any refusal to deliver 
the pattas, upon being proved in the Court of Adalat of th<l District will be 
punished by the court by a fine proportioned to the expense and trouble of the 
ryot in consequence of such refusal. On the other hand, it will be required of 
the zamindar, or farmer to cause a patta for the adjusted rent to be prepared 
according to the form prescribed, and tendered to the ryot, either granting the 
same themselves, or instructing their agents to grant them under their special 
authority and the necessary rules will be enacted to afford redress to the party 
acting in conformity thereto in all cases of resistance on the part of the ryot. 
In all cases of farmers granting pattas they must of COurB<l be limited to the 
period of their own leases and as estates are liable constantly to division, and 
parital transfer to different proprietors, some limitations to be granted by 
proprietary landholders will also be expedient and will probably, be fixed at ten 
years." 

The Karnams' Regulation XXIX of 1802, passed on the same date, 13th July, with 
Regulations XXV and XXX was intended to give protection to the cultivator as against 
the landholder. 'Before 1802 it had been pointed out in the previous chapters, that tbere 
had been a large number of officers entertained during the Hindu and the Muhammadan 
periods, and the early part of the British period. employed for collection of revenue. Apart 
from the salaries paid to those officers, the illegal demands and exactions made by them, 
their peons and dependants, upon the innocent cultivators, were very excessive. So long a& 
there were variations in the assessment periodically or even year after year, all the officers. 
pretended to have been engaged in making collections from the cultivators . . . 
This .. indefinite mode of dividing the produce of tbe earth and of accounting for the 
customary ready-money revenue," was put an end to when the tenures and rents were 
permanently fixed along with the peshkash payable by the zamindar. There was no longer 
any need to have a large establishment to maintain accounts, or to make inspections or 
calculations. The Government felt that all their troubles were at an end with thia 
perInanent settlement of the peshkash and tbe rates of rent and there was no need for them 
to contmue the big establishments which were required for looking after the chaotic condi. 
tions that prevailed during the period of uncertainty and indefiniteness. They, therefore,. 
dismissed all their revenue officers and retained only the karnam and the patail, for main
taining accounts, for the protection of the cultivator and to help him by producing th&' 
accounts into Courts, whenever disputes were raised by the landholders by claiming. 
enhanced rates of rent or other illegal exactions. The karnam was never intended to be a. 
servant of the zamindar. This a$pect of Regulation XXIX of 1802 is borne out by rules 
48 and 49 of the Collectors' Instructions. They run as follows :- ~ 

Rule 48.-Whilst the revenU<l was liable to frequent variations it was absolutely 
necessary that the ruling authority should have officers on· the spot to keep. 
accounts of the produce, and to furnish information to the persons occasionally 
appointed to collect t.he revenue. The same necessity under the circumstances. 
of a fixed revenue, a regular Code of Regulations embracing and defining every 
matter in any respect concerning the rights of property of the people and Courts 
of Judicature for the administration of them. will not exist; an accurate register 
of the lands and of the jumma assessed on them will be sufficient for the collec
tion of the revenue and all financial operations, as to general or local customs 
which had the force of Law, they will be included in the Code, and with regard 
to the usages of .particular places or districts the testimony of creditable inbabit
ants appears far better evid~nce of then;t than the information of an indivi.dual 
liable to be uninformed or !gnorant or mfluenced by corrupt or other motIves. 

Rule 49.-Under these circumstances it is resolved to abolish all the revenue offices 
of the description above alluded to except the village karnams, or puttawarries 
to be on the same footing in every respect as those of Bengal and tbe proprietary 
landholders to be in like manner responsible with regard to them. The accom
panying copy • of the Bengal Regulations relating to them will fully explain 
the' duties as well as the obligations on the part of the landholders . 

• [Omitted.] 
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Next we shall consider the method of assessing land revenue, as contemplated by 
section 2, R(!gulation XXV. The basis of calculation is ordinarily understood as follows :-

(1) The assessment of the permanent jumma in the case of each zamindari will be 
arrived at on the basis of the then actual produce of the land. 

(2) After noting the actual produce, the annual value on the whole was fixed. Method of 
Then, a proportion of the annMI value will be marked out as the peshkash, leav- \':7,mg 
ing the balance to the zamindar. D1~e.:;.e:~_ 

(3) If the land is irrigated by water, the water actually used for growihg the annual ~~~ by 
produce will be taken into account. Then the water required for future improve- xlv oron 
ment of the ·cultivation also will be taken into account. In other words, waste 1802. 
lands, farm houses, tanks or irrigation channels that might not be mentioned 
specifically in the sanads also will be taken' into account. 

(4) Then all the items mentioned in section 4 of the Regulation XXV which are 
exempt from the payment of public revenue altogether, or which are subject 
to the payment of annual favourable quit-rent will be excluded from the perma
nent assessment of the land tax. 

The village establishments were dOml away with, and the lands assigned to them were 
resumed and added to the permanent assessment, under section 5 of the Regulation. 
No remission was granted because a .moderate and permanent assessment was fixed, 
even though there may have been a custom in the past to give remissions on account of 
drQ,ught, inundation or other calamity. 

These were all the rules which formed the basis for ascertaining the moderate assess- Confusion 
ment intended by the Government to be fixed unalterably for ever. Milch confusion was about.~~e 

I dh
' conno_,,10n 

created on behalf of the an olders on the meawng of the word JUMMA or moderate of the 
assesament, which was permanently fixed. If we know: the basic principles and the details j1lIDID8. 
of the working out the sum, fixed as moderate assessment, there can be no confusion at 
all. If on the other hand, you leave off the fundamentals, both with regard to the facts 
and principles, and start only Wlth the peshkash and begin to argue that it was only the 
peshJrs.ah that was fixed permanently, under the Regulation XXV of 1802, and nothing 
else, confusion will be there for ever. To make the position clear to any layman, and 
to the Collectors who were called upon by the Government to formulate their suggestions, 
clear directions were given in Collector's Instructions of 171l1l. The rules laid down in 
the sections of Regulations XXV and XXX of 18011 are merely a copy of the rules laid 
down in the instructions given to the Collectors. 

In or about the year 1802, .rents payable to the landholder were of four kinds, a~ 
mentioned in section 4 of Regulation XXX of 1809. 

(1) Pattas and muchilikas could be executed for the rental villages in gross 
of money, 

(Il) pattas for a division of the produce, 
(3) pattas for lands on which a money-rent was assessed, and 
(4) pattas for lands on which a grain rent could be charged. 

sum The variou8 
kinds of 
rente pre
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The pattas and muchilikas were not documents that could be prepared by any con- PaL .... and 
veyancing lawyer or clerk, unlike the cases of leases and other rent deeds. A regullLl' muohi"':,. 
form was prescribed by tbe Government for the pattas and muchilikas, and the :;:'':ribedm 

parties were compelled to use that form only and none else. The particulars which the form' con
parties were called upon to fill in the pattas were given in clauses 1-6 of section 4 of Regu- tallllD~b~e 
lation XXX. Each one of them laid stress on making the rent and the rate of rent deli- ::::u... .. 
nite aXid unalterable. Under clause (3), it was laid down that the amount of the rent espeoially 

per annum should be fixed definitely, when the rent was paya~le in money. Under :=t:~D"i 
clause (4) when the rent forms a share of the produce- of the land It was provided that in mentioned 
view of the money-rent such pattas shall specify the extent of the land which the under- definitely. 

tenant, under-farmer, or ryot may engage to cultivate and the rate of the cultivator's 
share and the different accounts of grain cultivated and produced. 

Clause (5) made the position still clearer for ascertaining and fixing the rate 
unalterably. It laid down that the rate of assessment on such IB:nd~ should be specified 
aocording to the land measure used, and the rent on each descnptlOn of land or grain 
as the case may be. 

Under clause (6) agai~ it was enacted t~a~ if the rent was ~in-rent, the specific In ....... of 
"".ntity of the land occupied under the description of rent, the specific quantity of grain grain."'~t 
to be rendered and the species of it should be made perf.ectly clear. When once the rent the 0r-cilie 
WIM\ fixed in perpetuity and the valuation was made and ascertained for the whole land the ~:'i:ndY 

cal(. K. PUT 1-11 
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oocupied Gov.e~I!lent's~hare,wasthen.a,ppor~ioned. ,From out of ~he Go.vernment'sshare of ,the 
~~:~:!:n gross yield, t",o-thirds was set apart for payment to the Gover~ment, by the landholder and 
of rent, the one-third to be taken by himself, as _ consicle:ration, fpr the .coliection:work done on behalf 
quantity of of the Government.. All these details had engaged the attention of the authors of the 
!:':i.!db~ ~egulations of 18.02 ~or· ye~rs toge~h~r, and the .essence of their 'delibera~ions and conclu
were r.quir. sIons were embodIed m the mstructIOns to the Collectors. The rules relatmg to this matter 
ed to he are rules 11 to 22. 
oIearl)' 
_ted. 
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d' R1,lle ll,sets out the direction given by.Lord CprnwaJ]is as to b,ow-and from. what point 
the start should beJ!lj1,de ·for asoert!l<ining ,the. jumma. Ol< land • .revenue. paY<loble by the 
cultivator on the whole"land... RefeI;l'ingl tQ ,the .evils that compelled the Government to 
introduce, Pllrman~nt,.se~tlem~!lt" R.ule . .1LIl8Ys, :"_ ., ", , 

.. Lord CornwallUi charges these·evilsSll far .as"they' exist (and ';'e-think with 
.great -justicel" upon, the old system,-. as a system, defective in its. principle and 
carrying through all the gradations of the.people ,with multiplied dJ1.efl'ects, that 
ch~racter ot .u~ce~itl, arbitrary imposition, which o~ginated at the. he~d., He 
therefore 'Very properly cont.ends thatrefol'1XI ~usLbegm. there, !lJld tI!at II! 9rder 
to simplify and 'regulat~ th/i1 demands of the landho.lders upon their tenants the 

,ft.r~t,8~ep. is, to./!", ~he .. ~e'Tr.':"::,;,d"oUh~C!JofJ~r~~~!lt itse!f.""" ,,' l'" ~ d'.' 
In pursuance of. these instructions, the annual prq\lqce,.of $e.1&\IdW,illjle asCe~tained, 

and from out of that, the demand of tbe Government itself js fixed, as the first step as 
directed by Lord Cornwallis. '., . '. , .... . 

::"a~" In rule 13; it ~ .18.id d~wD. that tlie a~s~s~me~t on the iainiDchi.ris· ~ho~id be fixed 
taken into exC\u~ive .and iiiq,epend.ant. o~ all duti!1S,_.ta~es anA other~.(l()l!~c.tions known _under .~he 
~C;:;"J.!or . general denomination. of· '.saye~: which inclll,des that of the jl.bkary or tax on the sale 
a .... m.nt. of intoxiC&tin~ . liquors and drugs., ' ..,' "., . 
Reason for 
the ozolu. 
Ilion of 
c. sayer." 

rl.',' " OJ :.~ ". ,t. ,"'11~,-~' "'..:-' .t..' j~i":' .>.~. II:~ ,''11''' "1 ."":1 .1 
II). rule, l:t, ''1\' hy the' )'eaeJ1Vll,tion. ,of "'B!1.Jlel',:: to'Govermnent is, made, j& ,explamed,: 

it .. WILlI, not meant ro· incl~dE\. the "rent' deri17able ,by the. proprietor for orehards~_pas
tw:e ground andfisheri.eS·,or, for :warehouse-shops or ,other. buildings, ,because that· • rent' 
was· charged for the use of the ground" which is ·the . sameaa ground-rent, though some-
times thes!).items also had heen included. underthe.denomination -of. ·,sayer~. The 
rea.son for makingthi,s distinction ·and assessing the . .' . rent ',accruing. tq the . Government 
is that the right to receive such rents was considered, the ,Ja,ndholder's property, as the 
private right was considered as the landholder's private property. . 

~'I" .. , ..' .' " " .- -,' r·. . 'l 

The word 'rent' used in this connection must be noted. ,It,·Wall not the soil ,on 
wwch. ~l\ch. orch.ards, ,P;Iosturll ground or _, fisherie~, or shoPs or other c )>uildings were 
established that was to be assigned to the landholder by the Gove~e,nt,.but it was 
only the right to receive the rents for all those items. .The.' relit' mentioned in this 
rule was . rent ' which the Government would have been entitled to collect, but for 
the assignment of their interest to the landholder. 

Rule 15, lays down that in :fbi~g the ass~ssmeni on the iands, the' salt revenue 
and.}h~t on alien~ted lanq,s, should be ,exempted from the paJ'IIlentof public revenue, 
whereas the village manyams or land held by public and private servants, in lieu of 
wages should ,be excepted, and the whole of ,these lands should be treated as annexed 
w the circaI' lands, and declared respopsible for public revenue assessed on the zamindari. 

Under rule 16, all-allowances of kazis and Government revenue officers (karnams 
excepted) heretofore 'Paid »y landho.lders as well as any public pensions, should be added 
to the amount of the Jumma and be provided for by Government, under prescribed 
HegllJations. . 

. '.' . . f! " .. . : .. ' ... 1 • ~ • • ... , .' '. < "." •• ' ,: • 

CoUootol'8 ., 1'hl)n, rule 17,.laid down,that infilliug the amount of assessment in pel'Petuity, the were in- . 
• truoted to Collootors were directed ", to adopt. the staeement oC the .committee of Circuit as the 
adopt the general standard, that is, .after deducting the amol,lIlt of t,he revenue d.eriv~d from' sayer ' 
=tc':.~t of Ot internal duties and saJt included therein which as already noticed are to be resumed 
mittee of entirely into- the .handa of Government, the latter to be placed under- the management 
Cirouit as f the Collector, and the former to be at their pleasure collected, suspended or· abolished; 
:::"'!ia~~or aking two-thirds of., the -remaining gross 'collections, upon a general calculation 3S the 
llzing the vArage estimate of the fixed land tax. We do not mean by this to lay it down as a .......... n.. xed principle, that each zamindari. shall be assessed lIoCCocding to this ratio, from the 

~ ccounts of the Committee ·of Circuit, as ip·that caoewe might proceed to form settle
ment without further delay, but it is, expected that the amount of ,the permanent 
eettleJl).ent will not faJl ;short,iDthe gro .... of the aggregate two·thirds d .the Committee's 
statements afttlr the deduction of the • sayer' and salt is abovementioned." 
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Rule ~O, .re£ers to the famine that ha.cl caused.considerable ,trouble to the people 
sev:en years before that date. and pointed out that the country had recovered. ,ollLy parti. 
ally,from its effects and that it would ta.ke some q>pre years for a ,cpmplete ,,r,ecovery, 
llirection was given that famme years should not be taken into account in fixing the 
land revenue assessment. 

. . } , .' . " - ~ . - - ." . 
RIde 19 laid. dowQ. that the. (iovernmellt's sPa.re ,ofth" pr<,>ducll, and ~he pe!l4kash 

'Yere considerably un,der-rated peca)lse the reveI,lue officers. t'rqIl'/o."w!).omj . ,the, .~cco\JD~,~ 
were obtained, though actually Circar seryants, were .. unqer the, control and .,influ~e of 
the zamindars and consequently they were prone to conceal the real resources of the 
flOulltry. It was for ,these reasons that. they, could not fix once for all, an unalterable 
proportion of the revenu.e as peshkash for all the estates. ~he rul~ lays down that---

.. In some situations subsequent experience of the collectors has incontrovertibiy 
established this fact and where this has been the case there .can be no hesitation 
in increasing the jumma beyond the two-thirds of the Committee's statement, 
whilst the others, particular circumsta.nces may render it 'politic to demand less, 
though the actual value of the Districts should even exceed .. as we \lave concluded 
the Committee's accounts, such as Frontier Hill Zamind~ris, which. may be 
difficult of internal management and not easy of access, but ~eat responsibIlity 
will attach to the opinions you may give In recqmmendatiol)., of ,!jony. such . .!lxCjlption~ 
and it will be expected that you fully and speciaJ.ly l!tatethe wounds of them 
as Government will not recede fr,om the dellll!njI accoz:ding to the, g~neral standard 
before stated but on the most satisfactory explanation of its expediency." 

, Clause 12 of Collectors' Instructions declares that the meaSlU'e. of a perpetual settle
ment, which the Government was p~oposing to launch IIpon, ,wo1!ld, be ,irreversil?llI ,ill 
its nature .. It declares in ~trong terms how.J.he periodical va.riations in"th\\.r.ates qf asse~&t 
raent had brought about the ruin o(the .countr'yFld wby, ~a,t indefinj.te, S~l!<te, !lhpul~ 
pe en.ded\lnd a. ?efinite, permanen1i be,sis, fQr .ren,t aSl,wellas: l!l1shkash shO)lld be a.dopte~ 
to save the cultivator from all the loss and troubles 'he has been subjected to untIl 
1802, 

It must be remembered in this connexion that in the first chapters·of this. report, The Circuit 
it was pointed out that the Circuit Committee, after examining all the aspects. made various Committee 
recommendations far future action. The Circuit Committee, in more than one place, and many 
expressed its.elf strongly, in favour of the abolition of the zamindari system, soon after ~m,::.to;:re 
tbe matters s.ettled down and absolute peace was restored. And, there were many other for the 

compet.ent officers, who strongly advised not to introduoe the system of Permanent ~r':'J'~·tion 
Settlement s.uddenly, but to wait until, the ground was prepared ,thro1!gh long leases, zamindari 
that might be granted of the villages and. lands. ;But the autporities in England did not By.tom .... d 
agree to this .view. They 'fiery much regretted that the permanent settlement had not ~ppo •• d t 
been introduced 20 years earlier. It was their firm conviction that if it .had been intra- ae~=~. 
duced 20 years before 1802 and properly and honestly worked up, the agr~cu1tU1'e., 
manufacture aua commerce of this country would have been flourishing; and with the 
prosperity of India, Great Britain also would have been thriving. 

Referring to th~ evil effects of periodical variation .. and enhancaments of I'ents, th.ey But the 
.held that long leases and " periodical. corrections in the assessment would be in effect Court of 
of ,the nature of a general increase and tend to destroy the hope of a permanent system ~~ 
with the confidence and exertions it is cuJc!llated to, inspire." "Had such a syst~m agree to this 
been adopted 20 years ago, and fairly followed, it is not to be doubted that thej"oducevi ... ofth. 
manufactures and commerce of the country would at this time have been in more flourish. matter, 
ing state than they are and the people sensible ,of a ne'1' order.of things of privtl~.ges and 
prosperity, unenjoyed before, would have risen in their character and felt real attach-
Oleut to the Govemment from which these blessings are derived." 

The rule further laid down :-,"No convictiOli is stronger in, ~ur mind~. than that 
instability in the mode ~f administe~ing our revellues has had the mOst prejudicial effects 
upon the welfare of the provinces, upon !lur affairs and, the cha.racter of our Government, 
and of all the. generated evils of., llns~ttled ,Rrinciples Qf; administration, none has been 
more baneful than the frequent variations in the assessment." 

Such were the principles thought out by the greatest administrators of Britain, for 
years t~et,her and formulated finally on, the uperience and failwe in BengaJ, in Regu
lations of the 13thJ uly 18W in Madras, with the sole purpose of preventing enhancemllnt 
of rents and assessment, The whole legislation of 13th J olv of 1802 centres round this 
fundamental principle . that the rate of rent and. ~nure ~oUld be fixed in per.petuity 
and should be made unalterable under any circumstances. Those who do not· have 
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access to these rules of Instruction. to the Collectors and the State documents referred 
to, above, cannot be expected to understand the object, the_ scope and the intention of 
the promoters of these Regulations, when they are called upon to construe and interpret 
the fifteen sections of the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV and the fifteen 
sections of the Patta Regulation XXX, and understand the full import of each provision 
and each idea underlying the words, compressed into brief language. !tis for these 
rf asons that it is laid down as one of the cardinal rules of interpretation of statutes, that 
to understand the real meaning, object and scope of the language used in statutes, you 
should go back to find out what the promoters of the legislation had spoken and written 
on the scope, intention and real meaning of the legislative enactments. ' 

Int.rpr.ta· Having done so far 'with the authorities on the subject, as they stood previous to the 
tion of tbe S 
R,gulation date of the Permanent ettlement, we shall now proceed to show, how, subseqnent to 
xxv of the passing of these Regulatious iuto law, the Government, the Board of Revenue and 
~02 by tb·t the Gourt of Direct-org, and other "min~llt men, had interpreted th" proviSIons of these 
Bo:'.r'o'f

en 
'Hegulations of 1802, July 13th; and, how they endeavoured to sustain the rights and 

Dir.cto.... 'privileges of the agriculturists during the last 136 years. 
aDd Board of 
Revenue. . 

The zamindars, bemg wealthy and powerful have been putting up a fight to set 
at nought the rights of the cultivators from 1802 until now. Even though the 
occup"ncy rights which the cultivators had been enjoying from time immemorial had 
been M,cJared in the Permanent Settlement Regulation and subsequently in Regulations 
IV and V of 1822, and the Reut Recovery Bill of 1863 and the Rent Recovery Act of 

J 
181,5, the light of occupancy of the cultivators had been disputed in some form or other 
until it was finaJly and unequivocally declared in the Estates Land Act of 1908. 

1.'hen again as regards the rates of rent, the right of the agriculturist to pay the 
rent and enforce the rate fixed at the time of the permanent settlement, without any 

I alteration or enhancement, has been dispute.d until now, notwithstanding the provisions 
of the Permanent Settlement Regulations XXV, XXX and XXIX of 1802, and the open 
declarations consistently made by the Government cif India, the Madras Government and 
the Revenue Board, throughout upholding the right of the cultivator. It is, therefore, 
necessary that, we should examine the authorities on the subject, with a view to find 
whether they are conclusive on the question that the rate of rent was fixed unalterably 
nt the t,ime. of the permanent settlement and, that it had retained its unalterable character 'f,lltil now, notwithstanding the mis-direction. given .sorue,irnes through tue Rent Recuvery 
Act and sometimes through the Estates Land Act, both by the Courts that were called 
upon to interpret and the Legislatures that were called upon to legislate. 

In this connexion it might be noted that there was no Legislative Council in' 1865. 
The Regulations and Acts were made ouly by the Governor-in-Council. In 1908, when 
the Estates Land Act was passed, the Legislature was an un-representative bodv, the 
members of which ",ere echoing only the feeling~ of th" higher clasee.. without knowing 
anything of the masses, whose rights the Government,of Madras and the Board of Re~enne, 
had been upholding on all occ,asions. 

After the Permanent Settlemeot Reg'llations or 1802, the next piece of legislation 
undertaken to clear the doubts created by the claims set up by the landholders, both with 
reg .. rd to the fixity of tenure and fixity of rent, were the Regulations IV and V of 1822. 

Before we discuss the draft Regulations and Regulations IV and V of 1822, we shall 
refer to Mr. Hodgson's interpretation of Regulation XXV and XXX of 1802, with special 
referenCA to the expressions used therein" proprietary right," "right of occupancy" and 
" rent," 

HODGSON'S RRl'OBT 011' 1808 AND DESPATCH 011' THE COURT 011' DIBECTOBS. 

Hitherto we examined the provisions of RegUlations XXV and XXX of 1802 in the 
light of the State Documents and Collectors' Instructions, that had trsnspired before the 
passing of the Regulations on the 13th JUly, 1802, and pointed out that the object of the 
whole legislation of 13th July 1802 was to fix the tenure as well as the rates of rent in 
perpetuity so that the rent could not be enhanced under any pretext. Along with the 
instructions referred to above, the Collectors were informed that the Madras Government 
were fully convinced that the public prosperity and the welfare of the country, absolutely 
required the introduction of the system of Permanent Settlement, and that they were 
requested to make every exertion to have it introduced in the best possible manner and make 
it a complete success. The matter 'was reported to the Governor-General, and it is recorded 
in the Henry Morris's Historical Account of Godavari District (1878), in Chapter 15, 
page 278 of the Godavari District Manua.!. What the Governor-General 'expressed, 
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according approval to the arrangement made by the Madras Government for introducing 
the Permanent Settlement in Madras Presidency, is contained in the following pas
sage :-

" In expressing his approval of these arrangements the Governor-General distinctly Obse ...... tiona 
informed the Government qf Madras that the acknowledgment of a proprietary ~fth. 
right in the zamindars who ~ere then in possession, or in the proprietors who a.":.:::.or. 
were about to be created, .... as not to be allowed in any respect to affect the rights when he 
of the rvots or others who had hitherto been, in any way, subject to the authOrit~eooo~ to 
of the zamindars or other landholders; nor was it to be understood as preventin :~~:;:"uge. 
the Government from passing any laws which might. be considered expedient fo mente fo! 
the protection of the ryots." ';::,~:!:~ 

}!'rom the above extract it is clear that the Governor-General himself declared while :;t~~"t 
giving his consent for the introduction of the Permanent Settlement in Madras that the Madres 
conferring of proprietary right on the zamindlH"S wag subject to the rights of the ryots or Gove_to 
others wh~ lIad been in possession subject to the authority of the zamindars or other land-
bolders. 'rhen the Regulations were drafted, introduced and passed on 13th July 1802, 
when they became Law. Under such circumstances with the rights and the duties of both 
the landholder and the cultivator specifically defined and blessed by everybody, one should 
have expected a peaceful passage for the measure in the years that followed. But that 
could not be. No sooner the Regulations hecame Law, than the zamindar started his 
campaign to contest the rights conceded to the cultivator under the Regulations. The I 
weak point in the Regulation, wherein it was provided that in case of any dispute, with 
regard to rates of rent or right of occupancy, he could put the cultivatol"in a Court of Law 
and contest the same was taken advantage of by the landholde~. -He also found the strong 
point in his favour, in RegulatioD- XXVIII, XXX aDd XXXII, wherein power was given \ 
to him to distrain the' goods of the cultivator without going to Court,-whereas the culti-
vator was directed to go a Civil Court, to get any redress for the abuse of the power of 
distraint given to the landholder under the Regulations xxvrn and XXXII. It was a. 
mere over.sight on the part of the Government and those who were responsible for the 
legislation of Permanent Settlement and all the Regulations of 13th July 1802. The 
distmint proceedings became very 0l?pressive; the cult,ivator found himself in serious 
trouble, because he was not given the right to apply to the Collector to give him summary 
redress. While tbe cultivator was harassed in execution proceedings in this manner \ 
on oqe side, he had heen subjected to constant liti,ga.1ion in the Law. Courts in respect I 
of the claims launched by the landholder for getting it declared that the proprietary right 
to the Boil was confer.red upon him under Regulation XXV of 1802, and that he was made 
the real landholder and the cultivator became a tenant in the English sense, deriving his title 
from the landholder. Again, the landholder denied that the rent and the rate of rent were 
permanently fixed at the Permanent Settlement; and claimed enhanced rents from the 
cultivators. That was the predicament into which the cultivator was drawn, even though 
the Madras Government and the higher authorities were anxious to support his rights at \ 
any cost. When, once, power was given to the Courts to decide the disputes, the richer 
man had always the upper hand. The poor man was bound to go to the wall because, he 
would not have tbe wherewithal to fight the litigation at a heavy cost. When the J"hole 
object of the RegUlation was to give protection to the cultivator who forms the mamstav 
of the Government with regard to land revenue, and the Government took particular care 

• to fix the peshkash as well as the rent permanently, it is inconceivable how the landholder 
took it into his head to defy the authorities and repudiate the rights of the cultivator in 
Courts of Law. The Patta Regulation was in force until it was repealed in 1865, by the 
enactment of the Rent Hecovery Act vrn of 1865. 

Even though the Law laid down in the Patta Regulation rema.ined unaltered until 
1865, the landholders had had the resources and the backing to continue the litigation year 
after year, from 1802 until 1865, whic~ we take as the first main period. We shall now 
examine what happened under these CIrcumstances between 1802 and 1865. 

The methods adopt.ed by the landholders for getting the rights of the cultivatorjlrr Rodg. 
negatived in Courts of Law and for oppressing the cultivator in the matter of collecting ron'. report. 
t6e rent. t1nough d!~aint processes, soon reached the ears of the Government, who were 
charged with the duty of maintaining the rights of the cultivators as well as landholders. 
Mr. Hodltson, a member of the Board of Revenue, was deputed to enquire into the state of 
affairs and report thereon. He investigated into the whole matter, studied the conditions 
and sent his report on the 28th March 1808, declaring the object, intsntion and scope' of 
Regulation XXV and Reg1llation XXX of 1802. In his maltnificent report he defined the 
meaning of the words • proprietary right', • right of occupancy' and • rent' that wag 
fixed permanently at the Permanent Settlement. 1\[r. Hodgson made the position clear 
by declaring in the same tone and with the same emphasis with Sir John Shore and Lor<l 

COH. R. PART I-Ill 
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Cornwallis that both the tenure and the rate of rent had been fixed permanently at the time 
of the Permanent Settlement and that it was not open to the landhOlder to claim any 
enhanced rate on any aecount. We give below the extract from the. FIFTH REPORT in 
paragraphs S5 to 39 on page 977. We give it in full, because the exposition ia so clear and 
lucid that the doubts of even the worst pessimist could be cleared. It runs as follows :-

EXTRAOT FROM TBB FIFTH REl'ORT (PAGE 977)-MR. HODGSON ON THE PROVINCE OF 
DINDIGUL, DATED 28TH MARCH 1808. 

Paragraph 35.-" It was not at that period known, and I regret much 
to say, ia not now generally admitted that two rights could, under the words 
• proprietary rights,' in the Regulations, exiat; that the cultivators could possess, one 
right, and the zamindars, another; yet both he distinct rights. It was argued, that 

\ 

the words 'proprietary l'ight,' so frequently used in the Reg.ulations, and so formally 
confirmed by Sannad-i-M;ilkiyat Istimrar Oll all zamindars, hereditary or by purchase, 
was an unlimited right; that is, an undefined power, or a power to ~exerci~d, 
according to the direction of the proprietor, over all the land of the zamindan or estate. 
It is declared to be inconsistent with 'proprietary right,' that the proprietor should be 

~odgaon·.l guided by any other rule than his own will, in demanding his rent; and emigration, 
r-o,:rgf~~"; under this interpretation, is admitted to be the only relief from an excessive rent. This 
':ords mode of reasoning would not, perhaps, have gained so much ground, if it had been within 

... pro!!ri... the means of all, to have obtained the perusal of the interesting discussions on the 
!'::l ::.~:.' subject, between the Right Honourable Marquis of Cornwallis and Sir John Shore, the 
vatione Bengal Regulations, and the proceedings of the Board of Revenue at Madras, on propos
about the ing the introduction of the Permanent System. If general. access to these documents 
:::~ ~f and could have been obtained, or means had been taken to circulate them or at least the part 
rent". ( which bears on tbia subject, it would have been distinctly seen, that the first principle of 

the permanent system was, to confirm and secure the rights of the cultivators of the 
soil. To CONFffiM AND SECURE, are the terms which must be noted, because no new rights 
were granted, nor any doubts entertained upon the following leading features of their 
rtght, viz :-

First.-That no zamindar, proprietor (or whatever name be given to thoB'e persons), 
was entitled by law, custom, or usage, to make hia demands for rent, according to 
his convenience; or in other words, 

Second.-That the cultivators of the soil had the solid right, from time immemorial. 
o~ paying a defined rent, and no more, for the land they cultivated. 

Paragraph 36.-This right is inherent, in all the cultivators, from the most northern 
parts of India, to Cape Comorin. I shall have the occasion hereafter to show, how the 
right came to be of more or less value in difierent parts of the Indian Empire. 

Paragraph 37.-The • proprietary right' of zamindars in the Regulations is, therefore, 
no more than the right to collect from the cultivators, that rent which custom has 
established, as the right of Gove:.n.'fent, and the benefit ariaing from this confined, first, 
to an extension of the amount, .'t¥fi. of the rate of the customary rent by an increase of 
cultivation ;-secondly, to a profit m dealings in grain where the rent may be rendered 
in kll)d ;-thirdly, to a. change from an inferior to a. superior kind of culture, arising 
out of a. mutual understanding of their interest, between the cultiva.tor a.nd the 
proprietor. 

Paragraph 38.-Such ia my interpretation of zamindari proprietary right; and such it 
.stands proved to be, in all the documents I have referred to. 

Paragraph 39.-Paley, in his Philosophy, defines property in land, to be a power to 
UFe it to the exclusion of others." 

DESPA'rCH OF COURT OF DmECTORS. 

D88Jlatoh After the enactment of all the Regulations of 1802, we have quoted M;r. Hodgson's 
~i;'':.':~:':: statement of interpretation as the earliest authoritative pronouncement of 1808. The 
purpose 01 matter9 reached the Court of Directors in England and they addressed their first Revenue 
f!~o!:~xi I.etter ('n 16th December 1812. They sent uMthel' Despatch in which they again declared 
and XXX in unequivocal terms, what the intention of Regulations XXV and XXX was with regard 
011802. to the rights of the cultivators. In paragraph 107 of the FIFTH REPORT they expressed 

themselves in the following terms :-
" In furnishing you with these instructions, for the enforcement of pattas, we think it 

proper at the same time to declare that we by no means intend that the zamind..PoJ3o" 
should be realizing from the provisions of the existing law relating to therates of 
assessment on the land, but that ~e equally liable as before to the penalties 
attendant upon an infringement o(them." 
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." Another numerous class of cases described in Regulation XXXII of 1802, namely, 
those of disputed boundaries, the Collectors should have the nominal jurIsdiction, 
that is, he (or his subordinp,te officers) according to the extent, should decide on 
the IIerdict of a Panchayat-W e see no other mode 0/ settling such litigated points 
in a satisfactory manner." 

.. We have only further to add to ihis Despatch, our paTticular injunction that any 
regulation which you may pass for the purpose of ma.king alterations of the system 
we have prescribed, that they be expressed in a style and in a language most 
familiar to the llati1)8S and divested of technical t~rms borrowed from the legal 
forms and phrases of our judicatures in this country and that you also employ a 
practicable mean of circulatmg them among the Inhabitants and of rendering them 
acquainted with the nature of such regulations." 

No comment is necessary on the declaration of the Court of Directors on the rights 
of the cultivators and the intention of the legislature. They were anxious that justice 
should be done to the cultivator and that any modification in tbe law that might be made, 
should be published in the simplest language that is understood by the cultivators, without 
mixing it up with legal terms borrowed from England. 

With regard to the oppressive character of the power given to the landholder under Pa~ta Regu-
Regulation XXVIII of 1802, the Court of Directors declared as follows :-. :~;h':,~~~:.g 

" We trust, that in consequence of our former reference to this subject it has if duly 
already occupied our attention-we are of opinion also that the regulation relating ~~:';tt!, tb 
to ' Distraint~ . require revision and amendment. l'l1e power of distraint without be.' •• r .. 
judicial process, which is given by Regulation XXV of 1802, is admitted to be gua~d 
one of the worst oppressions to whi"h I;he rynts and others can be exposed. ~~!. 

Tbe Patta Regulation duly observed with other R~gulations is the best safeguard re:::mg 6. 
against such oppressions and would have the effect of preventing in a great degree fa ron 
those disputes respectillg rellt, by which the cnut/trll is so frequently disturbed. 
The enforcement of it is a concero of the Government und the mearis of carrying it 
into execution ought to be Becured by an adequate process.' (See FIFTH REPORT, 
paragraph 105.) 

Again, In the same paragraph they declared as follows:-
.. We cannot pass by this opportunity of recalling your attention, the observations 

contained in our Revenue Letter of 16th December 1812, as to the enforcement of 
the Regulations concerning Pattas, a strict observance of that Regulation would 
tend, we are convinced, equally to the benefits of the landholders and their tenants. 
by rendering their respective rights and obligations more ·certain, it would faCIlitate 
the settlement of disputes concerning rent or cultivation and would thereby operate 
as an additional relief to the Courts of J ustict> .. , 

Such was the feeling of the authors of these Regulations, and such was their anxiety 
to Bee that they 'Were properly enforced and justice was given to the cultivators. But 
they did not know that when they gave jurisdictIon to Courts to decide these disputes 
they gave litigation to the cultivator along with the rights declared. If only they had I 
not given jurisdiction to Courts to decide these disputes, but on the other hand declared I 
in unambiguous terms that the permanent right of occupancy and the unalterable 
chafacter of the rate of rent, in th~ SRme terms in which the peshkash had been done, 
there would hl~ve been no trouhle at all. .Just as the Zamindar has been paying the 
peshkash without raising any que~tion about the validity or the quantity or tbe quality, 
In the same manner the cultivator would have been paying the rent, if the moderate 
assessment had been declared in the same terms. But it is easy to charge the authors 
of the legislation. at this distance of time without realizing the position in which th~ 
authorities were placed at that time. None can question the bona fides of Lord Corn
wallis, Sir John Shore, the Governors and the Board of Revenue, who had done everythin,,/ 
in their power, from the earliest day unt.il1908, to protect the I'ights and privileges oLth; 
cultiya!o~. ..... ...... 

DRAF"l' REGULATIONS IV ANn V (l8j\!l). 

NEXT, we come to the Regulstions IV and V of 1822. N otwithstandina the decla
ration made by Mr. Hodgson in his Report in 1808, and the Court of Direct~rs, in their 
Revenue Letter, dated 16th December 1812. and later in their Despatch. the Zamindar 
did not desist from contesting the rights of the cultivators. The matters reached 
a stage when the Gov.ernment of India and the Government of Madras, decided to pass 
Re.gulations IV and V for clearing the doubts that had been raised by the landholders 
over the rights and privileges of the cultivators. Before the Regulations IV and 
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Regula.tionS V were passed there was correspondance between the Government of India and the 
Ii I~~ :0 .. Governor ob lVladra.s, with regard to the measures that should be adopted for clearing 
;:".ood to the doubts and maintaining the rights of the cultivators. We consider it desirable at this 
removO 8Omo stage to give 'the Extracts from the INDEX OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD FOR 
doubt. about R h· h h d h d b h tho acopo PREPARING EGULATIONS, W IC sets out t e correspon ence t at passe ~, .. _ • ..l t e 
and mO&ll· Governor-General and the Governor; and, the draft Regulations which gave more 
~: ~~a;~:n detailed particulars than the Regulations themselves. A caref.ul study of ~his will give 
x.fv of· a ~raphlc plcture of the happenmgs of the penod and the anxiety With which the Court 
1802. of Directors in England, the Governor-General of India, and the Government of Madras 

Oorrespond· 
once b". 
tween the 
Governor
General 
and the 
Governor of 
Madras at 
the time of 
the paaaing 
of Regu_ 
lations 
IV and V 
of 1822. 

hurried through the legislation with a view to give immediate redress to the cultivators. 

The Extracts of the two Draft Bills of Regulations IV and V of 1822, will show how 
the Gov~rnment were anxious· to extend protection to the ryots, soon as the defects in 
tha Regulations of 1802, were brought to the notice of the authorities. They also show 
that at every turn they were anxious to safe-gllard the r4!hts and inter~sts of the innocent 
cultivators. Further, they prove that the Village System was intact and the Village 
Panchayats were functioning very successfully u.nd that notwithstanding the establishment 
of Courts, Civil and Criminal, the Government were having more faith in the speedy and 
effective disposal of all disputes by the Village Panchayat. The Village Panchayats refer
red to in the draft Regulations IV Il.'ld V of !l.822 'Were dropped: in the final forms when 
they were placed in the Statute Book. , ." 

INDEX OF THE PROCEEDIN'lS OF TIll' BOARD FOR PREPARING 
REGULATIONS IV, V, VI AND VII OF 1822. 

From Government of India, dated 16th April 1822, transmitting 
~oulations with a desire that they be examined and revised with a.s 
possible. 

four drafts of 
little delay 6S 

Page 23. 

From Gov.ernment the 24th May, transmitting extracts from the proceedings of the 
Poujdarry. Addart, dated 7th June 1821-and desiring to prepare a draft of Regulations 
adopting the provisions contained in Sections 2, 3, 4, 5 of Regulation XII of 1818 of the 
Beng",l Code. 37. 

• 
The Government 26th June, transmitting draft of Regulations for extending the 

powers of Crinlinal Judges in the trial of persons charged with breaking into houses. In 
conformity with the instructions contained in sections-Mr. Hill's letter of 24h May 
last. 6l. 

To Government, dated 6th July, submItting drafts of 2 Regulations marked' A' and' 
• B,' one for declaring the true intent and meaning of Regulations XXV, XXVIII and 
XXX of 1802, so far as they relate to the rights, etc., and the other for vesting in 
Collectors authority to take primnry cognizance in certain cases of suits cognizable 
summarily by Zilla Courts.. 7\). 

(Regulations IV and V of 1822, vide reply 12th July). 

From Government 12th July, returning drafts of two Regl1lutions (submitted Ol!l the 
6th instanca) which have been passed by Government with a few verbal alterations to be 
made and returning also the draft of a Regulation for conferring ~ertain jurisdiction on 
Collectors that it may nndergo the alterations suggested by the observations made by 
the Governor in Council (Regulations IV and V of 1822). 87. 

To the Inspector of the Government Press, dated 31st July ",Regulations 
Regulation IV of 1822. 

Stuhe and 
247. 

Distributed Circular, dated 31st August 1822. 263. 

To the Board preparing Regulations. 

Page, ~S·-·Fl'om t~lf! ~e('t'nn to thE'! COVf'Jlnment 
of Indh dated t.ron!llmitting fOur dll\ft.8 of Re~ntla
tions wit h n dl'Rire that t hey be examined and r~vu;ed 
with 89 littlp delay 0.'1 pof<sibJt>. 

Gentlemen, 

Received the following letter from the 
Government Judicial Department to the 
Board for preparing Regulations, 

I am directed by the Hon'ble the Gl'vprnor in Council to transmit to yon the 
accompanying four drafts of Regnlation. and to desire that they be examined and revised 
b.v you with as little delay as nracticable 

FORT ST. GEORGI!, 
April 22. 
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Along with Regulation IV of 1822 there was also the Madras Regulation V of 1822 
passed simultaneously to give greater protection to the ryots in the matter of enfOl'cing 
the rights conferred upon them under the Patta Regulation XXX and Regulation XXVIII 
of 180:.!. This was enacted because it was noticed that Regulation XXXII of 1802 
passed on the Bame date with Regulation XXV, xxvm and XXX of 1802 affected 
seriously the position of the cultivators with regard to the forum assigned to him in case 
of any clispute with the zamindars. 

The draft of Regulation V of 1822 rune as follows:-
Why this Regulation was passed rescinding Regulation XXXII of 1802 was made 

clear in the preamble. It was noticed that the powers vested in landlords under 
the Patta Regulation XXX and XXVIII of 1802 were drastic and prevented the 
ryots from getting prompt and quick redress from the abuse of those powers aud 
that provision made in Regulation XXXII, that ryot should seek his redress by 
regular suits in the Civil Courts was calculated to cause delay and also much 
expense to the ryots who did not possess sufficienL means to bear--for these two 
reasons RegUlation XXXII .was repealed and the power was given to Collectors 
to hear all cases regarding arrears of rent, rates of assessment, rights of occu
pancy and all such cases by a summary process and give redress to the ryots by 
enforcing penal clause relating ·to payment of damages, granting of pattas and 
receipts, and, collection of excess rents. Another important feature of this Regu
lation and also Re..,oulation IV of 1822 was in empowering Collectors to refer all 
cases of disputes to Panchayats for decision and speedy disposal. Regulation IV 
of 1822, before it took final shape contained a clause in the draft relating to the 
reference of disputed matters to the Panchayats for decision. But it was dropped. 

Draft Regulation IV and V of 1822 was sent to the Board of Revenue by the 
Governor-in-Council, for examination and revision. Draft Regulation IV and also V ran 
as follows :-

II. It is hereby declared that the provisions of Regulation XXV, xxvm and XXX Regu1alolOD 
of 1802 were not meant to define.,or limit the actual rights of any description of ~~i:u and 
landholders or tenants, but merely pointed out, in what manner tenants may be xxx of 
proceeded against in the event of their not paying the rent justly due from them ~80:~ t 
leaving them to recover their rights if infringed with full costs and damages in the woodefiDe"!. 
Established Courts of Justice. limit the 

rights of 
(ENCLOSURE No.2.) Ialldholders 

or tenante. 
A Regulation for vesting in Collectors authority to take primary cognizance of suits 

arising in XXVIII and XXX of 1802 in cases where the Revenue Officers of Government 
are not parties and to refer such suits in certain cases direct to the Panchayats for decision 
and for modifying and extending the provisions of these Regulations passed by the right 
Honourable Governor in Council, Fort St. George. 

REGULATION V OF 1822 (DRAFT). 

For vesting in Collectors authority to take primary cognizance in certain cases of suits Draft of 
cognizable summarily by Zilla Com-ts under Regulations X.XVIII and XXX of 1802 and R, gulatioD 
otherwise modifying the provisions of those Re..,oulations for rescinding Regulation XXXII Vof 1822 • 

• of 1802 and for vesting in Collectors the summary cognizance of cases which under that 
enactment were cognizable by Zilla Courts and for authorizing the Collectors to refer 
all such suits for the Panchayats for decision and for extending the provisions of Regulation 
XII of 1816 passed by the Honourable the Governor in Council, Fort St. George, on the 
19th of July 1822. 

Preamble.-Whereas the provisions of Regulations XXVIII and X.XX of 1802 have 
been found insufficient for the true protection of the ryots inasmuch as the powers they 
vest in landholders are prompt and summary while sufficient redress for the abuse of 
those powers must frequently be sought by the institution of a regular suit to the expense 
of which the means ~f ryots i~ general are 0adequate ~nd it has been deemed expedient 
to vest Collectors With authOrity to take primary cognIZance of all cases which by the 
provisions of those Regulations are cogniza?le by summary suits in the Audulut, provided 
the officers of Government are not parties m the case and to authorize the said Collectors 
to enforce in the first instance the penalties prescribed by those Regulations their decision 
being Bubject to revision by the Civil Courts when parties may choose to have recourse 
there~!l--1lnd where~s. the provisions of Reglllat~on X.X~II of 1802 do not afford a remedy 
8uffi.Cle~tly prev.entmg: cases of sudde.n. and vlO.lent disputes respecting the occupancy, 
cultivation and IrrigatIOn of land and It IS expedient to rescind that Regulation and refer 
to the Collectors of the ~venue, the summ~y enquiries which under it were coguizable 
by the Audulut of the Zilla and whereas disputes as well regarding arrears of rent and 
rates of assessment 118 regarding the occupancy and cultivation of land may occasionally 

OOIL Ii. PUT 1-13 
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be adjusted by the Panchayats to the relief of the ryots and the furtherance of justice and 
it is deemed proper to enable Collectors to refer such cases to Panchayats for decision and 
to the extent of the provisions of Regulation XII of 1816-The Honourable the Governor 
in Council has therefore enacted the following rules to be enacted to be in force from the 
date of their proclamation. 

II. Collectors are hereby authorized to. take primary cognizance by summary process 
of all ,""-"t!S which in provisions of Regulation xxvm and XXX of 1802 were summarily 
cognizable by Zilla Courts with the exception of the cases referred to in Regniation XXV, 
Regulation XXVIII of 1802 and they shall have power to assess such damages, penalties 
aod costs as may appear to them proper but not exceeding in any case the amount limited 
in the particular provision of Regulation" in which case was respectively cognizable in 
the Zilla Courts. 

These RegulatIOns and the previous declarations have made it clear that:-

.. 'rhe cultivators of the soil had a solid right of. paying a defined rent and no 
more, for the land they cultivated from time immemorial, and that the zamin· 
dars could not make their demands for rent as and whenever they pleased." 

Regulations IV and V are printed in the appendix. They may be referred to, to 
ascertain how the reference to the Panchayats was dropped in the final Regniations. 

PATl'A REGULATION XXX AND COLLECTOR'S INSTRUCTIONS. 

'l'he last clause to the preamble in Regniation XXV of 1802 runs as follows :-
.. And to fix for ever a moderate assessment of public revenue on such lands the 

amount of which shall never be liable to be increased under any circumstances." 

To understand the full meaning of these words, we must refer to the preamble of 
Regnlation XXX of 1802 that was passed on the same date. It runs as follows:-

.. It being advisable that the existing indefinite mode of dividing the produce of 
tbe earth, and of accounting for customary ready money revenue, 8hould be 
abolished, to the end that the cultivators and under·tenants of laud may have the 
benefit and protection of determined agreements in their dealings with superior 
landholders and farmers of land, and it being necessary to the security and comfort 
of the cultivators and under· tenants that tbe terms of such agreement should be 
made specific to the end. that the cultit:lltors and Itnder-tet14nts being 8en..ible 0/ 
tne adoantage of such security ma!! haoe recourse to them fo, the preoention 0/ 
disputes; wherefore the following rules have been enacted for the execution of the 
pattas between the proprietors or farmers of land or Aumils, and under-tenants, 
under-farmers or ryots." 

Thus simultaneously while proposing to fix for eoer a moderate assessment of public 
revenue on all the lands, the indefinite mode of dividing the produce of the earth and 
accounting for the customary ready money revenue, that was existing until 13th July 1802 
was abolished; and in its place the "determinate agreements "were proposed ~ he 
substituted for the protection of the cultivators. And for which purpose the execution ,of 
pattas and muchilikas. and exchange of the same was prescribed. 

From &his It is clear that the old system of pnying ,md ""counting for the reatly 
money was abolished and in its place pattas and muchilikas which would contain the 
determined agreements, that is, the agreement by which the rates of rent were fixed 
for ever, and their exchange were substituted, while at the same time, as between the 
Government n·lld the la.ndholder. simile.r determinate agreements with regard to payonents 
of peshkash or Government share of the revenue, were proposed to be inserted in the 
Sannads and Kabuliats, the exchange of which also was made compUlsory. 

RentBhould It has already been pointed out that the validity of a sannad is always dependent 
~i=de~"'d or. the fulfilment of the conditions referred to in sections 3, 8 and 14. Section 14 of 
ibed perma- Regulation XXV has laid down that the patta or the cowl which the landholder gives to 
nentl!t~d the cultivator should define thp. amount to be paid by him and every condition of the :b::; ... :' engagement should be explailipd ill the P:ltt.I1. 

::~:~::d~ The words" defining the amount to be paid by him" in section 14 of the Permanent 
Settlement Regulation convey the same meanin~ as the words .. determinate agreements " 
referred to in the preamble of the Regulation XXX. "Definin~ the amount" and .. deter
minate S/!Teements " mean that the rent should be previously ascertained and fixed as 
permanently as in the case of peshkash, so that both would become fixed for ever and 
would thus constitute .. moderllte assessment of PU;)\ic revenue on all the lands; and the 
amounts of both shall never be liable to be increased under any circumstances. 
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It is only when the peshkash and the rates of rent are fixed once for all without 
bemg liable to any alteration in the future, that the assessment of all the lands liable 
to pay revenue to the Government, would be fixed for ever as required by section 2, 
Regulation XX V of 1802. The determination of the peshkash and the rates of rent must 
precede the permanent settlement anll. othey must be embodied in the sannads of the 
1.ammdars and the pattas of the cultivators. Unless and until this is done neither the 
sannad nor the patta would become a valid deed of title. 

The right to recover or the right to claim does not accrue to the landholder or to the 
Government or to the cultivator" unless the peshkash and the rate of rent are permanently 
fixed. 

The exchange of pattas and muchilikas referred to in sections 3, 8 and 14 does not Pattaa 
mean entering intb new d·b'l'~em'mt. year after year With l'egard to rates of rent.. As hrenjoinoc!: by 
as the rates are conU'!neu they are lix"d in perpetuity, when they are ascertained ,md trvtiOD 

eutered in the sannads and the pattas. And it is only after that is done, that the perma- a .... not 
nent settlement takes place and the rights vest in the respective porties ad directed by rarly 

Regnlations XXV and XXX of 1802, and other connected regulations. acumen\8,. 
, 

Thus the fixity of tenure and the fixity of rent have both been provided for under 
the two Regulations which have been made interdependent so as to constitute the permanent 
settlement by fixing, for ever, a. moderate assessment of public revenue on all the lands 
in the estates. 

Having stated all that is possihle on the Regulations XXV and' XXX of 1802, as the 
words of the sections convey in their natural sense. we shall now proceed to quote in 
support of the conclusions drawn by us authorities both prior to the passing of these 
regulaticns and after the passing of these regulations. 

:W:ith regard to the meaning of the worus " proprietor of the soil" which became the. 
cause of so much trouble, we have quoted previously the extract from the State papers 
of the Governor-General of India by Sir Georgo Furrest. 'fhese regulations were no~ 
conceived, drafted and passed into law, over night by the Governor in Council. In those, 
days when there were no legislatures, they were initiated and thrown open to discussion 
amongst all the officers concerned before the proposals were formulated. 

Sil John Shore, who became Lord Mornington later, and Lord Wellesly were the 
{lriginators of these proposals relating to the permanent settlement. They first discussed' 
between themselves and then called for reports from the Board of Revenue and the' 
Collectors and others before they formulated their scheme. 

So far as the Madras Regulations are concerned Sir John Shore, who by that time 
became Lord Mornington, presided over the meeting of the Governor in Council in the 
Fort I:It. George on 4th September 1799, where he, Lord Clive and three others signed 
the letter which was addressed to all the Gollectors in the presidency giving tllelD full 
instructions about the proposals for the permauent settlement. In the course of the letter, 
t,hey stated as follows in paragraphs 3 and 4 :-

Paragraph 3.-" You will also prepare every necessary infoTmation respecting tMCollectoro' 
rights of the falukdars and the 'H,der-tenantry throllghollt the different districts, ,natruotio .... 

that in confirming the proprietary rights of the zamindars, we m.lY not rail to 
ascertain the rights of the other individuals." 

Paragraph 4.-" In the Havelly lands, in which the proprietary right in tlle soil is 
vested immediately in the Government, you would prepare and form a small 
subdivision of the esLates from 1-10,000 pagodas and annual jumm:\hs and you 
will apportion the allotment of such estates with due commutations of their 
assets, it being our intention whether it may practically be dispus~<l or otherwise 
to transfer the proprietary right in all such lands to native landholders." 

Such was the letter addressed to the Collectors in wruch the Instrument of Instruc. 
tions was embodied. In this Instrument of Instructions to Collectors, there are 74 clauses, 
which enable the public to understand the scope, object and intention of the authors of 
the Re,.,aul&tions &nd everything rel&ting to the provisions of the Regulations XXV and XXX 

{If 1802. 

Before this Instrument of Instructions was circulated to the Collectors, they had been 
di9('uased and minutes reeorded by Sir John Shore, Lord Cornwallis and others, who were 
pledged to stand by the innocent masses of this country and who had striven their level best 
to protect their rights in every possible manner. 
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. Before referring to' the ·Instrument of Instructions·· given to the. Collectors, we shall 
nrst refer 'to the extracts taken from Selections from State-p"'pers of the Governor-General 
of India edited by Sir John Forrest. In support of the· statement ,that the rates of rent had 
veen fizea m perpetuity befoTe the permanent 8ettlement Of 1802, we give the following 
passage from the State-papers of the Governor-General of India, Volume I, introduction 
Irom pages 119 to 207 "t page 198. The passage runs as follows :-

. " On June 18, 1789, Sir John Shore (afterwards Lord Mornington), issued hili-
famous minute respecting the permanent settleDlent of lands ill Bengal. This· 
able State-paper occupies 70 Closely printed folio pages of the Fifth Report. At 
the close of the minute, he states the main principles on which it is based, (1) the
security of Government with respect to its revenu", and (ll) the security and 
protection of its subjeas. The former will be best established by cc.ncluding 
a permanent settlement with zamindars or proprietors of the soil; the land, their 
property ia the security to the Government. The second must be ell~ured by 
carrying into practice as far as possible, an acknowledged maximum vf tazation. 
The tax which each individual is bound to pay ought to be certain, not arbitrary. 
'l'he time of payment, the manner of payment, the quantity to be paid ought all 
to be clear and plafb to the contributor and every other person." 

The above passage was selected from the State-papers, from Sir John Shores' minute. 
The two main principles enunciated by Sir John Shore, with regard to the permanent. 
settlement of Bengal were:-

. (1) Security of the Government with regard to its revenue; and 
I (2) security and protection of its subjects. 

Re declared that the security of the GovernmenL revenue will be established by 
entering into permanent settlement with the zamindars, who were also called the pro
prietors of the soil. The security and protection of its subjects could be seeured according 
to Sir John Shore, by fiZlftg the nllll1'imutn of La:cation 011 the land, by which is meant, 
that the tax which each pattadar was goiug to pay should he certmn and not liable ~ 
variation. He said that the time of payment, the manner of payment, and the quantity 
to be paid,should be clear and plain to the person who is to make payment and a.lso to
other persons. This was written on 18th June 178\1, i.e .. 13 yea,rs before the RegulatIOns. 
of 1802. 

Again from the same book" page 207 .. we have taken the following passage, which
explains how under these Regulations, both the fixity of tenure and the fixity of rent had 
been conferred upon the tenant. The passage runs as follows :-

"Our Government, Warren Hastings wrote, has admitted the opinion of, their 
(zamindars') rightful proprietorship of the lanel.. The permanent settlement 
confirmed that opinion, but the regulation of 1793, establishing that measure and 
the Code of Law that aceompamed it, had provisions incompatible with their 
being absolute proprietors. The rights of the Talukdars and others who hel.r 
lnuds under the zamindars were recognized and protected as long as they paia 
the established assessment. The occupying tenant 01 tht' ryot h·d had "e::towed 
On him fi:J:ity of tenMe tlnd the fixity uf rent." 

The words" Proprietors uf the soil" or " Proprietary ri;lbt to the soil .. made some
peo)?le doubt whether it was not an absolute right that was conferred upon the zamindars, 
partICularly when such words were uoed in the Permanent Settlement Regulation itself. 
It was to clear such doubts, it was pointer! out in the ahove extract that whatever words
might have been used in the permanent settlement, the real meaning was made clear by 
referring to the provisions of the regulations. which l .. ft no room whatever for doubt. It 
is with this object that we have examined the proviSIOns of RegUlations XXV and XXX 
of 1802 at length to point out that it was only a very limited right that was assigned to 
th3 landholders by the Government uncleI' the Permanent Settlement and the sannads 
iesued for the same. How the tenants' ri~hts were protected by confirmin£( the two 
priwiples, the fixity of tenure as well as the fixity of rent simultaneously has been declare<l 
III the passage quoted above. 

Again. we quote from Volume II from the same State papers edited by Sir John 
Forrest to further strengthen and support that the rate of rent fixed at the time of the
Permanent Settlement and also the tenure were fixed for ever and that they were un-
alterable. At page 93, you find the passage which runs as follows :- . 

.. In order to simplify the demand of the landholder upon tbe ryot or the culti
vator of the soil. we must begin with fixing the demand upon the former; this' 
done, I have little doubt but that the landholders without difficulty be made
to gmnt pattas to the ryots upon the principles proposed by Mr. Shore in his 
propositions for the Bengal Settlements. . 
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.. The value oUhj:l produce of ~~ W1d l1li». WJlll known t.o the psoprietoi', and; m; tha> 
. ryot who~o,ItiVlUeIJ i$ 4Uld. is; 8. stand~d; which ean always; he. nlveneli, M·-b" 

bofu the .pmies"fOl: fixing ~equitab1efetlts.' , ) C,' 

.. ¥r. ShOf~'S pfOpOsitions, tAa.t the rents ~d right by whatev~ iul~or 'cw.t~'m, ihey~ 
may be dema.nded, sh&ll be specific as to the amount payable, that the \a.Ddholcier!l; 
ahall be obliged within a ceftain time to grant the pattas and that IiO ry\>t_ sh~,I>~ 
liable to pay a sum more tha.n that specitied in the patta, if duly enfor~d by t.he 
COllectof will800n obviate the objection 'to a fixed asSesament found on the m.definite 
state of the ,dema.nds of the la.ndholdefs upon the ryots.. • 

"We lLgl'ee with M;r. Shofe that some interference on'the part of the GOVernIn~rit; 
is undoubtedly necessary fOf affecting an adjustment of the aema.nda of ~he "'!'IDlD.~, 
dars upon the ryots." 

[ . ", - :.. - . .' - - - . - '. : ~ 
This must'make the position clear that the rent which was in an.-undefinea: state' 

before the Regulations XXV and XXX were pass~d was defined by sectlO~S 4 anil 14. of 
RegulationXXV, which compel the landhold~r to I!"'ue"a_patte, ~ .. the c.ultiVllt~>r d<:~~!!:, 
flhe amount to be paid by him_ The' word " definmg ,111 used m .~etJon N. as -ag3.Ulst' 
the wOfd .. undefined " in the above passage. ' . ,. 

The 'next passage ~hieh explains in elea; languag~ the IlJ,eaning _of the eXpressions 
'.' fixity of rent" .a.ild .. fixitvof tenure" at page,96, runs as, follows':' ."., " , , 

. - - ." -' " . - . ,- - " 

.. Neither'is the privilege which the ryOt8 in matiy parts in Bengal 'eft joy -of llolclliiif 
possession 'of the spots of landwhi~h t,hey cultivate. so. long as they pay the', 
revenue assessed on them,by any 'means' "incompatible' with "the proprietary . 
rights of the zamindars. Whoever cultivates,the land the zamindar can receive 

; no ~o~ ~"n the established ren~whi~ in. most p~aces is fully equal ~~hat the. 
cultr~afur can'afford to pay. To penrut him to dispossess one cultivator for the. 

. sole purpose of giving the land to another would be vesting him with a PQwer to 
commit a wanton act of oppression from"which he could derive' no benefit. The 
practice which:. prevailed under tbe Moghul Government of uniting many dis
tricts into one zamindari and thereby subject a large number of the people to the 
control of Olle principal zamindar rendered . some restridtions' of this nature 
ab'solutely necessary. The zamindar. however,mav sell the land' and the culti-
'?,ton ,must pay the rent to the p~rchaserS_"· . ' 

. Clearer language cannot be employed to establish that the intention of the ~gis_ 
Illture was to prevent the landholder fl"Om enhancing the rent as he had been doing in the 
PlISt and ejecting the cultivator, whenever he would find another man who could pay him~ 
a little more than what he had been receiving. . , ,. , 

We have already explained the meaning of the sections 8 and 9 of Regulation XXV of: 
ISO\! and pointed out that the power of enhancing the rent, was taken away from the 
landholder and his transferees. In support of this construction, we quote, from the same 
:Volume II-Documents, at page 97. The following is an instructive and conclusive 
aufuority :-

.. With regard to the rates at which the landed pfOperty transferred by p~blic Renla ....... 
sale for arrears or it may be added, by private sale, are to be assessed, I 'OOii_'t.~ently 
ceive that the new proprietor has a right to collect no more than what his prede-1M>r a~ 
cessor is legally entitled to, for the act of transfer certainly gives no sanctionllime of 
to illegal impositions. I trust however that due enforCement of the regul .. tion8'-~::i=:: 
for obliging the zamindars to grant the pattas to the cultivators as proposed by' • 
Mr. Shore will soon remove these objections to a permanent settlement. ,For 
whoever is the proprietor of the land, after these pattes have been issued, will 
succeed to the tenure, under the condition and with the knowledge that these 
pattas are to be the rules by which rents are ~ be collected fl"Om the ryOt8." 

The meaning of this is simple. It is that the ren,ts should be ascertained a.nd fixed 
in parpetuity before the granting of the pattas. They will operate as rules relating to 
NDts which should prevail as final rates and which are not liable to be enhanced under 
any circumstences in the coming years. The pattas must be directed to be registered 
immedistely. The rates of rent fixed for ever before the PermBnent Settlement and 
embodied in the pattas issued under the Permanent Settlement would remain the same 
for ever in all the pattas that may be issued after the Permanent Settlement so flP' as 
they related to the lands that were under cultivation then. 

he issue of pattas every year or periodically was prescribed in the Patte Regulati(ln 
with .. view to help the landholder by enabling him to insert in the patte IIny waste mna' 
th&t Was newly bfOught under cultivation in the particular year, on which ,he would 1>1!, 
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entitlecrto. fix.: and collect a rent not ex:~ding the rent .fixed IIi'ta6·yee.r··precediiig Per
Iqanel.lt, Settlement; and thus add to his mcome a.s provIded under the regulations. The 
exch~ge of patta.s and muchilika.s was in~el.lded in a larl)"e lnea.lllX-e·far '·the -regolation of 
relatIons between. the ryots and the zammdars; and this was done at the instance of 
Lord . .comwallis, who agreed with Sir John Shore about the measutes tob's taken for 
protecting the rightsef the cultivators from the zamindar's attempts togo beyond the 
powers of (1) fixity of·tenure, and (2) fixity of rent. . " 
,. ,; ). '.' .' _. ... ./ . .-r.:::on , At page 114, .volume II, it is clear,ly pointed out that, ",the alteratio~ in the principles 

,.early i of the system of m,anagement .by. fiXIty ?f tenure and fiXIty of rent had become india-
renewal pensably n:ecesslLry m o~der to restore this ~~tr:r to a state .of prospe.rity an. d'.in order 
of p~t::... to enable It to be a solid support of the Bnt18h mterest and' power in this part of the 
;:: ~ the World." It wa.s very noble, of the then rulers th~t they, should have been so. very anxious 
molWDon of to devel0l! the country agnculturally as well as mdustnally a.Sstated iIi the preamble to 
=va~ the .ReguJa.tion XXV: of 1802, in the interests of both the rulers and the ruled. . 
mtbt . 
partioula. If, the East India. Com~any had not. removed the originai foUndations of the village 
,.-, and village autonomy and mtroduced the ryotwari system and, the zamindari system, 

India would not have been reduced to her present position and Englishmen would not h8.ve 
been compelled to a.ssign away the Indian markets to Japan l!oD,d other countries. . 

.!i~::"ancl' . We have already stated that a.ccording to the Regulations XXV and XXX of 1802, the' 
mllOb~ . fixing of tenure and the fixing of rent in perpetuity and embodying it in the pattas and 
~':':"': • muchilika:s should precede the permanent settlement and the issue of the sannad. It WBB 
ancI teD::" so done in Bengal as well as in the Madras Presidency. . 
..... made . . ;::r:.. The passage at page 116 of the Volume II of the Stll;te-papers of the Governor
tile p...".. General of India contain the ~ute, dated 6th March, 1793, at page 120. It runs as 
_t Bet~ follows:- . 
ment. " From the proceedings which we shall.forward to you by the next despatch, you 

,. (Court of Directors) will find that we have anticipated your :wishes respecting 
. the pattas to be granted by the landholders to the ryots. It 'is ~ greal; 
. pleasure that we acquaint you that throughout the greater part of the country 
specific agreements have been exchanged between the landholders and the 
ryots, and that where these· writings have not been entered into the landholderll 
have bound themselves to prepare and deliver them by fixed periods." 

. This bears out that before the Permanent Settlement was proclaimed, that is 20 days: 
before the procla.mation in Bengal, pattas containing the rates of rent, fixed in perpetuity 
had either been exchanged and where they had not been entered into, the landholders bound' 
themselves to exchange within a fixed period, before the proclamation was issued. ,The 
date of the 'minute quoted above is 6th March 1793, and the date of the proclamation in. 
Bengal is 22nd March 1793. This proves what Lord Cornwallis had sta.ted in the above 
passage on this. No greater evidence can be placed before the country than the state
ment of Lord Cornwa.llis that the grant of pattas was a condition precedent to the 
permanent settlement. The same thing happened in Madras. If.all the pattas hadnoo 
been executed before the date of the permanent settlement, a penod of SIX months .was 
fixed from the date of the Permanent Settlement within which the exchange of pattas 
and ;'uchilikas should be made (see section 3 of Regulation XXX of 1802) ; while the time 
for the exchange of pattas and muchilikas with tenures and rates of rent fixed in perpetuity 
wa.s fixed at six months, in section 3, two years' time was given for the consolidation of 
the various kinds of other levies into one, under section 6 of Regulation XXX. . 

Section 6 of Regula.tion XXX runs as follows :-
'.' Where the rents or revenue of land pavable either in money or in kind to the 

proprietor ma.y have been collected under variou~ denominations, in addition to 
that of the proprietor's share, such as cannongOl and cavelly russoomsor other 
charges, they shall be con~,olidated in the pat~as int? on~ s~ecified sum of mon~y 
or quantity of grain; and m the event of ciBlID8 bemg mstituted by the propn~ 
tors of the land on engagement in which the rents or revenues may not be 80 
consolidsted such claims shall be unsuited with cost before the Adalat of Zila
from or aft~r the expiration ciftwo years subsequently to the t!~e when the 
permanent assessment of the land revenue ,may ,have been fixed. . 

From the above sections 6 and 2, of Regulation' XXX it is clear that. six months 
time was given for the.exchange of patta.in.the CBBes in which the pattas had.not \>een 
80 excha.nged before the Permanent Settlement, and. two .years. time w~ giv~ for the 
c)Onsolidation of levies unconnected with the rent proper mto one and ,lDclUSlon of the 
aBme in thepattas. 



:. Pattas exchanged: before the Perm/loIlent assessment· orwith1n six' tiwnths after· thEi P.ttao
ilssessmllnt constituted muniments of title ·to the cultivator in which both· his tenure and mDnjmepta 

the maximum rate of lent,which he was lia.bls to pay, were entered, and this beca.m&of ti~lo. 
unalterable. . . . . .,: 

, . 
. 'fatta is not a cowIe, or a lea.se .or an agreement to terminate at the end of the year: 

Section 12, provided tha.t if the patta. was not . renewed a.t the end of the year, it ehall 
be construed to be in. force until renewed. And if the pattas have not been renewed. 
even &fter the commencement of the fasli, that sMll be construed to be in force and 
binding on the ree.pective parties throughout the fasli. 

. Under ~ection 13 of ~egulationXXX, it is laid down that where estates or parts of 
estates are sold, or transferred after the liquidation of the arrears of rent or arrears due to 
the Government such pattas as may have been granted, by the former proprietor shall C6a.se 
to have a.1I'ect at the end of the fasli in which such lands might have been sold; and new 
pattas ehall be issued by the purchasers. The grant of the receipts was made compulsory 
under section 14 of Regulation XXX as is done in section 14 of Regulation XXV.· Failure 
to i.sue receipts was made punishable. 

Excess collection was held· to be extortion under section 11. And refusal to iBBue Refalllll to 
pattr. after the expiration of six months, makes the ·Iandholder liable to proseCution in issa: p~tta 
the court in addition to the damages to which he would be made liable. i:~d':.. . 

Thus all the rules laid down from the sections 1 to 15 of Regulation XXX, have ::::~jo", 
created obligations and some of them irretrievable ohligations and conditions precedent 
and have made the so-called proprietorship to the soil a mere oriental appellation, conveying 
nothing reaI in it. 

The meaning of the cardinal rules of Regulations XXV, XXX and XXIX, and the 
correct· interpretation of the same have been established by the quotations given from 
the State documents relating to the objects and intentions of the authors of the ReguIations 
ae declared before the framing of the Regulations. . 

We have further proved the same by quoting the important rules from the instructions 
issued to the Collectors by Lord Mornington (Sir.J ohn Shore), Lord Clive and others 
before the pa.asing of the Regulations. We shall further prove the same· by quoting 
authorities subsequent to the date of the permanent Settlement. .. 

The letter issued by Lord Moruington, and Lord Clive, who was then the Governor of 
Madra.s, after the receipt o~ the report from the Collectors on the proposed changes .in the
revenue system had been quoted above. That letter is dated 4th September 1799. 

After six years of study of the working of the permanent settlement in Bengal, since 
its establishment in 1793, Lord Mornington, the then Governor-General, came to Madras 
and presided over the Governor's meeting and signed that letter. Later, on the 15th 
Ootober 1799, instructions were issued to the Collectors (elaborate) in the Documents·' 
aigned by Mr. William Petrie, Charns A. White, Thomas Cockburn, WiIlia.m· Harrington. 

These instructions are contained in 74 clauses. We have publi.hed a full extract. 
(,f these instructions as an Appendix to this repolt. We are quoting hereafter the substance: 
-elf only the important clauses which explain the intention a.nd object of the Regulations, 
the circumstances under which the change in the system was introduced an~ the me~g 
-of some· expressions over which controversy raged Bubse,quent to the permanent settlement. 

ESTATBS BOLD ON CONDITION THAT HlGlIBR RATRS WILL NOT BR D1WANDIID. 
MABULIPATAK ZILLAH. 

Before this, we quoted authorities f~m th~ State Docume!'ts and ColIector's.Instruc-~= 
tions to establish the eoope of Regulations XXV. and XXX of 1802, the obJect and were 801d 
intention of the authors of the Legislation a.s they had been declared and published before ",way at.u 
"he date of the Permanent Settlement. There is yet another clasa of documents of the ~pune of t • . enDaDOn 
:eame group which estabIieh the same results. It has been pomted out already that Settlement 
.zamindaria and poIiams were Estates which had existed prior to the. Permanent Settle- on ~ •. 
ment. In contradistinction,. we have another class of Estates called the' Havelly Estat:s ':::;. 
which were formed at the time of the Permanent Settlement from out of the land which ... t ... of 
became the absolute property of the Government, without any intermediary between rentawill 
the cultivators and the Government. For theBe Estates also, the rate of rent and the ::"!=deCI 
tnnuro were fixed for ever, at the time of the Permanent Settlement. In proof of this, we 
'find it 80 stated ~ the conditions of aa1e. Before they were put to auction, proclamation 
WI'" isaupd and conditions of sale had been printed and· affixed in Collector's office and 
'as the office of the Special CommisRiouers in Fort St. George. This wa.s done long prior 
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to ~il date of the aUQtion in~ting the intending bidders to look into,thl! cOllditions of 
We ,and satisfy theD;lllelvl!B before . they bid in the ~uctiOD ~,b~!pe the, w()pri~tor! 
Qf th~ Estates, so. that they might not" afterwards,· ~mplain, .that ~the'y had not known 
tr,e, conditions of sale. ~he most important of the conditions of sale WI10B ~hat,it :wa\lt 
subJect to the permanent nghts of occupancy of the cultivators who were liable to pay only 
a fixed rent which could not be altered for any reaSon whatsoever- by the purchasers·; 

, For example, w~ shall tllke the sale proclamation and the conditions of sale of the: 
:M:l1oBulipa~am Zillah, Qf t\:lJ) .Yjla.r 1802. Of the general conditions of sale, Clauses 18 anet 
20 run as follows:- . " . 

Clause 18.-" All purchasers of land suce.eed to the s~ignoral right which Gove~~' 
ment exercised in' their. capacity of General .landlord; but in order to prevent 
abuse of the exercise of this right, Government will frame regulations for th&' 
protection' of th~, rights, '~rescriptions, immunities and c~s.tom,ary. advantages. 
of the lower class 0/ people, In order howefler to preflentlltJgatlon on the 'part: 
of the inhabitants, it is dectared to all pu:'r.haser8 of land that the inhabitants Of 
tke iagheer are not considered entitled to II higher rate of waram than that inserted 
in the dowl of fusly 1210, nor is the '[fUrchaser entitled to a higher diflisioo of 
produce as sucoeeding to the rights of GOfIemment than the rates ther.ein Bpecifietl 
as the GOllemment share." 

Clause 20.-'-" All purchasers of land are entitled to collect the . Roc700.dayem ,;. 
Teady money collections at the rate inserted in the Dowl of Fusly 1210, with. 
the exception. of the ready money payment fixed at the rate of one per cauny on 
topes of fruit trees. Tbi~ rate GOflernment haa been pleased to abolish an-Lto 
recur to the usual mode of a division of the prodiIce; it is ~heiefore '),~~eliy~ 
declared to all purchasers of land that they are entitled to dillide with the inhabii-' 

'ants the produce of all fruit trees heret%re paying areflenue til Go"ernment 
equally or share and share alike. From this general rate of equal division how
ever the fruit of tamarind trees is excepted; the purchasers of lan!1shan 'b& 
entitled to receive as the constituted proprietor of ·the land three quarters of the: 
produce of all tamarind trees heretofore paying a revenue .to Government and 
shall be at liberty to make such agreement or commutation With the inhabitants 

, 88 may beat .m:t their mutual interest.," , " . u. "., .: 

Clause 18 laid down, that to prevent litigation on the parL of. .the inhabitants, ,th. 
intending purchasers were informed that the cultivators of the J aghire were not el;ltitled: 
to II. higher rate of waram than that inserted in the Dowl of fasli 1210 'and that the, 
intending purchaser will not be entitled to a higher division of p<'oduce as succeeding to the' 
rights of Government than the rates therein specified I10B the Government's' share: . 

So also, in rule 20, it was laid down that the purchasers of land in the auction were
entitled to collect the rent only at the rate inserted in the Dowl of fasli 1210. There was· 
also a rule prtlviously that they could levy a tax on topes of fruit trees at the rate or 
1 per cawny. But this was abolished and a term was entered, as a condition of the sale, 
that the rate fixed on fruit trees was abolished and that the purchasers of land were" 
entitled to di"ide equally with the inhabitants the produce of all fruit trees, paying an equal 
Share' of revenue to Government. _ Tamarind tree was made an exception so that ·the; 
zamindar will get three-fourths of the produce of the tamarind trees leaving one-fourth. to, 
the cultivators. 
, From the rules 18 and 20 qnoted above; two things are clearly established;;;: The
first is, that the fixity of tenure an~ the fixity of rent, were made fo~ ever without b~ing 
liable to 'be altered. ' Secondly, that m the topes of fruIt trees the. cultivators were ·entltled' 
to half the produce of the fruit trees and. in regard to tamaril).d trees the cultivator WI1oB· 
entitled .to. take one-fourth and the zamindar three-fourths. Thus, it is not only a fixity 

, of tenure in perpetuity that was established at the time of th~ permanent settlement and' 
at the lime of the auction sale, but also that the ryot was entitled to half the produce of 

: fruit trees generally and one-fourth in tamarind in particular. . . . . 
A question had been raised and discusse~ in another place a~out the rigM to the use ot 

trees on porambokes, public path,s and public ~pes. It ,!11oB pomted out by u~ ,there, that, 
'the cultivator Wall .,ntitled to enJoy equally With the zamindars.. These. conditions of sale
. quoted above support the conclusion we have arrived at. 

" Clauses 19 and 21 of the conditions of sale also may be examined. They are as· 
'follows :- . , . . . 
, .' Clause 19 . ..:... .. It is hereby declared to all purcha.se~s of land that thei~ rights in 

. f'egard to punja teerflll and to backyaras are defined 111 the .1)01.01 91 Fusly 121?; ana 
that they are, -entitled to collect the re"enue of GoIIemment as the substituted: 

. 'posstsiioTiof the land at the. ratts inserted in that Dowl." ,J .,: ,~ 
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Clauss 21.-" The purchasers of land shall not be entitled to any participation of 
the p1'oduce of coconut trees planted by the inhabitants in the streets of their 
oiltages; these trees are hereby declared to be the exclusive property of the 
inhabitants and not liable to any ta.x whatsoefler, unless toddy shall be drawn from 
them for the purpose of drinking; in this even, the produce will be subject to the 
general excise established on that a.rticle." . 

Rule 19 says that the rights in regard to thirwa for punja and to backyards are defined 
in the Dowl of fasli 1210 and that the purchasers could collect the revenue of Government 
.. as the substituted possessors of the land and at the rate inserted in that Dowl." The 
words italicised clearly prove that even after purchase the landholders were collecting 
only the revenue from the cultivators for the Government even though it was defined as 
rent and secondly that the rates which they were entitled to collect were only the rates 
inserted in that Dowl of fasJi 1210 and none else. . 

Clause 21 establishes that the cultivators were entitled to the produce of cocoanut trees 
planted by them in the streets of their villages and that those trees were the exclusive 
property of the inhabitants. not liable to any Isx whatever unless toddy or alcohol was 
made out of the juice for purposes of drinking. 

The Government always recognized the rights of the cultivators to the soil and to the 
fruit of the trees grown by them in public paths or communal lands or even trees in jungles 
or forebts attached to the villages. That was why they took care to grllnt compensation 
whenever their rights were interrupted for purposes of forming reserve forests or acquiring 
them for any other purpose. It is only the zamindars and poligars in Non-Havelly Estate; 
and proprietors of HaveJly Estates that have been repUdiating the rights of the cultivators, 
contrary to law and custom. 'rhey purchased the estates subject to the conditions of sale 
aud it is not open to them to claim enhanced rents contrary to the conditions of sales. 
The auction sales of the estates in other districts, also, contained similar conditions and 
they were so inserted and enforced under orders of the Government. The Government 
gav(' such directions in pursuance of the recommendations made by Special Commission 
appointed by the Governor-in-Council in 1802 to give effect to the permanent settlement 
aR earl.)' as possible. Let us therefore refer briefly to the advertisements, conditions of 
sale, Government Orders, on the reports of the Special Commission in other districts in 
the Presidency. 

Special Commission and conditions Of sale in H aflelly Estates, etc. 

After collecting all the material required for establishing permanent settlement in spe.;aI 
the Presidency, the Governor-in-Council appointed a Special Commission on 9th February Co~~::t" 
1802 for the settlement of the permanent land revenUe in the districts in the Presi- ~Pa°:!ttl •• IO 
dency which were immediately ripe for it. On the 9th February 1802, a letter was m ... t of 
addressed by Mr. John Hodgson, Secretary to Government, to the President and Members C'""'e"t 
of the Board of Revenue. Mr. William Petrie was the President and Thomas Cockburn ill lSOnr-ue 

and Josiah Webb were Members of the Board of Revenue then. M:essrs. William Petrie, 
Thomad Cockburn and Josiah Webb were appointed Specia.! Commissioners, for fixing 
up II lettiement of permanent land revenue as expeditiously as possible. Instructions 
were also issued that the records of the Revenue Department should as all times be kept 

0# open to the Members of the Commission and that such papers 88 might required by the 
Commi •• ion should be supplied immediately by the Secretary of the Board of Revenue. 
The Special Commission set to work immediately and submitted the result. of their 
proceedings on 9th April 1802 on the materials supplied to them by the Collector, for the 
assessment of the permanent land-tax on the lands situated within the JagheeTs belonging 
to the Honourable the East India Company. The Board resolved on the report of the 
Special Commission to publish an advertisement giving notice of the intended sale of th~ 
estates in the J agheer on 31st May 1802. 

Clause 7 of the advertisement stipulated that a Sannad-i-Milkit-Istimrar or deed Specrial 

of permanent property had been lodged in the Collector's Office and at the Offi<:e of Special Commie';o,,'. 
Commission describing the obligations to .be incurred and the "!1hts to be obtained by ::-t:~' 
the purchaser of land under that advertisement. It was furtlier stated therein that .. J.eero." 
such per.ons as might become purchasers of the estates under the permanent assessment 
01 the Io.nd reflenue wonld be entitled ·to receive a sannad for their respective estates 
under the seal of the Company and the signature of the Governor-in-Council. There 
were 8 .. v~ral other usual conditions in the Ildvertisement and also in the conditions far 
sale. 'l'hIlS, the Special Commission that was appointed on the 9th February 1802, 
But·mitted on 9Ul· April 18W their first report on jagheers, exactly witjlin two months 
from Ule dote of their appointment~ 

• 
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Bpeoi .. t . On 24th August 1802 they submitted their report on Western Poliams, namely, 
i':,mmiBaion'. Venkatagiri, Kalaha8ti, Bommarazupalliam and Sydapoor giving the ellJtent of the military 
W!~"!.:'D ,establishments of each one of those zamindars together with the principles of assessment 
Poliamo. suggested by them. As a result of this report the military establishments of the 

zf>windars were disbanded on the ground that they would be relieved from the embarrass
ment of the military expenditure. In pursuance of this recommendation of the 
Commission, the Governor-in-Council resolved that the military service of the western 
zllmindaries, named above, should be commuted for an equivalent in money and the 
a!nount of that equivalent should be the sums proposed in column 11 of theIT statement 
and issued instructions for giving effect to this measure. 

. Having done this, the Special Commission submitted their report on 1st, 3rd and 4th 
Divisions of Masulipatam on 27th September 1802. 

Next they submitted their report on 8th April 1803 on the Southern Poliams of 
Ramnad, Sivaganga and Tinnevelly. 

gpec~ On 22nd September 1803, the Special Commission submitted! their report on the 
.i~:.:&port permanent settlement of the revenues on the second division of Vizagapatam. There was 
OD the an enclosure attached to this report which was in a tabular form giving particulars under 
~,,?~d of the heads of names of zamindaries, number of villages, cultivated extent of arable ground 
v::;:O with particulars of sub-heads under cultivated and uncultivated and high and low grounds, 
p .. _. the last column giving the total arable ground. Thus, these important particulars have 

been supplied by the Special Com.nission together with their Reports on the permanent 
settlement. On the receipt of this report the Governor-in-Council passed on 22nd 
October 1803 accepting the amount of the jummah recommended by Messrs. Webb and 
Alexander to be assessed on the several zamindaries and issued directions for the issue 
of sannads to the respective zamindars. 

Next on 29th April 1803 the Special Commission submitted their report on H avelly 
lands of Vizagapatam, Masulipatam and zamindaries on the third division of Vizagapatam. 
The Board approved the recommendations of the Special Commission on 6th May 1803. 
To this report, statements were appended giving particulars of the number of villages, 
number of ploughs; total nanja and total punja and other particulars. 

On 7th May 1803 the Commission having completed its labours was formally abolished 
even though they had to submit their reports yet on some areas. . 

On 17th May 1804, the Report on Ganjam was submitted. 

On 22nd June 1804, the report on Krishnagiri division or Baramahai in Salem ·district 
was submitted. . 

On 3rd September 1804, the Report on Dindigul Province was submitted. State
ments giving particulars of cultivated and uncultivated lands at the time of the permanent 
settlement and other details :were submitted along with the repprt. 

We shan now refer to the Government Orders on the reports of the Special Com
mission. 

On 1st September 1802, accepting their recommendations, the Government· passed 
their orders on the report of the Special Commission, relating to Baramahal in Salem 
district. 

On 19th September 1802, the Government passed their orders on the report of the 
Commission on the first division of Vizagapatam. In paragraph 3 of their Order, thE' 
Govprnment accepted the amount of the jum.nah as revised by the Special Commission, 
holding that the calculations made by the Commission were based on principles of modera
tion which must render it permanent. Under this Government Order the Nazars on 
Mira"i Mauniams were abolished. The moothurpha paid by artisans and dealers was 
commuted for· a quit-rent for the ground occupied by their houses, and directions were 
given for giving effect to the commutation. The duty of preserving a dam across a river 
that flowed through the estates of Melloopauk and other estates was undertaken by the 
Government itself. . 

On 20th September 1802, an advertisement for sale of lands of first division of 
Vizagapatam was· put up. Clause 7 of the advertisemel1t related to the issue of the 
sannads. ' 

Clause 2 dreJ the attention of ~he .intending }!urChasers of lands proposed to be sold 
under the advertlsement, to the obhgations to be mcurred and the rights to he obtained 
by purchasers of land, so that they might not regret after the· purchase. 
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Clause 8 directed the intending purchasers to get the information about the amount 
oj the /ummah assessed on the estates in perpetuity from the Collector's office at Yizaga
patam or from the office of the Special Commission in Fort St. George. 

Clause 11 provided that the purcp~sers of the estates would be put in· ~ssession 
on paying down the purchase money or on glvmg securIty for the payment of It withm 
the time prescribed. 

On 20th September 1802, conditions of sale of lands of first division of Vizagapatam 
were published. • 

Clause 6 referred to the engagements that should be entered into between the land
holders and the cultivators before the permanent settlement. The clause runs as 
follows :-

" Zamindars and proprietors of land shall enter into engagements with their ryots 
either for a rent in money or in kind and shall within a reasonable time 
grant to each ryot a patta or cowie clearly defining the amount to be paid by 
him and explaining every condition of the engagement and the zammdars shall 
grant regular receipts to the ryots for all discharges in money or in kind. If 
after the expiration of six months from the execution of the kabuliyat the 
zamindar shall neglect or shall refuse to comply WIth the demand of the under
farmer or ryots for the pattMs above mentioned, the zamindar shall be liable 
to be sued in the Adalut Court of the Zillah and shall also be liable to such 
damages as may be decreed by the Adalut." 

The conditions prescribed in this clause for entering a definite amount oj rent and 
also for giving a receipt to the ryots are the same as those embodied in section 14 
of the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802 and in the Regulation XXX of 
1802. 

Clause 12 provided that purchasers of estates would not be permitted to collect or 
delIland Nuzzers or Cattubaddy on Merassee Service Mauniams. 

Clause 13 provided that purchasers of estates would not be permitted to collect the 
taxes denominated • moterpha' or • trades and artifices,' because those taxes had been 
commuted for a quit-rent on houses. In such cases purchasers of estates would be per. 
mitted to demand and collect quit-rent and persons liable to pay such quit·rent were 
entitled to a patta defining the amount of the quit-rent, which they were bound to pay. 

Advertisement and conditions of sale in Cuddalore and Trivandipuram in fasli 1217 
or on 12th July 1807 were published. Clause 6 of this also refers to the engagements 
which the ~amindars and proprietorB were called upon to enter into with the cultivatorB 
lOith a rent fixed in perpetuity 118 a condition precedent . 

. On 4th December 1802 the Government passed their orders on the settlement of 
1st, 3rd and 4th Divisions of Masulipatam. 'l'he Government enclosed extract of the 
minute of consultation of 3rd December 1802 in the letters sent by them to the President 
of the Special COlDlI1ission on 4th December 1802. This is a document that requires a 
close attention. 

, Clause 4 confirmed the amount proposed to be assessed in perpetuity on Kondapalli, 
Havelly, Valloor Samut, and Gundoor, etc. 

Clause 5 refers to the Patta. Regulation that has been passed on 13th July 1802 along 
with the Permanent Settlement Regulation of the same date. Clause 5 runs as follows :_ 

.. It is a regret which the Board have frequently experienced that the system 
adopted and subsequently preserved in administration of the revenues in the 
Northern Circars should have established so little regularity in the division 
of the produce, and should ha!,e continued the many injurious and oppressioe 
practices introduced and esta bltshed by the M. uhammadans, that re"ret is aile. 
viated by the hope held out by the Commissioners that by the oper~tion of tho 
Patta RegUlation the transactions between thl< proprietars and the ryots will be 
simplified, and the latter be secured from exactions." 

Clause 6 i. equa.lly important and related to the !nams and Mauniams held in the 
Circar of Masulipatam. 

Under clause 7, all the exorbitant russoom. collected by the karnams -.e abolished. 

Clause 9 . directe~ the resumption of the lands of Deshpondeas and Muzmdara &Del 
the grant of life peDSlons to those officers as recommended by the Special Commission. 
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Clause 10 provided ~hat, Captain Caldwell should be, r,equested to report on the 
best means of eneuring sufficIent supply of water to the DIVl Purgunnah. 
- Clause~ 13 and 14 rejerred to the fixing oj the assessment oj the land rellenue in 
perpetuity, in the zamindaries mentioned therein. 

Clause 15 is important. It gives the reason for fixing the land asse8.sment in perpe
tuity and for the accumulation oj arrears in the past. It runs as follows :-

.. 'rhe sentiments which have been expressed by the Special Commission on the 
subject of the balances outsto.ndmg iu the zammdaries of the Northern Circars 
are in concurrence with those entertained by the Board; the causes which have 
produced this heavy accumulation 01 arrears, it is now useless to trace; they are 
to be found in that system of jtucLuatiun and of temporary expedient which has Bo 

long been the role of management in those pruvi1MI'S; it is sufficient for the Boord 
to feel the conviction that these balances a're dcsparate, and that to realize with 
punctuality an equitable and moderate iummah all thought of recovering any 'Part 
of them must be relinquished in conformity to the recommendation of the Board 
of Revenue and of the Special Commission and in obedience to the orders of the 
Governor-General resolved, therefore, that the balances outstanding against the 
zamindars of the late fourth division be writteu off and ordered tha.t the Accountant
General do prepare a list of the baJ .. nces outstanding in the Genera.! Books against 
each of the zamindars of the N oIthern Circars.'· 

Thus, the Governor-General, the Special Commission, the Board of Revenue and 
the Governor-in-Council were unanimously of opinion that the old arrears of the zamindars 
of the Circars should be written off completely so that they would not get into any further 
embarrassment in reaping the benefits of fixing permanently the land revenue. 

What was said of the zamindars was equally applicable to the cultivators. It was 
to give similar protection to the cultivators that the Patta Regulation had been enacted 
by which the old uncertain and indefinite method of levying assessment had been abolished, 
and in its place the rent was fixed permanently providing under sections 7 and 9 that there 
should be no manner of enhancement of rent against the cultivator and that in cases Of 
dispute about the rate of ~ent the courts should decide, adopting the rate fixed at the 
time of the permanent settlement as the standard. Under this Govemm~nt Order, 
Zsmindarsof Peddapur and Pithapur and the zamindari of N uzvid were directed to be 
settled permanently. 

On 30th May 1803, the Government passed orders on the permanent settlement of 
Havelly lands of Masulipatam and 'Vizagapatam on the recommendations of the Special 
Commission. 

On 22nd June 1804 the Government passed orders on the Specia.! Commission's Report 
on Ganjam district., . 

On 24th October 1804 the Government ordered on the Specia.! Commission's Report 
on Dindigul Province. , ' 

AU the facts stated above about the appointment of the Specisl Commission, the 
advertisement and conditions of sale with special reference to the fixing of the jumma. 
or the land revenue on all the lands in perpetuity before the issue of the sanads and the 
provision made in the Patte. Regulation for cases in which the jumma had been ascer
tained but sanads had not been issued within six months from the date of the Regulation, 
establishes that fixing of the land revenue and the rates of rent in perpetuity were made 
conditions precedent before the right could vest in the landholder and the sanad. eould 
be issued to him as provided for in sections 2 and 3 of ,Regulation XXV of 1802 and the 
provisions of the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802. 

Fo: full particulars r~lating to .th~ various estates in the Presidency and the recom
mendatIOns of the SpeCial Comllllsslon, the reports of the Special Commission the 
advertiEements and the conditions of sale and the Government Orders and the B~nrd'" 
Communique pas~ed on th,e reports of the Special Commissions are all given in full 88 

onp of the appendIces of thIS report, All these form the background of Regulations XXV, 
XXX, XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX and others passed on 13th July 1802 on this important 
question of the permanent settlement. ' 
, ,Until now ~? have ~ried to establis~ ~he "!-eaning of the expressions" fiXIty of tenure," 

fiXIty of rent, ,proprIetors of the soil, as lIlterpreted and undel'!ltood bv Mr. Hode-son 
t.he Court of Directors and Regulations IV and V of 1822. NtIlw we should examin; th; 
state of affairs between 1822 and 1863 .when the Rent Recovery Bill was introduced and 
tho Proceedin!(s of the Board of Revenue, No, 7743, dated the 2nd December 1864' th. 
report of the Second Select Committee baeed upon B.P. No, 7743 and when finaliv in 
1865, the Rent .Recovery Act was passed. We do not propose to narrate the eVents 
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th.t tro.nspired between 1822 and 1863; because it may ~ecome unduly lengthy and ,als.<> 
because it will not be possible for anybody ,to give at thlsd .. tan~of tune, all ~he mc!· 
dents that transpired during a long period of 43 years, :0.0, effectIvely and graphIcally as 
th .. Board of Revenue had done in B.:P.~No. 7743 •. ThIS IS a very famous document. ill 
tbe history of the Board of Revenue~ich discussed facts and law, ranging over a penod 
of 63 years o.nd perhaps, from the date of Manu. until the 2nd December ,1Il64, when 
they paRsed their proceedings, The immediate cause that led to the passmg of B.P. ~i::i ~oiil61 
No, 7743 was that & Zill& Judge, in adjudicating a dispute'between the l&Ddhol~er &nd I ° , 
tenant, held on a construction of Regulations XXV and XXX of 1802, and RegulatIons IV 
and V of 1822 that the landholder orzamin. dar was in the po. sition O.f an English landlord 
and the cultivator was in the position of an ~~nglish tenant, who derived his title from 
the landlord. The Board of Revenue under those circumstances, wall requested by the 
Government of Madras, to submit a f~ll report on the matter. The 'Board r,evieW'ed the 
situation almost from the date of Manu up to 1864, and came to the conclUSIOn that the 
zBwindar or the landholder was not a landlord in the English sense, but he 'was merely 
a farmer or collector of revenue for the Government, and that the 'cultivator was the 1 
person who was holding the land under a fixed tenure and fixed rent, which was not liable 
to be altered under any circumstances, contrary to the arrangement made at the ·time of 
the permanent settlement, B.P. No. 7743 is a very lengthy document which we have 
divided into two parts, one relating to the early history from the earliest times up to the 
I ath of July 1802, when the Patta Regulation and the Permanent Settlement Regubs-
\.ion were passed; and the seconri, from the date of the Patta Regulation to the date of 
t.he Rent Recovery Bill of 1863. We beg leave to quote the second part of the B.P. 
No. 7743 and adopt it as part of this report, without attempting to dilate upon what is 
conLained therein, or make any improvement upon it. It is not possible to give a better 
description of the position, legal as well a<! factual. 

They hald that if the zamindal' should be allowed, contrary to the arrangement of the 
pNmanent settlement, to give the land to a third party who offers to pay aim an enhanced 
rnt.e, it is the Bame as permitting him to rob the ryots of their lands for the purpose of 
giving a portion of the plunder to the zamindar, Finally they held that the zamindar 
wns not a landlord in the English sellse, nOl' was the cultivator a tenant. In other words, 
they held that the zamindar was a collector of revenue and the cultivator was one who 
was holding the land in his own customary right, without deriving any part of it from 
the znmindar, Those who read B,P. No. 7743, will be convinc~d about the truth and 
jnstice of the claim of the cultivator in regard to both fixity of tenure and fixity of rent. 
~,P, No. 7743, dated the 2nd December 1864, nms as follows:-

FAMOUS EXTRACT FROM BOARD'S PROCEEDINGS, DATED 2ND DEcE~mER 1864. 
(No. 7743.) 

Page 162-Paragraplt 49.-" Regulation XXX prescribes' Puttahs to be used between 
landholders and their under.farmers, tenants and l'yots,' and needs to be more thoroughly 
&nalyzed . 

.. In Campbell's Code of Regulations printed as a ,Note to this Regulation as • a Memo. Th" 
mndum • by Mr, Webbe, who as Chief Secretary to the Government of this Presidency, p,'~riit~1 
had been appointed a member of the Special Commission for the introduction of the ~~::..: i: 
permanent settlement. This Memorandum was sent by him when resident at Poona to DO moru 
Mess~s. Hodgson Mld Greena,,:,ay, then high in office here, who had insi~ted on the inser-:J'gi..~!!:e I 
tlO'l In. that regulatIon of certam sectIOns to secure to the possessors the rIghts of • Mirasi,' oollectroDti 
regarding which rights it,may be briefly observed ~at, &S defined by Mr. Hodgson, he. held which I 
them to ~e equallr appllcllble, to al~ cultlv~t?rs fro,? the most ,northern parts of India ~"::bli~: \ 
to Cape Comorln; the defimhon belll/; thaI: no zammdat, proprIetor (or whatever name.s thoright 
be given to these persons), was entitled by law, custom, or usage, to make his demands for of Govern· 
rent according to his convenience, or in other words, tlmt the cultivators of the soil had the ",eot. 
solid right fron, time immemorial of payillg a defined "'Jlt and ftO more for the land they 
(,lIlIie"fed.' And he argued, a. do the Boal'd now, • that the first principle of the penna. 
uellt system was to confirm and secure these rights' as proved bv • the discussions 
between Lord Cornwallis and Mr. Shore, the Bengal Regulations and "the Proceedings of 
the Board at Madras ' ; and that the . proprietary right of the za.mindars is no more than 
the right to collect from the cultiva.tors that rent which custom has established as the right 
of ('nlvernment ; and the benefit arising from this rig. ht is confined, first, to an extension I 
of ilie AMOU~ not of th!L~~~~ cu~t2!!)~e.!l1.. by an increase of cultivation; 
secondly, IZ a profit in aeaIlngs m graUi w'llere the rent may be rendered in kind' thirdlv 
to a change fro!'l,an inferior to a superior ,kind of culture, arising out of a mutu~l unde;.: 
.t,nndmg of thell' mterest, between the cultlv"tor and tile proprietor.' (See Mr, Hodgson's 
Report on Dindigul, appendilo: to Fifth nepor!.)" ' 

COil. JI. PAnT 1-16 
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50. Mr. Webbe wrote the preamble to Regulation XXX of 1802, and was a strong 
upholder of the rights of the zamindar 11D:der the Permanent Settlement; and in the memo
randum in question he argues that tlie rIghts of the ryots would best be developed IN TID! 
OOURTS, then for the first time to be established, ltnd that to suppose knowledge of them 
would be suppressed by the acts of the zamindars was .. contrary to the whole course of 
human experience. tJ 

He did not however argue that that development might not be almost indefinitelY 
postponed, as the Board fear, has been the case almost universally up to the present time. 

5!. Messrs. Hodgson and Greenaway, however, secured some modifications in the 
. draft. And the Regulation as it now stands as the law of the land, and which tlie Courts 
are bound to administer has now to be considered, the Board noting in the first place that 
all these Regulations were enacted on the same day, viz., 13th July 1802. 

52. Regulation XXX begins in its preamble by declaring the necessity of abolishing 
.. the existing indefinite mode of dividing the produce of the earth and of accounting for 
the customary ready money revenue" (alluding to the state of things existing AT THA1' 
TIME) " to the end that cultivators and under-tenants of land may have the benefit and 
protection of determinate agreement in their dealings with superior landholders and 
farmers of land, " and it goes on to prescribe that with this object written engagements 
(puttahs and muchilkas) shall be executed WITHIN SIX MONTHS FROM THE TIME OF l'nE 
PERMANENT ASSESSMENT BEING FrxED, on any estate, which engagements may be of four 
kinds:-

First.-For the rent of villages in gross sums of money. 
Second.-For a division of the produce of lands. 
Third.-For lands on which a money rent is ASSESSED. 

Fourth.-For lands CHARGED with a grain rent. 
The first kind are to specify among other things the amount of- the rent, the dates for 

payment, and tlie coin in which payment is to be made. 
The second is similarly to specify among other particulars the RATE of the cultivator's 

share. 
The third is similarly to specify ., the RATE of assessment according to the land mea

sure in use, and the rents on each description of land or grain, AS THE USAGE MAY BE." 

The fourth, in addition to the particulars which are required for all alike, is to state 
the" specific quantity of grain to be rendered, and the species of grain." 

Section 5 provid.es for the registration of puttahs. 
Section 6 for the consolidation of all items of dem'md .. into one specific sum of money 

or quantity of grain." . 
Section 7 strictly prohibits the .. proprietor from levying any NEW assessment or t!lX 

, on the ryots UNDER ANY NAME OR UNDER ANY PRETENCE, " which provision as observed by 
Mr. Hodgson necessarily involves the recognition as established of an OLD and KNOWN tax, 

, !lnd contains internal evidence of a right having been CONFmMED to the ryots. 
, Section 8 declares the right of under-farmers and cultivators of land to demand puttahs, 
and the liability to damages of all " proprietors and farmers of land" who shall be proved 
in the Courts to have refused or delayed to grant such puttahs on demand beyond the 
period of six months calculating from the settlement of the permanent l!lDd revenue on 
their estates. 

Section 9, provides that when disputes may arise as to rates of assessment in mone ... 
or of division in kind, the rates shall be determined" according to the rates prevailinO' in 
the cultivated lands in the year PRECIIDING the assessment of the permanent jummah

b 
on 

such lands, or where those rates may not be ascertainable, according to the rates establish-
I ed for lands of the same quality and description as those respecting which such disputes 

q:lay arise. II 
Section 10, vests proprietors and farmers of land with power to grant to others" the 

lands of the under-farmers or ryots refusing to exchange written engagements defining the 
terms on which such under-farmers or ryots are to hold their lands." 

Section 11; prescribes penalties for receiving any amount in excess of the terms of the 
written engagement. 

Section 12 provides that .. PUTTAHS EXECUTED FOR ONE YEAR " shall be renew!lble at 
its close, and shall be in force till renewed, and must be renewed within two months from 
the commencement of the new Fasli. 

Section 13 enforces on purchasers of estates the liability to grant pattahs in their own 
names in lieu of thoRe held by the ryots from the former proprietors. 
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Section 14, provides for the grant of receipts for pa.yments, a.nd 
Section 15 and last, make binding on futDl~ proprietors building leases, and pattahs 

for clearing and bringing waste lands into cultivation. 

53. The Board maintain that thE\ ~hole tenor of this Regulation is consonant With) 
the expressed intention of the framers of the Permanent Settlement to put a fixed limit 
to the demands of the zamindar 0V the ryots, and to preclude the zamindar from arbitrarily 
determining his demands, or modifying them at pleasure, except to RELAX them for a spe 
cific purpose which was equally to his and to his successor's advantage, and to the benefit 
of the ryots without infringing their rights, viz., to IMPROVE his estate, or to EXTEND culti. 
vation, the two sources indicated by the framers of the Permanent Settleillent lor the 
improvement of the zamindar's income. 

54. How these Regulations were interpreted by the highest court in the country in 
the years immediately following their enactment, and when those who had part in fram. 
ing them presided in those courts, may here be fitly exemplified from the early decisions 
of the Madras Court of Sudder Adalut. 

55. In Special Appeal Suit No. 15 of 1812 (Mr. Greenaway above mentioned being Special 

one of the Judges), a ryot in Chingleput sued a zaInindar for recovery of certain land, and ~~~~I ::it 
lor a pattah. 1812. 

The zillah court awarded possession of the lands on payment of a money rent at an 
expressed rate 9S .. fixed by THE KURNUM." 

The Provincial Court upheld the original decree, on the ground that the" annual fixed 
beriz " decreed, .. it was stated to have been proved was assessed on the lands in question, 
and was paid to Government by the respondent (the ryot) in the year Roudri." (A.D. 
1800.) 

In the special appeal decree it was declared that .. on the contrary, all the evidence 
taken regarding the assessment of the lands showed that it was not fixed, but derived from 
a division of the produce, which must fluctuate with the season, and the commntation price 
of which must be influenced by its plenty or scarcity." 

.. It was Dot for the court to interfere in determining the rate at which the share in 
grain shall be commuted for a payment in money. This was a point clearly left to be 
settled by the parties themselves, and in adjusting the rate, each party would consult his 
own interest." ..... When the rate shall be settled by a written agreement, the 
courts may be called upon to enforce it." 

" It was therefore adjudged that the respondent was entitled to hold possession of the ! 
land in question on a pattuh defining the rate of division of the produce; which rate as pre· I 
scribed by section 9, Regulation XXX of 1802, was to be determined according to the mtes ! 
prevailing in the year pr~eding the assessment of the permanent jummah on those lands. ! 
01' if those rutes were not as"",,rtainab,le, according to the rates established for lands of the I 
same description and qualitv." i • I 

" And that no dispute may arise hereafter regarding the rates of division of the landR i 
In qnestion, the court adjudged that the said rates should be determined by the Zillah Ii 
.Judge, who should take the evidence of the knrnams in open court before the ,parties or 
their vakils." 

The zamindar to pay damages to the ryot for the time he had been kept out of posses. 
sion of the land. 

56. In Special Appeal Suit No. 18 of 1812, and No. 10 of 1814 (Mr. Greenaway Special 
among the J ndges), certain firewood merchants of Masulipatam sned to establish their Appeal No 
right to cut firewood in the D.v; junglc. with""t paying any consideration to the 180' 1&12. 

Zamindar. 

The Zillah and Provincial Court upheld the privilege as claimed. 

On special appeal, the Sndder Court thns stated its judgment :-

" The determination of the present question rested upon very simple 'gronnds, and 
must follow the USAGE which prevailed before the introduction of the permanent 
assessment. ' f 

" By the Act of permanent settlement the Government transferred to Zamindal"l ~ 
(with certain specified exceptions) the proprietary right EXERCISED by itself. IT 
(,OULD NOT DO MORK WITHOUT INFRINGING THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS. All usages 
which are not specially abrogated by the regulation must be held to be confirmed: 
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and if previously to the introduction of the permanent assessment, no payment 
was exacted by the Government for firewood cut in the jungles of pjvi, none 
could be exacted by the Zamindar." 

57. In Special Appeal Suit No.8 of 1813 (Mr. Greenaway, one of the Judges) plaintiff 
Eued to establish his right to hold certain lands as Lakhiraz, or tax free, on which the 
zamindar had levied a certain amount. .. The Zillah Judges held it to be immaterial 
whether the collection made by the zamindar was or-was not justified by the common 
usage of the country; but in the opinion of the Sudder Court, thio was a point very material 
to the issue of the case; for if the collection in question were an ordinary collection, the 
plaintiff's claim on that head fell at once to the ground; but if it were a new tax it 'was 
illegal. " 

r:g"I:~':; 58. There are two other RegUlations which need to be briefly noticed, viz., Nos. IV 
182;r: and V of 1822. The fir,st is entitled" a Regulation declaring the true intent and meaning 

of Regulations XXV, XXVill and XXX of 1802, so far as they relate to the rights at 
the actual cultivators of the soil," and it states that" doubts having occurred regarding 
the meaning and construction of the' Regulations enacted for ensuring the prompt reali
zation of the rents due and payable by the actual cultivators of the soil, either to the 
Officers of Government on the public account, or to zamindars or others entitled to 
receive the Sll:me by inheritance, or purchase, or in virtue of special grants issued by the 
ruling authority on terms of a Permauent or Temporary Settlement of the Lanii 
Revenue. ". " It is hereby declared that the provisions of Regulations XXV, 
XXVIII and XXX of 1802, were not meant to define, limit, infringe, or destroy the 
actual rights of any description of landholders or tenants." 

59. The preamble of Regulation V of 1822 states that .. the provisions of Regula
tions xxvm and XXX of 1802, have been found insufficient for the due protection of the 
Ryota, the powers conferred on landholdero being prompt and summary, the defence 
of Ryots only by regular suit, the cost of which is beyond thell' means. Therefore the 
summary jurisdiction of the Courts ought to be tntnSferred to the CoIlertors in such cases, 
and in those of sudden and violent disputes regarding the occupancy, cultivation and irriga
tion of land. referred to in Regulation XXXII of 1802, and that provision should be mad .. 
for DECIDING BY PUNCHAYET disputes regarding ARREARS OF RENT AND RATES OF ASSESS
llEN'r. and the occupancy and cultivation of land." 

.The Regulation proceeded to confer on Collectors the SUMMARY powers which the 
Courts could exercise under Regulations XXVIII and XXX of 1802 (" which the excep
tion of the cases referred to in sections 35 and 40" "Regulation XXVIII of 1802," 
which it may be observed, conferred no summary jurisdiction whatever on the Courts). 

It goes on to declare that property attached for arrears under Regulation xxvrn of 
1802, shall not be sold unless pattahs shall have been granted, or tendered and refused, 
and leave obtained for the sale, and to prescribe rules for distraint and sale, and for 
SUMMARY disposal of appeals against the distraint. "If it shall appear that the amount 
is JUSn.lo due," the poIlector shall order the sale. If a less amount shall appear on 
inquiry to be due, the Collector shall order accordingly. 

Then section 8 prescribes that the lands of ~-farmers l!cnll.ryoU shall not be 
granted to other persons by proprietors or farmers under section 10, Regulation XXX of 
18112, without the Collector's leave. "If the Collector on examination finds the rates of 

\ 

the pattah tendered by the proprietor or farmer to be just and correct, the under-farmer 
or ryot shall be rejected under the Collector's order unless he assent to the tenns. But 
if the rate shall exceed the just rate prescribed, an order shall be issued by the Collector 
to the proprietor or farmer prohibiting the ejectment, and requiring the issue of a pattah 
within one month from the delivery of the order to him. under penalty' for delay as pro
vided in section 8, Regulation XXX of 1802.',' 

Section 15 provides among other things for decision by ,. Punchayet of dispuY.!~ 
regarding arrears of rent" or .. revenue or rates of assessment in money or kind or of 
division in kind, as well as all questions of the right of occupancy or possession of lands 
or crops." 

60. The foregoing complete the materials which the Board deem sufficient for a 
decision on the question under consideration. From the evidence these materials furnish, 
they draw the following conclusions, bearing in mind that the earliest system of society of 
which we have any trace in this country is the village community, the boundaries or'the 
village lands being perfectly known, and the whole of the couutry being in the eyes of t.he 
l'eople parcelled out into villl\ges, 
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61. The Board then consider i~ to be clearly showll.: 
That in the earliest times of which we have record, the right of the State to a. share 

in the produce of the land was LIMITlID, and that this limit was such as to leave a. suffi
cient margin for the growth of a valuable property in the land appertaining to the occu
pant, whose right to retain possession on payment of the limited share was inviolable and 
uereditary. ' • 

That a fixed limit was equally maintained by the Mahomedan conquerors. 
That the origin of the zamindar's office was comparatively a modern one, and that 

whatever its origin, the zamindars derived their rights from the State, which could not 
confer more than it had possessed and exercised. 

That the State asserted and 'often in later times exercised the power of resuming the 
exerciae of its rights from the zamindars without thereby altering the terms and condi-
tions of the ryot's tenure.' . . 

That any increase in the rate of the zamindar's demand on the ryots was only justi.co",.:uaioDO 
fied by the zamindar on the plea that the State had raised its demands (lin him, although ;: ~ 
this ground was by no means a sufficient foundatIon for any increase in the RATE; inas- 0& • 

much as the State share collected by the zamindar could be legally increased by EXTENSION 

of cultivation, and its value enhanceJ by iml'rovements in the cultivation, and when the 
superior kind of crops were grown, and as the State demand on the zamindar was not 
fixed, though his percentage of the State share of the produce might have been so. 

That the notorious prevalence of excessive receipts by the zamindars from the ryots 
induced the Nazims of the Empire to raise the State demands on the zamindars, which 
measure again excited the zamindars still further to exact from the ryots, till the latter 
were ground down to penury, or exasperated to resistance. Hence the zamindars wlll'e 
themselves impoverished, so long as, and where the officers of the Empire were able to 
maintain their authority over them, or they fattened on extortion where the influence and 
authority of the Empire or its lieutenants had grown weak. In neither case was the 
State benefited. 

That the object steadily kept in view by the framers of the Penuanent Settlement 
was to remedy these erying evils by re-adjusting matters; in order to realize that they 
proposed to relinquish to the zamindars an ample allowance for their persona.! benefit, out 
of tbe average State demand in past years on the zamindari, and to fix the zamindar's 
paymeut unalterable for ever, leaving to him all the benefits derivable from extension 
of cultivation and improvements in the cqlture of the lando, but to restrict his demands 
on the ryot to the rate or share established for Government by prescription, whic.h rate 
was to be registered in the village by officers appointed for the purpose: while the 
actual demand on the individual ryot, was to be recorded in a patta or written engage
ment in accoTdanc~ with this established rate or share, which pattas when granted not 
" without limit of time," but "for one year" should be renewable at its close, or in 
force till renewed. 

That a limited time (6 months) was allowed to each zamindar APTER the Permanent 
Settlement of the State demand on his zamindari, for the necessary arrangements with 
the ryots, nfter which time he became liable to fine if he failed to grant pattas to ryots 
on deme.nd. 

That when disputes arose regarding the RATES to be specified in those pattas, 
whether of assessment in specific quantities of grain or sums of money for a specified I· 
extent of land, or of shares in the produce, they were to be detennined with reference 
to the rates in force in the particular case in the yeM· PRECEDING the Permanent Settle
ment of the State demand, or where that was not ascertainable then according to the 
rates in force in the case of neighbouring land of similar quality. 

Tbat no ryot can be ejected from his holding, so long as he pays, or is willing to I 
pay, this established mte. 

That the Collector has summary powers to give decisions in such cases in a. QUASI

. judicial capacity and may refer them for the decision of panchayat when the parties Rl(ree. 
That appeals lie by regular suit to the courts from the Collector's decisions, but 

that the panchayat's decision is final where unimpeachable on the ground of corruption. 
62. The Board maintain that the above positions can be c1earlv established from 

the foregoing evidence and that they are utterly imcompatible with the claim now 
asserted by the zamindars to raise their demands at pleasure on the ryots. 

Even in the cases where the rate which ought to have been recorded at the time of 
the Permanent Settlement was that of a share in the produce, if for the last sixtv t 
years the MONBY rate paid in commutation has remained unchanged. the Board question 
whether the zamindars can now equitably raise that commutation rate on the ryot 
while the State dema.nd remains unchanged on themselves. ' 

63. It will not be necessary for tbe Board to discuss at much length the particular 
('ORe I'<'hichhRs led to the present discussion, or the views enunciated bv the Colle~to,. 
and Judge. • 
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The estate in regard to which the application was made to the Collector was one 
of th" havellies in Vizagapatam. These estates were sold in or about 1802, witll a perma
nent jumma.h assessed on them. 

'fhe proprietrix through her vakil asserted ~hat .. there is nothing i~ the regulat~ons 
to restrict zamindars or proprietors to a certam definite rate of rent m entermg mto 
engaaements with their tenants, or to debar their taking advantage of THE INCREASED 
V ALv'i! OF LAND in proportion to the enhance(l value of produce;" and she drew: atten
tio[l to .. the fact that the expired cowles were for a limited term of years." 

The Collector rejected the claim on the general grounds that the zamindar's demand~ 
on ryots were absolutely limited by the patta regulation, and that the fact that patms 
and muchilikas were for mutual oonveruellce exchanged once in three years instead 
'of ullllually, could not destroy the mutual rights and privileges of the parties as settled 
at th~ time of the .. Permanent Settlement." 

. 64. The Board are not able to judge how far the facts of the case would, according 
to their view, support the Collector's decisions, as he did not go into the merits. 

65. On appeal, the Zilla.h Judge being of opinion that the Collector's decision on the 
preliminary Cluestion was erroneous, remanded the case for investigation and decision 
upon the ments. No further steps were, however, taken as the parties appear to have 
compromised the matter. 

66. :M;r. Collett recorded in an elaborate judgment the grounds for his opinion that 
the Collector's decision was erroneous. These grounds are briefly, that sections 8 and 9, 
Regulati:>n XXX of 1802, which provide a limit of time for the issue of a patta on 

I 
demand, and the mode of adjusting disputes rega.rding rates of assessment were intended 
to apply only to the Fms!, occasion of issning a patta after the Permanent Settlement 
of an estate, and that there is nothing in the regulation to preclude an enhaucement 
of the demand in future years; while changes in the rate were clearly contemplated by 
the provision made for the renewal of pattas for one year. 

He was further of opinion that the terms .. just and correct rate," and .. the jlll!t 
rate prescribed" used in Regulation V of 1822 are equivalent to FAm AND EQUITABLE; 

I 
and that to suppose that rents were intended to be limited by the Regulations of 1802 
is incompatible with the declaration in Regulation IV of 1822, that those regulations 
were in no W9.y intended to define, limit, infringe, or destroy the rights of any parties. 

( 

67. The Board need scarcely say that they entirely dissent from this view as regards 
both the intended operation of sections 8 and 9, Regulation XXX of 1802, and also the 
interpret .. tion of the terms .. just and correct rate " and .. just rate prescribed" used 

I 
in Hegu.lation V of 1822. They hold that these terms refer to the well-known est .. blisl.ed. 
rate, which was to be recorded on evidence, and to form the unalterable limit to 
the zamindar's demand, although when the land was assessed at grain rates, or witll 
a ·share· in the CI'C'P, any commutation into money was a matter for mutua.! agreement. 
the fact and force of the agreement being fit subject for decision by the courts. 

68. The Board readily admit that the Regulations of 1802, did not define, or limit, or 
~ destroy rights, but tht'y contend that the relative rights of the States as represented hy 
t the zamindar and of the ryot, were already absolutely defined by long established custom 
i and that it was expressly intended, as a ~undament~l principle of the Pe~anent Settle
: ment of th~ State s d?man~ on the ~ammdar f.o~ Its d1:1es less the portlOn relinquished 

to the zammdar for hiS mamtenance m the posItIon whICh the Government desired him 
to occupy, that the rates to be levied from the ryots should he unalterably maintained and 
should (as already qnoti'd from Mr. Shore's Minutes) be held, as to the proportion they 
bore to the produce of the land .. as saered as the zamindar's quit-rent." 

69. The Board also consider that although Mr. Collett has laid much strel'S on th~ 
declaration in Regulation IV of 1822, that no rights were defined or limited by the 
Regulations of 1802, he has unconsciously allowed his view of the ZAMlNDAlI.'S position 
and rights to be defined by the language of those regulations, and has throughout considel'_ 
ed the zamindars and ryots as LANDLORDS AND TENANTS, on which point the Bom·,\ consider 
his decision to be entirely erroneous. . 

70.· He, however, indicates at the close of his judgment an inclination to the 
opinion that Regulation XXX of 1802, very probably DID .intend to limit the zam;ndar's 
demand t~ a fixed share in tho crop, and to customary fees in money, an opinion sclU"<'t'ly 
consistent with the views expressed in the earlier part of the judgment, but one that 
is nearly in accordance with the Board's views on the subject. 

71. Tlte course which ill tho Board's opinion the Collector ought to have followed 
. in this case was, to ascertain by full inquiry in each case the terms of the ryot's tenure 
at the Permanent Settlell.oent or if thai were not ascertainable, then the terms on which 
similar adjacent l~d was held. Then, t.o enquire how if at all, those terms had been 
subsequently modified and how far the zamindar's present demand was justifie.oi eitner 
by the original terms of the ryot's ~enll!8 or by the condition of any subsequent mntual 
agreement, whether expressed or fairly mferrable from long-proved practice, and to have 
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admitted or rejooted the zamindar's claim according as it was found to be wit,bin or 
beyond the terms either of the origina.! tenure, or of the subsequent mutua.! agreement 
expressed or imp'lied. 

72. 'l'he Board have learnt with much regret from several petitions addressed to them 
by ryots holding land in the ~.ssjmrnttah Estate, that subsequently to the proceedings 
in the case which has led to this review of priiimp1es, the Principal Assistant in Vizaga
patam has upheld the proprietor's claim to raise his rents twenty-five per cent all round 
and to eject those ryc.ts who may not agree to this enhancement. solely on the grounds 
that the l'ermanent Se~tJement accounts show on the average of fourteen years that the 
value of the renters' aggregate receipts from this Havelly was estimated at somewhat less 
than two-thirds of the estimated va.!ue of the whole produce of the estate then formed, 
and th" ryots' sggl'egate share at somewhat more than one-third of that \Tallle; that the 
(defendants') ryots' landa have benefited from certain improvements executed in former 
years hy the ancestors of the present zamindar and maintained at his expense; that 
I,hey are assessed at a lower amount than adjoining land of equa.!ly good quality; that 
third parties have offered to take the lands at the enhanced rate; and that prices of 
produce have increased in late years; but without making any inquiry, whatever (so far 
as the judgment sh~ws) into the nature and conditions of the ryots' tenure at the time 
of the Permanent Settlement, or as to any subsequent modification in the terms with 
reference to the alleged improvements by the zamindar, or as to the force. of the admitted 
long occupation or the land by the present ryots at the rate which it is now sought to 
enhance. 

73. 'lihe BO!\ld are of course powerless to interfere in these cases, but they none the 
less regret to see such disregard of. principles which they consider of the highest 
importance. The very fact alleged as one reason for permitting the enhancement, viz., 
that the ryots had long held the land at a lower rate than that paid for adloinin~ land 
of similar quality, should of itself have been viewed as PRIMA FACIE evidence th~t the 
zamindar had NO~' the right which he claimed, as, had he possessed such a right, it is 
reasonable to 6upP',se that the rates would have been equalized at an earlier period. 

74. There is not one reason assigned in the judgment which necessarily justifies ,he 
zamindar's claim; for the estimate of the proportionate value of the renters' and ryots' 
receipts on the aggregate of the whole estate proves nothing whatever as to individual 
ryots. The fact of the improvements may (for anything that is shown to the contrary) 
have beeu already considered in fixing the ryots' payment at its present amount. The 
increase in the value of produce is of no proof whatever BY ITSELF that the zamindar is 
justified in raising his demand. The fact that the lands are comparatively favourably 
rated is PRIMA FACIB adverse to his claim. And the willingness of third parties to pay 
the enhanced rate merely shows that if permitted to rob the ryot of his lands, they are 
willing to relinquish a portion of the plunder to the zamindar. 

75. In conclusion, the Board desire to record here some remarks on the very lax~~ the 
assomption that ryots pay RBNT to the zamindar as LANDLORD, and not a TAX due to the ult;.v::.~ 
State and to the zamindar as the person entitled by law to receive the State dnes. The Y 'Dd"" i: 
Board view this assumption as one of the fundamental errors in which these mistaken ta:I: and 
views of the relation of zamindar and ryot originate. ot .... 

76. No one who has studied the subject disputes that the original right of the 
• State was to a proportional share in the produce of all cultivated land, that, is, to a TAX 

on produce. 

RENT, on the other hand, according to the most approved definition, is a payment' 
made for the use of land, which, owing to its natural advantages of fertility or position, 
will yield to its owner larger returns than are derivable from the most inferior class 
{)f land which the circumstances of the time and of the locality will allow of being 
cultivated without actual loss to the cultivator. The worst kind of land in cultivation 
cannot possibly pay a RENT according to this definition, although it may be able to pay 
the actual expenses of cultivation. 

77. If then the Government or the person to whom the Government had delegated -'I 

its rights is entitled to only a share in the produce in the form of a tax, or to its equivalent, . 
in money, the Government or the zamindar as the case may be, cannot claim a LAND-.: 
LORD'S right in the soil. . 

The Government might possibly have the right to increase, for reasons of State,,' 
the share which it takes as publio revenue, or it might possess a right in individual 
~ases to increase the equivalent money payment if the price of prodnce should at any time 
advance; but a right to a SHARJI in agricnltural produce, though laid on the land as a! 
fixed charge, is essentially distinct from a landlord's interest in his land as the owner of J 
the soil. 

78. The landlord's interest in the soil in any country consists of the entire SURPLUS 
produce which al\ the land in it may yield in excess of the prodoce which the worst land 
under cultivation 'Uay yield. 
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. The least fertile land under cultivation must yield sufficient produce to cover af; 
current market prices, the necessary cost of cultivation PLUS the tax, if that is 110 fixed 
money charge on the land. 

As the demand far agricultural produce increases, the people are compelled by 
circumstances to take up fresh land inferior in quality to the land previously cultivated IUld 
the plice of produce raised on this land must be equal to the cost of cultivation, or such 
land could not be cultivated; the necessary price of produce therefore must have 
increased, and with this increase of price, the value of the surplus produce derived from 
!and of 110 superior quality to the lowest quality cultivated advances IIlso. 

79. The owners of such land are therefore able to claim and obtain higher payments 
in the way of rent for the use of their land; or, when selling their lands, a propor
tionately higher price; but this increase in the rent value of land, or in its sale value. 
dotlil not give the Government any right to increase the tax on that land by claiming 
for the State revenue an increased proportional share in the produce; nor does the 
necessary value of the LANDLORD'S interests in the land in any way interfere with the 
productiveness of the land as valued for revenue purposes; or, iIl! other words, with 
the productiveness of the land revenue as an item of the State income. The Government 
still has its usual share, and has, at the same time, the means of increasing its revenue 
by collecting its dues (rates or shares) from the fresh land brought under cultivation. 

80. Tn those portions of the country in which the land revenue has been .. perma
nently settled" (so far as the State receipts are in question), the Government have 
transferred their right to an increase of revenue through the eula.rgement of the .cultivated 
area to the zamindars, who now, as to this point, stand in the place of the Government, 
and have the same kind of right to the public revenue as the Government previously 
possessed. 

81. When land (or a landed tenure·) is offered for sale in the market, its sale 
value is founded on the fact that the land 

• See clause 7, .... !.iOD .4, R.-gulatioD XXVIII of is capable of yielding t·hat kind of surplus 
1802. referred to above. This surplus is that 
portion of the produce whIch remains after defraying t?e cost of cultiv~tion, inclusiv~, 
as a necessary item, of the amount of any tax to whIch the produce 18 liable. It IS 

ohvious, therefore, that the kind of returns which invests land with a sale value, cannot -
from any point of view be described as the share which belongs to the State as land 
revenue; nor can the zamindar as seised of the State rights, assert a claim to raise his· 
demand on the ryot on the same grounds and principles as would justify a landlord in 
requiring an increased rent from his tenants. 

To J. D. Sim, Esq~J Secretary to Government, Revenue Department. 
Copy to D. F. Carmichael. ~q., Collector of Vizagapatam. 

W. B;UODLESTON, 
Secretary. 

P.S.-The Board have annexed for facility of reference 80me utracta from the document&. 
referred to in the above remarks. 

(A true extract) 

Conclusion. 

The object of the Permanent Settlement Regulation was to benefit the cultivator
prImarily and the landholder secondarily by fixing the land revenue unalterably. By 
passing the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802, the old method of collecting 
peshkash at varying rates from time to twe was abolished and the amount payable. on 
the bod, ss revenue to Government was fixed in perpetuity. For fixing the State
demand on the land permanently, the Government's share from out of the total produce 
of the land was first fixed. From out of this permanently fixed land revenue, the 
Government's share, payable by the landholder to Government, was separated and that 
was called peshkash. The balance of such land revenne WQS assigned to the landholder· 
as remuneration for the collection work entrusted to him. What was settled perman
ently at the time of the Permanent Settlement was the land revenue payable on the· 
land as a whole, and not the peshkash amount only, as is contended by the landholders. 
What was assigned to the landholder was the mclvaram interest, the kudivaram having 
always vested in the cultivator. The landholder accepted the sanad issued in his favour 
subject to the conditions prescribed therein. The first condition being, that the rent fixed at 
the time of the Permanent Settlement should be 110 de:finite unalterable one. The 
second, that the tenure 'wa.s a permanent one. and the cultivator was not liable to. be 
ejected on any ground. The third was that the landho!der should grant receipts for aIt 
'Payments made by the cultivator. These conditions are mentioned in section 14 and 
oth~r provisions of Regulation XXV of 1802. It is not open to the landholder to
vio]',te the conditions. These are our conclusions on the matter. 
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CHAPTER V 

KARNAM'B REGULATION XXIX'tOF 1802)~ALr. OTHER REVENUE OFFICES 
ABOLI8HEIF-KARNAM ALONE RETAlNEP.. BEOAUSE TENURE AN,p 
HBNT WAS FIXED IN PERPETUITY. 

KARNAK'S REGULATION XXIX OF 1802. 

Defore leaving this subject and passing 011 to the next one, We may tefer to the Be.ause the 
provisions of the Karnam's Regulation XXlX of 1BOII which furnish further proof of land """'nUB 
who was the proprietor of the soil. We have ull'~ady noted that the British Government w"!. ~xedall 
were anxious to give greater protection to the agriculturists who were illiterate and i: the 0;1-
who were generally oppressed by those who were put OVer them to collect the revenue ?rdt~. ~Id 
for the Government. It is no wonder that t.he Government of India should have taken ~~de f1~~':"at.. 
care to give protection to them, in particular, when they felt that they themselves were iog system 
unable to get on with the persons whom they employed as their agents for collecting ~!~!:~:Id 
the revenue for them. 'rhe Preamble to Regulation XXIX of 1802 which also was officers 

passed on 13th July or the same year along with the P"rmanent Settlement regulation except 
and the patta regulation refers to the troubles whICh the Government was experiencing ro~:r'to i:" 
at tbe bands of their revenue collectors. 'rhe preamble says that for various causes un e.eBeary 
whicb were not enumerated tbere, farmer" of land reveliue were in the habit of concealing and ~rll5·· 
t,he aclual produce of their states and farms so as to prevent the Government from ~:::':'d. 
realising its just and proper sbare of the "!toie and to checkmate the vagaries of their 
agent.. they bad been obliged to employ a large number of officers for tbe purpose of 
detecting or preventing sucb fraudulent concealment. When once they made up their 
minds to give protection to their own farmers or zamindars and also the tenants by 
lixing a permanent pesbkash and rent, they felt secure that they would not continue 
to be tbe victims of tbe tricks and machinations of tbeir collection agents any longer. 
For that reason they abolished all other office. retaining only the office of the kdmams. 
The substance of ail that is stal.ed above is recited in the Preamble to the 1l:arnam's 
Regulation. After referring to all these, the Preamble lays down as follows ;-

.. Hut the office of tbe karnam being still of great importance to the preservation 
01 the right and property of the people, it is expedient to provide for tbe con
l.inuance of that office on an efficient establisbment, for tbe purpose of facilitating 
the decision of suits in tbe Courts of Judicature, of preventing tbe diminution 
of tbe fixed revenue of the Government, in securing individual persons from 
injustice, by enabling the public officers of Government, of tbe Courts of Judica
ture to procure authentic information and accounts in conformity, tberefore, 
to the ancient usages of the country the following have been enacted for the 
establishment of tbe office of karnam." 

Fancy tbe words italicized above. It is expressly stated tbat the retention of tbe office 
of the karnam was for the preservation of tbe rIght. anu property of tbe people and for tbe 
purpose of facilitating the decision of suits in the Courts of Judicature and also for prevent-

, mg the diminution of the fixed revenue of tbe Government and for securing justice for all 
individuals. If the Permanent Settlemp-nt Regulation and Regulations XXIX and XXX 
of 1802 had been intended only to make the l'lght ()f tbe zamindar permanent by fixing 
tbe peshka_h and assi!(ning away all other rigbts which .hollid have been given to them, 
the Preamble to Regulation XXIX. would bave beeli framed quite in a different way. 
Row is it open to the zamindar or to any Court of Law or to any Government that was 
responsible for the Rent Recovery Act or the Estates Land Act' to bold that the whole 
riglit in the soil had been transferred to the zamindar indefeasibly. Fortunately the 
landholders are not putting forth such an extravagant claim today and particularly after 
bearin:r the oral and documentary evidence that had been adduced in this enquiry in 
the dilferent parts of tbe presidency. In a supplemental memorandum they state as 
follows ;-

We 'mlly now 'examine the few impnrtanl clausell or this regulation wbich 
Illarit'y !!till furtber t1te respective rights and liabilities or the zamindars and 
the tenants and the Government. The power of nominating the karnam was 
Iliven to tHe proprietors but the power of removal or <li.missal was w·itbheld 
·from them. If the rigM to the eoil had ve.ted ill the mmindltrs how conld 
\lllve tbe power of remoml of the wrnam heeB ..... lhhel8 ftom theM. The 
kamam was char!!ed with the duty of maintaining a record of rights in each 
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villa"e where the revenue arsing from it inclusive of charges amounted to 
ann~ally to a sum of 400 pagodas or upwards. In the villages where the 
annual revenue was less, the karnam was asked to be in charge of two or 
more villages. ~'be proprietors were ordered to file authentic lists of the 
names of the karnams in the head ollice of each zamindari. If the proprietors 
neglected to appoint kamallls or successors to them, in case of the falling 
vacancies, he was made punishable with a fine in the Court of Jury. 

Dutie, of Then look at the duties cast upon the karnam under rule 11 of the regulation. They 
the karnam. are as follows;-

(1) Karnams duly appointed to their offices shall keep complete registers of the 
extent of the lands of each village, specifying the boundaries and lsndmarks, 
and showing their appropnation; namely ;-
(a) Arable, (fJ rivers. 
(b) cultivated and uncultivated, (g) tanks, 
(cl pasture, (h) springs, or welis, 
(d) occupied for houses, (t) waste in hills, 
I c) gardens, (k) jungle or rocks. 

(2) The said registers shall specify the extent and description of land in each 
village exempt from paying revenUe to Government at the time when th" 
permanent settlement was fixed, the purpose to which the exempted lands 
have been appropriated, and the names of the holders of such lands. 

(3) The said registers ~hall specify the lands in each village exempted by grants 
or sanads from paying revenue to Gov6mment, the purpose for which such lands 
were granted, the condition of the grant and the names of the holders. 

(4) Karnams shall report to the proprietors of lands the death of all incumbents 
. on lands exempted from payment of revenue to Government. 
(5) Karnams shall be present at the estimation of the crop, at the beating out, 

and at the measuring of the grain. 
(6) Karnams shall keep true accounts of the gross produce of all the lands, whether 

paying revenue to Government or net; and where the produce of such lands 
may be shared between the proprietors 8n~ the cultivators, Karnams shall also 
enter in their registers the quantity of grain so divided, as well as the sca.le of 
division. 

(7) Karnams shall enter in their registers the rates and amount of all fees and 
meras appropriated to the officers and servants of the villages, specifying whether 
such fees or meras are payable from the gross produce of the entire lands or 
from the proprietor's share or from the ryot's share. 

(8) Where lands may be liable to pay money rents karnams shall keep registers of 
the extent of the land cultivated, a.nd of the rates and amount of the money-
rents. . 

(9) Karoams shall keep registers of the land cultivated in gardens, and of the rates 
and amount of the division. of the produce of such lands, when the produce 
may be divided in kind. 

(10) Karnams shall keep registers of the quit-rent s.nd ready-money paYments 
collected in each village. 

(11) Karnams shall keep monthly registers 0/ prices of all kinds of gf'ain. 
(12) Karnams shall keep registers of strangers passing or repassing as repL'rteJ to 

him by the village watcher; and such registers shall, at all times, be open to the 
inspection of the officers of Police. 

(13) Karnams shall keep the accounts which are to exhibit the actual revenue and 
charges of the village and the records of their offices entire; and shall not 
carry such accounts or records out of their respective villages, unless required to 
do so by competent authority. Karnams secreting the accounts or records of their 
offices, or transporting them beyond their respectIve villages except under due 
authority, shall be lia!lle to fine and imprisonment until the accounts al!d records 

. may be produced; but the proprietors or tarmem of landa shall, at all times, have 
free access to the accounts and records, with power to take copies of them. 

• The 11th clause calls npon the kamsm to keep monthly registers of the price of an 
kinds of grain. In this enquiry, almost every zamindar or landholder or thE-ir repre
sentative complained that they had no control over these kamams, that they "ere nnable 
to get their work done by him, that they were obliged. to appoint additional BtrJf for 

." ... -," .. .. 
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carrying on the collection work and, therefore, they should be invested with powers to 
deal with this man as severely as possible so that he would be obeying their orders. 
It is a most extraordinary situation. This karnam had been called upon to maintain 
these registers and discharge all these duties not only to the satisfaction Cof the z,lmmda.rs 
but also the satisfa.ction of the tenant~ and the Government pnmarily. This Regulation 
is still in force today. If the Gover;ment had taken ~are· to see that the karnams 
discbarged their duty properly, every necessary detail of tbe material required for assessing 
land revenue on the presettiement basis or post settlement variation~ wCould hU\"b b,!en 
available and there would have been no difficulty at all to regulate the rights and 
duties of all the parties on whom a respcnsibility was cast. For some reason or other 
this karnam had become a child unclaImed by the Government or the zamindar or the 
tenants. If the Government had been inclined to give protection to the permanent right 
gi ven to the tenant wIth the same devotion with which they had been keeping ~p their 
engagement with the zamindars, the tenant's position would have been qUIte different 
from what it is today. If the tenants had realized their own responsibilities and had 
knowledge of their rights or even if the zamindars had cared to give protection to their 
own tenants in tho same manner in which they were attempting to safeguard their own 
interests, the matters would have been different. 

Every clause of this Regulation and every olher Regulation passed on 13th July 
1802 in this connexion was so ably conceived and so clearly expressed that it was not 
possi',l~ to improve upon them. Whenever attempts were made to make such improve
ments by repealing Regulation XXX of 1802, and enacting the Rent Recovery Act, 1865, 
and by the passing of the Estates Land Act in 1908, the result was calculated to injure 
the interest of the tenants more than anything else. 

All other revenue offices were abolished and karnam's alone was retained because 
the rent was fixed in perpetuity and tbere wa.. .no need to maintain a costly establishment 
that was necessary when the rent was uncertain. This is supported by one of the instruc
tions to Collectors and that is discussed more fully in another placo. 

Coneluslon. 

The object of the Karnam's Regulation XXIX of 1802, which was passed on the same 
dale wit.h the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV and the Patta RegUlation XXX 
of 1802, was to reduce the cost of the revenue establishments, which was very high until 
that date. The reason for such reduction was that, there was no longer any need to 
mnint.ai:1 the costly establishment, after the rate of rent and the nature of the tenure 
were fixed permanently. The karnam was not intended to be a servant of the landholder 
or o~ t~" cultivator exclusively. He has been entrusted with the duty of maintaining 
a record of rights, and a register of prices, year after year, to serve as conclusive evidence 
in cases of dispute regarding the rate of rent, between the landholder and the cultivator. 
The Karnam's Regulation offers further proof of the intention of the legislature that the 
rate of rent was fixed onoe for all and that it cannot be altered. 
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cHApTER vi 
RENT BItt (186iij AND RENT ACT VIii (1865) . 

. ENHANCEMENT OF RENTS ~ilOVIDJlD bNLY 1>OR N ON-OCCUP,riiCY Ti!NAlITs 
AND SECOliD-CLASi! LANDHOLDERS-AcT bIFFERS PROM BILL. 

Rent BiZi and )lct viii of i865. 

It wlis pointed out above that the :Pertn!lnent SettJeni~ilt Reghlatitirl and dilier
Regulation!! passed in 1802 were all intended td protect primarily the interests of thlil 
cUltivatdtii. Yet the question reniains to be exaniined how this settlement affected the 
p"sititill of the ryots_ Having regard to the words' Proprietary rights to the soil' used irl 
tHe l'erlIlanent Settlement Regulation, the zamitidar started the propaganda that be became 
the owner of the soil and that he was free tb deal with the cultivators as he pleased. 'I'here 
'Weiil a,s I certain highly placed public servants who supported the zamindars' contention, 
I1rguing that the Court of Directors of the East India Compaby, intended by passing the 
Permanent Settlement Regulation, to creaie Ii Class bf landlords similar to that of England. 
As opposeu to this there was a powerful section backed by the Government Bnd the 
Board that contended that the zamindars were ouly hereditary farmers of revenue. 

\ 

Between these two contending forces, the cultivator continued to suffer as usual. If the 
Regulations of ~802 had been properly interpreted and administered there would have 
been no confUSIOn. There was one, secLlon, always ready to put one construction as 
opposed to the other. Between 1802 and 1822 and again between 1822 and 1865, the 
ruling authorities did their best not to deviate from the right course. The Permanent 
Settlement Regulation gave the direction that two-third$ of the assessed income should 
go to the Government as peshkash and one-third as the zamindar's allowance. They 
made no distinction between the words 're\'eliue' and 'rent' although, what was 
paid by the zamindar ail peshkash was called 'revetiuc' and what was taken by the 
zamindar for his services was called 'rent.' That was right, because the revenue 

~
' payable to the Government by the cultlvator was first fixed as half or one-third, or on. e

fourth, whatever was customary. From out of snch assessed income two-thirds was 
fixed as the Government's share and the balance of one-third, as the zamindar's share. 
Therefore, both the Government's share and the zamindar's share L'Onstituted the 
revenue paid by the cultivator, and both were permanently fixed at the time of the 
permanent settlement, and made unalterable. Por this reason they made nil distinction 
b~twe,lU th" word 'revenue' and the word 'rent: used in ihe Permanent Settlement 
Reg1.1h,tioll and the Patta Regulation in contra-distinction to each 6ther. Although there 
was rio real distinction between the words 'revenue' lIud 'rent', difficnlties were 
created wherl the question came to one of 'collection of arrears of both peshkash and 
rent. Thls fact is admitted in ,the Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Bill 
eTnhodvin~ the Revenue C"de that was placed before the Council. This Revenue Code 
Bill adopted most of the provisions of the Bengal Revenne Code, but before it was 
too late the Go\'ernment revised their opinion and withdrew the Revenue Code Bill and 
later on another Bill which pertained only to a part of the ori/rinal Revenue Code Bill 
was introduced, under the name of the Rent Recovery Bill. While care was taken to 
protect the substantive rights of the cultivators to the soil and also to the rates of assess
ment, there was considerable hardship caused to the cultivator by the • distraint' and 
, ejectment' proceedings taken by the zamindars in a summary manner through the 
Revenue Courts, because there was no provision enabling the cultivater to· get redress in 
the same Revenue Conrts in case of abuse of powers of the zamindar. It was provided 
in Regulation XXVII of 1802 that the remedy for the cultivator in case of abuse of powers of 
, distraint' and 'ejectment' was only by regular suit, which meant delav. as well as 
expense which the cultivator was not able to meet. This was brought to the notice of 
the. Government ~nd Regulation~ IV .nd V of 1822 were passed to gi\'e further' pro
tectIOn to the cultIvator by clearing the doubts cast upon his rights to the scil and al!!O 
te the unalterable nature of the 'rent', by Regulation IV of 1822 the doubts raised 
with regard to the rights of the cultivator were sought to be cleared, whereas by Regu
lation V it was sought to give redress to the cultivator by cancellinlr the jurisdiction of 
the regular court and vesting the 8ame ill the pummary court in all case of abuse of power 
by the zamindnr 10 executIOn proceedings of • dIstraint' and • ejectment.' The p1't'amble 
of the draft Regulation V of 1822 laid down that : 

Dralb Regoru. "WHEREAS the provisions of R"!rul"tion XXXII of J802 do not atrord a remeily b,tion V .....,., 
U22. sufficiently preventing cases of sudden and violent dispntes respecting the oceu

!lancv, cultivation and irrijlr,tion of land and it is expedient to reocind that 
Regulation anil refer to the collectors of the revenue the summary inquiries which 
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under it by the Adawlut of the Zilla and whereas disputes as well regarding the 
arrears of rent and rates of assessment as regards the occupancy and cultivation 
of land may occasionally be adjusted by the panchayats to the relief of the ryots 
and the furtherance of justice and it is deemed proper to enable Collectors to refer 
to such cases to panchayats fp~ decision and to the extent of the provisions of 
Regulation XII of 1816--the Hon'ble the Governor-in-Council has therefo~e 
enacted the following rules -to be enacted to be in force from the date of theU' 
proclamation." 

Regnlation XXXII of 1802 was accordingly rescinded and power was given to the 
Collectors to decide all claims of the cultivator for damages, penalties and costs sum-;::t 'l:":! 
marily and also the disputes relating to arrears of rent and rates of assessment and the introdu .. 
thus give him immediate relief; and in the drafts of both Regulation IV and Regnla- tlon of the 
tion V of 1822 it was proposed that power should be given to the Collectors to refer Rell-:iiw 
all caws of dispntes to the panchayats for decision and speedy disposal, but in the ~63. 
final l'egnlations, reference to the panchayats was dropped in both. Notwithstanding 
the passing of these Regnlations the zamindars continued to fight, attempting at every 
tum tn assert their right to enhance the rents and also to eject the cultivator. ThIS 
continued for a long time until at last, the ma.tter ca.me 1lp for decision in or a.bout 
1861 before II Zilla Judge and he refused to recognize the right of occupancy of the 
cultivator and the permanent settlement of the rates of rent. It was at the time of 
this decision of the Zilla Judge that the Council of the Governor of :M;adras decided to 
introduce a Bill " To consolidate and improve the laws which define the process to be 
taken in the recovery of rent." The Select Committee appointed for this purpose reported 
their opinion that .. zamindars a.nd similar proprietors occupy in a great degree the posi-
tion of farmers and assignees of the public revenue."The Civil Judge mentioned above, 
having decided tha.t the cultivators had no better rights than had been assigned to their 
Bengal brothers in the judgment given in the Calcutta. case of Issa Ghos v. Hills 2-C. W.N. 
683, the Board of Revenue was requested to give its considered opinion and move the 
Council to reconsider the Bill. After the interpretation of the Judge was corrected, the 
Regnla.tion IV of 1822 had to be abolished beca.use it was on the construction placed on the· 
Regulation IV of 1822 that the Judge arrived at conclusion. The Board of Revenue took up 
the question and sent a report to the Government (see Board's Proceedings No. 7743, dated. 
the 2nd December 1864). The status of the Indian cultivator was examined by the Board 
of Revenue from the time of :M;anu down to the period of Permanent Settlement of land 
tax and it came to the conclusion that the cultivator of Madra.s was not a tenant in the 
English sense, nor wa.s the zamindar a Ia.ndlord as had been wrongly decided by the Civil 
Judge. On this, the Select Committee in their report stated as follows :-

.. The committee held that without going so far as to hold that the zamindars are 
only farmers of revenue or assignees of the pubhc revenue and not proprietors 
gf their estate, they unanimously concurred with the Board that the Regulations 

Vof 1802 were intended to protect the right of occupancy to the. land by fixing a 
maxImum rent demandable Jrom them and forbidding their ejectment so long 
as that revenue WitS paid. ~he committee further added that Regulations IV 
and V of 1822 were passed for giving increased protection to such occupants of 
land in consequence of the passing of Regulations of 1802 which spoke of a· 
, proprietary right' being conferred oli the zamindars have led to doubts and 
misapprehension ". 

The committee therefore recommended that section 11 of the Bill should be amplified 
to show in more detail the course which should be pursued, when disputes regarding 
rates of rent had to be settled. The committee laid down three main principles in this 
regard-

(1) That the ryots who hold land statutorily or by custom of the country at. 
fixed or established ~ate were to be protected in their occupancy. 

(2) That a division of crop between the landholder and the tenant formed the 
ancient basis of rent and that the local rates of this division is to be referred 
to in case of dispute, when other means of settling them to the satisfaction of 
both parties prove unsuccessful. 

(3) That landholders may arrange their own terms of rent in the ca.se of 
unoccupied lands. 

The Report of the Second Select Committee is printed as an appendix. 
The R~nt Recovery Bill also is printed as an appendix. 

Both are very important documents. A study of them will enable the reader to 
understand that at every critica.1 stage the Government had been extending the fullest 
8uppon to the cultivators. If the Bill as such had passed into law much of the confusion 
oould bve been easily avoided. 

OOK. II. J'AIlT 1-19 
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'In clause (1) of the Bill rent :was defined lIS follows:-

," The telm • rent' shall for the purpose of this Act only include • public land 
revenue' when payable to a. la.ndholder of the first cla.ss s.nd specUied in section I 
, instead of directly to the Government 80nd a.lso the p'rivate revenue of the 
proprietors of land...· ' 

, The landholder of the first-class was the zamindar, shrotriyamdar, etc. Up to this 
stage the Government had no intention of treating the rent paid by the cultivator to the 
I/lamindar in a.ny way different from the revenue of peshka.sh. which the I/lamindar had 
to pay to the Government. Section I of the Bill which dealt with the meaning of the 
term • landholders' laid down the definition, dividing the landholders into two cla.sses, 
the first and second-

First class.-All persons holding nuder a Sanadi-Milkiat-Istimirar, 8011 other zamin
dars, shrotriyamdars, jaghirdars, inamdars s.nd all persons framing the land 
revenue nuder Government. 

Second class.-All holders of land nuder ryotwari settlements or otherwise subject 
, to a gross collection on the part of the Government or other actual holders of 

ls.nd, either in proprietary right or in mortgage from a proprietor. 

By':.""":l. These'two classes of landholders refelTed to in the Bill were retained in section 1 of 
~ .. :in- the Bent Becovery Act. It is significant that the ryotwari ryots have been defined lIS 

dar! ryOtB ~Iandholders. within the meaning of the Rent Recovery Act, and they who had been 
::7:t~:d. olding their land directly nuder the Government nuder a periodical enhancement in the 
_ time in 80me of the settlements, resettlements and commuta.tions and who had nothing in common 
• Bingle ith the cultiv8otors in the za.mindari areas whose r80tes of rent had been permanently ::t-fixed , have been brought nuder one enactment with one procedure of the recovery of rents 
Beoovery Ifor the first time. Most people in these days may be nuder a wrong impression that the 
Act. j'Bent Recovery Act wa.s confined exclusively to the cultivators in the zamindari areas,and 

I' it had nothing to do with the collection of rents by the Government ryots from their nuder 
tenants.J Tbe report of the Second Select Committee made the position clear that there 

\ ,was no cha.nge in the principle of the Bill from the one ennucia.ted in the old regulations. 
They made it 8olso clear th80t the rates of rent fixed 80t tbe time of the permanent settle
ment were the maximum r80tes and that they could not be altered in the same manner in 
which the peshkash could not be altered. "They made the position further clear that the 
<>ccup'ancy ryots could not be ejected. Having laid down the rules and the cardinal points 
they wanted to amplify the same by adding clauses (1) to (4) in section 11 of the Rent 
Recovery Act. To' understand the real scope and meaning of these clauses and the class 
of persons to whom they were intended to apply, it is necesaary that we should bear in 
mind the definition of • Landholders' given in section 1 of both the Bill and the Act • 

.J When we remember that there were two classes of • landholders' and the' rent' as 
defined in the Bill included • public land revenue' when pa.yable to a landholder of the 
first-class, in other words, when payable by a cultivator to a zamindar in an estate, it is 
maia clear that what was paid as rent, by the cultivator to the zamindar, either towards 
peshkash or towards his allowance was only • public land revenue and not rea.! rent.' It 
is also made clear that the amonut paid (1) bv the E~!!!\r~U!llant to a zamindari ryot, and 
(2) also that paid by the cultivators to a zam"'iiiaar or proprietor"inli:iS privatI! lanlls was 
treated as public land revenue. ~ this manuer it was declared in the Rent Recovery Bill 
that there was no difference between the amonut paid by the tenant of a private land of the 
zamindar and that paid by an occupancy tenant. In other words, in clause (10) of the Bill 
the rules laid down in sections 7, 9 and 15 of Regulation XXX of 1802 were embodied. 
It is neflessary to mark the contents of the rule 10 of the Bill because, in the Act section 9 
of Regulation XXX of 1802 was not adopted en-bloc, although scetion 5 of the Act corre
sponding to section 7 of the Regulation was enough to give protection to the cultivators. 
We shall have to exa.mine also why, what was embodied in clause (10) of the Bill was 
dropped out in the Act. Clause (10) runs as follows :-

10. Landholders of the first class who occupy the place of Government in refer
ence to the land, and are only entitled to 

Reguiation XXX of 1802; 5 and 7- pay tax payable therefrom up to a portion 
anauthorized exaotions forbidden. ' of it, shall not levy any nuauthorized 

assessment or t.ax on their ryots nuder 
any name or nuder any pretence. Where disputes may arise respecting rate 
of assessment. whether in money or in kind, such rates shall be determined 
according to those permanently assessed upon the lands in dispute, or where 

,Buch rates may n?t be ascertainable or w~ere such lands ~ave not been permanently 
assessed, accordmg to the rates established for, contiguous lands of the 'same 
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description. and quality as those respecting which dispute may arise; provided 
always that nothing berein contained shall affect the right of such landholder./' 

. . with the sanction of the Collector, to raise 
Regulation XXX Qf 1802 .... tioQ 15. the assessment upon any land in conse-

quence of additional value iJrlpal'ted to them by works ofiFrigation or other 
improvements provided or procured at his own expense; provided also, that no 
pattas may have been granted by any such landholder at rates lower than the 
rates assessed upon such lands, or upon contiguous lands of the same description 
and quality shall be binding upon his successor unless such pattaa shall have 
been bona fide granted for the erections of dwelling houses, factories, or other 
permanent buildings or for the purpose of clearing and bringing waste land 
into cultivation or for the purpose of making any permanent improvement; 
always that nothing herein contained shall affect the right of such landholder, 
which such lower rates of assessment were allowed." 

Compare the above clause (10) of the Bill, with section 11, clauses (1) to (4) 
sections 5, 13 and 14 of the Rent Recovery Act, wbich is given below :-

Section 11 of th~ Rent Recovery Act. _ 

Section 11 of the Rent Act runs thus--

and Comparison 
bet.ween the 
clause 10 of 
the Rent 
Recovery 
Bill and 
section 11 
of the Ao1o. 

., 11. In decision of suits involving disputes regarding rates of rent which may be 
brought before tbe Collectors under sections 8, 9 and 10, the following rules 
shall be observed:.,-

(1) All contracts· JOT unt, express or implied, sball be enforced. 

(2) In districts or villages whicb have been surveyed by the British Govern
ment, previous to 1st January 1859, and in which a money assessment haa 
been fixed on the fields, such assessment is to be considered the proper rent 
when no contract for rent express or implied exists. 

(3) When no express or implied contract has been made between the landholder 
and the tenant and when no money assessment has been so fixed on the 
fields, the rates of rents shall be determined accordin!l' to local usage and 
when such usage is not clea.rly ascertainable, then according to the rates 
establisbed or paid fol' neigbbouring lands of similar description and quality: 

Provided that, if either party be dissatisfied with the rates so determined, he 
may claim tbat the rent be discharged in kind according to the 'waram' that 

is according to the established rate of the village for dividing the crop between 
tbe Government or landlord and tbe cultivator. When the .. waram •. cannot 

be ascertained Buch rates sball be decreed as may appear just to the Collector 
after ascertaining if any increase in the value of tbe produce or in the produc
tive power of tbe land has taken place otherwise than by the agency or at 
the expense of the ryot. 

(4) In the case of immemorial waste Jand and of lands left uhoccupied either" 
through default or voluntary resignation, it shall be lawful for landholders to 
arrange tbeir own terms of rent; provided that notbing in this rule shall be 
held to affect any special rigbt whicb by law or usage having the force of law, 
are held by any class or person in such waste or unoccupied lands : 

Provided always that nothing therein contained shall affect the right of any sucb .. 
landholder or to raise tbe rent upon any of his lands in consequence of 
additional value imp~rted to them by any work of n:igation or otber improve
ment executed at hIS own expense, or, where additlOnal value baving been 
imparted to any of his lands, by any work of irrigation or other improvement 
executed by the Gov~ment, he has been required to make an additional pay
ment to Government 1D consequence of sucb last mentioned additional value of 
work of irrigation or otber improvement. But in eitber case tbe sanction of the 
Collector 8S to the amount of additional rent shall be obtained by tbe land-

. bolder previous to- bis raising suob rent upon his said lands. or any of them 

.<Madras Act II of· 1871 and Madras Act ill of 1890): 

Provided also that no pe.tta.a which may have been granted by any sucb landholder! 
at rates lower tban the rates payablfl upon such lands or upon neiahbonring 
lands of simi1ar quality and description sha!! be binding upon his ~uccessor 
unlee.s such patte. sha!! have been bona fide granted for the erection of dw~ 
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h.ouses factories, .or .other permanent buildings, .or for the purpose .of clearing 
and b:inging waste land into cultivation, or fo~ .the purpose o.f making any 
permanent impr.ovement thereon, and the conditi.ons upon which unleBB the 
tenant ehall have substantially performed such I.ower rates of assessment ;were 
allowed." 

On a comparison of the above clause (10) of the Bill with section 11 of the Rent 
Recovery Act, we find that section 9 of ~ation XXX of 1,802 ~as omitted a!together 
and that two provisos were added to proVISO 1 of clause (4) of sectlon 11, as &g&lnst one, 
included in Rent Recovery Bill (1863) and, none in Regulation XXX of 1802. We also find 
clauses (1) to (3) of section 11 added for the first time. The first part of clause (10) of the 
Bill laid down the rule that the landholder was not entitled to levy any kind of additiona.! 
assessment or tax on the ryot. The next sentence laid down that disputes respecting 
rates of assessment should be settled by adopting the rates fixed permanently on the lands 
in dispute at the time of the permanent -settlement and where such rates may not be 
ascertainable, or where such lands are not permanently assessed according to rates 
established for contiguous lands of the same description and quality as those respecting 
which the dispute arose. These two sentences constitute the sections 7 and 9 of the 
Patta Regulation XXX of 1802. 'w'Next two provisos were added; the first relating to the 
right of the landholder, with the sanction of the Collector, to enhance the rate of rent, 
on the ground that additional vaJue was imparted tb the land by works of irrigation or 
other improvements, made at his own cost, while the second laid down that the rates 
lower than the permanent rates, fixed by the zamindar were not to be binding upon this 
successor, unless they had been fixed bona fide f.or the erection of dwelling houses, 
factories or other permanent buildings or for the purpose of clearing and bringing waste 
land into cultivation. This second proviso embodied section 15 of Regulation XXX of 1802. 
Clause (10) of the Bill as a whole contains the whole law which the Legislature intended 
to enact, with regard to enhancement of rents on the cultivated and uncultivated lands. 
We do not find clause (1) of section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act relating' to contracts or 
clause (2) relating to settling rates on the basis of survey affected before 1859; or, clause 
(3) fixing the rates a.coording to local usage or neighbouring rates, in clause (10) of the 
Bill in unambiguous terms embodied the contents of sections 7, 9 and 15 of Regula
tion XXX of 1802. "If only the contents of the clause (9) had been retained in 
the Act, and the under-tenants of the zamindari ryots and cultivators of zamindar's 
private lands had not been brought within the definition of tenants and a separate Bill 
introduced for the non-occupancy holders, and ryotwari landholders much of the confusion 
that followed could have been easily avoided. The omission of clause (9) and substitution of 

, clauses (1), (2) and (3) of section 11 of the Act in its place, was the cause of the whole 
1 .ouble. Although c~,!uses (~) to (4) of the se~tion ~1 had not .been excluded from and Bec
I tion 9 of the RegulatlOn not mcluded, yet the mcluslOn of sectlOn 7 and other provisions of 
the Regulation in the R:y,:t Act were sufficient to guarantee the occupancy right and 
permanency of the ren~s. The in~l~sion of the non-occupancy lands an.d ryotwari holdings 
under the Act along Wlth the addition of new clauses (1), (2) and (3) m section 11 of the 
Rent Act, should have enabled any court to understand that the new clauses of section 11 
were intended to the second class of landholder and holders of JlPIl~pa.ooy . .Iands only 
and not to oq9l!l'an~ whose rents had been permanently fixed in 1802 and ~e-affirmed 
in the Board's·l'roCeedin~ No. 7743 of 1864 and Mr. Hodgson's exposition in the Nth 
Report, on which the Rent Recovery Act of 1,865 was based. However there were 
judges who put wrong construction on clause (1) of section 11 and other pro~sions of the 
Rent Act, Chokk~lingam Pillai's case 6 M.H.C .. R., 164. became the leading one, in which 
the learned Enghsh Judges of the newly established High Court, out of ignorance of the 
common law of the land, held that a cultivator who accepted a patta for one year could not 

~
. any way be better than a tenant from year to year and that rents could be enhanced as 

ainst .sucb ryots. ~aking advantag~ of this decision landholders started inserting new 
clauses m pattas whiCh had no place m the patta given at the permanent settlement and 
they were construed as .. C.ontracts .. within the meaning of clause (1) of section 11 of the 
Relit .Recovery ~ct by whiCh th~ ryots agre~~ to pay ~nhanced rents. This wrong view 
prevaJled until It was overruled m later declSlons. ThlS subject is fully discussed in the 
chapter on .. Case Law" (Chapter Xl. 

It was already pointed out that the Select Committee of the Rent Bill after laying 
down the two cardinaJ rules that the rent fixed at the time of the permanent settlement 
was the maximum rent and that that the ryot could not be ejected as long as he was 
payi~f( t~at rent, observed that section 11 of ~he Ren~ Bill should ba amplified. By 
amphficatlon they seem to have meant that, while declarmg that all the public cultivable 
lan~s, cultivated as .~ell .as uncultivated lands had been assessed permanently, they 
demred to make proVIslon m favour of the landholders to enable them to increase rents 
aa they ;please in all other cases. Wbat were the other casea contemplated by the 
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rules 1 to 4 of the Rent Act. All the private lands of the under-tenants of the land
holders and all unoccupied lands which might be given to the cultivator on a lesser rate 
than the permanently settled one, to enable him to construct bwldi.ogs or reclaim the 
waste lands, etc. Before proceeding to examme in detail the provisions of section 11 of 
tho Rent Recovery Act, we shall first discuss (1) the scope of section 11 and the rulei 
therein, that is, to ascertain the person· or persons or the cla:ss or classes to which thos 
rules wer" intended to apply; (2) whether the rules of section 11 were intended to appl 
hoth to the occupancy as well as the non-occupancy ryots; (3) the reason for framing th 
rules. If the rules w~re intended to apply to non-occupancy ryots only or to both, what 
were the causes that mduced the Government to insert so many clauses in section 11 for 
enhancing ~ates of rent. First let us examine the scope of section 11. Keeping in view 
the rules 19.1d down by the Select Committee in their Report and the rules embodied in 
the Rent Recovery Bill rules 1 to 4 in section 11 must be taken to mean, whenever they! 
permItted enhancement of rents, to apply only to non-occup .. ncy lands. . 

Scope of the rules 1 to 4 of section 11-Clau.se (l).-The status of the occupancy soap. of "' .. 
ryot, by itself excludes the idea of payment of enhanced rent or even that of entering ,00"011 U. 
into contractual relationship. In the Act VITI of 1865. clause (1), section 11 .. Contracts" 
were recognized . .;This was not intended to apply to those who had occupancy rights; 
but only to those (1) under-tenants of ryots, and (2) tenants of the zamindar's private 
lands, who are known as non-occupancy cultivators, and (3) all landholders under ryot-
wari settlement~ etc., referred to in clause (2) of section I, and section 13 of the Rent 
Recovery Act. "The .. Contract" was also intended to apply to (4) parties who entered 
into agreements with the zamindars for reclamation of waste lands in which the lI:amindar 
agreed to tske for a fixed term a lesser rate, without prejudice to cultivator's occupancy 
right, and liability of the zamindar not to impose a rate higher than the one settled in 
perpetuity at the time of the permanent settlement. 

OlaU8e (2).-Enhancements under clause (2) can apply only to ryotwari lands that 
bad been surveyed prior to 1859 because no survey had been done in: any of the zamin
dari before 1859, and it was done only in the ryotwari areas. There .has been no survey 
or settlement in zamindaris until now except in some -estates like Vizianagram. There
fore, this clause was specifically intended. to apply to ryotwari ryots, who were define<l 
as second·class landholders under section I and referred to in section 13 of the Rent Act. 

Clause (3) .-Third clause must be taken in the first instance to have been intendedi 
to apply only to those cases in which clause (1), applied. 

Clause (4).-Section 11, clause (4) of the Rent Recovery Act of 1865, laid down 
that the landholders might dictate their own terms on waste lands. At first sight it 
migbt appear that it had given them a free band and absolute right in regard to ratell 
of rent. A study of the proviso makes the position clear. Under the proviso, all 
speoial rights were preserved. What were the special rights II They were (1) the right 
to extend cultivation to the waste, and (2) the right to pay not what was called" rent," 
but assessment due thereon, fixed fM eve,. at the permanent settlement. 

The proviso runs as follows:-
.. Provided that nothing in this rule shall be held to effect any special right, 

which, by law or usage having the force of law. or held by any class or person 
in such waste or unoccupied land." 

What was the speci&.l right which the cultivator had in the waste lands II From 
the very outset, the cultivato!: was the freehold owner of the land, bis only liability 
being to pay a share of the produce to the king to meet the cost of &.dministration. HiB 
special right was not confined to the land that was under cultivation only then. Every 
other land cu1tivated or not cultivated, waste or jungle or forest, within the limitB 
of the village belonged originally to the village community, until that unity waB 
spilt by the introduction of the ryotwari system and each individual was made the 
owner of his part. The ancient right jointly vested in all the villagers then, has now 
ve.ted in each individ~al. The waste land is therefore his own exclusive property, 
until it waS separated from the land under cultivation at"!l'ft! time of the permanent 
settlement and treated on a different footing. The diviSion and separate treatment 
at the time of the permanent settlement referred to in the Permanent Settlement Regulation 
and Patta Resrulation were not intended to create any special higher right in the waste 
lond in favou~ of the landholder. On the other hand, it was intended that the rate 
wbich the landholder might claim for the waste land subsequent to 1802, should nol 
8X"ped the customary rent that had been established before the permanent settlement, 
atld tb&.t the waste landB should not be claimed by the cultivator, as baving been taken 
into account when the renta and the peshkash were permanently fixed for the purpose 
of the permanent settlement. The arrangement between the Government and the 

cox. Ii. PAilT 1--20 
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Illdldholder when they assigned their right to collect the baJance of the revenue in .hia 
favour, was that any income that might <;ome out of the waste lands after the dste of 
the permanent settlement should not be deemed as to have been included in the 
pel'manent assessment fixed on the cultivated lands; and also that the Government 
d;d not wish to claun any separate assessment from the zltmindar on the waste lands 

JtLat had been brought under cultivation subsequently. That :was the only special 
advantage conferred upon the zamindars by the Government When they divided the lands 
mG:) two parts, one cultivated and the other uncultivated, or :waste. 

Havmg dealt with the scope of clauses (1) to (4) of section l,llinder the first head, let 
us now examine clauses (1) to (4) of the section, on the alternative footing whether they 
were mtended to apply both to the occupancy and the non-occupancy lands and also 
ryotwari lands. ThiS has to be done because the whole confusion after the passing 

f{
Of this Act had arisen on account of the grouping of the sections (1) to (12) together, so as to 
make them apply to' all patta lands including those on which rent had been permanently 
fixed at the time of the permanent settlement. In that view, that is the construction 
that should be placed on each one of the clauses (1) to (4) when we gr,tnt that they were 

'./intended to apply to the lands covered by the permanent settlement also. In that 

Ola ..... (I) of 
_ion II of 
the Rent 
Reoovery 
.lot. 

case. the construction that should be placed upon each one of the clauses should have 
b'lt'ln as follows :- ' 

Clause (1).-When applied to occupancy lands "contract for rent" in this clause 
must mean contracts entered into at the time of the permanent, settlement in 

• 1802 or before. This clause and the succeeding clauses were intended to take 

/
1 the place of section 9 of Regulation 80 of 1802 which was repealed when section 
, 11 came into force. Therefore, the intention of the Legislature must be taken 

to have been the same as that of aection 9 of Regulation XXX, as interpreted by 
Regulations IV and V of 1822 and also the Rent Bill of 1868. Then the 

J language of this clause worded as it was, was unhappy and gave room for wrong 
interpretation in favour of the zamindars because of the vagueness of the words 
used in this clause. Therefore, the Courts of Law, when they were called upon 
a interpret it, were led into mistakes in the beginning. 

When the Rent Recovery Act came into force, the Contract Act was not in force. 
J Therefore, the only meaning that could be attached to the words .. Contracts 

for rent," when applied to occupancy ryots, must be the natural and proper 
meaning of the words used in the section of Regulation XXX of 1802. 

The reason for introducing clause (1) of section 11 seems to be a misunderstanding 
that all contracts entered into between the two parties should be enforced. 
When the Rent ~covery Act wns, p&ssed, the Indian Contract Act was not yet 
enacte~. , The Indian Contract BIll was passed on a. report of Her Majesty's 
CommlSSloners appomted to prepare a body of substantIal laws for India, on 
July 6, 1866. We cannot, therefore, say that the word" contract" adopted in 
clause (1) of section 11 had the same meaning as the word" contract" used in the 
Contract Act, Clause (1) of section 1;1. was the subject of discussion and comment 
in law courts in many cases, "There were so many cases in which the zamindars 
sued the tenants for enhanced rents on the ground that there were clauses 
entered in pattas which amounted to contracts between them Bnd their tenants. 
'But the courts held that such clauses in pnttas aud muchilkas in which enhanced 
rates were agreed upon, by themselves did not constitute contracts. Some rulings 
of the Madras High Court, pl'ior to CHOKKALINGAM PlLLAI'S CASB (ChokkaIingam 
Pillai's case declared that the tenant had only a right from year to year and not 
permanent occupancy), established that the ryot had had the occupancy right 
always and the zamindars were only farmers of revenue who made themselves 
liable to pay to the Government the difference between the total revenue or 
assets assil!Ded to them for collection and the peshkash fixed, the balance being 
pain to them as remuneration for the trouble of collection with the additional 
advantage of getting income from the land lying waste at the time. 

Section 9 of Regulation nx of 1802 was abolished and in its place, clauses (1), (2) 
and (3) of section 11 were substituted. Section 9 of Regulation XXX ought to 
have been reproduced instead of introducin/r new clauses which were calculated 
to do great mischief to the ryot. Clauses (11. (2) and (3) of section 11 of the Ren' 
Act became the cause of all subsequent trouble_ The words .. contract for rent .. 
in clause (1) of section 11 began to be construed in the light of the definition of 
contract .given in the Indian Contract Act that came into force subsequently. 
Although, for some time, the mistake continued, it was accepted later bv the 
Judges, that clauses in pattas an,1 muchilkas in which a time-limit was' fixed 
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and also the rent was enhanced, were not contracts within the meaning of the 
RegUlation XXX of 18U:.!, in &.I.l cases of occupancy ryots. Under tllls clause 
there could be nO consent for enhancement of rent over and above What :was 
fixed before the permanent settlement; if there were any such clauses entered 
in the patta or muchilke., they were not valid and binding upon the tenants and . 
if the monies had been collo!cted it was an unlawful levy, illegal and unjust. 
It was held that the presumption was in favour of the tenants and not in favour 
of the zamindars. Section V of the Rent Act provided against excess collections, 
etc. 

ClaU86 (2).-Olause (2) says that in district and villages which have been surveyed by Ola".., (S) of 
the British Government since 1801! and previous to 1st January 1l:l59, and in which ::::- ::.:: 
money asaessment has been fixed, such assessment should be construed proper.~"," 
This clause refers only to ryotwari-holders and not to zamindari areas, because' 
there was no survey in zamindaris before 1859. This is 'understood to regulate 
the relations between the ryotwari-holders and their under-tenants ouly ; ryotwari 
holders having been defined in section I, as landholders. So this clause may be 
left out of consideration in this report. In the alternative, we shall examine 
whether this can fit in as against occupancy lands. Under this clause, if a dis-
pute had arisen between the landholder and the tenant after the district or 
village had been surveyed by the British Government and in wnich a money 
assessment had been fixed on the fielde such assessment should be' considered 
a proper rent to operate when there was no <lOntract entered into between the 
parties express or implied for rent. In the first place, the contract of the per-
manent settlement came in the way. Assuming that it does not, even then it 
ca.nnot apply. Example, if in spite of the survey made prior to 1st January 
1859, a. dispute had arisen with regard to the rate of rent in 1864, before the 
Rent Act VIll of 1865 wae passed into law, .. Dd the court had been called upon 
to decide, then that court would have been bound to deCide it according to the 
law laid down in rule 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802 Which declared tha.t thel 
proper rate of rent was the rate that prevailed in the year previous to the passing 
of the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802. Clauses (1) to (3) were on their fa.ce cal-
culated to create more burden on the tenant by way of enhancement of rent. 
In the place of clause (2) the Legislature ought to have laid down the same old 
rule 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802 in a different form, if necessary, by declaring 
that, notwithstanding tbe survey made on the fields and the increase in measure-
ment ascertained according to the prevailing standard of measurement, the rate 
of rent on the said area., in the case of disputes, should be the same, as it was 
in the year preceding the year of permanent settlement. There were cases 
decided by courts refusing to enhance rent on the ground that on survey more 
acres were found than the area previously described in the boundaries. 

This should be the interpret,ation on clause (2) even if it applies to occupancy rights, 
6ecause the rent had been fixed for ever m the year 1802, without any regard to 
the variations that might be found 100 years later by adopting the new stsndard 
of measurement on the same plot. 

Claws (S).-In this clause if it is taken as covering occupancy rights also, the CIa,!"" (31 or 
word .. usage" must be taken to mean the established usage in the year pre_::,"OO ~ "! 
vious to the permanent settlement on the basis of which thE' permanent settle- Aot. OIl 
ment rates were fixed and .. neighbourmg rent" also must be taken to mean 
neighbouring rents as they prevailed in the year previous to the permanent 
settlement. 

The fixing of rent under this clause seems to correspond with section 9 of Regula
tion XXX, though not in exact words. The provision in clause (3) that the rates 
of rent shall be determined according to local usage and if that is not ascertain. 
able, then according to the rates established or paid for neighbouring lands of 
similar description, correspond in substance to section 9 of Regulation XXX of 
1802. Section 9 says, that, when disputes arise rates shall be determined accord
ing to the rates prevailing in the cultivated lands in the year preceding the assess
ment of permanent jumma on such lands, and when such rates were not ascer. 
tainable, according to the established rates for lands of the same description and 
quality. 

The words" Local Usage" aud .. Rates Established" convey the same meaning 
which the words of section 9 of Regulation XXX conveyed. Further the proviso 
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makes the position still clearer that the provision made in clause (3), corresponds 
to section 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802. The proviso laid down :-
.. Provided that, if either party was dissatisfied with the rates" so determined .. 

he may claim that the rent may be discharged in kind according to the 
" waram," that is, according to the established rate of the village, at . the time 

of the permanent settlement." 
The first part of this proviso expressly takes us back to the established rates of the 

village of permanent settlement. 'rherefore, the word ... usage' and " the rates 
established " according to neighbouring lands used in the main claose must be 
taken to have referred to the rates fixed permanently in 1802. The proviso tha~ 
takes us back to the established rates of the village, at the time of the permanent 
settlement cannot be taken to have been tacked on to a usage or a neighbouring 
rate that was prevailing at the time of the dispute-eay sixty years later. That 
will be an unnatural construction. The proviso must be taken to refer to the 
same period to which the main rules relate. Proviso is like an " exception" to • 
general rule. 

On this construction, we may take it that section 9 of the Patta Regulation is 
embodied in clause (3) though not word for word, but in substance and spirit. If 
the words of the section had been copied bodily as was done in clause (10) of the 
Bill there would have been no occa.sion for controversy. The mistake made in 
this connexion is in their having given precedence to the" contract." The Select 
Committee that laid down the rule and the principles faithfully in their Report, 
made a mistake in their endeavour to amplify section 11 in giving precedence to 
." contract." Another mistake made in this connexion is in baving finally given 
power to the Collectors to fix the rate according to his pleasure, after ascertain
ing, if there was any increase in the value of the produce or productive power of 
the land and the same had not been brought by the ryot at his own cost. This is 
the amplification which the Select Committee proposed to make in their Report. 
This was contrary to the provisions of Regulation XXX of 1802. Permanent. 
rights of occupancy and permanent settlement of all rates at the time of the 
permanent settlement, as contemplated by section 9 of Regulation XXX, clearly 
exclude the idea of any agreement to pay an increased rate on the ground of 
larger yield on any further date. This change is a mystery. 

It is thus clear that the rule in section 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802 is embodied sub
stantially in clause (3) of the Rent Act, section 11; the only wrong done being that 
contracts were given precedence to the fundamental right established by Regula
tion XXX of 1802. But this can be explained away on the footing that 
" contract .. refers only to permanent settlement contract of 1802. 

In the alternative let us consider that this clause (3) was intended to apply to the 
second class of landholders also. Even then the same construction must be placed 
on the main clause and the proviso, and the same relief must be extended to non
occupancy ryots also: This must be so, because, the Legislature did not intend 
to make any distinction between occupancy and non-occupancy holdings, with 
regard to the rules for the collection of rents in 1865. 

Clause (3) of section 11 laid down, as we have seen, a. third method of fixing the
rate of rent, in the absence of a. contract or any assessment fixed on the fields. 
This is an effort made to stretch a point in favour of the landholder by somB 
means or other. The injustice of the rule may be seen at a glance, by the la.st 
alternative, viz., the rates of the neighbouring lands. If the rates of neighbour
ing lands had been improperly enhanced against the tenants who had no knowl
edge or strength to resist it, it becomes a standard legalized under the Act. Again 
what is meant by determining the rate of rent according to local " usage"? What 
is the local usage? If illiterate ryots, or tenants had not questioned for a number 
of years the landholder's right to enhance rent and went on accepting pattas con
taining clauses relating to enhancements, does it amount to usage? Thll& 
an .. usage" whicb ought to have been declared illegal, and improper had become 
legalized under the cover of legislation. The reasouableness of the rules la.id· 
down in this clause was not lost sight of by the Le~(Islature itself. With full 
consciousness that such .. loca.l usages" and .. neighbouring rates" might not 
be just, proper safeguard was provided by way of adding a proviso to the effect 
that, if either party should be dissatisfied with the rates so determined he may 
claim that the rent be discharged in kind according to .. waram .. that is, accord
ing to the established rate of the village for dividing the produce of the land 
between landholder and the cultivator. In other words, the proviso further 
declares that if the varam could not be ascerta.ined, the Collector be empowerect 
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to fix the mtes that he might consider proper having due regard to the increase in 
the value of the produce or in the productive power of the land otherwise than by 
the manuring at expense of the ryot. This addition of the proviso makes it clear 
that the money aBseBBment that may have been fixed on the fields surveyed 
before January 1859 might not. be accepted by the tenants aB just and proper in 
view of the introduction of the exchange ratio in those early stages. In or about 
the period 1865--1871, the Pound (£) value was reduced from Rs. 15 to Hs. 10 for 
the benefit of those highly-paid officers who drew their salaries in rupees and 
relllilted theil' monies to their homes and also have created a clear market for 
Great Britain in India, by offering to sell their goods of £ 1 worth for Rs. 10 
instead of Ea. 15. (In currency language there was then an increase of the £ 
ratio from Is. 4d. to 2&.). Reversing the process, the agriculturists and the 
producers of India were getting for the goods which they were selling to Britain 
only Rs. 10 instead of Rs. 15 which they had been getting before the exchange 
ra110 was enhanced. To-day, the agriculturists of India are suffering on 
account of the increase in the ratio effected in or about 1927 or 1928 from £0-1-1 
to £0-1--£, per rupee. Even in these days the agitation started against the increase 
in the exchange ratio has been short-lived. In thoBe early days of 1865 there could 
not be very much of agitation. The rulers were absolute masters of the finance. 
currency and exchange and they were free to do whatever they liked with the 
monies which they were collecting from the people. 'fhe sentence in this proviso 
to clause 3 of section 11 which deals with the variation of rent according to the 
increase in the value of the produce makes the position clear that the Government 
was endeavouring to help the landholders at the cost of the cultivator. Again the 
suggestion in the same proviso that with the increase in the productiYe power of 
the land, the rent payable to the landholder was also increased, was neither just 
nor proper. The provision is not that the landholder is entitled to claim more if 
he had helped the tenant to produce more, by increasing the productive power of 
the land at his own cost. On the other hand, it laid down that if there . was an 
increaBe in the productive power of the land even by an act of God the landholder 
should be entitled to claim more. There is no justice in this: the rent was fixed 
permanently with the pesbkash, all the benefits derived from the increase in the 
productive power of the same land or on account of a rise in prices, go to the 
tenant who labours hard on the soil and not to the landholder. 

Clause (4l.-Landholder permitted to levy his own terms of rent on immemorial 
waste lands and lands left uncultivated and unoccupied either through default or 
voluntary surreuder. 

P'OfJisos to clause (4), section 11, Rent Act. 

The proviso to this excludes all the lands permanently assessed at the time of the Imrnemoria I 
settlement, cultivated or waste, occupied or unoccupied. The proviso runs as follows:- waeta. 

" Provided that nothing in this rule shall be held to affect any special rights, which 
by law or usage having the force of law are held by any class 'or person in such 
waste or unoccupied lands... ' 

To thiB, two provisoB p.re added making even permanently settled lands liable to 
. 'enhancements, first when improvement are effected at the cost of the landholder, secondly, 

when improvements are effected at the COBt of the Government and the landholder called 
upon to pay additional rate. Of these two, the first alone was included in the Rent Reco
very Bill, whereas in the Act tbe second was also added to it. 

Therefore, in the result the right given to the landholder to arrange his own terms 
of rent on immemorial waste and other unoccupied lands extends only to immemorial 
waste or other unoccupied landB that had not been taken into account at the time of 
permanent settlement, and on which the upper limit o( the rent had not been permanently 
fixed. So far as tbe immemorial waste or other unoccupied lands had been specially pro
tected bv law or usage, no right was given to the landholder under Regulation XXX of 1802 
to take illlY higher rent, than. the one fixed at. the ~ime of the permanent settlement. But 
ill the Rellt Act, two exceptIOns were made m thiS respect. The one is, when the land
holder makeB any improvement and the second. wh.en the improvements are made by the 
Government. This is an encroachment upon the rights permanently fixed at the time of 
the permanent Bettlement. Both these are utterly inconsistent with the independence 
given to the cultivator under the Regulation. So long as the cultivator was holdin" a 
free interest in the land, subject to th~ paymen~ of land revenue to the ruler or his repre;en
tative, the landholder can never claim an~ right. to enter upon the land and make 8nv 
improvement himself. Nor can he ever cirum ~ right to compel the cultivator to make an 
improvement at his cost, so that he can claim an enhancement. Similarly the land
holder cannot claim any enhancement on account of any improvement m~de by the 

oox. •. r .... T I~l 
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Government. If the Government or the landholder made any improvements, it was 
only because he was under an obligation to make such an improvement. It was in consi
deration of discharging that duty, that he· was taking the land revenue from the cultivator. 
Another alternative construction in clause (4): 

Alternative Clause (4) must be taken to have contemplated to deal with immemorial waste land 
eonotruction and other unoccupied lands in the possession of the second-class of landholders solely; 
~; :.::(tl because there is nothing in the whole clause, including all the provisos, to indicate that the 
01 Hent Aot. landholders of the first class were intended to be covered by the sa-me. When there is 

nothing to indicate in the whole clause, that only the landholders of the first class and 
their cultivators are intended to be dealt with by clause (4), and when all the enhancements 
proposed are utterly irreconcilable with the permanent rights of occupancy, the natural 
construction is that they were intended to apply only to the second dass of landholders 
and their ryots. The same principle applies as pointed out already to enhancements con
templated by contracts, by survey and money assessment, etc., under clause (3). On such 
an interpretation the result seems to be that so far as the enhancements are concerned the 
Legislature did not intend to attach any such liability to occupancy rights, under section 
11 of the Rent Act. That is why even Mr. Forbes stated in his speech that there was 
nothing in the Act VIII of 1865 calculated to take away the fixed and permanent rights 
that had vested in the cultivators from the time immemorial. While such was the natural 
construction and on such a construction the permanent rights of occupancy and the per
manent settlement of the rates of rent had been held and declared by the Government and 

I 
the Board of Revenue from 1802 until 1908, wrong constructions and Interpretations wer, 
put on clauses (1) to (4) by some of the courts and wrong decisions had been given negativ
ing the permanent rights of occupancy and also recognizing the right of the landholder to 
enhance the rents under any of the cIa uses (1) to (4) of section 11 of the Rent Recovery I Act, for some time. 

It has already been pointed out that this wrong view had been subsequently over-

I 
ruled by later decisions and also by later legislation. The contract clause was entirely 

I done away with under the Estates Land Act; on the other hand, the provisions of the 
Patta ReguJation XXX of 1802 by which enhancements and exaction were prohibited have 
been embodied in sections 135 and 136 of the Estates Land Act in Chapter VII. 

The causes that influenced the G01Jemrnent to inseTt flO many clauses 
fOT enhancing the Tate of rent. 

The ........ What is the meaning of inserting these new provisions for enhancing rates of rent? 
that in1luen· there was every reason at that period for making such provisions to regulate the collection 
~:v!:ment f rents as between the ryotwari tenant and his under.tenant. The Government had been 
to insert.o ngaged from the earliest times in increasing rates of rent, either after survey and settle
~ny,provi- ment or each settlement or when they were adopting commutation rates. 
SIOns lor 

enhenoe-t f t The year 1865 was rather a momentous one, as will be seen from the fads given 
m ... n 0 ran • b I . eow:-

(1) After the permanent settlement of the estates in 1802 and 1803 on the basis 
of the average rentals, correspondence went on between the Madras Government 
and the Court of Directors about the settlement of the ryotwari areas. Sir 
Thomas Munroe recommended a permanent settlement with the ryots in regard 
to ryotwari lands. The Government of Madras discussed at great length the 
merits of the settlement both on the basis of the permanent settlement and also 
the temporary basis of 30 years. The Court of Directors rejected the advice given 
by Sir Thomas Munroe and other officials. It decided on adopting the 30 years 
re·settlement. 

(2) Simultaneously with this, the pinciples of the lnam Settlement were also decided 
upon about the year 1860. In this connexion the Inam Commissioner's pro
ceedings No. 81, dated 24th October 1859 and the Inam rules in Appendices to 
Chapter IV of Board's Standing Order, Volume n, should be referred to. By this 
date, that is 24th October 1859, the principles of Ryotwari and Inam Settlements 
were fixed and both went on simultaneously from 1860 onwards. That is clear 
from the calendar survey and settlements from 1867. 

(3) The pTices.-The prices of 1860 were still very low though they compared 
favourably with those of 1802. The garce referred to in the B.P. No. 20 of 1896 
is the Tanjore garce which was twice that of the Godavary, the Godavarv garce 
being equivalent to 1,200 kunchams or 4 Imperial seers and an Imperial seer was 
equivalent to 82 tolas weight. The Madras padi or seer was equivalent to 120 
tolas; the garce of Chittoor and Vizagapatam were equivalent to 60 tolas or half 
of that of Madras. Therefore, Vizagapatam single garce was equivalent to 450 
kunchams or 4 imperial seers or 600 knnchams of 4-6 seers. 
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By this time the question of prices and the prospects of their rising already became Tho pro.~t 
B guiding factor in the matter of settling the assessment which the Government ~~ • ri.e0 ,n 
.hould levy for their own ryotwari ryots. What they were thinking about the w~rlC;: •• 
prospects of realizing enhanced rents from the ryotwari tenants on account of the 'he guidi Oil 

rise in prices influenced them ""hen the question of a revision of the rate of rent ::",,!,,~:nf 
as between the tenant and the zamindar came up. At the time of the Rent •• ttling 

0 
ilio 

Recovery Act VIII of 1865, the temptation beoo,me so irresistible that the rules ...... m.nt . 
which they wanted to lay down for periodical enhancements in the name of the ~::c,,:~~~WBrl 
settlements and resettlements in ryotwari areas were made applicable to the l·egu- consciously 
lation of the rates as between the zamindar and the tenants as well, having regard in8uenoed 
the changed conditions in the country since the Mutiny of 1857 and the grow- ::::ncr::· 
ing desire on the part of the Gov<lrnment to secure the support of the zamindars thoy tri,d to 
for any future contingencies. regulate the 

rolations 
betwef'n the 

(4) What were the prospects which were looming large in the eye of the Govern- zamindar 
ment about that time in the matter of realizing the higher rates of rent on an~,o 
ryo~wari land? They were hoping for a great future in the rise of. prices on ry . 
account of consolidation policy adopted by Lord Dalhousie and the opening 
up of great works.' They consisted of mainly: 

(i) The making of Imperial roads. 

(~i) Starting of railways. 

(iii) The construction of Godava,ry, Kistna, Tanjore and Trichinopoly projects 
or anicuts. 

(iv) The introduction of the Penny Postage and greater commercial contact with 
India expected to be created in the European Powers particularly through 
steamships after the N apoleanic wars. It was just about this time that 
Mr. Watts invented steamship mechanism. 

(v) Paper Currency Act passed in 1861 through which expansion and contrac
tion of money became possible to unlinlited and disastrous linlits. 

(vi) Navigation by rivers and canals, particularly the Buckingham cano.!. 

(vii) Irrigation Cess Act VlI of 1865. 

All t.hese were co.!culated to contribute towards the gradual rise in prices of a,gricul
!.ural produce. With this inlaginary picture before them and the great prospect they 
should realize, the four clauses of section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act were enacted, but they 
were intended to apply to non-occupancy lands and to Government ryotwari lands only ~ 
as shown above. In addition to all these facts, the Government and their civil servants' ! 
were originally under the impression th9-t the zamindars should be of great help to them 
in time of war in the matter of supplying men as·well as money. 

Along with this, both the economic and currency policy of the Court of Directors 'rb. ocono· 
. , should also be kept in mind. Although the East India, Company had been carrying on it. mle and 

trading operations for a long time and although the first English rupee was coined in ~~I:::~f tho 
Bombay in 1667 and Porticallous Pieces of • 8 ' were coined and imported into India for Company. 
circulation during the reign of Elizabeth before 1667, it was not until 1758 that the 
British rule was firmly established in this country. In other words, the British were 
engaged in preparing for establishing their rule for " period of about 81 years, before 1758. 
In or about 1802, the date of the Permanent Settlement Regulation and Patta Reooulation, 
tpe British people did not develop very much of their economic system or currency laws 
in En"land on any scientific basis. They were in a great confusion in the matter of 
realizi;g their rents from the zamindars or rent-farmers. The !even~e was paid mostly 
in kind as a share of produce. There were no currency or COlD available on any large 
""ale of their own. They had inherited the monetary and currency system also from the 
11 uhammadan Rulers from whom they had taken charge of the Provinces of India. 

Under such circumstances we should examine what happened between 1802 and 1865 !e~~:".d 
when the regUlation XXX of 1802 was repealed. and the Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865 Pormane"t 
W1\S ena,cted in its place. So rar as the zammdars or landholders are concerned it is BettlamoDt 
admitted that there has been no enhancement. in the peshkash (land-tax) which the ~::!:':. 
landholder has been paying to the Government. On the other hand, from the evidence groat deal to 
,,'corded bv thi~ Committt>e in this en~t1irv. it is dellr that the rent fixed at the time of tbe dem-. ~ mont of the 

oult-iva tors. 
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the permanent settlement as payable by the tenants to the zamindar has not remained 
unaltered except in the districts where the ·sharing system continued. The evidence has 

not lJeen uniform in the various estates in the Presidency. In the estates of the northern 
circars, particularly in the Pithapuram estate and some others, it is admitted that for a 
lung time there was what was called .. vonthuvari system" prevailing. Under this 
vonthuvari system there was no certainty of tenure nor was there any fixity of the rents. 
Under this the tenants were obliged to part with the lands which they had cultivated in 
on6 year, in exchange for some other on account of the challenge offered by another man 
to pay a higher rate of rent to the zamindar. What was fixed and settled at the time of 
the permanent settlement was destroyed in one stroke by the adoption and continuance of 
a system of this nature. All the troubles taken by the East India Company to fix the 
rent of the tenant permanently with the peshkash vanished in a moment, when the 
:7Ilmindar took it into his head to adopt suclt.a baneful method merely for augmenting his 
revenues as against the cultivating tenants. In the southern estates a similar system 
prevailed under a. different name. . 

In other estates evidence has been adduced to show that there was enha.ncement of 
rents during all the different periods stated above between 1802 and 1938. . The zamin
<lars and other landholders contend that what was granted to them ·under the Permanen l, 

Settlement Regulation cannot be taken aW8IJ by any fresh legislation now and that it 
... "uld amount to expropriation which is beyond the' jurisdiction of the Provincial Legisla-

~
ful"e. We grant, that as a general rule what was granted under .the Permanent S.ettlement 
Regulation XXV of 1802 to the zamindar ca.nnot be. taken away now. Applying the 
"'IDe principle, we must hold that what was granted ~o the tenants under the Patta 
Regulation XXX of 1802 cannot be taken away by the zamindar or the Government or 
by both. Under the Regulations passed on the same date it was not open to the zamindar 
to claim excess rent or in other words enhance the rate of rents in any form or under any 
pretext. Rule 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802 expressly laid down that if, there should be 
any dispute between the zamindar and the tenant abont the rates of It"SeSRment in moneoi 
or of division in kind, the rates should be determined according to the rates that pre
vailed in the cultivated lands in the year preceding the assessment of the permanent 

)llIuma on such lands. When such was the rule, if th~ zamindar or the landholder should 
"bange the method of assessment for enhancing the rate. of rput or should enhance th~ 
rates of rent even without changing the method of assessment, it was illegal and the 
burden of proving that he was entitled to do so is upon the landholder himaelf. No ,uch 
~vidence to justify such change of methods or enhancements has been forthcQrnmg In 

this enquiry for the first period of 1802 to 1865. Notwithstanding the fact that the 
Regulations XXV, XXX, XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX had been passed on the 13th 
July 1802, with the best of the intentions to prevent every manner of oppression boy th~ 

~
aDdhOlder and provide safeguards for the tenant, confusion had been created by thp 
steps taken by the landholders to increase their revenue periodically until 1865, and by the 
tepa taken in that year by the Government to change the law wrongly, usin!! language 
bich was susceptible of wrong interpretation ~o as to recognize the zamindar's right to 

enhance the rents on both cultivated and waste lands, iguoring'the permanent arrange
ment. The main reason of the grava-men of the charge against tbe introductiOl)of 
dauses (1) to (4) in section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act of 1865 has been that the Stat .. 
did not take proper care to see that the tenants' interestq were protected equally with 
those of the zamindars just at the time the Bill passed into law. The enhancements· 

1 
proposed under .clause (ll was int~nded to be levied on hind that was let to the under
tenants by the ryots and the tenants of the zamindar'~ home-farm lands who were 
non-occupancv cultivators of the lands. Such ryots were defined· as landholders under 
clause (1) of section 1 of the Rent Recovery Act. So far u. the lands on which rates hay" 
been permanently fixed at the time of the permanent settlement were r.o"rerned they 
were exempted from such enhancements under section 5 and proviso to clause (4) of 

"ection 11. Under section 5 landholders specified in section 1 were declared as not 
~ entitled to levy any unauthorized tax on their tenants under an~ name or under any 
. protence. Every tenant from whom such sum was exacted in excess of the rents or 
other charges specified in his patta should be entitled to recover double the amount by 
a summary suit, with costs. The landholder was 9.lso made liable to pay a penalty or 
undergo punishment, to which he might be liable by law for extoration. This is at' 
exact reproduction of one of the provieions of Regulation XXX of IP02. If in addition 
to this and sections 4, 6 and 7 adopted en bloc from Regulation XXX of 1802 or at least, 
rlMse (10) of the Rent Recovery Bill which embodied sec:tions 7 and 9 of Regulation 
XXX of 1802 also had been made part ·of the Act, nine-tenths of the trouble for the 
cultivator could have been saved. But the Select Committ"e that was appointed for the 
.econd time could not be a free agent, on account of the pressure brought to bear upon 
them by the petitions presented by the landholdp-rs in the preliminal'ry' stages, stated tha.t 
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they arrived at the conclusions after carefully cOl1sidering the petitions referred to them 
by the Council that had assembled for making the laws and regulations under dates 1mh 
November and Brd December 1863. By Councd it was meant only the Governor III 

Council. There was no legislature in existence in those days. The Select Committee 
.. Iso WIIB appointed by the Governor in Council. The Hon'ble Members of the Select 
Committee admitted that all those patlhons were from parties who wert' interested inl 
npbolding the rights, privileges and powers of landholders. They said that the most 
important point pressed by them was their 'right to raise rents and eject tenants at 
pleasure.' They further added that these petitions were mostly from the zamiudars of 
northern circars. If the Board of Revenue had not been consulted at that stage, and 
the Board had not passed their Proceedings No. 7743, dated the 2nAP.ecernher Hl6i, 
and extracts from the Vth Report of tbe- Select Committee on the affairs of the East 
India Company presented t"o the, House of Commons ill' 1812 had not been placed before\. 
t',e Committee, the Committee would have been probably led' into serious error in regard 
to the rights and p0'il~ge_L.QLthe-,,-ultiva.1lu:S-. The Committee acknowledged their 
indebtedness to the reference in tfie V th report and the valuable paper of the Board of 
H~venue and declared that T without going so far as to hold .that zamindars were only 
farmers or assignees of the public revenue and not propnetor8 of their estates, they! 
unanimousl!y concurred with the Board that the Regulation of 1822 were intended to .1 
protect the occupancy right of the right in the zamindaris by fixing a maximUm rent 
dt'manda.ble from them a.nd forbidding their ejectment as long as that rent was paia. 
'l'hey further added that Regulations IV and V of 1822 were passed for the increased protec
tion of such occupants' of land, in consequence of passages in the Regulations of 180'.! 
which spoke of " a proprietary right being conferred on zamindars " having led to doubt 
'.IDd misapprehension. 'l'hey further held that there was no need for an alteration in the 
principle of the Bill which was framed on the above view of rights of occupant" of land 
and zamindars'" As stated above, the maximum relit had been fixed permanently on I' 
the land at the time of the permanent settlement and the ryots could not the ejected so ( 
long as they were read!)' to pay rent. But having regard to the expence that Regula· 
tions IV and V of 1822 had not removed all doubt about the meaning of the Regulations \ 
of 1802 and to certain changes also effected since these Regulations were passed, they \ 
Bald that it was necessary to apply section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act and show in ' 
greater detail the course to be pursued in settling thedi"pules regarding th,,' rates of 
rent. Whatever may have been the troubles created over the rights and liabilities of 
the zamindars and cultivators and whatever may have been the changes introduced by I 
.ome of the judges who decided cases, what' We canDot understand is wh~" for the first 
time, the Government and the promotors of the Bill included the ryots of the Government 
~. landholder-second-class in section I and prescribed a common procedure for enforcing 
collection of rents from their undertenants. The Government ryotwari system and its 
tenure was so totally different from the zamindarieR, (Iud their teuures as had been 
pointed above repeatedly. 'l'he tenure of the cultivators in the zamindari areas was one 
,n which the reuts had been permanently fixed and made unchangeable along with the 
peshkash which the zamindar had to pay to the Government; whereas there is no such 
thing as that as between the undertenants and the Government ryots with regard to the 
Government land. Goverment ryots have free-hold interest in the land, subject to the 
only liability to pay the tax due to the Go,ernment on the land. In zamindan areas 
al.o, the cultivators posses a similar free·hold right subject to the payment of the land 

" revenue due to the Government or to their agent the landholder. But the one essential \ 
dilterellce between the two is that the revenne or the tax fixed on th .. land, was fixed , 
I,~nnanentl~ under the patta regulation and the same has been reaffirmed by Regulations \ 
IV and V of 1822 and the Rent Recovery Act and also the Estates Land Act. No ques
tion of enhancement of rents can arise in zamindari areas over such ryoti Illl'd. On tht' 
other hand, the Government ryot is not prevented by any rule of law- to lease his laLd to 
anybody he liked and lor any rent lie pleased.. Why these two were brought together 
to be governed by one law and one procedure 1Il the Rent Recovery Act, is not, easy to 
U!'derstand from what is stated in the status or the records connected Wlth them. W 8 
h.ve to travel much beyond the scope to ase.ertain the true causes for this sort of blending 
of two irreconcilable classes of cultivators into one class of landholders in Act VIII of 
1865. 

So far as the Government is concerned they did not mind their ryots subletting 
th~ir lands to others and earning any rent thEJj liked without claiming a proportionaie 
increase in the revenue which the Government· was realizing from them. The Govern· 
Illent allowed their ryots to make as much profit as they could because the Government 
in their own turn were enchancing rents against then' ryots, through survey and settle
ments and resettlements and adoption of commutation rents and reclassific~til)n processes 
from 1802 until the ecollomio breakdown ('.arne upon the country in 1931 aud Ih" ;Madras 

00... B. PART 1-22 
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I Government have, at ··last, been compelled to cancel resettlement enhancements and give 
remissions of 75 lakhs of rupees per year since. While it has been so, between the 
Government ryot and his undertenant, as betw~en the zamindar and the cultIvator, s 
continuous struggle has ~een going o!, since 1802 nntil 1865; one asserting his right to 
enhance the rents and eject the cultIvator whenever he liked and the other resi&ting 
these claims. In this struggle the Government of Madras and the Board of Revenue 
had been consistently upholding the permanent occupancy rIghts and the nnalterable 

\

Character of the rents paya~le by them ahnost up t~ the last moment. That proLe(.tioll 
wag extended to them even In the Rent Recovery Bill as has been already pointed out. 

!~:":;;""t Why then, under such circumstances did the Government mix up both the land
provided for holders under the Rent Recovery Act and add to the l.rouble of the cultivator by introducing 

Am t~ Renl~ so many clauses WhICh gave scope for ~nhancement of rents as against the zamindari 
018&pPl- I Ndbh f ""ble only to ryots a so. 0 ou t t ey were meant or the benefit of the Government ryots and their 

ryotwari undertenants only and not to the zamindars. But this distinction could not be sustained 
~:: and by Courts always . 
........ 10. 
Olaims p_d by It is already stated that the petitions presented by the zamindars in the early stages 
the oa.min. of tue Bill pless~d for their right to enhance the rents and eject the tenant. We shall 
dam before pursue this to know what were all the other claims which the zamindars urged before 
~~'!:!::. of this committee in 1863 thmugh their petitions. In petition No. 6 presented by the 
1863. zamindars they pressed that the real property might be made responsible for the rent 

Other 
dem .... da of 
the land. 
holders 
heforethe 
Seleot Com
mittee of 
1863. 

directly as had been done in Government territory for arrears of public revenue. But 
the Committee rejected this request. 

Again it was represented by the landholders that power should be given to them 
to compel the personal attendance of their ryots-to take possession of crops in anticipa
tion of rents and also to prohibit tenants from cutting their crops without permsia"ion. 
The Committee rejected this also on the gronnd that the claim was inconsistent with the 
cultivator's interests and that such a thing did not find a place in the recent Act for the 
land revenne. The next request of the landholders was that they should be empowered 
to recover their loans and advances to the tenants by a summary process. This also was 
not accepted. 

LANDLORDS' DEMANDS (1863) BEFORE SELECT COMMlTME AND GoVERNMENT. 

Variou~ other demands were made by the landholders before the Committee, viz. :
(ll That detailed forms should be given to the pattas. 
(2) That the Bill should define what constitutes a tender of patta. 
(3) That rp.nts should be described. 
(4) That pattas and receipts should be made free from stamp duty. 
(5) That th~y should be empowered to send their notices of distraint to the 

Collectors through Tahsildars. 
(6) That lorcible remova.l of distrained property should be made punishable. 
(7) Their suits for rent in the courts should be declared to have precedllnce of 

hearing. 
(8) That the landholders should be permitted to enforce acceptance of l'attas 

within one month after demand, while the tenant should be compelled to wait 
three months before suing the landholder for the grant of a patta. 

Such were the pOInts pressed by the landholders before the Committee. Some of 
them were accepted and others were rejected. The last was granted. 

Fr"m this list of points urged, it can be clearly imagined what powerful representa
tions must have been made by the zamindars to the Government and to the Select 
Committee, before whom they appeared. The Select Committee, whose final decision 
had been dealt with above in detail on the question of rates or of rent and permanent 
rights of occupancy, did not fall a vietim to the pressure entirely, however great it might 
have been. It was the Board of Revenue and the Vth Report that enabled them to keep 
straight Qnd protect the interests of the cultivator, by declaring that the maximum rates 
of renL h"d heen fixed at the time of the permanent settlement a.nd the cultivator could 
not be ejected so long as he pays that rent. Cultivators' rights were protected up to 
the stage of the Select Committee and but when once it passed the Select Committee 
and came to the hands of the Legal Drafting Department, the representations made by 
the zamindars must have been still more powerful, and it may have been due partly to 
that, that the second proviso to the first proviso. in clause 4 of section 11 of the Rent Act 
allthorizinl! the landholder to enhance rents for lDlprovements effected by the Government 
also was introduced and aIso clauses 1, II and S were added. 
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. In the first pro,:,iso to clause 10 of the Rent Recovery Bill enhancement was sanc
tioned only for the unprovements etl'ec~ed at tbeoost of, zamind!¥"; whereas in the Act 
the enhQncement was sanctioned Jor improvement .!!tl'ected by the G~~rIlment as ,well., 
WJth?ut further pressure. the Governmen.t would not have conceded tliis point. The 
Clllbblllg together of zammda~~ and propnetors of estates and the ryotwari ryots of the 
Gc.,·ernIll.ent, under one defimtlOn oL '.'l4Ild!:>01MI:.s,' the a"oidance of adopting clauseJ,O I 
of the Blll, as part. of th~ Act, an~ substituting clauses 1-4 of the section 11, iD place or \ 
clause 10 of the Blll which emhodied sectIOns 7 and 9 ()f the Patta Regulation of 1802, 

~
el"e thp mam causes 0, f, all the trouble and confusion that followed the passing of the 'The Rent 

Rent Recovery Act ,VIII of 1865,. On a close examination, there is nothing in the Act Recovery 
'. i1t !Jad taken away ~he-ngh~s which the cultivato!..)lacLbe"n, enjoying from time ~O:!~:~h 

=memo11al. Yet the mtroductlOn of clauses speclaIIy lOtended for the second-cTass of actually 
landholders and non-occupancy ryots, removing all distinction between occupancy and~"'" away 
non-occupancy ryots and the introduction of the rules for the benefit.of those who do not y "'I[~t or 
belong t,o the class of occupancy ryots, in one enactment, necessarily created confusion :. :.~~ 
in tl.e minds of the judges who were new to this Presidency and to the prevailing 'local Onfu~OD in 
land tenures. Su~h ,iudges could not in the beginning: detach themseolves from the ~,:'g::d of 
knowledge and belief m the soundness of the Laws of thelr own country. They believed Judge<! 

that the rules relating to English Land Tenure could be justly applied to the Land who WO!e 

T~nur~s of the Madras Presidency. They were led into the sa~~ error into w~ich the ::.~~ ~ 
ZIlla Judge was led, to hold that the Indll.n landholder was holdlng the same rIghts -as ita landa. 
the English landlord and the Indian cultivator was only a tenant from year to year, who 

. could be ejected after due notice at the end of the term. / 
This wrong interpretation held the field for some time, as has been pointed out, until 

it wns reversed in later decisions and also by the Laws enacted by the Legislatures. A:. 
review of the case Law on this subject is given in a separate chapter under the head of 
'.' CASE LAW" (Chapter X). So far as the legal status of the landholder was concerned, , 
the controversy was final set at rest in 1908, by the provisions made in section 4 of the[ 
Estates Land Act. The landholder is declared to be the collector of revenue in section 4.~ 
This was the interpretation put upon that section by the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
Council, in the case reported in I.L.R., 45 Madras, 886. 

The Hon'ble Mr. F. G. Forbes, who was in charge of the Estates Land Bill, in his The great 
great speech, reviewed the whole situation from the earliest times up to the date of the ~ •• oh or 
Bill, and declared that the tenure and the rate of rent had been fixed in perpetuity at M on~blG 
the time of the permanent settlement, and that it was not open to the landholder to Fo'~":hen 
demand any enhancement, over and above the rent and <the rate fixed at "the time of the he movad 
permanent settlement on all lands that had been under cultivation then, and also on the t'::,~illtes 
waste land that might be brought under cultivation after 1802. He made the position • 
dear that the only land on which the landholder could claim a higher rate of rent was. 
his private land and the old waste. He made also the position clear that the rent which 
the cultivator was paying to the landholder was not really rent, but was only theshist, 
meaning thereby part of the revenue due to the Government. He actually proposeirln ! 
the Bill to substitute the words ' shist' for ' rent ' with a. view to make the relationship 
between the landholder and the cultivator clear. But some mystery gathers round the final 
stages of legislation.· When the Bill passed into law, we do not find the WClrn ' shist ' in 
place of ' rent ' in the Act. We found new clauses int~odu.ced in sedion 30 ~f the ~ct, 
for enhancing the rates of rent on the ground of a nse m the prlces, fiuvlal actIOn. 
('ommutation of rates and so forth, leaving the cultivator once again to the tender mercies 
of the lawyers and judges in law courts, who excelled each other in the matter of interpre-
tation. We cannot blame the jndges or the lawy.ers. Their profession starte.d and ended 
with namination of sections in the Statutes, mtepretmg them, and commg to some 
decision good, bad, ?" indifferent. It is not within th~ir pr.ovince ~ go behi~d. the rules 
and law laid down m the Statutes. Thus we find thll IndIan cultivator a Vlctlm of thel 
la~ourta." If only Lord Cornwallis, .Sn: ':l'homas Shore~a-tll.lerSirTllo~as ~ui:troe;1 
had changed their views about the ludlclal system prOVided then and slmphfied the 
procedure as well as the cost, so much obstruction would not have been caused to thei 
scheme of protection extended by them to the cultiv~tor. We quote below.the Speech at 
tho Hon'ble Mr. Forbes, which throws a flood of light upon the pomts discussed by us 
until r.ow and supports all that we have stated, in defence of the fixity of tenure and the 
fixity of rent. ' 

.. There was clearly no intention on the part of .the f~mers of the .Act, w~ich 
was no more than processual enactment, to differentiate 'the cultIvators moo 
occupancy and non-occupancy ryots ~r. to define the limit of then: rights. The 
Act was intended to do more than faClhtate the recovery boy the varIOUS classes of 
landholders enumerated in the Act of their just dues from their ryots and 
tenants and the Act includes persons who will fall under both these classes of 
our bill'. If up to 1865, the ryots had certain rights there was nothiDg in the 
Ac\ to destroy them. 
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" It seems scarcely necessary to go much further into this question. Unfortunately 
however. Act VIII of 1865 came into operation shortly after the abolition of the 

~
Id court of Sadar Adalat, which had other tmdltions to guide it, and the Judges 

. 

f the newly established High Court, were misled into construing the inapplicable 
erminology of English Law which the Act employed as if the terms connoted the 
orresponding legal conceptions of that law. The patta, mere memorandum of 
he extent under cultivation in the year and of the particular crops harvested was 

treated aB a lease for a year, which it is not, and BO on, until the matter culminated 
in 1871 in CHOKKALINGAM PILLAl'S CASE, in which th~ High Court held that, by 
the acceptance of a yearly patta, the presumption was that the pattadar was a. 
yearly tenant and no more. No doubt, a Blight evidence of thie customary Btatus 
might have thrown the presumption on the other· way. The legal efiect of the 
caBe, however, was widely misapprehend~d and it iB with actual resultB we have 
to do in legislation; and thiB misapprehension had far reaching consequences. 
The zamindars sedulously set themselves to procure from their ryots pattas in 

, which was entered a 8tereot,Vped clause that the zamindar was at liberty to leaBe 
the land at his pleasUl'e. These were distributed in thousands, generally as 
printed forms, in the Northern Circars. Hents were forced up under the dire 
misapprehension of eviction from ancestral homes. The zamindars rarely did 

'I actually eject; and the ryot so long as he was not evicted, would sign anything. 
Such a ' CONTRACT' was virtually valueless, having regard to the unequal rela
tions of the parties. 

, The status of the occupancy ryot is incompatible with a contractual rela.tion and 
the payment of a competitive rent. Act VIII of 1865 included, however, cla<lses 
to whom such a contract was open, namely, those whom we have classed 
, TENANTS' in the present Rill-the lmder-tenant of the ryot and the tenant of 
the zamindar's home-farm lands. I do not think there is really much dispute 
that these are the only classes who can properly be called non-occupancy culti
vators. Contract was also open-to the parties where, in consideration of the 
reclamation of waste lands, the zalIlindar agreed to take a favourable rate of 
assessment for a term; bl!t such a contract would neither obstruct the cultivator's 
occupancy right nor justify the zo.mindar in ultinIately inIposing a competitive or 
economic rent. The Landholders' Association, in a memorial which they presented 
on the Bill of 1898, virtually admitted the distinction. They wrote: "It would 
sinIplify the difficulty to class the zamindari la'llds into two divisions, viz., patta 
lands and non-patta lands. Patta lands may be of the description of lands 
to which section 12 of the Rent Hecove!y. Act vm of 1865 is applicable. Non
patta lands may be the lands of the remaining desCription, which are waste, 
private or pannai, or khas lands or inam lands, etc. The patta lands are already 
virtually occupancy lands throughout the Presidency. The only difference in 
·those parts where the theory of occupancy right is not recognized is that such 
lands are not transferable.' 

, This is a clear admission that in all the public cultivable lands of the estate, 
occupancy right accrues as a matter of fact, upon entry; also that the public 
cultivable land is all which is not pannai or khas land, that is, home-farm. By 
inam lands, I understand the reference to have been to small inams which u.s they 
occasionally did, included the land itself as well as the revenue. The Association 
added waste lands. This addition I cannot admit !lnd I will now deal with that 
question, The zamfndars make a streneous claim that. they have special rights 
over the waste: in other words, that they can eXlWt for the cultivation thereof such 
terms as they please or what is the same thing, impose a rent .md not an assess
ment. No constitutional basis can be found for such an argument; zamindar is 
in law no more than an' a<lsignee of the public revenue. The review which I have 
taken of the opinions recorded by the highest authorities down to 1865, give in no 
colour to such pretension; and if it did not exist during all these yellN, nothing 
that has been enacted since, has conferred rights which were not possessed at 
that time. 

In the letter which I have quoted f1ddres.ed by this Government to the Govern
ment of' India, regarding Act VIII of 1865, the right of the resident ryots to 
extend their cultivation to the waste is distinctly averred. Section II (iv) of the 
Act no doubt declared that the landholders may arrange their own terms of rent. 
But the clause is carefully guarded by the proviso that all special rights are pre
served. . THE SPECIAL 'RiIGHTS SG PRESERVED ARll THE RIGHT TO EXTBND CULTIVA
TION TO THE WASTE AND THE RIClHT RECOGNIZED SINCE THE PERMANENT STATEMENT 
TG PAY NOT A RENT BUT THI! ASSESSMENT.THEREON DUB. The zamindars could of 
course and did usually arrange favourable terms for such cultivation in or to obtain 
reclamation of the lands. 
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" Whnl ever may have been the construction placed upon Lhe provisions of the Act 
VLlr ,,{ 1865, some twenty years ago, it is fortunate that in later years its mtet"
prctation has been in the hands of judges not only great and eminent lawyers but 
Jurists possessed of a native knowlcJg~ of the common law 01 till. ~ountr} an,1 
imbued with its spirit. I refer, I need not say, to those great Judges Sir Muthn. 
swan" Ayyar and Sir Snbrahmanya Ayyar. Nothing has strengthened the hands 
of tue Government in prosecuting this legislation so much a" the expositions of 
the Ie." which these Judges have from time to time given forth on the qnestions 
which are fnndamental in I,his Bill; and if this Bill passes, it is " deep debt of 
gratitude that the a"aricultural population of this Presidency will owe to the 
memory of Sir Muthuswami Ayyar lind to the labour of Sir Subrahmanya Ayye.r. II 

Conclusion. 
The Rent Recovery Act was only a processual law which laid down rules for 

collection of rents by tile landholder from the cultivators. The rights and liabilities 
of the landholder or the cultivator woere not added tQ~subtracted from, by the Rent 

J!ecoverr Act On the oth~lInd..JPj'--right 91_thaJand1loIder_t.Q_~~h~_n.9.e.Jhe reriIs 
WaS neaativeL1u'_clAusJi-:rnL.!!!lLihL6tsl, pr.~i!l() _ to. £1-"_~~._.i.~Lo.f __ ~ectJ9!l_ 1,1 of the 
Rent Recovery Act. That the rate' of rent was made unalterable by section 11, is 
clear from the terms of clause (10) of the Rent Recovery Bill, which reproduced 
sections 7 and 9 of Patta Regulation XXX of 1802; and also from the Report of the 
Second Select Committee. CllLuses (1), (2) and (3), and provisos 2 and 3 to clause (4). of 
.ection n which provide for enhancement of rent were not intended to apply to 
occupancy ryots. They were intended to apply to non-occupancy-ryots and the second 
dass of landholders defined in section l of the Rent Act, namely, the ryotwari ryot. 
of th.e Government. The wrong inter\lretation put upon the sections of the Rent 
Recovery Act so as to construe that the cultivator was a tenant from year to' year 
and that he was liable to ejectment, was over-ruled by the decisions reported in I.L.R., 16 
Madras, 20 Madras and 23 Madras. Enhancement by contract, as provid.ed for in 
clause (1) of section XI of the Rent Recovery Act, was done away with expressly in 
the Estates Land Act I of 1908. It was wl'on~ 'to have included rrotwari tenants and 
non-occupancy ryots within tbe definition of landholde .. , defined -in section 1 of the 
Rent Act. It WIlS on a review of the provisions bf the Rent Recovery Act, section 11 
pa.rticularly, and the Report of the Select Committee on th.e Rent Recovery Bill, that 
the Madras High Court decided in I.L.R., 20 :Madras, that the cultivator did not derive hiq 
title from the landholder, that the sum he was paying to the landholder was not really 
rent but the land revenue, and that j:le was not liable to ejectment, and the rent he 
was pitying could not h.e enhanced on the ground that another man offers to pay more 
or for any other reason. 

The result is that in the whole period covered between l865 to 1908 the rate of rent 
remained unaltered and the tenure continued as fixed, with occupancy right. 

C:OII. a. PUT 1-23 
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CHAPTER VII 
ESTATES LAND ACT I OF 190&--ENHANCEMENT, COMMUTATION, ETC., 

APPLIED ONLY TO HOLDERS OF OLD WASTE RYOTI LAND. 

Tho ~raa The Madras Estates Land Act was intended to undo all the mischief that had been 
~':t.::, &!ICI done by the Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865, and declare the rights of the cultivators 
oonooived and the landholders in a clear and unambiguous manner. That was a measure conceived :::"he. ben with the best of intentions and very ably attempted to dive relief both to the zamindars 
tiona; but a·nd the cultivators. But intentions are not always translated into realities, by the time 
!>7 tho tim. t~,) Bill passes through all stages and becomes law. Before the Bill becomes law various 
:!':::":~er. discussions take place, Select Committees come into existence, and they make their 
....... t ....... y reports; draft bills are subjected to close examination, and, all' the pro~isions would be 
obangea subjected to scrutiny before introduction. Sometimes after the Bill is introduced they 
~ ito undergo changes unthought of in the beginning. 
~r We notice here, as in the case of the Rent Bill of 1865, some differences between 

togot or. the Estates Land Bill and the Act. The promoters of the Estates Land Bill grasped 
the real position in one respect. After a lapse of over 100 years, they went to the 
root of the question and defined the status and the rights of the cultivators and the 

I 
zamindars. They realized that what the tenant was paying was not really rent, but 
was only a part of th.e assessment payable to Government. They were anxious to 
make it clear that as a first step the share of the Government in the total produce of 
the land was first ascertained, e.g.~ j, and as the next step, from out of the tota.l 
land revenue so ascertained 2/3 was fixed as the amount payable by the landholder 
to the Government, while the balance 1/3 was to be taken by the landholder as remune
ration for the collection work done by him. Thus it was made clear that, what 
was permanently settled at that time was the total demand of the revenue' which the 
Government claimed from the cultivator, and not that portion which was called peish
kush, or the balance that was called rent.' This is all the meaning of the Permanent 
Settlement contemplated by :Madras Regulation XXV of 1802. Thus total assessment on 
tbe land was fixed as a moredate assessment in place of the varying and lluctuating oppres
sive demand of the previous Governments. When once the total demand on the land 
payable by the cultivator was fixed permanently. both the peishkush payable to the Govern
ment and the balance payable to the zamindar became unalterably fixed. 

With this object in view they wanted to change the term ~ent into shist which is the 
WhM the word used for the assessment which ,. ryotwari tenant has been paymg to the Govern
aulti ... tor \~ent. They wanted by this simple but, effective change, to make it clear that the rela-
:: ~Dd ionship between the zamindar and the cultivator was not one of landlord and tenant 
Dot ron.. S in the English sense, but was one of co-ownership if not of absolute ownership. But 

t so happened ultimatel~, that although tbe Bill mad!) a provision for changing the word 
• Rent" into .. shist .. in the Act the word .. Rent" alone had been adhered to. How the 

mistake arose and why it was done, we need not pursue now, but it will be enough, if 

Mr. lI'orbo. 
on .amino. 
dar'. right. 
iu.waete 
I .... do. 

in the coming legislation this position is made perfectly clear, that what the cultivator 
paya is not rent, but shist or assessment. 

Again the Estates Land Bill did not make any difference between ryots who held 
their lands from ancient times and those who took up waste lands which are not private 
or home-farm lands of the zamindar. 

\ 
This is a proper recognition of the right of ownership, which the cultivator acquired 

in waste land by entering upon it, ploughing it and making it productive. The Perma
nent Settlement Regulation, and the Patta Regulation did not confer any special rights 
on the zamindars in waste lands, that had not been conferred in the cultivated lands. 

The only specia.l right conferred upon him with regard to waste lands was that, I he should have the right to enjoy the income from the waste land as his own without 
. making him liable to pay a prl>portionately larger amount of peishkush to the Government . 
. The question of occupancy right and the rates of rent were fixed in perpetuity in the same 
manner in which they had been fixed on the cultivated lands at the time of the perma
Ilent settlement. This has been an acknowledged position a.ll along. Yet, the zamin
dars have been contending at every turn that special rights had been created in their 
ra:vo~ in waste lands. They di~ I~ before the Select Committee of the Rent Recovery 
Bill In 1863 and 1864. They dId It before the Estates IJand Act became law in 1908, 
as they are doing now. 

The Hon'ble Mr. G. S. FORBES, who was in charge of the Madras Estate Land Bill 
sltid in reply to the Hon'ble Mr. V. C. Desikachariyar, who claimed the right for the 
zamindar to fix his own rate. on waste lands, as follows:-

.. I do not think the Honourable Member said that clearly; however, I accept his 
correction, and will have something to say on the question of rates later on. 
Under the Bill, no onb can become the ryot of lands lying uncultivated except 
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with the permission of the landholder. In other words, the distribution is left 
with the landholder, &s Act Vlll of 1865 intended. '£he zamindsr' 8 righte were 
subject to the ryots' prescriptive rights, as well as their legal rights recognized 
by the old Regul8otions. What these were down to 1865, I described yesterdBlj; 
the Act of 1865 W80S a. proC6l!!:ual Act and altered nothing. Regulation XXX of 
ItlO2 declared distinctly &8 I pointed out, that the ryots' payment to the zamin
dar was subject to certain limitations; and that, if there was any dispute 80S 
to what the proper rate was, tbat dispute was to go before the Collector, a.nd 
the Collector was to settle the rate; and section 9 of the Regulation which I read 
yesterday, defined distinctly how the rat~ was to be fixed hy him. The question 
of the waste was discussed with the Government of India, who intimated their 
views in the following terms :-
.. The Government of India are not prepared to accept the view that an 8ohsolute 

right W80S given to the zamindars by the permanent settlement, to deal as they 
liked with waste lands. The question was fully discussed in connexion 
with the passing of the Bengal Tenancy Act, and the conclusion then come 
to was that the permanent settlement of Bengal, waste was not included in f 
the KhamM or sir lands, in which occup8oncy rights cannot accrue, The rules 
and regulations of the permanent settlement in Madras where they differed 
from those· of Bengal only went further in the direction of protecting the 
rights 80nd interests of the ryots. On this point, I am to invite reference to 
eection837 and 39, Bengal Regulation VIII of 1793, and to paragraphs 25 and 
34 of the instructions issued to Collectors as to the permanent settlement of 
lands in Madras. Paragraph 27 of these instructions does not appear to sup
port the opinion based upon it, that ahsolute rights in waste lands Were given 
to the zamindars by the perm80nent settlement. Having regard to the preceding 
observ8otion, the true meaning of that paragraph seems to be that the zamin
dars were empowered, for their own sole benefit, to let such lands at the 
established rates and subject to the recognized customs of the country. The 
Government of India have no objection to allowing the growth of occupancy f 
right in the landlord's h~me-farm to be barred, but are strongly opposed to 
Bny such proposal regarding the waste. They apprehend that to exclude the 
growth of occupancy right on waste would be a contravention of the customary 
law of the country and would be oppl)sed to public policy. 

" This question of subjecting to occup8oncy right the whole of the waste lands, The 0I1ly 

not being home-farm lands, i. a. matter which has been carefully considered :gl:" hlom~ 
and decided, having regard to the customary law of the country and to public w':..t!r la:~, \ 
policy. The ryots of the village have 80lways considered it their indefeasible i. th~ ri.ht 
right and for instance, nowhere more strongly than in Chingleput--to extend :: diotrIbute 
their cultivation over the waste, and on exactly the same term. as they hold . 
their other lands. These are special and prescriptive rights which are not 
abrogated boy Act VIII of 1865. Both on this ground as well as on grounds 
of public policy, this Bill cannot make any distinction in regard to the subjects 
of occupancy right, the landholder, however, retaining t~lJ_o <listribute 
the '!Cas~. The apprehension expressed by the Hon 'ble M;r. Desika<lhariyar 
that by a lowing the occupancy right to accrue in the waste, the consequence 
will be that the zamind8l' will allow the lands to remain baLTen is an argu-
ment which I do not think will commend to 80ny person except aa a. verba.l 
argument," 

The Hon'ble ;Mr. DIlSIKACBARrYAR.-" This is not the whole of my argument. I 
said he would use hired labour and he would not give away the land to the 
tenants, as he has been doing till now." 

The Hun'ble ;Mr. G, S. FORBES.-" Very well, let us take it that he will use 
hired labour. If the waste land in an estate is of any importance, is it likely 
that he will allow it to remain barren, because he cannot give occupancy right 
that he will cut off his nose to spite his face'( The landholder has his own 
interests too much 80t beart. Everybody will admit th80t to have a. contented 
tenant with an occupancy title in the waste land, which can be sold up for 
lUTears, will add to the prosperity of ULe zamindar himself. If he chooses to 
cultivate the waste with his own labour 80nd remember, it must be bona fide, 
by his own hired labourers, I doubt very much whether he would he able to 
exercise that effective supervision, which is easential to profit. Considering 
the facilities which this Bill proposes to give to the landholders in connexion 
with the recovery of rent, I think they will find themselves in no wWJ prejudiced 
in the end, by h80ving it clearly declared that oC<'IIpancy right accrues in the 
toasts:' 

From these quotations i$ is clear that the ril!hte created in favour of the '£:: =in. 
<lultivator under Regulatiou XXX of 1802, and even under the mutilated Act VII of claim only" 
1865, remained intact. The Government of India made the position clear that the • .. ~~liabed 
zamindu could not le$ wasta lands on hi. own t"rms, but he will have to take, = J!::i:' 
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only the .. established rates and subject to the recognized customs of the country." 
They made it further clear tbat to exclude the growth of occupancy right in waste lande 
was a clear contradiction of the customary law of the country and opposed to public policy. 
The only right that was conferred upon the zamindars under the Regulations of 1802, 
the Act VIlI of 1865 and Act I of 1908, in addition to the freedom from payment of .. 
proportionate pe.hkash, is the right to distribute the waste lands to cultivators. Thi3 
was done because the Government were parting with then: own right to a proportionate 
peshkash on the waste lands. According to the conception of the Government, there 
must be somebody to distribute that land amongst the cultivators. In their own place, 
they therefore gave that right to the zamindars. 

This being the acknowledged ,position before the Bill was passed into law, what do 
we find in the Act itself? Was there any change made in this respect? No. On the 
other hand, the position was made perfectly clear in section 4 of the Estates Land Act. 
Section 4 runs as follows:-

.. Subject to the provisions of this Act, the landholder is entitled to collect rent 
in respect of all ryoti land in the occupation of a ryot." 

Mark the words, .. landholder is entitled to collect rent in respect of all ryoti land." 
The only right recognized in him is the right to collect rent from the ryots in enjoyment 
of ryoti land. This section was construed by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, 
in a recent case, and there they held that it was only the right to collect rent that vested 
in the zamindar. It was further made clear that the zemindar had no right to posses
sion of the land known as ryoti land. The only land in which he could claim possession, 
rIght of occ'Wation, etc., was hIS own home-farm or private land. This matter is dis
cussed under the chapter of .. CASE LAW." Speaking on the question relating to the 
right of the zamindar to enhance the shist Mr. Forbes, stated as follows:-

.. The next question to which I will refer is the restriction upon the landholder 
from extending the home-farm or Kambatam lands in which the zamindar has 
right both of a ryot and a zamindar. Of course it is a very plausible argument 
to say that he should be allowe~ to take up the waste '. to increase his bome-farm 

'land as well as to purchase ordmary ryotwar lands WIth the same object. Such 
freedom, however, would in the first place, be nsed to deprive the villagers of 
the rights which they have been enjoying. They have certain well-known 

I rights ov.er waste la?ds in the z.amin~ari" out:ride the home-far.m lan~s, .the 
\ right whlCh they enjoyed from tIme nnmemorlal to extend theIr cultIvatIon. 

Apart from this prescriptive right", it is necessary as matter of puhlic policy to 
prevent the zamindar from enlarging his private domain. If he had the power 
to convert any occupied land he pleased into home-farm land; then, in course 
of years, he could get round the provisions of this Bill altogether, and turn the 
whole of his estate into home-farm land, in which case the cultivators would be 
mere tenants-at-will. As a matter of public policy, the Government will not 
permit that any situation of that sort should be created. Both in view of 
prescriptive right and on grounds of public policy the extension of the home
farm is not admissible; and that is one of the fundamental principles of the 
Bill. The same principle has been applied in other parts of India. 

.. The next important question is that raised by the Hon 'ble Mr. Krishna Nayar 
as to the right which the Bill proposes to give to the zamindar to enhance the 
shist, I must say, speaking for myself, I very much sympathize with the 
views which the Honourable Member has expressed. The ideIL of the present 
Bill as originally submitted to the Government of India WILS, as I said yesterday 
in introducing the Bill, to adhere to what had heen the immemorial custom 

lin Presidency and to make the decisive test of what the ryot ought to pay to be 
the established waram. If the waram were the test, then the enhancement anti 
the reduction of this would become automatic, and commutation would he a 
mILtter of mutual ILrrangement, with which the Government need have nothing 
to do, unless, indeed, if the principle were misapplied, they. should be compelled 
to interfere on grounds of public policy. It has been said that there would be 
difficulties at any rate in certain places in ascertaining the established wamm 
or produce rate. But although zamindars in some places may have obscured 
the rate by a permanent commutation of it many years ago into money, and 
raising the money shist in subsequent years, these rates, I believe, can still 
be proved without great difficulty. They are well-known to the villagers. 
Where cultivators deem themselves oppressed, their whole test of oppression 
is in the excess of their shists over the old established village rates. This 
excess is still their universal measure of oppression and exaction. Under the 
Bill as now framed, however, enhancement, is allowed under certain conditions' 
and as yea.rs go on, ILnd as circumstances change, it perhaps may be necessan: 
to allow greater latitude to the llLndholders in this direction. Personally I have 
no great sympathy with the zamindar in demanding more than h~ pound 
of flesh. At the permanent settlement, the compact with him gave him 
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one-third of the assessed assets as his own. He was to collect the Government 
revenue, pay over two-thirds and retain one-third. Even at the time of the 
permanent settlement, that one-third must have been worth a great deal more. 
Tl;le country was little known and the assets could not have been calculated on 
any very exact scale. What the value at the present day of that compact is 
cannot be very easily computed-; but we know that it has risen enormously and 
Bir Bhashyam Ayyangar, five or six years ago, in the debates on the Village 
Officers Bill, estimated that the zamindar then took at least, two-thirds of the 
assets. If the difference went into the public treasury, the amount would be 
available for the public good or might bring about a considerable reduction in 
taxation generally. The aggrandisement of a zamindar should come not fromj 
rack-renting but from the extension of cultivation by getting the ryots for the 
waste lands, and BO improving his income. It is to the benefit of the country 
that such extension should be effected; and in BO far as the landholders have 
encouraged this, they are to be applauded. Of course, there is no question of 
interfering with the settlement in any way; but seeing the advantage the zamin
dars have derived from it, I must say that they are not entitled to the sympathy 
which they claim by the reason of the limitation of their supposed rights. The 
descendants of the zamindars of 1802 enjoy the fruits of a very good bargain, and 
as long as they are not prodigal and reckless, they ought to be a wealthy and 
prosperous class. With regard to the question of enhancement to which I was 
referring when I made this digression, the Bill does not leave the matter 
altogether without limitation. That limitation is imposed by the proviso to . 
clause 22. In the first place, however, it will be seen that there is no means otl 
enhancing the produce shist, so long as it is taken as a waram or in shares. Sucll ~ .... t 
a shist 18 not alterable under the Bill. The ouly shist which can "be enhanced provided b;r 
is a mopey shist; and that by a suit before the Collector. The proviso runs:- the Bill hie . 
.. Provided 1'iiat if the established • waram ' of the village in which the holding :~~:" 

is situated is ascertainable, the enhancement under this section shall not operate • 
so as to raise the shist b~:l'ond the value of the said waram commuted in accord-
ance with the provision of section 33." In this way, the Government have 
tired in the Bill now before the Council to continue to carry out the purpose of 
the Regulation of 1802 which places the ryot's payment under regulation and 
imposes a hmit to it. As I said in my opening speech, I am somewhat uneasy 
to one clasy who may come under the Bill. 1 mean the ryot who has paid a 
fixed shist since 1802.· If he has paid a fixed shist in money since 1802 and 
can prove it, I am not clear how rar the proviso will save him from enhance-
ment. I doubt, howevel', whether he will be much damnified. In the law 
reports there are not wanting quite recent cases, lD which the ryots have been 
able to establish that the money shist has never been altered, and the Courts 
have held that they were entitled to continue to pay that shist and no more. 
I have said that proof of the proper village waram of rate would be more easy !'._ 
than BOme people realize. In the southern districts these rates are generally :!I;:: ie DO' 

quite easily ascertained; but even in the Northern Circars where money rate~ diftlcul. of 
have been more largely introduced, the existence of sucb a standard is allowedl proof. 
This is well illustrated by the observations which the Agent of the Kallikot and 
Attagada Zamindari~ in Gan]am submitted to Government in 1898 on the Bill 
of that year. He wrote--
.. The ryots are bound to pay each year the rajabhage.m or landlord's share in 

the produce to the zamindar; but as a matter of practice the rent is settled 
each year by estimating the probable crop, and the ryots and the Agent 
agreeing on a rent for each village for the current fasli. This rent is BO much 
grain or BO much money." 

.. When the ryota and landlord do not agree to the rent, the half share of the 
crops due to the landlord is taken by appraisement of the produce and is 
estimated by arbitrators . 

.. That is a correct description of the ryots' prescriptive rights; and whatever 
the actual practice of landholders may be, it would be absurd to say that 
these rights are not inherently the same everywhere." 

From the above exposition of the rights of the Zamindar and cultivator, the follow
ing fundamental principles and rights have been admitted to have been existing from 
ancient times. They are-

(ll That the zamindar was only a collector of rent and that he had no right to 
the possession of the BOil. 

(II) That the extention of the home-farm land is not permissible. 

COli. B. PART 1---24 
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(3) At the permanent settlement the compact with the zamindar gave him one
third of the assessed assets as his own. He was to collect the Government 
revenue, pay OVllr two·thirds and retain one·third. 

(4) The one·third 88signed to the zamindar was estimated by Sir V. Bhaayam 
Ayyangar, to amount at least to two-thirds of the assets. In otlier woros:-the 
shist assigned to the zamindar at the permanent settlement, called rent, all 
aJong, was unalterable and unenhanceable. 

(5) Waste land8.-

(a) Recognition of the occupancy right in waste lands that were brought subse
quently under cultivation. 

(b) The rate of rent on the waste lands which were brought under cultivation, 
should not be higher than the rates fixed at the time of the permanent settle
ment on cultivated lands. 

(e) That it was not open to the zamindars to fix any rent they pleased on the 
waste lands when brought under cultivation. 

I 
(d) Recognition of the rights of the ryots to extend their cuitivation over the 

waste on exactly the same terms as those on which they held their other 
lands. 

(e) The wl\fam shist cannot be enhanced for any reason. 

(fJ It 'Was only the money shist that could be enhanced and even that only 
when the case falls under sections 30-34 of the Act. 

(g) What the ryot pays to the zamindar is nat • rent' but • shiet: which means 
assessment. It waa therefore proposed to remove the word • rent' and 
substitute in its place • 8hist' so that it will convey the meaning of aBBeSS

ment. 

We shaJl now examine which of these fundamental rights and principles have been 
embodied in the Act when the Bill finally emerged into Law, and, which are omitted and 
ft.r what reasons, and what new rights or liabilitief1 have been created. We shall al.o 
examine whether any special • proprietary rights' in the soil were conferred on the 
zamindar8 under the Madras Estates Land Act. 

Proprietary right. 

Let us now consider these points with reference to the provisions of the Act. 

Praprietary 1 .• Proprietary right.'-It had been pointed out that under section 4 of the Act, 
~ghte .:.. the the landbolder's right was only to collect rent in ryoti lands. The Privy Council in I.L.R., 
e=da only 45 Madras, page 586, declared that under section 4 of the Act the landholder was only a 
to mel .. amn rent collector, and tbat he had no right to get possession of ryoti lands. The proprietary 
::: k::'l~ right which the zamindar claims is to the melwaram right and not to the lrudiwaram 
varam right. right. 

Enhancement of ~ents. 

2. Next we shaJl consider the question of the zamindar's right to enhance rents. 

(a) On Lhe lands on which assesement had been permanently fixed at the time of 
the Permanent Settlement in 1802. 

(b) In the wastol lands tbat had been brought under cultivation since. 1802 .. 

The Law relating to the right of the zamindar to enhance the rents is laid down in 
sections, 30-34 of the Act. 

Section 30 laid down the grounds upon which enhancement of rent could be claimed 
by the zamindars. 

'F.~ In clause 1 of this section it is stated that enhanced rates could be claimed an the 
:nAD.!.::,:nt 1!1'0und of a rise in the average local prices of staple food crops in. the taluk or zamindari 
of.tOO riae in division. It is this rise and fal! in prices and the inequitable method emploved to collect 
::::.~':: ~!oo- the shist on an incorrect basis that have been re~p?nsible for most of t.hp troubles and 
crops pro. sufferings of the cultivators. Although such provlRlonR were made for enhAncement ·of 
vidad by the shist on account of rise in prices. it was made clear that. in the first proviRl'l to clause (1). 
~:!'t: that this would not apply against the ryoto whose rent had been permanently· fixed .. 
Land Act. 
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Clauses 1 [with its provisos (a) and, (b)], 2, II and 4, of section 30, with explanations 
rUD as follows:~ 

Section BO.-Where for any land in his holding a ryot pays a money rent the land
bolder may apply to the collector to en-

EnhaDOODl8Il'. of ..... ' by "pplioatiollo ,. hanee the ren~ on one or more of the 
:following grounds and no others:-

(1) That during the currency of the existing ren~ there has been a rise in the 
average local prices of staple food-crops in the taluk or zamindari divisJ.on-

I (a) Provided that if the rent be pelwanently payable at a fixed rate or rates it 
shall not be liable to be enhanced under this clause on the ground of a rise in 
prices; 

(b) Provided also that no enhancement under this clause shall raise the rent by 
more than two anuas in the rupee of the rent previously payable for the land; 

(2) That during the currency of the eriatmg rent the productive powers of the 
land held by the ryot have been increased by or at the expense of, the land
holder; 

(B) That a work of irrigation or other improvement has been executed at the 
expense of Government, and the landholder has been lawfully required to pay in 
respect of the holding an additional revenue or rate to Government in conse
quence thereof; 

(41 That the productive powers of the land held by the ryot have been increased 
by lluvia.! action. 

Explanation.-" Fluvial action" includes a change in the course of a river rendering 
irrigation from river practicable where it was not previously practicable. 

Under proviso (a) the rents fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement, on all 
eultivable lands are una.!terable. Similarly the rents fixed on waste land, subsequently 
brought under cultivation cannot be enhanced to a rate higher ~han the one that was 
accepted as the established rate at the time of the permanent settlement on cultivated 
lands. 

The Law has been made plain enough on this matter. But the I .. nguage used has 
been such that the parties, lawyers and judges had lost sight of the rights of the culti
vator, as recogoized in the Patta Regulation and the Permanent Settlement Regulation of 
1802. To make the position clear, if the rule laid down in sections 9 and 7 of Regulation 
XXX of 1802 had been embodied in the Rent Recoverv Act VIII of 1865 and in Act I of 
1908 and made it plain that the rates fixed on cultivated lands at the time of the permaneut 
eettlement of 1802 are unalterable in the same manner in which the peshkash of the 
zamindar was unalterable, much of the tl"Ouble could have heen avoided. Similarly, if 
provision was made in this section, in the words of the Hon'ble Mr. Forbes that in the 
waste lands the occupancy right of the cultivator was recognized and that the liability of 
the cultivator to pay the shist should not exceed the customary rate fixed on cultivated 
lands in the permanent Bettlement, there would .have been no trouble at all. But that is 
Jlot the way of legislators generally. For the .ake of brevity, sections are framed in a ve~ 

'condensed form, believing that the experience of lawyers and judges will alwa,vs be able 
to put proper constIuction upon the vague and general words used therein. Instead of 
putting proviso (a) to clause 1 of Eection 30, in that general manner, if they had only 
adopted the explanatory language used by the Hon'ble Mr. Forbes, there would have 
been an end of the trouble. It is for this reason that we have been obliged to examiue 
each point historically, legally and judicially, with " vie~ ~ show that, what was r~g
nized in 1802 has been upheld as correct Law and enunCIatIon of the nghts of the partIes 
up to date, however faulty and defectiv~ the w('rds osed in ROme of the sections mav have 
been, be it in the form of judicial legislation or legislative enactment. If the rule laid 
<lawn in class 1 of section 30 does not apply to the lands settled in 1802 and also to the 
waste lands that have aince been brought under the plough, to which class of cases can 
clause 1 of section BO apply? 

The cases contemplated by the Legislature, are those in which the rent payable by 
the ryot W88 not fixed permanently. The only cla88 in which the rents w~re not fixed 
permanently was the 'Pele Ipncl, which was uot taken into account at the time of the 
permanent assessment. Even with regard to these waste lands, we have 8lrea~v pointed 
(lut why the zamindar is not entitled to claim more than the rate fixed at the time of 
the permanent settlement. In other words. the maximum rent which the zamindar 
is entitled to demand from the ~ot admitted to tlle waste lands, is the one fixed at the 

Various 
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time of the permanent settlement, on similar lands. It is accepted that such maximum 
rents are not liable to any enhancement even in waste lands. The only cases of waste 
laD.ds therefore, to which clause 1 of section 30 can apply is that in which the zamindar 
admits ryot at iii very low rate of rent with the object of a.ffording facilities to the culti
vator to Isbour on the Isnd, spend money and bring it under cultivation and make it 
yield the same quantity which the other lands were already yielding. There have 
been several cases in whi~h the ryots were admitted to waste lands, on such easy terms. 
and the lands ha~ b~en YIelding the quantity and the quality of produce which the other 
lands had been Yielding.. During the whole of that period, the zamindar would according 
to the contract, be entitled to take the small favourable amount whICh he fixed upon 
the lsnd; in which case if there should be a rise in prices, and the ryots who brought the 
waste lan~s under c~tivation had been making enormous profits, the zamindar is declared 

. to be entitled to clalffi enhanced rates on the ground of the rise in prices. It may be 

) 
noted in this connexion that this clause 1 to section 30 is new. It was not in the Rent 
Re<J?very Act of 1865. The enhancements contemplated under the Rent Recovery Act, 
sectIOn 11, clauses 1--4, had not referred to enhancements on the ground of rise in 
prices or reduction of rent on the ground of fall in prices. Looking back beyond the 
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Rent Act of 1865 into the patta regUlation and other connected regulations we do not 
find any provision to enhance rents on the ground of rise in prices or reduction of rents 
on the ground of fan in prices. This clause relating to enhancements of rent on account 
of rise in prices had no place in the 'Laws relating to the relationship of landholder and 
the cultivator from 1802, because, the rates were permanently fixed at the time of the 
permanent settlement on cultivated lands and the maximum rate wa. permanently fixed 
even on waste lands by Regulation XXX of 1802, section 15. Thus the right to enhance 

lrents on account of rise in prices can be. exercised only on the waste lands to which ryots 
were admitted on low: rates and even that, up to the customary and ~stablished rate 
only. 

We shall now consider clause 2 of section 30 which gives a second ground for the 
enhp.ncement of rent. This is, when any improvement was effected by the landholder 
at his own cost, so as to increase the productive powers of the land to enable the cultivator 
to earn more than he was getting before such improvements were made. 

This clause is the same as the one given in the second proviso to clause 4 of section 11 
of the Rent Recovery Act of 1865. The proviso of clause 4 was applicable only to the 
case of immemorial waste lands that were left unoccupied either through default or 
voluntary resignation. Immemorial waste has been done away with now, by recent 
legislation. It is extraordinary that this right to claim enhanced rate under clause 2 
of section 30 is made applicable to all ryoti lands. It is inconsistent with the permanent 
rig.hts conferred on the cultivator in 1802 with regard to rates of rent. It must be con
fined only to waste lands let on rates lower than the permanent settlement rates. The 
land has been the property of the cultiv"tor and whether he made improvements or not 
his rate of assessment having been fixed permanently, remained the samE! throughout. 
His liability attached itself permanently to that land. Therefore, the right of the land
holder to effeot any improvement on the land under cultivation in 1802 and to claim 
enhanced rate on that ground could never arise. It was rightly 'lnUtted in clause 4 of 
the Act VIII of 1865. Moreover. this clause 2 of section 30 of the Estates Land Act 

'

is inconsistent with the ·first proviso to clp.use 1,under which all the lands cnltivated 
8S well as uncultivated on which rates. h.ave been permanent~y fixe~ were excluded .from 
the operation of clause 1. In our op1OlOn, therefore. the nght gIven to the zammdar 
under clause 2 of section 30 cannot be justified and it must go. 

Claoae 3, of.;c Let us take clause 3, under which the right to claim enhanced rate is /riven to· tbe 
... tiOD 30, . ~ • .mindar on the ground that some improvements bad been effected by the Government, 

and the Il\ndholder is called upon to pay an additional revenue or peshkash to Govern
ment. This is also an extension of the rule laid down in proviso 2 to clause ~ of section.n 
of the Rent Recovery Act. All that is stated above about clause 2 of sectIOn 30 appbes 
equally and \lerhaps with greater force to this clause 3 as well. If the Government had 
effected any Improvements, that was only because the Government undertook the respon
sibility of doing such works, when the !and-tax was levied against the cultivator. The 
reason for levying the land assessment. IS ~at the rul~r should have .1I!0ney to d,! such 
works of public utility and also to ma1Ota1O the reqUired force for gJVlDg protection to 
the cultivators and other people. If the Government had not been under such obligation 
and had done anything else which did not come. wi~hin. the ~cope of that obli~tion, it 
may have been a different case. When such obligatIOn 18 aSSIgned to the zammdar and 
he fails to carry it out n.nd the Government does it, the Government will certainly have 
the right to can upon the zamindar to pay it up. It is only just and proper as between 
thpmselves, particularly in considl'.ration of the good portion of the revenue assigned to 
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the Rmindar. What was allowed to the zamindar, on a rough estimate was much more WbODlhe 
than the valuation put upon it. It was pointed above, in the speech of the Hon'ble ~ 
Mr. Forbes that according to the late Sir V. Bashyam Ayyangar, ,one of the, most astut:e improve""! 

I and learned lawyers of Madras, the one-third assigned to the zammdar was m fact eqUl- m ... ~ i' is 
valent to two-thirds of the assessed assets. Taking that into account, the Government ~S:a. or 
is perfectly justified in claiming more from the zamindar whenever it had spent money obligation 
on any such improvements. It was a joint obligation of the Government and the zamin- ""'!-
dar who received the whole assessment, and divided it between themselves. The culti- ~l ~ 
vator has nothing to do with it. Therefore, it was wrong that under clause 3 of section 30 Iawl-ta&. 
of the Estates Land Act the ryots should have been made liable to pay enhanced rent on 
that ground, both on the cultivated and the waste lands. It is incomprehensible WhY'~' 
tili. had been extended to the lands that had heen under cultivation and also to waste 
land generally, when it had been confined to the immemorial waste and other wastes 
in clause 4 of section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865. Therefore, this clause 3 
of section 30 also must go. 

Lastly, under clause 4, the right to claim enhanced rents was conceded. to the Fl~l . 
zamindars on the ground that the productive power of the land had been increased by :"n.".':....! bems 
fluvial action. The explanation to this clause, has extended the meaning of • fluvial pbenomOD01l 
action' to include cases where land has received fertility on account of a river changing dO~fo:h. 
its course and spreading itself over a vast area; perhaps on very bad and saline lands, i:n:n;;,ld •• 
and made it more productive on that account. to euhanee 

root. 

We have tried our best to understand the reason of this rule 4, wbat fluvial action haa 
anything to do with the zamindar to entitle him to claim enhanced rent, particularly 
in these days, in which admittedly no remission is granted to the cultivator, by the 
zamindar when the lands are washed away by floods or dried up on account of drought. 
It is in evidence beforOl our Committee, that if any zamindars has given remission it 
was only as a matter of mercy and never as a right. 

This is sufficient to hold that the right given to the zamindar to claim enhanced 
rent under clause 4 also, must go. 

Section 30 is the main section which laid down the rules and principles for enhancing ~3301l11..!t· 
rates of rent. We have dealt with all the four rules &lid principles involved therein. 34, bems 
When they all fall to the ground, we need not spend much time over the sections 31, 32, !ew~1lOD 
S3 and 34 which are only consequential provisions. tia~ to -

at"OtiOD 30, 
Section 31 laid down rules for guidance of officers who should adjudicate on the r.u~~ 

claims for enhancements, under clause 1, that is, rise in prices. ,'. 

Section 32 laid down rules for guidance of officers on the question of enhancing 
,.ents on the ground of landholder's improvements. 

Similarly, sections 33 and 34 laid down rules of procedure, for disposing of claims 
·for enhancement of rents under clauses 3 and 4, on the ground of the improvements 
made by Government and the fertility received from fluvial action. 

Although these sections 31-34, could be disposed oft' summarily, on the simple gt'01lncl 
4hat they must go with the main section, we shall eonsider some of the principles em
bodied in these sections, with a view to show that they were not correct. 

Section 35 winds up the whole matter by saying that notwithstanding anything con- _on 36 
tained in seotions 31-34, the Collector should not order any enhancement if he is satisfied m:"" Iih. 
that the enhancement was neither fair nor equitable, having regard to other circumstances. :..:ona 
What is the meaning of such a provision? If it was open to the Collectors to say that providing iD 

he does not oonsider it just or proper that any enhancement in the rents should be 'f=':: 
made, even though the prices had risen and improvements had been made by the zamindar ~ 
as well as by the Government or the lands had become productive on account of fluviaJ 
action. which is only an act of God, where is any right created by this enactment in 
favour of the zamindars? Where is any justification for having crested BUch rights muler 
these aectioDs? The Legislature that passed the Estates Land Bill Act into Law, with 
theBe provisions, was not a representative Legislature, like the present one. The gentlemen 
members of the Legialature, represented perhaps, the vested interests of the richer cl888 
of people. 

Another clause which lays down that the Collector could refuse to enhance rents if l 
such enhancement should open.t.e to raise the rent beyond 'the ?a.Ioe of 'he established 
waram of the vitJage in which the holding is situated, commnted in sccordance with the 
provisions of section 40. 

00.Il. II. PART 1-25 
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It is in this manner that the chapter relating to enhancements of rents was hegnn 
and closed, linking up the same with commutation of rents under section 40. .Commutation 
of rents is a subject by itself, and it is as old ~s the permanent settlement, under the mis
chief of which the ryot has heen suffering untold miseries for nearly a 150 years now. 
We hltve dealt with commutation of rents in a separate chapter, showing the reeults of its 
operation at all stages, from the beginning until now. 

Referring to the question of enhancements the Hon'ble Mr. Forbes said, in the 
extract quoted above, • that varam shist was not alterable under the Bill, and that the only 
shist which could be enhanced was the money shist, and, even that by the Collector pro
vided that if the established varam of the village in which the holding is situatea is 
nscertainable. the enhancement under this section shall not operate so as to raise the shist, 
beyond the value of the said varam, commuted in accordance with the provision of section 
33.' He added that, in that way the Government had tried in the Bill, then before the 
Council, to continue to carry out the purpose of the Regulation of 1802 which placed th~ 
ryot's payment under regulation and imposed a limit to it. Then hAl added, • As I said 
in my opening speech, I am somewhat uneasy to one class who may come under this Bill. 
I meal! the ryot who has paid a fixed shist since 1802. If he has paid a fixed shist in money 
since 1802 and can prove it, I am not clear how far the proviso will save him from enhance
ment. I doubt, however, whether he will be much damnified. In the Law Reports there 
are not wanting quite recent cases, in which the ryots have been able to estsblish that the 
money shist has never been altered, and the courts have held that they were entitled to 
continue to pay that shist and no more.' 

That is the only correct way of disposing of such cases. Evidence is on record, 
before our committee that in some estates, the landholders never increased the money 
rents fixed at the time of the permanent settlement. If all other estates had followed 
·the example of these estates, the permanent ~ettlement arrangement, not to enhance the 
rents fixed at that time would have been kept intact until now, and, the endless litigation 
and countless expenses to which both the cultivator and the zamindars have heen put 
to during the last 150 yesrs, would have been easily saved, and, that money might have 
been utilized for better and more legitimate purposes. 

We shall next examine the provisions, in detail, of section 31, with the important 
rules embodied thereunder: 

Clause (a) of this section runs as follows·:-
." The Collector shall compare the average prices during the ten years immediately 

preceding the application with the average prices during the ten years ending 
twenty years immediately before the application." 

The word "application" is a new word, substituted for the words • institutions of 
the suit', by section 21 of the Madras Estates Land (Amendment) Act, 1934 (Madras Act 
VIII of 1934). This is the most important of the clauses in the section. It has laid down 
the basis of ascertaining the rise in prices. The average price for ten years before the 
application should be ascertained first, and the same should be compared with the average 
prices for ten years prior to that period. Famine yesrs should be excluded, under clause (d). 
The proportion of enhancement is to he settled under clause (e). According to this, the 
enhanced rent should bear the same proportion to the previous rent, which the average 
prices of the immediately previous ten years, prior to the average prices taken for com
parison. This is subject to a further restriction or limitation, that in calculating this pro
portion the average prices during the later period should be reduced by half of their excess 
over the average prices during the earlier period. 

Clause (e) provided that the average prices should be those published under the authority 
of the local Governments, and the Collectors should pre.lune that the prices shown in 
Government registers are correct until the contrary is proved. 

There is nothing new in the principles emhodied in clause (a) of section 31 and the 
procedure prescribed for ascertaining the enhanced rent. The same method,-whether it 
was one of ten years period or 20 or 30 years-had been tried from the time of Akbar until 
the date of the Estates Land Act. Such methods adopted after the British advent and 
persisted in, in spite of the losses sustained by the cultivator were still felt to be efficacious 
in the past. There was no such provision in the Rent Recovery Act for enhancement of 
rents on account of rise in prices nor reduction for fall in prices. The rule relating to price
levels did not enter the minds of the authors of that piece of legislation in 1865. That did 
not enter the minds of the legislators in 1802, 1822 and even later yesrs. That was because 
there was no occasion to think of enhancing the rate on account of fluctuations in price. 
The rate of rent was fixed permanently as pointed out above, both on the cultivated and on the uncultivated lands at the time of the permanent settlement along with the peshkash. 
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Both were unalterable. Both should have continued unchanged so far as the zamindars 
were concerned except in cases in which ryots were admitted to waste lands for rates 
very much lower than the established l'1'tes of the permanent settlement. Commutation 
rates adopted by the Government in ryotwari areas from the date of the permanent settle
ment uptodate, has been dealt with under a separate chapter, with .. view to point out the 
injustice of applying the test of price~leveis to the zallUlJ(ialls for the first time in 1908. 
'l'he rule was wrongly conceived and wrongly applied to .. class of cultivators for whom 
it was never intended to apply even after it had failed in ryotwari areas. 

It was pointed out above that commutation rates adopted hefore and after 18511 as the Periodical 
basis of assessment failed. The causes that contributed for the failure were the vague r...-tle. 
and uncertain character of the proceedings on which most of the assessments were based, m ...... 
lind aillO tile imperfect data upon whICh tne rate" were calculat .. d then. As a result of the 
investigations and consultations with the Board of Revenue it was considered that introduc-
tion of periodieal re-settlement after every 30 years, would be a safe guide for fixing the 
land revenue assessment. The first re-settlement was in the year 1866. There was an 
increase of 18i per cent in the assessment fixed on re-settlement then. AgaiJ! in 1896 
there was re-settlement as a result of which there was a further enhancement. After that 
there was re-settlement in 1926, which proposed increase of land tax. On the basis of 
that revision great agitation was carried on against the imposition of that re-settlement 
rates, until they were suspended in certain areas in the P.residency. After 4 or 5 years' 
suspension, when the Government proposed to collect the enhanced rates again, agitation 
revived and several people were imprisoned in the Civil Disobedience Movement of 19311. 

When the Estates Land Act was passed in 1908, it was believed that conditions The w~1d 
were favourable both in the ryotwarl and zamindari areas for the prosperity of the ryot ::;=on or 
by the declaration of occupancy rights for the first time. It was believed that the 1929. 
prospects of the cultivators were very much enhanced ou that account. Nobody knew 
then that the worst adversity was awaiting them. When the third re-settlement was 
completed, it was believed that the ryot would be able to bear the additional burden and 
that he was still on the road to prosperity. The re-settlement officers, and the Govern-
ment of 1926, did not know that there was a world economic depression coming upon all 
the countries and more severely upon India, barely within three years of the 19'26 re-
settlement. There was a terrible fall in pnces, the calculations made in each one of tde 
re-settlements on the rise in prices failed. "'nile the Estates Land Act was passed 
and provision was made therein for enhancements of rents on the ground of rise in 
pri('C8 in sections 31h'1S, as ststed already, they did not know that the economic distress 
of the world would overtake this country also in 1929. 

COIOlUTATlON OF RENTS. 

(Section 40, Estates Land Act.> 

Provision was made for commutation of rente from • waram ' to cash. In Clause 3 
(al the method of ealculation is prescribed. It is as follows:-

In making the determination. the Collector shall have due re..aard to each of the :Method.or 

f'-'I' dit' - - oommotiDg 
•• 'JI owmg con IOns :- ........ from 

(a) the average value of the rent actually accrued due to the landholder during :::"" '" 
the ten years preceding the date of application other than the years which the . 
Loeal Government may notify to be or to have been famin(l years in respect 
of any local area or, if the value of for such period cannot be ascertained, during 
any shorter period for which evidence may be available excluding the famine 
years; 

(b) Money rent payable by ryots for land of a similar description and with similar 
advantages in the same villa!!e or the neighbouring villages, or where there are 
no such, in the village of neighbouring taluk; and 

(e) improvements e1fected by the -landholder or the ryot in respect of the holdina 
and the rules laid down in section 32. b 

This is not the first time that such a method was adoptoo for commuting rents on 
tbe basis of price-levels. It had been done all along. starting even from Akbar's time. 
They .nev~ proved to be a correct basis or test. 

In eIauBeII (b) and (e) it is provided that the rate of the neighbouring lands and 
villages, and, also the improvements effected by the landholder or ryot, should be taken 
into accoont in fixing the commutation rates. It is f'uriher protided 88 a safeguard, in 
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section 41, that, when commutation mtes were baaed ('n the rise in prices or the increase 
II' the productive power of the lana on account of the improvements effected by the 
landholder or on the gro1l!ld of the subsequent alteration of the area of the holding. 
there shall be no applicatIOn for further enhancements for 20 years. Nor shall it be 
reduced for .20 years except on the special ground of alteration in the area. of under 
clauses (a) and Jb), of sub·section (1) of section 38 of the Estates Land Act. 

Proper basis faT commutation of ,ents under secti0n8 40 and 41. 

8~ 40 In clauseS (b) and (e) of section 40, it is provided as shown above, that, in fixing 
;~~~ed the commutation of rates, t~e.CoIlector. sh.ould take into 8CC?unt the money rent payable 
ODhanoement by the ryots for land of similar descnptlon and WIth similar advantages in the same 
of ..... t in. village or neighbouring villages, and, where there is none such, in the villages of the 
oommutation . bb· 10k d I . d . . the . '" J>""WH'inga nelg ounng ta ; an a so gtve ue welgnt to llD.provements eJ.J.ected by the la.nd-
on the holder or the ryot in respect ~f the holding and the rules laid down in section 32, he 
Sf""d should not commute ao as to grant enhancement on the ground of improvement, unlel'8 :.:r'" it has be .. n registered in accordance with the Estates Land Act, or has been executed 
cont .. v..... within 15 years prior to 1908; and he should satisfy himself before determining tile 
t!>e provi· enhancement tha~ 
810ns of ' 
oeotion 30. (1) the increase in the productive powers of the lands caused or likely to be 

caused by such improvement, and consider, 
(2) what the cost of making the improvement :was and in what proportion the 

landholder and the ryot bore it, 
:<3) what the probable annual cost of ma.intenance of such improvement is to the 

landholder and to the ryot, and what the cost was after the preparation and 
cultivation required for utilizing the improvements, and 

(4) finally whether the existing rent and the capacity of the land C8Il baa a 
higher rent. 

In comm_ These provisions of section 40, which carry with them all the rules laid do'Wn Ua 
:;,: f~' section 32 for enhllll:cing the. rent, provide a. fifth method for enhancement contr:uY. to 
prioelovolo the rule expressly laid down m sect.on 30, that the enhancements of rent by &PplicatiOD = ~ could be made only on the grounds mentioned in cla.uses (1) to (4) of that section, a.nd this 
be the': of should not have fonned the ba.sis of calculation for fixing the commutation ;rents. 
:,.;r':A1Jo;\ Again, under section 40, it is laid down that the commutation should be made upon 
_tieman' , the price-levels prevailing a.t t.he time of the commutation. This is a. surrender of the 
""~thOOl\ cultivators' rlght,-the fixity of tenure and the fixity of rent,-«mceded to him at the 
::: tim~·~ pennanent settlement. The rise in prices, long after the pennanent settlement, is due 
~uta- \ mostly to the development of communications and expansion of currency and various 
tion. I other causes which are enumerated in another chapter; that it is not due to the improve- I 

, meuts made by the zamindar is too well-known to anybody who knows a.nything of this 
country. 

Having regard to the fixity of rent and fixity of tenure made in perpetuity III; the 
time of the permanent settlement, the only price-level that could be a.dopted far ~om
mutation purposes under section 40, is the price-level that prevailed at the ti1ne of ill. 
pennanent settlement. In other words, the landholders should get the money rents M 
the rate prevalent at the permanent settlement. 

Commutation of rents prescribed in sections 40 and 41 did not lind a place in tbe 1 
Rent Recovery Act. For the first time, it wa.s introduced in the Estates La.nd Act. 
It is difficult to understand why it was introduced. The enhancement proposed under 
section 40, in the name of commutation must be eliminated first, for the simple re8S-'lU 

that no such enhancement was contemplated by section 30 of the Act and is therefore 
directly opposed to the provisions made therein tha.t there shall be no other enhancement 
save as provided in that section 30. 

We do not know who were engaged in the drafting of Estates Land Act ·(sections SO 
to 41). If it were the same person, he would never have allowed section 40 to go into the 
Act, when it is directly opposed to the rule laid down in section 30. Different paraons 
se~m to have been in charge of drafting 'Of different parts of Esta.tes Land Act, one not 
knowing wha.t the other was doing. . . 

Sections 40 and 41 must go out of the future legislation. In their place, the principle 
of sections 7 a.nd 9 of Regula.tion XXX of 180\!, should be embodied so as to ma.k1I it clear, 
Lha.t, whoever applies for commutation of waram ra.te into mo~rate, should be eMitied 
to "ba.w the commutation prices fixed on the price-levels th,t prevailed at tM time ef 
the pennanent settlement. 
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The iniquity of fixing the commutation rate on' the basis of price-levels prevailing on 
the date of dispute, and the enormous loss to which the cultivator has been put to, and 
the utter failure of the commutation ratee fixed by the Governmeut in the past from tune 
10 time on the ryotwari areas, are dealt with in a separate chapter under the head of 
commutation ra.tes. 

Notwithstanding all the ca1culationk "made on the so-called scientific basis, there was 
a terrible slump coming upon the world and also on this country in 1929, within 20 years 
after the commutation provisions were introduced in Estates Land Act for the first time. 
It was a slump that made moet of the prosperous countries mere bankrupts. The 
causes were many; but only the most important one is mentioned here. 

Fall in prices and. the world slump. 

Those. who introduced seotions 40 and 41 in the Estates Land Aot for commutation 
of rents, did not know that a crash was £oming which would shatter the monetary IJ]btem 
of the world itself and that the commutation prio~s fixed in 1908 under the Estates Land 
Act would affect the cultivator by the cata.trophic fall in pricps. The rise of prices to 
a peak duriug war was not due to the improvements affected by the zamindar or culti
vator. Similarly, the fall in 1929-30 was not due to failure to make any improvements 
by either the oultivator or the landholder. The causes for the fall in prioe~ and the 
breal!;-down of the commutation prioes are shown briefly in the following paragraphs;-

BTeak-down of the commutation prices. 

During the last war the grea.t powers that came out victorious along with those tha.t The ..... 1 
were vanquished became debtors of America., which insisted upon payment in gold. cauoe for the 
All the gold in the vaults of England, France a.nd Germany, had to be paid to America w:l~~ump 
towards the debt. German currency and economio system collapsed completely. The ;"in of gold 
Reioh Bank (State Bank) and over 26,000 other banks in Germany collapsed simul- ?fovery 
taneously. German currency failed. There was nothing but economic death a.waiting ::=:.. 
Germa.ny, as the oiroumstances stood then. Britain was very nea.rly in the same state America. 
when the British gold had gone to America.. The British Pound Note was not selling 
at par at the internationaJ market. It went down to less than half the cost a.nd sometimes 
to 7 shillings, instead of 20 shillings. If only the worst trick had- not been played on India 
by the Secretary of State then, and drawn all the gold of India to England, England 
would have shared the same fate as Germany. The British Chanoellor said then, that 
it wa.s a matter of life and death struggle for them and they would have to fight it with 
their backs to the wall. His only hope was India. He said in express words that he had 
a gold mine in India, and that he would make up the gold exported to America from 
India. India had been supplying until now the gold for Britain. It must be remem- I 
bered in this connection how the distress-gold of India ha.s been drawn to England by I 
Britain, in virtue of the powers taken by the Secretary of State. He declared that he ' 
would offer the English Pound (;Il) to India not for 20 shillings but for 27 to 30 shillings. 
Every one, rich as well a.s the poor, in India thought that he had got a chance of convert-
ing the gold and discharging his debts. This was not an honest policv, nor was it an 
honest method; yet, there it is. They have succeeded. The world shimp and the fall 
in prices of world oommodities and Indian commodities, were due to the above facts to 

'S great extent. There was yet another ca.use and that was the manipulation of the 
exchange and currency by the world powers to suit their own countries and conveniencies 
by applying artificial methods of contraction Ilnd expansion. 

These and some other causes brought about the fall in prices to such an extent that 
Britain could not continue her gold standard. 

80 long as India ha.s been at her disposal, she was certain of her position in the 
world market. England recovered with the help of the Indian Gold while Germany 
recovered by the dint of her own industry and skill. Even after the collapse of her cur
rency a.nd trade, b<y adopting Harter system and exchanging her goods with the goods 
of other countries, Germany not only reoovered her lost position, but also has come to 
the fore-front, economica.lIy as well a.s politically. 

But the Indian agriculturist has been suffering continuously without being able to:r'he dieaater 
get any help fI"?m Bri~in, not even genuine sJIIl:pathy, which couI.d be translat~d in~ :n: "::::'011 
action. This dISaster IS not confined to the cultivators of ryotwarJ lands only m this ryot'weri omd 
Presidency or in India generally.. Thi.s has been a com~o.n disaster to the cultivators """,indari 
of ryotwari land. and also the zammdarl lands. When Bntam went off the gold-standard, ........ 

COHo B. PUT 1-26 
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it was announced that it would be revived witbin two or three years at the most. The 
control over prices having been lost completely, one country after another followed Brit .. in 
in going off the gold-standard. They have not been able to come back to the gold" 
standard, even though seven years have since passed. To-day the world's economic 
position is llot understood by the common people. Those who are rich with currency 
notes and silver rupees believe to-day that they own real wealth. Many of them do 
not know that-there is no gold securiby behind the currency note to-day. Before the 
gold-standard was off, there was gold behind the currency notes, and the banks were 
bound to pay gold whenever the notes were presented.. But to-day, the law having beell 
changed, no one is entitled to demand from the Bank of England in' London or from 
the Reserve Bank or the Imperial Bank of India. gold on presenting the currency notes. 

The commercial classes of India protested against the enhancement of the exchange 
ratio in 1928, before the law was changed by the Government of India. But soon after 
the currency Bill became law, the agitation stopped. To-day again the agitation has 
been revived, because India's trade balance has J;eversed its position. Until this has 
h .. ppened the Commercial Magnates of India. did not realize what was awaiting this 
country in the midst of the economiC1 distress owing to the fall of prices. How did this 
fall in prices come about, in spite of the provisions of sections 40 and 41 of the Estates 
Land Act? What became of the calculations and safeguards? The commutation rents 

land commutation prices have brought worst troubles upon the agriculturists of this Presi~ 
I dency and other provinces owing to the fall in the prices of commodities. The position 
:: to-day is several times worse than the position of the agriculturists in this Presidency 
between the years 1852 and 1855. It was pointed out above how in N ellore the fall in 
prices in 1852 was about 39 per cent below the commutation prices. For example, let 
us suppose that the commutation rate was fixed then at Rs. 30 per candy of estimated 
produce and the average value upon the three principal kinds noted in the prices current 
during the previous ten years of Rs. 19 more or less. The same principle was adopted then 
as the basis of calculation as is given in clause (3) (a) of section 40 of the Estates Land 
Act. Yet when the fall came, the cultivator found himself realizing only Rs. 38 per 
candy; from out of which he had to pay a to.x to the Government, leaving for him a 
balance of Rs. 8; i.e., something more than 25 per cent in lieu of what he was supposed 
to realize. That was how the disaster overtook the cultivator in 1852. The disaster of 
1929 and 1930 which is continuing to-day is exactly of the same type. It is absurd to 
suppose that any country or power with any resources at her back, is in a position to-day 
to regulate t!'e world ~rices o.r Indian prices. N ot~g more is needed to prove. to-day that 
the rules laId down m sections 30-35 for enhancmg rents and the rules laid down in 
sections 35, 40 and 41 for commuting rents on the basis marked in section 40 are mis
leading and wrong. The agriculturist has been ruined during the last 150 years in India. 
on account of the enhancement of the rents which the landholders were entitled to claim. 
All. these provisions relating to enhancements of rent and commutation of rent, and 
reduction of rent must give place for a new rule Or principle that should be adopted as 
the basis of assessment both in the zamindari and ryotwari tracts. A separate chapter is 
given on CUN"ency and 1'ent showing how currency changes have .. been enhancing the 
land taxes. The causes that contributed to the fall in world wi'ees and the continued 
economic depression of the world are given ther~ detail,.? A separate extract from 
Government papers, relating to commutation ¢es is giv,n in the appendices to the 

l report, with a view to show how the price levels have been varying and how wrongly 
the commutation prices had been fixed from time to time by the Government and how 
in the end they confessed in 1852, a.fter a mismanagement of 100 years that it was 

j not possible for them to say, on what data or basis the commutation rates were collected. 
What happened for 100 years before 1852, happened .again since 1852 up-to-date. A 
close study of the following chapter dealing with the fall of the prices together with 
the appendices on the commutation of rents and also the causes of the fall in the world 
prices will enable the Legislatures and the people to understand the unreasonableness of 
the introduction of the sections 40 and 41 under the name of Commutation.·' 

There is yet another provision in the Estates Land Act---section 2S-which enabled 
the courts, to enhance the rents on the ground of the contract, while the" contract" 
was done away with in the Estates Land Act. Contract was, for the first time introduced 
in clause (1) of the section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act, contrB."J to the rules laid 
down in the Permanent Settlement Regulation and Patta Regulation of 1802. The 
mischief done by the introduction of this in section 11 of the Recovery Act was sought 
to be removed by the section 135 of the Estates Land Act, which laid down the rules 
that "any stipulation and reservation to add to the rent lawfully payable shall be 
avoided." Having regard to the provisions of sections 135 and SO of the Estates Land 
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Act, that prohibited the enhancement of rents by • contract; section 28 of the Act Section 21 
ought to have been dropped. Section 28 runs as follows:- ,if, directly 

; opposed to 
.. In all the proceedings under the Act, the rent or the rate of rent for the time' """.:i~D8 ~36 

being lawfully payable by the ryot shall be presumed to be fair and equitable:. E.t!teo 
until the contrary has been proved." : Land Aot. , . 

This is directly opposed to the rules laid down in sections 9 and 7 of Regulation XXX 
and section 14 of Regulation XXV of 1802. Rent was made definite and unalterable 
at the time of the permanent settlement. Under section 9 of the Regulation XXX, in the 
case of dispute about the rate of rent, it must be settled at the rate prevailing in the 
year preceding the permanent settlement. TheRe are the conclusive proofs laid down b) 
the Legislature. 

The presumption raised in section 28 of the Act, is directly opposed to the principles 
and rules laid down in the Permanent Settlement and the Patta Regulations. As a result 
of the presumption raised under section 28, enhancement by .. contract" which is prohi
bited by this very Act has been recognized. This presumption was applied in favour of 
the landholder in the Kannivadi estate in which the Manoraji rates or rates entered into 
by agreement between tile landholder and the tenant were declared to be binding upon the 
cultivator. Manoraji rate was an enhanced rate and is said to have been agreed to by a 
contract in 1909, one year after the Estates Land Act came into force. 

Whoever applies for enhancement of rent under the Act, should make his application 
under section 30 on anyone of the four grounds stated therein, but not on any ground of 
.. contract" which was not provided for. 

The learned Judge ignoring the provisions of sections 135 and 30 of the Act, held 
that the Manoraji rate was a proper one. It is wrong law, which should not be allowed 
to remain on the statute. Section 28 of the Estates Land Act should be eliminated. 
We have discussed this question more fully in dea.ling. with the Kannivadi estate in 
Part II of the Report. 

PrelllilllllB. 

There is another gection under which the landholder is given power to collect premiums 
from cultivators, when he 'admits any cultivator to possession. No such provision was 
found in the Rent Recovery Act. J;i'or the first time, it was introduced. in the Estates· 
Land Act .. _ ~here is no justification for revying any premium when the ryot is admitted 
to-tlre rjioti land. 

It is the inherent right of the cultivator to take up the waste land and develop and Pl'O.vi~ioD 
make it yield more. The levy of premium under section 25 of the Estates Land Act is i:::b~" 
contrary to the procedure that obtains in the ryotwari tracts. The reclamation of land to coll .. t 
in preparation for cultivation involves considerable outlay of labour and money, and p~~ma 
therefore, the cultivator must have been given considerable concession .. l rates of rent or ::d:::l .. a 
even without rent for a ce~tain number of years. Such progressive taxation has been cultivator to 
obtaining in the ryotwari tracts to-day under the government, where tea, coffee, plantain, p~.:d 
paddy, etc., are cultivated. (See Board's Standing Orders NOB. .) i: E~~'" 

U uauthorized cultivation. 

Land Aot is 
uojustifiaLle. 

The provision in the Estates Land Act. authorizing the levy of 2t times the assess- Provis!o~ 
ment on the so-called unauthorized cultivation of old waste is another instance of the ~~ort7 
surrender of the rights of the inhabitants to cultivate and reclaim waste lands. . Both the ... .:.:'.:Dt e 
cultivated and uncultivated lands belonged to the cultivators themselves. for un· 

authorized 

At the time of the permanent settlement a distinction was .made between the culti- °t'l~=" 
vated and uncultivated lands for the purposes of enabling the Government or their agents, ~ : ..... rend .. 
landholders, to claim a share in the produce, when the waste land is brought under crthe righ!" 
cultivation. The Government claimed such right in exercise of its sovereign powers; or~eOUltl' 
and it was only that right that was transferred to the landholder at the time of the va ... 
permanent settlement, leaving the right to the soil even in the waste lands to the cultivator 
himself. 

Under such circumstances, it is unreasonable and illegal to claim 2j times the assess
ment on t~e ground of u,:,~uthorized .cul~ivat.ion. T~ere was no ~authorized CUltivatiOn) 
at aJl. It IS perfectly l&gltl1llate cultivatIOn ID eXercIse of the cultivator's own right, the 
only condition imposed being that it must be done with the permission of the Government 
or the landholder. If permission is applied for, the landholder has no option to refuse. : 
It is wrong to have called it unauthorized cultivation; and the levying of 2t times thel 
assessment is a punishment. This provision also must he deleted. I 
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patta. Regulation XXX or 
lS02-No enhanceDlent; 

perIllitted. On t.ne atoher 
band, Ilxlng of a.18~Bf)r rate 
on wa.ste land!! fOfspeelal 

purposes permittod. 
(11 

Rent Recovery BlIJ VI of 188a
No enbaD.CetDent. excePt when 

addiGtonaJ value was impaned 
by works OflrrigatioDhctc., at 

theexpeDSeofiand- older. 
Giving onles::Ier rate for 

sPeIl)al PUtpost':'I permitted. 
(2, 

Rent Becove·ry Act VIII of )865-
Enhancemenl~ permitted to certainlandr, viz., 

non'occuI'&ncy boldlna· 

(8) 

Sution SI-Clausu(I)-{4)-

ENHANCEMENT OF RENTS 

The Madras Tenancy BUJ(189 
as introduced. 

(" 

SeeticN- Ol(um ..I'-
m. l"ropt1eton or farmers of UlldhoJdenofrhe Drsl. class wbo 
land~h3llnotlevyany new oCCupy the place of Gov('rn· 
Mles&ment or tax on the ment In referenCe to the land, 
[fots, under any Dante or and are only· entided to pay 

(1) All cont[acts for rent, eX}lre'@S ot Implled, 
IIhall be olnlorced. 

(2) In districts or village9 whlch, have heen sur· 
veyed by the Brtti~h Government, J;revioUi to 
ht J anuary 1859, a nd In wl\1cb.a money·aEBes!· 
ment has been fixed on the fldds, suoh asseEI!
ments is to be cunshi ered the prepel rent when 
no contract for tent '!xpresloll m{:lied, exilltf. 

Section 15.-The rent for tbe time being pay. 
able by an ocevpancy ryot.!haiJ be presumed 
to be fair and equitable until the Contrar,. 
Is proved. 

under 80Y pretence; exa!)- tax payahle thcrefr0m ut) to a 
tiona other than those coo- ])Ortlon of it, shall not levY 
solldated in the patta, or auy unaut horized 8!:1S(>ssDlt!1l1o 

Section l6.-The rent of an oecupancy TJ'OI. 
shall not be enhanced except as provided by 
t-hi. Act. 

otherwJee autborized by t.he ortax on their ryots undel any 
GovprnlDent., I#haJl, u!'lOn name or under any pretence. 
proof, aublect the proprie- Where disputes may arl~c res-
t or or fa.rmer to a penalty vectlng rate of aSE6;1'0lent 
equal to three t imes tta wheth.-:r lu molleY or in kind, 
alDount of each exaction. !luoh rat.es !!han be deter-

IX. Whele ul!puteft 1l111Y mined aOCordlng to those per-
atl~e respecting rate, of IWlDently ayes-sed UpoD the 
8S!!B!!SIOp.ut In DlC'neY O[ of j31ld5i-n d}~pute, or wbere 
dlvhloD In kind, the rat.es ~uchrate~ Ill'ay not b~ IIsceltain-
shall be determined accord- abl" or where such ' anOa have 
Ina to the rates nrevantng not be en permanent,lYIL@se!s,," 
In the cltJiivllt,ed 1and! In cd t hen &.ooording to the retes 
the 1eal tJ reCfdklg the ol:itabli~bed for contiglloul 
auessment of the perma- land~ of the same desmlption 
nent- Jummab on such and quaUty as th~ e respecting 
Ifmds; 0", where those which dispute may arise; 
rate!' may not be as'certaln- provided a1W3% that nothing 
able, accordjogto t he ta~ ht'tein c(lntajnl'd 9hall aneet 
e!tablj~hed for lands of therhzM of ~ uch lanrlholdet 
the AAroe de~crlption and wlt·h ·tlle t sancti on of the 
quality 811 thOFf t£spectlng Collectcr, to ra ise tht' a~!es!· 
which the dlsIlute ma.y ment upOn tiny land in con· 
II.t"i. .. e. sequence of additional vRln e 

Xl. OiJ\Chante!! of rent in impaft<ld to tht'm b~ w" rks 
moneror In kind received of irrip;l\tlon I) r Otllfr imprnvp, ' 
by proprletors or hJ1lk>rs m~nt..~ Dtt:vidpd or procured at 
ofhmd, over nnd abovt the h is own coxpcnse ; Tlr'l)vitfed 
amount or Quantity which au.o, that no pattas, rony have 
may hav(> heen sJ)eCIHed been granted hy a.ny HlICh land· 
In the muchllks of t.he holder at ratllf; lower than the 
per~ ()n pa.yln~ t,he ~nme, ]'ates aSHeAAed upon fo;uch land~, 
~ h ll. lI ht' en~irlend to haVe or upon contiguous hmd ... of the 
been extorted and dis' same description and qualIty 
chaTqe!' ~o tAkon by extor- shall be hindinll unon his Sllc-
tion shall be repaid, to' Ce.<'SM unlel'S f' \lch patf.a..q S'ha U 
Rethcr with a penalty of have heen bema /ide Il rant('d 
double the flml'lunt of tho for the erection of dWclllng 
vRlue, with e~ts . hOUse<, factQrl(!!', or other per' 

XV. NothinA: containcd in m,ment bl1l[din~ or for thc 
thill B.e~ulatlon !:hall be Pllrp()!i t' ('If clearing aud hring-
oon!<t.rued to prohibit oro' Jng wal'te land into cult ivation 
-prietors of ll\nd from or for the "pllrPQl'e of makinA: 
grantlmz. without t,he sane· any wrmanent imprnv('ment 
tlOD o[ Gov{'rnment or ItII thereon. and unlef;!! the tenant 
officers, to pel"lons (not has lIub<>.tantially petfotmf'd 
being Brltlsh SubJeetI< or the conditions UPOD whIch .'Onch 
"EuroPf\aM., or de!'oondanta lower ratea of 8.SSE'9!Me-nt were 
from Europeans). leases or allowed. 
patta.... of Ian" for any -::-;;-=::;:::;:~-:;:::-::---:-:::::-:-
tel'ln Of 1 .. 31"'1 or In per· • RegnlMion XXX of 1802 V 
petnlty, on snoh teT1ll<l as and VII Unauthorized exac-
may be mutuaUy &«reed, ilona forbidden . 
for the erectiUSl: of dWelling t Regulation XXX of 1802 
boUlleS or buildinw: for Section 15. ' 
carrying on manufactures, 
or nther pUrPf"l~es,. and for 
offlees at;tll.ch,.d to !<uch 
hOll'<es or buildlmrs;, or for 
garden; nor fT("tn lO'antlna: 
patUs for c!eaTinct and 
brln"lmt waste land.'! into 
cultivation. Plttt.as bona 
!ide granted for th~e pur· 
posef\ shall he binding on 
all future "pToprietors not-
lrith.~tanding the estates 
inclnding snch lands may 
have been sold to liQlllilate 
arreaDJ of revenul:. duc to 
Government unless it may 
be proved iu a Cowr' nf 
JU4v:~'I,Jre that the lands 
were 1\Ot w-aate when A:Ta.nt· 
cd In lease , but collusively 
granted or fraudulently 
obtained. 

(3) Whcn no IlXPTIlI'~ or Implled contract bas been 
ID'8de between the landhoJdl"1 and the tenant, 

and when no money·as~ef!Sment bas been EO 
fixed on the fl. eld~, tbe rates of rent shall be 
deterlDln£d acconling to local U1'8ge, and, 
when ;l,uch 19 not ciea]ly ... <:cert,ainablt, then 
according to the ratea 8sta.bllflhed or paid for 
neighboUrIng lands of !!ImJla l d9$criptlon and 
quaHty; 

PrOVided that, I f either party be dlssatltofled with 
the ratu "0 determined, he may claim that thff 
rent be dl~cMrged In kind accuding to • t.he 
v&ram, 'that is, aCC(lldlngto thu.o,t.ablflobed rate 
of the village for dlvldlnsr the crop betWf'.f'.n tbe 
Government 01 the landlord and the cultivator. 
When' the V8ram 'cannot be aacertJlllfd. ncb 
rll.f.ells hall be decrf',ed as may appear l~tto tbe 
Col\( ctor after IIscertaitting if any incrtaee in 
the value cf tbf produce or in the prodttCtJve 
poWt r of t,he !lInd 11.11$ tabn piace nthf'toe 
than by th e agency or at the expense of the ryot. 

(4) In the case or Immemorial waste land and of 
land!' len unoccupied either through default or 
voluntarY r-e;: lsmatlon, it !l1taU be lawful for lRnd· 
holders to arrnn~e t·heir own terms of rent· 
prOVided that nothing in this rule shall bo held 
to effect llny Rpeci:ll rj~htJ; which by law, or 
usage havIng the force of law, are held by a ny 
class or person in such waste or unoccupied 
land ... . 
Provldcd always tM~, not.hing herein contained 

shall affect the rfithf. of any !Inch landholder 
to rai~e thc T('nt IIJ10n any of hip lands in con
!1equence of additional value imparted to them 
by any work of irrigation or othcr improve
Dlent· c..xecuted At hiH own eXpen.~e- : or, where 
additional valUe ha""ing bf!en Imp.'l~ to 
flny of hi" Itlnd~ . hy any w0rk oftrrigatlon or 
other ImproVement executed at the expen!'!6 
of Government, hI' hru; been rcauirrd to make 
a.n adrllUnnal -pA yml'nt to GovernlUrnt. in 
consequence or such last ment.ioned ftddltlonai 
value Of work oftrrigatlon or other improve· 
ment. But In either C.l\se the sanct'on of the 
Collt'CtOr as to the amount of additional rent 
shall be ohtJ\ined by the landholder previOUS 
to his r!t.islnR aueh rent upon hi!! said lands or 
any of them. (Madtll! Act n or 1871 and 
Mad ~as Act III of 1890). 

Provldrd also that no pattas which may have 
been granted by any such Ia.ndholder at ratM 
lower tha.n the rates payable uycn such landa 
or upon nelghbouilng lands ofshnllar Quality 

aDd dellcriPtion !hall be bind Ina upon bill 
auocenor, uD.lesssuch patta shall have been 
b."", ftd~ Q; ranted for ~he e rection of 
dwelJin~.hODs('s, facto rie ll or other perma· 
nent t;ulldlnll:iI, or for the purpOse of 
cloorlng and brlnlllug waste·land lnt.o cultl' 
vation, or for purpose of making any 
permanent improvement therr-on, and 
uuleee the tenan~ shall have s ubstantially 
performed the conditions upon whil'..h such 
lowcrratcll of ass!' EJsmentwPrrnllowrtl. 

V. The Irmdholders sperlftrd In sect.ion 8 shall 
not levy any unauthorized ta.x on theirtenants 
UMcr any t\."l.ml'or und('rany pretence. Ev ery 
tonantfrum whom any~ uch Is exacted in exCf'l:1I 
of the rent, or other authoriz~d char!!e specified 
In his pal·ta, shall be entitled to reeov(' r by a 
SUTIlTo1ary suit befo re the Collector double the 
amount so exacteri, with costs. An award of 
comJ)("n:>ation lIndf'r t.h lf' sf'ctlen ,hali not bar 
or affret any penalty ot punishmf' nt to which 
the rl" Cf'lver of"uch sum In eXce~s ofth(' pro-pct 
r l'nt and authorized charges may be s ubject by 
law for ~xtortion. 

(b) in determining the a.mount of enhancement the Colteetor shalJ have regard to
(I) the joore~ in th" productiVe powers onbe land caused or likely to be caused by the Improvement. 

(iI) the co t of the Impron~lme,.t ; , 
(iii) the r,(Ist of the p eparation and r;ul tlvatfon requ ·re' fnr utili ' in' the tmprovement· and 

Section l7.-Where an OCClllpaNly ryot hokla 
at a money rt'nt not fixed In perpt"tUity, the 
proprietor mtly, subJf'ct to the provisiODS of 
this Act, Institute a suit before the rollec. 
tor to enhance the rent on one or more of 
the f, JIOWIDjZ P'Qunds, namely :-
(a) that thf're hal! been a riee in the ave

rage local prices of staple'food, crops In 
the taluk or u ',' lnl1arl division siuce th" 
existing rent wall fixed: 

(b) that the productive powen of the lAnd 
held by the 1)'0t. bave been J~reased by 
an ImprOVf'.lllent eflel'ted by, or at tbe 
eX"(>f'Dee Oft the proprietor since the 
ulstinjl",...n waa fixed : 

(c) that the productive powers of tile land 
beld by the ryot have been increaaed, 
lJooe the eX'IHng rent W88 hed, by any 
"Work oflrril(atlon or other Improvement 
exeeut.ed at the. erpeDIe of Government, 
and the proprietor bBl been required to 
pay an additional revenue or rate to 
Government in cOl18HJlIenre theroof: 

(d) that t he productlVfl powen of tbe land 
"beld by the tyot have bEen increased by 
8u"ial IcUon. 

Explanalion.-" Fluvial action" inc rudes a 
chanllf" In the course of a nver rendering 
IrrlgatJ"nfrom the river p1'aCtlcable wbere 
It was not pre \ ioulIly practicable. 

Provldrd that no enhancement of reut on the 
"round stoted in clause (a) of this secUon · 
shall be claimable In any eStl\te within the 
districts of" Salem, Madllra or Tinnevclly. 

Section IS.-Where a n enhancement is clai.m
ed und C' t section 17, clnu~(' (a).-
(a ) thl'" Cdlel'for sha.1l compare lhe average 

price! durjn~ the d rcennial J)('riod Immed.i_ 
at('ly preceding the Imltltution of the 
Iuit with the Qv~rage pricea during such 
other decennial period as It may apPf>lLI 
equitahle and practicable to take for 
onmpari801l ; 

(6) the enhanced rent sMIl bear t o the flre
Vlo1l8 rent. the same proporti on lUI tbe 
8'\"8fa,gf' prices du.ring t he la.st decennial 
pertod b, ·l\r to the a.verage pri~! dUring 
the previous decenlllo.1 perlod t,aken for 
PU~l~ of c(Jmparison: prnvi<led that, 
In calculating this proporllon. the aver· 
age prices durIn/.! thc later ~riod shall 
be reduced by ODl'·third of their excess 
over the average prices during the earlier 
period: 

(e) ' f In the opiIllon of the et.1Jec::tor it Is noti 
praotlcahle to take the d eCt.>nnlal perlod)1 
pl'C1lcrlbed In clause (a), the Collecto _. 
may, I .. his dtscretion. subStitute any 
shorte-r periods tllli'.rffor; 

(4) the aver.ge prjOOll by Which the Collec
tor shan be guided !hall be thO$C publish· 
ed nuder the s.uth(\rity of the Local Gov
ernment . unlf'8t and until t.hcy are proved 
to be incorroot . 

(.) the decennial periods taken for tbe 
comparison of average prices shall be 
period' of t.en years ('x eluding all years 
which thc LOCal Governm ent maY notify 
k) be, 0" to 11." ve heeD, famillo YMfA In 
re~pect of any local area; 

(I) the Local Oovernment shall JDakemles 
for determining what aT" to be t ermed 
staple food cropS in Bny local area, and 
for the Ruj(lance of oIDcers preparI.og list. 
under thIs fertlr,n. 

Slldiu'1l 19 (l).-Wht're an enha!lcement i& 
cJ..limed und"r ~ection 17, clause fb). _ 
(II) the CoJl~tor shall not Q,1"ant an enhane&< 

ment uol f!sS thc improvement has been 
completrd and regIstered In accordance 
wi~h this Act; 

(iv) the exist!· g nmt and thc abilj ·y of the lanrl t,., 'par a higher rent. ' 
(2) A dectf'e under tllii:l section shall. In tllp appi!cation of the rYot or his succe3Sor In interelt be subject to recODltderation in the event of thc improvement 

not prodUCing or cl'!lSlng to produce tb .. eRtfmated e£feet. ' 
S«tion 'lO.-W'lete an enhaIlCf'me tis chimerl under section 17 clause (d t' e Collector 8hall have reprd ta

(1) the inorease in Ihe prot:lur.tlvc i;!ower of the lantf cau8f'd or'Ulfely to be (lA,l1sed by the Improvement; 
(2) the cost.,f tbe prepar<lt on ana cultlva lo u requlrerl for utlllzlncz the tmJ,itovement . and 
(8). thto addltional p:tymen~ whi?h the land 1 rd Is re.xpJr d to ma.kf' to GOVerDmellt on account ott.he Improvement.. 

ProVlded that the enhancemen~ Imposed on the rYot slw.1\ not exceed the SUlD wblch the proprIetor has to par to Government an account of th6 improvement 
m-we by It. • 

.&aion 21.-Wbere an enhancement Is claimed undflt s~et!on 17, clause (d).-
Ca) tbe CoJI .. ctor mall not take !nto account Any Increaae wHch is m,'rely temporary or CfI,sual ; 
(b) The Collector may enhance tho reut r sllch au amount as he may deem fair and eQ.uitablo but not 10 a~ to give the proprietor more than one half of the 

value of"the net Incrf'ase in Ihe pl'Olil1ce of the Iflnd. 
Bldion 12.-SotwithstqndlIJi anrth'n~ cont.'tlncd In tile r lregolng sections, the Collector 8hall not in any case decree any enhancement which is under the" 

rfrelltnstaooes of I.he eaae u()fal~ or meqllltahle. . 
8~ 23.-Ift 18 Collector ~SSifl.1f a decree f r. r ellh·lncement oonsidf'ts that the imrnedla'e enforcement of the decree In Ih fun extent will be attended wtlh 

hu 'Ship to tho ienan~ he war dlre<:.t thd the enhanoemf'nt &hall he gr.l dual; that i~ to BaV, that the rent shan increale yearly by degrees for any number of 
y!JlnJ. not u:eeedtn.1I U\'e onU the limit of the enh ncement drcreed hitS been reached. 

B&ctWn 24 (ll.-A suit In,tftute · for the enh~ncement of thc rent ofa hOldin'l,0n thfl ground of a rise 1n prloes Ihal1 not he entert ·:ined, If withIn t he drteen yean 
next prec('!dlflg II.s IDl!tJtntfon, the rent of thP holdings haS h!,ell enhanced y a f'Ofltract, 01", If wlthJn the SlI.ki period of fifteen years, the rent hll8 been com. 
mnted unier eeelfoa. 271 or a decree haa been PMSed uo'ler this AI1; f'·!Ihancmlt"t.he re"ton the lUonud ofaforeaald ordismlsaing thB suit OD tbe merlta. 
(2) Nothing In thIs sect on ,ha.1l aftect the provllllon of'aectlon 878 of the Code ofClvll Procedure. 
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JIa4rM TenaooJ" BID (18G8) AI amended. br the Select Committee. BBtatel Land Act I of 1908-Enhancements 
permitted under the following heads, on old waate ryotUand onb'. 

Sr.diotu S~S5 and 40 aM 41-
C&l \0) 

HDfI1D-
~belDnd mveDne p&1abJe by a ryo&. shan 
vldcd by tbll Ao~, 

not be eDhaneed uoept alp.,. SO. Wbere for any land In bit holding a r)"at paya a mODey rent. the landholdn may 
(apOly to the CoUector) to enhance the rent on ODe Of mort of the foUoWiDB fD'otJpda 

Uon U,-n tho dJapo" 01 lUtts tnvolvlUI dl'8pnt,1I!I regardlu, rates 01 lend·revenue 
PAr.able by I)'ot.tJ the follo,," Ing rules shall be observed ;-

(l) In 8llta~ wblcb have been .urveyed by the Hritlsh Government 
prevlolll to lat January l8oS\». and In wblch a money aflIesslnent 
baa been bed on the Sclde, such ..... meut il to be oonaldered 
the proper land-revenue payable. 

(II) In the caae of sU other 6l!I\atea 
(0) The Cullector 8hall adupt the ratea of &8S8!!Sment In money. or 

Of dlvJ,lon In Idod, prevailing: In the oultlvatod lallda In the ,.car preceding the &8IIt'asment of the permanent pe!hkaab, 
or In the C8!1O of Mtatcl nut permanently 8Cttled, the ruteB 
wl:loh were In force Immedllltely prior to the date 011 wJllc.b 
thn grant or t e estate was made. cunflrmed or recollnll('d. 

(D) Whero thl'SO rates mal' not be aaeettalnable the Ooll"cwr shall 
fill the land revonue In aeeOrdaDce with local ua.o.ge, o.nd If 
lueh loeal UI'\g(l la not elearly ucertalnable t then In accor
dance with thtl rawa esta.blhlhod and generllUy paid In tho 
dI •• rlot for lands 01 at lullar description and quality 
l'rovldedtbat If either r.arty be dll3o.t1 .. fted l',lth the ratel. 

detenoloed under Ru e (II) (b). be may claim that the land· 
;revenue pay:,hlo bo dlacharflCd In kind to the .. Waram " 
that 1_, ae~ordlua t •• the est.ablb.hed rate of t.ho ,,1II3f1e for 
dividing the crop between tho Government or the lalld
bolder and the cnlt.ivator. Whtln" ~be Waram to cannot 
be ... oertaIned, auch mouf'Y ratellaball be decreed aa may 
appear to the Cnllector jUlt and equitable, proVided. that 
auoh rat"'a ahailin no c8al' c::a:cood the equl.vall'!nt. or hall tho 
gr0ll8 produce a~r deductlnR the expenses ot· cultivation. 
or hnr-vCitfnjl: and of etorall:O. Sucb money rates shall be 
determined on a oaIcuilu Inn, fthe aVCl'age price which the 
!'Y(jt hILI been able to ohtain at the time of halvest on the 
average •• 1 the Pl'evious ten yean. 

(W) In the 1'8&0 01 Immemorial w:n.te land. It. shall be lawfuJ f.,r lo.nd
holders to arrauge their own terms of land revenue; 'Provided that 
thQ raw laid doWIl In t.lle foregoing !t.lI)oa be Dot elCceed.>d 
and that nothlna 10 thls rule sllall b· held to oUect any specll\l 
rights whloh by Il\w

l 
or nBARe havln, the roICe or law, are held by 

allY olass OJ' person n linch W8IIte lo.nd. 
(I,,) Nothlna contained tn tliia 'flCt/on Bbllll "Ifeet tho right of an,. land· 

holder to raiM the land·revenue upon all)' land In conllequence of 
additional value Imported to it by any work of Irrigation or other 
ltnprovetnl!Dt executed at. MI own expen&ll; or where additional 
'Value h"s bun Imported to any land by any work oflrrlgntlon or 
otl.er Imllrov, mont e1[rcutt'!d Ilt tho t1lq1t'1I1O of Government, and 
"Where thc landholder hall tberofol"t! bel·n required to pay an addi
tional sum to Goverum('nt. But In elthp.r caKe the lanetlon of tho 
Collector aa to the amount 01 addlUonalland~revenue payable upon 
.urh land lhall be obtained by the landholder previous to w. 
raising thr laDlI-reveuue upon the IlInd_ 

(v) NothlniC contained in this acO-tiOD IhaU affect the right of a !'Yot to 
aue rOI' t.ho reducUoD 01 Ia.nd-revenue payublu b:v him on the 
grouod that It hlU been unduly rlliaed after lat May 1671. 

('t'I) No puUo.h whleb may have been grllnkd by any laudhulderat rate. 
lower thnn th.e ra.t.CllIaYflbl(' under thl'll" rtUca upon any landa, or 
uJKln landa of similar quality and dnBCril,tlon, ahllU be binding 
upon hll IIlCrNIIor, nnleaa Burb puttah .hall hJ.ve been bona jid.e 
granted for Ihe orection ul dWl'lIIng housel, faetorlea, or Other 
pormaDllut boUdlnp. or for tohe purpose of clell,l'lnR and brlnllioR 
"W"-teI IRod Into cultlvo~lon, or for Lhe pUI)lole of tnaklng any 
permaneut. improvclDent thereon; and Unleaa tJle tyot shall have 
.ublltaDt.laIIY pcrformod the oonditioo upon wbleb such lower 
rat .. were alJOwtld. 

COli. Il. PART 1-:'>1 

and no othere-
(J) that. durIng the currency of the cx.isJtng rent thne hae beeD a rlsc In the aveQ.a:e 

10Clllprlcw. of IltapJefcod-crops in the taJul or zamtndnri dlvh,j{)D ; 
(a) Provided tllat If the rent. be pnmanentJy payable at a fixed rate it/ eball 

Dot be liable to beanhaneed underthb cl81lhtl on tJle ground of arise tn !lJ!cee: 
(lo) Provided aillo that no enhanCement under thle clauuI shall rabE t.he rent 

by more than two.noaa In the rupee of the Jeot prevtomly payable forth. 
land; . 

(In that during the currency of tbe exlsUng rent the prc;ductlve 1lOWEn oftlla land 
be1d by the tyot have been inueae.ed by an improVement. eO"ected by. ol at. the 
eXPense of, the landholdu ; . 

(JII) (·hat a work oflnigation or othel'lmprovement haa been executed at. the 1)%
Pense ofGove-loment thf Il'Indbolder hoe beeD In.wfUlly required to :pay in respect 
of&he holding an n.ddltlonal reVenUe or rote to Government In consequence 
thereof: 

(Iv) that the productive powell of the land held by the Jyot haVe been InCle8 •• 
ad by fluvial ac~lon. 

Bspl.anlltion.-"Fluvial action" Include a cbllDse in the CoUl'!e of 110 river renderiq 
InlgatJon from the river plllcttcable wheJo rt WAS not pre'VioU!!ly PI8ctlcable. 

81. Whore an cnhancement is claimtd undeuectioD SO, elauee (lr- -
«(I.) the Colleotortball compatt! the average Uice& dmln(f thE teD years immediately 

proccdlngthe(appllc&tlon) with t.ho avelage priCes dwlng the ten years ending 
twenty years Immedtalt'ly before U e (applicatic.n) ; 

(b) If In the opinion oft,he Collector It Is not pracUcableto take the decennh\J period 
mentlonedln clauie (II), the Oollector may, in h1a disclI!tion, tU~titute any ahOJttr 
pulod- a.eJefol : 

(e) the aVeraR'e prices by which the Oollector ehaU be guIded shall be thOle PUblished 
nnder the authority of the Local Government and the Colletto;r shall presume that 
the price shown In the U~ts PI'OPBred for any Year sub8eqUcnt to the ~jng of this 
Act are correct and may presume that the priCeS shown in the lists prepared for an,. 
yeal' prior to the passing of thia Act are correct unless and untll It is Proved that 
they are Incorrect; 

(4) the decennial perlodB taken for the comparison of aVerage prices shall be pel'iods 
of ten Yeam excluding all yean which the Local Government may notify to be, or to 
haVe been, famlno yeflt'R In respect of any local area; 

(.) the enhanced rent shall boar to the previoUl'o rent tho 8ame proportion as the average 
prlees dUrlnR": the last deeennialperlod bear to the aVeraRe prices during the Jll'eVioua 
ten Years taken for purposes of comparison: prOVided that, In calculating this pro
portion, the aVefllRe prices during the later period shall be reduced by one·half of 
their excess over the avoralle prices dunng the earlier Periods. 

82. (1) Where An enhaDC4'm(,nt III clalmcd under to. claw:c (11)--
(II) the Collector ahall not grant an enlianC(>ment unless the ImproVement baa been 

relrlstered In accordance with tlW Act or has been OXecuted within fifteen yeaD 
p;reoodinp: the comm('ncement of this Act ; 

(6) In determlnlna the amount of enhancement the Collector shall have regard to-
(1) the- Incfl"llIIe in the productive pOWen of the land caused or mely to be C8U11ed 

by the Improvem('nt : 
(II) the cost of makln(l: the Improvement and tho proportion In wbich such cod 

was borne by the landhOlder and by the ryot • (Uf: tho probBbl(' annual c08t of ml11ntenance Of the Improvement;-
a) to the landholdor ; and 
b) to the ryot; . 

Sub-ulauac (II) was 11lbatltut!'d for tho original sub-elauso by BOetJon 22 (I) Co) of the 
Mndrns Estatl'a Land (Amendment) Act. ID34- ~.adraa Act YIn of 1934). 

8ub·clauae (ill) wll8lnscrt.l'd by a~ctlon 22 (I) (6) ibid. 
NOTB.-The orjil'lnaleub-.clnu.~ (Iii) and (Iv) were Ie-numbered as sub-clanae8 (tv) and 

(V) hy'btd. 
(Iv) the coat of the prepruutlon and cultivation required for utWdng tho improve.. 

mrnt; and 
(v) the existing I'(!nt and the ability of the land to be-at & hlghCl' rent. 

(l) .Bcfore executiD1l:any impro\·"lIu·nt, the iandholderUlay w.th the prevIous sanction 
oCthe Collector,enter Into fL contract wIth the l'Yotfor the J.aymrDt of an additional 
rent In cOUelderation of aUch itn)JronDl£nt. On the iml roVtnll nt bCIDi {fh ct(d 
the landholder shall apply to the Collecto]" lor rrpbtl8tion 01· till.' aame, and the 
Colleoetoraftuaatlai)'ing hlmse1fthat the /i&netlonrd ImpIO\'Ctn(nt· has btenexec1!kd 
shall register the same. On or after sueb registration and OD the applieatloD of 
the landholder to enforce such contract.. the Coll(ctor may [lau an order lJran~tng 
aUch enhanceml'nt, not. cXCI'edlng the additional rent mentioned In the contract a 
as Is found by hIm to he reaaonu.ble with duo reGard t.o the coDalderatioDa apec.lfte 
In clause (b) ohub-section (1). 

(8) An onhancement (omucd) under thia lection Ihan, on tile appl1catfon of the ryot 
or hiB sUcceuor in intorestl be lubJI et to revision by the ColI{ctor In the event of 
the Improvement not proQuclnp: ('l ceasing to prodUce the esUmatfd dfrct. 

83. Where an enhancement 10 claimed under section 80, clausc (iii). the rent may 
be enhanced by tho aum or proportionate part of the sum which the landholder hae 
Il\wf'IlUy to pay to Government on account of the improvement made by them. 

8'. Where an t'nhaucem' D\ IS claimed. under scct.on 30, claUle(lvr-
<a) the CoUector ahall not take Uno account any Increaae wWoh 11 merely tempoJal'J' 

orcaauali 
(6) the Collector may eDhaDce the rent to IUeb an amount Ita he may deem flW' and 

equitable, but not ao DB to give the landholdl'r more than one·half of the value 
ofth(' net incrt'aa.e- In the produce of the land. 

85. Not.wttb.taruling anythiIl(l contained In aectlona 31 to 34, tho CoUeetor ahan not 
tn any easl' order any enhaoc('mentwhlch faunderthecirouDlI.tanclf oUlu: easo 
unfair or inequltabll', or which wc..uld operatr ao as to ral~1' the rt'nt be-yond t.be 
value oft.be establialwd wamID ofl;ho village 1n which the ho)dlD41 fa situated, com
muterl in accordaDce wtththc proVjllrDi ohectlon 40. 

40. (I) Whcre lor any lalld In hla ho)dlnp a ryot rays rent In kind or on the eatiDlattd 
V81U(l ofa portion olt.hl' crop, or atratt'a vurylnp vdt.h the orop, wh(thrriD C8fh or 
kind, ur partly In ODt· ofthf',l' wan and rartlY in aneth( r, or Tartly 10 ODt' or moro 
ofthe8(' ways and partly In cash, e1thfrthe ryots or the- landh( Idu may apply to the 

. Collf!Ct.<lrto ba\'e th'l' rent onthe hoJdlnp comm\:t£d to a deflnlt( mc..n{y rent. 
(I) On such apPlication. the ColIl'ctor(lhlJ r~f an order dc:clnlnl1 thr stltn to be paJd 

.. money rl.'nt In lieu of rent In kind or otlierwIF{'. Thl' c()tnmutatlcn ~hall take 
erl\'ct from the b<>llinninp- nfthe reVl'nue year nl':a:t aft{'r the- date oCaueh order 

(S) In maklDII the determlnatioD the Collu;tor ahan have dUe rcgaJd fro each Or ~e 
(olloWinp c~lndderatlona :-
(a) the average value of the nnt actually aocrurd due to the landboldu (dDtllIIJ 
. the t.eD years pre-ordlnp: th{' date of applit'Ation) other than the yt'8h1 whleh the 

Local Gov(lTDment may notiD to be or to hav(' befD famlDI' yt'ars in respect oC 
any local arca or, Iftht' valol.' for 8Ueb period cannot be Ilaeertaln{'d dDtlna: aDV 
ahorter period (or which evldeDce- may be available- (>xr}uding famine YCfthl-

(6) the monl'y rent. payable by nota (or land of a ajm1!ar dt'8crlptlOD aDd Wftb 
IlmUar advantAJ:1.'S In the same village or nCfp:hbourllll VIUagcs (or where there 
are noDraueb.ln tlle vWap:l' ()fallt'lp:hboWi~ talUk); and 

(e) Improvemr0u. rtrrWd by the landhold"r or tbe O·ot In respect of the hoJdJDR. 
and t.heruJl.' .. lald down IOst>etlon 32. 

'1. (I) WheN' Uu' rent of • holdl~ baa been eommnkd underaed.loD 40. tt shaD nnt.. 
eXotipt on Wr ",rour~ sPOOIOl d In cla~f£ (H) and Hill ohrct.lon 30 or aD the ground 
of a )lubsl'Qurnt.'t('ration of thE" area of the holdlDJ. b(' enbaPNd for twentY yeara. 
nor shall it. br. reduCf'd for twl'nty yran (lave (\0 tilt Itt'OUDd ofatteratlon In the arM 
of tht' holdlna or on the around specitjed In cJau.cs (a) and (b) oIau,l).elecUon (I) of 
section 38. 
(2) The said pennel octWODl;J }'Ml'laball be oount.e4 from Ule dat,e OD which the com· 

ID.I1~tlon take. ellea&. 
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RENT AC~SECTIOlil 11. 
Enhancement of Tents. 

EDhan7 t 1. In the Rent Act enhancement under section 11, clause (i), that is .. Contracts," 
:~ .. <en may ·be effected between ryotwa.ri tenant and his under-tenant, because ryotwari tenant 
ground of is defined as class 2 landholder in section 1 of the ReIlt Recovery Act and section 2 laid 

. .. oo':'.f.'d-:''' down that landholders as defined in section -I should have authority to proceed against 
: £'.:': Act i: tenants for arrears of rent in the manner and under conditions thereinafter laid down. 

applicable If it is sought to be applied against· rights of occupancy it must be taken to mean the 
OWl'; {;ot. t contracts entered into at the time of the permanent settlement because permanent occu.:= hill nail pancy right cxclu!Ies any idea of enhanc.ement even under" contract." 

, 'UDder- . ~ . 
teDaDt. 2. Enhancement under clause 2 can apply only to ryotwa.ri lands that had been 

surveyed prior to 1859 because no survey had been done in any of the zamindaries before 
1859, and it was done only ryotwari lands. 

:J~: 0:, rent 3. The fixing of rates of rent under clause 3 of section 11 seems to correspond with 
ee provided section 9 of RegUlation XXX of 1802, though not in exact words. The provision in 
!l..;t t't clause 3, that the rates of rent shall be determined according to local usage and if tha.t 
with "::ion is not ascertainable, then according to the rates established or pa.id for neighbouring lands 

. ~ of Regula. of similar description coresponds in substance to section 9 of RegUlation XXX of 1802. 
tt;~ XXX of Section 9 of the Patta Regulation says, that when disputes arise rates prevailing in the 

. cultivated lands in the year preceding the assessment of the permanent jumma on such 
lands, and where such rates could not be ascertainable, according to established rates for 
lands of the same description and quality. 

The words .. local usage" and .. rates established" convey the same meaning a9 
the words of section 9. Further the proviso makes the position still clearer that the 
provision made in clause 3 corresponds to section 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802. The 
proviso laid down :-

.. That if either party was dissatisfied with the • rates so determined,' that he 
might claim that the rent be paid or discharged in kind according to waram, i.e., 
according to the established rate of the village at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement. " 

The first part of this proviso expressly takes us back to the established rates of the 
viUajl"e at tue time of the Permanent Settlement. Therefore, the words • usage' and the 
• rates established according to neighbouring lands,'. used in clause 1 must be taken to 
have referred to the rates fixed permanently at the time of the Permanent Settlement." 

The proviso which takes us back to the established rates of the village at the time 
of the Permanent Settlement cannot be taken to have been tacked to a usage or a 
neighbouring rate that was prevailing at the time of the dispute. For example, if the 
dispute arose in 1907, before the Rent Act was repealed, as to the rate of rent and it 
was contended for the landholders that by rates of rent according to local usage or estab
lished rate neighbouring lands, it was meant the usage or the neighbouring rate that 
prevailed on the date of the dispute the proviso would never have prescribed to go back 
to the waram rate that prevailed at the Permanent Settlement because the disparity 
might be hopelessly great. That will be an unnatural construction. Applying ordinary 
statutory .rules of interpreta.tion the remedy provided by the proviso must be taken to be 
referring to the same period to which the body of the section was dealing. 

On this construction it is clear that section 9 of the Patta. Regulation is embodied 
in claUSE! (3) of section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act, though not word for word, but the 
substance and spirit of it. If the words of section 9 had been copied bodily as was 
done in clause (10) of the Bill, there would have been no occasion for controversv. The 
mistake made in this connexion is in their having given precedence to the contraCt. The 
Select Co~itte~ that ,had laid down the r~e and .the principles fait~ully in their report 
made a mistake m thell" endea.vour to amplify section 11. Another mIStake made in this 
connexion, is in having given power to the Collector to fix the rate after ascertaining if 
there was any increase in the value of the produce or productive power of the land, and 
satisfying himself that the same had not been brought about by the ryot at his own cost. 
This is the amplification whi~h. the Select ~mittee proposed to ma~e in their report. 
This was contrary to the proViSions of Ret,oulatlOn XXX. Permanent nghts of occupancy 
and permanent settlement of rates at the time cf the Permanent Settlement, as contem
plated by section 9 of Regula.tion XXX clearly exclude the idea of any agreement to pay 
an increased rate on the ground of a larger yield. Now we turn to clause 4 of 
section 11. 

4. Landholder is permitted to levy his own terms of rent on immemorial waste 
lands and lands left unoccupied either through defanlt or voluntary surrender. 
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Ii. The proviso to this excludes all lands perma.nently assessed at the time of the settle
ment-cultivated or waste, occupied or unoccupied. The proviso runs as follows:-

"Provided that nothiBg in this rule shall be held to affect a.ny special rights 
which by law or usage haviI1g. the force of law are held by any class or person 
in such waste or unoccupi.ed land." • 

To this proviso two provisos were added making (a) first, when improvements are Enh:,,~" 
effected at the cost of the landholder; (b) second, at the cost of Government and the :::.~: ren~ 
landholder was called upon to pay an additional charge. Of these two the first alone pound of 
was included in the Rent Bill whereas in the Act the second also was added. Improtsve

efl
• L 

'" men eo .... 
(a) Enhancements on account of improvements made by· the landholder :-This ~:y land· 

must be taken to relate to ryotwari tenants and· their mder-tenants only, because the the :O:r~ 
zamindar has no right to make any improvement on cultivator's lands because the rent mont and 
had been fixed for ever at the time of the Permanent Settlement. :::~!Ider 

(b) With regard to the enhancements on account of' improvements made by the ~:ll!t:~on 
Government and an additional charge levied thereon-this must be deemed to apply to tn pay an 
the ryotwari tenants of the Government and not to the permanently settled lands as in add"io~ 
the previous case. If not, this also will beoome a burden on the cultivator, so as to destroy :~If'::'::;. 
his permanent rights, both in regard to occupancy and rates of rent. It was neither only tn 
legaf. nor valid, that this burden was added, when that was against the letter and the ryotwari 
spirit of the law laid down in Regulation XXX of 1802. It is incomprehensible why :r.~~n:::,,~ 
when there was only one enhancement proposed in the Bill, two were added in the Rent tonants. 
Act, within such a short time. These two enhancements which ought to have been con-
fined to ryotwari tenants only, had been worded in such a way as to make it appear that 
it was applicable against permanent rights of occupancy also. Similarly enhancements 
contemplated under clauses 1, 2 and 3 were so worded as to make it go contrary to the 
law laid down in Regulation XXX, and to the established usage and custom on which 
the permanent settlement rates had ~een fixed. Section 13 of the Rent Recovery Act 
authorized landholders under ryotwari settlements to recover reut tmder this Act pro-
vided they had taken a lease of agreement ill writing from their teuants specifying the 
rent. 

6. Terrible confusion was created in this manner by mixing up the ryotwari tenants 
and the zamindars and providing the same set of rules for both. If clause 10 of the 
Rent Bill had been kept intact in the Rent Act, there would have been only one enhance
ment pro~;ded for, namely, when improvements were effected by the zamindar himself. 
By adding the new sub-proviso, a right to another kind of enhancement was created in 
favour of the zamindar, even when he did not effect any improvement. If the Govern. 
ment had effected any improvement it was because they were under an obligation to do 
that so long as they reoeived land-tax. And, as the zamindars were the Government's 
authorized agents, if they effected any improvement it was only what the Government 
itself WBS obliged to do. It waa an obligation that was on both of them and it was a 
matter of adjustment as between themselves. There was no cause of action against the 
cultivator at all in such a case. It was illegal and inequitable that the cultivator should 
have been made liable to pay enhanced rate on that ground. 

.. 7. Any enhancement made on the lesser rates charged by the landholder under the 
last proviso are not really enha.ncements, and they were permissible up to the limit of 
the rate fixed at the permanent settlement. 

S. Enhancements unde, The Estates Land Act.-Enhancements on account of rise in Enban •• • 
prices was introduced for the first til!le on ryoti I.ands under the Estate~ Land Act. But ::::.tsu:~or 
this does not mean that enhancement was permitted on the lands cultivated and uncul- tho Estretee 
tivated at and after the Permanent Settlement of 1S02. Enhancements on such lands on Land A.,. 
which rents were permanently fixed are prohibited under the first proviso to clause 1 of 
section 80. Therefro~ the e~a.ncemen~s contemplated on the ~und of rise in prices 
or improvements .or lDcre~e lD pro~uctive value on account. of lIIlprovements made by 
the zamindar or lDcrease lD productive value on account of Improvements made by the 
Government and the landholder required to pay additional peshkash, or on account of 
ftuvia1 action were never intended to apply against ryoti land on :which rents were per-
manently fixed. The first was expressly excluded from its operation under the first proviso 
to clause (i) of section 80. Then, was there any other ryoti land to which the rules in 
section 80 for enhancing the rents can apply? Yes, there is. At the time of the Estates 
Land Act, as originally passed, the legislature defined old waste in clause 7 of section 3 
as follows:-

.. Old waste .. means and mcludes any land in an estate which, not being private 
land, 



Section 30 
whioh 
provided for 
enhancement 
of rent is 
applicable 
only to old 
waateryoti 
land and not 
ryoti laad 
proper., 

(1) has at the time of letting by the landholder been owned and, possessed by 
him or his predecessors-in-title for a continuous period of not less than ten years, 
and has continuously remained uncultivated duripg the time, such period being 
either after or partly before and partly after the passing of this Act, or within 
20 years befol'll the passing of this Act, or 

(2) has at the time of any letting by the landholder after the passing of 
this Act, remained without any occupancy rights being held therein a.t any 
time within a continuous period of not less than ten years immediately prior 
to such letting and includes ryoti land in respect of which before the passing 

'of this Act, the landholder has obtained a final decree of a competent civil 
court, establishing that the ryot has not occupancy right, and so long as no 
right of occupancy has been acquired subsequent to the date of such decree. 

Analysing this, old waste defined above resolves itself into three groups:-
(J.l Ryoti land (a) which at the time' of its letting by the landholder had been 

owned and possessed b:L~im fot .. te!lyear~.COl)..tinuQualy and (b) had during such 
e periodCiinliiliUoUiity- remained uncultivated; 
(2) ryoti land, which at, the time of its letting by the landholder after the passing 

of this Act, wasjree fr.o~..2.ccupancy rights for ten yearsJ?!'evi!;!us to such letting; 
(3) ryoti land in respect of whiCh a ciVn conn haiI"!iiiii1]ydeclared before thll Act 

the non-existence of any occupancy right and no such right had subsequently 
been acquired since such decree. 

When the Estates Land Act was first passed, these three classes of ryoti land were 
excluded from the category of the ryoti land defined in clause 16 of section 3. The 
enhancements contemplated under section 30, clauses 1-4, were therefore aimed at the 
three groups of ryoti land which came under the definition of old waste and which were 
not included in the definition of ryoti land under clause 16 of section 3. The enhancements 
under clauses 1-4 of section 30 could be made only as against a ryot who was holding 
ryoti land (that is, old waste ryoti land), under the Estates Land Act, at the time the 
Act came into force. Section 50 as it stood before the amendment supported this view. 
The original section was as follows ::--

.. The provisions of this chapter shall apply to all ryots, • with a permanent right 
of occupancy' and also so far as may be to ryots holding • old waste' under 
a landholder otherwise than under a lease in writing." 

Of this, the words beginning with" with" and ending with" writing," were omitted 
by section 34 (i) of the amending Act vm of 1934. 

According to the original section the chapter relating to pattas and muchilikas was 
applicable to .. old waste" also. By omitting .. old waste" in clause 7 of section 2 and 
the above words in section 50, Chapter IV (pattas and muchilikasl was narrowed down 
so as to make it applicable to only .. ryots." Before the amendment' of 1934, exchange 
of paths and muchilikas was compulsorily applicable to old waste and enhancement of 
rents contemplated by clauses 1-4 of section 30 could be made against tenants admitted' 
to old waste and not to ryoti land exempted under proviso to clause (i) of section 30 
Estates IJand Act. Under section 50, as it stood originally, two classes of ryoti land of 
which .. old waste" was one, were recognized and the enhancements mentioned in sec.' 
tions 30-35. were directed against old waste only and not against the ryot whose tenure, 
and rent had been permanently fixed at the time of the permanent settlement. ., 

The first clause of section 30 is as follows :.:.... ' .• 
" .. Where for any land in his holding It ryot pays a money rent the landholder may 

apply to the Collector to enhance the rent on one or more of the following grounds 
and no others :-" 

To bring within the scope of this section, the land must be in'the holding ofa ryot 
within the meaning of the Estates Land Act. Under clause 15 'of section 3 a .. ryot ", 
means a person who holds for the purpose of agriculture, ryoti land in an estate on condi
tion of paying to the landholder the rent which is legally due upon it. .. RYOTI LAND," 
which the ryot holds is defined in claus" 16 of section 3 as meaning .. cultivable land in' 
an estate other than private land,"but does not include, 

(a) beds and bunds of tanks and of supply, drainage surplus or irrigation channels; 
(b) t~reshing-floor, cattle-stands, vill~e-sites and ?ther lands situate in ,any ,~stat&: 
, which are set apart for the common use of the VIllagers; and , ' 
(e) lan~B granted on service ten.ure eith~r free, of rent or on ,favour.bie rates of' 

rent If granted before the passIng of thIS Aot or free of rent if grantesl after that 
dille, so long 118 the service tenure subsists. 
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All these that are excluded do not come within the definiti~D of ryoti land. But the 
.. ol~ waste .. defined in clause 7 of section 3 of the original Act expressly included the 
ryotl land that ~ame under the description ao stated above. Section 30 of the Estates 
Land Act remamed the same in the 01a Act and in the new Act. 'rherefore, the ryoti 
land that came within the scope of the ryoti land in the holding of a ryot, within the 
meanmg of clauses 15-16 of section 3, was the old waste also, the onhaucemen~s 
contemplated by clauses 1-4 of section 30 could he claimed only as aglUnst persons who 
had leen admitted by the landholder to the old waste, that is, 

(1) into la~ds that had been in his possession for ten years continuously, beforf 
such lettmg, owned and possessed by him. . 

In other words, if a ryot was admitted to that land after he, the landholder, was in 
possession ~f the, same for ten years that would be admitting a tenant to that class of 
ryotl land, m which the landholder's ownersliip and possession were recognized. In such 
a case the landholder was given the right to enhlLDce the Tent as aaaiust such ryot who 
was admitted after his own right and title became perfected. b 

Next, into the second class of ryoti land, which after the passing of the Estates 
Land Act was free from occupancy rights for ten years previous to such letting. 

Lastly, into' the third class of ryoti land on which the landholder was given the The Amend. 
right to enhance the rent was the one in regard to which a civil court had given a final ding Act 
d ' d I' h ,.' 1934 by ecree, ec armg t at there was no occnpancy fight on that land. 'rhe la·nabolder was abolishing 
given the right to enhance the rent against the man who was covered hy the decree, and, old _.to . 
in land in which no such occupancy right had been acquired by anvbody until the date and but not· 

f h I tt ' . ' otherprov!. 
o tee Ing. siona eonoe~ 

These are the three classes of rvoti land that came within the scope of section 30 ning old sed 
of the Estates Land Act, on which a right to enhancement Was given to the landholder ~eca'::D' 
and no other. The authors of the Estates Land Amending Act vm of 1934 while fuoion. 
omitting clause 7 of section 3, and thus abolishing "old wsate" altogether forgot to 
omit clanses 1-4 of section 30 and other consequential provisions made in sections 
31-35. This amendment was made 26 years after the Estates Land Act was passed. 
During the whole period of 26 years the lRnd which came within the meaning of the 
• old waste' as defined in clanse 7 of section 3 of the Act had been liable to enhancements 
of rent at the hands of the landholders. and all that they had to prove was only that 
the land was old waste within the meaning of clause 7 of section 3, falling within one 
of the three descriptions named above. The Amending Act vm of 1934 was a very 
short one, conceived and passed within a very short time by those who did not know 
nnything about what was intended by the authors of the original Estates Land Act 
when th .. , introduced the definition of old waste and enacted sections 30--35 providing 
for enhancement of rents. If. along with clause 7 of section 3 (old waste) sections 30-35 
alRo except the proviso to clause 1 of sect,ion 30, had been omitted, the unalterable 
character of the rate of rent fixed in ]S02, would have been kept intact. 

The one point that should be noted in this connexion is that the clanse (i) relating 
to enhancements by .. contract" in section XI of the Rent Act had been done away with 
in the Estates Land Act. Not only was it done away with, but sections 135 and 136 

'!lave been added by which stipUlations and reservations for additional payment were 
cl~elnred void and a' penaltv is provided for such illegal exactions. Sections 135 and 136 
of the Estates Land Act Corre~pond to sections 7 and 9 o~ the .Patta Regulation XX?,
of lS02. with his difference that penalty for such exactIOns IS made less severe m 
section 136, and the liabiliby to criminal prosecutIOn was dropped. 

COMMUTATION RATES. 

This chapter on commutation of rates is written with a view to enable the Leg-iolatures Commute
to understand. how the system that had been tried for nearly 100 years and failed in tion 0: ":"" 
tm. ryotwari area. was introduced for the fi;st time in the .Mad,,:,," Estates Land Act I of ;: ~e 0 

19M: and how disastrously the commutatIOn rates prescn~ed I?, the Estates r"~nd Act !,,_need 
in 1908. broke down again in 1929. The present economiC criSIS that sta:ted ~ 1929 ::e~d 
and is continuing until to-day, is due to the break-down of the commutatIOn pnces of Act of 1908 

the last Great War. with l'Oga<d 
totbe prop. 

With the knowled"e of the break-down of the commutation prices in lS52, and the riotary 
10"""" sustained by the "'agriculturists at that period on account of the prices falling helow ........ 
the commutation rates that had been fixed more than 25 or 30 years before that date, and 
.. lAO fluctnations in prices het,ween lS5~lS55, and 1~08 in the ryotwari areas in Tinna-
ve\1y and in a few of the proprietary estates; and With the knowledge that no enhance-
ment had been provided even in the Rent Recovery Act of 1865 on the ground of the 

COHo R. PAlIT 1-28 
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rise in the price-levels, the' legislators of 1908 ought to have refused to introduce enhance
ments and commutations on the ground of the ~ising prices in the Estates Land Act. 

~ ~:,edg~ Without a knowledge of what happened between 1802 and 1852 to the commutation 
the Gov':"~ rates that had been enforced for over 25 years before that date even though the prices 
"'?"t polioy had fallen, and how they had failed again between 1852 and 1908, it is not easy for the 
:~!~.Iegislatures, or the commo~ people to un~e!stand. the disastrous effects of adopting com
tion prior to mutatIOn rates on the baSIS of the prevaIlmg pnces at the time of the dispute in the 
~ti ....... - proprietary estates, abandoning the rents fix.ed unalterably at the time of the permanent 
!::!!':IY settlement, as enacted in the sections 40 and 41 of the Estates Land Act for the first 
undorstan- time. 
<ling the 
provWOJl8 
of Estate. 
Land Act. 

They will not be able to understand without such knowledge, any thing about the 
policy of the Government not to reduce tbe assessment on land, even though the priceR 
had fallen, unless the history of the commutation rates taken from the Government 
records and given below is known to them. 

We have been anxious to avoid any references to any irrelevant matter on the sub
ject. But the matter relating to tbe commutation rates and enhancement of rents being 
the essence of the contest between the landholders and the cultivators, we have deemed it 
necessary to include this chapter also in our report which is based on' the extract given 
in appendix from the records of the Government on commutation rates. 

Till 1802 The history of the commutation rates is as old as the Permanent Settlement of 1802, 
;:::'''Zmd if not earlier. Until 1802 and for a good time after that, rents were paid in kind to the 
au share of Government by giving a share of the produce, when there was no coin or currency to 
the pzoduo •• take its place. Although the gold mohurs and dinars and silver rupees of the Hindu and 

Muhammadan periods were coined in the mints and were current coins, they were not 
in circulation on a large scale. There was no paper currency then. Moreover payment 
in kind was considered a most equitable method of collection. The element of rise or fall 
in prices did not enter and will not enter the sharing system, because profit and loss are 
shared proportionately. 

!::::::::c The question of commutation of rents and cash payments came into vogue during 
<>?IWDUt&_ the Muslim rule, but not on any extensive scale. At the time of the permanent· settIe
;''f ,:thod ment although the rents were payable in kind and there was no surveyor settlement to U:::m.:; ascertain the exact measurements of the land, a rough and ready but a method considered 
Permanent accurate was devised to measure the land in .. Grace" value and convert the same into 
Settlo;<loot. cash according to the then prevailing rate. It was on this basis that the peshkash and 

the rates of rent, both of which constituted the land revenue or tax were fixed in per
petuity. The East India Company did not intend to reserve any right to increase the 
land revenue or land tax as against the zamindar or as against the cultivator for any rea
&l)n whatsoever or under any pretext. Before the permanent settlement the method 
employed for fixing the assessment of land was very simple and did not leave much room 
either for speCUlation or chance. The rule applied by them was to take the valuation 
of the produce of the previous year and fix the Government share of revenue. Gradually 
it was found more conveuient to collect the rent in cash instead of in kind. 

~eaning and Commutation of rates means, conversion of share of produce payable as revenue to 
...::mr;,:,:. the Government or their rent-collectors by the cIIitivator into· cash. Survey was not 
mOl1 .. too. introduced until 1859, and re-settlement did not come in until 1866, although settlement 

was started in 1792 in Salem and in 1801 in the Ceded Districts. The foundations of the 
ryotwari settlements were laid there. In the absence of these three, it was not easy 
to ascertain accurately the areas of lands or quantities of produce of different varieties. 
Settlement, suroey and re-settlement were established for '1Iotwari lands only. Com
mutation rates were introduced and tried for a long time by the Government in ryotwari 
lands prior to 1859 in a very unsuccessfIIi manner. It was a result of this failure lind in 
fact from out of this unsuccessfIIi and prolonged attempt that re-settlement system was 
evolved for a periodical revision of the commutation rates from the year 1866. Again 
after an experiment of about 70 years it has been discovered at last that re-settlement 
method also has failed. The failure of commutation rates prior to 1806 and that of re-

i settlement after 1866 was mostly due to the fact that the revision of rates by either 
process meant always enhancements on some ground or other and never a reduction 
elXcept in Cuddnpah and other Ceded Districts where Sir Thomas Munro, then Governor 
of Madras ,-struck off in faali 1231 from the original assessment 25 per cent in dry land, 
33-1/3 per cent upon wet and garden land dependent on wells and 25 per cent. upon wet 
and poonasah dependent on tanks and wells. In 1852 gradual decline of the prices of 
grain in N ellore and other dis.tricts where commutation rates existed was noticed and the 
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-Government culled upon the Board to institute a comparison between the commutation Faib"" of 
ntes and the then current prices of produce and advise them on the question of introduc- ~uta
.mg a sy.tem of re-settlement or periodical revision of rates. The Board after an exami. tion ... teo. 
nation of the reports of the Collecto~s of all the districts advised the Government to adopt 
.a periodical revision every 30 years as in North-West Province and Bombay. Starting 
from 1866 there had been re-settlements in the Government lands in 1866, 1896, and 
1926. Owing to the economic depression of the world and this country since 1929 and 
.the abnormal fall of prices and inability of the agriculturists to bear the burden of the 
land-tax the re-settlement enhancements have been suspended since 1932; and the 
Government have been remitting each yeILr ROme monies, about 75 lakhs of rupees for 
the last fasli. In the light of the changed conditions the Government are now engaged 
.in finding a method of asse~sment for the ryotwari area which will give relief to the 
ryot without endangering the position of the Government and the general public, 

·economically and financially. This is being worked out by the Government separately 
without referring the same to thi& Committee, because it is a matter between the Govern-
ment and the ryot direct and there is no intermediate agency as in the present case of the 

:zamindaries. 
In the enquiry started iu 1852, the Board reported that the prices had been consi

,derably lower during a period of twenty-five years that preceded 1852, than at the time 
when the commutation took place and that it was only during the immediately preceding 
two years that the prices han gone extremely high, in consequence of bad seasons in many .. ~or 

·distncts. Still the Board did not go into the question of prices and their fluctuations, s::J.,.\DllaPe 
.because in their opinion, the price of graiu was only one of the ingredients .. out of the ~th=_ 
many entering into the composition of the rates of assessment of the land and affecting dients tha$ 
,their pressure; and because the information respecting investigations, which are in pro- go % m:::. 
gress with a view to the reduction of the assessment where its pressure is found to be :1 ... :". 
heavy; aud speak of that as affording the best opportunity for considering the question """,to" 

· as regards each district." The Board further pointed out the "vague and uncertain 
·character of the proceedings on which most of the existing assessments were based, ana 
show how imperfect is the information now ohtainable respecting them," and a.dded 
.. even the date, upon which the rates were calculated cannot now for the most part be 
ascertained with any certainty or what grains were taken into the estimate; or whether 
the village, the. taluk or town prices were considered . . • or the manner in 
which these so called surveys and assessments as are now known to have been conducted. 

· The measurement of a field might be more properly termed a rough guess at the Buper
ficial contents; and the calculation of produce often resolved itself into a fixed sum being 
fixed upon the village, and distributed over the fields, and that too by an inferior class of 
servants, insufficiently remunerated. An application of the commutation rates·to such 
eslimates has produced the unequal character of the assessment now complained of in 
some localities, and has rendered neither commutation rate nor current prices a standard 

'by itself sufficient to test the character of the assessment." 
The Government gener'llly agreed with the views of the Board expressed above but 

refrained from expressing their opinion on the subject of pE'riodica.l revisiun of the com
. .mutation rates because they took it that the Board intended a revision not only of the 
commutation rates but also of the land assesament and the rates of assesament were baaed 

.. not only on the prices at the time of the commutation. but also on extended cultivations. 
'Improvements generally tend to cheapen production in 8.lUicuiture or any other art and 
consequently the prices of all commodities have a tendency to fall with the progress of Go:"""""",,_ 
expansion. The Government were of opinion that it was a mistake to infer that rent 't,~n 

· should be lowered with the advancement in improvements and that as a fact the contrary :'u~:."'· 
'Dlight be the case. They held- !"'_ and 

.. This is due in part to the increased quantity of produce from a given area more =~ .. 
than making up for a lower rateable price, and partly in some cases to the 
accidental circumstances of a greater cheapening in the production of pre,. 
cious metals than of other commodities. A fall in price can only be legiti-
mately urged as a ground for reducing the rate of assessment, if it can 
be shown that the money value of the whole prodnce has not increased and 
not in the same ratio in which the price of certain kinds of produce has fallen. 
This may be probably the case up to the present time in the districts of thIS 
Presidency though the Board notice certain instances in which new and valuable 
products have been a source of large gain to the ryot. Hereafter, at least, it is 
to be confidently expected. as roads and other means of communication open 
the country to trade and bring it nearer to the markets of the world that even 
if the prices of the old stapl('s continue to be depressed, and it seems doubtful 
whether such will. he the case, that circumstances will be more than counter
balanced by the increased growth "f other and more valuable products. 
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" Under this view, future revisions of the ra.tes of land assessment should be
guided Less by any necessity of meeting the loss of falling prices than bl: the' 
broad and liberal policy of affording scope for further extension of ~ultivation 
and so widening the basis of taxation. 'fhe Government of the country it not 
in the position of a landlord justly entitled to take the whole surplus produce 
of the soil and what it can claim is a revenue sufficient to secure the object of 
Government, viz. , to maintain peace and order and to execute those works of public 
utility, the prosecution of which in this country is held to belong to Govern. 
ment. 

" The demand on the peopie being thus limited, the reduction of the acreable rate 
of taxatIOn, as the area taxed becomes extended, follows as .. matter of course, 
Under zamindari settlement, village settlement, and even settlement by farma 
this process takes place caturally; under a field assessment such as that of 
Madras, it can only be carried into effect by the direct intervention of the Govern
ment." 

Such were the conclusions arriVEd at by the Government on the Board's report and 
when the Board were inclined to reduce the assessment on account of the severe fall in 
prices. They reiterated the rule that the Governmeut of the country was not entitled LO 

claim the whole surplus produce of the soil, but on the other hand, that it was entitled to 
claim only so much as would be sufficient to enable the Government to maintain law and 

DefI!c"'of order and to execute work~ of public utility. If this ruie had been adhered to, the tempter., 
the COlDmu. tionto increase the rate of land· tax payable by the ryots to the Government would have 
:~~D poIioy been easily resisted but while the rule profes~ed was such, neither the Government nor 
Go"':""""t. the Board were inclined to reduce the assessment on account of the severe fall in prices 

in several of the districts where the ryots had been seriously aff.ected. Most of the 
District Collectors had reported that the commutation rates had worked great hardships 
on the ryots on account of the fall in prices, and that some relief would have to be given 
to them by way of reductio!, of the assessment. But still the Board as well as the
Government held that, that could not be done because the basis of assessment was not 
,the prices alone, but also the expansion of cultivation. We do not understand why the 
!:eduction of assessment could not have been sanctioned as was done by Sir Thomas 
Munroe in Cuddapah when he was convinced of the distress of the ryots. So far as lands 
on which commutation rates had been fixed long ago and the prices had fallen far below 
the commutation rates so fixed, reduction could have been readily granted while a sepa, 
rate rate according to the established usage could be fixed on the land that had been brought 
under cultivation afresh. It was Sir Thomas Munro, with full knowledge of the condi
tions of the country and the ryots, that proposed permanent settlement for the ryots of 
~be ryotwari areas also. That advice was rejeded by the authorities in Engla,nd and the 
,'policy enunciated above was formulated. Neither the Government nor the Board could' 
,deny tha.t the demand pressed heavily upon the ryot when the prices h.d fallen. They 
admitted that, the whole syste,m on which the commutation rates had been fixed was 
faulty, yet, they would not a/!Tee to do away with the commutation rates, and fix the 
rates in perpetuity as was done in the case of the z"mind"ri areas at the time of the 
permanent settlement. They rejected tb.e proposals of Sir Thomas Munro and laid down 
the policy stated above. 

The policy stated above was taken as a direction by the settlement officers a.n~ 
resettlement officers, so much so that in the so-called periodical revision of ass.essments 
there could be no reduction of rates under any circumstances. The settlement officers 
and the resettlement officers were necessarily hard put to find some ground, scientific
or unscientific, valid or invalid, to increase the assessments in a fixed proportion. In 
this period, between 1852 and 1855, after examining the whole situation the Board held 
out hopes to remove all undue restrictions on the cultivator, abolish differential tax on 
produce, make the land alone assessable according to its quality, supply of water from 
Government sources and maintain a fair and moderate proportion of the gross produce 
to be taken as the demand of the State. Accordingly, the Board instructed the Collectors 
and also promised bona fide survey and ca,reful field aSReBsment, in an~idration of pro
gressive improvement of the country. 

DistT... During this period investigations were .tarted on account of continued fall in 
='::f!~~Y the prices of grain in the N ellore district in fasli 1260 as stated at the very outset. The 
tiOD rato. fall was about 39 per cent below the commutation prices. The Government declared' 
iii ~.J1ore in that if this continued it would certainly, though slowly inapoverish the whole body of 
~,:I,!.!!~~t the cultivators. How the hardship worked can be seen putting the case as follo~ :-
offall of For example, dry grains commuted at Rs. 30 per candy of estimated produce, 
prioes. show bnt an averaue valUf' upon the three principal kinds noted in the priceII' 
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.current. A ryot therefore, cultivating an extent of dry land, assessed, for in
sta~, at Rs. 30 would, on selling the two candies of grain which that land 

• w<iS.estimated to produce, 'reaJize but an average of Re. 38 more or leBS, for it; 
.leavlDg him, after payment of his Re. 30 to circar, a balance of only Re. 8, or 

something of about 25 per coot in lieu of what he was supposed to realize for 
all . his labours. 

" The result of this is, that cultivation is as a rule, unwillingly"pursued, unwillingly' ~ ... u of 
extended, and its • dittum • amount even, in most cases artificially, I may say compul-!f 'N,:,,:_or 

sorily, kept up, by the Tahsildars." . 
Contingen<'ies of season and prevalence of epidemic among men or cattle, of course, 

will and frequently do, seriously combine and oontribute towards' the general sulfering 
and poverty; but such contingencies, engender naturally, a double evil, where the ryot's 
actual condition renders him well nigh powerless in contending against them, .• I have 
above assumed that the land actually produces the amount of grain upon which commu
tation was aRse.sed, but there is every reason to believe that in this estimate also loss 
frequently accrues to the ryot, and that much has been rated considerably above its pre
sent actual produce. I am unable to speak accurately, or point to instances on this 
head, a.a no field produce accounts appear to be kept in the cutcherry, and upon such 
rOllgh estimate as might be procured from the village karnams formed merely for the 
settlemellt of their fees, no Teliance could be placed." . 

" It would be difficult now therefore to deal with this point as. regards positive estab
lishment and consequently direct remedy, nor would such special provisi{oU appear to be 
necessal'Y, should measures for general .. alleviation" and .. amelioration" of the ryots 
be adopted," 

.. To this end, 1 would suggest as the most natural as well as equitable means, a revi
sion of the present existing rates of commutation." 

.. A reference of the actual average prices obtained d~g the last ten years for the 
three sorts of grain, which form the principal dry produce of the district, shows a collec
tive average result of scarcely Rs. 20 per candy," 

" The immediate result of the adoption of the above would doubtless be a considerable 
falling off in the land revenues; but, there would appear to be every prospect of such being 
recovered hereafter, with very probable augmentation, from the increased CUltivation, 
.which increased prosperity, and increased means,' would enable, and doubtless induce, 
the ryots to uudertake." Such was the report made by the Collector. 

It has been pointed out that as a result of the investigations into the economic crisis 
of 1852-53, the Goverument of Madras came to the cUlci8ion, that, .. future revisions 
'of the rates of land assessment should be guided less by any anxiety of meeting the loss of 
falling prices than by the broad and liberal policy of a.fIording scope for future extension of 
cultivatloll and 80 widening the basis of taxation "-and that the settlement officers took 
it as a direction of the policy of the Government. Ccnsequently, revision by way of re
settlement was always associated with a further enhancement of the rates of asseBSment. 
In the late'lt resettlement operations the proposed enhancement of the rates of assess
ment was limited to 18i per cent, which did not take effect ultimately. Consequently, 
revision by way of re-enhancement has been under suspension for some years and during 

., the last one or two years, remission has been granted to the ryots. 
We shall now look into the resettlement of 1896 and ace how the rules relating to_tie

commutation of 1'IItes had been applied to the resettlement operations of that year. In ~98' of 
the reRdtlement of 1896, the question of enhancement of rates was considered. It was . 
said that prices of all products had risen enormously since the first settlement of 1866 
and that ryots made 1arge profits, improved communications on all sides and for that 
reasllD the State could demand the full half-net produce of the land, and the rates of 
assessment could be easily raised on the basis of the half-net produce. Even in these 
existing assessments in the delta were colculated not on the basis of paddy, the staple 
crop raised on wet lands, but on those of dry grains which were seldom grown thereon, 
liS had been done in the previous resettlement of 1866. 

Next, it was pointed out on behalf of .the Government that SO years of the Godavari 
irrigatill'l had r.hanged the character of the eoil very considerably and in varying degrees, 
since the original ('laBSification, and for that reason also the commutation rates could be 
enhnced. As nj!ainat the suggestion for enhancing the rates Mr. V. A. Bodey, the then 
Collector of Godavari, wrote as follows :-

.. I agree with the Tahsildar of Rama.chandrapuram, that taking the soil pernse, 
the irrigation 01. the land for the last 30 years has caused mnch more I06S than 

co)(. ll. PUT 1-.29 
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gain. Improvements in swamp and saline lands is in some places due to the 
expenditure of capital by the owners. In the matter of improved fertilizahon 
lands of the Godavari district were worse off than those of Tanjor~." _ 

• 
Principle. " The principles applied in 1896 in fixing the commutation rates for resettlement P'll"-
:UDciotediD poses were rather good. Forty.two years after the first resettlement the Estates Land 
"':"-:'::'1" Act ClLmq into forrAl, and for the first time commutation rates were introduced in sections 
1896. 40 and 41 of the Act. ~'he rules laid down in sections 40 and 41 and 32 had not referred 

to th~ principles "adopted in the resettlement of 1896 for fixing the commutation rates. 
When cowIl1utaLion rules were for the first time introduced in the Estates Land Act in 
1908, the ~uthors of the legislation ought to have borne in mind the weak points of toe 
system whIch brought about Its breakdown m 1852-53 and some ot the just principles 
enunciated and attempted to be applied in the resettlement of 1896. 

~ date's:: It is not ordinarily noticed by the cultivator" who pays and suffers or by others 
pa~t offwho represent him, how and to what extent he sustains a loss on account of the 
ohio. faIlo IGovernment enforcing the payment of the shist nn the date fixed by them. When 
:~jn~ ':~instalments were fixed for payment of shist the cultivator is not taken into account. 
BOD works .iHis capacity to pay on the date fixed is not taken into account. As the dates fixed r' ~'\do not fall within the proper seIling season, the fact that be would be compelled to 
.,.: ... on • ~ell his goods to pay the Government wst at an earlier date and for cheaper prices 

is not taken into account by the Government or the landholder. For these reasons 

{
' the first principle that was considered in fixing the commutation rates in the re-settle
"ment operations of 1896 was as follows.-

"(i) The' Government being a big agricultural creditor was in a position to force 
down the prices in months which were not the selling season, by, compelling 
the ryots to sell their goods, to meet the Government demands. Therefore. 
what the tenant loses on this account should be taken into account in 
commuting the rates. 

This is a' very reasonable and just rule. This is what is happening all over 
the Presidency, both in the ryotwari lands or in the zammdari lands. It 
has been st .. ted in the evidence recorded by us in this enquiry tha.t the pay
ment of the shist should bll so altered a. to bring them within the seIling 
sello8On, so as to enable the cultivator to sell his own produce and get the 

"" money mto hIS hand, and payout of that to the zamindar; and that because 
the dates ha.d not been so adjusted they lIad been compelled to under-Iell 
the produce to enable them to pay the shist due to the landholder. 

(2) The second principle was the exclusion of famine years in fixing the com
mutation rates. This is recognized in the Estates Land Act. 

~3) The third rule applied was in fixing the prices per garce (garce being equsl 
to six putties), allowing 15 or 20 per cent for (1) merchant's profits and (2) 
for cost of carriage to market. On this calculation the Settlement Officer 
fixed the commutation rate at 19 rupees per puttie, as against this the ryot. 
contended that it should be valued only at 16 or 17 rupees as the average of 
their actuaIs. 

In fixing the rates and in measuring the produce, certain standards were 
adopted by the Settlement department. In 1896 re-settlement the ryots 
complained that the Be-settlement department calculated the puttie at 200 
kunchams of 320 tolas, whereas the ordinary kuncham by which transactions 
in grain . were effected weighed 360 tolas. It was alro claimed by the ryots 
that in calculating the outturn, the exact kuncharns, and not heaped-up 
kunchams, had been taken into account though as a. rule s80les were made 
bv heaped-up kunchams. It is a. matter of detail, but one of great consequence 
for the cultivator. No\hing of this is suggested in sections 40, 41 and 32 
of the Estates Land Act which gave the special rules to be taken into 
consideration in fixing the commutation rates. 

(4) Fourthly, deductions for vicissitudes of se8osons were also made in 1896 
re-settlement--
(j) One-tenth of an acre was considered as necessary for seed·bed. On 

this account a deduction of 5 per cent was 8ollowed. 
(ii) Unprofitable areas like bunds, etc., were taken into account . 

. (iii) Allowance was made for" fallows 8olso, a.s provided in the Settlemen$ 
Manual, Chapter II, section 5. " 
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(iv) A lump allowance for unprofitable areas and vicissitudes of seasons was 
set apart from 15 to 20 per cent. So far as fallows were concerned Mr. Clarke 
char!1ed these fallows with the corresponding dry assessment. These cal. 
culatlOns wllre based on the yield of a really average year without giving 
allowance for vicissitudes C)f season. 

(v) Separate allowance was made for defective drainage, defective water 
supply and liability to submersion. The allowance on this accoun~ waa 
fixed at 10 per cent by Mr. Clarke, and this was considered enough. 

(vi) Cultivation expenses were estimated for each acre of first class land at 
Rs. 19. The Cost of . lowering levels of fields was estimated at' As. IIHJ. 
The cost of food for cattle waa to be at Rs. 1-12-9. No charge was made 
for extra. The cost of lowering levels was taken into account although it 
would not arise where the country was generally llst. Allowance was made ./"(. 
for manure and agricultural implements also. 

Such were the rules and principles adopted by the Settlement department in fixing AuthON of 
commutstion rates and it may be conceded that they made the technique of it almost the Eatateo 
perfect. In spite of the progress made on a scientific basis, the system of commutation ti;8d':~'D:! 
mtes had failed. The rules laid down in sections 40, 41 and 32, do not suggest appli. oousider 
cation or even consideration of the principles enunciated above in fixing commutation th?"". I 
rates. The legislators of 1908 ought to have taken good care to lay down the rules and r.'i'.r~~':' ., 
principles upon which the commutation rates should be fixed. The direction given in the time of 
section 40, clause 3 (a), was the one which had been adopted in fixing commutation rates the ~":"I .... 
before 1852 and failed. The rule laid down in clause (b) of sub·section 3 would not ~". 
take even a court anywhere nearer the solution, when they are called upon to take 
into account the money rent payable by the ryots for land of a similar description and 
with similar advantages in the same village or neighbouring villages or in villages of 
neighbouring taluks. Again, the rule in clause (c) relating to improvement effected by 
the landholder or the ryot is not a factor that influences the rise or fall in prices, although 
it might be one, if permitted, that will make the land yield a little more. When the 
yield is more on account of expansion of cultivation all round, that will induce fall in 
prices and not rises. 

Now turning to section 32, upon which clause (c) of sub·section 3 of section 40 waa 
made dependent, the presiding officer is called upon to take into consideration the increase 
in the productive powers of the land caused by the improvement. The cost of the improve. 
ment and the proportion in which the landholder and the ryot would bear, and also the 
probable cost of maintenance of the improvement, the cost of the preparation and culti. 
vation for using the improvement, and lastly the existing rent and capacity of the land to 
bear a higher rent. 

We have thus examined all the provisions of the sections which lay down the rules Prloe.Jove\o 
for ascertaining the commutation rates tinder the Estates Land Act. Not one of them AD'! oommQ' 

will enable the court to consider the principles which the Settlement department laid =~or":: 
down for application in fixing the commutation rates. It was not proper that such .. me iD&roo 

rules_should. h~ ve been enacted in .the Estates ~and ~<:t, wlthlrut"even- oaiiing the~ ~:::. r..!:i 
noon the pnnClples adopted by the Government ID revlslDg the rates of theryotwarl Ao' iD Z .. 
ll@ds.- Where u.ltima.tely even the perfected system applied -t<>the-ryotwari aras broke mJndari 

•• down so' often, what was the justification for introducing the price-levels and commutation area- IiII'!:
rates into the Estates Land Act, for the first time? That was done in spite of the ~i~:'" 
dissenting minute of a distinguished person like Sir P. S. Sivaswami Ayyar. It was 
a very short-sighted step that embarrassed the position of the cultivator and confused 
the issues altogether. It has already been pointed out that, within 20 years from the 
date of the Estates Land Act the rules relatu:g to price·levels and commutation rates 
bad broken down finally in 1930, on account of the fall in prices that started in 1929 and 
1930. It must be noted in this connexion that the economic depression of this country 
and the rest of the world, on account of the fall in prices and the consequent failure of the 
oommutation rates, has been mainly due to the application of artificial methods of inflation 
and deflation periodically, until at last the monetary system of the world and also this 
country which had been so carefully bUIlt up by the British Government, has broken 
down. It is admitted in the preamble of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, that the 
monetary system of the world was disorganized and that they were not able to find a 
permanent suitable basis for the India Monetary System. We have laboured on this point-
from every aspect with a view to impress upon the Legislature not to pin their faith to 
the price-levels and oommtltation rates and to the currency and exchange policy of the 
British Government, in their endeavour to develop their country and protect the culti. 
'98tor and the industry of agricUlture. They must strike a new method of their own, 
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80 long as they have no power to compel the British Government to abandon their 
exchange policy, if they wish to put this country on a level with others. . 

Conclusion. 

Estates Land Act I of 1908 also is processual law. On a· close scrutiny of the 
provisions of the Act, and the decided cases we are of opinion that the cultivators' right 
to enjoy the land subject to the payment of rent fixed permanently at the time of the 
permanent settlement, continued to remain the same without any change, up to date. 
The fact that the rate of rent was fixed both on the cultivated and on uncultivated 
lands permanently, was admitted by the Hon'ble Mr. G. B. Forbes, the promotor of 
the Estates Land Bill of 1908. The enhancements provided for in sections 30-35-
and in sections 40 and 41 through commutation, were intended to be levied only as 
against the cultivators of old waste ryoti land, and not on the cultivators of the ryot
wari land. That no enhanc.ement of rent was intended against lands of which, rates. 
of rent had been fixed permanently at permanent settlement is clear from the proviso. 
to clause (1) of section 30, clause (e) of section 165, and from section 50 before it 
was amended in 1934. 

On a consideration of the oral and documentary evidence and the provisions. 
of the Estates Land Act, and the decisions of Jaw-courts, on the question of land-

I 
holder right to enhance the rate of rent, we are of opinion that the cultivators right 
to the so~~ h: been ma.intained intact, an~ right of j,heJandholder to leyy e!l1!agced 

ijlijes is:g .. :ved. The decisions that put a wrong construction .on the sections relating 
! to enhancement of rents are wrong, and the enhancement on aCcount of a rise in 

prices, etc., is diametrically opposed to the proviso to clause (1) of section 30 and' 
such enhancements are not binding on the cultivator. We are also of opinion that 
the varying rates of rent on cropwar basis, on the nature and quantity of the yield' 
have been levied contrary to the provisions of the permanent settlement and they 
are also not binding on the cultivators. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

ESTATES LAND ACT I OF 19O5-cont. 

(i) CHAPTER IV-PATTAS AND MUCIDLIKAS. 

Under the head of Patta Regulation we have discussed at length the meaning of the 
word • patta' and the significance of its being made compulsorily exchangeable with 
muchilika. We pointed out that the patta, which the landholder is compelled to issue 
in favour of the cultivator is the same as the Sannad-i-Milikiat-Istimrar, which the 
Government is compelled to issue in favour of the landholder. The patta was intended 
under the Patta Regula.tion to be a document of title, acknowledging the occupaucy 
right of the cultivator and declaring that the • shist' mentioned therein was fixed 
forever,. without being liable to be altered under any circumstances. In other words, E .... t .. 
in the words of Sir John Shore and Lord Cornwallis, fixity of tenure and fixitv of rent Land:ot. 
in perpetuity were' guaranteed to the cultivator, in t.he same manner in which the ::;~t.~ 'wo 
unaltcrable character of the peshkash was declared in favour of the landholder under irEeconeil' 
the Regulations of 1802. Before the Estates LauQ Act I of 1908 was passed, the a~l. 0:S" d 
Hon'ble Mr. Forbes who was to pilot the Bill, reviewed the whol.e law as well as facts ~h:!~re,,~ 
froUl 1802 until 1908 and declared that both the tenure and the ,rent had been fixed aU tho 
for ever, and they were unalterable. If the Estates Land Bill had been a simple one, oonf"sion. 
confined to the regulation of disputes between the landholders and their tenants, the 
Bill ~s well as the Act would have been a very simple measure, similar to that of the 
Penllanent Settlement RegUlation XXV and the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802. But 
by some mistake, the Act was made applicable not. only to the cultivator whose rights 
hud b"en secured permanently at the time of the perma.nent . settlement , but also 
to tho~e cultivators who became the tillers of the soil called • old-waste.' Old-waste, 
W8~ a ryoti land according to the definition given in the Act, which did not carry with 
it occupancy right and fixed rent, but it was a kind of land in which the landholder'. 
ownership of the soil was recognised, though not to the extent of private land. With 
regard to old-waste ryoti land, the right of the landholder to enhance the rents and 
to ejprt the tenants was recognized, whereas in case of ryoti land no such thing existed. 
Whell two such irreconcilable classes were brought within the scope of the Estates 
Land Act, the difficulty of the Legislature was considerably enhanced in framing sections 
80 a" t-o make them applicable to both clRsses. The same mistake was made in the 
Rent Recovery Act, in which two irreconcilable classes of landholders were brought 
together under section 1 of the Act. All the confusion that followed these two enact-
ments was due mostly to the mistake made in c1ubhing together iTreconciiable elements 
under one group. In enacting Chapter IV entitled Pattas and Muchilikas, section 50 was 
ori"inally framed and adopted as law in the Act I of 1908, making it applicable to both 
cla~ses of cultivators. Section 50, clause (i), as originally passed, was as follows:-

.. The provision of this chapter shall apply to all ryots with a permanent right 
of occupancy and also so far as may be to ryots holding old waste under a land
holder otherwise than under a lease in writing." 

This remained as good law from 1908 until 1934, when by the Amending Act VIII 
of 1934, the words .. with a permanent right of occupancy and also so far as may be 
to ryots holding old waste under a landholder otherwise than under a lease in writing," 
were oinitted. Then there remained only the words, .. the provisions of this chapter 
shall npply to all ryots." 

We have already pointed out that when the above words were omitted, all the oon
lIl'luential changes ought to have been made ~y omitting the sections relating to enhance
ment and commutation of rents, under sectIons 30-35, 40 and 41; and all the sections 
relating to the settlement of rents under Chapter XI-Survey, Record of Rights and 
Settlement of Rents, and all other provisions which were intended by the legislatures 
to apply exclusively to old-waste. That ~s not~one. Now, .Chapter IV which deals 
'wi~h pl>\tae and muchilikas bas got only Ulne .sections. 

The dockets of the sections show that-
(1) They relate to persons to whom the chapter applied. 
(2) The right of the ryot and the landholder to obtain pattas and muchilikaa. 

cox. a. ,"UT 1-30 
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(3) Particulars of pattas. 
(4) Period for which pattas and muchilikas might ennre. 
(5) Tender of patta. 
(6) The right to sue to obtain patta, and registration of pattas. 

With. vie", ~'here was a similar provision in the Rent Recovery Act and Regulations XXV and 
::~ ~:~t... XXX of 1802 also. Trouble started to the cultivators when some courts put wrong 
miainter. construction upon these Regulations and denied their rights for some time. The momem 
preted... su"h encroachment upon the rights of the cultivators wa,s taken to the notice of the 
was d>n8 
before, a Gover~ent, the Gov~r~ment and other officers took every care to protect the rights of 
permanent tht cultivators .. By nuxmg up two, classes of c~thTators, who were diametrically opposed 
:.':'~nd- to each other ill the matter of rights and privileges, a good deal of confusion was 
ed. crea~ed in the provisions framed for regulation of the exchange of pattas and muchilikas 

between the landholders and the cultivators. 

Dm,raint 
and aale of 
properby. 

We would therefore suggest that having regard to the persistent efforts made to 
misdirect the provisions of the Act, during the last 138 years, that all the cumbersome 
procedure prescribed for the exchange of pattas and muchilikas should be done away 
with and permanent pattas declaring the rights of the cultivators both in regard to 
fixity of rent and fixit)', of _ tenure II1jght be issued once for all, in the same manner in 
which'lilldlads have Deen issued to the landholders by the Government. The difficnlty that 
was experienced at the time of the permanent settlement, in making provision for 

- cultivated lands and uncultivated lands does not exist now generally. Much of the land 
had been brought under cultivation. One declaration can be made with regard to the 
whole of that land in unequivocal terms. If details are considered necessary, the provi
sions of Patta Regulation XXX and Regulation XXVIII of 1802 with such modifications 
as had been made under Regulations IV and V of 1822, and such other modifications as 
might be considered necessary now, might be adopted under the new legislation that will 
be undertaken by the Legislatures. _ All the provisions of Chapter IV must be repealed 
and new provisions enacted. 

(ii) CHAPTER VI-DISTRAINT AND BALE OF PROPERTY. 

ThiS i. a big Chapter in which we have 56 sections, desling with the remedies pro
vided for the landholder to recover the wst due to him either by suit or by distraint and 
sale of movable property or of the holding. Every possible detail has been provided for 
with the hope of preventing hardship both for the landholder and the ryot. But after 
thirty years of working of the Act, both have come forward to inform the Committee 
that the Act did not in any way remove their troubles. The landholder complained that 
the powers given to him to collect the rent are not sufl:icient and that all the powers which 
-the Government has taken to collect their revenue under the Revenue Recovery Act 
,should be given to them. On the other hand, on behaii of the ryots it has been stated 
'that great trouble has been caused to them on account of distraint powers given to the 
landholder. They demanded that special provision should be made for the collection .of 
the rent from them without leaving them, to the tender mercies of the landholder and hid 
servants who observe no rules in the matter of carrying on the distraint proceedings or even 
sale. 

When onno We have to examine the provisions of Chapter 6 having speciaJ regard to the decision 
:~~ : we have arrived at about the rent itseiI. When it is held that the rate of rent had been 
porma ..... t fixed for ever at the time of the permanent settlement on ull cultivated lands and also 
d:;.:"'t that the rate of rent that could be claimed by the landholder on ull waste land that was 
proced..... brouglit under cultivation after the permanent settlement should not exceed the rate 
GOuld b;lixed at'the time of the permanent settlement on cultivated lands, the rent or shistpay
:;::O:!v:~' able by the cuitiv9.tor to the landholder will be on the same footing 'With peshkash. Just 
of rent. as the Bann9.d is issued for a permanently settled estate for ever, the po.ttaalso will have 

to be issued once for 11.11 making some other provision for the lands that might be b~ught 
'under cultivation hereafter: On that basis all the provisions of Chapter 6 of the Estates 
Land Act relating to the conditions imposed for recovery of arreal'!! by distraint of 
,movable properties or sale of holding wil1 become unnecessary. The first condition im
posed was the exchange of pattas and muchilkas. Under section 77 (a) of the Act it is 

,provided that no proceeding for the recovery of rent by distmint and sale of movable pro
perty or by sale of holding is maintainable unless there was the exchange of patta and 
muchilikas. If the patta is /riven by the landholder once for al1 as recommended bv us al1 
the provisions relat.ing to exchan/!e of pattas and muchilikas yeat" after year Ot" periodically 
become useless. When the patta becomes a permanent one like the Banad, a different 
procedure should be laid down for the recoverY of the amount. When once the amount 
1& made certain and unalterable it comes within the reach of the cultivator who will feel 
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the confidence to make the land yield more so as to leave him sufficient margin for pay
ment of a rent without putting the landholder to the necessity of taking coercive measures 
.against him for the recovery of rent as was the case until now. No wise husbandman 
would allow his rent to fall into alT<:I>rs even after it is made certain and moderate as 
.contemplated by Regulations XXV and XXX of 1802. 

We have discussed already the causes of the trouble that arose notwithstanding the If only the 
.fixity of tenure and the fixity of rent made for ever at the time of the permanent settle- rtta ~.~ 
ment. We pointed out in that connection that if once patta had been fixed, along with f:~ve:like 
the Sannad given to the landholder, to be given to the cultivator in exchange for a the aariad all 
muchilika there would have been no trouble and even if there should be any trouble it!~ ~~rf~' 
would be like the one which the zamindar whose peshkash had been permanently fixed eould bave 
has been able to give to the Government. No dispute worth the name however arose been laved • 
. between the Government and the landholder with regard to the quantnm of peshkash or 
liability to pay it. In cases in which the landholder disables himself to pay the peshkash 
·to the Government, provisions were made for the Government proceeding against the land-
holder for recovering the peshkash. Similarly provisions might be enacted in favour of the 
landholdel' for recovering the shist permanently fixed from the cultivators. That is what 
-ought to have been done at the time of the permanent settlement itslf. What was called 
rent under the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802 was not really rent which the cultivator was 
liable to pay to the landholder as a tenant. It was part of the total revenue assessment 
made by the Government on his land. Generally speaking half of the produce was set 
.apart for the total jumma or land revenue payable to the Government. Out of that half 
the zamindar was called upon to remit two-thirds to the Government and appropriate the 
balance one-third to himself for his services as a collection agent. Thus, revenue was 
,divided into two parts, one part going to the Exchequer of the Government and the other 
part going to the collection agent. It was wrong to have called the second part a rent 
.and the cultivator a tenant. Au_thoritieshavebeen~ already quoted in support of the pro
positiordllarwliiir~ilie cultivator has been paying to the zamindar even towards his own 
-one-third was not rent but only part of the public revenue. Apart from those authorities, 
we could refer to the Preamble of Regulation XXVIII of 1802. Under this Regulation 
the landholders and farmers of land were empowered to distrain and s~ll the personal 
-property' of underfarmers and ryots and in some eases the personal property of their 
~sureties for arrears of reut or revenue. Cla!,se 1 of the RegUlation runs as follows ;-

., It being necessary to the pnnctual collect·ion of the public revenue that land-" Rent" a. 
holders and farmers of land should have the means of compelling payment from !"ent~:.d 
defaulters without bemg obliged to have recourse to the court. of judicature and ~~;:ation 
incurring the expense and delay necessarily attending the law process for the is only a 
recovery of arrears of rent or revenue; and it being at the same time expedient, ~~~li~f 
that underfarmers and ryots shoulr! be protected from the oppressive exercise of revenue 
such power, the Governor in Council has for that purpose passed the following ........ m.nt. 
Rules." 

Thus we find in this Regulation, in the preamble quoted above that rent was treated 
~8 part of public revenue and net reet which a lessee would be paying to a lessor, or rent 
in the English sense paid to 8. landlord of England. 

"-
When onCe power of distraint and sale was given to tbe Ia.ndholder, he was fr('e to 

·do "'harever he liked in the exercise of t.hat power. Soon after the Regulation XXVIII 
of 1802 w .... passed with powers given to the landholder to recover his rent by distraint 
and ~ale, the cultiv8.tor complained of oppression. The Government also noticed that 
the oomplaint of the cultivator was genuine. What was the oppression complained of 
then? 'l'be complaint of the cultivator was tbat under Regulation XXVnI of 1802, 
he was asked to go to civil conrt to obtain redress, in cases where the measures taken by 
the llUldholder were oppressive. No provision was made in Regulation XXVITI of 1802 
to enable the cultivator to obtain redress from the Collector by a summary proceeding. 

'The Madras Government 8.nd the Government of India reviewed the whole .ituation and 
passed Regulations IV and V of 1822 modifying- section 37 of Regulation XXVIII of 180'2. 
by taking away the jurisdiction given to the zillah comt. by regular suit for damages for 
oppression and vesting it in the Collector em powering him to dispose it of summarily 
without putting the parties to too much expense or inconvenience. But it so happens 
now that under the Estates Land Act. the same power of distraint and sale were given 
into the hands of the landholder and the cultivato ... have been complaining before ollr 
Commit!.,., th"t the powers given to the landhnlder by distraint and sale must be modified. 
Th .. landholder. on the ot,her hand. sa)'s. as pointed out above. tha·t he is in the position 

-of the Oovernment and that he should be given all the powers which the Government hn~ 
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~aken \lIlder the Revenue Recovery Act of 1865. When the rent is put on the same basi~ 
.with peshkash, we are of o.pinion that it is only re&s?nable that the landholder should be
given the same powers whIch the Government exercISe for the recovery of the peshkash 
from the !3ndholder. The shist, which the landholder receives for his own use being 

to-day as &garnst Its ryots should be gIven to the landholder. . 
\

part of the p~blic .revenue, it is only ju~t that all the powers which the Government haa. 

provi.iono The provisions of Chapter VI should undergo a thorough revision in the light of the
IA ~t~!:J~r finding that the rent is made permanent and moderate as prescribed by Regul~tions XXV 
,und.'~o a and XXX of 1802. Under the Estates Land Act a first charge was created rn favour of 
thorough. the landholder on the crops and also the holding. That may hold good. The shist that. 
:V18liO~t'::f is paid by the cultivator to the laudholder being part of the revenue, its distraint proceed
th: t!ding ings and sale proceedings might be carried on through the Revenue Officers of the
that rent Government in the same manner in which 'they are carried on for collecting the peshkash 
w ... .r;~.d due to the Government from the landholder and also the revenue due to the Government 
~:~802. from the ryotwari ryot. There should be no imprisonment of the cultivator even througb 

Water
Bupply. 
irrigation 
works and 

. mpaira. 

the civil courts. The crops and the yield should be .primarily responsible for the payment 
of the shist, whether it goes towards peshkash or the shist which the landholder takes for
himself. Alm'ost all the provisions of Chapter VI will have to be repealed and new pro-
visions enacted for the purpose of recovering rents. . 

(iii) CHAPTER VIII-IRRIGATION WORKS-REpAIRS. 

Questions 4 and 8 of the questionnaire relate .to water-supply, irrigation sources and' 
repairs. Question 4 runs as follows:-

4. (a) Are the rights of the tenants to water-supply inherent as being appurte
nant to the land or are they a matter of contract between them and the land
holder? 
(b) Has the landholder a Superior right in the water sources in the estate and' 

if so, 'what is the 'nature and extent of that right? 
Question 8 runs as follows:-. 

8. (a) What according to you are the principles to guide the parties pr court. to
arrive at a suitable scheme for the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources and 
works? 
(b) Do you think that any rights should be vested in the .Provincia.! Government, 

to undertake the repair or maintenance of irrigation works where the land
holders fail to take nece.ssary and proper steps? 

(el Do you think that such powers should be vested in the Government to be
applied 81.10 mota or on application by parties? 

The right to Clause (a) of question 4 raises the important issue whether the cultivators have any 
"ater Is inherent right to water-supply as being II-ppurtenant to the land or whether it is a matter 
:~!'.:nt an. of ocntract between the cultivator and the landholder. This part of the question depends
r;oh.t oltho '.011 the face of it on the o,,:nership of the soil, to a great extent, and it has been pointed 
oultivator. 'out already, that the zamrndar has been only a rent-farmer without owning any right 

to the soil. Apart from general right to the soil, there has been an immemorial duty
cast upon the Government and through them on the zainindars, to maintain public irriga-

; tion and water-supply sources for the benefit of the people. It has already been pointed" 
Ollt how the Gove~nment of Madras and the Boar~ of Revenue publicly declared that the' 
land; reven,;,e whIch they .coll~t from the cultIvators was only for carrying on the' 
admrnlstratlOn, so as to mamtam law and order and carry out all works of public utili~. 
:rhis is an obligation cast on the ruler from time immemorial. The Hindu kin!!!! fulfilled' 
this obligation to the satisfaction of the people. The Muhammadan rulers ;'aintained' 

, ~he t~aditions ,of the kingship, by faithfully .executing all t~e duties devolved upon them, 
m thiS most Important matter. Land by Itself cannot give food to the cultivator nor' 
revenue to the king. It is only when there is rain, andaJI the facilities are given by 
the Government for maintaining old works of irrigation and opening new ones, fOr' 
Jeveloping the industry of agriculture, that the people will be in a position to pay their' 
.:fues. 

In the evidence recorded by our Committee we find' the' assertion made on b~hall 
of the cultivators that most of the tanks and other irrigation sources in several .zamindaris' 
have been ~nvery b~d repairs. Some of them had beocme practically useless for irrigation' 
~ork. It '18 ~Iso saldtha~, whether there was proper water-supply or not, al)d the irriga
ho~ sources I~ goo~ rep~lrs or n?t .. the tenants have' been compelled to pay their dues. 
t IS also admitted III eVIdence /Vven on behalf of sollie of the zamindars that whether
he lands yielded or not, or whether the crops were washed away by floods: the cllltivator' 
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was bound to pay the a.mount due from him, and that he was Dot ~ntitled to II~ f~r 
remission as of right. If remission was ever granted under such CIrcumstances It IS 
alleged that it was only an act of mercy. 

It is therefore necessary to decid~ .whether the zamindar is boun~ or. Dot to exe,:ute 
all irrigation repairs and other works of irrigation which had been mamtamed from tIme 
immemorial. In the case of MADRAS RAILWAY COMPANY v. ZAMlNDAR OF KARVETNAGAR, 
reported in 1, I.A., 3M, the matter went up to the Privy Council and their Lordships 
~~ . IA~ 

•• The tanks are ancient and form part of what may be termed a natIOnal system . " cia 
of irrigation, recognized by Hindu and .Muhammadan La~s, by regulatio~s of :::,~und, 
the East India Companv and by experIence older tban history as essential to to ~.~Dt~ 

. .' . f hit' f th I t' the "ngatioD the welfare and indeed to the eXls.ten~e. 0 t ~ ~ge por Ion 0 e popu a ~on works by 
of India. The public duty of mamtammg eXlstmg tanks and of constructmg r."""D of 
new ones in many 'places was originally un~ertaken by the Government of .Indla the".i.ten_. 
and upon the settlement of the country has m many places devolved on zammd~rs ' 
of whom the defendant is one. The zamindars have no power to do away WIth 
these tanks in the maintenance of which large numbers of people are interested, 
but are chdrged, under Indian Law, by reason of their tenure, with the duty of 
preserving and repairing them. " 

Every material aspect of this question has been .considered and .de.cid~d by the Privy 
Couucil. The fact that the tanks and other anCient sources of irrigatIOn form a. part 
of a national system of irrigation and the duty of maintaining such tanks in good condi
tion-not only the duty of maintaining the old tanks but aJso the duty of constructing 
new ones is upon the Government or their representatives, the zamindars has been declared 
by the highest of judicial tribunaJs in the abovenamed case. These duties were originally 
undertaken by the King or the Government itself. And when the Government transferred 
their melvaram right to the zamindars this obligation was aJso transferred along with 
the right to receive the melvaram. This was the case not only in the zamindari areas 
but also in the ryotwari tracts. The question relating to the duty of the Government in 
ryotwari tracts was considered and decided in the case reported in 34 Mad., 352, SECRETARl' 
OF STATE V. MUTHUVEERAMMA; and in another case reported in 24 Mad., 529, AMBALA
VANA 0. SIlCRETARY OF STATE. Thus we find that this sacred obligation of maintaining 
the water sources in the best condition has been judicially upheld both in the zamindari 
and ryotwari areas. The same has been recognized statutorily also. 

There was no provision made in the Rent Recovery Act on this matter. For the ~visiOD for 

first time rules relating to water sources and their repairs had been laid down in sections :ge~~ 
135 to 142 of the Estates Land Act as originally passed. Later, in the amending Act righ~ ofthe 
No. VIII of 1934, Chapters 7 and 8 deaJt with the procedure, in place of the original cultl;;"~h 
Chapter 7. In view of the proceedings recorded before the Committee it is necessary to Ii:: t~:;'o e 
examine the provisions of the Estates Land Act with a view to ascertain whether they made in 
have fail~d to give the required relief to the cultivators and if so for what reasons. These !s::--:91=d 
provisions of the Estates Land Act have not 1a.id down any substantive rights for the 0 0 • 

first time in favour of the cultivators or the zamindars. They proc.eeded on the basis that I 
the duty of carrying on the repairs was on the zamindar and prescribed the procedure for 
enforcing the old obligations. This is con.istent with the established usage and also the 
,Mclaration of the rights and liabilities of the parties by the judicial tribunals. 

Section 138 dealt with the question of making the application and the enquiry thereon, 
for the repair of irrigation works. This corresponds to section 135 of the original Estate. 
Land Act, with certain new clauses. Section 139 deals with the enquiry and order on 
such applications. The old sections 136. 137, 139 and 140 are merged into this. The 
liability of Dasabandam inams, which formed part of the old section 138 is made into a 
separate section 140. Section 142 has dealt with irrigation works that serve partlv an 
estate and partly Government lands. Section 143 has dealt with irrigation works' that 
serve more than one estate. Section 136-B, 136-C and 136-D which deal with enquiry on 
application has taken the place of the old section 136. Section 136-A, 136-B, deal with 
ayacuts, major and minor irrigation works. Section 137-A provides for determination 
of ayacut and also extend the same. Section 137-C and 137-D deal with re-classification 
of irrigated or garden land as un irrigated and determination of the rate of rent on re
classification of lands. Section 144 puts a ban on the jurisdiction of Civil Courts. Such 
is the elaborate scheme provided in chapter 8; while, chapter 7 which contains sections 135 
and 136 have p!"hibited excess p&ymellts in. addition to rent, and the procedure to recover 
th~ same. ThiS rule &gamst e;s:cess collectIOns co,:""sponds to sec.tions 7 and 9 of Regu
latIOn XX~ of 1802 .. Very strmgent rules were. laid down prescribing penalty for excess 
collectIons m RegulatIOn XXX of 1802 because It was part of the pre-settlement arran"e- \ 
ment that the rents had been fixed permanently then, and that there should be no enhan~ 
ment whatever under any name or pretence. 

COM. R. PART l~l 
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The sections in Regulation XXX of 1802 that correspond with sections 135 and 136 
of the Estates Land Act are as follows :-

VII. " Proprietors or farmers of land shall not levy any new assessment or tax 
on the ryots under any name or pretence; exactions other than those consolidated 
in the pattah or otherwise authorized by the Government, shall, upon proof, 
subject the proprietor or farmer to a penalty equal to three times the amount 
of each exaction." 

XI. "Discharges of rent in money or in kind received by proprietors or, farmers 
of land, over and above the amount or quantity which may have been specified in 
the muchilika of the persons paying the same, shall be considered to have been 
extorted; and discharges so taken by extortion shall be repaid, together with 
a penalty of double the amount of the value, with costs." 

Provisions The sections 7 and 9 which dealt with the enhancement of rent should have been !" thh' Act .. embodied in the Estates Land Act, as had been done in the Rent Recovery Bill of 
.;;l/r~~ 1863., H those sections and other provisions enacted to regulate collections of such excess 
the relior hoo rents had been embodied in the Estates Land Act, in place of sections 30-35 and 40, 41 
~..... and other connected sections the troubles of the ryots as well as the zamindars would have 
~li':to':i':'~ been set at rest 30 years back. But that was not done, because, even after prohibiting 
mattors. excess payments the promoters of the Estates Land Bill lapsed into the same error into 

which the Second Select Committee of the Rent Recovery Bill had been drawn, when they 
introduced a second class of landholders in section 1 and clauses 1-4 in section 11 of the 
Rent Recovery Act instead of adopting the Bill of 1863 as a whole. The very cumbersome 
and ('omplicated procedure prescribed in chapter 8 of the Estates Land Act for getting 
relief whether to the ryot or to the zamindar, instead of simplifying the procedure and 
making it less costly, all the details prescribed prevented the ryot as well as the land
holder from getting any relief from the authorities concerned in time. Section 135 of the 
Estates Land Act as originally pa.ssed, laid down the rules to define which ryot or class 
of ryots in a zamindari area could make the application to the Collector for getting repairs 
done to the irrigation works. The rules are that the ryot or the ryots must be paying 

I not less than one-fourth of the rent of the ayacut or must be holding an area of not less 
than one-fourth of the extent of the ayacut. This is not the way in which relief could be 
placed within the reach of the poor cultivators. Rich men owning one-fourth of the total 
ayacut or paying one-fourth of the total rent of the ayacut would necessarily be powerful 
lDen able to shift for themselves without seeking for any redress from the Collectors. 
It is only the poor men who will have no means to go to courts, that require relief. Instead 
of making provision for such people, by the introduction of such useful clauses the ptocedure 
was made prohibitory and oppressive. Having realized that these two clauses (al and (bl of 
section 138 became utterly useless, clause (e) was added by the amending act. The right to 

r make applications is extended by clause (e) to those who are able to deposit Rs. 200 in the case 
of a major irrigation work and Rs. 100 in the case of a minor irrigation work. This also 
has failed because the poor ryots cannot find such big amounts, to start an irrigation suit 
the ultimate result of which nobody could judge beforehand. As a rule litigation in courts 
hae been the ruin of the cultivators. Lord Cornwallis, sometime after the establishment 
of t,he British Courts, looked into the statistics of the institutions' and the disposals; when 
he found I,hat litigation increased and the rate of disposal decreased. He held that it 
was ruinous to the poor people of the country. He was of opiuion that the litigation 
should not be expensive, that the cultivator should be enabled to reach a court and get 
rehef without even finding money for stamp duty. Such were the principles and motives 
of the great men of those days. With the advancement of civilization and concentration 
of all wealth in cities, cost of litigation has been added to year after year, so much so, that 
the cultivator has not been able to find a deposit of Re. 100 for minor irrigation works or 
R., 200 for major irrigation works. In our opiuion, all these three clauses (a), (b) and (e) 
of section 138 of the Estates Land Act must be repealed. An explanation has been added 
to section 138 which we do not find in the section 135 of the original Estates Land Act. 

(

That explanation lays down the wholesome rule that repairs shall not include petty works 
such as yearly clearance of silt in supply and distribution <:ha.nnels or minor repairs which 
the 'ryots are, by law or custom, bound to carry out. ThiS IS a good rule, and the culti
vators ought to have kept them in view and never have deviated from the responsibilities 
cast upon them for carrying out all the minor works with their own hand labour. But 
unfortunately for them, under the system of rules and regulations thrust upon them and 
,the flagrant violation of the acknowledged rights, they have lost the habit of helping them
selves. If by the law enacted either in 1908 by way of the Estates Land Act or in lAS5 
hv way of the Rent Recovery Act of Madras, their rights have not been disturbed and 
they had not been subjected to periodical enhancements of rent and interference of their 
other rights, they would not have forgotten their duty of carrying out minor repairs them
stllves. The Kudimaramat Act had failed and even the contribution system did not 
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induce them to do their part of work. They take no abiding interest in their own business 
because of the indebtedness on one siele and the burden of taxation ou the other. More
over, the procedure preBCl"ibed must be short and the relief must be given without losing 
any time. The relief required in the matter of wa.ter-supply and irrigation works cannot The ~!ifb 
be postponed for a long period. The rains are ever expected in the proper seasons and r~1.t is y 
the irrigation sources must be in order before the seasons begin every year. What is the uore .... n· 
good of prescribing a procedure, which will not enable the cultivators to get immediate ab!r t= 
relief? To know the unreasonableness of the procedure prescribed, we may just look into't" ' ory. 
section 139. If the Officer is satisfied, after taking evidence, that the irrigation work is : 
in very bad repair and the irrigation of lands has been interrupted, and that the dis-repair , 
is not due to the unlawful acts of the cultivators or to their omission to carry on their minor 
repairs, then it is said that the enquiring officer may pass an order specifying the works; 
to be restored and also giving an estima.te of the costs of the same. After doing this, he : 
will give a direction to the landholder to execute that work within a given time, which : 
he may extend from time to time on the application of the landholder. What is to be " 
done next? If the landholder refuses to execute the work, he should then be called upon 
to deposit the amount of the estimated cost within a given .time. Then if he fam to deposit 
.he amount what is the next step provided? The officer must take steps to recover the ' 
amount from the landholder as if it were an arrear of land revenue. It is after 8011 these , 
steps are taken that the officer will begin to execute the repairs to the irrigation worke. . 

Such is the relief afforded to the cultivators under the said sections of the Estates C •• tAI fdr 
Land Act. And @uch is the manner in which the Government have undertakeu to help i:'::lhe~ty 
the cultivator in this very important aud vital matter. Instead of providing such dilatory."p",!",," 
procedure, if the legislature had substituted a simple procedure to caIl upon the zamindar even m 
or landholder to exer.ute the work immediately and if he failed, to do it within a given :~hav. 
time, the Government itself undertook to carry out the work and then coIlected the reoch.d a 
amount spent by them as part of their revenue, immediate relief would have been within f.~'b,t'v. 
the reach of the cultivators. The cost of the stamp duty and other expenses for such . 
rehefs in the revenue courts that had reached the level of the cost of the Civil Courts 
to-day, mu~t be reduced and relief must be afforded to them on a nominal cost of an 
8 annas-stamp, as was done in the early days of the British administration. I 

The li.iliility of the Dssabandam inamdar may continue, but the procedure to compel P.~v:.i0.:I. f 
Lim to execute the irrigation works expeditiously, must be on the lines suggested above. :~".:'.f;[; ... 
Eectiou 141 which provides for reduction of rent pending completion of the work may be ouely ... uot 
retained. Again, similar provisions for immediate relief with minimum cost must be be enac.ed. 
provided, for cases where the irrigation works serve partly a private estate and partly 
Government lands; and also where they serve more than one estate. In the first case 
the Government may give a short notice to the zamindar and proceed to execute the 
w('rk, without losing any time and collect the zamindar's share of the cost as part of 
the land revenue. The rules in sections 137-G and l37-D that have provided for re-I 
classification of lands as irrigated and unirrigated, wet or garden, and for determina-
tiOL of the rate of rent on reclassified lands, are calculated to afford opportunities for 
landholders to claim 'enhanced rents, and to ryots to claim reduced rents. We have~ 
pointed out in the foregoing chapters already that the rents fixed on the cultivated lands 
at the time of the Permanent Settlement w!re Jixed rents, along with the peshkash and 
the rents that could be fixed upon waste randS tha'f1lad been brought under cnltivation 
after 1802 could not be assessed more than the maximum rate fixed on cultivated lands 
at the time of the Permanent Settlement in 1802. It is that principle that has to be 
kept in view whenever there is a proposal to change the law. If these two sections 
137 -C and 137 -D continue to be law, there is scope for controversy and clairos for, 
enhancements and reductions of rent. Sections 137 -C and 137 -D must be repealed or 
amended in such a form that there will be no scope for enhancements of rent or reduction 
of rent, contrary to the established usage and principle of 1802. Sections l36-A, l36-B, 

• 187 and l87-A are introduced because a new clause was added to section 138 fixing the 
deposit amount of Bs. 200 for major irrigation and Bs. 100 for minOT irrigation works. 
We have already pointed out that the provisi~_.fgt..qepo~ts also must go. 

In conclusion we suggest, that chapter 8 must be deleted altogether and new provi
sions should be drafted so as to afford quick relief to the cultivators as well as to thfl 
zamindara with minimum cost. 

The Landholders' Association in answering Questions 4 and 8 regarding irrigation 
works 'admits, that the procedure prescribed, at least in one respect, was cumbersome 
and that it should be abolished, viz., rednction of rents pending the disposal of the 
lii.putes. As regards the rights and obligations of landholders and ryot. in regard to 
the maintenance of irrigation works, the Landholders' ASROCiation contends, that they 
are not fully defined in chapter 8 of the Estates Land Act. While stating so, tbey 
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admit that it is the landholders' Cluty to maintain the irrigation works and keep them in 
If the proper repair. They also aver that the minor works must be done by the ryots them-

. ",.p,otive selves ... The Landholders' Association demands that I\lschinery must be devised for com
right. and pelling the cultivators to carry out the minor repairs, and they ask for more powers 
responsibili. 
tie. of ryots to compel .the cultivators to carry out such works. If the respective rights of the land-
and .amin- holders. and tbe cultivators are properly assessed and the duties also are properly pres, drS ire cribed there will be no difficulty in either party carrying. out its responsibilities.. Neither 
d:~.,ld, the cultivators nor the landholders can forego their own income by not carrying out 
there would their part of the work. The landholders further urge that the right of control over 
~ bel:;'1n the distribution of water in the irrigation works has vested in them, and they should 
61th::::' party le statutorilY declared. The right to control and distribute water even in zamindan areas 
not ... ~ying s reserved to the Government itself. On behalf of the tenants there is a demand made 
~!'!,!~bi1i- efore this Committee that the Government should take up the regulation and mam.
ti... tenance of irrigation works and also the control and distribution of water. The question 

relating to the control and distribution of water is very important. If the right. to the 
bed of the river is in the cultivator and not in the landholder he will be entitled to 
regulate the control and distribution of water. In early days, when the village system' 
was in force, the right to control and distribute water was in the villagers. Even after 
the villages had been split up into ryotwari bits, that right continued in the villagers 
and it was exercised through the village pancha.yats. Even after the .British rule was 
established and the British officers and Collectors were appointed, this right to control 
and distribute water was left to the village panchayats. Even to-day there is Regulation 
II of 1803 (Collector's Regulation) still in force, which provides that disputes relating 
to distribution of water and boundary limits should in the first instance be referred to 
the village panchayats. The village panchayats of to-day are, no doubt, institutions without 

f 
life. They should be abolished and in their place a new panchayat system must be 

. established, giving powers and responsibilities to the villagers themselves to regulate the 
distribution of water and settle all other matters amongst themselves. U nti! such a 

\ 

new village system is established, the right to control and distribute water should vest 
in the Government itself. The Landholders' Association contends that no more powers 
need be given to the Provincial Government in the matter of repairs or maintenance of 
irrigation works, because, what is provided in section 139 of the Estates Land Act is 
enough. Section 139 has already been dealt with. The Landholders' Association further 
urge that there is no need for vesting more powers in the Government as contemplated 
by question 8, clause (e). But the evidence is the other way. 

Right of the We have to examine next the point raised by the Landholders' Association in their 
:ultlv::~rs reply to question 4, clauses (a) and (b). They say that it is not easy to answer whether 
~;;'~y;;' the rights of the cultivators to water-supply are inherent as appurtenant to the land 
inherent one or merely a matter of contract between the landholder and themselves. Then they 
th~':'~~ urge that it is purely an academic issue. In support of their contention t.hey say 
hold"ra' that even in ryotwari areas this question has not been finally answered. They have 
Assooiation. referred to the cases reported·in 34 Mad., 793, I Mad., 205, and 28 Mad., 72. It is 

admitted by them that in the Government area the duty of providi'lS' water to the extent 
of the accustomed supply is on the Government and the powers of the Government 
for regulating the same are unlimited. Therefore they contend that the position of the 
z~mindars wit.hin the zamindari areas is the same as that of the Government in ryot-' 
w:,ri areas. This contention cannot be sustained because the tenures in the zamindari 
areas and the Government areas are entirely different. In the zamindari areas the 
aesessment on cultivated land was fixed for ever in 1802. Similarly on uncultivated 
lands also, subject to the right given to the zamindar to accept rents lesser than the 
maximum rates fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement. The Landholders' 
Association themselves have quoted the case of the ZAM1NDAR OF KARVETNAGAIl\., and the 
particular passage quoted above, with regard to the responsibilities and the duties of 
!Ilaintaining the national system of irrigation as it had existed on· that date and also • 
constructing new ones as was originally undertaken by the Government of India, and 
Aubsequently devolved on the zamindars, when the melvaram right was assigned to 
tbem under sanads. On page 15 of the written memorandum, the I,andholders' Associa
tion admits in paragraph 2 that the zamindar is bound to supply water to the ryot, to 
tilE' extent of his accustomed requirements but it asserts the zamindar's right to regulate 
the supply and distribution of the water from the tanks and other sources of. irrigation 
ll1 his estate, without interfering with the accustomed supply of the water-rIghts, but 
this is de~ied by the c~tivators. The zamindars also assert that in ~he m.liotter of 
riparian rights in rivers and streams that flow by the lauds of the ryots III their estate 
it must be regulated by zamindar himself; because that is so in the Govern
ment lands. In the alternative it i. contended that even if the cultivators' riparian 
rights in the rivers and streams is ndmitted, and it may not be open to the Eamindar 
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to prevent the ryot from using the water of the stream that flows by his land, he says 
zamindar that is still entitled to tax the cultivator and levy such assessment as he 
thinks proper for such user. The position is further explained by the Landholders' 
Association by way of analogy that just as the ryot in Government land usea land 
for the purpose of agriculture and p~ rent on it to the landholder, the ryot might have 
B right of user in the water of the stream that flows by his land but he is bound to 
pay to the zamindar a proper rent or water charge in respect of such user. Certainly the 
analogy does not apply to zamindari areas, where the rights of the cultivators have been 
permanently fixed in the matter of enhancements of rent. Where rents were permanently 
fixed both on the cultivated lands and on uncultivated lands at the time of the Perma
nent Settlement, all matters relating to the irrigation sources and water.snpply and pro· ( 
ductivl' value, were taken into account before the amount was fixed permanently. Thus. 
the right having vested in the cultivator himself and the rent having been fixed perma- " 
nently no question of claiming a rent or assessmellt can arise. 

The decision of the PriflY Council ~ep01'ted in I.L.R .• 40 Mad~as, page 886, is ~elied [.LoB. 40. 
·on by the LandholderB. _~II/I. 

In this case, the zamindar contended that the Vamsadhara river ""d the fow 
channels which were conducting water for irrigation, did not belong to the Government, 
and the channels were not constructed by them, and, therefore, the levies of water. 
cesses, which they were called upon to pay, were unauthorized and illegal. The reasons 
given for this claim were--

(1) that the water of the river Vamsadhara was not the property of the Goverq.. 
ment; 

(2) even if it were, it did not follow that the river belonged to the GovernlI\ent 
within the meaning of Act VlI of 1865; 

(3) that the levies made on them were for water from the channels or some of 
them are not from the river within the meaning of the Act; 

(4) that the water flowing from the river for the irrigation of the land, wa~ 
Dot used or supplied from any stream, river, channel, tank. belonging to the 
Government or constructed by the Government. 

On behalf of the Government, these claims of the zamindar were repudiated, and 
it was contended-

(1) that the river, Vamsadhara belonged to the Government, and that the 
water was supplied and used for purposes of irrigation from the river; 

(2) that the flow of the water into the channels was controlled by Government 
and was directed by anicuts on the river·Iled. which also belonged to the 
Government; 

(3) that in the ),fadras Presidency all rivers and strealI\s, including the flowing 
water vest in thl! 13:0verlllllent, ~Ilder Mad1~B At:~ :r.rt of 19))5, section 11, sub· 
sectiQII (i); 

(4) that the ownersbip of the flowing watet was in the I3:overlllllent, and that 
it vestell in them UDderth~ IIbove Act; 

(6) that as the water comes from the river belonging to the Government, it is 
not material that it comes through channels, which do not belong to the GovElln 
ment, or that the ~amindars had II right to takq water; 

(6) that the channels also were constructed by the Government. or its tenants, 
before 1803, and belong to Government, and .that the channels of Luknlam, 
Polaki. J alamoor, passed through the ryotwarl lands before they entered the 
zamindari lands and are kept up and repaired in the ryotwari areas, and that the 
water is distributed by works belonging to and constructed by Government. 

These were the contentions and these were the points in dispute between the 
Government and the zamindnr. Cultivators were not parties to the litigation; and Cultiv_ 
neither party represented the cultivators' interests. In the first place, what is decided"": no~ 40 
in this case as between the zamindar and the Government, will not be binding upon Kt:~ .p';:'g. • 
the cultivators legally, for there is nothing affecting their rights. Secondly, there is 888 •• 

nothing in the' judgment that was found against the rights of the cultivators .. 

On the other hand. the Government contended that thli works were constructed 
by the tenants in the rvotwari area, before the estatps were sold by the Government 
to the zamindars and that these works must be treated to have been done by the 
Government itself. This pornt proves about the e;'l'istenC8 of tbe rights of the culti. 
ntors to make their own improvements for rej!u\ating the. flow of water for the lands 
through which the river or the river channela Ilow. 

COli. a. PAllT 1-.'12 
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This case is also an authority that thewater~ss is leviable on the land that is irri
gated_ and as such, it is in the nature of land tax which is recoverable as arrears of 
land revenue. It was decided in this case, that the permanent land settlement in 
the Madras Presidency proceeded on the footing that whatever may have been the 
interest of the zamindars and other landholders prior to the British occupation the 
,(}overnment granted to the zamindars and their heirs: ' 

.. a permanent property in their land for all time to come and would fix for ever 
a moderate assessment of public revenue on such land, the amount of which 
would never be liable to be increased under any circumstances. (See section 1 
of Madras Regulation XXV of 1802.) .. 

Go"..rnm~t It has been discussed above exhaustively and pointed out that what was meant by 
:'j~m:'::: the permanent property in the land was only the melvaram interest of the (}overnment, 
on the estete that was assigned to the zamindar under the Permanent Settlement. It has also been 
by /,.",wying established that the right to the soil was with the cultivator from time immemorial 
~u~~- -and the right to use water that flows through the rivers or river channels that passed 
Jum~ ..... through their lands, also was in them. 
fiftd for . . 
e""r by the __ Before the Permanent Settlement, the (}overnment 10 exercise of its prerogative 
~rrnanent claimed the right to levy water-cess subject to the _customary right to use water free of 

tlome"t, any tax in all lands known as mamool wet lands. 
; _ -_The Privy Council held that .. under the permanent Settlement, the Government 
gave an undertaking that they would not raise the iummah _in respect of lands then 
grante~, under any circumstances. J uOlmah is the assessment or- land revenue pay
able - to the Government on the whole land actually under cultivation." What were 
• the lands then granted?' The whole melvaram interest of the Government and not 
only part so _as to cover only the peshkash. Jummah means not only the peshkash 
payable to the Government by the zamindar, but also the balance of the land revenue 
!lssessed, which the 7.runindar takes after paying peshkash. Therefore, the undertaking 
given by the Government at -the time of the Permanent Settlement not to raise the 
jumma~ by levying any cess on water taken for cultivation purposes holds good not only 
;in favour of the zamindar but also in favour of the cultivator-perhaps primarily in favour 
of the cultivator, who actually cultivates the land and secondarily in favour of the 
zamillclar • 

By Douity of· The obligation casi; on the Government not to raise the jummah had passed to the 
:"",oing zamindar with the melvaram right to collect the revenue, which was assigned to hint. 
d": =n~t 1 Just as the Government cannot raise the jummah by levying any water-cess a"aainst the 
e_honee_ran zamindar, the zamindar also is under the same obligation not to levy any water-cess or 
::~t any tax on the lands then under cultivation. 

While such is the correct position as between the Government and the zamindar, their 
Lordships of the Privy Council held as follows on this point :-

" Under these -circumstances, the Government could not impose a cess for the use 
of wnter the right to -use which was appurtenant to the land in respect of which 
the jummah was payable, without, in fact, if not in name, increasing the amount 
of such ,ummnh and thus committing 0. breach of the obligation Undertaken at the 
time of the permanent settlement. " __ 

Under the first proviso to section I of Madras Act VII of 1865, the zamindar was given' 
the right to carry on cultivation free of separate charge, if such condition was agreed upon 
and entered in tLe snnad. 

At page 697, the Learned Judges held that .. if by virtue of such Permanent Settle
ment a zamindar is entitled to tuke and use water from any such source of supply as 
mentioned in the Cess Act, nnd this right is a part of or nppurtenant to the property in 
respect of which he pays a Ringle jummah or peshk".h, no cess CIUl be levied under the Act 
in respect of water which he is entitled to take and use." 

The Urlam Sanad or Rahuliyat did not mention any water rights. It did not even 
refer to the existence of nny channels, or tanks or reservoirs. Their Lordships held that 
.. it (sanad) contains an agreement by which the zamindar should enter into agreement with 
his ryots in a manner provided by section 14 of the Madras Regulation XXV of 18(}l and 
encoura"e such rvots to improve and extend the t'nltivation of the lontl. Suhject 1-0 his 
observi;" the conditions of the Kabuliynt, the zamindar is authorized to hold the zamin
dari in perpetuity for himself nnd his heirs." 

Oultivator. This dictum of the Privy Council supports the claim of the cultivators that they are 
are entitled entitled to use water on the lands that had been included in the jummah without paying 
!:'t~~u:ater any cess either to the zamindar or to the Government. At page 905, their Lordships held-
p~Yi"i""Y .. It follows that ench znmindar (subject as aforesaid) could legally authorize his 
..- ryots to the use of water, to the use of which he is entitled for the growth of the 

second crops in their lands, and for increasing the land within the buundaries for 
the time being under wet cultivation." -

'i " 
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In taking advantage of such authorization, the ryots would be entitled to rely on the 
engagement with the Uovernment arising out of the Permanent Settlement to the same 
eXLellt WIth the zamwdar, if not more. As these zamwdari rIghts would arise under and 
be dependent on the engagements with the Government embOdied in the sanads, granted 
on the Permanent Settlement and p':yinent for that would be included in the lumma, 
'i'heIr LordShIps held, at page 906, .. the construction of the sanad in the way their Lord
ships construe them has the advantage of being in ample acCord with the known policy and 
objects of the Permanent Settlement. Uncertainty as to the ownership of the soil and 
liability to arbitrary and varying assessment of land revenue has (to use the language of 
the Regulation XX V of 180:.!) • obstructed the progress of the agriculture, population, 
wealtn.' 'l'be pohcy Was to encoura~e such p1'Ogress and accoramgly we find in the 
Kabuliyat of Urlam (it is admittedly the common form Kabuliyat) an undertaking by the 
zamindar to encourage the ryots to extend and improve the cultivation of the land." 

.. The same point was empbasized in the advertisement for the sale at which the 
zamindaris were sold. In this part of India water is essential for the improvements in 
agriculture. The facts coupled with the actual grants to the zamindars of the channels, 
branch channels and works constituting an extensive system of irrigation which must have 
been created for the improvement of the lands comprising the several zamindn.ri estates, 
maoifests in tlleir Lorasmps' opn,iou, tile intention tllat We water should b~ IIsed to the 
utmost extent for the purpose of increasing the estates or population or wealth of the dis
trict • 

.. On the construction of the sanads adopted by the High Court, water could not be 
used for any such purpose; and that the channels, branch channels, and works constitut
ing the irrigation system were included in the grants, no right to use such system passed 
at all. For the grants were necessarily subject to the existing rights of the ryots and 
inamdars, and according to the deaision of the High Court, it was only in respect of these 
rights that any water could be used 'from the system. 
. .. Both the courts below appear to have ariived at the conclu~ion that the water 

rights which passed by the sanads were limited by the mamuls at the Permanent Settle· 
ment for the following reasons :-

(1) assessment of the permanent jumma in the case of each zamindari was 
arrived at on the basil Of then actual produce of the land; 

(2) the annual value was plo.ced on this produce and a. portion of the annual value 
was fixed as the jumma or the peshkash; 

(8) the water actually used in growing the annual produce thus comes within the 
a.ssessment; and 

(4) the use of the water for other purposes was not assessed at all and therefore 
could not have passed by the sanad grants." 

In Their Lordships' opinion, this process of reasoning is fallacious on two grounds :-
(1) It does not follow that the assessors in fixing proportiou of the annual value 

which should constitute the jumma or peshkash did not take into account fully 
the possibility of improving the cultivation of the lands, the subject of the grant, 
by means of the irrigation system comprised therein. The jumma or peshkash 
was in the case of each of the zamindaries in question admittedly high. 

(2) Again, it does not follow that all which is not brought into account in fixing the 
jumma or peshkash was excluded from the grant . 

.. On this footing many things of great importance to the enjoyment of the zamindar 
would not pass by .. zamindari grant, for example, waste land, farm buildings, tanks, or 
in the present ease irrigation channels. As pointed out in the recent ease of Raja Ranjit 
Sinnh Bahadur 0. Kali Dasi Devi (1917 L.R., 44 I.A., 117), the property taken into 
IICc;unt in arriving at the jumma is by no means necessarily the same as the property upon 
which the jumma is chargeable, and all that is chargeable with the jumma or peshkash i. 
inoluded in the grant • 

.. This is an authority for the proposition that it was not only the actual produce of land 
that formed the bosie of sssessment at the Permanent Settlement, but also the possibility 
of increasing the cultivation of the lands in the future by means of irrigation system com
prised therein." 

For these rARsons, the Privy Council held that zamindar. were protect~d under the 
first proviso to section 1 of the Madras Irrh:r~tion Cess Act ""II of 1865. as amended by 
the Act of 1900, ond as stich they were entItled to recover the rents wrongfully levied 
bv the Government. 

. On the basis of this authority the CU\tiVllt~rs in the zamindari BrellS are entitled to use 
the water for irrigation 'purposes, first crop or second crop, without renderinG' themselv~ 
liable to pay any tax to the zamindar, because the right to use the water anl produce the 
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crops on the lands then under cultivation and als~ on the lands that might be under cultiva
tion after the permanent settlement, were taken Illto account when the land revenue assesa
mentwaB fixed in perpetuity and the same is not liable to be enhanced on any account_ 

Whatever might have been the practice hitherto in these zamindaris in the matter of 
tcollecting water-cess from the cultivators, there is no such right in them to continue to 
collect it in the future_ 

This judgment pf the Privy Council is an authority for the proposition that the tenants' 
rights to the soil are superior to those of the landholder and that the right to water-supply 
which the cultivators claim is an inherent right, and that whatever right vested in the 
zamindar it is always subject to the right of the cultivator_ 

(iv) CHAPTER II-RYOTI LAND-FOREST RIGHTS AND PORAMBOKES, me.
FOREST ACT, 182:.1. 

Question 7 ot t46 qllestipllll~jr~, w44:h cmnes llnd~r gro4P No. Vl deals wit/! 
forest rig4ts and privi).~es. TIl~ question wns 118 foUQWP :-

7. (a) What are the rights of tenants with regard to the utilization of local natu
ral facilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for 
agricultural implements? 

(b) Have the tenants got any inherent right to nse them for their domestic 
and agricultural purposes free of cost? 

(e) What are the respective rights wi~h regard to the public paths, communal 
lands and hill and forest ppraIObokes asbetweell the tenants and the land
holder? 

J!'_ ~hte The answer to this question depends on the right to the soil. If the zamindar is the 
and pr.=- owner of the soil and the Clll~vator is ~ tenant who deriveil )Iis title frPIll the ;/,aIJlindar, 
~e:t the cultivator cannot claim as of right the faci.litiesreflll7~d to in t)I" lIbpvll ques
rights of the tion, and, the zamindar would be free to dictate whatever terms he likes. On the other 
.uJt~vatom hand, if the cultivator is the pwner of the soil, his rights to !lnjoy all th~ facilities which 
::.'0: of he had been enjoying from the time of his ancestors, reIOains intact. The question of 
the ooil. rights to the soil has been dealt with exhaustively in the foregoing chapters, and we 

have come to the conclusion that the right to the soil originally belonged to the cultivator 
and all througl! it remailled ill )lim (UJltil now), /lavillg received judicial alld legislative 
recognition throughout. The Permanent Settlem\mt Regulationa recognized the right 
of the cultivator both in the cultivated and uncultivated lands belonging to the village. 
Forests or jungles come under the uncultivated lands. It was pointed out in tbe chapter 
on village system and the rights of villagers, how the inhabitants or cultivators treated 
all lands as the property of the village community and how that right continued in each 

• individual when the joint system was broken llP into individual system, and how the 
right of the cultivators in th~ soil had been llpheld throughout. by the Government as 
well as the pubjip. 

!'hie ti.~t of This right of the cultivator in the land occupied by the forest and to the forest produce 
~: ::!'b:;. has been recognized by the Government in all th~ ryotwari lands and once that was done 
recognioed the same rule applies to the cultivators in the areas assigned to the zamindar by the 
by the Government for collection of revenue. When the Government recognized the rights of 
GovurDlD8DI. the ryotwari cultivators in the ownership of the soil and also the forest, and gave protec-

tion to them, when their rights were sought to be interfered wit)I, similar protertion 
should have been extended to the cultivator in the zamindari estates. The Indiall Forest 
Act was passed into law in 1882 (Madras Act V of 1882). This was intended to provide 
for the protectioll and management pf forests in the Presidency of Madras as a whole. 
That is what the preamble of the Act states. , 

Chaph,r II of the Act deals with reservation of forests. After taking power to 
constItute reserve forests, the Act proceeded to lay down the procedure for acquirina the 
lands and converting it into reserve forests. If the land is Government waste bland 
unoccupied by cultivators, they required no permission to deal with the land as they 
liked, and convert it into reserve forests. But most of the land has been nnder the 
cultivation of the ryots under the ryotwari system. Tbe cultivators have been enjoYing 
full proprietary rights in the soil, subject only to the annual payment of land rev~nue 
to ~he Government. T~e same was the right of the cultivator when the Government 
IS~lgned estates to. zammdars. Therefore, there was no .difference between the rights 
enjoyed by the Cul.tlvator under the Government and tbose under the zamindars. Zamin
dars have been pomted out to be only rent-collecting agents of the Government. What
ever rul~s the ~overnment provided in the Madras Forest Act, recognizing the rights of 
the cultivators 10 the forest lands, must apply with equal force to the cultivators of the 
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estates. When the Government once decides to take the lands in the .occupation of the 
rvots. for forest purposes, a notification will be issued at first, under sections 4 and 6, tbat 
those wbo claim any rights in tbe lands proposed to be pre!<erved for forests are called 
upon to submit theu: claims. U~der sections ~, ~ and 10 the .Forest S.ettl~ment Officer 
enquires into tbe claW1s, ta.kes eVlde"<le and adJudICates, upholdlDg or reJectlDg tbe ,;ame, 
8S be considers just. Section 10 seeks to dIVIde all rlgbts of occupancy and ow.nerslllp 
into two parts. General rights in or over tbe land is trt'ated as part one. The rights of 
easements sucb ae--

(I) rigbt of way, 
(2) rigbt to a. wa.ter course, 
(3) right of pasture, and 
(4) right of forest produce. 

The second part relating to easement rights is dealt with in section .11, while the 
"eIJersl rights over land is dealt with in section 10. Clause (ll of section ]0 runs as 
follows :-

.. If such claim is admitted wbolly or in part the forest officer may-

(1) come to an agreement with the claimant for tbe surrender of the right, or 

(2) exclude the land from the limits of the proposed forest, or 

(3) proceed to acquire such land in the manner provided by the Land Acquisition 
Act of 1870." 

Thus, in unmistakable terms the right of the cultivator to the forest land is recognized 
and a. settlement is effected with tbe cultivator in one of the three ways proposed in that. 
elause. 

TheMacbu 
Fureat Ad 
and_ 
tioQ of 
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The first method is to request the cultivator to surrender his right to Government. 
the second is to recognize the right of the cultivator and exclude the same from th", 
limits of the proposed forest; und the la.t, if either of the two processes were not possible, 
is to acquire the land compulsorily under the Land Acquisition Act. 

Similarly in section 11 the right of way, the right to a water course, the right of 
pasture and the right to forest produce, is enquired i11to, and, if the right is admitted or 
proved, the Forest Settlement Officer should pnss an order recogDlzing the rights of the 
cultivator. In this connexion we might note. what forest produce is. It is defined in 
aooticD 2 as follows:-

" Forest produce includes the following things. found in or brought from IL forest. 
that is to say:-
Minerals (including limestone and laterite), surface soil. treea, timber. planta. 

grass, peat, canes, creepers, reeds, fibres, leaves, moss, Bowers, fruits, seeds, 
rO(Jts, {:al\s, spices, juir.e, catechu, bark, caoutchoue, gum. wood-oil. resin, It 
varnish, lac, cha.rcoal, ~,oney and wax, skins, tusks, bones and horns. 

Bones, horns, tusks and skins al.o are included in the forest produce. The reason 
for this is not far to seek. There was a time when people were living in the 
forests, by shooting birds and hunting animals. There are such places even 
to-day in whicb people live in similar conditions. It is for that reason that 
such a comprehensive definition is given. 

The GOlleNlment and the Legislature recognized the right of the cu/tillator fOf' ellery one 
of those items that constituted forest produce. 

S~ction 12 of the Act prescrib.ed the. method of enjoyment of rights of pasture and 
also TIght. to forest produce. It IS prOVided that when once the ri"ht of cultivator is 
admitted or established, wholly or in part it must be given effect to-" 

(a) By altering the limits of the proposed forest so as to exclude land of 
sufficient extent, of a suitable kind. and in IL locality reasonably conveuient Cor 
the purpose. of the cla.imant; 

(b) By recording lln order continuing to the claimant a. right of pasture or to 
forest produce (IlS the case may be), subject to such rulea a. may be prescribed 
by the Governor in Council; 

Th~ ~rder passed under c.lauae (b). s?al\ re?ord as far as practicable. the number
and descTlptl?n of. t~e cat~le !"hlch the c1allDant. IS. from ~ime to time entitled to waze, 
the local bnuta Within which, and the seasons durmg WhICh, such pasture is permitted; 
or 
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the quautity of timber or other forest produce which the claimant is authorized tct 
take or recelve, tbe local limits within which, the seasollS during which, aud the mode in 

·Which the tOOug ot SUCll produce IS perwltted; u.nd 
such other particulars as may be required in order to define the extent of the right 

which is contUlued, and the mode in wluch It may be exercised. 

Section 13 deals with the commutatlOu of such rights of pasture or rights to forest 
produce, which could not be provided for in anyone of the ways mentioned in section 12. 
In such a case the Government boulJd itself to commute such rights by paying II sum of 
money in lieu thereof, or with the cousent of tbe claimant by tbe grant of rights in or . 
.over land or in such other manner as tbe officer might think fit. 

Section 20 gave power to the Government to stop the right of way and the right to II 

.water course in II reserve forest, if special circumstances so demand; but, it is provided 
in the proviso to the same section that such a stoppage should not take place without 
providing II reasonable and convenient substitute for the way o~ water-course so stopped. 

Again section 21 which deals with penaltIes for tre8pass or damage in reserved forests 
and acts prohibited in such forests, makes exception in the case of rights recognized and 
.continued under section 12 or created by grant or contract under section 18. It is provided 
in section 18 that there should be no compulsory acquisition of nny of the occupancy 
rights of the inhabitants .. except under II contract or grant in writing, between thol 
Government and the claimant." 

We have examined the provisions of the Madras Forest Act from all aspccts so far 8S 

they are related to question 7, rather exhaustively, to show that the cultivator has an 
inherent right to enjoy all the natural facilities, referred to in clauses (a) and (c) of the 
question, for domestic and agricultural purposes and that has been recognized by the 
Government. 

Such were the rights of the cultivators in the ryotwari lands recognized and upheld 
by the Government. 'l'be same ought to have been made equally applicable to zamindari 
areas. Chapter II in which all the above provisions appear refer to ryotwari lands. 

Chapter IV deals with the control over forests and lands not lit the disposal of Govern
ment or in which Government has only a limited interest. Forest in zamindari areas comes 
under thls chapter. Section 32 of this chapter, deals with the protection that may be 
extended by the Government in regard to forest management at the request of the owners. 
The question for consideration now is, who is the owner within the meaning of this section. 

IThe zllmindar says that he is the owner contemplated by section 32; whereas the cultivator 
contends that he is the owner that comes under this section. 

_ .. the .t:Lavmg disposed off the queRtion of ownership to the soil, the question that remains 
ouIt;vato." still to be decideu, is about forests as such and the ownership thereof specifically. The 
.... the ~ ri"ht of ownership in the uncllitivated lands having been settled, the right to forests also 
.,wnero~ to, 1'1 k· I . the so;I, ne_ IulJowS the same rule. The egIs ature too partlcu ar care not to say anythUlg about 
....... riI-': the zamindal"s rights to forests, in '!ection 32 of the Madras Forest Act. This is perfectly 
:ifo':'~P consisteltt with their policy, from the time of the permanent settlement of 1802 adopted 
.. Iso belongalin the Ren~ Recovery Act and the Estates Land Act. In section 32, the villagers a9 a 
... tluom. 1 wholE' or anyone of the villagers in zamindari areas, could move the Collector under the· 

i section that the management of the forest lands should be taken over by the District 

" 

Forest Officers as a reserve foreet or that such lands might be managed by the District 
Forest Officers or by any person appointed by them and approved by the Collectors, and 

\ 
that all or nny of the provisions of that Act or rules made thereunder might be applied 
to such lands. 

The la~t but one clause of section 39 provides that the Government may by notificll
tion in the Fort St. Geo,ge Gllzette apply such provisions of this Act a.. may be suitable 
to the circumstances to such lands as may be desirerl by the owners; and the last c1aU!16 
Inys down that such notifications mlly be ahered or can('elled as the occasion might 
demand. 

Thus readin~ together the provisions of ~hapter IT and chapter IV of the Madras 
Forest Act. referred to above. there is only one conclusion to which we can come to, on 
this matter. viz .. thnt all the rules laid down in sections 10-14 of chapter II and the rules 
laid down in Rection 32, with other provisions, of chapter IV, npply both to the ryotwari 
aurl zamindnri areas. 

Section 26 of the Forest Act. /!nve power to t.he GC'vernment. to make nIles, I\nd the 
Madras Forest Manual, contains the rules framed under that section. 
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The right of the cultivator in unreserved land$, With all the natllral facilities referred Ri~ht 01 .he 
-to above, has been recognized in rule 7. The ri{.bt to qURrl)ing is acknowledged in :::'::::;i .. 
.rule 13. Rule 7 runs a8 follows :- unreBerved 

•• On all unreserved land in any village (except kumaki lands in the distl'ict of rei. 
South KanRra), the grazing o~ cattle, the cutting of the grass, the collection of \ 
dry wood, thorns and leaves or treeM and shrubs that are not reserved and felling i 

of trees other than thOSE: included in the list of reserved or classified trees, wiU; 
be permitted free of charge, provided that the grass, wood, thorns, leaves or,' 
t.rees, are re(juired by the inhalJitants of that or of ne~hbouring villages for 
IOllricultural or domestic purposes. Heads of villages will be held responsible for \ 
seeing that the above privileges are not abused and in the case of disputes the \ 
Collector will decide which ar~ neighb(mrIDg villages within the meaning of this 
rule." 

Rule 13 runs as follows :-
" In unreserved lands quarrying will be left absolutely free to the general public 

fOI' bona fide agricultuml or domestic use and to departments of Government, 
local boards for bona fide puhlic purposes and not for sale or commercial 
profit . . ." 

There are some estates specifically referred to in the Forest Manual, to which rnle 5 R.ight of the 
is made applicable. Rule 5 referred to, with regard to e~tates is the same as rule 7 framed ~J p::oplo 
·under section 26. l.'his rule is made applicable to the following estates:- thoo::::'t 

(1) Vizianagram Estate.-As regard this est,a.te, rule 10 also is applicabel. Rule 10 prod ..... 
runs as follows:-
Rule 10 (1). -Residents in the hill Villages on the date of pUblication of these 

rules, their descendants aud members of the families of such residents or of 
theu' desceuduuts shall be permitted to cut and remove, free of charge and 
without licence or permit, any tree that they may require for actual home con
.umption, and shan also be permitted to carryon the cultivation known as 
PODU CULTIVATION subject to the conditions and restrictions contained in sub
rule (2), provided that, if the Collector or Agent to the Governor so directs, 
they shall not be permitted to cut or remove any description of tree as a 
" reserved tree" under rule (3). These rules a.re not intended to interfere in 
any way otherwise than as provided in the preceding sentence with the free 
use of such forest produce as the hill people have hitherto enjoyed. 

(2) Kovda podu cultivation shall be subject to the following conditions and 
restrictions :-
(i) No family shall cultivate mora than 10 acres a year. 
(ii) Noland wit,hin .. distance of :5 chains of any reserved land shall be' 

hrought under such cultivution. ' 
(iii) Noland within a. distance of 2 chains shall be cleared except for the 

purpose 01 raising orange or other fruit trees or evel'green species, such as 
mango, jack, etc. 

(iv) Tamarind, palmyra, myrabalams, marking nut. soapnut, mango tr~es 
shall not be cut or scorched 01' burnt. 

(2) Yelumalai Estate-page 360. 
(3) Ami Estate-page 363. 
(4) Sivaganga Estate-Tinnevelly -page 367. 
(5) Chatram Estate-Taniore -page 371. 
(6) Kangundi "illage 01' Thirmajiamma's Estate-Rule 5, page 374.-" On all un- Page ref .... 

reserved land in any village the grazing of goats, the cutting of grass, the collec- .nce Fo_' 
tion of wood, thorns, leaves and fruits of trees and shrubs that are not reserved Manual. 
and the felling of trees and shrubs other than those included in the list of 
reserved trees, will be permitted on payment of the prescribed fces. Grazing 
of cattle other than goats will be permitted free of charge. Heads of villages 
will be held responsible for seeing that the above privilege is not abus~(1. 

(7) Vuyyuru Estate -page 378. 
(8) Parlakimedi Estate -pa,ge 381. 
(9) Jalantra Estate-pages 384-385. 

'(10) tbokkam Ratti-Mitta -page 388. 
(11) Sivaganga -page 891. 

-(12) Bobbili Estate -page 897. 
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For Bobbili Estate, besides rule 5, quotea above. rule 11 also is made applicable. 
Rule 11 runs as follows :-
" The Collector shall by notification in the District Gazette from time to time. 

fix the Tates at which permits may be issued for the removal of timber and 
other forest produce and for the grazing of cattle under rule 8, and specify the 
areas within which such rates shall be in force. Such rates shall not exceed 

the maxima prescribed for Government lands in the distTict of Vizagapatam. 
Rule 8 referred to in the above section runs thus :-
" Felling, removal, etc., on reserved forests and except as provided for in rule 5. 

on unreserved land also may be effected either-
(a) Departmentally, i.e., officers of the estate, forest department, or by persons 

acting under order of such officer. 
(b) By persons holding permits duly i.sued by a forest officer or any authorized 

person. 
(c) By any person holding tbe rigbt under a lease or contract granted by the 

forest officer or by any officer duly authorized by hIm. 
(13) Berikai Estate-pages 400-40l. 

Rule 5.-" In every village ceTtain blocks of unreSeT1Jes will be set apart for 
free-grazing, and the cutting of dry wood, thorns, lea.ves of trees, and shrubs, 
that are not reserved and the felling of trees other than those included in the 
list of reserved trees will be permitted free of cha.rge, provided that the grass. 
wood, thorns, leaves of trees are required by the inhabitants of that or neigh
bouring villa.ges for agricultural or village or domestic purposes. Heads of 
villa.ges will be held liable for seeing that the above are not abused and in 
the case of disputes the Collector will decide which are neighbouring villages 
within the mea.ning of this rule. On all other unreserved lands in the villa.ge 
the grazing of cattle will be permitted ouly on payment of the customary 
grazing fees. 

(14) South Vall uru Estate-page 407. 
(15) Sethur village-pa.ge 413. 
(16) :Marungapuri Estate-page 417. 
(17) Bissa.mcuttak Estate-page 421. 
(18) Parvathipuram-page 425. 
(19) K .. ngundi Estate. Here rule 4 applies; It runs thus :-

.. On all unreserved lands in any villa.ge in the estate, the grazing of cattle,. 
the cutting of grass, the collection of dry wood, thorns. and leaves of trees 
not included in the list of reserved trees, referred to in section 7 and of shrubs 
and the felling of trees not included in such list shall be permitted on payment 
of the prescribed fees. 

Though thoir If there had been any intention on the part of the legislature or Government to assign 
~b'. bave the forest in favour of the zamindars that would have been stated in the Regulations of 
w:.'d r;;°t1.1802, in the Rent Recovery Act and the Estates Land Act or at least in the Forest Act 
Gov~nunont when there was a special legislation made to give protection to the rights of the cultivators 
i:ultlv=rs as a.gainst the Government or as against the zamindar. We therefore. submit that the· 
tr':.'hled D right of the cultivator to all the natural facilities referred to in question 7, has been 
greatly .by conclusively established. ' l 

~'::ro~mm. When the law has been such and the rights have been recoguized by the Government 
throughout, in practice the cultivators a~e subjected to various troubles hy the zamindars, 
who have been claiming absolute right in the soil as also in the produce of the forests. 
The landholders' answer to the question on this subject is stated in their written memo
randum as follows:-

" Thore is no statutory declaration of the rights of tenants in regard to grazing 
of cattie, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural implements. Such· 
rights if they exist can only be in the nature of customary rights and have to· 
be proved in the man~er in wh.ich all valid cllstoms ha~e to be p~oved. They 
must be well-defined, Immemorial and r.easorable. Subject to their possessing 
the above attributes rights of the nature suggested in the question can be proved. 
Their extent and their incident. must necessarily vary from estate to esta te and 
from villa.ge to village in the same estate. In several estates ryots graze their 
cattle or col\ect !n"e~n manure or take wood for agri?ultural implements by 
obtaining theIr permIts from the landholder or hiS offiCIals and on payment of" 
the prescribed fees which are not at all burdensome and are almost nominal .. 
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Incidentally it must be stated that· the expression 'agricultural implements' 
occurring in question VII (a) is very vague and would require detailed definition, 
if any declaration of rights is contemplated." 

. This is the answer given to qUeijtion 7, clause (a). All the objections raised in this 
bave been sufficiently answered by the provision made in sectionsl~14 and sections 20 
and 32 of the Indian Forest Act itself. 

The so-called customary usage might be varying from village to village or even from 
field to field as stated by the Landholders' Association. It makes no difIerence 80 lon~ as 
the rights given to the cultivators had been violated and difIerent usages and practices 
had been established by difIerent zamindars and proprietors, taking ·advantage of the 
ignorance of the cultivator and their own prominent position. The contention that the 
expression • agricultural implements' is vague and would require detailed definition is 
the .most .extraordinary. It is a matter of common knowledge, even to those who might 
not be carrying on agricultural operations. No exhaustive definition can be laid down as 
to the meaning of agricultural implements when they vary from district to district in 
the Presidency. It is admitted in the above paragraph that the· cultivator's rights exist 
in the nature of customary rights but that the custom must be proved to be one well
defined, immemorial and reasonable. The cultivator's right has been immemorial, well
defined and considered just and proper throughout from 1802 until now, by all, competent 
to deal with the subject and hence needs no further elucidation. 

~ext the reply to clause (b) of question 7, of the Landholders' Association is as 
follows :-

.. The tenants have no inherent right to use the natural facilities referred to in 
question VII (b) for their domestic and agricultural purposes free of cost." 

We have said enough about the inherent rights of the cultivators. Next we shall 
consider clause (e) of question VII, which relates to public paths, communal lands, hill 
and forest proambokes, in zamindari lands. 

No direct definition is .given of public paths, communal lands or forest porambokes. COIllDlDDaI 
But we have got it indirectly stated in sub-clauses (a) & (b) of clause 16 of section 3 of lands .... d 
the Estates Land Act. Clause 16 of section 3 defines ryoti land and excludes all communal ~".~bok ••. 
lands, pOl'8mbokes, etc. Clause 16 runs as follows:-

.. Ryoti land means, cultivable land in an estate, other than private land; but 
does not include--
(a) beds and bunds of tanks, and of supply, drainage surplus, or irrigation 

channels; 
Note.-Tbeae worda from I beds to channels' were· 8ub!ltituted for the origmnl sab.clause 

which stood as follows:-

(b) threshing floors, cattle stands, village sites and other lands situated in any 
estate which are set apart for the common use of the villagers." 

All the lands described in sub-clauses (a) and (b) of clause 16 which are excluded from 
ryoti land and which do not constitute private lands are communal lands. The meaning 
of communal lands is land belonging to the village community as a whole from time 
immemorial. Tank-beds, tank-bunds, drainage supply channels and irrigation channels are 

, the common property of all because they are intended to serve the people as a whole and 
not any particular ryot or landholder. Similarly village threshing floors, village cattle
stands and village-sites and other unoccupied lands in the villages in any estate are all 
lands set apart for the common enjoyment of the villagers. Nobody at any time could claim 
exclusive right to any of these lands. If the village happened to,be a zamindari area 
wher~ the zamindar may have. his own ~rivate laud., they are. the common property of 
the villagers as w:ell as t~e zamln?ar. Neither of them. could cl~m a right in those lands, 
to convert them Into their exclUSIve property at any tune. If It was taken possession of 
either by the zamindar or by the ryot it w.as an offen~e for w~ich he will have· to pay a 
penalty. When the Government of the VIllage was In the VIllage community the right 
to this communal land vested in the village councils and the village assemblv which was 
08rrying ~m ~he administration of the village for the .C?m,!,~n benefit of all' the people. 
When thiS village system ~as ~placed by th~ rro.twar! mdlVldual system, in the Govern_/ 
ment areas as well as zammdarl areas, each mdividual s property was separated and each 
indivi?ual became jointly. entitled to everyone of these communal lands, and they had 
been )omtIy used and enloyed by them. Before the Estates Land Act was passed and 
even when that Act was in ~he st~ge of a Bill it .was contended on behalf of the land
holders that communal lands mel UdlDg the Village SItes, constituted part of the zamindar' 
estates and that they were under the control of the zanIindar_ There was no foundatiti S 

for any such claim ei.the.r in fact orin law .. We ha.ve referued··to the history of th: 
villages from the begmnmg up to dste so far as BUlwm. memory could take. At the 

'::0)(. It. PUT 1-34 • 
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time of the Permanent Settlement, these communal lands were not taken· into account. 
No assessment was levied on the communal lands. They were left out of account as a 
Lakbiraj laud or land free of assessment.· 

In 1908 the landholders' Association admitted in a memorial presented by them to 
the Government, in the early stages of the Estates Land Bill. In that memorial they 
wrote:- . 

.. At the time of the Permanent Settlement, lands set apart for village-sites called 
N attamcheri were excluded from the lands brought under the settlement. Any 
lands beyond the limits of N attamcheri, approp,riated by a tenant ia liable to 
be taxed." 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. Forbes said in his speech on the Estates Land Bill :
.. Under the ordinary common law, these communal sites were from time imme-

morial exempt from taxation, and appropriated for the use of the villagers." 
!:~::::: The law relating to communal lands is now embodied in sections 20, 20-A. 20-B, 21 
Land Act of and 22 of the Estates Land Act. . :::'=!:i The Collector is given the power to decide disputes, whether the land claimed as 
landa. communal falls under sub-clauses (a), (b) or (c) of clause 16 of section 3 and also to 

decide whether there is any customary right exercised over such lands before commence-
ment of the Act. . 

Under section 20-A, the Local Government can empower the District Collector to 
decide on the application of a landholder or ryot, whether any co=unal 1and was not 
required for communal purposes for reasons to be recorded and direct the same land to be 
used for any other specific communal purposes or to be converted into Government land 
or landholcU!rs' ryoti land, if it is not required for any communal purposes and if under 
law the reversionary right to such communal lands vests under the terms express or 
implied of the sanad or title deed in the Government or the landholder. This right 
claimed by the Government is again 81Jbject to any other customary Tights of the land.
holder or the ryots in regard to the enjoyment of the same. It is further provided tha.t 
if there are any such customary rights, adequate provision should be made for giving 
some other relief in place of such customary right. . . 

In the second proviso of the section it is laid down that no such order declaring 
communal lands as no longer fit for such purposes can be passed without the consen~ 
of the landholder if the reversionary right had vested in him. This is an amended 
section the enactment of which could have been easily avoided if only the condition of 
the villages had been kept in view by the Legislature. Tbe villages of the· present day 
in the Presidency are mere shells without substance. They were reduced to mere 
hovels in the language of the Circuit (;ommittee, more than a. hundred years ego. If 
that was the description given to the villages then, it could be easily imagined how many 
times worse it ha.s been rendered during the last 150 years. During this period some 
communal lands were encroll<lhed upon by some landholders. 

In whatever Similarly, some were encroached upon by the powerful and rich ryots when ·they 
provioi;:d were in a position to over-awe the landholder and the neighbouring ryots. The tale 
!~:';;:~ • .:. recorded by this Committee with rega.rd to many estates, on this question is practi_ 
Land Aot cally uniform. Under such circumstances we do not understand why the promoters of 
"j;.d. oa1ng the Estates Land Bill thought that there could be cases in which commuual lands .could 
;":':in": e· have become useless for communal purposes. But one thing must be said to the credit 
the OUB.to. of the promoter8 of the Bill, and the authors of the Act that they were a.lways taking 
'fag n~~ care to insert a. saving clause to protect the customary rights of the landholders a.nd the 
:ato::'.

o 
ryots in all matters. So also with regard to communal lands and the conversion of the 
same into something else, according to the will and pleasure of the Collector. Provision 
is made in the first proviso tha.t the Collector, before declaring any land, as communal 
land, ryotwari lands or ryoti or some other, the customary Tight8 of the people must be 
taken into account and protected. . 

In other words the customary rights of the cultivators and the landholders must 
be allowed to remain intact. If anyone person appeared before the Collector and protested 
against the proposed conversion of the same into something else and proves his case, 
what remains ultima.tely is the customary right and all other provisions are useless. n 
would have been very much better if the authors of the Act had merely stated that 
.. once a communal land always a communal land" and that no one was entitled to 
interfere with such lands whether it was the Government or the landholder or the ryot. 

Having laid down that rule, provision ought to have been made, to compel the 
villagers to reconstruct their vill8j!"e, including tbe communal lands with a view to pro
mote thei!' health ae well as wealth. Instead of doing that, the cumbersome legislation 
was adopts'! and all sorts of confusion was created. 
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. Clause \I of section 2O-A again laid down that no land set apart for communal purposes 
referred to in sub-clauses (a) and (b) of clause 16 of section a, shall be assigned oc used 
for any other purposes without the order of the District Collector. This again has got 
a saving clause that nothing stated in this sub-c1ause 2, should empower a Collector to 
do anything calculated to affect or take' away the customary rights of the landholders. or 
ryots in the user of any such lands. The comment made by us on clause 1, applies With 
greater force to this clause also. One rule to the effect that no assignment or encroach
ment of an' of the communal land shall create any right in the assignee or the tres
passer without any regard to the question of limitation would have served better. 
In other words, a declaration that they might be turned out at any time and made 
liable for damages would have secured the interests of the villagers or the zamindars in 
the best possible manner. 

The next eectlon 20-B empowers the District Collectors to acquire land for common ,\~~~OD 
purposes. To-day according to the evidence given by several witnesses in many places ~o"'::'un:l 
there are no communal lands in many villages because they had been occupied by the purpos ... 
powerful ryots or the zamindars. The present conditions certainly demand a provision 
like this, that empowers Collectors to enquire into all encroachments on communal lands 
made by zamindars or ryots, and dislodge them from those places, and set them apart 
once again for communal purposes. But the section does make provision for acquiring 
fresh lands under the Land Acquisition Act compulsorily, and placing them at the disposal 
of the villagers. This, no doubt, will have to be done in villages where there were no 
communal land from the very beginning and where there had been no such encroach-
ments. The legislature in the past perhaps had reason not to make provision for the 
expUlsion of all the encroachers at this distance of time, without any regard to the rights 
that might have been acquired by prescription, under the law of limitation. In all such 
cases there is a necessity to enquire into the village conditions and acquire land under the 
Land Acquisition Act, and place the same !>t the disposal of the villagers for their com-
mon benefit. Having aJlowed ancient communal sites to be encroached upon by the{ 
zamindars or the ryots so a3 to enable the trespassers to acquire rights by prescription. 
it shall be the duty of the Government now at least, to take steps to restore villagers to 
their ancient position by providing those elementary facilities which are the breath of 
village life. 

What about the cost of such acquisition? Paragraph 2 of clause 1 of section 20-B 
provides that the cost of such acquisition including al1 charges incidental thereto should 
be borne by the Local Government or local authority 01' authorities that may have 
jurisdiction over such area and also by the landholder and the ryots or other persons 
benefited thereby in such proportions as the District Col1ector might fix. 

To this, we recommend that a clause might be added that the bulk of the cost of 
acquisition must be borne by those zaminda·rs or ryots who had wrougfully encroached 
upon communal lands in the past and claimed absolute title on the ground of adverse pos
session. If they should be in a position to bear the cost, having enjoyed the fruits of the 
conversion of the communal lands into private lands, they must be made to bear the 
whole cost of acquisition, :If-iJ.l,eLIIIe not :w:i.1Jipi-!.<tE!ve _~~!>."-'a.!!.ds whica.Jhe,J....hwi 
~~ied and if t1!ey .. !l:r.!" .J.!kPtlfhthle. 

Section 21 deals with ejectment of those who have occupied communal lands unlaw
ful1y. This section fixes a period of 30 years as a limit.ation for ouch actiol). As we have 
stated above there should be no limitation at I'll for such actions. They Rhould be liable 
to be evicted at any time. The ;Madras Encroachment Act and other Acts'may be modi
fied on this question of limitation. 

The last clause of the section says .. that any crop, product or construction or thing 
raised, erected or deposited on or upon the lands shall be applied to Auch communal pur
poses 89 the District Col1ector may adjudge." That may be retained; and it may be 
added that, buildings or constructions would be declared properties of the community and 
the profits of which will be applied to communal purposes. 

Such are the facts and law on communal lands. The Landholders' Association 
contends on behalf of the landholders of this Presidency as follows :-

.. With reference to this que.tion a distinction would have to be drawn between 
(l) public paths, (2) communal lands and (3) hill and forest porambokes. As 
regards public paths so long as they are being used as public paths neither the 
zamindar nor the ryots can seek to put them to My use other than as public 
pathways. That in respect of Punthas or Donkas or public paths the right to 
tile BUb-..oil i8 in the "mindar and that eoer. the IlUrlace 80i! is fJested in local 
authorities only so long as the public path is in use, must now be taken to be 
fairly well-settled so that if and .,.hen they cease to be used as public pathways 
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. t.be land covered .by these public pathwaY8 would be:, at"the disPusal of tlte 
zamindar whether the pathway was in existence prior to the permanent settle. 
.ment 01' came into existence after the Permanent Settlement (vide 71, ;M:adms 
La~ Journal, 749!. As regards communal lands of the nature contemplated by 
section 3, sub-s~ction .(16) (b) of the Estates Land Act such as threshing-floors; 
cattle-8tan~, village-sItes and other lands which are set apa.rt for the common 
use of the villagers, the reversionary rights in such lands are vested either in th~ 
Government or in the landholder according as they were set apart POr the com. 
munal use in question prior or subsequent to the Permanent Settlement. So 
l~ng as they are being used for the communal purpose in question nobody call 

d,vert them to any other purpose. If they cease to be required for the original 
purpose it is open to the District Collector under section 20-A (1) (b) (i), of the 
Estates Land Act as ameniLed in 1934 to direct and declare that they should be 
lISed for any other specified communal pllrpose. If such land is not required for 

. any communal purpose the District Collector may under section 20-A (1)' (b} 
(ii), direct that it be converted in Government ryotwari land or landholder'!; 
ryoti land according as the reversionary rights in such land vested under the 
terms expressed or implied of the oanad, title deed or other grant in 
the Government or in the landholder. This last clause confers upon 
the District Collector a very wide power which can easily be abused. It 
is unreasonable that the Collector should be made adjudicating authority 
when the question arises between the GOIJernment on the one haM 
and the zamintlar on the other. As the provisiona of the Madras Estates Lani! 
Act stand at present this decision of the Collector seems to be final. This clallSe 
must be taken out of the Estates Land Act so that the question of reversionary 
right as between the Government and the zamindar would be fought out when 
it arises in the regular courts of the country. If it is to be retained the decision 
of the District Collector must be made expressly subject to the result of any sui~ 
which the aggrieved party may file in a Civil Court within a prescribed time . 

• Hill and forest porambokes are the property oj the zamindar (vide 40 Madras; 
886, P.C.) subject of course to 81lch restric.ted rights as the ryots or the inhabit
ants of neighbouring villages m.ay have by virtue of longstandinfl custom 01' usag., 
They don't stand on the same footing as public patbs and communal lands nnd 
if any declaration of rights is contemplated the legislature must clearly bring 
out the distinction between the several classes of lands contemplated by 
question VII (c). 

It is thus admitted, that the communal lands must be left to the enjoyment of the 
eommunity as a whole but a cla.im is put forward even to-day by the Landholders' Associa
tion, that the right to the sub-soil has vested in the zamindars and that even the right to 
the surface soil vests in the zamindar when it is not required for use as a. public path by 
local authorities. 

O ....... rship The same claim is asserted in the pathways that had been in existence before the 
:'1. th~:=".b.. Permanent Settlement and in those that (:ame into existence after the Permanent Settle-

una • ment. For this the decision in 71, ;M:adras Law Journal, 749 is relied upon. With 
regard to communal lands referred to in sub-clause (b) of cl:J.use 16 of section 3 of the 
E.tates Land Act, it is asserted that the rights in all the threshing-floors, cattle-stands', 
village-sites and other lands which are set apart for common use of the villagers are now 
vested in Government if they are set apart for communal use pnor to the Permanent Settle
inent and in themselves if they are set apart for such use after the Permanent Settlement_ 
This is a claim that cannot be jnstified, as has been pointed above under different heads, 
either 'on fact or in law, whether the pathways or other communal sites were formed 
before the Permanent Settlement or after the Permanent Settlement. They always vested 
in the inhabitants themselves. That position had been made clear under other heads to 
the questionnaire. • Proprietary right' meant only the right to the melwaram, and it 
was only that, that was assigned to t.hem by the Government, at the tim~ o.f the. P~a~~nt 
Settlement. This is made clear durmg the last 150 years by every admllllstratlve, JudICIal 
and legislative authority as :t><>inted out. abov~; the latest authority for this being the 
judgment of the Privy CounCIl reported In Indian Law Reports, 45, Madras-CHIDAMBARA 
I'IIVAPRAKASA PANDARA SANNADmGAL I). VEERAMA REDDI, at page 602. The learned Judges 
laid down the rnIe :-

. .. Prima facie the zamindar or polygar is a rent receiver: or to use the language of 
section 4 of Act I of 1908, he has the right to collect rent from his tenants. 
prima facie, his right to direct pop-session .of the land iA confined to his pril)ate 
lands and the olel waste lands: it does not ex.tend to ryoti land ... · .. --: 
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. ~y a Jater A.rne·nlling Act VIII of 1934. the right to old waste was aboliahed. His 
right ID th~ waste land has ~een. fully dealt with already. According to the Privy Counci!. 
tb~ only rIght that ve~ted ID hIm was the right to collect rents. He cannot lay any 
clplms, even to possessIOn of the land which be can have for his private land. Under such 
CIrcumstances, how could the zamindll,T§ be ~ntitled to say tbat the reversionary rights in 
such lands both in tbe sub-soil and tbe surface soil vested in them either in communal 
lands or non-communal lands. ~hey cannot, therefore, contend that the reversionary right 
m ~nch communal lands vested ID them, at any time (lr under any circumstances. There 
can, therefore, be no question of any sncb dispute arising between the zamindar and the 
Government or between the zamindar and the ryot. Even if it arises, the rule laid down 
by the P\i~ COUl,:c~ and in the st"tutes muot prevail. In this view the question of forum 
whether It IS a CIVIl Court. or a Revenue Court does not arise at all. The law must be 
declared in conclusive terms so as to prevent any further litigation between the zamindar 
and the cultivator or between the zamindar and the Government in future. The ques
tion of forum will be dealt with later. 

Then it is claimed that hill and forest porambokes are the property of the zaminda.l·_ c~ of 
For this the decision in Indian Law Report, 40, ;Madras, page 886 is relied upon. As we ""= 
have pointed out above, hills and forest porambokes originally vested in the village com- hiu and 
m;mity and later in the individual villager and not in the zamindar. Even in regard to foreo~ 
this is the Landholders' Association is good enough to admit that the right claimed by him porambokes_ 
is subject to such restricted rights as the ryots or the inhabitants of neighbouring villages 
!nay have, by virtue of longstanding usage or cu~tom. When once this customury right 
i. neknowledged their claim to the hill and forest porambokes falls to the ground. 

Then it is said that the hill and forest pommboke. do not stand on the same footing 
with public paths and other communal lands and therefore, the difference between the 
two must be made clear in the declaration of rights. 

We are unable to see what difference there is between the communal lands in the 
villages proper Ilnd the hill and forest porambokes. The word 'porambokes' itself con
notes the commonness of the interest vested in it. Similarly, so, with all communal 
lKnd.. We see no difference between them. The declaration must be the same for the 
communal land. as well as the hill lind foresf porambokes. 

The Madras Landholders' Association raised a plea that the hill and the forest poram- Tho ... ito DO 

bokes cannot stand ·on the same footing as the public paths and other communal lands; t~d-hi! 
and for that reason, they wanted that the difference should be made clear, if there 8Dd70'!'t 
should be any decl&rBtion of rights. Hill and forest porambokes are as much the pro- porambok .. 
perty of the inha~itant8 as t~e public IlBths and. ot~er commu~al lands situated ~ithin ~\::::"u
the limits of the Village. It IS not poSSIble at thIS distance of time to have the eVIdence 
of any living witnesses to speak about the rights of the people exercised more than 100 years 
ago. But there are documents which speak more eloquently than any living witness 
on certain matters, 

Within ten years after the Permanent Settlement of 1802, there was a dispute 
between certain firewood merchants of Masulipatam and the zamindar. The merchants 

• claimed a right to cut the firewood in the jungles of the Divi Island near Masulipatam 
without paying any money for the same. The m~tter went up to the. Suddar Adaulat 
Court which was the highest court., before the HIgh Court was estabhshed. 

The Zillah Judge, one Mr. Collet, heard a certain case in or about 1863 between 
a zamindar and a ryot, and held overruling the contentions of the ryot, that .he was 
only a tenant from year to year, and not an occupancy ryot. and that· he was. hable to 
be ejected, thus negativing the rights conferred upon the cultIvator by RegulatIOn XXX 
of 1802. 

The Government intervened and called npon the Board to submit a report, to B.P. No. 
enable the Government to introduce a Bill for declaring the rights of the cultivators 7743 of 1884_ 

more definitelv than before. The Board of Revenue submi tted their famous report which 
is known as the B.P. No. 7743, dated 2nd December 1864. They held tlmt the rig": 
to the soil was in the cultivator and that the zamindar was only a farmer of revenue. 
In support of the contention they quoted the ~roceedings. o.f the suits b~tween the 
firewood merchants of Masulipatam and the Zammdar of DIVl. The followmg extract 
is taken from the Board's Proceedings No. 7743:-

00 Paragraph 56.-1n the special Appeal Suits No. 18 of 18(h! and No, 10 of 1814 
(Mr. Greenawy among the Judges), certain firewood merchants of Masulipatam 
IIlIed to establish their rights to cut firewood in the Divi jungle without paying 
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any consideration to the Zamindar of Divi. The Zilla and the Provincial 
Courts upheld the privilege as claimed. On Special Appeal, the Suddar Courl 
thus stated in its judgment: 
.. The determination. of the present question rested upon very simple grounds; 

and must follow the usage which prevailed before the introduction of the 
permanent assessment." 

.. By the Act of the Permanent Settlement, the Government transferred ~ 
zamindars (with certain specified exceptions) the proprietary right exercised 
by itself. It could not do more without interfering with infringing the rights of 
others. All usages which are not abrogated by the regulation must be upheld 
to be confirmed; and, if previous to the introduction of tbe permanent settle
ment no payment was exacted by the Government for cutting the firewood in 
the jungles of the Divi, none can be exacted by the zamindar." 

Thus it was established that the firewood merchants had exercised free right for 
cutting the firewood, before the introduction of the permanent assessment, and that 
they were entitled to continue the same right even afterwards. This judgment is dated 
1812. 

This decision in Special Appeal Suit No. 18 of 1812 continued to be good law until 
1865 and even after that. When the Board of Revenue had to express its opinion on 
the rights conferred on the. cultivator, under Regulation XXX of 1802, quoted the 
proceedings of the Special Appeal Suit No. 18 of 1812, in support of their findings 
that the cultivator was the owner of the soil and the zamindar was only rent collector. 

This had been acCepted as correct law from 1865 to 1882, when the Madras 
Forest Act was passed into law. It is already shown that the Madras Forest Act recog
nized the rights of the cultivator to the soil throughout and made provision; ~ give 
them compensation, whenever their rights were interrupted or acquired by the Govern
ment. This was common to the ryotwari lands and zamindari lands as well. 

The Landholders' Association referred to the case, 40 Mad. (I.L.R. 886), Privy 
Council, in support of their contention for hills and the forest pora.mbokes. We do not 
know how the decision I.L.R. 40 Mad., page 886, has been relied upon by the Land
holders' Association. 'The case reported therein was one under the Madras Irrigation Cess 
Act 7 of '1865. .., 

The dispute was between the Secretary of State for India and the zamindar. The 
ryots or cultivators were not parties. Even then, throughout the judgment the rights 
of the cultivators were upheld, even though they were not parties to the case. Perhaps 
this decision is relied upon to show the analogy of the zamindars. Under the Madras 
Irrigation Cess Act, their rights must be upheld in hill and forest porambokes. 

If the facts and the law, that are dealt with in this enquiry in support of the 
rights of zamindars and cultivators had been placed on record before the learned 
Judges of Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, there is no doubt that they would 
have upheld the rights of the cultivators outright. Instead of helping the zamindars, the 
decision goes against them. 

71 M.L.J., Next there is one other case which is relied upon by the Madras Landholders' 
749. A.sociation, a case reported in 71 Madras Law Journal, page 749. This also is a case to 

which the Zamindar of Pithapuram and the Municipality of Cocanada were parties. 
The cultivator or the tenant was not a party to this. 

The points for decision before the learned Judge were (1) whether the plaintiff 
(the M"haraja of Pithapuram) had a subsisting title to the land, (2) whether the plaintiff 
hau been in possession for twelve years before the suit. Ultimately the plaintiff's suit 
failed both in th" original court and the High Court. Suit land was .. puntuh or the 
public pa~hway vested in th~ municipality under the Local Board's Act~. The plaintiff 
claimed right to the sub-soli and also to the trees grown on the public pathway or 
puntah. The question w~ether the culti~ato~ was entitled to the. soil or not was .not at 
all considered. The zammdar set up hiS nght and court conSidered the question as 
between the zamindar and the municipality alone and nothing else. 

Even in this decision there was no adjudication against the cultivators' rights anv
where. On the other hand the cultivators' rights have always been upheld either directiy 
or indirectly. 

This closes all the points raised by the Landholders' Association. There is no 
aspect that has been left out in discussing the matter by us, and we &roe confirmed in our 
opinion, that according to all available anth~rities from the earliest times up to now, 
tha rights of the Ml1t.ivators have been rebOgUlzed and upbeld. 
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(v) CHAne XI~SUBVEY AND REcORD 01' RIGHTS. 

Question 5 runs as follows :-
(a) Do you think that all the estates should be surveyed and a Record of Rights 

maintained compulsorily? , • 
(b) H so, what is the proportion of cost to be borne by the two parties concerned? 

As matters stand to-day, nearly half the estates have been surveyed and the rest have Survey i. 
yet to be surveyed. Under the present conditions, as demanded by the witnesses examined b:e::,~ry 
in this case, survey is necessary. As regards settlement, that also is necessary in case of .. ttlement 
lands on which the rates of rent had not been settled once for all, at the time of the Perma- f11ren:.on 
nent Settlement. On a review of all the evidence, oral and documentary, and the law and l'..n~Y~ 
custom, we have come to the conclusion that the rates of rent and also the nature of the beeu perma
tenure, viz., occupancy right, had been fixed in perpetuity at the time of the Permanent ben:~y S:oed 
Settlement. This has been done both with regard to the lands that had been under cuIti- P~rm:"ODt 
vation at that time and also the land that was expected to be brought under cultivation Set.lement 
after that date. Therefore, there can be no question of investigation into the matter fOJ of 1802. 

the purpose of settling the rents on such lands, as provided for in Chapter XI of the Estates 
Land Act. The private land of the landholder had been declared under the Estates Land 
Act, to be outside the scope of the Act. Old-waste as defined in clause (7) of section 3 of 
the Act had been abolished, by the Amending Act VIII of 1934. Thus there is no other 
property to which Chapter XI of the Estates Land Act can apply to-day. So far as the 
ryoti laud is concerned, rates of rent had been fixed for ever unalterably, at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement, as has been pointed out above. No question of settlement, there-
fore, arises for such properties, and all the provisions of Chapter XI that provided for 
ascertaining the fair and equitable rent and recording it in books, and, other provisions 
that prescribed for revision and appeal to the higher revenue authorities, and ultimately 
for suits in civil courts, must be eliminated from the Act; The scheme of Chapter XI of 
the Act proceeded on the assumption that the rents had not been settled previously. Sec-
tion 165 laid down in clause (e) that the Collector should enquire into the questions relating 
to:-

.. The rent lawfully payable at tbe time the record is being prepared and whether 
the ryot is entitled to the benefit of proviso (a) to clause (I) of section 30." 

and incorporate the result in his order, under section 164. What the proviso (a) to clause 
(i) of section 30, is, we have already stated in connexion with the enhancement of rents. 
But it is necessary to refer to the same again in this connexion becanse, that proviso (al to 
clause (e) concludes the matter in support of our finding. It runs as follows :-

., Provided that if the rent be permanently payable at a fixed rate or rates, it shall 
not be liable to be enhanced under this clause, on the ground'bf a rise in prices." 

Clause (il of section SO provided for enhancement of rents on the ground of a rise in 
prices. The proviso quoted was added as an exception to the general rule. 

It i,. therefore, clear, that the settlement of rents contemplated in (,hapt,er XI of the 
E,late, Laud Act, was not intended to apply to cases where rent was fixed permanently as 
stated in the above proviso. They were intended to apply to old-waste which was abolished 
in 1934. 

• Again section 168, prescribed in clause (2) that in settling rents under section 168 the 
Collector shall presume until the contrary is proved that the existing rent or rate of rent 
is fair and equitable. This rule of presumption admittedly cannot apply to lands exempted 
under clause (0) of ,.etion 165, us poinku out above: nam~ly. lands 'e\t1ed on the basis 
of rates of rent and tenure fixed in perpetuity. These clauses relating to settlement of rent 
and presumptions of law, provided f,?r in Chll:pter XI ?f. the Act were intended to apply 
only to old-waste ryoti land, as proVlded for m the oflgmal Act I of 1908. 

We have pointed out on another head that the old-waste ryoti land was of three 
varieties, and to all such lands the rules for enhancement of rent, provided for in sections 
S0-8S and commutation rules could apply .. Similo.rly, the rules prescribed in Chapter XI 
for fixing fair and equitable rent also were Intended to apply to the three classes of old
waste defined in clau.e (7) of section 3 of the .\ct. Old-waste ought to have 
been abolished along with the ruUls relating to enhancement of rents. In clause (4) of 
section 168 of the Act, it is provided that while the Collector was seized with the jurisdiction 
to investi!1'8te and ascertain what is fair and equitable rent, the parti.es can come to an 
agreement between themselves and n?tify to the .Court the. rent they settled as fair and 
equitable and thereupon the Collector, if he was satisfied that It was a bona- iide arrangement 
could record that as .. fair and equitable rent. This clause also was intended to apply to 
old-waste only and not to rates of rent permanently fixed at, the time of the Permanent 
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Settlement. Apart from external evidence, we have this internal evidence in the 
provisions of Chapter XI to prove that all the provisions relating to ascertainment of fair 
and .equitable rent do not at all relate to the ryoti land and they must all be deleted. 

The only question that remains is about .. survey". Survey may be made in the 
estates where it had not been already done, so that the individual ownership of the ryots 
will be ascertained and demarcated, and tacked on to the rents and rates fixed at the 
Permanent Settlement. 

(vi) REMISSIONS. 

This subject is covered by clause (c) of question (2) of the first questionnaire. Clause 
(c) of question (2) runs as follows :- . 

.. Do you think that there should be statutory provision for remission of .·ent, and 
if so, on what principles?" 

Right to claim remission is ail elementary right that attaches itself to the land so 
long as the obligation to pay a portion of the produce to the ruler for his administrativl< 
purposes attaches itself to the cultivator. As a rule, dllring the Hindu and Muhammadan 
periods and also the early part of the British period, land revenue due to the Government 
and the rents due to the landholders were paid only in kind and not in cash. A fixed 
proportion of the share of the produce had to be paid to ·the ruler. In those days the 
coin in specie was not in large circulation; nor was there the currency note. Therefore, 
a share of the produce was paid to the ruler by the cultivator. So long as payment in 
kind was the rule, remission followed as a matter of course, wherever the crops failed in 
toto either on account of drought or on account of flood or any other cause, no land revenue 
could be paid. The cultivator has to pay a share of the produce to the ruler only when 
the land yielded. When it yielded the ruler and the ruled, both shared the produce. 
When it did not yield, both suBered proportionately. With the introduction of moneY 
rates and currency laws and Permanent Settlement Regulations of 1802, land revenue wa~ 
made payable to the Government by the landholder, whether the land yielded or not. 

:'longt"8 Further, the Government insisted and inserted a condition in the Sunnud-I-Milkeut 
paid i: ;;:~ Istimrar, that no remission should be claimed by the landholder from the Government 
... a share of under any circumstances. The landholder agreed to do so because of the margin of profit 8:' produce left to him for doing "the mere collection work. Because the landholder bound himself 
q=i::'.,""ofo not to claim remission from the Government in consideration of the land revenue assigp.ed 
remission at to him for his own benefit he desires to apply the same rule against the cultivator. Some 
all. of the landholders in their written memoranda and also in their oral evidence asserted 

that the principle of remission should never be introduced and it could never be enforced 
even if introduced. We are unable to see any force in this contention. The landholder, 
as has been pointed out above, stands altogether on a different footing from the culti
vator. Cultivator ft the man who IItbours hard and produces the crops. He has to 
work hard, plough the fields and keep everything ready before the season sets in; but 

. nothing will come out of it but a famine, unless the rain comes in time, in all non
delta areas. Even in delta ·area the crops may fail on account of floods or on account 
of non-supply of water. The causes in such cases are due to acts of God and not of 
men. We fail to see what justification there is, in any landholder claiming a share 
of the produce or the money value of it when the crops have failed for some reason or 
other for which the cultivator is not in any way responsible. Even on the conclusion 
arrived at by us that the rents and the rates had been permanently fixed at the time 
of the permanent settlement, the right to claim remission whenever the crops failed continues 
in the cultivator. It is a natural right. The landholder can get the I·evenue from the 
cultivator only so long as he is able to cultivate and make the land yield. Strictly 
speaking, the right to claim remission and the duty to give .remission formed part of 
the natural law. The trouble started when artificial rules took the place of natural 
laws. The question of remission is dealt with in sections 38 and 39 (a) of the Estates 
Land Act. 

Distinction The very first clause of section 3S says, .. that a person might apply to the Collector 
~":.en rent for remission only in cases in which money rent is payable to the landholder". This 
:::'d ::;lin is a wrong rule. It should apply to all cases in which a share is payable as revenue 
kin~ b.eing to the landholder whether in cash or in kind. When the lands do not yield, how could 
a ... ,S .... and h . h I··t d thO . ht to unjustiSabla he pay even in kind. T ere IS no reason to ave lml e IS rIg ryots who pay 
must b. money-rents only. The distinction must be done away with. The right must extend 
d~n. away to money-rents as well as rents in kind. This ordinary right of remission has been 

• w'th. made applicable to fall-in-prices by sub-clause (c) of claus~ (2) of section 38. Even 
in cases in which the rents are permanently fixed the cultIvator would certainly come 
to grief, if there should be abnormal fall in prices for causes beyond his control, "llch 
I1S currency manipUlation. When the fall in prices is mostly due to steps taken by 
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the Government or the landholder, the cultivator should certainly be entitled to claim 
not only remission but even: damagee. The cultivator is entitled to protection at the 
banda of lhe Government or their agents, the landholders. If the cultivator instead of 
getting protection gets trouble, he must be given relief by the landholder and also by 
the Government. 

Sub.cJause (b) of clause (1) of se<:tion 38 lays down (1) that the cultiva.tor is' 
entitled to claim remiaaion where in the case of irrigated land there has been complete 
failure of supply from the irriga.tion source on which the crop is dependent, and (2) 
where there is permanent deterioration in the soil of the lImd. These rules do hold 
good. 

Section 39 of the Act lays down the rule that the cultivator shall not be entitled to 
claim any remission within a period of twenty years from the date of a decree or order, 
if any such was passed under sub·clause (c) of clause (1) of section 38. We have dealt 
with the right of the landholder to claim enh.mcement of rent on the ground of rise-in
prices under section 30 of the Estates Land Act and pointed out that that rule was not 
applicable to lands on which rents had been permanently fixed. If there should be 
decrees or orders passed by courts on erroneous interpretation of the provisions of the 
Act, it is not reasonable to hold that the cultivator should not claim remission for a period 
of twenty years. Having re~rd to the course taken in law courts under the Rent 
Recovery Act and even under the Esta tee Land Act on a wrong interpreta.tion of th .. 
law, no such limitation should be placed upon the cultiva.tor. 

Section 39 (a) lays down the rule that where the rent has been enhanced under 
section 30 or commuted under section 40 or has been settled under Chapter XI relating' 
to survey and recocd o~ rights, the cultivator may pres~nt an application before the' 
Collector for the remiSSIon of the rent pa.yable by him 10 any partICular year on the' 
ground that the average local prices of staple food crops in the t"luk or zamindari division 
during the period of twelve months ending on 1st March of that revenue year were' 
lowered by not less than 18il per cent than the average price, he can apply. for remission 
of rent. This was a very unreasonable rule. The cultivator cannot claim remission of 
rent unless and until the prices had fallen not less than 18i per cent than the averagl! 
prices on which rent, in regard to such land, was partly or wholly based. Since the 
passing of the Estates Land Act in 1908, there have been cases, referred to in the evi
dence, recorded by us, in which zamindars applied for enhancement of rents on the" 
ground of rise in prices and obtained the decrees against the cultivators. There was no 
such limit of 18! per cent fixed in the case of landholders. On account of the limit fixed 
at 181 per cent the cultivators have not been able to apply for reduction of rents since· 
1930, until now, because the prices have not fallen to that level. This limitation must· 
be removed and clause (1) of the section itself must be, because we have already 
pointed out that sections 80, 40 and settlement portion of Chapter XI were not intended 
to apply to ryots whose rents had heen permanently fixed at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement. Finally the elaborate procedure prescribed for remission in sections 38 and 89 
should be done away with and simple process be prescribed for settlement of remission 
by summary procedure. 

Large number of witnesses on behalf of the ryots deposed before our Committee that 
remission should be provided for statutorily, whereas the landholders pointed out that no 
such attempt should be made and that it is unworkable. Remission was granted during 

• the Hindu as well as the Mussalman periods. Remission is being granted to-day by the 
Government in all the ryotwari areas. We do not agree with the. landholders in their 
contention and feel that remissions should be granted on the principles stated above. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

(0) Question No.2, Clal.l86 (e).-It runs as follows: .. Do you think it desirable that 
the Provincial Government should have any reserve powers to revise, alter or reduce the 
rents wherever they are inequitable by executive action through their Revenue Settlement 
Officers? .. 

Having found that the rents had been permanently fixed at the time of the Perman
ent Settlement and that they are unalterable, no powers can be reserved by the Provincial 
Government to reduce or increase the rents whenever they considered it inequitable. The 
rules that will be laid down by the Legislatures for regulating the relations between 
landholders and cultivators should govern them. 

(b) Question No.6 runs as follows :-
." Can the landholder demand any levies, customary or otherwise from ryota in 

addition to rents 1" 

"'UK. Il. PUT 1-86 

RemisaiollB 
ohould be 
gIVen a 
ata'utlol'1 
baaie. 
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These have been condemned from the time of the Permanent Settlement until now. It 
is in evidence before us that in some areas there are certain .levies made even to-day. 
Custom is set up in defence of such collection.. The custom is not legal and valid and 
such levies in. the eata tes should be declared illegal. 

(e) Question No. 9.-" Do you think that an yearly jamabandi as· in the casa of 
ryotwari villages is necessary? .. , 

. When the rents and ·the rates that had been fixed at the time of the permanent 
settlement are declared unalterable no jamabandi will be necessary.' The cultivators 
will know, where they are,. what they are liable to pay and what consequences follow 
if they failed to pay the moderate assessment as declared and fixed at the time of the 
permanent eettlement. 

(d) Question No. 10.-" What should be the legal status of the under-tenants 
in zammdari areas, in relation to (1) the pattadar and (2) the zamindar? .. 

In the Estates of Bobbili, Pithapur and some others evidence had been adduced 
.IUD;",J""; and documents filed before the Committee that the tenants had been subwtting the 
areas. lands for very much higher rents and that they had been making enormous profits. 
tenantBin I 

On .the strenl!th of this evidence they contend that the rents which they had, been 
levymg even if they are enhanced rents, are not unreasonable and that the eXiSting 

I rents should be declared as farr and, equitable. This will be certainly a good ground to for the la~[!'~!Lit only It \s open to them to do so. We have pointed 
out that It is not open to them to go behind the arrangement made at the time of 
the permanent settlement both with regard to their peshkash and the rates of rent 
because they were declared unalterable. We have quoted ampl.. authorities going to 
the very source in support of the contention that rents were fixed permanently with 
a view to enable the cultivator to take more interest in his land and produce more 
and better articles for his own benefit and also for improving the commerce and trade 
and industry of his own country. That is what was stated in the conversations of 
Sir John Shore and Lord Cornwallis. That IS what was repeated in the instruction 
to the Collectors and the despatches from the Court of Directors, and the Special 
Commission Reports and finally in the Preamble of Regulation XXV of 1802. There-

I fore, the fact that higher amounts were collected by the cultivators from their sub
tenants cannot be a point against the cultivator. Apart from this aspect the documents' 

l t..) 

,.°Vonthu. 
varadi II 

filed showing the enhanced rents paid or agreed to be paid by the under-tenants to 
the cultivators cannot be taken as evidence of . .PNSPe.rity. After the permanent 
settlement it wasDiironlythe--reiiftnaf"'wasenhan.,.-<l but the method of assessment 
itself was changed in several places. In Pithapur Estate what was called .. Vontbp_ 
~adi system" was introduced, under which there was no certainty of tenure or 

I 
even the rate of rent. It was a challenging system by the adoption of which anyone 
who offers more than the other would geL the right of dIspossessing the previous man 

land take possession of it himself. ProductlOn of documents to show that under-tenanlq 
were paying more than what the tenants hdd to pay towards land revenue put u~ 
in mind of the old vonthuvaradi system. That was in vogue until the year 1890 88 

BY""" 
obtaining in 
thePitha-

admitted by the Diwan of Pithapuram. If there is much competition for land, people 
offer more than any others for the purpo!!e of securing a footing on the land. Where is 
the possibility of knowing who is t.he under·tenant? The word .. under-tenant" itself 

~te. implies that he should be a man in possession, in exercise of his oWn customar;v 
:\' ri,:rht. There were such under-tenants even at the time of the permanent settlement. 
! Persons who rush to the landholders and offer competitive rates each year cannot hP I (~reated nnder-tenants. . : 
II Much of the land having gone out of the hands of the cultivators into the hands of 
i ~~he creditors, such cultivators who had parted with their properties will be compelled to 

\ 

btain leases, as the sub-tenants, even for hi,:rher rents, sometimes knowing that there 
would bp no margin left for them ultimatelv. These are all considerations that should be 
taken into account in a separate investigation. 

Legal otatua As rel:(ards the teltu..t.!!!atus of the under-tenants we have not got enough evidence on 
of under. (record either way. No doubt, it is contended by some of the landholders that the under
t0D8n~ be tenants who cnltivate the land actually shoul<L.he-ltiyen. the occupancy right. On behalf 
=~:d for ot"llh&"fj'ol:e -whe ftI? pattndais -j& is notaamitted by a1l1hat the 'UBder-1lenants should be 
...... ,or given orcnpancy ri,:rht now. There is some little evidence given by very few in support =100' of it. Who are under-tenants is a question bv itself? Can we esll those who rush in 
• \competition to acquire land on lease each vear from one landholder or other. under-

tenants? Having re'!Rrd to the vicissit11l1es thromrh which the cultivators have been 
goin!! through from' 1802 until now. we do not consider it desirable on the very meagre 
evidAncA bAfore us to recommend a legisl"tion on this point. without fuller and more· 
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~xhaustive consideration. There Qre various questions that should bl\ investigated and 
aacerta.ined before 'he legislatures 08n undertake the task of introducing a Bill creating 
-occupancy rights in favour of the under-tenants. The questions of creation of economic 
.holdings and distribution of the same amongst the landleas with rights of occupancy 
·created in their favour while at the same time making provision to prevent alienations of 
;such holdings on the same old lines have yet to be solved. We, therefore, recommend I 
·that the consideration of this questi~';' at this stage on the material before us might be 
postponed for a .separate consideration and treatment. 

(vii) CHAPTIIB. XV-TflB FOROM. 

The question relates to the tribunal that should be entrusted with the duty of 
.disposing of all the suits regarding the disputes between the landholder and the tenant, 
particularly with regard to the rates of rent. Arrears, collection and execution pro
.ceedings are not easy of solution. There was a time when the Collectors were looked upon 
.as the protectors of the cultivators; and they were charged with special and summary juris
-diction for deciding all such matters promptly and without putting the parties to unneces
.sary expenditure and inconvenience. The Collectors and the Revenue officers of the period 
-of l;ord Cornwallis, Sir John Shore and Sir Thomas Monroe, were exceptional men with 
:conspicuous ability and unbounded sympathy for the innocent aud helpless inhabitants of 
-the village. 

The manner in which they attempted to settle the matters even judicially, endeared Vi1I_ 
,the people to them. The Collectors of the early dates, evinced constant anxiety to settle paachay.ts. 
.the disputes not by examining a large number of winesses at centres which were far 
,removed from the villages,.but by referring the disputes to the village and district pan· 
<:hayats generally and then basing their judgments on the awards given by such panchayats. 

There are some gentlemen in these days, who have forgotten the history of the village 
.so completely, that they would go the length of saying that it was several centuries back 
that Village panchayats had been broken up, and that is too late to-dey to revise them. 
'That shows ouly ignorance on their part. . 

The village panchayatB were mentioned as specially competent tribunals to decide tbe 
.disputes relating to rates of rent, distribution of water and other matters rellLing to the 
viI1a~e life, in the draft Regulations IV and V of 1822. There is still a regulation in force 
to-day, that is, Regulation 2 of 180S, known as the Co!1ectors' Regulation, which gave 
powers to the Collectors to refer such matters to the village and district panchayats, fixing 
.8 period of two weeks for disposal. 

Arbitration, if not exactly by panchayats, is described even in the Civil Procedure 
.code that is in force to-day. But the Collectors' Regulation and the Arbitration Chapter 
·of the Civil Procedure Code, have become a dead-letter because of the change in the outlook 
of the nation which has been drawn from the villages into the distant courts of District 
MUDBiffs, !)ub.Judges, District Judges and High Courts. They have become used to 
.litigation in these courts which has brought complete ruin on the parties on account of the 
'prolollg~d and expensive trials. 

We have known cases that have not been finally decided even after 20 years. Very 
.recently, the ",resent Chief Justice of the Madras High Court soon after he took charge, 

• "hserved from the bench that a particular case which was pending disposal, had remained 
,undIsputed of for over 15 years. 

If the cultivator of this Presidency or the cultivator of India generally has suffered LitiRation 
'80 much during all these years, it is due very largely to the litigation in the courts hoe boon tbe 
-established by the British Government. The present High Courts were established ill bone -.:t'he 
1116 when the High Court took the place of the old Adawlat Court. The old Adawlat ::::-of the 
·Court had been presided over by Judges who had been actuallv in touch with tbe village lndianl'J'ot&. 
,,"pulution, their customs and habits; and, whenever they wrote their judgments, they 
brought to bear upon them all the past experience and knowledge which they had gained. 

I'<ome of the Judges who presided over the Adawlat Court, to decide the disputes 
>between the landholders and the cultIvators, were men who hsd played a considerable 
purt ID framing the Regulations of 1800. After the abolition of the Adawlat Court and 
after the establishment of the High Court. Judges who had no knowledge of Indian 
laws or Indian customs, had come from England and attempted to dispense justice. Being 
foreigners, they brought with them knowled!!e of the laws of their own country, parti. 
cularly laws relating to the landlord and the tenant of Great Britain into the Indian 
-oourta. Most of the trouble in the M odrss Presidency for the cultivator has been due 
to the wrong interpretation put by the Judges, who were ignorant of the common law 
d the country, on clausea 1-4 of section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act, on the sections 
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of the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV, Patta Regulation XXX, XI1l'D&IIlIJ Regu1a
tion XXIX, Re"aulations XXVII and XXVIII of 11102, and other laws relating to the
landholders and the cultivators. 

The Hon·ble Mr. Forbes described this in a very effective manner in the speech which 
he delivered on the Madras Estates Land Bill and which is published elsewhere. Litig .. 
tion in the courts was flourishing, until the economic depression of the world and India. 
started in 1930. Since then, all business including agriculture and trade and industry 
has been most seriously affected and money had become scarce. When there is no money 
on hand, naturally the litigation in courts decreased. To-day the lawyers and the courts 
have been most seriously affected because the people have no money for stamp duty and 
fees and payment to lawyers to contest their disputes in the duty established civil courta 
and revenue courts, as they had been doing before. 

With the advent of the Provincial Autonomy, agitation started for the revival of the
village panchayat and the new conSCIOusness of the masses regarding their own economia 
condition, has made the matters worse for the law courts and litigation. This is not 
a matter for regret; but on the other hand it must be considered as a blessing in dis
guise, perhaps the only blessing that has been derived by this country through the
economic depression and the reformed constitution. 

Under these circumstances, it is no wonder, if even the Revenue Courts and the 
Collectors have become very unpopular amongst .the cultivators and also the landholders. 

The witnesses examined by us on beh\,lf of the cultivators, uniformly deposed against 
the Revenue Divisional Officers exercising any jurisdiction in deciding the disputes between 
the landholders and the cultivators. We cannot blame the Revenue Divisional Officers 
or Collectors of the modem day, if they, do not command the same confidence and respect 
as those of the ancient days. When they- are charged not with a single special duty, but. 
with so many other matters, how can they be expected to find tim9' to do full justice 
between the landholders and the cultivators? . 

!':=. Similarly, the Civil Courts have also become very unpopular because of the delaya 
oOD.BistiDg of of t~e law. Und~r the.se circumstances, we are ,called upo~ to recomm,end to the popular 
eq>erieDOOd LeglBlatures, which tnbunal would be best SUIted to decide these disputes. We have 
~.... given our anxious consideration to this question and we have come to the conclusion 
b. ootn!"ted that the courts as they are constituted to-day are the least fitted to decide the disputes 
wit!' t!'e. between the lanaholders and the cultivators. But under the present ,financial condition 
l.,a:;'ot'~ we cannot suggest that entirely a new set of tribunals be appointed for this special purpose 
deoicle:i:. from the bottom to the very top. We suggest that from amongst the Revenue Divisional 
_uo Officers and their subordinstes the best of the men who are qualified to do justice promptly 
_tten. and impartially should be constituted as Special Tribunals to deal with all matters relat

ing Dot only to landholders and tenants but also between the Government and ryotwari 
tenants. The Revenue Board should not be in charge of the Appellate ;Jurisdiction. One
or two or three special tribunals for the whole Presidency may be appointed to hear the 
appeala and decide them finally in all revenue matters. 

In re-constructing the Judicial Machinery for this purpose, the Legislatures and the 
people should bear in mind the principles and the rules by which the British rulers of 
more than 100 years ago, were guided and en.,deavour to follow them as far as possible. 

In spite of the supposed progress made until now in the ;Judicial Administration, -as 
in so many other matters we feel that the present system of judicial administration. has 
failed to give relief to the masses, and has become prohibitively expensive. . , 

Therefore, we suggest that the people should bear in mind what Lord Cornwallis 
said in his minute of the 11th February 1793 about the newly established courts and the 
proposals made by them to take judicial relief to the door of the villagers. We give the 
following eztracts from the Board·, Pf'oceeding8, dated 23f'd Maf'ch 1815, ;Judicial depart
ment: 

Paragraph 8.-" We must here remark that when the present Judicial System was 
introduced into the Provinces of Bengal, Behar and OriBB9., the number of depending 
l\1lits in the Dewanny Adalut was stated by Lord Cornwallis in his minute of the 11th 
February 1793, at about 60,000. The consequent delay in the decision of suits was then 
described by him as follows :-.-" ruinous to the suitors as defeating the end of the justice, 
and as striking at the root of the prosperity of the country." Lord Cornwallis in the 
establishment of the system considered a speedy settlement of the causes to be a primary 
and essential object to be effectuated by it, observing as he justly dId "that the constitu. 
tion of the courts should be so framed as to put it out of the power of the Judges to deny 
or delay justice, that individuals should by a mere application be able to command their 
interposition for the redress of injuries from whomsoever sustained." It is to this 
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effect also that he observes in the same minute that " there must be courts of justice 
to punish oppression and exaction; and that the people must be satisfied that the remedy 
must be certain and effectual, and that it can be expeditiously applied." 

Paragraph 70.-" The original jvrisdiction to be vested in these native officers of 
justice might extend to all suits instituted in their courts for personal propert:r, not 
exceeding Rs. 200 for Malguzay to the same amount, and for LackraJe not exceeding 20 
rupees assisted, as they should he, where either of the litigant parties desire it, by pan
chayat ; and their jurisdiction might be final to the extent of five pagodas. Their appellate 
jurisdiction (either party in the appeal being allowed a panchayat) might be final in all 
cases not exceeding ten pagodas and also in regard to suits preferred in the zilla courts 
which the judges may in analogy to the nature of the references to potails and village 
psnchayats which we have suggested, deem it proper to refer in the same special manner 
to those superior native judicatories, for final determination." 

Paragraph 71.-" By reverting to the established practice under tl:e ~ative G~vern
ment, of employing the heads of the villages, and panchayats assembled Wlthm them, III the 
administration of justice with the introduction of district panchayats, as we have proposed; 
:we are persuaded that we shall confer the most solid benefit upon our native subjects, and 
relieve the European J ndges in a ve"Y... considerable degree from that weight of judicial 
bURiness, the pressure of which must necessarily have compelled them to depend in a great 
measure upon the inferior officers of their cqurt, who are open to various temptations 
to betray their trust, and to deceive their superiors. The admission of the Potails and 
the curnams to this participation in the municipal administration will be attended with 
little or no expense to the litigants, for we proposEi' that suits brought under the cognizance 
of those village ,?fficers should be altogether relieved from fees and stamp duties. The 
inhabitants, as wt\have before observed, will have their complaints enquired into at their 
very houses, where the transactions to be investigated can be much better understood, and 
what is no small consideration, where the enquiry will be conducted in a mode sanctioned 
by the ancient usages of the inhabitants. We are also persuaded that as the authority of 
these villages officers must necessarily be confined to the cognizance of such matter as 
occur immediately within their own little communities the history of which will be within 
the personal knowledge of every member of it, the best practicable facilities will thus be 
afforded to .. pro,mpt and satisfactory administration of justi.:e." 

In continuation of this we gave also the extract from the minutes of the consultation 
in the Judicial Department of the Government, dated 1st March 1815. 

Extract from the minutes of cOIl8ultatwn in the Judicial Department of Gotlernment, 
dated 1st March 1815. 

Read-the following :-

Letter from Colonel Munro, First Commissioner, tG ,the Chief Secretary to Government, 
Fort St. George. 

4th.-The following are the points of modification in the judicial svstem on which 
the order ~or carrying them into execution is positive, and on 'which no other discretionary 
authOrity Is left With Government than merely as to the manner in which this is to be 
done:-

(1) No further appeal to be permitted to lie" from a decision of a Zillah Court 
on an appeal from the Register, or from any Native Tribunal." 

(2) Village panchayats to be authorized to hear and determine' suits. 
(3) The PotaiJ or Head of the village " by virtue of his office to execute the func

tions of commissioner within the village, in the several modes prescribed by the 
Regulations ... 

(4) Intermediate nativ:e judicatu:es b<:tw:ee,;, ~he Village and Zillah .. court to be 
abolished and to be Illvested With & JUrisdictIOn over a certain number of villaaes 
Ik) as that there. may ~e. three, four or five in.a ~ill~; and the judges to rec~iv~ 
& fixed salary III addition to & fee on the Illstltutlon of suits brought before 
them." 

The orde: !or th~ establishm~,:t of these N ~tive Judicatures though not absolutely 
uncondltl.onal, 18 so. far positive that nothlllg but some very serious obstacle is to 
prevent Its execution. 

(5) The psnch~yat on & lar~ Bcale than that of the village, so as to have & 

greater selection of peraons to be employed under the Native District Judge." 
cox. a. PUT 1-37 

Board'. 
ProceecIiDgs 
of 1816. 

P ..... gmpu 
68.70 and 
11. 
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Paragraph 
71. 

Paragraph 
84, 

Paragraph 
8~. 

Paragrapha 
89, 90,93 
and 94. 
Paragraph 
96. 
Paragraph 
8'1. 

Paragrapha 
96 and 102. 
Paragrapha 
105.106 and 
107. 
P_ph 
107. 

Paragrapba 
106 and 107. 

Paragraph 
109. 

AbeeDOO of 
oomp\ainta 
In South 
Aroo'.A_ 
oibility and 
lOOuatry of 
tha OoUootor. 

(6) Suits brought under the cognizance of the pota.ils and karnams to be altogether 
relieved .. from fees and stamp duties." 

(7) The Sudder to receive from the Suborwnate CoUrts and furnish ~o~ernm~nt 
with yearly or half-yearly reports of the nature and number of SUitS ill which 
the following particulars are to be stated:- . 

(1) The number of suits instituted in each Court now existing or heresitel 
created;, decided or dismissed; appealed or not; to what court; confirmed 
or reversed. 

(2) Original and appellate courts to shew the original and appeal suits and 
proportion of appeals, reversed or confirmed. 

(3) Average value of matter litigated; nature of the dispute; situation of the 
parties, particulars in cases of land; whether paying rent to Govemmen, 
or Zamindar, or other holders of land. 

(8) The village police agreeably to the usage of tbe country to be re-established, 
in the zamindari countries and placed under the orders and oontrol of the Magis
trate--and .. in such other parts of the Madras Possessions in which it may be 
found neglected or in a mutilated conwtion, to be so restored to its former effi
ciency." 

(9) . On the completion of the Village Police, the Darogha establishment and the 
Police Corps to be reduced as far as practicable. 

(10) The superintendence of the village and Zillah Police to be transferred to the 
Collector. 

(11) The Police of the Districts to be under the Tahsildar instead of the Darogha. 

(12) .. The Agents of the Collector in the administration of the Police will be the 
District Amildars or Tahsildars, and the Village Potails, karnams and Palliars 
aided as occasion may require by the Amildars, Peons and by Cuwalls and their 
peons in large towns," 

(13) The office of the Zillah Magistrate to be transferred to the Collector. 

(14) The enforcement of the Pottah Re.,aulation to be secured by an adequate pro
cess under the superin~ndence of the Collector in his magisterial capacity. 

(15) .. No demand of a zamindar, etc., for arrears of rent should be receivable in 
any Court, but upon a Puttall. . 

(16) No zamindar to be at liberty to proceed to sell under wstraint without order 
from the Collector. 

(17) Cases of wsputed boundaries to be decided upon by the Collector on the verwct 
of a panchayat." 

The extractp given above. have laid down the lines that should be adopted by the 
Legislative Assembly in reconstituting the judicial system so far as it relates to these 
revenue matters. Lord Cornwallis deplored the accumulation of arrears in the newly 
established courts to sixty thousand ,and pointed that, if that was not checked and 
remewed, the whole system was ruinous to the litigants and calculated to defeat the ends 
of justice and strike at the very root of the prosperity of the oountry. 

He, therefore directed that the constitution of the courts should be so framed as 
to make it impossible for the judges to deny or delay justice and give immewate relief 
to the inwviduals on mere application without incurring any stamp duties. It was further 
proclaimed that suits brought within the juriswction of the munsifs and kamams should 
be free from fees and stamp duties. 

The constitution of the courts, in our opinion, in settling all disputes between the 
landholders and the tenants should be modelled on the lines marked out in the Board's 
Consultations of 23rd March 1815 and Minutes of Consultation in the Juwcial Depart
ment, dated 1st March 1815. Establishment of such tribunals would give the required 
relief to the masses . 

.. In my passage through South Arcot nothing struck me so much as the almost total 
absence of complaint. I never was in any district in any part of Inwa: where there was 
so little. The very few oomplain~s that came before me were all either of a very trifling 
n~ture, or. had before been exammed by the Collector himself. Great praise is due to 
him on thi.s 8CC01l!'t.. He hears and se~s everything himself, and devotes his whole time 
to the affaIrS of hIS dIstrICt, so that he IS well known to every inhabitant, and all of them 
have ready access to him at all times. It is not merely that they have ready access but 
that he enters into a patient inquiry regarding their case.... ' 
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CONCLUSION. 

"Under this Chapter OUR conclusions are as follows :

PATTA& AND MuclIlLIKAs. 

(1) The exchange of pattas and muchilikas every year or periodically should he done 
away with, end permanent pattas with permanent and unalterable rent end 
permanent tenure should be issued, in the same manner in which sanads end 
kaboliyats are exchanged between the Government and the landholders. Chap
ter IV of the Estates Land Act must he deleted. 

DISTRAINT AND SALE. 

(2) (a) With regard to distraint and sale of property and imprisonment of the 
cultivator, WE are of opinion that no power should be given to the landholder 
to distrain and sell the properties. 
(b) There should be no imprisonment of the cultivator. 
(e) There should be a first charge on the crops for the dues pa.yable to the land

holder towards land revenue. 
(d) Distraint and sale of the crops standing or heaped up after the harvest, 

should be carried on through special revenue courts, in the same manner in 
which they are done for the recovery of peshkash from the landholders by the 
Government. 

IBmGATION WORKS. 

(3) (a) As regards repairs of irrigation works referred to in Chapter VIII of the 
Estates Lend Act, WE are of opinion that the cultivators in the zamindari 
areas are entitled to use the water for irrigation purposes both for lint and 
second crops, without being liable to pay any tax to the zamindar. The right 
of the cultivator to water-supply is an inherent right and whatever rights vested 
in the zamindars under the Madras Irrigation Cess Act vn of 1865 or any other 
law, are the rights that were intended to enure for the benefit of the cultivators. 
Madras Irrigation Cess Act should be amended so as to vest cultivators rights 
in time. 

{b) Landholders are bound to maintain the ancient irrigation works in good 
repairs and also to construct new ones for the benefit of the cultivators, in 
consideration of the land revenue paid by them to the Government or to the 
landholder on their behalf; because, from the earliest times the land revenue 
has been collected by the rulers' only for two purposes:-
(1) Maintaining works of public utility; and 
(2) to carryon the administration and give protection to the people. 

{c) The landholder is not entitled to claim enhanced rents on the ground that 
repairs had been carried on or that new irrigation works were constructed; nor 
is he entitled to claim that the cultivator should bear a portion of the cost of 
the repairs or that of the newly constructed work. 

'The rule laidd own by the Privy Council in I Indian Appeal, page 364, in the 
case of the Madras Railway Company v. Zamindar of KaNletnagar, that" the 
public duty of maintaining existing tanks a.nd of constructing new ones in 
many places was originally undertaken by the Government of India and upon 
the settlement of the country has in many places devolved on zaminders of 
whom the defendant is one. The zamindars have no power to do away with 
these tanks, in the maintenance of which large numbers of people are inte
rested, but are charged, under Indian Law, by reason of their tenure wit1l 
the duty of preserting and repairing them." ' 

(d) WE hold that Chapter VllI of the Estates Land Act must be deleted and a 
simple procedure prescribed to call upon the landholder to execute the work 
immediately and if he fails to do it within a given time, the Government 
should undertake to carry it out and recover the amount spent by them as 
part of the revenue. Relief must be given to the cultivators, on an application 
only and by making the cost of application not to exceed 8 annas. He shonld 
not be compelled to institute a suit that will involve heavy costs and waste 
of time. 

FOREST RIOHTS, ETC. 

·(4) (a} The right to the soil in the cultivated and the uncultivated land of the 
forest, po~bokes, etc., originally :vested in the viIl~ers, when the village 
system 8XlSted and subsequently contmued to be vested III each individual when ' 
the ryotwari system was introduced. Therefore the right to the soil of the' forest I 
porambokes, communal lands. etc., also vested in the cultivators. Such of th~ I 

'land as was reserved for communal purposes, forests, porambokes, etc., remained I 
• 
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as the common property of the villagers. On the evidence oral as well as docu
mentary, statutory and judicial, WE are of opinion that the cultivators are 
enti~led to exercise their customary rights for the utilization of the forest and 
other communal lands, for grazing of cattle and for collection of green manure 
or wood for agricultural implements, etc.· WE also hold that the tenants have 
got the inherent right to use forest porambokes and communal lands, for their· 
domestic and other agricultural purposes free of cost. Public paths, communal. 
lands, hill and forest porambokes all belong to the cultivators as common pro

·perties. They have common interest in the forest produce such as minerals. 
(including limestone and laterite), surface soil, trees, timber, plants, grass, peat,. 
canes, creepers, reeds, fibres, leaves, moss, flowers, fruits, seeds, roots, galls, 
spices, juice, catechu, bark, caoutchoue gum, woodoil, resin, varnish, lac, cbar
coal, honey, and wax, skins, tusks, bones and horns. 
(b) As regards mineral rights under the surface, the landholder has no manner 

of right to them. No such right was assigned to him in the sanad issued in 
his favour. What was conveyed to him under the sanad is only the right. 
to collect rent on the land that was ah'eady under cultivation and also the· 
right to distribute the waste land for purposes of cultivation so as not to charge· 
a rent higher than the one fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement. 

In the Sanad-i-milkeut Istimrar, it is said as follows :-
.. : you shall conduct yourself with good faith towards your ryots,.. 

whose prosperity is inseparably connected with your own; you shall treat 
them with tenderness, encourage them to improtle and e3:tend the C1Iltitlatio~ 
of the land, and lay the foundations of your own happiness in the permanent. 
prosperity of your zamindari." 

Not one word is mentioned anywhere in the sannd, issued by the Government. 
to any landholder about giving any rights to him in the minerals that lie 
under the surface of the earth, the possession of which is with the cultivator. 
The right to the minerals, naturally vested in the cultivators as the original 
owners of the soil. Their rights are subject to the rights of the Government ... 
under the Acte that are already in force. The landholder cannot therefore, 
claim any rights to the minerals under the earth, that are in the ryoti-land 
belonging to the ryots. 

MINES. 
In Board's Standing Order No. 25, mines have been classified into three

(1) Government mines, 
(2) Private mines, and 
(3) Shared mines. 
Government mines are those rights of the Government to subterr.tnean mmerals. 

in the ryotwari lands assigned after 1871. The assiguments of wa;!te la.r,ds to. 
landholders before 1871 did not contain any specific reservation of millel'al 
right to Government. After 1871 mineral rights were Ieserv~d to Govern
ment. The lands assigned after 1871 and the waste lands "re cons.idered Gov
ernment mines. Those lands which were assib'Iled before 1971 "'Ere cCl\~idered 
ad private mines. The inams and the estates also 11003ra classed as rrivote mines 
with full rights. This classification was made without realizing the impliclL
tions of the original grants, either to the inamdars or to proprietors at the 
time of the Permanent Settlement . 

. In the pre-British period, ryots and the renters were only those engaged in agri
culture of the surface of the land and there were no miuing at all. Conditions 
in the sanads and regulations clearly dealt with only the surfaee or usufructuary 
rights, and never with sub-soil rights. 

Clause 12 of the sanad of any estate may be looked into. That clause refers only· 
to expansion of cultivation and none other. 

(0) In all unreserved forests the cultivatol' has an undisputed right. In reserveet 
forests also he has the same rights, but reserved forests having come under
the control of the Government, whatever natural and customBrY rights he has. 
been enjoying from the time of his ancestors, he will be entitled to enjoy 
even in reserved forests, without Eaying any co,t, hut subject to the rules snet 
regUlations framed by the Government for the preservation of the forest, for 
the common benefit of the people as a whole. 

(d) Whatever income is derived from the forests reserved or unreserved, within 
the zamindari belongs to the cultivators or the inhabitants of the village as 
a whole. and that must be utilized, for the common benefit of the villagers, 
including the landholder, whenever the landholder may possess private land' 
along with the cultivators. 

(e) Even though the right to the Boil of the forest belongs to the cultivators 
they cannot be 'Permitted to cut off all the forest and reduce it to cultivable 
lalld, because the preservation of forest is essential for the very existence· 

• 
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-of the villagers. Wherever the forests are cut off, the villagers will be deprived 
of the prospects of getting sufficient quantity of rain in proper seasons. There
fore, it is the duty of the 8tate to keep the control over the forests within ~ 

-its own hands, until it is handed over to the village panchayats when they I 
become fit to manage the~. 

(fJ The existing forest panchayats have not been functioning well. V mous 
complaints have beeri made in the course of the evidence recorded, against 
the forest panchayats. In some cases the forest panchayat boards are formed 
and the management of the forests has been entrusted to them. They in 
their turn lease out the rights to contractors with a view to make profit and 
the cultivators have been put to unbearable loss on lWCOunt of the denial of 
their ordinary rights. 

In the forest department there are many appointments on .the top that are 
not needed any longer. They may all be retrenched and provision made for 
carrying on the forest administration with a lesser cost without prejudice to 
efficiency. 

AI; regards the right to the trees on patta lands it follows on the conclusions 
already arrived at with regard to the right to the soil; that the trees always 
belong to the ryots and not to the landholdel's. At the -time of the Permanent 
Settlement we find it inserted as a condition of sale in Havelly Estates that 
the landholder would be entitled to share in the tamarind trees and that the 
fruits of the coconut trees planted in the streets exclusively belong to the 
villagers and that the landholder had no interest in such trees. There was 
a litigation in 1911 after the Estat-es Land Act came into force between the 
Rajah of Verikatagiri and some of his tenants on the question of ownership to 
the trees. The Zamindllr claimed the right to himself but the Judge held on 
6th October 1908 that the tenants were entitled to the trees on patta-lands 

- and their produce and that the landholder had no manner of right to them, 
following the decision in I.L.R. 25 Madras, 252, at page 256. 

It may therefore be declared generally, that all trees on patta lands belong to 
the ryots and the landholders have no right. whatever to them or to their 
produce. 

We are of opinion that the landholder is entitled to only the melvaram right 
of the Government that has been assigned to him, the kudivaram right having 
remained with the cultivator always. 

(5) Survey and Settlement of rent.-Chapter XI of the Estates Land Act which 
deals with Survey and Record of Rights, was planned and enacted for enabling 
the courts to ascertain fair and equitable rent on the basis prescribed for ascer
taining the values and commutation prices. The whole of this procedure so 
far as it relates to the fixing of rates of rent, on the ground of rise or fall in 
prices does not apply to ryoti lands on which rents had been peJ:manently 
fixed at the Permanent Settlement. Therefore, all the provisions that related 
to investigation into the prices or other causes, contained in the clauses relating 
to enhancements, commutations of rents, etc., and fixing rents according to 
the discretion of the Collector, should be deleted-. 

Survey may be had wherever it had not already been done', to remove doubts and 
uncertainti.es about the extent of individual holdings_ 

(6) R6mission.-Remission has been given from time immemorial beginning from 
the Hindu rulers. Remission was a natural right that followed the original 
mode of assessment, viz., the varam basis. -When there was no yield, the 
Government suffers along with the cultivator, and remission is automatic. But 
remission has heen denied to the cultivator after the introduction of the monev 
rent system on the analogy of the rule laid down in the Permanent Settlement 
Regulation XXV of 1802. The landholder being the assignee of the land revenue, 
could afford to pay the peshkash without asking for any remission because of 
the enormous profits which he has been making. But the position of the 
cultivator who has to labour on the soil and take all the risks of draught nnd 
floods and pests is different. We are therefore of opinion that a provision 
should he made in the new statute, that remission should be given when the 
land fails to yield on account of any Act of vis-major. 

(7) The j011Jm.-As regards the jurisdiction of courts our conclusion is that the 
eourts of the present day, Civil or Revenue,- are not the best fitted to decide 
disputes between the landholders and the cultivators, as they are now cnn
stituted. They are very costly and their delays have become proverbial. We 
cannot cr.eate new courts under the pre"pnt financial conditions, for llenring 
and setting the disputes between landholders and cultivators_ - We are there
fore of opinion that the best of the Revenue Divisional Officers !!bould be detached 

... 'u. It. PAItT 1-38 
• 
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from their ordinary work and appointed as special officers to deal with aU 
revenue cases. The Revenue Board should not have the appellate or revisional 
jurisdiction nor should the Government exercise any jurisdiction in this con
nection. As is provided for in the Government of India Act, speci&!. tribunals 
should be appointed, invested with appellate and revisional jurisdiction, with 
Headquarters at Madras, on a. salary not exceeding Rs. 500. Their decision 
shall be final. The municipal courts should have no jurisdiction over these 
matters. 

STATEMENT SHOWING EXTENT OF LAND, ETC., IN FASLI 1210. 
On a review of all available authorities and the consideration of the evidence given 

both on beh&!.f of the landholders and the cultivators we have already stated that the 
occupancy rights of the cultivators and the rates of rent or revenue payable by them 
to the landholder had been permanently fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement 
and that it was not open to either party or anybody to contend that the rates of rent 
could be enhanced or decreased and the character of the tenure could be changed. We have 
fu.rther pointed out that in calculating the rates of rent on that basis the rates of rent 
on all cultivated lands as they had obtained at the time of 6he Permanent Settlement 
should be ascertained and applied in cases of dispute between the landholders and the 
cultivators even if such a dispute should arise 100 or 150 years after the Permanent 
Settlement, so far as land that was actuilly under cultivation was concerBed. 

Next with regard to the waste land that was hrought under cultivation subsequent 
to the date of the Permanent Settlement, we have submitted to the Hon'ble M:embers 
of the Legislatures and the Government that the rates of rent leviable on the land that 
was brought under cultivation after the Permanent Settlement should not exceed the 
rate of rent fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement on cultivated lands. Having 
fixed these rules, the next step is to ascertain the rates on cultivated lands and the 
extent of the CUltivated land as they had existed befo~e the date of the Permanent 
Settlement. After ascertaining the same we have to find out the total extent of land 
actually under cultivation to-day. Deducting the area that was under cultivation at 
the time of the Permanent Settlement from the total area under cultivation to-dsy, :we 
ascertain the area that has been brought under cultivation subsequent to the date of 
the Permanent Settlement. When these figures are ascertained, it is a matter of mere 
calculation of what the total rent which the landholder is entitled to claim from the 
cultivator is. It may not be possible to assess the rates of rent on the land subsequently 
brought under cultivation to the minutest detail according to the tharam or classifica
tions of the soils of lands. To avoid unnecessary waste of energy and labour and 
confusion we recommend to the Legislatures that all the land that had been brought 
unoer cultivation subsequent to the Permanent Settlement should be assessed equa.lly· 
at the rate of rent that prevailed at the date of the Permanent Settlement. On 
this basis the total extent of land can be fixed and the permanent rate of rent can 
be ascertained and that can be decla.red as the shist payable by .the cultivator to the 
landholder. It shall be permanent aJong with the peshkash as intended by the Authors 
of the Regulations of 1802 and as enforced by the Government of Madras and the Board 
of Revenue at every st.age resisting the claims of the landholders. 

With regard to the land that may be brought under cultivation hereafter, that is, 
after the new legislation, a separate patta may be granted for such lands . fixing the shist 
in perpetuity. 

After placing these recommendations, we feel bound to place before the Legislatures 
and the Government all available material for working ant these results. For this 
purpose we have collected the information from t.he Government records and fra.med 
a statement showing the permanently settled zamindaris with full particulars including 
extent of the land cultivated in fasli 1210, that is, before the Permanent Set.tlement. 
The extents were shown in those days in • garces' and tbe income was calculated on the 
basis of these garces. We have publishe(l the statement below. It is rather a long 
one. Still, we have considered it desirable to put it in the body of the report, so that 
it will be available for ready reference and also for easy understanding. This state
ment covers most of the estates, perhaps more than 75 per cent of the estates. With 
regard to the rest for which the information is not placed in a cut and dry form in the 
form of the statement, the figures may be ascertained by a comparison of the rates of the 
neighbouling Havelly Estates for which figures are always available and also the neigh
bouring zamindari estates for which particulars are given in the following statement. 

The particulars relating to the extent under cultivation, etc., at the time of the 
permanent settlement are given in the . statement attached to Webb's report on Con-
"e~sion ~ate8. . . 

The definition and rules relating to conversion rates are discussed in the chapter 
()n Vizianagram estate. 
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No. I. STATEMENT SHOWING THE PERMANENTLY SETTLED ZAMINDARIS WITH (I) EXTENT 
OF'LAND CULTIVATED. (2) INCOME ON WHICH THE ASSESSMENT WAS FIXED AND 
(3)':J:H.E AMOUNT OF PESHKASH FIXED, , 

ESTATlIS IN CmCARs-GANJAM AND VIZAGAPATAM DISTRICTS. 

Statement showing the permanently se.t~led z&mindaris. their cultivated areas, incomes and 
, peshkash. 
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ESTATES IN CmOAlIs.:-GA:NJAlI[ AND VIZAGAl'ATAlI[ DISTRICTlI-i:DIIl. 

Satement showing the permanently settled zamindaris. their cUltivated areas,' incomes and 
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11,700 
7,000 
5,500 
O,BOO 
',700 Aab dtate. 
6,000 Comauree eeta&e. 
6,500 
1,_ 
8,200 
5,000 

Star Pagoda .. 
2,498 AvP.Jag8 or tbf' eoDM'toloD at 

the 1 S yearBI bolna 8.l'L ' ... 
onl,.. ": 

",Uf Averal(8 or the eolJecttoaa fI 
the 18 J"e&b. beJDi: 8.1'. 2.'.816 ..... , 

t 
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ESTATJl:s--GoDAVABY AND KIsTNA. 
Statement showing the permanently settled zamindaries, their oultivated areas, inoomee and 

peshkash-COftI. 

Xama of tho IamJndari. 

(1) 

1 Attely mootab 
51 Ponnll(ondah 
8 8ld<ianthum 
, poDnumadllD1 
Ii A.unT.a 
8 Tanookoo .. 
T Dodop&tla, .. 
8 Oavoal' 
9 Parool' 

10 Amalap1llllotD' • 
11 Chayaru 
12 Dooa .. 
18 Noorauaram 
14 QauiCA 
15 MUlllatore .. 
16 Runupudl .. 
17 Pumedl .. 
18 Bondadah .. 
19 Wundl .. •• -. 
20 Sakcnat.eplill and Sravldu 

of Iato third d.lvlaIOD. 

Name or the I&DllDciarl. 

(1) 

1 Murat! 

I Oap&varam 

8 BagudavapUlUl 

'" Naua:umpJUe9 

6 Nabobpetta 

o .NollllmpoUllm 

, lIaJ.hmUlldry 

Name 01 \he _mlndar!. 

(1) 

1 OondapaUI Bolate 

I Vullor Samutt .. 
8 GUDdoor PurpDah 

'" AoelmuDDal Purvwmab 
6 IUootiUdru ...... _ 

o 1'oddaDah 1'urgunnah 

, D ... I ............ 

• Sb:lalaOdo 

o N'1-.mpatalO. .tate 
10 NUM(>pma I&IDiPdarl :: 
11 ~varakota 
11 Chann&h&l 
18 Do.ora 
16 Mylavaram' 

11 VadalrUUo &lid. IIUlD.UlaTOJ' 
10 K\lDAo8a1a 

17 L1uaaah"'" 

(6) 
• !noom.e on whJch 

Total ezten.Ii the aS8easme __ Source of }treaent Peabkaoh _ko. 
Nlltnberof oft.he land WIllI Ilxed(as inoome. ._h. ftXed, 

the vtnaaeo. oultlvated In valued by the 
&.aU 12011. Circuit Committee). 

(I) (8) (t) (G) (0) (7) (8i 
• 

P • •• K. B.PI. B.lB. 

B __ """"./Ik .... ""'"'ririo .. .v ___ lIf ........ B....a". 

18 1,457 ... 1,378 
18 .,. 
18 111~ ,. 
11 688 • 515 
17 ••• 8 459 
17 550 • ••• , 818 ,. 1.686 
16 1,098 
18 1.~g: .0 
16 81. 
ID .6. 
21 1,068 • ... 

Total 17.140 

Total 
atent 

lfamber of the 
of the land 

0 
1. ,. 
18 ,. 

G .. 
0 ,. 
6 

lG , 
1. 
II 

1 
7 

10 
6 
7 
6 

" 

vllla.S_ cultivated. 

7l 12,359 
8l 12,391 
18 8,109 

'n 8,29' 
13,511 

1. 9.691 
'.l 118" 
lG 11:159 
1St 6,793 ,. 7,663 

" ~:~g lZi 
't 13,011 

12,711 • 16,726 
1Si 10,477 

0 8,499 
0 9,518 

It 11,846 
0 6,779 

lOt 1.98,878 

Income on 
which the 
....... ment 

IG 1. 
81 0 
8 88 
0 0 

18 48 
18 78 
87 .. 
81 0 
8G 1. • ... I • •• .. .8 
.7 .. •• 1. •• S. ., 0 • 1. 
18 48 
87 6. 
12 48 

S7 .. 
was Axed SOurce ot Present peshkub. 
(u valued Income. 

18,746 
12,608 

'7,507 
8,577 

13,876 
9,566 

10,755 
9,591 

~.= ;:21' 
6510 

11:078 
9,853 

11,167 
10,661 

8,458 
"7,826 
1~711 . ... 

1,82.,767 

Peahkaah 
ftxed. 

The ftgarea In column (.) are 
UollUdve of iQoome from ",It .. 
sayer, etc. 

In casU 
1211. 

by tbo 
CIrcUit Cnm. 

(8) (.) 

16 

18 

18 

1 

8 

• 
Total 

Number 
extent 
olthe 

olthe land _eo. OtlltiV*ted 
10 t'aaU 
1210. 

(2) (8) 

o...V. 
1lmoAr.. 

" 288 

10 808 

81 , ... 
• 'G 

1. 65 

17 ,.1 

10 661 

• u. 
s. 710 

'" •• 68 .. 
GO 

71 
18 

• 

mittec). 
(4) (G) (.) 

l. CorccrndG:,. BGHUJ/ DiN(cm. 

29,721 
exclualvo or 
eaIt,otc. 

',171 

8.24.8 

Income on 
whic.h the 

\Vhen Ooroonda 
BavellY WIllI II1 poa
.eulonofthe Zamtn
dar, he paid St.aI' 
:Pagodas 16,161 .. 
ano,u&.1 J'umtilah 

(7) 

6,2lI 0 

',621l 0 

6,989 0 

«-.89S 0 

(8) 

Av-erage of 18 years oolleotiO!fl; 
bel,Qg 6,290& olUY. 

Average ot 13 yeara colleot!o_ 
betng S. PI. 4-.633 onlY. 

Average of 18 yeara coUeot1oQa 
belng S. PI. 6,384 onlY. 

AVerage of 13 years coUectloDa 
boiUg S. PI. ',467 oDlY. 

8S0 0 Avemge of 18 year. coDect1oDI 
betng S, PI. 316 only. 

.,688 12-6116 Average of 18 Ye&ra coUeatloDa 
being S, .Pt, 4.672 onI,.. 

8,669 ~16J16 Average of IS Ye&l'l colle~Da 
be1D8 8. PI, 6.168 only. 

.... ossment; Source of Present Peahkaah 
wa.llxod 
(IL& valuod 

b,. the Circuit 

iDCome. peahkaab. bed. 

OommlUoeo). 

(') (G) (.) (7) . .... 8.1'8. 

lI'ounh DluIrioft-, MlMuKpatGm. 

8.888 

7.6S7 

8,186 

765 ..... 
3,07' 

11.811 

11,468 

10,862 
• S9,968 
0 4.&,01' 
0 G2,'" 
0 Ui,60' 
0 0,1" 

0 8,818 
0 S .... 
0 ... 

.. 
" -

0,000 

'.600 , .. 
1.800 

1,060 

17,800 

11,600 

17,800 
SO,OOO 
29,S40 
84,820 
10,888 

G.200 

6,740 
1.186 

18 • 

(8) 

Genemlaverage coUeCJtlou+ 16, per ce.nL 
(Improvable, hal &he advantaQ:e of 
Induetry.) 

GeneralllveralEe collectlona+21-216 per 
cont onlY very little waete landa, 

Genoral averaae collect-loDl + 6t per ..... 
General averaa;e oo118O"oDl+3-8/10 pV .. ... 
General average coUeot.loDl+ZO pV 

cent. 
General averap ooUectlona+lSi per 

cent. 
General avenae coUectloDl+IG- S/tO 

per cent. 
OfIDeral averap ooDeatlona+lt per 

oent .. Shere are DlOaIIrI of improve. m,'" 
Genlftlaverap collecUoDl+ISi. 
2/8. Groaa income. 
2/8. Do. 
I/S. Do. 
21S. Do. 
Sla-l,t07 (esate UkeIJ' to lmproV8 _.) "'8. -Sis-B. Fa. 1,288 betDa • oounta'J' .-ab

feci to iD roads of bandlW. eta. 
IIi-1M beiDa: oxpoeecl to dtlptedaUoll.. 

• on.--Cultlva~d es:tcInt oa laa.d Dot; "yea elUMlr b, Colleoior 01' 8peo1al Oommtt.aon for etah IUDlD.dull • • arow, Oommlt.t.ee Ilaurea. 
COH ••• :rUT 1-39 
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;ESTATEs--SOUTHEBN POLIAlWl. 

Statement showing the permanently settled zamindaris, their cultivated· areas,· incomes and 
. peshkash-cont. 

(I) EXTENT OF LAND OULTIVATED AND (2) INOOME ON wmOH AsSESSMENT WAS 

Nom· 
hor 

Name of the zamlndalL of 
vIl-

lages. 
(1) • (2) 

1 Bamnad 2,152 
I SlvagaDIJ& 1,987 

S EtbJapore Eetate 110 
"Shev&glry •• 10. 
Ii WoatAmaUy .. 
6 Chokumputt7 66 
7 Pareyoor •• Z< 
8 Talabankota 6 
U Codumbur .. ,. 

10 Pauvaly ,. 
11 Gollaputt-y ~. • 12 YaUumunch •• 20 
18 Allappw:l •• • 140 Nadavakurch1 11 
16 ManJachl 9 
16 Surunda.1 • 17 Ohennalgndi ~. 8 
18 MallmllDd& •• • 19 Aut.engberf •• 6 
20 SuDdyur •• 14 
21 Wureaud Estate 1 
II 81Dgampattl 1 

28 M'anarkota 18 
U Avaciyapur :: 8 
25 Shattor •• 8 
.. Sar,tur .. o. 
21 Co nnkonden 0 
28 Panjalamlmrch1 10, 
2900latur •• 10 
SO Oodulgoody •• 10 
81 Yellarampunny 65 
82 Oollaputty •• 70 
8~ Naglapo,ram .. 

1 Venkat:.agemr 

~l 
t Cal .. "" :I 8 :BoIDra Po,IIhlm1ll 

" 8ydApare 116 

. 1 Poddaporo 

» PJLtapon •• 

FIXED, ETC. 
Caltlvated estent. S01U<le Revenue Of 

of pel8hkllllh 
Grou income. revenue. previoUslY 

paId. 
Nanja.. Punja.. s. PS. 8. P8. 

(S) (0) (6) (0) (') 

Cullins Xorta1lUJ. 1-12,100 0 0 60.857 30 
189,867 Z . 88,979-41/66 125,626 0 0 60,000 0 

2'itIm_PDllamI. 
24 166 24- 0 6,208 •• 27;777 28 0 6,208 3' 
16,000 0 0 -f,515 30 
18,338 12 0 ~:g:r 3' 
·6666 24 6 ,. 

1:777 22 0 338 Z< 
2,666 24. 0 66. 16 
1,9U 16 0 ... 0 
1,944 16 0 6 •• 6 
2,221 8 0 5 .. 16 

666 4 0 60 ,. 
'i8 

87< 32 
1,880 0 66' 16 

440 .. 0 ... 8 
2,646 4 0 ••• 18 
1,274- 82 0 660 16 
2168 82 0 '50 20 
2:125 6 0 1,072 16 
6,676 22 0 '.0 IZ .. 8,64-9 4 0 17< 16 

Oawnles Os c.wntea Os. Z. 186 6t 8,699 1116 2,.a0 80 1,411 11 
22 1,6~ 221 2,117 18 11 680 6 

200 .. 6,971 12 68 2822 8 
.9-1/10 8.018 8-1116 8,85' ,. '0 8:217 ,. 

.. 20S B 
28,477 ,. 6,208 82 
'l61 10 0 60. 16 

&69 9,622 • i6-18116 
,269 Z' 0 '33 .8 

12 7,198 0 0 8,386 2. 
720 8 8,146 121 }.S13 0 0 8,668 32 
<6" 121 11,425 221 ,9.5.4. 16 0 8,6" 82 

" 

WIII8TEru( POLIAlWl. 

WutmI. j»~'lIeuah. 

r 244,259 0 0 21,673 0 

-_._-,J 
120,050 Ii 10,116 0 0 

• Sl6,987 0 0 82,588 0 

.~o,8" 0 0 6,600 0 

l 

ESTATEIh-MASULIPATAH FmsT DIvISION. 

lI"irICDifirio", MQItIlipaUtm. 

184,178 0 O· 104,628 0 

112,0'. 0 O· 12,102 0 

Pea-h-
kaoh Bema,ks. 

Axed. .. ... 
(S) (9) 

94.733 2/3 o(tbe lnoome. 
76,000 More than 2/S of the 1I1'0IB 

Inoome. The ftgurc given 111 
. column (5) acema to be 1u-
. correct. 

13,000 
l~OOO 

,777 
7,300 For the larger poJlama 64 to 75 
8,500 per Cent and for amaller 

800 rnnams n to (9 per cent of 
1,100 n gross income. 

800 
1,000 l,ggg 

87< 
87< 
200 

1,300 
564 

1,000 
1,100 
8,700 65 per cent of the gr0S8 income. 
2,300 66 per cent of the grGlI8 income. 

l:~ 
8,688 66-11/16 per oeD&. 
2;63. 

6 
7,042 

689 
ThIrtY per cent. 

Do. 
1,277 Do. 
6,394 Seventy five Pel' cent. 
4,734 Do. 
5,965, Do. 

111.()58 The Pefsbcuah fixed Includes the 
eommuted IILOney for mUitarY 
servIce. The Znm!ndar W88 
spending 1,27,323 S.p,.. for 
the maintenance of Military 
establl!!hment which wal 
&.I!ked to be disbanded. The 
eommuted money payment 
for Mllitary l!eJ'Vice was taken 

64,398 
to be S.P8. 89,385. 

The Pelsbcw.h fiXed Includes 
43,623 being the Commuted 
money payment tor MilitarY 
semce. 

63,618 Includes 2~OS2 S.P8. belna the 
O(lmmut money payment 
for MUltarY !'ervlce. 

9.<2< IDCludf!8 .21.824 being commu-
ted DU1ney pa~ for Hil-
tarYeervJce. 

lDO,80~ Includes 2,656 S.P&. ror Del-
pondJah manJyam and aJlow. 
ances resumed and ~ S.Ps. 

73,9" 
for D.o.-Ina. 

Includea 200 S.Fa. for Roztn_ 
and 2,706 S.PS. for n=n 
dlalts msln!':Vaml and ,,_ 
anoes r.umod. 
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. Statement showing the permanently settled zaminda.ries, their cultivated areas, inoomes and 
peshkash~nt. 

]f .... 
ber CUltivated u:tent. Source Revenue or P&lh-

ame 01 tbe aamlndarl. of . Groaslnoome. 01 pea .. aeb ... h Remarks. 
vII· revenue, prevloUBI, Ilxed. 
~,.. Naoja. PtlDJa. • • paid. 

(') (S) ('~ (6) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
B.PB. ..... B.PI, 

ESTATES-NuZVID 1ST AND 2ND DIVISIONS. 
Third DiDirion. MasuAPlltGm. 

'Int. dlVlalon. Noo-
»eed, 

91,894 0 O· 60,000 

8e60nd dlVj~loD. Noe- 50,270 0 O· 28,000 
lued. ------

1'2,170 0 0 88,000 2/8 lDcom~,780 S.PI. 

Chlntalapoody 6,264 0 O· 3,800 0 3,800 2/3 Inoome- B,P!, 876. ZaDlin-
darl beloa small nnd situated 
In &lle frontlu And t.hue Hable 
to InctlI'J.JoDI'. 

Ohcnoobundab ••• 0 0 22. 0 22. 2/S Ineome-S.l's. 105. 
I1omachandrapnram. 38,og8 0 O· 82,154 0 85,269 2/3Income+9,4iO S.Ps. IlS com-

Gottah. mJaa.lon SUBpeeta tho accounts 
to have been falsUled. 

Polllv.rllm .. 67,101 0 O· 32,652 0 30,200 2/3 income-7,868 S.Ps. dUe to 
had nature of the countlY and 
to tile diEt-ract.lon which have 
so long prevailEd in the 

• 50 
Ccnntll' . 

fale:t'aoh('rJa . 979 0 O· 0 6'0 2/8 Income-lOS S.Ps. Colle<'tor 
rcpalUl that ZamIndDrl doel'l 

V80mb '9, 418 
not IlroduCe as estimated. 

6'6 0 O· , 0 2/8 income. 
'1enkatayapoUau. 62D 0 O· 260 0 666 2/S income + 187 S.PS. cJrcuft 

committee's amount being 
low and 66 S.PS. being 

M'uocamuJlah • 8 •• added for Daopondlah . 
'68 0 O· 0 ExlsUnR' p~hkasb confirmed. 

JauielDQocJ.y n, 0 O· 6. 0 82 Fl.{ture In column (8) does not. 

Voudaloa!lll8reo- .. , ,8' 0 ,8' 
appear to be correct. 

0 O· 
poornm. 

Paoana:apully Goody ..7 0 O· 169 0 ... Includes 10 S.b. for Despon-
Gauntla BlJgum. 

2,700 2,500 
. dillllP. etc. 

'IaKllompettab 8,749 0 O· 0 2/Slncome. 
Hootah. 

• Clroult Committee fteures. 



lIIamfl olthe _mlndIrI. 

(1) 

I Vadasun.door .. 

J Taudicomboo .• 

3 Vadamadura .. 

4 Balakrisbnapuram 

6 Adianool 
6 Yeriadu 

7 Calatoor 

8 Taloor 

9 Yerracottah 

10 Madoo. 

11 Shokumputty 

12 PuDeapanaignoor 

13 Muruoot 

14 Tangara 

15 Malemungalaum 

16 AIlina88"1.!'" 

17 Audiputty 

18 Outampollam 

19 Chinn&manoor 

20 Cumbum 

21 B.tla~onta .. .. 

SOUTHERN POLLUolS. 

Sta.tement showing the permanently settled zamindaris, their oultivated areas, inoome and peshkash. 

Humber 
of 

vWao ... 

(2) 

7 

2 

2 

4 

6 
6 

4 

11 

13 

8 

7 

4 

10 

2 

2 

3 

2 

4 

6 

3 

1 

Extent cmltlvated. 

(8) 

o. "-
131 3-3/16 

326 2-15/16 

246 14-11/16 

153 9-8i/16 

102 11-61f16 
221 10-5/16 

314 3 

189 13-121/16 

136 &--5/16 

246 13-7/16 

188 13-141/16 

64 5f 

240 &--11/16 

973 4f 

867 71 

394 0-9/16 

452 11-3/16 

1,199 12-13/16 

1,093 9-11/16 

822 6-11/16 

880 10-7/16 

. 

(') 

o. "-
7,453 9-6/16 

5,571 4-6/16 

3,612 14-15/16 

4,421 &--3/16 

3,220 71 
4,038 4-12t/16 

3,887 11-131/16 

6,034 4-5i/16 

8,256 2-11/16 

6,059 0-3/16 

3,883 14-51/16 

1,883 15i 

3,188 13-7/16 

1,794 2i 

1,467 &--2/16 

2,382 7i 

3,973 6. 

956 3-5/16 

1,462 15! 

1,569 12-16/16 

2,167 14, 

Extent olPilloo 
Tuney or laDd 
let to pa,ture. 

(6) 

Grou Income. 

L ... 

(6) 

Dindlgul DitMW ... 

3,305 0 32 

3,399 15 28 

3,250 27 0 

2,289 25 46 

2,072 13 9 
2,220 12 78 

2,232 6 75 

2,289 14 63 

2,949 1 25 

2,992 38 12 

1,909 39 60 

946 13 23 

1,208 20 26 

3,670 18 68 

4,109 13 74 

1,275 39 59 

1,594 28 0 

2,157 43 62 

2,366 2 36 

2,867 5 71 

3,828 5 , 

Revenue 
orjl"bb. P'lf:!t'" Bouroe or kae 

lDCome. preViously 
patd. 

(7) (8) (.) 

4,282 

3,627 

3,251 

2,599 

2,413 

2,619 

2,680 

2,820 

3,477 

3,135 

1,878 

1,177 

1,677 

3,598 

3,858 

1,706 

2,327 

2,494 

2,749 

2,144 

3,950 

Sornadayam 
or money 
eoUectton 

prodUctive 
on the lands 
proposed to 
be added to 
the Clrcar 
jummah. 

(10) 

1Iemarka. 

(11) 

Groee oollection pluo 29 
percent. 

33 40 73 Gl'OII8 oolleotion pluo 6 
per cent. 

233 27 22 Gross oolleotion. 

12 6 36 Groae oollaotion plua 13 
per cent. 

12 36 65 G..... oollootion plua 16 
percent. 

S 2 68 Gross oollection plus 11 
peroent. 

3 4 7 Gross oollootion plua 1>.0 
, per cent. 

49 39 42 Gl'OII8 oolleotion plus 23 
percent. 

2 38 15 Gl'OII8 oolleotion plus 17 
percent. 

33 42 21 G1'088 oolleotion plus n 
per ceut. 

35 42 21 GroBI oolleotion. 

49 26 31 

30 9 61 

GI'088 oolleotion plus U 
percent. 

Gross oolleotion plus 38 
per cent. 

Gross collection. 

62 14 25 Do, 

48 16 29 G1'OII8 oollection plus 33 
percent. 

34 30 G1'088 oollection plus 45 
peroent. 

46 23 67 Gross oolleotion pluo 16 
percent. 

44 56 Groae oollaotion plus 16 
per cent.. . 

16 31 28 Groea oollect,on JIlln"" 4. 
percent. 

124 8 14 Groee oollaotion minue 6 
percent. 

.... 
at 
C> 



22 Gslgwarputty 

23 Ahtoor 

24 Nellaoottah 

~ 28 .Hunneloottah 

!" 28 8havagumpuUy 

E 27 Deodanapa~ 

'4 28 Sundioor 

i 20 ,IyempullY •• 

~ 30 Kali&mcootoor 

31 Ruttiamhandy 

32 Korica,danoo 

33 Keemoor 

3. Vanga'" 

38 Valuilputty 

36 Cott<mpoolldy 

37 Veerupatche 

38 Vaioor .. 

30 Paracottah 

40 Cullimundy 

! I 

1 

1 

8 

6 

7 

6 

24 

3 

2 

17 

o 
5 

6 

9 , 
15 

8 

12 

6 

o. .... 
380 1-14/16 

880 ~/18, 

206 1 ... 21/10 

84 III 
249 9t 

229 13-7/16 

o. .... 
1.470 6-2/16 

493 15 

3,876 IOf/18 

5.824 6-1/16 

3,938 51 

1,919 3/10 

182 12-13/18 2,723 7-1/18 

1,131 16-2/16 464 2-14/16 

1,094 f>-1/10 051 16-13/16 

736 6-13/16 4.378 4-6/16 

379 11-7/16 5,206 6, 

578 Of 4,244 7/18 

8,&11 0 

0,495 1-5/16 

25 12-1/16 

42 If 

0,740 8t 

5,381 6-11t/16 

88 ' : ~/16'· 5,578 4-51/16 

132 1-15t/16 5,122 1I-8t/10 

7d 12-141/16 5,650 16-4t/16 

o. A. 

5 2-10/16 

323 11-6/16 

091 10-5/16 

946 11-14M 

438 41 

841 6-16/16 

836 16-16/16 

761 2/10 

92 3-8t/18 

38 10-2/10 

246 13-91/16 

48 16-11/16 

1,891 24 71 

2,305 35 4, 

1,840 7 66 

3,173 20 77 

1,903 18 64 

1,801 6 73 

1,118 18 7 

2,570 13 10 

2,746 34 05 

2,482 26 31 

2,442 16 2 

2,684 10 38 

2,046 11· 44 

1,890 42 10 

1,858 19 9 

1,328 26 65 

1,578 44 38 

1,416 34 40 

1,454 12 27 

Koo.-'l'hl __ Jooome takeD II the avera., or the IrcJII ooUeou.OD from the tltatel from. r •• u l.IOO-1816. 

1,934 

2,331 

2,316 

3,809 

2.610 

1,649' 

1,654: 

3,078 

3,170 

3,377 

3,048 

3,090 

2,561· 

2,480 

2,429 

2.687 

3,010 ' 

2,766 

2,780 

13 58 G""", ooUooti.... pi... • 
pel' oent . . 

21' 12 Groa ""O ... ion pi... , 
per oent. 

25 28 47 Groao ooUaotion pl. 25 
peroent. 

7 6 36 G...... ooOoetion pilla SO 
peroent. 

66 65 Gro.. ooOoetion pl. 81 
percent. 

611' 43 110 Grog oollootion minUa 3 
per cent. 

11 17 68 Grou oolloet1o.. pi.. " 
percent. 

09 9 42 Grog ooOeetion pi..., 10 
per oent! 

, 42 '35 37 Grou ""II_on pl~ 18 
percent. 

45 21 86 Grou oolloetion pi"" 86 
peroent. 

8 Grou ooUeotl.n plUl' 2& 
peroent.. .' 

3 SO 36 Grou oollootlon pilla' III 
percent. 

13 39· 42 Grog oolleotio.. pi.... 25 
percent. 

13 39' 43 Grou rollootion plus> 31. 
per oent. 

23 42 76 Grou collo.tion pjUot IIJ 
percent. 

78.. Grou .. Uooti... pi.... 011 
per oent: 

o 21' n Gro.. oolloction pillA' lOll 
per'oent. 

19 27 48 Grou ooll •• tiou pluor 109 
per oent. 

35 42'- 22 Gro.. oolloot'ou pi'''' 91 
pel' cent; 

(On tho whol. the JumInah 
Bud is 19! per oent over 
the _ OOU •• tiOD,) I 
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SOUTBEIlN POLIAMS-cont.· 

Statement showing the permanently settled zamindaris, their oultivated areas, inoome and 
peshkash-cont. . 

. Oulttvated extent. ReVenUe or 
Nomber In fuIl 1211. a_ Source of pfl8bkasb .Pea:bkaah 

lfameorthePmiDdarf. of . Income • revenue. previoualJ' _d. -... vtIl_. NunJa.. Paula. pald. 

(1) (0) (8) «) (0) (e) (7) (8) 

B.uu.1WLlL DlVIBIOlf. 

8alm • 

Act. •• At'l. A • ..... .. ... 
1 Oasba Satem , 991 18 '.624 1 0,060 0.000 Gr08lJncome Dl1D1l811 per ceDt.. 2 Allagapo", 8 .. 0 I,Ml6 1U 9" 890 Do. 7 do. I CannanooorchT • .SO 10 8,490 8 2,979 2.681 Do. U do. 4- A ndamputt,. 0 ••• 10 l,0:S44 1 • 2.313 2,161 Do. 7 do. 6 CurPoor o. S 238 • _.9;JO' a 8,481 3,200 Do. 8 do. e TlrUmullJorrJ' • 240 0 S,OlS2 • 2,722 2.450 Do. 11 do. t MoordOOl'lf , •• 11 1,336 • 2,41' 2,121 Do. 18 do. 8 Kllrklew11'Q' 10. 9 '.645 I. 2,467 2,000 Do. 12 do. e Balell'l Nar o. 8 1,262 1,101 Do. 18 do. (Freohold 110_) 8 --2.'76 2 26,941 • 24,153 21,79' 

OhinllQdt"lI • 

10 Oblnn&ger'r7 7 "0 H 1,878 • . 8,198 2,800 Groaa iacome mlnUl14 per cent. 11 HullOOl' o. S 80' 7 2,618 • 8,06' 2,700 Do. 13 do. 12 .PanalvourdapatW' 8 2'. 10 3,354 .. 2,558 2,249 Do. 13 do. 18 Allavalputt,. 8 ,8. • 2,508 11 2,584. 2,281 Do. 13 do. 14 Akeraputtr •• 8 '41 1 2,30' 2 2,634 2,363 Do. 11 do-16 Verapandy .. 7 3.7 10 2,287 8 2,856 2,550 Do. 11 do, 16 Uttan,h{JlapQIUII • 4" 7 2,947· • 2,767 2,524 Do. I) do. 17 BUampully , •• 12 2,661 • 2,823 '.500 Do. 11 do. 

2,406 10 20,457 • 22.478 19,967 

lidloo" 

18 BelIoor 6 411 • &,49' • a,OS4 0.600 Grou iDCoIloe.m1naa 8 per ce ..... 19 Bllapoor •• , '.0 8 0" • 1,927 1,800 Do. 7 do. 20 NarrlnpPool' •• • 3.' 11 8,412 10 8,44t 8.000 Do. 7 do. 21 PodenalqaopoWam , 007 .. 1,981 11 S,35S 3,135 Do. e do. 
D BIDgjpOOr •• •• 8 81' 8 .,268 • 2,85' 2,650 Do. 7 do. h Annaponr 8 8. 10 4,895 10 2,870 ..... Do. I) do. 
k VeUapaddJr • '80 .. 2,39B • 2,119 2,000 Do. 6 do. 
25 PllIlaputtr 6 80 1. 3,978 11 2,365 2,200 Do. 7 do. •• HeImam.~ 8 •• .. 3,BoO '0 2,638 . .... Do. a do. 

' .... 13 29,048 .. 14,50! ...... 
.. -. 

t:T A.htoor 8 S16 7 8,717 I' 8,385 8,200 Grosa Income mlnUl 
• )IU <ent. 18 Oattaeottab. • '80 • 3,988 • 2,857 2,700 Do. 
• do. 19 Sharvai • 358 • 1 .... • 2,920 2,700 Do. 8 do. 

30 Porearle •• 8 388 , 2,148 I' 2,868 2,650 Do. 8 do. 
81 Shrlvat;qhoor • "9 7 3,829 ,. 3,426 3,200 Do. "I do, 
Ii VepumpooD.f!7 • '0. 13 1,095 4 1,976 1,800 Do. • do. 
88 KcseraputU' l' •• 7 3,868 8 1,922 1,730 Do. 11 do. ----

1,8g6 l' 20,275 0 19,364 17,980 

VInllG ..... 
140 Vlraganoor • .... 19 1,270 1 2,8" ..650 Gross iDDoIIIe JIl1Dua 8 per eeot. 
15 Luduwarl'J' 8 14' • 2,~~ 18 2.617 2,430 Do. 7 do. 
88 Turraoor ., 8 8 .. ,. 18 3,538 3,320 Do.. 6 do. 
87 PllIlPwouUy 8 8 •• U 0'. n 2,669 ..... Do. 7 do. 
S8 KI~napOoram • •• • 2,327 I' 1,399 1 .... Do. 11 do. 
89 OhondarpottJ' 7 148 9 2>0' 16 1.858 1,760 Do. fJ do. 
0&0 T,,1D1.mputtJ' U • 2:366 1 1,169 l,~~g Do., It do. 
4.1 PellA Nar 6 870 Do. U do. 
'I Kondanl Ner 8 : '11 001 Do. 6 do. 
" PatohamuUah • 76 ... Do. 8 do. 

l,IS8 10 11,69S • 17.618 18.281 

--'" Ibendam_ngalam 8 ... 18 8,480 • 9.782 8.600 Gl'088 Income pllUI 0·6 per cent. 
45 ValacourohJ' 8 180 • 4,538 1. 2,483 '.SOD GlOSS income Dlinlll 6 do. 
44 BHloor , 811 , 6,216 • 8,091 >.900 Do. G do. 
47 Patt.oor • 010 8 '1,427 18 9,702 ..... Do. "do. 
48 Jloomoput.t.,. 6 20 18 6,116 • 2,012 2,000 Do. 0·8 do. 
49 CelillDee .. • 862 16 I:m 18 2,098 1,9S6 Do. 6 do.. 
60 TrlmlllpuU, 1 •• 11 1,06'1 1.050 Do. 1 do. 
61 Xavanee •• , 419 • 8,887 • S,S73 3,050 Do. 10 do. 
61 TOmilOlOOurabr 7 8. 8 6,977 8." 3,150 Do. e do. 
68 PoolGnJurre • 20' B 4,SS2 • 2:723 9,650 Do. 2 do. 
54 O'll'lloorle •• • 202 10 4,369 14 2,882 0.600 Do. ! do. 66 Ta.llnQ:arpqli • .. , • S,619 11 . 2.636 2,600 Do. 1 do. 
68 'bU.devle 17 881 7,168 1 8,668 8,400 Do. "do. 67 Shelloo!' Ifar 8 , .. 700 Do. 5 do. 
18 Oontlon Nat • .1,810 1 .... Do. 7 do. 

(B'teehold B1~) 1 

,80.11 ...... 8 SD,167 S7,ISlG ---
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BOUTBEIIN- POLJAMs--<:ont. 
'Statement showing the perma.nently settled zamiadaries, their oultivated _, inoomes and 

peshkaah-cont. 
(;u1t1vat1!d exte,Dt fD Calli 1211. Revenue or 

Number' ~ N' Gr ... S01lI«! cf pa;;bkallh Peahkaeit 
Ifame oftbe IlUDlndarl. of Nunja. PupJa. Income. revenue. prev!oualy ""ed. BeDlal'ks. 

vWaoea. paid. 
(1) (2) (8) «) (5) (.) (7) (8) 

B.lJUPOO& DIVJ!lOlf • 

.00. A. .os. A. ..... 8. H, 
18 Bal,apoor , .. , 0 1,539 • 2,731 2,600 Grculncome mlIlUl 9 per oenl. 
60 8heropuJly • 2'0 12 1,821 • 2,092 2,650 Do. 6 do. 
.1 PoodoopolUlm 2 '38 • ],611 • 2,678 2,350 Do. • do. 

081 Patnam • '.0 18 1,201 • 2,415 2,174- Do. 11 do. 
GS PoodoopuU.y .• • ... • 1,849 7 2,222 2,000 Do. 11 do. 
64 ShlngalentaPOC' .• • <01 10 1,268 I. 2.468 2,250 Do. • do. 
e& Topaput.ty •• • ... • 2,387 2 3.101 2,900 Do. • do. 
'" PeJlaw ... .Ioor , .,. 10 1,741 11 2.130 2,000 Do. • do. ----

2,588 1. 12,820 , 20,887 18,724 -----
N.!JlJU.L DIVlSl(llf, 

007 Nameal • .8 " 6,Ot7 " 2.{lO6 2,858 Gross Income minUs 1 llU cent.. 
008 MOOfAnawii., 3 143 • 6,930 1 3,569 3,450 Do. 3 do. 
G9 Poonerle •• • ••• ,. 2,709 1. 2,815 2,700 Do. • do. 
70 TOO'lhoc' •• 11 '7' • 3,226 1. 2,839 2,700 Do. • do. n Arroor • ,03 • 1,53" 3 2,596 2,5CO Do. a do • 
72 Arloor • •• • 4,749 8 .... 2,580 Do . • do. 
Ta Tolloor.. ,. • • I. f,169 1 2,034 ],950 Do. , do. 
7. AQ;rar WalaWound, 3 ., 0 1,417 3 771 771 Do. • do. 
16 W"lawoundy ,. 1 •• e 5,419 , Z,4S2 2,400 Do. • do. 
T6 K<nInrpoUialD • 337 " 330 • 2,381 2,160 Do. 10 do. n M:fRanoO' 3 •• 3 .. 3,5~9 3 t,276 3,942 Do. 8 do. 
T8P Qor .. • .. < • 8,388 1 3,251 3,200 Do. 1 do. 
19 DondaDlllnplGm • ". • 4,361 0 2,141 2,100 Do. 1 do. .so Kotrulllbur 3 ... • 3,967 13 2,122 2,000 Do. • do. 
.al Oatpal;.:)or •• 5 7 •• • 2,603 I. 6,181 ',600 Do • 12 do. 

Freehold erttat_ 1 ----
3,971 • 68,01)8 • 42,026 89,901 

P..uuro'l'rY DIVJBIOIf. 

41 Partnutty • '58 7 8,848 • 3,253 '.200 Gl'06!! Income mlnlll! I per cena. as Poodu(lnlllam • ••• • 3,00' , 2,870 2,68' Do. e do. 
~, PanndQmullialum , :m3 .. 1.819 1. 2883 2,624. Do. 'do. 85 Vloaala •• ,. , '.7 .. 1,326 0 2:785 2.668 Do. 'do. 88 WOllIl\rtatoor • .. I. 6,937 1. 3,2'17 3,000 Do. 9 do. 870h .. l1coT •• • 88 » 6.786 • 3,074 2,800 Do. 9 do. 18 NunJie Briar • 41. 1 .. 2,163 2,000 Do. 8 do • 89 Vlaloor ,. 1 ... • • 7 2,665 2,413 Do. 10 do. 90 PerlDDeourobJ' 3 

'22 
7,846 0 8,3fili 3,140 Do. e do.. 01 Nullool' • • 6,671 U 3,221 2,llOO Do. 1J. do. 

9~ 8hgronl • "7 13 5,386 7 8,113 2,850 Do. 9 do. 

2,278 7 48,124 • 32,659 80,279 

SBIlOJ:BBRl' DaooD DIVISIOlf. 

118 BhlOke6lft DIOOi 7 151 1 8,168 8 3~710 11,300 01'088 Income miD_I!: per ceq'. 
" Out.abwo I,. '. 3 IMj ,. 7,232 • 3,553 8,200 Do. 11 do. '96 Snmoldram •• 01;1: 1 81. 7 8,256 , 3,628 3,100 Do. 18 do. 
96 Brrwranaahalllgar • '" ,. 6,SI0 8 8,6S8 S.lS. Do. 11 do. 

amPototab. 
2,. • 4,138 S,181 2,86' tT Palner. .. ., • • Do. 11 do. '98 OoonvlnD.poorcuD. , 2 •• 7 6,095 I. :i,lllS 2,917 Do. • do • 98 MUD$l:ulunm • ... 11 4,648 1 2,620 ..... Do. • do • 100 WohCoondaOi • ,., 8 6,216 I. 3,656 8,250 Do. 12 do. 101 M"Uatoemudtam • •• < .. 4,366 • 3,891 8,000 Do. ,. do. lnl l!lnUIDf)u!b' 3 74 10 2,641 • 2,062 1,920 Do. 7 do. 108 Partipully • 698 e 8,932 5 .~ .. 2,700 

10' OlltmaOOUI 42 16 2,662 18 1, 7" 1.600 
(lfIauro! not olear). 

4.262 
',DOD 

101 puddavade .. ,8 S 8,100 11 
100. BlmapullJ .. • 114 14 6,889 I. 3.270 2,0.7 Gnalncome min. 10 par cent. ---- ----

8,446 I. 72,469 0 64,872 40,562 ----
TBIOBD'OO»B DI'fI8JOIil. 

107 Trlchlnoocle • •• e 6,026 • 8,117 ~ Oroas Income 1QjDU6 1 Pel OC)Dt. 108 Moroor I •• , . 4,366 • ~ 108 [IIepllly :: • 8 .. ,. 4,688 1. 3,231 2' 0 Do. 9 do. 
,D6(l Do. 9 do 

ItO H\nullr • 174 ,. 5,250 0 3,209 8,000 Do. 8 do' 
Ul a!olupu I, .• • •• 8 5,S08 • 2.666 2,600 Do. 8 do: 
1111 Oomuamunaulum • 7. 8 4.008 '. 2,850 ~ Do. 8 do. UI OOIlJh\Y.. .• • 140 7 5,773 I. 9,402 ,100 Do, 9 do. 
ll' Ooekarl\lm)H'ttah • .8 • 6,829 11 1,6-17 2,600 Do. 5 do. 

Fre,bold edatel • ----- --••• • -11.700 • 14.019 22,218 --- ----
BBIlaPn»T DIVWOIf. 

111 BrrepUdy • .37 .. 8.618 I. 3,608 3,300 0l'0III JDeo1De mJDUI 9 Ptr' [ent.. 118A.vantj)(\lOQr • ,.7 • 6,121 11 3,819 3.027 Do, D do. 117 BilupallJ •• , •• ,. 6,6"8 IS . ..... 8,448 Do. U do. 118 ObMLoor S .. S 8,GS1 6 3,867 8,361 Do. . 8 do. 110 OonariputU' •• 5 1S3 • ;:m 16 2,819 2,410 Do. 8 do. 110 Ot),*,~la .. • 17 • " 1,166 •• 000 Do. 'do' :rrub _ta_ 
l ----

1'387 11 .&.'01 6 20,226 18,541 -----



'it\) -R.EPOkTO-F·rjiJjEE8TATES -bANDAo'1' ttoMMjpTE~4ARt-,. 

. j:;titJTH\!litPoLrAits !:::i>tlllt 
Statement showing the jierll1a.nlmtly !!eitled zammdaHs; tlieii' ilultit-'t8d il.re&sl inllomllil and 

peshkash -liimt. 
OolttvDt'f!d 8xte!lt In f •• U 1211. .\.!- Revenue or 

~"""b Nu_ Grou &ureeof P8!1hwh 
Name of tho .. mlndarl. of NunJa. PUDfa.. Income. reVrDQf>. prevIoUsly Axed. Bemadll!. 

viUaJWl,. paid. 
(I) (2) (8) (-" (5) (6) (7), (8) 

WOAllALL17R D1VI810lf. 

'08. A. A.,.. -. II. N. .. ... 
121 WonmallllJ' • 6'3 6 8,7til 12 2.411 2.200 GrOll Income mlna. 9 per ce 
122 MaramUDl(tlium • 2.8 • 8,236 0 2,468 2.200 Do. 12 do. 121 Dnropooram 6 670 l: 6,928 1< 8,678 8,500 Do. 5 do. 
12 Mltchcrrle 8 7S 6,706" 10 8,028 2,100 Do. 11 do. 
125 EiDIIDdy •• • 102 ·~l 8,356 11 ..... 8,472 Do; 10 40. 
120 Anlorputty 8 63 2,986 . 14 2,188 1880 Do. 18 do; 
127 Gootaputty 8 140 7 .500 7 8,197 2:821 Do. 13 do. 
128 AtIlSr"oondy •• 7 02 10 3:228 8 2,189 1.977 Do. 10 do. 
129 Tarnmungulum •• 7 2S0 1" 8,020 1< 2.013 1,800 Do. 11 do. 
130 lIWavanputty •• • 41 11 2,337 8 1,799 1,550 Do. 18 do. 
lSI .Thesavllilokkn •• • S.o 0 2,819 7 !,436 2.200 Do. 10 do. 
lS2 PoonaJ'(tooral •• 8 •• 2 18 ',758 11 2,371 2,300 Do. 8 do. 

J'nehold Bstatea ---- ----
2,790 5 61,127 0 31,671 28 .... ----

NAlfOAl'lLL'l' DIVLIlilJO •• 
188 Nangapilly •• 5 7,909 1 3,958 3.650 Grou lnoome mJn118 11 per oe 
19' Pottanarie .. • 7,890 6 8,573 8,250 Do. : do. 
18D BelIarie •• 51 2 9,003 • 8,395 8,100 Do. do. 

, :, 

-----
10. 11 24,803 0 10,926 9,900 ----

(JrGnd total .. 81,087 6 512,118 0 373,908 8,45,057 

H.B.-The gro.lnoometaken is the avuago of land rent for the period between fneU, 1201 to 1211 both Inclualve. 

(1) (I) (S) (0) (0) (6) (7) 
Bevon .. 

(8) 

Number Ca.ltlvated enent Pa.tuic S ...... or 
Bame or samlndarl. of or OrOlI Income. of I*bktub Peab .. 

TI1lqeB. Pallam. Metta. commOL revenue. pre· . kuab. 
~o_ bed. 

0- V. O. V- O. V. lIS. .. P • 
-pald. 

E'Jnt. DlvlsloD, V1sagapat&m-
" 100S" 8811 1 vaael rrootta 8 11' 17.885 , 11-2/7 

I Condakfrlah 18 44 6-S/4 107 11S·1/2 12 15 22.752 • 7-8(7 
8_C'wI< • 74 12-7/8 8< 8-1/2 1014 82,808 8 g·3/1 
, Anakap IlY 11 80 12-114 80 9-1/2 , 14-1/2 29,387 0 • 6 M"elloopaut 12 107 12-1/1 7. 7 17 12-1/2 28,890 8 0·0/7 
I Dlmmtly 11 82 16-6/.8 M "1{2 18 8-1/' 28.523 2: 7-1/2 
'1 R1lI'VAaIddy 1. 119 U-8' 61 a 2214 27,289 U 0-13/14 
8 RaYtilv.ram •• 18 87 16-1/2 78 1 28 10-1/4 28,840 1, 0.0,,, 
9 NackapjUy .~ 12 62 11·112 10. l·l/S 45 8-1/2 18,461 7 7-1/14 

10 8treerampl)oram • 111 6-1/2 '0 8 2710 22,078 18 2-9/1f. 
11 GoodicherlBh •• 18 99 14·IIf. 12f"i 11-8" 28 8-1/1 21,148 19 6-217 
12 Woorutlab 12 DJ 1-1" 121 1-5/8 1711 26.636 1.J '-5'14 
IS VamoolapoodJ'" 1< 72 9-1/8 l38 19-1/4- ~t ~-1/' 14.67' , 10-i/l 
1& Cottaoottah •• 12 75 12-1/. 61 10-1/2 22,5114 1 S-O{1e 
16 PnDsadurlab .. 28 112 B 242 10-1/2 1815 '5.500 8 t 5/7 
18 Wal1alr 0 2 7 6212 010 ",874 Ii •• 17 Ooppadah S I 7·8" • 6-8" 2 • 8,331 ].I !HI/U 

.QQ.-All tho Bgnna ate taken from the OollfIClor"a report. . . 
The 8pree In column (6) includes msnlQm~, cattubadlea and other extra revenues. 
'The ftgnrea resa.rdlJla the pennaDent peebkaah fixed, etc.. turnJ&bed by the S}:eclal Oommlaslon are no& legible. 

lIame of ZamIndarl. 

(1) 

1 Veua)leftlmalDellore 

2 AlIagynutttUll 
8 Aniavetty •• 
, Manamedanry 
.. Tandamanottam 
8 Trevenduporam 

I 

~ , 
8 
8 

7 OoddAlore • • ~., • 14 
CblnnamaJlalokpollam aDd 2: 

Cultivated PJ:tent 
til full 1218. 

i I 
(8) ('l 

CauPJI Collet.. 

• i ~ a Pi ! 'g 

I J " (5) (0) 

PA08, 

SOUIA AI recC Diftrioa, 

564 6 
2<6 88 
878 88 
572 92 
a ... 

688 1& 

748 89 1,'88 
2'VvtHl'nd'ipuf'tlm cUDiJ£oft. 

801 26 2,461 
694 68 772 
970 86 2,137 
786 4 2,672 
809 48 1,881 

Ctlddal-ON dlririon. 
88J fl 6,779 

II 
~~ 
~ .. 
~~ 
,"0 

II 
Po 
(7) 

Jialdpet. 
(NOII.-The fI8Uiet or oolnmn 5 fmI averagea Of'80 ''eBb'lncome ftOtD. the )'df 1770), 

Qumoor d'i~ 

1 OhIDtaptuy •• 
II 116ypllly .. 
I Banohooke •• 

, ChIl&lmlarvndOO 
.. Batt.anpll y •• 
., .p,O. 'B"lIumoorde .. IV, (j. IIlllQ,·konda 
, (lo!oor •• 

Total 
" 

,. 
. '." 

1,800 
.,227 
','281 

8,109 
2,481 

87\ 
107 
'0. 

16,80' 

O.u.olet Oonta. VIII. K. Pap.; 
40 U; 120,800 71 8 177,098 
29 7 S4,658 88 7 61,168 
28 6 28,OQ5 98 18 60,180 

70 • to,15S I. 11 50,648 
87 7 80,114 • IS 50,330 
'0 6 82,48~ 77 10 4-5,778 
OS 18 41,439 58 10 '60,080 
17 8 3,506 • 0 0,956 

11 I 887,814- S. 10 ~.77181l 

.. 

, 
(8) (01, 

P4Q8, 

l;1OO 
1,070 

720 
1880 
S:355 
1,_ 

'.977 
1.150 

8 .. _ 

1,Z2,SU 
35,195 
82,388 

86.000 
86,000 
81,818 
31,660 
.6,000 

8_80,000 
J 

J'iR'tUeI hi column ('> 
are the (loUeotor'1 
8gnres aDd. II the 
total of CInar 
and aavaram lands. 

PiIrWes In columD (S> 
are the CoUrrton 

InlJalonor tblnkM the ~~ ~oo blEh and they take the 1fOa.1 receipt at.~. -2i61,281 ~Dd ·D". rteeJpt .. 8t. :r.. 

....... The8pe,," 
O"alDlDlsf>lon tblDQ 
the _ttmate tOO 
hlgb. The !lgurei 
Include 8nUJD8 feca. 
MoturPlia, l'tc"lnlt. 
The S..---eo ... 

1,1'.176, 
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I Cultivated ldeDI f6°ftl.~ J In fa8U 1211. Oi.s .. 

~ Ii ~. 
::!11"'"'§' Flo _ 

..----"---. ~.;s a 
~o o :::.9 ~ • lflllU ot MlDfadari. ji, g ::rN~··l 01 ~i Peebktuh fixed. --g..,"'_" ..:t _ .a ~~.;. 'a i~ ail ';/ 

i 
:="1:1 c:il""!' I • ie.s :;);£! ..,e •• • " .. 10 10 '" .. 

(1) (2) (8) (') (5) (e) (7) (8) (D) 

A". AnI. PAG!!. P. O. PAGB. P. o. 

XrlIAncr.riri ditlirioA. 

1 X.,l •• Krlllbna&lrl ., 8,706 18 2,SOS 8 ,. 1,928 a6 10 
I Talhally II •• 

.., 8,516 • 1,970 0 0 1,668 ao 5. 
8 laa:adrvu .• •• 6,6{)S 1 1,616 " 8 1,298 •• 7. 
, KundavapalJl .1 '.211 1. 1,883 .0 27 1,620 10 • I Br.llarapalll •• '.193 • ],938 17 1. 1,676 3 17 
IJ Kavtre:tnam .8 5,956 1 2,860 1. 0 2,36' • 83 
., Theta kal •• . , 6,276 • 1,940 '1 .. 1,820 1. 73 
8 M'aharaJarahJrarb:: .7 6,628 • 8,017 .0 •• 2,602 a. .0 

:rreehold estate ••• • 
Total .01 89,936 " 17,586 . , •• 1f,56' .. 7 • 

g Van]ambadl 16 3,516 • 2,209 •• •• l,S88 Z7 7. 
10 Y(',III.Klrt ,. . '.480 11 2,160 ., 7. 1,812 .2 77 
11 Amburpett' 1. 6,012 • 2,661 27 70 2,184 ,. el 
11 Amhalur •• • 7'0 18 1,620 '0 '0 1,378 •• •• 18 All'IRlllrt ,. I. 6,531 0 8,(109 •• l' 2.483 'I •• U Ttrtalam 18 9,442 • 1,698 S. 1< 1,348 16 8. 
16 Nat.rampn.lii 29 8,446 , 2,068 ,. .1 1,690 •• .6 
UI Lakklnalkampatt,' 17 6,146 7 1,652 ,. •• 1,299 • .. 17 Parantla,=1II 17 6,165 8 2,018 .7 60 1,673 1. • 18 Ye)aA'lrl a'al •• 6 5,165 8 fl. 16 '0 <14 0 0 

lI'reehold eltate .. e 6,166 8 .1. l' 20 ,a 0 0 
Tota) 10. 9D,679 • 19,816 I • e 16,036 16 .. 

U Tt:rupaunr •• • 2,748 0 8,290 1. '8 2,718 .. ,0 
JO httakaram 1. ',671 10 2,,"'5 2S •• 2,0" 80 0 
21 Nacharkuprm • 6,06' 11 2,761 I. •• 2,333 11 •• 12 lrunampat •• 10 8,957 1 2,417 •• 7. ~O47 , 2S 
U BommalkuPPBm •• 11 6,296 10 2,648 • .8 1,128 7 .., 
U Kaladamr.:ttl 14 8,678 a 2,052 .. •• 1,690 0 0 
15 Bhlmaku am • 8,016 0 0 8,OllS 0 0 
10 K:uppAuaUaam , 1,897 0 0 1,897 0 0 

Total 81 .,81' 8 19,928 ,. ... .. 17,B72 80 ... 
17 Xunnathu'l' BO 10,115 " 8,288 •• •• 2,627 1. a. 
28 ChlDtAlapu41 '0 7,822 10 2.686 .. • 2,108 0 1 • 
IlD K urumbet1 11 6607 • 2,777 Cl 18 1,806 .. •• 80 Korattl .. 19 _:721 10 2,687 1. .0 2,119 10 .S 
81 Pavakal .. •• 8,177 , 8688 21 .. J,182 11 " 81 Paaandl .1 7,880 • 2:809 .. 8 2,201 .. •• 88 Ko.plnmr1 :: 11 6,251 2,077 , . .. 1,75& •• • FreehOld Citata I 

Total 107 11,577 11 18,"60 
.., .0 16,2409 1. 21 

8& Xammaullar T. 8,26'1 1. 1,085 • .. 1,.7. 18 .. 
86 Hattur •• .. 6,682 11 2,398 •• ta 1,898 ,. 0 
Be Kodumedahalll '0 6,7'2 8 2,282 14 .0 1,~ 11 .S 
8'1 Anaoolll .. 1. 2,122 0 1,016 U 8 •• •• 88 Barur .. 6,852 • 2,816 •• • 1,408 .. .. 
89 Bandarahalil •• O,UD U 2,378 .., .. 2,028 10 7. 
,0 K.artmanaatam. ., 7,6'" 10 2,817 •• •• 2,167 10 71 
• 1 X&lInt •• •• 6,2D 8 1,74.7 .. , . , .... 26 .. 

Freehold .. tate 8 

To .. l .... 49,07' I 18,«1 • .., 16,66& 80 71 

" &, Raya1r:oM 88 1,989 IS 1,tOr; 8 11 1,110 2! 71> 
4.8 yo)aaam .. •• 1:~i* I. ~:~f .7 8 1,068 •• 11> 
" M'atlandabalH •• 8 .7 10 1,990 '1 T 
'6 Folakod •• •• •• ',891 18 !,886 &1 IS: 1,971 •• a8 
'8 HaDumantaplUam. • 7 ',168 1. 1.'89 • •• 1,968 •• ... 
,., BllhalU.. •• •• 4,688 • 1,099 1 ., •• 7 18 ... 
f8 Pa~:rn"l •• .. 8,686 1 1;101 •• 28 1,83' ,I 7, 
&8 )fa. e ramanpJam ,. 6,881 1 1,&31 •• T • 1,200 .. , .. 

I'«ehold Oltate I_ I 

'l:0Ia1 ... 88,6(0 • 16,664. 18 2T .- 11,283 1. <B-

ao Dharmapurl ,e 6,44.7 0 8,122 f1 .. 1.668 • 120 
61 Kr1IbnapwalD; 'I 7,'16 • 1.21S .. • 1,896 7 68-
II y('~ •• •• 11,,80 11 1~877 11 5 1,651 0 0 
18 Nota ill .• •• '.lS6 ,. 16 .. 81 •• 1."7 0 0 
6' Puna.nattam 81 ',041 • 1:331 • 81 1170 11 20 
65 Adamankott.al " 8,680 10 8,177 as 8' 1:789 0 ... 
68 Kadapthur •• 7,6"0 0 8,165 a 8" .... 8 Z7 
67 Pcnlmbalal a. 6,808 10 1.981 17 ... 1:70' 0 o· 

FreehOld "tate 7 

Total ••• 61 ,M3 • 18,604. 8. .s •• -. 16.69B ., ., 
18 Ten1w'atkOtt&l -. le 5,01& 1 1;16. f8 1. 1.4.70 • 10 
18 AdJurallBtU .1 8,729 • 2;a •• • • .. 1,5'7 •• 8 
ad GollapatU .. ~25g 10 70. 1 ,S .- 786 0 .r 
II aarur '0 .. :::g: 7 1.6SI • .. -- 1.821 0 08 
d Korap'OJ' •• •• 11 1;078 10 ... '~'71 • OS 
ea OfIaapat,l ..... Sl 8,6811 • 1,400 81 1 1(0. .a 50 
M EamattUJ' " 7,29 16 &.108 .. .. -. 6O • U os 
'6 .. ,paUl I. 08 8,870 1& 1,186 11 ... 

--
.. 1,ltl 7 50 

I'oIol ... 18,887 -- lS,tU .. .. - 1".18 ID .. -
CO" .. l'.A.BT 1-'1 
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:,ame or mmlodarl. 

(1) 

-e6 Perunagnram 
87 YeripalU •• 

1S8 Indnr 
eg ShOIBpad\ 
10 EOdabalU 

~leehold estate 

Total 

Grand total 

2 Amtlalol'e •• 

.s WOdJarpolliam 

41 
20 •• O. •• • 

20. 

2,4.26 

18 

.7 

65 

Name oC I8mtruiarl. 

'l. Worutt,y •• 
'SAtcbarawabm 
• Panlrum 
, Cbunambut. 
6 Yendatoor 
e Ohcyoor 
7 Annacut •. 
S Itladurantakam 
U PallaDur 

1.0 Kyoor 
11 Sallwauk 
11 Yedamucbt 
18 ][eelilUlagQl' 
U Ontramalur 
16 Pennngur 
18 MallamJ!liam •• 
17 Xavankandalam 
18 Ayapaukam 
18 Cbavlllmadu 
:SO Damerlab 
21 TrI~adul 
.u PaUalur 
'28 ConJeeveram 
'2(. Nevaloor 
"26 TennAry 
26 Pauloar .. 

'27 Chtttypol)neam 
28 CblURlrput •• 
.29 Trictt.chlkunam 
30 Nernmboor 
81 WoraKAdnm 

32 Calrambajd 
38 Kyar •• •• 
·8' ltladumbaukum 
'S6 Pullavaram 
"S6 Ounnatur •. 
:S7 Manlmunplam 
:as Sreepennadoor 
au Perumbauk .0 RamanJary 
,1 Trip&fBore 
-4-2 Teruvoor 
48 Trtne&Ahy 
., PODDatnallt'1." •• 
-46 Codumbaukum 
-46 Trlva.toor 
47 PentAput 
,8 Tennanore 
.. 9 VaddutooJ' 
.60 Vadamadu 
61 Peddapullam 
62 Ch]nnambald 
68 Nayer 
.64 Vulloor 
66 VaHoor 

·ae Ponnnry 
.6'7 Pftroovoll 
&8 PerutnhDld 
59 cantoor 
60 Auwoor 
001 Cblokorkotah 

Total 

.. ' 

OuUlvated enent 
In taaJ1121L 

! ! 
(') (<J 

.lOB. Ani. 
8,028 J 
4.,285 13 
8,440 18 
8,168 12 
6,581 15 

80,461 

859,918 

7 

10 

(5) 

PA.G8. 

2,222 
1,612 
1,237 
1,955 
1.516 

11. o. 
89 ?2 
48 42 
t 7 " . It 16 

8,54.6 " 88 

148,8S9 ]6 78 

Ii 
• iI 
E 
'll 

! 
(0) 

TricAinOJlol" d'iriricm-.. 

7,054 7 81 

Num· 
b" or 
vll-...... 

80" 
SO 
••• 01. 
f7. 
• 7 ... 
'0. ... 
12. 
k 
• 1. 
'0 
t ... •• '0. 

10. 
27. 
16. 
10 
20 
70. 
SO 
M 

•• •• ... 
S7 
56 

•• ••• .. 
" '6 .. 
.7 •• IS 

SI •• .. 
• 7 S. .. 
.0 
23 
•• .. 
.1 .. l' s. .. 
'" ... 
s. 

'Oo n ". s. 

1.880 89 30 

7,832 

CUltivated t'xtent 
• 18 

• in Casll1206, 
r-__ ~~~'C-C-C.---, 

hDja. 

G_ 
Income 

(a.verage 
of)208 

to 1211). 

0A.:'fl'D& CA WlUBB. 1'8:; 

.T.lemru DlVlBIOJl". 

• •• Ot 
2,005! 
1,8711-
2,648 
• .... t 
1,7381- . 
3,877 
2,089 
','.'t 
~~:~~. 
2,284, 
2,1.8l· 
2,524t 
1,782 . 
2,211\. 

~'~:i ~ . 
l,472l' 
1 583 

1:
0371 J~700 

J.8n 
3,840 
.2,710r 4,209 . 
3,275 
"'180 -
..3,459 
.~14S.- -

:f:::!~t .3,547 
.3,282 
,~872 
.4,980 
4,030 

~3,696 
2,79St-
2,685 

.3,611t 
.2,317t 

::;g:li 
a,26Sl 

.g:mr· 
-4,9S4 . 
.l,eS4 
3,366· 

..s,866 
~180 . 
3,267, 

.lr~it -
i:~11 " 
-1',706 
.9,104 
0-,283 

1,393 
1,919t 
2,1661 . 
1,701 
1,~g~1 
1,329' 

609t 
885~ 
466~ 
800 

],408 
2,188 

"'21 1,8601 
1,2561. 

3481 
2381-
6DOt 

'.'0'1· 1,3101 
1.1.3. 

333! 
899'-,·'t 1,710 

l,066t 

5 ... " '1231-
74SI-
5,S 
764l 
535! 

068~ 1,078 
.1,001 
1,06 
l,2S6t 
1,072 .... 
'S72t 

1,111" 
l,6Pfot 

- 4661 
!~4. 
6.:t 1,'OOt 2,058 

1,789 ••• S6St 
83' ."i O.Bi 
"·t 811 
3851-... 
6071-
676· 

8'" ,:261 
.808 
8:522 
2;805 
1,748 
3,611 
2;613 ., ..•. 
4,672 
4,7.92" _ 
2,789 
4,288. -
•• 708 
6,711 
',120 
4,947 
2,897 
6,4080 
6,068 
4,679 
6,602 
6,78& 
6,290,. ..... 
6,669-
4,4.24 
4,27t 
4,460 
~872 
~OU!: 

','" 8,389 
4,042 
8,336 
6 .... 
6,480 .. 

6,896 
6,8,.g-
4,961 
4,672 
3,980 
6,221 
4,618 
8,957 
4,677 
8,801 
4,868 
8,834 
4,766'· 
4,734 
4,056-' 
8,766 
4,050 
4,481 
I,S7< 
2,476 
3,016 
2,588 
3,RDS 

__ 6,184_ 

1 .... - 2,68,&48 - . 
]iO'J'I.-Flgu:re.l D column (4) are taken from Greenaway'. statement. 

Source 
or 

revenue, 

P-eehk8lh axed.. 

(8) 

PA.Q8. •• o. 
1,933 0 0 
1,887 0 a 
1,088 0 a 
1,701 0 0 
1,834 0 0 

7,448 0 a 
120,376 80 78 

200 0 0 

zoo 0 0 

176 O' 0 
l!eveuae 

or Pesh· 
peehkaah ka..h 

preVl· fixed. 

~:r 
• -PS. 

Remarka. 

(.) 

'l'he amount left after 
payJogthe peshkAsh 
WIl& equal to l!lOth 
of the KI"O!>a Income 
of the original .... 
mlndarl. 

The amount left, to 
the. zamlndar waa 
equal to l/lOth gro.. 
Income ot the ortgl" 
nal zamfnliart pin. 
the amount whtch 
the zamindar waa 
getting from mant
ums prior to tb. 
IIf80nt of Monad. 

Do. 

Remarks. 

P • .urs. 

'lncome
peroent. 
-110 8,200 

4,150 
.850 
SO,200 
2,850· 
1,600 
8;400 
.• 500 
8:700 
',250 
47 .. 
~950 ...... 
4,400 
6,200 

-212 
-1 8t 
-0 2t 
+ 1 8 
-0 • 
-6181 
-0 Bi 
-71n -7 
-014 
+7 • 
+812 

::Wo . 
2.200· 
'5,700 
~700 

+6. , =: gl 
-0 

tm · :;ggg'. 
',600 
6,200 
4,800 

:i:Wo" 
2,000: 

','" 2, .... 
· ,.,760" 
· ,900 

6,6OQ • 

','" · 0,100 . 
;;,000 ',.4,670. , 

· 8,900 .. 
6,100 . 
',000 

_ 4,200." 
.4,300. , 
.8,600. , 

·-::m'· ..... 
',200, 
3,660 
8,660 

· .3,500. 
· ... ootl. 
.J,600 .. 
.2,100 .. ...... n_ 
.... on. 
· 2,850 .. 
, .4,200.. 

-8 • 

=lll~i 
=1~ 8 _ -' 
-, 8 . 
-4 1 
-6 • 
-7 1 

- 218" 
-lUi· 
-1 2i 
-8 6 
-0 9' 

=If }t

i
1
.'8 

-7 • -1' + 6 
-912 
-6 7f 
-6 81 
-1 • 
+ a 14" . 
-012t 
-11.5 
+ 8 41-

+ 6 "f -8 1 
.:... Ii " + 8 5 . 
..... U 7 
-2 '; -11 4, 
-10 
-. 8 --1' 'r -]011 
-11 I 
-1.5 ., 
-1.312 +- g,. 6,3/8 
-10, Q 
-.1 Ul 
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UNSETTLED POLIEMS. 

CU1tWated GJ'O!IlIlneome. 
exttont (from. .veraa:e Revenue or 

Number cultivation bertze of ten _or peshkash PE'Fhkash 
N6DlO or amlDduI. or J:0llnt or faBlies 126tr- revenue. pre\'lou.ly 8:nd. 

VlUaa:es. 4 11 12~ , .... llQld. 
nanJa R 

punJa. 

MAntm&. DzvtsION. 

LUOS. BS. DB. BS. 

Kannivadi 27.766 59.678 38.140 38.140 
Ammainaikanur 15.142 35.310 13.970 13.970 
Bodjneikenur 17.150 32.463 15.347 15.347 

. GuntamanaikanlW •• 15.689 21,405 13.415 13.415 
Ayakuw .. 12.427 21.614. 16.785 16.785 
Ediacottai 5,797 9.010 9.779 9.779 
Erach&kanajka-nur .. 6.540 7,478 2,062 2.062 
TBVarum 4,466 6,678 },101 1.101 
Mambarai 1,516 1.812 2.255 2,265 
Pooliengolum 1.581 3.438 1.932 1,932 
Oottapanaikanur 2.507 4,854: 2,684 2.584 
Dodder,anaikanur 2,276 3.819 2.179 2,179 
J othie naikaDUJ' 760 1.534. 1,070 1.070 
Kalakottai .. 602 1.332 440 440 
Melakottai .. 738 1.576 940 940 
Nedookottai 725 1.320 809 809 
Velligoondum 1.344 3.657 2.184 2.184 
SeroomaJay .. 749 1.542 904 904 

Number Gro~8 So""",. Revenue Or Pftib-
NRme of umlDd&r:i. or _nt· Income. or bah preVl,OWIly PeshklU-h fixed. 

Vlllage8, reveDue paid. 
.1.08. as . DB. A. P. BS. A. P. 

NOBTB MOO'!' DIVISION. 

Bangari 94 30.007 .. 12.003 0 0 12.003 0 0/ 
Gudipati 7 7,435 _ 2,974 0 0 2.974 0 o " Narganti 82 18.490 ... 6.596 0 0 6.598 0 0_ 
KaJlur 8 10,346 4,138 0 0 4.138 0 o ~. 
Pulicberla 39 13.922 - ........ 5.569 0 0 5.569 0 0 
Tumba 10 4,441 1,778 0 0 1,776 0 0 

SALEM DIVIBION. 

Gross 
beriz. 

Ankusagiri 21.662 7.941 0 0 7.941 0 0 
Bagalur .• 16,527 6.371 0 0 8,371 0 0 
Suiagiri .. 15.918 0,630 0 0 6.630 0 0 

TIucBINopor.Y DIVISION. 

Kadavoor p.;=. ~JQ....IQ .. 
Marungapuri 79 20,590 3 10 

TAN.10BJI: DIVISION . 

. Oandracotta.i 53 54,685 6,577 411 6.577 411 

P:r.anadu 38 23.298 4.316 6 6 4,316 8 6 
uP aivanam. 52 13.860 3.767 12 0 3.767 12 0 

Si~avanam. 8,636 3.261 1/ 10 3,261 9 10 
M agur .. 13,567 2,491 710 ~.491 7 10 
SiUattur 10 14.338 2.165 13 9 2.165 13 " Saindemgudi 9 18.912 2.046 10 2 ~.046 10 2 
NaduvasaJ 9.502 2.037 8 6 2.037 6 6 
Kallaoottai 17 15.500 1,701 13 6 1.701 13 6 
Padurencottai 7 8.904 1.369 911 1.369 911 
Attivatti .. 6.284 913 14 4 913 14 " Konur 2 1.612 433 311 433 3U 
PunavM8l 2,528 350 15 7 350 15 7 

Total 191.626 31.434 0 9 31.434 0 9 

ConrsATORB DIVISION. 

Uttukuly •• 7,599 4.393 0 8 4.393 0 8 
Samuttoor ',791 1,683 2 6 1.683 2 6 
Cotampu\ty 4,-172 1,860 15 5 1.880 15 6 
Negamum 4.0S3 2.480 12 8 2,480 12 8 
Anvaluppumputty 7.998 4,200 0 0 .,200 0 0 
PoravipoUiem. 12,758 2.804 12 6 2.804 12 6 
Ratna/i;tam 6.227 l,438 9 3 1,4:36 9 3 
MetraJ. .. 8.679 2.073 16 0 2.073 15 0 
Toongavy 6,667 888 10 8 888 10 8 
Jot.imputty 1.956 177 9 5 177 9 5 
Vadaputty 1.267 177 9 5 177 9 5 
Myva<\y .. 5,019 582 8 4 592 8 4 
Anwpatty 22.817 5.250 0 0 5.250 0 0 
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Nameot 
zamlndaJ'l. 

Punganur 

Kaugundi 
Ami 

Number CultIvated 
of oste •• 

villaS.. r--'·=·'-" ...... 
• NanJa PuDJa 

Grose 
Income. 

Source or 
revenue . 

CtmDAPAB: DIna:ro •• 

NOBXH ARcQT DlVIBIOK. 

GODAVABl'DIS'nU'CT. 

., 

.. 

_blind. 

8.P011. 

18.000 

D. A. P. 

23,073 10 8 
6,000 0 0 

NO. 

Remarke: ... 

No peohkash· 
was flxed,
The Zamin
dar had to. 
give only 
military helpA 



To work out the conversion rates, it is nece8t!3l"Y that we should have infollnation ahout uncultivated land in the estates at the time of the 
Per~nent B"ttiement togeth~r with other paorticulars. For this purpose we give below a statement containing various information of the value of the 
sever .. l Z .. mindaries .. t the present and former periods t .gethlr with the amount of the Jumma.h resPlc.ivdy recommendtd by Mr. Webb and 
Mr. AJemnd. r. According to Mr. Webb and Mr. Alexander this statement shows the g:ound ofthdr reasoning supported by the evidence of their figures 
and their recommendations which were consonant to the moderation suggested in the instructions given to th~m on ard June 1803. They say that they 
were in conformity with the principles adopted in fixing the revenues of the several districts already settled in Plrmanency. This statemtnt is only to 
implement what has been published just above this in the generalstatem~nt relating to the Zamindaries, North &8 well &8 Bouth. The statement given 
below gives the paorticulars enly for the e3tates in the Vizagapatam WstIict named therein. 

CIiIoABS-VtZAGAPATAll DISTRI~WEBB ANII ALEXANDER'S REPORT. 

Coritptt!td extent cf .hable grooD.d. De6uctiom. 
Remalna Ciicar lands afte' d'fdbetlDl 

" , 
~ r 

, ----- . t ...... QDPloductJve .D~ alIenaut Janda. 
-~ 

Namu of the ZamJndarb. !iom!'er cf Oultlvated. Uw:ultivatfd. Totol llnproduc· AlienatEd .lands. Onltlvated. UDpro~nctlve. Total 
villages. -'---0..---, ,..--.-_-"'-----""1 arabito tI .... ---, ,.. . ---, Citcar 

RIS[h Low Hhth roOw ground. High. Low. Total. Blah. Low. Bigh. k ... I ...... 
gronnd. ground. ground. ground. 

(1) (') (B) (t) 151 (.) (71 (8) (0) (10) (11) (12) (I.) (1<) (16) (1.) 

GABCB. GMloB. OABot. OAB9. GABCB. OUCH. ORAUB. dAiltJa. • dOli. oneil. .... 00. O.lJlOll. dnci . dJ.'AC •• 

R!;port«ionbIlMr, Webb. 

1 V'llanagram I.l&~ 2,.849 54,'712 2&,452 5,811 110,324 21,589 9,52& iO.1H BO.23Q 16,676 8-1.256 8,509 6,065 &8,497 I PIIJCvDdBb I' 1,916 10.2'. 1,561 14,1191 2,536 I,Q,a 6.396 6,4·19 •• 0 4,831 14 FO. I :&IarinRY •• e8 177 2,S"O 1.~~ 16 4,6~4 090 252 l.~g~ 1.4&9 S2S 1,641 5. 16 ,286 ,Curpam .. •• .'B 2.~~~ t,ooo 89' 19' 1,049 77< 1,871 11 2,666 
6 8IlnSfUm'V&I.~a .. 20 229 .17 1,296 271 3' 20> 234 lO. . .. 186 e Chl'mudu .• " 222 .71 to. 1,001 202 l2 U9 181 '.0 t., • ,618 7 Tlldllb !"Ineh.petta tl5 1,622 23t 80t S 2,163 263 o. 5. 3" l,S28 17. ., • 1,644, 
I 8a.1nlt 15, 2,10ti _,870 1,198 1. 10,0(8 1,093 7.1 1,124 2,886 1,86' 8,668 .. .5 6,070 

BJI Mr. Alaand.,. 

, Bob"lll .. 19. 2,736 12,083 ',125 I' 18,908 ',OS4 716 2,687 .,982 2,0:: 0,866 •• ,. 11,U2 
10 Andra a3 2<. Si6 7. • •• 10 lb. 16S 32. 2ll .00 
11 Madal'ole ,.8 1,763 5,661 2,712 l,t08 11,067 2,'110 1.082 2,987 4,069 7.7 2,886 38. 887 ',855 
12 Oolec.nda 67 2,538 8,840 ',1Ifr.l 121 8,000 1.371 1,175 2,637 8,112 1.429 1,862 O. 62 2,917 18 OauJpuram •• • • , 
U. SorvapulJy Bhlmayaram. 13 88 52 42 I •• •• • 2 • 86 sa ilO 16 Jay.pur •. ,. 160 1,680 <2. 2,111 42' 11 821 s •• '411 

1,209 
'i,81i1 ttl Bolpm " --- --- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- ----GralldtnW .- .... ,. 101,251 '1,813 0,644: ]89,787 87,lf4 16,290 S9,R8S 5".673 25.""3 62,412 4.UO 8,Og2 D7,889 --- --- ---- --- -- ----- --
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CHAPTER IX 

EXCHANGE AND CURRENCY PDLICY-ENHANCE~NT IN ;RATIO IS 
ENHANCEMENT OF LAND TAX. 

CtmR.ENCY AND RENT. 

Those who look into the picture depicted ,'by,the Circuit Committee about the conduct 
of the zamindars and other rent farmers, the methods employed by them ,to defraud the 
Government of their proper revenue dues on one side lind the oppressive methods employed 
against the cultivators and the greed for making a. profit for themselves at the cost of 
every one and the general condition of the country, might..carry lin impression that tha 
country was such a backward area without any pretensions for civilized methods either 
for collection of revenue or carrying on the IIdministration of a country generally, and 
that India. had no currency -or coinage or r6'VenUe system of her own. As regards the 
revenue system, it hlWl been dealt with a.1ready and shown that the existing revenue 
system hss been copied from the revenue system of Akbar. Now in 'this chapter we 
propose to deal with the monetary system of ancient India. and the present British 
currency policy with the JRpecific object of 'Showing its effect on the agriculturist and his 
income from the land. ' 

To understand fully the British land revenue policy, we sha.ll have to examine side 
by side-

(1) the iBritish Indian Currency ,policy, 
(2) the old iIndian Cw:rency system, 
(3) commutation of rent .. and price levels, and 
(4) .changes in re~ and .currency laws. 

It ia only when the changes introduced from time to time under all ·the four heads. 
R re examined and kept in view: in juxtaposition, the psychology of the British mind 
lind the results of the changes introduced in rent lllw can be understood. It ia only then 
that the public can understand whether the agriculturist has been placed now in more 
favourable condition than before the permanent settlement of 1802 and the losses and 
the sufferings of the agriculturist of the present day are greater or less than those sustained 
on account of the oppression of the 'Tenters, rent-farmers and zamillda.rs in the past. 

BRITISH CURRENCY POLICY. 

Before .dealing with the policy, a summary of events in .chronological order ia 
given. 

History (in briefJ. 

(1) Mrmemry systemdwring the Hindu-Muhammadan penods.-Mr. Prinsep who ia· 
reputed to be the author of the reform of uniform coinage in India. published on account of 
what constituted the basis of the monetary system during the Hindu and M nhammadaD> 
periods. According to him, the unit of the old Hindu system of coinage was gold coin 
of 60 or.l20 grains weight. During the Muhammadan period from the time of Sher 
Shah Gold Dinar (demarim aun). the silver drachma and the copper falns (jollis) 
formed the currency of the Moghal dominions in India. 

(2) There were mints for coining gold, silver and copper coins in the Hindu and 
Muhammadan periods. 

(3) The coinage of gold pagodas continued until 1818 and then it was discontinued., 
The Government in a oommunique issued then stated as follows:-

.. For theoonvenience of the public the coinage of gold rupees was iasued and will 
be paid 4Lnd received by all public offices at such rate as may be determined by 
the proclamation of Government. The present rate until altered by proclamation 
win be that of one gold rupee for 15 silver rupees ... 

From this it is clear that the pllgoda was not the only gold coin in circulation. There 
was also mohur in circulstion of the value of Rs. 15 whioh was equivalent to an English 
pound. The British Government claims to have made and unified the Moghal system in 
the interests of India by having made silver rupee the standard coin containing 165 grains 
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of pure silver and 15 grains of alloy. This in fact was the beginning of the economic 
trouble in India. It is not true that the unified currency system under which the silver 
rupee was made the standard coin in 1818 was based on the currency system that obtained 
in the Indian Mughal Empire. At • .oe end of the 18th century there was different 
denominations of gold and silver coins in circulation in different districts in this Presi
dency as well as in other parts of India. On that account the Government felt that great 
inconvenience was caused to the Company's servants who were not able to make any profit 
in the remittances which they were making to their own country, i.e., so long as they 
were eaming their salaries in star pagodas and in remitting the same to their home 
country they were not able to make any extra profit. It was therefore in their interest 
to change the method from gold currency to the silver unit and the exchange ratio from 
one shilling four pence to two shillings per rupee. Moreover by reducing the value of the . 
gold rupee from 15 silver rupees to 10 they found that they would be able to import Bri
tish goods into India at a cheaper price for the Indian consumption, and thus create a 
market for Britain. 'l.'he Company therefore changed the system of their accounts from 
gold star pagodas to one of silver rupees. It was for this reason that the gold standard 
and gold currency were done away with and the Indian mints were closed. 'fhe demone
tization of the gold mohur was confined to the external purposes only because they could 
00' have the courage to demonetize the mohur for internal use as well, in their very 
firs' attempts. 'fhey therefore declared, 

.. Altho.ugh we are fully satisfied of the propriety of the silver rupee being the 
prlDClpal measure of value and the money of account, yet we are by no means 
deSirOUS of checking the circulation of gold, but of establishing a gold coin on 
a principle fitted for general use. This coin in our opinion should be called a 
gold rupee and be made of the saDIe standard as the silver rupee viz., 180 troy 
grains weil1ht and 165 grains fi.ne gold, also divided into halve; and quarters, 
that the COlDS of both gold and SlIver should be of the same denomination, weight 
and fineness.' I 

'l'wo shillings exchange ratio was adopted also to enable Britain to purchase Indian raw 
materials for two-thirds of their gold prices. Although silver was made the general 
measures of value in Upper India by Bengal Regulation XXXV of 1793 in place of the 
MughaJ coins, the gold mohur and the rupee, gold star pagoda continued to be in cunency 
in South' India until 1818, because South India did not come completely under the 
British sway until then. Soon as it came under the British rule, a proclamation was 
issued in 1818 that the silver rupee should be treated from that date as the standard unit 
of measurement for the whole Presidency. At this time the gold star pagoda contained 
62·66 grains, 10. carats fine. 

(4) By Act XVII of 1835 it was declared that no gold coin should from that date he Act XTII .1 
the legal tender of payment in any of the territories of the East India Company and that 1886. 
the rupee, the half rupee and the quarter rupee and the double rupee only 
should be coined in silver with the weight of a rupee at 180 grains troy 
(166 grains or 11/12ths of pure silver and 15 grains or 1/12th alloy) and the other coina 
of proportionate weight. It was also provided by the same Act that . gold mohu)'s ' of 
Ra. 15 value with a weight of 180 grams troy (n/12ths fine and 1/12th alloy) and gold 
pieces of the value and denomination of Rs. 30! of Rs. 10 and Rs. 5 only should be coined 

. ~t the mints within the limits of the East India Company. Thus we find that gold COlDS 

had been coined in the Indian mints for a long time and that they had been in circulation 
until 1835. Hilving demonetized the gold coin, to avoid suspicion, provision was made in 
'he same Act that mohurs and other gold coins could still be coined at the Company's 
mints. Under the Act of 1835 mints were still open for the coinage of gold and gold was 
received at the mints for the purposes of coinage. But certificates for gold coins were 
discharged in gold oOnly and no certificate for gold was accepted in payments to Govern. 
ment and they believed that by keeping up this show of the free coinage of gold, they 
could prevent popular agitation on the question of demonetization, hut the agitation did 
Dot cease. Therefore notwithstanding the declaration made in section 9 of Act XVII 
of 1835 that from that date gold ceased to be the legal tender in the territories of the 
East India Company, a proclamation was issued in 184~ t~at the Treasury offices should 
l'eceive gold coins, coined even after 1835, at the rates IDdlCated by the denomination of 
the respectiva gold pieces until those should have exceeded the limits of lightness pre
scribed ill the said proclama.tion. Gold coins could under this proclamation be tendered 
to &he treasuries towards Government taxes and they were bound to accept them. Six 
veMS later it was again proclaimed that gold formed no part of currency. This was an era of rule by ordinances or proclamation issued as it suited the Company from time to 
time. Again the proclamation of 1841 was set aside by another financial notification 
dated 22nd December 1852 (the year in which there was great faU in prices) and sin~ 
then the Government have refused to accept gold towards their dues. The cause for this 
change again was that the acceptance of gold was no longer a profitable business. Not 
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only was it not profitable but it turned out 'to be a losing transaction owing to the faU 
in the exchange value of gold. In 1848 the Californian Gold fields and in 1851 the Austra
lian Gold fields were discovered and consequently ~ere was a heavy influx ~f gold in the 
world ·market. The world's gold production increased from five million pounds per anBum 
to thirty million seven hundred thousand pounds. Necessarily the value of gold relative 
to silver went down. It was for this reason that a Notification of 22nd December 1852 

'was issued refusing to accept the gold coins towards the Government dues. Such was 
the economic policy oj the East India Company until ~he admtnistration was formally' 
handed to the Crown after the Indian Mutiny of 1857 and the same has been persisted in 
fCY/" nearly 90 years by the Secretary of State with only one difference. The East India 

C"li"'B~ Company acted in an uncouth and ugly manner, whereas the Government under the Crown 
i~ :t".,,0r. developed scientific methods in support of their motive for making a profit. The Indian 
bao taken " Mutiny of.r1857 had convulsed economic India from one end to the other. Indian finance ::i!:':a. was nothing but a choas for some years after the Mutiny. There was nothing like a check 
tion fro';~ or audit to prevent fraud. It was under such circumstances thllt the Crown took charge 
Eaot India and appointed the first Finance Member in 1859. The first Finance Member was the 
Company. Right Hon'ble Sir James Wilson. He died of dysentery withiri eight months after he 

ent~red on hi.s duties, but with~ these eight months he mat~ed a scheme of paper currency 
WhICh later m the h.ands o.f hls successor became the baSIS of the first Indian Currency 
Act of 1860. Mr. WIlson dId not support gold currency. His proposal for the introduction 
of paper currency was approved by Queen Victoria's Government, but at the same time 
it was beld that it was not advisable to introduce gold currency into India as they believed 
that the wants of India will be better met by means of a paper currency. He was succeeded 
by Mr. Laing and three other Finance m~mbers within a period of 15 years. Mr. Laing 
was a powerful and honest man. Referrmg to the methods adopted by the East India, 
Company he wrote as follows :-

ltr. Laing'. 
prop .... lo 
with regard 
to Indian 
e.lTtIDOY. 

.. A Government to be well S8rf!ed and generally respected must never do a shll.p, 
mean or illiberlll act, fCY/" depend upon it, the paltry savin{! of to-day will come 
back with tenfold eXpe1l88 and II hundredfold discredit on the morrow." 

Mr. Laing supported gold currency in India in' the first Currency Bill introduced b.l 
him in the Legislative Assembly in 1861. In a report sent by him to the Secretary of State 
on 20th June 1864 he stated that-

.. Sovereigns and half sovereigns according to the British and Australian standard, 
1l/12ths fine and .£ 3 :17 :10l an ounce; coined at any properly authorized Royal • 
Mint' in England, Australia or India, should be declared leglll tender in Indifl 
at the rate of one socereign for Rs. 10; that the Indian Mints should be open 
to the receipt of gold bullion on the abovementioned terms to be redelivered in 
coin at a charge merely sufficient to cover the cost of manufacture which is much 
below the present charge of 1 per cent. The mint charge on silver should be 
maintained at the e1<isting rate of 2 per cent. The Governntent currency notes 
would be payable either in rupees or in sovereigns at the rate of Rs. 10. No 
bullion either in gold or silver should be received in exchange for notes." 

These recommendations did not constitute a gold standard or real gold currency 
because the fixing up of the exchange ratio at Re. 10 per pound by Sir Charles Trevelyan 
and Mr. Laing was detrimental to the interests of India. But still the proposal con
tained some features of the gold standard. The Indian public and the Chambers of 
Commerce in. Madras and Bombay pressed for the acceptance of these proposala, ef 
Mr. Laing even at 2 shillings ratio. But the Bengal Chamber of Commerce opposed it 
for obvious reasons. They said that they were 

" opposed to anv sudden change being attempted, fearing that any such attempt 
would prove unsuccessful and be likely to cause great derangement in the 'com-' 
merce and finance of India and probably also in the money markets of Europe, 
if a large quantity of gold were suddenly required to carry out such a change." 

What derangement could it have caused to the Indian Commerce, if India had been put 
on the gold standard" How could Indian finance have suffered" It was not the Indian 
commerce or the Indian Finance that would have suffered but it was British Commerce, 
British Finance and British interests in the European market that would have suffered 
most by the change. It was therefore quite handy for Sir Charles Wood as Secretary of 
State to rej,ct the proposal of Sir Charles Trevelyan summarily on the advice of the 
Bengal Chamber. This v:as t~e first refusal on. this vital.qu~stion after the Cro~ took 
the reins of Government mto . ItS hands. Such IS the begmmng of the second perIod of 
the economic policy of Great Britain after the Crown had taken charge of the administra
tion of the country. Since then, i.e., 80 years until now the same policy has been main. 
tained and it is necessary to note how step by step India has been ruined economically io 
the matter of agriculture, commerce, industries and currency and finance on account of 
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the continued refusal of the Secretary of State to establish a gold standard. Although the 
..cheme of tlir Charles Trevelyan had been rejected a notification was again issued by the 
.India Government as follows :-

" Sovereigns and half sovere~s coined at any authorized Royal Mint in England Not.i1ication 
or Australia of current weight, shall, until further notice, be received in all the U~e 
treasuries of British India and its dependencies, in payment of sums due to the Government. 
Government as the equivalent of Rs. 10 and Rs. 5, respectively; and that such 
sovereigns and half sovereigns, shall, whenever available, at any Government 
treasury be paid at the same rates to any person willing to receive them in pay-
ment of claims against the Government." 

Who was benefited by such notifications? It was meant only to make the common people 
believe that the gold coin was still in use and that nothing serious had happened by thll 
·.terilisa.tion of the sovereign. What distinction could it make betw.een demonetization and' 
.allowing the coin to be used for Borne specific purpose whenever it pleased the Gover!!
ment? To add to this eonfusion it was further notified that notes will he issued in exchange 
·for sovereigns or half sovereigns at the same time at the rate of Rs. 10 and Rs. 5, respec
tively, to an extent not exceeding one-fourth of the total amount of issues represented by 
·coins Qr by coining buJlion in each case. What could be the effect of such notifications? 
Surely they would not stahilize the value of gold coin nor would they convince the people 
that gold coins could be stocked in large quantities without danger to their own existence, 
believing that the gold standard had been restored. It added to the great uncertainty of 
the value of these coins. These notifications refer to the gold coins minted in the Royal 
Mints of Enghmd or Australia. When there was a. gold mint ready for coiuing in India as 
it had been don,e in the p~t, why should the people be asked to go in for the coins of Eng

'1and or AustralIa? The Dll'ectors of the Bank of Bengal were amongst the earliest to 
'Protest against t~e. mischievous e1l'ect of such notifications. They a.ddressed the Secretary 
« State for India lD March 1865 as follows :- . 

" With the experience of the past three months before us, we think that the time 
has come when sovereigns and half sovereigns of fuJI weight may, with safety 
and adva.nta"O'B, be decla.red legal tender at the respective rates of Rs. 10 and 
Rs. 5; and that the introduction of the sovereigns into the currency of India. will 
be generally welcomed a.s a. great public boon." 

'The case for Inella was presented in the best possible manner by the Bank of Bengal, but 
Sir Charles Wood was obstinate as usual. He knew which side the bread was buttered. 
His reply was that the time had not yet arrived for re-establishing the gold standard. This 
was in May 1865, the year in which the Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865 was passed. 

1865 was a momentous year for the rest of the world, whereas it operated as a very 
'mischievous one for the Indian agriCUlturist on account of the changes introduced in the 
'11\w relating to the right of the agriculturist to the soil and also to the rate of rent. The 
· ... orld conditions of 1865 will account to a large extent for the changes introduced in the 
}Iadras Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865. 

For 15 or 16 years before 1865 we had noticed the fluctuations in gold value due to 'f::a~ 
"Terproduction by the newly discovered gold mines of California and Australia and how land ::!k in 
India had suffered economically. We had also noticed how Britain had been resisting the the eoonomio 
demand for gold standard the whole period. We come upon a new land mark in the t.":.t.;::'Y °l 

·economic history of India as well as the world in the year 1865. It was in this year that the wh.ili. 
·a treaty was entered into between France, Belgium, Italy and Switzerland with a view world. 
to solve the exchange problems that arose owing to the flnctuations in gold value. Thil 
treaty was known as the Latin Union Treaty and all the four countries agreed on a uni-
form and interchangeable coinage of gold and silver. They also agreed on making all the 
gold coins and the silver franc pieces legal tender in the States of the Union. While such 
... as the world condition India was fixed to silver standard and 2 shillings ratio and a paper 
ourrency without metallic security. The. first Currency Bill was passed into law in 1860 

'by Mr. Laing, the second Finance Member. With a silver standard and a new currency 
law, silver value being subjected to severe fluctuations in the following years, India's posi-
tion could not be comfortable. With European countries entering into the Latin Union 
Treaty and the Secretary of State for India refusing to restore the gold standard, Indian 
a.gricultnrist, trader and industrialist were obliged to stand with folded hands as help-
lsss spectators of the whole show. Not only that. They became victims to the land 
reTenue policy of the Government of Madras, which presented a sudden change of front 
... hen it introduced new provisions into the Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865 which enabled 
~e Government 88 well as the zamindars to enhance rents on grounds which never per. 
mitted them to have recourse to, under the law that was in force before 1865, viz., Regn. 
lation XXX of 1802. What was the motive behind the change in the land revenue policy 
etrected in the Rent Recovery Act of 1865? The desire to make profits constituted the 
motive power for introducing clauses (i) to (iv), section 11 of the Act VIII of JRIl5, and 

,aIao for Uw currenoy policy and exchange ratio of 2 shillings per rupee. 
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CURRENCy-How IT ENHANCES RENT. 

,n IS an acknowledged fact that India was the most advanct'd and civilized countr,j'-' 
from time out of memory in every respect when some of the modern civilized countries
including Great Britain were practically in wilderness. Finest of the cloth was made in 
India when in some of the most advanced countries of the modern day" the use of cloth 
was not known to the people. The same was the ca.se in regard to the revenue system 
of administration and also administration of currency and exchange. During the Hindu 
period and also the Muhammadan pel'iod there was gold.standard in force. It may not 
have been in a perfected form as it is in recent times. There were mints to coin gold, 
silVer and copper. There were gold mohurs, silver rupees, half rupees, four-anna piece. 
and copper coins, both during the Hindu and Muhammadan periods corresponding to the 
Engliah gold, silver and copper coins. There was a period when a piece of wood was 
adopted as current coin of the King in other countries while gold, silver and copper coins· 
were IDinted in the Indian mints and put in currency. Although gold, silver and copper 
coins were in force the rent was collected from the cultivators from time immemorial in, 
kind; fixing a certain share of the produce as the amount payable to the King or Ruler to 
enable him to carry on his administration. During the Hindu era the share of the gross· 
produce taken by the Raja or Ruler was one-sixth. The Muhammadan conquerors main-· 
tained iheir predecessor's claims; and in order to render it more effective, developed and 
organized a definite land revenue system, of which a full account is contained in the 
memoir known as the Ain-i-Akbari, written by Akbar's Minister, Sheik Abdnl-Fazl. The· 
Muhammadan demand for land revenue which was largely assessed in ca.sh was based on 
a third share of the gross produce as compared with the Hindu one-sixth; but it had 
reached a.n even higher standa.rd in many places if not generally, before the advent of the· 
British, as is clear from some of the documents produced by a witness on behalf of the' 
Raja of Panagal's estate which was only a part of the ancient Kalahasti zamindari, 

CURRENCy-NATURE OF RENT AND EFFECT OF CURRENCY. 

Land As pointed out above rent was in the shape of a share of the produce known as King's 
re:.i':u~f the share during ~he Hindu and MuhamD.lad~n and the e~l~ part of the, British rule: If 
J;rit~. the same sha.rmg system had been mamtamed and administered Impartlally and Justly 

there would not have been ordinarily any economic troubles of the modern day. So long 
as a fixed share of produce was recognized as the rent payable_ by the cnltivator it followed 
as a matter of course that the Ruler coultl claim his share of the rent only when the land' 
yielded and not otherwise. If the lands did not yield and there was no produce to the 
misfortune of the cultivator, this misfortune was shared by the Ruler inasmuch as he was 
not in a position to get his share of the revenne to enable him to can'y on the administra
tion. The question of remission or no remission could never arise, They were governed, 
the Ruler as well as the tenant and even the middleman, by a natural rule of justice. 
During the Hindu and Muhammadan periods while t.he mints were minting gold, silver 
and copper coins and they were put into circulation for improving trade, industry, and' 
agriculture for the common benefit of the people and the Rulers, there was no manipulation, 
of currency by expansion or contraction, which are also known as inflation and deflation. 
'1'here was no applica.tion of other artificial methods that have been invented during 
the last 100 years of the British rule, There was also no quest.ion of exploitation by a 
foreign Ruler because the Mussalmans had settled down III the country and treated it 801>-' 

their own. There was no occasion during the Muhammadan period for the Muhammadan 
rulers or subjects to earn money in India and send it to a foreign country as has been done' 
ill the case of the British rule. If the British had continued to take a share of the 

, produce as rent and if they had not built up a new Monetary system and an Alien' 
Currency Policy, the present day troubles of the cultlvators could never havll come into 
existence. Ever since the British gained a firm footing in Indi!!, even from the beginnings 
of the administration of the East India. Company which had come into India for trading 
purposes, their outlook was different and the policy worked by them was utterly incon
sistent with the interests of the people. The East India Company managed to carry on· 
their business without introducing the currency troubles for sometime. Having been a 
trading company which was under an obligation to submit their reports and accounts to· 
the British Government in England, they had to maintain their accounts in India. In 
the beginning they had no motives, They opened their accounts in star-pagodas of 
Si rupees value and they were submitting their reports and monies to their home in gold" 
star-pagodas and not in rupees. In 1818 their accounts were kept in star-pagodas. After 
they had firmly settled down they introduced the thin end of the wedge so early as 1,818, 
because of the necessity ,to remit the mon,ie~ which they earned in India in rupees &0 

-their homes. They reahzed that by remlttmg gold mohurs and gold star-pagodas to . 

.. 
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England there was no gain for thew. ~'hey also realized that they could not intra- CurroncJ 
duce any exchange ratio so long as the gold mohurs, silver rupees and copper coins policy ~ 
were allowed to be current coins. The Court of Directors, therefore, thought that the the Bri&iah. 
first step which they should take was to do away with the system of gold-standard which 
the Indians bad been enjoying. 'rhey' aboli.hed the gold-standard, closed the gold mints 
and declared that silver rupee should be the standard of measurement. Having done this 
they declared that the exchange value of the English pound (£) should be only Rs. 10 
and not Rs. 15, as had prevailed for centuries together. In other words, even in those 
days, they declared that the exchange ratio should be two shillings per rupee. In one 
stroke they reduced the value by one-third. We may take it that this was the beginning 
of the exchange ratio in India under the British rule and through it additional ta:.. on 
the agriCUlturist. 

While steps were being taken from 1802 to 1865 to find methods for increasing the 
rent payable by the tenant to the Governmen~ on one .ide and to the zamindar on the 
other, they were taking care to add fresh taxes to the agriculturists through the exchange 
ratio. Tbe two shillings ratio fixed in 1818 remained in force for .a very long time and 
it was changed again when they found that the value of the gold had fallen owing to the 
discovery of gold fields in California and Australia. 'rhey changed it again into a furm 
that would be more beneficial to them when the gold prices had risen once again. 
Thus it was the subject of periodical revision effected to promote the trade and industry 
of Great Britain and enrich their servants in India. We shall deal with only a few land. 
marks in this connexion, so as to cover the period from 1818 to 1938. After fixing the 
ratio at 28. per rupee in 1818 and after it had gone through several vicissitudes it settled 
down again fit £0-1-4 which was the ancient customary rate that had prevailed in India 
during the Hindu and Muhammadan periods and also for a long time after the British 
advent. Next we take 1920 the year in which the ratio was enhanced once again from 
18. 4d. to 28. The third and the last we may take the year 1928 in whICh the ratio was 
increased from Is. and 4d. to 18. and 6d. The country is suffering on account of that 
increment, even now. When the Chamber of Commerce of India. demanded recently 
that the exchllDge ratio should be reduced to 18. and 4d. n few weeks back the reply came 
forth readily from the Secretary "f Stnte and the Viceroy that no such thing would be 
done. Each time the ratio is increased whether it be from 18. 4d. to 28. or to 18. 6d., 
that increment operated as a tax on the produce of the cultivator. 

MI'. Campbell aDd Mr. Jphn Moor, Members of the Fowler Currency Committee, An.in_ 
fought for the people of India and rec,orded their Minute of Dis~ent in 1898. They di!l :~:.::.~ 
Dot agree theD even to Is. and 4d. ratio; they wanted to reduce It to 18. and 3d. Theil' i. in e1foot 

obl'ection to 18. and 4d. was on the ground of firstlv : an additio-
• nal "'" 

.. Its effect is an unfair tax on native production while conferring bounty on :;'~!:lturiot. 
imported goods. It is not II: sufficient reply to this to say that as imports ara 
paid for by exports, the gam and loss to the community are equal. This is 
evident when we consider that the native producer is the class which loses while 
the class which gains is the consumer of imported goods. It can never be sound 
policy to handicap native industry while giving bounty to foreign imports; and 
in the case of India with large foreign obligations which can only be met by 
surplus exports of produce, it would be a fatal course to pursue." 

What is the effect of the increase in the excha nge ratio on the agricultural produce \' 
and the rent ryot has to pay to the landholder? The first and the most important result 
was that it tended to causl' a fall in prices measured in rupees in India. and was therefore 
favourable to all those who 'received salaries or wages fixed in rupees and also to BJi 

r creditors ill India whose credits were fixed in terms of rupees. On the other hand it 
was unfavourable to all pr0!lucers of commodities in India nnd particularly to the west 
mass of agricultural populatIOn who had produce to sell and to all debtors in India whose 
debts were fixed in rupees. This was what happened .in 1920 as a result of which many 
millionaires had become beggar.s. The exchange ratio was fixed at 28. to the nlpeeR 
reducing the value of the soverelgD from Rs. 15 to Rs. 10. 

lt was Rugl!ested then that a. fair Ilnd most pmcticable solution 0.£ the question wonld 
be to abandon the attempt to raise the value of the rupee to anythmg like 11' 3 grains 
of fin& gold. and to aim at the permanent. re-establishment of the pre-war mte ~f 7; 5 of 
fine gold that is one-fifteenth of a sov~relgn. or .16d. per rupee measured in gold. The 
SecretarY of Stnte should IUlnounce thiS to be bls pohcy, and the Government of India 
should pass an Act declarin~ that the sovereign shall again. ~e 1e,,"lI1 tender for 15 rupees. 
This would prevent the gold value of the rupee from rl9mg above one-fifteenth of D 

COli. R. PAll'" 1-4' ' 
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sovereign as part of the currency in circulation in India. Even so, there would still be 
a danger that, owing to the enormous quantity of rupees and notes in eJtistence it might 
be difficult to keep the rupee up to its present rate in exchange of about one-fifteenth of 
a sovereign, and it would be advisable to take steps to make a gradual reduction in the 
amount of currency notes in circulation and in the quantity of rupee coins in existence, 
and the Government of India is in possession of ample resources to enable it to make such 
a reduction. If that had been done there was reason to hope that the rupee would again 
be stabilized at its pre-war value of one-fifteenth of the gold in a sovereign, to the great 
advantage of India's trade and in the interests of justice as between creditors and debtors. 
~ut such adviCe was not acceptable to the Secretary of State then. 

When Sir Basil Blackett, Finance M:ember of the Government of India, introduced 
a Bill in 1927-28 to fix the exchange ratio permanently at Is. 6d., while its natural 
~atio was 18. 4d., Sir Basil Blackett argued that if the 18. 6d. ratio ware not accepted 
tbe loss would be over five crores of rupees. It was pointed out to him then that if 
that was the loss from the revenue point of view the loss from the point of the 
agriCUlturists and the producer would be several times more than that. To maintain 
that ratio artificially at lB. 6d. the Finance M:ember had resorted to a painful process 
of deflation for two 'years. The deflation within nine months was in tbe vicinity 
of 30 crores of rupees. When this was done in the year of good monsoons and after 
six 8uccessivp favourable monsoons, the result was tha.t agriculture as well as industry 
was reduced to very bad straights. According to the report of the Babington Smith 
Currency Committee, the loss sustained by the country on account of the revaluation 
of the sterling investments in gold reserve at 28. to the rllpee lead to a deficiency 
amounting to 38;4 crores in the result. When the exchange ratio was increased froID 
Is. 4d. to lB. 6d. in 1927 and 1928 such were the losses that the agriculturists had 

1 
been continuously put to on account of the same ratio being enforced in the cOllntry as 
against the producer. Since 1927 and 1928 the agriCUlturists have been suBering 
continuously on account of indirect tax imposed by the increase in the exchange ratio. 

Now it is more than ten years since this was done. There was some little agi-
tation in the beginning by the great and rich men of India through the currency Lea"aue 
which they started. They declared in the beginning that they would continue to fight 
until the ratio was reduced to 1$. 4d. But after a while the agitation was dropped 
because of the cost and also because of the fear that they might not succeed through 
their constitntional agitation. It is quite true they did not succeed. The Congress and 
the people who had been carrying on their political battles through direct action did 
not apply their minds to the question of exchange ratio even in regulating their 
methods of fight. For the first time, it was left to Mr. Subash Chandra Bose, the 
present President of the Congress, to have given thought to the question of exchange 
ratio. This view was taken by him in view of the recent agitation started by 
the Indian Chambers of Commerce and the resolutions passed demanding reduction 
of ratio to ·lB. 4d. because their export trade was falling off and they were losing. So 
long as their business was flourishing they did not think of this matter. Now when 
they have taken it up the reply given by the Secretary of State was very curt and 
brief. Great Britain would make India. do what was wanted of her. Great Britain 
would ~ilence India on the question of ratio with one sbort reply. But the matter 
did not rest with the agitation in India. It is the world conditions to some extent 
that have been controlling the fate of this currency and exchange. According to the 
recent reports the rupee-sterling exchange which was ruling at 18. 5-27/32d. all on a 
sudden met with a sensational collapse on 2nd June 1938 and touched to lB. 5-48/64d., 
a level below the statutory limit of lB. 5-49/64d. fixed in section 40 of the Reserve 
Bank Act. According to the latest report the hundred rule was hopelessly weak.. The 
export figures of April last show an unprecedented fall of nearly three (It'Ores 
when compared with April 1937. It. is said by the Government of India that the 
Reserve Bank has. enough resources (160 crores rupees) to back up and maintain 
tht' t'xchange; but the questioll now is whether we have tbat amount and whether 
the Bank can waste its resources in maintaining the sterling. One party held the 
view that the purchasing power even in a country like America had gone down owing 
to 10~R of export trade to China on account of the Sino-Japanese Conflict, therefore, 
.there appears no i!DIllediate chance of a rise in the prices of .commodities. ~hich will 
have its- reootion m the export trade of every country, particularly India s.. India. 
will be most affected and her export trade will not improve in any way in the near future. 
Nearly 95 per cent of gold, in India. that had been imported for two decades prior 
10 1931 has been exported during the last seven -year&, and tbe chances of gold export 
from India have become very distant. Therefore, the e;a:port trade would go down 
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and exchange would be a1fected. The Reserve Bank. does not seem to have any idea 
of approaching the Central Government to revise the ratio. 

The Government of India issued a communique stating that they had 160 crores Govf:i 
of rupees to maintain the exchange ntio at Is. 6d. whatever might be the natural pull :::'ia·. 
to keep it at a lower level. Since 1927, the Government have been able to maintain the oomm1llll. 
ratio at 18. 6d. at the expense of the Indian producer. The past experience during the qu6. 
last 150 years has not made the Government and the economic speculators of the world 
and Indian. Government any wiser. The Government knew that the economic depression 
of the world and the Indian economic distress that started' in 1929-30 was due mostly 
to the application of the artificial methods of expansion and contraction; and if they had 
escaped from a complete collapse, it was only due to an accident, viz.,. the export of the 
Indian gold to England. 

They know also that, if they and other countries had been compelled to abandon 
gold, it was largely due to the manipulation of the currency and exchange policy to 
suit their own convenience and advantage. They believed and they succeeded in the end 
in finding a way to get on with their business, without the advent of the monetary system 
and without proper security behind the currency notes. 

But they did not know that the success was only temporary and it could not hold 
on for a long time, and that trouble might start once again any day. 

A few weeks back, it started suddenly with sensational collapse of the rupee sterling 
exchange which was ruling at Is. 5-27/32d. to Is. 5-48/64d., which is a level below the 
statutory limit of 18. 5-49/64d. prescribed in section 40 of the Reserve Bank Act. The 
export figures of April 1938 show an unprecedented fall of nearly three crores of rupees, 
when compared with the figures of April 1937. This created stir in the Central Govern
ment. 

A communique was issued straightaway without caring to know what effect i$ 
may produce on public mind and money market of the world. A bold statement was 
issued with the belief that anything would be enough to convince the people of this 
country, and that if the ratio could continue to fall still further, the Government 
had enough resources to meet the situation. The questions, whose money it is and 
whether Government have got the power to spend that money to maintain the ratio 
again artificially were not taken into account, before issuing the commuuique. In these 
days, the public are very vigilant and also knowing. 

Mr. S. C. Majumdar, a Member of the Committee of the Merchants' Chamber, 
gave a reply promptly to the Government communique pointing out that the reserver 
in the Issue Department of the Reserve Bank of India are intended to ensure con
vertibihty of the notes issued by the Issue Department, and they constitute a liability 
to tht' public. He further pointed out, that, beyond this paper currency reserve, 
there was hardly any other resource that could be utilized for the purpose of maintaining 
the exchange ratio, and for meeting the obligations, they have under the Reserve Bank 
of India Act. 

Mr. Majumdar analysed the situation. Let us examine the financial position of 
the Reserve Bank. On 27th May 1938, the total liability of the I.sue Department of 
the Reserve Bank was 215 crores. As against this, the Reserve Bank holds good and 

., gold coins worth about 44 crores, and sterling securities of 78 crores. The balance of 
the assets are in the form of rupee securities and rupee coins which are practically 
useless to serve as a security for the external convertibility of the rupee and to back up 
the rupee exchange. 

Mr. :Majumdar proved the absurdity of the claim made by the Government by stating Mr. Mal_ 
the facts as follows :- . dar'. repI, 

.. ReSe1'f)6 Bank', Resourc8s.-'l!aking. therefore, the gold and the sterling asset. :..:-:.. 
available for the rupee exchange into account, we find that there are only 44 men". 
crores of gold and Rs. 78 crores worth of sterling securities. Now, out of this c::m1llll-
only Ra. 4 crores of gold may be available for the purpose of supporting the q 
exchange, BB, under the Reserve Bank ,of India Act, the Bank is obliged to keep 
Re. 40 crores of gold BB fixed reserve against the notes issued by the Bank under 
section 88 of the Act. Other BSsets are Re. 78 crores of sterling securities, 
under the same section of the Act [Sub-elause (11). the Reserve Bank of India 
is obliged to keep two-fiftha of its assets in the form of gold and sterling 
securities. Taking. therefore, Re.40 crores of gold available as fixed assets, 
we will require another 45 crorea BB fixed assets in the form of sterling securi-
ties, to conform to the provisions of this section. Tbis, therefore, leaves a 
balance of Rs. 811 cror88 ss exC8sa of sterling securitiea over the statutort 
requirements against the note issues of the Reserve Bank bf India •. 
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'" We, therefore, find that the sterling assets of 36 crores of rupees including Rs. 4 
crores of gold are the ouly assets available for the purpose of maintaining the 
rupee excbange. 

.. The requirements of the Government of India for meeting the obligations to 
the Secretary of State will be to the tune of Rs. 40 to 45 crores for the financial 
year 1938-39. So that we find there will be a deficit in the sterling assets of 
the Government of India ouly to meet their ordinary obligations, particularly 
as the Government is not in a position to buy sterling from the open market 
under the present exchange ratio against their rupee assets • 

.. We, therefore, find that, instead of having any assets to support the rupee 
exchange, the Government of India are short of assets to the tune of five to six 
crores for meeting their external obligations, while keeping within the provi
sions of the Reserve Bank of India Act in eo far as the currency obligations 
of the Reserve Bank of India are concerned. No doubt, the present holding 
of gold is calculated at the rate of Rs. 22 for the purpose of accounting assets 
in the Reserve Bank. If the present market holding of gold is revalued at the 
present market rate there will be a surplus • 

.. It will be interesting to know what other secret assets the Government of India 
have got to support the exchange and in what form it is maintained to that 
this misleading statement of 160 crores of assets may be cleared up." 

As against the charge made by Mr. Majumdar, it is pleaded that the restrictions 
placed ,in the Reserve Bank Act on the nature of the reserves to be held by it, are not 
meant to render them incapable of use in defence of the external value of the rupee. 
It is further alleged that the intention of the Reserve Bank Act was that the entire reserves 
of the bank should be available for the defence of the rupee,.if necessary by recourse to 
section 37 and the suspense of the ordinary provision governing the reserves. This 
contention is still more extraordinary. 

If that is the intention of the Reserve Bank Act. and if such is the way in which 
the paper currency reserves could be directed to back up the exchange ratio, there can be 
no hope of redemption of this country even for centuries together. The Reserve Bank 
is intended to serve this country in the same manner in which the Bank of England 
serves Great Britain. But we know that the Reserve Bank Act was passed not by a 
representative Legislature, but by a body which does not claim to serve the people of 
this country in their best interests. 

Such a claim to convert paper currency reserve into a defence fund for the rupee 
, exchange was not upheld as legal or proper even in the early part of the British administra-
tion of this country. ' 

Paper currency reserve was maintained to enable the conversion of the notes into 
cash. This is what is meant hy convertibility. This fund was not intended to be diverted 
for any other purpose either by the Government or by their agency banks. It was never 
contemplated -that this reserve should become the basis of operation for the contraction 
and expansion of the purchasing power (money) from time to time for selfi.Hh ends. 

The Currency Act 19 of 1861, was twisted and torted when, long ago, a severe eco
nomic crisis overtook the Bank of Bombay in 1865, which was one of the agents of the 
Government of India then for issuing and promoting circulation. 1865 was the year, in 
which the changes in the Rent Recovery Act to enable the landholder to enhance the 
rents were introduced in the mysterious manner stated in a previous chapter . 

• 
In June 1865, there was rush on the Bank of Bombay. The Governor of Bombay 

immediately ran to the rescue of the bank. The Bombay Government had no money 
to spare for su,h a purpose in a legitimate manner. The paper currency reserve which 
could be used only for cashing the notes, had been quite handy for the Governor of 
Bombay. He wired at once to the Government of India for permission to advance to 
the bank from the paper currency reserve 150 lakhs of rupees. This was done with a 
view to save the economic crisis, and to prevent the spread of it all over the, country and 
possibly to p,void the collapse of the Government itself, that was really responsible for 
the trouble. The Government of India replied by telegram as follows:- . 

.. With reference to your telegram of yesterday, use your discretion. You will 
be supported. Keep us informed of the progress of ,the affairs;" 

, The Bombay Governor had no discretion hi the matter. Under the ACt it was 
illegal to divert the reserve for any other purpose. The fact that the Government WM 
ready to back up the bank, was enough to help it to get over the trouble without actually 

drawing the paper currency reserve. 
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H .. ving accomplished this as between the Bombay Governor and the Government :::!:"y or 
of India, a report was sent to the Secretary of State, of the whole proceedings. He CoDdemna. 
condemned the attempt as illega.! and unjustifiable. llis wire was as follows:- tion ofth& 

.. It is quite clear that, if any connexion is to be maintained between the Govern- ~!.::; 
ment and the Bank of BOIhoay, effective measures mllst be taken for guarding Govern?, 
against any similar proceeding. The objections to using any portion of that :!,!:!h r 
reserve for any such purpose can be scarcely exaggerated. It would in the first Bank of 0 

place be illegal and even if this were not the case, the state of things which Bombay. 
led to the pressure on the hank might probably lead to a demand on the currency 
department for coin and for notes and the amounts to meet the demand would 
have been taken away by the advance to the bank. It is impossible in future 
for any such proceeding which might lead to such result." 

This was how at the end of the fourth year after the introduction of the Government 
paper currency, every safeguard provided in the Act for the proper finance and even silver 
standard has been nullified in practice; and control over the purchasing power was once 
again transferred into the hands of the British private banks in India. 

While that was the demand in 1865, made by the Secretary of State, the Govern
ment of India issues a communique to-day saying that aJI the money at the disposal of 
the reserve bank and partly the money belonging to the paper currency reserve would 
be utilized for maintaining the exchange ratio once again artificiaJIy. 

It had already been pointed out, how to regulate the exchange ratio and the exchange 
policy by artificial methods of inflation and deflation had been frequently resorted to, 
ostensibly for the benefit of India, but in truth, to advance the interests of Britain. 

The same policy is continued throughout. Even in 1938, the reply of the Govern
ment of India to the demand for the reduction of the ratio, is .. it shall not be done." 

For whose benefit, the ratio has been kept high, has already been dealt with. And 
how this difference ill the ratio operates as an additional ta~ on the agriculturist has 
already been shown. 

In addition to the loss which he sustains on account of the exchange ratio, he is now 
told that the Government is bent upon spending crores of rupees to maintain the ratio 
at a false level of 1 shilling 6 pence when the nature pulls it down to its natura.! lower level. 
It is neither lega.! nor equitable. But there is nothing like law or equity in the Indiall 
currency policy of Great Britain. 

It has already been pointed out that Sir Basil Blakett, the Finance Member of the 
Government of India in 1927-28, admitted that he spent 30 crores of rupees in nine 
months. in his endeavour to maintain the ratio fa.!sely at Is. 6d. as against the natural 
level of ls. 4d. 

How many Cl'ores of rupees will have to be spent, if the present crisis should continue, 
to maintain the ratio artificially, God alone knows. 

'fhi. pl"Oblem of exchange ratio would have been solved long ago during the last 
20 years of struggle for the freedom of the country, jf only the leaders of the Congress, 
who had led the movement, had directed their attention to this aspect, and educated the 
people on this matter. 

'fhis is discussed at length with a view to show to the Legislatures which represent 
the people of this Presidency, that they should concentrate their attention on this aspect 
in future; and all that is possible in carrying on the Provincial administration to check
mate the exchange ratio and circumvent it, if necessary, by regulating production, distri
hution and sale of all the commodities in the Presidency to the best advantage of the 
people, by having recourse. if necessary, to barter system for the purpose of carrying 
on interprovincial business in this country. 

Conclusion. 

As a rosult of til e currency policy of the British Govetnment in India and 
the demoniterisatiou of gold coins by Act XVII of 1835, and the periodical enhance
ment of the exchange ratio, the agriculturist has been put to losses which cannot be easily 
mellslIl-ed. The present economic depression in the country is due to the frequent applica- I 
tion of al"lcificial methods of expansion and contraction of currency, for the benefit of 
Britain. There was enhancement of rupee ratio from Is. 4d. to 28. : 

(1) in or about 1818, . 
(2) in or about 1865, 
(3) in 1920, and the last enhancement was flom Is.. 4d. to 18. 6d. in 1927-28. , . 

The. increase in ~tio on each occasion op~rstes. &s an unjust tax on tbe produce of the! \~ 
cultivator. Next It tends to cause a fall m pnces. As a result of this, the producers' 
commodities in India, particularly the agriculturists', are seriously affected by their not 
getting the full value for the goods they sell. Steps must he taken to get the exchange 
mtio reduced to the normal level. One of t~e ~ost effectiv~ methods of getting over 
tbe trouble caused by the enhancement of r!\tlO, IS by regulatmg production distribution 
and Btlle, primarily within the limits 'of the Provincial Governments and s~onderlv by 
regulating trade r~lations between province and province through barter system. . 
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CHAPTER X 

CASE LAW-UPHOLDING FIXITY OF 'rENURE AND FIXITY OF 
RENT PERMANENTLY. 

JUDGB-HADE AND STATUTORY LAW ON RIGHT TO THE SOIL. 

The Madras Landholders' Association in paragraphs 1 to 5 of their first memoran
dum assert. that the zamindar is the proprietor of the soil and that the Statutory Law of 
British India and particularly the Estates Land Act concedes the proprietorship of the 
soil to the landholder. On the other hand, the ryots all over the Presidency have been 
contending that the tenant is the proprietor of the soil and that this fact has been 
recognized from time immemorial by the Rulers, the regulations and statutes enacted 
by them, particularly the Estates Land Act and also by Courts of Law that have 
declared from time to time judicially the rights of the tenants. It is further asserted on 
the part of the tenant that his right to the soil is not one tbat was granted to him 
by Kings or by regulations or statutes or by the Judges who decided the cases. It is a 
right, they say, that had existed in them from time out of memory known as customary 
right and it has been declared by the Kings of the Hindu and Mussalman periods and 
the Rulers of the British period, their Law Courts and Legislatures that their right 
was not one conferred upon them by anybody but it is a customary right which is vested 
in them and which has been enjoyed by them from generation to generation up till DOW. 
According to the tenant the zamindar is only a coIJector of the rent on the revenue 
in other words, he is the rent-farmer. The zamindar repudiates this and even resents 
the use of such language. 

This question will now be examined in the light of the judicial decisions and statu
tory law. Some confusion was created by section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act and by 
some judicial decisions. So far as statutory law is concerned wbether it is during the 
period of Regulations or Ordinances or Enactments, it has been consistently declared that 
the right to the soil has always been in the cultivator. When you come to judicial deci
sions, the trouble begins from the passing of the Rent Recovery Act VTII of lE,65 , on 
lIoCCOunt of the unwarranted changes int.roduced into it. Some courts during early days 
were mislead to hold that the tenant in a zamindari or other estate was only a tenant 
from year to year or a tenant-at-will, and that view continued until it was held later that he 
had a permanent right of occul?ancy. Such was the course of law prior to Chockalingam 
Pillai's case and for some time after that, until it was set right in 13 Madras, page 60; 20 
Madras, 299; 15 Madras, 271; and 23 Madras 318. 

13. Madras, page 60.-In this case, one of the zamindars of the Nuzvid estate 
sought to eject his ryot and his decree holder, who purchased the interest of the land in 
Court sale, on the ground that the ryot was only a tenant-at-will and had no right of 
occupancy. There was no evidence on either side. It was contended for the zammdW' 
that the burden of proving assignable interest either from contract or uS1l€e as mentioned 
in section 38 of Act VIII of 1865 was on the tenant and in the absence of any such 
evidenclI the appellant had a right to re-enter; in other wards, to eject him. 

Justice Muthuswami Avvar and Justice Wilkinson beld that section 38 of Act VIII 
of 1865 did not deal with the presumptions on which the onus of proof rested and that 
it only specified the resources from which an assignable interest is derived. They pointed 
out that the law on the subject as previously administered in this Presidency was declared 
in sections 106 and 108 of the Transfer of Property Act and IIoCCOrding to that the presump
tion in regard to agricultural tenancy was that it was a tenancy for year to year and 
that it was an lI"eignable interest in the absence of agreement or local usage to the contrary. 
This was not a correct view. The Judges relied on sections 106 and 108 of the Transfer 
of Property Act only for showing that the tenant had a saleable and assignable interost. 

In the case of Venkatarama Ayyar II. Ananda Chetti, 5 Madras High Court Report._ 
120, it was held that the tenancy of an ordinary pattadar or ryot in a mitta was assign
able. In deciding this case, the Madras High Court observed~ 

.. We apprehend the established general rule of law in this Presidency to be that 
such a tenancy, when properly created, entitles the tenant to the right of 
occupancy for the purpose of cultivation until default in the payment of the 
stipulated rent at the time it becomes due, and that it may be determined upon 
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such d~r .. ult under section 41 of Madras Act vm of 1865, or at any time 
by the landlord's acceptance of a sUlTender by the tenant which is required to be 
in writing by section 12 of the same Act.'; 

The learned Judges construed this as an authority for the proposition that even in cases in 
which a permanent right of occupancy· was not proved there was a right to continue in 
possession so long as the rent was punctually paid. 

Referring to Chockalingam Pillai's case, 6 Madras High Court Reports, 164, in 
which it was held, wrongly, that neither the Rent Recovery Act nor the Regulations 
(lperated to extend a tenancy beyond the period of its duration· secured by the express or 
implied purpose of the contract creating it. The Judge observed that there was nothing 
In any existing written law to render a tenancy once created only modifiable by .. revision 
of rent, but not terminable at the will of the lessor exercised in accordance with . 
In the same decision, it was however held that the decision in 5 Madras High 
Court Reports, 120, went too far in laying down the rule as to a pattadar's right of occu· 
pancy in the tenancy field. In other wor~s, the decision in 5 Madras High Court Reports, 
120, was an authority for the proposition that if there was a contract expressed or implied 
the duration of the tenancy and the right claim of the tenant were governed by it and to 
that extent the rule laid down in Venkatarama Ayyar tJ. Ananda Chetty could not be 
applicable. 

After reviewing all the decisions Mr. Justice Muthuswami Ayyar held as follows:-
.. According to the course of decisions, therefore, in this Presidency, the landlord 

may determine the tenancy if there is a contract, express or implied, by exer· 
cising his will in accordance with his obligations; that there is no presumption 
in favour of a tenancy.at.will; that an occupancy right may exist by custom; 
that a pattadar or ryot in a mitta is entitled to continue in possession 80 long 
as he regularly pays rent and has an assignable interest, and that by reason of 
special circumstances in evidence the onus of proof may be shifted, even in 
regard to a permanent occupancy right, from the tenant to the landlord." 

After discussing the decisions of Calcutta and also of the Privy Council, Justice 
Muthuswami Ayyar on a review of all the previous cases, held that there was no presump· 
tion that E'very zamindari ryQt was a tenant of the field and it would be monstrous to 
hold that every tenant in a zamindari to be a tenant.at·will, and further held that the 
znmindar was not entitled to evict a ryot until he proves that the right of the tenant 
was not one of permanent occupancy. 

Justice Wilkinson agreed with this view. This is the first time that this question 
was approached by the learned Judges of the High Court with a detached view, shaking 
off the temptation to interpret the provisions of the Rent Recovery Act in an illiberal 
manner. 

From this it is clear that from 1005 when the Rent Recovery Act was passed repea.\· 
ing Regulation XXX of 1802 until July 10, 1889, when the decision in I.L.R., 13 Madras, \ 
page 60 wa. pronounced, there was a cloud over the permanent occupancy right of the ' 
tenant created partly by wrong interpretation of the provisions of the Rent Recovery Act If 

• Vill of 1865 and partly by not being able to understand the nature of the rights which 
the cultivatOl's possessed in the land. It was left to Mr. Justice Muthuswami Ayyar to 
make the first attempt to clear it, by laying down the rules referred to above. There I 
had not been any evidence on either side. This case went on the basis of presumptions 
to a large extent. 

I.L.R. 16, Madras, 271.-The question came up again in 16 Madras, page 271. I.LB., 16 
Venkatamahnlakshmma tJ. Ramnzogi. This is a case of the estate of Kassimkota in Mad .... 271 
Vizagapatam, where the zamindarini filed suit for ejectment against the ryot who executed 
11 muchilika in favour of the zamindarini for one year. On the basis of that muchilika 
and alleged Rl!1'E'6ment for one year, the zamindarini contended that the ryot must be pre· 
Burned to have been a tenant·at.will or a tenant from year to year. It was also contended 
that it was not open to the tenant under the old regulations or Act VIII of 1865 to contend 
that his tenancy could extend beyond the period of its duration when it was specially 
fixed by a contract. Mr Justice Muthuswami Ayyar and Mr. Justice Wilkinson held in 
this case there was proof that the duration of the holding was at le;ut 120 year. and that 
itl IUch 008es it toas not tmreasotlllble to hold that the ONUS of showing that the tenancy 

• "ommp.nned t/M/l1' the plaintiff or his ancestors rested on the zamindar amt that until 
he showed it, the lIIamindar may fairly be presumed to hll!)8 been the assignee of the 
~of)emmtmt rl't>tnue and the tenant made liable to pay II .fair rent lind etltitled to continue 
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in that possession as long as he TegulaTly paid it (the Tent). As regards the yearly muchilika 
the learned Judges held that there was nothing in it inconsistent with the ryot's conten
tions and that it should not be inferred from the exchage of pattas and muchilikas under 
Act VIII of 18(;5 that such terms would entitle any Court to draw any inference that 
the holding of the tenant was a tenancy from year to year. It was further held that the 
exchange of patta and muchIilka was ordinarily nothing more than a record of what the 
tenant had to pay for a particular year with TefeTence to the pre-existing relation of the 
landlord and tenant and that the tenn tenant defined in Act VIII of 1865 was only for the 
purpose of that Act and meant nothing more than that the holding was subject to the pay
ment of Tent. Their Lordships also held-

" It does not necessarily imply that the tenant was originally let into possession 
by the plaintiff's anoestor, and it may be that the payment waa due in consequence 
of the STATUS of the zamindar as the farmer of public revenue." 

This case also did not lay down the rule in the manner in which it should have been 
done but it was done in the later cases reported in I.L.R., XX Madras, page 229 and 
I.L.R., xxm Madras, page . 

I.L.R., XX Madras, page 299.-This lS a case relating to the ejectment of a ryot 
in the zamindari of Vallur. After a review of all the cases in an exhaustive judgment, 

\ 

Mr. Justice Subramania Ayyar and Justice Benson laid down the rule as follows:-
" A ryot cultivating a land in a permanently settled estate is prima facie not a. mere 

. tenant from year to year but a owner of the kudivara.m right in the 1a.nd he 
cultivates ... 

I They explained how wrong analogies had been drawn on the ba.sis of section 106 of the 
Transfer of Property Act which embodies the English rule. Under the English la.w 
the tenant derives his title from the landlord, and it was only reasonable tha.t in cases 
in which a teuant acquires his title from the landholder in the absence of any evidence 
to the contra.ry, the tenancy was in the beginning presumed to be a tenancy-at-will. 
This was the earlier interpreta.tion. Later, when it wa.s discovered tha.t a tenant could 
not be removed at the end of the year without six months' previous notice, the sa.me 
wa.s extended to a presumption of tenancy f:om year to year. In the course of the 
discussion the learued Judges held tha.t the English rule could not be applied to .India 
beca.use. there was absolutely no ground for holding tha.t •• the rights of the ryots in 
za.mindaris invariably or even generally had their origin in express or implied grants made 
by the zamindar. The view that, in the large majority of instances, it originated other
wise is the one most in accord with the history of the agricultural holding in this country. 
For, in the first place, sovereigns, ancient or modern, did not here set up more than a 
right to a. share of the produce raised by ryots in land cultivated by them, however, much 
that share varied at different times. And, in the language of the Board of Revenue which 
long after the permanent settlement regulations were passed, investigated and reported 
upon the na.ture of the rights of ryots in the va.rious parts of the Presidency, .. whether 
rendered in sernce, in money or in kind and whether paid to Rajas, jagirdars, zamindars, 
poligars, muttadars, shrotriya.mdars, ina.mdars or to Government officers, such as tahsil
dars, a.mildars, amins or tanadars, the payments which have always been made, are 
universally deemed the dues of Government." (See the Proceedings of the Board of 
Revenue, dated 5th Janua.ry 1818, quoted in the note at page 223 of Diwan Bahadur 
Srinivasaraghava Ayyangar's 40 years Progress in the Madras Presidency.) See a.lso para
graphs 75 to 78 of the exhaustiv~ observa.tions of the Board as to the relative rights of 
zamindars and ryots in the Board' 8 P~oceeding8 of the 2nd DecemblW 1864 appended to the 
second report of the Relect Committee on the Rent Recovery Bill, 1864, V; Madras Revenue 
Register, a.t page 153. Therefore, to treat sllch a payment by cultivators to zamindars 
as ' ~ent ' in the strict sense of the term and to imply theref~om the relation of 1nnrHm-d 
ana tenant so as to let in the presumption of law that a tenancy in general is one from 
year to yea~, would be to introdllce a mischiefloU8 fiction destructwe of the rights of great 
numbers of the cultiflating classes in this p1'oflince who hafJe held possession of thei~ lands 
for generations and generations. In support of the view that there is no substantial 
analogy between an English tena.nt and an Indian ryot it is enough to cite the high 
authority of Sir Thomas Munro. Writing in 1824, he observes: .. the ryot is certainly 
not like the landlord of England, but neither is he like the English tenant" (Arbuthnot's 
.. Selections from the Minutes of Sir T. Munro," Volume I, page 234). And why is this 
so? It is for the simple reason that the rights of ryots came into existence mostly, not 
under any letting by the GOfJernment of the day or its assignees, the zamindars, etc. 
but independently of them. AccOTding to the best natifle authorities, such rights WIW; 
generally acquired by cultifJator8 entering upon land, improfJing it, aM making it fWD
dlictifJe. As observed by Turner, C.J., and Muthuswami Ayyar, J., in SIVASUBRAE
MANYA fl. THill SEORETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA, I.L.R., 9 Madras, 285. Manu and other 
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Hindu writers have rested, " p1'iflate p1'operty on occupation as owner." And in SECltE-
1'ARY OF l::iTATE v. VIllA R~YAN, l.L.R., \I Madras, 175, the same learned Judges pomted 
out·' according to what may be termed the Hindu common law, a right to the possession 
oj land is acquired by the first person who 'makes a beneficial use of the soil." . Hence 
the well-known ditlision in these par/,t (lJ the great inteoests in land under two mam heads 
of the IoIEI,VARAIoI interest and 'the KUDIVARAIoI interest. Henee also the tliew that the 
holder oj the KUDlVARAIoI right, far Jrom being a tenant of the holder of the IoIELVARAIoI 
right, is a co-owner with him. Sir T. Munro puts this tlery clearly. He says: .. a ryot 
ditlide8 with Gotlernment all the rights of the land. Whatever is not reserved by Govern
ment belong8 to hi"l. He is not a tenant at will, or for a term of years. He is not 
remo1)able, because another offers more" (Arbuthnot's" Selections from the Minutes of 
SIl" Munro," Volume I, page 234; See also ibid, page 253). No doubt, the view of the 
majority of the Judges (Morgan, C.J., and Holloway, J., Innes, J., dissenting) in 
FAKIR MUHAMMAD v. TmUIoIALACHARMB, LL.R., 1 Madras, 205, was different. But in 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA v. NUNJA, LL.R., 5 Madras, 163, Turner, C.J., and 
Mnthuswami Ayyar, J., stated that they saw strong reason to doubt whether the view of 
the majority in that case was right . 

. , It thus Beems unquestionable that p1'ima facie a zamindar and a ryot are holders 
of the MELVABAIoI AND KUDIVARAM rights, respectively. When, therefore, the former sues 
to eject the latter, it is difficult to see why the defendant in such a case should be 
treated otherwise than defendants in possession are generally treated, by being called 
upon, in the first instance, to prove that they have a right to continue in possession. One 
can soo no other reason for making such a differenee than that certain legislative enact
ments, especially those pa. ... d at the beginning of the century, refer to ryots as tenants 
alld to the payments mad. by them os rents. But considering that these enactments 
were int.,nd"d for particular purposes and considering that Regulation IV of 1822 
expressly declares that the actual rights of any of the landholding classes were not intended I 
to be affected by the earlier regulations, the phraseology of those enactments should not, 
be taken to operate to the prejudice of persons betIDeen whom and zaminda.s the PRIMA' 
FACIE r.lation ;., only that betIDeen the holder of the KUDIVARAM right and the holder of 
the MF,LVARAM rights in a given piece of 'land as shown above. Consequently it is obvious 
that, in a suit like the present, the zamindar should start the case bv evidence of his title 
to eject. In other words, he has to prove that the KUDIVARAM right in the disputed land 
had been vested in him or his predecessors and that the land subsequently passed to the 
defendant or some person through whom he claims under circumstances which give the 
plaintiff a right to eject. 

They further beld, .. There can be no hesitation in replying to this question that in 
ess.nce there is no difference b.tloeen a ryot holding land. in a zamindari tlillage and onp. 
holding lands in a G01).rnment milage (Arbuthnot's • Selections from the Minutes of Sir 
T. Munro,' Volume I, page 254), and like the latter ryot the former ryot, in the absence of 
proof of contract or of special or local usage to the contrary, is entitled to occupy hi. lands 
80 long as he pays what is due, and if he should commit any default in this or other respect, 
until he is evicted by the-".ecesses provided by law." 

The learned ,Tudges wbo laid down the law in this manner stated above followed the 
rule laid down in 4 Madras, p"l!e 174, m which Mr. Subramania Avyar, J., and Mr. Tarl"llnt, 
J., held (1) Veeramans, the tben defendant's tenancy bad been found to be that of an 

, • ordinary I,attadar and we apprehend that snch a tenancv rna\" continue when there is no 
evidence by a zamindar as to its origin and duration or to, the kudivaram right vested in hinI. 

In this case the theory that th .. ryot was merely a tenant from year to year, so speci
fically rai ... d was virtually if not expressly over-ruled. 'I'hi. is the first case in which the 
doctrine of ownership to the soil was fully examined and correctly laid down in unequivocal: 
terms. 

I.L.R., XXITl, 318 Madras.-The next case of eqnal importanr.e is the case of Cheekati I.L.R., 
Zamindar 1). Ranasool"U Dhora and others. Cheekati Zamindar filed a snit against the two XXIII 
tenants w~o were bolding und~r him subject to the payment of an annnal kist or assess-~' 
ment for ejectment. Tbe zamlUdar contended that he was the owner of the kudivaram 8S 

well as the melvanun ri)(hts and that admittedly the tenant. poss"''';Otl wa., rlerive<l from 
him: Messrs. Justice Sbephard and Justice Subramania Ayyar decided this r.ase. Justice 
Subramania Ayyar held as follows :-

.. The pfl'''llmption of tenandes from year to yelU' which is well know:! fo En!!h&h 
law, because of the general prevalence in England of tenancies in the strict legal 
oense of the term. would aiM raise in this r<>nntry If the tenancies here were proved 
to be similar. But inasmuch as practically the whole of the 8Wicultural land on 
zamindaris is cultivated by ryots who are generally entitled to hold them so long 
88 they desire to do so, subject to the performance of obligations incident to the 
tenure, there is insufficient foundation from which such a presumption: may be 
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raised. Nor is the fact that the zamindar is the owner of the kudivaram right as 
well as the melvaram right· sufficient to shift on to the raiyat the burden of proving 
that the tenancy is not one from year to year. In order to discharge the onus which 
is on him in a case of ejectment the zamindar must do more than merely show 
that the land when it passed into the hand,. of the ryot was at his disposlLl as relin
quished or as immemorial _ste land. He must show that the defendant's posses
sIOn is inconsistent with the prima facie view that it is held under the usual and 
ordinary form of holding prevalent in the zamindaris." 

I.L.R., XLV I.L.R., XLV Madras, page 586, has reported tbe Privy Council decision in Chidam
~ad(':.c.). bara Sivaprakasa Pandara Sannadhigal fl. Veerama Reddi in which the dispute was between 

the inarndar and the Villagers. It tormed part of a permanently settled estate's tenants 
w~re in ,;oS~ei>"ion and occupation since 1829 or earliu; they l·ad dea.lt with the lands 
as occupancy ryots, partitioning, transferring and mortgaging their holdings witb tbe 
acquiescence of the inamdar; and tho. t they bad received from Government compensation 
for part of their hOldings taken for public pw·poses. The trial court and two appellate 
courts bad found tbat the inamdar did not possess tho kudivaram right in the lands. 
Tbeir IJordships of tbe Privy Council beld tbat tbe tenants had established a right of 
occupancy and could not be ejeded and also that the rights of the parties have to be 
determined upon the facts apart from any presumption as to the nature of their right granted 
in 743. 'rhis case, arose out of the Madras Bstates Land Act I of 19lJ8, wbwh was 
pass~d after repealiug tbe Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865. This is .. very exhaustive 
judgment in which tbe relative rigbts of tbe zamindar and the tenant to tbe SOIl were 
discussed. The grant is dated 1743. There was nothing in the grants conveying in express 
terms kudivaram to the grantee. The word . inam ' was used on tbe question of proprietary 
right to t.be soil. On tbe construction of the inam lands the learned Judges held as 
follows :-

.. In the present case the grant itself does not convey in express terms the KUDIVARAM 
to the grantee. Nor does tbe term INAlI, an Arabic word meaning • a reward' 
give any indication of the intention of the donor, even if he had the right to bestow 
it on the donee. Prima facie a zamindar or poligar is a rent-receiver; or, to use 
the language of section 4 of Act I of 1908, .he bas the right to collect the rent 
from his tenants. Prima facie, his right of direct possession of the lands is con
fined to his • private lands' o.nd the old waste land; it does not extend to • ryoti 
land.' . 

.. Tbe place of the cultivating ryots in the agricultural economy of Southern India 
is thus described in a Proceeding of the Board of Revenue of Fort St. George 
(Madras), dated 5th January 1818: . 

.. The universally distinguishing character, as well as the chief privilege of this class 
of people, is tbeir exclusive rigbt to the hereditary possession and usufruct of the 
soil so long as tbey render a certain portion of the produce of the land, in kind or 
money, as public reve"ue;'and whether rendered in service, in money, or in kind, 
and whetber paid to Rajas, jaghirdars, zamindars, poligars, mootahdars, sbrotri
yamdars, inamdars or Government officers, such as tahsildars, amildars, amins. 
or tanadars, the payments wbich have always been made by the ryot are universally 
termed and considered ·the dues of the Government." 

Referring to tbe scope and objects of the Estates Land Act, the learned Judges of tbe' 
Privy Council held as follows :- . 

.. In declaring the rights of the occupancy ryots and emphasising the distinction 
between the landlord's •. private lands' and the • ryoti lands', the new Act 
affirmed tbe old customary law that had always been recognized by the British 
Administl'ation. Apart from rules relating to procedure and tbe jurisdiction of 
tbe Revenue COW·tH, it created one new rigM. in order to settle the constant dis-

f 

putes between landlords and tenants ,:"hich had ?een going on ~or .nearl~ a centu;y; 
it gave occupancy rlgbts to all ryots m occupatIOn of lands WIthin an estate at 
the time of the paHaing of the Act. It also gave some security to non-occupancy 
ryots in the enjoyment of their lands. In other respects, generally speaking, it 
declared and gave statutory recognition to existing rights and status. One import
ant feature of the Act is worthy of the note; it throws into relief the component 
parts wbich, from immemorial times, go to constitute a village; FmsT, the lands 
in the direct cultivation of the proprietor (called by various names) ; SECOND, landN 
occupied by tenants or ryots ; and THIRD old waste lands over which by custom the 
landlord possessed certain specific rights now crystallized in the .tatute . . . 

.. The existence In a village of pannai lands, in which the tenant cannot acquire 
occupancy rights excel't by contract, connotes the existence of lands in which 
he oa.n acquire such rights by prescription. " 
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It was after writing the above paragraphs that their Lordships declared the legal 
position with regard to the proprietary right of the soil. In this case their Lordships dis
cussed the decision of the Privy Council reported in 1918, I.L.B., XLI, Madras, page 101~ 
and LL.B., XLIII, Madras, 166 P.C., and discussed them at length for the purpose of 
distiI'guisbing the case before them •• Instead of distinguishing thelli in the manner iu 
whICh they had done they should have' expressly der-Iared that the rule laid down by them 
was not cOrl'ect and that what they held was the correct rule. Whether they expressly 
overruled them or not it must be taken that the \'iew takeu by the Privy Council Board in 
XLI, !\laoras, page 1012, and XJ.JIII, :'Iudl'as, 16G, was overruled by this decision. The 
cases iu XI.T, Madras, and XLIII, !'.fadras, were disposed of on supposed presumptions of 
law in the absellce of any evidence before them. Provisions relating to the holdings, 
private lallu, merger and heritability, transferability by sale, gift, or otherwise, referred to 
in section 10 aud the provision relnting to the right of the tenant to make improvements on 
the land in his 1'08se"8ion and finally t.he new right given to the ryot in possession on the 
date of the Act; all these conclusively established that the right to the soil always vested 
in the cultivator and that It had been recognized by the I;egislature in 1908 when it passed 
:I Bill into Law. 

It was after a. careful analysiR and discussion of all these prov isious that their Lord
ships of the Privy Council came to the conclusion that the zamindar or a poligar is only 
!\ rent-receiver within the meaning of section 4 of the Estares Land Act; they quoted 
the proceediug. of the Board of Revenue of Madras, dated 5th January 1818, as an authorit.y 
for their Mnclu.ions, tha.t the exclusive right to the hereditary possessiOll and use of 
I.he soil was in the tenant himself. No more conclusive authority is reqnired on this 
matter. 

The memorandum of the Landholders' Association referred to a decision in LVII, I.L.R .. LVII 
Madras, page 443 P.C., and relied upon the same as an authority in their favour, because~~ .. ,443 
the Board of the Privy Council held thltt the. presumption referred to in favour of the .. ). 
t",,,".t in all the Madras decisions r!:ferred to a&ove, was considered to have been over-
ruled by the decision in Suryanarayana v. Pothauna, LI.J.B., XLI, Madras, page 1012./ 
'l'bd view taken by the Privy Council ir; this case is in our opinion wrong for more than 
OTld reason. One of the reasons for holdillg in favour of the zamindar is that the grant 
was in favour of a non-resident Bral.man in the year 1810 and the presumption was that 
a Brahman was not expected to cultivate the lands. This ohservation was wrong on 
t,he fact itself. There were so many Brahmans actually cultivating the land themselves, 
forty, fifty years back and even to-day there are Brahmans who cultivate the land them-
selves and live upon that profession only. Secondly, the reason given by their Lordships 
that when the grant was made in 1810 in favour of the agraharamdars, no presumption 
could ad.e in favour of the teuants in possession at the time, is opposed to the customary 
law that had beeu declared over and over again from the date of the permanent settlement 
of 1802 up to date. '1'he conflict of the decisions is due to the fact that some of the learned 
Judges who are Englishmen, no doubt, well-versed iu English law and English prin-
ciples of landholder and tenant have not been in touch with the condition of the agricul-
turists in this country or their customary laws. If only all the materials that we have 
to-day before us, had been 'before them and if they had bestowed more cousideration upo .. 
observations aud dicta laid down by famous Judges like Muthuswami Iyer, Dr. Sir Subra-
u"mi .. Iyel' "I the Madras High Court and Mr. Amir Ali of the Privy Council itself, 
abstr:J.ct 'llle'lion& of law might have been disposed of by them without committing any 
error. Each t.jme an error is made by the English Judges by ignormg the provisions of 
I he }o~statesLalld Act, the Reut Recovery Act, the Revenue J:loard Proceedings, the 
Mad .... s He{..'Ulations and the declarations made in the Fifth Report by those who had 
worked on t he spot, studied tbe actual conditions aud recorded their opinions. 'I'hey require 
110 proof of that constituted evidence iu favour of the tenants. Yet by not refen-ing to tbem 
und not considel'ing them there has been misapprehension of law as well as fact in the 
cases in which presumptions were drawn in favour of the zamindar relying upon some 
B"ction of the Civil Procedure Code wluch IS only a piece of adjectival law or the Rent 
Recovery Act which w .... only", piece of processual law. For the same reasons we must 
hold that the decision in LL.B., XLIV Calcutta, page 841, P.C., relied upon by the 
Landholders' Association ou page 6 of their memorandum cannot be accepted as laying 
down It conect proposition of law. The first reason is that the permanent settlement of 
Uengul which was the subject of consideration in XLIV Calcutta was nine or ten vears 
before the per~11anent settlement of Madr~s. Secondly, t.he law laid down in Regulation 
XXX of 1802 ill Madras was not the law ill Bengal. Thirdly! the learned Judges did not 
notice the passages r~orded Ill. the Fif.th Report and the endence taken by theCircui' 
(~ommittees and Spemal. Commissions III Madras were not bef~re the Calcutta Judges. 
Fourthly, the I'resumptLOn drawn from the use of the words proprietors of land' in 
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favour of zamindar's right to the soil, is contrary to the rules and interpretations put upon 
those words by every authority in this Presidency, judicial, or legislative or administrative. 

In the Privy Council decision in LIT Madras, Seethayya and others fl. Subbanna 
Swamigal, the facts are as follows :-

In 1689 an agraharam village was granted as a shrotriyam. 'l'he grant stated: 
.. As we have granted the said agraharam, you should enjoy the same from 
son to grandson, paying the shrotriyamdar thereon and be happy. This grant 
was made by deshpandyas, Revenue officers or farmers of revenue under the 
paramount authority to the Brahmans who did not reside in the village but about 
2 miles away. The village was described in the grant as a mauje, a Telugu form 
of maje. The grant was recognized by British Government and it was admitted 
that the grant is not bound to the kudivaram." It was held by the Privy Council 
that the grant was of the land revenue only and the village came within the 
description of an estate, and claim for any ejectment would not fall in civil court. 
The meaning of the word ' mauza ' is that they were peasant proprietors in cul
tivable lands. In this case the original grant was lost but the successor to the 
grant could produce a document. 

The document bore the following endorsement :-
.. Signed by their predecessors and the originals have been retained by us and 

copies have been filed, 1858." 
In this case also the rulings of the Privy Council in XLI Madrlts, and XLm Madras, 

were referred to and the decision in XLV Madras, P.C., pages 586-607 was followed. 
Conclusion. 

Ou Po review of the whole ·case law ana the question of right to the soil, and the 
right of the landholder to enhance the rents. WE have come to the conclusion that the 
law as laid down in I.L.R., 20 Madras, 299; 23 Madras, 318; 45 Madras, 586 is correct 
law. According to the law laid down in the case mentioned sbove and others in which 
the Rame rule was followed, the cultivator is not liable to be ejected by any landholder 
so long as he pays the dues payable by him. Nor is any landholder entitled to enhance 
the rents for any reason whatsoever, that had been permanently in the year precedin~ 
the Permanent Settlement. 
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CHAPTER XI 
, o!NAMS. 

llITBODUCTOBY . 

.. The existence of beneficial tenures originally known by the Sanskrit name ' Man- ~ -_ 
yams' and latterly by the arabic term 'Inam' after the Muhammadan conquest can :.:f.:. YerJ' 
be traced to a very remote antiquity in India. It was the custom of the Hindu Govern-~o 
ment ' to grant assignments of land, revenue free, or at low quit-rents, for the payment 
of troops and civil officera, for the support of temples and their servants, and charitable 
institutions, for the maintenance of holy and learned men or for rewards for public ser~ 
vice.' Whenever the king made a grant of land, he was required to give a deed or a 
• uasana ' evidencing it. In conformity with the directions contained in the Sanskrit law 
books, the grants found in South India contained the following clauses:-

(1) The Donor's genealogy. 
(2) The description of the Dature of the grant, the people or person on whom it ill 

conferred, the objects for which it is made and its conditions and dates. 
(3) Imprecations on violators of the grant. 
(4) Attestations of witnesses (this was done occasionally)." 

These grants were engraved on copper plates or slabs of stone containing aimila.t 
recitals. 

This practice of granting lands was followed by the Muhammadan rulers also. The 
Muhammadan rulers rewarded the higher ranks of its officers, in the military and civil 
departments, by grants of large tracts of land under the name of ' Jagheers.' 

Under the British Government, the practice of granting jagheera gradually fell into 
disuse after the receipt of despatches from the Court of Directors, dated 2nd J anuary 182~ J 
and 27th May 1829, in which they express their opinion of the superior propriety of money 
pensions to grants of land on all ordinary occasions and directed that grant. of land should 
he restricted to special cases ouly. 

It may be meotioned here, that in the early fifties of the last century definite proposals 
w"re laid by the Government of Madras, before the Home Government, for carrying dut 
an elaborate an4 extensive investigation of the tenures of rent-free lands. Accordingly on 
the 16th of November 1858, in the regime of Lord Harris (the then Governor of Madras), 
the Madras Inam Commission was appointed. While the subject was under consideration, 
Sir Charles Trevelyan arrived and assumed the Governorship of Madras. After the assump
tion of office, the first question that he took up was the settlement of inams of this Presidency 
and in his minute, dated 13th May 1859, he made certain rules by which the principles 
enunciated by the Court of Directors were to he practically applied by the Inam Commis
sioner, in the investigation upon which he was about to .enter. 

As a result of the elaborate inquiries of the Comnussion, an Inam Register was compiled. 
The classification of inams were as follows :-

(1) Those held for the support of religious institutions and for services connected 0Ia0aiII-
therewith; ~tion of 

(2) those held for the purpose of public utility; .nama. 
(3) those held for the support of works of irrigation yielding public revenue; 
(4) those held by Brahmans and otber religious classes for their personal henefit· 
(5) those held by the families of poJigars and those who filled hereditary offi~s 

under former governments; 
(6) those held by the kinsmen, dependants and followers of former poligars and 

zamindars ; 
(7) those connected with the former general police of the country ; 
(8) those held for ordinary village revenue a.nd police service; and 
(9) those held by various descriptions of artisans, for services due to village 

communities. 

It mBy he stated here that the total acreage of whole inams in this Presidency is 
6,606,098. 'rhe total area of ryotwari land (including minor inams) comes to 68,917 146 
acres. Further details regarding the acreage of whole inams of each individual distri~t is 
given in the" INTRODUCTORY NOTE ON TBII MAnRAS PRESIDENCY" appearing in Part n, 
Chapter VI of the Report. 

!nams for purposes of this Chapter lire considered in three parts :
(1) Excluded Inama, 
(2) Post-settlement Inams, and 
(8) Included Inams. 

COV. B. PAa'l' 1-47 
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• Excluded lnams ' are those that were excluded from the assets at the time of the 
JlI!nnanent settlement, under section 4 of Regulation XXV of 1802. 1'he provisions of 
th>3 new legislation do not apply to any of the l!:xcluded lnams, which have been governed 
hy a special set of laws from 1802 until now. 

The second class are • Post-settlement Inms.' 
Post-settlement Inams are those granted by landholders after the permaneut settle

ment. All such inams are invalid under sections 4 and 12 of the l'ermanent Settlement 
Regulation. If they should be valid at all, they do no~ endUl·e beyond the lifetime of the 
grantor. 

'rhe third class are the • Included Inams.' Included Iuams mean: those which were 
included in the assets and taken into account at the time of the Permanent Settlement 
$oDd as such formed part of the permanently settled estate itself. In the case of included 
mams, it makes no diffel'ence whether it is the original proprietor or inamdar that consti-

\

tutes the landholder within the meaning of the new :legislation so far as the rights of the 
ryot. m regard to fixity of tenure and fixity of rates of land-revenue in perpetuity 'lot tbe 
tlIDe of the Permanent Settlement, are concerned. The provisions of the new legislation, 
intended to regulate the relationship of the ryots and the landholders shall apply equally 
to iroamdars of such included inams. 

It is not open to the inamdars, to· repudiate the right. of the ryots and the nature 
.of the tenure and the unalterable character of the land-reven"e payable by the ryot to the 
l;mdholder. 

We propose to discuss first the important evidence let in on this subject generally. 
After discussing the evidence we deal with the first class of inams, unaer the head (A), 
viz .. Excluded Inams. 

After establishing that the provisions of new legislation cannot be extended to any 
.of the excludl'd inams we consider under (B), the Post-settlemE'nt lnam., and show that 
they are not valid and therefore the new legislation shall not apply to them either. 

Finally, we deal with Included Inams. • Included Inams ' form part of the original 
.,state and the provisions of the New Bill, apply only to such mams. .We deal with them 
under the head (C). 

lNAMS-EvIDENCE DISCUSSED. 

The inamdars had been carrying on agitation ever since the amendments of the Estates 
Land Act I of 1908 were proposed. They agitated before the Bills were passed into Law, 
$ond they continued after the Bills became Acts; they took the matter to the Viceroy, who 
turned down the Bill finally, on the ground that the measure was expropriatory n nd it conld 
not be valid unless provision was made for compensation. Another Bill eN o. II of 1936) 
was introduced making provision for compensation, which was nominal. It was only one 
year's rent. Against this legislation the inamdnrs intended to send n memorial to the 
Secretary of State and carry the fight to London. Before the presentation oflhe memorial, 
the present Committee was constituted to investigate and report on the Estates Land Act, 
and the relations between the zamindars, inamdars and the cultivators. At this stage 
they abandoned the idea of presenting a memorial to the Secretary of State, because the 

.Provincial Government which Was an autonoinous Government and the Provincial Legis
latures undertook the tasK of revising thE' Estates Land Act, after proper enquiry.· 

The inamdnrs appeared before the Committee and presented their case. Twenty-fonT 
witnesses were examined, at the five centres of Vizagapatam, Rajahmundry, Trichinopoly, 
Madura and Madras. 

Of all the witnesses, witness No. 49, Mr. Satyanarayana, representative of the Vizaga
patam District Inaluu"rs' ASSOCIation, covered almost all the points exhauslively. In 
the course of his evidence he said that the first mistake was in the inclusion of the inamdars 
under the definition of Il\ndholders in the Estates Land Act .. The semnd objection raised 
by him was against the framing of a new definition of .. estate," so as to c'lmprise parts of 
inam villages which were left out of the purview of the Estates Lalld Act I of 1908. Then 
he contended that inamdars should not have been raised to. the level of zamilldars who had 
the power of collecting Government revenue, and whose estates are made impartible. 
Inamdars, he said, were small mell possessing limited property and they should not have 
been made equal to zamindars who possessed extensive property, paying peishkash, while 
inamdars pay only a very small amount as jodi or quit-rent. When questioned how he 
claimed kudivaram right, when he deliberately allowed others to cultivate his lands, the 
witness replied that, there should be no presumption that an inamdnr was given only the 
melvaram right. On the other hand, he said- -

(1) Grants.of lond by the sovereign before the Permanent Settlement of 1802. 
(2) Inams relating to grants made by the sovereign to persons, who were at the time 

of the grant cultivating tenants of the land: 
(3) Waste lands given to inamdars who brought them ul)der cultivation later 011_ 
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(4) Zamindar who purchased land and granted them for cllaritsble purposes. 
(5) Lands in respect of which the inamdsrs purchased the kudivsram right from the 

cUltivating tenants--
_&11 these inamdnrs were given kudivaram rights as well. The witness claimed pcoprietsry 
right to the soil and added that he '\'tould not mind giving some protection to the tenant ill 
the matter of ejectment. He does not contend that inamdars owning whole inam villages 
should be excluded from the Act. He pleads only for petty or minor inamdars. He will b~{ 
satisfied if the old de6.nition of the landholder in the E.tates Land Act, was restored so 
as not to prejudice the rights of the inamdars in the property. He states that if rights of 
inheritance .hould be given to the cultivator, the lands will go to pieces by fra,,"IIlentation, 
and contends, like the zalllindar or otber landholders, that the rent that had been paid to 
him by the cultivator for a long time sbould be continued to be paid. He says that the 
rent prevailing then was half and half of the gross produce. He urges that the prevailing 
rate in November should be taken as the proper rate with reference to contract. 

Speaking about irrigation sources he says that the inamd .. r keeps the irrigation sources 
in order, in his own interest because he owns kudivsram right also. Finally he added that 
proper compensation should be paid whenever valuable rights of individuals are confiscated. 

Thus he has touched almost all the salient points in support of his case, although he 
did not specifically refer to the origin of his right or the right of other inamdars, under 
Regulation XXXI of 1802 and the continuance of the same under the inam Acts of 1862, 
1866 and 1869 .. 

Tbe next witness No. 50, Mr. V. S. Gupta, in_dar, Hariscbandrapuram, Agrahal"&lD 
village in Vizagapatam district, spoke more or less on the same lines and touched some 
salient poir.ts. He deposed that the troubles of the mamdars started when the provisions 
of the Madras Estates Land Act I of 1908, were made applicable to inamdars. He says 
that the relations between the tenants and tbe inamdars were cordial, tbat irrigation so1,ll"c6s 
were kept in good order by the inamdars, Ilnd that remission was given to the cultivatol1l 
when there was a failure of crops. 

Witness No. 56, Mr. D. Venkateswaralu, retired Deputy Tahsildnr and seniorinam
·dar of the Akkavalasa Agraharam, in Vizagapatam district, gave a history and extent of 
his inam village of 180 acres, the whole land being wet. He said that it was a pre-settlement 
grant and he was owner of half tbe village, and waste land was brought under cultivation 
.by the inamdars, and that a dispute regarding the rights to an irrigation channel was fought 
out in the law courts between 1930 and 1937, and it was decided finally tbat the irrigation 
channels belonged to the agraharamdars and not to tI.e zamindar_ Half the gross yield was 
put as the rllte of rent and he relied on certain muchilkas filed by him. He asserted that the 
inamdar owned both the warams, and relied upon the Rent Recovery Act and tbe Madras 
Estates Land Act, which excluded the inamdars alt')gether. His complaint is that the 
provisions of the Act of 1936 were maJa applicable to i namdars so as to divest them of their 
kudivaram right. He demanded repeal of the Estates Land Act. He urges that the inam· 
dar. should be treated on Il par with the ryotwari pattndars and not lifted to the position of 
.6 zamindar when he does not possess either his wealth or establishment to collect rent •• 

He deposed that, if he is deprived of his kudivafl1m right, there would be no incentive 
-to improve the land because he fears that the fruits of his improvements would be enjoyed 
bv the rvots and not by himself. Finally he says that the Act should be suitably amended 
80 as not to deprive the inamdar of his kudivaram right. Further, he says that the Govern
ment were giving two-thirds of the value of the land whenever they acquired lands under 

, the Land Acquisition Act and therefore the compensation payable to the inamd .. r should be 
in the same proportion. 

Witness No. 58, Mr. N. Venkataperichainulu of llobbili.-He said in his evidence that 
the infimdar continued to be the kudivaramdar and in support of his statement he relied 
-on the decision reported in I.L.R., 38 Mad., page 1128. He said that if kattubadi was 
levied on some innms at the time of the grants they were more of the nature of the leases 
than of alienations with proprietary rights. Subdivision or separate registration in the 
office of the Collector of such lands was either ultra vires or should be deemed to confer 
melvarnm ri"ht also. The witness is of opinion that tpe Estates Land Amending Act is 
.. piece of inj~stice to the inamdar and that it is in direct violation of the principles laid down 
in tile Privy Council decision 41 Mad., page 1012, rega,rdmg grants made by the mmindw
-even subsequent to the Permanent Settlement. He pam ted out the difference in ststll~ 
between the zamindar and inamdnr and said that all the disadvantages lay on the side of 
the ioamdar. Moreover innmdars are heavily indebted and they are helpless as re"ards 
men and money. The witness gave a detailed description of the hardships experienc.:d bv 
.tbl! inamdars under the amended Estates Land Act. According to him the hardships are :. ~ 

(1) absence of the liability of the inam tenant to ejectment led to non·payment of 
rents habituallv; 

(2) procedure under section 112 of the Act for rent recovery was expensive, tedious 
and dilatorv; 

(3) proof of inamdar's kudivaram rights according to special and unnatural .rules 01 
evidence before special tribunals was difficult and expensive; . 
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·(4) special tribunals which were sought to be established under the Madras Estate-.. 
Land Amending Act VITI of 1936 had not yet been appointed; and 

(5) the compensation offered for kudivaram right was a nominal shist, and that the 
new definition of private land is contrary to usage and custom. . . . 

. With regard to occupancy rights the witness deposed that seri lands, especially in
;Vizagapatam district, are personally cultivated lands and that there are no occupancy rights· 
in them. Next the witness urged that from the definition of landholders the undermentioned. 
should be excluded, viz., persons who owned inams, whether they were of post-settlement. 
or pre-settlement, enfranchised or subdivided, whole or portions, especially if kattubacfr 
had been levied on the inams at the time of grant. Lastly, the witness wanted that 
personally cultivated inam lands should be made accessible for the inamdar's cultivation. 
whenever required. The decision relied upon by this witness reported in I.L.R., 38 Mad:. 
page 1128, decided as follows :-

.. Grantees, .holding under perpetual grants subject to payment to the zamindar (the 
grantor) of a small rent under the name of jodi, kattubadi or poruppu, are not liable· 
to have their lands separately registered and to have separate assessment imposeli
upon them under the provisions of the Madras Act I of 1876. , 

Secondly, a permanent lessee is not included under the term • owner' as used under-
. section 2 of the Madras Assessment of Land Revenue Act I of 1876. , 

Thirdly, a permanent lessee is not a proprietor or owner under Regulation XXV of" 
1802 or the Madras Hereditary Village Officers Act II of 1895." " 

Tlie next witness No. 76, Mr. V. V. Subbarayudu of Vizagapatam district, demanded 
the repeal of the Estates Land Amending Acts or that the Estates Land Act should be 
amended so as to remove the name of the inamdar from the category of the landholders. If" 
the inamdars are not deprived of their kudivaram right they would be able to collect their 
dnes without any difficulty. The witn~ss, further deposed that when the kudivaram right~ 
were vested in the inamdars, there was no need for them to go to a court of law and that 
tbey could eject their tenants at any moment. . 

So far we have done with the witnesses who gave evidence before our Committee at 
the Vizagapatam centre. Now we shall look into the evidence of witnesses who gave-: 
evidence in the Rajahmundry centre. : I 

.Witnes8 No. 89, Mr. P. Anianeyulu.-He said that he was the owner of two Becharak l 
mams. Becharak inams were inam grants which were not inhabited at the time of the
grants. There were no houses to live or fire to lit. According to him these inams were
granted some 400 or 500 years alro. Their title-deeds are not in existence but they are 
referred toby later zamindars. The rights that Wel'e confirmed were called ashtabogyall\ 
rights or eight enjoyments. The witness was not able to say whether they were land&-

I 
already cultivated or mere waste lands at the tIme of the grant. He is paying a shist of 
about Rs. 2,000 to the Government. The witness says that previously the kudivaram and 
melvaram rights were vested in the inamdar and in cases oi dispute about actual posses: 
sion, the matter had to be settled only in courts on the evidence placed before them. He 
pointed out the difference between the Estates Land Act I of 1908 and the later Acts. He
sa.id that under the original Act ·whole inam villages only were included under the defini
tion of estates and inams which were divided or subdivided into parts were excluded from 
it. In the later Acts, the latter also were included. He contends that the burden of proof
sbould not have been shifted on to the inamdar. Referring to the question whether any 
"hange with regard to the burden of proof should affect the whole inam villages or pari 
inam villages, he said that the amended Act reversed the presumption against the inamdar 
and had given scope for litigation and as a result a large number of criminal cases had been·· 
.. tarted on the question of possession. He is against wanting occupancy rights to the inam 
tenants. He is against Legislature interfering with the kudivaram l'lghts of the inamdar: 

r 
He objects to the granting of occupancy rights to the under-tenants who were on the land' 
on the 1st of November 1933, on the WOlmd that they might be mere tresspassers, come 
on the land just then. With regard to security to tenants he said that if the tenants cou .. 
duct themselves properly and the inamdar does not wish to cultivate the lands himself, the-
same tenants might be allowed to continue. If actual tilling had been going on from 
father to son and from generation to generation. he concedes that in such cases some con
sideration might be Jlhown to the cultivator. He does not make any difference between
pre-settlement inams and post.settlement inams. The cause for frequent litigation between
inamdars and the tenants was not because the tenants were tenants at will but because tha-

I kudivaram right was claimed on the ground that the property had been purchased and the
right of occupancy was denied by the inamdar. He says that the inamdar was entitled to
both the varams and anyone who contends that they own only one varam, might be per. 
mitted to prove it and the burden of proof should not be shifted to the inamdar. He 
asserts that the Privy Council decision referred to above was a correct decision and that· 
view should be upheld in future legislation. He points out that the zamindar owns kama-

\ 

tlLni lands .. w. hereas there is nothing of that sort for the inam. dars. According to the witness
.he rent ,which the: tenant was paying to the inamdar siOOe1936 should be deemed a fair 
rent; ltesays that, ~4~re ~rE!.' lJevE\l"al zamindars,; small landholders and tD.okhil.seode.rs thar. 
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need help and therefore he suggests that a limit may be fixed to the effect that persons pay
ing a ~ajll eesessment only should come under the Act. 

Witness No. 104, Mr. Y. Sambas;va Sastri of Ntirasaraopet.-He said that inamdars 
should not be treated as landholders under the Estates Land Act as defined in the amended 
Act because agraharams and inam villages were broken up to pieces either by partition or 
sAle until they are now reduced to 20 or 30 acres each. He says that the application of the 
Inams Act to such holding is a great l!aTdship and for that reason such small inams should 
be excluded from the Estates Act. This witness contends that according to the Privy 
Council decision and the d<lcision reported in l.L.R., 44 Mad.,. grant to the inamdar was 
of both kudivaram and melvaram rights. To draw distinction between mokhasas and 
agraharams and inams, he says that in the case of ~as~9,?ly one waram, namely, the 
melwaram was recognized whereas in the case ofpgraharams and inams both were vested 
in the inamdar. The witness says that the Estates Land Act aimed at taking away the 
kudivaram right from the agraharamdar and no provision need be made for agraharams 
where suits hali already been filed and decrees obtained. He relies on section 8, clause 5 in 
support of his contention. On the question of rent he says that the rent paid in 1936 I 
should be adopted as fair and equitable rate and that there was not much difference 
.between the two rents so far as the agraharamdars were concerned as there was no 
competition. 

The witness continuing said that the sharing system was only for wet lands and that 
the dry lands were all leased out. In the wet lands, the poruppu or quit-rent was being 
paid by the agraharamdars and the agraharamdar was getting half the produce. He added 
that the rates of rent on dry lands were from .!Lto_.lQ,r.upees and he is not in favour of con
ferring occupancy rights on tenants in inams. He states that if it is the intention of the 
State to confer occupancy rights on the tenants, section 8, clause 5 need' not be on the 
Statute Book. He added that in any case without safegnards no occupancy rights should 
be given to cultivators. The only safeguard or protection for the cultivator should, in his 
opinion, be by granting fixity of tenure and thus prevent ejectment actions against the 
cultivator. By fixity of tenure he means the permitting of tenants to continue to hold the 
lands at least for a period of three years before ejectment. He believes that this would 
operste as a check on a chronic defaulter. 

Speaking about compensation he says that the recent decisions of the Madras High 
Court supported a compensation of twe}1o'ELtim.el!.. the rental value and that in his opinion 
at least ten times the rental value should be given as compensation. If the tenant should 
be given occupancy rights he says the compensation should be twenty times the rental 
vaJue. He further stated that in some villages lands were taken over from· tenants by 
foroe and other objectionable methods just on the eve of the amending legislation of the 
Estates Land Act. He pleads that such lands should be restored to the tenants. He 
holds that communal lands should be preserved as such always-and prirVlslorisbould be 
made for granting sites for construoting houses to the tenants. He prefers civil courts 
to revenue courts in the matter of jurisdiction to try revenue matters. He pleads for 
reduction of stamp duty in revenue cases. 

As regards the collection of rents he is of opinion that the collection work should be 
entrusted to a special officer as in the case of the Religious Endowment Board. As 
regards pattes he says that the pattI' should be in force for one year only and it should 
continue to be in force till a change was effected. He says that the three months period 
stipulated for the application of a patta should be omitted. , 

As regards irrigation sources he says that the tanks have been in a neglected condi
tion and that in some cases 1l\P~:Qlld.!! were assigned for cultivation and that agraharam
dars should be compelleq to maintrunthe tanks in good condition. As regards the right 
to apply for immediate relief in respect of repairs for irrigation sources, he says that the 
Act should be modified 80 l\8 to enable any man owning lands in the ayacut to move the 
court and that all restrictions imposed in this connexion under the existing Act should be 
removed. He demands that every tank should be maintained and the same should 
be enforced by some legislf!.tive enactment, similar to that of the Periyar Project which 
directed every tank to be maintained in good condition. He says that the right to ques
tion the order of the District Collector should be deleted from section 141, clause' 21, sub-

I clause (. a), because in his opinion that would serve as a check on the agraharamdars and 
would compel them to keep the irrigation sources in good repairs. Speaking about the 
private lands the witness says that at least 30 to 40 acres should be set apart as private 
land of the agraharamdar and that this proViSloii.'Slioii1U"be. extended to all inams, big or 
small. The witness says that he owns 400 acres out of whIch 300 acres are cultivated by 
himself and the other 100 acres by ryots. In the case of the latter he was getting half 
the gross produce whenever there was a crop. Agricultural expenses according to the 
witness would work. to about .10 per cent. After deducting the expenses the net produce 
was shared by the mamdars m some cases. He demands finally that inamdars, big or 
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small, should be excluded from the Estates Land Act for the simple reason that the 
relations between the inamdar and the tenants were much better before they were 
brought nnder the Estates Land Act. 

Witne88 No. 133, Mr. V. Ramachandra Rao of Nara.saraopet taluk, Guntur district, 
spoke of the minor inamdars in the agraharam villages. He defined agraharams as whole 
village in!!!,,~ and traced the history .of Darsi agrahal'am in the N arasaraopet'talill< of the
(J;nntur district. His grandfather purchased in court auction the inam lands he is enjoy
ing now. The extent is 50 acres and out of that only 30 acres were cultivable. He pays 
a shist of Rs. 6 to the agraharamdar for those lands. The income from the land when 
leased out ranged from Rs. 40 to Rs. 200. He was getting Rs. 700 because he himself 

(
was cultivating the lands and cultivation expenses amonnted to Rs. 150. He submits that 
minor inams should not be included in the Estates Land Act, original or as amended. 

Witness No. 142, Mr. 8rinivasachari of Narasapur, deposed that he was the owner 
of 8 acres and 5 cents of inam land in one village and 24 acres in another village. He 
pays quit-rent and water-tax to the Government. As regards lands purchased he says 
that hA is a bona-fide purchaser. He admits that when the land was purchased in 
1922-23 there were some ryots on the land. Mter their leases expired he gave them to 
others for higher rent, because he is the owner of both melvaram and kudivaram rights in 
the lands. With regard to 24 acres, he says that there was a litigation in respect of 10 
acres and he spent more than Rs. 4,000 on that. The case was finally decided in his 
favour, the Judge holding in A.S. Nos. 48 to 13'4 of 1929 that inamdars had both warams and 
ryots had no right. This decision became final and it was not reversed subsequently. This 
witness submitted that the inam villages should not be put on a level with the zamindari 
villages because they are small in extent and owing to the process of disintegration they 
have been broken up into small bits, sometimes below 5 acres each. Most of the inam 
villages have been sold for large amonnts. Secondly, he states that in Tanuku the value 
of the inam land for an acre is Rs. 2,500 and in Bhimava.ram it ranges from Rs. 800 to 
Rs. 2,500 and thirdly, he says that the inamdars have been enjoying both the varams. As 
~egards prices, accordingly to him the lands on canal tract were selling generally from 
!ls. 800 to Rs. 2,500 nntil 1932. The witness deposed that for 9 acres and 82 cents 
·of land he gets 116 bags of paddy. In reply to a question put by the Committee he says 
that though the kudivaram right might not have existed before the land was purchased, it 
might have been obtained afterwards. He says that what the tenant pays to the inamdar 
is the lease amonnt and not rent though in some cases it might be higher than the land 
revenue paid to the Government in ryotwari lands. The witness leased his lands for 
cultivation for 6 bags per acre in one village and 8 bags per acre in another village. He 
says that the provisions of the Estates Land Act as amended, by which rights were given 
to the inamdars to what are called private lands of their own are of no use absolutely. This 
witness demands that when the inamdars purchased lands for valuable consideration, 
those lands should be treated as private lands. 

Witness No. 106, Mr. D. Hanumantha Rao oj auntuT district, deposed that ori
ginally the agraharamdars in Gnntur district were cultivating their lands with hired 
labour. It was only when they shifted to towns for the education of their children they 
gave their lands to tenants for cultivation, or lea.sed them. He says tha.t agraharamdars 
should be treated separately from the zamindars because no enquiry was made to point out 
which of the agraharams were granted by the zamindars and which by the ruling princes. 
He further pointed out that the British Government had confirmed the rights and'privi
leges granted to inamdars by the ruling princes and the zamindars. The witness conti
nuing stated that he himself was a purchaser of agraharam villages. In his agraharam he 
developed the land by bringing 50 families to the agraharam and building houses for them 
so that they could live there and cultivate the lands. He sunk wells and made other provi
sions to enable the tenants to carry on the cultivation. All these costed him a good 
deal. He bought one agraharam village for Rs. 2,000 in 1928 and another 15 years ago 
and he owns four-fifths of it. The witness desires that inamdars' rights should not be 
injured in attempting to give occupancy rigths to cultivators. According to this witness 
if occupancy rights should be created in favour of the cultivators the best compensation 
should be given. This can be done by giving him a portion of the land itself to the 
inamdar. The witness says that inamdars were changing the tenants frequently when
ever they gave trouble and in most cases did not even pay their dues. As regards private 
lands he says that some provision should be made to enable the agraharamdar to own 
private lands. If occupancy rights are to be created he says, by way of compromise, that 
the tenants might be given two-fifths and the inamdars three-fifths so that each will shift 
for himself without further trouble or expense on account of litigation. This, he says 
is only b~ way of com.promise while as a ~atter of right agraharamdars are the proprietors 
of the soil. At the tIme of the grant of mams, he says that some were unoccupied and 
sonae thinly populated. Unless some enquiry is made he says it will be difficult to know 
the real state of affairs. . 
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The next witness number 120, Mr. D. Venkatratnam of Gudivada taluk, Kistna 
district, spoke of the inam villages of Madhavaram and Pakerla. 

Witness No. 287, Mr. T. R. Venkatrama Sastriyar.-The witness compared and 
contrasted the position of the zamindar with that of the inamdar as follows :-

(I) He said' that the zamindar collected the rent and paid revenue for the lands 
in the form of peshkash to the Government. 

(2) The inamdar got grants of 'revenue from the Government and in some cases, 
the grants were to an individual while the actual cultivators of the land were 
there. He admits that in such cases the position is analogous to the zamindar 
in that the inamdar is at the top and the cultivator below. Mr. Sastriyar con
tinuing said: .. At the time the Act of 1908 was passed, it was thought perhaps 
that the position was analogous, although as I said, the zamindar was a ruler 
who became a landholder and although the inamdar was an ordinary ryot who 
collected the revenue given by the Government and was an ordinary cultivator." 

Next the witness dwelt on different types of inamdars-
(1) Land in which the inamdar was already the owner of the land and the Gov

ernment gave up the revenue. In such cases he says, he was practically in the 
same position as the ryotwari ryot with this difference that in his case there 
was an exemption in the matter of payment of revenue. 

(2) There might have been other cases, where the land was given to him or got 
the land given to himself by those below, so that both the interest of the revenue 
given up by the Government and the interest of the cultivator came into his 
position sometimes. 

(3) In BOme other cases where there have been adual sales, and 
(4) A zamindar might possess an area over which no person had any interest at all 

and he gave it away as· inams to certain people, thus giving a. title to the 
inamdar to both warams; in such cases both the landholder's and the culti
vator's interest came into the hands .!)f the inamdar. In this manner he says 
that there were three kinds of inams which existed all along, namely, (1) wliere 
there were two interests in one, (2) where there were no two interests, and 
(3) where only one interest was given up by the Government while the other 
interest was obtained later. 

He says that the above division was recognized in the Act of 1908, but he could not 
understand how two different types or categories were put into the Act. According to 
him when the Act was amended in 1933 there was not the smallest intention of considering 
inam villages. He gathers this from the assurance which the Select Committee seems 
to have given to the .. inam village people" in 1934-35. But when the matter was 
taken up by the Government it was stated that both the categories should be brought 
under the Act. Their attempt in this direction failed in 1934 because the Governor sent 
back the Bill saying that a separate bill should be brought up. When a separate bill 
was brought forward it was again sent back but was finally passed with the provision 
fixing one year's rent as compensation. 

He requests the Committee to consider two points; one is, the actual condition of 
things as they exist to-day and the other is the policy which the Committee will adopt 
with regard to those conditions. He has no objection for inam villages which belong 
to temples remaining as inams. His real difficulty is with regard to inams which belong 
to families. He says that they are in an alarming state of disintegration owing to succes
sive partition in the course of many years. Most of them have been dismembered into 
tiny fragmentary holdings. There are cases in which 50 or 60 cents are held by a person. 
He laid streBB on this point of pathetic fragmentation. He referred to the village of 
Vaddiparru, in East Godavari district, as a typical example. 

This village possesses about 1,016 acres. There are five people there owning 80 acres 
and more each and thus owning about 150 acres between themselves. There are 20 other 
people who own from 10 to 20 acres each, approximately. Thus 350 acres are held by 30 
people. The balance is 666 acres .. The total number of inamdars in that village is 700 
and deducting the number who own more than 10 to 20 acres, about 675 people are 
in possession of 666 acres. Judging from what generally obtains in Norther,!,l).ircam. 
the witness states that on a liberal estimate, 100 people can cultivate t!iese 1,016 acres, 
nnder different inamdars. He save the result is as follows:-

.. The result therefore is that 700 inamdars are the owners of the village with 
1,016 acres with 100 cultivators working under them. Each cultivator cannot 
cultivate one acre or less than an acre: he would naturally cultivate the lands 
of about 10 inamdars and more. Thus he would be taking away land from 
700 people owning sman acreages and giving it to 100 persons who probably 
are cultivating each under 100 inamdars and thus expropriating this large class 
of people and benefiting a. comparatively very small and prosperous group of 
tenants." 

Continuing he Baid that this was so almost in every village becanse the division and 
subdivision of lands have gone on in snch a. way that lands were held in small area and 
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one tena.nt cultiva.ting the lands of five to ten inamdars and paying a small amount of rent 
may be better off than any of his landlords. . , 

The witness gives a few sta.tistics as follows :-
He says that the number of whole inam villages is 7,000. This does not mean 

that they are held by one single individual now, but they were all sin'gle villages 
in origin which were granted as inams. According to him there are only 1,000 
or 1,500 villages where the inamdars have been collectors of rent and the tenants 
have been holding lands and paying rents. There is no dispute. there at all. 
He says that it is only in regard to the remaining 5,500 villages that legislation 
was passed expropriating the lands and giving them to the tenants. 

Referring to the case of inamdars he says, .. if to-day, you are creatfug estates and 
giving permanent rights to cultivators, what I ask is: Would you give it to the culti
vators? As a matter of policy you should not do it, while as a matter of law, you cannot 
do it. If you simply say that these people are enjoying these lands and therefore, they 
should be distributed to them, in the public interest, the law may not permit it; but'ii you 
think that in the interest of tlie economic cifndition of the country you should do it, 
we will have to consider the question.. If you are to-day emb.u:king upon a programme 
of benefiting the poor people by creatrng occupancy nghts, that IS not the class, possibly 
on whose behalf you should intervene. People who possess one acre and less or even ~ 
acres are not to be expropriated for the benefit of people who are cultivating 10 or 15 
acres •• , 

Then he contended that the assinUJation of inams to zamindaris was wrong on 
principle and wholly unsound in policy. The zanIindars' history, diverse as it was, 
had nevertheless this in common, namely, that they were t.ax gatherers, not culti
vators or tillers of land. On the other hand, the witness says that the inamdars' 
history is different. He was never the collector of' revenue. He was in no respect 
an administrator burdened with public duty. He was the grantee of . the land for his 
own personal benefit. He was bound to" respect others, if there should be any other. 
He can buy them out. They may be relinquished in his favour. When in any manner, 
that right was relinquished, the rnamdar'sright to the land became that of the full 
owner. If he lets the land subsequently, on contract. of letting and further settled 
the terms, the cultivator did not ipso facto become' a pennanent occupant. 

r The witness says that if men in possession of :5 acres and less are exempted, 
roughly speaking, more than 50 per cent of the inamdars go out of the operation of 
the Estates Land Act, because most of the inamdsrs own only 30 cents, 40 cents, 
50 cents, 60 cents and so on. But if men in possession of 30 acres and less are 

J exempted, 96 per cent of the inamdars go out of the operation of the Act. The witness'" 
I says that correct first hand information with regard to these figures would be furnished 
\ easily by the village officers. 

Tlie witness further deposed that the position of the smallinamdar who depends 
entirely on the income of his land for his sustenance will be very difficult with regard 
to recovery of rents, because he cannot afford to institute a revenue suit and brin« 
a rent-sale. as 8. mode of recovery. He might sue in few cases, get a decree and sell 
up the holding and purchase it himself if he likes and then put in a new occupancy ryot. 
But this wi.I1 not in any case help' hinI for by this process he will' not be able to 
recover his rent easily. In the opinion of the witness, raising the position of. the 
inamdar to that of a zamindar means annihilatio::l of the inamdar. The witness says 
that if the Government wanted to deal with the zamindari ryot Who did not cultivate 
and if they wanted to deal with bigger inl1mdar-ryot who did not oultivate, proper 
and separate legislation shQuld be made because they belong to one category and it 
is not proper that they should lie mixed up with small inamdars, some of ·whom pay 
revenue and some pay no revenue at aJl. . He· says that these stand on & different 

I 
foo. ting altogether. He adds that small inams should go out of the paJe of the Act 
on the same principle on which minor inams were .elinIinated from the Estates. Land 
Act. 

On the question of compensation the witness said that. different standards wer~ 
employed in different countries ranging from six to twelve times. He added that. on 
the eve of legislation people were anxious and willing to give away their kudivaram 
right for anything. In Pennada and Guntacuddapah, they found' deeds registered, 
transferring the kudivaram right, the condition being from five to twelve times. 

Speaking about .economic holdings the witness says: ... If we want tp create new 
holdings for the benefit of the poor men do not embark on a scheme ot: creating 
permanent occupancy rights under any individual. He would have as an' example 
the French proprietor-or much better-adopt the English legislation. He .. says that 
it has been declared in England that there should be no single holding, over 50 acres 
and all the e~cess extent should be distributed to otl)ers because they. iIi. England 
considereil50' acres as the mininIum ;holding. In hie opinion for thi~ country .30 .aCre" 
may 'be takerl Ill! the minimum holding." .. 
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Next he referred to private land. In his opinion the land given to the inamdar· 
is for his own. personal cultivation. He says that it is not given to him for any servics
performed nor is it given to him as remuneration. He refers the position of thE>" 
zamindars in the 18th and 19.th centuries during which period the zamindars were 
(liven private lands in addition to the remuneraton in the shape of 10 to 33 per cent 
as a tax gatherer for the overlord; whereas in the case of the inams, there is no such 
category of land corresponding to the home· farm landa of the zamindar. The zamindar 
is entitled to let his private land without IO"lOg his absolute right to it. But if the. 
ina'l1dar lets his inam land, he loses his absolute right. He says that that is the effect. 
of this legislation. Questioned as to what alternative remedies, short of repealing the 
Act itself he would suggest, he said that the first thing that should be done to give relief 
to the inamdar is by way of throwing the burden of proof on the cultivator. The
second remedy suggested by him is that a provision should be made that those who 
possess 30 or less acres of land should be exempted from the Act. According to him if" 
rersons owning 30 acres are exempted 96 per cent of the inamdars will go out of the> 
pale of the Act. 

Speaking about mokhasadars, the witness said that the word .. mokhasadar" ill' 
a generic term. 

On the question of jurisdiction of courts, the witness said that it made no difference 
whether it was a Deputy Collector or a District l'4unsif that was asked to decide the 
case. He says that by making such a provision you are giving to the inamdar Or 
zamindar or cultivator only litigation. He will be satisfied if the village munsif would 
go and take from the harvesting floor and put the inamdar in possession of his dues_ 
He lays stress on the point that the inamdar should not be deprived of his right to eject 
the tenants. 

The evidence of the most important witnesses, who have spoken about inam legis
lation has been set out above briefly with a view to show what points have been urged, 
botll for ami against in regard to this matter. The other witnesses also spoke about the 
saOl~ points, generally. The last witness, Mr. 'f. R. Venkatarama Sastriyar, whose
evidence has been referred to by us at length for the purpose of knowiug the real issues 
for decision, has been supporting the Canse of the inamdars durmg the last two or three 
years. Before he began his evidence proper, he stated the circumstances under which 
the memorial intended to be presented to the Secretary of State by him on behalf of the 
inamdars against the inam legislation passed in the Amending Act XVIII of 1936 was 
Ilbllnuoned and he and others appeared before our COlllmittee to give evidence. The 
IIvidence has been recorded at great length and most of the witnesse~ who spoke on 
h('half of the inamdars including Mr. Venkatarama Sastriyar had dealt with the various 
uso,ds of the case. Some of them ruised I,he question direct that the legislation relating 
to inams made in the Estates Land Act was not valitl. and that inamdars, whole village 
or partial, .hould have been excluded altogether. It is an admitted fact that the inam 
villages like some of the zamindaris had been broken up to pieces while some had gone
beyond recognition altogether, becoming the property of the Government. 

Th~ chief point raised on behalf of the inamdars has been that the inamdars do.(. 
not belong to the category of zamindars, that they lire ID the same poSition as the. 
ryotwari tenants onder the Government and that they should not have been clubbed 

,together in the Estates Land Act with the zamindar~ or other landholders or other 
proprietors. Some of the witnesses refpIred to .01De cases in whi,<lh th~ir .. i"ights and 
cent,entions were upheld, including the decision of Jhe Privy Council; but none ot"Ulem 
plnceu befcii"e"-1lt1l' Committee any thing- aboll! the existe.nceofIriidivaram right in the 
iunmdars at the time of the grant or subsequently at the time of the enfranchisement. 
Oll behalf of those who justified the inam l~gislation through .the Estates Land Act it 
"'~s generally presumed that if the inam i. within an estate or a zamindari, ordinarily I 
th,) presumption raised in favour of the CUltivating tenant of the zamindari should apply \ 
equally in favour of the cultivating ryot of auy inam villag-e, whole or part. It is pointed I 
out that the inam legislation through the Estates' Land Act was perfectly justified ( 
because the cultivators had been on the land always before the village was carved out: 
as an inam village and after the village had been split into small bits either by partition: . 
or by salcs, volun~ary or involuntary. Beyond putting the- case in this form and depend- ' 
ing upon the cases referred to in their written memorandum and also the oral evidence, 
it was not pointed out by them whether ~he innm tenure was excluded altogether from I 
the Permanent Settlement Regulation and whether inam tenures had been treated as 
a separate, independent tenure like the ryotwnri tenure. It was not stated whether 
there was any special reason for treating them as II> separate tenure altogether ou a-
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·clifferent basis. It was not, pointed by anyone of them that the loam tenures were 
guiqed by a different set of laws specially enacted, excluding thl. ordinary jurisdiction of 
the c1vil courts altogether. The statements made by some of the witnesses who spoktl on 
behalf of the inamdar that they had been in actual possession, cultivating the land 
themselves .without giving them to .ryots for actual cultivation, may not appear to be 
guite genuine. Having regard to the professions which some of the inamdars had taken 
ro such as Law, Medicine, Public service, et<l., it might not be quite correct to say that 
tho inamdars who had taken to snch professions had been cultivating the lands them
selves, although their ancestors may have been doing so and although they themselves 
may have taken possession of the lands, in anticipation of the inam legislation that 
was proposed to be enacted through the Estate& Land Act. origmal as well as amended. 
Under these circumstances, WE have been' obliged to go to the origin of this inam 
legislation with a view to ascertain the truth about the whole matter both in regard to 
facli and law and with a view to know whether the s(,atement made by the witnesseil 
that the inamdars had owned the melvaram as well n~ the kudivaram rights in the 
·past and that the same rights continued until now is true. After setting forth all the 
details and alternative remedies, the inamdars demand a repeal or revision of the Amending 
Act of 1936. 

ESTATES LAND ACT 1>. bAM ACTS-EXCLUDED bAlfS. 

~:'e w;.: We shall now examine how inam villageR were intro~uced in the Estates Land Act, 
.une .mixed f01' the first .tinle, as coming .within the definition of " E~tate," in 1908, and how the 
;~=:entIY same was extended in the subsequent legislation of 1934 and 1936. We shall also 
.... tIIl.d examine how the provisions of the Estates Land Act relating to inams and the provisions :tail:J::.. of Regulation IV of 1831, Act XXXI of 1836 and the Inam Acts of 1862, 1866, and 
Es~tee 1869 and the Government of India Act xxm of 1871, .with a view to know whether 
iLand Act inam legislation through the Estates Land Act, without repealing those Acts is intra 
Gf 1908. vires or ultra 1>ires. 

For this purpose we might begin with the first change introduced in the Estates 
Land Act I of 1908 and the later Amending Act XVIII of 1936. lnam Act IV of 1862 
having been in force from 1862, no attempt was made to mix inams with permanently 
settled" Estates" in the M:adras Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865. For the first time the 
attempt was made in the Estates Land Act I of 1908. 

In tlie Act of 1908 as it was originally passed, the definition of an estate in clause 3 
(ii) (d) was as follows : .... 

(
, Any yilll!l:{e of which the land. revenUe alone has been granted in inam to a 

person not entitled to the kudivaram thereof, provided that the grant has been 
made, confirmed or recognized by the British Government." ' 

In the Amending Act of 1934 this was changed and the substituted clause was as 
follows :-

.. Any village of which the land re1>enue without the kudi1>aram has been granted 
in inam to a ,1!efison not owning the kudivaram thel'wf, provided the grant has 
been made, con rmed or recognized by the British Government." 

In the Act of 1936, which is the subject mat-ter of the dispute of inamdars, the 
following has been substituted:-

.. Any inam village of which the gran t has been made, confirmed or recognized by 
the British Government, notwiihsfaruiing that subsequent to the grant the 
village has been paTtitioned among the pa4'ti<s or the successors entitled to thd 
grant or grants." 

r Ezplanaticm. I.-Where the inam village is resumed by a Government, it shan cease to be aD 
-estate· but if a vmage, so resumed is regranted by the Government sa inam, it shall from that; 
date be regarded 8S an estate. 

BzpJanation II.-Where a portion of an inam village is remmed by the Government such 
portion ohaIl ceaae to be part of tl)e eetate, but ~he rest of, the village shall bl!' deemed to be an 
mam village for the /urpose of th18 sub-.clause j If the portion so resumed or In fart thereof is 
aubsequently regrante by the Government as an inam such- & portion or part shal from the date 
of such gr .... t be regarded &8 forming part of the, village for t.he purpose of this 8ub-clause. 

Together .with this may be read the deflnitioll of private land in connexion .with 
the inams, which was introduced in the Amending Act of 1936 and which is as follows :

(1) .. In the case of an estate within the meaning e>f this clause, private land 
means the domain or home-farm land of the landholder by whatever designation 
known, such as kamattam, seri, or pannai, or 
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(2) land which is proved to have been cultivated as private land by the land
holder himself, by his own servants or by hired labour, with his own or hIred 
stock for .. continuous period of twelve years immediately befon, the 1st day 
of July 1928, provided that the l .. ndholder has ret&ined the kudivaram ever sinoe 
bIld has not converted the land into ryotl land, or, 

(3) land which is proved to' have been cultivated by the landholder himself by 
his own servants or by hired labom' with his own or hired stock for a continuous 
period of twelve years, immediately before the 1st day of November 1933, 
provided that the landholder has retained the kudivlU'am ever since and has not 
converted the land into ryoti land, or, 

.(4) land, the entire kndivlU'am in which was acquir~d by the landholder before the 
1st day of November 1933 for valnable con~ideratiou from a person owning 
the kudivaram riglit but not the m,,]varam, provI:led that landholder has re
tained the kudiv .. ram ever since and has not convel'ted the land into ryoti 
land and provided, further, that where the kudivlU'am was acquired by a sale 
for arrears of rent, the land shall not be deemed to be private unless it has 
been proved to have been cultivated by the landholder himself, by his own 
servants or by hired labour, with his own or lured stock for a continuous period 
of twelve years since the acquiSition of the land and before the commencement 
of the Madras Estates Land Third Amending Act of 19.36." 

With this must also be read the amendments relating to sectIOn 8. The first amend
'ment deleted the proviso to section 8 which stated .. provided that 'anything in this sub
clause shall be deemed to apply to .. land, of an inam village which become~ private 
land within the meaning of Bub-clause (b) of dause 10 of "eetion 3." 

And the second amendment to section 8 was tlie addition of another new clause, 
sub-clause (5) which is as follows:-

.. If, before the lst day of November 1933 the landholder has obtained in respect 
of any land in an estate within the meaning of sub-clause (b) of clause 2 of 
section 3, an official decree or order of a competent court establishing that 
tbe tenant has no occupancy right in such land and no tenant bas acquired any 
occupancy right in such land before the commencement of the Madras Estates 
Land Third Amendment Act, 1936, the landholder, shall if the land is not 
private land within the meanIng of this Act have the right notwithstandin/t 
anything contained in this Act for a period of 12 years fmm the commence
ment of the Madras Estates Land Third Amendment Act, 1936, of admitting 
any person to such land on such terms as may be agreed upon between them; 
provided that nothing contained in this sub-section shall be deemed during the 
said period of 12 years or any part thereof to affect the value of the agreement 
between the landholder and the tenants before the commencement of the Madras 
Estates Land Third Amendment Act, 1936." 

In effect old waste which was abolished in 1934 was re-introduced, in a modified 
form as private land in 193,§_ 

In the year 1908, the question of minor inams was particularly brought to the 
attention of the Council. The original clause as introduced was as follows:-

., J:.ny village orp,,:rt ,t,h_e"-e2! of which the land revenue alone has b~en granted I 
In inam proViaed rnat the grant bas been made, confirmed or recogDlzed by the 
British Government." 

An amendment was moved to omit the words .. or part thereof." In speaking fat r 
the Government, the Government Member in charge said" the object of the amendmenli 
is to exclude minor inamdars from the operation of this Act and he seconded the amend
ment himself." Subsequently, another amendment was moved to exclude from the ' 
operation of the Bill the whole of the inam villages. But however. as a consequence of 
the discussion arising therefrom, the clause was changed into the form in which it was 1 
finally passed, namely, .. any village of which the land reveIlue alone has been granted 
in inam to a person not entitled to the kndivaram thereof, provided the grant has been 
madt', confirmed or recognized by the British Government." The Member in charge \ \ 
then said that minor inams were excluded from the operation of tl)e, J\~t. Therefore, 
since 1908, by a positive declaration the minor inams were excluded from the purview 
of the Madras Est&tes Land Act and after the passing of the Act titles have changed and (I 
several rights have accrued around on the basis of this legal position. The Government ,. 
wanted to change the position in 1933, again by includin!! minor ioams alSd'within the 
meaning of an estate, but the Bills were tllrnerldown by the Govt'rnor and the Viceroy. 
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on the ground that the legislation was exproprietary. The Government therefore, in. 
order to meet that objection introduced and passed the Third Amendment Act of 1936 in. 
substantially the same language, providing however compensation to 'the inamdars valued
at one year's rental. The inamdar~' associations and several individual inamdars have 
now laid their case before the COIUIllittee. They filed several documents, title-deeds, and 
judgment copies to prove that the titles which were in existence for some centuries aUll 
,which have been recognized not only by the Government, but also by courts and have
been acted upon have been lighly set aside. They further contend that the net effect of 
the legislation is to give the occupancy right to a ,Squator upon the land who happened 
to be there in 1933, whether on any previous occasion he was there or Dot, destroying 
the freehold rights'conceded to them under the Inam Acts. -

In the light of the history giveh above there is sufficient cause for a re-consideration 
of that piece of legislation. The first point on which we have been called upon to address 
ourselves is, whether the law should be restored to what it was pribr to the Act 1 of 1908 
or whether, without restoring the law to the exact position' as it was prior to the Act, 
this Committee should suggest any suitable legislation to modify the consequences of the 
Act. There is yet another question which we have to consider along with the above twe> 
questions, namely, what is the law by which inams are governed to-day? Is there any 
other Act in force to-day besides the Estates Land Act I of 1908 or Amending Act xvrn 
of 1936, that regulates the rights of inamdars? If there is any such law, what' is the' 
effect of the Amending Act of 1936 or even of Act I of 1908? Can there be two Acts in 
force at the same time? The Rent Recovery Act of 1865 or'the' Estates Land Act I of 
1908 or the Amending Act of 1936, did not repeat the Inam:ACts IV of 1862, IV of 186!; 
as amended by Act VIII of 1869;' nor did they ever intend to abolish existing rights. 
and create new rights in inamdars, cultivators or landholders. On the othet hand, they 
based the Amending Act...llill $.l..9.Qa on the Inam Act Wi oU",S!ilt The Rent Act 
and the Estates Land Act laid down processual law only, to regulate collection of revenues
and rents. By bringing inams within the definition of an estate in Act I of 1905, they 
enabled the inamdar, who had melvaram right only, to adopt the prescribed procedure W 
collecting the monies due to ~hem. The scope of this class of inams was extended to
iimiOf- ina ins also'in tbe'Act of 1936 by bringing in the smaller inams also within the 

,definition of an estate., This has been construed as having created new rights in the 
cultivators divesting the inamdars of their kudivaram rights. It is on this ground that 
the present agitation has been carried on' and we are asked to consider and make our 
recommendations to the Legislatures. At first we were inclined to proceed on the assump
tiiln that the legislation made in Act I of 1908 and Act XVIII of 1936, so far as it 
affected the inams, was in order, But on a closer examination we have'discovered that 
the changes in both the Acts were effected without any reference to the Inams Act Iv: 
of 1~ IV of 1866 and VIII of 1869, and the Government of India Act xxm of 1871 
.whiCh were based on Regulation ~Iof 1802, Regulation IV of lS31 and Act XXXI 011 
lS36. 'fhey are on the Statute Book lo-day. ,They have not been repealed until noW; 
by any Statute. So long as they are in force, it cannot be contended that '"the ri"hts 
vested in the inamdar under those Acts are divested by Act I of 1908 or Act x:v:rrl of 
1936. The rules originally laid down in Act I of 1908 or as amended in Act XVIII of 
1936 are only rules of procedure. Even if any of them wefe intended to affect the rights 
created under the Regulation XXXI of 1802, IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836, an<f' 
finally the Inam Acts, they will have no effect on them unless and until the previous Acts 
are repealed. They have become an ineffective legislation and they ca.nnot operate so 
long as the Inam Acts and the Government of India Act XXill of 1871 are in force. 

The Privy Council case I.L.R., 41 Mad. 1012 may be referred to briefly here. -, Their 
decision is as follows:- , . 

.. There was no presumption in law that the grant of an inam by a native ruler 
prior to British rule conveyed only the melvaram (revenue due to the State). 
They further held that a grant of an agraharam in inam made, by a Reddi king 
of Nellore more than 400 years ago and validated under section 15 of Madras 
Regulation XXXI of 1802, and Inams Act IV of 1862, conveyed both the mel
varam and the kudivaram rights; and, for these reasons the agrabaram in 
question was not an ESTATB within section 3, clause 2 (d), of the Madras Estates 
Land Act, and the agraharamdars were entitled to sue the tenants in ejectment 
in Dr civil court. II 

The learned Judges based their judgment on an interpretation of section 15 of 
Regulation XXXI of 1,802, and the contents of a document calle~ Mr. Oakes' lnam 
Register, whi~h !ecited that the whole ot the agraharam village in question was /!l'll-nted' 
by the Reddl kmg to one Mr. Ivatun Nagaradhyulu, and has been enjoyed by his 
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successors in title for 429 years. The attention of the learned Judges was not drawn to 
section 11 of the same ReguIation. Section 2 provided that no valid title would be created 
in favour of the grantee unless there was actual possession before that date. Under the I 
Board's Standing Orders aetual possession must have been at least for 60 years before 
the date of the lnam Commission. 

This case was decided in 1918. ~ghteen years later, the Estates Land Act was 
amended by the Amending Act xvm of 1936. The Government and the legislatures 
ought to have seen that the decision of the Privy Council in the abovesaid case was based 
on Regulation XXXI and the Inam Acts IV of 1862, IV of 1866 and vm of 1869 and 
that unless the lnam Acts were repealed, the Estates Land Amending Act would not 
atIect the rights created under the Regulation and the Inam Acts. 

We shall now examine Regulation XXXI and the wm Acts and the rights crested 
thereunder. 

The lnam Act IV of 1862 was not the first piece of legislation on inams. It is a • 
successor of Regulation XXXI of 1802, passed on the same date, 13th .Tuly 1B02, as the 
Permanent Settlement Regulation and Patta Regulation. The scheme of the East India 
Company at the time of the Pernianent Settlement Regulation of 1802, was to divide the 
whole land of the Presidency into three classes :-

(1) The permanently settled estates, 
(2) inams, and Waa it _ 

(3) ryotwari lands. ::.::. ~ 
When the inams were deliberately excluded from the Permanent Settlement and 1908.~""" 

special laws were enacted to govern them, was it open to the Legislatures to cancel the ~ 
rights and title created by. special laws, :without repealing them. That ill. the ma.ic in ...... wi.tho 

question :we consider now. = ... ~"::l 
laws pre. 
vioualJr 
eoaoted Cow 
iDBmlt 

The first step taken in 1802 (13th July 1802) waa to exclude inama from the All • 
Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802, and base the recognition of inamdara' w..:::h.... 
tItle on actual possession, whereas the .recognition of zamindars' title was baaed on the ed iro,!,-the 
aRBignmim"t orTheiD:ielvaram interest of the Government to the zamindara for aeon" ~~or 
sideration. All the inams, big and small, major and minor, were by section 4, taken xxv of 
away from the scope of the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802, by excluding 180li. 

the same from the assets on which permanent assessment was based. Section 4 of 
.Regulation XXV runs as follows:-

.. 

,. The Government having reserved to itself the entire e,~rcise_ of its!Iiscretion in 
~ntinuing or, abolishing • .¥mporarilyor permanenfu, the articles of reveime 
mcluded, according to the custom ana practiCe of the country, under the severa.! 
heads of salt &nd saltpe~f the sayer, or duties by sea or land-of the abkari. 
or tax on the sale of spirituous liquors and intoxicating drugs--of the excise on 
articles of consumption-of all taxes personal and professional, as well as those 
derived from market,. fairs, or bazaars-of la!<hirlli i.ands(or lands. ex.~mpt from~ 
th~,-PIIU'!nent..JILl!tI.bl!~ .re:l?,e,'1ye) and or:atr other lands paying only favourable 
quit..-ents-the permanent assessment of the land·tax shall be made exclusive 0 
toe said articles now rectted." 

With a view to exclude the same from the assets a direction was given to the Collectoni 
ill paragraph 15 of the Instructions to Collectors, to fix the assessment exclusive of salt 
revenue and independent of a.ll existing alienated lands whether exempt from the payment 
of public revenue wi~!l..!,r 'WVithcmt"t'llle authority (village ~na~s or lands held by public or 
private servants in lieu of wages exempted). A further dIrectIOn was given that the whole 
of which an to be considered annexed to the circar lands and declared responsible for the 
public revenue Ilossessed on the zamindari. 

While excluding them from the operation of Regulation XXV of ISO\!, Regula- After 81-

tion XXXI of 1802 was passed simultaneously making special provision for all inams; ?IudiDII 
totally exempted from ·the land revenue and also those that were paving ouly favourable = a 
quit-rents. The preamble of Regulation XXXI is similar to that of Regulations XXV proviai~ 
and XXX of 1802. The objE'Ct and scope of the Regulation together with the rights of the ~tir 
Government and those of the ina.mdars are made perfectly clear therein. It runs as 180J ...:. 
follows :- puoed with 

TAe title 01 Regulation XXXI is III fOUOfD6.-
n A Regulation for trying the Validity = to 

of titles of persons holding, or claiming to hold, lands exempted from the payment 

Cal(, B. PAlI'l' 1-110 
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'~of revenue under grants not being Bad.hahi or Royal grants; and for determining 
.",('L L '"'1. If" '\ the amount of the annual assessment to be imposed on lands so held, wbich may 

0) _ v-' _ ,( be adjudged to be, or may become liable to the payment of public revenue 'in 

V 
.,; rI i? j( th. e BritIsh T~rritories, subject to the Presidency of Fort St. George; passed by' 
~ ~J' the Governor-m-Council of Fort St. George on the 13th of July 1802..... ' 

dJ- ,.rf; ".~ \ The preamble n<ns.-" Whereas the ruling power of the provinces now subject 
~ "", to the Government of Fort St. George, has, in conformity to the ancient usages 

or" (}/ . of the country, reserved to itself and has exercised the actual proprietary right 
of lands of every description; and whereas, consistently with that principle all 
alienations of land, except by the consent and authority of the ruling power, are 
violations of that right; but whereas considerable portions of land have been 

,alienated by the unauthorized encroachments of the present possessors, by the 
clandestine collusion of iocal officers, and by other fraudulent means; and 

\ whereas the permanent settlement of land-tax has been made exclusive of alienated 
\lands of every description; it is expedient that rules should be enacted for the 
better ascertainment of titles of persons holding, or claiming to hold, lands 
exempted from the payment of revenue to Government, under grants not being 
BadshalIi or Roy~ and for fixing B!\,&~~,,-s'!.,!,~nt?n sucb!an~,!! of that description 
as may become liable to pay revenue to Government wherefore the following 

Regulation 
XXXLof 
180l!., 

Board'. 
Standing 
Order. 

, ~t... 

~'(/ 

rules are enacted for that purpose." ' 

The title as well as the preamble show that, the Regulation was intended for investi
gating into and trying the validity of titles of persons holding inams or such other grants 
and determining whether they were liable to pay public revenue and what amount -they 
should be assessed if found so liable. The preamble declared that the Government 
reservf>d to itself and had exercised the actual proprietary right of lands of every descrip
tion and that all alienations of land made, by those who had made unauthorized 
encroachments, colluding with local officers and acting otherwise fraudulently and further 
declared that the Government framed the rules embodied in Regulation XXXI of 1602 to 
carry out their intentions. 

,Clause (2) explained the scope of the Regulation. Under clause (2) all granta for 
heldillg land exempt from the payment of revenue made previously to the following dates 
&reto be valid :- , " , ; 

(l)In the Northern Circars, previously to the 26th February 1768. 

(2) In 'the J agheer, previously to 26th February 1768. 

(3) In the Carnatic Payenghaut and in Tanjore previously to 12th July 1792. 

(4) In the Baramahal, in Salem, in Dindigul and in Malabar previously to 18th 
" ;March 1792. " 

(5) In -the district ceded by the Nizam to the Company and lying on the south 
bank of the rivers ;Kistna and Toombadra, previously to the 12th day of October 
1800. ' 

All these grants should be deemed to be valid. 
It is further provided that all persons holding suc!t lands exempt from the payment 

of public revenue previously to the several dates m.entloned before shall continue to hoa 
such lands without let or molestation. 

To thi. rule there are two provisos. The first proviso refers to land escheated or 
resumed. The second, which is the most important runs as follows:- ' 

1
'\ And provided also that the present incumbents or their ancestors did obtain and 

hold actual possession of the said lands previously to the dates hereinbefore 
specified." ' , , ',' ' , 

This makes the position clear that unless the holders of such lands that were exempt froni 
the payment of p1lblic revenue prior t? the dates mentioned ~bove, ~d obtain" and hold 
acttlI\LpQR8eS~~On of the said lands preVlously to the dates therem specified, the tItle would 
'Uoi"be valid; ''!'his was the real test applied then and this test was ,embodied in rule 9 
of Begulation XXXI of 1802. The rule by itself does not give any particulars about the 
period of the previous possession. ,. , . , 

In this connexion we may refer to the Board's Standing Orders-Appendix I to 
Standing Order No. 52, paragraph (i):- . . . .' . ' , "l ", To constitute a valid title,' the inalndars ShoUld, ~8~e' been'ill. posSession for a 

period of "50 years before tlia.t date." ' " , ' 



: Clause (1) runs as follows:~ , 
.. Land which is proved to have been held uninterruptedly as inam for a period 

of 50 years, with or without sanad, will be treated as an inam, possessed under 
a valid title, whatever may have been its origin." (See Government Order, 
dated 3rd January 1860;' G.O. No. 1098, dated 19th )'lay 1862, and also InaIll 
Commission's Proceedings No. 47, dated 18th l!'ebruary 1860.) 

, .. 
In Chapter IV of the Board's Standing Orders, Volume II, dealing with Inam Settle
ment, rule 52 is in these terms. 

" Uninterrupted possession of land liS inam, for a period of 50 years is declared in 
thi,s rule to be sufficient to create a valid title to hold it permanently as inam, 
but the period C)f 50 years should be reckoned up to the date of the creation of 
the Inam Commission; it is not intended that an inam should be created merely 
by untaxed possession for 50 years, up to the date when such possession is 
brought to notice." (B.P. No. 7011, dated 22nd December 1893.) 

It is further laid down in the same rule that title-deeds which may hereafter be issued 
in respect of enfranchised inams; ~rigjlLgLrl'<le~ming the quit-r~Il~~ which :was formerly 
conceded under the Inam Rules, shoul!!. D,9i..lIa.ru!.\llY~.\J. ' 

Proviso (2), clause (ii) of Regulation XXXI of 1802, and the rules of the Bo.ard's 
Standing Orders quoted above, clearly establish that inam title-deeds should not be 
declared valid unless and until there had been previous actual possession for at least 50 
years. Although provision was made for validation of inam title-deeds under sections 2 
and 3 of Regulation XXXI of ~, it was 'not until ;!.f!llll that the first-step was taken 
to appoint an lnam Commission to enquire into inam titles and grant title-deeds. 

After laying down in section 2 of. Regulation XXXI of 1802, that the validation of 
the titles could be made only when it was proved that the present incumbent or his 
ancestors obtained and held actual possession of the said lands previously, it was enacted 
in'secti¥cn S~hat in case of doubt about the competency of the public officer, who should issue 
grants or empted lands or who should resume and assess such exempted lands, such 
di.putes should be .. ettled only hy the Governor in ,Council, and not by any Court of Judic .... 
ture. Under this provision, the juri.diction of civil courts was excluded. 'l'his provision 
was. enacted in 1802. ,While this Regulation continued to be in force, 29 years later, 
Regulat~.!L:rY...9tJ8~t was passed declaring that the hereditary grants of money or of 
Lind reven'!e, ~anted by .the ~overnm~nt for~l.ipE._s""!i~."s or in lieu of resumed I 
offices. or III heu of zammdans at: poliam., forfelteo! or seques~ered, should be applied I 
strictly to the ve!I j;luryose and the very object for which they had been granted, and 
that 'they shouldncitlie misapplied for an,y. other purpose or for the benefit of any other 
person who had no claim upon the State. In clause (2) of the same Regulation, the civil 
court jurisdiction was excluded mregard to the said grants. It is provided in that section, 
that unless the plaint is accompanied by an order of the Chief Secretary or some other 
Secretary of the Government, the plaint should not be admitted in civil courts. It is 
further declared that the jurisdiction to decide all such claims vested exclusively in the 
Governor in Council. Further provision was made that such grants should not be liable I 
to attllol:tment or sequestration in execution of any decree or order of court. 

Five yearsJater the provisions of this Regulation IV of 1831 were extended to grants I 

made by native Governments, confirmed or continued by the British Government, by 
Act XXXI of 1836. Inama Act IV of 1869, Iname Act IV of 1866 and Inams Act VIII 
of 1869 were passed later. Having regard to the significance of the provisions of the 
Rcgulntion and the Acts in regard to the jurisdiction of civil courts and the direct bearing 
they have on the question under consideration whether, while the special laws relating 
to inama, are in force, the Estates Land Act could ~ake contrary laws, without repealing 
them, we consider it necessary to quote the RegulatlOn and the Acts briefly. Regulation 
IV of 1831 runs, as follows :-

A.D. 18Sl-Regulation IV . 

•• A REGULATION for better securing to the grantees personal or hereditary grants of Reg. IV or 
money or of land revenue conferred by the Government in consideration of Services l~al. 
rendered to the State, or in lieu of_~sulDecl.()ff!.c.es or privileges or of zamindlll'is or polliams T,tI .. 
forfe:ted or held under attachment or management by the Officers of Government, or as 
yeomiahs orpensiQns; passed by the Right Honourable the Governor in Council of Fort 
St. George, on ,the, 6th ;May 1831, corresponding with the 25th of Chitteri of the year 
Carah. 1754th year ofSaliwIlhana, and with the 23rd of Zilkada. 1246 Hijira. 
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~HllREAB it is just and expedient that personal or hereditary grants of money or oC 
land revenue, conferred by the Government in consideration of services to the State, or 
in lieu .t resumed offices or privileges, or of zamindaris of Polliams forfeited or held under 
attachment or management by the officers of Government, or as yeomiahs or charitable 
allowances or as pensions,. should be strictly applied to the purpose for which they have 
been granted, and should not be liable to be diverted from that purpose to the use or 
benefit of persons who have no claim upon the State, the Right Honourable the Governor 
in Council has therefore enacted the fol1owing rules, to be in force from the date of their 
promulgation. 

II. FmsT. The courts of the adawlut are hereby prohibited from taking cognizance 
of any claim to hereditary or personal grants of money or of land revenue, however, deno
minated, conferred by the authority of the Governor in Council· in consideration oC 
services rendered to the State, or in lieu of resumed offices or privileges or of zamindaris 
or polliams forfeited or held under attachment or management by the officers of Govern
ment or as a yeomiah or charitable al10wance or as a pension and also of any claim for 
the recovery or continuation of, or participation in, such grants, whether preferred against 
private individuals or public officers, unless the plaint is accompanied by an order signed 
by the chief or other Secretary to Government, referring the complaining party to seek 
redress in the established courts of adawlut. : 

Po" .. to SECOND. The power to decide on such claims is reserved exclusively to the Governor 
deci<le on in Council after due investigation by such persons and in such manner as he may deem fit.: 
IlUch clatma _in 
Govemmen.t. . 

Such claim.! m. The grants referred to in the preceding section shall not be liable to attachment> 
net liable to lor sequestration in satisfaction of any decree or order of court (except for the dillCharge 
b;~"=':'r' f debts or other obligations perS?nal!¥/~curred by the holders of theII!)' ,1\. ~ 
except lor ~ '"' ,,) V' "'-"U. "'" ... 1\I\t.~ ~ I ..... .,.. , 
t=z:!'= b~ I i ~ ~ tJ 1 ' E- ~ l" ~~ ..u./,. "'6 t;:.;.,. ~L..~r....:;,...,,]eb!:'-"7 
~~etlo... l r ~ "i ,'0.14 _ ~ ~ ~~ "-f,t ~..h h:~' . 
hold.... ~ t:hJ..'''''~ ~ . f h v , 
D...... IV: Decrees of the courts of adawlut already passed, shall not in any respect be 
alleady a.ffected by the provisions of this Regulation." 
paeaed not -
afloctad by . The Madras Act XXXI of 1836 by which Regulation IV of 1831 was extended to-
th;. Regn. all grants made by native (tovernments runs as follows :-
lati .... 

Act XXXI oj 1836. 

Passed by the Right Honourable the Governor-General of India. in Council, on the 
28th November 1836. 

Eztonoi.n of IT is hereby enacted, that the provisions of Regulation IV ~f.1831, of the )'.fadrado 
Regulati.n Code, relating to grants of money or land revenue made by the BntlSh Government, shall· 
IV of 183L be extended to all similar grants within the territories subject to the Presidency of Fort 

\St. 'George, which having been made by llJly native Government, have been confirmed or 
\continued by the British Goverilment. . 

It is clear from these two Regulations, that the civil courts· were precluded from 
taking cognizance of any of the matters referred to above, and that it was further made 
clear that it was only the Government that could dispose 011' all such matters. . 

Having excluded the jurisdiction of civil courts with regard to the ~putes ~ef~~d 
to in section 3 of Regulation XXXI of 1802, 29 years later, the ban on Clvil court s luns
diction was extended to all matters referred to in Regulation IV of 1831, and Act· XXXI 
of 1836. Twenty-two years later theinam C?mmissio." was appointe.d and jn~' rule!!' 
w('re framed. The condition precedent was laJd down, m the la.:'t proVlSo to section"!! oC 
RegUlation XXXI of 1802, that no title would. be validated un~ll It was. prove~ ~hat the 
present incumbent or his ancestors had been m actual possessIOn. ThIS co!l~tion helel 
goocl until the Inam Commission was appointed and the rules were framed, WIth specific 
reference to the length of actual possession which the in~dar should prove to get his 
title validated, . Paragraphs 10; 11, 12 and 14 of the draft mam. rule~ and clauses 1 to S
of the rules as finally adopted laid do,wn the rules ~ regard to thls 'pomt .. They no~ only 
prescribed 50 years' previous possesSIon but also laId down that thiS applied to all mams, 
except the few of the last class mentioned therein. The draft paragraphs 10, 11, 1~ 
and 14 of the proceedings of the :Madras Government, Revenue Department,. page 3, I'IlIl 
as follows :- : 

X. .. I now pass to a consideration of the r~es accordi?g to which the princip,lea: 
laid down for my guidance are to be practically apphed. The:first pomt which 

• E Ie dad bv Act XXXI. 183~. to grant. made by Nati ... GoverDmeDu -- Ol' _tin"ad by the-
x D II British Govemment. 
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· claims attention, is the length of possession which 18 to be held to constitute :, 
good title to an inam. As regards origlllal'title 'or o~igin Of possession, maws 
way be said to be of the following classes:- . > 

FU181': Those held with or without grants from Padsbas and officers o~ the former 
Governments on t.be date of the British' ass.umption •. 

SECONDLY: Those acquired immediately aitel' the assumption .and. continued to 
tbe holders on real or fictitious claims of past enjoyment; and 

THIRDLY: Inams more recently acquired, wbether under the express authority 
of the British Government or by irregular gra·nts of subordinate district authori
ties and of Zamindars, Poligars, Renters 'a.nd others. 

~. Now the prescribed period of ulld{siui'bed posse,;Bion without the payment of 
. la.nd tax, .viz., ~ars, embrace all inams except .those. Qf the last class, which 

are comparatively few in number and inconsiderable in extent and value. It 
includes not only all inams which existed in each province on the introduction 

. of British Rule, but also tbose acquired by whatever iI)eans in the confullion 
· which immediately ensued, and tbose entered iIi the sUrvey and other early 
. accounts, whicb have been bitherto open to question and interference; and tbe 

ongie of which is doubtful or suspicious. To' the mass of inamdars,' tbererorf' 
whether holding their inams, with or without sanad, unconditionally ~r on condi . 
tion of service, the term of 50 years' possession, secures an immediate recognitlo 

. of title. Tbis term includes,' as already stated all the various 'accounts oUb 
earliest .lears !,.!.-o_u!_l!cdminist~ation,_t!:' __ o~ or .'?th"r 01 whl<:h...ewY-lWl.wQm:_ilL 
able to refer ill support of his claim. A defuute Une could not have been so 
appropriatelY-drawn afany --othtirperlod Ilnd as will be seen in the sequel, indul-
. gence is most liberally shown to all iuams of more recent origin. 

XII. The first section of the rule provides. in· three clauses for the truttmentof 
inams proved to be of 50 years standing .. Uninterrupted possession for that 
period is declared to constitute a valid title' on the land, as inam; proof of the 
existence of the inam for 50 years. will bf' accept.ed from the~"bl if aecoun ts ;' 
and...E':()otl()1'the.3ul! term wjl! buispgnsed v.:~tlL where thel~~ is a r<;aso~~ 
presum ptlOn that' :th::e~. :.,f:ai::lu::r:.:e:...,::o:f ..::s:::u:ch::..,;p~r:.::o::;:o::.f ..:i:;,s ~o:.:w:.:i:.:n ... g_o"'n"'I"'y....:::to:..::la~p!::s:.:e~o:::f:...:t'~ml.:.... . 

XIV. The provisions relating to 'persona.I or subsistence. grants, which JiI;om the 
second grand class and comprise as regards extent and value about one-half of 
the entire inams of the Presidency are. contained in sections IV to XVrriiii:lu:'
sive. Tliese'iili>mB: when proved to be of 50 years standing will be confirmed to the 
holders according to their actual tenure. The conditions upou which this tenlll'e 

· will be commuted into a free-hold. if the present incumbent is a descendant·ofy 
r.he original grantee or of the original registered holder, are set forth in section V. 
'J'he first clause stated distinctly the nature of the limited tenure upon which 
hereditary inams 'are now held-the second clause declared the option to be given 
to the holder of an hereditary inam to convert his present tenure into a free
hold-":nd clauses 3 to 5 provide for thre~1ill~LrJltea,QLq\lit,rent to be charged ~ 
to the mamdars acc2!!img to,~~ val'le __ .\!C~h~!eVerSlonarYll!!klll:UI.f. th!\ OOVer1\' I 
1p~t in eac.'!.c~~ 

The test of actual possession is further strengthened by the fact that it was approv- "'·;:t>Jear. 
'ed by the Home Government, as stated by the Inam Commissioner in a letter addressp.~ :~ ... ;O'" 
on 25th October 1858. ~'he passage runs as follows ;- w .. mad. 

theOftlOl·,1 

•• I have known that I hlld good grounds for believing that it Was expected of me \eat. 

that I should proceed at once to the settlement of this question; that the prin
ciple of settlement adopted was that which had been approved by the Home 
Government, namely, LONG POSSESSION, and that in conversion of th>
variolls imperfect inam tenures, jnto. freeholds th~ 'j'at,r' or- commutation b". 
been adjusted to the benefit conferred." . -'" - .... . 
---~, --.-~---..... ~--.'-- ... ~-,.- .... ,-..... ..,. . 

Thia is further fortified by 'what has been written by the Inam Commissioner M r, 
Taylor to the Secretary of State in the Despatch No. 104, dated 9th October 1860. The 
passagt't runa 118 follows;-. . '. 

I .. Conceiving long possession to be the strongest basis of property, and considering, 
that human . lire p888eS rapidly in this climate, the Governor proposed that·5O 
veara uninterrupted possession .shonld be held to be a good title to· inamswhat-. 
ever may have. been the origin of the Possession." . (See the Minute' of· Sir 
Charles Trevelvan, dated 25th October 1859,and the DesJl8tch of the,Governor. 
No. 104, dated 9th October 1860, printed as an append~ for full particulars.) 

COl(. B. PAlI'l' I~1I1 
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8. Proceeding upon these principles the following rules were laid down; proved pos
session of au ina.m lor 50 years 18 to constitute a valid title. 

A brief summary of the Minutes of Sir Charles Trevelyan and that of Mr. Blair. is 
given below, to further establish the Erobative value of 50 years possession on the baSIS of 
which title-deeds were granted by the lnam Commissioner. 

According to the Minute of Sir Charles 'l'revelysn on the .• Inam lands of the Madras 
Presidency," dated 13th May 1859, . what are called INAM LANDS in the Madras Pre. 
sidency, are the Taxcfree Tenures.' In paragraph (i) of the Minute of Sir Charles it is 
stated that the tax·free tenures of Madras PreSIdency were distinguishable from those of 
the other Presidencies in three ways ;-

(1) The small size of the individual holdings, 
(9) The general absence of grants from former sovereigns of the country, and 
(3) The close connexion between the tax.free snd tax.paying lands nnder the ryot. 

wsri system. 
In early days the village revenue officers as well as village police offi,~er8 were paid to 

a great extent by inam lands, some of which were granted in or about 1857, in lieu of 
emoluments formerly enjoyed and other inam lands that had been taken away for railways, 
etc •• when there were deficiencies in the payment of assessment they were generally made 
good from the same source. Whereas in the other Presidencies the exemption from land 
ts.x flav!' been a net deduction from the public resources. 

, . Regulation XXXI of 1802 was passed for the purpose of validating titles of persoll6 
who held land exempt from the payment of revenue under grants not being Badshabee, or 
Royal grants. Under this Regu1ation the collectors were authorized to demand a generaJ 
registration of inams and to institute suits in law-courts for· the payment of land·tax, in 
cases in which. it was refused. Provision was also made in the Regulation that • it shall 
not be competent for persons holding exempted under invalid titles to plead possession 
for any length of time whatever, in bar to the right of Government to resume such lands.' 

Sir Charles Trevelyan in his minute dealt with Regulation IV of 1831. Act XXXI of 
1836, and pointed out how the jurisdiction of civil courts was excluded in regard to suits 
relating to any class of !nams except those that touched the office of the karnam in per
manently settled districts or those tho.t might be referred to for decision by the Secretary 
to Govt'rnment. On the question of limitation as against the Government or the King, 
th.. English Maxim NULLUM TEMPUS OOCURRlT REGI-no negligence or delay 
barred the King's right. The meaning of this maxim is .. that the Crown or the Ruler, 
accord; ug to common law had the power, on the receipt of information of encroachment 
or usertion of false title, to compel the man who encrOlWhed or sets up such title to show 
his title specially, even though such person and, hill ancestors might have held lands for 
eentwnes together without dispute or question". This rule when applied strictly operates 
necesaarily as a grievous oppression on the subject. It was to avoid the application of 
such 8 rule and to eI181D'e the rights of private property that the test of possession for 50 
yelJl"S was introduced into the Regulation XXXI of 18011 and other Ina.m Laws that 
followed. A dispute regarding the claim of the Government to resume lands without any 
regarcl to the time-the matter went up to the Privy Council from Bengsl Presidency and 
the Judicial Committee held in the case of MAHARAJAH MOHESHAR SINGH vs. 
THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. as follows:-

.. It may be well to observe. that the regulations respecting the r&SUIDpWon of 
lands, and the subjecting them to be assessed, are Regulationa i.a tbeJDsei •• , 
almost necessarily severe in their operation; and whilsl; we, give them thef8rce 
and effect which we are bound to do, as the subsisting law upon ,this subject, we 
eaIlJlOt, and crught not, to forget thai though it is manifestly, ~ mat Right, the 
interest aDd duty of Government to ~g under taxation as large 1m extent of 
land as possible. yet that it is equally the interest and the duty of Government 
to protect the rights mf property; for if such rights be DOt ·protected, there can 
be :ao' security for the prosperity of any cO\lJ:Itry. For these re880llS we must. 
deem it to be our duty, in the interpretin~ and eBtiying into effect these Regula
tions, to give full force and effect te those provisions which were manifestly 
intended to protect the rights of property, and preven' a vexatious interlerebl:e 
therewith .• , 

On nccount of this decision. the unlimited right reserved to the . Government to 
reflume. fundS' had been greatly modified. In the despatch of the Courf;m Direetors dated 
13th Oetober.1847 to the Government of Madras, it was decIareG t!m,lomg llIldi~turbed 
po~session both afforded an. evidence of right.,.. and: aJso (loostitul1ecia ~'Ve to Govern

_ ment no~ to interfere. Again. iR the Revenue. Despafieh. dafled 1s& September 1858 they 
held 'hltt long Ul)di~b!d possession of property earriedwith ii> • peat :areight·tn Cavour 
nf the person to assert his titre'. . 
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. ·Again, on this question of possession, !:lir Charles Trevelyan quoted Sir 'l'hOIDY 
Munro's Instructions to lr4". Thackeray, that inams granted .. Originally by Amildars or 
lllferior Revenue Officers might be continued provided they had bee.n held forty. years 
without interruption, for, said he, ' so long a possession may be aHowed to constitute 
kind of prescriptive right;' ". 

In paragraph 17 of the Minute (If-Sir Charles Trevelyan it is stated as follows :-
,. When a. family haa for two genera.tioDS bought a.nd sold, and borrowed a.nd lent, 

and married, a.nd brought up children to a certain position ip society, on the 
strength of the possession of a particular estate, I can conceive no stronger 
title, in reason or equity, to the property of that estate." 

In paragraph 19 he held tha.t :- . 
.. I therefore propose that w hen it shall be proved that land ha.s for fifty years b"en 

in the possession of a perliOn, or ol those through whom. he claims, without the 
payment of land-tax, such length of possession shall be held to be a good title 
to that land AS INAM, whatever: mllY have been the origin of possession." 

n is tI!!!..llossession that was made the basis of recognition of ~title of inamdars by 
the Inam CommlssioO:-

Regulation XXXI of 1802 which provided that no title should be recognized. and DO 
emranchisement made, nntil actual possession was esta.bl.i.shed, put the Ina.m la.nds 101" 
whieh title-deeds were granted by the· Ina.m. Commissioner, 9!1 the sa.me basis as the ryat
wa.ri bnds. BD much confnsion ha.s been ·created on aeco1lllt of ,be wa.nt ofi ma.terlal 
liefore those who were responsible for the legiala.tion ot the Estates Land Act I of 1908 
and 193&. The scope of the legisiationof 1802, particularly the legislation of 13th July _ oUb. 
1802, hy which over half a dozen Regulations were p&8lled simultaneously was. as legislation 
follow of 180L .. ~-

The whole Ilmd was divided into three partS'
(1) Permanently settled esta.tes, 
(2) Inams, and 
(3) Ryotwari Ianda. 

Having made the start in 1802 steps were taken year a.fter year to Cl>try out an and 
4!nsuring the right a.nd title of persona to properties. Although RegWation XXXI waa
passed in 1802 it wa.a not nntil 1859 that the mill, Commission wa.s a.ppointed and the 
work of settlement of !nama was .llDdertaken. Similarly, it wa.a not IlDtil. 1861 Ol' 1862 
that the genera.! survey and settlement of the land-revenue wa.a introduced. , 

Sir Charles Trevelyan said in paragraph 84 of hie ~inu tea thllt the settlement of the 
lnams had a close ccmnexion with the genera.! survey a.nd settlement of the Land Rev
enue then in progresa. The land,.revenYe of a village eouic1not be iixed untiJ the claims 
to be enmpted from la.ncWax had been adjudicated whlle on the otheT hanG,. the inams 
could· no* be considered sa nna.!ly settled uotil it bad been _tamed by actual 1IDn'.y 
that the tax-fres land. corresponded witb that that had been adnlltted to h entitled to be 
10 held. It W&B fOl' this reason that the ellquiry into lnams preceded aurvey and the .,. 
a.sessment of the land-revenue, and the bam CommisaiollQ· started ki" work only m ( 
those distriots in which survey had begun and 101lowei it up only in those districts k 

. which survey opera.tions were eItended. . 
The question of fifty years possession was considered at length in the Report of Mr. RepMt at 

Blair, officiating Inam Commissioner, dated 80th October 186Q.Mr. Blair. 

His report a.!ao forma part of an I>ppendill_pnJ!~d along with the~. Title-deeds 
i •• oed in respect of !nams uiJderthe head of dry, garden, wet"; etc:;· Cha"e been given in 
Lbe statement attached to Mr. Blair's Report. In pa-ragraph 68 of the Report it is stated 
as follows.:- . 

.. With a view of giving legal effect to the Inam settlement, the Legislature ha.s~-~J-
passed certaiu enactmenta by whicp eonfranchised Ina.m property has. been for . ; 
the futme placed under the sole jurisdiction of the courts, thus ... simiTating it in ~- ~, 
every raapect to other deseription" of rea.l property." .. tk r-' 

The Acts referred to are Act IV of 1862 and IV of 18S6.Doubtl had risen II!ib!J&. 
qu~nt to Act IV of 1866 about the validity of title-deeds in the form in which they hact· 
been issued and the rea.! intention meaning. of the word • land' that. had been used in 
r.he title-deeds are inadvertent. The defect in the title-fJeec1 WIllI th .. they all p'orported 
to havl' been issued on behalf of the Governor· in Council Instead' ·ofon behllif of the 
Secretary of State for India in C-ouncil, B8 required by Statute 22 and 23 Vic; Cap: 41. 
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It was to remedy this defect that an Act of Parhament had been p'J.Ssed, Statute 32 and. 
33 Vic; Cap: 211, validating the title-deeds issued in the name of the Governor il), COlm~il.. 
It became necessary to pass an Act of tbe local leglslatui'e also for explalDwg the meawng 
of the word 'land' used in the title-deeds. ,. ' , 

In paragraph 71 of the. Report of Mr. Blair, it is pointe!1 out that the inams in ~his 
Presidency were of two kinds:- ' , 

(

: First.-Those where the proprietary right in the soil and the right' to the Govern
ment share of the revenue derivable from the land coalesce in one and the same 
individual. 

\ Second.-Those where the proprietary or occupancy right is vested in one or more 
individuals, while the Government share of the revenue has been granted to 
another. ' 

In the latter classes of cases that is where the melvaram alone had been assigned by 
tbe Government the inamdars relying on the terms used in the Title Deeds began to claim 
the rIght to tbe soil so as to affect tbe proprietary right of the cultivators and third 

\ parties. Litigation on a large scale started. Most of the claimants were non-suited in 
law-courts, yet nobody could say that different conflicting rules of Jaw might not be laid 
'down by J udgesthat follow any future cases. It was under tbese circumstances that 
the GO\'ernment decided to pass Act VIII of 1869 declaring that notbing contained in any 
title-deed issned to any inamdar should be deemed to define, limit, infringe or destroy the 
rigbts of any description of bolders or occupiers of lands from which any Inam was 
derived or drawn. Mr. Blair's Report was written when the Inam Act VIII of 1869 
was passed in Madras and the same was awaiting the assent of the Viceroy and ,Governor- , 
General, Unless one knows the history and all t.he circumstances of the period it may' 
not be easy to understand the declaratory Act vm of 1869. The position had been made 
clear, viz., that tbe title-deeds had been given and enfranchisement was made only in 

\ ",;.! ' favour of tbose w bose title had been proved on the basis of 50 y, ears actual possession 
~ before the date of the Inam Commission. It is also made clear that, the inamdars who . .~"''( I got only tbe melvaram right assigned to them from the Government, while actual posses-

,\ .,'l· . ;, sion was with others, would not succeed in Courts of Law,wben they claim right to the 
• r<- soil. ' ' , , 
~.n;,8xF EYen after passing of Act VIII of 1869 the Jurisdiction of Civil CoUrts in the matter 
o 7. of dispute regarding the title of inams remained excluded, until Act xxm of 1871, was 

passed byth& Government of India, It was only under that Act, that Regulation tv of, 
18~1" and Act XXXI of 1836, excluding the jurisdiction of Civil Courts, were repealed. 
A, 'pointed out above Act xxm of. 1871 of the Government of India is still iIi force to
day.' Ignoring all the Inam Laws specially passed for regulating the relationahetg:een" 

.Jh!: iaamdarsand their tena~!H!jnamdars and !anilltQLd~s, for the first time Inam 
vil!~geB were introduced in the Estates Land Act I of 1908, defiling them as ootntes, 
':wh~u they had been regulated by the Permanent Settlement Regulation . 

.- . 'It was on the strength of this possession that titles were settled and enfrancliise-' 
ment was made by the Inam Commissioner. Even though actual possession of 1i0 ye"rs 

\'C" wa. made the test for proving ,the title and the granting of title-deeds,it may be notei!' 
'I- ,- ~ere that. from the date ~f.Regnlation XXXI of 1~02.' that is, 13th July 1802, thia lJues-: 

"~ I. tlOn of title and tJ.le deCISI?n of the. Inam CommissIOner based on such long posst'"ion' 
" , ... r hadjlot been constituted a; ludgrnent-m-rem, so as to bmd thoae who djd not appear beforl! 
') "~_ (, him. to contest the Claim of the Inamdar's 50 years possession; for example, c.Iltinitors' 

: " 1)'1"':' in actual possession w~re not bound ~y the decision of the Inam Co~missioner so lC'ng' 
"" \.:. as they were not parties to the enqmry. It was "pen to them to rruse the issue I,Afore uJ\ j'!'; ,'c 1 the Governor-in-Council until 1871 and thereafter in a civil court. If it W€'tfl mallei a: 

'(' ' judgrnent-in-rem, by enacting any special provision of law, that would have bound all 
parties at all times. But here provision was made in Regnlation XXXI of 1802 Rnd 

Dooiolon of later in Regulation IV of 1831 and Act, XXXI of 1836 that in case of dispute the mutter 
g:,':,!~:::on- sho?ld be invest!gated ~to 8t,'d adjudicated upon by the Governor-in-Council and not by 
....... not CIVIl Courts until 1871 1D which year Regulation IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836 were 
meant to b. repealed. Thus, it is seen that the decision of the Inam Commissioner was not iritendeil 
~~1t- to op~r8te as a judgment-in-rem against tbe cultivlltors who did not appear before him 

to prove that they were actually in possession and not the inll.Illdars. It was to meet Dueh 
a r.ontingency that provision, was made for settling disputes through the, Governor-in
Con neil , before enfranchisement and through the civil coqrts after 1871. It is for this 
reo.oOn that' it· was provided' that' when & dispute arose the claim should be made in the 
otdinarY'civil courts after the Government of India Act :l(xm of 1871 ,was passed and, 
Il()t ,by the Revenue Courts as prescribed bv the ,Esta,tes Land Act. It was to' cll'1>1" 

t }uch. doubts' raised 'aUio the bindinlicharitcter of Inam CommissionE'es decision on third. 
\(pltfllea that'Madras Inams Act VIII of 1869 waR passed. "_ 
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Thua the inams of the varioua kinds are governed by special set of laws; and When.j .' . Y' 
ever a question of title was disputed on the ground that the actusl possession was with ",. 6'\; 0" 
tbe cultivator and not with the inamdar whose title was affirmed on the baSls of 50 . (..L- -
yoars previous possession it was laid down that the matter should be mvestigated ""d -
settled by the courts specisUy prescribed for that purpose and not by the Revenue Courts • , <. ·f " '. ~ 
prescribed by the Estat.es Land Act. .• 1_: I. ~, b) 

In such an enquiry the matter in issue will be adjudicated upon by the courts, having I_ .. J ....,' ~ 
due regard to the actual possession for 50 years previous to the enfranchisement, on the .----
strength of which it was enfranchised and declared freehold estates; whereas under the ~.!
Estates Land Act, the matter will be governed by special presumptions raised under cer· ,_,-{ •. k'~ 
f.sin sections and the question of actual possession for 50 years before enfranchisement 
may not be taken into account at amy theSpecmt'Re-veiiueCourt that investi!(ates into 
the matter. The Privy Council case reported in LL.B., 41, Mi.araa •. l.Ol2,~ a typical 

'Case in point to show what the -erobative value of possesSlon on the basis of which 
title-deeds were granted by the Inam ComIDlSSloner 18, in '-suit between the Inamdar 
and the Cultivator who was not a party to the enquiry held by the Inam Commissioner. 
There is a world of difference between the enquiry under the Inams Act and that under 
the Estates Land Act. It is to avoid such conflicts, decisions and laws, that no new 
Ia.ws should be forged by the legislatures without satisfying themselves whether, the 
subject.matter was governed by any special laws which continue to be in force, unless 
they are repealed expressly. Here, they were not only not repealed but on the other 
hand proceeded on the basis that they are in force. It follows, therefore, that the 
provisions of the Estates Lsnd Act I of 1908 as amended by Act XVIII of 1936 with 
regard to excluded inams are ultrlJ-flire.s: 

Thus the • condition' of actual possession for 50 years was kept in the fore·front of Fift7 ,..,. 
the whole programme of the inam commission 5S crUCial test. Having laid down the P~".;o.::' 
first condition of previous possession for 50 years in rule 2 of the rules framed for the :.=.. 
" adjudication and settlement of the inam lands of the Madrl\s Presidency," it was 
provided that, in the absence of a valid grant or other title·deed, entries in the village 
accounts of tbe earliest years of. the British Administration, in the Permanent. Settlement 
accounts, in the registers prepared under Regulation XXXI of 1802, in the accounts or 61G.."" (:. 
Ule earlier surveys, and in other authentic accounts of older date than 50 years, 'IviI1 b9 ""A.".~ . ,.J 
accepted sa proof of the existence of the inam for that period. The Inam Commissioner 
was permitted to enfranchise the inams and validate the titles of the inamdars only after 
satisfying himself about the actual possession and enjoyment of the inams by the grantees, 
for the prescribed period of 50 years. It was in pursuance of these rules and Regulations 
that the inams were enfranchised and title·deedo were granted, and they were all validated 
by the Inam Acts IV of 1862, IV of 1866 and VIII of 1869. The inam rules are printed I 
sa Appendix No. XXII. For full particulars they may be referred to. 

This question of 50 years possession must be kept in view until the end, in dealing 
with this question, viz., to what extent there waR any valid legislation in the Estates 
Act I of 1908, or in the Amending Act XVIII of 1936, so far as it related to inams. 

Before we refer to the different classes of inams and the manner in which they DiPiDGtioo 
were dealt with, it may be noted hex:e, the distinction between pre-settlement and poat-!:.tw;::. pte 
I18ttlement inams. Post.settlemeJ)·. mams are inams granted by the zamindar after .... tlemmt 
the Permanent Settlement. Under the Permanent Settlement the zamindar has no
right to create such grants or inams, abaolutely ao as to bind his successors. There-

• tore, ~~·sett!el.l!~n~ }~II},!Jr.r~ invalid. 
HULB XVII of the Inam Rules (dated 6th to 12th August 1859, page 10), runs .. 

follows :-
" In8ID8 granted by zamindars, poligars ~d other landholders are strictly invalid, 

Third inams irregul.... granted by .amin. ~emg opposed to. the provisions of See-
dara, poliglll'll, eto. tion XII, &gu1abon XXV of 1802, and 

have been generally resumed by the 
Government when they eame under its notice. These inams, will be disposed 
off according to ~he circumstancea! under the gene.raJ principles laid down iL I 
Rule XVI, for m8ID8 granted WIthout the sanction of Government by itll 
ofticera ••• 

Section 12 of Regulation XXV of 1802 runs thus: 
.. IT shall not be competent to proprietors of land to appropriate any part of • 

. No part of an estata permanently asa!""led Ian~«:d estate pe~anently assessed, to 
lIeD he exempted from bea.ring ita portion of religtous or charitable or to any other 
publio tax. purposes by which it may be intended to 

exempt such lands from bearing their portion of the public &ax; nor shaD it \ 
be competent to a proprietor of land to resume lands or to fix • new a_ 
ment OIl Janda which may be allotted (III; the time when snch proprietor may 
OOll, L l'AlI'l' I-lUI 
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become' possessed of .the estate in which lands are ·situated. to xeligioull.·:Or to 
charitabls purposes under the denominations of devu,sthan, or ,devadayam, ot 

L d II tt d t Ii ' Brahmadayam, or Aguharam, of Yaumia, 
an s 8 0 e 0 re glous purposes, Jivadan or Madad Maash, or Piran, 

Fakiran, or any other description of exempted, lands described under the general 

'

term of lakhiraj unless the consent of the Government aha.il have been previously 
obtained for that purpo.e." . " 

_ ... ttl •• 
aloot iname 
Invalid. 

Thus section 12 of Regulation XXV of 1802, prohibited grants of mams, etc., from 
ont of permanently settled estates by the landholders. This was done in 1802. Ina.m ruleb 
were framed in 1859 to enable the Inam Commission to investigate and grant permanent 
titles. In the instructions given to the Inam Commissioner it was pointed out under 
Rule XVII, that the zamindars and poligars, h~_!Io.right.or power togran~,ina~ su,bse
quentto the Permanent SettLement; and, If any such were granted they were stnctly 
invalid, because they were in contravention of Section XII of Regula.tion XXV of-
1802. If in spite of this prohibition any zamindar ahould grant any temporary inam, 
to enure for the benefit of the grantee, only during the lifetima of the grantor, thai 

I 
could be done. The prohibi tion and the invalidation came into operation only when 
the grant is such as would interfere with the reversionary right reserved for the Govern" 
ment at the time of the Permanent Settlement or even earlier if the· matter' came 
under the notice of the Government. . ' 

()aUB8 of the 
oomulion 
about the 

Having pointed out how post·settlement inams were declaredmvalid under' sec-
tion 12 of Regulation XXV of 1802 and Rule XVII of the. Inam Rules, we shall examine 
briefly how t.he confusion arose in this connexion at the time of the passing at the Estates 
Land Act I of 1908 and the later u,mending Acts, and also in the decisions 
given by Law Courts,from the lowest to the, highest. The wrong understanding 
on the part of the courts and also the Legislatures was geuerally due to the 
fact that their attention was not drawn to sections 2 and 3 of Regulation XXXI 
of 1802, Regulation IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836; and the Draft Inam Rules 10, 
11, 12 and 14, Inam Rules 1 to 3, and the Inam Acts, by which these inams have 
been controlled and regulated. Regulation XXXI of 1802 was referred to by the 
Privy Council in their judgment reported in. 41 Mad., page 1012, . Even there, they 
were only considering section 15 of that Regulation, and not the 'question' of actual 
possession at the time of the grant and before the title was validated as prescribed 
under section 2 of the same Regulation, and the clauses 1 to 3 of Inam Rules above 
referred to. The full bench decision, reported in 45 Mad., 716,' J. Brahmayy .. 0. 

Achiraju did not touch this question of possession and the validation of the titles of 
the inamdars under the speCial laws by which they were governed. Five Judges of 
the Madras High Court sat in the full bench, to decide whether a grantee of a portion 
of a village to whom both the varams were permanently settled on a permanent 
kattupadi, was a landholder within the meaning of Section III, clause (5) of the Madras 
Estates Land Act. Three Judges held that on an interpretation of the Madras Estates 
Land Act Provisions, that the grantee was a landholder; while the two other Judges 
held to the contrary. Curiously enough there was no reference made either by the 
Judges who held that the grantee was a lu,udholder or by those who held that the 
grantee was not a landholder. to Regulation XXXI of 1802 or the Inam Rules of 1859 
01' to the~~tiQ!lHQLactual possession __ o! the _inamdars 011 th,e da.te otl~."grant of the 
~"e'is. We have no doubt that 'if tlie'speCial laws by which the inamdarswere ).PI • 

goverued and the special circumstances under which the title-deeds were granted· to 
them based on actual possession which they had until the date of the grant, of the 
titlf--deed by the In,am Commission, had been placed before the law courts, or if they 
had been considered by the legislators of 1908 and the subsequent periods, all the COD
fusion would have bMn avoided, and a correct interpretation of the laws that had a 
direct bearing, would' ,have been made. If the attention of the law courts and the 
legislatures had been drawn to Section 12 'of Regulation XXV of 1802, and Rule XVII 
of the Inam Rules, that post.settlementgrnnts of inams by landholders were strictly 

I 
inllalid, and that the Government would resume them the moment they came under 
their notice,correct decisions would have been arrived at and proper laws would havl' 
been enacted. ' . 

Before bringing whole inam villages within the definition of an' ESTAnI in. the 
Estates Land Act, it would have been necessary to deal with all the 'laws' by which 
the inamdarB have heen governed, and, repeal those laws beforetbe inams could be 
taken away from the scope of those Acts and transferred to th" Estates Land Act, if there 
'?lare really any intention of aUering the substantive rights of the inamdars by inclusioD 
of the same under the Estates Land Act. If we look intI) the discussion in the Legis
I:ntive Council on the Estates Land Bill,andthe' amendment' moved and dropped, 
o~ .the ,question, relating to inams and ina~ villages! we, can Be!' how even very 
41stmgUlshed leglslatonf 'closed ,the' debates ,wlthoutgomg to' the' questiou' ~r posses
sion and titls under the special inam laws by which th\!'· mamd~ wert governed. 
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.N~ 'doubt some prominent members raised objection for bringing inam viJl&ge within f::::.m:.:!. 
Tthe definition ot BSTATES, Inam' village " as it was originally proposed to be brought the definit.ioa 
.within the definition of an BSTATB was different from the one that was ultimately passed. ?fihe .. 
:mam'village originally proposed, was not confined to inaw villages in which the land by:;te 
revenue alone was assigned to the inamd .. r. On the other hand, it was capable of Estatee 
'applying to inam villages in whic.b. the kudivaram right could exist in the inamdars~::at of 
themselves. On this, objection was taken. Amendments were proposed and after ultra Vi"'" 

:considerable debate the inam village as originally proposed so as to include melvaram becauae i. 
·as weH .. s kudiva.ram rights, was dropped and it was confined only to ~ose inamvillages :.t::
~~ whi'!!Whe m_'!.lv~.r~!D Vg!!t . .Q.lOM~~!l,Soas~igru1(j,. When it was so limited, it did not BpecialiDIUIIII 
,affect the rights of those wLose titles had been confirmed by the Inam. Commis~~oner Acte._d 
and the Government OlL the basis of 50 years possession, as stated above. If it had ~~d"~~:I[be twt-' 
been lett there, there would probably have been no conflict, with the substantive rights G<>vemmen' I 

created under the various inam laws enacted from time to time, starting with of In~m 
Regulation XXXI of 1802. The introduction of inam village in which the melvaram ~fc~871 
fight alone was assigned to the grantee, in the Estates Land Act, could have been !"hicb gave 
attempted to be justified on the ground that it did not touch the title of those !ur'it,ct'~D 
inamdars who were protected under the special inam laws. But the matter does::: co~:..... 
Dot rest there. There is the further question which we have referred to pointedly, i~g.in ..... to 
in the previous paragraphs-about the jurisdiction of the courts. It was expressly laid CIVIl court&. 
down in Regulation XXXI of 1802, with regard to one set of matters, and in Regulation 
'IV of 1831, with regard to another set of matters, that the jurisdiction of civil courts t t...v "I ' 
was delIberately excluded and all power to investigate and decide all disputes relating 
to the matters referred to therein, had been reserved for the Government itself. This 
'bar was lifted by Government of India Act XXIII of 1871 and civil courts jurisdiction 
was restored. How could sucb jurisdiction of the civil courts have been divested by ( 
including the inam villages within the definition of an ESTATE in the Estates Land Act? 
When once inam village was brought within tLe meaning of an BSTATE under the Estates 
Land Act, and a dispute arose on the question of possession- and kudivaram right, 
the dispute must necessarily be decided by the court" specially prescribed under t.he 
Estates Land -A£t. How could that be done, when the power to decide such disputes 
was given to the civil courts under the laws that remain in force until now, wit;hout 
being repealed. Therefore, it follows that it was a fundamental mistake that had heen 
made at the time of the passing of the Estates Land Act I of 1908, that even the inam 
village in which the melvaram right alone had been assigned, was taken within the 
definition of an BSTATE. The trouble started in that manner, and it continued when 
further extension was made from whole inam villages with melvaraw right to those with 
kudivaram interest and also to parts of such inam villages, which were construed 
&s minor inams even in the Full Bench decision reported in 45 Mad., 716. Post-settlement 
inams, aA has been pointed out already, are contrary to rules and regulations and they 
are invalid, and it is o)'len to the Government to resume them at any time, because 
they reserved the power to resume for themselves. The reason of this rule can be 
readily found in the fact that under the sanads snd kabuliyats exchanged between the 
Government and the landholders, there are conditions prescribed by which the land
holders are bound. If there is a default in the payment of peishkash the Governmen$ 
'lOuld proceed against the private property of the landholder first, and then against 
his proprietary right in the zamindari; and, if the proprietary right in the zamindari 

" and its value are reduced by tl'w free grant of inams made by the zamindar, that would 
affect the right of the Government and the security which the Government is holding 
under the sanads. 1'!'t!lJe,ndholders are bound to see that not one inch of groun~ 
which stands as security to the Government for payment of peishkash is alienated, 
&8 to affect that right of the Government. It is for these reasons that such grant 
were prohibited under section 12 of Regulation XXV of 1802, and the ssme was 
repeated in rule 17 of the Inam Rules, before the grant of title~deeds. 
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In the debate on the Estates Land Bill of 1908 in relation to inams, it was stated DiBeuaBioa 
above that Regulation XXXI of 1802 and the other inam laws were not referred to at ~ the 
aU. In support of that statement we would like to quote what the late Hon'ble V. L&!.'d":m 
Krishnaswami Ayyar said. Mr. Krishnaswami Ayyar was one of the most distinguished cf IUOS. 
l&wyers of the day. Later l'w was a Member of the Executive Council of this Govern-
ment. He' played 6 most prominent, part in the debates on the Estates Land Bill. 
Referring to mams and to their origin he spoke as follows;-

.. A good deal hal been said as to the way in which mama have comeillto exis
tence. I venture to speak with some experience though nO.t as.an administrator in 
t~e Province, &8 I have had consi~erable. exp,;nence. in .the ~ourse of my profes
IlODai work of eases connected With vanous mams, The history of . inams ia • 

• 
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matter difficult to dogmatize upon. There are various inams of various descrip
tions. The history of mams is one of the thorniest questions of the counvy and 
nobody can be in a position to say anything definitely about them. I have 
known in the various stages of a case, different courts coming to different 
conclusions as regards what was the exact nature of an inam. It has often 
liappened that there were persons who were paying revenue to Government. 
The Government did remit that revenue and said: • To you owners of the soil, 
we remit the whole of the revenue or remit" one-half of which is sometimes 

~ call.ed arli>amaniam or remit ouly one-fourth, which is called chaturbagam.' 
Therefore, they are owners of land, occupiers or mirasidars if you like to call 
them, or ryots if you call them by that name, but they are Q.Wllers of land first 
and sub'!!l'll!.e'?Y;L~wners of revenue which has boon aSS1g1led to' tliem;" ~ 

Such was the description gi~en'by 'the I3teHon'ble Member ... Even soch an able 
man as Mr. V. Krishnaswami Ayyar with all his experience and special knowledge 
of mams as a lawyer, did not go behind the sections of the Bill they were considering. 
Neither he nor any other learned member who took part in the debate made any 

. attempt to trace back the origin of inams to Regulation XXXI of 1802 or Regulation IV 
of 1831, Act XXXI of 1836 or even the lnam Acts of 1862, 1866 and 1869. Thirty 
years later when the amending Bills of 1934 and 1936 w.ere introduced and passed, 
the learned members of the legislature, did not refer to inams even to the extent 
to which the late Hon'ble V. Krishnaswami Ayyar had done. It had already been 
pointed out that even in law courts, the inam laws embodied in Regulation XXXI and 
the later laws had not been referred to except in the Privy Council judgment reported 
in l.L.B., 41 Mad., 1012. Even there the learned Judge's attention was drawn ouly to 
section 15 of that Regulation and the decision was based on the construction of that 
section and on the recitala of an old document that had been filed in the, case. 
It is thus clear that between 1908 and 1936 or to be more accurate, between 1862 and 
1936 nobody ever thought of Regulation XXXI of 1802 and the other inam laws. 

P1'8~ 
men'inama 
aadbow 
'beywel'8 
d .... ·wi .... 

~
here was no occasion to refer to them before 1908, because nobody ever attempted to 

define an inam village or a part thereof as an ESTATB so as to create kudivaram rights 
in favour of the cultivators.' EverybO!Iy, believed. that jnamd~ .. lu!d>.acql!ll-eLlUl"r~6£.ted 
title by enfranchisement andlliat any price . could be paid fot;, in8JIl.lan~s which wire 
eonsideredto be free-holds, with absolute .. title and free of iand-tax. For 1li61irii£ tilDe 

-the "question came for consideration' ouly ·in. 1908 arid 'on that Occasion the. most learned 
of the men had not gone behind the provisions of the Estates Land Bill to trace the 
origin and growth of a special set of inam laws. 

Presettlement inams and how they were dealt with may be seen from the following :
(1) lnams granted under express authority of the British Government, were disposed 

off according to the terms of the grant or the official correspondence relating to 
thell1. 

(2) (a) lnama irregularly granted by sobordinate revenue authorities without sanc
tion, and (b) inama irregularly granted by zamindars and poligars U1 contravention 
of section 12 of Regulation XXV of 1802. Both these were dealt with in the 
same way. If they were founded on fraud they were charged with~ent. 
But if the incumbent was not a party to the fraud. it was charged onlLt~o

,§iJ'.d. If it was not founded on fraud and there was long possession, it waa 
assessed atA hpJf r 

(3) lnama situated in zamindaris Of' proprietaryj estates.-Such of them as were 
excluded from the assets on which permanent peishkash was fixed and the rever
sionary claims to which are reserved to Government under section 4 of the Regu
lation XXV of 1802, will be included in the present adjudication and settlement 
and disposed off by the Commissioner on the same principles as have been laid 
down for the treatment of similar inams in the Government taluks, but the 

( 

~_.will--'·be .extended. tothose)lla.!!'~ which mal' have been granted by 
proprietors sobsequent to the Permanent Settlement, m contravention of the 
provisions of sec~ion 12 of the above Regulation, e . .!~Pt fO!_!~!!..~!l_nve!,ience of 
the future reversIon of the estate to the Government. . _. 

(4)G;;;tt;·bY preViow."GovernmentS"tor"revenne Md police services, those for 
services which were discontinned if they were subsistence grants, they wer.· 
dealt with like other personal or sobsistence grants. If they were for services 
which were still continued but which were desirable to be discontinued they 
were confirmed to the holders aa free-holds, sobject to tlie payment of quit-rent. 

(5) Vs11aglf 8ennee i"ama.-Village officers of revenue or police duties were con. 
tinued to be the holders of the office. 

(6) lnams enjoyed by artizans and others for services rendered to the village ClOm 

munity were treated as hereditary grants. 
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(7) Village officers in Government villages were placed on a salaried footing after 
the enfranchisement of their sel"Vlce tenements at ML'!..nnas in the rupee, of the 
assessment on such tenements. They were also free from governmental inter
ference thereafter, unlike the proprietary vil1age service mams which were, 
enfranchised at full assessment,..'!ubi~5't to !,eriodical revisi<)ll !lJ< everyJ:ec~e~leI!!ent. 

'l'he term mAH'iS" kj-be understol'll to apply to shrot~iy;'ms, agraharams, and whole 
mam villages, held free of land-tax or under favourable quit-rents, and such vil1ages 
will be dealt with according to the principles as prescribed for minor 1ll1llllS. It will thus/l 
be seen that inams were from the beginning treated separately from the estates. 

The separate treatment started with their exclusion from the Permanent Settlement 
and with the special law enacted to govern them, under Regulation XXXI of 1802. The 
first oonditlon for validating the title was laid down, as pointed out above. This Regu-
lation IS still in force. Before the passing of the Inams Act, the 1nam Commission of 
1858, was constituted to enquire into the nature and conditions of the inams in the 
MadrRs Presidency. The Commission validated titles and issued title-deeds to inamdarsl 
lawful1y in possession for 50 years before the appointment of the Commission, and reserved 
otheFA or commuted them for money pensions. The chief duty of the- Commission was 
to enfranchise the inama. In tbe case of inams held for personal benefits, it was left to 
the .option of the hQlders to retain it, subject to the inability to alienate and also to the I 
actual terms of the tenure, or he could enfranchise it so that he could convert it into his-' 
own pnvate-property;'iiy payment of a moderate quit-rent, on the basis of a fixed number 
of years. Therefore, there are inama to-day-

(1) Enfranchised. 
(2) Enfranchised but liable to jodi or quit-rent. 
(:l) Enfranchised, rent being commuted or redeemed. 

After enfranchisement and issue of title-deeds in pursuance of Regulation XXXI, Act IV Madr811 

of ,1862 was passed to confirm and validate the title-deeds given by the lnam Commission. t::lV of 

There are only two sections in the Act. Section I is the preamble itself. It runs aa 
follows :--

" (1) Whereas under the Inam Rules sanctioned by Government, under the date, 
the 9th August 1859, the reversionary rights of Government are surrendered to 
the inamdars in consideration of an equivalent annual quit-rent, and the inarn 
lands are thus enfranchised, and placed in the same position as other descriptions 
of landed property, in regard to their future succession and transmission; it is 
hereby enacted as follows. 

(2) The title-deed issued by the lnam Commissioner or an authenticated extract I 
from the register of the Commissioner or Collector, shall be deemed sufficient I 
proof of the enfranchisement of land previously held on inam tenure." 

This is only lin Act which declared that the title-deed issued by the Inam Commission 
in. pursuance of the provisions of Regulation XXXI of 1802, or an authenticated extract 
from the register of the Commissioner or Collector, shall be sufficient proof of the conver
sion I)f the inam tenure into one of an enfranchised one. 

By enfranchisement the Government surrenders its reversionary right, for a. quit-rent 
or jodi, and transfers the indefeasible right of property to the grantee. Enfranchisement \ 
18 only one way of deciding the amount of royalty· to be paid to Government in return 
for surrendering the reversionary right of Government. It means the right to impose full 
assessment in case of b.pse or otherwise. This had not interfered with the kudivaram L.
'or flDssessory right of inamdars which_JY!,_s taken as the basis for enfranchiseme~ • 
tlu:i:I:...Ilam.ll ~_to theil!., • -- ------.-----.-- -------'-.-----.-- " 

It -i;w~ll-known that after enfranchisement, the Government has no power to impose 
any further revenue burdens on the inam estate, by way of rcyalty or assessment, because 
the Government renounced ahsolutely its rights in the land as between the inamdar and 
themselves, and confers an indefeasible freehold on the inamdar. 

From these it is evident that the only inams that could come within .the meaning 
of an estate nnder the Estates Land Act, were the post-settlement inams, which could 
endure only during the. lifetime of the grantor. After the Inam Commission submitted 
their report in 1858, the Inam Rules were passed in 1859, defining the methods of dealing 
with the land theretofore enjoyed as inams free of any payment to Government, or par
tially free of royalty. It may also be noted here, how the Inam Commission happened 
to be8ppointed. . . 

In 1856, along with the Court of Directors' Despatch contained in Madras Govern
ment Minutes, No. 17 of l856,-the Court of Directors issued another Despatch,convevin!!' 
illlltructions for the enfranchiaement of pre-settlement inams in zamindnris and all whole 
iuam villages and other inams directly under the Government. It was in pursuance of 
t4ese cli~tions that the lnam Commission, referre<l to above, was appointed. ' 
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After the Inam Commissioner's Report and the rules framed thereunder, the Madraa 
Enfranohised Inams Act IV of 1862 was passed, validating the title deeds issued by the 
Inam Commission, as has been already pointed out. Four years later, the Madras Enfrant chised Inams Act IV of 1866 was passed. The preamble explains the object and scope. 
It runs thUB-

Whereas in the Madras Presidency certain inams attached to hereditary village or 
, other officers in the Revenue and Police departments-the claims connected with 

which are, under the provisions of Regulation VI of 1831, exclusively adjudlcabJe 
by the officers of Government, in the Revenue Department--have been, and may 
vet be under sanction of Government enfranchised from the condition of servi~e 
and placed in the same position as other descriptions of landed property, in regard 
to their future succession and transmission; It is hereby enacted as follows;
Sections 1 to 3 run as follows :-

Section I.-All hereditary village or other service inams, falling hitherto exclu
sively under the cognizance of the officers of Government in the Revenue 
Department, under the provisions of Regulation VI of 1831, which have been 
or shall be enfranchised from the condition of service by the loam Commis
sioner, or other officer acting under the sanction of Government shall be 
exempt from the operation of the aforesaid Regulation. 

Section 2.-The title-deed issued by the Inam Commissioner or other officer 
duly authorized or an authenticated extract from the register of the Commis
sioner or other officer, shall be deemed sufficient proof of the enfranchise
ment of the lancJ previous held on service tenure. 

Section 3.-Provided that nothing in this Act shall be construed as authorizing 
any Court of Civil Judicature to call into question decisions affecting any I service inams which may have been already passed by revenue officers acting 
under the provisions of Regulation VI of 1831 prior to the enfranchisement 
of such inams. 

'l'hl'ee years later, to clear the doubt that was raised over the scope and object of 
Act IV of 1862 and Act IV of 1866, another Act was passed-Madras Inams Act VIII 
of 1869. The preamble of this Act reviews the whole situation and explains why that 
Act was passed. The preamble and section I run as follows;- . 

.. Preamble.-Whereas under the rules sanctioned by the Local Government in the 
year 1859, and published in the Fort St. George Gazette, dated the 4th October 
1859, for the adjudication and settlement of inam lands in the Madras Presidency, 
the Inam Commissioner of the Raid Presidency, is required to furnish inam. 
holders with title-deeds in respect of their inams, prepared according to certain 
forms prescribed by the said Go~ernment; and whereas the terms of the titJe. 
deeds so prepared appear in many cases to convey a more extensive right· than 
was intended to be given or than could be legally given; and whereas it is appre
hetlded that the terms of the title-deeds may be so construed as to affect the rights 
and interests which other persons may have in lands from which the inams are 
derived, or drawn in cases where inam-holders do not possess the proprietary 
right in the soil, but only the right of receiving the rent or tax payable to 
Government in respect of the inam lands, as transferees of the Government, and 
it is therefore expedient to remove all doubts as to the true intent and meaning 
of the words used in the said title-deeds; and whereas the words 'laud' and 
• lands' are used in Madras Acts IV of 1862 and IV of 1866, in connexion with 
inams in a sense not applicable to inams, and it is expedient to explain the true 
intent and meaning of such words in the said Acts; it is enacted as follows;-

.)section l.-Nothing contained in any title-deed heretofore issued to any inam
holder shall be deemed to define, limit, infringe or destroy the rights of any 
description of holders or oocupiers of the lands from which any inam is derived 

I 
or drawn, or to affect· the interests of any person other than the inam-holder 

. named in the title-deed; and nothing contained in Madras Act IV of 1862 or l in Madras Act IV of 1866, shall be deemed to confer on any inam-holder, any 
right to land which he would not otherwise possess." 

Section I declared that nothing contained jn any title-deed issued until that date to anv 
inam-holder should be considered as restricting or cancelling the right of any class of 
landholders or occupiers of land from which an inam was derived or drawn, or to affect 
the interest of any person other than the inam-holder named in the title-deed. From 
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ISOlA until now the rights and liabilities of the inamdars are governed by Regulation 
XXXI of 1802, Act IV of 1862, Act IV of 1866 and Act VIII of 1869 and the uovern
ment of India Act XXIII of 1871. These Acts were in force in 1U08 when the Estates 
lAnd Act 1 of 1908 was passed. 

They were in force in 1936, when the Amending Act XVIII of 1936 was passed. 
~'hey are in force to-day. They hav~ .not been repealed. The rights vested under those 
.enactments were not divested by Act I of 1908 or the Amending Act XVIII of 1936. It 
is most extraordinary that those who were responsible for introducing for the first time 
the inam villages within ,the definition of estate under the Estates Land Act I of 1908, 
and later after a period of 30 years, for extending the definition to other inams as well, 
by the Amending Act XVIII of 1936, did not note that inamdars have been from 1802 
put altogether under a separat6 class, to be governed aud controlled by a separate set 
of laws, and that it was necessary to examine all those laws and the rights conferred on 
the inamdars under the same enactments and declare that they were repealed and replaced 
by another set of laws by which the rights vested in the iuailldars were divested. On 
the other hand, in the Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Estates Land Act Amend
inr; Bill No. II of 1936 which was enacted as Act XVIII of 1936, Madras Inams Act VIII 
of 1869 was relerred to as the Act still in force 011 that date. In fact, the Madras Inama 
Act VIII of 1869 was taken as the basis of Madras Estates'Land Bill No. II of 1936. 
The paragraph in the Statement of Objects and Reaoons in which the Madras Act VIII 
of 1869 was taken as the basis of Estates Land Bill runs a. follows :-

.. In this connexion, it is relevant to notice the provisions of the Madras Inams A ding 
Act, 1869 (Madras Act VIII of 1869). q'his Act which is still in force, declaresA:'~VIII 
that the enfranchisement of an inam and the grant of a title-deed to theofl936. 
inamdar should not be deemed to define, limit, infringe or destroy the rights 
of any description of holders or occupiers of the lands from which the inam 
was derived or drawn, or to affect the interests of any person other than the 
inamdar named in the title-deed, or to confer on the inamdar any right in the 
lands which he would not otherwise possess. Thus, t.he right of an inamdar 
does not ordinarily extend to the full proprietorship of the land, especially 
in the case where the inam consisted of an entire village, for it is extremely 
unlikely that the inamdar was occupying the whole village as an occupancy 
ryot at the time of the grant or has lawfully acquired the entire kudivaram 
right in the whole village since. Consequently, inam villages were treated 
118 estates .. on exaetlv the same footing as zamindariB...-. in the Madras 
Regulations of:f802ariir'TIm,-~~~:M~ras"TIejjt?eQoY.e.ry:;rct,. 1865 (Madras-~Cf 
VDl of 1865), the Madras Ptopll~tory El!tates VIllage ServIce Acf, ·1894 (Mamas 
Aot I of 1894). and the Madras Hereditary Village Officers Act, 1895 (Madras 
Aot III of 1895). They were also treated in the same way in the Bill of 1905, 
which became the Madras Estates Land Act, ]908. The Bill was amended by the 
Select committee so as to exclude from the definition of • estate' any village in 
which the inamdar had the kudivaram right as well as the melvaram. The Act as } 
ftn.allY. passed Ie. f. t. it. to the courts to decide wheth~r an inam village or. any portion 
o?f it was &.n estate governed by the. Act ornot, that is, whether· the inamdai 
possessed onll tile melvaram or whether he possessed in addition the kudiwaram 
'alao~~ u ._- -" ---' .-

Thus, it is clear that it was never the intention of the Madras Estates Land Amend-
.. ing Act XVIII of 1936 or even of the original Act I of 1908 that the inam Regulations 

and inam Acts beginning from Regulation XXXI of 1802, up to date should be repea.led. 
On the other hand, they were expressly treated as in force. The fundamenta.l mistake 
made in the Estates La.nd Bill No. II of 1936 was in considering that the inam villaO"es "2.-
were treated 118 estates on exactly the same footing as zamindaris in the Madras Re~a-
tiona of i801a a.nd 1829, while.iLwa.a .. quite.thereveJ:s~ We have pointed out in the fore- 14 t'." .. 

going paragraphs that at the time of the Permanent Settlement these inam lands were 
excluded from the Permanent Settlement Regulation XX V of 1802 and a Special Regula-
tion XXXI of 1802,for inams was passed o~ the sa~e .da~e .. Since then, separate laws 
were enacted 118 pomted out already excluding the JunsdICtIon of the municipal courts 
over disputes relating to the ina.ms mentioned therein and vesting them in the Governor 
in Council. 'l')le reason for this mistake so far as we could gather, both in 1908 and in 
1936, was that those who were in charge of the legislation did not go behind the Madras 
Inama Act VIII of 1869. If they had noticed the provisions of all the previous Regulations 
and enactments relating to inams, they would never have brought even whole village \ 
inams within the definition of estates in the Act I of 1908. and extended the same in the 
:Act XVIII of 1936 to villages and parta of villages in :which not only the melvararn c 
inJJelJl~s! but_al~Q th(l kudivaram.. ~nterest vested in the inamdarsand made elaborate provi- ~,~ 
mons for settlemen~ of disputes that mIglif' arise 00" the question of title of such inarns in 
the Collector's court. 
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Under Act xvm of 1936, section 3, clause 5, paragraph 2, relating to jurisdiction of 
courts, runs as follows :-

.. Where there is a dispute between two or more persons as to which of them is the 
landholder for all or any of the purposes of this Act or between two or· more joint 
landholders, the person who shall be deemed to be the landholder for such purposes 
shall be the person whom the Collector, subject to any decree or order of & 

competent civil court, may recognize or nominate as such landholder in accord ... 
ance with rules to be framed by the Local Government in this behalf. '.' ; 

As against this we may quote sections 3 and 8 of Regulation XXXI of 1802· and 
section 2 of Regulation IV of 1.831. 

. Section 3 of Regulation XXXI of 1802, runs as follows :-
.. Where doubts may arise with respect either to the competence of a public officer 

to issue grants for exempted lands, or with regard to the authority of the public 
officer to resume and assess exempted lands, in cases to be tried :under this 
regulation, the same shall be determined by the decision of the Governor in:. 
Vouncil only, and the said decision produced in the Courts 0/ Judicature shal' 
regulate the iudgment of such courts." : 

r
ection 8 of Regulation XXXI of 1802,. runs as follows:-. .. .. . 
"It shall not be competent for persons holding exempted lands. un. der inv. ali.·d ti.tlee 

to plead possession for any length of time whatever, in bar to the right of, 
Government to resume such lands; and persons resisting the demands of Govern~ 
ment upon the .grounds of long possession only shall be non-suited with costs 
of suit." . . 

Section 10 of Regulation XXXI of 1802, Jays down-
.. But it shall not be competent for Collectors to institute suits in the Courts of 

Judicature for the recovery of exempted lands, except by the permission of the 
Board of Revenue obtained in writing for that purpose."· .. 

Section 2 of Regulation IV of 1831, runs thus-
" First.-The Courts of Adawlut are hereby prohibited from taking cognizance of 

any claim to hereditary or personal grants of money or of land revenue, however 
denominated, conferred by the authority of the Governor in Council in considera
tion of services rendered to the State, or in lieu of resuined offices or privileges, 
or of zamindaris or pollams forfeited or held under attachment or management 
by the officers of Government, or as a yeomiah or charitable allowance, or as 
.. pension, and also of any claim for the recovery or continuation of. or partici
pation in, such grants, whether preferred against private .individuals .or public 
officers, unless the plaint is accompanied by an order signed by the chief Of 

other Secretary to Government, referring the complaining party to seek redreSEI 
in the established Courts of Adawlut . 

.. Second.-The power to decide on such claims is reserved exclusively to ilIe 
Governor in Council, after due investigation by such persons and in such manner 
as he may deem fit." 

Government These laws, namely, Regulation IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836, were repealed 
'4iJ1J.";lot by the Government of India (Pensions) Act XXIII of WI, by which the civil court's 
1871. jurisdiction was restored. In other words, the ban 01) the civil courts and the reservation 

of the power to hear such cases to the Governor in !Jouneil continued to be in force even 
after the Inam Act IV of 1862 and IV of 1866 and VIII of 1869 were passed, until thli 
jurisdiction of the civil courts wItS restorei1 by lifting the ban by section 7, clause (1) ot. 
the Government of India. Act XXIII of 1871. In this connexion we may refer to the provi" 
sions of the Government of India Act XXIII of 1871. - .. . : 

Section 2 of the Act lays down that the enactments mentioned in the schedule sh .. n 

I 
be repealed. .. But all rules in regard to the award and payment of pensions or grant. 
of money or land-revenue, and the identification of the persons entiled to receive them~ 
made under any such enactment, shall be deemed to have been made under this Act so far 
as they are consistent therewith." 

Section 3, which is the interpreta.tion section lays down that the expression .. il"rant· 
of money or land-revenue," includes ,!nyt~ng I>.al'.abl~n9IL~lle.-'parL2f Government in' 
respect of any right, privilege, perquisite or office. . . . :: 

Under section 6, .. any person having .. claim relating to any pension or grant may 
prefer .sueh. clai,? to the Collector of the district or Deputy Commissioner or .other. ~fficer 
a~thonzed In thIS behalf by t~e Local Governm~nt ~ Bnd such Collector, Deputy COnimis"
Bloner or other officer shall dIspose of such claIm ID accordance with such rules as the. 
chief r;venue-a?thority m.ay, .subje~t to the general control of the Local Government. 
from tune to tIme prescrIbe ID thiS behalf . 

• 
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Sections 4 and 6, contained provisions barring civil courta jurisdiction, 88 provided 
fot in Regulation IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836. 

Section 7, clause (1), rwis as follows :-
•• Any inam of the Cla88 refened to in section 1 of Madras Act ~ of ~862 shan 1/ '1 y> 

not be affected by the rule la4cl down in sections 4 and 6, by. which CIvil courts 
jurisdiction was excluded." 

It is therefore clear that under this Government of India Act xxm of 1871, the 
only provision that was made applicable to the inams referred to in Section I of Madra&. 
Act I V of 1862 was the provision relating to the bar of civil courts jurisdiction. All. other 
provisions of the Government of India Act XXIII of IJ!71 apply to the class of mams 
referred to in Section I of Act IV of 1862. 

We shan have to examine now, to see why the bar of civil courts jurisdiction was 
taken away in the case of inams covered by Section I of the Madras Inams Act IV of 
1862 . 

.. The inams refened to in clause (1) of section 7 are inamsof the class described 
i,ll clause (1) of section 2 of Madras Regulation IV of 1831, which have been or shall be, r 
enf:anchised by the Inam Commi88ioner and converted into freeholds in perpetuity, or I 
into ab~olute freeholds in perpetuity." The classes so described are .. hereditary· or 
per~onal grants of money or of land-revenue, however denominated, confened by the 
authority of the Governor in Council (or which, having been made by any native Govern
ment, have been confirmed or continued by the British Government-..,Act XXXI of 1836) 
in ~OJ:sideration of services rendered to the State, or in lieu of resumed offices or privi
legeR, or of zamindaris or poliams forfeited or held under attachment or management by 
the officers of Government, or as a yaumia or charitable allowance, or as a pension." 
[See Unrepealed Acts of the Governor-General of India in Council, Volume I, Fifth 
Kdition (1834-72) at page 349.] 

These are the classes of llIllms referred to in section 7. clause (1) of the Government 
of India Act XXIII of 18?1. When the ban of civil coutts jurisdiction fixed on all these 
inams under Re"o-ulation IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836 was lifted by clause (1) of 
8e", :on 7 of the Government of India Act XXIII of 1871, it follows that any dispute tbat 
might arise with regard to the abovementioned inams might be settled by a civil court. The 
re.son for lifting the ban can be found in the fact that all the said inams might have 
been already enfranchised and freehold title granted to them or they migbt be liable to 
be enfranchised by the Inam Commissioner and converted into freeholds. With regard 
to such inams two changes were effected by Act XXIII of 187L The first was the 
lifting of the ban on civil courts jurisdiction and the second was the repealing of Regula.
tion IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836. These two laws were repealed because the Inam 
Commissioner had completed his work of enfranchisement by 1869 and if anything remained 
still, it was expected to be completed. By enfranchising inams and granting title-deeds, 
the holdings were converted into freeholds in perp3tuity. and such of them as would be 
enfranchised later would be convertl:d into freeholds in perpetuity, and therefore, there 
was no lon~r any need to continue the ban on the civil courts jurisdiction. The ban I 
continued only 80 long as the reversionary right remained in the Government and it was 
necessary for the Government to decide all such matters through the Governor in Council . 
or somebody app~inted by. him .. Enfranchisement takes pl.ace o~ly when the Govern-
ment sun'enders 1ts reverSIOnary mtere.t and converts the lOam mto a freehold estate.; 

.. The Government retained that power under Regulation IV of 1831 ond Act XXXI of 1836 
until the In am Commi •• ioner completed his work and granted inam title-deeds. Enfran

..£!!~!!ll'.l'_t!Denll.recol!Ilition not onl;y oUhe .title Qf t~e inamdl1r 1>ut,. alsotlie fiftY year... '-'--!t/ 
.J>rev iOUR actual 'posses.ion on the. oasIs of which, the. tlt.le-deecLwaa granted.. When free-) ( 

hold tme'wns created by enfranchisement, and Inam Act IV of 1662 was passed, Regula.:. 
tion IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836 ought to bve been re'pealed. But it was not dond. 
lt was for th~t reason that they were repealed by the Government of India Act XXIII 
of 1871. The Government of India took up the legislation and passed the said Act; 
because, at that time there were certain zamindaris or poliams. or inams created within 
Buch zltmindaris or po1iams. forfeited or held under attachment or management by officers 
of Government, and orders were therefore passed not by the Provincial Governor in 
C,ouncil, but by the Governor-Geneml in Council, with the 88nction of the SecretarY ot 
St,Ate for India. This Act xxm of 1871 is in force to-day. Madras ToamB Act IV of 
1869. IV of 1856 Rnd VIII of 1869. are all in force. Althoul!h ReflU1A~i(ln IV of'1831 
Rnd Act XXXT of 18~6. w~re repealed bv the Government of India Act xxm of 1871 and ~ 
ReflUlntion XXXI of l8W was repealed by Act _IT of 18611. all the inams have beeu 
JIOverned by the special laws •. viz .• the Act XXTIlol lS'1L and the three Tnams Acts 
stated abnve. Relrlliation XXXI of 1802 was repealed bv the repealin~ Act II of 1869 
bt>Cause. the continuance of it was no longer necessary in view of the p888in1!" of the Madras 

0011. B. I'AII1' 1-IS' 
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lnama. A,ct IV of 1&62_ Whatever rights or title vested.in the inamdars under Regulation 
XXXI of 1802, were continued under the Madras Act IV of 1862,. IV of 18!ili.and. 
VIII of 1869 ... and there was absolutely no, necessity for Regqlation XXXI of .1802 to 
remain in force. 

j,," '; 

The Madraa .• The lnam Act VIII of 1869 was adopted as the basis for tbe Madras Amending Act 
f~o1> in XVIII of 1936, as pointed out elsewhere. So long as these special laws relating .to inams 
eo far ... i. are in force, the rights vested under these special Acts cannot be oonsidered to have been 
~l •• e •. to diveste\l by Madras Act I of 1908 or by the Amending Act XVIII of 1936. When there 
:::::-::..... ~ a Government of India Act XXIII of 1871 still in for~.e, it was beyond the jurisdiction 

of the Madras Legislature to have introduced any chauge through the Estates Land Act. 
in the inam laws. We have no hesitation in /lolding that the provisions of the Madras 
Estates Land Act I of 1908 and Act XVIII of 1936, so far as it affected or was calculated 

,
to affect the title of inamdars under the Inam. Acts and Act XXIII of 1871 was ultra vires. 
There is no room anywhere in an Act that deals with permanently settled estates and the 
cultivators, for inamdars or those who cultivate iDam lands or, the inam lands themselves. 
. When Buch were the provisions of Regulation XXXI of 1802 and Regulation IV of 

1831, 'Act XXXI of 1836, the Madras loam Acts aDd the Act XXIII of 1871, of the 
Government of india, how could they enact another law which is diametrically opposed to 
the existing laws? 

Such serious mistakes could have been avoided if the legislation of 1936 had not been 
conceived in a hUlTY ami l'1l~hed through in h88te, notwithstanding the warning givea 
by some Members of the Legislature. Sir A. P. Patro put it to the Hou~e that that 
measure should not be hurried through in such a haste, when the life of the Legislature 
arid the then Government was drawing to a close. The result is that the law enacted in 
1936. bas become inoperative altogether- on account of continuance in force of the inam 
taws 'which have nothing in r.ommon with the Permanent. Settlement Regulations. or the 
estates covered by them:- The analogy drawn in the Statement of Objects and Rpasons 
that the inam villages and estates were on exactly the same, footing was wrong. When 
they quoted the provisioIJ9 of Madras Act VIII of .1869 and accepted the rights of thl) 
in'amdars as declared under that Act as subsisting they should have seen that they had no 
jurisdiction to go forward to enact the provisions which came into direct conflict with the 

{

rig. hts declared under the previous laws, unless they were repealed and that in apy case 
the Government of India Act xxm of 1871 could not be repealed by them even if they 
110 desired. ' . 

The inamdars have been contesting at every stage as pointed out above before the 
Estates Land Amending Bill No. II of 1936 was passed into law. They followed it up 
llven after it was passed into law by making representations to the Viceroy that he should 
Dot. give his assent to the Bill, because it was an exproprietary measure. Beyond con
tending that it. was an exproprietary measure it was not pointed out how it was expro-

1 
i>rietary, when their right or title started based on actual possession, and how that had 
been. divested by the new legislation without even. repealing the inam laws that have 
~een in existenpe from 1802., . 

" 

The Second Amendment Bill which was exactly the same as the Third Amendment 
Bill which subsequently was passed into law as Act No. XVIII of 1936 was turned down 
hy the Viceroy as an exproprietary measure. While turning it down, the Viceroy said 
that it was not turned down becanse he was opposed to the proposition that the tenants 
Ilf the inamdare Bhould acquire occupancy rights, but it was done only because it failed 
to provide equitable compensation for, the inamdars, whose rights had been taken away 
,rom them. It was this Bill No. II of 1936 tha.t was passed into Act No. XVIII of 195'6. 
1he decision of the Viceroy in turning down the Second Amendment Act of 1934 wa. 
based on the assumption that the Local Legislature was free to pass I/o measure granting 

\ kudivaram rights to cultivators in 'inam villages after divesting the inamdars ,of their 
'l kudivaram right on the broad and equitable ground. that it would not be expropriation 
! of the rights of the inamdars if they had been given an equitable compensation in con. 
\ mderation of the parting of their own kudivaram rights. The question of compensation 
i was again made dependable on the condition that inamdars should first establish that 
'i they had kudivaram rights before special tribunals that would be appointed by Govern. 
'ment. . " 

. Under section 185-A 'of the' ¥adrasEstates lJand Act, two years' tiroe was fixed from 
the date of the 'commencement of the Act for the inamdars to establish ,kudivaram rights 
befortl'specialtiibunals., When the Act ,was passed it was proposed that rules should 
be' framed prescribing the ~anner, in. which the applications referred to· in tbe section 
should be made, but such tules were,framed and published ,in the FOf't St. George GazeU6 
only tin tlie'2Ist of'June this year ,<1938). In this .manner the period of two years fixed" 
by'seCtiorl'1811-A for' th'e lodgil<lg'of'theapplications before special tribunals have been 

~ .. . ,"" " 
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futually reduced into a period of only four months. On this ground, the Madras Govern
ment introduced nn amendment Bill in the Assembly on 17th August 1938 for exLend
mg the time for making the applications before special tribunals by one year.'l'hat 
Bill was passed into law 1>y the Lower House on the 17th and the Upper'liouse oli the 
18th of August 1938. At last the whole matter reduced itself to this-that under the 
amended Estates Lana Act of 1936 the question whether inamdars possessed kudivaram 
right in the inam lands of the wbole inam villages or part should be enquired iBto and 
adjudicated upon by the special tribunals that would be appointed under th is Act. The 
whole of this is opposed to the pr<>visions of the lnams Acts IV of 1862, IV of 1866 and 
VIII of 1869 and Government of India Act XXIII of 1871. We-thus see that the legis
lation relating to inams from the date of Act I of 1908 until now under the Estates, Land 
~ct has been in direct conflict with the inam laws that had been started and maintained 
separately for regulating the relations of inamdars and their tenants taking them away 
altogether from the scope of the permanently settled estates. What was deliberately 
~epa)"ated from the permanently settled estates and maintained independently hnd been 
for the first time attempted to be brought within the meaning of the estates by the 
Madras Estates Land Act and the confusion hns been conhnued until now without the 
Legislators of 1908, 1934 and 1936, knowing that t,here have been a separate set of laws 
by which the inamdars were governed and separate tribunals to "hieh they were directed 
to bave recourse to. It is in this manner that the special tribunals that are expected 
to be constituted under the Amended Estates Land Act of 1936 and 1938 have come 
into conflict with the jurisdiction of civil courts provided by Act X~_()f 1871. 

'I.'he special tribunals that will investigate into title arid possession of the inamdar 
under the amended section 185-A of the Madras Estates Land Act, will proceed under 
the provi~ions of the Estates Land Act and the presumptions raised under the said Act, 
whereas the civil courts will be governed by the provisions of the lnam Acts and the 
title recognized therein, on the basis of 50 years' possession of the inamdar before enfran
chisement. If the matter is enquired into by the civil courts, the points in issue will b~ 
Itdjudicated upon having due reg3rd to actual possession for 50 years previous to th 
cnfl':JJlchisement on the strength of which they were enfranchised and declared freehold 
6dtates. ' 

Conclusion. 

(Al EXCLUDED INAMS. 

WB are therefore of opinion that nil the inarns thnt formed part of the estates before 
the permanent settlement and were excluded fr"m the assets that formed the basis. of 
calCUlation for the assessment. of land revenue under sections 4 and 12 of Regulation XXV. 
ceased to be governed try the Permanent Settlement RegUlation XXV of 180-2. The' 
inllms were excl!lded from the Permanent Settlement Rell"l1lations and on the same data "
Regulation XXXI of 1802 was passed to regulate the relations between the inamdar and ~ 
the Government on one side and the inamdar and the cultivators. of their land on the 
oth~r. ,This Regulation XXXI of 1802 remained in force until it was repealed by Act 
II of 1869. Before it was repealed, RegUlation IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836 were 
passed to extend the scope and operation of the provisions of. Regulation XXXI. Regula-
tion IV of 1831 and Act XXXI of 1836 were m force untll they were repealed by the 
Government of India. Act XXIII of 1871. While the above said Regulations and Acts 

"remained in force on one side, ;Madras Inam Act IV of 1862 was passed after the inam~ 
were enfranchised by the Inam Commissioner, for declaring and confirming the title ot 
inarndars. Later Inam Act IV of 1866 was passed ext,endin!! the operation of Act IV Off 
1862. Doubts having arisen about the e!Tect of enfranchisement and confirmation of 
their titles by the lna:m Commis~ianer on tile rights of third pa~ie~ such as ryots, who 
did not contest the claIms of the mamdars before the Inam CommIssIoner, :Madras Intec- -
pretation Act VIII of 1869 was pMsed to clear t,he s3.lTle. 

Regulation XXXI of 1802 remained in force until it was repealed, as stated above, 
bv Act II of 1869. It is therefore clear that Regulation XXXI of 1802 merl!<,d in the 
Mlldras InllDl Acts and still .... mllined in foree until it was formally repealed, because 
tbere WIlS no longer any need for its continuance nfter the three Inam Acts became law. 
Even tbough Rel(ula.tion XXXI of 1802 had been repealed in 1869. Regulation IV of 
1831 and Act XXXI of 1836 remained' in force, as pointed out above, until 1871, when 
the Government of India Act xxm of 1871 was passed. While such hIlS been the special 
raws enacted from time to time for in8ms, the Madras Rent Recovery Act vm of lAM _8 passed prescribing the prooedure for collection· of the shist (rent) from the ryots,' 
When this Act was passed inamdars who were excluded from the operation of the' 

,Permanent 'Settlement Re"..watinn XXV of 180-2, iwd for whinn special provisi<>n was 
made in RegUlation XXXI of 1802, were for the firlittime included in the deiinitiOll of 
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landholders under the Rent Act. Thia was done only to provide a common procedure 
'lor collection of rents for inamdars, holders of permanently settled. estates and also 
E.0twari ryots of the Government. The Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865 did not 
create IIny new rights in the landholders or their ryots, nor did it take away any existing 
rights. It was merely a processual l~w. The conclusive proof for this is that RegulatioD. 
XXXI of 1802 remained in force \Or four years after the passing of the Rent Recovery, 
Act of 1865, until it was repealed in 1869, after it had become merged in the Inams Acts. 
Thus it is clear that all inams that were excluded from the assets of the estates at the'. 
time of the permanent settlement in 1802 have been governed by the special 1uam' 
Regulations and Inam Acts and also the Government of India Act xxm of 1871 until 
now. None of th~m have been repealed, they are all in force. 

WE are therefore of opinion that it was wrong to have included excluded inam villages 
within the definition of an • estate' for the first time, in the Estates Land Act 1 of ]90a 
and to have further extended it to other minor inams by the later amending Acts. Thei 
had no place in the past In a measure which was intended. to deal exclosively with' 
permanently settled estates. Thcy have no place hereafter In any law that may be 
passsd by the legislatures, with regard to permanently settled estates. They must be 
removed from the Act altogether. 

. On this view it is not necessary that we should examine the provisions of the Estates 
Land Act as amended I:1J Act xvm of 1936 so far as they relate to inams that were 

'

excluded from the assets at the time of the permanent settlement, on the question of 
equitable compensation. 

Still there may be another class of inams which were not excluded from the assets 
at the time of the permanent settlement, but formed part of the estates over which the 
Government did not reserve any reversionary right for itself. WE shall therefore record 
otra opinion with regard to such estates, if there should be any, that might come up for 
consideration in future. 

INAMS NOT EXCLUDED Fl\OM THE ASSETS AT THE TIME OF THE PERMANENT SETTLl!MENT. . . 
(B) POST-SETTLEMENT !NAMS. 

They may b&-
(i) Post-settlement inams. 

(in Any other inams that had been deliberately or by over-sight included in the 
assets at the time of the permanent settlement . 

. We have already dealt with post-settlement inams and about the incompetency 
of the landholder to create such inams. It has already been pointed out that sections 4 
and 12 of the Permanent Settlement Regulation have made the grant of such inams invalid, 
and uot binding upon the Government. Notwithstanding the sections 4 and 12 of Per. 
mllJIent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802, some of the post-settlement inams have been 
treated by Courts of Law, from the lowest to the highest, as valid grants, because their 
attention had not been drawn to sections 4 and 12 of the l'ermanent Settlement Re~llla. 
tion. We are of opinion that in the future legislation it must be declared that grants 
of inlIms by landholders subsequent to the permanent ~ettlement are not valid and binding 
npon the Government or the succe_sor of the grantor, snd that it is open to the Government 
to resume such inams soon as they come under their notice. For these reasons no quee-

\

tion of permanent right of occupancy as between the inamdar and the cultivator cnn 
ari"~ in such post-settlement inams; the kudivaram right having always been with the 
1'jot. . 

(C) !NCLUDED !NAMS. 

The next class relates- to inams that may have been included in the assets at the 
time of the permanent settlement. the Government assigning away their revemionary 
right to the landholder, leaving him to deal with the ryots or cultivators of such inam 
land. on the aame basis on which the other ryots in the ~state are dealt with. Such 
included inams will naturally become part of the estate and the ryots of soch inams wiu 
be entitled to claim beth fixity of tennre and fixity of rent granted to them at the time 
of the Permanent Settlement. Therefore, it may be declared that the inam le/tislntion 
made in the Estates Land Act I of 1908 and the later amending Acts was intended to 

\ 
apply only to such inams as were included in the assets of the estate at the time of 
permanent settlement. Special provision should be made in the new legislation givin~ 
jurisdiction to Revenue Courts to settIe the dispute between the inamdars and their 
ryots .in all such included inams. There remains the qoestion of compensation in 9ncb 
cases, when the kudivarsm right is declared by the court to have vested in the inamdars.: 
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The amending legislation proposed in 1933 and 1934 declaring the kndivaram right 
to have been vested in the ryot in all ouch inams was vetoed by the Viceroy as expro
prietary. While declaring so, His Excellency the Governor-General said that even 
though it was exproprietary it was open to the legislature to create rights of occupancy 
in favour of the ryots, after making sufficient provision for payment of compensation 
to the inamdar who wonld be called upon to part wit.h his kudivaram right. 'rhe notifica
tion IS6ued by the Governor-General in· Council in March 1935 withholding assent to the 
Bill of 1934 runs as follows:-

.• In accordance with the provisions of sub-section (4) of section 81 of the Govern
ment of India Act, I hereby signify to you that my reason for withholding my 
assent from the Madras Estates Land (Second Amendment) Act, 1934, is 
that after the most anxious consideration, in the course of which representations 
submitted in support of the Act have received no less attention than representa.
tions submitted in opposition thereto, I have reached the conclusion that the 
Act is exproprietary in that it involves the loss of the kudivaram of lands 
included in their inams by those inamdars who under the existing law would 
be in a position to estabish their ownership of the kudivaram, and that a measur& 
producing this result with no provision for the compen sation of persons adversely· 
affected should not be aHowed to become law. I desire at the same time to 
make it abundantly plain that this conclusion is in no way based on opposition ,. 
o.nd implies no opposition, to the proposition that the tenants of inamdars should 
be plSlled in a position enabling them to acquire occupancy rights and that I 
have been constrained to withhold my assent from the present measure by reason 
only of the fact that it fails to provide equitable compensation for the inamdara 
whose rights are affected thereby." 

Thus ended the amending Bill of 1934. 
Two years later the :Madras Estates Land Amendment Bill II of 1936 was introduced 

with a view to meet the objections raised by His Excellency the Governor-Gen(lral. 
This Bill practically adopted the provisions of the Bill of 1934, which had been vetoed 
by the Viceroy, with the addition of new clauses providing, that if the inamdar proves. 
that the kudivaram right in any land which does not satisfy the requirements of private 
land was vested in him on the 1st November 1933, the tenant in such land might acquire 
occupancy right ou payment of compensation to the inamda.r. This Bill II of 1936 
Was passed into Law, as Act xvm of 1936, finally, providing for payment of compens .... 
tion valued at one year's rental. The last question which we should decide is about 
the quantum of compensation that had been provided in the Estate Land Amendment 
Act. XVIII of 1936. The grant of one year's rental as equitable compensation for taking 
awlU] the kudivaram right of the inamdars is like granting one pie nominal damages in 
an action for tort. If it is declared by the court that the kudivaram right is in the inam
dar, he must be given a reasonable compensation for parting with such rights. He will 
be entitled to compensation on the same basis in which a vendor or owner would be , 
entitled to get in return for parting with his rights from a purchaser or from the Govern
ment when the land is purchased or takeu up compulsorily under the Land Acquisition 
Act. , 

In our opinion the compensation must be fixed at the rate at which an owner would I· 

be entitled to sell his laud at the time of p~ing Of. his rights, ?r the Government will 
be paying to the person from whom the land IS acqUIred for public purposes . 

• ' These are our recommendations to the Legislatures on the vexed question of inams 
that. hud been agitating the minds of the public during the last four or five years. For 
the reasons stated above, it must be declared in the coming legislation that the provisions. 
of the Estates Land Act so far they were intended to apply to major as well as other 
smaller inams, were applicable only to included inams and not to excluded inams, and 
that as reNards included inams in which the kudivaram right of the inamdar is established 
equitable ~ompeusation should be fixed by fixing a reasonable market value as between 
a vendor and a purchaser in the matter of p~v~~e sale or as between the Goven;t~~nt. 
and an owner in the matter of compulsory acqUISition of land under the Land ACqUISItIOn. 
Act. 

COli(. B. pART 1-55 
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CHAPTER XII 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

The scope of reference made to our Committee by the Madras Legislative Assembly 
.and the Legislative Council, included the following six points :-

(1) the judicial interests of the ryots in relation to the landholders; 
(2) collection and remission of rent; 
(3) survey and record-of-rights and settlement of fair rent; 
(4) levies from ryots in addition to r.ent; 
(5) utilization of local natural facilities by tenants for their domestic and agricul

tural purposes; and 
(6) maintenance of irrigation works. 

Twelve questions were framed and answers were invited both from the landholder. 
and the cultivators and evidence was recorded in five centres. 

Group I, relates to question (1), which runs as follows :-
(a) Who, in your opinion, is the proprietor of the soil? Is it the zamindar or the 

tenant? 
(b) What is the nature of the interest which the tenant has in the land as distin

guished from that of the landholder? 
The other questions were grouped under groups (2 to 10), and dealt with in twelve 
chapters. 

Each item has been dealt with exhaustiv.ely in each chapter under each head. 
Although the points are simple, having regard to the conditions, we were ohliged to deal 
with each matter as exhaustively as possible. Disputes between the landholder and 
the cultivator have been going on for nearly 138 years. The important points are only 
two--

m who is the proprietor of the soil, and 
(2) what is the nature of amount payable by the cultivator to the landholder. 

Although both the points were settled at the time of the permanent settlement and 
all controversy was set at rest by the passing of Regulations )L"'(V, XXX, XXVII, 
XXVIII, XXIX and XXXI,. all on the same date, 13th July 1802, the landholders had 
been disputing both these rights from 1802 until now. After 100 years one of the 
points, that relating to the right to the soil was partially settled by the declaration made in 
the Estates Land Act I of 1908, that the cultivator has been entitled from time imme
morial, starting from long before the permanent settlement, to occupancy right. 'Subject 

to the payment of revenue payable to the Government. Notwithstanding this declara
tion, the question relating to. the right to the soil as such became very important, in 
view~ of the assertion and denial of the elementary right~ to water-snpply, the use of 
water-sources, the right of the tenants in regard to the utilization of natural facilities 
such as grazing of cattie, collection of green. manure or wood for agricultural imple
ments, which the cultivators are alleged to have been enjoying from time immemorial. 
It will not be possible to settle these questions unless the qoestion of the right to the 
soil is settled. This important matter is dealt with in Gbapters I and II. Chapter I 
deals with the right of the zamindar to the soil and Chapter II. the right of the culti
vator to the soil. We thr-'efore propose to give a short summary of Chapters I and II. 

SUMMARY. 
CHAPTER I-ZAMINDAlt-()WNER OF SOIL OR ASSIGNEE OF LAND REVENUE. 

The first chapter may be divided into three parts :-
(1) The landholder's right to the soil, 
(2) the landholder's management as r.ent collector, and 
(3) the immediate causes that led to the Permanent Settlement. 

The landholders as defined in the Estates Land Act comprise ancient zamindars. 
ancient poligars, proprietors of HaveUy estates, jagirdars. shrotriyamdars and inamdars. 
Inamdars are not merely those who hold land for performing religious or charitable 
services, such. as gifts to the priestly class or to charitable and religious institutions of 
Hindu, Muhammadan or other communities. §.hrotriyams an'! inams w.!!e given main.!1 
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~r m ilital'J~nd J?olic~ ser~ic;e~. Some of the ancient ~amindars ."nd poligar;; were persons 
who had enjoyed properties In theIr own rIghts dUrIng the Hmdu as well as Muham-' 

madan periods, but the character of their rights changed as the rulers changed from the 
Hindu to the Muhammadan and from Muhalllmadan to the British. They were all reduced 
to the same position as agents of the Government in respect of the collection of the 
Tevenue from the cultivators, and this was defined finally in the Permanent Settlement 
Regulation XXV and Patta Regulation" XXX of 1802 and also in section 4 of the Estates 
IJlUld Act 1 of 1908 as interpreted by the Privy Council in I.L.R. ,46 ]l;1"d, ,"Iadms,_P .. 5~§. 
ROiDe of the important zamindaries of the Ci:rcars, and the Pohams of the West as well 
a. tLe South have been taken into consideration by us and examined as to the status 
uf Ihe." lalldholders and their right to the soil, in Cbapters I and 11. .\11 "I' them have 
been dp.clared to be collectors of revenue for the Government. The District Manuals 
of the various districts referred to in Chapter I, text writers and the COUTts have 
dcs"ribed the landholders as mere rent-collectors without owning any right in the soil. 
According tu Manu's dictum .. cultivated land is the property of him who cut away 
the wood, or who tirst cleared and tilled it .. · The Hindu kings did not recognize 
the right of each individual.to separate bit of land and did not collect rent from eacb 
individual. 'I'hey recognized a village community as one unit of fiscal government which 
possessed indefeasible property in the soil. Therefore, the Hindu rulers never laid any 
claim 10 propt'rty in the soil. 

flir Henry Maine in his work on the .. Village Community" WI'ote, after a careful 
invest.iganon and re,earch, that the villagers work on the soil in the belief tlmt it was 
their own. 

There were famous Collectors and Members of the Board of Hevenne in or about 
li:iOIl who engaged themselves in putting th" permanent settlement into operation in 
the Circars, in the Western and Southern Poliams. Mr. Lushington, Collector of 
'I'innevelly and Madura, wrote on 28th December 1800, that the cultivators were the 
owners of the soil from time immemorial and that their rights were supported by usages 
and the right of the people to prdperty in land was repeatedly recognized and preserved_ 
H" '.\"1(,t" that even when the country was ravaged by the Musalman armies, and 
JliIuhuII1ll1adnn laws were so adopted into Hindu jurisprudence as t,o create a great 

confusion and engender conflicts in the decrees of courts, there was never any material 
innovation, so far as the cultivators' right to land :was concerned. From the papers 
on mimsi rights, he qnoted authority to prove that the cultivator, whose privilege it 
was to till the earth first and bring' it, under cultivation, was entitled to hoM the land 
"s his own -'0 long a .• he duly yielded the public share. 

Mr. Hurdis, Collector of Dindigul, wrote on the 28th of March 1808, that the 
Nattangars (village elders) considered that they had already held the proprietary right to 
the soil and that they cultivated it as their own property. 

Mr. Hodgson wrote about the same time' that no zamindar or proprietor was 
entitled by law, custom or usage to enhance the rents at his pleasure, that the cultivators 
had the solid right from time immemorial of paying a rent fixed for ever at. the time 
of tlw permalH'llt .etUement and nothing more, for the land they tilled. For that reason 
he declared : - . 

" It mnst then, I think, be admitted that the Circar or Government or the 
representatives of the Government, the zamindars, never could have been the 
absolute proprietors of the soil." 

About HH5. therG wa'" an investigation st.,ted, with regard to mirasi rights of the 
soil. As a result of that investigation it was declared that there was an m'erwhelming 
testimony in support of the cultivator's rights in the soil as against the Government 
aud the zl1mindars and others similarly situated. They further held that the ryots in 
the estates had, from time immemorial, exercised the right of selling, bestowing, dividing 
and bequeathing their lands in the manner which they considered proper, snd that some 
of the lands of the ryot.s had been purchased by the late zamindars and their managers, 
and enjoyed by them as their own private property. 

Mr. JUBtic,e Field wrote in his book on .. Lund Holding" that the right of 
the cultivators to the soil was proved from the fact that Aurangnzib purchased land in 
Hundi, Palan, etc. Akbar purchased land for the forts of Akharabad and Illahabad' 
Sahajnhan purchased by Sahajahllnabad. from the cultivators. According to him, unde~ 
Muhammadan law the sovereil(n had onlv a ri~ht of property in the tribute or revenue 
nnd had no property in the land. He stated that when such was the cn"e with the 
BovNt'ign himself, the zaminnar could 'only claim such a right, as could,pe assigned to 
him by the Government. 

-
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The Hon'ble Mr. G. S. Forbes, the promoter of the Madras Estates Land Bill of 
1905, said in his speech that .. the legal status of the zamindar under the Permanent 
Settlement cannot be put higher than that of an assignee of the public land revenue." 

\ 

In this manner, after a close examination of the authorities, the landholders have
been found to be mere I'ent-collectors without having any right to the soil or possession. 

, Mter showing that the zamindar was only a collector of revenue for the Govern
ment, the zamindar's management as such collection-agent under the British Govern-
ment, and also previously to some extent, has been examined. Copious extracts are 
given from the Circuit Co=ittee Report, according to which this period of management' 
of landholders as rent.collectors was not a. good chapter in the history of the country. 
The Circuit Committee dealt with the management of the landholders as rent-collectors 
ol.uring a period extending over 44 years, just previous to 1802. The conclusions drawn 
by them as to the events that led to the introduction of the Permanent Settlement of 
1802 were as follows:-

(1) Cultivatars were sold to oppressive renters by landholders owing to their
idleness and avarice. 

(2) The profession of cultiva.tion beca.me so bad that it could not be one of choice
but only a consequence of necessity. 

(3) Cultivation became so bad and inconvertible that the cultivators would ha.ve 
deserted it altogether and run away into neighbouring forests, if those forests 
sud the surrounding countries were less fata.! and harmful. 

(4) Even though cultivators made just contribution to the ruler's excheques 
they did not get anything in return, either by way of protection or the required 
help for developing land. 

(5) Village karnams ceased to function having become the slaves of renters who 
became the only tribunal to hear complaints, if any, of the injured. 

I (6) Lands were alienated freely by the landholders as mokhasas, maniams, terasts, 
\ etc. 

(7) In short, villages became wretched hovels while the cultivators did not get 
enough even for bare subaistence. 

(8) The favourites of the rajas took away one-sixth of the collections :without 
giving anything in return to the cultivators. 

(9) Zaminda.rs began to let villages by long leases to heads of villages at a fixed 
rent. 

(10) Renters and the agents of the landholders were concealing the profits which 
they were making while compelling their dependents to pay up their own assess
ment due on the land. 

(11) Gradually the zamindars lost their hold on the people because the people 
believed that the zamindars had no hereditary right and for that reason they 
were not able to put down the oppressions of the renters. 

Far all these reasons the Circuit Committee advised the Court of Directors to abolish 
the zamindari system altogether and convert the same to ryotwari tenure, so that it 
would' fetch the Company a.t least a crore of rupees more of income. But this advice was 
rejected because it was considered dangerous to attempt. to reduce the zamindar's power 
and influence, so long as they had revenue at their disposa.!. They found it difficult 
to dismiss the zamindars except by force. The Company was therefore advised to streng
then their own military force in eIWh estate, so that ultinIately .each landholder or 
zamindar could be compelled to disbandon his &rmy and the police and submit to the terms 
of the Company at the point of the bayonet. The Committee described the illegitimate 
demands ,forced upon the cultivators, -at great length, by way of excess collections and' 
unlawful levies, until they became so oppressive that the cultiva.tors decided to leave the
districts and go to other parts of the country. 

, In the Circars the Zamindars were allowed at 10 per cent on a jamabandi of 50 lills 
I which amouuted to 5 lills. Besides this there were other oppressive collections which 

went up to 5 lakhs and ~O thousand. Thus they were collecting 10 lills and 40 thousand" 
) out of the jamabandi of 50 lakhs. Such were the findings arrived at by the Circuit 

Committee after a careful investigation extending over a long period. 

At the end of this summary we, shall compare and contra.st the present conditioJl& 
with those described above. 
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RBOOl4l4ENnATIONS OF THE CIRCUIT COI4MIT1'EE. 

The Circuit Committee made c.ertain recommendations for .reconstructing the revenu~ 
and administrative system. They advised the Company to divide the country into 
districts of 10 lakhs each and subdivisions of 2 lakhs each. They advised the enhance. 
ment of the salaries of aU the revenue officials and the abolition of the commission 
system. Next they described as onf! bf the essential conditions that everyone of the 
Company's servants should pledge himself to do the utmost for the improvement of 
the revenue. As to the method of collection they recommended that the ancient yearly 
nluation method should be adhered to. Payment in kind was considered the best, if 
only care was taken to see that no loss was caused to the cultivators by stealing and 
misappropriation during transit to g.ranaries and that there was no wastage while it was 
in store, or decreased by false measurements. High rate of interest was charged all 
.round. FinaJly, they recommended that under the prevailing conditions medium course 
should be adopted for collection, viz., that the cultivators first payment should be made 
in kind and the second payment in cash, when sufficient time was given to them for 
the sale of their grain. The costly establishment that constituted the old revenue offices 
and the illegal exactions, which each one of them was making, have been described in 
Chapter I. 

The Circuit Committee recommended to the East India Company to use Muham
inadans, who had given thll British any amount of trouble, only as soldiers, -without 
giving them any opportunity to develop in any other direction. Hindus who haa lost 
their kingdom long prior to that, were considered as more temperate and forbearing. 
because they had become accustomed to suhjection, and they would be Ie," hamlfu!' 

Sue!! was the course of events that led up to the Report of the Circuit Committee 
Recommendations; but the Court of Directors adopted only a few of the recommendations 
and decided finally that Permanent Settlement system introduced into Bengal should be 
introduced in the Madras Presidency also, without losing any time to avoid the bother 
of ilJdividual collections. 

Chapter I closes with the extract given from the Fifth Report, which contains 
about 29 clauses. Tbe pdnciples and provisions enunciated in tbe 29 clauses are practi
cally the same which have been adopted as Re"tions of- Ih~ Permanent Settlement 
Regulation XXV and also some other Regulations conlJected with it, passed at the same 
time. The object with which some of the PermD.nent Settlement Regulations were passed 
was made clear in these 29 clauses. It is brought Ollt therE' that the chief object of the 
measure was the emancipation of the cultivator and the prosperity of the commercial 
and manufacturing classes of the people. They made it clear that it was decided to fix 
the demand of the land revenue permanently so that it will not be altered under any 

circumstances and the cultivator would not be called upon to .pay rates of rent higher 
than those fixed at that time. They made it clear that by fixing the peshkash as well 
as the rate of rent permanently and unalterably they would be affording means to the 
cultivator to enable him to accumulate enough for paying the fixed Government Revenue, 
to develop the land and supply enough to the manufacturer and industrialist to carryon 
their part of the work and also provide himself with something in stock to serve as against 
bad seasons. 

CHAPTER II-CUL'l'IV ATOR, TENURE-RENT FIXED IMPERPETUITY. 

In Chapter II, the origin, growth, development a!lU finally the present status of the 
cultivators Rnd their right to the soil, have been traced and described. The descriptions 
given of the village constitution. the rights and powers of the villagers over the soil 
as described in S.l. Inscriptions III, 2 (1) (172) were set out. (See Sundararaja Ayyan- \'IV 
gar's Land Tenures.) Originally there, was a village assembly exercising c:omplete 
authority over the whole vilUage and it. property. The a~sembly as a body exercised , .... 
pO"'ers of sale, exchange and mortgage of land in ..the name of the villagers and acted as • 
arbitrator, generally the karnam or some one acting on his behalf. This assembly was the 
trustee for the moneys of the religious institutions and carried on the administration of 
charities. From such funds monies were lent to the members of the community and 
out of the interest that accrued, the religious endowments were maintaiend. The assembly 
had the power of granting lands sometimes even free of tax payable to it; but without 
prejudice to the revenue payable to the king. All this history is taken from inscrip
tions of those ancient da~·s. No one will be able to deny the correctness of these, and 
nothing can be more conclusive than the descriptions given in those inscriptions to prove 
that the village community as a whole was the owner of the soil and exercised such owner-
ship in the name of the asaembly. It was this asaembly that came to be known later "" 
tha village panchayat; it was also known as an autonomous. repUblican nnit. It was 

00". ". l'ABT 1.-36 
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this constitution of the village and the corporate life of the people that had been broken 
up in the later stages, in spite of the warning given by one of the writers of the Fifth 
Report, and in iis place the ryotwari system, the zawindari system and the inam system 
were introduced, in 1802 Permanent 3ettlement. 

Mr. M. Lee Vinky investigated into this matter and came to the same conclusions 
"as Sir Henry Maine, that India consisted of groups of village communities owning 
\\proprietary right in the soil. 

The Royal Commission upon Decentralization in India. accepted this as correct. 
(See Volume I, page 236, pars",<rraph 694.) 

Dr. Pollen described the tenure of land in this country as a tribal one. He said 
that landlordism in the English sense did not exist here. According to him, land belonged 
to the tribe and was the common property of all. 

",,-,\ 

The description in the fift.h report was as follows:-
,. The village communities continued in exactly the same condition as they had 

been from time immemorial. Each village constituted in itself a perfect whole, 
Unheeding of the changes which may have taken place in the Government above 
them, the cultivators of the ground quietly continued their daily avocations. 
They yoked their bullocks to the plough, and followed them in their 
uneven course, They drew the scanty supply of water from the 
neighbouring stream or tank, and wrangled over the precious liquid. 
They cast their seed in the satura.ted soil, and transplanted the tender sprouts 
of the growing paddy, they gathered in the harvest, and tended their bullocks 
as they trod out of the grain, The simple household routine went on as quietly 
and swiftly then as now. The rent was paid by the heads of the village 
in money or in kind and the villagers were seldom troubled in the' smooth 
course of their existence except when the zaminda.r's peons might make their 
appearance to demand more money on the occasion of BOme petty warfare or 
BOme extraordinary magnificent ceremonial in their master's household." 

Sir Thomas Munro wrote that the Indian ryot was not in the position of the English 
tenant or English landlord. According to him the reason was that the rights of ryots 
in India did not come into existence under any lease granted by the Government or theu, 
assignees the zamindars, but independently of them. (See selections from the minutes of 
Sir Thomas Munro, Volume I, page 234 and also page 253.) 

He held that a ryot divided with the Government all the rights of the land, and 
whatever is not reserved by the Government belonged to him. He was not a tenant at 
will or a tenant for a term of years, He cannot be ejected from the Isnd, because another 
man offers more. (Selections from the minutes of Sir Thomas Munro, Volume I, pages 
234 and 250.) 

This rule laid down by Sir Thomas Munro ~epted by the Government in 1905 
and the Hon'ble Mr. G. S. Forbes declared so iIfexp~~".'terms in the Council, in his speech· 
on the Estates Land Bill. The Board of Revenmdn the Proceedings, dated 5th January 
1890, declared that the money paid by the cultivators to the landholder was not rent but 
it was amy the dues of the GOllemment. They further declared that whether such dues 
was paid in money or in kind and whether paid to rajas, jagirdars, zamindars, poligars, 
mittadars, shrotriyamdars, inamdars or Government officers such as tahsildars, amildars 
or tanadars, it was only the dues paid to the Government as public revenue and not rent 
in the sense in which the tenant in England will be paying to his landlord. .. . 

Mr. Paley in his philosophy defines property in land to be a power to uSe it to the 
exclusion of others from it. 

This view was adopted in the Fifth Report. These a.nd other authorities have 
always held that the right to the soil is in the cultivator and not in the landholder. The 
landholder of to-day admits that the cultivator has a right of occupancy, but denies that 
he was originally owner of the soil and that he has continued to be the owner of the soil 
subject only to one obliga.tion of payment of land revenue to Government in the custo
mary proportion. 

Such is the summary of events dealt with in Chapters I and n. Our conclusions on 
grou (1) which is the same as question (i), are as follows :-

(a) The cultivator is the proprietor o( the soil. The zamindar is not the proprietor 
of the soil. . . . 

(b) The ienants interest in the land. relates to the right to the soil, which can be 
exercised, by being in possession and enjoying it and by exercising the right of 
mortgage, gift or sale, ew., as he pleased. 
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(c) It is not merely the occupancy right in the sense in which it is understood in 
common parlance in these days that he has got, over the land. His right to the 
soil extends to the surface as well as sub-soil including mines, forest produce, 
etc. This right to the soil, entitles him 110 exercise all the elementary and 
natural rights; entltles him to claim ownership to the inigation sow"ces, rivers, 
channels, etc., that lie withiIJ ~he limits of the cultivators land; and the right to 
take water from those sources subject only to the liauility to pay the shist which 
the Government levies in exercise of its prerogative rights. 

CHAPTER III, IV, V-PATTA UEGULATION. PERMANENT SET'J)LEMENT REGULATIONS, 
KAltNAM'S REGULAl,ION. 

Having found that the landholder is only a rent-collector and the ryot the owner of 
the soil, before the date of the Permanent Settlement, we must examine the Permanent 
Settlement Regulation XXV, the PattI' Regulation XXX and all other regulations 
that were passed on the same date, 13th July 1802, with a view to see whether the rights 
of the ryots and the landholders were in any way affected by the laws enacted in 1802. 
The Permanent Settlement Regulation, the Patta Regulation, the Karnam's Regulation, 
Regulation XXXI and Regulations XXVII and XXVIII of 1802 were in force until the 
Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865 was passed. l.'he Rent Recovery Act was in force 
until it was repealed by the Madras Estates Land Act I of 1908, which Act has been 
in force until now as amended from time to time. It is the effect of this legislation 
that has been considered in the Chapters 3 to .12. 

Taking the Patta Regulation and the Perma.nent Settlement Regulation, and the 
Karnam's Regulation, which were dealt with in Chapters Ill, IV and V, we shall give a 
brief summary of the" same to point out that the rights of the ryots and the landholders 
as they had existed before the Permanent Settlement, had been declared and re-affirmed 
in the regulations of 1802 with greater emphasis. . They have not only declare,} that the 
landholder is a collector of revenue and the cultivator is the owner of the soil but they 
have also made it plain that the Permanent right of the cultivator was such that would 
not admit any enhancement of the rates of revenue that he was liable to pay and that he 
was not liable to be ejected so long as he was ready to pay the amount, so fixed as per
manent assessment. 

At the end of Chapter I, it was pointed out how oppressive were the variations in 
the demands made year after year and how the landholder or the rent-farmer was making 
a profit of over 10 lakhe 40 thousand out of an yearly jamabandi of 50 lakhs. The 
Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV and PattI' Regulation XXX with Regulations 
XXVII and XXVIII of 1802, were the laws that fixed the rights and liabilities of the 
landholder and the ryots, in perpetuity. The object of the Permanent Settlement was 
not to give protection only to the landholder by fixing the peshkash which he was liable 
to pay to the Government permanently, leaving him free to enhance the land revenue 
assessment from time to time as against the ryot for his personal benefit and the ruill 
of the ryot as alleged by him. But on the other hand, it was to give protection to the ryot 
by fixing the land revenue demand of the Government permanently, leaving the ryot free 
to develop his land for the benefit of his family and also to develop agriculture, commerce 
and industry of his country. Even though this object of the framers of the Regulations of 
1802 had been made clear in the Instruotions given to the Collectors in 1799, that is 
three years prior to the date of the Permanent SettlEl/Dent, and what had been stated 

. 'in those instructions had been embodied in the sections of the Permanent Settlement 
Regulation and the Patta Regulation and other regulations, the landholder has been 
puttinJ( forth the same plea and the same interpretl1tion on the meaning of the words of 
these RelfUlations from 1802 until now, except in the matter of the question of occupancy 
right. He denies to-day that the Regulations of 13th J nly 1802 were intended for the 
benefit of the ryots. He denies to-day that the ryot is the owner of the soil and asserts 
that he is entitled to enhance the rents, ignoring the Permanent Settlement. He claims 
that by the use of the words .. proprietary right to the soil .. in Regulation XXV, he was 
made the owner of the soil and that the ryot derived his title from him, in the Bame 
manner in which a tenant derived his title in England, from his landlord. In short, his 
contention is that the land revenue as-'essment was not permanentlv settled under the 
Perman~nt S~ttlement Regulation. The object of the Permanent "Settlement of 1802 
is set out in the preamhles of both the Rep:ulations. There are 15 sections in the Per
manent Settlement Regulation and an equal number iri the Patta RegUlation. What is 
contained in the sections of both the Rep:ulations is the same as the instructions to 
CoII~rtors given in 1799, on both the questions of fixity of tenure and fixity of land 

revenue (or rent) in perpetuity. It ·is not only the fixity of tenure and the fixity of land 
rev~nue that were d~alt with elaborately in the CoIlectors Instructions, but al"" all thr 
details relat,jng to the basis of calculation of land revenue. 
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The primary object of the Permanent Settlement Regulation was the emancipation 
of ,the ryots and the promotion of trade and industry and the {lrosperity of the COlli
mercia! classes. These obje"ts were intended to be fullilled by fixing the land revenne 
unalterably at a moderate a.sessment, so that the ryot would have sufficient margin for 
the payment of the land tax, for maintaining his family and also supplying sufficient;) 
quantity of the produce of the land for the development of industries and manufactories of 
this country. In support of what is stated above we give rule 8 of the Collector's Instruc
tions of 1799 iD. full. The description given therein is such ILS to afford conclusive proof 

'of the conclusions we have drawn. Rule 8 runs as follows:-

.. The object of Government, distinct from the consideration of the public revenue, 
is to ascertain and Protect private rights, and the limitation of the public demand 
upon the lands is obviously a most important and valuable right that can be 
conlirmed on the body of the people who are in any respect concerned in the 
cultivation of the land. The measure is likewise connected with the emanci~ 
pation of this class of people from the severities and oppressions, of amils, 
farmers and other officers necessarily employed to collect the public dues when 
they are liable to frequent and arbitrary variations; it involves the happiness 
of the cultivators of the soil, who cannot expect to experience moderation or 
encouragement from the landholders whilst they themselves are exposed to 
indifferent demands. The prosperity of the commercial part of the people 
equally depends upon the adoption of it, as. trade and manufactory must flourish 
in proportion to the quantity of· some materials produced from the lands; it will 
render the situation of proprietor of land honourable instead of dis-respectable and 
will become the best instead of the worst of property, and what is of equal 
importance it will enable us to perpetuate to the people a Government of Law 
and Security in the room of one founded on temporary expedient, and which 
must be either benelicial or distructive according to the character of the individual 
appointed to snperintend it:' 

What is stated in rule 8 is further strengthened by rule 10, which quotes the words 
of the Hon'ble Court of Directors on the Permanent Settlement, viz.-

.. We find it convincingly argued, that a permanent assessment upon the scale 
of the present ability of the country must contain in its nature a productive 
principle, that the possession of property and the principle, that the possession 
of property and the sure enjoyment of the benelits derivable from it will awaken 
and stimulate industry, promote agriculture, extend improvement, establish 
credit, and augment the general wealth and pl'Osperity of the country. Hence 
arises the best security that no permanent dimunition can be expected to take 
place at least to any considerable amount. Occasional deficiencies may OllCur 
for a time from the mismanagement of particular landholders but it cannot be 
supposed that any of the lands will be permanently less productive than at, 
present, and as we have every reason to believe that the jumma now fO'l'med 
is m.oderate in its total am.ount and properly distributed. The lands themselves 
will in most instances ultimately be a sufficient security for the proportion 
charged upon them with respect to losses from draught, inundation and other 
casualties. These occur also in the present system, and usually fall upon the 
company themselves, but it will hereafter be different, because the advantages of 
proprietary right and seemed profits in the landholders will, on his part afford, 
means to snpport and incite exertions to repair them. The deficiencies of bad 
seasons will on the whole· be more than counter balanced hv the fruits of 
favourable years. There will thus be a gradua! accumulation whi"lst the demands 
of Government continue the same, and in every step of this progressive work 
prop~rty becc:'~es of more value, the owner of more importance and the systeU: 
acqull'es additIOnal strength; such snrely appears to be the tendency and just 

\ 

consequences of an equitable fixed /lSS88ment. 
, The next important instruction given to the Collectors is contained in rule 37 . 

.... .rich runs as follows:-
•• It is to be hoped that in time the proprietary landholders, talookdars and farmers 

and the' !yots will find it f?r their mutual adv~ntage t<:, enter into agreements 
in every: lDstance for a speCific s~m, for a certrun qua~tlty of land leaving it to 
the option of the latter to cultivate whatever quantity of and leaving it to 
them likely to yield the largest profit and in the interim to protect them 
against any new taxes under any pretence whatever, the person discovered to 
have imposed them will be liable to a. very heavy penalty for the same indeed 
we wish to direct your attention to the impositions, they are already subject to 
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which from thell" number and uncertainty we apprehend to have become intri
cate to adjmt and" .. Bource of oppression, it would be desirable that the zamin
da1'B should revise the Bame in consent with the ryots, and consolidate the whole 
into one specifi Bum by which the Tents would be much simplified, and 1Ituch 
inco"",enience to both parties be thereby obviated." 

The fixity of tenure and rent befure the granting of sa.nads as contemplate~ in 
Section 2 of Regulation XXV of 1802 were dealt with in the Collector's InstructIons, 
contained in rules 32 to 35. The rules run as follows :-

.. Rule 32.-Distinct from these claims are the rights and privileges of the culti
vating ryots, who, though they have no positive property in the soil, have a right 
of occupa.ncy as long as they cultivate to the extent 9f their usual means and give 
to the Circar or proprietor, whether in money or in kind, the accustomed portion 
of the produce. 

Rule 33.-To ensure the dues of the Circar or proprietor of the estate it has been 
already observed that rules will be prescribed, and administered by the- judicial 
courts. and that the same rules will also extend protection to the ryots, and 
under-tenants but in order that there may be some standard of judgment between 
these parties the proprietor, or under-farmer will be obliged to enter into specific 
written agreements, or pattas with the ryots and under-tenants. The rents to be 
paid, by whatever rule or custom they may be regulated, to be specifically stated 
in the patta which in every possible case shall contain the exact sum to be paid. 
In cases where the rate only can be specified, such as whether the "rates are 
adjusted upon a measurement of the lands after cultivation, or on a survey of the 
crop, or where they are made payable in kind, the rate and terms of payment and 
proportion of the crop to be delivered, with every condition. shall be clearly 
specified. 

RuZe 34.-Every zamindar, independent talookdar or other actual proprietor of land 
will be required to prepare the form of a patta or patta conformably to the rules 
above specified, '\Lnd adapted to the circumstances and usages of his estate or 
talook, and after obtaining the Collector's approbation of it, to be signed, by such 
officer superscribing the form with the name and official appellation (to register 
a copy thereof in the adalat of the district and to deposit a copy also in each of 
the principal cutcheries in his estate or taluk), every ryot will be entitled to 
receive corresponding pattahs on application and no pattahs of any other than 
the prescribed form will be held valid. 

The basis of calculation of permanent land revenue assesament is given in the Collec
tor's Instructions described in rule 49. It runs as follows:- . 

Rule 49.-Under these circumstances it is resolved to abolish ILII the revenue officers 
of the description ahove alluded to except the village karnams, or puttawarries to 
be on the same footing in every respect as those of Bengal and the proprietary 
landholders to be in like manner responsible with regard to them. The accom
panying copy of the Bengal Regulations relating to them will explain the duties 
ss well as the obligations on the part of the landholders-
1. The assessment of the permanent jumma in case of each zamindari will be 

arrived at on the basis of the then actual produce of the land . 
. 2. After noting the actual produce, tl:J.e ~nJlaJ nIne on the whole was fixed. 

Then, a-l'ro~rtion of the_ ~nJ1ulll JZalnA wjJJ be marked o~ as the peshkash, 
leaving tli8bal&iiCetii-the zamindar. 

3. If the land is irrigated by water, the water actually used for growing the annual 
produce will be tsken into account. Then the water required for future I 
improvement of the cultivation also will be taken into account. In other words 
waste lands, farm houses. tanks or irrigation channels that might not be men: 
tioned specifically in the sanads also will be taken into account. 

4. Then all the items mentioned in section 4 of Regulation XXV which are 
exempt from the payment of public revenue altogether, or which are subject to 
the payment of annual favourable quit-rent will be excluded from the perma
nent ILssesament of the land tax. 

The village establishments were done away with and the lands assigued to them were 
resumed and added to the permanent assessment, under section 5 of the Regulation. N~ 
remission was granted because a moderate and permanent assesament was fixed eve 
though ther(\ may have been a custom in the past to give remissions on account of dr~ught 
inundat(on or other calamity. "' 

Such were the rules that formed the basis of ascertaining moderate assessment intended 
by the Government to be fixed for ever unalterably. In this manner every detail had been 
discussed elaborately in the instructions given to the Collectors and in Regulations of 
18th July 1802. 

OOM. B. PAM' 1-6'7 
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This is the essence of the directions given to the Collectors who were put in charge 
of the Permanent Settlement work. -

The rules quoted above in extenso explain the intent and purpose of the legislation, 
namely, the fixing of tenure and rate of rent permanently and unalterably and 
also the basis of calculation for making such assessment. The object of the Permanent 
Settlement is given in the preamble. Sections 2, 3 and 4 prescribe the procedure for fixing 
the land revenue assessment permanently before issuing the esnad. The rights and lis- , 
bilities did not vest in the landholders and the ryots unless and until the tenure and rate 
of rent are fixed unalterably and agreements were entered into between the parties before
hand. It is only after these terms have been fixed and agreed upon that the sanad would 
be issued and the rights would be vested in the landholder and the ryot. The right to pay 
a permanent rate of peshkllsh vests in the landholder under section 14 of Regulation XXV 
of 1802 only after the definite rate of rent and also the tenure were fixed unalterably. 
Even then, it does not vest the right in the landholder unconditionally and absolutely. 
The vesting of the melvaram right to collect whole of land revenue and pay part of it as 
an unalterable peshkash to Government is subject to the condition that the landholder 
fulfils the conditions laid down in Pattah Regulation XXX of 1802--particularly sections 
7 and 9. 

It has been made further clear that the words •• proprietary right to the soil .. only 
mean a limited right to collect rents from the ryots on behalf of the Government and enjoy 
t,he balance after paying peshkash. This is the essence of the provisions of Regulation 
XXV of 1802. 

To implement what has been provided in this Permanent Settlement Regulation and 
define the rights and liabilities of the ryots the Pattah Regulation XXX of, 1802 was passed 
on the same date, 13th July 1802. 

The object of Regulation XXX of 1802 was made clear in the preamble. It was to 
abolish the indefinite and fluctuating method of aSBessing land revenue which was causing 
continued oppression to the ryots, and substitute in its place a fixed land revenue asses ... 
ment which could not be altered by enhancing Or decreasing under any circumstanoes. 
Section 7 provided that no extra land-tax should be collected from the ryot under any 
pretext or excuse over and above the amount permanently fixed, while section 9 provided 
that in case of dispute about the rate of assessment the judge should fix the rate that pre
vailed in the year before the Permanent Settlement as the proper rate. In other words, 
the judges were directed not to alter the land revenue assessment that had been fixed, in 
perpetuity in the year previous to the Permanent Settlement. Patta was declared hy this 
Regulation to he the title-deed of the ryot in the same manner in which the sannad was 
declared to he the title-deed of the landholder under R~.guIation XXV of 1802. The patta 
would not be valid if it does not contain a defined rent and defined extent (i.e., rent and 
extent fixed unalterably). The validity of the sunnad-i-milkiat-Isthimmr is dependent on 
the condition that the landholder would issue pattahs and accept muchilkas, with tenure 
and rates of rent fixed in perpetuity. If the landholder failed to fulfil this condition, he 
was made to pay damages and also liable to criminal prosecution under section 8. The 
result of the passing of Regulations XXV and XXX of 1802 was and still is-

(1) that the rate of shist or land revenue assessment on the cultivated land was fixed 
permanently at the time of the permanent settlement, and . 

(2) that the rate of shist on the waste land that might be brought under oultivation 
after permanent settlement, should not exceed the rate fixed unalterably in the 
year previous to the Permanent Settlement on lands that were already under 
cultivation. 

Fixity of tenure and fixity of shist in perpetuity were insisted on as condition precedent 
not only in the Collectors' Instructions, but also in the conditions of sale affixed in Collec
tors' offices before Havely estates were carved out of the Crown lands and put to auction. 
They were also marked out as conditions precedent in the Special Commission Reports 
and the agreements between landholders and ryots that preceded the Permanent Settle
ment. It is these terms that were insisted on as conditions precedent in all the abovesaid 
(1) Collectors' instructions, (2) Proclamations of sale, (3) Special Commission Reports, 
(4) Determined agreements that were entered into in the pattahs and muchilkas and SUD

nuds and kabuliyate and finally formed provisions of the Regulations XXV and XXX of 
1802. Under such circumstances, the landholders are estopped from claiming any right 
to enhance the shist for any reason whatsoever. 

The provisions of RegUlations XXV and XXX of 1809 make it olear that the land
holder cannot enhance the rent on the ground of (1) rise in prices, (2) improvements effected 
by the landholder, or (3) improvements effected by the Government or (4) fluvial action 
or (5) by contract. The very name Permanent Settlement excludes the idea of enhance
ment on any such ground. That is why there was no provision made either for increase 
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01' decrease of assessment in either Regulation. These two regulations were confined exclu
sively to regulate the relations between the landholders and ryota of I!!:rmanently settled 
!!!'tates only and none elae. . 

Neithe; inamdars nor ryotwari cultivators of Government jeroyiti land were included 
in the definition of ' landholders' under the Regulations of 1802. On the other hand a 
special Regulation XXXI of 1802 was passed on the same date for inamdars. Similarly. 
special rules and laws were enacted for Government jeroyiti ryots. No confusion could 
therefore arise, on account of clubbing together irreconcilable classes of persons in a com
mon definition of landholders in the Regulations XXV and XXX of 1802, as was done long 
afterwards in the Rent Act VIII of 1865 or Estates Land Act of 1908 and 1936. Regulation 
XXX of 1802 was in force until it was repealed by Madras Act VIII of 1865 (Rent Act). 
Regulations XXV and XXIX of 1802 have been in force until now. 

The object of fixing a moderate assessment of land revenue in perpetuity and also 
fixing the tenure in perpetuity having been fulfilled by the provisions made in Regulations 
XXV and XXX of 1802, the work of the retrenchment was undertaken by the authors of 
the Regulations on the same date, because they found it unnecessary to continue the costlY' 
revenue establishment that had been considered necessary for preventing fraud on the 
Government and oppression of the cultivator, before the land revenue assessment .md the 
tenure were fixed in perpetuity. When once the rates of assessment and the character of 
the tenure had been fixed for ever, the authorities believed that no such large establishment 
was necessary to collect the moderate assessment that would be within the reach of the 
ryot to pay without being coerced by the revenue authorities or compelled by the middle
men to submit themselves to illegal exactions. • They therefore dismissed all the other 
revenue officers, the deRcriptions and the prohibitive cost of whom are given in Chapter I 
of this report. They were satisfied that if they retained the office of the karnam alone, 
who was the real village accountant to maintain the accounts, for the benefit of the Gov
ernment, the landholders and the cultivators, they could save much money and also ensure 
the collection of the land revenue without any trouble. 

The object of the Karnam's Regulation XXIX of 1802 might not be known so easily 
to those who did not know the previous and subsequent history of Regulations that were 
passed on 13th July 1802. So long as the demand of the land revenue assessment was 
tluctuating it was not possible for the Government to prevent the mischief done by the 
landholders or the rent-farmers under them. But when once the amount was made 
unalterable either hy way of increase or decrease, the collection was assured, if only 
!.he landholder had heen loyal to the arrangement entered into at the time of the Perma
nent Settlement. Just as the peshkash remained unaltered the land revenue assessment 
would have remained unaltered. It was with the object of enforcing the land revenue 
assessment that had been permanently fixed in 1802 in an unalterable form that the Kar
nam's Regulation XXIX of 1802 was passed and he was called upon to mainta.in a register 
showing the rates of rent fix~d permapently then and also the prices, year after year. The 
object of calhng upon him to' enter the rateiiOf assessment fixed permanently in the first 
patta and continuing to enter the same in the following years, was to maintain such regis
ters as evidence of the arrangement at the time of the Permanent Settlement. The karnam 
was directed to note the prices of each year, with the object of maintaining records of evi
dence in Case any dispute arose between the landholder and the cultivator. The karnam 
was not intended to be a servant of the zamindar or the ryot or the Government. He was 

, 'nominated by the landholder but could not he dismissed by him. Even the Collector was 
not given absolute powers over him, because he was not exclusively a servant of the Gov
ernment. If any dispute arose the evidence required for settling the same, under the 
provisions of section 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802 would be in the hands of this karnam, 
on the production of which the Judge would be able to give his decision in a few 
minutes, because the direction given to t~e J ?dge in case any such dispute arose, was that 
he should fix the rate of rent that preVailed III the year preceding the Permanent Settle
ment. The only record of rights and the documents that were intended to be maintained 
from 1802 until no~ are the registers in ,:",hich the ra~es of rent and the prices were 
I..,corded. But oWlllg to the length of time and. t~e lDlperfect understanding of law a.q 
well as fact on the part of all concerned, the posItIon of the karnam was misunderstood 
his powers and duties were misunderstood and to-day he has hecome an officer who is not 
claimed by &uybody as serviceable to anyone. Out of ignorance the landholders claimed 
complete control over the karnam, including the power of dismissal. For the same 
reason the ryot. could not say that the karnam was of any service to them and why he 
was appointed under Regulation XXIX of 1802. 

In the light of our fin(lings that the fair anil. equitable rate of rent (land revenue) \ 
that i. payable to-day by the ryot to the landholder is the rate that had been fixed for 
ever in the yenr preceding the Permanent Settlement, it may not be necessary to retain 
.even the office of the kamam 1\8 such, under Regulation XXIX of 180\!. But, however, 
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considerable time may be required by the special Commissioners who will be appointe<i 
to fix the pre-settlement rates, and therefore the karnam's office might be continued 
charging' him with the work of collection, his sala,:y .being made paY:tble by the land
lu!lder as well as the. ryot jn .equal proportion. 

CHAPTERS VI AND VII-RENT BILL AND ES'l'ATES LAND ACT-ENHANCEMENT OF 
LAND REVENUE. 

Regulations XXV and XXX of 1802 ihat enacted that the land revenue assessment 
fixed in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement should remain unalterable and 
that the tenure also should remain· unalterable remained in force until the Rent Recovery 
Act was passed in 1865. In that year the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802 alone was 
repealed, because the provisions of the Regulation by which the land revenue assess-

( 

ment was made unalterable in the said Regulation, were embodied first in the .Rent 

( R<lCovery Bill of 1863 bodily and later in the Relit ;Recovery Act vrn of 1865 III an 
amplified form so as to make the procedure prescribed in the Act applicable-

(1) to occupancy ryots, 
(2) to non-occupancy ryots, 
~) to ryotwari ryots of the Government, and 
(4) to inamdars, for whom special legislation had been made in RegUlation XXXI 

of 1802. 
If clause (10) of the Rent Bill, which embodied the provisions of sections 7 and 9 of 
Regulation XXX of 1802, had been kept intact there would have been no confusion and 
mucb trouble would have been saved. But there was an interval of two years between 
th& drafting of the Bill and the passing of the Act VIII of 1865. Patta Regulation XXX 
remained in force for over 63 years. Although the provisions of the Patta Regulation 
and the Permanent Settlement Regulation made the rates of rent unalterable, the land-

\

' /lolder had been raising disputes over both the questions relating to fixity of tenure and 
~he rate of rent. The fight had been going on through law courts, some Judges of the 
~arly period interpreting in favour of the landholder while most of them had been inter
preting it in favour of the ryots. The landholder who had been backed by weafth as well 
a& infiuence had been carrying on the fight in courts, t,o have it declared that the 
Permanent Settlement was not a permanent settlement of the land revenue assessment 
but was a permanent settlement of his peshkash only, giving him absolute powers to 
enhance the land-revenue demand on various grounds. This fight continued until at last 
one Zilla Judge, Mr. Collet, gave a decision in favour of the landholder, that the I'ate of 
tent or the tenure had not been fixed permanently at the time of the Permanent Settle
ment and that what was settled at the time of the Permanent Settlement enured only 
for Olle year and after that the landholder was free to dictate his own terms to the 
cultivator, like the landlord in Great Britain. The Government that had been zealously 
guarding the rights of the ryots on the two questions of tenure and rent, took note of the 
"Tong· decision of J udg6 Collet and immediately called upon the Board to submit their 
note on thp question, tn enable the Government to introduce a Bill tot re.affirrllin'l the 
fixity of tenure and the fixity of rent in perpetuity in favour of the ryot. The Board 
of Revenue once again investigated the whole matter and submitted their masterly Report 
B.P. No. 7743 of 1863, in which they reviewed the rights of the ryots and landholders 
from the date of Manu up to that date and declared that the rates of l'ent and also the tenure 
had been fixed unalterably by the Permanent Settlement and that any demand made by 

\ 

the .landholder to take a way the land fro~ the ):yot ~d giv~ it to another man who offered 
n hIgher rate of rent amounted to robbmg of the Just rIghts of the ryot and offering 
a share of the plunder to the other. It was on the basis of this report that the new 

. Rent Bill was drafted with clause (10), in which sections 7 aud 9 .Jf Patta Regulat.ion 
XXX of 1802 were embodied. The Bill was referred to a Select Committee. The 
Select Committee in their report held, relying upon the Board's Proceedings No. 7743 

" that both the rates of rent and the tenure had been fixed permanently at the time of the 
,'" .' Permanent Settlement and that it ",as not open to the landholder to enhance the rents 
,; on any ground. The Bill remained as Bill for over two years until it became Act vrn 
,. ,< or 1865. During this interval the landholders had not been keeping idle. They 

, approached the Government with memorials, petitions and mahazars which were all 
'. ' referred t<l the Select Committee. They appeared again before the Select Committee 

and put forward various demands and fought for them. The Select Committee that 
laid down the rule embodied in clause (l0l of the Bill as correct, yielded in the end for 

\

rnyst?r:iOUS re!",ons, to amplify the provis!ons of the Bill by introducing within'the 
defimtlon of landholders ryots, ryotwarl and inamdars who were exclnded from the 
Permanent Settlement Regulation. The amplification which the Select Committee wanted 
to make was not by way of extending the rights of the landholders with regard to rates 
of rent and t~e tenure t.h8~ .h~d been fixed permanently in 1802. But it was only in 
regard to the rIghts and liabilItIes of those classes of landholders who ilid not come within 
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the· l'ermanent Settlement Regula.tion, but who were wrongly clubbed with those who 
call,e within, by introducing a. common procedure for collection of monies from the ryo.& 
of each one of the snid .class. In attempting to give a final shape to the Rent Recovery 
A~t, we may take it that they found it not so easy to enact provisions that would be appli-· 
cable to all classes of landholders that were brought within the definition of • landholders ' 
ul!cI,'r ,,·ction 1 of the Act. U only *I,ey had made provisions separately for the dilIerer.' 
classes of Isndholders, there would have been no trouble at all. All the important provi-. 
sions of the Patta Regulation that had a bearing on these questions had been embodied 
in the Rent Recovery Act, but rather in It clum"" mllnner by clubbing together aeverdi, 
cl,,".e~ in section 11 which were intended to deal with enhancement of renls. If they. 
had retained clause (10) of the Bill, which copied sections 7 and 9 of the Patta Regulation 
in tact and declared that so far as the permauently settled estates were concerned the 
lI,w 'Was contained in that clause (10) of the Bill, aud enacted a separate section to regu
late the conduct of ryotwari ryots,. inamdars and others there would have been no 
trouble at all. Legislators always· care for brevity and they believe that their skill 
consists in compressing ideas within the shortest space. That was how the amplifi
catiun intended by the Select Committee took the forID of introducing so many clauses. 
in section 11 with regard to enhancement of rents. It is a matter of commonsense 
tilut when once the rate of rent was fixed permanently it could not be enhanced for any 
reason nnder any circumstances. A case like that ought not to have been brought In 

under section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act which laid down provisions for the relief 
of ryotwari ryots and other persons who were free to enbance the rents or enforce eject
Iflent against their under-tenants_ The Rent Bill was in tended to clear the doubts 
~reated by Judge Collet; but while attempting to clear the doubts the Rent Act created 
qreater trouble by clubbing together two irreconcilable clas.es of landholders and attempt
ing to provide in one section rules relating to enhancement of rents. Naturally when 
the landholder revived his fight after the passing of the Rent Recovery Act, he raised 
the same points which his ancestor. raised before Ii:egulations IV and V of 1822 were 
passed to clear the doubts raised on the Permanent Settlement Regulation and the Patta 
!legulation. Bllt it so happened just at that time th",t the Sadar-Adawalet-Court which 
JII,d been presided over by Judges who had been in touch with the land-tenures and peapl .. 
of this country and endeavoured their best to lay down correct rules of law and protect 
tbe right. of the ryots was abolished and the High Court was established. Under this. 
High Court various Bubordinate courts were also established. The law and procedure of 
Great Britain had been brought mto this country and the new Judges who came froID 
Fngland to preside over the High Court, .had no knowledge of Indian land tenures, 
customs or laws. They brought their English ideas of landlord and tenant and imported 
them into their judgments ruthlessly. Some of the judgments as in the case of 
CHOKKALINGAM PILLAI, were based on wrong notions which the English judges brought 
illto India on the question of land-law and tenancy. When the Rent Recovery Act· WBe 

passed to declare that the view taken by Judge Collet on the interpretation of the 
P('rmanent Settlement Regulation and the Patta Regulation in favour of the landholder 
wa. wrong, exactly opposite results had been produced by the interpretation put on 
.ection 11 of the Act VITI of 1865. What was wrongly decided by Judge Collet 
before 1863 was repeated by Judges of the High Court in CHOKKALINGAM PILLAI'S CASS. 
This wrong interpretatIOn continued for some time until it was exposed by two dis
tingui.hed Indian Judges, the late Justice Muthuswami Iyer and Sir Subrahmonia 

,lyeI', who were great authorities on Indian CommOn I,aw. Even though they had 
",.tored judicially the law laid down by the Permanent Settlement Regulation and 
Plttta Regulation on the question of rates of rent and tenure, tbere were judges who 
mme after them who continued to make the same wstakes. This state of judicial 
u'lcerlnint,y continued until the Estates Land Act I of 1908 was passed. Between the 
date cf the Rent Recovery Act and the Esbtes Land Act the law continued to he the 
.ame ns was laid down in 1802 on both the questions. The various clauses of Section 11 
of the Rent Recovery Aet relating to enhancement of rents were never intended 1,0 

IIppl)' to rates of rent that had been fixed. permanently at the time of the Permanent 
~~ttlement. It was admitted that the Rent Act was only a processual law and that it 
did not erf'ate or destroy any rights that had existed before that date. The wroTig 
interpretation put by Borne judges on Section 11 and other provisions of the Act had 
to be Bl"t right only by later decisions given by judges who were better informed. All 
tl'e mi.chief and the trouble to which the ryot had been subjected since the passin" of 
thJ Rent Recoverv Art was due t<l the wrong inte'1'retations put upon t.he meaning of 
the provisions of the Act. Betw .. en the date of the Rent Recovery Act and the Madras 
F..tate. Land Act I of 1908, the Madras Government, the Government of India and the 
Bonrd of Revenue nnd all other authorities have been consistently maintaining the rights 
of the ryots on ~~e qnestion .of the rates of rent and the tenure but they were helple.s 
when wron~ declOlons were gtVf'n bv Courts. There were no If'gislatures before 1865 and 
there Willi no legislature even in 1865. The legislature that undertook the work in 1908 

0011 • ... "'''T 1-68 
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was very differently cOnstituted from the o~e that is. now functioning. under the New 
.con.titlltion Act. Correct law and correct mterpretation of the prOVISIons of the Rent 
Recovery Act were laid down in the decisions reported in I.L.R., 16 Madras, 20 Madras 
.and 23 Madras; and the rules laid down therein had been followed in the later decisions 
-or both the High Court and also the Privy Council. 'fhe net result of the judicial 
interpretation, of the provisions of the Rent Recovery Act between 1865 and 1908 was 
that the occupancy right of the ryot was recognized in unequivocal terms but so far as 
the right of enhancement of rents was concerned it was still in confusion in the minds 

-of the best of the lawyers and the legislators. This is evident from the way in which the 
Estates Land Bill was conceived in 1898, for the first time and later in 1905, and how j, 
.developed by the time it matured into law as Act I of 1908. 

In dealing with the Rent Recovery Bill and the Act .. e pointed out the variation 
.between the Bill and the Act, that was largely responsible for contrary interpretations. 
'I.'here was a similar mistake made in 1802 at the time of the Permanent tlcLtielllellt and 
Patta RegUlations. When the authors of the Uegnbtions had made it clear long before 
~802 through Collectors' Instructions, Conditions of sale in proclamations and through 
State Documents and finally through the Regnlations themselves, that what was 
permanently settled was the land-revenue assessment as a whole and not the peshkash 
alone or the balance given to the landholder, the word' rent' ought not to have been used 
for th~ land revenne assessment paid by the ryots to the landholders. In ryotwari areas 
the laud-revenue paid by the ryot to the Government is called shist. If the same word 
.had been used in the Permanent Settlement, the Patta anil other flonnected RegUlations 
in 1802, or the words • land revenue assessment' had been used and the word • rent' 
.avoided. much of the trouble could have b~en easily avoided. What was paid by th .. 
l'YOt to the Government direct, before the Permanent Settlement, waK known as hnd 
revenue assessment, if not the word 'shist'. 1'he words 'land revenue n.ssessment' 
-could have been used more appropria.tely. But when once th" word ' rent' was used 
the mischief started immediately, because some of the Judges who did not know any
thing about the land tenures in India and who were familiar with only English Law of 
Landlord and Tenant, as it prevailed in England, understood the word 'rent' in the 
English sense as meaning the amount paid by the lessee in England in virtue of the 
~olltractual relation that was created b .. tween a landlord and a tenant. under which the 
.English Tenant derived his title. 'rhe faet that the ryot in India did Dot derive his title 
from the. landholder and that his right to the soil or to possession was an ancient custo
mary right was not known to the Judges. That was ·how the wrong interpretation 
.started in this Presidency. The Hon'ble Mr. G. S. Forbl's, who piloted the 'Madra" 
Estates Land Bill in 1905 made the position clear by stating th.'tt the word rent was 
.a misnomer. In the Bill he proposed to drop the word 'rent' and substitute in its 
place the word • shist ' which was the exprl'ssion llsed for the land I'evenue a.sessment 
paid by the ryot in Government jerayoti land. All the ingenuity of the landholder liS well 
as his lawyer was used to the disadvantage of the ryot, on the interpretation of the word 
. rent ' and the words • proprietary right to the soil.' The Estates Land Bill was not 
.conceived for the first time in .1905. A draft Bill called Madras 'Tenancy Bill' Wa" 
introduced and a Select Committee made its Report on the same in 1898. In that Bill 
.no doubt the word • rent' was used as originally drafted. But the same was changed 
into the words • land. revenue' in the Bill as amended by the Select :Qommittee. 
Clauses 15, 16 and 17 of the original draft Bill run as follows :~ . 

15. The rent for the time being payable by an occupancy ryot shall be presumed 
to be fair and equitable until the contrary is proved. 

16. The rent of an occupancy ryot shall not be enhanced except 8s provided by 
this Act. 

We may contrast this with clauses 16 and 17 of the Bill as amended by the Select 
Committee. 

] 6. In the disposal of suits involving disputes relating to rates of land revenrte 
payable by ryots, the following rules shall be observed. 

] 7. Contracts to pay land reventte not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act 
shall, notwithstanding anything contained in the above rules. be enforced. 

It is clear therefore, that the more appropriate words • land revenue' was substi
tuted in place of • rent', by the Select Committee in the amended Bill. A"ain as in 
the case of .t~e Rent .Bill and the Rent Act a similar mistake had been mad~ in 'regard 
to the provIsion relatmg to enhancement of land revenue (rent), with this difference 
only- ·t.hRt the order was reversed in the Rent Bill :-the provisions of Sections 7 and 9 
of the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802 were embodied in clause (x) of the bill, whereas 
when it came to the stage of passing it into Law, the first part of the clause (x) of the 
}lill which embodied Sections 7 and 9 of Putts ReQ:ulation was dropped and III its place 
the various clauses of the Section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act was passed. J 0 the case 
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· of the Madras Estates Land Bill it was done the other way about, viz., that in Section 17 
~o( the Bill of 1898, clause. relatiug to enha.ncement of rent on the ground of-

(1) rise in prices, 
(2) improvements effected by or at the expense of the proprietor, 
(3) construction of irrigation Wptk or other improvements executed at the expeDl!e 

of Government and the proprietor had been required to pay an additional 
revenue, and 

(4) increase in the productive powers by fluvial action. 
All these four grounds enumerated in section 17 of the :t'4adrafl Tenaucy Bill of 1898 art> 

· the .nm6 as the clauses (1-4) of section 30 of the Estates Land Act. But when the. 
BIll reached the Select Committee stage and was amended by the same, it was provided 
in clause 16, sub-clause (2) that in case of dispute about the rates of assessment 110 

mOlley or in kind, between the landholders and the ryots, Courts were directed to decide 
· the nlntter by adopting the rates of rent that· prevailed in the year preceding the Perma
nent Settlement. In all cases which had not been .urveyed before 1859, it was laid 

· down that money assessment fixed on such surveyed lands must be considered as the 
· proper land revenue payable. 

Section 16, clauses (1) and (2), of the Madras 'l'enancy Bill as amended by the Select 
,Committee run as follows :-

.. 16. In the disposal of suits involving disputes regarding rates of land ~et>ellue 
payable by ryots, the following rules shall be observed:-
(1) In estates which had been surveyed by the British Government previous to 

1st January 1859, and in which a money assessment had been fixed on the 
fields such assessment is to be considered the proper land revenue payable. 

(2) In case of aU other estates-
(a) The Collector shall adopt the Tates of a8se.~sment in money, or of division 

iu kind, prevailing in the cultivated lands in the year preceding the assess
ment of the permanent peshkash or in the case of estates not permanently 
settled, the rates which were in force, immediately prior to the date on 
which the grant of the estate was made, confirmed or recognized. 

(b) Where these rates may not be ascertainable the Collector shall fix. the 
land revenue in accordance with local usage and if such local usage is not 
clearly ascertainable, then in accordance with the rates established and 
generally paid in the district for lands of similar description and quality. 

Provided that if either party be dissatisfied with the rates determined under 
rule (ii) (b), he may claim that the land revenue payable be dischargejl in 
kind, according to .. the waram," that is, according to the established rate of 
the village for dividing the crop between the Government or the landholder 
and the cultivator. When the .. waram " cannot be ascertained, such money 
rates shall be decreed as may appear to the Collector just and equitable provided 
that such rates shall in no c""" exceed the equivalent of half the gross produoo 
after deducting the expense~ of cultivation of . ..hal:vestin.!L!Oll~>of_ ... ~rl!"O'C.. Sllch 
money rates shall be determmed on a calculation 0711ie average prIce which the 
ryot has been able to obtain at the time of the h~est on the ave~ of the 
previouB years." 

From the above extrocts it is made clear that in case of dispute in estates not sur-
· nyed before lst J anu ... ·y 1859, the rule laid down the Patta Regulation should be 
applied to fix the mte of relj.t a9 fair. equitable and permanent. And, it was doubly 
made clear that the right to enhance rent on any of the grounds enumerated therein which 
are the same as those embodied in section 30 of the Madras Estates Land Act I of 1908 
.with the addition of contract referred to in clause (i) of section 11 of the Rent Act were 

· intended to apply to cases in which the rates of rent were not fixed in perpetuity. 

Section 17 of the Madras Tenancy Bill. 1898, as originally introduced was as fol
.lows :-

.. 17. Where an occupancy ryot holM at a money ~ent not fored in perpetuity, the 
proprietor may. Bubject to the provisions of this Act, institute a suit before the 
Collector to enhance the rent on one or more of the following gl'ouilds. viz. :-
(a) that there has been a rise in the average local prices of stapte food crops in 

, the taluk or ERmindari division since the existing rent was fixed, 
(b) that the productive powers of the land held by the ryot have been increased 

by improvements effected by or at the expense of the proprietor since the 
existing rent was bed, 
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(e). that the productive powers of the land held by the ryot have been increased. 
since the existing rent 'Yas fixed by any work of irrigOLtion or other improve..: 
ments execute~ by or at the expe~ses of the Government and the proprietor' 
has been reqmred to pay an addItIOnal rr.venue or rate. to Government, in 
consequence thereof, and 

. (d) that the productive powers of the land held by the ryot have been increased-
by fluvial action." 

. No stronger and more conclusive evidence than this can be adduced in support of 
tIle construction put by us on the provisions of the Rent Recovery Act of Ibtl5 and ,,190' 
the provisions of the Esta17es Land Act, Section 30, with regard to enhancement, and. 
other connected sections. But there is one difference between the provisions of section 17, 
of the Madras Tenancy Bill as introduced, and the provisions of section 30 of the Estate&
Land Act after it had passed into law. The saving proviso added to clause (i) of sec
tion 30 which ought to have been applied to the other three clauses also that followed,. 
"''811 made applicable only to clause (i) . 

. The Hon/ble Mr. Forbes who made the position clear at the initial stages when he .. 
made his historic speech, allowed the proviso to be added only to clause (i) of section 30, 
leaving ant clauses 2, 3 and 4; thus giving room for interpretation that the right to 
enhance was denied in cases relating only to rise or fall in prices and not to the other 
three clauses. That it was not the intention of Mr. Forbes was made clear from his
speech and from the declarations he had made in 1905. The declarations made by him 
before the Bill was passed into law are supported in full by what was enacted in section 17 
of the Madras Tenancy Bill, 1898, as introduced and quoted above. That even this interpre
tation put upon clauses 2, 3 and 4 of section 30 was not correct had been discussed at lengtl1 
and proved by pointing out that these three clauses were intended to apply to old waste 
ryoti land only and not to ryoti land proper. In support of that construction we could
depend upon section 17 of the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898, as introduced. Some 
suggestions had been made that the proviso to clause (i) of section 30 was intended to 
apply only to cases where permanent rights of occupancy were created subsequently and 
not to occupancy right created at the time of the permanent settlement. The words· 

I 
used in section 17 are, " WHERE AN OCCUPANCY RYOT HOLDS 'AT A MONEY RENT NOT FIXED 
IN PERPETUITY THE PEOPRIETOR MAY APPLY TO THE COLLECTOR. TO ENHANCE THE RATES OF 
BENT ON ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING GROUNDS." These words make it clear that 
they were referring to the fixity of rent in perpetuity at the time of the permanent settle-
ment and not to any of later origin. The relevant provisions of the Madras Tenancy Bill. 
as introduced and as amended by the Select Committee are printed as an appendix. 

SHARING SYSTEM AND COMMUTATION. 

Undoubtedly the ideal system before the Permanent was the • sh .. ring system' 
Settlement, and it was believed to be the best which would not involve the ryot in finan
cial troubles on account of the fall in prices and which will not make him. a victim ot 
the 'enhancement of exchange ratio by the Government. If this system is adopted the 

. Government should undertake immediately the task of establishing village granaries 
'\lid markets in which the produce could be sold freely for the best price in the interest 
of both the Government and the cultivator. But So long as the sharing system prevsiled 
there were illegal exactions going on, not only by the landholders and their servants, 
hut also by their rent-farmers or their agents and theIr servants. It was with a Vlew 
to avoid such troubles to the ryots and make the amount of land revenue which they 
should pay, a fixed and certain one, that the- Permanent Settlement was undertaken and" 
the commutation rates were adopted. But having regard to all the circumstances, although 
tI,e sharing system is the best one to save the ryot from the fluctuations of prices and 
t.he manipulations of the currency and exchange, it should not be adopted unless and' 
until the Government has completed the reconstruction of villages economically and 
industrially and established granaries and markets all over the Presidency as a net work, 
to~ether with banking facilities on multi-purpose co-operative basis in the VIllages At)· 

as to enable the villagers to carry on their business within their own limits and withollt -
being forced into the hands of the sowcars to borrow at prohibitive rates of rent. 

On the view taken by us with regard to the fixity of the rate of land revenue at the' f 
time of the Permanent Settlement, we shall recommend to the Legislatures to proceed 
for the present on the basis of cash payment. If the rate of land revenue fixed perma
DPntly at the time of the Permanent Settlement is taken as the basis, that will :nve relief -
to the ryot to a very great extent. It may be that a time may come when the prices may 
rail below the pre-settlement level and the Rituation may ha"e to be examined then afr~sh. 
'But it is pot likely to come up 80 soon. When the land revenne assessment is fixI'd' 
moderately on the basis of the' pre-Bettlement rates and further enhancements are prohi
bited, Bnd the ryot's ownership to the soil .. l~o is reaffirmed, prospects of the ryot and' 
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the country will certainly be 'very bright, Although money-system had been adopted 
from the time of the Perma.nent Settlement in place of the sharing system there are 
still some estates, such as Ramnad and parts of some other estates in the Presidency' 
where the sharing system of 1802 is still continuing. 

When the rat~ of land revenue payable upon the land to-day is declared to be the 
same as the rate that had prevailed in the year before the Permanent Settlement, the 
ryots who have continned under the sharing system until now may suddenly change 
their minds and demand conversion of the tararn rate into money rate. When such a. 
demand is made, the question arises what prices should be adopted for commutation 
purposes-whether the current prevailing rates or whether the rates that prevailed in the 
year preceding the Permanent Settlement. 

We are of opinion that when the question of conversion of sharing system into money 
system arises, the prices that should be adopted for purpoees of commutation are price!> 
prevailing in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement, it is only on that basis that 
~he sharing system should be changed into the money system, The r80tes so fixed must 
be declared to be permanent and unalterable rates. 

EVIDENCB (SUMMARY) (SHARING SYSTEM AND COMMUTATION), 

In thIS connexion we might give a brief summary of the evidence, oral as well 118 

documentary, and the demands made by the landholders to enhance the rents in the 
north, south and west of this Presidency with a view to find out to what length they had 
j!one in violating the Permanent Settlement of 1802. 

From 1802 until now the peshkash fixed in 1802 bas been collected by the Govern
ment Without the least enhancement. On the other hand wherever circumstances 
demanded, there was a. reduction of peshkash. There has been no enha.ncement. Simi
larly, if the .land revenue assessment fixed permanently in 1802 had been collected from 
the ryots without enhancing the same from time to time, the ryot would not have become 
indebted to the extent to which he is to-day a.nd he would not have been compelled to 
allow his l80nd to be attached and sold to his creditors as has been done until now. It 
was to prevent such disaster to the ryot that the land revenue assessment was fixed 
permanently in 1802 with the hope that he would easily pay the modest assessment fixed 
then and save enough for maintaining his family and also to promote the manufactories, 
commerce and industry and trade of the country. To understand how all such prospects' 
have been blasted by the periodical enhancement made by the landholder from time to 
time in a most heartl .. ss manner, WB shall give II few glaring instances from the evidence 
recorded by UB in this enquiry, or&! as well liB, through documents. 

J{ADAVUR ES1'ATB may be taken liS a typical estate in the whole Presidency amongs~ 
those that came forward to adduce evidence before OUR Committee. A statement was 
Bent to us on 23rd April 1938 by 15 village karnams of the Kadavur Est8ote. 

It is a very important document and is printed liS an appendix. 

There are many importa.nt admissions in this document. It is admitted that the 
lIamindari consisted of 16 villages and that money rent was fixed in 8011 the 16 villages 
in 1803 according to cla.ssification of soil and taram. In clauses Sand 4, the following 
.tl\tement. are made:-

., Il. The rates of assessment fixed in 1803 have continued up to this day without 
any enhancement or reduction of rent and were being collected from the ryots 
without any dispute." ' 

.. 4. In the case of certain ryots (increase in the extent of land) enhancement or 
reduction in rent might have taken pl_ on the following /!TOunds. Otherwise 
there has been absolutely no variation in the rates of assessment. 

(a) Thll increase in the extent of land and increase in the rent are due ta the 
following causes:-
(i) Granting of permanent pattss in the case of waste lands brought under 

cultivation in the zamin. 
(ii) Adjacent unassessed lands being gradnally inclnded in the patt80 land __ 

and on the exeess being detected by subsequent measurement, rent payable 
on it was alao added. 

(iii) Dry crops being raised on pa.sture lands paying • concession t.flX ' with 
the reeult that dry rates are levied on them. 

1M The causes for reduction in rent--
(1) Relinquishment or razinarna taking place in the case of patta lands. 
(ll) Conoession tax being granted in the case of punjll lands when grass is. 

grown on them." ' 
flOlI. B. PABT 1-69 
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We shall quote clause 6 also, of this statement which runs liB follows:- • 
.. 6. The detailed rates of assessment found in the original cadjan leaf documents 

submitted by the Karnam of Kaspad, Edayapatti village, have been IIdopted 
awd are in force in all the villages in the zamin. The rates were originally fixed 
according to the classification of soil and tarams. There havA been no varia
tions. WE solemnly declare that all the facts stated above are true." 

This statement, the clauses of which have been quoted above, is signed by fifteen karnams 
ot fifteen different villages of the same estate. . 

Attempt was made by these fifteen karnams to set out the legal position on the 
question of enhancement as far as possible, but in setting facts they could not help 
putting in sub.clause (3) of clause (a) of paragraph 4 of the statement. 

Any rent added to the old income by granting permanent pattas in the case of waste 
land brought under cultivation is a perfect, correct and legitimate one and that should 
hot be considered as enhancement, if it is a. fact. The second a.lso may be a. perfectly 
legitimate one if any unassessed land as a matter of fact had been encroached upon and the 
encroachment as such is proved. But it is a. question of fact to be decided whether 
there was any adjacent un assessed land encroached upon and if it is established. But 
the wording of sub-clause (2) of cla.use (a) of paragraph 4 does not relate to unassessed 
adjacent land encroached upon by the ryot without the knowledge of the landholder. On 
the other hand it says that adjacent unassessed land that was gradually included in the 
patta·lands, and on such excess being detected by subsequent measurements, rent payable 
on it was also added; surely levying of additional rent on all Ia.nd tha.t was found to be in 
excess by a subsequent measurement cannot be justified if the same land had been in his 
possession at the time of the Permanent Settlement, continued to be in his possession 
until it was measured by a. subsequent survey and its extent in acres had been ascertained 
by the latest methods of survey. The standard of measures that were in existence at the 
time of the Perma.nent Settlement and even later until modem sm:vey methods were 
invented and a.pplied successfully, a.re so different from the standards of measures applied 
in the later days. Lands that were measured by the quantity of yield at the end of the 
year as is still done in the north and western districts and by the quantity of seed that 
was sown as in the southern districts, roughly estimated to be about 8 acres, might tum 
out to be 16 acres on measurement being taken by the latest survey appliances. This 
di1ference of 8 acres cannot be treated as excess land when the land was the same, demar
cated by boundaries or otherwise and the difference came in only on accotint of the rough 
estima.te a.t the time of the Permanent Settlement and the measurement made bv a scienti
fic method at a later stage can never be trea.ted a.s an encroachment or occupation of un
aPllessed adja.cent land. All rents collected on such basis are undoubtedly enhancements 
and they must be cancelled. 

In the next sub-clause (3) of clause (a) of paragraph 4, 'we find that dry crop raised 
aD· pasture land paying concessional rates ~I'e charged with dry rates. It is not easy 
to understand the meaning of this clause by itself as it stands. To understand wha.t it 
might mean, we might refer to a document filed before us. This document is a peti
tion filed by one Lakshmana Pillai, ryot, 16th May 19<37, beiore the Zamindar of Kadavur, 
tor grant of a vatta. Clause (7) which seems to be part of the muchilka given by the 
''Yot . to the Zamindar of Kadavur runs a.s follows:-

.. 7. If I sink wells in my punja lands and raise garden crops thereon I shall pay 
garden rates, in accordance with the custom prevailing in the zamin. In return 
for this, if I raise grass (in a portion of my punja lands) I shall petition the 
sa.masthanam in the month of September every year • concession tal[' 
(sahaya tirva) for the same, i.e., by a deduction of one kalipanam for every kuli 
of pasture land. I have understood that those who do not pay garden rates in 
cases mentioned a.bove a.re not entitled to • concession tax ' for their pasture 
lands." 

Such is the nature of the clause introduced in the pattas and muchilkas that w!lre 
intended to contain the permanent unalterable rale of rent fixed at the time of the Perma
nent Settlement. It is the concession tax. referred to in this clause in the muchilka, 
executed by the ryot of the Kadavur zamindari that is referred to in the statement filed 
by the fifteen villa,,0'6 karDams of the Kadavurvillages, declaring that the rents 
ha.d rema.ined unaltered from 1803 until now. Let us now examine and. see whether 
there is anything of enhancement in the clause quoted above from the m'lchilka. 

The validity of this cla.use was challenged by Mr. Lakshmana Pillai, in the petition 
pre~entled by. him for the gra.ht Of a. proper patta by the. zamindar.. He challenged it by 
saymg that it, was au. enhancement of rent because garden rates were cla.imed when 
improvements were effected by the ryot himself at his own 'cost and that it was contrlll'Y 
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to section (11) of the Rent Act VllI of 1865. He further challenged the validity of tho, 
clause in the l/luchilka and patta on the ground that the use of the words • concession 
tax' f6r J"'sture'lands was only a pretext for levying the enhanced rate. 'I'he term 
relat.ing to • concession tax' is a very peculiar one. It is a term, dependent in th" fir.~ 
place, on the validity of levying garden rates on patta lands, when garden crops were 
raised. 'l'he first sentence provided that if the ryot sunk· a well in his patta land and 
raised garden crops he would pay garden rates according to the prevailing pust'?1'" In ( 
the first place the validity of this demand is made dependent on the validity of a custom. 
If the custom is not valid, the demand for enhanced rent fell to the ground. Having 
made the ryot to subscribe to such a clause in the patta" and muchilikas, the landhc.ld<.:r 
proceeded to get a further term In his favour, by stating that in return for the garden 
rate which the ryot would be paying to the landholder under the abovestated circum-
8t"n(1eS, he would put in a petition to the samasthanaru in the month of September every 
vear for' concession tax' whenever he raised grass on a portion of the patta land. That 
is h.Y a deduction of one Kalipanam for every kuli of pasture land. 

There was a further clause added to this that the ryot had understood the rule that I 
those who did not pay garden rates in cases stated above were not entitled to concession 
tax for their pasture lands. This is a very extraordinary way of circumventing the rules 
of law. 

1n S.A. No. 1525 of 1892 of the High Court of Madras, it was clearly held that what
ever~' may have been the custom, it cannol prevail against the provisions contained in sec
tion (11) of the Rent Act VIII of 1865 of Madras, which clearly implies that there is to 
be no enhancement of rent on account of improv~ments effected by the tenant. This 
:view was upheld in I.L.R., 8 ;Madras, 164, and 9 Madras, 27. Section (11) of Act VUI 
or 1865 was bad enough for putting wrong interpretation on the clauses relating to 
enhancement. Even those clauses did not make any provision for claiming enhanced 
rates of rent whenever any well was sunk or other improvements effected by the ryot at 
his own cost. Knowing that there was no provision for it even in the Rent Act, the land
holder very cleverly fell back upon custom. That custom was declared by the High 
COUll to be not binding. No custom can be set up in such a case with the fraudulent 
intention of overriding the just rights of others. 

Witness No. 213, a ryot in Sivagiri Zamindari, stated that this sort of enhance
ment was resorted to in many zamins in the south. 

We are therefore of opinion that what is alleged to be a legitimate levy under 
sub-clause (2) of clause (a) of paragraph 4, of the statement filed by the 15 village karna11lB 
of Kadavur and also the dry rates that are said to have been levied on pasture lands in 
sub-clause (3) of clause (a) of the same para,,"1'aph of the statement are enhancements not 
warranted by any provision of law. On the other hand they are flagrant violations of 
the permanent land revenue assessment made on the land at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement. We cannot accept the statement of the 15 karnams of Kadavur Estate 
that the rates levied to.day are the self-same rates that were fixed permanently in the 
year preceding the Permanent Settlement. A copy of an old cadjan leaf document has 
been filed before us, We have got it translated. It forllls pa.rt of Appendix No. XXIV 
relating to rates of rent in Kadavur Estate. 

Having dealt with the nature of the enhancement in this estate, we shall try t<> 
Ilo8certain the rates of rent that prevailed in the year preceding the Permanent Settle
lJ'ent on nanja as well as punja lands on the materials available. In this connexion, we 
may state that the English equivalents for l\9.ni. Kalipanam, "arahan, panam, etc., are 
given in the appendix. The nature of different soils aJso is given in the same appendix. 
The rates of rent ascertained on the basi" of cadj"n leaf account produced before us, 
which relate to r~tes that prevailed in 01' ahont 1803 have been w.orked out. 

FISCBER O. KUTl'ALAI4 PILL.o\I. 

In Madura district there was a litigation between Fischer and Saugara Kuttalam 
Pillai of Rnsinagapuram. This was a suit to enforce acceptance of a patta under section 9-
of Act VIII of 1865. In this case the ryots constructed 'wells at their own expense in the 
dry lands and raised garden crops with the well water. The plaintiff relied upon It 

custom prevailing in the zamindari and claimed garden rates. The High Court decided 
that the rates could not be enhnnred .... hen improvements had been effected bv the 
te::llUlt. Their judgment runs' as follows:- • 

.. Whatever may have heen the cu_tom, it cannot prevail against the provi.., 
contained in S.S. 11 of the Act VllI of 1865 which clearly implies that th"re 
is to be no enhancement of rent on account of imprOvements effected bv the 
tenant.· t 

-

The District Judge of Madura came to the conclusion that the ruling quoted above 
WRS not inconsistent with a custom' by which the rent varied with the crops wh"tever 
m~~~b~~~b~~~.&~~~~~ 

OOll[. B. PABT 1--60 
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be decided with reference to the fa·isal accounts. If in the faisal accoullts the rates of ren t 
are fixed upon the difIerent classes of land, then any additional rent charged in cons&, 
quence of tenants improvements is forbidden by law, and cannot be sanctioned by 
(lustom. But if the faisal accounts recognize rates of rent varying with the crop, then 
the rates of rent claimed by the landlord for any particular crop is if within the customary 
amoun_still the raisal rate, not an enhancement, and ryots must pay garden rates 
for garden crops whether the improvements which render the cultivation of such ctops 
possible have been affected by themselves or not. (A.S. Nos. 486489 of 189S.) . 

The Assistant Collector before whom this summary suot filed hy Robert Fischer 
against liuttalam Pillai of Rasingapuram and was tried and decided upon was Mr. J. l~. 
Dryant. 'fwo issues were raised as follows :-

(1) Do the faisal accounts of Bodinayakanur Zamindari recognize rates of reni; 
varying according to the nature of the crops, or are the rates of rent in that 
zamindari fixed upon the different classes of land? 

(2) If the varying rates of rent are recognized, is the rate now claimed by the 
plaintiff far garden crops the customary rate? 

The Assistant Collector after hearing the evidence held that even though the wells 
had been sunk at the expense of the tenant, all along it was perfectly open to the land
holder to levy garden rates. He further held that the assessment was lDvariably· fixed 
in that estate according to the crop raised. chdlies and plantains for example were 
always charged at the rate of 12 panams whilst tobacco was fifteen panams, and relying 
on certain documents declared that the custom had been established on the evidence 
b~for" him. He came to the conclusion thnt the faisa! aC()Ollnts of Bodinavakanur Zamin
dari did recognize the rates of rent varying according to the crops and that this custom 
had remained in force ever since. This As.istnnt Collecto!, M;r. J. E. Bryant framed the 
issnes after referring to the decision of the High Court of Madras, in which it was 
expressly held that no custom could prevail against the implied rules laid down in 
section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865, and therefore the garden crop rate 
collected by the landholder instead of dry crop was an enhancement and as such was not 
binding upon the ryot. The Assistant Collertor thought that he could overrule the High 
Court and hold that it was legal and valid to enhance rent on garden crop on dry lands 

(lultivated with the water from the wells sunk at the cost of the ryot himself. Such was 
the way in which justice wae administered in courts of law where these unfortunate men 
had to fight the landholder. Often they would not be able to take it in appeal when they 
once lost it. Even if th",y took it in appeal, attempts will be made before the appeal IS 

disposed off to get a compromise effected with the ryots. making them agree to the clrums 
of the landholders. The judgment of this Assistant Collector is filed as a document before 
us and is printed as Appendix No. . 

The question relnting to the right of the landholder to levy garden rates on dry lands 
went up to the Privy Council in Appea! No. 8(:\ of 1916. The dispute was between 
the zamindar of Etyapuram· and Alwar Asari and others. The zamindar claimed garden 
rates. The facts of the case are as follows :- . 

In this case the zamindar set up a long standing custom to collect theerva (rent) 
from the ryots according to the following rate: 8 to 10 panams per kuli (60 cents) 
for garden cultivation and that in the said zamindari the faiasl rates have been 
fixed in fasli 1210 at 15 panams for garden cultivation. In support of this 
custom he relied on the actual payment of rent without dispute at the rate of 
1:1 pan oms and the ryots repndiated the validity of the custom; and pleaded that 
t.he collection of garden rate was an enhancement. The Sub-Collector rejected 
tl,e 7.aminder's evidence of custom. The matter went up to the High Court .. 
Justice Subrahmania Iyer discussed tlle validity of such .. custom and whether 
or 110t the alleged contract to pay at the 8 panam rate was or was not NUDUM
PACH'M, and remanded the case to the lower Court. The Sub-Collector and 
the District J udl!e again decided in favour of the ryots. The High Court on 
appeal, confirmed the decision of the lower Court. The plea of the ryots in the 
case was that their field in question was a punja land bearing 4 panams rate of 
aSRessment originally. But since .. well had been sunk, the zamindar had 
heen charl!ing garden assessment at the rate of 8-10 pauams per kuli or 15 
panams. The Courts rightly held against the alleged custom and negatived the 
claim of the zamindar to levy such enhanced rates under cover of garden rates. 

In anbt"er case Second Appeal No. 1525 of 189\l on the file of the High Court of 
Judicature. Madras. in an appeal that arose out of the decree of the l\funsif of Dindi!!Ul 
the High Court held that no custom could prevail against .. rule of law laid dowri~ U; 
section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act vm of 1865 and that the levy of garden 1"ate was 
an I'nhancement which could not be upheld. 
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CROPWARI RATES. 

There was another kind of enhallcement of rent charged against the ryots as cropwa.r 
.assessment. "Witness No. laO, Mr. N. Subramania lyer, ryot of Udayarpalaiyam Z~min, 
stated that the absence of survey and the enforcement 01 the cropwar system rendered 
the tenants miserable, and demanded that in the interest& of the zamindar as well as the 
tenants that the cropwar system Il1l1st go. He deposed that under the cropwar system 
the ryot was compelled to pay rent whether the land was cultivated or not. Under this 
system the rent was fixed according to the crops raised on the land. He . added that if 
Lbe iund remained uncultivated for no r~ason, it was entirely WlLhin the ulseretlOn. will 
and ple.e\l1~. of the zamindar to assess the land or not. and that the ryot would have 
to Fay rent even if no crop was raised on the land. He added that the zamindar in 
such a case could levy the lowest rate, that 1S tbe horstlgrnm rate. According to this 
witness. mouey rents were levied according to the crops and particular money rate is fixed, 
for each crop. The rate which the zamindar thes does not tally with the market rate. 
He says that it is a rate that depends absolutely upon the will of the zamindar. He 
referred to the thirvai chat tam which the zamindar maintained anu the rates were levied 
according to that chattam. The witness complained about the various difficulties involved 
in the enforcement of such arbitrary cropwar system which enables the middle men and 
the karnam to tamper with the recorus. 

Another ryot, witness No. 213 of Sivagiri Zamindari also deposed on this cropwar 
system. He explained the meaning and effect of the cropwar system in the following 
.terms :-

.. The proper dry rates are only Re. 0-12-4; 0-15-5; and Re. 0-7-{l, But if the' 
ryot improved his dry land with the aid of wells sunk at his own expense and 
raised thereon plantam. brinjal ~nd onion. three separate rates were levied. i.e., 
Rs. 14 for brinjals; Es. 14 for plantain and Rs. 14 for onions, all on one acre 
of land. In fact one acre of land bears rent payable on 3 acres of land and that 
at a very high rate. The witness further added that .. if a ryot mised on an 
acre of lanel plantain, brinjal and onion. he will have to pay a total assessment 
of Rs. 42. i.e .• Rs. 14 for plantain, Rs. 14 for brinjal and Rs. 14 for onions. 
Such is the enormity of cropwl1r assessment." 

While the rates of assessment were fixed permanently on lands at the time of the 
Permanent Settlemeut wit hout having anything to do with the nature of the crop that 
might be produced by the ryot, such has been the method employed for raising rents 
by 14 or 16 times what was settled as the permanent rate of rent. It is extraordinary 
tl,at what had been condemned at the time of the Permanent Settlement as oppreSSIve 
and illeg-al has been maintained after the Permanent Settlement on some pretext or other 
by the landholders, with a view to increase their income. at the cost of the cultivator. It 
was the land that was assessed and not the crop produced by the ryot. 'fhe object of 
"""e.sin)! land was to leave it to the option of the ryot to produce whatever he hked for 
his own best advantage and also for the advllntage of the Commerce and industry of his 
country. This rule had been embodied in rule 39 of the Instructions to the Collectors and 
it runs as follows:-

.. 39. It is to be hoped that in time the proprietary hmdholders. talookadars and 
farmers and the ryots will find it for their mutual advautage to enter into agree
ment. in every instance for. specific s1lm for" certain quantity of land leal>
in" it to the option of the latter to cultivate whate" .. species of produce ma!.1 
appear to. them likely /.0 yield the largest profit-and in the interim to protect 
them ag-utnst any new taxes, under any pretence whatever. the person dis
covered to have imposed them will be liable to a very heavy penaltv for the 
same-indeed we wish to dlTeet your attention to the imposition~ they are already 
subiect to. which from the number. and nncertainty we apprehend to have 
become intricate to adjust and a source of oppression-it would be desirable that 
the znmindars should revise the same in concert with the rvots and consolidate 
the whole into one specific sum, by which the rents would 'be much simplified 
and much inconvenience he thereby obviated in future." ' 

Nothing can he c1enrer than the above rule to convince am'bodv that it was the 
land thut was assessed permanently at the time of the Permanent S'ettlement and not 
tI", crops, and that the landholder has no rig-ht to mn.intain a eropwar ",stem and collect 
rents on thut ba.is. The difference was pointeel out by wilnes. No. 213 that while the 
drv ,."te on one acre was le"s than one rupee. 42 rupees were charged for three dillerept 
crops raised in that one acre of land. II was on account of "uch rates that the ryot's 
indebtedness has increased and he is now a mere bankrupt. 

ULKUDms AND POR,~KUDms, 

Besides the cropwar s~·stem. in the districts south of Madras. there are differen,/ 
kinds of ryots even among-st, th:- resident rv"ts. They Are c:,lIed mira<idors. nlkndia. ' 
porakudle8 ..... wledars. etc. 'arymg rates had been charged al!"lnst these dIfferent cla.ses 
according to the nature of the right they possessed m the village. Those who belon"ed to 

M 
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I 
the village were called ulkudis and they had preferential rights as against those who had 
come from outside to settle down in the village, known as porakudies. Notwithstanding 
the varying rates charged against these dilIerent classes of people, their right to retain their 
land for themselves and for their successors so long as they were paying the rate of rent 
was always admitted and recogmzed. 

Referring to the different classes of ryots and the rates levied against them, the 
Hon'ble Mr. G. S. Forbes said in his speech on the Estates Land Bill as follows. If 
it is followed carefully it is easy to understand the confusion created by the different 

I classifications and enforcements. He cleared the ground by explaining that all the different 
designations given to resident or non-resident ryots and the different rates levied against. 
them, were purely a communal question-to be settled amongst the villagers them
selves. In his view these differences and variations did not in any way affect the rela
tions of the zamindar and the cultivating ryots. Referring to the intention, object and 
scope of the Estates Land Legislation Mr. Forbes declared that it was only a piece 01. 
adjectival law that Ere~~!LJ!...llro!<.~!hIr~_[~!3ollec!!~ ,rEll1t,,~31d.J.~.'1t it was never.. 
.intended to d1vi_q~1~e.~~I~!~t.%~)I}JQJ.~£9PP.O:j~!'Ksrasses OrOc~~R!!.!!c.x lIJld non-occupanc~ 
aots, or ~sUal<e. a~aytlie rights .that bad, beenalre~dy.existinLL.oL.c.r.t.\I.\lWlew rIghts. He 
made It perfedfy clear 'illat the Estate 'Land Bill inclUded both the classes, namely, 
occupancy and non-occupancy ryots within its scope. It is only when this distinction is 
not kept before one's mind that it was found difficult to interpret the rules laid down 
for enhancement of rents and commutation of rate~, etc., as applicable to the right class 
of persons. If this distinction pointed out by the Hon 'ble Forbes is kept in view iu 
reading the provisions that relate to .enhancement of rents directly or indirectly, and 
raising of presumptions warranted or unwarranted that one can clearly see that all the 
rules laid down for enhancing rents in the Estates Land Act or in the Rent Recovery Act, 
were intended to apply only to those lands who~e rates of !\s~essment had not been fixed 
in perpetuity at the time of the Permanent Settlement. In support of this conclusion we 
would like to quote in extenso the Hon'ble Mr. Forbes's speech so far as it has a 
direct bearing on the question-

.. In this Presidency, no distinction of occupancy and non-occupsncy right was 
known. This statement puzzled the Government of India when Act VIn of 
1865 went up for the Governor-General's sanction. The Madras Government 
then offered the following explanation, in response to a question put on the 
subject by the Government of India :-
• I am directed to state, that in this presidency, from the earliest times to which 

our records reach, the rights of the resident ryots of each village to retain 
their existing holdings or to extend them to the waste lands included in the· 
village Niriknama, as evidenced by the immemorial and perfectly well-known 
custom of the village for the class of land concerned, have never been ques
tioned. 

These resident ryots are designated mirasidars, ulkudis, kadimis, etc., in the 
different parts of the Presidency, and attached to their position as such, are 
sundry rights of common and other local privileges and immunities WhICh 
have been affirmed by decrees of Court . . . 

I 
Associated with them are found porakudis or payakaris, as they are often called, 

who, in their existing holdings, possess as good rights as do the mirasidars, 
etc., in THEIR lands, but who, as not being seized of original right. in the· 
village, are not allowed to possess the special privileges of the more favoured 
class. 

I This inferiority of position was generally compensated by holdings at a somewhat 
LOWER rate of assessment, but so long as that assessment was pa:d, the right 
to retain the land and to be succeeded IN ITS ENJOYMENT BY HIS HEIR was 
never denied to the porakudi ' . 

.. On this explanation t]je Viceroy 8ssented to the Act. But it will be observed 
that even with regard to the porakudi, who was CUltivating independently, it is. 
rec'lgnized as a matter of common knowledge that evp.n he had a herit"blp right 
of occupancy so long as he pltid the assessment. Others of these porakudis or 
payakaris were doubtless undertenants of the !"Jots, but, where the pomklldl ha,l 
a separate holding, the only dilIerence in hIS position w~s with regard to certain· 
village privileges . 

.. In fact in my opinion, all this question of the resident and non-resident ryo' 
which has brought about so mnch confusion and so many ditlicultiee was, SR J, 

\ 

have already said, a purely communal question: It is a mat.ter Boldy between 
the villagers themselves; and in no way affected the relation of the zamindar 
to the CUltivating ryots . 

.. There was clearly no intention on the part of the framers of the Act. which W83 
no more than a processual ennctment, to differentiate the cultivators mto occu
pancy and non-occupancy ryots, or to define or limit their rights. 'fhe Act was. 
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intended to do no more than faciJitate the recovery by the V3riou~ class of land. 
holders enumerated in the Act of their just dues from their ryots and tenants; 
and the Act includes persons who will fall under ooth these claao;e~ of our Bill. 
If up to 1865 the l'Jots had certain nght6, there was nothing in the Act do. 
dEostroy them." 

We .ball now refer to some t!~cal case~ of enhancement in other parts of thll 
. Presidency with special reference to the oral and documentary evidence placed before
our Committee. In dealing with the evidence relating to each estate we have pomted On," 
the nllture of the enhancement made by the landholders or asserted by the landholder,. 
and denied by the ryots. Having done with the southern districts we would like to refer' 
.to a typical case in Venkatagiri estate, which was one of the old western poliams, befol'll' 
the Permanent Settlement. The Maharaj!!...<>.f. Ve'.!!<.'!'.t~ claimed to enf~rce ce~ta~ 
special turmeric~elying upon a cIause illsertea: ill tnepattas and muchllikas SRid to· 
have beelieiiClianged between the landholders and the cultivators. The clause in the· 
muchilika executed by the ryot runs as follows:-

.. Once in three years the entire field should be cultivated with turmeric. Failing' 
this, the assessment payable if turmeric is raised will be payable. That is,. 
tllrmeric will be deemed to be grown every third year." Instead of this clause, 
the previous patta said, . if the land is not ploughed, manured or sown with. 
seasonable crops, but left waste, the tenant must pay the landlord ( ). 
rent at the rate of the taram assessment on the adjacent land.' The portion, 
omitted refers to land on which the rent is paid in kind, and so does not apply
to the suit land." 

ThE' landholder filed a suit in court to enforce the acceptance of the patta with the 
clause .et out above. The ryot also filed a suit to enforce the tender of a proper patt&. 
lleietmg this clause altogether. The Snb·Collector who heard the case held that the 
condition in the new patta amounted to an enhancement of rent, such as the landholder 
was not entitled to impose. He relied on section 11 of the Estates Land Act which· 
l'l'ovided th .. t the ryot may use the laud in his holding in any manner which does not 
materially impair the value of the lund or render it unfit for agricultural purposes. He 
also referred to section 187 which laid down the rule that no contract can take away that 
right. Relying upon the law laid down in those two sections the Judge held that the ryot 
had every right to grow say, paddy as often as he liked, and that he cannot be compelled 
to grow turmeric, to enable the landholder to earn more money. This ·is not. even eo 
straight method of claiming enhanced rate of rent. It is a tortious method which is 
directly opposed to the rules land down and the arrangements entered into nnder the 
Permanent Settlement and Patta Regulations of 1802. 'l'he Sub-Collector who decided 
this case rightly rejected the evidence of custom on which the zamindar relied, when th~ 
demand of land revenue assessment was permanently fixed it is not within the power of' 
either the landholder or the ryot to alter it, particularly in view of the fact that it was the 
land revenue assessment that had been fixed permanently and not any other private rights. 
as between the landholder and the ryot. The full judgment in this case is printed as a.n 
appendix. 

~ext, coming to the Circa.rs, the typical case of v!?nthuvari s~etm tha.t prevailed ill 
the Pithapur estate had been referred to at i<mgth In di.cusSmg the evidence on that. 
estate 1U Pl\rt II of our report. Besides these peculiar methods employed for enhancing' 

• ra.tes of rent in the north. west and south, there were usual methods of increasing the· 
rates of rent on various other grounds accordmg to the circumstances, as was done in 
the Kannivadi estate. The Permanent Settlement rates fixed by M:r. Hurdis proved too. 
beavy and they were altered by Mr. Peters 10 or 15 years later by adopting the reduced. 
rate. fixed in the neighbouring Government lands. Finally what was called manoraji 
mtco was fixed after the Estates Land Act was passed, contrary to the provisions of the 
F,states Land Act, on the basi. of a contract. While section 80 of the Estates Land Act 
laid down the rule that enhancement of rents could be made only on one of the four rules 
laid down and not on others, the landholder managed to get an agreement signed by the 
ryots, agreeing to pay a. rate of rent that was higher than the rate fixed by Mr. Peters. 
Section 25 of the Estates Land Act laid down the rule that the rate of rent can be raised 
only under the provisions of the Estates Land Act and no such thing should be done 
outside th .. scope of the Act; the Kannivadi proprietor managed to get the enhancement 
of rllte on the basis of a. contract which was prohibited by law. This enhancement was 
uphdd by the High Court curiously' We have pointed out in another plaee in discussing 
the Kannivndi estate that the judgment of the High Court was wrong and the enhance
ment wns illegal. 

These few typical instances given here, in this short summary ca.n enable the 
I,e::!islatures to picture to themselvE's about the various other methods ·employed in othE'r' 
ntates to mcrease the rates of assessment from time to time. 

OOK. II. 1'ART 1.-61 
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.: '. Raving pointed out some of the methods employed by the landholders to violate the 
terms of the permanent settlement by enhancing the land revenue assessment (rent), 
:we need not lay stress on the point that the condition of the ryot had deteriorat~d 
-eCoDomIcally yt'M after year. 

In the year 1822, that is 20 years after the Permanent Settlement, Regulations IV 
'and V or 1822 were passed to clear the doubts that were created by the agi,ation of th 
'landholders. Forty years later when doubts were created over the permanent rights 
-of the ryots by the judgment of Mr. Collet, 'B.P. No. 7743 was passed by which it was 
ileclared that the landholder had no manner of right to claim anything higher than the 
r80te of rent fixed in the year prec.eding the Permanent Settlement. Apart from this, 
in a f8omous despatch sent by the Court of Directors, London, to the Government of Ma.dras, 
Gated 17th December 1856, it was stated as follows ;-

(1) The condition of the ryots changed for the worse rather than improved for some 
years after the permanent settlement for though the State had fixed for ever its 
own demand on the zamindars the latter could take as much as they liked from 
their tenants. A whole series of laws known as .. Tenancy Acts" had to be 
passed before all the advantages of the settlement reached the ryots. 

(2) The right of the Government is not a rent which consists of all the surplus 
profits after paying the cost of cultivation and the profits of agricultural and the 
profits of agricultural stock, but a land revenue only, which ought if possible, 
be so little assessed as to leave a surplus to the occupier whether he in fact le~ 
the lands to others or retained it in his own hands. . 

Before summarising the proviRions of the Estates Land Act, we might sa'] a few 
'Word.q about the clauses 1-4 and the provisos to clauses 3 and 4 of section 11 of the Rent 
A~t. It has already been pointed out that the prOVIsion made in section 11 of the H£nt 
Act was intended to apply only to lands, the rates of land revenue 80ssessment on which 
;were not permanently fixed at the time of the permanent settlement. This view was 
.811FPorted by the fact that the procedure prescribed for collection of rent by the Act 
was intended to be applied not only to the landholders and their ryots, but also to ryot
:wari ryots and their tenants; in80mdars and their tenants, because all the three were 
included in the definition of landholders under section (i) of the Act. It has also been 
pointed out that no distinction was made between occupancy and non-occupancy ryota 
under the Act. ""hen the Rent Act was sent up to the Gov.ernor-General in Council for 
his assent he raised certain questions before giving his assent. He finally gave his assent 
<Qnly after the position has been explained by stating that in this Presidency no difference 
was made so far 80S the Rent Act was coucerned, between occupancy and non-occupancy 
ryots. The object and scope of the Bill having been only to lay down processual law for 
-collection of the rev.enue, the Bill :was framed on such basis and passed into law on the 
.same basis. ' 

Landholders under the Permanent Settlement were entitled to receive from their 
ryots the land revenue assessment fixed in perpetuity at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement, without being liable to be altered either by way of enhancement or reduction. 
'Tbe ryotwl1ri holders were not collecting 80ny l80nd revenue assessment due to the Govem
lDent, but on the other hand, he was sub-leasing the land on his own terms regarding 
'mtes of rent. The same may have been the case with the inamdars who had had kudi
",aram rights. Provision had to be made for the benefit of the ryotwari holders and the 
.ino.m holders to enable them to collect enhanced rates under contracts or local usage or 
,custom or on grounds of survey as circumstances may demand. Clauses 1, 2 and 3 and 
1>rovisos to clause 4, of section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act, which was intended to 
acknowledge the right of the said two classes of landholders to enhance the rents, 'Provided 
for enhancement of rent for special reasons. They could not be interpreted as intended 
to apply to landholders under the Permanent Settlement Regulation, under which the 
rates of land revenue assessment were fixed unalterably. All the clauses relating to 

-enhancements of rents under section 11 must be taken to ho.ve been intended to apply 
only to ryotwari holders and ino.mdar landholders who had possessed kudivaram rights. 
But in the early days wrong construction was put upon the clauses of section 11, making 
them applicable to permanently settled estates also. Chokkalingam Pillai's case w80s an 
example. It had been subsequently over-ruled by later decisions. This was the first 

Yiew with regard to section 11 of the Rent Act and the applicability of its clauses so far 
·as they relate to enhancements of rents to permanently settled estates. 

In the alternative, even if it should be granted tho.t they should have been intended 
to be applied to the permanently settled estates also, the construction tho.t can be placed 
.upon those clauses must be a. reasonable' and rational one. If the first clanse relating to 
-contracts' was intended to apply to permanently settled est80tes 8olso, it must have been 
meant to apply only to the permanent contract that had been entered into at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement. Secondly, if the local usage and custom referred to in cl80use (il) 
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4IhouJd'1>8 taken to have .lieen mtended to apply to permanently ~ettled estates also the 
:words local U8age ana custom as they had prevailed at the time of the J:>ermanent Mettle· 
ment should be the illterpretation that ought to have been given to them. 

Clause (2) which relates to survey and settlement prior to 1859 must be taken ·to have 
.been intended to apply to the seC01"<1 class of landholders only and not to the lirst clas,s; 
because there had been no survey and settlement auywhere ill the permanently settied 
e~tates before 1tl59. l'he words' local usage and custom' referred to m clause (il) and the 
proviso attached to it practically embodied the substance of sections 7 and 9 of the J:>atta 
Regulation XXX of 1tlU2 booause It was in this proviso that the partIes had been referred 
back to the waram rates of assessment permanently settled at the time of the Permanent 

.Bettlement, in case they were not satisfied. If we remember that the Hent Hecovery Act 
laid down only processual law and did not create any new rights, no difficulty could arise 
~t all, in regard to perloanenlly seLtied esLates whose land revenue assessment had been 
fixed in perpetuity. The confu&ion created by the defective draftsmanship of the 
language of section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act ~nd the wrong interpretation put by 
the judges had ,been subsequently set right by the later decisions which declared the rights 
and liabilities of both parties correctly. 

Next, WE take up the provisions relating to enhancement and the presumpLions 
raiped in favour of such enhancement under the Estates Land Act. We have to follow 
.same lines on the question of interpretation. As in the case of the Rent Act, in the 
Estates Land Act also, no distinction was made between occupancy and non·occupancy 
ryots, when the Act I of 1908 was passed into law. Two classes of ryots were brought 
within the meaning of ryot and the ryoti land as defined in the Estates Land Act. In 

·other words, no distinction was made between occupancy ryots and non-occupancy ryots 
as ill the case of the Rent Act. N on-occupancy ryots who were put on the same level with 
occupancy ryots for the purpose of following the same procedure for the collection of rents 
:were the owners of the old·waste. All the clauses under which the right to levy enhanced 
.assessment (rent) was provided for, were intended to apply only to non·occupancy ryots, 
Buch as the old.waste.ryots. That this was the original intention is clear from the provi
~ions originally framed, viz., in section 17 of the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 as amended 
by the l:ielect Committee. There the word rent was not used. On the other hand the 

'Words 'land·revenue·assessment were used.' As has already been pointed out above, 
all the clauses relating to enhancement enumerated therein were expressly declared to be 
applicable only to those lands, the rates of assessment (rent) on which, were not fixed in 

,perpetuity. 

Although section 17 was orginally introduced in the original Bill of 1898 to confine 
ethe right to enhance rents only to lands on which the land revenue assessment was not 
lixed in perpetuity, in the Bill amended by the Select CommIttee, this section relating 
to enhancement of rents was dropped altogether and in its place section 16, clause 2 (a) 
~hich contained the provisions of section 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802 was inttoduced. 
1t runs as follows :-

" In the disposal of suits involving disputes regarding rates of lilIld revenue pay
able by ryots, the following rules shan be observed:-
The first rule related to estates that had been surveyed by the British Govern. 

ment, previous to 1st January 1859 and in which money assessment had 
been fixed on the fields. In such cases it was provided that the survey 
assessment should be considered as the proper land revenne payable." 

Clause 2 (a) which embodied section 9 of RegUlation XXX of 1802 runs as follows :-
" Clause (iiJ in the case of all other estates, (a) tho Collector shall adopt the 

rates of assessment in money, or c,f dlvision in kind, prevailing in the cultivated 
lands in the year preceding the assessment of the permanent peshkash, or, in 
the case of estates not permanently settled, the rates which were in force 
immediately prior to the date on which the grant of the estate was made, 
confirmed or reco.,anized." 

From this it is made clear that the enhancement had no place in the Bill of 189.8 
·as amended by the Select Committee. Having done away with the enhancement, clause 
section 9 of Regulation XXX of 1802 was reproduced so that in cases of dispute, the 

. only rate of land revenue that could be fixed as fair and eqUItable was the one that had 
bet'n fixed in the year prooeding the Permanent Settlement as stated in sootion 9 of 
Regulation XXX of 1802. 

The whole Bill of 1898 as amended by the Seloot Committee except with regard 
. to the provisions relating to the enhancement of land revenue on the ground that improve
ments had been effected by tbe landholder at hie own cost or by the Government, was 
rn~de to represent approximately the position of the "jot in Pa.tta Regulation XXX of 

-1802. It is thus clear that even so late ss 1898 lion honest attempt was made hy 11,6 
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:Select Committee to clear the doubts created, by the dubious language employed in ~ 
tion 11 of the Rent Recovery Act by re.tOrmg • land revellue ' in place of,' rent' an<l 
section 9 of the Patta Regulation in regard to the fixity of land revenue in perpetuity. 

This Bill as &mended by the Select Committee had for some reason or other receded 
into the background and never saw too light of the day again. -About 1905 the Estates.. 
Land Bill was proposed and that was passed into law as Estates Land Act I of 1908. 
In other words we may put it that the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 as amended by the
Select Committee was abandoned and a new Bill was drafted called •• Estates Land 
Blil .. and that was passed into law in 1908 as Madras Act No.!. Framers of the Madras
Estates Land Bill brushed aside the Bill of 1898 as amended by the Select Committee and 
produced an Act which made confusion worse confounded by introducing 0.11 kinds or 
irrelevant and un-understandable expressions ignoring the meaning of the Permanent, 
Spttlement, fully brought into reilef in the amended Bill of 1898 :\nd creating doubts once 
again m the minds of the lawyers as well as too judges. When they came to the question: 
of enhancement of rents under sections 30 to 35 of the Estates Land Act they ignoreit': 
secticn 17 of the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 as introduced and framed section 30 in 
such a way as to make it appear that the proviso to' clause (1) of section 30 was intended 
to apply only to a case of rise or fall in prices and not to other three clauses. If section 
17 of the original Billof 1898 had been copied en bloc, it would have been clear that n(>
enhancement of rent or revenue could, ever be made on any of the fOlU: grounds mentioned 
in section 30 of the Estates Land Act to l:tnds, the revenue of which was fixed in 
perpetuity at the time of the Permanent Settlment. The authors of the Estates Land 
Act ought to have avoided altog~ther the enhancement provisions as had been done by 
too Select Committee of 1898 and simply introduced sections 9, 7 and other provisions of 

-the Patta Regulation of 1802, making it clear j,hat the land revenue or rent that had beeD> 
fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement in perpetuity was unalterable and could 
not be enhanced on any ground what.oever. That is how the most serious blunder W89 
made by the authors of the Madras Estates Land Act I of 1908. It is, tberefore, clelLl"' 
that by enacting sections 30 to 35 for enhancements of renfs directly and by introducing 
commutation of rents and presumptions with regard to fair and equitable rent under other' 
sections, the authors of the Estates Land Act I of 1908 violated the fundamental principles
of the 'Permanent Settlement Regulation with regard to the most impottant point. - -

This is the clearest and the strongest proof in support of the contention that none 
of the provisions of the Estates Land Act, so far as they relate to enhancement of: 
rent or the raising of presumptions under the sections 27 and 25, were intended to apply' 
to occupancy ryots. Judges have gone wrong in their interpretation in favour of the land
ho!ders; according to the evidence given before us; there were enhancements sanctioned 
by Courts after the passing of the Estates Land Act on the ground of a rise in prices,_ 
notwithstanding the proviso to clause (1) of section 30 of the Estates Land Act, wbich'. 
declared that it should not be applied to cases where the rates of assessment had been' 
permanently fixed. All the enhancement. made on the ground of ~rise inl'ri_c~!! Ilre_invalid t and the decisions by which they were enhanced are wrong. Enhancements caused under 
cover of commutation had been dealt with in a separate chapter. On a careful examination 
of the facts as well as law we h~ve come to the conclusion tbat enhancements on commu
tation and presumptions provided for in the Estates Land Act, were intended to apply 
only to old-estate ryoti land and not to ryoti land proper with occupancy rights ... The -
rules laid down in sections 30-35 and 40 and 41 and also the rules relating to reduction of . 
rent must be declared to have been intended to apply only to old waste ryoti land. When 
the old-waste was abolished in 1934, and the clauses relating to it were includep. in the' 
private land of the landholder in the Est.lltes Land Act Amendment Act XVIII of 1936, 
all the provisions relating to enhancement of rates of rent also must have beenabolished' 
immedultely. The authors of the legislation of 1936 could not know apparently what 
had been intended by the authors of the Bill of 1908. If they had only known that the 
framers of the orIginal Bill of 1898 bad made the position. clear by laying down in section 17 
or the Madras Tenancy Bill as amended by the Select Committee, that all the clauses 
relatina to enhancement including fluvial action, which was rather a new one had been 
decll1r:d expressly not to be applicable to lands whose ratse of assessment had been fixed 
in perpetuity and if they had not lost sight of the point that the procedure laid down 
in the Estates Land Act was intended to be applied to hoth occupancy and non-occupancy 
ryots. as stated clearly by the Hon'ble Mr. G. S. Forbes they would have deleted all 
these provisions. 

'Let us turn to enhancements under cover of commutation of rates. In the first place it 
was wrong to have introduced for the first time comwl,tation of rents in sections 40 and' 
41 of the Estates Land Act, when the commutation prices had broken down and brought 
tlbout a world economic distress and also the economic distress of India. and the people had' 
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not yet recovered from the effects of the same. When commutation is sought for in 
"rgard to land on which the land revenue assessment had been fixed permanently, the 
rates that should be applied are the rates that had prevailed in the year preceding the 
permanent settlement and not the present market rates or the averages struck on the basis 
pointed out in the provisions relating to commutation. Sections 28 and 29 under which 
"ertain presumptions had been raise~ .do not apply to cases where the land revenue 
assessment had been fixed permanently. The wvy of premiums under section 25 of 
the Estates Land Act is contrary to the procedure that obtains in the ryotwari tracts. 
'rhtre is no justification for the levy of any premiums on the lands to which the ryot 
is entitled as of right at all times having been the full owner himself, the Ia.ndholder bemg 
ouly a rent collector. What is the justification lor taking a premium from the ryot for 
at all merely admitting him to possession in the exercise of the right of distribution given 
to landholder boy Government. In fact the reclamation of laDd in preparaton for cultivation 
involved an outlay of labour and money for which the cultivator must be giveu conces
sional rates of rent or even non-pIDJment of rent for certain years. This was done in 
Akbar's time; not only in Akbar's time, even to-day, in the ryotwari tracts such progrea
sive taxation prevails under Government where coffee, plaintain, paddy, etc., are under 
('ultivation (see Board's Standing Orders). What is called premium within the meaning 
of section 25 of the Estates I,and Act is as bad as enhancement, If not worse. Premiums 
must therefore be abolished. All the provisions of commutation of rents in kind into 
money rents upon the price-levels at the time of the commutation is again an abject 
surrender of the cultivator's rights. Just in this connexionit might be noted how, the 
cillusc~ relating to enhancement that have cansed havoc for a period of about 70 yea1'8 
happened to be introduced in the Statute Books. 

There was nQ provision for enhancement in the Regulations XXV and XXX of 1809 
because they dealt with only one class of landholders and.Q!le class of ryots. With the 
object of simplifying and making the position clear, the Government dlVldea all the ryota 
into three classes at the time of the permanent settlement. Those who were CUltivating 
Government lands were treated separately as ryotwari ryots and all the inamdars had 
been deliberately excluded from the Permanent Settlement Regulation and special Law 
was provided for them on the same date under Regulation XXXI of 1802. There remain
ed only the landholders of the permanently settled estates, in whose case the rates of 
assessment of land revenue (rent) having been assessed permanently there was no provision 
made for enhancement of rents. It would have been absurd if any such attempt was made 
to introduce any clause for enhancement when once the rates of assessment were fixed 
unalterably. Naturally, therefore, the two Regulations remained intact and intended 
to apply to the landholders ot the permanently settled estates. ~'he Patta Regulation 
and the Permanent Settlement Regulation of 1802 and other connected Regulations passed 
on the same date. 13th July 1802, remained in force together, side by side until the 
Rent Recovery Act was passed in 1865. On ,he question of the rates of assessment the 
law as embodied in Regulations XXV and XXX of 1802 continued to be in force nntil 
1865, when the patta regulat.ion was repealed. Sections 7 and 9 of the patta regulation 
were embodied in clause (10) of the Rent Bill of 1863 and later the substance of it was 
put in section 11 of the Rent Act. For that reason the Patta Regulation was repealed. 
Apart from the Patta Regulation the rules relating to the fixity of the rates of assessment 
(rent) in perpetuity were originally embodied simultaneousl~ in the provisions of the 
Permanent Settlement Regulation in pursuance of which the sanads and kabulivats had 
been exchanged and the Permanent Settlement Regulation has been in force until now. 
Under section 14 of Regulation XXV of 1802, both the tenures were fixed in perpetuity. 
In the sanads and kabuliyats, conditions binding the landholders not to enhance the 
rents and not eject are invaluably inserted. They are therefore estopped from denying 
ryot's rights. V' 

REDUCTION OF RENT. 

The inequitable character of the Estlltes Land Act I of 1908 could be imagined by I 
the omission to introduce a provision for reduction of rent while provisions were introduced 
for enhancement of rents for the benefit of the landholders. When rents were proposed 
to be enhanced on non-occupancy lands BUch as old-waste, a corresponding provision for 
reduction of rent ought to have bPen made in the ordinary course. bllt no such thing 
was done. For 26 years no attempt was made to amend the Act in that respect. In 
1934 a Bill was introduced to amend the Estates Land Act by introducing a new section 
39-A providing for reduction of rent. Even in the amendment made it wa~ not a free 
recoguition of the right of the ryot to have the rent reduced. The restriction imposed 
by prescribing that the reduction will be grant.ed only when the average local priceS of 
Rtaple food crops in the taluk or zamindari division during the last 12 months endin ... 
with the 31st of Augus' of that l'evenue year were lower by not less than 18t per cen' 

Col( ... P.t.BT 1. __ 1 
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than the average price on which such rent was partly or wholly based, and only then 
I On account of this restriction, the ryot has had no opportunity to seek for reduction of 
On account of this restriction, the ryot has had no opportunity to seek for reduction of 
rent as freely as the landholder could do with regard to the enhancements of rent. In 
vi"w of our finding that the rate had been permanently fixed at the time of thp permanent 
settlement this section 39-A, specially introduced in 1934 should be dropped. It should 
be dropped also becanse the • old waste' was abolished in this Act and along with It 
.enhancement sections that were intend to apply to old waste also should have been 
abolished . 

. The object of the Estates Land Act was to enable the landholders to collect the land 
'revenue assessment from their ryots. The ryot. under this Act consisted of two classes :

(1) Those with occupancy rights. 
(21) Those who were the ryots of old-waste without occupancy rights. 

The land revenue assessment (rent) payable by the ryot with occupan"J rights had 
been permanently fixed at the time of the permanent settlement. The landholder is 
therefore entitled to recover only that l>ermanently fixed rate of assessment and nothing 
more and nothing less. Tbe landholders of the ryot. who were not protected or bound 
. by' the permanent settlement (ryots of old-waste ryoti-landJ were free to enter into 
'confracts with regard to rates of assessment payable on the old-waste l"yoti-Iand. l'he 
landholder is entitled in such cases to enhance the rent and eject the ryot under certain 

·reasonable cOnditions. The object of the Estates Land Act was also to declare that the 
ryot with occupancy rights is entitled to rUise any crop he liked nnd enjoy them at hiS 
,pleasure, without being liable to pa~ varying asse.sment according to cropwari or the 
n .. ture of the produce, This was recognized at the time of the permanent settlement 
:and also subsequently as correct law notwithstanding the wrong decisions given by law 
courts. at times. Provision was made in l.he Estates Land Act under sections 11 and 187 
:on, this matter, declaring that the ryot was entitled to cultivate the land Itnd produce 
\vhatever he liked. 

Section 11 runs 8S follows:-
" A ryot may use the land in his holding in any manner which does not materially 

impair the value of the land or render it unfit for agricultural purposes." 

Section 187 laid down the rule: 
(1) (b): Nothing in any contract between a landholder and a ryot made before" 

or after the passing of this Act-shall take away or limit the right of a ryot to 
use the land as provided by section 11; . . . 

Both the provisions read together make it clear that it was the land that was assessed 
aud not the crops and that the ryot has his freedom to pay the land revenue assessment 
permanently fixed and produce whatever he liked and enjoy the same without being 
called to account for the produce or pay It share of the increased production. 

Section 24 of the Act sarys that the rent of a ryot shall not be enhanced except as 
provided by this Act. Section 30 provided the rules for enhancement of rent. The 
right to claim enhanced rent according to the nature of the produce on cropwar basis or 
otherwise is not one of the causes recognized under that section. The right to enhance 
the rates through contract either in the case of occupancy or non-occupancy ryots had 
been cancelled under the Estates Land Act. Section 17 of the Madras Tenancy Bill 
as amended by the Select Committee made the position absolutely clear that the enhance
ment of rents referred to in clauses (1-4) of section 3D, of the Estates Land Act could 
be made only on lands the land revenue assessment of which had not been fixed in 
perpetuity at the time of the permanent settlement. All ,the provisions referred to above 
make it clear that even under the Estates Land Act fiXltv of tenure and fiXltv of land 
revenue assessment in perpetuity and the right of the ryot to produce whatever he liked 
and enjov the same for the benefit of this family and the promotion of commerce and 
industry ·of his country have been recognized; in the same manner in which they had 
neen recognized at the time of the permanent settlement and at the time of the Rent 
RI'('o"er~- Act vm of 1865. 

The meaning of the words " proprietary right .. used in the Permanent Settlement 
Regulation had been reaffirmed under section 4 of the Estates Land Act. The same 
meaning and interpretation put upon the words by Sir John Shore and Lord Cornwallis, 
the Court of Directors and the Board of Revenue and the Government of Madras, viz., 
that they did not convey any right to the Boil, but only a right to collect the land revenue 
assessment has been re-affirmed and embodied under section 4 of the Estates Land Act 
'Ond the interpretation had been affirmed by the Privy Council in the case reported in 
I.L.R., 45 Mad., 586. 
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CH.ll'TI<:R nn -ESTATES LAND ACT. 

Pattas and muchilikas.-Raving fixed the tenure and the land revenue assessment 
(rent) in perpetuity the next step taken was that the landholder should see that pattas 
and wuchlllims are exchanged lJe,ween hiwself and the ryots, in the same manner 10 

,vhich the sanads and kabuliyats were exchanged between the (lovernment and the land
holder. It IS a condition In the kIj,l1UilyatB tnat the tenure and the rate of assessment 
had been fixed for ever as between the landholder and the ryot. 'fhat clause must be 
embodied in the plOtt ... and wuchilikas also, in the same terms. Elaborate procedure is 
laid down in Uhapter 4 to regulate tbe exchange of pattas and muchilikas. 'l'be whole 
of this chapter must be deleted and a few new proviSIOns must be enacted for regulating 
the exchange of permanent pattas and muchilikas with permanent rates of assessment. 
'l'be provisions and the procedure must be brief as those of the Permanent Settlement 
RegUlation and Patta Hegulation with regard to substantive rights and the provisions of 
liegulations XXVII and xxvm with regard to adjective law, for the collection of the 
laud revenue assessment. -

JOINT PATTAS. 

A mass of evidence ha. been adduced in almost all the centres on joint pattas and 
bhe hardships caused on account of their continuance. Immediate survey and separa
tion has been demanded_ There is no doubt that there is a great necessity tc relieve inno
cent people from being coerced into payments. Generally those in whose names the 
patta Was entered originally have gone out of the estates altogether, leaving the property 
In the hands of somebody else who had purchas~d it or acquired it by some other meano. 
The real man in possession is escaping wd those who had parted with their ril(hts, 
title wd interest and possession are proceeded against. To avoid such troubles it is an 
urgent necessity that the joint patta should be split up and the rightful owners' names 
must be entered, so that they should be t-he persons that should be proceeded against 
ane! not those who have no subsisting interest to-day. For this purpose, provi"ioll mUEt 
be wade in the new legislation that such property should be surveyed and separated 
immediately; the cost of these shall be borne by the landholders. 

DistTaint and sale.-As regards distraint and sale all the procedure laid down in the 
chapter under that head in the Estates Land Act must be omitted and a few provisions 
mnst be made separately to the effect that the power of distraint lind .,tle shonld not 
be given to the landholder and the distraint and sale shonld not be in excess of the qnantity 
required for the amounts due at any rate. There should be no imprisonment of tbe 
cultivator. The landholder shall have a first charge on the crops for the dues payable to 
him towards land revenue assessment. 

lTri!1ation. lOo1'/'8.-It is admitted tha.t it is the duty of the landholder to repair the\ 
aTilt"tion works and also that his liability is not confined to the maintenance of ehl"till~· 
works, but that it is his duty to construct new works wberever necesary to enable the 
cultivator" to carryon the cultivation nnd pay the land revenue assessment which they 
n~l'l'ed to pay. 'I'be ryol having been the original proprietor of tbe soil was entitle,l to 
til<' witter soul'ces. channels, rivers and all the waters that flow through his hnd, as of 
right, Whatever rights vested in the landholders under tbe Madras Irrigation Cess Act 
VII of 1865 or under any other provision of law, are the rights which are intended for 
the benefit of the ryots. The duty of maintaining the irrigation works and constructing 
new work. ,\; part of the national system of irrigation has been declared by the Privy 
CounCIL to have fallen on the Inn~holder in virtne of the a.signment he hns taken of the 
I'i/(ht. un'! linhilities of the Government to collect the land· revenue and maintain the 
irrigation works in consideration of the In-nd revenue paid. Therefore the ryot is not f 
lillb!0 to pny increased rate of land revenne assessment that had been permanently fixed 
at the time of the permanent settlement, on the ground that improvements have been 
I11I1Je to the il'l'i,:;ation work. by the landholder of even by Govemment . 

. \ long not" is given in a separnte chapter under the hend of ' Presidency Notes' in 
Part 11 'of the report based upon the materials furnished by some of the landholders who 
were good enough to answer the questionnaire, regarding the maintenance and upkeep 
of irrigation works in their estates. Out of a total of 1659 only a limited number 
II PI", .. red before the Committee to give evidence. Out of this only about 30 estates fur
nished some details. 'J'he result. shown in the Presidency notes was, therefore, arrived 
on lh~ drtllil. so furnished. The rent-roll at the time of the permanent settlement also 
was shown against the rent-roll of the present day. It has been pointed out that the 

( 

alllolint spent by some of the best of the bil(gest estates during a p .. riod of 136 years is 
nothing when compared with the increase in the land revenue. Therefore, looking at 
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it either from the constitutional or legal point of view or from the point of view of fact, 
it is clear that this chapter relating to irrigation works is a great disappointment. ~'he 

\ryot has come to grief and the land has not been able to be developed because of the 
\:Ontinued neglect by these estate-holders of the irrigation works. In a letter; dated 1st 
November 1878, from the Assistant Collector of Ramnad to the acting Collector of Madras 
a reference was made regarding the condition of the irrigation works: In clause (b) of 
the said letter it is stated :-

.. There Ul no definite system by which either the proprietor or his tenants are 
bound to keep the irrigation works in the state in repair, since we took up the 
management of the estate many works the repaira of which haa been neglected 
for many years have been put in order ,md others are being taken up." 

In the extract from ;Mr. Turner's replies to the Famine question, it is recorded :-
.. No obligations, other than being sued in the civil courts for damage done, rest, 

so far as I know, on zamindars or other superior landholders to maintain tanks 
or other irrigation works, and I have now before me (Ramnad Zamindari) an 
instance in which the zamindars have neglected the repairs of their tanks for 
years until the whole country is well nigh ruined. Such a state of things 
must, it appears to me, be remedied. The wretched state to which the misrule 
of the zamindars has reduced Ramnad is something appalling." . 

This is not a document of to-day. It is a document of 1878, 60 years old. That 
was the state of affairs then, in the case of Ramnad Estate. Now ·the irrigation works 
in that estate are much improved only because the estate came under the management 
of the court of wards. The description given here may be freely applied with regard to 
many other estates. 

In the evidence given before us by the Estate Collector of Vizianagaram, which is 
now under the management of the Court of Wards, it IS deposed that the irrigation works 
have been (even in such a. good estate as that) neglected from a very long time, a.nd that 
it will take years to restore them. The complaints of the ryots from all the estates that 
have been represented before our Committee is that the irrigation works were neglected 
gains considerable support from the description given in the extract of :Mr. Turner of 
1878 a.nd the evidence of the Estate Collector of Vizianagaram. 

While the responsibility to maintain irrigation works in good repairs is admitted by 
some, most of the landholders that appeared before our Committee to give evidence had 

I failed to give a correct information or omitted to give any reploy to the questionnaire. 
I Amongst those that did not choose to give a. reply to the question on this point was the 

Raja of Venkst .... airi. His real attitude was that he was entitled to collect revenues 
whether there wa.s water in the irrigation sources or not and whether the land yielded 
or not. If that is the view of a prominent landholder what can be the attitude of smaller 
landholders can easily be understood. The Raja of Venkatagiri did not even like to 
admit his duty to keep the irrigation works in proper repairs or to recognize the right 
of the ryot to claim that he was not bound to pay the land revenue assessment when the 
crops failed due to lack of water in the irrigation sources. The question came up for 
decision in a batch of 4tI suits in which the Raja was the plaintiff and some ryots the 
defendants. The zamindar filed a batch of 48 suits a.gainst the ryots of 3 villages. The 
point in issue in all the suits was the same. The suits were for arrears of rent. The 
defendants ecntention was that the landholder was not entitled to collect the rents from 
them for the years in dispute, because the wet crops failed. All the lands remained waste 
due to lack of water in the irrigstion sources which the Raja was bound to maintain. Dn the 
other hand. the plaintiff, the Raja, contended that under section 4 of the Estates 
Land Act, he waS entitled to collect the rents in respect of all ryoti land irrespective of 
the fact whether there was water in the irrigation sources or whether the land yielded. 
It was this very zamindar that raised the plea in some cases that the ryots should pay I turmeric rates once in every three !fears, whether he produced it or not. This has aleady 
been referred to in connexion with enhancement of rents. From this alone the truth 
can be gathered about the allegation on the part of the landholders generally that they 
had been maintaining the irrigat,ion sources incurring a heavy cost. This claim is utterly 
inconsistent with the plea of a landholder that he was not at all liable to maintain existing 

.• works of irrigation or to construct new works and that in law he was given the right to 
collect the land revenue assessment without himself discharging hi. part of the duty. 

The Collector who heard the batch of snits found as a fact in some cases. that in one 
fasti the suit lands were left waste or the crop. failed, owing to the admitted lack of water 
in the irrigation sources and not due tc any neglect on the part of the defendants. Having 
found this as a fact, the Judge held where the land was left waste dne to failure of 
water in the landholders' tanks and not due to the tenants' neglect, the tenants were 
entitled to remission. 
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011 the question of "emission, the Rajah's contention WIllS that there was no obliga
tion of the part of the landholder to give remIssion and it was merely a matter of grace 
and that whether the land yielded or not and whether there was water in the tankS
or not, he was entitled to get his nj~ney. The case-law on the subject was discussed 
by the Judge and held that the ryolll :were entitled to remission nnder the circum
stances found by him. 

The view taken by the Judge kO correct. These cases were tried in 1928, nearly 
ten years ago. This affords further proof '1bout the attitude of the landholders in. 
regard to the maintenance of irrigation works. The full judgment is printed as Exhi
bit 706, l'eferred to in the evidence of witness No. 268. 

The very complicate procedure laid down in the Estates Land Act for the regula
tion of irrigation works must be deleted and simple rules enacted, as stated in Chapter
VITI of this Report. 

A GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE IRRIGATION REPORT. 

For the purpose of collecting information about irrigation works estates in the
Presidency were called upon in a circular letter addressed by the Secretary of the Com
mittee on 25th April 1938, issued to all landholders with an income of more thaD
Re. 10 ,DOD a year, to furnish the following- information at an early date;-

(1) •• The irrigation works at the time of the permanent settlement in regard to· 
each village in your estate. 

(2) Np.w irrigation works, if any, constructed subsequent to the permanent settle
ment by you in your estate and at what cost and the account in support. 

(3) Improvements effected by the estate to the old pre-settlement irrigation works 
by way of additional facilities, i.e., new sluices, new headworks or new channels,_ 
etc., the expenses incurred thereto and what accounts there are in support of it. 

(4) Muintenance charges of each irrigation work per year with the revenue from 
the ayacnt thereof." 

'fhe total nnmber of estates in the presidency is 1659. 1'he number of estate-holdp'r8 
who appeared before the Committee is very limited. The number of people who replied w
the qucstionn~ire issued about the irrigation works is 53. 

Out of this, eight estates have replied to the effect that there are no irrigation works
at all in their respective estates and that they are either served by Government irrigation, 
works or situated in the delta areas. 

Four people requested further time to furnish the required information. 
Eleven estates have sent rather incomplete mformation. In these eleven estates no-\ 

new works were constructed nor were improvements effected to the old pre-settlement 
works. 

Thirty estates claim new works or improvements and attempt to render some account 
of the new works constructed subsequent to the permanent settlement. In this number-
even doubtful cases are included. • 

We give below the name of each estate and the particulars supplied by each of the 
thirty landholders ~ho claim: new works. o~ i~provements to old ones in reply to the

_, questions put by us about the sources of lITlgatlon, old as well as new, and the cost of 
maintenance of old works or new constructions. Starting with Kalahasti we have dealt 
with thirty estates as follows;-

Number ond NalDO. 

1 KalahBSti 

2 Y arram peta .. 

8 Knpileswarapurnm , .. 
(East Godavari Distriot), 

OOK. :a. PABT L-63 

Page. 

I 

2 

Gives nb details; but daims that improvements were
made and new works oonstructed subsequent ta
the Permanent Settlement. Besides these bald 
statements, no partioulars are given. 

No new works were oonstruoted. Minor Improve-
ments have been effected since Permanent Settl .... 
ment at a total oost of Rs. 2,850 to the six tanks 
an« 611e Kurh-idi whioh oonstitute all the irrigation 
works in the estate. _ 

3 (He refers to his uply given No. 3 Confidenti .. l 
No. 74-37 G, dated 8th December 1937, and the
written evidence- of Chaganti SeshaYY", Thanedar 
of Kapileswa.mpnram). 
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Number and Name. Page. 

4. Ayakudi 

.5. Kannivadi 

Improvements 

lIefer to pages 7 and 8 
of the Report. 

~. Seithllr ••• 
Improvements. Rerer 

Pages 11, 12, 13 and 
14. 

']. Gampalagudem ... 
Rerer to pages 17 to 36 

3 This is a d?ubtf."l.case, for Re. 5,006-0-9 was spent 
on repans WIthIn the last ten years and not on' 
improvements or new works. This amount, ther .... 
fore, can be properly assigned only to the head of 
main tenance charges. 

S No new works were constructed subsequent to the 
permanent settlement. 

Very extensive improvements have been effected to all 
the works which number 27, out of which 1/ are 
tenks. All the nine tanks were improved. An 
amount of Rs. 31,000 was spent on two alone for 
improvements. 

Rs. 17,558-13-4 were spent by the Midnapore Zamin~ 
dari Company who originally held the estate during 

. the period 1909 to 1920. The present holder who 
is a "endee from the Midnapore Zamindari Company 
h!lll spent Re. 1,27,158-7-9 for improvements. In 
all an amount of Rs. 1,44,717-5-1 has been 
expended on improvements from 1909 to 31st 
January 1938. The total extent of the land 
irrigated is. 4276 acres and 19 cents. The totel 
assessment is Rs. 20,265-8-9. 

11 Nothing is known about the stete of things at the 
time of Permanent Settlement, but only from 1908. 
There are 31 tanks. No new works are constructed. 
Improvements were undertaken at a cost of 1,23,150 
since 1908. Measnrement books and chittes are 
a"ailable to support this expenditure. 

17 For five villages 11 tanks were in existence at the 
time of the permanent settlement. 

..New .works and Improvements. 11 new tanks were conshucted subsequently . 

~. Pitbapura.m 
, Refer to pages 37 to 42 

Rent-roll in 1802 :
Rs.3,92,182. 

present rent-roll is 
Rs. 8,02,721-11-5. 

~.~ GollJPro11l ... 
-J 

10. Kondur .•. . .. ... 
New works ... 
ImproVEment. .. .. 

36 

General improvements have been carried out at a cost 
of nearly a lakh of rupees, from Inslies 1299 to 
1346. 

The present ayacnt under the old 11 tanksis 1351'60 
aores and under the 11 new tanks it is 675'42 
acres. The income from the old ayacut is 
Rs. 13,156-5-8 and from the new one it is 
Rs. 7,15~2-2. 

193 irrigation works were existing at the time of the 
perm6Ilent settlement. 

Imp~otl.ment8 were effeoted to the existing pre-settle-
ment works ata cost of Rs. 4,17,583-1-2. "', 

New WorM bave been construoted since the permanent 
settlement at a cost of Rs. 8,61,850. 

The total area irrigation under all the works is 41,181 
acres and the revenue realised thereon by the estate 
is Rs. 3,12,000. 

142 It seems to appear that there were no works at the 
time of the permanent settlement. 

Many .. ew works were constrllcted since the permanent 
settlement. 

From fusH 1803 till now Rs. 80,366-6-2 bave been 
spent on repairs. 

145 This estate was newly purchased. It once formed 
part of the Zemindari of Kalahasti. 

Subsequently (in 1910) one tank was constructed at a 
cost of Rs. 8,000. 

After 1910, new sluicesl!ave been provided for the 
old tanks. 

Gl'eEE l'evenue from the a,-Bout is Rs. 8,188-8-6. 
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Numb8l' and N7-
:11. JuggBmpeta ... 

12. Mannarkotai 

. .. 

Rent roll in 1802 as. 8,680. 

Page. 

146 There were 125 pre-settI~ment irrigation works. 
224 new works were oonstrncted since permanent 

settlement. 
Improvement. have been effeoted to old works at a 

'. cost of :as. 18,659-14-6. 
The incorue to the estate ,from I"nds served by these 

works is:as, 1'4,573-12-2. 

150 There were 43 irrigation works at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement. One of them was later on 
abandoned. 

Present rent roll No new work. were oonstructed. 
Rs. 14-,558-3-1. 

13. Fisher Estate ... 

"14. Gangole 

"15. Kirlampudi 

16. Kulasekharamangalam ... 
.17. T. T. Devasthanam V· 

lB. Kottam ... 
New works. 

Improvements 

19. Bobbili ... 
1. Rent roll in 1802 

Re. 1,28,240. 
2. Present rent roll 

Re. 6,26,895-1-11. 
20. Sivagang<> 

1. Rent roll in 1802 
Rs.4,39,691. 

Present rent roll 
Rs. ll,87,a6-13-8. 

New works 

Improvement, between Fasli 1328 and 1346 were 
at a cost of RB. 17,089. 

The average annual average income from the ayacut 
is Re. 1,326. 

150 No new workl were constructed. 
Improvem.nls to old works were oarried out at ~ cost 

of Rs. 2,434. 
The average income from the ayoont is RB. 24,361 

per year. 
151 Thirty irrigation works were in existenoe at the time 

of the permanent settlement. 
,No new works were oonstruoted. 
Vety extensive improvements were made to the old. 

(Cost is not olearly given.) 
154 41 tanks were in existenoe at the time of the Perma

nent Settlement. 

161 
168 
to 

:.147 

166 

194 

195 

The numher of tanks existing at the present time' is 
42. In addition to these tanks, there are 14, 
ohannels, whether they are pre or poet-settlement 
ones is not known. 

Improvements have b~,en m,,~e ,to .. oost of 
Re. 20,452-15-0. 

There are a ,very large number of tanks. Informa
tion as to whether they existed in 1802 is not 
available as the taluks in which there are situated 
were bought pieoe meann snbsequent years. . 

One new tank wss dug in' 1230 &'1: Sivagiri at a cost 
of Rs. 10,650. 

There were 147 pre-settiellient w6tks and about 179 
post-settlement works. New works were oon .. 
tructed at a oost of Re. 1,09,769-10-7. 

Improvements to old works were made at a cost of 
Re. 42,454-9-2. 

The estate is unsurveyed; so informstion abont the 
extent of the ayBOut and the revenue therefrom is 
not given. 

This is a very doubtful case, as the information 
supplied spesks of " irrigation ,budgets allotted and 
expenditure incurred" but does not specify whether 
it is for improvements or maintenanoe that the 
money was upended. 

We osnnot enotly predicate the number of works in 
existenoe at the time of the permanent settlement. 
But as the irrigation in the Zemindari has always 
mostly from tanks, it oan be safely pn!llumed that 
all the tanks have been in uistence from time 
immemorial. 

7 n .. w works were oonstrooted at the Clost of 
Rs. 1,14,061. 
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Number and Name. 

20. Sivaganga-cont. 
Improvements 

21. Ami 

New works 
Improvements 

22. Kasimkot& /... 

New works 

Improvements 

23. South V allur ••• 

Improvements 

24. Chemudu 
New works 

Improvements 

25. Pungsnar 

New works 

Improvements . 

26. Ramnad 

.. , 

... 

... 

... 

. .. 

... 
, .. 

, .. 
Rent roll in 1802 

iI Rs. 4,97,850. 
1. Present rent roll 

Rs. 18,10,175-1-7. 

Page. 

197 

206 

209 
and 

252-
253 

Improvements by way of new sluioes, and weirs to
old ones IOta cost of Rs. 2,57,905 were effeoted. 

Total approximate inoome from the ayacat per year' 
llliakhs. 

This estate has not been settled permanently in 1802 
There are 176 tanks, 27 river ohannels, 18 Madug 
channels and 2 Kondams. All these are old work 

There are 8 new works--6 Kondams and 2 river 
channels have been oonstruoted at considerab !t

cost. Acconnts supporting this are not available. 
Rs. 4,39,038 were spent on improvements between 
fasli 1826 and fasli 1347. 

Six dams, a number of tanks and ohannels are the
works in existenoe. It is doubtful whether they 
are old or new. Any way they are in improve<t. 
condition. 

Flood bauks to the Samda River and minor hill' 
streams have been construoted to prevent overflow 
and damage. 

Flood banks ·of the Sarada River should have oosted· 
the Estate many lakhs for the length of the flood'· 
bIOnics is 15 miles. The maintenanoe of these
banks lluring ten years from 1925 to 1935 costed 
the Estate Rs. 53,409-12-0. These banks benefit 
the wet lands whioh yield a gross revenue of 
Re.70,OOO. 

There are 43 works-tanks and channels. Whether' 
they are old or new works is not known. But a, 
local inquiry shows that they have been in 

. existence from a very long time. 
No new .... orks were construoted. 
Improvements wer.. made dnring the time of ·the

management by Court of Wards (that is from fasli, 
1318-1326) at a cost of Re. 66,350-12-0. _ 

The total inoome from all these .... orks in fasli 18-16, 
was Rs. 19,236-10-0. 

215 There are 416 old··works-tsnks and channels. 
16 new works were oonstruoted sinoe the permanent-. 

settlement at a cost of R~. 15,526-4-2. 
Improvements to the extent of Re. 47,622-0-4 were-

made to the old works. . 
The income of the Estate from the ayaout lands-

amounts to Rs.2,74,824-14-10. _ 
238 There are 120 Sirkar tanks in the Zemindari besides

the 1,148 Dasabandham tanks. These are pre
settlement workS! 

47 new works (tsnks) were construoted sinoe the
permanent settlement at a total cost of Rs. 2,00,000-

Improvements have been effeoted between 1878 and-
1981 at a cost of Rs. 83,864-11-6. 

The average yearly inoome is Rs. 1,36,439-10-lO .. 
Tbere were pre-settlement works 1696 in number. 
No new works were oonstruoted since the Permanent 

Settlement. 
Improvements were effeoted by the . Court of Wards' 

between faslis 1:!83-1299 at a cost of 
Rs. 8,29,110-1-3. Subsequent to fasU 1345-
Rs. 4,71,971 '!Vas spent. Total area under the
ayaout in fasli 1846 was 50,042'41 acres. 

The total revenue was in fasli 1346-
. Rs. 4,66,907-14~10. 
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Number and Mme. 

27. Mand ..... 

New works 

28. Pappanad ... 

29. Kadamhur 
Slight improvements. 

SO. Thurayur 

_ . 

Page. 

260 The number of works at the time of Permanent; 
Settlement w.s 19 \Irrigatioa works) and one.
river. 

The present Dumber is 161. The total revenue is 
•• Rs. 60,916-12-11 and the area under ayacu~. 

6,593'44 acres. 
268 There wore 20 irrigation works at the time of th.., 

permanent settlement. 
No new work. were constructed. 

141 Some minor improvements have been ma-Ie, cost or 
which is not given. 

184 Th. "nnu,,1 income is Rs. 8,405-4-0. 

Let us now examine a few cases in the light of accounts furnished by the zamindars 
themselves. Pithapuram, Bamnad and Sivaganga may be taken as typical cases. 

According to the accounts submitted by the Pithapuram estate a sum of Rs. 3,61,850' 
was spent on construction of irrigation works since 1802; a sum of Bs. 4,17,582--1-2 wa.a
spent on improvements effected to the old pre-settlement irrigation works. On the: 
whole a sum of Rs.1 79 4'33--1--3 bas been spent on new works and improvements during' 
a long period of 136 years, i.e., from 1803 to 1938. The rent roll of the Pithapur estat&: 
which was Bs. 3,92,182 inJ80~ has risen to the figure of Bs...J!.~Qg".7l!-;-.ll;:;6. 

In the est:te of Sivaganga Rs. 1,14,061 has been spent on new works since 1802;' 
Bs. 2,57,905 on improvements to old pre-settlement works. So during the period of 136' 
years from 1802 to 1938 an aggregate sum of Bs. 3 71 966 has beeu spent on irrigation' 
works. The rent roll of the estate in 1802 was Rs. 4,39,691 and the present rent roll 
is Es. !l,37,146-13-8. .-

In Ramnad Bs. 13,01,081-1-8 were spent on improvements from fasli 1283 to the, 
present day. '{'he rent roll of the estate at the time of permanent settlement was ltupees: 
4.97,350 and the present rent roll is Bs. 13,10,175-1-7. 

Thus taking the estates of Pithapur, Sivaganga and Bamnad as typical cases we see' 
that the cost incurred by the landholder on maintenance of irrigation sources Or construc,' 
tion of new irrigation works is so insignificant that it is not worth mentioning when 
compared to the increase in the rent roll of each one of the estates. On their own show-, 
ing there is no justification for enhancement of the land revenUe (rent) on the ground 
of improvements effected by them to irrigation sources. '{'he amounts spent by them 
sincd .1802 were the amounts which the landholders were bound to do in consideration. 
of the land revenue which the ryots agreed. to pay. Therefore, either in fact or in law' 
they are not entitled to claim enhancements on the ground that t,hey had made any 
improvements at their own cost to the irrigation sources. Most of the estates that have 
chosen not to appear before our Committee to tender evidence may be taken as not 
having spent any substantial sum on the maintenance of the irrigation sources. For 
fuller particulars of the information given by the landholders themselves with regard to 
maintenance of irrigation sources the Irrigation Report which is printed separately may 
be looked into. Having obtained their sunnuds from the Government for an unalterable 
peshkash and er;'joyed ~he benefit of the s~me for 138 years ,th~ la?d~old.ers have failed 
to discharge theIr duty ill regard to the mamtenance of the eXlstmg Irrigation sources and 
the construction of the new irrigation works. They have not only failed to discharge 
their duty in this direction but therf engaged themselves actively on one side in repudiat
ing the right and the title of the cultivator and on the other enhancing the rates of 
a .. essment (rent) on various grounds contrary to the agreement entered into in thE' 
slmnnds and various other documents, exhaustively dealt with elsewhere. It is no wouder 
then that the indebtedness of the agriculturists has increased year after year because they 
were compelled to bOI'row monies to meet the increasing' demands. 

It must be declared that apart from law, even on facts stated above, no improvements 
have been affected by landholders which entitled them to enbance rents in the manner 
in which they have been doing from 1802. Whatever they had done wa,q doue very 
unwillingly and even that was not commemmmte with the heavy land revenue assessment 
which the ryots had a"nreed to pay in perpetuity at the time of the permanent settlement 
in consideraton of the landholder spending part of it towards the maintenance and 
construction of works of public utility. 

FOI'88u.-The right to the soil having been found to have vested in the ryot it 
follows that he is also vest~d with rights in the forests of the vlUages, and he is th~re
fore entitled to the forest produce and all natnral facili ties therein. AlthoD~h the riaht 
to the soil of the forest belongs to the cultivators they should not be given -the right to 
cut off tile forest and reduce it to cultivable land. If the forests are denuded the rainB 

COM. B. PAlIT I~4 
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will hold back and the ryots will suffer on account of famine and pestilence. It is 

~
therefore, tue duty of the Government to reserve the right to Control and preserve 

e forests while providing for the natural facilitles .tlll;t they had. been entitled to {ro~ , 
~he beginning. 'l'here has been a great complalDt that cODSlderable oppressIOn 18 

-caused to the ryots in carrying on forest admllllstration. . 
While the rights of the ryots to natural facilities ID the forests have been denied a.nd 

.restrictions' have been imposed aud woney collected from them'! the landholders who 
have no right to the soil of the forest or to the forest produce have been engaging them-

\

,seIV.eS in leasing out large tracts for cultivation purposes w!~h a view to earn money. A. 
document has been filed before us as evidence of • uch collduct on the part of the land
.holders. 

, It is a ,memorial addressed to His Excellency the Governor of M;adras by the ryots 
holding lands under 'rambraparnisystem in the Tinnevelly district. Their complaint 
,was that the irrigation facilities of that system were greatly neglected. 'rhe system 
;which irrigates 68,716 acres of double crop and 4,802 acres of single crop lands inany of 
which bear a double crop assessment of Rs. 22-8-0 an acre, a rate unknown elsewhere 
in this Presidency, has been completely neglected by the landholders. 

The second complaint is that the zamindar had leased out 8,000 acres of high level 
forest land to M;es'l.rs. Bombay-Burmah Corporation, Limited, for tea, rubber cultiva
tion and has recently taken an advance on contract to lease an equally large and even 
.greater extent of 10,000 acres to another set of coffee prospectors and planters for the 
.same purpose. They apprehend that the denudat,)on of ;;he dense forests on the upper 
branches of the river would result in a diminution of water-supply in the river and the 
zyots would suffer great losses and consequently heavy loss of revenue to the Govern
Jnent. This complaint appearing in a memorial has been printed as Exhibit No. 476, 
iJl ~he evidence of witness No. 19.8. 
. ; There are too many offices in the Forest department, that have very little or practi

cally no work at all. All such unnecessary offices must be abolished and steps taken to 
.hllnd over the forest administration to the villagers in due cours.e, after giving them 
~ufficieDt training in the matter. 

SU'fJey and settlement.-As regards survey and settlement, so far as the lands on 
-which the rates of assessment had been permanently fixed at the time of tbe Perma
Dent Settlement no question of settlement can arise. Therefore, all provisions relating 
to settlement of rates of land revenue assessment as provided in the Estates Land Act 
must be deleted. Provision may be made for conducting survey. 

F01"1Jm.-Those who agitate for the separation of the judicial and the executive 
functions, on the ground that it has been demanded for over half a century by the con
.t\ress, forget that much of the l.rouble of the agriculturists economically and physically 
and the disintegration of the corporate life of t he village community which enabled 
them to carryon the village administration with minimum cost was due to the establish
ment of the British Courts, compelling the villagers to leave their villages, where they 
bad been used to settle their disputes peacefully through village panchayats and to go to 
-distant towns for fighting out the disputes. small and big. To-day there is no work in the 
bw-courts because the people have become so poor that they cannot even find the money 
-to pay the stamp duty and other costs which are many times heavier than the land 
:revenue assessment that is complained of. Therefore, courts must be re-constructed in .. 
cIlimple form so as to. carry justice to the door of the villager as in older days, until the 
,·mage panchayats become competent to manage their owu affairs. Special tribunals 
<!\lnsisting uf people selected from the best of provincial revenue officers should be ,set up 
t<> deal with disputes relating to land and the rates of assessment. Stamp duty should 
be .hominal, for the settlement of the disputes. If the present economic distress and the 
poverty of the ryot continues courts will close automatically. The presiding judges may 
bave to engage themselves only in old arrears. The disappearance of the existing judicial 
.sy.tem will only be a question of time unless the condition of the ryot improves. 

CHApn~R IX-EXCHANGE AND CURRENCY. 

During the Hindu and Muhammadan periods land revenue was paid in kind. In 
cther words, a fixed proportion of the produce was given to the Rulers for the purpose of 
administration and also for the repair and construction of works of public utility. During 
those periods there was no foreign exploitation because the rulers made India thea· home 
and there was no fear of the money being taken away from the country to other countries. 
'Af.ter the British' advent it had come ~lDder a foreign rule. The rulers were governing 
thiS country from England through their agents and servants. They had come originally 
for the purpose of trade and after the establishment of their rule thev be"an exploitin:T 
the country for the development of their trade,commerce and indusiries "and manufnc~ 
wries. 
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l:lir John Shore &lld Lord Cornwallis, who were the authors of the Permanent Settie
'ment, intended to 'enable the people of this country to develop tilei,. agriculture, COIU

meretl and industry and trade, out at the .ame tlDle to iw Pl'Ov., thell' own business. 11 
· :was not their idea to destroy all indigenou. lnall.tries and manufactories, and trade by 
· sea and road and convert this land into a field fit exclusively for the supply of raw mate
rials to Bntain. At and before t~e.. date of the Permanent Settleml>nt, this country 

.. might be said to be flourishing, when compared to the present state, in every respect. 
"Their local industries had been prospering; they were makrng their boats, ships. etc., 
for coastal trado and also for trade with overseas countries. Each district and each taluk 
had its own industries such as carpet-making, spinning, weaving both wool and cotton. 

_and very many other itema 'of business. The shops all over India were full of articles 
manufactured. in the country. The idea of Sir John Shore and Lord Cornwallis was 

· that all these should be developed for the benefit of the country and also for promoting 
. their own trade with this country. If that ideal had been kept up this country would 
.. have been prosperous and Britain would not have been in the precarious condition in 
which she is to-day. While the policy adopted in this country by' the British fbr the Per
manent Settlement were made clear thus, not one of the intentions or objects of the 
.authors of the Permanent Settlement Regulation had been fulfilled. Every business and 
·trade of India, every industry and art, the carpets, the ships, the ports have all become 
.extinguished so far as the people's business and interests are concerned. In Cha.pter I, 

.. of this Report a graphic description given by the Circuit Committee about the oppressive 
:taxation and tbe tyrannical rule of the landholders and rent-farmers, has been recorded. 
On account of varying land revenUe demand and illegal exactions, according to the Circuit 
'('ommittee's Heport, the villages were reduced to mere hovels. If they were hovels 
then, they have !Jecome thousand times worse now. When the sharing system was aban
doned a.nd the collection of land revenue in casb was started, and the Currency policy 
was regulated to suit the business of British only, the agriculturists became victims of the 

.. exchange and currency policy on one side and fluctuations in price on the' other. The 
East India Company in the beginning of theIr rule, maintained their accounts in Madras 
'Presidency in Star Pagodas which were the current Indian Gold Coin. If the gold and 
silver coins of India had been maintained and a uniform currency policy had been sus
Lamed for Britain in this country, the economics aud commerce of this country would 
.not have been thrown IDto the background. In 01' about JtjW the East India Company 
"changed the system of their accounting from Star Pagodas to silver rupees and by the 
.manipUlation of the exchange ratio, Britain had been benefited, at the cost of the pearle' 

-<If this country. By raising the exrhange ratio the Indian agriculturIst and trader have 
.Buffered immeasurable loss. Each time the exchange ratio was increased the blow fell 
upon r,he agriculturist primarily. 'I'he ratio was increased in 1818 from 1 •. 4d. to 28. 
and agam it was increased from Is 4d. to 2s. in 1865 and 1920. .The cultivator got only 
lis. 10 instead of Rs. 15 per £, as the price of the commodities sold by him to Britain. 
'When the exchange ratio was increased io 1927-28 from Is. 4d. to Is. 6d. the agricul
turist has been compelled to get only Re. 13-5-4 instead of Re. 15 for the goods Rold to 
"Britain. Mr. Campbell and Mr. John Moor, Members of the Flower Currency Com· 
mittee, wrote in their Minute of Dissent on the question of increasing the ratio' as 
.follows :-

"It effects &s an unfair tax on native production while conferring a bounty oil 
'imported goods. It is oat sufficient reply to this, to say that as imports are p"id 

, , for by exports. the gain and loss to the commuoity are equal. This is evident 
when we consider that t,be native producer is the dass which loses while th" 
class which gains is the consumer of imported goods. It can never be sound 
policy to handicap native industry while giving bounty to foreign imports and in 
the case of Iodia with large foreign obligations which can only be met by surplus 
exports of produce, it would be " fatal course to pursue." 

Currency manipUlation consisted in mainly in applying artificial methods of contrac
. tioo !tnd expansion. The methods employed to destroy the Indian monitary system were 
the demonitepization of gold coins aod the introduction of an anomalous system, a parallel 
to which cannot be found ill aoy pad of the world. They were highly objectionable and 
unjust, to use gentlemanly language and some of the Englishmen condemned the currency 
policy in the strongest terms. 

Mr. Laing, one of the exceptional Finance Members of the Government of India 
.referring to the currency policy and ijIe ml'thods employed. wrote as follows:- ' \ 

... 4 GOl)erll!"l'1lt to be well s •• oed and ge"!,,,ally respect8d m'lSt neo., do II sharp, I ' 

mean or Illiberal aet, lor depend "pon It, the paltry saving of to-day will come I 1/ 

back with tenfold ""'Pense and R llUnd"d fold disN'edit On th" morrow." ' 
He spoke likp a prophet! As a re9nlt of the policy we see to-dav not a single 

articls of the British in the Indinn Markets. The Ind.ian Market has been sold awav 
to Japan practically-to a country which has been condemned by every one by every 

-llation, for its aggressive aod gready behaviour towards her neighbour. It is this currency 
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policy of Britain that is mostly responsible for the fall in prices of Indian commodities_ 
Great Britain is not likely to give up its control over the exchange and currency policy 
until it is compelled by force of the popular will to yield. One of the best methods tl)' 
bring here to terms just. now, und~r ~he new. dispensation is b;r regUlating production,. 
distribution and sale, prmClpally WIthin the limIts of the l'rovmcw.l· Governments and 
uext by regulating interprovmcial trade through barter system. Vie recommend accord
~gly to the Legislatures to organize their trade and business on the method suggested. 
above. 

CHAPTER X-CASE LAW. 

The case law on the rights and liabilities of the landhoJdel's :md ryots is discussed in. 
Chapter X. The result of the case law couplpd wioh all other factors discussed in the
Beport is that both the lan<:i revenue assessment and the tenure were fixed in perpetuity 
and tliat the landholder is not entitled to enhance the land revenue a·ssessment, or eject 
the ryot under any circumstances. The landholder is not given the right even to posses
sion of ryoti-iand, as declared by the Privy Council in 45 Madras 586. The only land tl)
which he is ell titled to possession is his private land, under ·section 4 of the Estates 
IJand Act, he having been described as a collector I)f land revenue and nothing else. j\Jl 
the confusion and the clouds that have been created over the right, title and interest of 
the ryot permanently fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlemellt are mostly due 
to the wrong interpretation of law by law-courts. With the best of the intentions, the 
E~.t India Company on the advice of Lord WeJlessly and Lord Cornwallis established~ 
la .. '-court, believing that by making the land revenue assessment unalterable and p.:r
JllaDent the disputes would be very few and they would be settled very soon. 'I'hey did 
Dot foresee that these very institutions would become the cause I)f the ruin of the people 
on account of the prohibitive cost I)f litigation and delays ill the administration of justicp. 
'Ve would recommend to the Legislatures to overhaul the judicial system completely to
the extent to which the power is in l,heir hands and transfer the right to settle village' 
disputes to the village panchayats, whIch will a_certain the truth and give justice' 
imm€,diately, with minimum cost. 

CHAPTER XI-INAMS. 

This matter relating to inams is rliscllSAed in Chapter XI of the Report. The 
history and law by which inams had been governed is given in the said chapter. The 
subject relating to inams was described by the late Sir V. Krishnaswami Ayyar and' 
othAr prominent men, in the discussion on the Estates Land Bill in the Madras Council 
r.s a very difficult subject, to the origin of which no one could easily go. We do not share' 
that view. We shall try to give a summary of t·he Chapter in a few sentences, here. 

The object and scope of the Permanent Settlement Regulation was to exclude all 
inams from the assets of the estate that formed the basis of calculation of the land revenue' 
assessment. Having separated them & special Regulation, XXXI of 1809 was passed on 
the same date 13th July 1802 to regulate the conduct of the excluded inams. Regula
lions XXXI I)f 1802 was in force until it was repealed in 1869. Regulation IV of 1831, 
Act XXXI of 1836, extending the scope of Regulation XXXI of 1802 and Regulation VI 
of 1.t:!~1l were p.l"sed specially with regard to inam~~ Fhn ilv Act XXIII of 1871 was passed 
by the Govarnment of India parts of which have been repealed later. 

Along with these Regulations, mam Acts IV of 1862, IV of 1866 and VIII of 1869' 
were also passed. 

INCLUDED mAMs. 

These were the special laws that were enacted to regulate the excluded inams_ 
Therefore the excluded inams cannot be mixed up with the permanently settled estate~ 
on an!;' ground. For the reasons stated above, it must be declared in clear terms in the 
coming legislation that excluded inams cannot be included in the definition of estates 
as was wrongly held sometimes before this. If excluded inams cannot come within the' 
definition of an estate as defined in the Estates Land Act. what are the inams to which 
the definition of estate in the Estates Land Act I of 1908 and the later amending Acts 
can apply? It can apply only to such inams as may have been included in the assets by 

lnny special agreements between the landholder and the Government in which the Govern
\IDent surrendered its reversionary rights to the landholder. There have not been manv 
cases of this kind. In the long history there m3j: be a lew cases in which such specil~l 
agreements may have been entered into between the Government and the old poligars or . 
l"Amindars for some special reasons. 

Po ST- SETTLF.M IlNT IN.UIB. 

Then we have to consider post-Battlement inams which have been treated as valid 
,:irants bv mistake. Under sections 4 and 12 of the Permanent Settlement Re,.aulation all 
such post-settlement inams have been declared to be invalid. It has also been 90 d~clared 
Ilt the time of the inam Bettlement. The reason is plain. No zamindar or landholder is . 
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entitled to a freehold right admittedly in the estate land. He is only a collector- of land, 
revenue., ;He may have entered into written agreements through sanads and kallUliyats 
to ac,t according to the conditions laid down there. If the landholder does not pay the 
peahkash, the Government proceeds against his proprietary interest, attaches and sells it 
and realizes the money., Therefore, proprietary estate to which the landholder is entitled 
is subject to a first charge of the Gdv~.rnment for the peshkash, and he is not free ,to
alienate the land by grant of inama or by other gifts. This is prohibited under section 12 
of Regulation XXV. Whenever any such grant is made by the landholder the Govern
ment is entitled to resume it the moment it comes to their notice. If the Government 
does not resume, what, is the nature of the interest the grantee of sUQh' post-settlement 
inams is entitled to? The nature of the interest will be onlv an IDterest thnt will enure 
during the lifetime of the grantor. There is no quesLion of occupancy right arising in 
such grants; admittedly because there is a ryot already in occupation of the land. All 
that the grantee gets is only the melwaram mterest 01 the landholder in all cases of post
settlement inams. For these reasons post-settlement inams are mvalid in the first 
place, and if the Government does not resume, the grantee is entitioidto hold the inam 
only during the lifetime of the grantor .. Beyond that there is no interest created in the 
grantee. In many cases in the law courts. from the lowest to the highest, decisions had 
been passed on the assumption that such post-settlement inams and other inams hold 
good. It is a wrong view taken by the comts because their attention was not drawn to 
the restriction put on such alienations by section ] 2 of Regulation XXV of 1802. In the 
new Act it must be clearl~ stated that excluded inams are outside the scope of th" 
Permanent Settlement Regulation and all grants. based on such Regulation that may 
come within the ,meaning of an estate are only those that were included in the assets of 
the estate at the time of the permanent settlement. A declaration to the effect that 
post-settlement inams are invalid and the Government is entitled to resume them the 
moment they come within their notice must alRo be made. Such is the brief summary 
of the inams; the details of which have been given in full in Chapter XI. 

AGENCY TRACTS. 

The Agency tracts of Ganjam, Vizagapatam and Godavari had to be dealt with 
exhaustively as a separate chapter because under the Government of India Act they are 
called p~rtially excluded areas for administrative purposes. Although the same di.tric~ 
officers are in charge of these areas, they are doing it in a different capacity as the 
Agenta to the Governor and not as Collectors who i. subordlDate to the Government that 
is elected by the people. There was a time when these Agency tracts were considered 
uninhabitahle on account of malaria and no :one ever dared to go and settle down there 
from the plains; but during the last 50 or 60 years or even more, they huve been viSited 
by traders u,nd others who had gone over there for purposes of business and some of them 
finally settle down. By the opening up of communications and the establishment of 
courts and forest and revenue offices all over they have become easily accessible apd much 
of the trade and prosperity was due to the cheapness of the produce of the forest and 
jungles of these Agency tracts. Most of the soil has been virgin soil, the original 
inhabitants hYing been used to whllt has been known as podu cultivation. If ,the rules 
observed by the ancestors of the present hill-tribes have been strictly followed, there 
would have been no danger of denudation of forests, which is frequently pointed out by 

., some who are opposed to podu cultivation. Owing to the restrictions imposed on the 
original inhabitants and the illegal exactions made from, them by the officers as well as 
visitors, they have become so much frightened that they would be tempted whenever they 
get opportunity to cut off forests on u, large scale. 'rhe land is theirs just as it belongs to 
the ryots or the original inhabitants in the plains. They are entitled to full freedom ta 
enjoy the lands to their entire satisfaction without prejudice to the land revenue which' 
they have to pay to the Government or their agents, zamindars or muttadars. The 
revenue collections of the estates in the Agency tracts have been made by zamindars or 
landholders. The history of the Rampa Estate given in Part II of the Report shows that 
the rent collectioD8 'lVere made by some zamindars and their descendants until they 
became extinct and the estate passed into the hands of the muttadars who were in the 
position of rent-farmers, landholders or zamindars in the plains. To-day practically all 
over the partially excluded areas, the rent collection is made by muttadars to whom sRnads 
have been' granted by the Government. As they are not permanently settled estates the 
sanad. granted to the muttadars are semewhat similar to the sanad. granted to zamin- , 
dars by the East India Company before the Pennanent Settlement. The muttadars stand; , .
in the same position as the landholders on the plains. In other WOt'ds, they are also,' i I 
col\ectbrs of revenue. Their administration is described by the, hill-men who have given I 
evidence ,before our CQmmittee as very ,oppressiv~ alll! their tenures are most. ,uncertain. 
Evidence of such witnesses'is found at pages 17, 31, 33, 60, 63. 64, 80, 810'107, 133. 

, I, 
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135. 136, 138, 193 of Part I of oral evidence volume. There was no surv,,! or settlement . 
. 'The population is too small for the area, the particulars of which have been given in 

Part II of the Report. Each r:vot is supposed to hold as mnch ae he can manage. It 
·does not seem to have been measured even by the ancient. rod measuremen' or rope 
measurement. Large tracts are within the zamindari limits of Vizianagram, Madgole, 
.Jeypore, Parlakimedi and some others in Ganjam and Vizagapstam districts and similarly 
within the limts of several zamindars including the Maharaja of Pithap'rram in th" Ee.;,L 
GOdavari district. Some of the witnesses examined on behalf of the ryots gave a graphic 
-description of their sufferings at the hands of the landholders even with reference to the 
-exercise of their primeordia.l rights. All this was dne to the fact that those zamindars 
.and muttadars have been led to believe that they are the proprietors of the soil and that 
they could deal with their ryots in any way they like. Hill-men have deposed that the 
·officers who had been going there or even other visitors had been compelling them to do 
service without remuneration and that illegal exactions had been made at every turn, if they 
make any attempt to take forest produce into the plains for putting them in the msrket 
.and getting money in return. Many valuable products are produced in the forest. The 
prices are nominal. Fruit trees grow like forests and yield lskhs and millions of fruits 
the cost of which is tri1ling. Batavian, oranges. kamala oranges sell very cheap there. 
Batavian oranges sold in the ;Madras market at one anna or one anna six pies, or even 
two annas. can be purchased for quarter of an anna at the foot of the hills, in the 
interior, tbey may cost even less. Tamarind grows on a very large scale. For want of 
·communications all the commodities get rotten. Arrangements must be made to open 
up communications immediately. The Agency on the side of Madgole is yet to be 
connected with the Agency in the upper reaches of the Godavari river. It has a great 

~
tentia.l value, along with the Agency in Vizagapatam and Ganjam-perbaps even better. 

he Land Alienation Act is supposed to be in force in this tract, bnt the provisions of it 
have.lIot been enforced strictly because pe.rmission had been given freely for mortgaging 
.aud selling the land to the people of the plains. 'rhe cultivators complain of their 
indebtedneSl! on account of the exorbitant rate of interest. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

We have discussed the evidence oral and documentary adduced on both sides, on 
"the various questions which have been put in. under ten groups as stated by us at pages 
:2 and 3, at tbe beginning of this Report. We shall now record our findinEls and recom
mendations on each group. 

GROUP I consists of question (1) only: 

(a) Who. in your opinion. is the proprietor of the soil? Is it the zamindar or 
the tenant? 

(b) What is the nature of the interest which the tenant has in the land as 
distinguished from that of the landholder? 

On a consideration of the evidence and other facts and law. we find that. the ryot 

\ 

is the proprietor of the soil and the zamindar hlOB no right to it, not even to possessIOn 
-of it. because he is only a collector of reveuue. within the meauing of sectlon 4. of 
the Estates Land Act and under common law of the land. The Privy Council also held 
that he was only a collector of the revenue within the meaning of section 4. and that 
he is not entitled even to possession of ryo~Jind. The only land to which he could claim 
pOBsession and ownership is Drivate land. . s interpretation put upon section 4 is correct 
and is consistent with what had been declared by the Permanent Settlement Regulation 
-of 1802 and after. 

Our findiDg on clause (b) is as follows:-

The nature of the interest which the ryot bas in his ryoti land is a freehold right 
to the soil as in the case of ryotwari ryotls. subject to the payIDent of land 
revenue (rent) to the 1i1Jialiolder as the ageIlt of the Government. His interest 
in the Boil extends to the right tcf own it. sell it or even give it away to another, 
subject to the liability to pay land tax, fixed permanently at the time of lhe 
Permanent Settlement. His interest is not derived from the landholder 
under a lease or a contract. He holds the land in his own right and deals with 
it as is own in the same manner in which his ancestors had enjoyed it before. 

Having found on both the parts of the question in favour of the ryot. we recom
mend to the Legislatures to introduce a new Land Ravenue Bill, for permanently 
settled estates. declaring that the ryot is the owner of the soil and that he is - - -
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entitled to hold and enjoy full right. of ownership subject to one condition, 
viz., that he is liable to pay the land revenue (rent) and also subject to all the 
~!!diti.!1nl! j!od terms....e.nt.ereDnto between himself and his landholder at the 
time of the Permanent Settlement. 

GROUP II covers questions 2 and. 3. The second question deals with the question 
of fair and equitable rent: 

(a) What is a fair and equitable rent? 

We have discussed the evidence. law and constitutional position at great length and 
our finding on this is that the (rents) land revenue asses.mcnt that had been fixed 
permanently and unalterably in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement is the 
fair and equitable ~ent which the r~ot is bound to pay. At the time of the Permanent 
Settlement the authors of the Regu attOns made the mistake of using the word ' rem' 
for the land revenue assessment payable by the ryot to the landholder. On factand 
law it has been conclusively proved that what was assessed permanently and unalterably 
at the time of the Permanent Settlement was the land revenue assessment and nothing 
else. Before fixing the land revenue assessment, the first step taken was to fix the pro
portion of the produce payable by the ryot to the Government. It is no dolrnf'rrue that 
in some estates the Government proceeded on the half.gross-produce basis. but this 
should not be taken as a universal rule applied to all the estates that were permanently 
settled. The assessment varied in various estates in proportIon to the loyalty owed by 
the landholder to the Government. During the Hindu period. there was a time when 
the ryot was called upon to pay only one-tenth of the gross produce. Later it became 
one-sixth. During the Muhammadan period for some time it was half and later it was 
reduced to one-third. During the Briti.h period it vuried from time to time before it 
was permanently settled. It was to put ,\0 end to such variations and fluctuations tha.t 
Government decided to fix a moderate assessment. 'I'here is nothing like a fixed I 
proportion for all the estates. The moderation of assessment was dependant upon the 
landholder.' loyalty to the ruler. UdayarpalaJ'am is a typical case for this purpose. The 
tMlshkash fixed was only six hundred and odd rupees. This. we believe is the lowest. 
In the western poliams of Venkatagiri. Kalahasti. Karvetnagar. etc .• which were of a 
feudal chlU"lICter. the peshkash was fixed not on the assets basis. But it was b.ased, on the 
military aud feudal tenure of those poliams. 

In recording evidence and also in regard to our findings we have taken particUlaj 
care to see that the Permanent Settlement scheme is not violated in any single respect. 
In the evidence recorded by us some of the ryots demanded that the proportion should b 
fixed at one-sixth while some others demanded some other proportion. There were others I 
who requested that they might be put at least on the level of the neighbouring Govern-I' 
lDent rates. This was said in ignorance of their rights declared and admitted at the time 
of the Permanent Settlement. Owing to the distance of time. they did not know that 
the land revenue aRsessment (rent) had been fixed permanently. On the other hand. 
they believed that they were liable to pay enhanced rates of assessment_ Therefore. the 
demand for the adoption of the neighbouring Government rates was not made with full 
consciousness of their rights and liabilities. It was demanded alinQst in a spirit of despall" 
because they believed that no redress was forthcoming from any quart,er in spite of their 
agitation. We should not therefore take the proposal made by them in the course of 

"their evidence as a considered or a correct one. 

Having fixed a moderate assessment for each estate II!! it pleased the Governmeut. 
the next step taken ~ them was to dedare I,hat.that moderately fixed lalld revenue was 
fixed for ever unalterably. We hold that the rates of land revenue that had been fixed 
permlUlently in the year preceding the Permallen"i Settlement do constitute fair and 
<l<juit. .. ble land revenue assessment (rent) to-day. We recommended that a declaration be 
made in the new legislation that the rate of land revenue fixed in the year previous to the 
Permanent Settlement, if they have been fixed in.....money. constitutes fair and equitable 
mte of land assessment. If otherwise. and if the rat,es were made payable in kind. then. 
the rates of rent shall be determined by taking the whole of the amount that was realized 
t<>w..roa Government revenue in the year previous to the Permanent Settlement and 
dividing it by the area in which it was received, which gives the ratp of rent per acre. 

The recommendations that we make to the JJegislatures are lIS follows :-
(1, The Estates Land Act must be repealed as a whole because the chanaes that 

we propose are fund8mental and it wi\1 be impossible to make any am:ndment 
to the Act as it is. In its plaee a new Bill entitled the Madras Estates Land 
~venue Bill on the lines shown in the Tenancy Bill of 1898 as amended by the 
Select Committee should be introduced. 
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'(2) The word' rent' as used in the Madras Estates Land Act shoiJld ,be ,remoTed' 
lind in its place the words ' IlInd revenue ' should be substituted. 

,,(3) 'The substance of sections 9 and 7 of the Patta Regulation should he 
embodied in the Act, in the place of sections 30-B5 of the Estates Land Act, 
dealing with enhancement of rents. 

We recommend to the Legislatures that a declaration should be made in the' new 
legislation that the rates of land revenue fixed in the year' previous to the Permanent 
Settlement constitute fab:: and equitable rates of land assessment. 

Next, we recommend that for ascertsinirtg the rates of assessment of the year 
preceding the Permanent Settlement more than one method might be adopted-

, '1. In aU the estates in which assets were taken' as the basis of calculation for 
Permanent Settlement, conversion rates might be ascertained as we have done 
in the case of Bobbili, Pithapuram, Vizianagram, Karvetnagar, Ramnad and 
,some others if it is difficult to ascertain the actual rates. Conversion mte can 
be asecrtained only when survey had been done in the estate subsequeutiy, !it,d 
the survey 'acreage is ascertainable. The method of working is .hown el"~wh~re. 

The conversion rate would be arrived at by ascertaining the Eiurveya<lreage and 
dividing the 'same by the customary measure applIed at or before the Permanent 
Settlement. 

2. Where the assets did not form the basis of the Permanent Settlement, as in the 
case of Havelly lands, which were formed into estates only at the tinte of the 
Permanent Settlement, out of Crown lands and sold in public auction rates may 
be ascertained on the basis of the .I».t~L Government lands, as they prevailed 
at the tinte ,of the Settlement. This is" a sintple process because all the 
Havelly Estates were Crown lands before they were carved into estates and'sold 
subject to the conditions I!iven in the sale proclamations.' 

3. A third method is to attempt to get the rates at the tinte of the. Perm .. nen~ 
Settlement from the records of the estates wherever they are available. Sllch 
rates were famished recently by the Collectors of the Dis~ritc of Ramnad; 
Andepattiand Marungipuram. . . 

4. Lastly, they may be ascertained by adopting the last alternative method shown 
below:-

The method of ascertaining the rates realized by the melwaramdars in respect 
of. both nanja and punja lands, in cases in which such rates as they obtained 
before the Permanent Settlement are Dot available, seems to be to ascertain 

boy . actual experiment or by enquiry whenever it can be l'elied upon, thp yield 
per acre on the different kinds of the land and to deduce th~ v.alue of the mel-. 
waram accordiIJILt!_ t?e_'p~ail!!,.s, custo~s "wh';.re money rates are not in 
lbgde, and to estlmatetlie va1ue oCthat ware'ill terms of rupees with the 
reference to the prices obtaining in the period, immediately prior to the Per
manent Settlement. The amount so arrived at will represent the value of 
the melvaram. The application of this method will involve the following 
processes :-

(1) The selection of representative tract~ in some typical villages of each taluk. 

(2) survey of such tracts by the scientific method; 

(3) ascertainment either by actual experiment or by enquiry where it can be 
relied upon, of the yield per acre of each such tract; '. 

, (4) ascertainment of the melwlLram or cirear share of the prod~e with refer; 
ence to the C.)!!lWm IIQ' dittum or tenures prevailing in the estate; and 

'(5) valuation of this share with reference.w.Jhe prices that obtained before the 
in~roduction of the Permanent Settlement. . 

As for obvious reasons, every zamindazy is ,being administered· much better than 
'. at any other time either before or after the permanent settlement the presenj; 

yield cannot. by any means be lower than what was realized before the 
'permanent settlement. Rates deduced in the manner above described on the 
basis of this yield cannot but be higher than those at any' previous period and 
eonsequently cannot. but be considered as favourable from the view point of 
the zamindar's ,interest and can therefore, as submitted above, be considered 
"" a rational basi .. for ascertaining, the maximum, renl theozamindar could at 
any time have·,reali .... d •. having regard to the principres,on 'Whioh the pl'rmnnent 
Bettlement was concluded. ' .. ,' ' .. ',' . '. ', .. ,'.. . .' , 
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With regard to the third, there are some estates where such particulars could be 
readily obtained from the accounts maintained by some' of the ablest officers who were 
in charge of the Permanent Settlement. Those accounts can be obtained from the 
landholders' books. 

The h,st mentio~ed process is the,simplest and seems to be the most scientific method 
when all the rest fail. 

Clause (b) of question 2, deals with the considerations that should be taken into 
account in fixing the fair and eqnitable rent. No other considerations need be taken into 
BC('ount in fixing the fair and equitable rate of assessment. The question of improvement 
mlLde by the landholder or by the Government, or the increase in the productive powers 
by fluvial action or rise in prices do not at all touch the point. Just as the peshkash 
was fixed permanently in 1802 and has heen paid without any change until now, the rates 
of land revenue assessment payable to the landholder must also have been treated as a 
fixed one. It must be noted in this connexion that by enhancing the rates of assess
ment the Permanelit Settlement arrangement had been broken up by the landholder 
ea"h time 8·n enhancement was made. If it were a case of a lease or contract between 
the landholder and the ryot as in the case of non-occupancy holdings the, landhold~l' 
would have been free to increase his rent and deal with the tenant according to the 
terms of the agreement. But bere, there was no lease or contract between the land
holder aud the ryot at the time of the Permanent Settlement or at any time. The 
culti\'ator did not derive any title from the landholder. The arrangement was bet.ween 
the ryot and the Government, that the land revenue assessment payable by the ryot 
was to be permanently and unalterably fixed. After it was so fixed the Government 
assigned it. right to collect that amount to the landholder. The undertaking given by 
the landholder to the Government in the san ads and kabulivats was to the effect that 
he would collect the land revenue assessment as fixed permanently at that time and 
nothing more. If he had violated that condition by enhancing the rents, it was a 
violation of the Permanent Settlement, and also the undertaking given by him not to 
enhance rents and Dot any breach of contract as between the landholder and the ryot. 
ThHe has never been any contract or any lease or any agreement as between the 
landholder and the ryot. 

Clause (e) of question 2 relates to remission of rent. Our finding is that the ryot 
i. entitipd to claim remission as of tight, when for no fault of his own, the land could 
not be cultivated and it did not yield anything. There must be a statutory declaration 
that the ryot is entitled to remission when the land does not yield any produce for causes 
beyo>nd his control. 

U "der clause (d), we have to decide whether we should ourselves settle the rates 
or shlLres of rent once for all, by working out the fignres of each estate or whether we 
should merely enunciat.e and determine the principle and' leave it to officers to work it 
out? It, will certainly be an impossible task for a Committee like ours to work out ~he 
figures for each estate. We hold that we should enunciate the principles and leave it to 
the Legislatures to appoint a Commission to Bett!e the rates of land revenUe assessment 
of each estate, after proper investigation into the different methods suggested by UB 

nr §!lch other methods as mill' be fOWjd..!!!pre _suit~hl~ by the Commission. 

" N~xt, clause (e) of question 2: No reserve powers can be taken by the Provincial 
Governments in regard to the land revenue assessment that had been fixed unalterably 
at the time of the Permanent Settlement. The clall"e refers to the reservation of powers 
hitherto conceded. for the rollection of the land revenue assessment to the landholder. 
A revision should take place in the procedure adopted in the matter of distraint and 
•• .\e. We hold that the power of distraint and sale should not be given to the landholder. 
At any rate only 80 much as would 8uffice to meet the demand of the landholder should 
be distrained and Bold. There should be no imprisonment of the ryot. The landholder 
shall have a first charge on the crops and the procedure that obtains for the realization 
of peshk.sh may be also prescribed for the collection of the balance of the revenue that 
the landholder is entitled to. The procedure must be a very simple and the cost 
nominal. 

On group II, our recommendation is that the rate. of land revenue assessment fixed 
permanently in the year previous to the Permanent Settlement should be taken as the 
fair Ilnd equitable rate of assessment and that permanent pattos with rates of land revenue 
fixed pennanently at the pre-settleme~t rates should be /i!i:v~n to the ryot by the .!!'-ndhoJder , 
fot' tho whole of the land. and the SOld pattas and muchllikllll .hliluld serve' as muniments 
of title between the landholder and the ryot. ' ' . 
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After issuing permanent pattas for such lands, for those brought· into cultivation 

(

lilt$- provision may be made for the issue of freoh pattas with 'jDplterable rate of assess
ment as new waste lands are being brought under cultivation. Provision On,st be made 
for the appointment of a special settlement officer or commission to fix the rates of assess
ment, with instructions to work out the rates as has been done. by us for the Estates of 
Viziaa!lgram, Puthapuram, Bobbili, Ramnad, Karvetnagar, and a few others as shown 
before. 

As regards collection of such a land revenue assessment, we have no doubt that the 
amount will be paid by the ryots wit·hout any delay or trouble because the rate of assess
ment permanently fixed will really be a modest one within the reach of all the ryots and 
they will never try to avoid payment by putting forth false excuses, when they realize 
that they are the real owners of the land they cultivate. When once the rates of assess
meut are permanently fixed there will be no litigation between the landholder and the 
.yot. Everything would be stable and a real beginning can be made for the progress and 
prosperity of the country as contemplated by Sir John Shore and Lord Cornwallis. 

We have given our findings and proposals on the important questions, two and three, 
which constitute group II. We now suggest a scheme of legislation. The preamble 
might state, the state of affairs before the Permanent Settlement; what was tbe object 
and scope of the Permanent Settlement legislation and how the land revenue assess
ment that had been fixed permanently and unalterably had been violated by frequent 
enhancements made by the landholders and how doubts were created about tbe right, 
title and interest of the ryots and the responsibilities of the landholders by jlldicial 
interpretations and misleading legislations; how we have come upon the real position 
to-day after the ryots had been practically ruined durin/( a long period of nearly 138 years 
on account of illegal and unlawful exactions; how we have come upon the truth about 
the Permanent Settlement and how it has been given effect to only partially so far as the 
peshkash portion was concerned and how it has become necessary to declare that the 
fair and equitable rate of rent that is payable by the ryot to the landholder and that 
ought to have been collected from 1802 until now is the rate of agsessment that had been 
fixed unalterably in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement. 

It must be made clear in the Preamble of the Act iteelf that the .. Madras 
Estates Land Revenue Bill" is applicable only to the permanently settled estates and 
thE' landholders and cultivators covered by them and not to other classes like ryotwari 
holders, inamdars or any other person who does not come within the definition of 
• landholders' in the new Act and who should have recourse ouly to the ordinary 
muwclpal courts. 

Mter stating all the facts eet out above, in the form of recitals in the preamble, 
legislation on the lines of those adopted iIi the Permanent Settlement Regulation and 
Patta Regulation may be enacted. Substantive rules might be enacted in the shape of 
sections not exceeding say 50 in number. The procedure for collection may be provided 
for on the lines of Regulation XXVill of 1802, to regulate the demand, balance and 
collection. The same principles and substantive rules as those of the Permanent Settle
ment B:egulation may. be put in th~ form. of· sections of the new Bill. A separate 
RegulatIOn corresponding to Regulation XXVIII of 1802 and the rules concerning 
execution proceedings laid down in that Regulation may be adopted in a form to suit 
the present conditions . 

. The next question relates to ORO,!!P .ill! which .. deals with questions 4 and 8, con
cerning water-supply, water-sources, ln1gatIOn facilities, etc. Question 4 consists of 
cln·uses (a) and (b) and question 8 of three clauses (a), (b) and (c). ' 

. . T~e righ~ of the ryots to ~ater-supply and. w~ter-soilrces as a national system of 
JrrlgatlOn whICh the landholder IS bound to mallita1D, must be defined in the secti;>ns 
of the new Act. . Madras Irrigation Cess Act VII of 1865 must be revised or repealed 
and the provisions of the said Act should be embodied in the New Madras Estates Land 
Revenue Bill. Our findings on the rights of the ryots and the duties of the landholders 
have already been given with reasons. Clause (a) of question 4 is as follows ;_ 

4 (a). Are the rights of the tenants to water-supply inherent as being appurtenant 
to the land or are they a matter of contract between them and the land
holders? 

The right to water-supply and water-sources is an inherent right as part of the 
owner.hip of the soil. They are not rights derived from the landholder under any 
rontract or agreement. The ryot holds and enjoys it in his ownri"ht as the owner of 
the soil. He gets nothing through a contract or agreement from the landholder either 
in reg:trd to the payment of land rE<venue asses~ment or in regard towater-Rupply It 
is on this basis sections should be framed' declaring the substantive rights and th 
r~sponsibilities of the parties. e 
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Clause (h) of the question is as follows:-

4 (h). Has the landholder a superior right. in the water-sources in the estate. and. 
if so, what is the nature and extent of the right? 

He possesses no superior right. If he owns any private property in the estate he 
enjoys equa.! rights and privileges with other villagers. 

Question 8 runs as follows :-

8. (a) What according to you are the principles to guide the courts to arrive at 
a suitable scheme for the purpose of maintaining irrigation sources and works? 

(h) Do you think that any rights should be vested in the Provincial Governments 
to undertake the repairs or maintenance of irrigation works, where the land
holder fails to take necessary and proper steps? 

(e) Do you think that such powers should be vested in the Government to be 
applied 8«0 moto or on application by parties? 

The existing chapter of the Estates Land Act on this subject and all the confusing 
and complicate rules laid down must be omitted altogether. A few simple rules declaring 
the duties and the responsibilities of the landholders to ma\ntain the water-sources 
should b~ laid down and if they fail to carry out their part of the duty, power should be 
reserved to the Government to carry out the repairs in the shortest possible time at their 
own cost and recover the same from the landholders as part of the land revenue (pesh
kash). Lpgislation be made creating an irrigation fund for each irrigation work in an 
estate constituted by the landholder at per cent of the revenue derlved by him from 
~be ayacut under the said irrigation work and the Provincial Government be given power 
to e'\ccllte the necessary repairs to the said irrigation work from out of the said fund. 
An irrigation fund might be startpd, if conditions permit, from Ollt of the land revenue 
uso.~weut for carrying on the maintenance of old works and thE'> construction of new 
or.es. In what we have stated above we have given the answer to clause (h) also. 

'Vith regard to clause (e). we are of opmion that the Government should he vested 
with powera to undertake the repairs or maintenance of old works or to construct new 
olles whpre the landholder fails to ruscharge his responsibility. suo mota. 

G IlOUP IV relates to question 5 only: 

5 (a). Do you think that all the estates should be surveyed and a record of rights 
maintained compulsorily? 

We consider that compulsory survey might b.e adopted provided the cost would not 
become unbearable. 

With regard to clause (h) the cost of survey should be borne partly by the landholder 
and partly by the Government. No burden should be put on the ryot in the mat,er of 
survey. This must be made clear in the new legislation. 

GROUP vi:, dea.!s with question 6: 

.. 6. Can the landholder demand any levies-customary or otherwise from the 
ryots in addition to rent? .. 

All unlawful collections have practically been abolished, in the statute books. But 
,hey had other un-knowa.ble and un-seeable forms which cause great oppres.ion. In the 
whole evidence recorded by us only one zamindar admitted that he had been levying an; 
illegal levy. We have no doubt that such illegal collections are going on even now all over. 
Sufticiellt provision should be made with penalties for the prevention of such exactions. ; 

GROUP VI, dea.ls with question 7 : 

7. (a) What are the rights of tenants with regard to the utilization of local natura.! 
facilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for 
agricultural implements? 

(II) Have the tenants any inherent right to use them for their domestic and 
agricultura.! purposes free of cost? 

(e) What are the respectIve rights with regard to the public paths, communal 
lands and hills and forests and porambokes as between the tenants .and. the 
landholders ? 
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OUlB finding on this after consideration of all the recorded evidence and the com-
plaints heard from the various individuals and also associations, is as follows;-

\
(0) When the land itself belongs to the ryots and when the landholder is only 

a collector of revenue it must be declared that the ryot is entitled to enjoy all 
\ the natural facilities includmg grazing of. cattle, collection of green manure or 
I wood for agricultural purposes. It is an inherent right, and a right which they 

have been enjoying from time immemorial and not one newly acquired . 

. As regards clause (e) they have undisputed rights over all the public paths, hills and. 
forest porambokes-not· a right derived from the landholder,· hUt one which 

. they and their ancestors had been enjoying. 1'heir rights are all historic· 
matters. 

WI! consider that the lands set apart for and serving communal purposes such as 
village sites, public paths, cattle-stands, burning and burial grounds, tanks, channels, 
etc., vest in the public and the zamindar has no present or reversionary right or title 
th61eto. WE recommend accordingly that l' declaration be made to that effect and legis
lative provision made to protect the interest of the public in respect of them and further 
recommend that in the compulsory survey recommended above, such lands should be 
d~termined and proper records made therefor. Clause (8) of section 4 of the Draft Bill 
be accordingly amended. 

AJ! order, dated 1884, on Mr. Farmer's paper on " proprietary porambokes," sets out 
the trne position. 

Paragraph 2 runs as follows ;-

" In September 1882, the Government had before them the introductory part and 
a portion of the appendix of this paper, and a perusal thereof led them to think 
that Mr. Farmer's paper, when completed, would establish the theory which 
he propounded, viz., that purampok was not alienated to zamindars and is a pro
perty of Government subject to the communal rights of the ryot. The Govern
ment accordingly in G.O. No. 983, dated 14th September 1882. gave sanction 
to his being retained on this special duty from the 17th idem, on which date 
the two months time previously allowed-expired, to the end of November, 
in view to its completion; and the term of his emplovment thereon was after
wards successively extended to 17th . May 1883. The paper, now su bmitted 
by Mr. Farmer in a more complete form, exhibits at considerable lemrth the 
results of his researches into the correspondence relating to the per':nanent 
settlement generally and to the plan actually a.dopted in introd ueing it into the 
Chingleput district." 

Paragraph 4.-" PUlL\!mOK" (more correctly purambokku) is 3 Tamil compound 
word, which means literally excluded places or outside tracts. In the restricted 
sense in which the term is more generally used, it only comprises lands set 
apart for public purposes such as village-sites, tanks, channels, roads, cattle
stands, burning and burial .grounds; in a wider sense, it includes hills, jungles 
salt-marshes, sand-ridges and other tracts originally classed as unculturable: 
It is in this wider sense that Mr. Farmer deals with the purampok in proprietary 
estates under the designation of • proprietary purampok' he calls the lands 
falling within the restricted sense of the term Permanent common, and the 
rest, i.e., those normally classed n.s uncultivable, Temporary common. The 
latter is by far the more importance as the lands therein comprised are to a 
certain e.xtent found to be culturshle . . . . 

Paragraph 5.-" Mr. Farmer says that the instructions under which the Permanent 
Settlement was introduced in this Presidency required that waste tracts (pre
sumably those only which were classed as uncuIturable) should be reserved
that they were accordingly reserved; but that the European Officers of Govern~ 
ment, yielding to the machinations of .theil' corrupt dubashes and native officials, 

. have accepted the theory that .they all belong to proprietary holders." 

. There iii no. question about the right of the ryot to poramboks, hiDs and forests and 
forest' proiluce, 'etc. This right must also be declared in unamibiguous terms in the new 
Act. 

.. GROuP 'VII ,relates to jamabandi. If'the rates of assessment (Nini) . lire c1eclared to be 
unalterablv fixed and are so enforced, there would be no need for a jamnbandi at all. 
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GROUP vm deals with question 10 relating to under-tenants. We have stated 
already in detail the causes for not dealing with the rights and liabilities of under-tenants 
and their superior holders. A clause may be added in the Act explaining why the cases of 
under-tenants have not been taken up in this enquiry. Although we have put a question 
and invited evidenCoe, very little has come up on record. The material is not enough to 
deal with the question, having regard t9 the magnitude of the subject. A separate enquiry 
will have to be held independently, whic£. by itself involves considerable labour and investi. 
gation. We have, therefore, decided not to make any attempt to decide this question which 
also dates from 1802. 

GROUP IX deals with forum. All the complicate procedure laid down the Estates 
. Land Act with regard to the adjudication of disputes must he repealed, and courts must 
be established providing minimum cost and spudy disposal. A few sections may be 
enacted on the recommendations made under this head in a separate chapter of this 
report. 

GROUP X, which is the last, dea.la with clauses (a) and (b) of question (12) :-

12. (a) What are the reliefs and remedies to which the zamindar is entitled in res
pect of unauthorized occupation of lands by the ryots? 

(b) Does the law in regard to collection by landholder of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi 
from inamdars require any revision? 

Such unauthorized cultivation does not create an occupancy right in favour of the 
cultivator who occupies the land without authority. Ho will be subject to the liabilities 
defined in sections 154 and 155 of the Draft Bill. There should be no penalties or pre
miums levied on persons who are supposed to have occupied lands unauthorizedly. . 

As regards the collection of jodi, poruppu, kattubadi by landholders from inamdars, 
sufficient rules shall be enacted. 

Our recommendations with regard to the partially excluded areas are as follows:-

(1) The Agency tracts of Ganjam and VlZagapatam, most of the area which is 
reached in these days by bus and other communications up to Chintapalle on 
the Narasapatam side and Anantalgiri and Arkkll on the side of Waltair, and 
the undeveloped portion of Madgole may all be included in the plains now. 
Similarly, in the East Godavari district, Bhltdrachalam, Polavaram, Choda
varam and Ellavaram taluks may be inclucwd in the plains. The only taluk 
which may not be included is Nugur and the area beyond Chintalapal!e ;n 
Vizagapatam district. 

(2) As a preparatory step, economic survey of the whole area might be made and 
the land cleared by the inhabitants might be set apart, reserving the balance 
for purpose of colonization. 

The educated unemployed as well as the uneducated unemployed in the neighbour
hood will certainly be ready to go and settle down there, notwithstanding the 
fear of malaria. Fifty or sixty years ago towns like Rajahmundry and Vizaga
patam were as malarial. if not worse, as some of the worst places like Nugar 
and north of Chintapalle now are. If economic survey is made and communi
cations are opened up, malaria would vauish in no time and many economic 
problems would be easily solved and al! the rich products of the tracts will 
find free access to the markets. 

(3) After eoonomic survey, when the lands are assigned, a condition shall be 
introduced that they should not be alienated t,o others and the law shollid be 
strictly enforced. Perhaps the same coudition might be imposed with regard 
to others also that might settle down there uncwr a colonization scheme, tem
porarily or permanently as t.he circumstances may demand. 

The changes that are now proposed by us are not newly conceived by us on the 
Question of fair and equitable land revenue assessment (rent). Even our proposal that 
the land revenue as""ssment that was fixed permanently at the time of the permanent 
settlement, i.e .• in the year preceiling the permanent settlement is a fair and equitable 
rent that should be levied from the ryot by the landholder now and in future is not II> new 
one. The Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 made an honest effort to declare both the rights 
of the rvots and the landholder. It was in that Bill that for the first time a proposal 
~'BII made to drop the word • rent ' and substitute in its place the words .. land revenue." 
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It was further provided in that Bill that in case of dispute about the rates of assessment 
the law courts should decide adopf,ing the rate that had been fixed permanently in the 
year preceding the p~rmanent settlement. as the standard. What we a~e recommend
inll to-day through thiS report to t~e Legislatures on the unportant .questlOn of fall' and 
equitable rent had been proposed In the Madras Land Tenancy Bl11 of 189fh- If that 
:Bill had been passeel. into law, then the ryot and the country general~ would have 
heen saved. from "80 much oppression' and rack-tenting which has· \dtimately resulted 
in enhancing agricultural indebtedness from 45 crores to 200 crores in 43 years. The 
Economic :b:nqui£y Committeej~_tbeir report estimated the agric.ultural indebtedne$s. 
o£tli"-Pr.esidency at 45·croresln 1895, i.e., two years before the Madras Land Tenancy 
Hill 'was drafted.' If the Bill had been. passed' hiM law immediately the' rates of "Iand 
revenue assessment would have been fixed permanently at the rate prevailing in the 
year-preceding the permanent Rettlement and peac.e would have been established forty. 
years.back, if' not fro!ll. 1802 itself .. We', therefore; submit to the Legislatures that· 
what we are proposing to-day on ·the question of-fair and equitable rent is not a revolu..: 
tionary propo.al,. but an effort to simply copy what was proposed m the .Bill of 1898 
and what hRs been insisted upon as the only correct basis by the Madras Government 
and. the Board of Revenue right from 1802. Most of the. other proposals had been 
mad.e and dropped after 'the: passing of the Madras Estates Land A.ct I of 1908. 
The mover of the Bill m his lucid .. speech made every one. believe. that the· measure 
wonld be a straight and simple one declaring that the rates of land revenue assess
ment and tenure had been fixed unalterably ·ait· .the . time: Of the permanent settle
ment and that the word • rent' was a misnomer for . land revenue' or • abist.' 
The word' shist • is used in ryotwari areas for" land revenue," but no one knew that 
by the time the Bill emerged into law two or three years later, it would become such a 
perplexing and ununderstandable Statute, 'even for the' best of the lawyers, making 
every provision a subject of controversy which could be ultiznately settled only in a; 
court of law. Within one year of the passing of the Madras Estates Land Act, some 
defects came to light and an amending Act-Madras Act IV of 1909-was passed. 
Since then various other defects- were discovered by' the Board of Revenue and 
<:ourts of law. In 1913, the Government took up the -subject of amending the Act' and 
introduced a Bill in the Legislative Council. In 1914, four other private amending Bills 
were introduced. An enquiry was ordered and most of the persons interested in the 
subject were consulted, but before the Bills could be paRRed into law, the Great War 
broke out and their further considemtion had to be postponed. After the War was 
over, the subject was again taken up and had been continuously under the considera
tion of the Government .. In J 922 and in 1924 very big .committees were appointed 
tQ consider amendments to the Act. A Bill drafted by a sub-committee of one of 
the main committees was presented' to the GoyernmenL in 19213 and the Bill that 
was framed in 1934 as passed into Madras Act_XVIIL bf 1934 was based . upon the 
Bill prepared by the Government in 1928. It was thus clear tnat the Bill of 1924 
had to wait for ten or twelve years to become law. It was during the course of the 
second reading bf the· Bill in the Legislative Council that the late Diwan Bahadur 
B. Muniswami N ayudu moved several amendments as a representative of the zamin I ryots. Most of ~he am!lndm~nts were accepted by the Government. It was then that 
the chapters relatmg to Irrigation works and recovery of rents were substantially amended. 
It was then that old. waste was !lliminate~ fro.m the. scheme of. the Act and provision 
was made for ascertamment of tights of mdlvlduals m permanent and for the acquisi
tion of land for communal purposes. It was then that commutation was made 
compulsory if desired by the ryots. Such were· the changes effected. by the Madras 
A,ct. xvm o~ 1934. In 1935, Mr. M. ?-_ ~atna~ introdnced a Bi!1 providing for the 
grant of remiSSIOn on account of reduction m prices below a certam level; This w"s 
passed into law as Madras A.<l.~!...Q.t 1!!.il6. l'he Board of Revenue was at that tizne 
examining t~e question of am~nding Chapter Xl. of the' Estates Land Act, relating to 
the· preparatIOn of record of rights and settlement of rents. . The observat.ions of the 
Board on· this question are instructive.· They are as follows:-

Though the Board has oonfined its remarks to' the points· specially raised by 
the High Court, it desires to submit that Chapter XI needs a thorouo-h over
hauling and that. in effiecting such .overhauling there are more fundamenta.! 
issues of substantive rights and procedure requiring examination. If the 
Government accept this. view, the Board is prepared to undertake a· detailed 
examil1ation of the chapter as a whole and .submit the amendments which it 
considers necessary." 

It was about t~is time that :Sill No. ~I of. 1936 was introduced for amenaing tbe 
. Estates' Land· Act m r~ard to mams, I7llnor mams, etc. That Bill became Estates 
: flJlnd Act ·xvm of 1936. . . .' " . .-,:" 
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The Government accepted too Board's proposal when the Board submitted its report. 
The amendments were carrIed through wh.Jle the Board stated that Chapter Xl wnich 
related to the preparation of the record of rights and settlement of rents require a. 
thorough overhauling one should have expected them to declare what the Board of 1863 
had done by issuing B.P. No. 7743 on the wrong judgment delivered by Judge Collett 
on the question of tair and equitable. rent. If they had looked into B.P, No. 7743 of 
HI64, they would not have proposed to overhaul Chapter Xl in such--a complicated 
wanner, wissing the central point. All the provisions enacted for ascertaining the rates 
~I rent would have been avoided. That was the opportunity for the Board to follow up 
lI.El decision of the Board of 1863. What is the good of blaming the Board when the 
courts of law have been responsible for all the confusion caused on account of the inter
pretation which they put upon the provisions of the Acts. The judges thought that their 
duty ended in administering the law as provided in the statutes. Lawyers did the same. 
It is no wonder that the Board followed the same course. 

Next, so recently as in April 1937, the question of making provision for the grant 
of seasonal remissi.ms or suspension of rents to i1enants in estates as in ryotwari tracts 
was considered, but it was dropped because the then Revenue Minister held that an 
amendment of the Act was necessary and that it could not be done without invoking the 
help of the legislatures. In the same month the question whether the Collectors could 
be asked to take the responsibility to carryon th" irrigation works 8UO motu was also 
discussed and ultimately dropped. The question of establishing rent courts for settlin" 
hir rents payable by the ryots in estates also was discussed and dropped. It was during 
that period that the Interim Ministry appointed a land revenue committee presided 
over by Sir Norman Marjoribanks and the report also was placed on record. That also 
could not be passed because it required legislation. In the said report the Committee 
recommended the cancellation of all the resettlement enhancements made after 1914. 
'l'his could not be passed into law either. The Interim Ministry were anxious to antici
rate the Congress Ministry and' introduced the reforms or a substantial part of them to 
show that under the changed constitution they could become bold enough to take extreme 
steps but it was a Ministry which had no legislatures to back np because Congress leaders 
refused to accept office with their huge majorities until certain demands were conceded 
by the British. 

Such in brief had been the career of the Madras Estates Land Legislation between 
1898 and 1937. 

The recommendations that WE are making are not new in any respect. WE have 
merely copied them, enbloe from all the authorities quoted above, starting from Sir 
John Shore and Lord Cornwallis. There is nothing revolutionary. It is a bar.e piece 
of justice denied to the ryots for 138 years for one reason or other. 

\VB offer our thws to all those who have co-operated with us, whole-heartedly; 
our Secretariat, the Board of Revenue, the Survey department, who prepared the graphs 
with very short notice, the Government Press and the Special Honorary Officers, .who 
were of great help in working out the conversion rates. 

There were talks of compromise, but no definite proposals had been placed by the 
landholders or the ryots in any form. Moreover, the Committee baving been called upon 
to enquire and report, their primary duty has been to submit the Report on the ques· 
t.ions referred to them; and they are of opinion that it is not within their province to enter 

.. int.o negotiations with anybody, for compromise. 

Mr. Mahoob Ali Baig, one of the Members of the Committee, raised the point for 
,liseussion that the neighbouring Government rates might be adopted as bir and equitable 
rates while admitting that the land-revenue assessment had been fixed unalterably at I 
the time of the Permanent Settlement. This question, to what extent the ryots could 
be bound down to what some of them stated in their evidence-that they might be put 
at least on a level with the ryots ;n t.he Government lands, has been dealt with in the 
Report. With regard to Inams a separate legislation may be undertaken by the Govel'D- ) 
roent, 80 far as they do not come under the proposed legislation dealing with the relations. 
<>f the tenant and the lnamd<Jr. 

THE DRAI'T BILL. 

Ou the basis of the recommendations made by us in this Report, WI! present here a 
draft. Bill. It is substantially a copy of the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 as amen<led 
by tho; Select Committee, with some important additions and omissions,~ as to bring 
the drart Rill into conformity with the findings of our Report. It is extraordinary that 
'he Bill of 1898 (as amended by the Select Committee\ should have been dropped alto. 
j:cther and the Estates Land Aet I of 1998 should have been passed ten years later in 
the form in which it had been finally enacted. " 

.. -- -
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THE MADRAS ESTATES LAND-REVENUE BILL, 1938. 

0011 a. PAB'l' I~ 
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THE :MADRAS ESTATES LAND-REVEN'D'E BILL, 1938. 
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Deposit of Land-Revenu •• 
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". 
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SSOTIONS. 
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from rent. 
69. Condict betwee,n distress by landholder and attachment 

by court. 
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71. Right to sue for compenslltiop. for wrongful dietreea. 

CHAPTE:R. VIIl. 
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~BPAIR 01' IRRIGATION WORKS. 

84. Application to District Collector. for repair of irrigation 
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS.· 

It is well known to the zamindars, mirasdars, 
ryots and cultivators of land in the territories subject 
to the Provincial Government of the people of the 
Presidency of Madras, 'that from the earliest until the 
date of the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 
1802 the public assessment of land-revenue had never 
been fixed; and accordiLg to the practice of the Muham
madan and H~ndu Governments the assessment of 
land-revenue had fluctuated without any fixed princi
ples for the determination of the amount and without 
any security to the zamindars or ryots for the continu
ance of a moderate land-tax; that, 011 the contrary, 
frequent enquiries had been instituted by the RuliLg 
Power, whether Hindu or Muhammadan, for the 
purpose of augmenting the assessment of the land
revenue; that it had been customary to regulate such 
augmentatioLs by the inquiries and opinions of the 
local officers appointed by the Ruling Power for the 
time oeing; and that, in the attainment of an increased 
revenue on such foundations, it had been usual for the 
Government on the one hand to deprive the zamindars 
and to appoint persons on its own behalf, to the 
management of the zamindaris, thereby reserving to 
the Ruling Power the implied right and the actual 
exercise of the proprietary possession of all lands what
ever on one side, while on the other the fixity of tenure 
and the fixity of rates of assessment of land-revenue 
which the ryot had been entitled to, were denied by the 
landholders to the ryots and the ryots had been sub
jected in their turn to periodical augmentation of th~ 
assessment of land-revenue by ~he landholders. It wa~ 
obvious to the said zamindars, mirasdars, ryots an4 
cultivators of land tbat such a mode of administra
tion had been injurious to the prosperity of the ~untr~ 
by obstructing the progress of agriculture and wealt I 

and destructive of the comforts of individual persons, 
by diminishing the security of personal freedom and of I 
private property. Therefore, the British Government 
had resolved to remove from its administration so 
fruitful a source of uncertainty and disquietude, to 
grant to the zamindars aLd other landholders, their 
heirs and successors--JLpeI:Ill1lnent melvaram right in 
thelaruLin all time to come, on one side. and to declare 
.JU?erl!l,~nep..Li:lghff.O lliesoliinthelr TaIldjIl all tilne to 
come to the rxots....aJId atsotolix 'a moderate -a~ssessment 

! of-public 'revenue on such lar.ds permanently and 

\ 

unalterably so that tbe amount so fixed at the time of 
the Perma'nent Settlement should never be liable to be 
increased under any circumstances. To give effect to 
the said resolution it was considered advisable that the 
then existing indefinite mode of levying the land
revenue assessment by dividing the produce of the ryot 
and of counting the customary readv money revenue 
should be aholi~hed; anti after so phnli~hin'? it. the 
Permanent ~ettlement Regulation XXV. the PAtla 
Reaulation XXX. the Karnams' Regulation XXIX 
9"0 R~al11Rtion XXXI-all of t'he same oate-of l~t,h 
Julv 1!W2 h80 hl>eri passed fixing the tennrl'! of the 
r:vots and the land-revenue assessment payable by them 

cov. R. PART 1-70 
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on the lands in perpetuity so that the ryots may have 
the benefit and protection of the permanent arrange
ments entered into with their landholders and the 
Government. After so fixing the tenure as well as the 
rates of land-revenue assessment unalterably it had 
been provided that, in case of disputes that may arise 
notwithstanding the fixity of tenure and the fixity of 
the rates of assessment in perpetuity, the courts of law 

I should determine the rates of assessment by adopting 
only the rates prevailing in the cultivated lands in the 
year preceding the assessment of the permanent land
revenue of such lands; or, where such rates might not 
be ascertainable, according to the rates established for 
lands of the same description and quality as those 
respecting which the dispute may arise. But accord-

\ ing to a wrong interpretation put upon the provisions 
of the Permanent Settlement Regulation and the Patta 
Regulation of 1802, the right of the ryot to enjoy fixity 
of tenure and fixity of land-revenue assessment perma
nently had been repudiated by the landholders and 

: some of the foreign judges, who were not familiar with 
: the common law of the land and who had imported the 

U
Ule of English Law of " landlord and tenant" into 

the law of Indian land tenures in the early days of the 
British rule. But in the later decisions given by some 
of the learned Indian Judges it WilS declared that the 
ryots of the Madras Presidency were the owners of the 
soil and that the land-revenue assessment fixed on the 
lands at the time of the Permanent Settlement could 
not be altered under any circumstances or for any 
reasons. Section 9 of the Patta Regulation under 

hich the land-revenue assessment had been fixed 
imalterably at the time of the Permanent Settlement 
had been accepted as correct law until the Patta Regu
lation was repealed by Act II of 1869, and the same 
rule had been embodied in the Madras Rent Bill of 

\ 
1863, and the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 as amended 

. by the Select Committee; but certain cnanges of ampli
, fication had been introduced at the time of the passing 
\ o.f the Madras Act VIII of 1865 and the Estates Land 
~ct I of 1908 for the purpose of making provision for 
non~occtijlaIlCy landowners and in so doing room was 
given by using dubious language, for wrong interpre
tation and also wrong legislations from time to time. 
Clauses (i) to (iv) of section XI· of the Madras 
Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865 and sections 30 to 35 
relating to enhancements, 40 and 41 relating to 
commutations and sections 27 and 28 relating to pre
sumptions about fair and equitable rent, of the Estates 
Land Act, which were intended to apply only to non
occupancy lands had been misapplied· as against 
occupancy lands also. On that account an'll also on 
account of the arbitrary exercise of the power of the 
landholders to enhance the land-revenue assessment 
according to their will and pleasure, eontrary to the 
law laid down by the Permanent Settlement Relrula
tion an'll the Patta Regulation and the conditions 
embodied in the sunnads and kaboliats, the ryots had 
been subjected to the pltvrnent of evel" increasing land
l"evenue assessment and the l"Vot8 had on that acconnt 
become heavily indebted to their creditors and in many 
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I cases were obliged to surrender their rights in favour 
ot their credltol'liI navlUg been unable to pay the unbear
able land-levenue asse~bment and alSo tne illegal exac
tIOns on t.Ile part of the otticials and the lanunolders. 
For the reasons stated above, the l'rovincial Uovel'n
ment of Madras have'l'Ilsolved to declare the permanent 
right of the ryot to the soil of the land and also to 
declare' that the moderate assessment of public land
revenue fixed on lands at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement was fixed in perpetuity. The unalterable 
character of the rates of the land-revenue assessment 
fixed at the Permanent Settlement had been declared 

. before the Permanent Settlement in (i) the Instructions 
given to the Collectors, (ii) the State Documents, 
~iii) the Despatcl1es of the Court of Di.rectors, (iv) the 
Fifth Report, (v) the Sale ProclamatIOns of Ravelly 
lands an<i (vi) the Correspondence of Sir John Shore 
and Lord Cornwa.ll.is. The same interpretation was 
put on the Regulations of 1802 after they were passed 
into Law, until 1863 and sections 7 and 9 of the Patta 
Regulations were embodied bodily in the Rent Bill of 
1863, and the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 as amended 
by the Select Committee. The right to enhance the 
(rent) land-revenue fixed at the Permanent Settlement 
was also repudiated by the Board of Revenue in B.P. 
No. 7743 of 1864 and by the Hon'ble Mr. Forbes in his 
speech on the Estates Land Bill of 1905. Relying 
upon such unimpeachable authorities, the Provincial 
Government.of Madras have now resolved to pass this 
new law declaring that toe land-revenue assessment 
(rent) fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement 
was fixed in perpetuity and that it is unalterable like 
the peshkash and that the ryot is the owner of the 
soil. 

A BILL TO DECLARE AND AMEND THE LAW 
RELATING TO THE HOLDING OF LAND IN 
THE PRESIDENCY OF MADRAS. 

CHAPTER I. 
PRELIMINARY. 

Preamble. 

WHEREAS the indefinite, uncertain and oppressive 
method of increasing the land-revenue assessment 
(rent) payable by the ryots to the landholders on behalf 
of the Government and the varying rates of pesh
kash, payable by the landholders to Government and 
the uncertain tenure of both the ryot and the land
holder in the land, as they had prevailed before the 
Permanent Settlement had been abolished, and in their 
place the rates of land-revenue assessment payable by 
the ryot to the landholder, and the peshkash payable 
by the landholder to Government. and the right of the 
ryot to the soil had been declared and fixed permanently 
and unalterably by the Permanent Settlement Regula
tion XXV, the P8tta Re~ulation XXX, the Karnam's 
Regulation XXIX .and Regulations XXVII and 
XXVIIr of 1802, primarily with the obiect of fixin~ 
the pesbkash in perpetuity; but WHEREAS, notwith
st-andine such unequivocal declaration and recognition 
of the rights of the ryot both in regard to tenure and 
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rAtes of land-revenue assessment, the landholder ha.d 
been repudlatwg tne 1'lgnts ot tne ryots trom tIme to 
tUlle, contI'au'y to tne express provlslOn of law and 
succeeded sometImes in gettwg wrong decisions fr.om 
courts of law and thus interrupted, tnough tempo
rarily, the 1'lghts of the ryots; and WHEREAS In sectlOn 
XI of the Rent Recovery Act of 1865, clause 10 of the 
Rent Recovery Bill of 1863,' which recognized the 
fixity of tenure and fixity of land-revenue assessment 
in perpetuity, had been .omitted and clauses (i) to (iv) 
had been substituted, so as to recognize the right of the 
ryotwari ryots to demand enhanced rates from their 
tenants and by thus mixing up of the two classes of 
landholders, opp.ortunity was afforded for wrong judi
cial interpretation; and WHEREAS similar mistake had 
been committed in the Estates Land Act, by bringing 
the occupancy ryots, and the old-waste ryots under one 
definition of " ryot " and framing in a dubious form 
sections 30-35, 40, 41, and 27, 28, etc" that should 
have been declared applicable only to old-waste ry.ots; 
and WHEREAS on that account the land-revenue assess
ment that had been fixed unalterably at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement had been enhanced from time 
to time, either under cover of law or under cover of 
contract since the date of the Permanent Settlement 
and irreparable loss had been sustained by the ryots on 
account .of such unlawful and unjust enhancement; 
and WHEREAS great confusion had been created from 
the date of the Permanent Settlement by the use of the 
word " rent" instead of the words " land-revenue" 
which had been fixed unalterably at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement and, the Madras Tenancy Bill 
of 1898, as amended by the Select Committee, which 
omitted the word " rent" and substituted the words 
" land-revenue" in its place, and, also the Madras 
Estates Land Bill of 1905 which substituted the word 
" shist " for the word " rent ", were for some reason 
or other, dropped altogether in the Madras Estates 
Land Acts; ,the Government have found it neces
sary to drop the word " rent" and substitute the 
words" land-revenue" as used in the Madras Tenancy 
Bill of 1898 as amended by the Select Committee, and 
also adopt most of the provisions of the Madras 
Tenancy Bill as amended by the Select Committee and 
the essential provisions of the Permanent Settlement 
Regulation XXV. the Patta Re!!.Ulation XXX, and 
the Regulations XXVII and XXVIII of 1802, for 
framing this draft Bill; the Government have resolved 
to restore the rights ofthti ryots, which had been denied 
to them in practice for a very long time; and WHEREAS 
on account of the ille!!,al enhancement.s of the land
revenue the agricultural indehtedne~s of tlie Presidency 
which was at 45 crores in 1895, had mounted up to 
nearly 200 crores by now, both in the Government and 
in the zamindari areas, and the economic condition of 
the rvothas come to a great crisis; . 

ThA Governmen't of Mlldras hAVe resolved t.o enact 
t.h;q Bill. entitled the'; Madras EstRte!! Land RAven11e 
Bill ". for declarin!r the riO'ht of the rvot to the soil 
andt.he mehrpram 'right of the zRmindal' and. tile 
unaltp.rable character of the land-revenue assessment 
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that had been fixed in perpetuity at the time of the 
Permanent :::iettlement, in or about 180~, as payable 
to the landholder and also for making provision for 
the enforcement of the rights and liabilities of the ryots 
as well as the landholders on that basis . 

• • 
New. 1. This Act may be called the ,. Madras Estates Short titJe. 

Land-Revenue Act." 
It shall come into force on the day of Locale%lont. 

And it shall extend to the whole of the Presidency 
of Madras outside the limits of the Presidency Town, 
except the district of Malabar and the portion of the 
Nilgiri district known as the South-East Wynad. 

M.T.B. 1. But the Provincial Government may by notification 
declare that from a date to be specified in such notifica
tion, all or aJ;ly of the provisions of this Act shall be 
extended to all or any of such excepted areas or -any 
portion thereof. 

N...... 2. The Madras Estates Land Act I of 1908, IV of Repeal. 

1909 and the Madras Acts VIII of 1934, I, VI, XIII 
and XVIII of 1936 are hereby repealed. 

M.T.B.3 3. In this Act, unless there is something repug- D.flnitio .... 
nant in the subject or context-

(1) "Estate" means-- . .. Estate." 
(a) any permanently-settled estate whether a 

zamindari, j aghir, mittah or palaiyam; 
(b) any portion of such permanently-settled 

estate which has been separately registered 
in the office of the Collector; 

(c) any unsettled palaiyam or jaghir;/ 
(d) any inam or shrotriyam village 0 part of. 

a village of which the grant was made or 
confirmed, or has been .recognized, by the 
British Government: '. 

New. Provided the same had been included in the 
assets of.the estate at the time of the Perma
nent Settlement and provided .also that 1. 
flxcluded inams or post-settl~nt ~n~~ 
shall not come within the deBiiTtlOn orestate. 

Modifled. (2) "Village" means any local area situated in, ·v~" 
or constituting, an estate, .which is designated 
as a village in the revenue· accounts and for 
which the revenue accounts are separately 
maintained by one or more karnams, or which 
is now recognized by the Provincial Govern-
ment as a village or may hereafter be declared 
by the Provincial Government, for the pur-
poses of this Act, to be a village.. . 

(3) .. Landholder" means a person holding an 'I La1l~ \lQl. 

estate and every other assignee of public land ,dor. 

revenue; and includes every assignee, lessee, 
mortgagee with possession; and every pur-
chaser of the interest of; and every farmer of 
land-revenue payable to any such. person. It 
also includes managers of estates of disqualified 
landholders, . and public officers in possession 
of estates as stake-holders or holding land in 
attachment for arrears of revenue or under 
the orders of a Civil Court. 

Jl.T.B. Ezplanatitm.-Where there is a dispute as to 
the right ·to hold an estate, or as to who, 
among joint holders of an estate, is 'entitled 

00l(. :a. PART 1-'11 
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" Ryot." 

.. Land- 1 
NVenue.'I\ 

: 

. , 

tI Tenant. ", 

URent." 

.. 

to proceed as landholder under this Act, the 
landholder shall, for the purpose of this Act, 
be the person in whose name the estate is for 
,the time being registered in the office of the 
Collector of the district wherein the estate 
is so situated; and where an estate is so regis
tered in the names of two or more persons as 
joint holders thereof, the landholder shall for 
the purposes of this Act, be the person 'who 
is recognized by the other joint holders as the 
managing holder of the estate or who, in case 
of dispute, is recognized and registered by the 
Collector as senior joint holder: 

(4) "Ryot" means a person who occupies land 
on condition of paying to a landholder in kind 
or in money the land-revenue wl!i.ch is legally 
due upon it: 

Provided that no person shall be deemed to be a 
" ryot" by- reason only of his occupying a 
house or other building on the land appur
tenant thereto . 

(5) The land-revenue payable by a ryot to a land
holder means the rates of land-revenue assess
ment fixed in perpetuity at the Permanent 
SettleIl).ent on the land, and includes:-
(a) m~ney payable on account of the use and 

enjoyment of trees held independently of 
land; 

(b) money payable on 'account of the use and 
enjoyment of water supplied for cultivation 
of land, whether the charge for such water 
has not been consolidated with the land
revenue payable for the land; 

(c) any cesses, fees or charges payable along 
with the land-revenue of land or trees 
according to law or usage having the force 
oHaw; 

(d) inoney recoverable in respect of land, trees 
or water, under any other enactment for the 
time being in force as if it was rent; and 

(e) any other sum Or sums which. a ryot is 
bound to· pay under this Act on account of 
his occupation of the land_ 

ExpUination.-The payment to be made by a far
mer of land revenile to a 1andholder or by an 
under-tenant to a rvot are not "land-
revenue." • 

~
(6) "LandlQrd "'means a.person ilnder whom a 

. . tenant. holds land, . e.g.,.a landholder with 
. regard to private land. . . . '. ' 

(7) "Tenant" ,means a person who holds land 
from a landlord· under an agreement to pay 
rent iii. respect thereof,. e.g., he who cultivates 
private lands of landholders. 

(8) "R~nt" mell:ns whatever i~ la,,!fully payable 
or dehverable 1D money or In kmd under an 
agreement between a landlord and a tenant in 
respect of the use or occupatio~ of land for the 

• ,- 1 
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purPf'ae of agriculture, horticulture or graz
ing, by the tenant from the landlord, e.g., the 
amount payable by a tenant to a ryot or by a 
tenant of private land of the landholder. 

(9) .. Public cultivable land" means land on .. Public 

which land-revenue is payable. =~!,bl. 
(10) "Holding" means a specific parcel or .. &lding." 

specific parcels of land held by a ryot. 
(ll) " Revenue field " means a field, a survey" RoveIlU. 

field, or any parcel of land on which a definite Ikld." 

amount in kmd or in money, has been paid, 
or may be due, or which in case of dispute, 
may be declared by a Collectot to be a revenue 
field. 

(12) .. Definite amount" means the rates fixed .. Definite 
in perpetuity in the year preceding the Perm a- amount." 

nent Settlement. 
(13) " Signed" includes stamped, when the" Siglled." 

name of the person signing is affixed by a 
stamp. 

(14) " Prescribed" means prescribed from time ., l'reeorib. 

to time by the Provincial Government by noti- ed." 

fication in the official Gazette. 
(15) "Revenue year" means the year ending on "ReveDue 

the 30th June. , 1ear." 

(16) " Collector" means a Revenue Divisional" OolleclOr.' 

Officer and includes any person appointed by 
the Provincial Government, whether by name 
or in virtue of his offioe, to exercise any of the 
functions of a Collector under this Act. 

(17) " CommissioneI"" means a person who is ': Co",:,,",' 
appointed as a member of the Board for Bloner. 

revenue oases to exercise appellate and revi-
sional jurisdiction in all revenue cases that 
come under this Act. 

, 

(18) .. The Board for Revenue cases" is a tri- "Board for 

bunal appointed by the Provincial Government, ~:,e 
to' exercise appellate amd revisional jurisdic-
tion in all revenue cases and dispose of the 
same finally. . 

.. Bought-in lands." of the ryots are those pur "Bo"§ht.iD 
chased by zamindars or other landholders i laude.' 

auction or other sale-proceedings held in exe 
cution of decrees, for arrears of land-revenu 
when there were no other bidders to' offer 
higher bid. . 

Explanation.-They do not constitute the pri 
vate lands of the zamindar or the landholder. j 
They retain the original Character and whe 
they are again let to ryots, occupancy righ 
will automatically vest in suchryots as soon as 
they are admitted. • 

CHAPTER It. 
GENERAL RIGHTS IN RESPECT OF LAND. 

M.T.B.' t. 0) Subject to the provisions of this Act, a~-
modilled. landbOldE'l' is entitled to rollect land-revenue on all ngbt& 

public cultivable la~d in theooeupation ofa ryot. 
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'.. (2) The land, the buildings upon it and its pro-
t ducts,shall be regarded as the security of ,the land

rev~nue p"ayable by a ryot to a landholder, and it shalt 
be a first charge upon all the properties. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this 
Act, or Regulation now in force, a ryot possesses in 

.. respect of all lands, entered in his patta as against 
the landhOlder's proprietary right to the soil subject 
only to the'payment of land-revenue . 
. ,. (4) Any improvement effected by a. ryot shall 

belong to him absolutely, and it shall not render him 
liable to pay, directly or indirectly, an enhanced rate 
of land-revenue on account of any increase of produc
tion, or of any increase in the value of any crops raised 
as a consequence of such improvement. ' . 

!4 Improvement" means anything done by a ryot 
• in his holdmg which is calculated to increase its value 

or to enhance its fertility. 
(5) Until the contrary is shown, the following 

shall be presumeQ to be improvements within the mean-
ing of sub-sectioll (4)- . 

'(a) the construction of wells, tanks, water 
channels and other works .for the supply, 
storage or distribution of water for the pur
pose of agriculture or for the use of men and 
cattle employed in agriculture; . 

(b) the levelling and ridging of land to fit it 
fodrrigatibn;.. . 

(c) tbe drainage, reclamation from rivers, or 
, other waters or protection from floods or 

from erosion or other damage by water, of 
land used for agricultural. purposes, or of 
waste land which is culturable; 

(d) the reclaIllation, clearance, enclosure or 
permanent improvement of land for agricul
tural purposes; .' ;:'., ' ... 

(e).the repair, renewal'or'reconstl1;lction of 
. . any. ~f the fo~e~oing works, or alterations 

. therem or addItIOns thereto; 
(f) 'the erection of a suitable dwelling house 

or houses for the ryot and the members of 
his family residing with .him, together with 
'all necessary' out-offiCes and agricultural 
buildings; , . ', '<f; 

. (g) the plantation Of trees and useful plants; 
. and ,.. ' 

(h) any addition: to the fertility "of the holding 
qrany part thereof, effected ,by· means of 

. good tillage, hi~h manuring, or the applica
,. ., tion of any f~rtllizing,agent, ,.' 
, (6) An occupancy ryot may not ,be evicted from 

his holding or allY part thereof • .for non-payment of 
the laJId"revenue exceptllDller. the provisions of this 
Act. ..' . 
.' (7) When a landholder assigns waste· land for 

( 
cultiva. tion he shall do tIO. at, th. & fixed or custom. ary rat~ 
of land-revenue, i.e.> the,rate fixed at _the time of the 
Permanent Settlement on cultivated lands. ' 

(8) Lands set apart for communal' purposes and 
lands that havebeeIi serVing coDimunal purposes such' 
as village sites, 'public paths. cattle stlindS, burning, 
and burial grounds, tanks. channels and porambokes. 
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etc., vest in the public and the landholder has no 
• present or reversionary right or title thereto. Land

holders have no right to obstruct the user or enjoyment 
or such common properties by the villagers, nor shall 
they have any righb to assign or transfer such pro
perties to others .. Any alienation or assignment made 
by landholders of such communal lands shall be void. 
When compulsory cadestral survey is undertaken, the 
Provincial Government may make an order directing 
such officer or officers as it shall see fit to empower in 
this behalf to make a survey and a record of all such 
lands set apart for communal purposes. 

(9) No ryot may except for the purposes for 
,which such lands are appropriated interfere with or 
make use of any lands set ·apart for the common a/?ri
cultural use of the villages without the written order 
of the landholder. ' 

(10) (n) Landholders are boqnd to keep in a state 
of repair the public irrigation wprks which were in 
existence at the time of the Perm'llnent Settlement or 
which have been subsequently constructed and which 
have been in use for irri/?ation at any time. 

(b) Landholders are bound to construct new 
irrigation wor~s for helping the cultivation, without 
claiming enhanced land-revenue on that account when
ever circumstances demand. 

(c) Ryots are bound to supply the customa'ry 
labour known qnder the name of kudimaramat for 
'petty repairs to all existing public irrigation works, 
or irrigation works that might be newly constructed. 

(11) (a} Subject to the provisions of the Madras 
Forest Act of 1882, ryots are hereby declared<to have 
proprietary right to the soil.in all forests and to the' 
customary rights of grazing; taking green leaVles for 
manure, and cutting wood for domestic and agricul
tural purposes, etc. 

(b) The landholders shall have no right to the 
soil and shall have no right to prevent the ryot from 
enjoying the natural facilities stated above. 
, . (12) (a) In waste lands and forests, ryots shall 

have the right to mine and to quarry and to excavate 
any mineral wealth or gravel or clay in the ground 
vertically beneath his holding subject to the condition 
of paying royalty to the Government under the Mines 
Act. 

(b) The landholT:l'ers ,shall have no right to 
mines or quarries that are under the surface of the 
'la'nd in 'possession and enjoyment of tne ryot in his 
own holdmg. , 

(c) The landholder shall have similar rights to 
mine and to quarry mineral ,wealth or stone, in his 
own private lan4. 

(d) Either the landholder or the ryot, when 
he intends to mine or quarry or to excavate gravel or 
clay or any mineral wealth within his holding for 
prcfit he shall apply to the Collector to adjust or re
adjusi the revenue payable in respect of the field in 
which the l'yot intends to mine, quarry or excavate. 

(e) In disposing of any such applicatiOll, the 
Collector shall have regard to the rules sanctioned by 
Government in respect of similar Government lands 
when used for a like purpose. 

001(. B. PART 1-72 
, 
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Presumption 5. Subject to the provisions of this Act, every ryot I'Il.ToB. 6-
:::: existene: in the Presidency of Madras shall be deemed to have . 
p.,~:;" a permanent right of occupancy in his holding. .. 

I'igbt. 
hel.tion of 6. (1) Except as provided in section 14 and sections ILTA 6 

r.;:;'~~n 100 to 102 and 104 the relations of ryots with their (modified). 
with tbeir tenants, of landholders in respect of their private 
tenants. Lanas, and of any other owners of land, art' 110~ r,,!;u-

lated by the provisions of this Act, but are left to the 
operation of private agreement. • 

(2) Excluded inams shall not be governed by the 
provisions of this Act. . . 

(3) Post-settlement inams are invalid and inope
rative under sections 4 and 12 of the Permanent 
Settlement Regulation and they shall not be governed 
by this Act. . . . 
.. Inams for purposes of this Act are considered in 
three parts-- .. . 

(i) Excluded inams, . 
(ii) Included inams, and . 
(iii) Post-settlement inams. 

Excluded inams mean and include inams the 
assets of which had been excluded at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement and all the inams that have been 
governed by the special laws and regulations passed 
until now starting from Regulation XXXI of 1802. 

Included inams are those the assets of which were 
taken into account at the time of the Permanent Settle
ment and on that account formed part of the estate 
proper. 

Post-settlement inams are inams granted by the 
landholders subsequent to the Permanent Settlement. 
They have been declared invalid under secticms 4 and 
12 of the Permanent Settlement Regulation. 

(4) "Waste land" means that was unoccupied 
and uncultivated at the time of the Permanent Settle
ment and that had been transferred to the zamindars 
subject to the customary rights which the ryots possess 
therein and in which the zamindar can have no right 

\ to treat it as his private land. The only right con
ferred upon him by the transfer under the assignment 
was the right of distributing the land amongst the 
ryots, and even in exercising that ri~ht he is not free 
to levy what.ever rates of rent or land revenue he likes 
on them. His right to let the waste lands to the ryots 
is subject to the condition that he should not charge 
more than the established rates of sharing the produce 
and subject to the recognized customs of the country. 
In other words, the rate of rent that he can charl1"e shall 
never exceed the rate fixed at the time of the Perma
nent Settlement on c.!lltivated lands. 

ContinulUloe 
of oxitltmg 
ocoupanoy 
rigbts. 

CHAPTER III. 

RYOTS. 

7. Every ryot, who immediately before the com· M.T.B. 7. 
mencement of this Act, has, by the op~ration of any 
enactment, by custom, contract or otherwise, a right 
of occupancy in land in any village, shall, when this 
Act comes into force, be deemed to have that right of 
occupancy under this Act. 



M.T.B.B. 

M.T.B.9. 

M.T.B.lO 
(modified). 

1II:r.8. n. 

M.T.B.12. 
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S. Every ryot has the right to enjoyment and use R;ght to 

of all trees standing in his holding which have not :::.. ...... 01 

been assigned to another person before the ryot entered 
on his holding and he shall be entitled to cut down such 
trees unless there is ! "local custom to the contrary, the 
burden of proving which shall be on the landholder. 

9. (a) A ryot shall pay for his holding fair and ?bl;g.t~o!, 
equitable rates as shall be hereinafter provided. r~t.:~ .... 

(b)- The land-revenue payable for the time beingPre:ui~tion 
by a ryot shall be presumed to be fair and equitable :t.: ..• 
until the contrary is proved. 

10. The land-revenue payable by a ryot shall notRoa,rictiou 
. • \ on enhance. 

be enhanced except as provIded by thIs Act. me.'. 
11. All rights of occupancy shall be transferable oOChutl!~noy 

b l 'f h' r'8 ~an.· y sa e, gl tor ot erwlse. . lerable. 
12. (1) When the entire interests of landholder Etr""t .oF 

and ryot in a holding become united in the same per- :i'!\i' 
son by transfer, succession or otherwise, the occu- o.c'i,'r~noy 
pancy right shall cease to exist; but nothing in this i':..J holde •. 
sub-section shall prejudicially affect the rights of any 
third person. 

(2) If the occupancy right in land is transferred 
to a person jointly interested in the land as landholder 
it shall cease to exist; but nothing in this sub-section 
shall prejudicially affect the rIghts of any third 
person. 

. (3) A person holding land as a farmer of land
revenue payable to a landholder shall not, while so 
holding, acquire a right of occupancy in any land 
comprised in his farm. 

(4)'l\. person holding an inam or an unsettled 
estate whose predecessor-in-title was in possession of 
the occupancy right in any or all of the land covered 
by his grant 'shall not be affected by the provisions of 
sub-section (1). 

Explanation.-A person having a right of occu
paney in land does not lose it by subsequently becoming 
Jointly interested in the land as landholder or by subse
quently holding the land in farm. 

M.T.B. 13. 13. If a ryot dies intestate in respect ofa right of Devolution 
occupancy, it shall, subject to any custom to the con-;~~;urigbt 
trary, devolve in the same manner as immovable on dOAth. 
property. 

CHAPTER IV. 

TENANTS. 

14. Subject to the provisions of sections 100 to 102 _.rioti_ 
and 104 a tenant shall not be liable to be ejected under ::'''.:l':t 
this Act by his landlord except- ten anti. 

(a) on the expiration of the term of a written 
lease; 

(b) when holding otherwise than under a written 
lease, at the end of the revenue ~ear next fol
lowing tbe year in which a notIce to quit is 
served upon him by his landlord. 
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Obli~8tioD 
of Ilmdlord 
to take 
written 
agreement 
from 
tena.nt. 

15. A landlord may proceed under this Act for theM,T,B, 18 

recovery of rent from a tenant if he has taken a 
written agreement from such tenant specifying the 
rent to be paid but not otherwise, 

CHAPTER V, 

GENERAL PROVISIONS AS TO LAND-REVENUE, 

!!.e~~a::~~~" 16. (1). In ~n~ormity to the principles enunciated No:, 
.hip of ryot m the preamble It IS hereby dec1ared-
to .oil ond (') th h 'h f h 'I fizity of . 1 at t e ryot IS t e owner 0 t e SOl ; 

P."!:';"ent (ii) that the land-revenue assessment fixed 
S.ttlement, upon the cultivated land at the time of the 

Permanen~ Settlement, was fixed in per
petuity and that it cannot be enhanced by 
the landholder or reduced by the ryot under 
any circumstances and for any reason; 

(iii) that the land-revenue assessment on waste 
lands tbat had been brought under culti
vation between the date of the Permanent 
Settlement and to-day should not be assessed 
at a rate higher than the one fixed on the 
cultivated lands at the Permanent Settle
ment; 

(iv) that having regard to the distance of time 
since the date of the Permanent Settlement 
and the trouble that might be involved in the 
attempt that may be made to fix the varying 
rates on the various lands when the assess-

_ment was lower than the rate fixed on the 
cultIvated land and: cOIiilldermg It desIrable 
tor the sake of convenience and saving of 
time that the rates of assessment fixed in 
~erpetuity on wet lands at the time of the 

ermanent Settlement might be taken as a 
uniform rate for all the waste land that 
had' been since brought under cultivation, 
it is hereby declared that the rate of land
revenue assessment on the waste land that 
had been brought under cultivation since 
1802 should be tbe same as the rate perma·
vently fixed at the Permal!ent Settlement; 

(v) that in ascertaining the rates of assess
ment of land-revenue on all the cultivated 
land at the time of the Permanent Settle
ment and consolidating the same with the 
rates of assessments on waste lands since 
brought under cultivation, a uniform rate, 
not exceeding the rate fixed at. the Perm a-

I nent Settlement on cultivated lands, should 
be adopted for both the cultivated and un
cultivated; and 

(vi) that by such method the land-revenue 
assessment on tbe total land at tbe rate fixed 
at the Permanent Settlement shall be ascer
tained; 

and in consequence of such permanent assessment, the 
ownership of the soil shall become vested in the ryots 
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and their heirs and lawful successors for ever, while 
the melvaram right to collect such land-revenue assess
ment from the ryots, vested in the zamindars or other 
proprietors of land and in their heirs and lawful 
successors for ever under section' 2 of the Permanent 
Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802. 

(2) It is further declared hereby' that all the 
enhancements made on the land-revenue, fixed in per
petuity at the time of the Permanent Settlement and 
also on the waste lands since brought under cultiva
tion, are illegal and contrary to the provisions of the 
Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV and Patta 
Regulation XXX of 1802 and that they are not bind
mg upon the ryots, whether such enhancements were 
made voluntarily, or under compUlsion or in pursuance 
of the provisions of the Rent Recovery Act or the 
Estates Land Act. 

(3) -That the rates of the land-revenue fixed in 
perpetuity at the time of the Permanent Settlement 
shall be ascertained-

(a) by ascertaining the rates, as they prevailed 
in the year preceding the Permanent Settle
ment, from the village accounts of that 
period wherever they are available; 

(b) where such rates are not traceable in the 
village accounts, conversion rates shall be 
ascertained for all the estates for which h-t, v'5 
Permanent Settlement was made on assets S-...-(v.-., 
basis and there has been survey since then; l 

(c) in estates in which Permanent Settlement 
was not made on assets basis, but the estates 
were carved out of the Crown lands as in 
the case of the Havelly lands, the Govern
ment rates that prevailed on the same lands 
before they were auctioned shall be taken 
as the rates fixed ~!:J!l~!1..!!ntly; 

(d) in estates that were not settled perma
,nently on the assets basis but were based 
on feudal tenure, the rates that prevailed 
at the time as noted in the landholders' 
accounts of that period or in the accounts 
prepared by responsible Government officers 
from out of the landholders' books for pur
poses of settlement, may be taken as the 
correct rate, But where such rates are not 
ascertainable the rates that prevailed in the 
neighbouring estates during that period 
wherever they could be procured, may be 
accepted as the proper basis; and where no 
such rates in the neighbouring estates could 
be ascertained, the rates of the Government 
lands of similar description in the same 
district or in the neighbouring districts may 
be accepted as the correct basis; and 

(6) in estates in which the rates of assessment 
that prevailed at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement cannot be fixed up by adopting 
any of the abovenamed methods,. the Special 
Commission that would be appomted by the 

00)(. B. PUT 1-'18 
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Section 3 
of Madras 
Regu'a~ 

- .lr "tiOD XXV 
~ .." 1802, 
~ . f>;-J ,t.>-
,)-'-

:Section 6 
of Madras 
Regula. 
"tionXXV 
<>1 1802. 

/ ..... ~ 
0s1 

Section 7 
-of Madras 
Regula-

J 
~v .. XXv 
~I 1802, 

~ ....... t, 
I' ~ 

Legislatures and the Government, to ascer
tain the rates of assessment of land-revenue 
as they prevailed at the time of the Perma
nent Settlement, may endeavour to fur. the 
rates by adopting any other method by which 
they could fur. the rates exactly or even 
roughly. 

(4) Where the rates of the permanent assessment 
of !he revenue, fixed at the time of the Permanent, 
Settlement in perpetuity, have been ascertained by the 
Special Commission, a patta or deed of permanent 
property shall be granted on the part of the land
holders to all persons being or constituted to be ryots 
or owners of the soil; and each ryot or owner of the 
land shall execute and deliver to the Collector of the 
district a corresponding muchilka. 

The said patta and muchilka shall contain the 
conditions and articles of tenure by which the lands 
shall be held. • 

(5) After consolidating the land that had been 
under cultivation at the time of the Permanent Settle
ment with the land that ha'd been brought under culti
vation subsequently, from 1802 up to the date of this 
Act, into one whole area, permanent pattas and muchil
kas with the land-revenue fixed in perpetuity as in 
the year preceding the date of the Permanent Settle
ment, shall be exchanged between the landholders and 
the ryots within six months after the rates of assess
ment had been ascertained. 

(6) If the conditions of the permanent assessment 
of the revenue have been so fixed, permanent patta or 
deed of permanent property with the land-revenue 
fixed in perpetuity and unalterably shall be granted 
by the landholder to the ryots and they in their turn 
shall execute muchilkas with the same and other terms. 

(7) The ryots shall regulate the pay in all seasons 
in the current coin of their respective Provinces, the, 
amount of' the permanent assessment fixed' on their 
lands; the remission of land-revenue which has been 
occasionally granted according to the custom of the 
country on account of drought, inundation or other 
calamity of the ~eason shall continue to be in force; 
and where ryots may fail to discharge their pecuniary 
engagements, their property shall be answerable for 
the consequence of such failure. 

(8) Where the ryots make default in payment of 
the land-revenue according to the fixed instalments, 

{

the personal property of the ryots shall in the first 
insta nce be attached, and ultimately their lands shall 
be liable to be sold and transferred from them for ever, 
if necessary, for the payment of the public revenue, 
except in the case of minors whose estates..are exempled 
from sale.lor a.rrears of re'YJm~e_-')yMa!iras Regula.-
tIon X of 1831, section 2, c1a~ 

Paragraph 3 (9) In all cases of disputed a.ssessment, reference 
Of8f-'O.ioo 3 h II b 
<>1 Mad..... S a e made to the pattas and muchilkas and judg-
r.~~~iv ments shall be given by the Courts of Judicature in 
<>1 1802. 
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conformity to the conditions under which the agree
ment may have been formed in each particula.r case, 
with special reference to fixity of tenure and fixity of 
rates of land-revenue assessment unalterably. 

(10) Where dis~es may arise respecting rates ~ .. tion 9 

of assessment in money or of division in kind, the rates "e::::'as 
,\_ .., 

shall be determined according to the rates preva.ilingt~o~8~ <-. ,. 
in the cultivated lands in the year preceding the assess- 0 • ~ U c' .-: ) 
ment of the permanent jummah on such lands; or, iC'II'- <- cr' ,~.-
where those rates may not be ascertainable, according It' rrJ fI-" _,' 
to the rates established for lands of the same descrip- • i .. • .. 
tion and quality as those respecting which tp.e dispute _ -~Y'" 
may arise, and as they prevailed at the time of the v.r 

Permanent Settlement. 
(11) LandlJDlders or farmers of land shall not ~:.::i'':' 

levy any new assessment or ta.x: on the ryots, under any Regula
name or under any pretence; exactions other than the tt~8~;X 
permanent assessment fixed at the time of the Perma- 0 • 

nent Settlement and entered in the patta, shall, upon 
proof, subject the landholder or farmer to a penalty -~? 
equal to three times the amount of each exaction. r' I " ,~ 

0.,:" Jr ,~<.t-
.(12) Discharges of rent in money or in kind sr-~l IY -~..., /' 

received by proprietors or farmers of land, over and ':tegulatbn _ 
above the amount or quantity which may have beenfs~O! \' ,e"" . ~J 
specified in the muchilka of the persons paying the . \-4'" '-' f l '-

same, shall be considered to have been extorted; and -t.+ ru-' 
discharges 80 taken by extortion shall be repaid, 
together with a penalty of double the amount of the 
value, with costs. 

(13) The permanent pattas executed for the land 
that was under cultivation at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement and also the waste land that had been since 
brought under cultivation shall be in force for ever. 
Like sunnuds and kabooliats they require no renewal 
()r revision, the rates mentioned therein being the same 
for ever; but pattas and muchilkas that might be 
4:lxecuted for any waste land that might be brought 
under cultivation after the granting of th!lo permanent 
pattas as stated above, pattas shall be executed for one 
year with the permanent rates of assessment entered 
therein as unalterable, may be renewed at the expiry 
()f the fasli and when there is no renewal the patta given 
for the year shall be considered to be in force until 
renewed, the rates of land-revenue assessment men~ 
tioned therein being the permanent rates, without being 
liable to be enhanced or decreased. 

(14) _ The ryots shall be at liberty to transfer Seotion 8 or 
without the previous consent of the landholder or of ::;"i:tion 
any other authority, to whomever they may think Xx.v or 
proper, by sale, gift or otherwise, their ownership in 1802. 
the soil, the whole or in pa l't of their lands; such 
transfers of land shall be valid and respected by the 
Courts of Judicature and by the officers of Government; 
provided they shall not be repugnant to the Muham
madan or the Hindu Laws, or to the Regulations of 
Government. But unless such sale' ~jft or t.[llll[fer 
-shall have been regularly registered at the office of the 
-Collector, and imless the public assessment shall have 

I' --r:(" . 
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been previously determined and fixed on such sepa:rated 
portions of land by the Collector, such sale, gIft or 
transfer shall .be of nQ legal force or effect, nor shall 
such transaction exempt the ryot from the paym~nt. 
of any part of the public land-tax assessed on the entIre 
land previously to such transfer; but the whole land 
shall continue to be answerable for the total land-tax, 
in the same manner as if no such transaction had 
occurred. . 
"(15) Where a part of a land may be sold for th~ 

liquidation of the arrears of public land-revenue assess
ment or for the satisfaction of a decree of a Court of 
Judicature-or where part of the land may be transferred 
by sale, gift, or otherwise, the ryot shall furnish to the 

I Collector the information about the transfer and the 
portion that is about to be separated in proper time to 
enable hIm to investigate and order the apportionment 
of the public land .. revenue upon the lands so separated. 

The assessment to be fixed in this case on the 
separated lands shall always bear the same proportion 
to the actual value of the separated portion as the total 
permanent jummah on the whole land bears to the 
actual value of the whole zamindari. 

Section 18 of (16) Where estates or parts of estates may be =tion sold or transferred for the liquidation of arrears of x:: of land-revenue, such pattas as may have been granted 
1. by the former proprietor shall cease to have effect at 

O (lY\ the end of the fasli in which such lands might be sold, 
II' , ./. T \ and new pattas shall be issued by the purchasers of such 

'fio ~ estates from the commen-cement of the following fasH. 
\11 Sect.ion 16 of (17) The landholders shall be entitled to grant 
~~ without the sanction of Government or its officers to 
~ :"00 persons (not being British subjects or Europeans or 
1802. descendants of Europeans), leases or pattas of land for 

any term of years or in perpetuity, on such terms as 
may be mutually agreed, for the erecting of dwelling 
houses or buildings for carrying on manufactures, or 
other purposes, and for offices attached to such houses 
or buildings, or for gardens; or from granting pattas 
for clearing and bringi!Ig waste lands into cultivation. 
Pattas bona fide granted for these purposes shall be 
binding on all future proprietors, notwithstanding the 
estates including such lands may have been sold to 
liquidate arrears of revenue due to Government, unless 

\ 

it may be proved in a Court of Judicature that the 
lands were not waste when granted in lease. but 
collusively granted or fraudulently obtained. 

Sootion l' of (18) Zamindars or landholders shall enter in~ -
::;'':'tiOD engagements with their ryots for payment of land
xxv of' revenue, either in money or in kind, and shall, within 
1902. a reasonable period of time, grant to each ryot a patta 

or cowIe. defining the amount to be paid by him, and 
explaining .every condition of the eng-agement. And 
the said zamindars or landholders shall g-rant re!!"ular' 
receipts to the ryots for discharges in money or in kind 
made by the ryots on account of the zamindars. Where 
a zamindar after the expiration of a re(;tsonable period 
of his time from the execution of his kabuliyat may 
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Jleglect or refuse to comply with the demand of his 
under-farmers or ryots for the pattas above mentioned. 
such zamindar shall be liable to be sued in Civil Courts 
and shall pay such damages as may be decreed by the 
adalat to the complainant. 

(19)·Pattas and'muchilkas may be of three 
kinds- • Section 4 of 

. P . h· h h M.Was Flrstly.- ermanent pattas, III w lC t e rate Reguiation 

of land-revenue fixed in perpetuity and un-fiwXf of 

alterably at the Permanent Settlement, is . 
entered as the permanent rate for now and 
for ever upon all the land that had been 
brought under cultivation at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement and also on the waste 
land that had since been brought under 
cultivation until the date on which these 
rates had been ascertained by the Special 
Commission that will be lI1ppointed under 
this Act. 

Secondly.-Pattas aDd muchilkas for land 
that might be brought· under cultivation 
after the issue of permanent pattas under 
this Act, in which also the rate of land
revenue that ·had been fixed in the year 
preceding the Permanent Settlement should 
be entered as the proper rate for payment in 
the year of its execution and of the coming 
years without being liable to be increased or 
decreased for any reason whatsoever. 

Thirdly.-Pattas and muchilkas for lands in 
which the land-revenue was paid in kind 
according to .. the Varam "-that is, ac
cording to the established rate in the village 
for dividing the crop between the Govern
ment or the landholder and the cultivator 
and the same .. Varam " rate lias continued 
to be paid in kind up to date. 

Fourthly.-Pattas and muchilkas granted for 
immemorial waste land for bringing it under 
cultivation in which it shall be lawful for 
landholders to "arrange their own terms of 
land-revenue subject to the condition that 
the rate should not exceed the rate fixed at 
the time of the Permanent Settlement on 
cultivated lands. 

(a) Pattas for the division of produce on land 
shall specify the name of the village and the extent of 
the land which the ryot may engage to cultivate and the 

- rate of the cultivator's share of the different kinds of 
grain cultivated and produced. 

(b) Pattas for lands on which the land-revenue is 
assessed in money shall contain the name of the village 
and the extent of the lands therein •. the amount of the 
land-revenue per annum, the period of the kists which 
the ryot shall be compellable to adjust according to the 
time of reapin~ or selling the produce of the land. and 
the coin in whi'ih the rent is to be paid. They shoul<f 

-
COHo R. PART 1-7f 
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"Bule. for 
-deciding 
di.putes as 
to rate. of 
land. 

.revenue, 

also specify the rate of assessment on such lands accord
ing to the land-measure in use, and the land-revenue 
on each description of land or grain, as the usage 
may be. 

(c) Pattas for lands charged with a grain rent 
shall, in addition- to the terms stated in the above 
paragraph, state the specific quantity of land occupied 
under the description of land-revenue, the specific 
qua!1tity of grain to be rendered, and the species of 
gram. 

(rl) Pattas and muchilkas shall contain the date, 
the month and the year in which they may be executed, 
the names and situation!! of the contracting parties. 

(20) Nothing contained in this section shall N ...... 
E\ntitle any landholder to raise the land-revenue upon 
any land In consequence of additional value imparted 
to it by any work of irrigation or other improvement 
executed at his own expense; or where additional value 
has been iinparted to any land by any work of irrigation 
or other improvement executed at the expense of 
Government, and where the landholder has therefore 
been required to pay an additional sum to Government. 

(21) Nothing contained in this section shall N .... 
entitle a ryot to sue for the reduction of land-revenue 
payable by him on the ground that it has been unduly 
high on account of a fall in prices or any other reason. 

(22) No patta which may have been granted bYNew. 
any landholder at rates lower than the rates fixed 
permanently at the time of the Permanent Settlement 
on the cultivated land and also lower than the maxi
mum rate leviable Olr waste land, based on the pre
settlement rate, or upon lands of similar quality and 
description, shall be binding upon his successor, unless 
such patta shall have been bona fide granted for the 
erection of dwelling houses, fl\ctories, or other perma-
nent buildings, or for the purpose of clearing and 
bringing waste land into cultivation, or for the purpose 
of making any permanent improvement thereon, and 
unless the ryot shall have substantially performed the 
conditions upon which such lower rates were allowed. 

(23) In the disposal of suits involving disputes M.T B. 18 
regarding rates of land-revenue payable by the ryots (modilled.) 

the following rules shall be observed :-

(a) The Collector shall adopt the rates of 
assessment in money, or of division in kind, 
prevailing in the cultivated lands in the 
year precedng the assessment of the perma
nent settlement, or, in the case of estates 
riot permanently settled, the rates which 
were in force immediately prior to the date 
on which the grant of the estate was made, 

_ confirmed or recognized. 

(b) The ryot shall, whenever he is not ableNew 
to get cash by sale of his produce or even 
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by way of loan, owning to the stringency of 
. the conditions of the market, be entitled 

to claim that the- land-revenue (rent) be 
taken in kind according to " the waram "; 
that is, according to the established rate of 
the village fQr. dividing the crop between 
the Government or the landholder and the 
cultivator, prevailing at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement. 

(e) If the prevailing system of land-revenue 
in any particular estate is still continuing 
on the old waram basis and the ryot 
demands after the passing of this Act that 
the waram system should be chan~ed into 
monney system, the commutation pnces that 
should be adopted by the revenue courts shall 
be the prices that formed the basis of the 
Permanent Settlement and not the prices 
that prevailed on the date of the commuta
tion. 

M.T.B.17 
(modified). 

17. No contract to pay land-revenue higher or 
lower than the rate fixed in the year preceding the 

'" Permanent Settlement shall, notwithstandiKg anything 
A contained in the rules laid down in this Act be 

M.T.B.1S 
(modi8ed). 

III.T.B. It 
(mocli8ed.) 

enforceable. 

18. If a question arises as to the amount of land
revenue payable by a ryot or the conditions under which 
he holds in any revenue year, he shall be presumed, 
until the contrary is shown, to hold at the same rate 
and under the same conditions as those fixed in the 
year preceding the Permanent Settlement. 

19. (1) When land-revenue shall remain unpaid 
at the time when, according to any agreement or, in 
the absence of agreement, according to the custom of 
the country, it ought to have been paid, the amount 
remaining unpaid shall be deemed an arrear. 

(2) If in time of famine or general distress the 
Provincial Government orders a suspension of the 
collection of any or all of the land-revenue, payable 
by a landholder to Government in respect of any estate 
or portion of an estate, the landholder shall, as regards 
such estate or portion of an estate, suspend the collec
tion of such proportion of the land-revenue payable to 
him by the ryot as is equal to the proportion of the land
revenue pa.yable by the landholder to Government, the 
collection of which has been suspended and so long as 
such order remains in force the powers of the land
holder to distrain, attach, sell or eject shall not be 
exercised. 

(3) The Provincial Government may make rules 
for the carrying out of the provisions of sub-section ProviDcial 

(2), and in particular, and without prejudice to t.he:;,~;,,:::..ont 
generality of the provisions of this sub-section, for ml .. ~or the 

regulating the powers of landholders to distrain, ~ .:~. 
attach, or sell as long as such an order remains inBi~:.rBubo 
operation. _lOll (2). 
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(4) The .order of the Provincial Government in 
Publication ~is behalf shall be publisped in the Gazette of the dis
of the order trlCt affected: and shall operate to postpone for such 
~=:~~ period as the order may direct the time or times of 
... ditoefte.t. payment of land-revenue under sub-section (1). 

(5) Collectors in dealing with proceedings taken 
CoUocton under section 40 and Chapters 7 or 8 of this Act, for 
may direct the realization of land-revenue due to landholders are 
=:'~t~Y hereby empowered to direct payments by instalments 
in .ertain in cases where a ryot may be able to prove loss owing to 
oases. extraordinary calamity. 

Interest on 
arrears. 

Right of 
ryotBto 
receipt for 
land. 
revenue. 

20. An arrear shall bear simple interest at the rate 
of one pie per rupee per mensem, fractions of a month H •1 •B. ZOo 

and of a rupee being disregarded in the calculation, 
from the date on which the arrear fell due until the 
arrear is liquidated. 

21. (1) Every ryot who makes a payment on account 
of land-revenue to a landholder may specify. the item lILT.B. 21 •. 
to which he wishes the payment to be credIted, and 
shall be entitled to obtain forthwith, a written receipt 
for the amount paid by him signed by the landholder 
or by the laidholder's authorized agent. 

(2) The .landholder or his agent shall prepare 
and retain a counterfoil of the receipt. 

(3) The receipt and coumerfoil shall specify such 
of the several particulars shown in the form of receipt 
given in Schedule I of this Act as can be specified by 
the landlord at the time of payment: 

Provided that the Provincial Government may, 
from time to time, prescribe or sanction a modified 
form of receipt either generally or for any particular 
local area or class of cases. 

(4) If a receipt does not contain substantially the 
particulars required by this section, it shall be pre
sumed until the contrary is shown, to be an acquit
tance in full of all demands for land-revenue payable 
by the ryo~ up to the date on which the receIpt was 
given. 

22. If a landholder, without reasonable cause, 
Penalty lor refuses or n~lects to delive~ to a ryot a ~eceipt contain- M.T.B. 12. 
withholding ing the particulars prescrIbed by sectIOn 21 for any 
receipt. land-revenue paid by the ryot, the ryot may, within 

three months from the date of payment, institute a suit 
before the Collector to recover from the landholder a 
penalty not exceeding double the amount or value of 
that land-revenue with costs as the Collector thinks fit. 

23. The headman of each village shall be presumed 
Person to to Ibe the auth?r.ized agent of the landhol?er for .theM,T.B. u. 
whom and purpose of recelvmg land-revenue and grantmg receIpts 
how land~ 
revenue under sections 21 and 22, unless the landholder has 
may be paid. duly appointed for such purpose as his authorized 

agent some other person who is resident in the village 
or within three miles of it or who attends in the village 
to receive the land-revenue on his behalf; provided that 
the ryots may pay their land-revenue to the landholder 
by postal money-orders under rules which the Provin
CIal Government may from time to time prescribe. 
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. 24. (1) In any of the following cases in which Appli ... t~.n 
I d . d d' bl . I todepo."t an -revenue IS ue an IS paya e lD money, name y :-Iand-

.(a) when a ryot tenders land-revenue and the revenue. 

landholder refuses to receive it or refuses to 
grant a receipt for it; 

(b) when'a rybt bound to pay money on account 
of land-revenue, has reason to believe that 
the person to whom the same is payable will 
not be willing to receive it or to credit to the 
item or items specified by the ryot and to 
grant him a receipt for it; 

(CI when the land-revenue is payable to two or 
more persons jointly, and the ryot is unable 
to obtain the joint receipt of the said persons 
for the money, and no person has been· 
empowered to receive the land-revenue on 
their behalf; or 

(d) when the ryot entertains a bona fide doubt 
as to who is entitled to receive the land
revenue which has become due; 

the ryot may present to the Collector or such other 
officer as the Provincial Government may order, an 

. application in writing for permission to deposit in 
the office of the said Collector or other officer the full 
amount which he alleges to be then due. 

(2) The application shall contain a. statement of 
the grounds on which it is made; and shall state the 
item or items to which the payment is to be credited 
and also---

in cases (a) and (b), the name of the person to 
whose credit the deposit is to be entered; 

in case (c), the names of the persons to whom 
the land-revenue is due, or of so many of 
them as the ryot may be able to specify; and 

in case (d), the name of the person: to whom the 
land-revenue was last paid and of the person 
or persons now claiming it. 

(3) The application shall be signed and verified, 
in the ma.nner prescribed in section 52 of the Code of 
Civil Procedure by the ryot, or, where he is not 
personally cognizant of the facts of the case, by some 
person so cognizant; and shall be accompanied by a fee 
of such amount as the Provincial Government may, 
from time to time, fix. 

III.T.B. 26. 25. (1) If it appears to the Collector or other Receiptfor 

officer. to whom an: application is made under the last ~':."V::~n 
foregoing sect· ion that the applicant is entitled under olli?e to be 

that sect.ion to deposit the land-revenue, he shall receive :::.~~ acquit· 

the amount lind shall ~ive·a receipt for it. . 
(2) A receipt given under this section shall 

operate as an acquittance for the amount of the land
revenue paid by the ryot and deposited as aforesaid, 
in the same manner and to the same extent as if that 
amount of land-revenue had been received-

in case (a) and (b) of the last foregoing section, 
by the person specified in the application as 
the person to whose credit the deposit was 
to he entered; 

OOM. n. PART 1-75 
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Notiflcation 
of reoeipt of 
depOSIit. 

""Paymfnt or 
.. fund of 
-deposit. 

Order lor 
-appra.ising 
'Or dividing 
produoe. 

in case (c) of that section, by the person to 
whom the land-revenue is due; and . 

in case of (d) of that section, by the person 
entitled to receive the land-revenue. 

26. (1) The Collector or other officer receiving the M.T.B. 211. 
deposit shall forthwith cause to be affixed in a conspi-
cuous place at his office a notification of the receipt 
thereof, containing a statement of all material 
particulars. 

(2) If the amount of the deposit is not paid away 
under the next following section, within the period of 
fifteen days next following the date on which the notifi
cation is so affixed, the Collector or other officer shall 
forthwith-

in cases (a) and (b) of section 24, cause a notice 
of the receipt of the deposit to be served, 
free of charge, on the person specified in the 
application as the person to whose credit the 
deposi t was to be"'¥ntered; 

in case (c) of that section, cause a notice of the 
receipt of the deposit to be served, free of 
charge on the persons referred to in case .(c) 
of sub-section (2) of the said section and to 
be posted in some conspicuous place in the 
village in which the bolding is situate; and 

in ca~e (d) of tbat section cause a like notice 
to be served. free of charge. on every person 
who. the0011ector or other officer has reason 
to believe. claims or is entitled to thedeposit. 

. 27. (1) The Collector or other officer may pay tbelll.TJU7 
amount of the deposit to any person appearing to him 
to be entitled to the same, or may, if he thinks fit, 
retain the amount pending the decision of a competent 
court as to the person so entitled. 

(2) The payment may, if the Provincial Govern
ment so direct, be made by postal money-order. 

(3) If no payment is made under this section 
before the expiration of three years from the date on 
which the deposit is made, the amount deposited may, 
in the absence of any order of a competent court to the 
contrary, be repaid to the depositor upon his applica
tion and on his returning the receipt given by the 
Collector or other officer with whom the land-revenue 
was deposited. ~ 

(4) No suit or other proceeding shall be instituted 
against the Secretary of State for India in Council 
or against any officer of the Government, in respect of 
anything done by a Collector or other officer receiving 
a deposit under the foregoing sections; but nothing in 
this section shall prevent any person entitled to receive 
the amount of any such deposit from recovering the 
same from a person to whom it has been paid under 
this section. 

28. (1) Where land-revenue is taken by appraiSe-lII.T.B.lI8. 
ment or division of produce-

(a) if either the landholder or the ryot neglects 
to attend, either personally or by agent, at 
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the proper time for making the appraisement 
or division; or 

(b) if there is a dispute about the quantity, 
value or division of the produce, 

the Collector may, on the application of either party 
a.nd on his depositing'such sum on account of expenses 
as the Collector may require, make an order appointing 
such officer as he thinks fit to appraise or divide the 
produce . 

.(2) The Collector may, without such an applica
tion, make the like order in- any case where, in the 
opinion of the District or Subdivisional Magistrate. 
the making of the order would be likely to prevent a 
breach of the peace. 

(3) Where a Collector makes an order under this 
section he may, by order, prohibit the removal of the 
produce until the appraisement or division has been 
effected.,!, 

K 'l'.B. 39. 29. (1) Where a Collector appoints an officer under Procedure 

the last foregoing section the Collector may, in his ::;:;:"':!lcer 
discretion, direct the officer to associate with himself 
any other persons as assessors, and may give him 
instructions regarding the number, qualifications and 
mode of selection of those assessors (if any) and the 
procedure to be followed in makinf:( the appraisement 
or division-; and the officer shall conform to· the 
instructions so given. 

(2) The officer shall before making any appraise
ment or division, give notice to the landholder and ryot 
of the time and place at which the appraisement or 
division. will be made; but the officer may make the 
appraisement or division if the parties or any of them 
fail to attend in compliance with the notice. 

(3) When the officer has made the appraisement· 
or division, he shall submit a report of his proceedings 
to the Collector. 

(4) The Collector shall consider the report and 
after f:(iving the parties an opportunity of being heard 
and after making such inquiry (if any) as he may 
think necessary, he ::;hall pass such order as he thinks 
just. 

(5) The Collector may, if he thinks fit. refer any 
question in dispute between the parties for the decision 
of a civil court. but, if'no such reference be made, his 
order shall be final and shall be enforceable as a decree 
of the Collector. 

(6) When the Collector refers a question in dis
pute between the parties under sub-section .(5). he may 
make any order he deems fit for the protection of the 
produce pending the decision of the civil court, or for 
lts disposal. 

M.T.B.80. 30. (1) Where land-revenue is taken by appraiFe- Righ.·and 
r bil'_ ment of the produce, the ryot shall be entitled to the::~:, 

exclusive possession of the produce. or aropo. 

. (2) Where land-revenue is taken by division of 
the produce, the ryot shall be entitled to the exclusive 
possession of the whole produce until it is divided. but 
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shall not be entitled to remove any portion of the pro
duce from the threshing floor at such a time or in such 
a manner as to prevent the due division thereof at the· 
proper time. 

Obligation 
ofland. 
holder to 
tender 
pattato 
zyot. 

(3) In either case, the ryot shall be entitled to cut 
and harvest the produce in due course of husbandry 
without any interference on the part of the landholder. 

(4) If the ryot removes any portion of the pro
duce at such time or in such manner as to prevent the 
due appraisement or division thereof at the proper 
time, the produce shall be deemed to have been as full 
as the fullest crop of the same description appraised 
in the neighbourhood on similar land for that harvest. 

CHAPTER VI. 

RECOVERY OF LAND-REVENUE. 

31. (1) No landholder shall have power to proceedJ4.T.B.31. 
against a ryot for the recovery of land-revenue unless 
and until he shall have exchanged a patta and 
muchilka with such ryot or tendered him such a patta 
as he was. bound to accept. 

NOTlI.-This sh .. 1l not .. :-ply to P~rm .. nent P",tt .. gr .. nted under 
this Aot. 

(2) A patta which is not entirely but is in the 
opinion of the Collector substantially correct, shall be 
held to be valid to the extent that it may be found to 
be correct. 

(3) A patta which contains any stipulation in 
restraint of cultivation or of harvesting or for the 
giving up of possession of his land by the ryot at any 
specified time shall be void and of no effect. 

!,atta~; 32. The tender of a patta may be made directly tOM.T.B. 32 • 
• ~.. er. the ryot or if the Collector shall so permit in respect 

of any estate or any portion of an estate, by filing it in 
the office of the Collector or such officer as the Pro
vincial Government may by general or special order 
direct; and, if so filed, the Collector or such officer 
shaH cause the patta to be served on the ryot, at the 
cost of the landholder in the manner prescribed for 
the service of notice under section 43. 

!~~~k,,!d 33. Pattas and muchilkas shall be signed by theJ4.T.B.33. 
to b •• iSO.d. rl'spective parties or by persons duly authorized in that 

behalf. 
CO:~l8d of 34. The patta shall contain the names of theJ4.T.B.3,. 
::'':,ohin.~. parties; the local description and extent of the land; 

the rate or amount and nature of the land-revenue 
payable thereon, according as it may be payable in 
money, in kind or by a share of the produce, separately 
specifying any fees or charges payable with it accord-
ing to law or usage having the force of law; the period 
or periods at which such land-revenue, fees or charges 
are to be paid; the date of the patta and all special 
terms by which it is intended that the parties shall be 
bound. The muchilka may, at the option of the land-
holder, be a counterpart of the patta or a simple 
engagement to hold according to its terms. 
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If .... 

II.T.B.88 

ILT.Bo n. 

II.T.B.88. 

II.T.B.88. 

•••• 

35. Pattas and muchilkas when they are perma-p~ for 

nent may be exchanged once for all, like the sanads:Ddm.::u~ 
and th~ kaboliats; but when: they re~ate.to waste lands=:= 
that might be' brought under cultivatIOn year after 
year, after the issue of permanent pattas under the 
Act, the tender of pat~80 shall always take place within 
12 months after the commencement of the period to 
which the patta relates. 

Provided that no landholder shall be bound to 
tender and no ryot bound to accept a patta for a period 
of more than one revenue year. 

36. When a landholder, for three months afterBaiuo 
-demand, refuses or neglects to grant such a patta as ;:::~ 
the ryot is entitled to receive, it shall be lawful for the 
ryot to sue for such a patta before the Collector. The 
Collector shall decide the terms of the patta to be 
granted, and if it be not granted as directed within 
the time specified, the decree shall be of the same forc~ 
and etIect as if a patta and muchilka had been 
exchanged. 

-37. When a ryot for three months refuses or neg-~t to 

lects to accept the patta tendered to him and to giveao':;;':....e 
a muchilka in exchange, the landholder may sue beforeofp.toa. 
the Collector to enforce' acceptance of such patta. 

38. In adjudicating suits under the preceding sec- P~cecI~ in 

tion, the Collector shall first inquire whether the party :tl'::'~~,,:!'OQ 
sued was bound to accept a patta, and, unless this be enfo",. 

proved, the suit shall be dismissed. If the plaintitI~:t~ 
establishes' that the party sued is bound to accept a 
patta the Colleotor shall inquire whether the patta 
tendered is a proper pne. If it is found to be so. the 
Collector shall order the defendant to accept the patta 
and to execute a muchilka in accordan~ with it. If 
the Collector is of opinion that the patta tendered is 
not a proper one, he shall decide what the terms of the 
patta should be. and shall then order the defendant to 
aClll"pt such patta and to execute a muchilka in accord-
ance with it. If the defendant fails to comply with 
the Collector's order within the time specified therein 
the order shall be of the same force and effect as if -a 
patta and muchilka had been exchanged. 

39. Save as respects lands duly relinquished or Duratloa oi 
newly taken up by the ryot, for which the parties may:::!:.::'~ 
exchange a supplementary patta and muchilka, theosoh&nj!ed 

pattas and muchilkasexchanged or decreed between or dooreecL 
landholders and ryots shaJI remain in fOl'('e until the 
beginning of t.he revenue year for which fresh pattas 
and muchilkas may thereafter be .exchanged· or 
decreed. 
_ 40, All suits for the recovery of arrears of land- Ju,,!"~iotiOQ 

revenue shall be heard and determined by the Collector =--
sitting as a revenue court, and no civil court shall take 
cognizance thereof. No appeal shall lie from the Col
_lectcr'sdecision- even to the Board for Revenue- Cases. 

0011. B. 1'AlK' 1-'18 
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CHAPTER VII. 

RECOVERY OF LAND-REVENUE BY DISTRAINT AND SALE· 
OF MOVABLE PROPERTY. 

Cas," In d 41. A landholder may at any time during the M,T.B. '1 
wh.ch Ian • f 11 ' h . h' h ' holder may revenue year next 0 OW1llg t e revenue year 1ll w 1C (modified). 

_aID. the arrear became due, and if no security has been 
accepted therefor, in addition: to any other remedy to 
which he is entitled by this Act, distrain the movable 
property of the defaulting ryot, the growing crops, or 
the ungathered produce of the land or trees in his 
holding: through the Collector or a person authorized 

_by him. c 

Provided that when a suit has been filed under sec
tion 36 or 37 an arrear shall be taken to become due 
from the date of the Collector's decree, or if that is 
appealed against, from the date of the last decree of 
the appellate courts: 

~ 
Provided also that ploughs and implements of 

husbandry, the cattle actually trained to the plough 
T and seed-grain shall not be distrained for arrears so 

ong as other property may be forthcoming sufficient 
or the discharge of such arrear. . 

Distress how 42. The distress shall be effected on the personallll.T.B. 'I 

!do be elloct'responsibility of the landholder by service on the ryot (modified). 

of a written notice signed by the landholder or his 
authorized agent setting forth- . 

(1) the amount of the arrear due, with interest, 
if any; . 

(2) the holding in respect of which it is due; 
.(3) the period in respect of which it is due; 
(4) the nature and approximate value of the pro-

perty distra.ined; 

land by the landholder or his authorized agent taking 
charge of the property or placing some person in 
charge of it on the landholder's behalf. The distrained 
property sha'!l be sealed by the revenue officer: 

Provided that produce which from its 'nature does 
not admit of being stored shall not be distraine4 at any 
time less than twenty days before .the tim~ when it 
would be fit for rea.ping or gathering. . 

Notice of 43. The notice of distress prescribed by section 42111.T.B. 48,:, 
:'''::!:r shall be served by delivering a copy to the deflJ,ltiter or (modified). 

'!d' publish· to some adult male member of his family at his usual 
.' place of abode in the neighbourhood of the land to . 

which the distress Fefers to his authorized agent, or, 
when: such service cannot be effected. by affixing a copy 

tf the notice to the outer door or wall of his last-known 
esidence within the district, or on some conspicuous 
art of the land to which it refers. , ., 

, A ·copy of the' notice of distress shall be fixed up in 
some conspicuous place in the village in which the land 
on which the aI:l'ear has accrued is situate and another 
copy shan be forwarded to the Collector by the land
holder· or the revenue officer within forty-eight hours 
of its service on the defaulter. ::7_T ·,n!.'! ,n .1' ') 
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t4. A person authorized to distrain may a.pply to Diatrainor 

the nearest police station for such assistance as maY~J..r:;:;.m: 
be necessary to prevent any breach of the peace, and anoe. 
the authority to whom such application is made shall 

\ 
depute one or more police officers to be present at the 
time of such distress .for such purpose. 

K.T.B. '6. 45. The distress shall not be excessive; that is to Dis_to 
say, the value of the property distrained shall be as!io:..r:;r
nearly as possible proportionate to the amount of the to ............ 
arrears due. 

K.T.B.46. 

ILT.B. 47. 

K.T.B .... 

ILT.B. GO. 

46. Distress shall be made after sunrise and before Time 01 

sunset 'and not otherwise. dis ....... 

47. It shall be lawful for the distrainer to forceWhat p_ 
, t bl h d wn t the dill· open any sa e, cow- ouse, granary, go 0 ,ou -. 'e.may 
house or other building, and he may also enter any f~= open. 
dwelling-house the outer door of which may be open 
and may break open the door of any room in such 
dwelling-house for the purpose of attaching property 
belonging to a defaulter and kept therein; provided 
always that it shall not be lawful for such distrainer 
to break open or enter any apartment in such dwelling-
house appropriated for the zenana or residence of 
women, except as hereinafter provided, 

48. When a distrainer may have reason to suppose Po .... to , 

that the property of a defaulter is . lodged within a ~':.~ 0:': '. 
dwelling-house, the outer door of whl(,'h may be shut, or ente ........... 

within any apartments appropriated to women, which, ~f~p:;'li: 
by the usage of the country, are. considered private, ofti .... 
such distrainer shall report the fact to the officer in 
charge of the nearest Police station. Thereupon the 
officer in charge of the station shall 'send a Police officer 
to the spot, in the presence of whom the distrainer may 
break open the outer door of such dwelling-house, and' 
also the door of such dwelling-house and also 
any room within the house except the zenana. The 
distrainer may also, in the presence of the Police 
officer, after due notice given for the removal of women 
within the zenana, and after furnishing means for 
their removal in a suitable manner (if they be women 
of rank, whom according to the customs of the country, 
cannot appear in public). enter the zenana apartments, 
for the purpose of distraining the defaulter's property, 
if any. kept therein. If any such property be found, 
i,t shall immediately be removed from such apartments 
in ol:{er that they may be left free for the return of the 
former occupants. 

49., The distrainer shall not work the bullocks O$ilItrained 
cattle or make use of the roperty distrained. He::: ~:t to 
shall provide necessary food for cattle or other live be .oed. 

stock, and the cost thereof shall be a charge against the 
owner and shall be recoverable as a cost of the distress. 

50. (1) If the defaulter or some person authorized RighUo 

by him fails so to do at the proper time, the distrainer-p ..... 4 ,.;. 
- shall do all acts necessary for the preservation of~P 
manuring of standing crops or ungathered. produce, , 
and for their being reaped or gathered when ripe. and 
-atored or preserved in such granaries or ,other places 
.. are commonly used for the purpose, or in some other 
convenient place in the neighhourhood. 
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(2) In any case the dis~rain~d produce shall 
remain in the charge of the dlstramer or of some 
person appointed by him in his behalf. 

WIt1;>drawa1 51. (1) After a distress has been made under thisM.T.B.81. 
df 

d .. :~ on chapter and at any time until forty-eight hours before 
f,;;;~t. ':f the date appointed for sale, the defaulter or the owner 
.::::~;:g of the property, defaulter or the owner of the property 

" where he is not the defaulter, may deposit in the office 
of the Collector, or such other officer as the Provincial 
Government may order, the amount of arrear with all 
costs incurred, or may furnish security to the satisfac
tion of the distrainer, whereupon the Collector, other 
officer or distrainer shall give a written acknowledg
ment of the deposit, payment or security, and shall 
forthwith direct the withdrawal of the distress. 

(2) At any time before the sale of the distrained 
property, the defaulter or owner may deposit, in the 
hands of the officer appointed to conduct the sale, the 
amount of the arrear with interest and all costs which 
may have been incurred, and the officer conducting the 
sale shall grant a receipt for the same and shall with" 
draw the distress forthwith. 

Payment of 52. After the expiration of one month from the M.T.B, 6t. 
•• aount due d f d . be' d d hId' to laad, ate 0 a eposlt mg ma e un er t e ast prece mg 
bolder. section, the Collector shall pay therefrom to the land

holder who made the distress the amount due to him, 
unless in the meantime the @wner of the property dis
trained shall have instituted a suit against the land-

\ 
holder contesting the legality of the distress and 
claiming compensation in respect of the same. 

LIability of 53. When property distrained may be stolen, lost, M.T.B. 63-
di<tl'&.aarfor d ddt d' h'l . th k . f h d' 10'. of, or a~age or es roye w I e In e eepmg 0 t e IS-

:i:!~;ri:.i tramer
t
,. by rfeas~nt of his not ~avinhg tahkellnbthe necess!lbryl 

proPeR7. precau IOns or I s preservatIOn, " e s a e responsl e 
to the owner for the loss or damage, and the Collector 
shall, on the application of the owner, and on proof 
of such loss or damage, pass an order that the same 
shall be made good. 

~im. by: 54. Claims to growing crops or ungathered produce MoT.B. u.. 
tbird part.es.. distrainedunder section 41, shall not bar the prior 

Po ... lty for 
fraudulent 
oonveyanca 
of property 
to prevent 
cIlotreu. 

claim for land-revenue to the landholder, but if before 
the day fixed for the sale, a third party appears before 
the Collector and claims a· right or interest in such 
crops or produce, the Collector shall hold, or cause to 
be held, an immediate enquiry, and if he sees sufficient 
cause for doing so, may postpone the sale of such crops 
or produce. The Collector shall adjudicate upon the 
claim and pass such order between the claimant and 
the distrainer as he shall deem fit. If the claimant 
fails to establish his right or interest an order shall 
be issued for proceeding with the sale. 

, 55. When a defaulter may make a fraudulent" con- M.T.B. III. 
veyance of property to prevent distress for arrears the 
Collector shall on a.pplication by the" distrainer, and 
on proof of $uch conveyance, pass" an order directing 
the property. to be delivered up or its value paid to the 
" . " 
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Jf.T.B.II8. 

II.T.B.6? 

JI.T.B.68 

JI.T.B.68. 

Jl.T.B. eo.. 

distrainer. The defaulter will further be liable to the 
penalties prescribed by section 424 of the Indian Penal 
Code. 

56. When it may be proved to the satisfaction of!,onebltly fat: 

h 'bl 1 d &OI'CI y 01' the Collector that any' person as forc1 y or c an es- o1end"',ae17 
tinely taken away property once distrained. the :i:!':.~ ::"T 
Collector may, on the application of the distrainer. pru~7' 
cause such property to be restored or its value to be 
paid, to the distrainer. The defaulter will further 
be liable to the penalties prescribed by section 424 of 
the Indian Penal Code. 

57. If the ryot does not within thjrtvr day.3 from Not joe of 

the date of distress file a suit before the Collector to~~~~De4 
set aside the distress or if such a suit is filed and isprop..ny. 
decided against the ryot, the distrainer shall, within 
tWeen dal!ll from thj\~.pirJ!tilm,Qf. th~ tj;tirtJ da,~s or 
from the d~ision of thEL~1lit. as the case may be, apply 
to the Collectoffor iinorder directing the puNic offie!}}' 
empowered by Act VII of 1839 to cause the sale of the 
distrained property. That officer, on receiving such 
order, shall fix up in some conspicuous place in the vil-
lage a notice specifying the property to be sold and the 
time and place which he has fixed on for its sale. He 
shall also cause proclamation of the intended sale to 
be made by beat of drum in the village to which the 
lands belong on which the arrear has accrued. In fiX-\ 
ing the day of sale. not Ipss than seven days shaH be 
allowed from the time of the public notice. 

58. The sale shall ordinarily be held in thevillagePI .... or_
where the property was distrained or is stored, unless 
the Collector is of opinion that the property is likely 
to sell to better advantage in some neighbouring vil-
lage. when he may order the sale to take place in suC'h 
village. In any case, the landholder shall be bound to t 
produce the property at the time and place of sale. and 
the ,Wst of the transport thereof shall he considered 
part of the cost of distress; provided that crops or pro-
ducts which are in their nature speedily perishahle 
shall be sold as early as possible by the distrainer under 
rules to be framed in this behalf bv the Provincial 
Government. -

59. (1) Crops or products which from their naturp. Wh.n Dro~ 
admit of being stored shall not be sold before they are~":;':~~~ 
reaped or gathered and are ready for storing. ~ 

(2) crops or products which from their nature 
do not admit of being stored may be sold before they 
are reaped or gathered, and the purchaser shall be· 
entitled to enter on the land by himself or any person 
appointed by him in this behalf and do all that is 
necessary for the purpose of tending and reaping or 
gathering them. 

60. The property shall be sold by public auction. Man_ or 
in one or more lots as the officer holding the sale mav ... •· 
think fit, and if the demand with the costs of distl'E'.qs 
and sale is satisfied by the sale of a portion of the pro-
perty the distress shall be immediately withdrawn 
with respect to the remainder. 

OOK. B. PART 1-77 
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Pootpon.. . 61. If. on the property being put up for sale. a M.T.B. 61. 
mont of sale. fair price in the estimation of the officer holding the 

sale is not offered for it, and if the owner of the pro-
perty, or a person authorized to act in his behalf 
applies to have the sale postponed until the next day. 
or if a market is held at the place of sale until the next 
market day, the sale shall be pQstponed until that day 

, and shall be then completed .w'hatever price may be 
offered for the property. . 

Payment of 62. The price of every lot shall be paid at the time M.T.B. 62. 
purohase of sale, or as soon thereafter as the officer holding the money. 

. Obligation 
to report 
irregu Jarit,. 
in distrain
mg. 

Efloot of 
irregularity 
in distrain .. 
Jag. 

sale directs, and in default of such payment the pro
petry shall be put up again and sold. The defaulting 
purcha.ser shall be liable for any loss arising from, as 
well as for expenses incun'ed on, the re-sale. 

63. The officer appointed to sell property distrained M.T.B. 63. 

shall bring to the notice of the Collector any material 
irregularity committed by the distrainer under colour 
of this Act, and may in such case postpone the sale 
pending the Collector's order. 

64. When it shall come to the knowledge of the .M"T.B. 64. 
Collector, that the distrainer did not serve on the ryot 
a written notice as required by section 42,orfailed to 
publish the notice as required by section 43, or failed 
to apply to the Collect.)r for an order under section 41 
or that the distress was excessive, the Collector may 
direct "the restoration of the distrained property to the 
owner. If the Collector so directs the restoration, the 
distrainer shall not proceed farther under this or the 
following chapter of this Act for the recovery of the 
arrear and the ryot may sue the distrainer before the 
Collector for any loss or damage which he has sus-
tained. . 

OIrt.ifiOBto to 65. When the purchas~~money has been paid inllLT.B. 66. be given to 
parohaser. full, the officer holding the sale shall deliver the pro-

·perty 1;0 the ·purchaser and shall give him a certificate 
signed by himself. describing the property purchased 
and the price· paid. 

Proooed. of 66. From the proceeds of every sale of distrained M.T.B. 66. 
a.lehowto d 
b<o applied. property un er this Act, the officer holding the sale 

shall pay the costs of the distress and sale. The 
remaining proceeds shall be applied to the discharge 
of the arrear for which the distress was made, with 
interest thereon, up to the day of sale and to the dis
charge of any further arrear which may have accrued 
between the date of distress and the date of sale; and 
the surplus (if any) shall be paid to the defaulter. The 
defaulter shall receive from the officer who has con
ducted the sale a receipt for an arrear discharged from 

Persons 
pl'OhlbitoJ 
from 
purohaaing. 

the proceeds of sale. . 
67. Officers holding sales of property under this M.T.B. 67. 

Act, and all persons employed by, or subordinate to. 
such officers are prohibited from purchasin~ either 
directly or indirectly, any property sold by such officers. 

Amount paid 68. (1) When a tenant on his produce being law-M.T.B.6S. 
~!~:~:BOr fullv distrained under this Act for the default of his 
.i:~ landlord, makes anv paYment for the purpose of releas-
frnm MIl'- ing such produce from distress he shall be entitled to 
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M.T.B.69. 

1l.T.B.70. 

M.T.B.71. 

1l.T.B.7J. 

M.T.B.73. 

M.T.B.7'-

deduct the amount of that amount from aJ1y rep.t 
payable by him to his landlord. 

(2) Nothing in this section shall affect any other 
remedy to whlCh sutili tenant would be entitled. 

69. When any conflict arises between the distressconllio, b.t· 
of a landholder under this Act and an order issued by b;'1~~:t .... 
a civil court in execution of a decree for the attach- holde •• OO 

d I fh d·· db hi dataehm"nt ment an sa e 0 t e property Istrame y sue an - by <C)urt. 
holder the laJ1dholder's distress shall prevail; but if 
the property is sold by a Collector in consequence of 
such landholder's distress the surplus proceeds of the 
sale shall not be paid under section 66 to the defaulter 
without the saJ1ction of the court by which the order of 
attachment or sale in execution of a decree was issued. 

70. Landholders may proceed under this Act Power of 

against a ryot, or his surety, or both, provided that no~~:= 
more than the total sum of arrears aJ1d interest with againat 
costs and charges shall be realized from both, aJ1d pro- .... ty. 

vided also that no distraint shall be made upon the 
property of a surety untiUhe arrear h.!§.h~e~p_de<!.. 
from the default~r, unlessthB"irefaulter has absconded, 
or cannot oei"'foUnd. 

71. No appeal shall lie from any orders passed by RigM to BUe 
R Collector under sections 51 to 58 aJ1d 64 but any:~:"}r.n. 
person whose property is distrained by a landholder >nOngrui 

under section 41 in any case in which such distraint di ......... 

is not permitted by that section may institute a suit 
against the landhoder for compensation. 

72. The Provincial Government may, from time toPow~ of 
time, make rules consistent with this Act regulating~":,:~'::,"':"t 
the scale of charges which.may be levied as costs of dis- to make 

tress, custody of property and sale, aJ1d of enquiries"'l", 
by Collectors under sections 53 to 56, and regulating 
the procedure in such inquiries and in all cases of dis-
tress and sale of movable property under this Act. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

ATTACHMENT AND SALE OF RYOT'S HOLDING. 

73. When aJ1 arrear due by a ryot is not paid Wb ... 

within the current revenue year, it shall be lawful for :::~~':!,h:: 
the landholder to attach aJ1d sell the defaulter's hold-
ing or a part of his holding, in the manner hereinafter 
provided, in satisfaction of the arrear and of interest 
thereon and of costs, if aoy, of the attachment aJ1d 
sale. 

74. When the landholder to whom an arrear is due Notieo of 
intends to avail himself of the powers given by the last aUachment. 
preoeding section, he shall give to the defaulter I 
a ,!?:itten notice of his intention to sell, and such notice 
Stiall state the amount due for arrears, interest and 
costs, if any, and shall inform him that, if the amount 
is DDt paid within one month from the date of service 
upon him, his holding or any part thereof specified in 
the said notice, will be sold. . 
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The notice shall be served as prescribed in section 
43 and a duplicate of the notice shall be sent to the Col
lector with an endorsement stating the date of service 
and the mode in which it was effected. 

Wben and 75. If no suit is instituted before the Collector M.T.B. 75_ 

::;. ~~I:i'l. within thirty days from the date of service to set aside 
. the notice, or if such suit is decided' against the 

defaulter the landholder may take measures for the 

I sale, which shall be conducted under the rules for the 
sale of movable property distrained for an arrear. The 
officer conducting the sale shall place the purchaser in 
possession. 

!'e':'.!ue a 76. Subject to any claims of Government hind- M.T.B. 76. 
first charge revenue shall be a first charge upon the holding, and 
on bolding. the landholder's right to sell shall not be defeated by 

any encumbrance. . 

Liabmti .. 01 77. When a holding or a part of a holding is sold M T B 77 purchaser as . .. -
to aocum- for an arrear due in respect thereof, either under the 
branoe.. rules for the sale of movable property distrained for 

an arrear or in execution of a decree, the purchaser 
shall take subject to any encumbrances in favour of 
Government and subject also to any other encumbrances 
created before the but to no others. 

Rulea for 
disposal of 
1&10-
proceeds. 

78. The proceeds of a sale of a holding or a part ofM.T.B. 78. 

a holding for an arrear shall be disbursed in like 
manner as the proceeds of a sale of distrained property 
are to be disbursed under section 66 and the defaulter 
shall receive from the officer who has conducted the sale 
of a receipt for an arrear discharged from the proceeds 
of sale. The rules prescribed by section 295 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure shall not apply to a sale for 
arrears under this Act. 

~~gmay 79. (1) After the sale of a holding or a part OfM.T.B. 
bo reloaoed a holding has been authorized in execution of a decree, 
=.at.acb. it shall not be released from attachment unless, before 

it is knocked down to the auction-purchaser, the 
amount of arrears, interest and costs is paid, or the 
landholder makes an application for the release of the 
holding on the ground that the amount has been other
wise satisfied. 

(2) Any person having the occupancy right in the 
holding or in part of the holding which is to be sold 
for an arrear any interest voidable on the sale or the 
defaulting ryot may, where the sale is authorized in 
execution of a decree, pay the amount due under this 
section to the officer conducting the sale and may, 
where the sale is authorized under section 75, pay the 
amount due to the officer conducting' the sale or to the 
Collector or such other officer as the ProVincial Govern-
ment may order and the attachment shall thereupon be 
removed. . 

A~ouot . 80. (1) Wllen any person havin~ the orcupancYM.T.JI,U. 
~;'.:~::. oale rilrht in a holdin!!, or a part of a holding advertised fol,' 
to.be. io .... sale an interest which would be voidable upon the sale 
talQ 088ell, a h ffi . . . ' 
mortgage. pays to teo cer conductml!" the sale or mto the 
dbebldton tho revenue court, or to the Collector or other officer o 108'. 

. 
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M.T.B.81. 

M.T.B.S" 

M.T.B.83. 

aforesaid, as the case may be, the amount requisite to 
prevent the sale-

(a) the amount so deposited by him shall be 
deemed to be a debt bearing interest at 
6t per centum per annum and to .be s~ured 
by a mortgage of the occupancy right m the 
holding to him; 

(b) subject to any claims .of .Government such 
mortgage shall take prIorIty of every other 
charge on the occupancy right in the holding 
other than a charge for an arrear; and 

(c) the sale shall then be stayed and the depo-\ 
sitor shall be entitled to possession of the 
holding as a mortgagee and to retain posses
sion of it as such until the debt with the 
interest due thereon has been discharged. 

(2) Nothing in this section shall affect any other 
remedy to which any such person would be entitled. 

(3) When more than one person having an inter
est as described in sub-section (1) desires to make 
payment as therein provided, preference shall be given 
to the person- having priority of interest. 

81. When a holding or part of a holding is adver- Inl.rior 

tised sale in execution of a decree against, or for an::~ 
arrear due by a ryot defaulting, and an inferior tenant, money to 

whose interest would be voidable upon the sale, pays ~:::;·d:d'::'! 
money into the revenue court or to the Collector or suchfrum rent. 

other officer as aforesaid, as the case may be, in order 
to prevent the sale, he may, in addition- to any other 
remedy provided for him by law, deduct the whole or 
any portion of the amount so paid from any rent pay-
able by him to his immediate landlord. 

82. A landholder who has brought to sale a ryot'SLandh?lder 
holding or a part of his holdin~ for an arrear may,:r:. b.d at 

notwithstandin~ anvthing contained in section 294 of 
the Code of Civil Procedure. bid for or purchasetbe 
holding or a part thereof without the permission of the 
revenue court or the Collector; as the case may be. 

83. (1) When a holding or a part of a holding is Application 

sold for an arrear due thereon, the defaulting ryot~!B~::!:; 
may, at any time withi!!_~:I!irty~aylj.Jrom the dateaf:J. Mid. 

~, apply to have tnesiile set aside on his depositing . 
m the revenue court or with the Collector or such other 
officer aforesaid, as the case may be, for payment to the 
landholder, the arrear with interest and costs and, for 
payment to the purchaser, a sum equal to five per 
centum of the purchase money. 

(2) If such deposit is made within the thirty 
days, the revenue court or the' Collector shall pass an 
order setting aside the sale and the provisions of sec
tion 315 of the Code of Civil Procedure shall apply in 
the case of sale so set aside: 

Provided that if a defaulting ryot applies nnder 
section 311 of the Code of Civil Procedure to set aside 
the sale of ~is holding or a part of his holding, he shall 
not . be entItled to make an application under this 
section. 

OOK. B. PABT I-T8 
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(3) Section 313 of the Code of Civil Procedure 
shall not apply to any sale under this Act. ". 

CHAPTER IX. 
REPAIR OJ!' IRRIGATION WORKS. 

App!ioa~ion 84. Any ryot or ryots holding irrigated land underH.T.B. u. 
t.o D18'"ct ho 1 h D' . C 11 t-Colle<tor for a land Ider may app y to t e lstnct 0 ector sta 
~.p&i~lof ing that the irrigation work whereby the land held by 
~:I:.. on the applicant or applicants is served is out of repair 

and praying Jor the issue of an order under section 86 
for the repair of the said work. The application shall 
state in sufficient detail the nature of the repairs 
deemed necessary and the probable cost of the same, 
and the extent of land-revenue derivable from the land 
irrigated by the work. The District Collector shall 
then by himself or by an officer subordinate to him, to 
whom he may depute the inquiry, cause to be served 
on the landholder a copy of the application and a notice 
to show cause, on a date to be stated in the notice, why 
the order prayed for should not issue. The notice shall 
also be posted in the village or villages wherein the 
land irrigated is situated. 

Inq':irl' .on 85. On the day fixed in the notice, or on any other II.T.B. 86. 
applicatIon. date to which the inquiry may be adjourned, the Dis-

Order 
lnquir)'. 

trict Collector or officer as aforesaid shall hear the 
applicant or applicants, the landholder and any ryots 
of land irrigated by the work who may attend, and 
may take any evidence that he may think fit. If the 
inquiry is made by an officer other than the District 
Collector, he shall make a report thereon to the District 
Collector. 

an 86. If the District Collector is satisfied that' thell.T,B. 86. 
irrigation work is in such a state of disrepair as mate
rially to prejudice the irrigation of the lands depend
ent upon the work and that the landholder is under 
the provisions of this Act bound to provide for its 
maintenance and that he has without sufficient cause 
failed so to do the District Collector may pass an 
order-

.(1) requiring the landholder to repair the work 
within a specified time; or 

(2) authorizing the execution by the applicant or 
applicants or by any of them and any other 
ryots willing to join with them, of any of the 
works stated in the application or shown at the 
enquiry to be necessary for the restoration of 
the irrigation work to efficiency and stating the 
estimated cost of the same. Such order shall 
also fix a reasobable time within which the 
works s1).ould be executed. 

Provided that in the latter case such works shall be 
works of repair only and' shall not in'Clude additions 
or improvements unless with the" oonsentof the land
holder; nor shall they include any petty works, such as 
the yearly clearance of supply and distribution chan
nels, . which by the "custom of the country should be 
carried out by the ryots. 
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M.T.B. 87. 

M.T.B.88. 

M.T.B.89. 

M.T.B. 90. 

M.T.B.91. 

87. If the landholder refuses or neglects to carryProcedui:nd 
out~the order of the Collector, or if the ryots, owing;~d~r ..;. 
to poverty or other disabling cause, are, in the Co13w:- t. "":! 
lector's judgment, incapable of undertaking the work, ~ lector'. 
then the Collector malt, with the previous sanction of~~·:y.t:~ 
the Provincial Government, execute the work and inoapable of 

recover from the landholder all charges thus incurred ili".J:~~ 
by him as an arrear of revenue. 

88. If the irrigation work belongs partly to an Praaedure tho 
estate and partly to Government, the repair as afore-::;i.ebeIOng. 
said, shall invariably be executed by the Collector, withp.,t.y to ~ 
the previous sanction of Government; and the charges ;'::1; ""to 
incurred shall be divided between the Government and Go • .......,...·. 
the landholder in proportion to the extent of land 
belonging to Government and the estate which is irri-
gable by the work. The portion due by the landholder 
shall be recoverable by the Collector as an arrear of 
land-revenue. 

89. In case the works have been ordered to beReo0.;rery ~ 
executed by the ryots, the parties authorized to execute ~ r;::~ 
them may, after they have been carried out, apply to,the 
District Collector for an order for the recovery of the 
cost of the same. The District Collector shall then 
take such steps as he may deem necessary to satisfy 
himself that the works have been executed properly and 
within the time fixed, and that the cost claimed is not 
excessive. He shall, if so satisfied, pass an order for 
the recovery, from the ryots holding land under the 
irrigation work, of such amount as he may find to be 
reasonably due on account of the works executed and 
not ~dil'!~ in.t~!ltl?~;tLi>nU!l,II,r.~u.l.!-!lg:.!:ev!l!uut.p~y.~1 
~ble for the lands ir.£lga~Eld.J>y_JJle .. jrrigation ., work. 
!'he order shall setout the amount payable by each ryot 
in proportioll to the extent of the land held by him and 
such amount shall be recoverable as an arrear of land
revenue due to Government. 

90. The amount recovered, less the cost, if any, of Payment to 
inspection of the works executed, shall be paid to the persolUl ese· 

. th' d d . Th cutlDII ,.. parties au orlze un er sectlon 86. e cost of pairs. 

estimates and of inspection may be included in the 
amount to be stated in the order passed under 
section 86. 

9l.Every ryot from whom any such amount may be Amount .... 
recovered under section 89 shall be entitled to deductomredf for 

h f o·.t < .... 
suc sum rom any land-revenue payable by him to thepaira may be 

landholder; and a receipt for the sum recovered shall~eduo~..u 
be valid as a receipt for land-revenue due by such ryot. :""e." 

M.T,B.D. 
(DlOdiIied ). 92. No civil court shall enteI'tain a suit or issue an Right 

injunction regarding a District Collector's proceedingsappea!. 
under this chapter, but fro~ any order. issued .by a 

of 

Jf..T.B. til. 

District Collector an appeal shall lie to Board for 
Revenue cases, whose decision shall be final. 

93. Nothing contained in and no proceeding takenBaving of 
under this chapter shall bar a ryot from suing a land_ryot'. right 
holder for damapes before tbe 'collector in respect of:"::;" for 
neglect to maintain an irrigation work. 
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UHAPTER X. 

ILLEGAL CESSEa. 

~"'8Jt:v for 94. (1) Landholders shall not levy any unauthorizedM.T.B. 94. 

:::~ o:mo- tax or cess or charge on their ryots under any name or 
pretence. Every ryot from whom anything collected 
in excess of the land-revenue payable by him or other 
authorized charge specified in his patta shall be entitled 
to recovery by suit before the Collector, in addition to 
the amount so collected, such sum by way of penalty as 
the Collector thinks fit, not exceeding ten times the 
amount so collected. 

(2) All stipulations and reservations for the 
payment of any such tax, cess, or charge, shall be void. 

Explanation.-The levy of any tax on trees, or 
other tax, cess or charge, not included in the assets on 
which the peshkash of a permanently settled estate has 
been fixed, is illegal. 

CHAPTER XI. 

ACQUISITION OJ!' LAND J!'OR BUILDING AND OTHER 
PURPOSES. 

~·qi·is~ioD 95. (1) A principal civil court of original jurisdic- M.T.B. 9S. 

b ild~ :'~d tion may, on the application of a landholder, which 
olh'r jl11J'o has been approved by the District Collector in writing, 
pooe.. and on being satisfied that such landholder is desirous 

of acquiring a holding or a part thereof for some 
reasonable and sufficient purpose, having relation to 
the good of the holding or of the estate in which it is 
comprised, including the use of the ground for any 
religious, educational or charitable purpose approved 
by the District Collector and on being satisfied that the 
purpose is reasonable and sufficient, authorize the 
acquisition thereof by the landholder upon such con
ditions as the court may think fit, and require the 
ryot to sell his interest in the whole or such part of the 
holdin~ to the landholder. upon such terms as may be 
approved by the court, including full compensatioIt to 
the ryot. 

(2) In determining the amount of compensation, 
the court shall be guided. so far as ma,v be prllctica ble, 
hv the rulps. contained in l'Prt.ions 23 and 24 of the 
Land Acouisition Art I of 1fl!l4. and sh" 11 add fifteen 
per centum t.o th", full valne of land and imnrovements 
as compensation for the compulsory acquisition. 

CHAPTER XII. 

RELINQUISHMENT OJ!' LAND. 

Relinquish. 96. (1) A ryot shall be allowed to relinquish his K.T.B. eG. 
ment. lands or any part of them before the end of any revenue 

year. 

(2) The relinquishment may take place according 
to the date prescribed in: that behalf by the Government 
from time to time. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

SUBDIVISION AND TRANSFER OF HOLDING. 

K.TJJ.87. 97. It shall not be competent to a landholder to Division of 

refuse to consent to the division of a holding and to ~on~~: U:;d: 
proportionate distril)ution of the land-revenue payable ho,dor. 
in respect thereof, and to enter into separate engage-
ments with the several holders of the parts thereof so 
divided: 

Provided that no landholder shall be compelled tON~ of 

consent to the division or further division, as the case~~or 1>7 
may be, of a revenue field, or to the distribution of the 
land-revenue due on the field or on the part thereof 
included in the holding, as the case may be. 

II.T.B. 88. 98. When a ryot transfers his interest in the whole fhl ' tq ty ..... ,.' r 
or part of his holding the ryot and the transferee shall vU ~ .l... 

give notice of such transfer in writing to the land- ~~) v l ciJ 
holder, and, unless and until such notice is given, they fr..-.;~1.J2-t,c--e. 
shall be jointly and severally liable to the landholder '< 
for arrears accruing due after the transfer, and all 
proceedinRs ta.ken under this Act against the ryot shall 
be as effectual and binding upon the transferee as if 
they had been taken against the transferee himself. 

K.T.B. 89. 99. When any landholder or landlord transfers the No!::; . ~ 
whole or a portion of his estate or land, the landholder ~':dh~der. 7 

or landlord and the transferee shall give notice of the 
transfer, by publication in the District Gazette and 
in such other manner as the Provincial Government by 
rule directs, to the ryots or the tenants as the case may 
be in the occupation of that land transferred, and, 
unless or until such notice is given no ryot or tenant 
shall be liable to the transferee for land-revenue or rent 
which became due after the transfer and was paid to 
the landholder or landlord before notice of such 
transfer was given to him, and all proceedings taken 
by any of the !'Vots or tenants to whom no such notice 
was given against the landholder or landlord shall be 
as effectual and bindin~ on the transferee as if they 
had heen t.P ken in the first instance against the 
transferee himself. 

EVICTION. 

II.T.B. 100. 100. When any tenant shall be in arrear at the end Eviction dor \' -;-
. • tenant. un er 

of a revenue year and when there IS no suffiCient Culle.ter'. , 
distress upon the premises to satisfy the arrear, the wa ...... '. 

landlord or his authorized agent or either of them may 
apply to the Collector for a warrant authorizing him 
to enter upon and take possession of the premises. 
Such warrant shall be I?ranted upon the production of 
a written' stlltement of the person applying for the 
warrant. which statement shall contain the name of 
the default.er, the description and extent of the 
premisE'S. the amount due for arrears, interest and 
costs of distraint. if anv. and the date at which it fell 
due, and also a declaration thR.t there is no sufficient 
distTE'sS unOT! tbe premi!'E's. Such statement shall be 
filed in the office from which the warrant issues. 

001(. R. PART 1-7P 

-
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Contento of 
w .......... t. 

Eseoution of 
warrant. 

101. The warrant shall state the defaulter's name.ll.r.B.l01. 
the whole amount due and the description and extent 
of the premises, and shall set forth that, unless pay
ment is made within fifteen days, the defaulter will 
be turned out of possession. The Collector may, for 
special reasons, extend the period of fifteen days men
tioned in this section. 

102. The warrant shall be entrusted to an officer M.T.B. 102. 

of police who shall serve it in the manner laid down 
in section 43 of this Act. If within fifteen days after 
service, or within the period extended by the Collector 
under the last foregoin~ section, the amount named 
in the warrant is not discharged, and if no suit has 
been ·filed by the defaulter. before the Collector to set 
aside the warrant, or if such suit has been decided 
against the defaulter, the police officer shall place the 
landlord or his authorized agent in possession. . 

Pen.i1t;r ror 103. If on any application for the issue of a war- lILT.B. 103. 
raise UCl:'~to_ rant under section 100 a landlord or his authorized . 
ment· on an agent produces a statement which is false in any 
app ..... t'on '1 'ul h d' h nnder ••• _ materia partlc ar t e person pro ucmg t e state-
tion 99· ment shall on conviction before a first or second class 

magistrate be liable to a fine which may extend to 500 
rupees. 

1!.termorln.... 104. Upon delivery of possession, the defaulter's lILT;S. i04. 
t.on ten" h d' . h . hll ddt anoy. 1'1~ t an mterest m t e premises s a cease an e er-

mme, unless a suit is filed within one month in a civil 
court and an order is made in such suit setting aside 
the proceedings and restoring the tenant to possession. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

SURVEY, RECORD-OF-RIGHTS AND SETTLEMENT OF 
LAND-REVENUE. 

P::.wor to 105. (1) The Provincial Government may make an M.T.B. 101 

:nd~ = order directing that a survey be made and a record-of- (modifiod.) 

o£-nghta. rights be prepared in respect of a local area or estate 
by such officer or such officers as it shall see fit to 
empower in this behalf. 

(2) An order may be made under this section in 
any case in which the Provincial Government thinks 
fit to make such an order, including the following cases 
(namely):-

(a) where the landholder or a large proportion 
of the ryots applies for such an order and 
deposits or gives security for such amount 
for the payment of expenses, as the Provin
cial -Government directs; 

(b) where the preparation of such a record is 
calculated to settle or avert a serious dispute 
existing or likely to arise between the ryots 
and their landholders generally or is re
quired to secure either ryots or landholders 
in enjoyment of their legal rights; and 

(c) where the local area is comprised in or 
constitutes an estate managed by the Gov
ernment or by the Court of Wards. 
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(3) A notification in the official Gazette of an 
order under this section shall be Conclusive evidence 
that the order h11S been duly made. 

M.T.B.108. 106. When an order is made under the last fore-Partlcu1&N 
going section the particulars to be recorded shall in-~ be nco .. 
clude, either witMut or in addition to other 
particulars, all of the following, namely;-

(a) the name of the landholder or landlord; 
(b) the name of the ryot or tenant; 
(c) tbe class to which he belongs, that is to say, 

whether he is a ryot, or a tenant; 
(d) the situation, extent and boundaries of the 

land held by the ryot or tenant as shown by 
the map of the village; 

(e) the land-revenue. or rent payable at the time 
the record is being prepared; 

(I) the mode in which the land-revenue or rent 
has been fixed whether by order of a Collector; 
by contract or otherwise; 

(g) the special conditions and incidents, if any, 
of the tenure. 

M.T.B. 107. 107. On the a pplic:ation of a landholder or if therp Power to. reo 

are more than one landholder, of the registered jointi~!,,*;ii: 
holders and on his or their depositing or giving secu- ... tion of 
rity for the required amount for expenses, the District landholder. 
Collector may, subject to and in accordar.ce with rules 
made in this behalf by the Provincial Government, 
make an order directing an officer or officers to ascertam 
and record the particulars specified in the last fore-
going section WIth respect to the estate or any part 
thereof: 

Provided that when an estate or part of an estate 
has been leased, assigned or mortgaged with posses
sion and a question arises between the landholder and 
such lessee, assignee or mortgagee as to the right to 
make the application, the lessee, as~ignee or mortgagee 
shall be held to be the person entitled to make the 
application. 

loU.B. 108. 108. (1) When the officer preparing the record-of Pnb1i"!'ti~n 
rights has after making such inquiry as he sees fit, :~prel~~ 
completed a preliminary record for the local area, an,d en .... 

estate or part of a estate specified in the order. he ~j:::' of 
shall cause a draft thereof to be locally published in thereto. 

lI.T.B. lOt, 

the prescribed manner, under rules to be framed in 
this behalf by the Provincial Government, for a period 
of two months, and shall receive and hear any objec-
tion which may be made to any entry therein during 
the said period. 

(2) 'No objection shall be entertained by the 
officer to any entry in the renord unless it is made 
within the said period; and after the expiration of 
the said period, the publication of the draft shall be 
conclusive evidence that the record has been duly made . 

. 109. In hearing objections to entries in the record, ~we in 

the officer shall, subject to any rules made from timeo~=i::':! 
to time, in this behalf by the Provincial Government, PJeUminary 

adopt the procedure laid down in this Act for the trial _CL 
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of suits by Collectors, and his decision in every such 
proceedings shall have the force of a decree: 

Provided that when, on an objection to an entry 
in the record a bona fide dispute arises as to the title 
to be recorded as landholder or landlord, or as to the 
right to be recorded as ryot or tenant, or as to a claim 
to have land recorded free of land-revenue or rent
free, the officer shall, and, in any other case in which 
he deems fit, may stay proceedings and refer the objec
tor to the civil court. If the objection does not, within 
thirty days of such order of reference file a suit in 
the civil court to set aside the entry objected to, the 
officer shall proceed to hear and dispose of the objec
tion as if no such dispute had arisen. 

!'f~:!:itl~. 110. W~en all objections to the preliminary record M.T.B. 110 
aord. have been dIsposed of, the officer shall frame the final 

record and shall cause it to be published in the pre
scribed manner under rules to be framed in this behalf 
by the Provincial Government, and the publicatIon 
shall be conclusive evidence that the record has been 
duly made under this chapter. The entries published 
shall be presumed to be correct until the coIitrary is 
proved: 

Bettlem ... ' 
01 land. 

Provided that when it appears to the officer that 
undue delay will be caused by deferring publication 
of the final record until all suits and appeals on objec
tions to the preliminary record have been decided, the 
officer may first publish a final record of the cases in 
which no such suits and appeals have been filed and 
may thereafter publish. from time to time, supple
mentary final records of the cases in which such suits 
and appeals have been filed. 

111. (1) When. in any proceeding under thisM.~Bfi.!lJ 
chapter, either the landholder or the ryot applies for(~1 ). 
a settlement of land-revenue on lands for which no 
permanent pattas are granted. or when it appears that 
a ryot is holdin~ land in excess of or less than that for 
which he is paymg land-revenue. or when land-revenue 
is admittedly payable but a dispute arises as to the 
amount or rate of land-revenue payable, the officer 
shall settle a fair and equitable land-revenue in res-
pect of the land held by the ryot. 

(2) In settling land-revenue, under this section, 
the officer shall presume, until the contrary is proved, 
that the land-revenue fixed in perpetuity at the Perma
nent Settlement is fair and equitable and shall have 
regard to the rules laid down in this Act for the 
gUIdance of Collectors in deciding disputes regarding 
rates of land-revenue. 

Appeala 112. (I) The Provincial Government shall appoint M.T.,t liS 
~':::::. of d~::: one or more persons to be a Special Collector or Special (mro ed). 

~ ... prop ... Collectors for the purpose of hearing appeals from 
::r!rf:h~~- the decisions of officers under this Chapter. 

(2) An appeal shall lie to the Special Collector 
from the decision of an officer under this chapter: and 
the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure shall, 
as nearly as may be, apply to all such appeals. 
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H.T.B. 118. 113. When any land-revenue is settled under this Time fro';' 
c~apter the settlement shall take effect from the begin- ;;;:~~ho~~~4: 
nlDg of the revenue year next after the publication of reVenue is 

the final record and s~ll:ll not thereafter be changed :r.:::." 
ex~pt under the provlslOns of rules (iv) and (v) of 

K.T.B.114. 

ILT.II-UO. 

sectIon 16. ' • 

114. When an order has been made under sectionStayof pro. 
105- ceediogs 

during pre-
(1) no Collector shall, until the publication of ""ratioD of 

the final record, entertain a suit or application record. 
for the alteration of the land-revenue, and no 
civil court shall until the publication of the 
final record entertain a suit or application for 
the determination of the status, of any ryot in 
the area or estate to which the order applies; 
and 

(2) the Board for Revenue Cases or the High 
Court may, if it thinks fit, transfer to the 
officer preparing the record any proceedings 
pending before a L:ollector or in a civil court 
for the alteration of any such land-revenue or 
for the determination of any of the matters 
specified or referred to in section 106. 

115. When an order is made under this chapter, E"Pens~. of 

the expenses incurred bY' the Government in carrying ~~:7dJoge 
out the provisions of thIS chapter in any local area or chapte •• 

estate, or such part of those expenses as the local Gov-
ernment may direct, shall be defrayed by the land-
holders and ryots in that local area or estate in such 
proportions as the Provincial Government having 
regard to all the circumstances of each case, may deter-
mine; and the proportion of those expenses SQ to be 
defrayed by any person shall be recoverable by the 
Government from him as if it were an arrear of revenue 
due by him. 

• CHAPTER XV . 

RECORD OF LANDHOLDER'S PRIVATE LAND. 

116. Nothing in Chapter III confer a right of Saving .. to 
occupancy in, and nothing in Chapter 1V shall apply ~~::::der'. 
to a landholder's private lands known as kambattam, lands. 

khas, seri, pannai, and the like. 
ILT.B.II7. 117. The Provincial Government may, from timePowe. to 

to time, make an order directing such officer or officers;;~r'":'.:z 
8S it shall see fit to empower in this behalf to make a uf land· 

survey and a record of all the lands in a specified ~~;~:~. 
locsl area, which are a landholder's private landsl .... ds. 

within the meaning of 'the last foregoing section. 
M.T.B. 118. 118. In the case of any land alleged to be a land-!'...... t~ 

h I·· f hId" cord pn. holder's private land, on t e app lcatlOn 0 t e an - v ... e Ian<l on 
holder or of any ryot claiming the land and on his :rr.'!'dl!!.'ld.. 
'depositing the required a.mdunt for ~xpenses, the or ryo •. 
District Collector mav subject to and In accordance 
with rules made in thiS behalf by the Provincial Gov
ernments, direct an officer to ascertain and recor-d 
whether the land is or is not a landholder's private 
land. 

OOK. B. PAll~ 1-80 
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to_are. 119. When an officer proceeds under either of the M.T.B.1l9. 
for recording 1 t f . . h . . f . 
private two as oregomg sectlOns, t e provIsions 0 sectlOns 
laud. 108 to 110 both inclusive, and section 112 shall apply. 

Rule. . for 120. (1) The officer preparing the record shall M.T.B. 120. :=. of record as the landholder's private land-
la.ndholder'. (a) land which is proved to have been culti-private 
.""'d. vated as kamb:i,ttam, khas, seri or pannai by 

the landholder himself with his own stock 
or by his own servants or by hired labour 
for twelve continuous years immediately 
before the date of the commencement of this ~ 
Act; and 

(b) cultivated land which is recognized by 
village usage as landholder's kambattam, 
khas, seri or pannai; and 

(2) In determining whether any other land ought 
to be recorded as a landholder's private land, the 
officer shall have regard to local custom, and to the 
question: whether the land was, before the 

, specifically let as his private land, and to any 
other evidence that may be produced; but shall presume 
that the land is not a landholder's private land until 
the contrary is shown. 

(3) If any question arises in a civil court as to . 
whether certain land is or is not a landholder's private 
land, the court shall have regard to the rules laid down 
in this section for the guidance of officers preparing 
records of landholder's private lands. 

CHAPTERXVL 

JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE. 

S't~ :o~ 121. (1) The following suits shall be heard andH.T.B.121. 
~u:'to~ determined by the Collector sitting as a revenue court 
oitting ao a and no civil court shall take cognizance thereof:-",venue 
coUrt. (a) Suit regarding rates of land-revenue pay-

able by ryots (16). 
(b) Suit for the recovery of arrears of land

revenue (40). 
(c) Suit under contracts for paymll"D.t of land

revenue (17). 
(d) Suit for reduction of land-revenue [(16) 

(v)]. 
(e) Suit for penalty for withholding receipt 

(22). 
(I) Suit to obtain a. patta (36). 
(g) Suit t6 enforce acceptance of a patta (37 

and 38). 
(h) Suit by ryot to set aside distress (57). 
(t) Suit by ryot for damage for irregular exces

sive or wrongful distress (64 and 71). 
0) Suit to set aside notice of intention to sell 

holding (75). 
(k) Suit for penalty for illegal cess (94). 
(l) Suit in relation to entry in preliminary 

recq"rd (108). 
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(m) Suit for ejectment of trespasser (137). 
(n) Suit for damages not otherwise provided 

(145). 

• 

(2) In all the cases mentioned in the last preced-Ap~ aDd 

ing sub-section the, Q.ecree of the revenue court shall ~ in 
be subject to appeal to the District Collector, and a th~to. .bove 
further appeal shall lie from-the District Collector to 8W 

the Board for Revenue Cases in those cases in which 
the District Collector gives leave t.D appeal. 

,(3) The decision of the Special Tribunal shall =~.. '" 
be final. Tribunal 

(4) (a) The Provincial Government shall consti
tute a tribunal called " The Board for Revenue Cases " 
which shall be the final appellate and revisional court 
in all cases and other proceedings arising under this 
Act. 

(b) The Board for Revenue Cases shall consist 
of a president, and the Provincial Government may 
appoint thereto Commissioners not exceeding three in 
number. 

-(0) The Board shall be a body corporate and 
shall have perpetual succession and common seal. 

(d) The President of the Board shall be 
(i) an advocate or pleader of not less than 

fifteen years' standing; or 
(ii) a person having held judicial office not 

inferior to that of a District Judge or the 
Chief Judge of the Court of Small Causes 
at Madras; or 

(iii) a person who has been a Commissioner 
of the Board for Revenue Cases for at least 
two years. 

(e) A Commissioner of the Board for Revenue 
Cases shall be-

,(i) a person having been a pleader or advo
cate of not less than ten years' standing; 
or 

(ii) a person having held judicial office not 
inferior to that of a Subordinate Judge 
or of a Judge of the Court of Small Causes 
at Madras; or 

(iii) a person having held office for at least 
five years as a Collector under this Act. 

(5) The Provincial Government mar authorize 
a Commissioner to discharge the duties 0 the Presi
dent . 

. (6) No act of the Board foz" Revenue Cases shall 
he deemed to be invalid by reason of absence on leave 
of the President or of a Commissioner or by reason of 
a vacancy in the office of the President. 

(7) (a) Every Commissioner of the Board other 
than the President shall be entitled to hold office for 
t.hree years from the date of his appointment. 

(b) The President shall be entitled to hold 
nffice for six years from the date of his appointment: 

• 

flnsl. 
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Provided that if on the date of his appoint
ment as President he is a Commissioner, he shall be 
entitled to hold office as President only up to the 
expiry of his term as Commissioner. 

(0) An out-going President or Commissioner 
shall, if otherwise qualified, be eligible for re-appoint~ 
ment. 

(8) The President and every Commissioner shallN ...... 
devote his whole time and attention to the duties of his 
office and shall not, without leave of the Provincial 
Government, engage in any other profession. trade or 
business or stand for election or be appointed as a 
member of a local body. 

(9) (a) The President and other Commissioners N .... 
shall each receive such salary as the Provincial Govern
ment may fix. 

(b) The Provincial Government may make 
rules prescribing the travelling and other allowances 
to be paid to the President and each of the Commis
sioners and regulating the conditions of their service 
generally. 

(10) The headquarters of the Board shall be atN .... 
Madras. The Provincial Government may authorize 
the President and the Commissioners to travel outside 
the City of Madras for disposal of work. 

(11) The Board shall hear and decide SUchN .... 
appeals and revision petitions as would lie to it under 
the provisions of this Act and of the schedules thereto. 

(12) The Board shall have general superintend-N .... 
ence over all revenue and rent courts exercising juris
diction under this Act. 

(13) The Provincial Government may make rules New. 
prescribing the procedure to be followed for the dis-· 
posal of the work in the Board and in courts subordi
nate thereto. 

(14) Subject to the control of the Provincial New. 
Government and to such rules as Provincial Govern
ment may make---

(a) the President may from time to time deter
mine the number. designation, grades, and 
scales of salary 'or other remuneration of the 
officers and servants of the Board; and 

(b) the President shall have power to appoint 
and transfer such officers and servants. and 
may fine, reduce or suspend them or remove 
or dismiss them for carelessness, unfitness, 
neglect of duty, misconduct. breach of rules 
or ~iscipline or other sufficient cause [or 

(0) to reccmmend that the term of their 
service may be exte~ded.] 

(15) (i) A District Collector or Collector hearing New. 
suits or applications specified in this Act and in the 
schedule thereto and the Board for Revenue Cases 
exercising appellate or revisional jurisdiction tbere
from shall hear and determine such suits or applica
tions or exercise such jurisdiction as a revenue court. 
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N.... No civil couxt in the exercise of its original 
jurisdiction shall take cognizance of any dispute or 
matter in respect of which such suit or apphcations 
might be brought or made. 

New. 

Now. 

New. 

Now. 

N .... 

(ii) Decrees and orders passed in the suits and 
applications referred' 'to in sub-section (1) shall be 
subject to appeal as provided in the schedule. 

(iii) The decision of a revenue court or of an 
appellate or revisional authority in any suit or proceed
ing under this Act on a matter falling within the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the revenue court shall be 
final and shall be binding on the parties thereto and 
persons claiming under them, in any suit or proceeding 
In a civil couxt in which such matter may be in issue 
between them. 

(iv) The decision of a civil court on any matter 
falling within its jurisdiction shall be binding on the 
parties thereto and persons claiming under them in 
any suit or proceeding before a revenue court or an 
appellate or revisional authority in which such matter 
may be in issue between them. • 

(16) The period of limitation for an appeal or 
revision to the Board for Revenue Cases shall be sixty 
days. 

(17) The provisions of the Code of Civil Proce-
dure, 1908, in so far as they are not inconsistent with 
the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder, 
shaH apply to suits, applications, appeals or other 
proceedings under this Act. 

A revenue court may award costs to any party 
in any proceeding under this Act. 

(18) A decree or order for payment of money 
passed by a revenue court may be transferred to a 
civil court for execution. 

(19) (i) The District Collector may, by written 
order, distribute in such manner as appears fit any 
business co~nizable under this Act by any Collector 
in the distrICt and by like order he may withdraw any 
case pending before such Collector and either dispose 
of it himself or by written order refer it for disposal 
to any other Collector in the district. Where the Dis
trict Collector withdraws to his own file and disposes 
of any case or ~roceeding before a Collector, the order 
passed by the District Collector in any such suit or 
proceeding shall be deemed to be the order of the 
Collector for purposes of appeal or revision. 

(ii) The Board for Reven"ue Cases shall have 
the like powers of distribution, withdrawal and 
reference in respect of all District Collectors and, not
withstanding any order of the District Collector passed 
under sub-section (1) in respect of Collectors subordi
nate to him. 

(20) The Board for Revenue Cases may call for 
the record of any proceeding before a Collector from 
whose decision no appeal lies, if such officer appears 

COI4. B. PART 1-81 
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to have exercised a jurisdiction not vested in him by 
law, or to have failed to exercise a jurisdiction so 
vested, or while acting in the exercise of his jurisdic
tion to have contravened some express provision of law 
affectin~ the decision on the merits, where such con
traventlOn has produced a serious miscarriage of 
justice; and the Board for Revenue Cases may after 
hearing the parties, if they attend, pass such order 
as seems fit. 

(21) The Provincial Government may invest any 
person with all or any of the powers of a Collector, 
for any local area, in respect of all or any classes of 
original suits or proceedings instituted under this Act 
and may withdraw such powers, and the decisions 
passed by such person shall be subject to appeal and 
revision as if they were the decisions of the Collector 
who would have taken cognizance of the suits or pro
ceedings if such person had not been so invested. 

(22) The Provincial Government may appoint an 
officer, in addition to the District Collector, to exercise 
Jl:ll or any of the powers of a District Collector under 
this Act. 

(23) In the scheduled districts of Vizagapatam 
and Godavari, the Government Agent shall, for pur
poses of this Act, be the District Collector and the 
Assistant Agents in these districts shall for the same 
purpose be Collectors. 

(24) (i) NI suits, applications or proceedings 
cognizable by it Collector under this Act shall be 
brought, made or taken in the revenue division in 
which the holding or any portion of the holding, in 
connexion with which the suit is brought, the appli
cation is made or the proceedings are taken is situated. 

(ii) Subject to the orders of a District Collec
tor, a Collector may sit for the disposal of suits, 
applications and proceedings under this Act in any 
place within the district. 

(25) Subject to the next following section, every 
suit instituted, appeal presented and application made 
after the period of limitation specified therefor in this 
Act shall be dismissed, although limitation has not 
been set up a defence. 

(26) Subject to the provisions contained in the 
abovementioned section, the provisions of the Indian 
Limitation Act, 1908, except sections 6, 7, 8, 9, 19 
and 20 shall apply to all suits, appeals and applica
tions mentioned in the abovesaid section. 

(27) (i) Any person deeming himself aggrieved 

(a) by any proceeding taken under the 
colour of this Act or the rules framed 
thereunder, or 

(b) by neglect or breach of any of its provi
sions or the rules, shall be at liberty to 
seek redress by filing a suit for damages 
before the Collector. 

NeW'_ 

New. 

New,· 

NeW'. 

, 
New. 

New. 

New. 
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(ii) Provided always that any person who files 
a suit for damages under sub-section (1) shall not be 
entitled to file a suit in respect of the same cause of 
action before a civil court. 

(28) (i) AIly act, appearance or application 
before the Board for Revenue Cases, or any District 
Collector, or Collector or officer which is required or 
autlwrized by this Act to be made or done by a land
holder, may be made or done also by an agent 
empowered in this behalf by a written authority under 
the hand of such landholder. 

(ii) Every notice required by this Act to be 
served on or given to a landholder shall, if served on 
or given to an agent empowered as aforesaid to accept 
service of or receive the same on behalf of the land
holder, be as efiectual for the purposes of this Act 
as if it had been served on or given to the landholder 
in person. 

(iii) Every document required by this Act to 
be signed or certified by a landholder may be si~ned or 
certified by an agent of the landholder authorIzed in 
writing in that behalf. 

M.T.B. 122. 122. (1) The following application shaH be dis- Application 

posed of by the Collector and no civil court shall take t:;.~:-ble 
cognizance thereof: - Colleotor. 

(a) Application to adjust land-revenue where 
the ryot gives notice of intention to mine a 
quarry for profit [(4) (13) (c)]. 

(b) Application for sanction to fix additional 
land-revenue [(16) (iv)J. 

(c) Application for leave to deposit lanrl
revenue (24). 

(d) Application to appraise or divide produce 
(28, 29 and 30). 

(e) Application to file patta in the office of Col
lector or other officer (32). 

(f) Application for order to make good damage 
to property distrained (53). 

(g) Application by third party as tf\ produce 
distrained (54). 

(h) Application for order for delivery up of 
property fraudulently distrained (55). 

(ll Application for restoration of distrained 
property (56 and 64). 

(j) Application for order for sale of distrained 
property (57). 

(k) Application for defaulting ryot to set 
aside sale of holding (83). 

(l) Application for warrant for taking posses
sion of premises (100). 

(m) Application for extension of time for 
taking possession (101). 

(2) Except as otherwise provided in this section, Order of th. 

the order of the Collector on any application men- ~~:to;Ub-
tioned in sub-section (1) shall be final. &::'.t" (1) 
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Ezception. 

Disposal 01 
appliootion 
regal ding 
repair of 
bTigation 
works. 

(3) In the following cases the order of the Col
lector shall be subject to appeal to the District 
Collector whose decision shall be final: - . 

(a) Application to adjust land-revenue [4 (13) 
(c)J. 

(b) Application for sanction to fix additional 
land-revenue [16 (iv)]. 

(c) Application to appraise or divide produce 
(28, 29 and 30). 

(d) Application by defaulting ryot to set aside 
sale (83). . 

(e) Application for warrant for taking posses-
sion of premises (100). . 

(4) Any application under the provisions of this 
Act in relation to the repair of irrigation works shall 
be disposed of by the District Collector, and an appeal 
shall lie from any order made by him on any such appli
cation to the Board for Revenue Cases, and the deci" 
sion of the Board for Revenue Cases shall be final. 

DIsposal of (5) Any application under the provisipns of this 
applioatioDa 
regarding Act in relation to the preparation of the record of 
Pf'1.arationd rights shall be made to the Special Collector appointed 
~f ~h':..oor by the Government, and an appeal shall lie to the 

Board for Revenue Cases from any decision of the 
Special Collector in respect of the settlement of land
revenue, but in no other case. 

Limitation 123. The period of limitation for an appeal under M.T.B. 123 
~'::'dorappea.ls the last two foregoing sections shall run from the date (modilled) • 

.. etion. UI of the order or decree appealed against, and shall be 
and 122. as follows: that is to say:-

(a) When the appeal lies to the District Collector 
.-Thirty days. 

(b) When the appeal lies to the Board for 
Revenue Cases-Sixty days. 

Superinten- 124. (1) The general superintendence and control M.T.B. 12~ 
~::'1 :vn.:! over all other Revenue officers and revenue courts shall (mo<illied). 

Rpvenue d be vested in, and all such officers and courts shall be 
::'~~~';:'e an subordinate to, the Board for Revenue Cases. 
oourl.. (2) For the purpose of this Act, subject to the 

general superintendence and control of the Board for 
Revenue Cases, a District Collector shall control all 
other Revenue officers and revenue courts in his dis
trict. 

Power to 
distribute 
buain88!ll, 
and with .. 
draw and 
tranaf81' 

Power to 
oaU for ex_ 
amine and 
revise pro .. 
ceedinga of 
Revenue 
offic. n and 
I'8venUI) 

aourta. 

125 . .(1) The Board for Revenue Cases or the Dis- f·~~1> 
trict Collector may by written order distribute busi- m • 

ness in such manner as it or he thinks fit, to any 
Collector or revenue court under its or his control. 

(2) The Board for Revenue Cases or a District 
Collector may withdraw any case pending before any 
\::ollector or revenue court under its or his control, and 
either dispose of it itself or himself, or by written 
order refer it for the disposal to any other Collector or 
revenue court under its or his control. 

126. (1) The Board for Revenue Cases may at any M.T.B.12& 

time call for the record of any case pending before, or (m"""jed). 

disposed of by, any Revenue officer or revenue court 
subordinate to it. 
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M.T.B.12S 
(modified). 

M.T.B.I!e. 

(2) A District Collector may call for the record 
of any case pending before, or disposed of by, any 
Revenue officer or revenue court under his control. 

(3) If in any case in which a District Collector 
has called for a record,. he is of opinion that the pro
ceedings taken or the order or decree made should be 
modified or reversed, he shall submit the record with 
his opinion on the case for the orders of the Board fur 
Revenue Cases. 

(4) If after examining a record called for by 
itself under sub-section (1) or submitted to it under 
sub-section (3) the Board for Revenue Cases is of opi
nion that it is inexpedient to interfere with the pro
ceedings or the order or. decree, it shall pass an order 
accordingly. 

(5) If after examining the record, the Board for 
Revenue Cases is of opinion that it is expedient to 
lnterfere with the proceedings or the order to decree 
on any ground on which the High Court in the exer
cise of its revisional jurisdiction may under the law 
for the time being in force interfere with the proceed
ings or an order or decree of a civil court, it shall fix 
a day for hearing the case, and may, on that or any 
subsequent day to which it may adjourn the hearing 
or which it may appoint in this behalf pass such order 
as it thinks fit in the case. 

(6) Except when the Board for Revenue Cases 
fixes under sub-section (5) a day for hearing the case, 
no party has any right to be heard before the Board 
for Revenue Cases when exercising its powers under 
this section. 

127. Any case or proceeding pending before thepoworto 
Board for Revenue t::ases or before any revenue court rere. a :::

may, if the Board for Revenue Cases deems it advis-f~:r: th; 
able for reasons to be recorded be referred by the Board de:;i.ion r°tb 
for Revenue Cases for the decision of or orders of the ffigO;:c~urt. 
High Court. 

128. The Provincial Government may invest any Power to 
Revenue or Judicial officer with all or any of the powers ~ 
of a Collector, to be exclusively exercised within any Judic~:f or 
local area, in respect of all or any classes of ori~inal ollloor ~th 
suits or proceedings instituted under tbis Act, and may ~~ii!,':or. 
withdraw such powers, and the decisions passed by 
such Revenue or Judicial officer shall be subject to 
appeal as if they were the decisions of the Collector 
who would have taken cognizance of the suits or pro
ceedings if the Revenue or Judicial Officer had not been 
so invested. 

129. (1) The cause of action in all suits triable by J .. i.dict. ... 
civil courts between landholder and ryot or landlord ill proceed. 
and tenant as such shall, for the purposes of the Code ~ Wlcior 
of Civil Procedure, be deemed to have arisen within t.he 
local limits of the jurisdiction of the civil court which 
would have jurisdiction to entertain a suit for the 
possession of the holding in connexion with which the 
suit is brought. 

COil. B. PART I~2 
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, (2) When a suit is triable by a Collector, the 
cause of action shall be deemed to have arisen in the 
revenue division of the district where the land is 
situated. 

, 130. Plaintiffs and defendants shall be allowed ~ M.T.B. 130. 
employ a relative, a servant or other authorized agent 
to act in their behalf in suits brought before Collectors 
Under this Act. 

, 131. Every Collector shall keep a register, In- the M.T.B. 131. 
following form, of the suits heard and decided by , 
him;-' , '-

'Nu",:ber of 1 p.te of Abstraot of Abstract of !nate' and abstract 
~ SUIt •• plaint. plaint. dar........ _ or judgment. ' 

I 

p';.~":,, in 132. The trial of suits by Collectors under this Act M.T.B. 132 
~llecto:;~ and the publication of reports of case finally decided (mo<illled). 

shall be regulated by rules consistent, with this Act, 
which the Provincial Government is hereby empowered 
to make and by the fo1l9wing provisions ;-

(i) A date shall be fixed for the hearing of the 
suit, and the same shall be notified to the 
parties, who shall be entitled to be heard, ill. 
person or by agent, and the summons shall be 
for final disposal unless the Collector" for 
reasons to be recorded, otherwise orders. 

(ii) The parties shall be entitled to produce 
witnesses and to demand that any person whose 
evidence they require, shall be summoned as 
a witness, and the officer trying the suit shall 
comply with such _ demand unless for reasons 
to be r~rded, he considers it unnecessary to 
do so. 

- - ' 

(iii) The officer trying the suit shall record with 
his own hand, in English, a memorandum con
taining the material portions of the evidence 
and he shall record, either in the same way 
or by dictation to a shorthand-writer, whose 
transcript he shall col,'rect where necessary and 
sign, his decision and the reasons therefor. 

(iv) No judgment of a Collector under this Act 
shall be set aside for want of form or for 
irre~ularity in the procedure, but upon' the 

, merits only. ' 

(v) In eve!7 decree or order passed in any suit 
under thiS Act, the Collector shall have full 
power to give and apportion costs of the suits 
or application in any manner he thinks fit, 
and he shall direct by whom the costs of each 
party are to be paid an~ whether in whole or 
m what part or proportlOn. 
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"M.T.B. 138 
. (modilled). 

(vi) Subject to rules to be ma.de by the Provincial 
Government under this Act and to the provi
sions of this Act, the Code of Civil Procedure 
in so far as.it may be applicable shall apply to 
all suits tried, 2Y Collectors under this Act. 

133. (1) In any suit for land-revenue or rent Payment of 

or in any proceeding under this Act to recover land-::'iteci 
revenUe or rent if a ryot admits that money is due from ~~ duo to 
him on account of land-revenue or rent, but pleads person. 
that it is due not to the plaintiff or applicant but. to 
a third person, the revenue court or Collector, as the 
case may be, shall, except for special reasons to be 
recorded in writing, refuse to take cognizance of the 
plea unless the ryot or the tenant pays into the revenue 
court or the office of the Collector the amount so 
admitted to be due. 

(2) Where such a payment is made, the revenue 
court or Collector shall forthwith cause notice of the 
payment to be served on the third person. 

(3) Unless the third person, within three months 
from the receipt of the notice, institutes a suit before 
the Collector against the plaintiff and therein obtains 
an order restraining payment out of the money, it 
shall be paid out to the plaintiff on his application. 

(4) Nothing in this section shall affect the right 
of any person to recover from the plaintiff money paid 
to him under sub-section (3). 

14.T.B. 134. 134. In any suit for land-r.evenue or in any pro- PAymont of' 

ceeding under this Act to recover land-revenue if a =~~ to 
ryot admits that money is due from him to the plaintiff be duo to 
or applicant on account of land-revenue hut . pleads landholder. 

that the amount claimed is in excess of the amount 
due, the' revenue court or Collector, as the case may 
be, shall, except for special reasons to be recorded in 
writing refuse to take cognizance of the plea unless 
the ryot pays into such court or office the amount so 
admitted to be due. 

14.T.B. 18&. 135. When a ryot is liable to pay money into the Provision ... 
revenue court or office of the Collector under either of tOf po-

t
. entof 

h I f . . 'f h C II 0 por Ion t east two oregomg secbons, 1 suc court or 0 ec- money. 
tor thinks that there are sufficient reasons for so 
doing, the revenue court. or Collector may take cogni-
zance of the ryots plea on his paying such rea,sonable 
portion of the money as the revenue court or Collector 
directs. 

M.T.B. 1880 136. When a ryot pays money under either of the Courb or 

said sections, the revenue court or Collector shall Eive ~~::.~r 
the ryot a receipt, and the receipt so given shall operate """'ipt. 

as an acquittance in the same manner and to the same 
extent as if it had been given by the plaintiff, the appli-
cant or the third person, as the case may be. 

14.T.B.I87. 137. When a plaintiff institutes a suit in a revenue Power of 

court for the ejectment of a trespasser, he may, if he~~""tor:; 
thinks fit, claim an alternative relief. that the defen- .fl:''d:a 

dant be declared liable to pay for the land in his 'i::nu~.AO 
possession a fair and equitable rate of land-revenue to:" ~::.:::. .• 
be determined by the Collector; and the Collector may~' 
grant such relief a!X."ordingly. . 
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CHAPTER XVII. 
CONTRACT AND CUSTOM. 

:;:t con· 138. A ~ollector or court shall not recognize any M. T.B. 138-
Ih"Ub" contract relted upon by ~ landholder under this Act(modilled). 
~':Fc::li! •. for enhancing the land-revenue, or for reducing it. 
tor or court. 

139. (1) Nothing in any contract between a land- M.T.B. 1311.. 
holder ana a ryot made before or after the passing of 

R .. tri.ti.... thiR ACt--,) hall b' . h . . . f 
on "".lulion a s ar ill perpetuity t e acqUIsitIOn 0 
of A.t by an occupancy right in land or 
"groomeDt. (b) h 11 k . ' . h . s a ta e away In occupancy ng t In 

Hume.-. 

Saving of 
oustom. 

existence at the date of the contract, or 
,(c) shall entitle a landholder to evict a ryot 

otherwise than in accordance with the provi
sions of this Act, or, 

(d) shall take away or limit the right of a ryot 
to make improvements. 

(2) Nothing in any contract made betweeen a 
landlord and a ryot since the and 
before the shall prevent a 
ryot from acquiring in accordance with this Act an 
occupancy right in land. 

(3) Nothing in any contract made between a 
landholder and a ryot after the 
shall-

(a) prevent a ryot from acquiring an occu
pancy right in land; 

(b) take away or limit the right of a ryot to 
use land as provided by section 4 (11) of this 
Act; 

(c) take away the right of a tenant to surren
der his holding or part of his holding in 
accordance with section 95; 

(d) take away the right of a tenant to transfer 
or to bequeath his holding or part of his 
holding in accordance with any law or 
custom to which he is subject; and 

(e) affect the provisions of section 20 relating 
to interest payable on arrears of land
revenue. 

140. When a ryot holds his dwelling-house, withM.T.B. 140~ 
cattle-sheds and other appurtenances necessary 01' con
venient for the purpose of agriculture, otherwise than 
as part of his holding as a ryot, the incidents of his 
tenure of the same shall be regulated by local custom 
or usage and, subject to local custom or usage, by the 
provisions of this Act. 

141. Nothing in this Act shall affect any customM.T.B. I". 
usage or customary right not inconsistent with, or not 
expressly or by necessary implication modified or 
abolished by, its provisions. • 

'CHAPTER XVIII. 
LIMITATION. 

LimitAtion 142. (1) The suits and applications specified in M.T.B. l4l~ 
::: 8'j,"d~o., Schedule II annexed to this Act shall be instituted 
u. e e and made within the time prescribed in that schedule 

, 
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for them respectively; and every such suit instituted or 
application made after the period of limitation so 
prescribed shall be dismissed; although limitation has 
not been pleaded. 

(2) Nothing in thiSililection shall revive the right 
to institute any suit or to make any application which 
would have been barred by limitation if it had been 
instituted or made immedIately before the commence
ment of this Act. 

143. (1) Sections 7, 8 and 9 of the Indian Limita-io~t;oDB or 
tion Act, 1877, shall not apply to the suits and appli-r:m:':tioD 
cations mentioned in the last foregoing section. A"'l~o'bl app lea e 

(2) Subject to the provisions of this chapter, theto.ouch 
provisions of the Indian Limitation Act, 1877, shall oUlio, etc. 
apply to all suits, appeals and applications mentioned 
in the last foregoing section. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

SWPLEMENTAL. 

Pe:1U1,lties. 

II.T.B. 1"- 144. (1) If any person otherwise than in accordance P.n~ltieo 
with this Act or some other enactment for the time ~~~l~:!o. 
being in. force- with pro· 

(a) distrains or attempts to distrain the pro- duo •. 
duce of a ryot's or a tenant's holding; or 

(b) resists a distraint du1y made under this 
Act, or forcibly or clandestinely removes any 
produce duly distrained under this Act; or 

-(c) except with the authority or consent of the 
ryot or tenant, prevents or attempts to pre
vent the reaping, gathering, storing, remov
ing, or otherwise dealing with any produce 
of a holding: 

he shall be liable to imprisonment of either description 
for aterm which may extend to three months or to fine 
which may extend to five hundred rupees, or to both. 

(2) Any person who within the meaning of the 
Indian Penal Code, abets the doing of any act men
tioned in sub-section (1) shall be deemed to have abetted 
-an ofience within the meaning of that Code. 

(3) Persons entering the apartments of women 
or forcing open the outdoors of dwelling-houses con
trary to the provisions of this Act shall be deemed to 
have committed house trespass within the meaning of 
the Indian Penal Code. 

GeneraZ Right of Suit. 

M.T.n.l44. 145. (1) No person deeming himself aggrieved, (a) General 
by any proceedings taken under colour of this Act, orriflht:f 

I f b hf f · .. Iwl.or (b) by neg ect 0 or reac 0 any 0 Its prOVISIOns, cIa_. 
shall be at liberty to seek redress by filing a suit for 
damages before the Collector. 

_ (2) This section shall not be .deemed to give any 
ri~ht of action in a civil court in any case coming 
Within the jurisdiction of this Act. 

OOK. B. PART 1-83 
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Power of 
landlord to 
aot through 
agent. 

.Joint land
lords to act 
-collectively 
Or by com
mon agent. 

. . 

A gents of Landlords. 

146. (1) Any appearance, application or act; before, JU.B. I.,. 
or to any revenue court, Collector or officer, required 
or authorized by this Act to be made or done by a 
landlord, may, unless such court, Collector or officer 
otherwise directs, be made or done also by an agent 
empowered in this behalf by a written authority under 
the hand of the landlord. 

(2) Every notice required by this Act to be served 
on or given to a landlord shall, if served on or given 
to an agent empowered as aforesaid to accept service 
of or receive the same on behalf of the landlord, be as 
effectual for the purposes of this Act as if it had been 
served on or given to the landlord in person. 

(3) Every document required by this Act to be 
signed or certified by a landlord, except an instru
ment appointing or authorizing a;n agent, may be 
signed or certified by an agent of the landlord autho-
rized in writing in that behalf . 

147. Where two or more persons are joint land-M.T.B.147. 
lords, anything which the landlord is under this Act 
required or authorized to do must be done either by 
both or all these persons acting together, or by an 
agent authorized to act on behalf of both or all of them. 

Sa'IJing of land re'IJenue or rent enhanced during 
publication of Act. 

!rn:l!::::'~n 148. No enhancement of land revenue or rent. m~de M.T.B. 148. 
men~ d~"II or agreed to and the date of commencemep.t of this Act . 
~fl~,,:tlon shall be valid or binding on any ryot. 

Publication of Rules under Act. 
"Rul .. to be 149. Wherever power is expressed to be given tOM.T.B. IAII. 

=o~tor the Provincial Government to make rules under this 
publication. Act, such power is given subject to the condition of the 

rules being made after previous pUblication. 

Delegation of Pou'V!rs. 

Delegation 150. The Provincial Government may delegate toM.T.B. 100. 
~.!~;f:to the Board for Revenue Dases all or any of its powers 
ReveJ\ue under this Act save and except the powers specified in 
........ the next following section and in sections 1, 3 (2), 105, 

112, 117 and 128. 
Inveetlture 

of ofllosr 
-with pOW81'8 
of District 
.colleo1lur. 

151. The Provincial Government may from time toM.T.B.151. 
time appoint an officer to exercise in addition to the 
District Collector all or any of the powers of the 
District Collector under this Act. 

152. (a) Whenever a holding or any portion there
of is transferred or whenever the same devolves by 
operation of law, the landholder shall be bound·to 
recognize such transfer or devolution a~d if neces
sary, enter into a fresh engagement or engagements. 

(b) The Provincial Government may make rules 
for carrying out the provisions of sub-section (a). 
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153. When any landholder transfers the whole or a 
portioD, of his estate or land, or when any estate or 
land is partitioned among co-sharers, the landholder 
and the transferee or co-sharer, as the case may be, 
shall give notice of SUdl transfer or :partition, by 
publication in the District Gazette and m such other 
manner as the Provincial Government may by rule 
direct, to the ryots as the case may be in occupation 
of the land transferred or partitioned, and unless 
and until such notice is given, no ryot shall be liable 
to the transferee or co-sharer for any land-revenue 
which became due after the transfer or partition and 
was paid to the landholder before notice of such 
transfer or partition was given to the ryot, and all 
proceedings against the landholder taken by any of 
the ryots to whom no such notice was given shall be 
as effectual and binding on the transferee or co-sharer 
a.s if they had been taken in the first instance against 
the transferee or co-sharer himself. 

154. A person who unauthorizedly occupies ryoti 
land which at the time of occupation is not held by 
any ryot, shall be liable to pay for each revenue year 
or portion thereof the land revenue fixed for that land 
or if no land revenue has been fixed, such sum as the 
Collector may on application determine to be fair and 
equitable. 

155. (1) Any person who otherwise than by in
heritance or legal transfer occupies ryoti land in an 
estate and has not been admitted as a ryot by the 
landholder or is not deemed to have been admitted 
as a ryot under the provisions of this Act shall be 
liable to ejectment as a trespasser by suit before a 
Collector. 

(2) Such suit shall be instituted within three 
years from the date of commencement of the occupa
tion. 

(3) In any suit for ejectment under this sec
tion, the landholder shall also be entitled to mesne 
profits at the rates which the Collector may deter
mine in accordance with the provisions of this Act: 

Provided that where the landholder has received 
land revenue for any year, he shall not be entitled to 
mesne profits for that year. 

158. (1) An Application for commutation, enhance
ment, reduction or revision of land revenue may be 
made against or by any number of ryots collectively: 

Provided that all such ryots are ryots of the same 
landholder and that all the holdings in respect of 
which the application is made are situated in the 
same village and that the ghmnds of commutation 
enhancement, reduction or revision, as the case may 
be, are the same: Provided also that, if it appears 
to the Revenue Court that the application cannot be 
«>nveniently disposed of jointly, the Court may, at 
lUly time before the first hearing of its own motion or 
on the application of any of the parties, or, at any 
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subsequent stage, if the parties agree, order separate 
trials of the application or make such other order as 
may be necessary or expedient. 

(2) No order shall be passed in any application 
·under sub-section (1) affecting the interests of any 
person unless the Court is satisfied that the person 
has had an opportunity of appearing and being heard. 

(3) The order shall specify the extent to which 
each of the ryots is affected thereby. 

157. The Provincial Government may, after pre
vious publication, make rules for the purpose of carry
ing out the provisions of this Act. 

In particular and without prejudice to the genera
iIit& o,f the ,foregoing )provisiOns, the Provincial 
Government may make rules---

(.1) prescribing penalties for violation of any 
provisions of this Act; • 

(2) to regulate the procedure to be followed by 
District Collector and Collectors in the dis
charge of any duty imposed upon them- by Or 
under this Act, and may by such rules confer 
upon any such officer-

(a) any power exercised by a civil court in the 
trial of sllits; 

(b) power to enter upon any land and to sur
vey, demarcate and make a map of the same 
and any power exercisable by any officer 
under the Madras Survey and Boundaries 
Act, .1923; 

(c) power to cut and thresh the crops on any 
land and weigh or measure the produce, 
with a view to estimating the capabilities 

. of the soil; and 

(Ii) power to consolidate applications for pur
poses of joint el)quiry; 

(3) for determining the conditions under which 
ryots may join in a common application under 
st19tion 132. 

(4) prescribing forms and the mode of service of 
notices under this Act where no form or mode 
is prescribed by this or by any other Act; 

(5) as to the procedure to be followed iIi appli
cations under this Act; 

(6) as to the fees, costs and charges to be paid 
under or for the purposes of this Act; 

(7) for the use of threshing floors, cattle-stands, 
village-sites, grazing grounds, hill and forest 
porambokes, beds and bunds of tanks; supply, 
drainage surplus or irrigation channels and 
other lands set apart for communal purposes. 
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(8) for the sale of distrained crops or products 
which are in their nature speedily perishable; 

(9) for the survey of lands, the preparation of 
record-of-rights and of a settlement record 
of shist; .• 

(10) prescribing the form in which registers 
shall be maintained of suits, applications and 
other proceedings disposed of under this Act; 
and 

(11) in all cases in which rules are required to 
be made under the provisions of this Act. 

158. The Provincial Government may make rules 
altering, adding to, or cancelling-

(1) the schedule'or any portion of the schedule 
to this Act. 

(2) All references made in this Act to the afore
said schedule shall be construed as referring 
to such schedule as amended in exercise of the 
powers conferred by sub-section (I). 

Transitory Provisions. 

159. All suits, applications, appeals or other pro
ceedings pending before a Collector, or District Col
lector or the Board of Revenue on the date of the 
commencement of this Act shall be heard and disposed 
of by the Collector, District Collector or the Board of 
Revenue, as the case may be, as if this Act had not 
been 'passed, 

160. Against orders and decrees passed by a 
Collector or District Collector in suits, a.pplications 
or other proceedings after the commencement of this 
Act, appeals and revision petitions shall lie accord
ing to the provisions of this Act. 

1. B. VENKATACHALAM PILLAI. 
2. V. V. JOGIAH. 
S. M. PALLAM RAJU. 
4:. P. S. KUMARASWAMI RAJA. 

·5. B. NARAYANASWAMI NAIDU. 
·6. M. VENKATARAMAYYA APPA 

RAO, 
Zamindar of Mirzapuram • 

• 7. A. RANGASWAMI. 
·8. MAHBOOB ALI BAIG. 
9. T. PRAKASAM, 

Chairman. 
7th Novenlber 1938 • 

• Subjert to a. Minute of dissent. 

COl!. R. PART 1'-a4 
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SCHEDULE n. 
I.uIru.!rJoIl. 

PGrl 1-8...,.. 

, • Period or Umltatioa. 
• Suit regarding .... tea orl .... d .... v ... ue payable 

by ryO'O uDder .... ion (16). 
Suit ror the ltiCOV6.! of &rre8n of land·reveu.ue Three y8ID'B 

UDder II8OtioD (40). 
Suit und ,r contracts for thlt payment. of laDd.. Three yean 

revenue UDder sectiou (17). 
Suit for reduction of land·revenue UDder eeotiOD Three y8lU'8 

16 (v). 
t 8uit rorpenalty ror witbboldiDg ..... ipt UDder 
... tiOIl (22). 

SUIt.., obtain a puttab Ullder aeot.iOIl (36). Three months 

Suit to _foree aoceptanoe of • putt&b under Three months 
aeot.i0D8 (37) alld (38). 

t Suit by .. ryot to _ aaida dis...... uDder 
"."OD (67). 

Suit by ryot for damage for irregular or wrongful Three months 
diatr ... UDClor .ootio ... (71) .... d (78). 

• Suit to 118. Gaide Dotioe of Intention to sen 
boldiDg undar .... iOD (76). 

Suit ror pona1ty for illegal ..... aeo.iOD (114,). Biz mOllth •.. 

• Suit in rel"tion to entry iD preliminary l'fJoord 
under 8OOti0D8 (108) 6Ild (IOD). 

Sun to NdraiD payment of IDODey 11IlCIeJo 
IOOti'D (133). 

• Suit for ejeot.DI8at ot trespasser under aection 
(187). 

8uit for damagea not otherwi. provided for under Thl'ee months 
aeetion (146). 

p,.,., ll-Applicoriono. 

DtMrlptJon of apPllOlUOD. Period of JJmltatloD. 

• Application to ad;"at land·revAue where ryot 
givea notioe of mtention to mina or quarry, 
undor ... tioo' (13) (.). 

• Application for aanotion to 6:.:: additiona1land 
revenue under IIeOtiOll 16 (iv)a 

Application Cor leave to deposit. land-revenue Bis. months •• 
uD.der aeotion (24). 

• Applioation to appraiee or divide produce 1lIlder 
... tiODO (28). (29) and (80). 

• Application to file putt.ah in the ofIlce of Colle.,.. 
\or or other oftl~8Z' under II8OtiOD. (31). 

, 

Application for order to make good damage to Th'N8 months 
property diotrsinod under _tioo (63). 

t ApplicAtion by ·thlrd party as to produos dia
tlMiDed uncittl' l8otioQ, (6'). 

Application for order for delivery up ofproperty Three mootha 
fl'tt.udulelltly conveyed under MOMOD. (65.) 

Applioation for reetoration of diatrained property TIuee months 
under _tiona (66) .ad (66). 

., ApplioatiOll for order for oaIe nr eIiot._ 
property ulld .. _Lion (67). 

t ApplioatiOll by darauitiDg ryot to set aoido salo 
nr holding under .""011 (83) • 

.. Application tor wvnm' fer tating poeaNIiOll 
nr pnm;_ lIIlder _liOD (100) • 

.. Applioalion for eztenai.oD of time for taking 
...,-Ion under _tioo (101) • 
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MINUTES OF DISSENT, 

'. (1) 
mNlJTE 01' DISSENT SlTBMITTED BY Mr. A. RANGASWAMI 

,AYYANGAR" M.L.C. 

With many of the conclusions of the majority report, I gladly agree. But on the 
most important of the questions involved, namely, the question of how the rents should 
be settled. I am unable to agree with the conclusions of the majority and with respect 
'to' some other matters also herein referred to, I am setting forth my recommendations 
which are somewhat different from those embodied in the majority report. 

The basis of the Permanent Settlement, broadly speaking, was, that the land revenue 
payable by the ryot to the Government which was generally being paid by a /Ware of 
the produce of the land was permanently fixed, the money value thereof was also com
'puted at the then: price level and two-~hjrds of the said amount was made payable 00 
the' Government by the zamindaras-peshkash, the balance one-third being retained by 
'him·in 'consideration for his services in eollecting the land revenne, though this one-thrrd 
·w9.sin 'actual practice very much more than a third. Not only !be.,peahkash but also 
·the,l.Qt!fL~enue p~y!,-J»e_bY....thQ_l'¥llt was then permanently fixed, and neither the 
Government ii'ot"lne zamindar was thought competent to increase the revenue- payablll 
:bythe ryot, The zamindar was under no circnmstances entitled to enhance the revenue" 
'Which WllS miscalled rent,payable by the ryot though tbe zamindar -was entitled to· the 
'benefit 'of increased revenue, derived from extended cultivation which he -might bring 
about by assignment ofwnste lands after the Permanent Settlentmt. The 'zamintip,f, 
was further charged with the duty of maintaining the existing irrigation works and con-: 
.tructing new ones, and he was also expected to look to the material and moral welfar.,.: 
of . the ryo\s who were supposed to be placed under his charge. He was' expected to 
'.spend a portion of the revenUe allotted to him in the maintenance of such benevolent 
:wOl'ks. as hospitals, schools, veterinary institutions and, the like for the benefit of, the 
~ot. anll advancement of agriculture ... well a8, for .. prevention and relief of distress 
.limong his tenantry/'.This in short is the basis and scheme of the Permanent Settlement 
and the implications, of the engagement ·with the zamindars. 

The juristic nature of the office of a zamindar under the Permanent Settlement is 
I partly ~at of !I farmer of revenu~, partl)' that ~f a Jlubli~_a~,!,,~nistrator! and ,'par~ly_ th,,:t 
do. prIvate owner, and hence arIse the eorunsmg anGoon/lICtrng theones regardmg the 
p081tion ru!(t lltatus of the zamindar, his powers and dnties. It is, however, clear that 
.the ryot is in no oense a. tenant in the English sense of the word. He does not hold 
hi, land under the zamindar and what he pays is not rent in the English sense but only 
revenue to the State and his position has been approximated by judicial decisions to that I 
'of a co-owner with the zamindar rather than to a tenant under him. 

Coming to the que.tion 'of what is a fair and equitable f'ent, i.e., f'ellenue, we have 
seen that the zamindar who has got his peshkash fixed on the basis of the proportion 
and of, the price level prevailing in 1802 cannot now complain if the same principle is 
..now adopted in respect of the portion of the revenue to be retained by him. That .is 
to SIloY, the ryot is in justice and equity bound to pay not more than the share of the 
produce he was paying just before the Permanent Settlement computed at the then pre
vailing rates of prices, on a calculation of which the peshkash had been fixed. This is 
the recommendation of the majority of us. 

This mode of settling rente may be said to be correct from a purely theoretical 
point of view and the zamindars may not possibly mise the objection that any rights 
created under the Permanent Settlement are sought to be altered. But from a practical 
point of view, several difficulties are bonnd to occur. In working out the aforeoaid prin
ciple. the difficulties 'of the Settlement Officer wi\l be great and numerous; the method 
of settlement is new and unfamiliar. A wide exercise of his discretion wi\l be inevitable 
much to the prejudice of the ignorant and poor ryot who has no reaources or materials 
to check the vagaries of the officer. On the other hand the officers of the- Settlement ( 
department have evolved definite and well-defined principles for ryotwari settlement. 
:rhe ordinary ryot alsQ knows the adjacent ryotwari rates and he cannot be much deceived 
in the proceas of the settlement. , None of the large number of witnesses examined before 
us on. behalf pfthe ryots urged this position taken by the majority report, viz., the 1802 
principle, .nor was it suggested to.any of the witnesses for the landlord or the ryot and 
nOt a whisper of this idea is found in any of the innDnlerable memoranda filed before, us. 
There is no evidence as to how thio method will Ilffoot the ryots or the zamindars. We 
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have to take note of facts as they now exist and deal with them under present-day con
ditions. Over a century has elapsed after the Permanent Settlement and we are' not 
dealing with the original parties; sales and purchases of zamins and kudi warams have 
been going on, on foot of varying rates. 

For another reason also I am not able to accept the report of the majority of ua. 
on this point. The people of India have always been maintaining that the Permanent 
Settlement was a great wrong done to them. The people of the land can never accept 
the political __ uliditl' of the so-called Permanent Settlement or the moraIlustlC'e"Lhereof 
so as not to be repudiated if and when occasion arises. But .thema]omy tepm-t, as 1 
read it, seems to confirm and ratify the Permanent Settlement and imphedly. to, invite 
this Government also to set its seal of approval on the same and foreswear its, right of 
taxation according to the exigencies of the State which are always more· parl!.lll.9unt than 
private rights. It is one thing to say that at present we are not affectiDg the rights 
created by the Permanent Settlement; but it is wholly different to say that we accept 
and give it the legislative recognition as the preamble for the draft bill involves and I am 
therefore wholly against the preamble of the draft bill or the recommendations in the majority 
report in conformity therewith. 

Furj;her, once we come to the conclusion that what the ryot pays is not rent but a 
public tax, we cannot differentiate between the burden of the zamin ryot and that of 
the Government ryot in the matter of paying public revenue with any degree of justi
fication, for all are liable to be equally taxed. I think therefore, that the only equitable 
method of settling a fair rent under the existing circumstances is, by adopting thll prin
ciples of ryotwari settlements as in Government areas, i.e., the principle of half-net; 
but since in some rare cases the rates may be less than those so to be fixed, the existing 
rates shonld not be enhanced if they happened to be lower than the Government rates. 
';rhis is supported by the bulk of the evidence tendered on behalf of the ryots. I am 
unable to say that t)1e almost unapjmous demand on behalf of the ryots for the adoption 
of the neighbouring Government rates was not made with full consciousness of their 
rights .and liabilities or was not a considered one by them. 

Having regard to the fact that in some places the waram system still prevails and 
in view of some of the advantages of the waram system, viz., its automatic character 
of remission and its adjustability to exchange fluctuations I would like to give. a kind 
of election or option to the ryots in the matter of paying revenue, that is to say, that if 
they elect to pay revenue in kind they may pay at the rate of one-third gross which is 
generally and roughly equivalent to half-net or .. t the r .. te of the existing wa.ram if it i. 
less than one-third. 

Even in cases where the ryots want to have the settlement in money effected, they 
must be given a period of two to three years to revert to the waram system if the settled 
rates in actual practice are found to work hardship on them, that is to say, the right 
of election should continue up to a period of three years even after the money rent 
system has come into force. In my view, whatever the advantages of the money-rent 
system may be, as long as the peoples' Government has no~ the control of the currency 
policy which can now be manipulated by an alien Government for the benefit of the 
people of other countries, so long, we shall not be justified in forcing the ryots to accept 
a money-rent compulsorily. . 

b 
Pattas.-Pattas, defining the rights of the ryots in their holdings shall be issued 

by the Collector and the present system of landlords issuing pattas must be diacontinued 
being obsolete and out of date. The pattas must be permanent ones and should be 

in the nature of the ryots' title deeds to the land. Suitable rules must be framed, as 
in Government &reas, for the transfer of pattas in cases of inheritance, assignment M 

severance. Notice of every change shall be given to the landholder who is bound to 
recognize the same and who will enter the same in the Record of Rights to be kept by 
him for the village. I would dispense with the execution of muchalikkas as superfluous. 

, FOTel~t&.-My -view is that forests as well as mir.era.ls are national wealth and they 
f belong to, and must be preserved &nd developed in the interest of, the State. I would 
I recommend that the control of all forests should be vested in the Collector, the villagers 
of course, being allowed to have their usual grazing rights, and rights to take :wood for 
agricultural implements, eto. 

Mine1'al wealth.-So far as the zaroindar is enjoying at present any mineral wealth, 
- his rights may not be disturbed; but in respect or lilly mines or minerals or otber under' 

ground wealth that may be discovered in future, the same should belong to the State. the 
rights of the melwaramdar and the ryot on the surface soil being camper-sated. 

Communal lands .~The Jontrol of ali1 communal lands and porambokes including I water sources and channels, pathways, etc .• should be with the Collector. the mamul 
rights of the villagers, however, for user of the same being respected. The zamindar 
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C3W}ot claim anything in the nature of ownership over the same. Thi~ power of control 
may in suitable cases be delegated to the landholder who as trustee may be in a better 
position to effectively check encroachments or prevent abuse. 

Villag~ accQ"nta.-Since in our view the zamindars are public servants for collection 
of public revenue, it is but just tha.t, a. sta.tutory provision should be made compelling 
them to keep correct village accounts for the various villages ir. their jurisdiction showing 
various particulars which are usually found in village paimash, cultivation accounts, etc., 
and Government may be given power to make suitable rules in that behalf. 

Gollection u·ork.-In view of the fact that what the ryots pay to the zamindars is 
a portion "f·the public revenue, the control of the ageLcy of collection must be ultimately 
8tlbject to tlill Goverbment and the Government must be in a postion at any time to take 
full control of the collecting agency even though for the time being, the zamindar has 
employed his own agency for collection. In the case of petty zamindars if they express 
a wish that the collection work should be taken over by Government, provision must be 
made in the statute to such takiLg over by the Collector, the Government charging about 
10 per cent of the collectioIllt· 6S reasonable charges of collection. . The village officers 
should be under the control of the Collector and subject to his orders. 

SiLce in our view the zamindars are fulfilling the public function of collecting the 
land rever.ue, statutory provisions must be made for releasing them from this duty if they 
apply to the Government for that purpose, their individual rights being purchased on 
payment of reasonable compensation. 

General.-One can easily see, that whatever historical causes there were for the 
East India Company to create the zamindari system of ca1lectir.g public revenue, it is now 
out of date and anoma.lous. It has outlived its usefulness as an agency for collection of 
public revenue and yet the system canoot be abolished without recognizing the valuable 
priftte rights the zamindars have now acquired in the course of over a century, not 
clandestinely, but by the deliberate policy and solemn engagements of the previous Govern
menta, and the only way to render justice to the ryots and the zamindars is by the acquisi
tion of the zamindars' right a by the Government on payment of some reasonable com
pensation, if necessa.ry by the issue of Government scripts or bonds and thus convert the 
whole a.rea into Government ryotwa.ri tract. This alone will end the disputes between 
the Zamindar arid ryot permanently. 

lnam8.-Here again I 110m unabie to support the majority report. In my view no 
kind of inama should have been included in the Estates Land Act and wi inama should be 
dealt with in a separate enactment. The ir.clusion of one kind of inam in, and the 
exclUSIOn of others from, the Act will be a constant source of litiga.tion among the parties 
as to the origin a.nd na.ture of the particular inam in question which itself ia a difficult 
matter to be pl'OlVed in a court of law. One party will try to bring it under the Estatea 
Land Act, the other pariy resisting it. The poor ryota may have also to be pushed from 
the civil courts to the revenue courts and vice versa. No difference can be made between 
one kind of inam and another in respect of the relation of the inamdar too his tenant. The 
question of what the kind of inam is, is relevant only in regard to the consideration of 
the reversionary right but in respect of 11011 other matters, there need be no difference. r 
would like to trea.t 11011 inams tog6ther without making a.ny distinction IIoB to post-settlement 
Qrpre-settlement, included or excluded inams. Though a separate enactment is necessary 
we are bound to recommend here and now the principles of such legislation. Merely 
leaving the major ca.tegories of inams out of the Estates Land Act will simply result in 
confusion. The Government is bound to undertake the legislation a.t once and a.ccord
ir.gly I venture to express my views on the question of inams. 

The case of all inams of whatever kind must be treated differently from tha.t of the 
zMIlindars. The consideration of public policy by rea.son of the administrative status 
occupied by the zamindars in the matter of the various disabilities imposed upon them 
in respect of their enjoyment and user of the estates, ca.t:.not rewly a.pply to the inamdars. } 
Ina.m tenant is really a kind of under-kn~~ The inamdars have to be a.pproximated 
to the position of ryotwari holders or zam1n ryots rather than to that of the zamindars. 
rhe iumdar though he was not always the owner of the kudiwarllom also, was never a. 
farmer of revenue. There is no reason why the disa.bilities attached to the zaminda.rs 
in respect of IIoBsignment of waste lands, merger of esta.tes, holding of private lands, 
bought-in ,lands, entering into contracts, lettiLg of lands, etc., should be a.pplied in the 
ca.ee of inamdars. The domain of contract may be a.llowed a freer play in the case of 
inamda.rs a.nd their tena.nts unlike in the case of zamir.dars who are a. kind of pUblic 
serva.nts entrusted with quasi-pUblic duties. The principle of the present section 19 of 
the present Estates Land Act ma.y apply in a.ll ClloBes of inamda.rs and their ter.ants. 
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'l'here is also no reason why the contract rates of rent should not be 8illowed to prevail 
just as in the case of under-tenants of a zamindari ryot or of a ryotwari pattadar, unless 
of course a ryot has obtau;.ed an occupancy right in his holding under the inamdar jusl; 
as a ryot can obtain occupancy rights under a ryotwari pattadar also, either by grant, 
prescription or otherwise (vide 43 Madras, 567, P .C., for a case of occupancy nght under. 
a" ~yotw .. ri pattadar). The rules of proof and presumptions in making out a grant or 
presc~iption may be said t~ work hardship on the tenants by reason of their illiteracy 
and general Ignorance and if so the rules may be modified to the effect that where the 
inamdar is not able to show in writing that he has created merely a tenancy at will, 
simple cultivation for. twelve years as a tenar..t under inamdar without anything more, 
may be deemed sufficient to give occupancy right to the tenant. The statutory vesting 
of kudiwaram on the mere occupier of land on a given day, to be followed up by an enquiry' 
of the rights of the landlord, by vetoing methods of proof usually and r..aturlhlly available 
to him in the inquiry and then in spite of all this, if he wins in the enquiry to get rid of 
his rights contemptuously by awarding"" year's yield as compensation were the legislative 
feat. of 1936 enactmer..t. I concur with the majority view in recommending the repeal 
oI"the1936 Statute. 'l'hereis also 1)(1 reason why if an initmdar chooses to buy in court 
.. uction or otherwise,the interest of the kudiwaramdar, he should not hold the same-in 
f1e~hold. I would therefore like the inams to be treated separately and if possible by a 
~pa,rate. enactment on the aforesaid principles. In SLy event, I would like to exclude 
owners of small acreage, say of 25 acres from the operation of the Estates Land Act and 
to restore the old exception to section8 of the Estate§ Land Act, if the 1936 Statute is nO~ 
to be wholly repealed. Tliecomptlcateaprov1slons reIatIngtOthe estates will really work 
harshly in tbe case of petty inamdars who often have to look to influential ryots for the 
~~yment of their so-called melwaram. 

,Y .:r<ty view is that a comprehensive legislation tackling the under-tenancy problem ~ust 
be ·taken up .soon on" hand. Public conditions have not developed· to such an extent as to 
forthWith coofer ocl)upancy rights by statute 00· under-tenants," either of ryotwaripatta; 
dara or £ltm"in pattadats or inamdars. At best legislative safeguards in favour of the 
oLder-tena.nts or their heirs against being: arbitrarily ejected by the pattadars or th~ 
in9.lIldars· may be devised. "This of course does not mean that no onder-tenant can acquire 
oocnpancy rights under methods "known to Jawor that this new legislation will affect 
occupancy rights otherwise already acquired before. the Ena.ctmeLtof: 1936. -. 

" ;,FimJ.m • .-I would invest the Special Tribunal that has to be created for the estates, 
with"iurisdiction fot tbe settlEiment of all"disputes between the inamdar and his tenant 
as :well." .Though· the revenue courts are not as learned as the civil courts,yet .they &r~ 
more satisfactory from even the ryot's point of view than the civil "courts which, &. consti" 
tilted.a.tpresent and "with their legalistic traditions, are incapable of implementing any 
brMd. beneficent mea1!ures of the Government for the amelioration of the people. The 
landholder will of course welcome the summary a;nd speedy justice of the revenue 
~.. -
I. T wish to add that I must not be understood .as offering detailed criticisrii. or expreR9-
iiig my. views on the various clause. of the draft Bill appended to .the report. That task 
is .. legitimately that of the Select. Committee to be. appointed by the Legislature when the 
Go~ernment introduces the Bill. . . . ".;" 
"; .. A. RANGASWAMI. 

t. 
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JaNVTE 01' DISSENT SlJBJ!U'lITED BY lAND MARBOOB ALI BAIG 
SAHIB B4H4Dl1lt, B.A., B.L., K.L.A., BEZWADA. 

I signed the Report the Estates Land Act Committee subject to reservation. I agreEt 
with the main features of the report and the fundamental basis upon which the conclu
sions have been arrived at. But I regret very much that I have not been able to &greEt 
with some of the conclusions and recommendations embodied in the report. 

I am in entire agreement with the theory that the village community owned the 
land in the village in the early periods of History in India and that subsequently, the 
individlio.l ryot had absolute rights in the soil, subject only to the payment of Raja Bhagam, 
i.e., the share of the Crown. Neither the king nor anybody on his behalf who wa.& 
charged with the duty of collecting revenue for him was ever the owner of the soil. That 
this was the relationship between the cultivator and the sovereign is borne out by un
impeachable authority very elaborately quoted in several places in the report, especially 
in Chapters I and II. 

I might only add that in India the relationship between the sovereign and the ryot 
has never been based upon contract. It was one of status, and the sovereign was entitled 
to a share of the income from the land by virtue of his being a sovereign, charged with 
the duty of governing the body politic. 

From the above conception of the relationship of the ryot and the sovereign, two
facts become clear. (l) The ryot who is a member of the body politic is liable to make 
II contribution towards State Finance and (2) that the sovereign is not entitled ·to more 
lhau the compulsory contribution from the member of the community. I may further 
observe that this right of the sovereign is peculiar to himself and it is opposed to all 
canons of sovereignity to transfer and vest this right in favour of another who does no~ 
.tand in the aame position as a sovereign. 

No doubt in the past some Government farmed out the revenues derivable from the 
people but such a revenne farmer was neither vested with any rights in the land from 
which revenue was oollected, nor was he entitled to collect revenue more than the 
sovereign was entitled to. Further, the farmers of the revenue were not permanent but. 
were appointed for a few years. But, however, this system of empowering a person to 
collect revenues from the people in consideration of payment of a lump sum to the. 
sovereign is not only opposed to wise administration but is fraught with many dangers. 
In fact such a system became an instrument of oppression and the continuance of any 
such system must be opposed by everybody who has the welfare of the people at heart. 
The farming out of revenue which was adopted in the beginning for the sake of conveni
ence in the collection of revenue for the State, unfortunately became an important insti
tution round which gathered many incidents, and the revenue farmer or zamindar as 
he was called, usurped, by his importance, many more rights than he was legally entitled 
to. At certain point of time he was mistakenly regarded as the proprietor 6f the soil 
who had the right not only to collect revenue as he pleased but was also entitled to removEt 
the ryot at his will and pleasure. 

This was the position of the revenue farmer in relation to the ryot at the time when 
the East India Company was acqniring rights of sovereignity in India. On the decline 
of the Mughal Empire, sever.IJ principalities arose and the erstwhil£ revenue farmer came 
into power and aBBerted ruling authority. These petty chiefs and kings laid claim to 
ownership of lands and imposed revenues far in .excess of the rates collected in normal 
times by the central authority. 

In the beginnings of the British occupation the British Government seemed to havEt 
been mone anxious to secure revenue for the State. The conditions prevailing at tha.t 
time, of petty chiefs and zamindars claiming ownership ·of the soil and exercising the 
right to collect very exorbitant rates of revenue. misled the British Administrators at 
that tilM into thinking that the relationship between the ryat and the reveliue farmer 
zamindar, or chieftain, was similar to that of a British landlord and tenant. It is thU; 
wrong anology that was responsible for several enactments and proceedings including that 
of Permanellt Settlement. It was not until investigations were made and the misery of 
the cultivators were brought home to the authorities, the change in this conception was 
effected. 
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Tha Permanent Settlement, no doubt, was a bona fide attempt on the part of the 

~
.(jovernment to ensure permanency of status for the zamindar and the ryot. But it turned 

ut to be one of the disastrous pieces of legis.lation, by creating and confirming rights not 
ssessed by the zamindars and by depriving tha just and immemorial rights of the tenants. 

he subsequent legislation which tried to explain and interpret the Perma.nent Settle
ment could not but affirm it. In the second half of tha nineteenth century and prior to 

I
the Estates La.nd Act, the zamindars took advantage of the rise in prices and commuted 
varam rates into money ra.tes a.nd when the Estates Land Act of 1908 caJ1le to be ena.cted 
the mischief had already been done. Act I of 1908 while securing occupancy rights to 
the ryots, enacted provisions all in favour of the zamindar. In this respect, the erroneous 
~elationship secured by Permanent Settlement and confirmed by subsequent legislation 
I Teceived judicial sanctity throughout this period from 1802. . . , 

It is therefore my considered view that the Permanent Settlement is a. most injudi
:cious peice of legislation, wrongly conceived, and unjustly put into effect. In the first 
place, it is highly reprehensible on principle to transfer a sovereign right of collecting land 
rev.enue which is the peculiar right of the sovereign. The proportion of income of a 
member of a body politic, in other words the rate of revenue which a Government is 
-entitled to collect may and ought to vary from time to time according to the necessities of 
·tha governing body for State purposes, and the Government ought to jealously guard 
that right instead of assigning it away to another. In the second place as the zamindar 
was only an assignee of land revenue and not a proprietor of the soil" he should not ha.ve 
been regarded as a landlord and tha ryot as a tenant. 

It is significant that the Government realized the true relationship between the 
ryot and the Government in areas not covered by the Permanent Settlement and have 
recognized the full ownership in the soil of a ryotwari tenant. Is it fair and legal that 
-the ryots in tracts to which Permanent Settlement applied should be treated differently 
from the ryots living in ryotwari tracts when both of them according to correct law, usage 
:and custom enjoyed the same right from times heyond memory and were entitled to the 
ownership of the soil subject only to the payment of the customary rate of revenue to 
the State. Do the agreements or engagements between the Government or the zamindars 
-deprive the ryot of his legal rights in the land? In my opinion there is no justification 
either in law, or in morality to pla.ce him in a different position from the other ryots or 
-deprive him of his age-long customary rights. 

In this view, I consider it most expedient and necessary that this pernicious system 
-of zamindari should be done away with; and it should be the aim of any Government in 
India to bring about tha legislation, if not now at least in the near future, and restore the 
ryots to their true and original position in which they would no longer receive a different 
treatment from the other ryots. My conception of the future is that there should be only 
one class of ryots whose duty and privilege it should be to make their humble contribution 
to the cofft!rs of the State in proportion to thair ability to pay. 

CHAPTER II. 

The :r:eport bases its conclusions on and deduces its recommendations from the Per
manent Settlement Regulation, Patta Regulation and other regulations passed in the year 
1802 for the determination of the rate of a.ssessment. It is obvious froIlL the chapters 

I
dealing with the subject-matter that a conscious .effort is made in the report to over
come any difficulty arising from the supposed obstacles in the way of legislation touching 
the rights of the zamindars, which certain provisions of the Government of India Act of 
1935, and Instrument of Instructions might throw in the way, if the provisions of tha 
Permanent Settlement Regulation are varied or altered. Interpretations are sought to be 
.given to the provisions of thase regulations so as to arrive at the fixity of rent by work-

l
ing out the average rate in a village with reference to the area under cultivation. This 
attempt is bound to be a failure if the Patta Regulation is correctly interpreted. Wher
ever rent is mentioned in any of the regulations, especially in Patta. Regulation, rate of 
assessment prec.eding the year of the Permanent Settlement is mentioned-vide clauses 
8, 4, 5 of section 4 and section 9 of Patta Regulation. 'JJlem j. PO 'Where any authority 
for determining the rate of regt 9P tbA...~ets ba.sis, as recommended in the repod. Hell
~ontlie'Patta"!tegUiation which must b6feaa-~"'Perfu .. nl!'llt'-<SettIemen! Regu
l!Ltion for the purpose of rate of assessment leads inevitably to the rate of asseSRIIlent pre
vailing in the period preceding the Permanent Settlement. Sufficient evidence has been 

llet in before the Committee to show that;.,;h.a .. lfo:::::th:e:gr~oss produce formed the share of th" 
-Government at that time. .11':: 
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As stated in the previous chapter, the liability of the ryotto pay half ,tile grOS8 

produce or more in some cases, wss due to the illegal role played by the zamindar or 
revenue farmer, of a landlord treating the ryot as .tenant at will and treating the land 
,,"sessment as rent. For the reaSons stated in that chapter, the basis of tenant's .liability 
prevailing at the time of the Permanent Settlement is entire~Qng and if the Govern
ment and the zamindar decided to fix the liability of 1Jlei'Yot at l!!!!.f. fu~ gr~,_prqduce 
far in excess of the customary share t8"t the ryot was liable to contribute towards th" 
finance of the State, I submit, the ryot is not bound by any such law, regulation or agree
ment or engagement between the Government and the zamindar. 

What then, is the liability of the ryot? As has been explained in the'previmis chapter. 
hi. liability is the liability to pay the Government's share which may vary according to 
the necessities of the Government. We have it on the authority of Manu that the king's 
share during the Hindu Governments varied between one-twelfth and nue-sixth of the 
gross produce, during the period of Muslim rule, the share of the State was one-third 
of the gross produce. If, after the disruption of the Central Governmen~ at Delhi, the 
petty chiefs and kings who rose to power. consequent on the declh'e of the Central 
authonty, increased the share up to 50 per cent, that could not be conilic\ered to be the 
normal liability of a ryot. It is tbj§ 59 per cept that was made the basis of the ryot's 
liability at the time of the Permanent Settlement. n is in evidence that. the same rate 
l".rev3Iled in ryotwari tracts till the Government became alive to the miserable condition 
of the ryot and introduced the present ryotwari settlement pn"dples by which his 
liability i. fixed Itt );lalftl'e De,~ce as the mltximum. The very learned discus
sion in the report on the exchange and currency policy clearly points out how the Indian 
ryot has been suffering on account of the rupee ratio. Even the ryotwari basis of assess
ment has been found to be ruinous to the welfare of the ryot, ,[I,e a~itatio)n for the 
reduction of ryotwari land revenue is too we.ll known to need mentioning. The discus
sion in this chapter and in the previous chapter will, therefore. indicate, as to what 
principles peoples' government should apply in fixing the liltblitty d a zamindari ryot 
as well as a ryotwari ryot .• and the justification for the demand by the ryot that the 
principle of equitable distribution of the burden of taxation based on the capacity of the 
persons to pay, be introduced. 

CHAPTERID. 

But at the present moment the situation has entirely. changed. The unsettled 
mnditions for about a century prior to 1809 in which the British Government found 
India seething with strife. oppression and injustices, the Permanent Settlement which 
Vi hile trying to remedy the evils could not but carry the impress of those unsettled 
condItions and adopt an incorrect basis for the settlement of the relationship between 
the ryot and the zamindar; the subsequent legislation which carried the underlying 
princip!es of the .said Permltnent Settlement and the long course of judicial decisions. 
whIch necessarily applied the law prevailing at the time. all these have changed the 
phase of the country especially of the zamindari tracts, beyond recognition. During 
this long period of centuries, the zltmindars enjoyed rights which they did not possess. 
The Government, zamindars. the ryots and others conducted themselves throughout thiS, 
period on the basis that what was prevailing during that time was the true and the legal 
relationship between the zamindar and the ryot. In consequence, no doubt, the ryot 
8llffered a great deal. But the zamindar conceiving that certain rights vested in him 
dealt with the zamindari on that basis. Strangers paid valuable consideration for the 
purchase of the zamindaris. Mortgages and other alienations took place on the same 
basis. This has gone on for this long- period of 136 years at least. On the other hand the! 
other side of the picture, namely, the condition of the ryot is heartrending. Ruin' has 
')vertaken him and immediate relief is absolutely necessary. 

CHAPTER IV. 

What, then, is the solution for this very difficult problem? I would divide the 
anRwer into two parts. The immediate remedy and the future and the permanent solu
tion of the problem. It must be recognized that the vested rights of the zamindars 
albeit, bAiled upon wrong and unjust conception of the relationship between the ryot and ( 
thl" zamindar, cannot on principle be summarily dons away with. There cannot be 
confiooation without compensation. My solution of the problem may be generallv stated 
thUR. That the nltimate aim of the Government should be to wipe out the differences 
existing- between the zamindarLtract Alld tlJe "r.yutwari tJ:~~. The ryot sball enjoy the 
Slttll@ fights and fiaflimie!:-"Tliere shan be no classes of ryots. Thev shall not be called 
tlpon to pay their share of contribution to State, to anybody other than the Government.1 
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The process of eliminating the zamindars must necessarily take some time and hie 
,vested rights cannot be abrogated without compensating therefor. The immediate 
,remedy therefor, that I CM think of, is to approximate the conditions prevailing in the
J.zamin areas to those of the ryotwari areas taking care to see that the zamindar's rights 
~I"e not unduly interfered with and at the same time the ryots are given appreciable 
'relief, pending the ultimate elimination of the zamindaris by providing compensatlon for 

~
brOgating their rights. There is overwhelming evidence adduced on behalf of the 
yots that the present situation of the ryots will be considerably met if ryotwsri rates are 

introduced in the zamin areas. I am, however, alive to the fact that the ryots do not. 
know their rights. I agree with the comment made m the report in regard to this q ues
tion of introduction of ryotwari rates. But if I referred to the evidence of the ryots on 
thia point, it is only to show that the zamindari ryots will get considerable relief and as 
they stated before the Committee, they would b.e satisfied with this relief, for the present. 

I may remark that my amendment given below is not the ultimate and final solution 
of the problem. It is only an intermediate and immediate remedy. When the Govern
mpnt is in a position to secure money for compensating for the vested rights of the 
zamindars, it shall be its duty to altogether abolish this unwanted anachronism. I would. 
thprefore, recommend that assessment of land revenue in the propriet!'ry States be made 
on the basis of ryotwari settlement principles leaving undisturbed the present rates if 
the latter happen to be lower than the ryotwari rate, and this, I consider, would be fair. 
a.nd equitable rate of assessment for the present. 

It is in this view that in the discussion stage and the final stage of passing the 
report, I moved the introduction of the ryotwan principles m the zamin areas. The 
amendment I proposed on the last date reads as follows :-

•• That in view of the change of circumstances for which defective legislation and 
long course of decisions of civil courts from the time of the Permanent Settle
ment up to date are responsible, in view of the long enjoyment by the la.nd

. holders of collecting rents at rates differing from those settled in 1802 on the 
basis of which, transfers of estates for considerations have taken place during 
the long period of over a century and further in view of the desirability of 
placing the zamin ryots on the same footing as the ryotwari ryots, we consider 
in fairness to both the landholder and ryot, that the rates of land revenue in 
zamin areas, based on ryotwari settlement principles, do constitute fair and 
equitable rates and accordingly recommend that the settlement of the land 
revenue in zamindari areas b.e made on the basis of ryotwari settlemenli 
principles. J J _~ 

CHAPTER Y. 

PROPOSALS IN THE REPORT IN REGARD TO RATE OF ASSESSMENT. 

The proposa.!s in regard to the determination of rate of assessment as made in th& 
report are wrong in principle and are beset with great difficulties in their practical appli
cation. For lack of sufficient and certain data, the proposals may not achieve the end 
in view. As indicated in Chapters I and II, the permanent settlement rates are Lot the
correct and the customary rates that a ryot was liable for. The rates prevailing at that 
time were far in excess of the customary rates which in norma.! conditions, a settled· 
Government was entitled to receive. It must, therefore, be obvious that the half gross 
basis which was adopted for the determination of the Government's demand must work 
a great hardship to the ryot, if that should be adopted at the present moment a.!so at least 
in the case of ryots paying varam rates in 1802. It must be admitted that generally 
the ryots were paying the revenue in kind at that time. There are at the present 
moment some zamindaris where varam rate is prevailing. There is no justification. for 
commuting the varam rates into money rates at the price prevailing in' 1802.· Even if 
that price level is applied, I am afraid the ryots who were paying varam rates in 1801r 
and who are still paying varam rates will not be benefited to any extent. The assets basis 
that has been proposed as one of the hasis is very difficult to conceive. There is no 
principle involved in the method. It can be said to be arbitrary. At any rate, the" 
complications involved in the workit:.g out of the alternative methods suggested, would 
not only result in confusion and give room for errors, but it will not be before many years 
that the practica.! results would be achieved. I cannot be certain that except in a few 
zamindaris where the rates are abnormally high, the ir:troduction of the rate of 1801r 
. would be in any way beneficial at all to the ryots. I have therefore to differ from these pro
posals most regretfully. It is rather disappointing to find that the report not only affirms 
the Permanent Settlement but emphasis it, I wish to emphatically repudiate the Permanent 
Settlement and cot:.Bider it as a most unjust and unjudicious transaction which has robbed 
thE' ryots of their just rights and reduced them to miserable position we find them in 
now.· 
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CHAP.TER YJ. 

lNA!IIB. 

The most disappointing chapter in'1he repol"t is Chapter Xl which deala with inama. 
The dlscussion thertilll 18 based upon a WlSCOnception of the subjec' and the terms of 
refer~nce made by the legislators to this Committee. l'his UOmlnlttee has been charged. 
Wlth the, duty of enqUIrmg and reporting on the conditions prevailing not only in the 
zammdan areas, but also mother propnetary areas and of suggesting legislation theretor. 
On tLe date when this reference was made, whole inam villages of whIch the grant has. 
been made, confirmed and recognized by the British GovernmeLt, are estates Wlthin the 
meaning of clause D of sub-section (2) of section 3 of the Madras Estates Land Act of 
1908 as amended by Act X Vlll of 1906. While the amending Act of 1906 enacted that;. 
a whole inam village wall in future be declared to be an estate without putting the ryots 
to tho necessity ot proving that melvaram alone was granted to the inamdars; Act 1 of 
1908 required the establiabments of the f .. oCt of melvaram alone having been granted to> 
the inamdars. The provisions in both the Act of 1908 and the Act of 1936 do not confine 
themselves to inam viJlages within the zamindari area. Provided it is an inam village
graLted conJirmed or recognized by the British Government whether lying outside the 
zarnindari areas or inside it, it is declared an 'estate.' By using the words ' excluded. 
ir.ams ' in Chapter XI and by adding the proviso to clause D of sub-section (1) of section 3,. 
of the proposed Bill, the repol"t and the Bill confine themselves to the inams situated in 
the zamindari areas. This is a fundamental error committed by the supporters of th,,' 
Bill and the report. I consider that this mistake is responsible for excluding the inams
from the scope of the report a.nd the Bill. It is the duty of the Committee to examine 
the conditions prevailing in whole inam villages, wherever situate, and suggest legislation. 
in regard to the partiCUlar matters mentionen in the terms of reference. 

It might at once be pointed out that minor inams which are grants of land less than I 
a whole village at the time of the grant, hav.e never been treated as estates, and unless
the ryots therein acquired rights of occupancy by grant of prescription aLd unless the 
ryota established kudivaram rights in the land, they have never been considered as having 
occupancy rights. But the case of whole inam villages has always stood on So different. 
foQting for the ebvious reason that the grant of a. whole village as an inam must neces-· 
sarily be '" gmnt of land revenue payable by the ryots to the Governmer.t. In other' 
wW"ds the inllm~ .. in. such cases were .granted th'e melvaram and not the kudivaram. 
This is the only correct and ,legal basis of the inom tenure as well as the zamindari or 
ryotwari flenlll'e a:a far as the ryots are concerned. As ..toted in the previous chapters of 
this minuts·, which view is supported by the main theory expounded in the report iteelf' 
'Il!ith. IItgard. to' the- ownership of the soil haviug always vested in the ryots, the cultivator
of the lana throughout all periods in the history of IndiSo it is not a little surprising that 
an:}" view oWiBrena from, this could ever be conceived by the supporters of the report. r
aIR convweed, in, In!y mind that consistant with the theory that the land in the village
belong to the ryots IWld that eo'Oereign was entitled only to a ahare in the produce of the
i8lld, ill could, not by ani)' process of reasoning be suggested that the ryot in whole inam 
village stood in .. different footing from the ryot in a zamindari village or So ryotwan 
,viUage. There bas always been one class 'Of ryots owning the land subject only to the
liability of payiD3 So ahare of the produce either in money kind to the Crown. In any 
progressive' State. the division of ryots into different classes has to be condemned and' 
in ord"'n thall there may be a contented pesantry in the land, there must be aL enlarge
ment of the rights of the ryots as fsr as poesible subject only to the intposition of a tax: 
or Iand-ces8' payable to the Crown. 

The C888 of inamdars was very ably placed before the Committes by the enlightened 
inamJam. Th~ had made their most effective representations, not only at the tIme of 
the passing of Aot I of 1908 but also during the period when the Act of XVIII of 1936, 
Wall in the proceBll of formulation. Their case had been examined most thoroughly by 
all th .... e who ware competent and entitled to bear and decide. Three main arguments 
have been IIdvanced by them. The- first point raised is this. That the insm tenure is' 
different from· .. zamindan tenure, in that. that unless it is clearly established that the 
IlInd revenue alone waa granted to them, they were the owners of the soil, i.e., they have
the kudivaram .. Iso. On the theory enunciated in the earlier chapters in this minute as 
WIlli 'It on the theory propounded by the report, it is very easy to meet this IIrlrument •. 
There i. ample unimpeachable authority quoted extensively in the report that the culti
vstors in whole inarn villages as well as zamin or ryotwari villages, have always been the
owners 01 the soil. ]t is on this basis mmiildans were settled Bnd it is on this basis 'the 
ryotwari tenure al&o· was !lettled. Is it possible that the ryot in insm villages alone eonlit 
have had no ril(ht iT. the land prior to the grant of Utese villages to the inamdars. by 
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j.mpartial Judge would answer this question in the negative. The next point urged is 
that atleast tue inamdw:s way be gwen the opponunny to prove that at the time the 
gl"ant of the village was mad", there was no cwtlvatmg ryot at all. 1'his waa what W!l~ 
contewplated by the legislation of 19Utl and it is tills t:itate of Law that was responsible 
for the l!nvy VOU1.cil's pronouncement that the bW'den of proof whether melvara.m alone 
,was granted to the mawdar or both the varams were granted to him was on the party who 
sets up the plea. ~'rom 1908 ruinous litigation started and one party or the other sue
(leeded. 1'he. ryot, a weaker person had always been at a great disadvantage in the 
(lontest. An Ignorant man, as he IS he could nOL collect and pruduce into court documents 
which must necessarily be with the inamdars. The Privy Council decision which threw 
the burden on the party as~ertlDg, made all chances of a ryot's in contest, ver\, ramote. 
1n the view that was taken by the Government and the legislature at that time- which is 
the same view as mentioned in the report, that the cultivator of the soil is the owner 
therl:of, g,n:l in the view that the litigation between the inamdar and his tenant was on an 
unequal footing, and that it was desirable to set at rest all controvercies with regard to 
the rights of occupancy in an inam village, the amending Act of 1936 stated in definite 
.and clearer terms the true position occupied by the inamdar and his tenant. In other 
words it sought to restore the ryot to bis proper and real po~ition which has all along 
been denied to him by the more influential and wealthy inamdar. The third point raised 
by the inamdara is that grantink occupancy rights to any person who happen to be in 
possession of the .land either as lessee from him or as .. trespasser, the inamdara' legal 
~nd vested rights have been taken away and a person who has no rights at all is being 
vested with rights. I agree that apparently, the position amounts to this. It is really 
inconceivable how a person who illegally squats on the rand or who is in possessior. of 
the land by virtue of a contract could be vested with rights. One can understand a ryot 
b3ving: been in possession of the inam land from time immemorial or at least for over .. 
period of twelve years or who can trace himself to the ryots in poRsession of the land at 
the time of the grant, laying claim to the rights of occupancy. But the difficulty that 
-oonfronted the Government and the Legislature at the time of passir.g of 1936 Act, was 
how to enact legislation which will have uniformity and which will once for all end the 
unhealthy and ruinous litigation that has been going or. for decades between the inamdars 
~nd the ryots. Having been convinced of the correctness of the theory that the ryot is 
the owner of the soil, that the grant of whole inam village generally bestowed on the 
.gradee land revenue only, the Government and the Legislature felt l60<tally and morally 
·convinced that in inam village occupancy rights shall be declared in favour of the ryot 
'Occupying the land at some point of time or other. The question of rats of rent that the 
inamdars shall be entitled to receive from the ryot, has been considered -rery favourably 
to the inamdar. It is admitted that the rent that was beir.g paid to the inamdar by the 
ryot was a competitive rent which was increased from year to year and the land was 
,given only to that ryot who offered a competitive rent. The amending Act provided 
that the rent lawfully payable by ryot on the 1st day of Nowmber 1933 shall be presumed 
to be fair and equitable rent until the contrary is proved. I shall have occasior. later to 
-comment on the clause .. until the contrary is proved." Even assuming that the inarndar 
i. able to prove that he was a grantee of both the varams, what he loses by the legis
in,tior, of 1936 is his right to eject the tenant and as far as the rent is cor.cerned, the rent 
fixed as fair and equitable being a competitive' rent, he does not lose anything. This 

-ratl of rent or revenue when compa.red to the zamindari rate or ryotwari rate, is excessive. 
nut the inamdar was allowed to this rate, on the grour.d that he has been in long enjoy
ment of the right to demand the rate as he liked. The proviso that .. until the contrary 
is proved," the rate payable by the ryot in November 1933 shall be considered \0 be fail' 

'and ~quitRble, rrubes controversy and there is bound to be litigation. I should, therefore, 
feel that the ,proviso should be deleted making the rate of rent incontravertsble till such 
tilaa as II.rco~dir.g to() the Bcheme as enunciated, in the previous chapters. the inamdars 
-shall be eliminated along with the zamindar on payment of fair and adequate compen!!-.. · 
t.ion. I would here reiterate that there sha.ll be one class of ryots whose only dnty shall 
'be to pay the tax to the Government for State purposes. Another point urged by the 
inamdars is that the compensation allowed tn the Amendment Act of 1936 is so very 
inadequate that it is not a proper compen~ation in the cases of inarns ~here a tribunai 
fir-d. for the inamdars tb~~ the inamdars possess both the varams. This IS ~ matler, I 
think that deserves consideration. As I stated in the previous chapter, since what is 

1f>.t hv the ;nllnll]ar is I:is right to eject-the rate allowed being LomFO)t:tive····tl't' 'luestion 
is What would be proper compensation for the loss of his right. At present a coml?en
sati!)ll of one year's rel.tal is given. This is clearly inadequOIle. But nt th ... snme time 
it i. wrong to grant an amount of compensatior. which the ryot ~ay not be able to ~y. 
I should leave this consideration to the legislators. Expressmg' at the. same tIme 
'my personal view, that the rental of five years as compensation will meet the end of 
jnstirl>. 
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It only remains for me to clear OLe misapprehension. It is considered. but wrongly. 
'that the lnams Acts of 1862 and 1866 and 1tlb9 having not been repealed, the legislation 
;with reference to mams embodied in Act I of 1908 and the amending Act XVIII of 1936 
are nltra vires. That the lname Acts of 1862 snd Itl66 do not deal with their respective 
rights and their relationship between the insmdars and the tenants, is clearly stated in 
Act VIII of 1869. The preamble makes it clear and the section clearly states "that 
nothing contained in Act IV of 1862 or Act IV of 1866 sha.1l be deemed to confer on any 
mamdar any right in the land which he does not possess and the title-deed issued to the 
inamdar shall not be deemed to define, to limit, or infringe or destroy the rights cf any 
description of holders or occupiers of land from which any inam is derived or drawn or 
.affect the interest of any person ,other than the inamholder named in the title-deed." It 
is enough to state that these Inams Acts dealt with the respective rights of the Govern
ment inamdars, and never affected or dealt with the relatIOnship between the inamdar and 
the ryot. In conclusion, I wish to state that it was very regrettable that the amendments 
moved by me urging on the CommIttee to examiLe the inams question as a whole and 
propose legislation therefore has not been carried. An objection was raised that the 
tenure in inam villages being different confusion wonld result from the mixing up of 
inams with the zamindaris ir. the sa.me legislation. Although I do not hold that view, 
I consented to the enactment of separate legislation and requested that proposals for 
such a legislation be made by this Committee. It is very unfortunate that this suggestion 
of mine also, although supported by four members of the Committee, has not been given 
the consideration deserved and was rejected. 

CHAPTER VII. 

FORESTS AND HILLS. 

I moved an amendment before the Committee that with regard to hills and jungles 
a.nd other lands which are not covered by clauses (a) and (b) of sub-section (16) of section 3 
·that the rights and liabilities of the landholder and the ryots in forest and hills 
in zamin areas be similar to those of the Government and the ryotwari tenants 
in respect of such lands in the ryotwari area; and in respect of the lands covered by the 

. above two provisions, I moved that the lands set apart for and serving communal purposes, 
such as village-sites, public paths, cattle stands, burning and burial grounds, puntas, 

. tanks , channels, etc., vest ir. the public and that the za.rnindar has no present or rever
Mionary right or title thereto and suggested that declaration may be made in clearer 
term. to that effect and adequate legislative provision be made to protect the interests 

. of the public in respect of them. I further suggested that in the compUlsory survey 
recommended in the report such lands should be determined and proper records prepared 
therefore. and as clause 8 of section 4 of the propo.ed BIll is Inconsistent with the findings 
and the recommendations made in the repcrt dealing with these lands in Chapter VIII, 
I suggested the amendment of the said clause 8 suitably. My view with regard to hills 
and forests is dependent upon the view I have taken that the conditions prevailing iL 
the ryotwari areas shall be made applicable as far as possible in the zamin areas till such 
time as the zamindaris are eliminated by payment of compensation for the rights that the 
~amindaris have been eLjoying in the hills and forests. 

BSZWADA, MAHBOOB ALI BAIG. 
13th November 1938. 
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,. (3) 

MINUTE OF DISSl:NT SUBMITTED BY Mr. B. NARAYAIUSWAm 
NAYUDU, M.L.C. 

l'he views, ideas, sentiments and recommendations made in the report of the majority 
should b'3 taken a. mine only in so rar as they are expre.sed in this minute, and where 
there is no expression of mine, either for 01' agamst, I must be deemed to have expressed 
no "iewo in the matter. 

lhe first matter in the reference is .. the juridicaJ interest of the ryots in relation 
to the landholders." A brief hisbry of the events that led to the creation of the 
I'~rm.nent Settlement is necessary ior the answer of this question. On the acquisition 
of the "ariouo territories in the North and in the South of the Presidencv, that is, the 
Circars, the Carnatic, the Jagheer and other territories by the British there were found 
at the tiroe on the one hand a great body of ryols, who were making payments in kind 
or in money as the dues of the State, and on the other hand zamindars and poligars 
collecting the public dues from the ryots in the respective zamindaries and palaiye.ms 
according to the established usage of tbe country. And in areas where such zamindars 01' 

poligBl's were not existing, the dues of the State were being collected from the ryots 
by the State directly through its own officers or through renters. 

The British Government on the acquisition of the country continued the existing 
zami.cdars and poligars to collect the State dues froin the ryots on condition of continuing 
the payment of a jumma at first fixed annually bnt afterwards periodically. 

The position of the zamindars or the poligars before the introduction of the per
man~ilt settlement can be gathered from clause 4 in the instructions of the Board of 
Revenue issued to Collectors, dated 15th October 1799. Clause 4 is as follows:-

.. A t present the ZaminQars hold their Zaminuaries by a tenure so precarious as 
scarcely to convey the least idea; of propEorty in the soil. It. has been considered 
bereditary possession but the public ussessment has been fluctuating and 
Iubitrary and the whole zamindal'l Ii~ble to sequestration iII case of even a 
partial failure in the kist, at the pleasw:c of the Governmen t. " 

l'hat is, the Zamindars though considered hereditary, were liable to sequestration 
and bad no fixity with regard to the dewllnd from them. The right of alienating the 
zamindaries was also subject to the pleasure of the Government and it was doubtful 
whether their right was transferable either in private or through Court. In fact, the 
Zamindars had no property or owner&hip of their Zaminduries or Polliams excppt at the 
sufferance of tbe Government though they exercised the quasi-governmental function of 
collecting the dues from the ryots and paying the same to the Sovereign. What the 
Permanent Settlement proposed was to tw'n this right into property and confer it upon 
them by issuing a Sannd there!or. The Government of the day on principles of revenue 

'administrution also thought that in the areas where they were collecting the dues from 
the ryots directly either through their own otlicer~ or throngh their renters a similar 
system should be adopted and persoDs crente<l ill whom the right to collect these dues 
from the ryots should be made to vest. These are the Havelly lands referre<l to in the 
Report. 'rherefore the Permanent Settlement really created a new kind of property 
namely, turning the office of the zamindar or renter into one of a permanentlv-settled 
holder which mterest was made inherituble, transferable inter vivos or made ,wniiahle for 
creditors through Courts. That is why in the Permanent Settlement Re!!ulation we find 
the following clauses :_ b 

Clanse II Ii xing the assessment in perpetuity and clause 7 making liable their 
right for sale in default of paying the jnmmah and clause 8 enablin .. them to 
transfer. without the previou.s consent Of. the Government to whom~ver they 
may thmk proper by sale, gift or otherWlse tlla" proprletary ri"ht in the whole 
or in any part of the 28lUindnri. To my mind, from the above, thev were 
made proprietors in the !!ense that they conld transfer their rinht. bv ... Ie !!ift 
or otherwise and the zamindarie9 were made a species of p~nen..: 3lie~able 
divisible, .heritable and liable to be seized in Courts of IJRW for ilerrepg' aTld 
other claims. The property thu.. crented g!'oold not be confused with the 
property in the lands comprised in the zamindaries. That the Permanent 

OOH. B. PART I-tl8 
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f:lettlement was not intended in any way to affect the rights of the great body of 
rvots who were holding the lands paymg the State dues therefor accordlllg to 
the custom of the country is evident froUl the following. 

'£he instructions to the Collectors reglLrding Permanent Settlement contain the 
clearest proof of this matter. 

Ulause 29 is as follows:~ 
.. Government, you will observe, have directed that every necessary illformation 

be procured respecting the rights of the Talookdar and Under-tenantry through
out the different districts, that ill confirming the proprietary rights of the 
zamindars they may not violate the ascertained rIghts of other individuals." 

Clause 32 is as follows :-
.. Distinct from these claims are the rights and privileges of the cultivating 

ryots who, though they have no posItive property in the soil, have a right of 
occupancy as long as they cultivate to the extent of their usual means and give 
to the Circar or Proprietor, whether ill money or in kind, the accustomed 
portion of the produce." 

Ulausc 33 is as follows :-
.. To ensure the dues of the Circar or proprietor of the estate it has ah·eady been 

observed that the dues will be prescnbed and administered by the Judicial 
Courts, and the same rules will also extend protection to the ryots and under
tenants but in order that there may be some standard of judgment between 
these parties the proprIetor or under-farmer will be obliged to enter into 
specific written agreements or pattas with the ryots and under-tenants, the 
rents to be paid by whatever rule or custom they may be regulated to be 
specifically stated in the patta which is every poe_ible case shall rontain the 
exact sum to be paid. In case where the rate only can be specified, such as 
where the rates are adjusted upon a measurement of the lands after cultivation 
or on a survey of the crop or where they were made payable in kind the rate 
and terms of payment and proportion of the crop to be delivered with every 
condition shan be clearly specified." 

Olause 34 is as follows :-
.. Every zamindar, independent Talookdar or other actual proprietor of land will 

be required to prepare the form of a pottah or pottahs conforJDably to the rules 
above prescribed and adapted to the circumstances and u.agcs of his estate or 
TaJook and, after obtaining the Collector's approbation of it, to be signed by 
such Officer superscribing the form with the name and official appellation to 
register a; copy thereof in the Adaulut of the District and to depo,qit a copy 
also in each of the principal CutchelTies in his estate or Talooks. Every ryot 
will be entitled to ,receive corresponding pottahs on application and no pottahs 
of any other than the prescribed form will be held valid." 

Clause 35 is as follows:-
.. Ryot when his rent has been ascertained and settled may demand: a pottah 

from the actual Proprietor of land, dependent Talookdar or ]"armer of whom he 
holds his lands or from the person acting for him, and any refusal to deliver 
the pottahs upon being proved in the Conrt of Adaulut of the District Will be 
punished by the Court by a fille proportIOned to the expense and trouble of the 
ryot in consequence of such refusal. On the other hand, it will be reqUired of 
the Zamindar or Farmer to cause a Pottah for the adjusted rent to be prepared 
according to the form prescribed and tendered to the ryot either granting the 
Hame themselves or instructing their agents to grant them nnder their special 
authority and the necessary rules will be enacted to afford redress to the party 
acting in conformity thereto in all cases of resistance on the part of the ryot. 
In all cases of farmers grantlDg pottahs they must of course be limited to the 
period of their own Leases and as estates are liable constantly to division and 
partial transfer to different Proprietors some limitations of (?) to be grunted by 
proprietary landholders will also be expedient probably (?) be fixed at ten 
years. " 

Clause 36 is as follows :-
" Every proprietor of land, dependant Talookdar, or farmer of land of whatever 

description, and their Agents of every gradation receiving rents or revenues from 
dependent Talookdars, under-farmers, ryots, or others are to give receipts for all 
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SUUlS received by them and a receipt in full on the complete discharge of every 
obligation. Any person to whom a receipt may be refused on his establishing 
the same in the Adawlut Court of the District will be entitled to damages from 
the party who received his rent or revenue and refused the receipt equal to double 
the amount paid by him, and, they are to adjust the instalments of the. rents 
receivable by them from their under renters and ryots accordlOg to the time of 
reaping and selling the produce, being liable to be sued for damages for not 
conforming to this rule." 

Clause 37 is as follows ;-
.• It is to be hoped that in time the proprietary landholders, Talookdars, and 

farmers and the ryots will find it for their mutual advantage to enter into agree
ments in every instance for a specific sum for a certain quantity of land leaving 
it to the option of the latter to cultivate whatever species of produce may appear 
to them likely to yield the largest profit and in the interim to protect them against 
any new taxes under any pretence whatever the perosn discovered to bave imposed 
them will be liable to a very heavy penalty for the same. Indeed we wish to 
direct your attention to the imposition they are already subject to which from 
their number and uncertainty we apprehend to have become intricate to adjust 
and a source of oppression. It would be desirable that the Zamindars should 
revise the same in conse~~ __ !,it!!)he ~x.0!s, an~ co~solidate the w~ole into. one 
specific sum 'Ily'whlc1itlle rents woulU6e much slIOplified, and much lOconvewence 
to both parties be thereby obviated." 

l'he above clauses clearly establish that while the Zamindars were made proprietor. 
of their zamindari right, their relations to the great body of the ryots in their areas should 
continue to be governed by the old and customary usage prevailing subject to such laws 
as may be passed for regulating the relations between the zamindars and their ryots by 
the sovereign power. The same idea appears in the Order of the Government, dated 4th 
September 1799, issued to the Board of Revenue. In the said Order, while it is stated 
that the Zamindars should be constituted •• proprietors of their respective estates or 
zamindaris," it is also stated as follows ;-

.. You will also prepare every necessary information respecting the right. of the 
Talookdars and under-tenantry throughout the different districts that in confirm
ing the proprietary rights to the zamindars, we may not violate the ascertained 
right& of other individuals." 

Fi~ally, the following passage quoted in the majority report, page 45, supports the 
fl:lI.me Vlew:-

.. In expressing his approval of these arrangements the Governor-General distinctly 
infOlmed the Government of M;adras that the acknowledgment of a proprietary 
right in the zamindars who were then in possession, or in the proprietors who 
were about to be created, was not to be allowlld in any respect to affect the rights 
of the ryots or others who had hitherto been, in any way, subject to the authority 
of the zamindars 01' other landholders; nor was it to be understood as preventing 
the Government from passing any laws which might be considered expedient for 
the protection of the ryots." 

It is impossible, having regard to what has been stated above, to say that the zamindars 
were intended to be constituted as proprietors of the lands. If so, the inquiry as to the 
rights of the ryots, of the rules to be passed to regulate the relation between the zamindal' 
and the cultivator or the reservation by the Government to pass regulations for re"ulating 
the rel~tions between the zam!ndars and the ry~ts, would all be su~rftuous. The only 
conclUSIon that can be drawn IS that· they were mtended to be constItuted as proprietors 
'if their estates or zamindaris and nothing more. It was not intended to disturb the 
JIll'idical relations between the zamindar and the ryots such as theY' were before the 
int.roduction of the Permanent Settlement, the said relations being then "overned by 
""ag" and custom eontrolled by any statutory law of the sovereigu. b 

Following th~ true intent and spirit ~f th~ above ~tuation we find the permanent 
eott,lement 1'<'gulatlOn an.d the patta regulation WIth ce.rtal~ other regulat.~ons being passed 
'lD the same date, that IS, 13th July 1802. An exammatlOn of the proVIsions of the said 
two regulations and the Karnams' Regulation will also bear out the same idea. 

Ch.use 11 of the Reguh.tion XXV of 1802 relating to karnams and clause 14 requiring 
the zltlllindars to enter into engag-ements with their ryots for a rent and !!ranting to each 
l'yot .. patta or cowie and making- the zamindar liable to be sued (0; damaoes if he 
negl('rt~ or refu~e-s to issue l)attas to l'yots. al'e provisions which are eutire)y in~ollsi5;teH. 
with any proprietlll'Y interest, in the lands held hy the ryots. -' , 
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Clause 10 of the patta Regulation XXX of 1802 sets out that It Iij only when the 
l'yot refused and persisted in the refusal to receive a patta, the proprietors or farmers of 
land shall have power to grant the lands of the under-farmers or ryots so refusing to other 
persolls. There are other clauses in the patta regUlation such as relating to the receipts 
and non-levy of any new assessment or tax on the ryots under any name or under any 
pl'e~ence. The whole of the patta regualtion is entirely inconceivable if the juridical rela
tions between the zamindars and their ryots were intended to be those of the landlord 

I and the tenant. It must be noted that the patta regUlation is not a declaration of the 
customary law of the country as then existing with regard to the rights of the ryot, but 
was only' a regulation prescribing pattas to be used between landholders and under
tenants so that "the existing indefinite mode of dividing the produce of the earth and of 
accounting for the customary ready money revenue may be abolished." The customary 
'law being thus undefined and the language of the permanent settlement regulation and 
thp. patta regulation being liable to be misconstrued, necessity soon arose for defining 
whether the right of the ryot was hereditary and whether the rent he pays was one to be 
governed bv contract or by uSl),ge. Regulation IV of 1822 was passed to declare that the 
provisions Qrnegu1atronii'XXV, XXVIII and XXX of 1802 were not meant to define, limit, 
infringe or destroy the actual rights of any description of landholders or tenants but merely 
to point out in what manner tenants might be proceeded against, in the event of their 
not paving the rents justly due from them, leaving them to recover their rights, if infringed, 
with full costs and damages, in the established Courts of Justice. Regulation V of 1882 
was also passed for the following among other reasons, viz., that the provisions of Regula
tion XXXII of 1802 .. (1) do not afford any remedy sufficiently prompt in cases of sudden 
violent disputes respecting the occupancy cultivation or irrigation of land and (2) that 
disputes t:egarding arrears of rent and rates of assessment as regarding the occupancy and 
cultivation of land may occasionally be adjusted by panchayats to the relief of the ryots." 
'.rhe said Regulation V of 1822 contains clause 8 which is as follows :-

" The lands of under-farmers or ryots shall not be granted to other persons by 
proprietors or farmers under the provisions of section 10, Regulation XXX of 1802 
until such proprietors or farmers shall have made application to the Collector and 
obtained his leave for that purpose." 

Clause 15 of the same regulation is as follows :-
.. The Collector shall have authority to refer all disputes respecting arrears of rent 

or revenue or respecting rates of assessment in money or kind or of division in 
kind as well as qnestions of the right of occupancy, of possession of lands or 
crops which may be brought before him under this regulation to a district or 
village panchayat for decision provided both parties agreed to that mode of 
settling. " 

'J'he heritable character of the ryot's holding meanwhile came for dis..:u.sIon m the 
courts and the customary law of the coun try came up for examination in the highest 
COID't, i.e., the High Court and was affirmed in favollr 'If the ryot 20 MaJr"s, ;':\)1), and 
I!:J Madras, 318. Fmally, in the Estates Land Act of 1908, section 6 was pass(;d J<lclanng 
that every flJot has a permanent right of occupancy in his hold in". Tbe que ... ion is 
whether thid a correct and sufficient declaration of the customary la~ of the COUll try . 

In the :Minute of the Board of Revenue, dated 5th January 1918, wbich discussp. 
flllly the right_ of the ryot as existing from the time prior to the Permanent Se~tlelllent, 
it is definitely stated as follows :-

" The ryots' were the hereditary permanent farmers of their vi1lag~s snd so lonl( 
as they paid the public dues they could not be ousted ft:om their lands which 
though not now saleable (being of no value), have descended from father to 
Bon from generation to generation." 

~I'he same view has been expressed by Hodgson in 1808 and repeated in 13.1'. 
No. 7743 which has been discussed at length in the majority report. To my mind the 
customary law of the countrry- which governed the relations between the ryots and the 
Ic.amindars before the introduction of the Permanent Settlement was exactly the same as 
that which governed the relations between the ryots and the Government where the 
ryot was paying directly to the Government, and as the relation of the ryot to G"vern
ment is really one of owner paying tax to the State, the relation of the zamindar and 
the tenant is also one of owner paying tax to the zamindar. The ryot accordingly has 
to be declared owner of the land and all rights in the land should be dcchred LO helong 
to the ryot, the zamindar being declared entitled only to receive 'he tax lawfull~ pt>yable. 

The question is not one of mere academic interest. Evidence has been ;liven before 
thd Committee that when ryots build houses upon their lands. they are sued for e]ecLmpnt 
under section 11 of the Estates Land Act. Witnesses have spoken to the fact that 
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owing to. the ",Unge ~ites being not sufficient for occupation they are obliged to seek 
the,r ryotl In",! to bUild upon. The zamindar mi"ht exercise his power capriciousl\' or 
.I1,ight demand heavy sums. It is impossible toO think that under the com mar. . law 
of the count,y a ryot could not have the right to bUild a house upun the land he was 
hol<ling with",,! paying a premium therefor. As a matter of fact the prachce must 
bave been the other way, namely, giving. land to build upon without rent a! all to induce 
til": ryot to set.k and cultivate .Iands. In faet the Hon'ble 1Ir. Yenkatapatni Raju in bis 
eVIdence bas conceded tbat tb,s rlgbt should not be denied. 'I.·be inconvemcnce of this 
restriction not to use the land except for agricultural purposes I. found to be felt in the 
COUnlr] with tbe increasing industrial activitIes that wight come about. 

Anotber matter complained about by ryots is the harrassment with regard to slones 
sand. etc., fOllnd in ryots' holding claims to whICh are laid by the proprietor. Th;e has 

. reference to th~ evidence of a. witness from Pendyala examined at the Rajahmund.I'Y eentre. 
The third matter in this connexion that has come up in cvidence by way of complain~ 

by ryots is that of trees on the ryots' holdings. Though the Estates L.lnd Act was 
pas.r.d in 1908 still these esuses of disputes between the zamindars and the tenants exist 
b~CIIuse the rJ at is not deemed to be the owner. 

Another cC'mplaint is that the tenant has to pay crop-war rates. 'rhe instructiona 
to tLe Collectors clearly contemplate tbat. zamindars should discontinue as soon as 
possible by entering into engagements with the l"jots for money rents leaving it to the 
ryols to raise whatever species of crops they wanted to raise. All these variations with 
regard to the !nnd-tax by rea,son of the crops raised thereon, esnnot exist if the ryot is 
the "wner of the land paying the tax therefor. 

Tbe sections, therefore, of the ;Madras Estates Land Act restraining the ryot irom 
llSing the land except for agricultural purposes and denying to him the mineral right in 
I,ia holding the taxing him according to crops raised and taxing the tree. on tbe lands 
oug-ht to be abolisbed, and the ryot, as I said, must be declared to be the owner ""bJ~ct 
onl." to the payment of the just dues to the zamindar the collection of whicb is the 
j;alJlilldar's only right upon tbat holding. 

I must, however, disagree with the majority when they say that the mineral rights 
iII waRte lands do not belong to the zamindar. It· is really dIfficult to understand or 
reco!lcile the po,ition taken by the majority in the report. On the one hand the control 
alld Ihe right of distribution of the waste lauds is admitted to belong to the zamiu')"r 
while on the other hand the mineral right IS predicated in another way, ~IIy views with 
re.gal'd to wast~ lands will be set out in another chapter. 

CHAPTER II. 

As stated in the previous chapter the relationship between the zamindar and the 
tenant is that of owner paying tax to th" zsmindar. One characteristIc of own.rsilip, 
helitability and alienability, bas been shown in tbe preVIOUS chapter to be of cornman 
law crigin and ~ection 6 was only declaratory Rnd that too not to the fullest extent. '1'he 
l'CCOud characteristic of ownership is that of non-hahility to pay a.nythmg to anybody 
except the taKes of the State. The common law of ~e countl"j llllposed on ever) 
occupier or ow::er of land the duty to pay some portion of the produce towards the State. 
It was one-sixth according to Manu. From the record. it appears that when the 
Mussalmans became the sovereigns the sbare increased from oue-sixth to oue third. 
Appendix I gives Ain-I-Akbar on this matter. Appendix XII dealing with the cniti
vator's share sets out what it was prior to and in times of the introducti·)n of the Perma
nent Settlement. Tbese increases in the sbare of the prod',ce are not to be confounded 
Dnd have no analogy to the increases of rent between a landlord and a knant, 'I.'II!c' 
former are regulated by the requirements of the sovereign, his sagacity witil regard to 
the capacity of tbe ryots to pa5' and his statesmanship for t.he conservation of a. contented 
tnx-paying population. That is why we find in times of peaceful rule and wise statebman
~IJlP the share was somewhere between one-sixth IUId one· tbltd, but when 1"lore troubious 
times came it rose to a balf <i) to meet the requirements of war or other necessities. 
Whether the ryots were willing and able to pay half or not, bping in the nature of a tax 
it WRS necessarily collected from the ryots. 

Having tl",s set out that the share which the tenant WRS giving to the :;:tate wad 

in the nature of a. tax, it remains to consider how it was dealt with under ~he Pamaneno 
Sdtlcment. 'I.·he zamindar being made the assignee of the right to collect the tll" and 
th •. proprietor of tbat rigbt, his power to Impose any further ta"~tion had necessarily to 
hp curtailed, This arise. from tbe very nature of what was aSSIgned t~ the zaruiildar. 
If it was the property of the ryot thnt was ".signed to the zamindar, it woulu ha\'e 
been left for the zamindar to deal with the r.lot and his rents as he pleased aa.'OI'ding 

COil. R. PART I-b'\l 
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to the ordinary law of landlord a~d tenant. Dut, as it was not the property of tbe ryot 
that was assigned but only tbe ngbt to receive the tax from him it became necessary 
that tbe za.mi:ldar sbould be restrained from turning out tbe. ryot or enbanmno the tax 
from bim. <J:bat is tbe reason why we find clause 9 of the Patta. Regulation "wluch is 
as follows:-

" Where disputes mOlY arisa respecting rates of assessment in money or of di viRion 
in kind, the rates shall be determined according to the. rates prevailing on the 
eultivated lands in the year preceding the 'lssessment of the permiUlent jumruah 
on such lands; or, where those rates may not be ascertainable, accordrng to the 
rates established for'lands of the same description aod quality, ao those resl-ecting 
whicb tbe dispute may arise." 

, I 

Tbe rates prevailing in the year previous to tbe Permanent SettJemen't 'were fixed 
as the liUlit because in most estates they were taken into consideration in fixing iummah 
on t),e estates. 

Fw;ther, the ryots in the. periods prior to the Permanent Settlement were pa.ying not 
merely the land tax but certain other taxes also, the nature of which as an illustration can 
I!est be gauged from the following extract contained in the Circuit Ccmmittee Report on 
,the Cassimcotah Division of the Chicacole Circar, page 6:-

The ancient and present moda of making the collections we understand t() be 

Mode of Col1eotion. 
widely different. The one formerly in use 
under the Native Princes, when troopa and 

f 
servants were paid in necessaries instead of. coin, and. before there w&e lar/lB 
exports and returns of money W:\R an ~,,\...Ilivision of the produce bdwcen 
the .Rajah and the cultivatar the !:!:.tt~nN.w, Ml,,"y~, .. pd roUll!'lion 
expenses. Tbe quantity of the crop was d.etermwed by Ii valua.tion made by 

'l'!fd'ilrerent persons iuat before the harvest, and in presence of the public servants 
and inbabitants. This estimate being registered by the kurnam, the cu-car 
servants after the grain was trodden out, received the Gove.rnment :Moiety, bu.t 
since. the arrival of the l>lahommadans and as we understand within the..e last 
60 years, a different mode has bepn mtroduced \)Ij the Zamindars of Vizianugram, 

'l who have set aside the former usage, and after ascertaining by measurement the 
f quantity of the amble land, imposed 80 fixed rent of 10 rupees per garee called 
~cist, the payment of which entitled tbe labourer to the unrestricted disposal of 

his whole crop. This. alteration favourable as at first sight it may appear to the 
inhabitant, was established solely for the convenience and profit of the zamin
dar, as it enabled him to take one kist of the collections in advance and served 
as a foundation whereon to calculate a.ny further assessments. Soon after 
when the land was supposed to be improved, the mulumuttee was added at the 
rate of 1QO ,and 150 per cent on the cist, and thenceforward considered as 80 fixed 
payment. The Nazer which is taken in plenteous years, is an exaction., nol fixed, 
but generally at the rate af 50 per cent on the. cist. The Bihnuctah is an Appraise
ment of poor graund producing only small grain, by which the. same. is rented for 
a specific sum and not liable to any other imposition excepting the sary, which 
was originally the zamindar's allowance from the Mogul Darbar of 10 per cent 
on the collections in rewa.rd for preserving good order, and encouraging culti
vatIOn. These assessments reduced the labourers' share ta about gge.third of 
the produce, at which rate their proportion is und~sto~d to be generally es!:l.b
ished but the zamindars have iutroduced other changes fully set forth in the 

village account Nc>. 9, which have curtailed their real share to barely oI,!e-fifth 
of the harvest." 

It ill be seen that collections of this type have no reference at all to tbe yield of the 
land and are applicable only on the basis of th.e Government authority to collect such 
eharges. However, as at tbe time of the Permanent Settlement these were included in 

f 
the resources of the zamindari and jununa was fixed on the basis of their inC'l'usJOn ite 
<;ollection of such dues had to be legalized. That is why we find the following clauae in 
Regulation XXX of 1802:- ' 
, .• Where the rents or revenues of land, payable either in money or in kind to the 

proprietor, may have been collected under various denominatIons, In additJon tv 

\

that of the proprietor's sbar.e, such as canongoi and ClIvelly russooms. or other 
charges, they shall b~sonsQJjdate9 i.!!Jd!!LI!Q!l~~~mto ,one sl'ocilio sum of 
money or quantity of gram; and in ilie event of clauns bemg instituted by pro
prietors of land on engagements in which the r.ents or revenues may be so con
solidated, such claimants shall be non-snited, with costs, before the Adawlat of 
the zillah. from and after the expiration of two yesrs subsequently to the time 
when the permanent assessment of the land revenue may have been fixed. ". 
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While the power to collect tbe existing abwabs then bad *0 bit legalized ihe exerciso 
4)1 ilXiflOolOg any fresb abwab in the future had also to be prohibited since the zamindars 
were ceasing to have their quasi-political capacity and converted into proprietors. .There
fore. we tind clause VII, which is as follows:-

.. Proprietors or farDlers of land ~qall not levy any new aBBessment or tax on th.e 
ryots, IInder any name or under any pretence; e'Xactions other than tbose con8011-
dated in the pattah, or otherwi~e authorized by the Government shall, upon proof, 
subject the proprietor or farmer to a penalty equa.l to three times the amount of 
each exaction." 

The provisions of the other clauses in the patta regulation as to the exchange of 
pattas and muchilikaa, receipts for th.e payment of monies, distraint powerB, are all ana
·logous to the quasi-governmental powers of collecting taxation. It is> perfectly clear 
from the ahove that the great body of the ryots who inhabited the several villages which 
went under the Permanent Settlement were thus really hanlUld over to the permanently 
settled holders and asked to pay the dues of the State thenc.eforward to the zamindar. 
The paymenta, therefore, of the ryots cannot in any sense be. regarded as r.ent but only 
as taxes to persons who have been the constituted proprietors thereon. That is the 
reallQll why while on the one hand the zamindars were being constituted proprietors regu
lations were passed to define the relations bet.ween the proprietors and their ryots. If 
it ie a relationship merely of landlord and tenant, tbese regulations have no place at all. 
If on the other hand, they are those between ~ tax gatherer a.nd a tax· piL)er, the regu
lations become intelligible. From the above discussion it is apparent that the juridical 
relationship betw.een the zamindar and the ryot is not at all one of landlord and tenant 
but of sovereign and the tax-payer, the sovereignity in that particular matter having been 
converted into private property, and liable to be regulated by th.e usages of the country 
and the regulations of the sovereign power .exercising its other sovereign fuctions. 

I agree thereCore with the majority report in so far as it states that on the one hand 
the Government demand on the zamindars was fixed permanently Cor ever and on the 
other hand the zamindar's demand on the ryot was alike fixed permanently for ever. 

The real question. bowever, is what Was pe.J;~mJy fixed as against the ryot? Detore 
.tating my ideas in th.e matter it may perhaps be more advantageous to find out tv kno ..... 
what is the majority report on this matter. With the greatest possible attention that I 
CIUI give to the majority report and with the utmost respect for it I find it difficult to 
know exactly the position in the report. However, I shall try to set it out as far as lean 
make out. 

1. In respect of villages in which the rates, of rent were fixed in mon~y friar to the 
Permanent Settlement by the Government or by the z:unindars: Such cases occur as in 
Barmahal and Salem districts which. were ceded to the Company in 179~. Colonel Read 
and hi. assistants introduced the ryotwari survey and system (the old), under which th.e 
superficial extent of the land by the actual measurement of each cultivated field and 
each troot of waste was assessed in a fixed sum of money or tract thus measured. In 
refer~nce to the rvotwari assessment thus made and the collections under it the lands 
of these districts were subsequently assessed with a jumma on the permanent zamiD
dari tenure. 'l.'he question is what is the recommendation of the majority report with 
reg'lTd to such villages which are still under Permanent Settlement? It is these villages 
i111d villages of that type in other districts whicb are referred to as surveyed and fisal ratesl 
adopted in in the Rent Recov.ery Act of 1865. The construction put upon the clause in 
section 11 relating to those tracts by the majority report to my mind is entirely en·oneous. 
I. the recommendation the following: whether the money rates "sasses.eu prior to 1802 
under the survey and settlement reCerred to above shoUld 6e conSiaereaas permanently 
liud and not liable to be altered at all for anv reason? Or is it that the tot .. l State dues 
from the ryots in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement should be considered to be 
the fixed rellt on \Ill! areas then under cultivation and the rate per aCIe should be ascertained 
by diViding the total State dues by the area under cultivatIOn? If it is tlle former it 
will work tbe greatest hardship on tile ryots. The following .extract from the Minute of 
the Boarll of Bevenue, dated 5th J auuary 1818, will show the inIquity of those ratea :-

.. Rut decisive proof both. of the inequality and excese of the new assessment has r 
boen since afforded, for when, with reference to the Ryotwari assessment, and 
the coliections under it, the lands of these districts were subse<luently assessed 
with the jumma, on th~ permanent zamindafl t~nur", the zalUilltl:ll~ found 
it immediately neeesSl\ry to reduce the teerwlls, ,md these reductions in some 
ca.es extended to half the land unner cultivation-nay, the high jumma 
assessed on the estates in the Salem or southern divi.ion, in con"e!juence of 
the high ryotwar teerw.,8 of Colonel Madeod. whIch eXf'eeded the settlement 
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of 1202 by no less than 361 per c~nt, .hlls been the principal cause of the fuilure 
of· the permanent zamindari setLlement in that part ot the country; and in 
the estates of the Salem district which haye consequently reverted to the 
Government, the Board have been obliged. to authorize a general reduction of 
the pre-existing teerwa. Nowhere indeed do the survey rates of assessment 
appear generaily to have stood well except III the 13armahal or ceutre division, 
where they were fixed by Colonel Munro, who seems, more than any of the 

I others, to have modified his teerwas by the only certain criterion, the past actual 
collectio1l8, for his survey ass~ssment exceeded the setLlement of 12U2 by only 
3~ per cent, while that of Colonel Graham was 29l, and that of Colonel Macleod, 
36, per cent above it." 

The majority report, Part n, in pages 155 to 166, deal with a zamindari consisting 
of some villages of this type, which is the Kannivadi zamindari. At page 164 it is 
etated as follows:- . 

.. In this particular case it may be that the ryots suffer because admittedly thEt 
rates fixed by Mr. Hardis III the Permanent Settlement of 1802 were 
unconsciously high." 

From this it would appear that the recommendation is that the fisal rates prevail
ing before 1802 are the rates to be taken into consideration to-day. li that is so, there 
is no reason at all for working out the figures in pages 163 and 164, or taking the total 
income 3ssessed in 1602 into consideration. 

(iii Villages, under the old practice of paying a share of the produce and which 
are siill to-day held similarly and villages lmaer the system of a fixed grain rent with 
or without money rents varying or not varying according to the crop raised thereon. 
There Itre a good many villages of this type notab!y in Vizagapatam, Ramnad and 
Tinnevelly districts. . 

The proposal of the majority report as appearing from t,he draft bill clause 23 is as 
follows :-If the prevailing system of land revenue in a particular estate is still continned 
on old waram basis and the ryot demands after the passing of this Act that the waram 
system shou!d be changed into money system, the commutation prices that should be 
adopted by the Revenue courts shall be the prices that form~d the basis oC the Permanent 
Settlement and not the prices that prevailed on the date of commutation. It looks 
thererore that so far as the villages comprising these lands are concerned the total of the 
Stnte dueR in the year preceding fasli 1210 need not. be looked inte at all as nothing turns 
upon what the total amount of the income of the village was in the year preceding the 
Permanent Sett!ement. Under this proposal what has to be done is: the produce of 
the lands has to be ascertained and according to the share that was t!:-e Circar's in 1802, 
it has to be settled on the basis of the prices of 1802. As I have stated already the Share 
in the year preceding 1802 was not only the maximum assessment but was found in the 
Government surveyed areas of Barmahal and Salem to be over assessment. Whether' 
the relief should be given by way of going back to the prices of 1802 on the present 
y;pld of the lands seems open to objection since the tenant has been improving the lands 
for a. long time since 1802. 

(iii) The third-class of villages are vil!ages, the lands in which were paying a share 
of the produce or at a. fixed grain rent prior to 1210 but in which money rents were 
introduced subsequently and are at present existing.· This is by far the most numerous 
of the villages under the Permanent Settlement. I am absolutely unable to understand 
what the recommendation of the majority is in respect of the lands in these villages. 

Section 3, clause 5, of the proposed bill is as follows :-
.• The land revenue payable by a ryot to a landholder means the rates of land 

revenue assessment fixed in perpetuity at the Permanent Settlement on the 
land." 

The lands in the villages now under discussion were paying at a. fixed share of the 
produce including russooms, etc., or paying fixed grain rents. Is it the proposal no'l'\' 

I 
that th~ lands i~ all these Villages .. h.ave to. be surveyed and settle~ on the hnsis of the 
productive capacity at present eXlstmg With reference to the prICes of 1802, which 
however I do not find provided for in the proposed bi:l? It must be remembered that 
if this is the proposal it would not gi"eany relief at all but possibly cause some damage 
Ilnd bring the ryot's position ~urt~er down. The money rent~ have all been substituted 
and thereafter the tenant unhke III the case of lands on which waram tenure prevails 
makes all improvements becltuse the entire surplus belongs to him. To apply therefore 
the 1802 rate of rent is perhaps not the proposal. . 

From the fi!!UTes worked out in report, Part II, appearing at page 74, the proposal 
probably is as follows:- . .. 
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The total State demand in the year preceding the permanent jumms. should be 
divided by the acreage under cultivation and the figure so arrived s.t should be the rent 
for the area. It is stated s.s follows with regard to Karvetinagaram estate :~The total 
area.. under ayan cultivation dry. was 532,371'4-4/]6 guntas and the total teerva payable 
thereon was 19,742·13-5/16 Star pagoqas. Dividing the one by the other the rs.te of 
s.SBessment for a gunts. of dry land at tile time of the Permanent Settlement is a.rrived 
s.t as 2 annas in the runee. Similarly in the case of wet lands, the total area under 
cultivation (we€)"is 313,046-14 guntas which yielded a teervs. of 49.801·10-4/16 Star 
pagodas. By dividing the one by the other the rate per gunts. is given as 8 annas and 
11 pies. and as the gunta is nearly about 37 cents, the rate per acre of wet land comes 
to about Rs. 1-8-0. The proposal under these figures. therefore, is really not to adopt 
the rates of rent that were prevailing in the year 1801 but the rent realized as the rent 
chargeab!e upon the whole area. This iR the crux of the whole matter. What was the 
limit placed by the Permanent Settlement and the Patta Regulation as the demand on 
the ryot? Was it merely the rate of rent or the proportion of his rent on the total demand 
of 1802? To my mind. the Permanent Settlement was not intended and did not fix the 
State dues of fasli 1210 to be the maximum demand on the cultivated area but what was 
fixed by the Permanent Settl~ment and the Patta Regulation was only the limit of the 
maximum rates of rent. The following are my reasons :--Clause 9 of the Patta Regula
tion diRtinctly sets out only rates of assessment lD money or of division in kind, not the 
rent of the year preceding the assessment of the permanent jumma divided by the area 
under cultivatioll but the rates of rent prevailing in the year preceding. As stated in 
th~ Minute of the Board of Revenue. dated 5th Jannary 1818, .. this tenure ji:J:ed the rate 
btl.' not the amount of the dues payable to the zamindllr. The amount payable by him. 
however. was unalterably determined and on this tenure the zamindari and palaiyam 
lands were made over to the existing !/lamindars and poligars in perpetuity." The sale 
proclama.tion reHed on by the majority report and quoted at page 56 supports the same 
view. Clause 18: .. It is declared to all purchasers of land that inhabitants of the 
j"gheer are not considered entitled to a higher rate of waram than tha·t inserted in the 
dowle of fasli 1210 nor is the purchaser entitled to a higher division of produce as succeed
ing to the rights of Government than the rates therein specified as the Government share." 
That it was the rates that were unalterably fixed and not the State dues of fasli 1210 is the 
opinion expressed in B. P. No. 7743 quoted at length in the majority report. In the 
Bub"~quent legislations of 1822. 1865 and 1908 it is an agreed that it is only the rates of rent 
that were unalterably fixed. The Select Committee on the Rent Bill of 1863 was alse> 
of the same opinion. It held that the Patta Regulation fixed the maximum rent demand
able from the ryot. The courts h.ave also held .that the an~ient usage and common law I 

of the ~ountry fixed the rates whICh were not mterfered WIth but upheld by the Patta • 
Regulation. On these considerations I am unable to agree with the majority report if" I 
it is their intention to find that the Permanent Settlement fixed the demand of fasli 1210 I 
IlS the maximum demand and not the rates of fasli 1210 as the maximum rates of rent. 1 

Before leaving this part of the subject I must state that this view of the matter wab 
never pnt to the witnesses examined on behalf of the zamindars. This view was not 
so much as hinted even by any witness or by any document filed in the case. At least 
the question of conversion of rates of old measurement existing prior to 1802 into land 
measurements of the present day ought to have been put and opinion elicited. We find 
without a.ny such examination at all some figures given in the majority report converting 
gl!,rces. gurrus. guntss. etc .• into I·erms of present land measurement. The inaccurapy 
of it can be shown by this conclusion of the Committee as reported in paragraph 75 
with regard to Karvetnagar estate: .. The comparison shows clearly that cultivation 
has not at all expanded but actually declined since the Permanent Settlement on account 
of high rates of rent levied by the zamindar." Whatever the logic of figures may be. 
I. as having s. personal acquaintance of the areas under Karvetnagar zamindari. cannot 
for It moment accept that cultivation has not extended since the time of the Permanent 
Settlement. The logic of figures must yield to the logic of facts. 

Having thus far dealt with the recommendations of the majority report on the question 
of rates of rent I must now deal with the question whether the ryots have made out any 
case for revision of rents. and if so on what principles the revision of rent should be 
recommended. 

In all the five centres where the witnesses were examined there has been an invariable 
complaint that the present rates of rent are high and beyond their capacity to pay and 
in many cases they are far higher than those obtaining in ryotwari areas. The causes 
for these renh in general being higher than those in the Government areas have now 
to be analvsed~ 

(1) 'I have already set out that the maximum rates of rent prescribed under the 
PaUll Regulation really repreRented over-a.s..essment. In Government areas i 

this over-assessment when ascertained was corrected and. finally. the standard i 
COHo B. PAlIT 1-90 
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of rates based on the half gros~£roduce was abolished when the first survey and 
settlement was intro)uceaanaanewprmrlpre'wit81ntroduced in the survey 
and settlement of Government areas. 

(2) Though the Patta Regulation fixed the ma.ximum limit it contained no specific 
section preventing enhancement as obtaining at present in the Estates Land 

\ 
Act. Clause 9 of the Patta Regulation was open to the construction that it 
would apply ouly if there is no written contract. 

(3) The Patta Regulation contaliled no prOVlSlon in cases where the tenant or 
the zamindar wanted to convert the £!l'ain-rent into a money-rent. It was left 
practically for contract between-the parties. The position of the ryots in rela.tion 
to the landholder was really not one of equal status especially because the zamin
dar prior to the British Rule was having a quasi-political capacity and after the 
introduction of the Permanent Settlement was exercising a powerful influence 
in the country at large. 

(4) The ryot was practically unable to obtain and ut,lize the documentary evidence 
showing the rates of rent that prevailed in the year preceding the Permanent 
Settlement. In the absence of sucb, the rate of the neighbouring la,nd came 
12.nly to be the guide. 

(5) The Rent Recovery Act provided that rates of rent should be governed by 
the contract between the parties with regard to waste lands. This is absolutely 
alien to the ancient law and usage of the country. All arable land of a village 
whether cultivated or uncultivated was under the usage of the country liable 
to pay a tax to the State and that tax was not of one kind with regard to lands 
cultivated and of another kind with regard to land uncultivated if they are offered 
to be taken at a higher rent. This substitution of the contract rate in waste 

\ 
lands for the customary rate of the village in turn affected the principle of the 
rate prevailing on the neighbouring land. 

(6) The Rent Recovery Act also introduced contract in the fixation of rent owing 
to improvements effected by the landholder. The ryot as already stated being 
not an equal party submitted to onerous terms. Provisions have been made in 
the Estates Land Act taking out from the domain of contract rents which have 
to be fixed in case of improvements effected solely at the expense of the land
holder. But it maintained th~old con~a.tes_A\l .. they stood in 1908. 

(7) The decision in Chockalingam Pillai's case as a result of whi~h-t~inda.rs 
in several districts pushed up the rents. In the Madras Estates Land Bill of 
1905, the following clause is pertinent. Section 30, clause I, says as follows :-
.. A ryot holding at a money sist may institute a suit before the Collector for 

the reduction of the sist on the following grounds, but not otherwise namely 
on the ground that the sist has been unduly raised after 1st May 187i." ' 

This clause was withdrawn in the Bill of 1908 which made the rates existing in 
1908 legal and fair. 

(B) The commutation of lands held under varam rate into lands to be held under 
the money rates under the provisions of the Madras Estates Land Act. These 
provisions are definitely based not on taxation principle but on landlord's prin
ciple. The high rates of rent fixed in commutatinn proceedings ha.d been the 
subject of insistent complaint by the witnesses who were examined before the 
Gommittee. 

(9) Enhancements of rates of rent, by reason of advancing prices under the provi
sions of the Estates Land Act. Leading estates like those of Pithapuram and 
Vizianagram have taken advantage of the provisions of the Estates Land Act 
for enhancing the rents on the ground of rise in prices. The suits 01" proceedings 
were all instituted during the period of high prices but no sooner weFe the rents 
enhanced than the prices began to fall. 

(10) The general depression in the price-level itself has accentuated the burden of 
the money-rates. 

As a result of the above and several other causes, the evidence of the ryots complain
ing about the rates of rent being high and unbearable must be accepted and a revision of rates 
so as to make them more fair and equitable than the ones now existing seems to be 
imperatively called for. 

In this connexion I cannot resist the temptation of repeating the quotation from the 
Land Revenue Administration made by Mr. Sami VenkatachaJam Chetti in his speech 
in the Madras Legislative Council : 

.. In zamindari areas the rentals are often extremely high as compared with the 
neighbouring Government assessments owing to the fact that having been per
manently settled in 1802 they either retain the paimash rates similar t~ those 
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of the Government areas at the period including the now ohsolete garden tax or 
where nntrammelled by such rates, they are able to make their own bargains 
with their tenants, or they have commuted the amounts due under the sharing 
system into money at their own rates. In a zamindari now under the Court 
of Wards the Board has found that the highest wet rates are Rs. 45 per acre 
for which, however, the ryot.may raise two crops if he can; the garden rates 
run up to Rs. 15 per acre. These are maximum rates but are actually being 
paid. The rate payable for betel-leaf garden is fixed at Rs. 32 per acre. The 
maximum wet rates for Government lands in the three neighbouring districts 
are Rs. 10, Rs. 8 and Rs. 7--8-{), respectively with the addition of one-half 
extra when a second crop has been raised. The moderation of Government 
assessment may be gauged from the figures. In considerable areas in the Goda
vari delta good zamindari lands are rented to tenants for growing paddy at 
Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 plus the Government water-rate and at much higher rates for 
sugarcane. l'he Board is not defending these rentals, but they are payable and 
Rre being paid." 

This grievance of the high rates of rent is not a new one. Even in 1908 it was 
recognized though ultimately the rates were fixed at the level of 1908. In the Bill of 
1934 an attempt was made by an amendment pr,'posed by Mr. Sami Venkatachalam j 
Chettiyar, which was, however, ruled out of order, to bring the rents in zamindari areasl 
to the level of those in the Government areas. r 

A Bill to amend the Madras Estates Land Act was also attempted to be introduced 
in ]934. In regard to rates of rent, clause 12 of the said Bill is as follows :-

•• Add the following explanation to section 28 of the said Act :-
• E"'planation.-The contrary shall be deemed to have been proved when it is 

proved that the rent or rate of rent lawfully payable is in excess of the 
assessment lawfully payable on land, held on ryotwari patta in the neighbouring 
revenue taluk under the Government which is of the same quality and has 
similar advantages, or when it is proved that the rent or rate of rent on the 

land has been enhanced on or after the 1st day of July 1898.' .. 
Before setting dowL my recommendation it is necessary to advert to one other matter 

and that is whetber an enbancemnt on account of rise in prices is allowable if the judicial 
relations between the zamindar and the ryots are those of an owner paying a tax to the 
zamiLdar in whom the power to collect the tax is vested. It has already been pointed 
out that the power to increase the tax being a Sov .. reign power has been taken away 
from the zamindar under clause 8 with rega~d to abwabs and at least by necessary impli
cation under clause 9 with regard to rates of assessment. Clause 37 of the Instructions 
to the Collectors which has been already set out is to the following effect:-

.. It·is to be hoped that in time the proprietary landholders and ryots will find for 
the mutual advantage to eLter into agreements in every instance for a specific SUID 

on a certain quantity of land leaving to the option of the latter to cultivate 
whatever species of produce may appear to them likely to yield larger profit." 
The said clause therefore oIearly contemplates no periodiCal revision with refer
ence to price. 

Section 80 of the Estates Land Act in the proviso (al enacts as follows :-
.. Provided that if €he rent be permanently payable at a fixed rate or rates it shall 

not be liable to be enhanced under this clause on the ground of a rise in 
prices .. J 

'l'his proviso recognizes that if the landholder and the ryot substitute the money. 
rents for the old waram no question arises for enhancement of the money rent on the 
plea of rising prices. That is wh;r in the evidence before us instances have come t~ our 
notice of several cases of the zammdara recelvng money rents uruformly Without rBllling 
them though the prices have increased. In fact~ the right to raise rents on account of 
rise in prices for ~he first time finds .. place only m the Act of 1908. .It ha~ no p!a.ce tid, 
that time either ill the regulations or m the Case Law. TG my IDlIld this revIsion of 
rates of rent by reference to prices has its origin in the periodical settlements of the 
Government revenue and should not be applied in zamiLdari areas because it is not the 
Sovereign that is applying its mind ~ the r~visoi!l of rat~s and as .the So"!,ereign ha:s. many \ 
considerations besides merely the nSlDg pnces. I.n orde.rmg or wlthholdmg a reVISion of 
rates. I am therefore of opinion that the provISIons w~th regard to enhancement of rent ( 
in the Estates Land Act should not b~ ~Ilowed to contmue ~nd the rents. sh?uld be fixe~ 
once for all. The question now remammg to be answered IS on what pnnClple the reVI
sion of as>l8""",ent ir. zamindari areas should be effect"d. It has been stated already 
that while a certain section of ryots in certain ar.eas have been le~t to be dealt with under 
the permanent Rettlement and connected regulahons another section of ryots are retained 
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by the Government and the State dues are collected from them by its own revenue agents. 
In both the areas the assessment prevailng in the Presidency in the year preceding the 
permanent settlement was taken as the standard. l'he zamindars have worked that 
standard of assessment to the present high rates, consistently with the various laws that 
have been passed in reference thereto. The Government on the other hand taking the 
same standard of assessment and al?plying it to its own section of ryots have arrived at a. 
lower level of rentals. In such cllcumstances, the least that ought to be done is to 

r approximate the ~amindari rates of rent ~ the level of the Governme~t rates. .That also 
. has been the eVIdence before the Committee and the recommendatIOns of the several 
organizations ~clud~ those of ryots ':Iere to a. similar .effect. In view accordingly of 
the above considerations the ocly pOSSible recommendation that can be made is as 
follows :-

That all zamindari areas be compulsorily surveyed and settled on principles ana.
lo"ouus to and identical with those under which ryotwari areas have been settled 
taken it. conjunction with the recommendations of the Marjoribanks CommitteE! 
Report and the rates fixed on such survey and settlement should be fixed for 
ever. Where, however, the rates existing are lower than those that may De 
leVIed under the settlement recommended the said rates should be confirmed 
and fixed for ever. 

CHAPTER ill. 

SURVEY, SETTLEMENT AND lRlUGATION. 

Ir.timately connected with the rates of rent is the question of irrigation and survey 
with regard to the holding. The value of the ryot's ownership of the holding depends 
upon the weight of the public assessment and its facility for a steady and unfailing supply 
of water. Leaving aside the dry lands which depend upon rain or well water procured: 
by the labour of the ryot the wet lands COLStitUte by far the most important and valuable 
part of the ryot's holding in the zamindari area. A difference in the rates of rent by a 
few rupees one way or the other is not so injurious to the ryot as that which will arise 
owing to defective irri"o-ation system. If a ryot raises a wet crop and owing to want of 
water either in the middle or in the end, the crop perishes, he not only loses the crop 
but also all the expenses that he has incurred in raising the crop. Ordinary experience' 
shows that such expenses vary from ten to twenty rupees per acre so that whether he 
gets any remission or not in the payment of the wet rates, he is bound to lose his amoud. 
Remission therefore is only a palliative and the reaJ remedy is in the maintena.nce of the 
irrigation works. Shortage of water while it may not cause a total failure of the crop 
invariably affects the total yield of the crop. I have set out this to stress the serious 
respoLsibility that rests with regard to maintenance and repair of irrigation works. 

In the reports from the several Collectors received it is shown that there are several 
tanks now out of repair. Witnesses have also spoken to the fact that the irrigation works 
are not kept in an efficient state and on the other hand have been left to decay. The 
provisions enacted in the new amendment Act do not seem to have been fully sufficient 
to bring about an improved state of things. To my mind in such circumstances the only 
remedy that I can think of is to create a depreciation and reserVe fund for each irrigation 
work out of the rents collected from the ayacut of the said works. The percentage of the 
collectioL that has thus to be withdrawn and earmarked for the maintenance and annual 
repairs of the irrigation works must necessarily be somewhat of an arbitrary nature, but 
Booing the state of disrepair that is now existing in several irrigation works I feel inclined 
to recommend that a sum not exceeding 25 per cent to start with of the ayacut collection 
may be made availble for repairs aLd may be gradually reduced to 10 per cent after such 
repairs have been carried out. In calculating, however, the income from the totaJ ayacut 
of the irrigation works, from out of which the irriga.tion fund has to be constituted, the 
income from the fishery also should be taken into account. 

Evidence has also been laid by the ryots that the control of irrigation works ac.d the 
distribution of water from field to field should not be left in the bands of the zamindar. 
As at present existing it has been practically admitted by witnesses on behalf of the 
zamindars that field to field distribution is reaJly dOI:e by adjustment between the ryots 
subject to the control of the ordinary civil courts when iLfringement occurs of the 
customary mode of distribution. In zamindari areas and in Government areas, I believe, 
the same method is in vague. Even in the delta. areas, while the distribution of water 
1B exercised by the Government it has not gone to the length of exercising it from field 
to tield. Jj'rom the very nature of it, it is extremely intricate to put on statute the rules 
governing the distribution of water from field to field. All that has to be recommended 
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is that the zamindar has no power to regulate such distribution of water from field to 
field and that distribution from tield to field should contin!1e to be governed by the 
customary law Qf the village. which will be interpreted and enforced by ordinary civil 
courts. 

Another matter is as regards the levy of waller-rates. Reference has already been 
made to the provisions of the Estates LIwld Act aud Rent Recovery Act when improve
ments at the sole expense of the landholder are effected. I cannot agree with the majority 
report that the landholder should improve the existing sources or undertake new works 
without receiving due consideration therefor by way of proper and equitable rents. Such 
a provision would only lead to no new works or improvements being undertaken by the 
landholders. To my mind, to encourage such things which after all is more important 
to the ryots than the rates of rent should be the object of the legislature and not to dis
courage such undertakings. In respect of such enterprises I recommend that the water
rates levied in Government areas by the Government should be adopted as the principle 
to guide in the settlement of water-rates. 

Complaints have been made that tank-beds are assigned for cultivation, temporary 
or otherwise, and consequently, tanks have become silted up. Landholders should bEt 
penalized from assigning tank-beds for cultivation or for any other use inconsistent with 
the purpose of storage of water. In the survey which I have recommended as .compul
sory the area of tank-beds should be directed to be scrupulously ascertained and demar
cated. 

SURVEY AND SE'lTLEMENT. 

Quite co-extensive with the complaint as regards the rates of rent and disrepair of 
irrigation works was the complaint with regard to absence of survey and transfer of 
pattas. The lamentations with regard to joint-pattas were almost univeraa.1, and the 
anguish of it can be understood when it is realized that alongside of the high rates of 
rent whiCh the ryot is to pay for the lands under his cul!ivation, he is made to pay also 
for the lands under another's cultivation because the patta has not been separated. 
Though all the Government areas have been surveyed and field-books regularly main
tained and all other particulars made available in regard to the holdings in possession of 
the ryot, yet so far as zamindari areas are concerned only hslf had been surveyed and 
the other half has not been surveyed at all. ~'his leads to difficulties in the location of 
the holdings, in the sale of such holdings or in the mortgage of such holdings. The 
result of it is that the Land Mortgage Banks almost act under a rule that zamindari lands 
should not be taken in pledge, The want of survey leads inevitably to the accumulation
of joint-pattas, and the accumulation of the arrears of revenue intensifies the grievances 
under joint-patta'B. Complaint has been made by the zamindars that though orden 
for transfer are made 15y them they are dels,yed by the karnams who are not removable 
by them. Whatever the reason the grievance remains and is practically admitted . 

. Provisions obtlIining in the ryotwari area for the transfer of holdings, subdivision of 
holdings, and maintenance of land records have to be adopted in zamindari areas also 
and joint liability should be made to cease so soon as the several holders of the land 
spply to the zamindar to issue separate pattas. 

Before closing this chapter on irrigatioo and survey I feel bound to make one 
observation. Every year the Government is realizing 40 lakhs of rupees by way of 
peSbkash and about 7 lakhs of rupees by way of quit-rent on inam properties. It has 
been doing so for the last 130 years and the irrigation and survey and settlement of the 
rates of rent in the zamindari areas have been left undone for so long a time in .pite of 
the collection of about 50 lakhs of rupees AVery. year. Though the responsibility of the 
zmnindars is undoubted that of the Government in the matter should not be forgotten. 

CHAPTER IV. 

FORESTS AND HILLs, BrC. 

The reference is as follows:-
To report on the conditions prevailing with regard to ntilization of local natural 
, facilities by tenants ror their domestic and agricultural purposes, 

T~e questions framed in connexion with this are as follows:-
. 7. (a) What are the rights of tenants with regard to the utilization of local 

natural faxlilities such as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or 'Wood 
for agricultural implements? 

0011. B. PART I-91 
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;(b) :.Have-_the teIiants,any:ioherent .1:'ight_to_use: them for their domestic:and 
_. _ agricultural _purposes free of CORt? _ .. : __ : _ ._ , '. _ :, _ 

l ,,). "" hat are tbe respective _rights with regard .to the public paths., communai 
Jands and hills and forests and porambokes as between the tenants and the 
landholders? " 

'l'he recommendation of thll majority may also be set down here:-
let) When the land itse:J' belongs to - the ryots, when the landholder is only a 

collector of revenue it must be declared that Lhe ryot is entitled to enjoy all 
the n>ltural facilities including grazing of cattle, collection of green .manure. or 
wood for- agricultural purposes. It is o-n inherent right, and a right which they 
have been enjoying from time immemorial and not one newly acquired. 

A~ regards clause (c) they have undisputed rights over all. the public paths, hills and 
forest por.mbokes-not a right derived from the landholder but one which they and 
their allce.tors had been enjoying. Their rights are all historic matters-

.. 'fhere is ·no question about the right of the ryot to pornmbokes, hills and forests 
and forest produce, etc. This right must also be declared in unambiguous terms 
in the new Act." - ' 

Pursuant thereto we find the -following in the proposed draft Bill (section 4, clause 
-11 of Draft Bill) (page 283):~ 

.. Il. (a) Subject to the provisions of the Madras Forest Act of 1882, ryots are 
hereby declared to have proprietary right to the soil in all forests and to the 
customary rights of grazing, taking green leaves for manure, and cutting woo<1 
for domestic and agricultural purposes, etc. 
(b) The landholders shall have no right to the soil and shall have no riglit til 

prevent the ryot from enjoying the natural facilities stated above. 
12. let) In waste lands and forests, ryots shall have the right to mine and to 

<;!Mrry and to excavate any mineral wealth or gravel or clay in the ground 
vertically beneath his holding subject to the condition of paying royalty to the 
Government under the :M:ines Act." -

I shall dl'al first with communal porambokes. The evidence before the Committee 
~nmistllkably shows that communal lands are freely encroached upon by the ryots as 
well as by the zamindars. One important cause for this is the absence of survey and 
proper demarcation of lands set apart for communal purposes. Absence of proper control 
may alsu have contributed to this. But unless communal lands are clearly demarcated 
and Gov~mment given power to preserve them the ryots in general will not be able to 
derive the benefit from the lands set apart for their common use. ' 

As reg.lIds forests the first thing to be noted is that the ryots are declared to be 
the owners. 'rhough it is not stated as to ryots· of which village must be declared thd 
owners it may be presumed that it was intended that the ryots of the village in wbi~.h 
the forest is &ituate shall be declared owners though the use of the forest in certain 
matters might have been open to several villages in the neighbourhood of the forest 
areas. That is, however, a sUlall matter because it can be corrected into extending the 
ownership to the ryots of the several villages outlying the forest area. The real qnestio'l, 
however, i., whether the declaration that the ryots are the owners ought to be accepted. 

If it is intended as a. dedaration of the common law of the country that the forest 
area belonged to the village and that common law had come down to us unaffected by the 
l'ennanent Sl'ttiement Regulation then I must disagree for -the following reasons:-

(1) The law has been declared by the highest tribunals, thnt is the High ~Court and 
the Privy Council, that the ferests and the hill. situate in a: village, either 
zamindari or inam, belong to the proprietor or inamdar subject only to any 
aacertained usage or custom with regard to the utilization of natura.l facilities. 
E .pry reference quoted above nnd the questions framed proceed on that assump
tion. It is unnecessary for me to quote thb CRse Law in a Minute like this. 
Ir, 40 Madras, 886, it was declared unequivocally all that was chargeable with 
the jumma was included in the grant. 'fhe ~ame view was held in 36 M.L.J. 
203 and, to my mind at this time of the day. it is idle to hold that the permanent 
settlement did not .convev the villages or forest and hill portions of the villug'('s 
permanently settled, under Regulation XXV of J802. Section 4 of the said 
rogal •. tion has been construed by the Highest Court in favour of the zamindar. 

(2) '1'0 nny argument that mi~ht be urge!! that there W'llS at the time of the 
l..ermnnent settlement another ho,h- calleel the viUMe politic or the nn~ient 
Mirasi consisting of the original settlers of the village holding t.he entire village 
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in distinct and known shares the a.nswer is ~here was no, such jurisdic body eiilion
at thl! time of the permanen~ settlemeut and certainly is not to·day. N" witness 
has ever claimed that forest areas, though they be of. large ex~ts, extending 
over mi:es. are owned by the viliage proprietary. The ~laim that has been 
auvanced and agitated for ill only a claim limited to the utilizlltion of forest 
advantages. The growth anq .di6appearan~e of mirasi tenure isdiscu.sed elabo
rately in the Minute of the Board of Revenue under date the 5th January 1818. 
The introduction of Pyacarries and the overassessment during the time of the 
Mussalman period and several other reaSOllS enumerated in the said Minute, 
contributed to the disappearance of the 1~irasi system and it is now only 81 

matter of historica,i intere~t, though it may he a historic fact. With regard 
to Telugu country, this is what appears in paragraph 115 of the said Minute :-

" Accordingly, on the cession of the Telinga Provinces to the British Government, 
the Cadeems, whatever their former situation may have heen, were possessed 
of no other ·rights than those of the Olcoody Pyacarries in the Tamil country. 
Their landlord's rent, if it ever en_ted, with all power of selling or disposing 
of the land, was universally gone; hut they continued the hereditary permanent 
farmers of ilieir villages, and so long as they paid the puhlic dues, they eould' 
not be ousted from their lands, which, iliough not now saleahle, baVEl descended 
from father to son from generation to generation." 

.so that the ancient M:irasi cannot be predicated now with certainty and the word 
• ryots' referred to in the recommendation must he taken to mean ryots in 
general. If the idea is that the ryots ill general of any village as existing at the 
moment become the owners under the proposed legislation, then even the attempt 
must fail. The ryots holding to· day hold under ;1 system of private property and 
they will be the last persons to pool their holdings together and enjoy as a. hody 
politic. Private enterprise and profit to the exclusion of others though they may tl 
be ryots of the same village are the key to life as now existing and to predica.te 
such a body of ryots as the owner of the forests is to my mind utterly illegal and 
disastrous. 

"That is the reason why in the evidElnce that has come before the Committee 
several witnesses who spoke on behalf of the ryots did not agree to any sugges
tion that the regulation of water.supply, of forest rights or collection of rents 
should be made to vest in a panchayat of ilie village. Panchayats even in the 
discharge of their functions pertaining to public matters have often been accused 
(If having perverted their powers lor selftsh ends. When the pernicious effects I 
of a. party Government in 10cll1 and provincial matters is sought to be avoided by ! 
ilie interposition of an independent public service and judiciary it is unimaginable l .. •... lJ..wl- . 
80S the society is constituted at present to handover property rights to what may 
he termed as ~illage republic hut what will t,urn out as ,,' political caucus. 

(8) The formulation of customary rights in forests, hills and panchayat areas cannot 
be construed into a. claim of ownership. Four hill villages in the Kannivadi 
zamindari were getting at the time of the pelmanent settlement about 200 rupees 
by way of State dues. The evidence of the Diwan is that lands in the said villages 
80re in the holdings of ryots paymg an assessment of nearly 20,000 rupees. This 
case is an excellent illustration of both the principle and its limitation. The few 
ryots in the hill villages in 1802 certainly had some customary rights in the 
matter of availing iliemselves of forest facilit.ie.. But it cannot be said that the 
villages were such republics in 1802 that they could not be granted under the 
permanent settlement, nor can it be said that the customary right was of such aJ 
nature that it obliged the zamindllr to prevent all the persons now holding on an 
Bssessment of Rs. 20,000 from baving entered upon the forest and made it fit for 
cultivation. ~.:pr.e1ier.ya.tiOlLoff,?rest rights cannot be ,construed into a reversion <::7....-01. 
to the age I!.t~stE!~' ~, . ~ ... -.- .. ~-.- .. '.' . .-~ ".- ., .. - . -'-'---' 

. (4) In making this recommendation the majority report relies upon an order, dated 
1884 on Mr. Farmer's paper on.ProprietarL?orall1bokjl. To my mind ·G.O. 
No. 664, Revenue, dated 21st May 1884, is a'sufficieut answer to refute any 
recommendation made in Farmer's Paper. The Government in the said Govern
ment Order referred to paragraphs 27 and 64 of the Instructions of the Board of 
Revenue, dated 15th October 1799, and dedured therefrom that hills, jungles 
·etc., though ori![inally classed as uncultivable were stiU intended to be included 
in the grant. The Government therein a.lso point out that the Board's Instnrc-

• tions of 15th October 1799 were not superseded br the orders of the Government 
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of :uidia but on the other hand were consistent with the true intention of the 
Government of India of the day. It is worth while to reproduce paragraph 27. 
of the said Government Order in full:- . 
•.•. Mr. Farmer often points to the pre-existing rights of theryots as precluding 

the transfer of pUTambok to zamindars or Inamdars, (26) ; but it is difficult to 
see how the transfer could affect pre-existing rightli .. in the case of pUTambok 
any more than in the case of lands classed as cultivable. It is well known that 
the Zamindars or other assignees of the public revenue possess no more right 
than the Government from whom they derive their titles. M;r. Famer admits
that the Government have the power to transfer purambok to • arable mark," 
(27) that is, culiivable area, and to levy assessment on it when cultivated; 
and he admits also that by the conditions ot sales .0!.1'aminQ-,aries publishea iD-

,. }.802, all purchasers of land succeeded • to the seignioral right which Govern-' 
ment exercised in their capacity of general landlord.' (28) The estates sold 
comprised whole villages, and the seignioral right of Government referred to 
consisted in regard to waste in a 'right (limited in some· cases) to assign it for' 
cultivation and to receive .assessment upon it or a share of the crop. This· 
right was conveyed unreservedly to the zamindars." 

It is unnecessary to pursue the matter of ryot ownership further, and tile questions 
a& formulated are the only questions for consideration. The questions at~.. .' •.•. 

What are the rights of tenants with regard to the utilization of loca~ naturai facilities· 
. as grazing of cattle, collection of green manure or wood for agricultural purposes' 

free of cost? The evidence of the tenants has been to the effect that such facilities 
were being enjoyed in the villages without any payment to the zamindarfrom time 
immemorial and that the introduction of pasturage fees or licence fees, if any, 
is only of recent origin. T~g into. view the sparsely cultivated condition of the 
country during the half of the last century, I oannot but believe that the zamindar 
would ever have thought of denying any facilities in the forest areas when there 
was so much land available for cultivation. It would work a hardship on the' 
ryots if the matter of ~efining the origin, extent and nature of the custom in 
these matters, is left to be fought out in the courts. The trouble with regard to 
pasture land in the Venkatagiri area has led to several criminal proceedings and 
is certainly a matter of long-standing sore. Some limitations must be placed upon 
the powers of the Zamindars in respect of the control which they exercise over 
their forest areas and pasture lands. Mter giving every consideration I venture· 
to make the following recommendations :-

(1) The landholder shall be enjoined to reserve a certain area in the forest for 
the use of the ryots the area depending upon the requirements of the village in· 
question. The ryots should have the grazing rights and other such rights under 
the supervision and control of the local Government Officer. The conservation 
of the said lands for pasturage and the growth of fodder crops and fodder grass 
in such areas should be made compulsory under rules provided therefor. The' 
expenses incurred if any, in relation thereto, should be borne by the ryots con
cerned in the preservation of the grazing areas. This recommendation is made' 
irrespective of the consideration whether there is a custom to that effect or not. 

(2) If there are forest,s or pasture areas immediately adjoining villages, any 
reservation of forests under the Forest Act immediately close or dangerously 
near to the village should not be sanctioned. 

J (3) The rule~ that .govern ~on-res~rve areas in a Government village, must be' 
made applicable m proprletary villages also. . 

Before closing this chapter I deem it my duty to make & few. observations. In dis-
· cussing the matters dealt with under chapters 1 to 8 we were dealing with the relations 
· between the proprietor of the land-tax and the proprietor of the lands in the holding of 
the several ryots. Those matters affect the very fundamentals of the ryot's holding. But 
.when ws come to the question of forests, pasture lands, waste lands and other non
communal porambokss the matter assumes an entirely different aspect. The ryot's interests 
as such in those lands are insignificant barring the custemary right of grazing, etc. But 
~ ~vert ~he .gm~ip~..rig1!t int.Q.a!!...ll!!!bargQ..JllLthlldevelopment .0Lthe whole. forest arna. 
!Do my mmd to strike Itt theJJlt"Y-l'oQ.LllL,progresji. In the Kistna deltaic areas where 

· agricult.ure is flourishing almost every inch is cultivated and it will be unthinkable to set 
apn.rt any lands there for pasture. Asa matter of fa.ot the deltaic ryots were leasing less 

'. productive pasture lands in the upland areas in the Ditsrict till about two years Il€o when 
the mtroduction of the groundnut cultivation led to the break up of those pasture groundS' 
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and the raising of gronndnut crop on those lands. Is this to be regretted? Ryots in the 
deltaic area. a.fter this event are seeking lands in the adjoining districts or themselves ta.king 
to feed their cattle on foods other than gra.ss. The urge of economic profits is bound tOo 
bring a.bout substitution of one kind of cu}tjva.tion for another and modify the character of 
the holdings. Compla.int is made that the Zamindar of Seithur is denuding the forest by 
giving ten thousand acres for plantation. The ryot legitimately should ha.ve no grievance. 
a.s that does not perta.in to his holding. The denudation of the forest is linked as affecting 
the Ta.mbra.parni River system. Whether that ~s a matter of fact and whether as a result 
of it the wet a.yacut under the irrigation system has. been reaily and ma.terially affected is I/o. 

matter of serious doubt. However, it may be. the mixing up of considerations alien to the 
holdings of the ryots except possibly remotely, to my min<l, ha.s a deeper significance. The· 
'Visualization of it and proper handling of it by persons l"Ilsponsible therefor is perhaps one· 
of the most vita.I problems of the Provincial Government of the day. Constituted as they U 
are, the idea of creating Peasants' Republics and Workers' .Unions in their true sense is. 
\lut of the view howeverexceJlent in theory. 

bAlls. 

I cannot ~ with the ·recommendations such 6S they are, of the majority in respect. 
of inam "mages. . , 

The first question- proposed by the majority weport is a.a follows :-
When such were the previsions of Regulation XXXI of 1802 and Regulation IV 

of 1831, Aet XXXI of 1836, the Ma.dras !nams Act and the Act XXIII of 1871 
of the Government of India., how could they enact another law which is diametn
ca.Ily apposed to the existing laws? Thus a question of pure law is formulated. 
a.nd answered in the negative by the majority report. '1.'0 my mind though 1 
am ]lot a jurist, the answer is wrong. 

lnam villages and proprietary villages under the Permanent Settlement were dea.I~ 
with firstly, under the Rent RecoveI"] Act, secondly, under the Madras Estates. 
Land Act, 1908, thirdly, under the Amending Bill of 1931 and lastly, under 
the Hills of 1934 and 1936. Besides these, there wa.s the Bill of 1914 and 
there was a.nother Bill a.Iso of Mr. K. SrinivaBa A:yoyangar. When the Act 
of 1908 was passed Mr, V. Xrishnaswami Ayyangar, a Judge of the High Court. 
and other eminent Jawyers were members of the Council. Mr. K. Srinivasa 
AYYa.'!:lgar, an eminent Judge of the High Court, sponsored his own Bill with 
rega.rd to the inam villsges as part of the Estates La.nd Act. In tht> subsequent 
Bills able lawyers, Advocates-Genera.! of the day and High Court Judges a.Iso had 
taken part. Through a long history running over so many yea.rs and handled by 
persons whose knowledge oC the la.w cannot in any way be doubted, no question 
of the type now raised by the majority report has been raised or even suggested. 
In fact. Mr. T. R. Venka.ta.rama Sastriyar, whose ability as a lawyer I, a.t any 
rate, cannot doubt, did not question the validity or the conllicting nature of the
law a.s it now obta.ins with regard to sgra.haram villages when he gave evidence 
before the Committee. 

This is in fact admitted by the majority report which statea as follows :~ 
.!! It was not pointed out by anyone of them that mam tenures were guided by 

a different set of laws specis.lly enacted, ousting the or~· juriDdiction of the 
civil court a.Itogether," 

It looks to my mind that the matter was not raised because there is nothing in It. The 
two sets of laws rea.lly are not conllicting any more than the pstta. regulations are 1D conllict 
with 'he perma.nent settlement. The inam laws have no reference to the ryots but only 
to tho! relations between the Government and the inamdsrs, The] have no bearing at all 
with regard to what was the common law or what ought to be the law with rega.rd to thE> 
regulations betwee!l the insmdsre, and the ry?ts. The ~s~~t~s Land Act attempted the 
de£.llition, decla.ratlon and regulation of the nghts and liabilities between the agra.haram
daN and the ryots and not between the Government and the inamdsrs. 

Another point discussed in the report is that regsrdinl( possession of inems. Reference 
is made to pronso in cla.use 2 of Regulation XXXI of 1802 which is as follows;-

.. And provided a.Iao tha.t the present incumbents or their ancestors did obtain 
and hold actual possession of the sa.id lands previously to the dates hereir.befol? 
specified," 

Reference i. sg&in made to tha Board's Standing Orders and the following is quoted ;
.. To constitute a valid title, the inamdars to-day have been in possession for the 

period of 60 years before tha.t date." 

0011. B. PART 1-92 
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Rule ~2 is . also quoted' a.nd is as follows :-
.. Uninterrupted possession of la.nd as inam for a period of 50 years is declared 

in thi:; rule ~o be sufficient to create a valid title to hold it permanently as inrun, 
but th(~ penod of 50 years should be reckoned up to the date of the creation of 
the Inam Commis~ion; it is not intended that an inam should be created merel1' 
by un~axed possessIon for 50 years up to the date whe[1 such possession 16 brou"ht 
to notJice." .. co . 

And lastly it is remarked as follows:-
.. It is this possession that is made the basis of recognition of title of inamdars by 

the mam . Commission." . 

I am not certain, but, however, I take it .that the report of the majority is based 
upon the fact that possession of the lands was taken into consideration and hence the' 
inatll villages should be excluded from the legislation relating to propnetary inam villages,· 
To my mind, this reading of the proviso to clause 2 in Regulation XXXI of 1802, of the
Hoard's Standmg Order and other connected matters is entIrely misconceived and errone
-ous. It is a mistake exactly similar to that which was committed in construing the 
permanent settlement regulation with reference to the use of the word 'proprietors of 
the eoil.' The possession referred to in the qustions is not actual physical pUBse.sion 
but the possession as inam. . The only matter with which the Govennnent was concerned' 
was whether the holder of the inam village was entitled by reason of grant by' the 
previous rulers to hold the village without paying the state dues therefor. It is incon
-ceivable that the mam Commissioner directed either fully or in part himself or was 
directed into an inquiry as to who was in possession of the land,. The only inquiry 
~ in full or in part. The deduction, therefore, from the use of the word ( possession ~ 
\....WI1S whether tl:e land or the village was held in possession as inam, i.e., without paying 

is :1" erroneous 'lS the deduction from the use of-the words :' proprietor of the soil 'whicl 
were used in th9 Permanent Settlement deed and Regulation. .In fact, the Act of 1869 
was passed in order to decla~e that nothing contained in the title deed issued to inamdars 
fohollld be deemed to define, limit, infringe or destroy the 'rights of any desCrIption of 
holdings or occupiers of lands from which any inam was derIved or drawn. m fact, 
it i~ analogous to the Regulation XXII relating to permanent settled estatt:s. 

I 

Another matter discussed in the majority report is tha.t inam villages do not come 
ul\c'er the Permanent Settlement and RegUlation. There is no question at all."that ths 
Permanent Settlement Regulation had anything to do with the inam villa~es. But it 
-does not follow therefrom that the ryots in inarn villages stand on a. diJIerent tooting 
from those who occupied the perma.nent settled areas. The ~ssential oneness of the 
posit.ien of the ryots either in permanent settled ~reas or inom villages was recogui.:.:ed so 
-early in 1818. The Board of Revenue, in its proceedings, dated 5th January 1918, observed 
as ioliows :-

.. The universaUy distinguishing character as well as the chief privilege of this 
class of people is either exclusive right to the hereditary possession and usufruct 
of the soil so long as they render c~rtain portion of the produce of the land 
in kind or in money as Public Revenue, and whether rendered in service, m 
money' or in kind or whether paid to Rajas, Jagirdars, Zamindars, Poligars, 'Moota
dars, Shrotriyamdars, Inamdars or Government officers stich as· Tahsildars, 

,Amaldars, Ameen" or Tanedars, the payments which have always been paid by 
!the ryots are universally termed and considered the dues of the GI)vernment." 

It was' thi~ identity, viz., ownership of the land tax that led to the mtroductioll of 
the shrotriyamdars alongside of zamindars in the Rent Recovery Act of 1865. No objec
tion to the two categories of the landholders being placed on the same footing was taken 
then. It was for the first time taken only in the Bill of 190~ for the obvious reason' 
that it was declaring occupancy rights on the cultivators. This point was clea.rly brought· 
-out by the Hon'ble Mr. Stokes. This is what he stated: 

- )" Act VIII of 1865 applies to inamdars and applies to these villages and the· 

. 
reason w~y w~ had this opposition is entirely owing to the import>\~ion ,!nto this 

. whole inam VIllages of the occupancy nghts by statutory declaratIon. . 

f Mr. Krishnaswami Ayyar then practically yield~d to holding that whole inam villr.ges 
in which the land revenue alone was granted stand exactly on the same footing as the 

{permanent settled vill.ages in which 1l:1so here is. a. .grant .o~ the land t·ax on more onerous 
~ t~rm8 than in inam VIllages. The HIgh Court In Its deCISions had held that the common 
1aw which gave hereditary rights to ryots in zamindari villages was also the law in inam 
villa "~s a.nd as a matter of fact even after the passing of the Estate" Land Act in 1908 
1;he H;gh Court decisions were proceeding on a. presumption that the grant was of one 
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l\Velam only and that the tenants had a permanent right of occupancy. It waa f.hat 
pre.omptioD that was displaced by the P.rivo,( Council in 41 Madras xhich led ultimately 
to the Amending Bill of 1931. 

Evidence haa been laid by the inamoproprietors that they stand in no better position 
thaI: that of patta. ryots. It may be so with regard to extents held in some cases. But 
the putta ryot pays tbe land ta.x to the Government whereas the inamda.r is the, owner 
of the tax himself. There is further this point to be borne in mind that no patta-ijrit 
or iiiT1Iieipattli

C

ryots in the village ca.nl1oQt. claim to be the owners of the flillage. The 
holdings of ryots apa.rt, the rest belongs to the Government, whereas 10 an mamvillagEt 
the reeks and hills and streams a.re all predica.ted as being owned by the inamdar OIl 
inaUlda.rs. Reference has also been made that inamda.rs a.re numerous and mMly villagt. 
mams are held by several so that the provision of occupancol right would deprive the 
fractionary inamdars of aI17 opportunity to revert to the land for cultivation. This might 
no doubt appea.r to be a ha.rdship, but there a.re many permanent settled villagee also 
which are now come to be held in small shares. The Karvetnagar estate has all passed' 
undpr the hammer and several villages are held in fractions by numerous persons. The 
mottae of Salem are another example of f,he same kind. But the multiplication of the
Illndhclders under the law of transfer and inheritance cannot be accepted to modify the 
right of the ryot to hold his land paying the customary rent. In fact, this view of 
the matter was raised by Mr. B. N. Sarma in the Council in 1908, but was 1:ot accepted 
by the Government of that date. To my mind, therefore, no case has been made out 
for any revision of the law in favour of inamdars, so far as ,Y'~Qle villa.ge,sare..conj)e!'E~d. 

I cannot conclude this chapter without expressing my regret that the majority ShOU

9 not have made any proposals with regard to inam villages even .uppolling tLat the Ina 
:Acts are in conflict with the Estates Land Act and that the inam villages should b 
trlll1.fed by different legislation. The principles of that legislaLion at least ought to ha.v 
bef'ln enunciated in view of the evidence placed before the Committee and in view of 
the interests of B Jarge body of ryots in inam villages. It is a matter of some consolation, 
however, that what are called 'included inams' in the proposed draft Bill are placed 
exactly on the same footing as permanent.settled estates. The excluded presettled whole 
inam villages have been under the influence of the legislation as embodied in the Rent 
Recovery Act of 1865, Estates Land Act of 1908 and the subsequent amending Act. In 
Burb s case under those circumstances the proposal to repeal altogether the Estates Land 
Act aa it applies to inam villages is to my mind sbsolutely indefensible. 

B. NARAYANASWAMI :NAY:oD,U. 
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(4) 

MIlII'UTE OF DISSElfT SUBlIrIITTED BY THE 
ZAlIrIINDAB. OF MIRZAPl1RAlrt:. 

INTRODUC'rORY. 

I regret I am unable to agree with my colleagues on the conclusions arrived at by 
them in their report. The differences between Us are fundament",!. While my colleagues 
admit that the respective rights and li",bilities of l",ndholders and ryots in this Presidency 
should be determined on the basis of the PermlUlent Settlement, their conclusions, how
ever, are, in my opinion, ba.sed on a complete misconception of its objects, scope and 
effect. 'l'he interpretation placed by them on the Permanent Settlement is singularly novel 
and one that has not been suggested by any judge or administrator who had occasion 
to examine and interpret the settlement these 130 and odd years during which it has been 
there. After giving every consideration to the reasoning of my colleagues I am nnable 
to regard the long-accepted interpretation of the settlement as improper or unsound. 
Agreement in regard to the conclusions and recommendations of my colleagues is impossible 
as I am convinced that if those conclusions and recommendations should form the basis 
of legislative action, there would be expropriation without compensation and a clear conflict 
with the solemn engagements entered into by the Government at the time of the Perma
nent Settlement and reiterated from time to time. I am also of the opinion that the 
principles enunciated by my colleagues for such matters as the fixation of rents, have 
not even the merit of being capable of practical application. The data prescribed are 
either not available or where available, can never be accw·ate. 

r canuot again see my way to express my concurrence with a report the conclusions 
in which, if accepted will once for all destroy that harmony and goodwill, between the 
landholder and the ryot on which alone depends the welfare and prosperity of both. 

The necessity for a separate report being obvious in the above circumstances, I have 
submitted a report of my own, setting out my conclusions on the several questions to which 
the Committee have had to address themselves and have stated at length the reasons which 
have induced me to arrive at those conclusions. 

CHAPTER 1. 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE MAJORITY REPom'. 

Before dealing in detail with several conclusions and recommendations of my colleagues 
in regard to the various subjects which have come under their consideration I think it 
is essential that the full implications of their proposals should be clearly known. It .. is 
necessary that the Legislature and the authorities should be fully appraised of what may 
reasonably be expected to be the consequences of any legislation on the lines of the 
recommendations made in the Majority Report. 

According to my colleagues the "amindar is entitled only to rent at the rates obtaining 
in 180:!. Even 11l respect of waste lands he can only collect rent "t the rates obtaining 
R~ the time of Permanent Settlement. Waste lands, hills, forests and tank-beds are all 
the property of the ryots. The landholder is under an obligation to keep irrigation works 
in proper repair and also " to con.truct new irrigation works for helping the cultivation 
without claim ing enhanced land revenue on that account whenever circumstances demand." 
The ryots can al"" claim remission on the ground of failure of crops. The draft Bill 
furnished by my colleagues as embodying their recommendations makes it easy to envisage 
at a glance the import, and effect of thell' several recommendations. If with all the obliga-
tions detailed above the income of a zamindar is to be reduced to what it was at the time of 
the Permanent Settlement, it can be stated without any hesitation that within a few vellrs 
most of the estates would have to be sold up for arrears of peshkash. It would be 
remembered that because of the heavy peshkash impo><ed at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement several estates both in the nothern and in the southern districts fell into 
arrears of peshkash and had to be sold up between 1805 and 1820. My colleagues them-
selves refer to this at page 5 of then' report. That a similar result would inevitably follow 
the acceptauce of their recommendations can be illustrat.ed from the very figures furnished 
by my colleagues. In Part II of their report my colleagues work out what they de""ribe 
a. the' Conversion Rates.' Taking the Vizianagram Estate. for instanee. it is pointed 
out by them that if the pmper conversion rate is ascertained, it would: be found that 
there has been no extension of cultivation at all between 1802 and now. The present \ 
gross rent of the estate which is put down as about 25 lakhs is according to the Majority 
Report the result not of any extension of oultivation but of the enhancement of the )' 
rates of rent from time to time and it is recommended that the estate should collect no . 
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more than what it collected at the time of the Permanent Settlement, namely, abou1; 
7 la.khs of rupees. Assuming that at least Rs. 70,000 out of this would have to be spent 
by way of collection charges calculating at 10 per cent of the revenue, which I need 
hardly point out, has an experience been found to be hopelessly inadequate, the net revenue 
of the estate if every pie is collected would be about Rs. 6,30,000. The expenses of 
maintaining the existing irrigation works in proper repair would, according to my Colleagues, 
take away at least 10 per cent of the revenue. A deduction has therefore to be made 
for another Rs. 70,000. Here again I must point out that for a huge estate like Vizia
nagram an amount of Rs. 70,000 can be easily declared to be hopelessly inadequate. 
Calculating the zamindar's portion of the land-cess and other cesses roughly at 5 per 
cent there must be a further deduction of Rs. 35,000. The resultant amount of 
Rs. 5,25,000 would be considerably reduced if proper allowance is made for litigation 
charges, for remissions and for a. part of the revenue not being realized, with the result 
that what remains would be less than the peshkaeh of Rs. 5,00,000 which the zamindar 
has to pay to the Government. 

Take again the Estate of ;Sohbili. My colleagues have devoted considerable space 
to point out that in this estate al'iiomere has been no extension of cultivation after the Per
manent Settlement. The gross revenue in 1802 was Rs. 1,26,000 to which was added 
Rs. 9,000 as an allowance for future extension of cultiva.tion. Since according to my 
colleagues there was no extension of cultivation at all the gross revenue may be safely 
taken as Rs. 1,26,000. Deducting 10 per cent for collection charges and 10 per cent for repair 
of irrigation works and 5 per cent for the zamindar's portion of the land-cess and other 
cesses, the balance would be Rs. 94,000 without any allowance either for remissions or 
litigation charges and on the assumption that the revenue is fully realized without any 
arrear whatever. Out of this, Rs. 90,000 would have tG go by way of peshkash. As 
I have already pointed out, I have deliberately put down the collection charges and 
the cost of repair of irrigation works at the lowest possible minimum. It is well-known 
and the Court of Wards has repeatedly stated in its administration reports of the several 
estates that the figure of 10 per cent for collection charges is an idea and hypothetical 
figure which experience has shown to be unattainable and that ordinarily collection 
charges are nearer 20 per cent than 10 per cent. 

In the case of the Pithapuram Estate again my colleagues work out the conversion 
rate and arrive at the result that-in the year 1803 the approximate cultivable land was 

, 133,806 acres which is a little higher than the present acreage, 131,388. Assuming that 
notwithstanding the reduction of cultivation the income of the zamindar should be taken 
to be what'it was in 1803, namely, Rs. 3,92,182, Rs. 98,000 out of it would have to be 
deducted for <)Ollection charges, cost of repair of irrigation works and cesses leaving 
only Rs. 2,94,000. Here again it would be noticed that there is no deduction for litigation 
charges or' unrealized income or remissions. Rs. 2,59,000 is the peshkash payable by 
the estate. 

• In dealing with the Ramnad Estates my colleagues state as follows at page 124 of 
Part IT of th~ir report: :: A g~ance at the figures previously.given above shows clearly 
that by adoptmg the prinCIple lald down above the present cult,vatlOn shows no extension 
at all since the Permanent Settlement." The acreage of 357,933 at the Permanent Settle
ment by Karnam's account must be taken to be equal to at least 450,000 acres. If 

,the conversion rates calculated for Vizianagram, Bobbili, Bommarajupalem Estates are 
considered side by side with the above estimates it will be clear that the estimate errs 
mOl!'e largely on the side of caution than on that of reality. It is stated at page 110 
that the peshkash of this estate Was fixed at Rs. 3,31,565 at the time of the Perma
nent Settlement in 1803 according to the usual terms of zamindari assessment in the 
proportion of two-thirds to the gross revenue. It may therefore be taken, though my 
colleagues did not give the figure that the gross revenue in 1803 was about 5 la.khs of 
rupees. The present rent roll is 13 la.khs and odd. The excess, however, is in the 
opinion of my colleagues not due to any extenmon of cultivation but to enhancements 
nnauthorisedly made by the zamindar. If there is to be a. reversion to the pre-settlement 
figure of 5 lakhs, working on the lines previous stated in regard to the other estates, 
it can be demonstrated that it would be impossible for the zamindar to pay peshkash 
completely or regularly. 

In fact having regard to the proportion of two-thirds at which the peshkash was fixed 
at the time of the Permanent Settlement with reference to the then gross revenue it 
would be a mere matter of arithm~tic to point out that if out of that gross revenue to 
which according to the Majority Report we must now revert, deductions are made for 
the several unavoidable items of expenditure which a zamindar would have to meet a 
sufficient amount would not be left for the payment of peshkash. This seems to ~e 
to be an irresistible conclusion., It is unnecessary to elaborate the matter further ns 
it is obvious that the logical and necessary result of the reduction of rents on the lines 
suggested in the Majority Report and, in the Draft Bill would be the dismemberment 
and disestablishment of all Permanently Settled Estates. Once this is clearly and widely 
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realized, I have no doubt that the legislature and the public would reject the proposals 
made by my colleagues espeCIally if they are carried out without the payment of adequate 
comP.'lnsatlon as extremely unreasonable apal·t altogether from the legality or consti
tutionality of those proposals or the correctness of the conclusions on whiCh they are based, 
which 1 p'ropose to examine in the succeeding chapters. 

l'aoPRlliTORSIUJ.> AND RIGHT OF OCCUPANCY. 

In Chapters 1 and IT my colleagues deal with the question of the proprietorship of 
the soil. 

They commence their report by what I consider to be the most proper and pertinent 
observatIOn, namely, that the first and most important question lor consideration in 
this enquiry relates to the rates of fE-nt. This observation they follow up by formulating 
two questions, viz., (1) what ia the fair and equitable l'ate of rent whIch the tenant is 
\lound to pay to the zamindar or any other landhOlder? and \:1) is it open to the zamindar or 
landholder to enhance the rents fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement at his 
will and pleasure or for any reason whatsoever on the lands that were then under cultivation 
or on those that were lying waste then but have since been brought under cultivation? 

Pausing here I must observe that the frame of the questions themselves is highly 
objectionable. In the first question there ia an assumption or implication that the exist
ing rates of rents are not fair and equitable and that therelore pri.nciples must be 
formulated for the fixation of a fair and equitable rent as if an altogether new settlement 
of rents is to be undertaken on a priori or theoretical lines without any regard whatsoever 
to the existing rates of rents. Section 2& of the Madras Estates Land Act which provides 
that the existmg rent or rate of rent sha.ll be presumed to be fair and equitable until the 
oontrary is proved, merely states a principle of universal application, which is alway'! 
resorted to by courts of law and by legislatures in dealing with the conflicting righta 
of parties. 'l'here is a presumption in favour of the legality of the existing order of 
thiIOgs and the burden of proving that it is otherwise would lie on the party cha.llenging 
it. Even in the matter of interference by legislatures with the rights of parties it has 
al ways been regarded as a principle of sound legislation that existing rights should be 
interfered with to the mininlUm extent possible and even that only when it is demonstrated 
that the existiIOg law has led to results which operate harshly or oppressively in respect 
of certain classes of the community. 1 would respectfully state that the question which 
t.he Committee ought to have put to itself is whether and in what cases on the oral and 
documentary evidence placed before it, it has been proved that the existing rates of rents 
are unfair or inequitable and the extent to which legislative interfereIOce is called for, 
such interference and its extent being justified and determined by what I may describe 
as the needs of the situation. 

The second of the questions formulated by my colleagues and above referred to, is 
open to still stronger objection. It assumes that reI: ts were fixed at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement, that any enhancement of rents muot necessarily be arbitrary ot 
capricious and again that zamindars are claiming a right to enbaLce the renta at their 
will and pleasure IIDd for no reason whatsoever. Presented in that form the question 
can only admit of a negative answer. It would have to be determined ir. tbe first place 
whether the rents were fixed at all at the time of the Permanent Settlement in the 

'sense mellnt by the Committee or later and if they were not so fixed at the time of the 
Permanent Settlement alOd, in fact, till the passing of the Madras Estates Land Act r 
of 1908 it would have next to be determined whether the provisions of the Madras 
Estates'Land Act I of 1908 need, in tbe light of the experience gained by the working 
of that Act in the last thirty years, any modification with a view to safeguard the interest>'! 
of the ryots; and if ar.y modification is needed, the manner and extent of such modifica.
tion would have to be determined thereafter. 

As I sha.ll hereafter show in greater detail, the Permanent Settlement has nevel; 
been regarded as having settled the rents as bet" .. een zamindars and ryots. The Rent 
Recovery Act of 1865 clearly recognized that all contracts for reLt, express or implied, 
as between zamindars snd ryota are valid and enforceable. The Estates Land 
Act of 1908 by its section 24 rendered all enh":nceme~ts after the. passing of 
the Act illegal except where such enhalOcement IS clalmed or obtamed by lID 
application or a suit before the concerned court on one or other of the grounds set 
out in section S/). Apart from a few cases where rents were enbanced after an elaborate 
ellfluiry and adjudication by 9. compet.ent COllrt, by 2 annas in the rupee or less on the 
ground of a g<lLera.i rise in the average pric~s. it may generally be taken that the rents 
which al'6 now being collected in the several estates have been in force for at least 
thirty YE'arB and in most cases, perhaps fo:' half 1\ century o~ more, If these rents are 
now to be unsettled. I venture to .tate thnt the clp» .... ,t poSSIble case must be made auf 
on behalf of the l·Yots. After giving my best consideration to t.he oral and documentary 
~"idence that has been adduced before WI I reel ullffinvinced that any such case has been 
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made o~t.. I should n.ot be understood as being averse to any proposals in the Ill&tter 
of mod~fymg the pr,?v~~ons of the Madras Estates Land Act concerning settlement of 
re~ts elthe~ by p.rohlbltmg all enhancements for the future on the ground of a rise in 
pnces or by proVlding for a reversIOn to the rates of rent prevailing at the time of that 
Act if the enhancements subsequeLtly made are found to operate harshly upon the 
ryots by reason of the heavy fall in prices in I'ecent vears. l'he rents of 1908 however 
must, in my opinion, be regarded as the standard or basic rents. 

I need not dwell on this aspect of the matter at this stage as I propose to deal later 
iL my minute with the economic condition of the tenantry in the zamindms in the light 
of the evidence which has been placed before us. I would only say in passing that my 

, colleagues do not base thelI' conclusions or rp,commendations on what is proved, if it i. 
proved, to be a social evil and merely content themselves with a reliance upon the supposed 
intendment and effect of the Permanent Settlement. 

After formulating the two questions which I h .. ve set out above, my colleagues pro~ 
ceed t.o state t~at the answers to those questions depend upon the answers given to the 
followmg questlons:-

(1) WIl(). is the owner of. the. soil .and what is the nature of the ownership and 
what was it that was settled at the time of the PermaneLt Settlement in 1802? 

(2) Who is the zamindar and landholder and what has beeL his relationship with 
the cultivator? Is the relationship between the cultivator and the zamindar 
or other landholder in India the same as that of landlord and teunt in England? 
Has the Indian cultivator derived his right of occupancy from the landholder 
like the tenant of England? 

I should have ~egarded these questions as questions tilLie!.: de.tel'mination by a Com
mission of Lawyer<i-&nd not of publicists, however eminent, and as the questions which 
can be decided not on oral and . documentary evidence such as was adduced before us but 
on a correct and proper interpretation of the relevant statutes and judicial decisions, 
I am again unable to see how a determination of the abstract question as to the proprietor
ship of the soil is at all likely to help us in deciding whether any legislatioL is called 
for and if so ou what lines. In my opinion the only investigation which is necessary or 
useful is with regard to the economic condition of the tenaLt-classes in zamindaris, the 
oppressive character of the rents if the ryots are able to make it out and how best by 
appropriate legislation to alleviate their economic distress, if it exists. On behalf of 
the landholders it is cl&imed in paragraph 4 of the written memorandum filed by the 

(

Madras Landholders Association that the zamindar is the proprietor of the soil and that 
out of his proprie'orship certain subordinate intere"ts are carved out in favour of the 
several classes of tenants the most important of which are the ryots' permanent rights of 
occupancy, The Madras Landholders' Association however adde.d that in view of the 
clear definition of the rights of occupancy of ryots in the Madras Estates Land Act an 
enquiry into the rights of proprietorship in the soil according to Hindu or Muhammadan 
law conceptions or according to early British Indian legislators would be purely academic 
and therefore unnecessary. This, however, has been construed by my colleagues as an 
avoidance of a vital issue by the zamindars and a suggestion i. made that the laLdholders 
would not face the issne because they had not much of a case, I am afraid the sugges
tion is altogether unfonnded. I regret I have t.o point out that my colleagues have 
altogether ignored paragraphs 6 to 14 of the memorandum submitted by the Madras 
Landholders' Association wherein copious extracts from the instructions issued to the 
Collectors before the Permanent Settlement, the Regulations of 1002 and 182~ and the 
judgments of th~ Privy Council an.d of th~ M~dras Hi~h. C~nrt are given in support ?f 
their representatIOns that the propnetary right ill the SOil IS m the l!mdholder and nDt ill 
the tenant. 

The Association did not avoid the issue, OL the other hand, they deal -with it 
fairly fully. They only add, with which a~dition I eDt~ely, R,.,OTee, that .the pn:s~nt rights 

lof the parties being quite clear and defimte, an en,qUlry mto the anCient ongm of the· 
r I'ights of zamindars aLd ryots would hardly be frIDtfu\. 
. It has been contended before us on behalf of the ryots that the. proprietorship of the 

soil is in them. that the State had an,} has n'l' proprietary right in the soil and that th& 
zamindara as the assignees of the Slate's rights to collect the revenues ".a;nnot therefore 
have any proprietary right. ~y c?lleagues have apparently oI.Ccel?ted ,thl~ extreme con
tentiDn in toto without realizmg. If I may venture to add, the ImplICa.t.o". 9f Sll~ 

.j 
dangerous do~~rine as that and with?ut cons.id~ring ,;hether this denial of the State's 
OWnershIp of the1and is at all consIstent WIth the rights of the Government as they 

. have been claimed, asserted or recognized in the last 100 years and mOre and whether 
such a theory would not be a direct uegation of the very ba'!lis on which the revenueI administration of the ryotwari areas has proceeded. 
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, 1n referring to the contention put forward on behalf of the Zammdars 1 must in 
the tirst place point,' out the misapprehension that has crept into the report of my 
coJle..gues in dealing with the claim that the Zaillindar is the proprietor of the soil and 
that tbe intero"ts of the several classes of tenants must be considered to have been carved 
out of .uch proprietorship. It is not suggested that such interests are terminable at the 
will and pleasure of the Zamindar or ttf'dt they are not substantia! in their character. 
It may be and it is in several cases the fact that from the monetary point of view the 
intere.t of a ryot having a right of occupancy is much more valuable than the right of 
the laudholder. Notwithstanding the' fact that on surrender or abandonment the land
holder would come into the possession of the holdmg, a landholder cannot, so long as the 
occupancy ryot pays the rent lawfully due in respect of the holding, evict hun from it or 

"otherwise terminate his tenancy. Section 151 of the amended Madras Estates Land Act 
cle..rly provides that the only ground on which a ryot can be ejected from his holding 
that he has materially ... impaired its value and rendered it substHntially unfit for 
agricultural purposes and this too can only be done by a decree made by the Collector 
in a SUit nled for the purpose. 

as regaras the relative rights of the Sovereign and of the tiller of the soil according 
to <ne cou<;eptlons of ancient Hindu Law, it is not easy to tind anything like a clea~ 
defiuition. The passage from Manu qnoted in the report of my colleagues defines the 

: right of the tirst occupant in the manner in which the kudiwaram right has beeu defiu~d 
by the Privy Conncil, for instance, in 47 Mad., 337 and by the Board of Revenue m 
its proceedings, dated 5th January 1890, referred to at page 23 of the MajOrity Report. 
It hi a .pecies of tenant right and as so detined nohody can have auy quarrel with it, 
lt is easy to point to such appellations as .. rrithwlpa'Lln" and .. BhumeBwara" as 
aprl,ed to :J., Sovereign or to passages ill Lhe Artha S~sthra suggestive of an undefiued 
right in .. Sovereign to eject tenants from their holdmgs for inefficiency or other callse~ 
It seem" to m", however, futile to .eek for any real guidance in vague expressions of the 
kll.id quoted from Manu or other writers ~speclally when we are aware that after th6 
Ravent of t.he Muhammadans the theory and the practice was that the Sovereign's right 
wus Rosolute &nd private rights III l8ud existed if at all by hiS creation. The following 
passage from Maine's Village Commumties quoted in the Majority Report places this 
mattel' beyond all doubt. "The assumption wluch the English first made was one 
wbich t!ley inherited from their M; uharnmadan predeceswrs. It was that Itll the soil 
belon!(ed a' absolute property to the Sovereign and that "II private property in land 
existed by his sufterance. The Muhammadan theory and the corresponding Muham
ma1.n pra,'l,ice have put out of sight the ancieut view of the Sovereign's right which,l 
though It a •• igued to him a far larger snare of the pr:lduce of the land than any western 
rulAr has ever claimed, yet iu no wise delliI'd the existence of private propert,v in land. 
The Enlliish began to ad in perfect good faith on the ideas which they found universally 
prevaHing among functiounries whom they had taken from t.he Mllhatnm3dan semi 
independent Viceroy-<lethroned by heir arms." (Maine's Villnge Communities :-' 
Lecture 4, Pages 104-106.) 

My colleagues make a brief examinatiou of the iustory of the several Estates in the 
Pre.ideney aud come to thE' covc\usion i,hat th" zamlll<lars are mere farmers of revenue 
from the Government which itself has no proprietorship in the soil. My colleagues 
ignore the faet that several of the 2ammdars in the Presidency are the descendants of 
"",cient chieftains who can trace their origin to Hindu Kings. Mr. Maclean in his 
Manual of Administration states that ., Zamindarie" or Permanently Settled Estates in 
Madras conform generally ot one of two types. They are either the remains of ancient 
principalities which the holder cannot sell or encumber beyoud his own life interest the 
succession being hereditary in the eldest son; or they are creations of British' rule 
dating from 1802 and subject to the usual Hindu rule of partition. The former have a 
political status. whic,h may be said to be qUIte wan~ing in the case of the latter." Among 
the chIef zammdarles of the first class he mentloIls the following in the order of the 
a~oullt of th,e yeMly peshkash which they pay:, Vizianagram, Venkatagiri, Ramnad, 
Slv8(("nga, Pltbapur, K~rvetnagar, Ral"hastl, Nlda<lavole, Nuzvid, Bobbili, Parlaki
medi aud Jeypore. BeSides these he refer. to a considerable number of chieftains in 
the sever~l districts several of whom are described as Poligars numbering 126 in all. 
Zammdarles other than these were created by Government in accordance with the 
Pennanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802. 

It is nnnce~sary, to set O~lt the hi_tory of i'ld;vidn~1 zamindaries in extents. In regard 
to several zammdMles specilically enumerated above from the infonnation available in 
the .everal Gazetteers and Manuals it can be stated witbout sny Celli' of oontr.diction 
that they were oC very anCient origin, that the predecesRors of the present 2amindsrs 
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were a.t ':llle time exercising powe~s of Sovereignty and' !.hat they were recognized as 
.vlce~oy8 m their several JUrISdictIOns by the Nizam8 01 liyderabad OF the Nawam. of the 
U~natlc 88 the case may b~. 

liaVlng regard, however, to the pebuliarity of the Permanent Settlement eJIected 
i.I. the case of the Western Palayams of which Venkatagll'i 18 the most important, 0. 

brief reierence may be made to the tenure on willoh the Venkatagiri estate was held. 
The Ohle1tains of Venkatagiri were attached to the N awabs of the Csmatic to whom 
they were paying a tribute of about 21,OUO star jY.;god".. Except for the payment of 
the t,r~bute they were for all purposes qUIte mdepelluent. exercismg Civil alld Criminal 
jurisdlCtlon and levying collectmg taxes from the people. According to Arricl~ ij ot 
the treaty entered into in 1711:4 between the N awab of the Carnatic and the East India 
Uompany the tribute was assigned to the Company and was to be applied in discharge 
of the amount due to the Company from the N awab. By a subsequent treaty entered 
lDto by the N awab with the East India Company in 1801 the latter practically undertOok 
the management of the Carnatic paying an allowance to the Nawab. The Permanent 
Settlement effe.cted in 1802 did not alter the tribute that the zamindar was originally 
paying to the Nawab of the Carnatic and after the assignment, to the East India 
t.:ompan~. In commutation, however, of the mllitary service which the poligar had to 
renuer to the Nawab a peshkash of 89,3~ star pagod{<8 was fixed and adding this to 
the tribute of 21,673 star pagod ... the total peshkash was fixed at 111,058 stur pagodas. 
I would have occasion to refer to the manner in which the settlement of Venkatagiri and 
other Western Pa:layams was effected in dealing again with the theory of my colleagues 
that as part of the Permanent Bettlement or as a prt>lilninary to the Permanent BettIe· 
ment it is not clear which exactly is the view of my colleagnes-the rents were fixed as 
between zamindar and ryot. In this context, however, I need only point out the manner 

\ 

in which the Permanent Settlement of the Western Palayams was effected for the 
purpose of refuting the sweeping gencrahzM;on of my colleagues that all zamindars are 
renters. 

The status of the zamindars of this Presldency prior to the Permanent Settlemen& 
has been elaborately discussed by Mr. Justice Sankaran Nair in 37 Mad., 3~ from 
which I may mak .. the following quotation :-" It must be remembered that In 180!l and 
in the subsequent years, Sanads were granted to thrtle classes of lanuholders. Some of 
them were representatives of those who were really Ruling Princes. Within their small 
kingdoms, they exercised all the powers of a. ruler. Th"Y commanded armies, they made 
wars on their own account, and concluded treaties and they had their own coins. As an 
instance I refer to the Ramnad Zamindar. See the Ramoud Case (24 Mad., 613). Some 

<If them like the Parlakimedi Zamindar in the District of Ganjam were the descendants 
<If the ancient Hindu Sovereigns: aa to the class of zamindars in the Circars. See 
Fifth Report-Page 35. Another Class was composed of thos .. who were chieftains 
under rulers exercising various degrees of authority. Seme of them like the Telugn 
Poligars of the south and. the Hindu Zamindars of the Telugn Districts were really 
Viceroys who exercised the delegated powers of their sovereign in every respect. Others 
were originally only Revenue Officials or Military Commanders, or Police officers, who 
usurped other functions. The history of this class of chielt.ains is given in the judgment 
.of this High Court in Lekkamani v. Bango. Krishna. Mutta Vim Pucho.yyo. Nayako.r 
(6 M.H.C.R., 208). See also Privy Council Judgment in Collector of Trichinop?ly ~'. 
Lekkamani (9·1 A·293). Besides these two classes of holders a new class of zammdars 
was created by the East India Company. 

" They carved zamindaries out of what were called Haveli lands in the Circars, which 
were under their own control subject to the claims, if any, of the ryots. In the North of 
the Pre.idency, they were parcelled out and Sanads granted to persons who become the 
Proprietors of those estates thenceforward. It is important to remember that, when 
these new estates were formed out of the Haveli lands, the purchasers of those estates, 
thenceforward the Proprietors, were placed on the same footing &s the oth.er classes, of 
holders, viz., the descendants of ancient Chiefs and Rulers who were already ln posseBS1on 
of their own lands and to whom sanads were granted, with one exception in the case of 
rights to water which will be noticed later: See paragraphs 58 and 60 of the Instructions 
issued to Collectors &s to Permanent Settlement of lands, pages 330 and 331, ,Vohnne II of 
the Fifth Report. They thus acquired by grant all the rights wh~ch the. other two classes 
of the ancient Rajas had before they. obtained the Sanad and the immnmty from enhance· 
ment of land revenue or rent which, they acquired under the Sanad." 

\ In his Land Prob(ems of India Professor Radha Kamal M;ukerjee refers to the several 
classes of zamindars as follows :-" The landlords with whom Settlement was made by 
the British Government differed not only in social position but alBo in the. title. or right by 
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which they held their lands. Some were in fact not merely revenue collectors but alae 
hl.ruliLnry territorial magnates. But generally speaking, the result of the settlement was 
to place aU landlords on a uniform legal basis and to obliterate the differences in the 
coBtomary statu8 which had grown out of differences of origin." 

British administrators of the c108iu~ decades of the 18th Century or of the opening 
decades of the 19th were fully convinced that the State is the undoubted proprietor of the 
soil lurgely influenced, as Sir Henry M:aine points out, by the theory and practice 
obt~ining under the Muhammadan Rulers from whom they directly took over the adminis
tration. They felt therefore no difficulty in conceding to the ancient chieftains' 
proprietary rights in the soil or in providing that even in the Haveli Stlttes which were 
newly carved out the proprietorship should be vested in the persons to whom they were 
assigned. And that explains also the unmistakable hnguage used in the Instructions to 
the Collectors and in the regulations in regard to the proprietorship of the zamindars. 

We have from Robertson's India tl)!l.iollowing views attributed to Strabs, one of the 
earliest visitors of the 'co-untry : ,. According to the ideas which prevailed among the natives 
of India as we are informed by the Europeans who visited that country, the Sovereign is 
considered as the sole univers .. l proprietor of ..II the land in his dominions, and from him is 
derived every species of tenure by which his subjects can hold it." (Fifth report, 
Volume 3, page 477). 

'l'he following pussage trom Sir John Shore is again noteworthy: .. I consider the 
za.mindars as the proprietors of the soil to the property of which they succeed by right of 
inheritance. The origin of these propriet, ... y ILnd heredit ... y rights is uncertain. 'I'hey 
probably existed before the Muhammadan conquest and have acquired stability by prescrip
tion and existence independent of the Sanad which the zawindars sometimes received, 
though they may acquire confirmation from it." 

Grant ilLllia_Political Jl.1l!"~_otNorthet'l!Circars, dated, 1784. strongly asserts that 
the proprietary right of the soil IS vested solely in the Sovereign Ruler and that the 
Government is IL well-known territorial proprietor. He define~ the India.n land revenue 
to be .. Not a tax of 1/5 as in England on the proprietary income of the freehold estate, 
far less a feudd dnty or a fixed perpetual quit-rent on BUch as are vassds and by the 
ancient military tenures known in other parts of Europe, but as the landlord's proportion 
in form and effect settled at 1 of the produce of the land or rather an yearly rent variILble 
according to the circumstances Rf the country at the period of adjustment, paid to the 
Government as the sole legalJy known territorial proprietor as generally understood by 
the ryots or immediate cultivators of the soil." (Page 122, Revenue Register, Volume 0.) 

It is stated in I!oswell's Manual of Nen!>r!>, :J)i~tr,ict at page 477 th .. t_ the property 
in the soil vested at "Jeasii"Irom'" time's 'antecedent to written record- exclusively in the 
Government. 

In their instructions, dated 4th September 1799, to the Board of Revenue to prepare 
materials for forming a permanent settlement, the Government declare that it is their 
intention •• to constitute the zamindars proprietors of their respective estates or zamin
daris. " They further state that in the Haveli lands .. the property in the soil is vested 
immediately in the Government" and that it is their intention .. where it may be practi
('able, to dispose of or otherwise transfer the proprietary right in all such lands to native 
landholders" (paragraph 1). In paragraph 3 they refer prominently to one of the main 
principles involved in the proposed new system, namely, that of .. constituting the 
zamindars proprietors ~f their ,~espectiye zamind ... is." In the s~e paragraph they call 
{or necessary IDformation for the disposal of the present Haveh lands the proprietary 
right in which is now vested in the company." After referring in paragraph 4 to the 
precariou.s nature of the tenure by which the zam!ndnrs h .. d previously held by reason of 
the c~nfllctmg and arbitrary character of the ~ubhc assessment they s~ate in paragraph 5 
that It h~? been re";'llved to adopt the re{o~m IDtroduced some years SiDce, in the Bengal 
provlDce by constltutmg the several zILWmdars and landholders having individual claims 
to such distinction actual proprietors of the soil or land comprising their estates." It is 
stated in paragraph 6 that there is no power in the country that can infringe their (the 
zamind ... s ') .. righ ts of property." In p ... agraph 8 they state that the measures which 
they propose .. will render the situation of the proprietor of land honourable instead of 
disreputable." In paragraph 29 again we have the statement that since the zamindars 
are constituted proprietors of their estate, their land become security to Government for 
the due realization of the public J umma assessed thereon and also that if the estate 
happens to be sold for arrears of peshkash the highest bidder will purchafle with the land 
the right of property in the soil. In the proclamation of 1st December 1801 issued by the 
Government of Fort St. George in respect of the pnlayams of the southern provin 
jt was stated that" it is the intention of the British Government to establish a perman:: 
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assessment of revenues on the llinds of the palayams upon the principles of zamindari 
tenures which assessment being once fixed shall be liable to no change in any time to 
come that the polygars becoming by this means the zamindars of their hereditary estates 
will be exempted from all military service and that the possession of their ancestors will 
be secured to them under the operation of limited and defined laws." 

The Preamble to Regulation XXXI of 1802 states that .. the ruling power of the 
province now subject to the Government o.f Fort St. George ~as, in conformity ~ the 
ancient usages of the country, reserved to ltself and has exerCised the actual proprIetor
ship of the land of every description," while the Preamble to Regulation XXV of 1802 
refers to the resolution of the Government " to grant to zammdars and other landholders, 
their heirs and successors a permanent property in their lands in aU time to come and 
to fix for ever a moderate assessment of public revenue on such lands, the amount of 
which shall never be liable to be increased under any circumstances." Section 2 of the 
Permanent Settlement RegUlation provides that "in conformity to, these principles, an 
assessment shall be fixed on all lands liable to pay a revenue to the Government; and in 
consequence of such assessment the proprietary right of the soil shall become vested in the 
zamindars or other proprietors of lands and in their heirs and lawful successors for ever." 

Referring to the above section the Judicial Committee state in I.I.A. No. 282 at 
page 306 that in the case of estates which were not permanently settled it did not have 
the effect of taking away from the former owners of lands any right which they them
selves had and that if the zamindars of such estates were proprietors of the soil, those 
rights were not in any way affected by its language. They refer to the maxim "that 
affirmative words in a statute without any negative express or implied do not take away 
an existing right." In the opinion of Sir John Wallis, C.J. in 41 Mad., 749 at 768 the 
above interpretation of the Judicial Committee is strongly supported by the title of the 
regulation which is " for declaring the proprietary right of lands to be vested in individua.I 
persons and for defining the rights of such persons under a permanent assessment of the 
land revenue." 

As pointed out by :&aden Powell in his Land Systems of British Tndia, Volume 3, 
page 131, it is siguificant ~lrtitle deelt"issued to the 21Iltindarfu consequence of a 
permanent settlement effected according to the provision~ of the Permanellt Settlement 
Regulation is called Sanad-i-milkiyath-isthimrar, which is a Persian term meaning a 
title deed or grant of perpetual ownership. 

A possibility that in certain localities talukdltrs and 'Under-tenants may have certain 
rights seems to have been contemplated in paragraph 1 of the instructions of the Govern
ment of M;adras to the Board of Revenue issued on 4th September 1799. Paragr-apb 34 
of the said instructions makes it clear that a distinction was drawn between the proprietary 
right of I,he zamindar and a right of occupancy which a cultivating ryot may h~ve in 
certain estates or villages. The language of that paragraph may be usefully set out 

,

in extenso. "Distinct from these claims are the rights and privileges of the cuitivatina 
ryots, who, though they have no positive property right in the Eoil, have a right of 
occupancy as long as they cultivate to the extent of their usual means and give the sircar 
or the proprietor whether in money or in kind the accustomed portion of the produce." 

My colleagues try to get over the clear language of the instructions and of the 
regulations as above set. out by putting forward the strange theory that the words " pro
prietor of the soil .. were used in Regulation XXV of 1602 in the ' Indian sense' and 
that when Sir John Shore or Lord Cornwallis spoke of the zamindars as lords of the 
soil and owners of the land they used the terms in the ' Oriental • and not in the English 
sense. The language of paragraph 34 of the instructions leaves little scope for such a 

, theory and shows that the administrators and legislators of those days were fully awltl'e 
of the .distinction between property j~ the sgj! l!<'l<!".!L1!l!:re.,~rig;~t or. OC~upltI!cl.,anii that 
the:!,' di~ not see ~ny legal ~cultf I.n the co-exlste~ce of a rIght ~of occupancy in the 
cultlvatmg ryot WIth the propl'letary nght of the zammdar in the soil. 

This again would show that in their proceedings, dated 5th January 1890 in 
referring' to the right of the ryots to the heredit,ary possession to the usufruct of the'soil 
so I~ng 0.8 they render a certain portion of the produce of the land in kind or money as 
pu~lic revenue, the B~ard of .Revenu.e. were mer~ly describ~ng the right of occupancy 
whIch ryots may have m certam locahtles and whIch would m no way conflict with the 
conc~ption of the Government or the zamindar as the ultimate proprietor. If I may say 
so WIth respect, my colleagues have failed to keep this distinction in view and have 
assumed, in my opinion erroneously, that the language of the instructions or of the 
regulations is. lo?se or. defect.ive or that the ~overnment or the legislature did not mean 
what they satd 1D theIr offiCIal records or legIslative enaotml'nts or t,hat what was stated 
in thos~ instruments or regulations is incorrect in view of the passages quoted from the 
proceedmgs of the Board of Revenue and other reports or writings. 
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Some reliance is placed on the part of ryots upon section 14 of Regulation XXV of 
1802 and upon the M.adras Permanent Settlement Interpretation Regulation IV of 1822-
Section 14 of the Permanent Settlement Regulation only provides that zamindars or 
landholders shall enter into engagementlf with their ryots for a rent either in money or 
in kind and shall within a reasonable period of time grant to each ryot a patta or cowIe 
defining the amount to be paid by him and explaining every condition of the engage
ment. The object of this provision was no d()ubt to insist upon the contract between 
the zamindar and the ryot being set out in writing with a view to prevent the zamindar 
from claiming from the ryot more rent than is lawfully due from him. But I fail to 
see how this provision can be relied upon in support of the claim of the ryots that they 
have the right of proprietorship in the soil. Regulation IV of 1822 no doubt provided 
by its 'aecond clause that the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1902 was not 
meant .. to define, limit, infringe or destroJi the actual rights of any description of 
landholders or tenants." But this was purely negative and was passed by way of 
abundant caution. There was no declaration of any substantive tights of the tenants 
nor was there any conferment of such rights on them. All that is said is that if the 
tenauts had any rights prior to the passing of the Permanent Settlement Regulation, 
that regulation did not take them away. 

There is nothing to show that the ryot had any proprietary right in the soil prior to 
the Permanent Settlement. The quotation from :Maine already made, distinctly nega
tives the theory that the ryots had, or believed they had, any proprietary right in the 
soil before the advent of the British or during the company's rule. ;Maclean in his 
Manual of Administration at page 103 categorically states that the" I!Yot was not regarded 
by the Government of the time as the proprietor of the soil." 

In my opinion, therefore, as the previous discussion would show, it is undisputed 
that during the :Muhammadan rule and the early years of British administration it was 
distinctly recognized that the State was the proprietor, that the zamindars were or 
could be constituted such proprietors in their respective estates and that the ryots had 
no rIght of property in the strict judicial sense of ownership. The utmost that could 
be claimed for the ryots is what the proceedings of the Board of Revenue already referred 
to, !lnd csrtain other reports, concede the possibility of the existence of II customary 
right of occupancy. The decisions in 20, Mad. 299 and 23, Mad. 318, which have 
been frequently referred to as containing a full and accurate declaration of the rights of 
ryots in zamindar's only l8lJ down that according to the customary law of the country, 
a net rannot he ej~!l SO long as he pays thee~tablished"rent. In other words those 
deci.ions, which were regained M'"i:hebasis of 'tbe Madras Estates Land Act I of .1908, 
recognized or assumed the existence of a cust~!I_right of occupancy, de.cribed juot: 
in the same way in which it was defined in the proceeruiigs'of the Board of Revenue of 
1890 to which prominent reference was made by Mr. Justice Subram .. nia Ayyar in 
23, Mad. 318. Those decisions did not state that the ryot was the proprietor of the 
soil nor did they deny that the zamindar was such proprietor. The d,stlllction and 
contrast between proprietorship and a mere right of occupancy is a real distinction 
which my colleagues have altogether overlooked. The Verrj idea of a right of occupancy 
cRl'l'ie& with it the necessary implication that all rights outside and beyond the right of 
hccuPIl.IlCY or what one may describe as the residual ownership is in someho<iy else. 

'(,his distinction is brought out in section 6 of the Madras Estates Land Act under 
which the landholder as the owner of the soil admitR a ryot to possession of ryoti land 
which is at his disposal and on such admission the ryot acquires the right of occupancy 
wit.h all those incidents, which are defined in (,he other provisions of the Act. It is 
inconceivable, how a person can admit another to possession of land if he is not the 
own~r of it and if the right created by such admission is a right which can be surrendered 
or is terminable in certain contingencies, it must necessarily follow that the reversion 
or the dominant ownership is in the person who has admitted and to whom the land 
will revert on the termination or extinguishment of the subordinate right which has 
b~en oreated. 

If the distinction betwesn proprietorship and a mere right of occuJ:lan~y which is 
apparent in the state papers and decisions just referred to is borne in mind there would 
he no difficulty whatever in appreciating the true position of the zamindar and the ryot. 

It is unnecessary for me to discuss whether customary right of occupancy really 
existed in this Presidency and whether the decisions which assumed the existence of such 
a right notably those in 20, Mad. 299 and 23, :Mad. 318 can be regarded as aood law 
in view of certain recent decisions of the Privy Council. In two decisions of th; :Madras 
High Court, namely 44, Mad. 588 at 602 and 48, U.L.J., 701 at 706, it was stated that 
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~he rule of law laid down in 20, Mad. 299 and 23, Mad. 318 could no longer be 
~aid to be correct. The rule served its purpose from 20, Mad. 299 up to the legislation 
II) the Madras Estates Land Act and what was given by the rule of law is now given 
by legislation to tenants in estates." 

I am however not anxious to raise an unnecessary controversy. I am prepared 
to assume . that 20, Mad. 299 and 23, Mad. 318 were properly decided. I would 
however pomt out that e~en on that assumption what the ryots have is only a right 
of occupancy or " a specles of tenant right" as the Privy Council descrihe it in 47, 
Mad. 337 at 346. . 

?urD:ing to judicial pronouncements in regard to the proprietorship of the soil in 
zammdan reference must first be made to 41, :Mad. 1012 in which the folltlwing signi
ficant passage occurs. .. It has been ~ontended on behalf of the respondents that in the 
times when the Reddi Kings ruled in this district, the ownership of soil of tws laud II) 

Iudia was not in the sovereign or ruler and the right of the ruler was confined to the 
right to receive as revenue a share in the produce of the soil from the cultivator. Upon 
that assumption it was contended that the inam grant of 1373 could have heen only a 
grant of the King's share in the produce of the soil, i.e., that the grant was a grant of 
lalld revenue alone and did not include the kudivaram. That is an assumption which 
no C{lUrt is entitled to make and in support of which there is, so far as their Lordships 
are aware no reliable evidence. The fact that Rulers in India generally collected their 
lalld revenues by taking a share of the produce of the land is not, by itself, evidence that 
the soil of lands in India was not owned by them and could not be granted by them. 
Indeed, that fact would support the contrary assumption that the soil was vested in the 
i·lllers who drew their laIid revenue from the soil, generally in the ahape of a share in 
the produce of the soil, which was not a fixed and mvaria,ble share, hut depended on 
the will of the Rulers. The assumption contended for on behalf of the respondentE' was 
not recognized in Regulation XXXI of 1802." 

In 44, Mad. 588 (Full Bench) at page 597.-WaJlis, C.J., refers to the above Privy 
Council decision and to the question propounded by them as follows: " WaR it a. grant 
of the Eevenue only of the villages, or was it a grant of the proprietory right in the 
villages, that is, the soil of the village," which appears to suggest that it was the one 
or the other. They proceeded to reject the historical theory that in ancient times the 
ownership of the soil of land in India was not in the sovereign or Ruler, and t,hat the 
right of the Ruler was confined to a right to receive as revenue a ahare in th~pi'oduce 
of the soil from the cultivator; and they went on to reject the presumption founded on 
that theory that in the case of an ina,mdar it should. be presumed, in the absence of the inam 
grallt under which the inam was held, that the grant was of the Royal aha.re of the Revenue 
only." The correctness of the above propositiOn cannot be and has not been questioned 
though it has been doubted whether there is in law a contrary presumption, namelv, 
that an inam grant comprises both varams. 

In 47, :Mad. 337 which related to the village of Mangal the Privy Council sum up 
the law as follows: .. It cannot now be douhted that when a tenant of lands in Inwa 
in a suit by a landlord to eject him from them sets up a defence that he has a right of 
permanent tenancy in the lands, the onus of proving that he has such right is on such 
tenant. In Secretary of State for India in Council versus Lakshmeswar Singh, 16, 
Cal. 223 it was held that the onus of proving that they had a permanent right of 
,occupancy in lands was upon the defendants who alleged it as a defence to a suit by 
their landlord to eject them and that proof of long occupation at a fixed rent need not 
oatisfy that onus. After defining the character of a permanent right of occupancy tnell" 
Lordships proceed to state that it can ouly be obtained by a tenant hy custom or by a. 
gront from an owner of the land who happens to have power to grant such a right or 
,\lndel an Act of the legislature." In 57, Mad. 443 there was a grant of an agraharsm 
to IL non-resident Brahman in the year 1810 by a zamindar of a village within his per
manently settled zamindari. There were cultivating tenants in the village a.t the time 
of the grant. The agraharamdars were only receiving rents and were not personally 
'CUltivating. The question at issue was whether the grant to th~ ag~amdars was a 
grant of the kudivaram also, It was contended that the grantor bemg a ~"u\lnaar h~ 
could not have had any kudivaram right himself and could not therefore have granted 
·the kudivaram right to the agraharamdars. In rejecting this contention Their Lordahips 
,of the Judicial Committee observe as follows at page 450: .. But the appellants 
contended that the fact of their having been cultivating tenants in the village prior to 
the j!l"ant of 1810 raised a presumption of fact that the zamindar had not kudivaram 
right and that .accordingly the grant did n~t include the right. B~t in Their Lo~dship~' 
opinion the eXIstence of such a presumptlon was expressly negatlved and certam d6Ol
.siolls of the High Court at :Madras and the High Court at Bombay WhlCh had given 
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eJl'ect 00 such a presumption were overruled by the decisions of the Board in Suryanara
,ana v. Pothanna, 41 Mad., 1012. In 44 Cal., 841, in case relating to the permanent 
:settlement of Bengal which was closely similar to and which formed the model for the 
later permanent settlement in Madr~r Their Lordships of the Judicial Committee 
<lbsel"',ed as follows :-" Passing to the settlement of 179::1 it appears to Their LorJship" 
. t.o be beyond controversy that whatever doubts be entertained as to whether befoIe thil 
English oocupation, the zamindars had any proprietary interest in the lands comprised 
.within their respective districts, the settlement Itself recognizes and pr0C6eds on the 
'footing that they are the actual proprietors of the land for which they undertake 00 pay 
the Government revenue. The settlement is expressly made with the zamindars, 
.independent talukdars and other actual proprietors of the soil." This passage was 
·quoted with approval by the Privy Council again in 1931 A.I.R., P.C., page 89, where 
they state that " the burden of proving their title lay upon the respondents who were 

-claiming adversely 00 the zumindars and that the presumption arising from the permanent 
settlement had been considered by the Board in several cases, making particular 
reference to the passage quoted above which they characterise as a well-known passage. 

I have so far attempted to point out that if we leave out the Hindu period or the early 
days of Muhammadan rule regarding which we have no reliable material or record from 
which we could state with any degree of certainty what the prevailing ideas were as 
regards proprietorship in the soil, it is clear that in the century or two preceding the 
British administration, the State as also the several Hindu Princes or noblemen who 
exercised wide powers in their respective jurisdictions by acknowledging the titular 
sovereignty of the Emperors of Delhi or of their Viceroys in the Subha of Deccan or 
elsewhere, were regarded as the proprieoors of the soil, that in State documents which 
preceded the Permanent Settlement in Bengal and in Madras, in official pUblications, in 
statements of well-known administrators, the proprietorship of the zamindar was recog
nized and that of the ryot denied and that the Permanent Settlement Regulation and 
other RegUlations passed in 1802 not only leave little scope for the argument that the 
ryot is the proprietor of the soil but state in unqualified words that the zamindars were 
or were constituted such proprietors. I have also attempted 00 show that the conception of 
a. customary right of occupancy is, when properly understood, not in any way inconsistent 
with the ultimate ownership or proprietorship being in the State or the zamindar, and also 
that recent decisions of the Privy Council and of the Madras High Court not only recog
nize the zamindar's proprietorship in the soil but also deny the existence of a general 
eustomary right of occupancy as was assumed in 20 Mad., 299, and in 23 Mad., 318. 

rt cannot be possibly be denied that the Madras Estates Land Act declared the rights 
·of ryots in zamindari areas in accordance with the views expressed by the Madras High 
Court in the cases just referred to, which, if I may say so, put the case of the ryot at its 
highest. But stilI we find that the Madras Estates Land Act itself proceeds on the foot
ing that the zamindar is the ultimate owner of the soii. I cannot in this context do 
better than set out the following extract from the memorandum submitted by the Madras 
Landholders Association, with which extract I entirely agree:-

" The following provisions of the Madras E.tates Land Act give a clear indication 
that the zamindar is the ultimate proprietor of the soil out of which proprietor
ship certain subordinate interests, the incidents of which are statutorily defined, 
are carved out in favour of the several classes of tenants referred to in the Act, 
the most important of which are the ryots with permanent rights of occupancy. 
Private or home farm land as defined in the Act is at the absolut.e disposal of the 
zamindar and the relations between a landlord and tenant of his private land are 
not ~egulated by the provisions of th.e Act. (Vide section 19). If it is per_ 
miSSible 00 refer to an Enghsh parallel It may be stated that the relations between 
the landholder and a tenant of his privat.e land are fully governed by contract 
just like the relations between the landlord and tenant in England. It is no 
doubt open 00 a landholder to convert private land inoo ryoti land and to confer 
occupanoy rights upon tenants whom he may induct into possession of such 
lands after such conversion. But this is a matter for the free and voluntary 
choice of the landholder and there is no procedure whereby he could be compelled 
00 convert private land into ryoti land. As regards waste land or land reserved 
by a landholder for raising a garden or tope or forest, no occupancy rights are 
acquired by a t.enant where the contract is in the one case for the pasturage of 
cattllil. and i'.l the other for . temporary cultivati<;>n of agricultural crops. The 
propnetary rights of the zaInlndar are preserved In respect of this class of lands 
under section 6, sub-section 2. Even in regard 00 ryoti lands the acquisition of 
occup~cy rights roll.ow~ upon. the admission by a l~dholder of a ryot to possession I 
of ryoti lands. In Its inception therefore the relatIonship is contractuai. [Vide 
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section 6 (1).] Entry into :ryoti land without the permission of the landholder 
creates no rights in favour of the trespasser while an implication of a tenancy is 
made where the landholder receives or recovers any payment under section 163 
from any person unauthorizedly occupying ryoti land, unless within two years 
from the date of such receipt or recovery of payment, ·he should file a suit in the 
Civil Court for ejectment against such person. Under the definition of ryot lIS 

amended by Madras Act VIII of 1934, ar l>erson who has occupied ryoti land for 
a continuous period of twelve years, shall be deemed to be a ryot for all the 
purposes of the Act. This has rendered possible the acquisition of occupancy 
rights by prescription . subject of course to the obligations attaching to such a. 
ryot. Mining rights are expressly reserved to the landholder by section 7. 
Under section 25 the Zamindar hp,s the right to collect premium when he 
admits a ryot to possession of l'yoti land which may consist of waste land 
previously uncultivated or of l'YOti land relinquished hy its previous holder or 
bought by the landholder at a rent sale. Under section 10, sub-section 2, of the 
Estates Land Act if a ryot dies intestate without leaving any heirs except ~he 

) 
Crown, his right of occupancy shall be extinguished. 'fhis section therefore 
recognizes the principle of escheat in favour of the Zamindar. In section 11 
there is a clear indication that the ryot has only a right of user in the land 
for agricultural purposes; for, while it is stated that he may use the land in 
his holding in any manner, it is at the same time provided that he should not 
materially impair the value of the land or render it unfit for agricultural pur
poses. If the value of the land is so impaired, section 151 empowers the land
holder to eject the ryot from his holding. It is true that the power of eject
ment of a landholder is con lined to the case just referred to, hut the legal 
implication underlying his right of ejectment is unmistakable. Section 149-
provides for the relinquishment of a holding by a ryot. The idea of relin
quishment itself connotes that the person who relinquishes has a subordinate 
interest and the person in whose favour the relinquishment is made holds 
a superior interest in the soil." 

While I am definitely of the opinion that the Zamindar is the proprietor of the soil 
I must at the same time make it clear that neither myself nor any of the Zaminde.m 
in this Presidency desire or have ever asked for a reversal of the policy underlying the 
Madras Estates Land Act or that the rights conferred by that Act should be taken away. 
No' champion of the ryots can claim that their rights were not properly defined in 
20 Mad., 299, and 23 Mad., 318, or that the ryots are entitled to any higher rights 
than those declared in the said decisions. Again if it is admitted, as it must be, that 
Mr. Forbes who was responsible for the Madras Estates Land Act gave statutory 
expression to the rights declared in 20 Mad., 299, and 23 Mad., 318, as faithfully 
and accurately as possible, there is, in my opinion. hardly any justification for these 
vague claims or proprietorship. which are now put forward on behalf of the ryots. 

It is unnecessary to dwell further upon the theory of my colleagues that the Govern-

I 
ment is not the owner of the soil than to refer, in refutation of it to the Land Encroach
Illent Act and the elaborate provisions in the Acts and Regulations relating to Govern
ment revenue, the rules framed thereunder and the Standing Orders of the Board of 
Revenue. which place all unoccupied land at the disposal of the Government, declare 
and preserve its mining rights, provide for its ultimate reversion in all occupied lands 
and proceed in fact upon the basis that the Crown is the ultimate proprietor of every 
bit of land in the country except where it has by any grant clearly divested itself of the 
same. 

My colleagues wind up Chapter I of their report by the observation that the land
holder is not entitled even to the possession of ryoti land as laid down by the Privy 
Council in I.L.R., 45 Mad., 586. I am unable to find in the said decision any judicial 
declaration which is at all relevant in the present discussion. The question in that case 
was whether the inam grant of a village called Karappudayanpatti comprised hoth the 
melvaram and the kudivaram rights and if it did not, whether it did not constitute aD 
Estate within the meaning of section 3 (2) (d) of the Madras Estates Land Act prior 
to its recent amendment. On a discussion of the several species of evidence which are 
typical of this class of cases showing particularly that the defendant ryots had held 
the lands in their occupation for generations. they came to the conclusion that the 
kudivaram right could not have been granted to the inamdar and that therefore the 
village was an estate which came within the operation of the provisions of the Madras 
Estates Land Act. Nobody denies that if a village is governed by the provisions of the 
Madras Estates Land Act by its coming either under section 3 (2) (d) or any of the 
other Bllb-clauses in the definition of the word • Estate,' the landholder' cannot eject 
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the ryot except on the only ground. that he rendered the holding unfit for agricultural 
purposes. I must say with respect that little or no support to the theory of my 
colleagues can be had from the decision just referred to. 

Many of the memorandA. filed on behalf of the ryots while maintaining that the 1 

ryots are the proprietors Ilf the. soil, adlllit that the perm~nent .settlement . p,?ceeded OR 

the footing that the zamindar IS such propnetor, though In theIr oplDlon It IS a wrong 
assumption. I need hardly state that there are no valid reasons for holdin.g that ~he 
permanent settlement proceeded upon. a wrong footing; nor IS there any justtii.catlOn 
for the claim that something should now he done in reversal of the policy underlying it. 

CHAPTER III. 

WHERE THE RF.NTS EVER FDtBD. 

The question whether the rents in zamindaries were at any tinte permanently fixed 
CIm conveniently be considered in three stages, namely, whether there was such a 
fixation, prior to the permanent settlement, by the permanent settlement itself or by 
reason .of anything which has. happened or been done subsequent to it. 

My colleagues definitely state that 'there was no such fixation either in the first 
stage or in the third. They state in more than one place that before the permanent 
settlement there was no attempt at all to fix the rents in zamindaries. In fact the 
very grievance of the ryots was as set out in the Patta Regulation the variations in and 
the uncertainty of the rents which were being demanded and levied by the zamindars. 
If the rents which prevailed in zamindari areas prior to the permanent settlement were 
for any reason permanently and unalterable the same thing must apply to the ryotwari 
areas also but this is an impossible conclusion as by its several resettlements the Govern
ment asserted and exercised its right to alter those rents and very often to enhance 
them. The possibility of a permanent fixation of rents subsequent to the permanent 
settlement must similarly be ruled out. The very criticism levelled by my colleagues 
against the judges, legislators and administrators who had to interpret or give effect to 
the permanent settlement failed altogether to understand its bearing upon the relations 
of zamindars and ryots and proceeded upon what in the opinion of my colleagues is a 
wrong assumption, that the rents were not p.ennanently fixed and t.herefore had to be 
regulated. It is therefore inconceivable in those circumstances that there could have any 
permanent settlement of rents subsequent to 1802. I may add that neither my colleagues 
nor any of the witnesses who deposed on behalf of the ryots have suggested that any
thing happened after 1802 which had the effect of fixing the rents unalterably in 
permanently settled estates. 

The question therefore remains whether rents were so fixed by the permanent 
settlement and this is the main theme which my colleagues address themselves to at 
oonsiderable length. 

Chapters III, IV and V of the Majority Report are devoted principally to an 
examination of the provisions of the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802 and the Karnams 
Regulation XXIX of 1802. As a. result of such examination interspersed by quota
tions from instructions isoued to Collectors in 1799, Hodgson's Report of 1808 and the 
ilespatch of the Court of Directors and some other State documents, my colleagues 
amve at the conclusion that the rents in zamindaries were fixed unalterably at the 
time of. the permanent .settlement. 1 may at once .state th~t I find it··impossible to 
agree WIth that conclUSIon. As I shall presently pomt out m detail, the construction 
p!n:ced by my colleagues on the several ~tate papers have not ~ven the merit of plausi
blhty. Tile !1at\~rol and .nccepted meanIng. of the several sectIOns and the expressions 
used therem IS dIscarded m favour of a stramed constructIOn in support of the conclusion 
which my colleagues have arrived at. 

Before embarking however upon " discussion of the object and intentment of the 
Rve .... 1 Regulations mentioned above 1 think it would be convenient to deal first with the 
natu:e and extent of the right .to collect rent,. firstly, of the State and secondly of the 
zalllludars. At the very out.se! It may be mentIOned that whatever divergence of opinion 
*here may ~e in regard ~ the State's ?r. the zamindar'. proprietorship of the soil, there 
r.annot po>lSlbly be any differenc~ of op~ll1on that the ~tate or its assignee, the zamindar) 
h'W> al.ways been regarded as bemg entItled to the me. waram or the rajabagham as it is 
variously desc.ribed. ,!he proportion of t~e rajabaglu.m to the total produce may have 
varied fro~ tIme to time but the conceptIon that the State or its assignees are entitled 

. t(l II. certam share of the produce of the land has prevailed from time intmemorial. 
Call. B. PAB'l' 1-96 
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Hindu Period. 

It is generally stated. on the authority of Manu t.hat t~e traditional share of the 
Hindu sovereign was one-sIXth of the gross produce, whICh might he raised to one-fourth 
on occasions of great necessity and that unner Moghn]s the share was raised to one-third, 
and that in the times that followed the fan of the Moghul Emperors the share of the 
State wa~ enhanced to half and in some cases to two-fifths of the gross produce. 

There is however no evidence that the share taken by the State during the Hindu 
period' was in actual practice only one-sixth of the gross produce. Manu seems to refer 
nlore to theoretical share which an ideal King has to receive rather than to any practice 
which was actually in vogue in the fiscal administration of any Hindu State. Very 
little is known regarding the Revenue administration of the Chola Kings and near:y as 
little of the principles on which the Vizianagar Royals collected their revenues. The 
Arthasastra provides for levying one-third or one-fourth in emergencies. In a contri
bution to the Indian Antiquary Mr. C. H. Rao has shown that the proportion of one
sixt!1 was exceeded substantially in practice. The following quotation from Sir Thomas 
Munro n,ay be interesting; .. Had the Public assessment, as pretended, ever been as in 
the books of their sages say only a sixth or fifth or even Slnly a fourth of the gross pro
du~e the payment of a fixed share in kind and all the expensive machinery requisite for 
it.s supervision never could have been wanted." 

II' this connexion it may be useful to refer to the modem practice of the Rajput 
State of Udaipur, Mewa.r, a tract which was never subjected to Moslem administration 
and where it is probable that Hindu institutions have survlved in their integrity. The 
three methods of assessment, sharing and measurement and contract are there in opera
tion side by side and sometimes within the limits of a aingle village. Sharing is 
ordinarily carried out by estimation at the rate of one-third or one-half the produce but 
th" peasants have the option of actual divi.ion and weighment of the produce on the 
threshing Boor. 

Moslem Period. 

It is wrong to assume that in the Moslem period inn.ovations were made m the 
system of revenue administration and that the State's share of the produce was substan
tl"lly enhanced. On the other hand" The system which the Moslem Conquerors 
brought with them from Afghanistan to India was substantially identical with the system 
which they found in operation. 

The l'arliest period during the Muhammadan rule when anything definite is known 
nbout the agrarian system is about 1,300 when Allauddin Rhilji laid out a definite policy 
m regard to the revenue demand. The measures taken by him were-

(i) The standard of the revenue demand was fixed at one-half of . the produce 
without any a.llowances or deductions; . . 

(ii) the Chilfs' perquisites were a,bolished so that all the land occupied by them 
was to be brought under assessment of the full rate; 

(iii) the method of assessment was to be measurement, the charges being ca.:culated 
on the basis of sta.ndard yields; a.nd 

(iv) a grazing tax was imposed a.part from the assessment on cultivation. 
Allauddin's system did not survive its creator. During the reign of Ghayasuddin 

th~re WR$ a reorganization of the revenue admini.tra.tion of the Kingdom. He discarded 
meaSllTPmpnt in fa.vour of sharing. He restored tbe chiefs to something like the position 
thl'y had lost.· 
. The npxt point of interest in the Agraria.n system duri.!lg the Muhammadan period 
was thp. levy of one-tenth by way of water-right during the reign of Feruz Saheb (1352 
to 1308). .. To begin with, the King referred to an assembly of jurists the question 
"hether hl' could lawfully claim allY income in return for his outlay .md was informed 
that it was lawful to take " Water rights" (Haggi Shirab) a term of Islamic law 
.I.)llotmg 8· right separate from that of the landholder of iand arising from the provision 
d wat.cr. The Jurists defined this right as • one-tenth' presumably vf the produce, and 
the King prore.eded to a.ssessment a.ccordingly." (Morela.nd's Agrarian System of Moslem 
Iudia, pagll 60.) 

The most famous settlement wa~ that of Todar Mal during the reign of Akba.r 
(1556-1605). As regards his methods of aBse.sment, the description /liven is as follows:

The grain crops of both seasons depending on the rains, ~'od .... Mal settled that 
half the yie~d should be taken as revenue. .. Nor will such appear nn inequit
"hie participation "-Ra.yS Mr. J. Grant in his Political Rnrvev of the Northern 
~.ars. (See Fifth Report Vo.lume II, page 165)-" Though the expense of 
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.e.ed with the whole of the labour fell on the latter, i.e., ryot or husbandman, 
when we consider the facility of the simplest cuiture for irrigated crops one
third was taken for graJn while for hig!:. class crops like sugarcane .. etc., the 
rents varied one-fourth; one-fifth; one-sixth; or one-seveuth accordrng to the 
rrop." Genera!ly the Government share v; as commuted with reference to 
prices of the previous 19 years.' "I.'l1e commutation rate was originally applied 
to the actual produce or the year but various administrative dtfficulties were 
felt. Ultimately settlements were concluded on the basis of the ten-year 
average. This was known us the' Z:tmnbandy Neekdy , or money settlelllent ,md 
prevailed chielly in the Soubha·s of Delhi Agra, Gujerat and Behar. In the 
other province., however, the public revenue continued to be levied under the 
Battai system, i.e., by division of the produce. Todar Mal's system continued 
in force for nearly a century. 

Tt may be noticed thnt ev~n in the progressive scheme laid out by Todar Mal, the 
Stttte's share of the produce was generally one-third and sometimes half the 
gross produce. It is also abundantly clear that whatever might have been the 
theoretica.! share of the produce that sages prescribed there is no foundation for 
the belief that the Hindu kinga were origin",lly receiving one-sixth of the gross 
produce and that it was enhanced to one-half of the ;lTDSS produce during the 
Mohammadan period. .. We find that in every Hindu Kiugdom whether under 
Mohammadan inlluence or not from Ori.sa to Cape Comorin one-half of the 
gross produce was the normal share of the King in t.hode times preceding the 
first settlement of the EngliRh of which we have reliab!e accounts. This waJl 
the average between two-fifths and three-fifths the extremes of leniency and 
exaction.' , 

8pralcing of the Northern Circars Mr. Grant in his Politica.! Survey of Deccan (Fifth 
Report III, page 36) states as follows: It was not before the year 1687 that the Northern 
Glrcars forming part of the Subha of HydArabad, feU under the Moghul Yoke. It does 
nol oppear that any a.!teration, either in the amount of rent or mode of assessing these 
districts was introduced at the period of this revolution; the old valuation, or standard of 
r~venl1e as fixed we have reason to be!ieve on the first establishment of the Kootu! Shahy 
"as tr:m.ferred to the Imperiol rAnt roll of Alamgheer and the rule of battai or equa.! 
division of the crop between the Government and its "yots is continued exclusively and 
univers,\lly down to the present tim~.s. This simple mode of rating lands for half their 
yearly produce is derived from the remotest antiquity in different parts of Hindusthan 
und still invariably prevails III Buch countries a~ were left unsubdued by the Moham
Dladans, likE!' Tanjore, where tbe ancient Indian forms of administration are for the most 
p"rt preserved entire; it will not, therefore, be thought extraordinary that the same 
custom .honld thus be the ground-work of one system of finance and enter largely into 
t he formAtion of another, estobliRhed under two c.ontAmporary or successive dynasties of 
foreign Princes, obliged to conform through ignorance, policy or necessity, to the former 
usage of the same conquered people." 

As to the state of things which exi.ted prior to the Permanent Settlement I cannot 
.1n betLer than give the following extracts Crom the reports of the Circuit Committee. ~ 
In regnrd t·o the zamindaries in Haveli jands in Ganjam the Circuit Committee state in-' J 
their tepnrt that the .. proportions of produce allowed to the cultivators were nowbere 
less than 6 or more than 10 parts in 20 of paddy," that dry grains were divided in 
eljlll!.l sharf'. and that in the case of tobacco and sugarcane it was customary for the culti
vator to pay fixed rent for the ground instead of the produce in kind. In the zamin
caries in the Vizagapatam and Chicacole Circars the Circuit Committee state that "the l 
proportion of the crops which would give the inhabitants satisfaction is one-third of t.he .. 
produce of .paddy in the. best !~nds and two-fif.th in otbers and one-half of other grain." 
In the RaJahmundry ClrCar the usual nomllla! share allowed to the cu!tivator is of 
rndd} 8, 10, and 12 in 20-the fixed cultivators receive the first proportion. Brahmins 
Rncbavllrus, strangers and tbose favoured by the zamindar are allowed 10 and 12 Thooms: 
Ury brrai". ought to be equally divided between the zamindar and the ryot" and it is 
"Lh~r interesting to note. that the Circuit CO~lmittee add that .. ev~m with these pro
pnrtlons the landa of ~~mllld.ars are b~tter cul.tlva~.ed than. the farms Immediately dep~n
dent on the Company. It IS stated III the CirCUIt Committee's report that in the farm3 
lind H Bveli dependent on Masulipatam .. the proportions al!owed to the cultivator bv 
a"cient uS!I.I[e are 8, 10 and 12 parts in 20 and that the grounds producinor tohncro 
Icdigo, Rugar and garden vegetables were generally let by Bilmaktba." In d;aling witl; 
thr. znmil'dnrie~ ?f Nuzvid. and Cha.rmRh~1 the Comm,ttee state that tbe ryot by the 
DnClent Rnd orllnnal est.bhshment ,. entItled to half the produce defraying therefrom 
th~ repairs of tanks and the usual vi:lage and Ch1lrch ceremonies and the expenses which 
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ma;)! reduce his net profits to one-third, which, if again established, he would be well 
c(mtended. .. Mr. Alexand~ who reported on the resources of the Zamindaries in the . \ I \' iza~ ... tlUll diStflct just befo:e the. Permanent Settlement of those. zamindaries was 

V'< made, after referrmg to the kist which was a nommal sum entered III the patta and 
M.alavutty which was an enhancement calculated on the condition of the crop after the 

. crop was nearly ripe and which l'epresented a considerable portion of the value of the 
crop, if not the whole of it, stated that most of the land was assessed on Bagam or 
sharing system and that the share taken by the Government varied with the nature of 
the ground and the cOlldition and caste of the ryot. Rajputs, Velamas and cultivators 
from other parts who took over land which the Inhabitants of another village were unable 
~o cultivate themselves were allowed a half-share of the crop but the ordinary ryot only 
received a third. In reporting of .the c.ontemplated settlement of yizianagaram zamin
dary 1I1r. Webb stated that the qua.ntum of future benefit to the . zammdar derivable 
from unoccupIed relinquished lands should be estimated at half of the produce and that 
a ~imilar estimate should be made in respect of dry grains. According to Col. Fullerton 
(vide page 227, Ramnad Manual) •• the established practice· in the southern part of the 
Peninsula has for ages been to allow the farmer one-half of the produce of his crop for 
the maintenance of his family and tbe cultivation of the land while the other half is 
appropriated by the Sircar." 

It may generally be stated that the income of the zamindars whether of the north 
or of the south with the exception of the western palayams which will be separately 
dealt with, was estimated at a proportion of the gross produce in accordance wtill the 
proportions which obtained as between the zamindar and the ryot in the locality and 
that in most cases the z.amindar's share was not less than a half. I may also give a 
few quotations for the purpose of showing that in the early ryotwari settlements the 
Government's share was generally estimated at. about· 50 per cent. In the village lease 
system which was first attempted as opposed to the: individual ryotwari settlements which 
were introduced later on, rents for which villages were leased were computed on the 
basis that the Government was entItled to half the gross produce. In the individualwar 
settlement introduced by Col. Reid in the Salem District the proportIOn paid to .. the 
Government was assumed to be two-fifth of the gross produce in the case of wet lands 
and one-third in the Cllse dry. (MacLean's Manual of Administration, Revenue and 
Settlement, page 103.) In the Nellore clWtrict, however both. Mr. Travers in Fasli 1211 
and Mr_ Smalley in Fasli 1236 proceeded upon the footing that the Sircar's share of the 
grain is 11 out of 20. Mr. Place, the Collector of Chingleput stated" that Pycarri is 
entitled generally speaking to one-half of the produce of his cultivation." AcCording to 
the report of Mr. Wallace, the Principal Collector of Tanjore and Trichinopoly to the 
Board of Revenue, dated 15th June 1806 the proportion varied from 50 to 60 per ~cent of 
the standard gross produce after deducting the usual Swathantrams and Manyams. In 
the settlements effected in Tinnevelly, the Sircar's share varied from 60 per cent between 
1770 and 1780, 50 per cent between 1781 and 1789 and 40 per cent in 1790 and 1791 
with a restoration of the 50 per cent waram between ]792 and 1800. According to Mr~ 
Hodgson's report the allowances in kind between the cultivator and the Sirear were in equal 
proportions." From the report of the Principal Collector of the Ceded districts to the 
Board of Revenue, dated 15th August 1867, it would appear that the share of the ryot 
there was commonly much nearer to one-half than two-third of the produce. The pro
portions of the produce collected by the zamindars before the Permanent Settlement 
were therefore not considered exhorbitant or oppressive if one has regarded to the pro
·portions which Government itself considered it was entitled to in the ryotwari settlements 
which were effected in the early years of the 19th century_ 

After obtaining figures showing the average income of the zamindar which as already 
stated depended upon the gross produce, the Government generally fixed the peshkash. 
at two-third of the zamindar's income with an addition or subtraction from it to suit 
the peculiar conditions of individual estates in accordance with the recommendations of 
the ('.uncerned Collectors. It is necessary to refer to this circumstance because it would 

1
show that the peshkash did not form a fixed and invariable proportion of the gross produce 
as my colleagues assume, on the basis of which assumption, among other things, my 
colleagues proceed to put forward the theory of a .tripartite agreement between the 
Government, the zamindar and the ryot whereby the rents is Zamindaries are said to 
have been unalterably fixed for all time. 

It may· be that the variations on the normal two-third of the zamindar's estimated 
receipts were few and it may also be that snch variations whether by way of addition 
to or subtraction from the .tandard proportion were not considerahle.. The siguificance 
however of such variations lies in this. If the Rajabhagam or the Melwaram. is one-half 
and the Government took for itself by way of peshkash something less than two-third which 
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was not calculated on any exact proportion of the melwaram, what exactly were the terma 
. of the .. tripartite agreement " a.a between the zamindar and the ryot? The rent pay
able by the ryot must em ooncessi have been more than one-sixth of the gross ptoduc~ 
and are we to assume that the Government fixed the rents pa.yable by the ryots to. the \ 
zamindars a.t a higher proportion in some estates and at a lower proportion in others 
and are we also to assume that the Government fixed the rents in certain estates at 
a proportion of the gross produce which they did not care to specify. because in those 
cases in which the Government proceeded to fix the peshkash at something more than 
two-thirds of the melwaram it simply added or subtracted a lump figure in accordance 
with certain consideration to which its attention was drawn by the concerned Collectors 
without troubling itself as to the proportion which the resultant figure would bear to the 
melwaram. 

Estates held on Feudal Tenure. 

I may in this context also refer to the peculiar footing on which the settlement of 
the western palayama proceeded an aspect to which I had occasion to refer to an earlier 
part of this minute. The settlement of Venkatagiri, Kalahasti, Karvetnagar and Sydapore 
had nothing wha.tever to do with an estimate of the zamindar's revenue. A certain 
tribute was payable to the N awabs of the Carnatic, which was assigned to the East. 

. India Company by treaty between the Nawab and Company. To that was added a lump 
sum in commutation of the military service which the poliga.rs were under an obligation 
previously to render and from which they were exonerated by virtue of the Permanent

1 Settlement. At no stage in the process of fixation of the peshkash payable by these 
poligars to the Government was there any occasion to investigate into or estimate the 
gross produce of the lands in their estates or the income which they were deriving from 
their ryots or the proportion which the peshkash should bear to such income. In dealing 
with the question whether the Pre-Settlement Inams situated within their estates are 
Lakkiraj within the meaning of the Permanent Settlement Regulation and whether in 
consequence thereof the Government had the right of enfranchising them, the Judicial 
Committee in 44, Madras, 864, had oocasion to deal with the peculiarities of the Per
manent Settlement effected with those estates and the procedure that was followed in 
arriving at the amounts of peshkash that these zamindars had to pay to the Government. 

My colleagues themselves do not dispute this position. In their report, as also 
in the draft bill appended to it, they concede the peculiar position in which Estates based 
on feudal tenure stand as opPl)sed to estates in wluch permanent settlement was mild" 
on assets basis. In view of that concession it seems to be logically therefore that the 
conclusion of my colleagues that there was pel'manent Dxation to as prelimmary to 
and part of a permanent sett.lement of the estate itself would be altogether inapplicable 
to such estates. The entire reasoning of tny co.\leagues' proceeds on the footing that 
since Lhe zamilldars' share of the produce was first estimated and two-thirds out of it 
was fixed us the peishcush. What IS payable by the ryot to the zamindRI' mli.t be
taken to have been fixed as part of fllis process and as necessarily involved in it. If 
therefore in the case of these feudal estates fixation of peshkash had nothing to do 
with the revenue or the assets, I do not see how it can be said that there was in their 
oase also as in the case of estates settled on assets basis that tripartite agreement which 
my colleagues emphasise in more than one place. 

If then there was no permaDlmt fixation of 1802 was there any such fixation 
~ubsequently, my colleagues themselves do not suggest that there was any such 
subsequent legislation whereby rents were permanently fixed_ The Rent Recovery Act 
recognized the validity of contracts and the Estates Land Act only prohibited enhance
ment except in the manner provided by it. 

It seems to be, therefore, that even on the reasoning of my colleagues the conclu
sion cannot be avoided that in the case of feudal estates an attempt to restore the 
permanent settlement rates of rent would be clearly illegal and confiscatory. 

In dealing with the share of the produce which the state was claiming for itself 
during the Hindu period and under the Muhammadan rule, my colleagues themselves 
admit that it was the higher standard of half the produce which the British took over 
ae the basis of calculation at the commencement of their rule in 1765 on the assump
tion of the Diwani of Bengal. Bihar and OrisBa, though rather inconsistently they state 
in another part of Chapter ill that .. the share of the produce payable to the Govern
ment, i, ! or whatever it was then prevailing in each estate was first ascertained." 0.0 
an examination of the patta, Permanent Settlement and the Karnam Regulations 01 
18011, my colleagues. have arrived at the conclusion that not only the peshkash that 
is payable by the zamindars to the Government but also the rents that are payable by
ryots to the zamindars were permanently fixed in 18011 and are not subject to any
variation. I find it impossible to agree with these conclusions. 

COM:. R. PART 1-97 
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... .Turning to thepatta reguJation wjth which. my .colleagues ~t deal, .the objec~ .and 

..,purpose. of t,hat regulation. is ·~Iea.rly .and llllIIllStakably. stated In the preambl~ Itself • 

. ,As -my oolleagues themselves .pomt out at pll<!l'e 13 of their repo~ there was .conslderable 
.oppression of the ryots by reason of the illegltImate .demands which were made on them 
by the .zami.ndars or their agents, who did not .collect merely the recognized share 
.deliverable to the state but collected under one name or another a good deal more leaving 
. to the oultivator much less than what was legitimately due to him. The cultivator 
.-could not therefore say with any degree of certa.mty that he was entitled to a particular 

~
prop.ortion of the produce whioh he raised. That is why there is a reference in the 
preamble to the patta regulation to the advisability of aboliahing the .. existing in

efinite mode of dividing the produce of the earth." There was also an uncertainty 
in regard to the money rents that the cultivator had to pay. There was no .definiteness 
g,bout it and in consequence there was considerable oppression. The preamble to the 
patta regulation therefore speaks also of the advisability of abolishing the .. existing 
. indefinite mode of accounting for the customary revenue." The indefiniteness is to 
. .be abolished and a .. determi.ned agreement ought to be entered into between the 
'UIlder-collectors aud Wider-tenants of the lands and the superior landholders and farmers 
·of lands." The terms of such agreements should be made specific to the end that the 
cultivators and under,tenants . . . . . may have recourse to them for the preven
:tion of disputes." No comment is needed for pointing out that the one and only object 
of the p2.tta regulation as the preamble clearly ~hows, was to device' machinery for 
'compelling zamindars to exchange pattas and muchalikas with the ryots so that the ryot 
may know exactly what his rights and obligation~ are, and so that the necessary protec
tion may be accorded to the ryot whenever the zami.ndar claimed any rents in excess 

'

.of what are stipulated for in the agreements. No section of the patta regulation, however, 
prohibits enhancement of rents. There is nothing in the patta regulation which corres
ponds for instance, to section 24 of the Madras Estates Land Act. It may be that 
under the general law of contracts a zami.ndar cannot lawfully claim enllanced rent if 
:there is no consideration for the additional payment. But if the land becomes or is 
-rendered more fertile or there is a superior kind of culture or there is a rise in prices,. 
there is nothing R~xent~g tb' piIitliiesfrom ~eing to a higher cash rent than what 
.obtained at the time of t e Permanent 1rettlemeiiTo(1802. Sloan states in his Revenue 
-Code in dealing with sections 6 and 7 of the patta regulation quoting a decision of the 
'Sudder Adaulat in S.A. No. 6 of 1847 delivered on the 31st December 1851 that the 
-court did not understand sections 6 and 7 of the patta regulation to declare that land 
which is improved (such as being raised from punja to nanja or thottakal) ahall, according 
,to the custom which may be found to prevail in the part of ~he country in Which the 
:lands are situated be liable to pay increased rent to the moottadar and the moottadar 
was held to be justified in levying an increased assessment upon areca, l"ooonut and 
.other trees and betel gardens newly formed on punjai lands. 

It is not easy to follow how my colleagues are able to get out of the preamble to the 
:Fatta Regulation, the inference that the rents were fixed permanently. They state at 
.page 28 of the report that. the process of dividing the produce and also accoun~ for 
the customary ready mOLey being aboliahed, there was only one thing left open, namely, 
·to fix the revenue permanently." It seems to me that my colleagues have made an 
·obvious slip in quoting or interpreting the preamble of the Patta Regulation. What. is 
'abolished is not the process of dividing the produce or of accountiLg for the customary 
'ready money year after year but the existing indefinite mode of dividing the produce and 
-the existing indefinite mode of accounting for the customary ready money. My colleagues 
·cannot -for ir.stance sug,,~st that the system of collection of the rent in the ahape of .a 1 share of the produce was aboliahed by the Patta Regulation. In fact, they themselves 
(state at page 28 of their report that at the tinle of the Permanent Settlement the revenue 
; 'was payable only in kind and not in cash-eash being a rare commodity. My collea."ooues also 
; 1!tate that uLless and until the revenue is fixed permanently, the peahkaah payable by the 
i zami.ndar to the Government could not be fixed permanently. I am unable to follow the rea.
; "Boning. It was no doubt necessary to make ar. estimate of the income which the zamindal' 
i 'Was deriving or was likely to derive and a certain proportion out of it had to be fixed by 
'way of peshkash. But for the purpose of fixing the ·peshkash as between the Govern
ment and thezamindar it was not necessary that the zami.ndar ahollid not enllance the 
:rents even for a propAt" cause. If really the object of the Patta Regulation was to prevent 

r
enhlloucernents on -whatever grounds they may 'be based. it was easy .for the legislature 
·to say so and the fact remains that it did not say so. Sections 2 andS of the regulation 
provide th:l.t 1ll'oprie1Jon: and :cultivators of land should enter into mutual engagements 
in 'writil1g 'Within a giVtln time. 'Section 4 provides for the oontents of those engagements 
'which ·are describl'd as pattas and muchilkas &lld contemp1ates four classes -of p!>ttas 
:aacordilip: nB :the patt~s were for 'Vi.ll~ Tents 'or 'for 1ihe division .of the produce on 1.0001 
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,or fur money rent or for grain rent hed at a specific quantity. The pattas and muchilkas 
.are to b,e regIStered by the karnam according to section 5. In order to make it clear to 
.the cultJvator what exac~ly :he would have to pay all russooms and other charges which 
the pr?pnetors were preVl~usly coll~cting in addition to the specific money rent or quantity 
.m gram, should be consolid,ated wtth ,the r~nt proper within a period of two years after 
the passmg of the RegulatIOn. . Sectioa-7 unposes a penalty on unauthorized exactions. 
\GultJvators could compel propnetors to grant pattas. If the proprietors on demand 
refused to grant pattas they were liable ~ be prosecuted and could also be made to pa)' 
,~a.mages. SectJ~~ ~ pr~)Vld~s that where disputes may arise respecting rates of a.BseBBIDent 
~ money or a ~Vl8lOn m ~d .the rates shall be determined according to the rates prevw

.mg m the cultJvated lands m the year preceding the assessment of the permanent jumma 
on such lands or where those rates may not be ascertainable according to the rates 
. established for lands of the same description and quality as those respecting which dis
putes may arise. I have set out these sections at length because my colleagues have put 
upon them an iu(,eqll'etatioll which I find it impossible to agree with. If there is a ciea,r 

.and specific agreement between parties the agreement would be given effect to. Section 9 1
1

, 

would only apply III the absence of such definite agreements. And where the court or the, 
·coLcerned officer is unable to decide the rights of the parties in the absence of written 
,agreements, the section provides that the rates which obtained on the lands in question 
in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement should be determined. But where that is 
not possible by reason of the non-availability of necessary material or record, the court was 
directed to determine the rates which were established for lands of the same description 
,and quality as those respecting which disputes may arise. There is nothing in section 9 
,preventing the zamindar from claiming, where he can point to an agreement entered into 
,between himself aI.d a ryot that the terms of that agreement should be given effect to 
provided always that those terms were not vitiated by the absence of consideration for 
,any larger payment which the ryot may agree to, over the rent which he was previously 
,paying. If the rent is fixed permanently, once a patta and muchilka. are exchanged there 
is no need for successive renewals of pattas as the Regulation distinctly contemplates in 
.section 12. Renewals are not, as my colleagues think, merely for the purpose of adding 
to the previously existing rental the additional rent that may be payable in respect of 
'waste lands newly brought under cultivation. They may cover a wide variety of circum
,stances Lecessitating fresh adjustments as between the zamindar and the ryot. Th'e 
words •• according to the rates established for the lands of the same description and 

.quality as those respecting which disputes may arise" are construed I>y my colleagues to 
mean the rates of neighbouring lands in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement. 
I would with great respect state that it is really adding words which are I.ot there. These 
words or words to the same effect are to be found in section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act 

-<If 1865 and in section 25 of the Madras Estates Land Act. These provisions have never 
been construed as necessitating an enquiry ir.to the rente that obtained prior to the 
Permanent Settlement. The meaning of the words is obvious. Where there is no rent 
stipulated in respect of land rc"ooarWng which dispute arises and there is I.O previously 
,established rent in respect of that holding or such previously established rent is not 
ascertainable, the ·court fixes and is by these provisions directed to fix the rent at the 
's"me rate as th"t obtaining for similar lands with similar advantages ir. the neighbourhood 
at the time when the dispute may arise and not at some pre-historic date. The construe
·tion put upon these words by my colleagues is directly opposed to the accepted interprets
'tion of similar words occurring in the Rent Recovery Act and of the Madras Estates Land 
Act. Ur.der-fanners or ryots refusing to exchange mutual engagements in writing with 
proprietors or farmers of land, are, on persistence in such refusal, liable to have their 
lands taken away from them and granted to other persons. Section 11 imposes &. penalty 
on the proprietor whenever he receives money or produce in excess of the stipulated' 
rent specified in the muchilka. Sectior. 12, as already stated, provides for renewal of 
pattes, while section 13 deals with the particular case of renewals of pattas by purchasers 
of portions or parts of an estate, and the duty is imposed upon the proprietors or fanners 
of issuing receipts for cash and grain rents. On a refusal to issue such receipts they render 
themselves liable to the payment of damages calcul&.te<i at double the sum paid. 

AI. examination of the provisions of the Patta Regulation would therefore show thllt 
the legislature was particular that the conditions of tenancy as between zamindar and 
ryot should be !educed &0 writing and. that pen~lties are imposed with ~ view to compel 
zamindars to issue pattas and also to Issue rec61pts whenever they receIve rent. It was 
-evidently oodemplated thst if there is. documentary evidence regarding the terms of the 
"tenure and regarding the paymente which the ryots ma! make .towards rent, the, tenants 
could by a resort to the established courts of the country protect themselves from the 
elI:tortionate dem&llds which the zamin<iars may make. The Patta Regulation did nothing 
more than this. If it is borne ir. mind that the ancient' and universal system of collecting 
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rent is by a share Qf the prQduce, it must be conceded, as it has been in. severalcaees 
that even if the rents are fixed· in money, there must be and can be. adjustments wheneve; 
by reason of the substitution of more valuable crops for the crops which were being I previo?sly raised or .by reasox:. .~f a rise in t~e prices .of. agricultural products or by reason 

\ 

of an lIllprovement m the fertl~~y of the soIl, the eXlstmg rate of rent fails to correspond 
and ceases to represent the legltllllate share of the produce which the zamindar is entitled 
to. 

I may in this context refer to a judgment deliverd on the 19th June 186"5 by a Full 
Bench of the Calcutta High Court consistir.g of fifteen judges, which construed the 
Bengal Regulations and Acts which are in pari materia with ours and held that an enhance
men~ c01l:ld be decreed to a zami.ndar on the ground of a rise in prices and that there was 
nothiLg In the Bengal RegulatIOns and enactments preventing such an enhancement. 
In answer to an argument that the Bengal Regulation of 1793, 1794 and 1799 corre
sponding to our Regulations of 1802 fixed the rent permanently. Mr: Justice Trevor 
makes the following observations:-

"To suppose that a pargana or local rate of rent could be permanently 
settled in a,;,!ount .when the circ~stances of the country were improving, is to 
suppose an lIllpos81ble state of things. The proportion of the produce calculated 
in money payable to the zamindar represented by the pargana or the local rate 
remains the same but it will be represented under the circumstances supposed by 
an increased quantity of the precious metals." 

The. judt,D1IIlent of the Full Bench oovers over 100 pages in the Law Reports and 
closely examines and interprets the language of the several sections of the Bengal Regula
tions and Acts which may usefully be compared with the language of our Regula.tiox:.s 
which are to a very large extent based on the Bengal Regulations and are almost word' 
for word the same. It is unnecessary to quote at any length from the judgment a.nd 
I would only desire to point out that the opiniox:. expressed by my oolleagues in regard 
to the Patta Regulation is directly opposed to what has been laid down by the Calcutta 
Full Bench in its judt,oment. The best annotation of the Patta Regulation XXX of 1802 
is furnished in paragraph 35 of the Instrument of Ir.structions to the Collectors, dated: 
15th October 1739, to which constant reference is made in the report of my colleagues. 
The paragraph runs as follows :-

.. To ensure the dues of the Sirca.r or proprietor of the estate it has been already 
observed that rules will be prescribed and administered by the judicial courts; and 
that the same rules will also extend protection to the ryots and under-ten8nts:' 

But in order that there may be some standard of judgment between these partieS, 
the proprietor or under·farmer will be obliged to enter into specific written a."oreements or 
pattas with the ryots or under-tenants, the reLts to be paid by whatever rule or custom 
they may be regulated, to be specifically stated in the patta which in every possible case 
ahall contain the exact sum to be paid. In cases where the rate only can be specified 
such as where the rents are adjusted upon a. measurement of the lands after cultivation, 
or on a survey of the crop, 'or when they are made payable in kind, the rates and terms 
of payment and proportion of the crop to be delivered with every condition shall be clearly 
specified. The Patta Regulation has never been understood in all these 130 and odd:' 

I
years in the manner in which my oolleagues cox:.strue it. It has, on the other hand, been 
conceded by administrators, and jud~s, and legislatorS, that rents in zamindari estates 
are liable to be enhanced for ,roper causes and the first prohibition against enhancement 
of rents by contract was introduced only in the Madras Estates Land Act of 190& 

In dealing with the Permanent Settlement Regulation XXV of 1802 my collea"oues 

1 
lay particular emphasis on section 2 on which evidently they base their conclusion that the
rents were fixed permanently as between zamindar and ryot. Section 2 of Regulation 
XXV of ] 802 states that in conformity to these principles (referring to the. principleS" 
st&.ted in the preamble) .. an assessment shall be fixed on all lands liable to pay revenue· 
to the Government and in consequence of such assessment the proprietary right of the-
soil ahaJl become vested in the zamindars or other proprietors of land and in their heirs' 
and lawful successors for ever." From this section my colleagues argue that" the Per
manent Settlement between the Government Rnd zamindar is concluded only after the' 
'fixation of the assessment and if the assessment is fixed, how could the rent be Rubse
quentJy altered?" If I may say so with respect, there is here an obvious confusion 
betw~en nssessment and rent. The principles that are enunciated in the preamble to th ... 
Permanent Settlement Regulation are the principles which relate to the fixation of what 
is payable by the zaminaal' to Government. The asses!'tnent that is referred to in sec-

l tion 2 is the assessment of revenne which is payable to the Government. The renf due
from ryots is certainly not payable to the Government nor can it be descrilled as revenue_ 
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As part of the Perm8J)ent Settlement enga:gement the amount. that the zamindar has to
pay to Government, which is all that is meant by the word .. assessment " occurri~ in 
th'd sectlOn has no doubt to be determined \Jut it seems to me to be impossible to get out 
of those words the inference that my colleagues hav" drawn, namely, that the rents are. 
first fixed as between the ryots and the' lamindar before the proprietorship of the estate 
is conferred on the zamindar, or an engag~ment is concluded with him by the Govern
maut in accord8J)ce .with the provisions of the permanent Settlement Regulation. That 
my colleagues have misconstrued the word " assessment ,. occurring in section 2 is quite 
clear from the question which they put to themselves at the top of page 34 of their 
report. "When the law makes the fixing of assessment on all the lands .. condition 
precedent for the vesting of the proprietory right in the landholder, how could the culti
vator," they ask themselves, .. be deprived of the benefits of such permanent· assess
ment at a later stage 1" The obvious answer to this question is that the permanent: 
assessment conferred no benefits on the cultivator because he was no party to it and there I 

could therefore be no question of depriving him of benefits which my colleagues assume, 
were conferred on him by the permanent assessment. The erroneous concll1sion at. 
which my colleagues arrive is therefore the direct result of the wrong assumption that 
they start 'With. My colleagues ohserve that to secure fixity of tenure and fixity of rent 
for hath the landholder and cultivator assessment was fixed on the wliole land. This. 
sentence again makes it clear that they have throughout misunderstood the word: 
. assessment" and have applied it to that notional share which the State is entitled to

out of the produee whereal! the assessment that is to be fixed under section 2 of the Per-
manent Settlement Regulation is the amount of the peshkash or jumma which the zamin
dar under the Permanent Settlement sanad engages to pay to the Government regularly 
year after year. Section 3 of the Permanent Settlement RegUlation provides that the 
R8dlads that are conferred by Government on the zamindars and the kabuliyats which the
zamindars execute in favour of the Government shall contain the conditions and articles 
of tenure and in all cases of disputed assessment, reference shall be made
to the sanads, and kabuliyats, and judgment shall be given by the c'ourts of 
judicature in conformity to the conditions under which the agreement may 
have been formed in each particular case." It is obvious that the conditions and articles
of tenure which are here referred to are the conditions and articles of tenure as between 
the !lamindar and Government and cannot have any possible reference to any agreements 
between the zamindar and the ryots in respect of rents, which are separately provided' 
for in .ection 14 of the Permanent Settlement Regulation which runs on the lines of the 
Patt .. Regulation and directs that zamindars should enter into engagements 'With their 
ryot. and should grant pattas as also receipts for rents and provides that zamindars may 
be made nable for damages by a decree of the Zilla Adaulat Court for failure to issue' 
pattas or receipts. The engagement between a zamindar and a ryot is an independent en
gagement which in no sense can be regarded as part of the engagement as bet'wen the Gov
ernment and the zamindar, and as I have already pointed out the more elaborate regulations 
of the Patta Regulation themselves do not provide that the rent payable by the ryots· 
to the zcmindar should be unalterable. At page 35 of their report my colleagues observe 
that exchange of patta and kabuliyat 'With the rent fixed for ever and the grant of a 
receipt for the amount paid are made conditions precedent for the continued validity of 
~he sanad. In the first plae .. I d" not know what WRrrs.nt there is for the importation 
of the words .. 'With the rent fixed for ever." Section t 14 which is quoted by my 
colJeagues in support of this observation does not contain those words nor do any of 
the sections of the Patta Regulation which I have elaborately discussed contain thos.,. 
words or words of like effect. It is impossible to follow what my colleagues mean when 
they .peak of the exchange of patte. and kabuliyat as a condition precedent for the conti
nued yalidity of the sanad. Is it suggested that if a ze.mindar refuses to issue a pattn r 
to an individual ryot the engagement between the Government and the zamindar ceases 
to be valid 1 Would not a necessary consequence of the cancellation of the engagement 
be that. the Government would be unable to realize its peshkash from the zamindar?' 
My colleagues follow up the observation just referred to by the equally uninteIJigible 
observation that .. the default of any of these conditions deprives him of the right of 
suit to recover the land revenne. This is what is called divesting of his estate." If 8 

zamidn.r refuses to issue a: patta to one ryot does it mean that he cannot eollect re'lt 
even from thl'l other ryots? Does he lose the proprietorship of the estate altogether l 
And if my colleagues are right, would not those consequences follow even when he or 
one of his numerous subordinates or al!'!nts refuses to issue a receipt for a paltry sum to 
an individual ryot in some corner of the zamindari? 

Sn far as section 8 of the Permanent Settlement Rep:ulstion is concerned. I do not 
find nnythin~ in it ~hich has any possible bearing on the question of the fixation of 
rent as between zamlDdars and ryots. Section 8 only provides that the transfer of an 
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estate or part of it by its proprietor shall be valid and shall be respected by the courts of 
judicature and by the ollicers of Government provided it shall not be repugnant to the 
Muuwnnuwan or the limdu Law or r.o ~he Heguiations of the BritIsh Uovernment. 
'1'hls rau only mean that a transfer would not be valid if there is a; provislOn in any 
.Heguiatlon of the British Government prohibltmg such transfer. In the absence of any 
such prohibition the transfer would be valid. It certainly cannot mean that because 
certain peanltles are inlposed on the non-observance by a zammdar of certain duties 
which are statutorily enjoined on hml by the l'atta Regulation in the shape of issuing 
pattas whbn demanded or receipts when payments are made, a transfer of a zamindarl 
once eftected ceases to be valid. wher. the unnsteree fails to follow in the case of all hig 
dea;lings with his ryots the provisions just referred to. As to the rights or powers which 
would pass to the transferee my colleagues Bre quite right in stating that he would have 
no· more powers and rights than his transferor. But that is because of the general 
pnn('IDle of law which is of universal appli<'ation, that no man can grant more thall 
what he hns. There is nothing in sectiou 8 or in any of t.he other sections of the Perma
neet I:!ettlement HeguiatlOn whIch describes or determmes the S('ope of the tran~fer or 
<i.dines the rights and powers of the tmnsferee of an estate. The true scope and effect 
of sect,oue 3 I<nd 8 of the Permanent Settlement Regulation came up for conSIderation 
on sever .. 1 occasions before the Judicial Committee and the Madras High Court and it 
was invanably held that the latter part of section 8 was enacted for the protection of 
pnblIc re\'enue, that the section in no way prohibits or invalidates any transfer of an 
estate or a portion of it that on the other hand the earlier portion of section 8 recognizes 
and declates the validity of such transfers notwithstanding the fact that the property 
dealt with is a permanently settled estate or part of it. In 8 M.I.A., 328, Lord King'II
d.lwn, delivering the judgment of the Judicial Committee, states a"S follows: .. 'rhe 
Ja.nguage of the Regulation would seem to apply to questions between the zamindar and 
the Government and to have been framed with a view ·of preventing a severance of the 
zamindari without public notice to the Government. It is not very obvious upon whllt 
prInciple it can be held that an instrument good against the party making it is hai.l 
sgainst an heir if the ancestors had absolute powers of a;lienation." In 9 Mad., 307, 
Sir Richard Couch refers to section 3 of the Regulation XXV of 1802 and observes as 
follows: .. The Governor-in-Council also expressed a doubt as to the SoUDao.~sa ot 
Mr . .l~lliot'. opinion as to the effect of section 3 of Regulation XXV of 1802 r.od inti
mat.d that the true construction of the Regulation was probably that which has o"en 
since adopted by this Committee, namely, that it imposed restrictions on alicn&tlona 
only b .ecure the interests of public revenue and that the zamindar would hav!' no 
pl'wer to disturb grants, otherwise valid, made by his predecessor, or titles to ·ina!ll3 
acquired by prescription." In 38 Mad., 1128, Sir John Wallis, C.J., points out th..,,; 
.. Notwithstanding the generality of the latter part of section S, it has been held by tM 
Privy Council in the Ettaiyapuram case, 8, M.I.A., 328, and elsewhere that this sec
tion dOPA not affect the validity of transfers as between the parties but only sr.',','. the 
rights ~t the Government." In fact there would have been no necessity f~'r Act I :If 
1876 which is described as an Act to make a betLer provision for the sepano.t!l a"s~s.ment 
of the nliena~d portions of permanently settled estates, If such aliE'TJlLtions :J,re invalid 
and an enactment like that would be altogether inconceivable. Reading trection c8 of the 
Pennan~nt Settlement· Regulation and Madras Act I of 1876 together, the Madras 
High (Jourt has even gone to Lhe length of holding that the provisions of Act I of 1876 
3l'e not confined to alienations by registered proprietors only (see 30 Mad .• 106). 

Section 11 of the Permanent Settlement Regulation which empowers thl: !lamindar 
to nominate without however giving him any power to remove the k ... · •. am is reiled upon 
in support of the .proposition that the ~amindar is not the proprietor of the soil. I do 
not see why the proprietorship of the estate should carry with it tlla r'6ht to remove a 
karnam from office. nor how the absence of such power can at all throw any lilrht on the 
<jl1estion whether the zamindar is the proprietor of the estate in view especially of the 
-clear lang'Uage of this Regulation and other Regulations constituting the zamindar 
"proprietor of the soil." 

According to myc olleagues section 9 of the Permanent Settlement Regulation which 
"\ays down the principle ·on which the assessment on a. part of the estate is separated 
1!hould be ca.lculated, clinches the whole matter. I may set out the relevant portion of 
the section-

" The assessment to be fixed in this case on the separated lands shall always bear 
the _arne proportion to the actual value of the separated portion as the total 
permanent jumma on the zamindari bears to the actual value of the whole 
zamindari. " 

. I must in the first place point out that the "total permanent jumma." can only 
have reference to the total lleshkash pavable on the entire estats and not to the national 
half-share of the produce which the zamindar 8S the assign~ of the State may be entitled 
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to as between himself and the ryot. My colleagues observe relying on this section that 
the Government cannot claim a right to a higher rate of peshkash on the ground that the 
cultivator has been making larger profits at that date than at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement. 1 need not quarrel with this statelUent. 1 would only add hat the Govern
ment cannot claim higher peshka&h beCluse it is bound by the Pennanent Settlement 
tmgagement to collect only a fixed unalterable amount by way of peshkash whatever the 
income of the zamindar may be. For the same reason if a portion of the estate has been 
transferred, the Government cannot take advantage of such transfer for the purpose or 
increasing its peshkash which was fixed for all time. Larger profits which the cnltivator 
ruay realize are an entirely irrelevant consideration because the Government has nothin{ 
whatever to do with the ryot. I am at a loss to see how the Government's inability to 
claim a higher peshkash in view of the solemn engagement which it had entered into in 
1602 can at aU lead to the conclusion that the landhalder cannot claim any enhanced 
amount from his ryot. 

No part of the Permanent Settlement Regulation states or gives room for the' 
inference that the rent as between zamindar and a ryot is fixed as a preliminary to the 
entering into of the Pennanent Settlement eng..,o-ement as between the Government and 
the zamindar. The mere fact that in arriving at the peshkash which was to be fixed in 
respect of a pa.rticular estate. the persons who were charged with the duty of collecting 
the figures ha.d, in the light of the instructions issued by the Government, first to estimllte 
the money vlllue of the melvllram or rajabagham in accordance with the prevlliling prices, 
so that II figure which roughly corresponded to two-thirds of the value of such melvaram 
could thereafter be fixed by way of peshkash, does not mean thllt there was any fixation 
of the rents as between the zamindars and the ryots. The ascertainment of the money 
value of the melvaram was no more than a mere step in the calculation for the purpose of 
arriving at the peshkash which the Government was fixing in terms of money. The word 
. peshkash' which is defined in Wilson's Glossary as a tax or a tribute or a kind of quit
rent payable to the State throws considerable light on the legal and other implications 
()f the Permanent Settlement. On grounds of high policy, the Government was fixing 
in terms of money the tribute payable to it for aU time to come. Whatever its rights 
previously were they were to be commuted for and limited t() a right to receive a definite 
annual money payment on the security of the estate on which it was fixed. It may be 
that that money paymeut roughly corresponded to two-thirds of the money value of the 
.werage coUections of the estllte just in the same way in which quit-rents in the case of 
Inams were fixed by the lnam Commissioner at one-eighth or one-fourth in accordance 
WIth the rules governing the enfranchisement of inams. It can no more be SIIid in the 
one case thlln in the other that the Government insisted that ihe zamindars or inamdars 
should convert their grain-rents into money-rents or should fix their cash-rents perma
nently with their ryots merely because in an arithmetical process solely concerned with 
the ascertainment of the payment which the Government was reserving to itself in lieu 
()f it. reversionary rights the average collections of the zaruindars or inamdars or the 
money value of Buch portions of their coUections es were in grain had incidentaUy to be 
taken into consideration. In fact there was no agreement written or oral concluded 
between the zamindar and the ryot as part of the Permanent Settlement. There is, 
I Vl1nture to submit, no basis whatever for my colleagues' theory of .. tripartite agree
lIlent which they refer to in more places than one. The provisions of the Karnam's 
Regulation XXIX of 1802 throw little or no light upon, and lend no support whatever, 
to my colleagues' conclusion that there was, 80 to say, a Permanent Settlement of rents 
between the zamindars and ryots. My colleagues sUDlmarize the principlII portions of 
that regulation at pages 69 and 71 of their report and enumerate in detail the duties which 
were cast upon the karnam by its clause 11. I have already referred to and have expressed 
my opinion i!l reg~d to the inference which my, colleagues draw in support of their theory 
that the zammdar to not the propnetor of the SOIl from the CIrcumstance that the zamindar 
is giv~n th~ power ?f nominating the karnam to hi~ office bu.t is denied the power of 
removing hIm from It. The preamble to the Karnam s Regulation refers to the necessity 
,of the retention of that 0!lice for ,the preservation of the rights and property of the people, 
WhICh, a,s the prea~ble Itself .pomts out,. can be done by Courts of Judicature effectively 
and effiCIently only if authentIc mformatIon and accounts are forthcoming. I am unahle 
to accept the sweeping statement of my coUeagues at page 91 for which I do not find any 
warrant that aU other Revenue offices were abolished 'lnd the karnam's alone was retained 
because the rents were treated as perpetual and there was no need to mllintain II costly 
establishment which was necessary when the rent was uncertain. If the Government 
dispensed with the several Revenue offices which were previously existing it was because 
they settled the peshkash with the zamindars pennanently, there was no necessity to 
estimate the zamindar's revenue every year with a view to calculate how much of it had 
to be paid to the Government. For the purpose of col1ecting his rents the zamindar 
was expected to maintain the necessary establishment. In order to enable the ryots of 
the villagea to preserve their rights it was necessary that there shonld be authentic 
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information ~nd a.ccounts obtainable from a responsible public officer who was subject. 
to the control of Government and the Courts of Judicature could not themselves function 
properly without such material being available. That is why the Government chose to 
retain the office of karnam. It is impossible to infer from the fact that the office of 
karnam was retained, that, the rents as between zamindars and ryots must have been 
fixed permanently. The Karnam's Regulation also throws light upon the object of the 
Patta Regulation by providing for written evidence of the contracts as between zamindars 
and ryota and by appointing an officer whose duty it was to register those pattaa and 
muchilkas as also to maintain accurate and authentic accounts of the several tenures in 
the village for which he is appointed karnam. The Government expected that encroach
ments upon the rights of cultivators or other classes of the population would be impossible 
and that Courts of Judicature may be relied on to provide the required protection . 

. 1 shall now deal with the State documents which my colleagues rely on 1n SUppOlt 
of their conclusion that the rents in zamindaris were fixed permanently at the time of 
the permanent settlement. i\fy colleagues make a detailed reference to the instruc
t ions issued to the Collectors in 1799. Most of those instructions were embodied in the 
Permanent Settlement Regulation, the' Patta Regulation and the Karnam's Regulation 
which if they did not agree word for word with the corresponding rule in the instruc
tions to Collectors expressed concisely what perhaps was stated in more elaborate langua~e 
in those rules. As I have already dealt with the relevant provisions of those regui>1tionR 
and pointed out that there is nothing in them which .may be said to support my col
leagues' conclusion, it is unnecessary for me to deal with eve,,] one of the rules emb"died' 
in the instructions to Collectors. I shall therefore confine mYB.!'lf to those rules on 
which particular emphasis is laid by m~ colleagues. Rule 4 referred to the state of tlungS' 
that obtained prior to the permanent settlement, to the fluctuating and arbitrary chalacter 
of the public assessment and the liability of zamindaris to sequestration. Rule 5 fol
lowed this up by stating that the Government resolve to adopt the permanent settlement 
which had some years previously been introduced in Bengal by constitutmg the .l:amm
dars and other landholders actual proprietors of the soil. Rule 6 assnred the zammdars 
that once the permanent settlement is concluded, there is no power in the country that 
can infringe their rights or property or oppress them with impuuity. Hule 7 pointed 
out that the desideratum lay in the limitation of the public demand, and in forDl!llg a. 
settlement with each estate on a principle of permanancy, calculating the same upon 
equitable moderate terms. In none of these rules is there any reference to the rent pay
able by the ryot to the zamindar or its fixation. In rule 8 it was stated that this 
measure (referring obviously to the permanent settlement) involves the happiness of the 
cultivators of the soil who cannot expect to experience moderation or encouragement: 
from their own landlords whilst they themselves are exposed to indefinite demands and 
that the prosperity of the commercial part of the people depends upon the adoptIOn of 
it. As trade and manufacture must flourish m proportion to the quantity of the 
materials produced from the lands, it is clear that this rule is nothing more than the 
e>.presaion of an expectation. The Government expected that once the peshkash payable 
by him is permanently fixed there would be every inducement for the zamindar to 
encourage cultivation and to foster a prosperous and contented tenantry. It is with 
great respect, too much to state, that this sentence in rule 8 should be construed as 
involving permanent settlement of rents as between zamindars and ryots. It· eaoot 
pObsibly be suggested that the permanent settlement had, for mstance, anything to d<> 
with traders or manufacturers but still we find in the sentence immediately following 
the one which refers to the cultivators of the soil the expression of an expectation. that 
trade and commerce would prosper once the Permanent Settlement is effected betwc·en 
the Government and the zamindar in the sense that the produce of the land will be con
sidembl~ enlarged_ Rule 9 rightly characterises these benefit.a which were expected as 
numerous advantages which are connected with the security of property. '1'hi&, in my 
opinion, furnishes the clue to the true construction of rule 8 just set out. In rule 1u, 
the question is asked, whether the fixation of the peshkash at two-thirds of the State's. 
share of the produce would be felt burdensome and whether in consequence thereof zamin
daris would have to be sold up for realization of the Revenue due to the Gove.rumell~. 
And it is answered .. that there is no room for any such apprehenaion as a permanent. 
ussessment upon the scale of the present ability of the country, must contain in Its nature 
B productive principle, that the deficiencies of bad seaso~s will, on the whole, be coun~er
balanced by the fruits of favourable years, that there WIll thus be a g>:adua) accumnlatIO~ 
whilst the demands of the Government continue the same Bnd in every step of tID& 
progressive work property becomes of more value, the owner of more lIDportance, a.nd 

. the aystem acquires additional strengt,h; such surely appears to be the tenden~y and ]u.& 
consequence of an equitable fixed assessment." After italicizing the words !' of an 
equitable fixed assessment" evidently unde~ the imp;ession that this refers to the· 
ftxlLtion of rents, my colleagues proceed to conSIder why It was thought neceasary to fix iJle 
nature of the tenure and the rates of rent for ever. It seems to me, that the only possibie 
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• coustructioll of the words, .. equitable fixed assessment," in the context is the pesi.hr,h 
or pea-manent aasessment on the zamindari, and has no ref.erenee wha.teveo: 40 .ile tutti;. 
pay.able by the ryots to the zamindars and that the construction put tq>Oll it by my 
colleagues, ia altogether unsusta.ina.ble. After the obeervation lust ..dverted to IJJ!J wi" 
iea./lues again refer to section 14 of Regulation XXV of lS{)02, and state that it made .40 
obJigbtory that the rates of rent should be made permanent. One looks in ~ inro 
tIM !leCtion to find words jUiti£ying that conclusion. All that the section did was, to
Juke it obligatory 00 the pa.rt of ze.mindars to ex.change patflllS :md muchilks.s witls thl'ir 
ryot.. 80 that the terms of the agreement between them may be definite Bnd the ryote 
may have, wheo an occaston arose, I.or resorting for protection to the courts of law. 
ucorded evidence of the no,ture awl extent of their obligations. It is needless to say 
tillS 1& something entirely diti'erent from futing the rents pennanently. Rule <17 of the 
illl'tructiond to Collectors, is the basis for section 6 of the Patte. Regulation, which 
pcovided that all the demands which e. proprietor may have been collectmg in various 
4CIIOI.Linations sbould within a period of two years after the passing of that regulatioo 
be consolidated into a single demand. Rule 36 contains certain directions about the 
grant of re,:,eipts and the penalties that would follow in default to issue the same to the
eu I ti"8 tor. 1'here is nothing in these rules to suggest that the tenure or the terms oI 
the tenancy 8S between zamindars and ryots wer~ being settled. Rules 32, 34 anll. 35 
Iltay next be referred to. Rule 32 states that though the cultivating ryots have no poili
tj\"e property in the soil, they have a right of occupancy as long as they cultivate to tb" 
('y.tpnt of their usual means and give to the Sircar or proprietor wbether in money or in 
.IItnd the accustomed portion of the produce. My colleagues quote thi~ rule in e:"tenso, but 
if 1 lOay say so with respect, miss its significance altogether. There is here a clea.t 
contradistinclion as between ~ghLqf.J2~9.J?~Et~:j~."t4e .. sQU,. and the rigl,t of. g.:;C1)paIl()Y, 
The t,wo could co-exist, and e authorities w1i.o were responsible for the issue of these 
instruction .. did not find anything mcongruous In conceding the right of occupancy to 
the r}'ot while constituting the zamindar the proprietor of the soIl. This, in my opinion, 
furni.;;hes the clearest answer to question I In the questIOnnaire referred to the Com
wittee. Rules 34 and 35 prescribe the form of a patta &nd enjoin upon a proprietor th" 
dllty of gIVIng a patta when demanded on pain of having to pay a fine in case of ref Udal. 
These among other rules formed the basis of the Patta Regulation to which detailed 
reter~nCb has already been made. Rules 50 and 51. inaccurately referred to by my 
noilcuj!ues, as rules 48 and 49, referred to the abolition of the several revenue offices and 
the rdention only of the office of village karnam. The reasons for the said abolition, 
anel I'etention is furnished in rule 50 where it is st.ated that in view of the fixation of the 
pe.hk ... ~h payable by the zamindar there is no longer any necessity for retaInmg an 
ehborate establishment for keeping accounts of the produce, etc .. on the basis of whic!,· 
the Oovernment was previously collecting its revenue. Rille 11 refers to Lord Cornwallis' 
contentIon that reform must begin tbere (referring to the fixatIon of 7.ama or ianel 
rp",'r.ue pavable by a zamindar) and that in order to simplify and regulate tbe d~I:ilands 
of the landholders upon their tenants the first step is to fix the demand of the Govern
m~',t itself. This is similar to the language used in rule 8 and In my opinio.>n only w~aull 
that bO long as the Government itself is Ievyil'g on ullcertain and arbill-a.rj l-esbklLsiI, J.t 
conld scarcely expect the landholder. to regulate thelT dp.mand. upon their LeunnL& oJ,JI(l 
ll,at the first step which the Government had decided upon, namely, to fix Its d"mallel 
upou· zamindaris for all time, would lead in due course to a simplification and rfgulation 
of the demands of landholders upon their tenants. It is n<'teworthy that tnis rule refc.rs 
(0 th" fixation of the peshkash as the first step. According to my colieoglles h,,·,vcvtl!' 
and the re~soning which runs throughout their report the first step is the permanent 
f.,.,.t,ion of the total share payable or deliverable to the State or Its as.ignee the za'!lInuar 
anu that the next step is the fixation of a certain proportIOn out of it, generally two
thirds as the peshkash payable by the ?amindar to the Gc.vernme'lt. Rule 11 itself 
thcrdore indicates that there i. no scope or basis Cor that inmaginary Permanent Settle
lIl~nt betweeu the zamindars and their ryots which according to my colleagues preceded 
the P~rmanent Settlp.ment of peshkash. In nIle 12 which also is relied upon doS ·lecta.r
ing that a .. definite permanent basis for rent as well as peshkash should be adopted" I 
am unable to find any words which ·could have the remotest bearing upon tne rents or 
their fiution. 

The ptlSSBge quoted at page 45 of my colleagaes' report from the statement of-the
({o" .. rnor·Generai accordinl!' approval to the arrangements made by the Madras Govern
ment fOt introducing the Permanent Settlement In the Presidency of Madras, does not 
in my opinion go against the za.mindsl'I!' case that they were oonstitmed proprieton of ( 
the land subjeee to wch right. of occupancy as the ryots may have had pri"r to the 
Permanent Settlement. Nor does the !lSid p&'lSRge lend any warrant. to my Co,l1t>r.lfIle.l· 
thetVy that the rents were fixed perm&nently as that pat'83ge indicates th&t the Go .. ,rn
mel"t contemplated that passing of taws whiclt might be considered expedIent for th& 
protect.ion 0( the ryots. II, 88 my c:olJe .. ~es state, the rents payable by the ryots went 
bed penllanl'ntioJ. there would, it seems to me, be no necessity at all for any further 
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legislation ~n the subject and that, in fact, is what my colleagues theID.l'elves state in 
.,moro than one place when they point OUL to the R~guIations of 1802 as containing all the 

'pI"OVieiOn& needed for the protection of the ryots while in the opinion of my coll~agut>J 
owing to a defective understanding of the meaning and effect of those reguhtions, sub. 
ee'l"E nt legislatures passed the Rent Recovery Act and the Madras Land Act whIch had 
,the e!fed of depriving the ryots of rights which had been secured for them in 1802. That 
,; t jg i'I'possible to sustain my colleagues' view in regard to the R~nt Recovery Act of Ib65 
;or the Madras Estates Land Act of 1908 I shall point out in the proper contests. While 
~efcrring to the despatch of the Governor-General it is sufficient to state that it does nvt 
,support the view of my colleagues that all that was needed in the ~hape of lugi.latiou 
ior tbe protection of ryots had been don~ in 1802. On the other hand the debllatch speaks 
of such legislation as something to be undertaken in the future. 

I have already dealt with Regulation IV of 1822 in answering question 1. As 
regards Regulation V of 1822 it simply provided for the transfer of jurisdiction from 
Zilla Courts to the Collectors' Courts in several classes of cases which arose under the 
Karnams Regulation and the Patta Regulation and it further provided for the transfer 
1If some of those suits by the Collectors to the panchayats for determination but in. my 
opinion no light whatever is thrown by these Regulations upon the question whether 'any 
settlement at all was efiected of the :rents in zamindari estates in 1802. A reference 
is made at page 52 of my colleagues' report to a minute issued by Sir John Shore in 
1789 and particularly to a passage where he stated the main principles on which the 
permanent settlement of lands in Bengal were based as (1) security of the Government 
with respect to its revenue, and (2) the security and protection of its subjects. The 
minute goes on; .. The former will be best established by concluding the permanent 
lIettlement with zamindars or proprietors of the soil. The land, their property, is the 
lIecurity of the Government. The second must be ensured by carrying out into practice 
as far as possible an acknowledged maximum of taxation. The tax which each indivi. 
dual is bound to pay ought to be certain, not arbitrary." If one has regard to the 
-context one can only understand the word • subjects' as referring to zamindars o\' 
landholders from whom the Government was to derive its revenue. The rent paYlible 
,by a ryot to a zamindar is not revenue and is not paid to Government and Sir John 
"Shore was dealing with the relationship between the Government on the one haud 
:and its subjects who pay revenue to it on the other. It seems to me that to construe 
the word • subjects' as meaning ryots is to ignore the real meaning of the passage 
-quoted and the context in which it occurs. 

The quotation from page 93 of the State papers edited by Sir John West that 
<. In order to simplify the demand of the landholder upon the ryot or the cultivator 
-of the soil we must begin with fixing the demand upon the former .. is on a par with 
Rule 11 of the instructions to the Collectors, which has already been dealt with and 

"

expresses, like that rule, the hope which the Government then entertained that the 
, ,permanent assessment wou.ld have very favourable repurcussions on the relations between 

t zamindars and their ryots. While ,dealing with this quotation however it is worth 
'While to set out the latter part of it and to point out its significance. It runs as follows ;
.. The value of the produce of the land, as is well known to the proprietor and the 
:ryot who culth'ates it, is a standard which can always be reverted to by hoth, parties 

I 
by fixing eqUItable rents. It is clear from this passage that what is permanent as 
between the proprietor and the ryot is the customary share. It was not ope,n to the 
proprietor to demand anything more than that share. If there are temporary engage. 
ments between him and the ryot for payment of rent in money it was always open 
'to him or to the ryot to claim a reversion back to the warsm or the crop-sharing' system: 
This principle has been recognized in several decisions which have held that except 
'Where it is shown by the conduct of the parties extending over a long number of years 
that there was a permanent substitution of the visabadi or the cash rent system for the 
Asara or crop-sharing system, the landholder could always revert to the latter and claim 
that his rent should be delivered in kind. This principle was also recoguized in 

r 
.aection 11 of the Rent Recovery Act. The passage just quoted would further show that 
the claim of the zamindars that rents should be raised on the ground of a rise in prices 
is justified when the money rent that is being paid ceases to represent according to, the 

·current prices the monetary equivalent of his customary share of the produce. Under 
the crop sharing system the incidence of a rise or fall in prices would fall equally on 
"'oth parties a result which is not possible if the rents are in cash. Bence the necessity 
for permitting the one party or the other to claim the advantage of a rise or fall in 
prices by reverting to what has always been treated as the norm or the standard namely 
the customary division of the produce into the melvsram or the kudivsrsm. Elaborate 
.quotations have been given by my colleagues from the sale proclamation and the condi. 
tions of sale of the Haveli estates particularly of the Masulipatsm Zillah. The only 
two portions of their quotations worth referring to are clauses 18 and 20. It would 
\be noticed that clause 18 states that purchasers of land are .not considered entitled to a 
higher rate pf waram than that inserted in the Dowl of fasli 1210 and that the purchaser 
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is not entitled to a higher division of produce as succeeding to the rights of Government 
than 'the rates therein specified as the Government's share. Clause 20 only' provides 
,that all purchasers of land are entitled to collect the rokkad&.yam or ready money colleC
tIon at the rate inserted in the dow! Ilf fasli 1210. In the latter clause there is no 
,mwmnum referred to and DO prohibition against enbancemimt while there is such, a 
:prohibitIon in the former, 'fhis is because so far as the waram is concerned, it is not 
open eltller to the Government or'to its assignee, the zamindar to claim any share whIch 
is higher than the customary waram. In regard to the money rents however there may 
be Circumstances justifying an enhancement and consequently clause 20 does not 'alto
gether prohibit enhancements but only contents itself by stating that the purchaser of 
land is entitled to collect at the rates preva.iling in faali 1210. It avoid&. s..ying that 
he is not entitled to collect anything more. 

Even in Mr. Hodgson's report on Dindigul it was stated that the zamindar is 
:entitled to a profit in dealings in grain where the rent may be, rendered in kind and 
to the benefit of a change from an inferior to a superior kind of culture, arising out of 
a mutual understanding of their interest between the cultivator and the proprietor. 
It is obvious that the zamindar can be entitled to the benefit of the former only whell 
any money rents which he may be collecting are enhanced. Enhancement is justified 
on the ground of a rise in the prices of the crops raised by the ryots. As to the 
latter again it is clear that a zamindar can get the benefit of a substitution by a ryot 
of more valuable crops for less valuable crops which he was previously raising on his 
holding only if the money rent which he was previously collecting is permitted to be 
enhanced on that ground. In either of the cases just referred to there would be no 
difficulty if the crop-Ilharing system prevails. If the rents are however paid in money, 
a need for adjustment arises in order to give the zamindar in terms of kind what is 
his fair and legitimate share. The very fact that even so confirmed a champion of the 
ryots as Mr. Hodgson had to concede the justice of an enhancement of money rents 
in certain classes of cases is enough to show that the conclusion of my colleagues that 
,cash rents were fixed up in 1802 for all time cannot at all be correct. It is again note
worthy that the Board of Revenue in its proceedings, dated 2nd December 1864, con
~eded in paragraph 71 the validity of any agreement which may be entered into between 
the zamindar and the ryot subsequent to the permanent settlement. The whole of 
that paragraph"s worth quoting. The course which in the 'Board's opinion the ,Collector 
ought to have followed in the case, which came up for their consideration was .. to 
ascertain by full enquiry in each case the terms of the ryot's tenure at the permanent 
settlement or if that were not ascertainable, then the terms on which similar adjacent 
land was held, then to enquire how, if M all, those terms had been subsequently 
modified and how far the zamindar's present demand was justified either by the origina~ 
terms of the ryot's tenure or by the condition of any subsequent mutual alUcemen 
whether express or implied or fairly inferable from long-prOved practICe, and to have 
admitted or rejected the zamindar's claim according as it was found to be within or 
be:;-ond th" terms either of the original tenure or of the subsequent mutual agreement 
express or implied." In the first place it should be noticed that the Board points 
out that if for any reason the terms of the tenure at the time of the permanent settle
ment are not ascertainable then the terms obtaining on similar adjacent land should 
be enforced. In referring to the terms obtaining on similar adjacent land they are not 
referring to the terms which obtained in respect of such lands at the time of the perma.
nent settlement but to the terms which obtained when the dispute arose or the decision 
was given. Secondly it should be observed that the Board did not rule out agreements' 
~xpress or implied entered into between the zamindar and the ryot subsequent to the 
permanent settlement on the ground that they are invalid, which they certainly would 
be if the rent had been fixed permanently. Not only is the validity of such subsequent 
agreement conceded but the Board proceeds to direct Collectors who may have occasion 
to deal with similar disputes in future to give effect to such subsequent agreement 
even when the terms of the original tenure were known. The expression .. agreement 
express or implied" occurring in this psragraph is identical with the language that was 
adopted in section 11 of the Rent Recovery Act against which my colleagues level consi
derable. crIticism: This quotation is however enough to show that the Rent Recovery 
Act faIthfully hud down the law 1D accordance WIth the accepted interpretation and 
understanding of the rights of the parties by the Board of Revenue as set out in the 
proceedings which my colleagues are evidently prepared to stand by. 

In dealing with the question of rents I may also refer in passing to two subjects 
which my colleagues themselves incidentally touch upon in Chapter IV of their report. 

ORoPWAB RATES. 

One is the system of C?lIecting renta which vary according to the crop raised by 
the ryot. At psge 39 of their report my colleagues assume that cropwar rates JI.l'e illegal. 
It may he pointed out that aecti~ 29 of the Madraa Estates Land Act ~o.,auizes.the, 
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system of collecting rent a.t ra.tes varying with the crop as quite legal' and valid. In 36-
M,.L.J., 49, the .t'rivy Council itself recognized that a contrsct entered into at 'th& 
time when money rents were substituted for the previously exist10g waram to pay one 

. rate if one kind of crop is raised and another rate if another crop is ra.ised, woul~ be 
''I"u.lid and enforceab!e. In 43 Madras, 475, a Full Bench decision at page 484, Sir 

,:.John Wallis, C.J .,states that it is quite legal to collect an increased demand under 
and original contract to pay rent at the rate varying with the 'crops and he characterises 

\

it as a well-known type of tenancy. As has been pointed out in several cases the coll~ 
tion of dllI'erent rates varying with the crops is really the working out in terms of 
money the old sharing-syt!t.em of the country. ' 

CoMMUTATION. 

There is one aspect of the jaw relating to rents in zamindari estates to which my 
colleagues have given little or no attention and that is the subject of commutation. 
Having regard to its importance not only in judging the validity of the conclusions. 
urri'led at by my colleagues but a.lao in considering whether the legislative proposals 
: .... hich they indicate in their report are just and proper I shall deal with this question at 
!!Ome length. Apart from holding on what they consider to be a proper construction oI 

,the RegUlations of 1802 and of certain State papers that the rents in zamindaris . were 
l.crmanently fixed my colleagues also seem to assume that the rents must be taken t<> 

~ bave been fixed at their cash flalue in ,1802. I say .. a.ssume .. because I have not been 
\able to find a.ny reasons which coald support the conclusion which my colleagues un
dcubtedly indicate in more than one place, namely, that in respect of lands which were 
nnder cultivation in 1802 the zamindars should be permitted to collect only the cash va.lue 

\

0£ ,he rents they were deriving therefrom in 1802. It cannot be stated, aDd my 
ct)lIeagues themselves do not state, that there was in 1802 any commutation of rents. 
It is a matter of common knowledge that till recently rents or the bulk of the lands m 

''2'!\IIlilldaris were being rendered in kind and generally by a. share of the crop and that 
th~, 'i\<aram system still pre-rails' in Ii not inconsiderable araa in certain estates in the 
lnuthprn districts. The fourth clause of sectIOn 4 of the Patta Regulation deals with, the' 
i~"ue of pattas providing for the division of the produce of the land between zamindars 
nri! ryots, ,thus statatorily recognizing that that form of tenure was expected to continue 
after the Permanent Settlement Regu:ation and that there was nothing jpvalid or illegal 
nbnut it. I need not la.bour this point, because my colleagues do not say a.nywhere in 
theirrpport that there was or is anJ thing illegal about the demand of the zaruindars for 
th .. customary share of the crop by way of melvaram or that there was or is anythinlf 

, inconsistpnt between suoh a. claim and the provisions of the Regulations of 1802. If then 
the zamindar could eollect his customary melva.ram, wbich was very often a half share, 
what is the justification for my colleagues stating or indicating that that half share'should 
be commuted into its money equivalent at the prices prevailing at the time of the Perma
nent Spttlement. While it has no doubt heen stated in certain State papers that the 
Go\ernment or its assignee the zamindoc cannot ~<lllect anything more than the customary 
sh.re of the produce, it is nowhere stated that a ryot conld compel the zamindar t<> 
accept its money ect1livalent. It has on tbe other hand been statp,d, as I shall presently 
show" that comml!tation could on:y be ca.rried out when both parties agreed and that 
ltcither enuld enforce it against the wishes of the other and that even if they were 
tcmporRrily agreed as regards the money equivalent of the customary melvaram, it was 
open to either party to revert to the waram system when he found the money rent unduly 
high or unduly low. In the Proceed1Ogs of the Board of Revenue, dated 2nd December 
1864, refp.J'eDce is made in paragraph 55 to a judgment of Mr. Greenway as a judge of 
t.he Suddp.r Diwani Adaulat in Special App"al Suit No. 15 of 1812 which arose out of 
a suit by &, ryot in Chinglepnt against a zamindar for recovery of certain landS' and t() 
e.lmpel the zamindar to grant him a patta. It would be noticed that before he was 
appointed judge of the Sudder Diwani Adaulat, Mr. Greenway, as my colleagues them
IIChes point out at page 61, held the high office of Secretary to the Government and was, 
intimately associated with the Tevenne administration of the Company's possessions in 
Madra. and was along with Mr. Hodgson keen about protecting the rights of cultivators 
'l';3inst the encroachments of zamindars. Leaving out those portions of the decree in 
th<l Specinl Appeal, which may be llTSlevant in this context, I would only set out here 
tha.t part of the decree which declares in the most unruistakable terms that there is 
nothing like a right to ,insist on commutation. The decree ran as follows: .. All the 
6\-ldence taken regarding the assessment of the lands showed that it was not fixed but 
<!prived from II. division of the produce, which must fluctuate with the season and the 
commutation price of which must be influenced by its plenty or scarcity." .. It was not 
for the court t.o interfere in determininl( the. rate at whi~h the share in grain shall be 
com,muted for a payme~t in .mo?ey. ThIS was a point clearly left to be settled by thE: 
)JMtles themselves and 10 ad/ustmg the rate each party would consult his own inten'st. 
When the rate shall be settled by .. written Bgl'f'emem the COlirts may be ealled upon to 
enrorc.p it." It i8 clea~ therefore that eommutation wa.s regarded as 8 matter of III(ref'

n:.er,t bfotween the parties a.nd that failing such agreement it was held that it would not 
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be eveD eompeten* for • Court to decide on it at the instance of either party. In para
graph 67 of their Proceedings the Board accept and reiterate this position and staLe thllt 
.• when the land was assessed on grain rates or with a share in the crop any cornmuta.
lion into money W68 a matter for mutual agreement, the fact and force of the agreement 
being fit subject for decision by the Conts. In section 11 (3) of the Rent :Recovery Act 
of 1855 it was provided that where rates of rent are determined in the circumstances 
therein set out either according to looaJ usage or when such usage is not clearly aceJ"tain
able, then according to the rates established or paid for neighbouring lands of simil3l" 
dE'scription and quality, either party may claim if they are dissatisfied with tile rates 
t hat. the rents be discharged in kind according to the waram, that is, according to the 
est.ablished rate of the village for dividing the crop between the Government or the land
lord and the cultivator. In the fir.t place this section recognizes that the ancient and 
immemoriaJ system of paying or delivering rent to the landlord is the waram system and 
that except in cases where the parties had, hy agreement express or implied, precluded 
themselves from reverting to the waram or where the faisal rates in respect of the con-I 
rtrned lands were not ascertainable it was open to either party to revert to the U"op
sharing system. Secondly it should be noticed that there is no provisiou 10 the J:ent 
Recovery Act empowering Courts of law to commute grain rents into cash renta at the 
inst"nce of either party. It was the Madras Estates Land Act I of 1908 that first 
provided in its section 40 that a zamindar or ryot may sue before the Collector to have 
s"ain rents commuted to a definite money rent. In such a suit the Collector was directed 
to decide as a preliminary issue whether commutation shall be allowed and if he allowed 
commutation, he was directed to pass a decree declaring the sum to be paid as money 
rent in lieu of the rent in kind and the time from which the commuta.tion is to take 
effpct. In making this determination the Collector was enjoined to have due regard to 
tbe Gverage vaJue of the rent actually accrued due to the landlIolder during the preceding 
te'l yeara other than famine years and certain other coruUderations So which it is unneces
sa .. y to refer in this context. Section 40 of Madras Act VIII of 1934 was amended so 
a~ to make it compulsory on the Collector to pass an order declaring the sum to be paid 
as money rent in lieu of rent in kind and taking aWa.y the discretion which the Collector 
preVIously had in deciding whether there Mould be commutation at all. But the Amending 
Act of 1934 made no change in regard to the coruUderations which the Collector should. 
IlIlvt' due regard to, in determining the amount of money rent. It is therefore clear that. 
there was no commutation in 1802 nor could there be such commutation without the. 
agreement of both parties till 1908. I have alrf'ady pointed out that the position taken I 
up by my colleagues, namely, that cash rents which obtained in 1802 could not be 
enhanced for any reason and on any ground whatooever, is aJSogether unsupportable. 
A.suming that the zamindar could not claini anything higher than the customary share 
of the crop and !WIuming that that was the accepted basis of the Permanent Settlement, 
I do not see how my colleagues are justified in stating that the zamindars are prevented 
fl'OlD collecting by way of cash rent anything more than the commuted value of their 
share of the crop at the prices prevailing in 1802. When the Government fixed ita 
p<shkash, it was not prepared to take its proportion of two-thirds in kind Ollt of the 
zamindar's share of the crop. It was anxious to fix the peshkash in terms of money and 
the zamindar's share of the crop was therefore estimated at a money value according to 
\.be prices then prevailing and the peishkash was generaJly fixed at two-thirds of such 
... &Iue. It is impossible however to regard this notional valuation of the zamindar's share 
of the crop as a permanent fixation of the rent he could derive. There was no prohibi
tion express or implied against his realizing his customary share of the crop as before. 
'l'here was no intention of introducing cash rents in zamindaris in the ·place of the 
~xi.ting warsm system. The monetary valuation of the zamindar's share of the crop 
was nothing more than a step in an arithmetical proress. The zamindal'R cOllld, after 
:116 Permanent Bettlement, and have, as a matter of fact, been realizing their .hare 
oC the crop and there was, till the Madras Eotates Land Act of 1908 was pussed, no power 
t'iLber in the Executive or the Judiciary to compel them to accept Cloney rents in lieu 
of grain rents. That being the correct position, I am at a loss to follow my coll~agueB 
lD t~eir conclusion which they arrive at by a curious kind of e1liptielll I't'llsoning that the 
zammdara shoeld be compellett to accept not the monetary vaJue of their grain rents at 
the time of the commutation but the monetary wlue of such rents a century or more 
before sueh commutation. Nor should I fail to point out that this is a most unjust and 
ine.;uitable attempt to confiscate rigbts in property and serionsly aftec.-t the character of 
UIe Perm"nent Settlement. The injust~l1B and ineq~ity of the step proposed by my 
colleagues cannot be I(Ot over by makmg It appear lUI If they were merely tr .. ing to enforce 
",\:Iat really had been done at the time of the Permanent Settlement itself. While it 
may perhGpB be conceded that the atIIIumpt.ion that the zamindar as tbe assi!!Dee of the 
Gowrnm ... nt is entitled to a haJf share of the erop, formed the basis .. nd fo~ndation of 
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those calculations which resulted in the Permanent Settlement and in that sense iCllmed. 
part of the Permanent Settlement, it is impossible to agree to the proposinoll that the 
enforcement of cash rents calculated at the prices prevailing in 1802 was in any sense 
part of the Permanent Settlement. . There is no justification whatever for tills r~tros
pective comllllutation of rents which my colleagues are attempting to bring about under 
the guise of interpreting the Permanent Settlement and it is needless to add that any 
legislation authorizing or directing the commutation of the existing grain rents on the 
basis of pre-settlement pnces would be hopelessly confiscatory in character notwith
standing its being clothed in the language of declaration. 

CHAPTER IV. 

TIm RENT RECOVERY ACT AND THE E~TATES LAND ACT-THEm SCOPE AND EFFECT • 

. In Chapter VI of their report, my colleagues deal with the Rent Bill of 1863 and 
the Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865. In their opinion the Legislature which passed 
the Rent Recovery Act did not realize the nature and the implications of the permanent 
settlement and the Rent Recovery Act therefore marks a distinct. setback so far as the 
rights of ryots are concerned. So far as I am sure, the Rent Recovery Act was never 
regarded as in any way inconsistent with the Regulations of 1802 or of 1822. Nor 
has any court ever held that any rights which were conferred upon ryots at the time 
.of the permanent settlement were taken away or otherwise adversely affected by the 
enactment of the Rent Recovery Act. My colleagues' views as to the Rent Recovery 
Act are, quite novel and are opposed to the decisions of the Madras High Court both 
as to the supposed adverse effects of that enactment on. the right)! of ryots and as to 
the interpretation of the several clauses of its section 21. It is unnecessary to follow 
my colleagues into their examination of the provisions of the Rent Bill of 1863 or to 
discuss at any length the manner in which in their opinion the Rent Recovery Act of 
1865 ought to have been worded. In the first place I shall refer to a provision or two 
in the Rent Bill of 1863 and to some of the recommendations of the Select Committee 
which sat on it and point out their significance which in my opinion my colleagues 
have altogether missed. Clause 10 of the Rent Bill ran as follows: .. Landholders of 
the first class who occupied the place of Government in reference to rent and are only 
entitled to pay tax payable therefrom up to a .port.ion of it, shall ·not levy any un
authorized assessment or tax on their ryots under any name or under any pret.ence. 
Where disputes may arise respecting rates of assessment whether in money or in kind, 
such rates shall be determined according to those permanently assessed on the lands .in 
dispute or where such rates may not be ascertainable, or where such lands have not been' 
permanently assessed according to the rates' established for contiguous lands of the 
same description and quality as those respecting which disputes may arise; provided 
always that nothing herein contained shall affect the right of such landholder with the 
sanction of the Collector to raise the assessment upon any land, in consequence of 
additional value imparted to it by works of irrigation or other improvement provided or 
procured at his own expense." While my colleagues seem to approve of the language 
of the Rent Bill of 1863, they see something sinister in the modification of the provi
sions of that Bill when the Rent Recovery Act was fina!ly passed. It may, therefore, 
be useful to point out that in the very Bill which may approve there is a clear recogni
tion of the existence of lands in respect of which there has been no permanent assess
ment. If, as my colleagues hold, there was a permanent fixation of rent in respect of 
lands at the time of the permanent settlement, there would really be no need for such 
a provision. Secondly, the 'clause just quoted also provides for the enhancement of 
rent no doubt with the sanction of the Collector on the ground of improvement effected 
at the expense of the landholder, while my colleagues are prepared to go to the extent 
of stating that the landholder has no right to make any improvement and claim enhance
ment of rent even on that ground. 

Two of the three main principles enunciated by the Select Committee which went 
into the Rent Bill of 1863 were (1) that a division of crop between the landholder and 
the tenant formed the ancient basis of rent and of the local rates and this division is 
referred to'in cases.of dispute when other means of settlmg them to the satisfaction of 
both parties proved unsuccessful; (2) that landholders may arrange their own terms of 
rent in the case of unoccupied lands. It is clear from principle No. 1 just quoted that 
the crop sharing system is always to be regarded as ·the normal system in the collection 
of rent. When the dispute as to rent between zamindar and ryot cannot be otherwise 
settled satisfactorily, there is to be a reversion to -the crcp-sharing system, the exact 
pl'oportion being determined in accordance with the custom of the locality. My f',ol
leagues' theory tha.t in some implied way tents in zamindaris are fixed at a monetary 
value arrived at .by ·cslcula.ting at the prices prevailing in 1802,has therefore no legs 
to stand upon. Again as regards unoccupied lands the Select Committee recognized the 
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right of' the zamindar to settle his own rent without any restriction and this was only 
proper because the ryots had no right in waste lands except, as I shall presently point 
out, customary rights of grazing, etc., in certain localities. Turning to section n of 
I,he Rent Recovery Act, the first clause provides that .. all contracts for rent express or 
implied shall be enforced." There is J}(~thing revolutionary or opprobriou .... about this 
provision since as I have already pointed out, the Board of Revenue in its proceedings, 
dated 2nd December 1864, stated in paragraph 71 that when a dispute arises the 
Collector would have to enquire .. into the original terms of the ryot's tenure or into 
the condition of any subsequent mutual agreement whether express or fairly inferable 
from long-proved practice and would have to admit or reject the zamindar's clam 
according a8 it is found to be within or beyond the terms either of the original tenure 
or of the subsequent mutu&l agreement express or implied." It is the language of the 
Board that was copied in sub-section (1) of section 11 and if my colleagues quote the 
proceedings of the Board with approval, I should have thought they should not find 
anything objectionable in a provision which is based on the Board's Proceedings and 
which repeats the Board's language word for word. A full Bench of the Madras High 
Court consisting of Sir Charles Turner, C.J., Mr. Justice Muthuswami Ayyar and 
Mr. Justice Hutchins closely examined the provisions of the Rent Recovery Act, the 
Board's Proceedings just referred to and the letter from Yr. Carmichael, Collector of 
Vizagapatam, to which particular reference was made by the Board in those proceedings 
and after setting out the above passage and other passages, stated in the clearest possible 
terms that .. there can be little doubt that the advice of Mr. Carmichael and the opmion 
of the Board of Revenue suggested the provisions of section 11 of the Rent Act." In 
interpreting the words .. implied contract" their Lordships, point out that .. payment 
of rent in a partiCUlar form or at a certain rate for a number of years, is not only 
presumptive evidence of the existence of a contract to pay rent in that form or at that 
rate for those years but it is also presumptive evidence that the parties have agreed 
that it is obligatory on the one party to pay and on the other to receive rent in that 
fOl'm and at that rate so long as the relation of landlord and tenant may continue." 

Consistently with their theory that the rents in zamindari areas were ,fixed per
manently in 1802, my colleagues would construe sub-section (1) of section 11 as not 
applying to occupancy ryots. It is, however, impossible to accept this interpretation and 
the definition of the term landholdv clearly includes all persons holding under a. sanad
i-Milkiyath-i-Isthimarar and the term tenant includes all persons who are bound to 
pay rent to landholder. And when there is nothing in sections 8, 9 or 10 to limit 
their application to non.occupancy tenants and when section 11 is clearly conterminous 
wil;h sections 8, 9, 10 to which it refers in its first paragraph it is impossible to agree 
WIth the conclusion of my colleagues that section II, sub-section (1), does not apply to 
occupancy rights. I can without hesitation state that the said sub-section has never 
heen interpreted as being inapplic"ble to occupancy ryots and has on the other hand 
been applied to them in cases without number ever since the enactment of the Rent 
Rt'L'Overy Act till its repea.l in 1908. If this sub-section is to be applied to occupancy 
ryots. the words .. contracts for rent" according to my colleagues must be understood 
liS referring to the contract entered into at the time of the Permanent Settlement in 
1802. No reason is. however, vouchsafed as to why a contract which is subsisti,ng at 
the time when the dispute arises should be ignored in the search for a contract which 
e'xisted at the time of the Permanent Settlement. The contracts entered into subsequent 
to :Permanent Settlement are perfectly valid and enforceable, the Board itself stated in 
it~ pl'OCt'edings in 1864. That in the absence of an express contract a contracf can be 
implied from a long course of conduct is stated by the highest judicial authority in the 
country, My colleagues are frank enough to state that the courts of law when they 
were asked to interpret it were led into mistakes in the beginning, It would seem, 
howe\'er. that the so-called mistake persisted throughout because I am not aware when 
the Madras High Court ceased to interpret sub-section (1) of section 11 of the Rent 
Re('Qvery Act as being applicable to ryots with rights of permanent occupancy. My 
oolleagues further point out that the word .. contract" in that sub·section is not used 
in the sense in whicll that word ia used in the Indian Contract Act which was passed 
subsequent to the Rent Recovery Act. But there is nothing new in the idea or concep
tion of contracts &nd even before the law of contrads was modified in India, contracts 
nisted and were being enforced both in England and in our country. The word .. con
tract" has always been used in the same sense whether before or after the passing of 
the Indian Contract Act and I am therefore unable to follow my colleagues when tbey 
say that the word .. contract .. in that sub-,section must be understood in a, sense difierent 
from that in which it is used in the .. Indian Contract Act." As regard sub-section (2) 
of section 11, my colleagues state that it can onJy apply to ryotwari lands as there was 
no survey of lands in any zamindari before 1859. This seems, to be an inaccurate state: 
ment as there was survey in certain zamindari areas, for instance, in a portion of the 
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zamindari of Ke.nnivadi (2 Madras lligh Court Reports, 23) and in the Namo.kkal taluk, 
which was at one time in the Salem district, subsequently in the Trichinopoly district 
lind now again in the Salem district. Vide 13 Madras, 479, and 7 Law Weekly, 376. 
Sub.section (2) refers to what have been described as faisal rates and enjoins that those 
rates shouJP be decreed in the absence of a. contra.ct express or implied. As regards 
sub·section (3) it directs tha.t if sub·sections (1) a.nd (2) are inapplicable, the rates of 
rent shall be determined according to local usage and when such usage is not clearly 
ascertainable then aecording to the rates established or paid for neighbouring lands of 
similar description a.nd quality. My colleagues read the word 'usage' as referring to 
~he usage prevailing in the year previous to the Permanent Settlement and .. neighbour. 
ing tent" as meaning neighbouring rents as they prevailed in the years previous to the 
Permanent Settlement. This, I must submit, is reading into the section words which 
are not there a.nd over.riding the clear language of the section so as to fit in with a 
prc.conceived theory. 

In 6 Ma.dras High Court Reports, 239, Scotland, C.J., and Mr. Justice Innes held 
tha.t the words .. a.ccordit!g to rates esta.blished or paid " occurring in clause 3 of sec· 
tion 11 import clearly the power to determine the rate of rent in a.ccordance with either 
the genera.! ra.te at which neighbouring lands of a similar kind are let, or where the rents 
of such lands vary, the rates at which the rents were actually paid by tenants of such lands. 
The section in the Bengal Tenancy Act similar to section 11, clause 3 of Rent Recovery 
Act had to be construed in 21 Calcutta, 986, in which O'Kinealy and Hill, J.J., held 
that the words must be nnderstood a.s referring not to the a.verage rate of rent but the rate 
actually paid and current in the "illage for lands of a. similar description with similar, 
a.dvantages. My colleagues' contention that clause 3 was not intended to apply to occu· 
pancy ryots is as unsustainable as their contention that clause 1 is not intended to apply 
to them. 

Rents of W /l8te Landa. 
Turning to clause 4· which clearly declares tha.t it shaU be lawful for landholders 

to arrange their own terms of rent in the case of immemorial waste lands and of la.nds 
unoccupied either through default or voluntary resignation, my colleagues try to get over 
the obvious meaning of those words by putting a very peculiar construction upon the 
proviso which runs as foUows:-

.. Provided that nothing in this rule sha.U be held to a.ffect any specia.l right which 
by la.w or usage having the force of law is held by any class or person in sucl:l 
waste or unoccupied la.nd." 

One would have thought that the object of the proviso was to protect any customary rights 
by way of g>razing, etc., which the ryots may have in the waste la.nds of the village so 
that the lIlamindar's right to dispose of those la.nds is to that extent curtailed. My 
colleagues, however, have a curious theory tha.t one at one time the waste lands belonged 
to the vilJage community and though even according to them that unity, if it ever existed, 
was split up by the introduction of the ryotwari system, the waste lands are stilI in some 
unintelligible way the property of the ryot. When my colleagues speak of the waste 
la.nds being the ryots' own exclusive property, it is really difficult to understand which 
particular ryot's property the waste land is to be deemed to be. The rights of the 
zamindars in respect of waste lands were oonceded at the time of the Perma.nent Settle· 
ment. The Select Committee which sat on the Rent Bill of 1863 stated it as a cardina). 
principle of the Rent Law that a zamindar was at perfect liberty to fix up any rents in 
respect of waste or unoccupied lands which are completely at his disposal. Th~ recom
mendation of the Select Committee was intended to be given effect to in clause 4 of sec· 
tion 11 with a proviso a.dded by way of abundant cautIOn that the rights of grazing and 
similar rights were not intended to be confiscated. H the theory of my colleagues that 
the special right that is contemplated by the proviso to clause 4 of section 11 is thaf 
imaginary inchoate and undefinable right which the village community at one time had 
and which individual ryots succeeded to after the est&blishment of the ryotwari system, 
then clause 4 will be absolutely meaningless because the proviso would render the clause 
itself infructuous a.nd there would be no waste lands in respect of which the zamindar can 
settle his own terms of rent. That, however, would be the result of the strange a.nd 
strained construction put upon the proviso by my colleagues. 

Another equally curious and equally unsusta.inable construction . suggested in my 
colleagues' report may now be adverted to. They say that the waste and llnoccupied 
lands referred to in clause , of section 11 are only those waste lands or unoccupied land!l 
which had not been taken into account at the time of the Permanent Settlement and upon 
which the upper limit of the rent had nof< been permanently fixed. According to 40 
Mad. 886, P.C., every bit of waste land in an estate passed to the proprietor under the 
Permanent Settlement a.nll so far as I am aware it is not possible to divide waste lands 
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in an estate into those which were taken into account at the time of the Permanent Settle
ment and those which were not. Nor is it. possible to agree wi.th my colleagues in stating 
that in respect of some of the W!WIte lands the upper limit of the rent had !leen fixed. ..l!i. 
the oalculations which formed the basis for the fixation of the peshkash at the time oC 
the Permanent Settlement the rents of ~aste lands did not come in at all and no rents 
were then fixed. 

Still a. third construction of clause 4 is sug~sted at page 82 of the Majority Report 
and that is, that that clause would apply only to the second class of landholders and not 
to the first olass. There is no such differentiation in clause 4. The word landholders 
is defined as comprising both the classes and since that word is used in clause 4 without 
any qualification, it must be taken that it applied as much to the one class as to the 
other . None of the constructions suggested by my oolleagues has ever been accepted nr 
enunciated in anv decision. On the other hand the words in clause 4 and other clauses 
have received the"ir natural and grammatical interpretation and have been applied without 
any question. The contracts entered into by the zamindars and other landholders of the 
first class in respect of waste and unoccupied lands in their estates stipulating rents which 
were very often higher than the rents obtaining in respect of occupied lands were enforced 
without any difficulty. 

In dealing with the Estates Land Act my colleagues first address themselves to the 
question of rights in waste lands. Elaborate quotations are made from the discussions 
which preceded the passing of that Act. The controversy which was raised in the course 
of the speeches of the Hon'ble Mr. V. C. Desikachariyar and the Hon'ble Mr. Forbes 
did not, as my colleagues assume, relate to any proprietory right of the ryots in the waste 
lands. The proposal of the Hon'ble Mr. V. C. Desikachariyar was that the zamindar 
should be at liberty to oonvert w!WIte lands into home-farm or kamatam lands so that after 
actual cultivation of those lands for OJ. certain number of years he may be at perfect liberty 
to let them out to tenants on his own terms without those tenants acquiring occupancy 
right. in them. As was pointed out by the Hon'ble Mr. Forbes, this would lead to 
considerable extension of the home-farm land and as ryoti lands a.re autrendered by the 
ryots or purchased by the landholder for arrears of rent due to him there would in course 
of time be a considerable diminution in the tots.! extent of ryoti land in the village. It 
was therefore quite conceivable that if the zamindars were permitted to convert all waste 
and unoccupied lands into home-farm lands the entire village may at some time cease 
to be held on occupancy tenure altogether. It was that result that the Government of 
India in the despatch which is quoted at page 91 and the Hon 'ble Mr. Forbes in his 
observations which are set out at pa"o-es 91 and 92, stoutly opposed. The result, therefore, , 
is that so long !WI the waste land is cultivated by the zamindar with his own agricultural 
establishment there is nothing preventing him from doing so.. H however he submits 
any ryot to possession of such lands the ryot would get occupancy rights just in the same 
w&.y he would have occupancy rights in lands previously cultivated by him. The Hon'ble 
Mr. Forbes stated in more than one place that no ryot could enter upon the waste land 
in the village without the permissior.. of the landholder and that the right of distributing 
waste land to the cultivators is that of the zamindar and of nobody else. That is why 
section 163 of the Estates LMd Act provided that a person who occupied ryoti land without 
the permission of the landholder, would be liable to be ejected by a suit in &. civil court 
and will also be liable to pay damages under section 45. The right of the zamindar to 
co'Ilect premium from the ryot whom he may admit to p088ession of ryoti lar.d at his dis
posal is expressly reooguized in .ection 25 though it was provided that whatever preminm 
is to be paid must be realized before the ryot enters upon the land so that the ryot may 
not be burdened with the payment after he is admitted. As to the rent leviable from 
ryots newly admitted to posse88ion of waste lands section 25 again makes it clear that 
the zamindar car. collect rent at a rate not exceeding the rate prevailing for similar lands 
with similar advantages in the neighbourhood, or if such rate is not ascertainable at such 
rate as the Collector may on application decide to be fair and equitable. The primary' 
test or standard is the rate that is being actually paid in respect of neighbouring lands 
of the same fertility, not rents which obtair.ed a century ago. While I agree with my 
colleague. that the Hon'ble Forbes was definitely against the conversion of waste lands 
into private or home-farm lands Bnd was in f. avour of the recognition of occupancy righte

l 
in waste lands r.ewly brought under cultivation subject to the provisions in regard to 
old waste, which have now been deleted by Amendment Act VIIi of 1934, I C&OO()t 
agree in thsir conclusion that it is not open to zamindars under the Estates Land Act 
to settle for such waste lands any rents which may be higher than the rents fixed at the 
time of the Permanent Settlement on cultivated lands. The only upper limit imposed 
by section 25 of the Estatea Land Act is the rent obtaining at the time when the dispute 
may arise in respect of similar lands with similar advanta"o-es in the r.eighbourhood. In 
dealing with the provisions of Patta Regulation XXX of 1802 and section 11 of the Rent 
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Recovery Act, I had occasion to point out that the liberty of the zamindar to enter into 
anyagreement he pleased iI. respect of waste and unoccupied lands was altogether unfettered 
and that in the absence of any agreement ~xpress or implied in respect of such lands, 
if 'a dispute arose, the court which was called upon to decide that dispute had to fix the 
rent payable in respect of such lands at a rate not exceeding the rates of rent then obtair.
ing in respect of similar lands with similar advantages in the neighbourhood and that the 
upper limit was not as held by my colleagues the rates of rent obtaining in respect of simi
lar lands at the time of the Permanent l:lettlement. I have already given my reasons for 
coming to that conclusion, the most important being that the contrary conclusion would 
be opposed to the clear ar.d unqualified language of those provisions which, if construed 
according to their natural and grammatical meaning, do not admit of any such qualifica
tions as my colleagues seek to engraft on them. I may in this context point out what 
exactly has been the legal position of the zallindars in respect of waste ar.d unoccupied 
lands since the time of the Permanent Settlement. No better or clearer statement of 

_ the manner in which waste and unoccupied lands were inter.ded to be dealt with at the 
time of the Permanent Settlement and how the authorities who were responsible for the 
Permanent Settlement intended to place them at the absolute disposa.i of the zamindsrs 
and give them the full benefit of the consequeLt augmentation of revenue can be found 
than the Instrument of Instructions issued to the Collectors in 1799. Paragraph 27 of 
the said Instructions ran as follows:-

'f. It is well-known that in'the Circars there are very extensive tracts of unculti· 
l vated, arable and waste lands, forming part of every zamindari. These are to 
I be given up in perpetuity to the za~dars fr~ of any. addition .. l assessment 
\ Wlth such encouragement to every propnetor to unprove his estate to the utmost 
I extent of his means, as is held out by the limitation of the public demand 
! for ever, and the institution of regular judIcial courts to support him in all just 
irights, whether against individuals or the officers of Government who may 
attempt in any respect to encroach upon them. The advantages which may be 
expected to result in the course of progressive improvement, from these lands. 
will or ought to put the zamindar upon that respectable footin~ as to enable 
him with the greatest readiness to discharge the public demand, to secure to 
himself and his family every necessary comfort. and to have besides a surplus 
to answer any possible emergency." 

In hij book on Land Tenures Baden Powell has the following passage:- _ 
" The right of the State to waste or unoccupied lands was never disputed. Such 

land was at the disposal of the Ruler to do what he liked with; in short was the 
property of the State." 

The Resolution of the Board of Revenue, dated 25th M;ay 1808, which prescribed 
what leases could be entered into by farmers laid down the following conditions: "You 
will engage not to demand a higher tirva for lands under cultivation than was established 
by survey in consideration whereof you are declared to be at liberty to make such arrange
meds with your ryots for the cultivation of all waste lands as you may mutually agree 
upon." The ('ontra-distinction between lands under cultivation and waste lands 111 

noteworthy. So far as the latter are concerned, no limit was imposed in regard to the 
aSl'f'ssment leviable on them. In 1852 and again in 1893 -the Government aJeknowledged 
tht absolute rights of the zamindar over waste lands (vide Sloan's Judicial anIJ Revenue 
(Jode, page 164). 

In a minute, dated 8th January 1880, Sir Richa;rd Garth, Chief Justice of Bengal, 
.. t'lled as follows (see Calcutta Gazette, of 21st July 1880, page 386). "By the Perma
nem Settlement the zaminda.rs were left free by the legislature to let their unoccupied 
lando to ryota upon whatever rents they thought proper. They had almost a'S much 
freedom in that respect as landlords have in England. The terms on which they let 
th~ lands were a matter of contract; and the pnnciple of demand and supply (whether 
of ryots or land) usually regulated their terms." 

Dr. Field in his work on " Landholding" at page :556, says: .. In order to under
lItand the process of rent-raising which had gone on in the Lower Provinces of Bengal ever 
since the Permanent Settlement, there must be two circumstances which must be grasped 
and borne in mind. The first of these circumstances is that at the time of the Perma
nent !:Mtlement a; large portion estimated by Lord Cornwallis at one-third, at one-half 
by others and by some at two-thirds of the land capable of cultivation was waste and 
probably was never otherwise. The zamindars had undoubtedly the ri~ht to settle these 
land i upon their own terms. Population increased enormously during the peaceful times 
introduced by the British rule aiDd large tracts of land were rapidly reclaimed and brought 
under cultivation." 
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'l'h .. principles that in regaro. to the waste lands the hands of the mmindar should 
be unfettered was recognized on every occasion when tenancy legislation was introduced. 

cection 15 of Regulation XXX of 1809 empowers the proprretors to make contracts 
in respect of waste lands at their diJlcretion. 

In laying down the principles on which the assessment should be fixed the Select 
Commi~tee on the Bill which ultimately became Madras Act vm of 1865 made a 
dietllletion between the principles to be adopted in respect of occupied lands and those to 
be adopted in respect of unoccupied lands. With reference to unoccupied lands it WIUl 
clearly stated that landholders may arrange theIr own terms of rent. Section 11, sub
section 4. of Act VIII of 1865 gave effect to the recommendation of I·he Select Com
mittee and provided that " in the case of immemorial waste lands and all lands left un
occupied ei~her through default or voluntary resignation it shall be lawful for landholders 
to urrange their own terms of rents." Various decisions of courts have also cl"srly laid 
d.:lwn that the zamindar is the absolute owner of waste lands. Reference m3Y be made 
particularly to 3 Knapp, 23, 26 Mad., 252 and 40 Mad., 886. 

It would thus be seen that the Madras Estates JJsnd Act itself curtailed the rights 
of landholders in two ways, firstly, by prohibiting t.be collection of ilny premium after 
the ryot is admitted to possession of waste lands and secondly by providing that the 
la:.rtbolder should not collect rent at a rate higher than that obtainmg in. respect :>! 
landb oC equal fertility and advantages. That being so, my colleagues are not at ali 
justifipd in regarding the provisions of the Estates Land Act as having been in any way 
pl'ejudbial to the interests of the ryots in respect of this matter. I have again no besit .... 
thn in stating that any attempt further to curtail the rights of zamindars in respect oi 
waste lands would be clearly confiscatory in character. 

'l'uIDing to the provisions of the Estates Land Act dealing with enhancement of 
renh the reasoning of my colleagues is opposed to the accepted interpretation of those 
sections and is not a little inconsistent. Dealing lirst with the provL.ion in section 30, 
sub-section 1, which provides that rents can be enhanced on the ground oi a ri3e in the 
sTerage local prices of staple food crops, my colleagues state that this provision cannot 
poSblbly apply to the lands which were cultivated in 1802 nor even to the lands that haye 
.inee been brought under the plough und that the only class of lands to whiclt tbts 
8Pction can possibly apply are lands which under the definition (now repealed) contain
ed iI. the Estates Land Act I of 1908 were old waste. Proviso (a) to section 30, sub
section 1, which states that the provision 11. to enhancement of rents on the ground of a 
rise in prices shall not apply" if the relit be permanantly payablt' at a fixed rate or rates .. 
constitutes, in the opinion of my colleagues, a clear exclusion from the scope of sub
section 1 of section 30 of those lands which \V"r~ cultivl1t~d In 1802 and of the lands 
which have since been brought under cultivation, because according to the theory of my 
colleagues the rents in respect of both those classes of lands were unalterably fixed 1D 

180~ itself. If that were the correct position, one would have thought that there is no 
need for any amendment of section 30, sub-section I, at all. If the language of th" 
suh-section is clear and if on its proper interpretation it is not Rt all applicable to lands 
other than old wS'Ste lands, I for one am unable to see why there should be any amend
lOent at all of that sub-seetion. My colleagues however propose that It should be altered. 
or r('asons whieh do not at all seem to me to be clear. I must, however, point out 
'that this interpretation of section 30, sub-section 1, has ne .. er been put forward and in 
all these thirty years that ilie sub-sectlon has been in operation it has always been held 
wltheut any question or doubt to be applicable to ryots having permanent rights of occu
pancy. There can be no doubt that Mr. Forbes proceeded on the as.umption and intend
ed ttoat it should apply to ryots possessing occupancy rights in zamindari areas just as 
be intended that the correspondin~ provisions regarding reduction of rents should apply 
to thew. There is nothing new in the principle of :id)ustment of rents in accordance 
'\',th the rise or faU in prices. It is equitable and it has its origin in the fact that the 
!Incient and immemorial system of rendering rents in this country was that of dividing" 
the crol' into the landholder's share and the tenant's share. At the time of the substi
tuhrn of cash rents for the sharing system the zamindar and the ryot would have pro
.,etded on the prices then prevailing. When the prices rise, that amount of rent would 
cel\Se t" represent the zamlndar's legitimate half share ju.t Ul the SSDle way that it 
would tell oppressively upon the ryot s.nd would represent more than the legitimate half
o!lnre of the zamindar when prices fall. The provisions relating to the enhancement and 
reduction of rents in the Estates Land Act seek to bring about an adjustment of rents 
III ,s~ch circu~stan~es under the scruti~y of con~ts and lay down elaborate prinCiples for 
~'U\d\D1! the dlSCretion of the cQJUts 1D decre6lDg enhancement or reduction of rent •. 
'l'hey also impose the muimum limit by providing in section 80, sub-section I, 
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clause (b), that in no circumstances should the enhancement exceed 2 annas in the rupee. 
/1. further safeguard is provided in. section 35 which lays down " that. notwithstanding 
anything contained in sections 31 to 34, the Collector shall not in any case order any 
enhancement which is under the circumstances of the case unfair or inequitable." It 
IS unnecessary to point out that the concluslOll of my colleagues that section 30, sub· 
sectIOn 1, does not apply to occupancy ryots whether of lands originally cultivated at the 
ti.m!' of the Permanent Settlement or subsequently brought under cultivation rests on 
their other conclusion that the rents in zamindari areas were permanently fixed in 1802. 
If the latter Leasoning is fallacious, as I have attempted to show previously, the former 
would fall with it. It may also be pointed out that ill respect of old waste lands to 
which alone in the opinion of my colleagues section 30, sub-section 1, is applicable there 
is no need for the zamindar to resort to that proviSion since it was open to him to settle 
hi,& own rents in respect of old waste la.nds and when he desired to enhanC'e the rent 
payable In respect of any old waste la.nds there was a special procedure laid down in sec
tions 47, 48 and 49. which are much more favourable to him than the provisions in sec
tion 30, sub-section 1. It may also be pointed 011~ that ser;ticn 49, Bub-aection (2) (now 
repealed) provided that in determining whether any and what enhancement.s shall be 
allowed, the Collector shall be guid.ed by the provisions of sections 30 to 37 of this Act ,. 
thereby clearly indicating that sections 30 to .37 were intended to apply to lands other 
than alii wa'Ste lands and that the principles which were to be followed by the Collector 
in dpcitiing what fair and equitable enha.nrement he can allow in the case of old wastE> 
lands are the same as those which are laid down for ryoti lands in sections 30 to 37. 
This again, in my opinion, would show that my colleagues' construction of section 30, 
svb-section 1, as applying only to old waste lands is altogether erroneous. 

I am unable to follow the reasoning of my colleagues in respect of clause 2 of 
section 30. ,Section 13 provides that if both the ryot and the landholder wished to make 
some improvement, the ryot shall have the prior right to make it, unless it affects the 
holding of another ryot under the same landholder in which case the landholder shall 
have the prior right. In the case last contemplated or where the ryot does not carry out 
the improvement and the improvement is carried out by: the landholder, section 30, 
sub-section 2, provides that the landholder may apply to the Collector for enhancement 
of rent on the ground that during the currency of the existing rent, the productive powers 
of the land were improved by reason of an improvement effected by him or at his expense. 
It has been held and it is certainly undoubted law that even if such an improvement is 
carried out by a landholder the parties cannot under the Estates Land Act agree to an 
enhancement of rent. Such an enhancement would be invalid as opposed to section 24 
which prohibits all enhancements except as provided by the Act. In order to obtain an 
enhancement therefore on the ground that he has expended money on an improvement 
by which the ryot has materially benefited, the landholder has to make an application to 
the Collector which has to be disposed of in the manner and having regard to the con
siderations set out in section 32. I am unable to see what is inequitable in a provision 
like this read along with section 13. There is nothing preventing a tenant from effecting 
all improvement if he is so minded, but if he does not and the landholder effects the 
improvement by which the productive powers of the land are materially increased, why 
should not the landholder get some return for his money? What return he should get is 
not a matter left to his disoretion nor can it be the subject of a contract assuming for a 
moment that a ryot would be unable to safeguard his own interests in entering into 'a 
contract with the zamindar. The Collector alone would determine the amount of the 
enhancement which the landholder could legitimately claim. I should have thought 
that these provisions are helpful as much to the ryot as to the zamindar and would induce 
tho zamindars to invest moneys in the improvement of their estates to the mutual 
ndvantage of themselves and their ryots. • 

I find it again impossible to follow the "easoning of my r.olleagues in respect of 
claus,- 3. Speaking with great respect it seems to me that they are mixing up the question 

.(

Of keeping existing irrigation works in proper repair with that of effecting improvements. 
So far as the zamindar's obligations in respect of irrigation works are concerned, it has 
never been held that the zamindar is under ~ legal obligation to improve the existing 
irrigation works or to start new irrigation works though he might find it advantageous 
tor himself to. do so. His obligation is only to keep existing irrigation works in good 
~opair. There can therefore be said to be no default on his part if he does not effect allY 
IDlprovements. In such cases therefore .if the Government execute a work of irrigation 
or ()ther impro:v~ment in the first instance and the landho~der is subsequently called upon 
to pay an addItIOnal revenue or rate to the Government m consequence of the improve
me!'t so effected, there is no reason why the zamindGr should not recover· the. amount 
.vhlCh he has been called upon so to pay from the ryot who is really the person benefited 
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by the improvement concerned. That is all that section 30, sub-section 3 .. and section 33 
provide for. Section 33 makes it quite clear that where an enhancement IS claimed under 
section 30, clause 3, the rent may be enhanced by the swn or proportIOnate pa~t of the 
sum which the landholder hs.s la.wfully to pay to Government on account of the improve
ment made by them. The zamindar cannot therefore in the ca.se contemplated, make 
a profit for himself. He simply passes 6rf the burden of the additionj!l chatl!e .. ta-the ryot 
who alonJ: is benefited by th~_ wotr'ut irrigation or other improvement executed. at ,the 
expense-of the Government. Therei. nothing iile'luitab1il in -iCaiia'liaili1:--not b~en .for 
the fact that the Government looks to the zanillldiir m the fiIst instance for the reabzatlon 
Of the additional revenue or rate which it may impose when such a. work of irrigation or 
other improvement is effected, there is no need at all for this rather circuitous procedure 
and the Government could itself directly collect from the ryot the extra charge. It is. 
curious that even a harmless provision like this should be regarded with suspicion by my 
colleagues. 
. My colleagues' criticism of clause 4 of section 30 is again unwarranted. This provision 
should be read along with clause (a) of Bub-section 38. While section 30, sub-section 4, 
provides that a. landholder ma.y apply for enhancement of re!lt on the ground that .the 
productive powers of the land held by the ryots have been Improved by fiuvlal actIOn, 
aection 38, sub-section 1, clause (a) provides for the contrary case of the ryot applying 
for reduction on the ground tha.t the soil of the holding has, without his fault, become· 
permanently deteriorated by a. deposit of sand or other specific cause sudden or gradual. 
If the varam system had continued, there would have been no necessity for the one, 
provision or the other. In such a. system it would not have mattered whether the yield 
increased or diminished. The zamindar and the ryot would each take his legitimate: 
share. There is no need for a fresh contract or lor the intervention of a court for a.n,' 
adjustment of their rights. With the system of cash rents however substituted for the' 
ancient varam system it becomes necessary to provide for the participation by the land-' 
holder in the extra. benefit derived by the increased productive powers of the land "by' 
fluvial action in the ma.nner provided by section 30, sub-section 4, while in the ease of 8.' 
dete.rioration of the soil of a holding for nobodyelse's fault there is again neceSsity for 
an adjustment in the ma.nner provided in section 38, Bub-section 1, clause (a). 

While my colleagues state that section 30 must go, I do not find them recolD4tending, 
that the provisions regarding reduction of rent should likewise be deleted. It seems to
me, to say the least, inequitable to retain the provisions regarding reduction of rent while 
repealing the sections relating to enhancement of rent. If the legislature decides that'j 
&he rents now existing should be permanent for all time and that the la.ndholder or the I 
ryot should have the profit or bear the 1088 which may be occasioned hereafter by reason 
of a change in prices or any of the other causes set out in sections 30 to 39, it is open to'. 
it to repeal ~ll. these se~tions. But it is rather strang.~ that my colleagues should single i 
out the provIsions relatmg to enhancement of rent Without even a passIDg reference to! 
the provisions concerning reduction of rent. 

I have already had occasion to deal ,vith the subject of commutation at great length. 
My colleagues remark in respect of sections 40 aud 41 of the Madras Estates Land Act 
thai it is difficult to understand why they were introduced and that they must go out of 
futnre legislation as they stand. The result of the repeal of sections 40 and 41 woulll 
l",wever be that except if both parties agree there can never be any commutation of rent.s.' 
'l'ha.t waR the state of things prior to the enact.ment of the Madras Estates Land Act. 
The Rent Recovery Act did not provide any procedure whereby either the zamindar or 
the ryot could get grain rents commnted into money rents. The inconvenience of the, 
abeence of such procedure was felt, and sections 40 and 41 of the Estates Land Act are 
Lhe outcome of it. As I stated previously the Board of Revenue and the Sudder Diwani 
Adaulat recognized that neither the zamindar nor the ryot could compel the other to pav 
or receive caSh rents in substitution of the existing grain rents. I am also una.ble to 
follow th~ i,:,consistency whic~ my c?lleagues see between sections 30 and 40. Accqr<ling 
to them It IS such a glarmg lIlconSistency th&t they can only explain it on the footing 
'hat one. person .was en!(":ged in drsft!ng section 30 while a different person was engaged 
m draftmg section 40 Without knowmg what the other had done. Accordina to them 
aections 40 and 41 must be repealed and the principles of sections 7 and 9 of Reguiation 
xxx .of 1800 should be. re-enacted. In their opinion those sections provide for com
mutation of varam rate mto money rate at the price levels which prevailed at the time 
of the Permanent Settlement. There is not a word in either section about substitution of 
cash rents for groin rents and no procedure is la.id down for such substitution much less 
,p there any reference to the ,Price levels of 1802. On the other band as alre~dy pointed 
o~t the fourth clanse of section 4 of the patta regulation clearly contem plates the con
tinuance of the system of division of produce of the land after 1802 and proceeds to laY' 
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down elaborately the conoonts of pattas which are to be issued in respect of lands subject· 
to that tenure. My colleagues speak of the iniquity of fixing the price levels of com
mutation at the rate prevailing at the date of the dispute. There may be some scope for 
legitimate complaint if the averages that are provided in section 40 represent the averages 
of peak years and no exception can be taken by the zamindars to any amendment directing 
that a much longer period than now should be taken into consideration so that the average' 
price for commutation purposes may not turn out to be the average of a period during 
which the prices may be exceptionally high. The mere fact that owing to an exceptional 
slump in prices since 1929 the average prices which were adopted as the basis of com
mutation in certain cases have proved to be rather oppressive to ryots, does not mean 
that any .case has been made out for the repeal of the commutation sections altogether. 
It may only show some necessity for amendment of section 40 so as to provide either for 
a revision of the commutation prices so fixed within a period shorter than the 20-year' 
period provided in section 41 or by providing for the comparison of the prices of a much' 
longer period than is enjoined by section 40.. I would however with great respect finally 
point out that it would l·eally be an iniquity if rents are now commuted on the basis of 
the prices which obtained in 1802. 
. One word as to premiums. If waste and unoccupied lands are 'at the di~posal of 

the zamindar, it necessarily follows that he can collect a premium from any ryot whom 
be may admit into possession of such waste lands. In order to see that a ryot does not 
agree to pay a heaVl}' premium which would have the effect of crippling his resources 
altogether and il1 order to prevent its becoming a burden on the land, section 25 of the 
Estat·es Land Act provides that whatever premium is stipUlated for shonld be received 
before the ryot is admitted to posBe6sion and that no contract ·to pay any premium 1& 
el1for~eable after the ryot is admitted. That section also provides that the rent that 
may be fixed in respect of such waste ltnd unoccupied lands should not exceed the n.nts 
obtaining in respect of similar lands with similar advantages in the n~ighbourhood. l.'ms 
is a provision which safeguards the legitimate rights of both parties. M) colleagues 
refer to the absence of any provision empowering the landholder to collect premiums in 
tho Rent Recovery Act. There is nothing in the Rent Recovery Act which Fre-;ented 
the collection of any such premiums. In fact while the Rellt Recovery Acl was ill force,' 
there was no objection even to a landholder making a portion of the premium payable 
~v"n a.fter the ryot is admitted to possession of the land. The Estates Land Act there
fore ehould not be regarded as a retrogression from the point of Vlew of the ryot$' rights, 
It marks a distinct advance in this as in other respects and to the extent that It recognizes 
the right of the zamiudar to stipulate for and collect a premium before admi.tiug a ryot 
to po.session of waste and unoccupied land, it carries out fnithfull~ the policy underlymg 
the Permanent Settlement whereby the zamiudar was con..'tituted full proplietor of the 
:waste lands to dispose of to his best advantage. 

CHAPTERV. 

No CA,SEl FOR A GENERAL REVISION OF RENTS. 

I have so far attempted to point out what exactly has been the legal position in the 
mattpI of rents between zamindars and their ryots since the time of the Permanent 
Settlement. My conclusions are based not only upon the language of the o;everaJ r~gula
tions and statutes which have been passed from the time to time, but also upon their accepted 
interpretation as stated in the decisions of the highest courts of country. 1 nave ai.o 
pointed out that there is nothing unfair or inequitable about the proVIslons of the l>Iadr ..... 
E.tates Land Act as assumed by my colleagues. Even as,uming for the sake of Ol'gu-

~
ent that there was a permanent fixation of rent at the time of the Permanent Settle
ent, the right of ryots to insist upon the collection of rents only at the rates prevale~ 

in lti02 and no more is lost and extiuguished by long lapse of time. Pronouncements of 
the highest judicial authorities and the course of legIslation duriug all thIs period of 
pbout a century and a half have recognized and proceeded on tbe lootiug that tbere WQS 

,bo sllcn fixation. Consistently with those d~cisiolls and legi~latlOn CUStOll' and usage 
throughout all this period has recognized the right of the landholdern to make ne .... aud 
ne.ce .. ary adlustments in the cash rents from time to time even if, as a ~ollse<tuence of 
such adjustments, the rent level of 1802 is exceeded. New rights have arisen by long 
·enjoyment, custom and prescription. In my opi-lion thert'fore It is nc l'lnGer 0ilen· to 
the Committee to resuscitate rights which have been extinguished by prescription on 
the basis of an absolute legal theory assuming that that theory is correct. In view of 
all that has happened during the last hundred and thirty and ode; years, 1 should think 
that an enquiry into the fundamentals is not now permissible. We must proceed on 
-the fCJ:Iting that what took place since the Permanent Settlement has properly and legaUy 
taken place. If longstanding enjoyment Rnd usage are to be Ignored and an en'luiry is 
;to be made into what was or is believed to have been the basis of the rights of the parties 
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m the remote past there can be nothing like security of property or quietude of titles. 
'I'his it.self I would regard as a sufficient reason for avoiding an mvestig .. tion ini.<> the 
jW'sl relationship resl or conceh'cd of zamindars and ryots at the time of the P,'.rn,aaent 
.settlement. I should not however be understood as I'. conceding the correctness ,A the 
legal theories of my colleagues or as trJling to avoid a discussion of those legal issues 
which mry' colleagues have so elaborately dealt wit.h. As I ha"e already pmnted Ollt, Lhe 
landholders have nothing to fear from an enquiry into those issues as the collclusiollo. 
.and the assumptions of my colleagues in regard to them have no merit except thaL of 
novelty. It seems to me th .. t the real and only question which the CornmiLtep lut. to 
.Iltce is whether a case has at all be(>n made 01]t for legislative interference on any wide 
8cale. Since there is an absolute prohibition against enhancement in section 24 of the 
;Madras Estates Land Act it can be stated wiLh certainly that the rents that ar .. 1I0W 
<>btuining have been current for at least thirty years. In many estates thp rents tha.t 
.are now being collected have been in existence without any challenge for about fiity ye"", •. 
The ryot witnesses in zamindaris from Trichinopoly and Salem districts admitted before 
1J~ that there has been no alteration of rents in the zamindaris to which they belonged 
lrom the time of the paimash. Witnpsses from Taniore district who came mo.t1y froll! 
one cr two out of 200 villages comprising the palace and chattram estates admitted that 
th(' sharing .. ystem has been obtaining there from the time of the Permanent Settlement, 
though in some cases for the convenience of the landholder 'lJld the ryot temporary 

.arrangements have been entered into either for one year or three or five years providing 
for cash rents on the basis of the prevailing prices of grain or the prices publi5h~d by the 
Government. The Tanjore witnesses no doubt complained that on account of this yearly 
or p~riodical commutation there is an increase in cash rent. This variation however l~ 
"levi tnble. So long as the market prices of foodgrains vary, it is a mistake to deRcrihe 
this as in any real sense an enhancement of rent. The amount in terms of money may 
lIO doubt be high but in order to pay that amount the ryot is not parting wlth morH than 
the half share of the crop which the melvaramdar is entitled to. Moreover since the 
armngement is only temporary it is always open to the rjot to go back to tl,e varam 
system. One noteworthy feature of the evidence of these witnesses is that they frankly 
.a<1m:tted that the so-called enhancements that they complained of, were never held to 
be invalid by any court, that their lands fetched good prices when sold and that they are 
in several cases let out to undertenants, leaving a fair profit to the ryot. 'rhe witnesses 
tor landholders examined at the Trichinopoly celltre stated that in many vilIagls in the 
I.aPJindaris in Tanjore and Salem districts the prevailing rates are lower than those in 
the neighbouring Government villages. A similar thing was stated by the witnesses 
examined on behalf of the ryots themselves as regards the zamindaris in the Madura 
nnd Ramnnd districts with the exception of a. few villages. The witnesses pxa.mined at 
the Madura centre also admitted that the rents that are being collected whether in the 
shape of varam or cash have remained the same from before the Permanpnt Settlement 
·and in most cases without an~ challenge in any court of law. Complaint was no doubt 
made that the half-share of the landlord though it has been in existence from before the 
Permanent Settlement, is high and that in some parts of the Tinnevelly district where It 
'wns converted into cash rent at the market rates prevailing at the time of commutation, 
the commuted rate has, by reason of the abnormal fall in prices in subsequent ye"rB. 
worked out at more than half the share of the produce. This however may justify a 

. tre.h commutation of rent at the prevent market rate or a reduction of rent under the 
oppropriate sections of the Madras Estates Land Act. Bnt that does not, ill my opinion, 
·call for or justify a. wholesale amendment of the Estates Land Act. 

I! one has regard to the fact that the system of varam was very widely prevalent at ) 
.and before the Permanent Settlement and that it continued till very recent times when 
commutation was effected eithpr by agreement between parties or through the intervcntloll 
of tl.e courts and when one has regard also to the fact that no ryot among the innumer
a.ble witnesses examined at our several' sittings has been able to point out that the rent 
thnt he is paying is in excess of half the gross yield of his holding, one must inevitably 
cOIT.e to the conclusion that there is no enhancement of rent if those words '\fe properlj' 
understood over what obtained at the time of the Permanent Settlement. I do not for I 
a moment suggest that there should be a resort to the sharing system even in those case. 
whtre parties have permanently substituted the visabadi or the ca·sh rent system nor am 
t suggesting that the Estates Land Act should be amended so as to enable the landholder I 
to demand the half-share of his gross produce or its money equivalent whell a lower cash 
rent is obtILining and is being collected by him III permanent substitution of the vamIn 
system. The zamindlll'S do not desire to be harsh or oppressive towards their ryots. My 
.anxiety is only to point out thILt the provisions of the Estates Land Act do not exCept 
io minor matters, need any t'evision or amendment and that they are on the whole fair 
tto nil interests and parties. 
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In view of the vague statements which were being freely made before us by tha
I ryot-witnesses that the rents are oppressive one would have expected them to prove
j by the production of facts and figures that the ryots' interest is worth little or nothing. 
, Not only have such futs and figures not been produced but we had placed before !la-

very valuable material furnished by sale-deeds evidencing sales, of ryoti holdings and 
leases granted by zamindari ryots to their undertenants, which clearly show that the· 

ots' interest has good sale-value and that when a ryot leases out his holding to an 
dertenant, he has a fair margin of profit after paying the rent payable to the zamindar .. 

This, in my opinion, is the strongest and clearest refutation of the charges made without 
any foundation regarding the burdensome and oppressive charuter of the rents obtain
ing in zamindari estates. And in view of this evidence it seems to me that no case at. 
all has been made out for a wholesale revision of the Estates Land Act, though I am 
prepared to concede that a few amendments of a minor character may be made to
provide relief in those cases where rents were enhanced or commuted according to decrees 
of courts on the basis of the prices prevailing at the time of such enhancement or 
commutation but which by reason of a phenomenal fall in price since 1930 have been 
pressing rather heavily upon the ryots. It is unnecessary for me to refer to the large· 
mass of wild and reckless allegations made against individual zamindars or their agents: 
The very recklessness and extravagance of such allegations carry a ring of falsehood with
them. Few, if any, of those allegations have been proved to our satisfaction and in 
any event it is no part of the duty of this Committee' to listen to or to investigate-

~
he truth of these private complaints. The question is not whether the rents obtaining 

in zamindaris are higher .or lower than the rents obtaining in adjoining Government 
areas. Though a good deal of the evidence seems to have proceeded on a comparison 
of the two, it seems to me that the comparison is irrelevant. There are instances where 
the zamindari rents are lower than the rents in adjoining areas just as there are instances 
the other way. The existence of higher rents in zamindari areas than in the adjoining 
Government areas may be due to-a variety of reasons. In ryotwari villages the Govern
ment introduced the cash rent system long ago whereas the varam system continued' 
to prevail till very recently in several zamindaris and still contmues in some and in. 
those cases where the rents were subsequently commuted into cash, they were naturally 
commuted on the basis of the prices prevailing at the time of the commutation, which 
were far higher than the prices prevailing in 1800 or thereabouts. Just in a few 
instances and in respect of a few hundreds of acres in large estates the rents may appear 
to he very high. Such instances form a very infiuitesimal proportion of the total 
extent or income of the estates concerned and the prevalence of such rents even in· 
those few instances may be and very often is, due to special reasons. When ryon 
lands come into the possession of zamindars by rea.on of relinquiShment by the previous 

l OWller or by sale for arrears of rent and the land is again let out to a new ryot, there
would naturally be a tendency for the rent newly fixed to be higher than the rent 
previously prevailing. It seems to me we shoul,l not permit our views to be influenced 
to any appreciable extent j>y the existence of a few instances of that character and if 
the matter is viewed broadly it must be stated that except in those rare instances the-
ryots have been unable to make out that the rents obtaining in zamindaris are unfair 
or inequitable. The very fact that they have existed for a long time raises a strong. 
presumption that they are fair and equitable and the burden of proving the contrary 
would lie heavily on those who assert it. I may confidently say that such proof was. 
not even atteinpted. 

Particular mention may be made of the very useful information furnished by the-
accounts produced by the Panagal, Madgole, Vuyyur and Venkatagiri Estates, which 

\ 

show that before, at and subsequent to the permanent settlement the zamindars and 
ryots were sharing the gross produce half and half and that cropwar rates also existed. 

'. The account. of Panagal Estate cover the entire period from 1793 up to the present 
day. The Khambhogatta accounts produced by the Madgole Estate. were prepared about 

\

1795 for the purposes of the Permanent Settlement and they show that the zamindar's 
share of a portion of the estate was two-thirds of the gross produoo and in the othEll' 
portion half the gross produce. The accounts produced by the Vuyyur Estate and 
Venkatagiri Estate, which relate to the years shortly after the Permanent Settlement. 
show that the system of collecting 50 per cent of the gross produce by. way of rent 
was then prevalent. The accounts of Pamur Estate show that cash rents which were 
fixed in 1841 have since continued unalt.ered. A misleading reference is sometimes 
made to the larger income which the zamindars are now receiving when compared with 
their estimated income at the time of the Permanent Settlement. But this increase is 

'

mostly accounted for by the incr,ease in the cultivated extent and by the improvement 
in the existing works of irrigation and the construction of new works of irrigation and 
by the large rise in the prices of grains since the Permanent Settlement. And very-
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little of this increase is due to any arbitrary increase of the rates of rent. In my 
opinion various statements filed and the evidence adduced by the zaminda.rs fully make 
this out. In view of what I have stated above I am distinctly of the opinion that no 
case bas been made out for a general reduction of rents in zamindaris. 

I may in this context appropriately refer to a very important consideration which 
is generally overlooked in discussions regarding rents. The money rents which obtained 
in 1802 in the several estates are compared to the money rents which are now being 
received in those estates and it is pointed out that the present income is considerably 
larger than the income in 1802. Part of this income is traceable to the large exten
sion of cultivation since the Permanent Settlement which is almost a nniversal feature 
in all estates. In respect of those area. which were under cultivation in 1802 it may 
be that in some estates the present rents are higher than the rents that were being 
paid at the time of the Permanent Settlement. In determining whether the excess 
can really be described as enhancement it should not be forgotten that the purchasing 
power of the rupee was in 1802 st least thrice it. purchasing power now. Even accord
ing to the figures furnished in the majority report the prices of grains now are more 
than thrice the prices obtaining at the time of the Permanent Settlement. If then I 
it is remembered that the ancient and the basic system of rent collection in our country 
is that of sharing the produce between the landholder and the ryot in the customary ~ 
proportions, the real question that would have to be asked is whether the share or the 
quantity of produce that the ryot has now to sell in order to realize the money rent 
that he has to pay to the landholder is larger than the share or the quantity of 
produce which he had to dispose of in 1802 in order to pay the cash rent then payable. 
If he has to dispose of a larger quantity of the share or quantity of the produce now, 
there is no doubt that there is real enhancement. If otherwise, it is no enhancement 
at all but a mere participation by a landholder in the advantages arising out of a rise 
in prices for which neither the landholder nor the ryot is responsible. J"udged from 
this view point I have no doubt that an impartial and detailed· inquiry into the extension 
of cultivation, the difference in the purchasing power of t.he rupee now and in 1802 
and the extent to which money rents have been substituted for grain rents would 
demonstrate that there has been no enhancement at al\ in the real sense of the term. 

CHAPTER VI. 

VARIOUS SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FIXATION OF BEN71'S CONSIDERED •. 

At this stage it may be usefnl to consider the suggestions that have been made 
in the various memoranda in which the case for the ryots has been· advoeated. The 
suggestion bas been widely made that the level of the ~ates in the zamindari areas 
should be brought dowD to the level of the rates prevailing in the neighbouring ryotwari 
areas. 

La the neighbouring ryotwan rate a CotTect staAdard to be adopted? 

Thi. demand evidently flVerlooks the difference in the basis on which the existing 
rates in ryotwari 1lire9AI and the mt.es in. za.mindari are"", Bra fixed. It overlooks the 
rights and obligations of the zamindM, 
, , As has already been observed originally, in the zaminclari as well as in the ryotwari 
areas all rents were fixed on the basis of half the gross produce. In 1858, the Govern
ment of India constituted the Revenue Settlement DepaTtment. Mr. Newill Was the 
first Director. He recommended that instead of the existing basis of 50 per cent gross 
procluce, 80 per cent of the gross produce should be taken as the Government share. 
In 1864,""I:!nl Secretary of State for India fixed the shant of the Government at half 
the net produce and ordered that all ryotwarl-settlements ahould be- made on that l5aslS. 
The GbVernmem. therefore deliberately reduced its ahare of the gross produce. If there 
is disparity between the ratss prevailing in the zamindari and ryotwari are88, it is not 
because zamindars enbanaed the rates of rent but because the Government deliberately 
reduced its rents about the middle of the 19th century. n waa always open to the 
Government to reduce its land revenue. If the Government for any reason changes its 
land-revenue policy and the rates of rent in ryotwari areas are consequently affected, 
it cannot he reasonably asked that the zamindar should collect from his ryota no more 
than what the Government chooses to collect. While, under the law the zamindar 
hl<8 to undertaka various obligations which in ryotwari areas the Government have not 
the zamindar's only source from which he can meet all such obligations is the customary 
rent which he can collect from his ryots, while the resolU'Ces of the State to meet its 
obligations, are unlimited. The ZllJDindar has to maintain costlv establishment for 
coll.ection of rents. He has to maintain the works of irrigation iIi proper repair. He 

OOM:. 1\. PART 1-103 
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has to pay the a.nnual peshkash, irrespective of adverse s~~ns. He has ~ meet ot~er 
financial obligations such as mlLlIltenance allowances to Junior members m the family 
charged on the ,estate. He has to pay the laud.cess, uot ouly the part paYl!.ble by him· 
self but also the part payable by the I'YOt, though he may later on recover it from the 
ryot. ,Out· of the total demand a margin should invariably be left for a portion of the 
xents not being collected due to the machinery of the law being ineffective to deal 
with recalcitrant ryots and indifferent village officers. 

In the above circumstances, if the rates of rent are made to vary with the neigh. 
bouring rates in too Government, it would be almost impossible for the zamindar to 
meet his obligations. . 

Th~ rates in' the· ryotwari areas as has already been stated are based in theory on the 

\

half net produce principle. Half of the net produce has generally been regarded as 
e<juivalent to 40 per cent of the gross produce. . 

In the chapter of Land Revenue Collections in Mclean's Manual of Administration 
this principle has been explained as follows: Paragraph ] 72.-'" It would be desirable to 
asrerta.in the ratio of the land revenue to the actual gross produce of the whole country 
and the net assets of land especially with reference to the' question of tenures of land; 
but it is not possible to do this with any approach to accuracy. No exact informatioIl 
eXists as to the actual gross produr.e of lands paying land revenue to Government. 
Though the'land·tax was inlposed theoretically at leai%, on the share of the gross produce 
of the land, this share or its commuted value has varied greatly. in different districts and 
at iWl'erent tinles. The principle of the land·tax in ryotwari districts at present under· 
going revision and resettlement preceded by a scientific survey, is that it should in no 

\

case exceed 40 per cent of the gross produce, in the case of lands for ·which irrigation is 
pT. ?' ided at Government ~ost or one·third of the gross produce in the case of lands not so 
n'rJgated..These proportions are found to be nearly equal to half the net prodllC<l." 

. According to this principle 20 per cent of the gross produce is left out for costs of 
cnltivation and it is only out of the balance that the State takes a half share. Twenty 
1'er cent of the gross produce .ca.n in no 'event be taken as an inadequate a·llowadlce for 
expenses of cultivation. ' 

While the change from the half gross to the half net principle has reduced the share 

~
i. the Government the manner in which this principle came to be applied by Settlement 

Officers in actual practice resulted in the assessments being fixed at rates far lower tba..u 
tbe rates at which they ought to have been fixed. This is recognized in the following 
,extract from tbe resolution issued by the Governor·General in Council on the 16th 

anuary 1902 on land revenue policy of India Government occurring at page 19:-
" Those who are familiar with the realities of the assessment know well that 

among the settlement· officers, there is a growing inclination towards leniency 
of assessment; and that this spirit is encouraged by the avowed policy of 
Government of the considerations of which progressive reduction of the State 
demand already indicated affords conclusive proof. The more the officers of the 
Government know the people, and more intimate their mutual relations become 
the less likelihood is- there of severity in the enforcement of public dues. ,In n~ 
official relation does a. memb~r of the public service come into such close contact 
witb the people as in ~ettlement wor~; aD.d. it cannot be his desire to aggrieve 
those among whom he IS spending some of .the most laborious years of his rife." 

'. 'fhat the individual dispositions of various Settlement Officers hlld a good deal to do 
with th~ deterJDination of the assessment can also be demonstrated by comparison of the 
ra·tes of rcnt prevailing in various areas. We find not infrequently that fertile lands are 
assessed Ipw and lands of inferior' quality are assessed high. 

Another facto!: contributed to the low assessment in the ryotwari areas. The initial 
settlements in all ryotwari areas tQok place about the year 1870. The cOmmutation 
prices adopted for these settlements wer~ the prices prevailing ,in the 20 years preceding 
the year of settlement, wInch was a period of low prices. While there was a substantial 
rise in prices subsequent to that ,period even in areas where resettlements were made there 
was no corresponding increase of rates, partly because there was always the f"ar of 
popular ·agitation and partly because the rules of settlement did not 'permit of allV 
euhancement beyond IS! per cent. That there were however two resettlementssubse. 
qu~nt to the original settlement with an enha.ncement at each resettlement proves beyond 
dOllbt· that the initial. settlements were made at a tinle wben the prices were very . low'. 

The half·net principle is even now recognized by the Government as the proper basis 
of revenue settlement. In the famous letter of R. C. Dutt to the Governor.General he 
advoca.ted the revision of this principle but the Government found that no case had been 
made out for such .revision. 
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In 1909 thd Governor-General declared .. that in areas where the State receives ita 
;and revenue from landlords, progressive moderation is the key-note of the policy of the 
Government and that the standard of 50 per cent of the assets is one which is almost 

. uniformly observed in practice and is more oHen departed from on the side of deficiency 
than of excess." . • 

In this connexion the following extract from the Taxation Enquiry Committee 
report is apposite :- . 

" While in most provinces the half net has continued to be recognized as the 
maximum in theory the actual rate taken has been reduced so as no longer to 
bear any relation to it. At the same time it is extraordinarily difficult to say 
what the present standard is, because the reductions have been made, sometirr.es 
for special reasons such as the particular conditions of different districts, some
times arbitrarily in accordance with the idiosyncracies of particular officers and 
in many cases under rules which limit the percentage of increase while leaving 
the theoretical maximum unchanged. 

The best method which the Committee have been able to devise of illustrating the 
effect of all these changes is to compare the progress in the land revenue with 
t.hat in the net area sown and in prices on which resettlements mainly depen:1. 

Indell: number IDdrS number IlIdl'2: number 
Year. of Land of net of export 

Register. arca Sown. prlcts. 
RB. N. BS. 

19011-04 100.0 100 100 
IP04-05 97'8 100 101 
1905-06 97'8 100 U3 
1906-07 104'8 103 135 
1907-08 97'4 101 141 
1908-09 104'3 105 147 
1909-10 . 113'5 107 129 
1910-11 102'0 107 123 
19l1-li '.. 10S'3 103 132 
1912-13 111'5 108 141 
1913-14 112'7 105 149 
19101-15 111'2 109 106 
1915-16 116'6 107 100 
1916-17 110'9 111 156 
1917-18 113·7 110 165 
1918-19 113'9 97 193 
1919-20 118'7 107 269 
1920-21 111'5 102 273 
1921-22 125'1 107 232 
1922-23 124'~ 108 238 
1923-24 120'4 107 217 

It will be observed that while prices have risen 117 per cent the land revenue has 
risen only 90 per cent and that a portion even of this rise must be due to the 
increase by 7 per cent in the area sown." 

It is therefore obvious that the existing rates of rent in the ryotwari area tbough 
tueoretlcally based on the half net principle, are invarinbly much 10we"f-:1ihan' that', 
st·n.ndard. The ryotwari rates are also far 'below the economic rent. At page 60 of the 
T .. ntion Committee Report it is gtated that the net produce as estimated by the Settle
meJ.lt Officers is invariably less than ,the competitive rent. 

.• In any case the neighbouring ryotwari rates will not furnish a scientific basis for 
adoption in proprietory estates. Any basis that is adopted must have relation either to 
ilie respective rights of the landholdel' and the ryot or must take into account the obJiga.
tiolJS of the landholder and the capacity of the ryot to pay. As has been pointed out 
a.1ready on whatever theory the ryotwari assessment may be based, in practical applica.
tion it is found that the actual existing assessment bear no relation to the theory on 
Which they are expected to be levied. It has also been pointed out that the ryetwari 
rates lire fllr below the economic rent. 

To adopt the neighbouring ryotwarl assessment as a standard is also fraught with 
other practica.1 difficulties. There are some estates like Pithapuram where' there are no 
neighbonring ryotwari areas at all. In the Vizagapatam district nine-tenths is zamindari 
area. What are the neighbouring ryotwari areas to be taken into account in such cases? 
Even In other estates it is only a few villages that have neighbouring ryotwari areas 
adjoining them. Will it be a correct standard to take the rates of assessment of those 
villages us a standard for levying rates in all tbe villages of such estates? There are 
IIlso illshmces where there are two ryotwari 'tIllages adjoining a zamin village, the 
assessmente in which are not similar. 

It 81AO happens that in some zamindari areas the rates of assessment are leola than 
th., neighbouring Government rates. This obtains in Seithur lor instence. Will the 
zllmindar be permitted to increase the rates of assessment to t,he neighbouring ryotwan 
level? 
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In some za.mindaris like Venkatagiri the wet asSE'Ssment may be slightly higher than 
the nei 0 hbouring ryotwari assessment while the assessment CD dry lands is very :n uch 
lower than in the neighbouring Government are... If the rates on the wet extent are to 
be brought down to the neighbouring ryotwari level, does it not stand to reason that the 
dry assessment should also be brought up to the level of the neighbouring ryotwm-i 
rates? 

r 
It has also to be noted that what is paid to the Government in the ryotwari area is 

revenue and what is paid by the ryot to the landholder is rent. It will be most unecono
mic to adopt the same basis for determining the rate of rent as well as the land revenue. 
The principle on which land revenue is levied depends on the needs of the State. The 
prin~iple on which the fair ~ent is collected depel!lds upon what the landholder has to get 
forbis interest in land and what the cultivator should get for his labour in growing the 
crop. 

Uuder th .. above circumstances to adopt the neighbouring ryotwari "dote as standard 
is not only devoid of principle but is also impossible of practical application. It of course 
seriously encroaches on the rights of landholders and will deprive them of a good portion 
of the rent lawfully due to them, without any justification for snch a reduction. 

Can the l1abis of 1'1IotwMi settlement, i.e., the half-net principle be adopted as the basis
of settlement in permanently settled estates? 

In some memoranda it was suggested that the ryotw~ri principle of half nei produce 
may be adopted as the basis for settling rents. 

The memoranda of the Tinnevelly Congress Committee suggests as follows:-
.. The existing ryotwari role of half net income may be adopted for the present 

as a rule to govern the zamin rents irrespective of any changes that the ryot
wari system may undergo. The rent must be settled in .the same manner as 
in the case of ryotwari revenue settled recently." 

Firstly, as has already been pointed out by changing from half-gross to half-net 
there is clearly an encroachment on the zamindar's rights. Secondly, this principle is 
aJso difficult of application. In fact various calcnlations have been furnished to arrive 
at the net income from land after deducting costs of cultivation. There is divergence 

I 
of opinion. as to what items should be deducted as expenses of cultivation. There are 
those who desire to include also the subsistence of a ryot and his family as one of the 
items to be deducted. Mr. J ogiraju who has been examined by the Committee as an 
expert witness would go so far as to put down the expenses. of cultivation at about 
50 per cent of the gross proclnce. 

In the article on the land revenue potiey of the Indian Government published by 
order of the Governor-General-of-India-in-Council in 1902, this question'is dealt with 
as follows:- . 

.. A vernacular prover!:> to the etl'ect that if the cost of cultivation be counted. up 
in money, not even the value Qf a goat will NW'ain, whereas, in fact, not only 
does the ryot live but most elf bis iaDd. has 81 good sMe vaJ.ue; remembrance 
of this proverb will save many a faJlacy." 

On' the other haBd, what the Government intended when they laid down the rule 

\ 

of ryotwari assesmnent as half net produce was that 21) pet' cent of the gross produee 
" should be deducted as expenses of cultivation_ee pages 144 and 145 of Mclean's Manua.I 

of Administration, Volume I. 

,,~ 

One of the earliest revenUe settlements, that of Mr. Hepburn in the Cbingleput 
district, was on the basis of half net produce. The manner in which this was worked 
out by him is stated at page 277 of the Ghingleput District Manual. 

He calculated the expenses of cultivation as follows:-

Seed 4. •• . •• •••• 
Subsistenoe for the labouriug servant 13 .. 
Wear and tear of bullocks .. 
Iron work and inoidental expenses .. 
Total oultivatiOD expenns .. 

JULl_ 
101/258 

70/2£>& 
11/258 

184/258 
lOin 

100 

The various settlement reports will show that ditl'erent figures were adopted under 
the head .. Cultivation expenses" in different districts. Though the figures given in 

f 
settlement reports generally range between 20 to 35 per cent of the gross-produce, 
nowhere is it stated that the cultivation expenses would amount to 50 pet' cent of the 
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gross-produce. In the Supplement to the Nellou Di&tActGautte,dated 2nd' December 
1937, the report of the Settlement Officer of the district is published. It gives a brief 
history of the previous settlements showing at a glance the standard grain outtarn-, the 
commutation rates and the cultivation expenses· (page 3 of the N ellcwe District Gazette 
Supplement, dated 2nd December 1937). • . . . 

ParUoulan of crope. 

l'addT 

JODDa 

Aruga 

Grain outt1lJ'D In Madru 
me&51lI'ea per acre. 

Prlllalpol Snbdlvlelon. 
dlY1a101lo 

GOO to 860 aoo to sao 

80 to 300 70 to 826 

112 to aoo 120 10 160 

Commu.. . ' 
tatioo ColU ... a&ion ~sPer acrf.. 

ntea Axed. 

PdDo,poI 8ubdlvldoa. --as . .&. P, B8 .4.. P. 
107 From To 

9 3 2 10 8 3 
129 F ....... From 

2 0 7 1 8 0 
to to , 8 4 2 14 7 

'" From 
1 6 7 

to 
II 7 6 

Variga 100 to 600 107 From 
2 .0·0 

to 
6 4 0-

Sajja 80 to 326 107 From 
138 

to 
260 

The first settlement was effected by Mr. Paddison. The cultivation expenses were 
increased by 15 per cent. These figures again are based on very liberal calculation. 
The actual expenses of labour, etc., worked out by officials are always higher th,m Lhose 
actually paid by tenants. 

The following extract from the land revenue policy of the Government of India 
published in 1902 is interesting reading (see pages 188, 189, 190 and 191 of the Indian 
Land Revenue Policy, published by the Government of India. 1902). 

It must be perfectly obvious to all that culivation expenses differ not merely froml 
soil to soil, but from man to man, from crop to crop, and from year to year; in one 
field a man will spend ten, twenty or more rupees on manure according to the crop ,\ 
etc., while his neighbour may spend little or nothing. One man cultivates his land 
with his own hands drives a plough cut from a tree in his own fields with a team he 
haa bred on the land, and weeds and harvests with the labour of his own family, while 
his neighbourer, perhaps, a Brahman, a merchant, or other non-cultivator, hires labour 
and buys material at every step. But since it is necessary to allow the cost of raising 
the crop, the Settlement Officers prepare tables based upon many years of enquiry and 
experience and apply them to the soils in rough proportion to their productivene3~, 
knowing full well that the less productive lands do, as a matter of fact, generally got 
far less spent upon them than the more productive; it is not that the expenses on the 
poorer lands would not be as great or greater if they were highly cultivated, or that 
they would ·not cost more than good lands if they had to be raised to a given productive
·ness or to yield a given produce but that in fact they are not so highly cultivated and 
are not SO productive; the best lands get the most attention, the most manure, the most 
la'bour. The ryot prefers to spend less upon the less productive and more precarious 
lands. Consequently, the gradatiou though ouly a generalized approximation has a real 
foundation in fact. 

• • • • • • 
In considering the relation of the estimate of expenses to the outturn and to the 

consequent position of the cultivator, it must be remembered that these scales are 
maxima; not that they are often ('xceeded whether according to the year, the Crop or 
the ryot but that they are all calculated as though paid for in money, as though cattle, 
m~nure, etc., were all purchased, a hypothesis wholly different from the fact but differ
ing wholly to the benefit of the ryot. The cost of bullocks is calculated at certain rate 
as though they are always bought, whereas in very many instances they are bred by. the 
ryot and brought up wholly on· the straw of the farm crops or on wild pasture; more
over, the calculation usually allows for a minimum of acreage tilled and of duration of 
the. cattle, whereas, on dry land a pair will ordinarily last five years and more and till 
14 acres or more per annum, besides doing much other work and yielding mSllur,,-; 
hence the average rate. of. cost given in the tables is a maximum. So also, probably, in· 
nine-tenths .of the area at least of dry -lands, the labour expended is only that of the 
owner and his .family ; for, the farms are of very smaH size; it ~ not. mainly paid labo~ 
ttough often.mutually. borrowed as when me!lplough, harvest, etc.,. in their Jleighbour 
friend's ,fields in return for, similar assistance In !heir o.wn .. Manure aga.ii, ii\lq,rgely the 
produce of the cattle of the farm, or picked by the children or women in the waste landa. 
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_or,is cut, as green manure, from the jungle. The feeding and housing of the bullocks 
': :willcn Mr". Dutt observes has not been allowed for, are omitted because straw does not 
: enter ,.into settlement calcUla.tions though of great feeding or selling value; in the old 
, ~epOrts early in the century it was often set against the whole cultivation expenses and 
in the present day sub-tenants are willing to cultivate good lands on receipt of one quarter 
of the gross outturn of grain n, they are allowed the whole of the straw also • 

• • • • • • 
,'Th&Board must also point out that, if the actual cultivation expenses are really 

la.rgEl;l" than are allowed by the ~ettlement Department the gross-produce must, for many 
<'listrIcts be more valuable than 18 calculated by that department., , For, since, most lands 
both wet and dry, '~l always let at least on the half-share system and in the case of 
wet lands often on' a much higher landlord's share, it follows that; utmost half and 
on the better lands' two.fifths, or one-third or even one.quarter of the gross value must 
pay both the cost of cultivation and livelihood, and the profits of the actual cultivation. 

, The Taxa~ion Enquiry Committee examined different standards for arriving at some 
b&SlS f~r levymg land revenue. One of the standards which they coDsidered in thai 
o(l()nneXlOn was t?e ratio' borne by the assessment to gross or net produce. This is 
what they stated lD paragraph 95 of the report (see page 77, paragraph 95 of the Taxation 
Enquiry Committee report) . 

•• The factor which briefly forces itself on the attention jn connexion with these 
The Chief conclusion ni.ulting relates figures is the extreme uncertainty a8 :to 

to the uncertainty of the system. what is the share taken of the net produce 
, , of the land, which share was till quite 

I 
recently, the chief source of revenue of the State. ,In other countries, as has 
been seen the land-tax is imposed at a definjte rate upon a definjte basis of 
assessment. In India the basis may be rentMs or net assets. The rentals may 
be customary, controlled or assumed. The net assets may include or exclude 
the subsistence of the cultivator. The rate may vary with the opinion of the 
individual Settlement Officer as to the circumstances of the tract with the co&di-
tions of the districts as the time of the settlement with the conditions of tenancy, 
or with the opinions of the Local Government 'of the day as to wbat is a reasonable 
increase to take. As a consequence it is impossible to say what is the incidence 

. of the land revenue upon the land, and as has been indicated above the Local 
Government have been almost unanimous in depricating the basis of any compa
risons upon the figures supplied by them. It seems to the Committee that this 
uncertainty as to both the basis of the assessment and the rate is one of the 
chief respects in which the Indian land revenue systems are open to criticism." 

,From this it can be seen that by a manipulation of the statistics cultivation expenses 
oC8Jl be, either unduly puffed up, or unduly diminished. This will again lead to assess
'ments being IlSvied accordi.ng to the mdividual dispositions or idiosyncracies of Settlement' 
:<>fficers, There will be diilparity and uncertainty in the assessments. When the Taxation 
'Enquiry Committee wants to cast off this half-net basis for the above reason it is strange 
~ that this very basis should be recommended for adoption for fixiLg the rates in the estates. 

Having considered both the inequity and impracticability of adopting the neighbour-

l
ing ryotwari rates or the ryotwari basis of assessment, the only basis that appears to be 
ieasible or practicable is i?epriuciple o~ a portion of t4~.~.!'-!..P'3'2u!l8' It is s~ated by 
80me that even to ascertain the gross YIeld of a lanr,varlous estun&J;es are poSSlble and 
thlSre is ar. element Clf uncertainty. Even assuming this to be true in fixing the rent 
&t a proportion of the gross produce we take into account only one uncertain factor. If,. 
on the other hand we take the half net principle we have two uncertain factors to be 
'ooIuiidered, namely: the actual gross produce and the actual cultivation exper.ses. There
: fore, in any event the proportion of the gross produce is certainly a better system to be 
adopted than any other basis where more than one uncertain ~actor has to be tak~n ,into' 
consideration, In the past the assessment was based on thls gross produce pnnClple, 

'Even, to this date, wherever, the varam tenure survives the gross produce principle still 
. continues. In most inaw villa"oes a share of the gross produce is even to-day the ~e 
and fixed cash assessments, the exception. Mr. R. C. Dutt in his open letter to the Viceroy 

:in 1901 suggested the alterations of the ryotwari basis ~y mak!ng ryotwari. aasessments 
at a proportion of the gross produce. In the course of this enqUIry a sug~stion has been 
,made by some witnesses having considerable revenue experience that the zamindar's share 
llhould be fixed in terms of a proportion of the gross produce. The only scientific and the 
least Dbjectionable method therlefore appears to be, to 'fix a proportion of the gross produoe 

~ 
the standard to be taken into. account when Settlement Officera are called upon to 

etermine whether the rents of a particular estate are fair and equitable, or, otherwise. 

'
his • leads us ,to the question as to what proportion of gross produce should be ftxedae I e ,landholders' _share? 'Those that advocate thIS cause of the ryota suggest one-sixth 

• 
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:gross produce on the basis of Manu's rule. All landholders, on the other hand, 'demand 1 
. ha.if the gross produce as the rightful sh&re on the basis of which their asset. were eom
puted a~ the time of the Permanent Settlement; that as a matter of right, the landholders 

'·are entItled to half the gross produce has been abundantly proved. 
, . 

One-8i:z:th gr08B p1'oduc~ plus pr<1porliona~ peshkll8h. 

Another suggestio,n that has been put forward is that, rent should be fixed a.t one-sixth \ 
.gross produce plus the proportion which has to be paid in respect of the peshka.sh payable 
to the Government. 'l'he argumeut put forward is tb,is. At the timle of the Permanent . 
Settlement the peshkash was generally fixed at two-thirds of half the gross produce of the ". 
lands on the basis that that is the share paid to ti?e zamindars by the cultivators. Thus 
the landlord was to retain one-third of half, or one-sixth of the gross produce. So, it is 
argued that exclusive of the peshkash the zamindar is entitlled to only one-sixth of the 
.gross produce. This argument is fa.1lacious. The Permanent Settlement fixed a 
particular sum in terms of money as the amount payable by the zamindar as peshkash 
irrespective of good or bad seasons, rise or fall in prices, ,and for a.11 time to come. In 
-consideration of this peshkash the proprietary rights of the Government were assigned to \ 
the za.mindar. The proprietary right of the Governm, ent at least consisted of (a) 50 per 
-cent of the gross produce on lands that were already in cultivation and (b) maximum 
income that could be derived from waste lands. 

When the share of the produce of the Government was transferred to the zamindar 
it was intended that the zamindar should have the benefit of a rise in 'prices, and should 
bear the loss in the event of a fall in prices. It was no part of the stipulations at the I 
time of the Permanent Settlement that the zamindar should collect cash rates computed 
at the rates prevailing' on the date of the Pennanent Settlement. In lieu of 50 per cent 
(If gross produce, paragraph 34 of the Instrument of Instructions clearly lays down that 
the ryot should give to the circar or proprietor whet!w:J.n maney or W. kj pd thA vcc!!stow.ed 

. portion of t~e prod.uc6. It was therefore distinctly understood that both the zaminda:rt 
ana the ryot iihould get the benefit of the rise in prices in respect of their respective shares . 
.and not that the benefit iihould go entirely to the ryot and not to thIe landholder. Thel 
report of Mr. Hodgson on the Province of Dindigul a.1ready quoted clearly proves this. 

It was no part 'Of the Settlement that the peshkash payable by the zamindar should 
always represent two-thirds of the total income derived by the zamindar from the estate. 
On the other hand it was definitely contemplated that the income of the zamindar may 
increase considerably. It was in turn for this prospect of enhancement of the total 
income that the zamindars on the date of the Permanent Settlement undertook what was 
then an obviously serious risk of the payment of peshkash which was then fixed at two-thirds 
(If the then gross income. In fact, various zamindars could not pay the peiihkash and 
their estates were sold. This ha.ppened ir. Ganjam, Chingleput and other places. It is 
(lnly a few zamindars who were thrifty, who improved their estates, and brought mosr, 
of the waste lands into cultivation that survived the heavy burden of peshkash and ulti
mately got the benefit of the rise in prices as a result of which probably their income is 
now much more than what it was on the date of the Permanent Settlement. It can be 
shown that the difference in the income of liOIDe zamindaris compared with their incomes 

JQn the date of the Permanent Settlement represent no more than the difference in the 
value of the produce or the difference in the extent of cultivation or both. Take the case 
of the Ver.katagiri estate. Mr. Stratton, the Peshkasb Collector, gave in a· tabular form 
the total resources of that estate in 1802. The total income on that date was put -down' 
'as 2.48,438-]2-1/16 pagodas comprising cash income as well as the computed va.1ue of 
(9.77B-18-4!) candies grain which was put down at 74,986-3-14/16 pagodas or in terms 
of money at Rs. 2,88,696. The commutation rate was R •. 29 per candy. In terms ,of 
rupees the total income on that date was ~s. 9,56,485. Suppose we .calculate the value 
of the grain re<leived 0';1 that date according to the present rates, I.e., ~t Rs. 50 per 
-candie. According to thiS calculatIOn the total resources of the estate even m 1802 would 
bave been Rs. 11,56,489 if the prices were a.s high as now. The income of the estate 
to-day is almost the same. We have to ~ake into account al~ the ~ea br~lUg?t into 
1lultivation subsequent to 1802. The total mcome of the estate m fash 1346 IS given as 
. Re. 12 85 000. Bllt this includes the demand of various villages which were not part of 
tile es~te' in '1802. If these are deducted the income in the zamindari is perhaps less 
than what it was in 1802. Subsequent to 1802 various agraharams and ina.ms were 
Tesumed by the estaile. 

Another important point mav now be noticed. In 1802 the general prevailing .j, 
ayatem W&B the varam ayatem .• Under the varnm system there Bre no difference' 
1H-tween demand and collection. The grain income shown in 1802 represents ""hat :; 
'WaR actually collected and not what the estate was entit.Jedto collect. We have· to ' 
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.compe.re this,therefore, with the collections of to-day, and not .with the demand or 
to-dav. If the collections of to-day are compared WIth fhe collectlOn,s of 1802 It wouliJ. 
be 'found that the income has. considerably fallen, not increased., The liabilities <>f 
the zarmndar,however, have increased since the Permanent Settlement. There w,\& 
no land-cess in 1802. It was only in 1866 more than half a century after the 
Permanent Settlement that that the land-cess was imposed. ,Originally land-cess was 
charaed at S pies in the rupee aJid this was trebled in the course of another fifty 
year~. Even the portion of land-cess payable by the ryots hag to be paid by the 
zamindar In the first instance. The zamindar has to meet the cost of colle~holl of 
that portion also. The land-ceS& that is paid by the Venkatagiri Zamindar to-day 
amount~ to about Rs. 1,15,000; leaving out half of this he has to pay about Rs. 60,OO(} 
for his share. This was a lialiility. not contemplated on the date of the permanent 
settlement. 

___ Economic condition oj the ryot on the date oj the Pemwnent Settlement and now. 
I There can be no doubt that the economic condition of the ryot has distinctly 

\

' improved subsequent to 1802. In 1802 besides the half share of ~he produce variou. 
other levies which constituted the melvaram, abwaubs and ma~outa wer~ being col
lected from the ryots. The ryot pays such levies. Now the pnees have Increased by 
about 100 per cent since the Permanent Settlement and the ryot has the benefit or 
tbis rise in prices. In 1802 due to want of communications the ryot did not find 

,a ready market for his produce. To-day as a: result of the railway communication 
the ryot has a certain market for his produce. In 1802 the fees of tile village officera. 
has to be paid by the ryots either wholly or partially. As a result of Act II of 1894-
all rusums and meras have been abolished and the ryot no longer pays anything 
towards the emoluments of village officers. In most of the estates cash rents came 

I 
to hEl fixed about thirty to fifty years ago. These rents have not been enhanced. 
~ubserjuently ever since cash rents ca~e, to be fixed the exclusive benefit of the. rise 
In prlces has gone to the ryot. Even In a few cases where enhancements were chumed 
and' decreed, rents were raised only by two annas in the rupee in accordance witb 
the provisions of the Estate Land Act. The rise in prices was by about 100 per cent. 
In 1802 the ryot could not get easy credit and had to pay usurious rates of interest. 
for -obtaining loans. The rate of interest iu those days was invariably more than 24 
.per ('ent. To-day various laws have fixed the maximum rate of interest at reasonable 
'fates. The introduction of the co-operative societies has afforded the ryot easy faci
lities of borrowing at very low rates of interest. On the whole, therefore, the 
economic condition of the ryot has considerably improved since the date of the Penna
nent Settlement and if to-day the condition of the 1yOt is not what it ought to be, 

(

mach of this is due to various other causes. .. So long as he resists the temptation 
to abandon farming and become a: ren t-receiver , and does not become addicted to. 
drink he is a comparatively prosperous member of the community. The chief addi
tion that has been made to his tax burden in late years has been in a measure self
improved. Numerous 'witnesses have regretterl the diplora:ble tendency to litigation 
which is eating up farmer's earnings." (Taxation Enquiry Committee Report-
Pages 3{S and 347.) 

Those that argue that the zamindar should get only one-sixth gross' produce 
exclusive of peshkash on the ground that that was the zamindar's share in 1802, also. 
forll"et thai. at lesst as far as lands that remained' waste in 1802 are concerned, the
Permanent Settlement did not contemplate any a.ssessment payable to the Government. 

\ 

In regard to such lands, they were expressly given away to the zamindar free of assess
ment. In other words in regard to such lands the zamindar was entitled to half of the 
gross pi'odu~e and not one:sixth of the .gro~s p:oduce. It is a:t this date imPO,SSible to. 
find out which lands were m actua.! cultlvatlon In 1802 and which were waste. ' 
" In the course of the enquiry before the Committee questions were put to the wit
nesses asking them to state the extents under ~ultivation in certain estates in 1802 and' 
the present extents, If this question was considered very useful it ought to have been. 
included in the original questionnaire. ,Even the additiona.! questjonnaine issued did not 
require the landholders to furnish statieiics of the extent assignedbv landholders for 
cllltivation subsequent to 1908 .. In these circumstances, it will not be "fair for the Com
mittee to draw any adverse inferences by reason of the infonnation as to the cultivated' 
extents in each estate in 1802 not forthcoming. . 

,'In any event it is a.!so difficult to expect correct details about this. In estates which
were under varam, it is very rarely that accounts were kept ehowing correct extents. 
~. Stratton ~or example, in giving the resources of the Venkatagiri Estate basappencl
,ell the' fol!owmg note: .. In the village karnam's accounts the quantity ,of 'Iand .:under 
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cultiva,tion is never shown when the produce was divided by varam a,nd is in cases, where 
oocounted for ,by tirva" the quantity of la,nd is shown in some instances and omitted in 
others. This for the we of regularity has been left out in account particuws above 
l'~f"lTed to." Further, jibe measurement of land in one pa,rt of the estate is not similar 
to the measurement in a,nother part of the estate. See for example (pa,ragraph 30 of 
Stratton's report on :w: estern P,o\iems, • page 198. .. The land measurement in use in 
this zamindari is as follows, viz., in the southern pa,rganas 96 men's square feet are 
allowed to a gunta, and 24 guntas make ghurroo and it is estimated that one thoom of seed 
is necessary to cultivate 5 guntas of land, which on an averag,) of good a,nd indifferent 
land, yield a re~urn of 15 thooms. In the northern pargana the land measurement varies: 
64 men's square feet being there allowed to a gunta and of which 50 make a ghurroD 
and it is estima,ted that one thoom of the seed 'will cultivate 121 guntas which yield nearly 
the .ame proportion in return as above mentioned." The measurement more orten did 
not depend on the &etua;] expense; but was m terms of seed-grain required to grow a. 
pa,rticular quantity of the produce. It!-_ the Vizagapatam district, for example, a garce of 
wet lar:d was trea,ted as the equivalent of 2'ii.cres annorie'garce of dry land as equivalent 
to 4 acres. The ancient system of measurements in this district was in terms Df garces, 
a plot of land capable of producing a garce of produce beiug itself described a;s one garce 
of land. Every caution is therefore needed against alTiving at conclusions based on mere 
arithmetical compa,risons of the rent and extents as they were in the old a:ccounts witl;1 
the present rents and extents. Further in estates which subsequently came tD be sur
veyed this method of comparing the extent. at the time of the Permanent Settlement 
and the extent as it exists to day will be wholly impossible, because the basis of measurec 
ment adopted by the survey is tota:lly different from the basis existing at the date of the 
.Permanent Settlement. Further the extents recorded ill 1802 were based on rough esti
ma,te made by the village officers and were not the resolt of actua.! measurements. It 
is therefore absolutely impossible at this length of time to draw any inferences from 
a comparison of the extents even where they are a,vailable as given in the accounts on 
the date of the Perma,nent Settlement and the. extents given in the present accounts. 
There is still a,nother difficulty. The Circuit Committee reports, for example. have 
'given the total extent; but not the extents under different classification such as dry. 
w~t, or garden lands. ,Without this data; we cannot get the extents for wet, dry or 
'garden lands in 1802. Further what was dry 011 the date of Permanent Settlement 
may have changed to wet subsequently and vice-versa.. All these data not being avail
able it is impossible to effect any settlement on the one-sixth produce plus propol)
tionate peshk8l!h principle even on the asswnption that that principle should lie applied 
to landti cultivated on the date of the Permanent Settlement. 

On the other hand the only principle in regard to which definite and correct informa
tion is available is that the ryot ha:d to pay to the Government or the landholder. It hae J 
been oouclusively proved that he was paying at least 50 per cent of the gross produce. In 
no estate. has it been made out that the zammdar is collecting more tha,n this. 

:A. re the prevailing rates of rent in estates economic rents? 

It being established beyond doubt that the zamindars are not collecting anything 
more than what they are entitled to a,s of right, what remains to be considered is whether 
Itt least on equitable grounds a case has been made out for reduction of rent. In short, 
are the rents in zamindaris economic or not? It may be stated at once that though the 
zamindars are entitled to a, moiety of the gross produce wherever cash rents have been 
fixed the rates work out at less than half the gross produce, in some cases they work out 
at 40 per cent of the gross produce; in others a,t one-third and still often at even a lesser 
proportion. Wherever the varam tenure prevails as in Ramnad half the gross produce is 
collected even to-day. The reason for the rates in some estates falling far below half 
the gross produce is that when varam came to be commuted into cash rents in those 
estates, the commutation prices which were taken into accounts were very much lower 
thllon what they are to-day. In most estates after the prices rose nD enhancements were 
made at all. The exclusive benefit of the rise in prices has therefore gone to the ryot 
even since the fixation of cash rents. In a few estates where there have been enhancec I 
ments, the enhancements did not exceed 121 per cent while the proportion of increase I 
in the rise in prices was nearly 100 per cent. In any event the ryot did get the benefit , 
and to-day he pays very much less than half the gross produce. ' 

To judge whether a particular rate of assessment is economic or not the easiest and I \ 
cor:ec~ method is to ~scertain ~he fI'.tes of rent which the ryot's un~er-tenant pays to him. 
ThiS 18 a180. take':l mto c0':lsl~erahon wh.enever the assessments are fixed in ryotwari 
areas.. Dealmg ~th the prmclples on which assessments are fixed in ryotwari areas the 
TaxatIOn Committee Report refers to the relevancy of this information as follows 
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,.<at page 60): .. In practice in. both cases, "Yhere there is a large .. proportion of rent.. 

\

receivers the rents actually paId by the cultivating tenants are utilized as a check on 
the es~ate of the cost of the cultivation and the net produce as estimated by the 
Settlement Officers is invariably less than the competitive rents. ". The terms on which 
:at present ryots generally lease out lands to under-tenants is on the sharing system. 

, The ryot and the tenant taking half and half of the produce. .. Since most lands both 
:wet and dry will always be let at least on the half-share system and in the case of wet 
lands, often on a much higher landlord's share it follows that utmost, half, and the better 
lands, two-fifths, or one-third or even one-quarter of the gross value must pay both the 
cost of cultivation and the livelihood and the profits of the actual cultivator." (Land 
Revenue Policy of India Government, page 191.) . 

In. Mr. Jogiraju's economic survey of some typical villages of the Vizagapatam 
district he finds that .. while the average assessment on land which an owner has to pay 

I 
in the twelve villages is Rs. 11 for wet land, Rs. 3 for dry land the average rent which 
a tenant has to pay is Rs. 33 and Rs. 15, respectively, so that a tenant of an average 
holding of five acres of which three acres are wet has to pay Rs. 100 or more than a 
cultivating owner." (Bulletin No. 40 issued by the Department of Agriculture, Madras, 
on the economic condition of the ryot in the Vizagapatam district and how to improve it.) 

The importance of the rate paid by the under-tenant to the ryot having been 
appreciated by the members of the Co=ittee, in the additional questionnaire issued to 
landholders, they were required to furnish this information in respect of their estates. 
A very large number of leases were filed by the various landholders, who have tendered 
evidence before the Committee. On a scrutiny of these lease documents, it has been 
'established beyond doubt that after leasing out the land to the under-tenant the ryot is 
'stillieft with a large margin to pay assessment and to meet the cost of his own sustenance. 

F actor8 to be taken inta account in fi:I;ing the rents. 
It has been abundantly proved that a ryot generally receives at least tvojc,e the 

&8sessment he pays to the landholder. In considering whether the rate of rent is 
'E!conomic or not we must proceed on the basis that the ryot is the ac,tua.l cultivator • 
. Otherwise, if & ryot is treated as one letting out the land to others for cultiva.tion; the 
ryot would be no more thlm a middleman. If importance is attached to. the rates paid 
by under-tenants to ryots it ha.s been amply demonstrated tha.t the complaint that the 
ates of rent in estates are higher than what the ryots ca.n pay, is totally false and 

ntrary to actual facts. ' ' 
Another important factor to be taken into account in ascertaining whether the 

assessments leave an economic margin to the ryot or not is whether there is demand for 
lands and what the sale values of lands in various estates are. 

Almost aJI the larger estates have furnished us with ample evidence regarding the 
sale values of lands. Registration copies of sale-deeds and extracts of sales received 
from registration offices for effecting transfers of pattas have been filed by the land
holders. The prices of coUrse vary in different estates, but the sale values are however 
invariably high. If assessments are really as high as is sought to be made out on behalf
of the Jyots, one cannot possibly expect the prices of lands in zamindari areas to be as 
high as they have been proved to be . 

.. Sale value of the land is one of the data. taken into account by Settlement Officers, 
in the ryotwari tracts at every re-settlement," says Findlay ShiraB a.t page 417, Science 
of Public Finance, Volume 1, "before fixing the maximum a.ssessment rates, the 
Settlement Officer reviews the pri.ces, wages, rents, rainfall, the selling, letting, and 
the mortgage value of land and snnilar factors. The cash rents paid and the selling fJalu8 
of the land are of supreme importance as a guide although some times neglected." 

In fact in some countries, it is on the basis of the capital value of the land that 

\

revenue is assessed; .. the Japanese system of fixing annually a percentage o~ the 
c~ptaJ!zed value of ~h~ lan~ is very attractive, a.s it make.s for elasticity, but would be 
bistoncaJIy and admmlstratlvely a new departure m the taxmg of lands in Iridia (Findlay 
Shiras-the Science of Public Finance, Volume 1, page 422). 

In determining whether ~~ existing rent is the economic rent or not, regard must 
also be had to the faot that It IS fixed as a result of the contract entered into between 

J 

the landholder and the ryot. Contracts entered into in regard to, relit, have been recognized 
as valic!, and enforceable in the Permanent Settlement Eegulation. the_Yatt .. Re"uiation 
imiT1he trent Reco'Vety Acto! 1865: _!t is 'only after the passing of the Madras Estates 
Ltmd"Acl in 1908 that all contracts 'between .the landholder !"nd the ryot whereby the 
ryot may agree to pay more than the rent whICh he was prevIOUsly paying are declared 
to be invalid on the assumption that in entering into a contract with the 'zamindar the 
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,.,ot is in a position of disadvantage and is not able to safeguard his own interests. 
This is nothing more than an assumption for which there is no real basis in fact. The 
ryots had resiJJted and bave always been able to resist any demand on the part of the 
zamindar for enhanced rent where such enhancement is unfair or inequitable. 

Sir Griffith Evans, an eminent ;M:ember of the Supreme Council, at the time of the 
passing of the Bengal Tenancy Act, spoke of the capacity of the ryot as follows:-

.. If there is one thing which the !fyot strongly understands and is specially heedful 
about, it is the maktha or begah which he has to pay. This is the "ne subject 
which he thoroughly understands and which he is most deeply interested in. It' 
is most difficult to get him to consent to an enhancement unless he is satisfied, 
he cannot resist. . . I do not think that 100 years of British rule has left 
the ryot in so much less intelligent a condition than he was when we came, as 
to call for any such provision. I know well it is intended to protect him m 
contracting with one more powerful, but in this case I think this protection is 
illusory and the mischief very real." 

If the existing rents are uneconomic one would have expected relinquishmetltJo of 
their holdings by the ryots on a large scale. Not only have there not beeii~"elinquish
ments to any extent worth mentioning but there have been on the other hand a.;.ump
tiolls on a large scale of previously unClllt.ivltted lands at the existing rates of rent. In 
most cases ryots have also paid premia of substa,ntial amounts when taking up such lands 
for cultivation. This in my opinion is a strong piece of eVIdence to show that Lhe eXlst
j ng rates of rents are not only economic but also leave an appreciable margin of profit to 
the r]ot. 

Another test for ascertaining whether a rent is economic or not iA the period during 
which the assessment has been prevailing without any change. There are estates where 
\'Stes were fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement and have been paid by ryots 
from that date until now. This happens in Uthukuli Bodinayakanurn and in soma of 
the Hnlem;M:ittahs. What is the justificat.ion for reducing these rates of asseosment.? If 
these assessments were being paid even at the time of the Permanent Set.tlemclnt wben 
-the pnces were far below the present level, the l'j'ots must undoubtedly be in a position
to pliy these assessments to-day. In various other esta,tes rents were fixed more than 
; 50 y~ars ago and have been paid without any obiection or prot~st until tilis day. 'I'his 
'is the case inseveraA parts of the Venkatagiri Zamindar wbere the earliest commutation 
~nto cash rents took place so long ago as fasli 1234. It must at least be admitted th .. t 
subsequent to 1908 the landholder could not have Imposed any arbitrary enhancemcnt a.s 
the law has distinctly prohibited enhancement except as provided under the Allt. The 

-orilv CIrcumstance under which there was if at all enhancement -in a few zamindarib sub
seq;'ent to 1908, it must have been on one or other of the grounds stated in sections 80 
to 85 of the Estates Land Act, and in any event such enhancement was limited to two 
annaa in the rupee. It cannot be said that the grounds on whi~h this limited enhancE'l
monts can be claimed under the Estates Land Act are either unfair or in<.qUltable. So, 
it may be sMely assumed that whatever rates prevailed, in 1908 are econODllc. 

An economic rent is undoubtedly a fair," and equitable rent. It is therefore. neces
sar .. to considerwhetliei'"tlilf)n'ovisions"of th" Estates LaiidWAct for determining the r .. lr 
,and equita.ble rate of rent take into account the economic rent . .. 

Prooisiona of the Estates Land Act considered. 

The principles on which a fair and equitable rate of rent has to be 'Ietermin~d are 
.contained in the following proviSIons :-

(a) Under section 25 of the Act when a ryot is admitted to possession the r .. te to 
be fixed is such rate as does not exceed the rate prevailing for similar land. with 
similar advantages in the neighbourhood. 

If such rate cannot be ascertained the Collector can fix what he con.idem a fair 
and equitable rent. 

(b) Under section 28 of the Act there is a presumption that the rent or rate of 
rent for the time being lawfully payable by a ryot is rair ~nd equitable untIl thp. 
contrary is proved. 

(e) Under section 168 of the Act in effecting a settlement-
(i) The Collector ehall presume the existing rate of rent to be fait· and equit

able. 
(ii) He shall have regard $0 the provisions of the Act. 
(ill) The Collector ehall have re~rd to the rates agreed by the par'ies. 
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At the same time a. very wide discretion has been given to the Collector lIud he
can propose to the parties what he considers a. fair and equitable lent. 

(d) Where enhancement is made such rates alone will be fa.u and equitable-
(i) as would not give the landholder more than one-half of the value of the ne. 

increase in the produce of the land, 
. (ii) as would not raise the rent beyond the value of the established varam of t1e

village commuted according to section 40. 
(ej The principles on which commutation is effected will a.Jso furnish a test as to

what is a fair and equitable rent. The considerations in effecting commutatIOu 
are the following:-
(i) The average value of the rent actually accrued due to the lamlholdcr dunng 

the preceding ten years other than famine years. 
(ii) Prevailing money rent~ for similar lands in the neighbourhood and where 

there are none such in the village of the neighbouring taluk. 
(iii) Improvements effected either by a landholder or a ryot. 

The Estates Land Act has not merely indicated the considerations' to be taken m 
1ixing a fair and equitable rent, but it has ilQ't:>provided for strict safeguards agamst any' 
arbil rary or ~due enhancement of the rent. Such saieguards are the following :- • 

(i) No rent shall be enhanced except U!1der the provisions of the Act (section 24i. 
(ii) Varam rates. are not lisble to enhancement (section 291. 
(iii) The enhancement if any made shall be subject to the Testrictlons IDlposed 

between sections 31 to 35 and shall not in any case exceed the value of the· 
established varam of the village commuted according to section 40. 

(iv) Where the parties agree a.bout the rates a.mong themselves coDlpronuse or 
otherwise, the Collector sha.ll satisfy himself that if it is fair a.nd equitable before
giving effect to the sa.me in the course of settlement proceedi1J.gs (.action 1GB). 

(v) Where a. suit or a.ppIication between the landholder and the ryot as ~uch is 
compromised the Court may refuse to pass a. decree In terms of tlie compromise 
if it considers such compromise unfair and inequitable [section 192 .(el]. 

(vi) Notwithstanding any contract to the contrary the ryot shall not by a. reason 
of his making an improvement a.t his expense become Jia.ble to pay a. higher 
rate of rent on account of the increase of production or of any change in the
nature of a. crop raised as consequence of such improvement (section IS-iii). 

(vii) Even in the case of trespasser if a. rent is not a.lready fix.ed on the land, 
the Collector has to fix the rent in a separate proceeding before the landholder 
can sue for it. 

The above will show that most of the factors already considered are contained in 
the Estates Land Act. 

Further, a wide discretion is also granted to Officers who effect commntation or 
.settlement of rent. This discretion is always exercised in favour of the ryot and not 
in favour of the landholder. If any provision of the Estates Land Act requiree- to be 
more precisely stated the only suggestion that I wish to make is that section 28 may 
be a.mended so as to say that rates prevailing on 1st July 1908 should be deemed to be-I fair and ~quitable subject to enhancement made as a result of proceedings in court 

\ and not otherwise. It may also be stated that rates fixed should never exceed ha.Jf 
tthe gross produce. . 

CHAPTER VII. 

HILLS, FORESTS, WASTE LANDS, ETC. 

In regard to porambokes my colleagues state that there is no distinction to be 
drawn between one kind and another and that all porambokes including hills, jungles, 

;, wa.ste lands, tank-beds, should be deemed to be the property of the ryots and that 
they are not the property of the zamindars. My colleabrrueil'"'l:utve not however given 
any reasons for the conclusion at .which they hav~ arrived. There is a passing reference 
in more than one place to a· vague· theory of ownership of the entire village having 
at one time vested in the village community. This ownership, it is suggested, became 
·broken up when the individual ryotwari system was introduced. Illy colleagues refer 
to this introduction of the individual ryotwari system itself in terms of disfa.vour. 
On the introduction of that system however my colleagues state or assume that the
proprietorship which was previously in the village community became in some wa.y 
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split up among the several ryots of the village. At no time however in their opinion I 
has the zamindar been proprietor of the classes of porambokes enumerated above. My , 
colleagues however have not chosen to refer to the innumerable deClsions of the Privy 
Council and of the Madras High Court in which the ownership of the zamindars in 
these porambokes was &<'.cepted and recognized without question. Nor do I find them 
referring in respect of this matter to the" relevant portions of the State papers of the 
tIme of the Permanent Settlement which state in the clearest possible terms that it was 
intended to constitute the zamindar proprietor in the fullest sense of the waste lands 
in his estate. '['he provisions again of the Madras Estates Land Act have not been 
examined or adverted to. The only citation made by my colleagues in support of their 
theory is a judgment iR Special Appeal Suits No. 18 of 1802 and No. 10 of 1814 wherein 
the rights of certain firewood merchants of Masulipatam to cut firewood in the Divi 
jungle without paying any consideration to the Zamindar of Divi were upheld by the 
Court of the Sudder Adawlat. With great respect I am unable to see how this decision 
supports the conclusion of my colleagues. In the first place the persons in whose 
favour the right was declared were not ryots of the zamindari and did not claim any 
rIghts, proprietary or otherwise, in the Divi jungle by virtue of their position as the 
Tvots of the estate. In the second place the rights that were claimed were rights 
which were based on longstanding custom and usage and could uot in any :;ense be 
l'cgarded as proprietary. If the merchants of Masulipatam were themseIYes propnetors 
oC the Divi jungle, there is no reason why their rights should he restricted to certain, 
rights of cutting firewood. While the customary rights of the merehants were declared 
it would be noticed that the decision itself upholds the proprietary right of the zamindar, 
ill the jungle situated in his estate. If the decision can be relied upt'n at ail for anJ' ; 
purpose, it can only be rehed upon to this limited and restricted extent, namely, that 
whateveLcustomm..rigb~s might have existed before the Permanent Settlement, are 
not aifeeted or extinguished by the enactment of the Permanent Settlement Regulation 
or the Permanent Settlement itself whereby zamindars were constituted proprietors of 
the soil. Beyond this I must state there is no relevancy in the citation of the judgment 
just referred to. Since my colleagues have chosen to deny the 'rights of zamindars in 
a matter which has never been felt to be controversial or doubtful, I consider it neces
sary to Tefer briefly to several decisions which have established those rights. In 40 Mad., 
SHG. the well-known Urian case, it was argued before their Lordships of the Judiei .. 1 
Committee of the Privy Council that proprietary or other rights should be deemed to 
have passed to the zamindars only to the extent that such rights were made the subject 
of assessment at the time of the Permanent Settlement. What was assessed alone 
passed t,o the zamindar and what did not form the subject of assessment must be 
deemed not to have passed to him. This argument was rejected by the Privy Council \, 
in the following passage: .. Again it does not follow that all which is not brought into \ 
account in xifing the Jumma or peshkash is exclucluded from the grant. On this fotting i 
many things of great importance to the enjoyment of a zamindari would not pass by a ' 
zamindari grant, for example, waste land, farm buildings, tanks or in the present case 
irrigation channels. As pointed out in the recent case of Raja Ranjit Singh Bahadur 0. 

'Kalidasa Devi, the property taken into account in arriving at the J umma is by no means 
necessarily the same as the property upon which the Jumma is chargeable, and all that 
is chargeable with the J umma or peshkash is included in the grant." 
" The ownership of the zamindar in waste lands, tanks and in irrigation channels is 
declared by the Privy Council in the above passage. Relying on it Mr. Justice Sadasiva 
Ayyar held in 36 M.L.J., 203, at page 206 that" after the Urlam decisl?n it could no I 
longer be conten~ed t~llt river..,1l"ra.!",~ok,,~ .. a",!l.£))a!,,.!!el-I!~fl!rn.bokes si~uated wi~hin the {' 
ambit of a zammdarl or an lOam village did not pass to the zammdar or mamdar 
under the Permanent Settlement or the Inam Settlement as the case may be." l 

In a case reported in A.I.R., 1936, P.C. 108, the Privy Council were concerned 
with a permanently settled estate situated in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. 
And the question arose with reference to the rights of the inhabitants of a village in that 
estate in the jungle and waste lands of that village. The following passage from the 
jlldgnlent of their Lordships delivered by Sir John Wallis, a former distinguished Chief 
Jnstice of the Madras High Court, states the true position: .. It could not be con
tended," their Lordships say, .. that the acquisition of the rights regarded as having 
been &<,quired by the plaintiff's predecessors or other inhabitants of the village in the 
jungle or waste included in the boundaries of the village, which in many cases was of 
vast extent, vested in the owner whether that owner was the Talukdar or the State 
of the property in the Jungle or waste." Even conceding therefore that the inhabitants 
of a village may conceivably acquire certain rights by virtue of certain lonastanding 
CUStomllry usage, the existence of which would have to be established by ~lear and 

C014. R. PART 1-106 
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indubitable evidence, such rights in the opinion of their Lotdships could not in any 
sense be regarded as .destructive of ~he p~oprietary ~ght of the. zamindar so that the 
fundamental position IS that the zammdar IS tJul propnetor of the ]lmgle and waste lands 
and the burden of proving that, in what is the zamindar's property, the inhabitants of 

(
the village are entitled to certain ~ig~ts by virtu.e of immemorial custom would lie very 
very heavily upon the partJ.es clalmmg those nghts. In 9 Madras, 285, Sir Charles 
Turner, C.J., and Mr. Justice Muthuswami Ayyar in deciding a dispute which arose 
between the Zamindar of Singampatti and the Government upheld the ownership of 
the zamindar in certain for,est tracts and hills situated within the geographical limits of 
three villages specified in the Permanent Settlement Sanad of the Estate and their 
judgment was continued by the Privy Council in 15 Madras, 1m and their Lordships 
Julld that the zamindar was entitled to a .. declaration of his proprietorship." 

In 26 ;Madras, 252, a case which arose from the Sivaganga zamindari, Mr. Justice 
Benson and Mr. Justice More referred at considerable length to the Regulations of 1802 
and 1822 and to the decisions in 20 Madras, 299 and 23 Madras, 318 and finally wind 
up their judgment by concluding that .. in regal'd to tJulse waste lands the zamindar is 
no doubt the proprietor by virtue of Regulation XXV of 1802 and his claim to the 
trees growing on the waste lands was rightly allowed." The judgment cannot in any 
sense by regarded as being particularly favourable to the zamindars because both the 
learned judges accept the view as to kudivaram rights in cultivated lands taken in 20 
Madras, 299 and the Cheekati case, 23 Madras, 318 and this itself is sufficient to show 
that even if the existence of rights of occupancy in cultivated lands in estates prior 
to the passing of the Madras Estates Land Act is to be accepted, waste lands however 
would stand on an entirely different footing and the zamindar would be in respect of 
them the undoubt.ed proprietor. 

The right.s of a jaghirdar to certain hills situated in his J agbir came up for decision 
in 28 Madras, 69. Mr. Justice Subramania Ayyar and Mr. Justice Bodam who gave 

f

that decision referred to the fact that in the document prepared at the Inam S.ettlement 
no express reference was made to the hills and that the hills and similar uncultivated 
porambok.es were not taken into account in estimating the income of the village for 
the purpose of fixing the quit-rent. Notwithstanding this however their Lordships ht'ld 
that the hills were included in the J aghirdar' s property. 

Mr. Justice Sankaran Nair and Justice Sadasiva Ayyar in 24 Madras, 31 and 
Mr. Justice Benson and Mr. Justice Bakewell in 24 ;M.L.J., 36, held that the words 
.. besides poramboke" occurring in an inam title-deed had the effect of conveying to 
the inamdar not only the cultivated wet and dry lands of the village but also constitut.ed 
him proprietor of all unassessed wastl' of the village, other than communal property 
such as burial grounds, temple sites, threshing-floor, etc. To the .extent that these 
decisions denied to the inamdar .or zamindar proprietorship in river beds they can no 
longer be regarded as good law in view of the decision of the Privy Council in 40 Madras, 
886, and this was ackuowledged by Mr. Justice Sadasiva Ayya;r himself who was a 
party as already stated in. M.L.J., 31, in a leter judgment deilvered by him after the 
Urlam case and reported in 36 M.L.J., 203. 

29 M.L.J., 276, a judgment of Sir John Wallis, C.J., and Mr. Justice Coutts Trotter 
reiterated the position that the words " besides poramboke" in an Inam l'itle Deed are 
sufficient to confer rights in all unassessed lands in the village. 

In 36 M.L.J., it is pointed out as was done a.IRO in 24 M.L.J., 31. that ~lJe WOld 
poramboke is loosely used in many senses and that whatever land does not yield revenue 
to Government is usually known as poramboke though several kinda of lands may be 
included in it. Their Lordships then proceed to distinguish between burning and burial 
grouuds, temple sites, threshing-floors, etc., which al'e communal porambokes "l'd \\hich 
are vested in Government for trust or communal purposes, and river porl1Illbokes, channel 
porambokes, waste lands, etc., in which the community has no rights and which are the 
property of the zamindar or the inamdar as the case may be and the description of which 
as poramboke is only justified by the fact that they do not yield any revenue to the 
Government. 

40 Madras~ 722 is still another cR.se where i~ ~ealing with the zamindari of Sivaganga. 
Sir John Wallis, C.J., and Mr. Justice Seshagrn Ayyar laid down that the presumption 
as regards waste land, jungle or forest land in a zamindari js that the zltmindar is the 
owner not onby of the melvaram but also of the kudivRl'lIID and that the onus is on the 
ryots to show that the kudivaram rifht is vested in them. The proposition that the 
zalllindar owns an absolute estate in forest land was accl'pted without questiun by 
Mr. Justice Krishnan in 2<T L.W., 478 in 8 case which arose from the Vizianagram 
Estate and 40 ;Madras, 722, was cited and followed. In regardto puntas or public 
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pnthways in zamindaries the question has .',risen 8S regards the ?wnership of the sub-s~il. 
It i. unnecessary to refer to earlier decIsIons as a recent ludgment of Mr. Justice 
Val'adachariar in 71 M.L.J., 749, gives a resume of the caee law and wlUds up as 
follows :-

.. There can thus be no doubt that whether the punta was in existence prior to 
the Permanent Settlement or came into existence after the Permanent Settle
ment, the zamindar as the owner of the adjoining land ",ill also be the owner of 
the soil of the puntha, and of the tree growing on it subject to the rights of the 
people using it as a highway." 

In the couree of his judgment his Lordship observes that it will be too late at the 
pre.eut day to maintain that even in respect of rivers bounding 01: flowing through 
" zamindari the bed continues to be vested in the Government and that the principle that 
Lbe proprietor of 'he adjoining land is also the owner of the bed of the river ad medi"m 
filum had been recognized in several IndIan decisions. His Lordship also points out the 
special footing on which cremation grounds and communal porambokes of like nature 
stand in respect of which the learned judge states that the theory is that it would be 
presllming a violation ottrusj; if it were to be held that Government would have assigned 
to Lhe lUamdar or zammdar land which the Government were bound to preserve for 
communal use of the village. 

It may therefore be stated that in every case which had to deal with this question it 
was held without exception that the proprietarY right of zamindars in what can be 
deocribed as non-communal porambokes has been recognized and enforced. I would 
therefore venture to state that the view of my colleagues are erroneous in law and are 
0FPosed to the true scope and effect of the Permanent Settlement as has been interpreted 
ill the deciRions of the highest courts. 

In paragraph 27 of the instructionR to the Collectors, dated 15th October 1799, it was 
stated that it is well known that in the Cu"Cars there ar.e very extensive tracts of 
uncultivated arable and waste lands forming part of every zamindari and that these are 
tc be gillen up in perpetuity to the zamindars tree of any additional assessment. Reference 
has already been made in dealing with rents in waste lands to other State papers in 
which it was stated that it was the policy of the Permanent Settlement to place the waste 
lands at the absolute disposal of the zamindar leaving it to him to settle his own terms 
in respect of them. 

If therefore the zamindar is the real proprietor of all the jungle and unassessed 
waste lands, it is next be considered what the rights if any of the ryots of the village are 
iII those classes of lands. It is difficult to understand the reference to natural rights in 
I'egard to the right. of grazing, of cutting fuel for domestic consumption or of gathering 
leaves for manuring the lands or cutting wood for agricultural Unplements. Rigbts of 
thi~ kind have never been treated or described as natural rights, which is an appellation 
applied to rights detailed in section 7-B of the Indian Easements Act, which states 
.. that every owner of Unmovable property has the right to enjoy without disturbance all 
the natural advantages arising from its situation." The rights that are claimed on behalf 
of the ryots cannot be said to be natural advantages arising from the situation of the 
pr'>l'erty in their occupation. They are stnctly speaking customary rights or profits 
a_p.'endre and they can only be established by clear evidence of immemorial custom. It 
would therefore have to be determined in the case of each village ",hether there is any J 
custom of the locality by reason of which ryots are entitled to one or other of the privi- . 
leges now claimed. In dealing with customary rights it must be borne in mind that 
a cllstom could be inferred only if the acts covert were done as of right and without the • 
leave and licence of the owner of the land over which those acts are done. The following 
passage from the judgment of the Nagpore Hi/1h Court, 20 Ns,,«pore I,ltw Jcumal 131 
may usefully be referred to ill this context. 8tone, C.J., and Mr .• Tustice Niyogi' stat~ 
the law as follows:- . 

.. The enjoyment of a right claimed to erist under an alleged custom must be 
enjoyed as of right, that is to say, all acts must be done under or by virtue of 
the custom. In order to establish the custom all acts must have been done 
without violence, without stealth Or secrecy or without leave or licence asked 
for or given either explicitly or impliedly from time to tUne. No act which can 
be ascribed to a licence can ever support a claim of custom. A zamiIidar is the 
owner of the forest and of the waste lands lying within his zamindari and a 
proprietor can permit his tenants to graze their cattle on land ",bich is not the 
communal land of the village and to take dead wood, etc., from the forest or 
waste lands on payment of certain charges prescribed by hiln. But that is 
purely a matter of contract between the zamindar and the tenants. A right 
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which can be so ascribed on payment of fees or charges can hardly be regarded 
as a customary right notwithstanding that the right has been exercised for a long 
series of years." 

It is unnecessary again to refer to the well-known attributes of a valid custom, 
t pal ticularly that a cust~m m1l:st b.e definite and immemorial an~ must not .be unrea~onabl~. 
If there is no known limltatlOn to the number of persons entitled to enJoy the rights lD 

respect of which a custom ~ set up, it may easily be inferred to be unreasonable. This 
is pointed out in the followmg passage from 9 Calcutta, 698:-

" According to the custom set up there is no limitation to the number of persons 
entitled to E'njoy it. The tenantry may increase to any number so that according 
to the custom an unlimited number of persons can take away the profits of 
private property and nothing may be left to the owner." 

The same principles have. been reiterated in 1930 Allahabad, 388, and variou!. ot,her 
decisions. In that case it was held that" "ne or more inhabitants of a village taking wood 
from the jungle of the landlord without the latter's knowledge cannot by so doing for any 
length of time aequire the right to cut and appropriate the wood contrary to the wishes 
of the latter; similar acts done with the permission or acquiescence of the owner being 
referable to the licence express or implied cannot likewise confer a right as against hlm. 
A court should not decide that a local custom such as cutting wood from the jungle 
exists unless the court is satisfied by the evidence that the enjoyment of the right was 
Dot by leave granted or by stealth or by force." The Allahabad judges further observe 
th<1t .• if the inhabitants of the village can be assumed to have the right to cut wood 

i from the jungle, they can cut out the whole jungle," which in their opinion would make 
the cnstom· unreasonable and therefore invalid. 

It now remains to consider whether it has been established that the pasturage or 
other rights which the ryots claim can at !Ill be said to be established either by the 
e";dence which has been adduced before us or by judicial recognition. The evidence 
which has been adduced before us has been of a very vague character. Extensive rights 
are claimed on behalf of the ryots but little or no eVldence of any value has been adduced 
to show that these rights have been exercised from time immemorial to the knowledge 
of the zamindar without his permission and without any payment to him. On the other 
ha.nd .everal ryots have themselves admitted the collection of pasturage fees and other 
fees by zamindars, which the ryots complain are excessive. The documentary and oral 
evidencp produced on behalf of the zamindars also clearly makes out that the exercise of 

. rights of pasturage or of collection of green manure by the ryots has always been 
Il('rompanied by some payment or other to the zamindar. My colleagues again have not 
cited in support of their conclusion any decision which has recognized the nghts that are 
being put forward by the ryots in this respect. On the other hand as I shall presently 
qhow, pa.turage fees were being collected even before the time of the Permanent Settle
ment and in zamindari areas still continue to be collected. This has been stated in 
several State papers and in judicial decisions. Paragraph 14 of tbe Instruction issued to 
Collectors, dated 15th October 1799, states that the income from pasturage ground was 
reserved for the zamindar at the Permanent Settlement. It was originally collected 
under the head of Sayer. When the income which was being derived under the generic 
head of Sayer was excluded from the Permanent Settlement, it was distinctly provided 
in the paragraph above referred to that the rent derived from pasturage grounds should 
be the property of the zamindar and should form the basis of the settlement of pesh
kash. The paragraph reads as follows: .. This assessment of Sayer is however not meant 
to include the rent derivable by the proprietor from orchards, pasture grounds or for 
warehouses, shops or other buildings, the same being for the use of the grounds or in 
other ~ords ground rent; though th~se have b~en som~times dassed under the general 
?enOmmatlOn of Sayer, such rents be~g proper~y the pnvate right of the proprietor and 
JU respect a tax or duty on commodities, excluSlve of Government." . 

I The Circuit Committee .. :who carned on their investigations between 1782 and 1786 

{

I refer in the~p6fno· the income from pa!!ture grounds in respect of every zanilndari 
in the N orthern Circars. In the peshkash commission reports of various zamindaris 
ag~in this is enumemte-d""8ll"lr source of revenue. Dealing with the Vizianagaram zamin
dari Mr. Weblhlhe peshkash Collector, refers among other things to --CenaiDCIas.es·of 
colledlons hItherto classed with the .,Motarpha bllt which the following enumeration 
whereof will evince to be of ~ territorial nature, assessmen~ upon mango Ilnd date topes 
nnd tax upon banyans and Oil-sellers and other shops eqmvalent to a quit.rent for the 

, ground occupied and upon catv-keepers and fishermen a.' a r.onsideration for the benefit 

! 
de1i~ed by the former from the use of pastllTage and by the latter from the sea rifJC1' and 
tank fisheries." In their report dealing with other Estates Mr. Webb and Mr. 'Alexander 

~ expressly enumerate the same sources of revenue and invariably include the income from 
pa.sturage in their calculations. 
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.. In' de'!Cribing the revenues which the Government was deriving from the N ellore 
district. Mr. Deighton in January 1791, mentions the tax on grazing cattle and estimates 
It at Rs. 10,000. . , 

In Boswe.ll's Manllal...9L~.4E1. Nellor~ ,district; page 52R, it is stated that as early.as 
:I 8')6. Mr. Frazer;-Collector of J)jetltire, not on:y leVled a tax of 8 annas per head of 
cactle which was collected in September and again at the Pongul fesst but that all Kancha 
(pasture lands) also be sold by auction. The different kinds of pasture that were in 
vOllue in the Nellore district, when it came under the British rule such as Maktha pulleri, 
A;}aJDack pnlleri, Alaga pulleri and Yenika pulleri are elaborately described in the same 
manual which it is unnecessary to set out here. By Government Order, dated 13th 
~oveDlber 1867, ;No. 2676, Land Revenue Department, the pulleri tax of Nellore was 

. however abolished and a principle was laid down for the future that out of the "'Rste of 

. each village an. extent equal to 30 per cent of the area occupied for cultivatIon should be 
re.erved for common grazing free of charge and that the surplus waste if sufficient in 
('x tent til make it worth while to adopt the system be leased out for one or two years at 
It time for the highest bidder, it being of course understood that no land will be kept 
waste for grazing if sought for occupation on full assessment. It is therefore clear that 
i,bere is nothing new in the levy of pasturage fee which existed even before the Permanent 
S~tt1ement and which the Government itself was collecting in ryotwari areas. The 
collectIon of fees is itself sufficient to negative the existence of any customary right of 
pae.tmage. If the Government has in r.ertain villages .flt apart a portion of the waste~ 
land for free pasturage it is a concession deliberately made which cannot be availed of as 
nn argllUlent in support of the existence of any ancient or customary rights in the 
tenantry. 

It may be useful here to refer to a few decisions of the Madras High Court, where 
the legal position in regard to grazing rights in pasture grounds had to be considered: 
In 38 Madras, 738 the plaintiff was the Rajah of Venkatagiri and the defendants were 
the tenants of certain pasture lands. It was found that pasture rent was being collected 
for the use of these lands till fasli 1317 at the rate of 5 annas 1 pie per acre for over 40 
years. In the muchalka for fasli 1317-18 the defendants agree to pay rent at a higher, 
rate if any person applied for the grant of lands on darkast for pUlJlOses of cultivation;' 
The suit was brought for ejectment of the defendants on the ·ground that when notice 
was issued to them to take up, the lands themselves at the higher rate they failed to take 
them up. Mr. Justice Sadasiva Ayyar and Mr. Justice Tyabji held tha't the defendants 
had no occupancy rights in the lands, that the sums payable by them were not rent 
within the meaning of the Estate. Land Act, that the lands let to them for pasture 
purposes were not communal pasture lands and that the tenants were liahle to be 
ejected. . , 

31 M.L.J., 211 is another case which related to grazing rights in the village "Veli
kallu in the' Venkatagiri Estate. This again was a suit for ejectment against the 
defendants who, were in possession 'of certain lands leased out to them for pasture 
purposes. The defendants' pleaded that they were the sole owners of the lands subject 
~ the pa.yment of an annual rent to the zamindar and that the annual auctions held 
by the plaintiff were merely auctions of the right to collect the fees which they paid for 
grazing their cattle. It was found that the suit lands called the bncha of. the village 
bad been leased out only for grazing for fifteen or twenty years before the passing of 
the Madras Estates Land Act, from 1894 to 1899 to one Narayanaswami Nayudu and 
afterwards to a number of pattadare at Velikallu village, the rent being at first Rs; 500 
and finally Rs. 600. Sir John Wallis" C. J., and Mr. Justice Philipa held that there 
is nothing to support the defendants' contention that the lease was a lease of the right 
to collect grazing fees, that on the other hand it was a lease of the right of grazing. 
In this state' of things their Lordships observed that the zamindar is p~im/l facie owner 
of the waste lands in his zamindari and the evidence which has been just referred to 
shows that he is the owner. According to this decision, therefore, it is clear that the 
zamindars' right was not merely 90nfined to the collection of the customary fees from 
ryota who had II right of grazing which could not be terminated by him. On the other 
hand it was distinctly held in the above decision that the zamindar is the full proprietor 
of wa.te lands in which he could confer the right of grazing on his own terms for definite 
periods on the expiry of which he could recover possessions of the lands. In a case 
reported in 81 M.L.J., 214 Mr. Justice Sadasiva Ayyar and Mr. Justice Moore similarly 
negative similar claim of oc~ul'ancy r4!hts' 10 pasture lands which were eet ul' by certain 
ryot. of the Pithapur Estate. . ' -

Turning to the provisions of the Estates Land Act, it is dear that that Act, does 
not recognize rights of free pastumge. On the other band zamindars' right to collect 
pasturage ,fees is recognized in the definition of rent in section .3, clause 11 (1)),. while 
secHon 6, clause 2 provides that admission to waste land under a contract for pas.ture "f 
cattle shall not by itself confer npon the person so admitted a permanent' . right' of 
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(

occupancy. .The rights and obliga.tions of the zamindar and the person referred to in 
section 6, clause 2 are regulated by the contract entered into between them so that not 
only is the payment of li~ble to enhancement but the leosee himself ca,n be ejected on the 
~xpiry of the term fixed ill the contract. ,. 

In G.O. No. 267, Land Revenue, dated 12th November 1867, it was stated that the 
kancba J)sttlm has been in vogue ill varlons Govelnrvent areas in the Nellore district, 
that in 1867 when the Government abolished the pulleri system and provided for some 
common pasturage they also introduced the kanchasystem by which tracts are annually 
or biennially rented out to the highest bidder in suitable lots for pasturage care being 
taken that the lots to be put to auction are not unduly monopolised by one man or by 
a clique in the village. The kanch.. system now. obtains in the Venkatagiri Estate as 
also ia the other zamindaris in the Nellore and Chittoor districts and in the Vizis
nagram Estate. From the definition of the kancha in the Government Order referred 
to and from the decision in 31 M.L.J., 201 it is clear that the leading ryots of the 
village who come forward to take these kanchas on lease for fixed periods, 3 or 5 years, 

'

neither they nor the ryots of the village from whom the lessees of the kanchas collected 
their re~pp.ctive 'I uotas of th(\ lease amount hav~ anything like a proprietary right in 
the lands leased to them. 

In regard to the complaint that has been made before the Committee that the ra.tes 
charged for the grazing of cattle are excessive has not at all been made out. Those 
complaints have been made particularly with reference to the Parlakimedi, Vizianagram 
and the Venkatagiri Estates but it is clear from the statements furnished on behalf of 
these estates that their rates are generally lower thau the rates chM'ged by the Govern
ment. In the Vizianagram Estate the charge per head of cattle is 8 anuas. The 
forest offices of the estate stated that the rates in that estate &.Ie lower than the rates 
charged by the Government in the neighbouring areas and that even in Salem and 
Coimbatortl districts the rates charged by the Government on the grazing areas ranged 
from 12 annas to one rupee. In the Venkatagiri Estate the grazing rates are on an 
average 2 annas 5 pies per acre and 3 annas 1 pie per head of cattle. The estatl)s 
have furnished details of the extent of grazing lands available, the number of cattle 
and the pasturage fees collected. The rates in the Government areas in the Nellore 
district are much higher. 

In my opinion the complaint of certain ryots in the Venkatagiri Estate that the 
amounts for which wchas are leased have been considerably increased in rec<>nt tlDles 
has not aloo been made out. No tangible evidence was adduced to prove this complaint 
and even If there was· any increase it must be remembered that the rates now charged 
are considerably less than those charged by the Government in neighbouring areas, 
which is sufficient to show that the rates charged by the estate are quite reasonabl~. 

The oth~r grievance that there are no sufficient unreserved forests in several estates 
cannot exist in respect of estates in regard to which the Forest Act has been ext.ended 
for before the Act is extended the respective rights of the landholder and the tenant 
are carefully investigated by the Collector and generally §ldljaient unreserves are provided 

Jm h9f,,~e Act is ~lI:teB8ed. This was what happened in the case of the Jeypore, 
PariakimP.di, Bobbili, Kuppam, etc., estates to which the Forest Act has been extended. 

Even in respect of other estates like Venkatagiri, there is no proof that the ryots 
were denied the use of pasture lands. The kanchas are being leased yeaP after year 
and auy trouble wbich has arisen is due to the avarice of the lessees who take out 
kanch'ls on lease and with a view to make considerable profits for tliemselves exact from 
the ryots heavy amounts which the latter find it burdensome to pay. ~ -

In regard to goat-browsing there is no substance in the complaint, beeause- similar 
restrictions obtain in Government areas and in the absence of such restrictions it would 
be inlpossible to de,·elop 11 forest. Among the several suggestions made Oln hehalf of the 
ryots two may be notic~d. One is the establisbment of Forest Panchayats and the other 
is tbe extension of the Forest Act to estates to which it has not already been extended. 
The first admits of a short answer.· If the system liy Forest Panchayats has miserablv 
failed in the Government areas it cannot with reason be suggested that it can be extended 
to zamindari areas. As regards the second proposal it deserves favourable cunsideration. 
Wherever the :F'orest Act has been extended the results have been beullticiai. Refore 
the extension of the Act, the question of reserves and unreserves will have necessllrily 
to he ll"on6 into and the relat,ive rights of the zamindar and the ryot~ will l.!\ve to be 
investigated. And consequently there would be no room for friction or discontent. But 
the extension of the ]"orAst Act, however, may not be feasible except in the case of 
big zamindaris which have a large area r>f for~st and gra7ing grounds. In the case 

l 
Of, smaller estates a. suitable method would have to be decided by which while the rights 
and the income of the landholder are not affected, facilities are provided for the grazing 
or cattle. eto. to the ryots. . 
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As regards the claim put forward on behalf of the ryots that they have or should 
be given kle right te COllect green manure and to cut wood for agricultural implements, 
it is doubtful in the first place whether aD!1 such right has been established against the 
nmindars and secondly whether such.s. customary right, if established would not be 
invalid fol' unrellt;Ollubleness a~ pointed out in 9 Calcutta, 698 and 19i1O Allahabad, <lild 
lLlroady referred to as the unrestricted exercise of these rights would lead to the denuda
tiou of the forests. If, however, any legIslation is contemplated in this behalf, the f 
legis!ature should prescribe the rates to be collected and the quantity which is to be 
allowed to the tenant. The evidence adduced before us only shows that the forest 
estat~s whore lYOt. coiled green manure the practice is for them til apply to the land
holder for the grant of the necessary permits specifying the quantity to be taken by each 
I'YOt, the area wi thin which the material is to be collected and the {-erlod within winch 
he has to take the same. Moderate fees are charged in some estates while in others 
the fees are only nominal. Any contemplated legislation must therefore regulate the 
exercI.e of thede r1l!1l1S OIS il would otherwise be impossible to conserve the forests. 

With reference to GOJOrnunal lands again, I would express my OpiDlOIlS very brietly. 
Apart from communal lands strictly so.called like threshing floors, cattle-stands, etc., 
it is not correct to speak of the beds and bunds of tanks or of drainage supply or of 
irrigation channels as communal lands. They are, as I have already pointed out, the 
pToperty of the zamindar and in no sense do they belong to the village communities. 
It is true tbe~~sD;l.entjJi.l:e~ect of such _~la,?~s_"':IJ,"-.~ake.n in~ acco';'Dt .~~ t~~Jj~e 
u( the Permanent Sett1.e.m.~nt. ·~uftJiiLtQoes not mean fJiaf"lJie ptoperty ill Uiem dla 
rot' pass to the zamindars. On the other hand, the Privy Council in 40 Madras, 886 
disinctly say that properly in such lands did pass to the zamindari. As regards the 
I,·opoaals made by my colleagues I agam regret I cannot agree with them. While 
th.. present section 20 of the Estates Land Act provides that a communal land may 
revert to the person who ia found entitled to reversion it it ceases to be used for the 
purposes for which it was intended, my colleagues suggest that it should not so revert I 
toVell in sl1ch contingency or to use their own expression 'once a communal land always 
COlDlDunal land.' I am unable to see either the reason or the propriety of the sl1ggestion. 
The very idea of reversion presupposes that it was at one time the properly of the person 
to whom it is to revert, that it was dedicated for communal purposes and that on its 
ceasing to be utilized for such purposes the property in it would therefore assert itself. 

I cannot 8./!'l'ee to the proposal that if any fresh lands are acquired for the purposes ,. 
of the community the cost of acquisition should be borne by the zamindars or by the 
cyote who had wrongfully encroached on the communal lands or to the suggestion that, 
there should be no period of limitation at all for removing encroachments on communaJ I 
lunds. It is not right to interfere with the longstanding possession even if it originated 
in an illegal act. Recent amendments of the Estates Land Act in regard to COlDlllUDaJ 
lands have made adequate provision for the conservation and the acquisition of com-
munal lands and in my opinion there is no need for an5' further amendments. . 

CHAPTER VIII. 

RBlIIBBIONS. 

In the matter of remissions again I regret I have to differ from my colleagues. The 
~rounds urged by my colleagues in support of their recommendation that remission .hould 
be made compulsory are (a) the right to claim remission is an elementary right, (b) so long 
as a share of the produce was collected as rent the grant of remission followed as a matter 
of course when the crop failed, (C) while the laLdholder agreed not to ask for remission 
of peshkash because he had a large margin of profit, he has been unjustly trying to apply 
the same prinoiple to the ryot. Before discussing the grounds urged by my colleagues 
in support of their proposals I may point out the curious inconsistency in the positlOll I 
taken up by them. While stating on the one hand that the rent. were permanently 
fixed at the time of the Permanent Settlement in this part of their report, however, my 
colleagues come to the rather atrange conclusion that the rents are liable to be reduced 
on the ground of a failure of crops. 

No attempt has been mad~ to Bubstsntiate the proposition that the right to claim 
remission is an elementary right. On the othBl' hand one should haye thought that iust 
as it is not open for a zamindar to ask fot more than the stipulated rent on the ground 
that the ryot realized in the particular year more than the average crop it is eqnally not 
open to the ryot to ask that he should be exonerated from his obligation to pay the stipu
lated rent on the ground that the crop was helow the average. I would with great 
respect state that there is no point in reverting to the crop-sharing s~~m. It is true 
tnat under the waram system in times of failure of crops the ryots delivereif by way of 
rent much lees than what they gave in years of a full or an averagA crop. It must be 
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remembered that if the zamindar realized very liLtle rent in pad years, he reamed very 
good rents in years when there was a 'bumper ·crop. When rents became commuted into 
caRh, the' amounts were fixed on the basis of an average struck for good ana bad seasons. 
As regards the payment of peshkash there is no reason why the zamindar should not get 
a reuJls.non of. a portion of the peshkash when he is compelled to grant remission in his 

(

cash rents on the ground of a,tailure of crops. I am not able to see cwhv the.peshkash 
8dJd the rents are to be treated differently and why the zamindar should "be compellable 
tc. pay the fixed pesbkash if he is to he deprived of a portion of the rent by way .of relUll!-
sions. in. the year or year.s concerned. . . . , 
. While the zamindars are stoutly opposed to the proposal for compulsory l:eltlission 
it.' must be. p?inte~ out that most of the zamindars have as a matter of fact been granLmg 
large remlSSlons ID. years of drpught o.r on the ground of. a heavy fall in prices. In 
fnslf 1336 when there was a. failure of crops the Venkataglli Estate remitted as much 
a.s 1,35,000 ropees. In fa.sIis 1342 and 1343 a. general.remission of 121 per cent on a.ll 
wet assessments were granted in view of the prevalent economic depression though this 
.(tovernment stoutly Tefused to grant a. similar remission in ryotwari areas. The Diwan 
.of J aggampeta a.lso .gave us details of the concessions given by the zamindarini for BOme 
years and the evidence generally shows that similar concessions are being given in a.lmost 
every zaminda.ri when proper grounds are. made out. 

I should a.lso point out that remission is not trea.ted as a. matter of right even by the 
Government. Rule 13 of the Board's Standing Orders contains the following: "It should 

t
' be distinctly understood tha.t these rules and those in Standing Order No. 14 provided for 
the concessions .which will be granted 3S a. matter of grace a.nd are liable LO be modified 
from time to time at the pleasure of the Government. There is no point in comparing 
the zamindar with the Government. If the Government remits a portion of its land 
revenue it can recoup its resources by resortir.g to some other method of taxation which 
obviously a zamindar .carinot do; while he bas to meet his obligations in the matter of 
the payment of pesbkash, land-cess, irrigation charges, cost of establishment, maintenance 
allowances to junior members of the family, contributions to . charitable institutions, etc., 
as usual. 

In my opinion the present Estates Land Act provides sufficient relief to the ryot in 
the shape of a permanent or temporary reduction in his rent when proper cause is shown. 
Section 38 provides for a reduction of rent on the ground of a pe'manent d~teriOlaLlOn or 
the soil of the holding or a. permanent fall in prices. of staple food crops or a permanent 
failure of supply of water from an irrigation source. The newly added .section 39-A pro
vides for the granting of a. remission of the rent on the ground of a temporary fall in 
prices if such a fall exceeds 18i per cent of the prices current at the time when the rent 
wah originalby fixed. Section 141 enables the ryot to obtltin .. remission of r~nt whell a.n 
irrigation work is in a. state of disrepair. And section ;1.37 -C provides if it is proved that 
it would not be possible to irrigate a.ny land for a consecutiVe period of six years the land 
would be reclassified by the Collector as unirrigated land and the rate of rent to be paid 
on the land classified could be determined by the Collector. These provisions in my 
opinion give ample relief to the ryot in the great majority of cases. 

I would finally point out that thll introduction of a system of compulsoJ'Y remission 
in 2<amindari areas would be clearly expropriatory in. character .and would offend a.ga.inst 
the provisions of section 299 of the Government of India Act. . 

CRAFTER IX. 

CONVERSION RATES. 

I have gone very carefully through those parts of the report where my' colleagues 
work out what they describe as the conversion rate in respect of the Vizianagram and 
the Bobbili estates adding that a simila.r procedure should be adopted in regard to other 
estates in caJculating the conversion rate. I must state that the whole process of cal
culatiolj. adopted by my colleagues is fallacious. 

Dea.lini! with the Vizianagram zamindari my colleagues first take its area in square 
miles as 2,334'6 out of which they exclude 818·20 square miles IJ,S covered by reserved 
forests and 167·20 square miles as covered by unreserved forests. After the exclusion 
of the area. of the reserved and unreserved fore~ts my collAn.gues take the resultant. figure 
of '1,849·76 square miles as the extent of arable land. This, I must point out, is the 
initial mistake. Apa.rt from the areas actually covered by forests whether reserved or 
iinreserved" there would be extensive sandy tracts. hills. large stretches of land of rocky 
Boil, beds and rivers and lands of the like nature which are altogether unfit for cultivation. 
Besides these there would be village sites,. threshing-floors, cBtt!e-stands, burial· ground • 
.. nei oti?-er communal pora,mbokes ,and tank-beds,irrigation supply.and dranB;ge channels . , . .., . ' .. ~ 
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;'I>hich have all got to be excluded before the area of the arable lands can be ascertained. 
~'he initial assumption therefore of my colleaguee that the extent of arable land is 
arrived at by taking the total area of the estate and deducting out of it merely the area 
of reserved and unreserved forests, is a hopelessly incorrect basis to start with . . . 

Secondly my colleagues are wrong in assuming that the figure 110,324 garees given 
as the total arable ground in M:r. Webb's report is at all a reliable figure. Admittedly 
there was no survey of any kind at the time. According to my colleagues who quote 
from Mr. Carmichael's Manual of the Vizagapatam district, a garce represents such an 
extent of ground as would produce a garce of grain dry or wet. The measure was there
fore in terms of the produce and not in terms of the extent. The figure given by 
Mr. Webb that the total arable land in the estate would be about 110,324 could only 
have been based on the figures furnished by the karnams who In addition to an approxi
mate estimate of the produce which was actually being derived, wonld have added a 
few garces to indicate what in their opinion would represent the scope of further culti
vation. It is idle to assume that Mr. Webb based his figure on anything like an estimate 
of the probable produce which could be raised on every bit of available cultivable land 
in the estate. Again one's conception of ar80ble la.nd vme. from time to time. ~8ot 
is considered not cultivable at one time may be considered fit for cultivation at some 
later time 80nd this is what a.ctuaUy happened in recent years in sever80l dry areas after 
the introductipn of the graundnut crop. Lands which were previously considered absolutely 
worthless for cultivation of any kind are now utilized for raising groundnut. It would, 
therefore, be most misleading to assume th80t when Mr. Webb spoke of arable land on 
such reports as were furnished to him by the karnams or by the estate officials his 
ideas of wh80t l80nds are arable and wh80t l80nds are not fit for cultiv8otion wonld &gree D 
yrith wbat l80nds we now consider to be fit or unfit for cultivation at the present time 
80nd in view of the economic conditions now prevailing. With the pressure of population 
a.nd the rise in prices, lands the cultivation of which w80s previously considered uneconomic 
would be 80nd 80re being brought under cultivation. . It is therefore to say the least a. 
most unjustifiable assumption on the part of my colleagues t;o base their calcul8otions on 
the figure of arable la.nds as given by Mr. Webb as if he meant to include in th80t descrip
tion every square inch of soil which we now consider to be fit for cultivation. It should 
also be noticed that Mr. Webb gave only the extent of arable land. He does not give 
the extent of the communal and other porambokes or forest. which were then existing. 
It is well-known that there has been considerable denudation of forests and it is quite 
probable that the extent of forest. in the estate in 1802 was very much larger than 
the present extent. The figure in terms of garces would have been furnished to Mr. 
Webb by the karnams a.nd estate officials who would be interested in making out that 
there was much scope for extension of cultivation with a view to bring down the amount 
of the peshkash that may be settled. 

Starting on the two incorrect assumptions above adverted to, my colleagues proceed 
to divide 1,849'76 square miles or their equivalent 1,183,346 acres by 110,324 garces 
and arrive 80t the conversion rate that 1 garce of land equals 10'7 acres. Having arrived 
80t that figure they proceed to apply it to 49,931 garces which was shown to be culti
vated land in 1802. So calculated the extent of cultivated land in 1802 would come to 
about 534,000 acres. The present cultivated extent is 524,000 and odd acres. By the pro- ~, .. i 
(l\jss of calculation 8odopted by my colleagues therefore we arrive at the startling result 
that the extent of cultivation in fasli 1346 is deficient than the extent of cultivation 
in 1802. One has only to state this to show how baseless and misleading these calculations • 
are. 

A separate conversion rate is worked out for wet lands. The process is as follows: 
89,810 g.rces was shown u.s low land at the time of the Permanent Settlement in the 
tabul80r statement appended to Mr. Webb's report. .. Wet land in fasli 1346 according 
to survey is 241,4OS acres. Dividing 241,4OS acres by 39,310 garces it comes tc 6·1 acres 
u.s the conversion rate for wet. It is obvious th80t this calculation assumes that every bit 
of land now classsd as wet or on which wet crops a.re raised was so regarded in 1802 
also. We know from experience that large extents of dry land have been converted 
into wet in almost every estate so tha.t it is Dot only Conceiv8oble but quite probable that 
what were classsd as dry lands in 1802 was greater in extent a.nd that what were classed 
ae dry lands were subsequently Iionverted into wet in 1802. In fact it might have and 
wcul<i in several cases have happened that what was uncultivated land in 1802 became 
dry and at still later times wet la.nds so that the assumption that what was wet in 1802 
anu no mcre is the wet land now existing in the estate is 80n assumption fOf which there 
is no warrant at aU in revenue experience. Having assumed what really has got to be 
proved and having qnoted the extent of low lands aa given in terms of garces in Webb's 
report in the acreage of wet cultivation in faali 1346 as found by survey, my colleagues 
work out the conversion rate as 1 garce equals 6·1 acres. 

COK. B. PART I-lOS 
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The calculations made in respect of dry lands yield even more startling. results. 
According to my· colleagues the dry area a.t the time of the Perma.nent Settlement was 
384 102 acres whereas the extent of dry cultiva.tion in fasli 1346 was only 281,692 acres. 
Or in other words that dry cultiva.tion in the estate has gone down by about one lakh 
of acres. The conversion ra.te for dry lands is worked out as 20 acres per garce. It 
ml·st at once be pointed out that the accepted conversion rate of 1 garce in Vizagapatam 
district is 2 acres for wet land ll.nd 4 acres for dry land (vide Vizagapatam DisLrict 
Gazetteer, page 132). It was on this basis that this conversion rate was adopted in 
Government accounts themselves particularly in 2 Gani accounts and the a.ccounts pre
pared at the time of the Inam Settlement. My colleagues give no reasons whatever for 
not following the accepted conversion rate which is based on experience and not on a priori 
reasoning. 

As a result of similar calculations made with reference to the Bobbili Estate my 
.colleagues found that the conversion rate for weI' lands works out at 3·7 acres for dry 
lands, at 23 acres for wet lands and for the wet and dry lands taken together at a little 
over 9 acres per garce. 1'he very disparity between the figures arrived at in Lhe Vizia.
:):lJ1gl"am. and Bobbili. Estates is sufficient to phow that the calculatIOns are hopeleosly 
imaginary and ha.ve no rea.l relation to facts, because it cannot pOSSIbly be suge.Led that 
there iR one conversion rate for one estate and another conversion rate for another estate 
in the same district. These expressions would have a common acceptation and common 
.meaning throughout the district and it is impoSSible to assume that a garee was under
stood In the Vizianagram Estate to signify 6 acres of wet land while in the neighbour
ing 130bbili Estate it was used to denote 3·7 acres. 

'rhe matter may be viewed from another point of view also. If a garce sigUIfies 
that extent of ground on which a garce of dry grain or wet grain.is raised, and my 
COlleagues concede this, it is very easy to show that the conversion rate worked out by 
them has no relation wha.tever to the facts. There are wet lands in the Bobbili Estate 
yielding 1 garce or above on 6 acres of land. Some land. may Jield :Ml puttls and i!U 
puttis under river channels. Tank-fed land may yield 10 or 12 puttis per acre. On an 
.overage therefore it was taken that the yield per acre would be about 15 pUttIS on the 
basis of which the conversion rate was fixed at 2 acres per garce of wet land. The yield 
of ragi and other crops raised on dry lands IS 5 to 10 puttis per acre. Taking the average 
at 71 puttis or t of a garce the dry conversion rate was worked out at 4 acres per ga;roe. 
According to the calcula.tion made by my colleagues 6 acres of land would be needea for 
raising 1 garce of wet grain while 20 or 23 acres of dry land would yield OIDJ 1 garce of dry 
gram. I am sure my colleagues were not nlive to the implications of the conclusions 
.they 'were arriving at. I may also point out that according to Mr. Alexander's report 
the extent of uncultivated high ground in the Bobbili Estate was 25 garces while ·the 
extent of uncultivated low ground was 15 garces. According to the Report of the Circuit 
.Committee from which my colleagues freely quote the average produce for three years 
preceding their report was .fixed a.t Rs. 1,18,347. To the above sum Rs. 6,957 was added 
on account of Manyam Kattupadi Nizzars uut on account of the capability of improv&
ment of the za.mindari the Collector proposed to take the average grORS land revenue on 
the zammdari at Rs. 1,35,000 and to fix Rs. 92,000 or two-thirds as the peshkaah ... The 
dowl exlded for future improvement therefore was B.s. 10,000. If there were only 55 
~res of wet and 575 acrea of dry uncultivated land available, an addition of Rs. 10,000 
to the annual gross revenue would ridiculously high. It IS therefore, I submit, ouvious 
that the extent noted aa uncultiva.ted in Mr. Alexa.nder's report ahould not be regarded 
as representing the utmost extent to which cultivation could be extended in the estate. 
It ·would seem as if the land described as uncultivated in the reports of Mr . Webb and 
M!. Alexander represented ouly land which was once cultivated but which had tempo
rm-ily gone out of cultivation and did not include lands which were never previously 
(!ultivated or banjars. Extension of cultivation over thIs last class of lands has been so 
universally known that the best and strongest refutation of the accuracy of the calcula
tions made by my colleagues is furnished by the fact tha.t they lead to the impossible 
:result, namely, tha.t notwithstanding the la.rge increasing population and the consequent 
pressure on the land and the rise in the prices of food-grains, there has not only been no 
extension of cultivation throughout the whole of the 18.l't century and the present but 
there has been as a ma~er of fact material diminution in the extent under cultivation. 

The Committee state with reference to the Bob"bili Estate that all land excluruna 
what was unproductive and which was consequently set apart for grazing porpo_es hav: 
been under cultivation even at the time of the Permanent Settlement ·and that thE-re 
was no room for exteBllion since then. The rent value statements filed by the estates 
once in every three years in the Coilector'~ office during the IMt sixty years would 
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clearly show a gradual increase in cultivation year after ye.a up to this date. It is in
conceivable that the zamindars or his officials would have given false statistics about 
ex&ension of cultivation and unnecessarily pay land ces_ on the excess areas which 
according to the Committee were altogether non-existent. 

In the Statistical Atlas of the Madr~s Presidency revised and brought up tc. Hl30 
there is a statement, appendix 6, showing holdings and revenue for a serielt of years of 
Government villages in the Vizagapatam district. (Vide 20, 21 and 22.) It would be 
noticed from the above that there was considerable extension in cultivation in the last 
54 years. While the total extent of cultivation was 76,892 acres in fash 1276 it rose 
to 174,179 acres in fasli 1330. The assessment al80 similarly rose from lis. 1,<34,558 
to l{s. 5.62,284. In other words the extension of cultivation more than doubled itself', 
to be very exact, is 126 per cent more than the origmal cultivation whIle the assess
ment trebled itself during the same period. When there was such extension in culti
vatIOn and consequent inerea~e in the revenues "harged on such extension in Govern
ment villages, the only natural inference would be that there must have been a similar 
ex tension in the zamindari lands n,nd consequent increase m the total rent derived by 
the zamindar by reason of this extension. It seems to me therefore that the proces; 
adopted by my colleagues in the matter of the calculation of the conver.ion rat"3 and 
th~ conclusions arrived at by them are assailable from every point of view. It is to be 
relllembered that the Bobbili Estate was never surveyed and that the area referred to 
whether in official or estate records can only be very rough llnd could not therefore be 
relied upon for deciding an important question like the conversion l'ate or tne extent 
to which ~ultivation has increased smte the Perm:.nent Settlement. So far as I am 
awar6 the Committee never asked that evidence should be let in on this point and I do 
not think even the ryots did or could state that there has been no extension in cultivation 
at :ill. If it is desired that this question should be fully mvestigated I would suggest 
lliat a responsible Revenue and Survey Offker mlly be deputed to enquire into the 
matter with reference to official and Estate records. With great respect to my col
leagues I would add that it is not fair that this question should be decided arbitrarily 
by the Committee by comparison of a few stray figures taken from official records 
without any regard to the circumstances in which and the purpose for which these 
statistics were prepared and without directing the attention of the parties to the point 
at ISsue and giving them adequate opportunity to establish their contentions in respect 
thereof. 

There are still one or two other matters in regard to thr Bcbbili E.tate which 
deserve special mention. My colleagues state that there is no basIS or truth in the 
at"tement that grain rents prevailed at all in the Bobbih Estate in the years preceding 
the Permanent Settlement and that the Zamindar was taking 2/3 leaving only 1/3 to the 
ryot. This conclusion of theirs is based upon the fact that the Estate was made over 
to the Bohbili Zamindar only in 1296 or two years after the death of the Rajah of 
Vizianagrsm in the battle of Pamanabham, and that in the Vizianagram Estate 
monpy renta were imposed and grain rents were abolished and a rent of Re. 10 per garce 
of dry or wet land was fixed. This I submit is most unsubstantial material, if it 
coull1 be called material at all on which to base one's judgment when direct evidence 
iJ!. produced to show that in the accounts of faslis 1207, 1208 and 1209 grain rents were 
being collected. In the Delta villages of the Kavittee Tans which are fed by Naga
valh river channels the estate used to get a grain rent of nearly 3,500 garces per fasli. 
After the Estates Land Act was passed l,he ryots of Labham and Gutta Villi filed 
suits under section 40 of the Estates Land Act for commutation. They raised the 
plea that originally money rents alone were paid on the suit lands and that subsequently 
I!rsin rent. coupled with money payment came to be imposed. On behali of the estate 
it was contended that grain rents were in existence even at the time of the Permanent 
Sett.lement. The following extract from the judgment of the Suits Deputy Collector of 
V.zianagram in S.S. Nos. 453 to 521 of 1908 dealing with this point is 'Worth 
quoting: .. It is not true as i. stated by the plaintiffs that money rents w~re paid 
formerly and that grain rents have recently been substituted. The accounts of the 
Permanent Settlement show that grain rents prevailed bng before that time-vide Exhi
bits XXII and xxm." 

It may be mentioned that Exhibits XXII, XXII-A and XXII-B were puIilic copies 
of khambo!ffitta Rccounts for Gutti Villi village for faslis 1207.1208 and 1209, respectively. 
Exhibit. XXTI-C was e; consolidated account for that village for the three fa~lis. Similar 
BIX'Ounts were filed for the village of Labham also lind they were marked ... Exhibits 
xxm to XXIII-C. Lower down in the judgment the Suit. Deputy Collector states as 
follows: .. The system of rent in kind is an ancient one. In times when owing to lI'"ant 
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of communications, facilities for conveying Froduce of lands from one place to another 
place was scarce and money was not easily forthcoming ryots certainly preferred paying 
their rent or revenue. in kind to paying it in money. In fact so late as the time of the 
Permanent Settlement it was considered necessary in the interests of zamindari ryots 
to encourage zamindars to receive rents in kind as payment of cash worked a hardship on 
tho tenants. Vide Exhibit XXI (Extract of Circuit Commutee Report, paragraph 47. 
page (9)." The District Court in Appeals Nos. 272 to 394 of 1911 and the High Court 
in Second Appeals Nos. 77S to S07, 809 to S14, 816, 819, 821 to 826 and 828 to 846 of 
.191<1 upheld the judgment of the Suits Deputy Collector. The khambogatta accounts 
of faslid 1207. 1208 and 1209 and the average accounts of the three fa.lis for the 24 
delta. villages of Kavitee Tana clearly show that at the time of the Permanent Settle
ment fixt>d grain rents were in existence. It is impossible, in my opinion, to ignore these 
judgments of Courts of Law and contemporary &CCOunts and conclude by a process of 
inferential reasoning that grain rents could not have prevailed in the Bobbili Estate at 
or before the Permanent Settlement. 

While referring to the Bobbili evidence in regard to the average price of paddy at 
the time of the Permanent Settlement my colleagues f&ll mto a ~imilar ener. ·While the 
khambogatta accounts of faslis 1207, 1208 and 1209 quoted in the previous paragraph show 
that the price of paddy in those faslls was, respectively, Rs. 12, Rs. 12-8-0 ariit 
Ra. 16-8-0 per garce working out an average of Rs. 13--10-8 per garce. M:y colleagues 
follow the figures from the Collector's reports and the Presidency average published in 
thll statistics whicli show t1iat the price of paddy at the time of the Permanent Settle
ment is Rs. 64 for a M:adras garce. According to my colleagues this was more than 
two times the loCal garce in Vizagapatam so that working backwards the price of paciliy 
per garce in· Vizagapatam is stated to be about Rs. 30. 

1'he comparison again of the rates obtaining in the ryotwari areas with the rates 
obtaining in the estate is misleading. The Government rates referred to by my ~olleagues 
·are tbose stated in the District Gazetteer whIch WIlS pubhshed in the year 1908. They 
are set down as Rs. 2 to 8 per acre of wet alld Rs. 2-6-0 per acre of dry .. My colleagues 
de :cot refer to rates which subsequently came into vogue which go up to Rs. 18 per acre 
o~ wet land and Rs. 4 per acre of dry land. I need not repeat what has so often been 
said that, the Government rates cannot form the basis of comparison with the rates 
·obtaining in the zamindari areas. The zamindar has to pay to the Government pesh
ca.sh at half the land-cess assessment on his income. He has several other obligations 
besIdes, particularly the maintenance of irrigation works. It is also well-known that 
evE'ry . zamindar has to allow for heavy litigation charges "lmost every yt>"r in order to 
collect rents from recalcitrant ryot. and it would therefore be unfair to zamindars to say 
th'.\t they should not collect anything more than what the Government collects in its ryot
wsri areas. 

CHAPTER X. 

PAIl"l'AS AND MUCHILlXAS. 

My colle8.gues discuss at cOnsiderable length the meaning of the word • patta: and 
arrive at the conclusion that it is to the ryot what the Sanad-i-milkiyath-isthirnrar is to 
the landholder. There is no need to quarrel with this glorification of what has been 
l.eld to be a mere record of the conditions of the contract between the zamindar and 
the ryot, the occupancy right of the ryot being traceable not to the grant of a patta of 
his original admission· to possession of ryoti land. My colleagues take strong exception 
(,0 the inclusion within the scope of section 5<J· of the Madras Estates Land Act of 
occnpancy ryots as well as non-occupancy ryots. In their opinion so far as the former 
class is concerned, it ought not to have been necessary to provide for any fresh exchange 
of pattas and muchilikas and the provisions of tbg,f, chapter ought to ha.ve been made 
exclusively applicable only to nOD-oecupancy ryots. Following up th~ir opinion. they 
state that the whole of the chapter ·dealin~~th pattas and muchilika. ought' to have 
been repealed when by the Amending Act of 1934 the category of lands known as 
old waste wa. abolished. I am unable to see how the applicatio!l of Chapter IV of the 
Estates Land Act to occupancy ryots prejudiciallY' affects their interests. The neces
sity for an accurate up-to-date record of the extent .of the· holding in persons entitled 
to it, the amount of rent payable in respect of it and the several other rights and obliga
tions of the landholder and the ryot, is as much useful and beneficial to the ryot as to 
th.e . landholder. The very object of the patta Regulation of 1802 and the provisions 
in the Rent Recovery Act of 1865 and that of the chapter in the Estates Land Act is to 
provide for such an accurate record which would be brought up to date from .time to. 
time. 

.. 
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. My colleagues now: recommend that in respect of lands which were under cultivation 
at the time of the Permanent Settlement and lands which have since then been brought 
under cultivation there should be only one patta for all time and that there is no neces: 
sity to renew it. Clause 35 of the draf~ Bill appended to the Majority Report embodies 
this proposal while clause 31 provides \tiat no landholder shall have power to proceed 
against a ryot for the recovery of land revenue unless and until he shall have exchanged 
the patta and muchilka with such ryot or tendered him such a patta as he was bound 
to accept. This clause has a note appended to it that it shall not apply to a permanent 
patta granted under this Act. The effect of the note is somewhat obscure but I take it 
that the object of the note is to enable the landholders to recover their land revenuea 
notwithstanding that there is only one pel'lIlJ).nent patta and notwithstanding that there 
has been no fresh exchange of patta and muchilka subsequently. I must however wit);l 
respect point out that my colleagues are not alive to disadvantages of not exchanging 
pattas and muchilkas whenever there is devolution of property or a partition of it or a 
transfer of a whole or a portion of the holding. The landholder must know who the 
defaulter is before proper and effective steps are taken under Chapters VII and vm 
either by way of distraint and sale of the movable property of the ryot or by the sale 
of his holding. The notice enjoined by those chapters cannot be served on dead persons 
and without proper service of notice the rest of the procedure would be unavailing to 
the zamindar. 

I am aware that clauses 97 and 98 provide for the recognition by the landholder of a 
division of the holding or a. transfer of a portion of it but I do not find any corresponding 
procedure whereby fresh pattas and muchilkas can be exchanged and fresh engage
ments entered into with the transferees of portions of holdings· or with persons on wbom 
portions of the holding have devolved by partition or under the law of succession. Such 
fresh exchange of pattas and muchilkas confining their liability to the rent which ia 
payable in respect of their portions of the holding only would be welcome by the 
transferees themselves. In fact there has been considerable complaint on the part of 
ryots that the zamindars ·are very slow and reluctant to recognize subdivisions and 
transfers of their holdings and that a whole holding is sold up. for default in the payment 
or rent by a person who owns a minor fraction of it. I have dealt with this complaint 
and pointed out how: it can be remedied to the extent that it represents a legitimate 
Ilrievance in the chapter on collections. In this context I need refer to it only for the 
rurpose of pointing out that fresh exchange of pattas and muchilkas is as much neces
sary in tbe interests of ryots as in the interests of landholders and that, if anything, the 
ryots are more particular about it than the landholders t.hemselves. In my opinion, 
therefore, the clauses in the draft Bill in regard to the exchange of pattas and muchilka.s 
require considerable modificatiou. If tbe right, the extent of the holding and the rent 
payable are constant, neither the landholder noI' the ryot would or need desire fresh 
exchange of patta and muchilka. But wherever there is a change in any of these factors 
it is most desirable and necessary for the smooth running of the revenue administration 
of the estate and in the interests of all parties concerned that fresh pattas and muchilkas 
should. be exchanged. 

CHAPTER XI. 

COLLECTION OF' RENTS. 

On the same day on which the Permanent Settlement Regulation (XXV of 1802) 
was passed xxvm of 1802 was also passed prescribing the procedure to be pursued 
and the remedies open to the zamindars in the matter of the collection of rents from 
th~ir tenants. 

Tbis latter regulation conferred 011 zamindars the necessary powers for the prompt 
realization of their dues from the ryots affording at the same time adequate protection 
to the ryots from the oppressive exercise of such powers. The preamble of the regula.
tion ran as follows:-

.. The regulation for empowering landholders and farmers of revenue to distrain 
and sell the personal property of under-farmers and ryots, and in certain cases 
the personal properties of their sureties for arrears of rent or revenue and for 
preventing landholders and farmers of land from confining or inflicting corporal 
punishment on their under-farmers and ryots or their sureties in the British 
territories subject to the Presi~ency of Fort St. George." 

According to the regulation the zamindars may distrain and sell crops and products 
of the land, cattle and personal property of defaulters but not .. lands, houses ,,~ other 
real property of their under-farmers, tenants and ryots." No mortgagee etc. could 
have a prior claim against crops or gathered products of the land on ~ount' of the 

COil. B. PAio7! 1-109 
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.. rent or revenue due from the ground, it being the undo~bted right of the. ow~er of 
the land or his representative to consider the produce of It mortgaged to h~ In .t~e 
first instance for the rent of the mortgaged land and in default of his rent, bemg paid 
as engaged for (or determinable by locaJ. rates and usage where there may not be specifio 
engagement) to sell such crops, etc." The zamindar was also empowered to 31!est 
defaulters through the agency of courts; t6 attach and manage the defaulter's holding; 
and when the arrear was not recovered 'within the current revenue. year by these me~s 
then further to proceed either to sell the tenure of the defaulter if saleable or to el~t 
lease-holders or the tenants whose right of occupancy depended on payment of certalD 
rents. 

2. Under the Rent Recovery Act (Ad; vm of 1865), the landholder had the 
following remedies to recover arrears of rent:~ 

(0) To file a suit before the Collector. 
(b) To distrain crops and other .movable property. 
(e) To sell the holding whenever the tenant had a saleable interest in land. 
(d) To eject a ryot who had no saleable iI:.terest in land for non-payment of rent 

(section 41). 
(e) To arrest the ryot and have him imprisoned for a period not exceeding six 

weeks if the arrear did not exceed rupees fifty; or for a period not exceeding 
six months if the amount of arrear exceeded Rs. 50. 

The remedies of ejectment, arrest and imprisonment, however, are put an end to 
by the Estates Land Act. 

3. The remedies at present available for the landholder to recover arrears of' rent 
,from' aryot are three-fold, viz.-

. . . 
(0) by a suit before the Collector; 
(b) by a destraint and sale of movable property; and 
(e) by sale of the ryot's holding. 

The latter two remedies are available only where a patta and muchilka have been 
previously exchanged between the landholder and the ryot, or a valid tender of patta 
has been made. In cases where there has been no exchange of pattas and muchilka.s 
. (or tender of patta) tbe only remedy available is the remedy by way of suit. 

4. The complaints made on bebalf of the ryots in regard to the existing modes of 
.collection are the following:- . 

(0) That the zamindars' agents do not pass receipts for the rent paid by the 
ryots. 

(b) That owing to the joint patta system, the ryot who owns a portion of the 
holding is very often compelled to pay more than what he has to pay on the 
extent occupied by him. 

(e) That the zamindars' agents have recourse to oppression in conducting dis
traints of movable properties. The ryots complain that the remedy by way of 
destraint is often abused by the zamindar with the result that for fear of these 
distraints the ryots are obliged to pay even illegal impositions. 

(d) That in several estates the kistbandi dates have no relation to the availabilitv 
of crops. -

(e) It is stated that in certain estates zamindars collect various illegal impositions. 
5. The various questions relating to the methods of collecting rents by the zamindar 

and other problems connected therewith have been considered in the majority report 
.and the opinion of my colleagues may be summarized as follows :_ 

(0) by virtue of rents being fixed once for all, no wise husbandman will allow his 
rent to fall into arrear, and therefore no coercive mea!l1lres will be nece",1!8rj; 

(b) that rent being in the nature of peshkash it is reasonable that the landholJer 
should be given the same powers which the Government ex~.rr.ise for t.he rerove.l.Y, 
of peshkash; 

(e) Chapter VI of the Estates La.nd Act should be revised and dlstramt prxeed
inga and sale proceedings should be carried on through the revenue officers 
of the Government; 

(d~~ere should be no imprisonment of the cultivator even by process ot ~ur&s; 

(e} that for the. d!sposal of suits, special. tribunals. should be constituted COIllJlOl;eCl 

of Revenue DiVISional Officers and their Subordinates. Speci&i Al'pellate Tribu
Dais may also be constitu ted for disposal of appeals. 
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6. It is an extravagant hope of my colleagues that reduction of rent will make ryot • 
..more sensible of their obligations to the landholders and wlil induce them to be mors 
prolDpt in the plII]ment of their dues. 

In my opinion it will be too much to expect that the reduction of rents would facilitate 
:COllections or obviate the necessity for cde'cive process. 

I have already pointed out that the grounds on which my' colleagues Prof os!' to 
bring down the present rents are bll£ed on a total misconception of the Perma!lent bet LIce 
ment and it is unnecessary to reiterate my views once again. 

7. While I do not agree that rents due by the ryots are in the nature of peshi.ush I 
.am glad to lind that my colleagues realize that landholders have to be givell the same 
powers which the Government exercise for the recovery of peshkash, so long as pe~llkash 
is an obligation which the landholder has to discharge to the liovernment Il"l"espective of 
th .. 'conditions of the seasons. That from the earliest tinles the Government l'ealizp,d the 
:leed for investing the zamindar with such powers can be gathered by a reference to para
graph 35 of the Instrument of Instructions, and the Preamble to Regulation XXVIII of 
1802. On each occasion, however, when tenancy legislatioll was introduced, tho powers 
'Of collection of landholders were curtailed and the obligations imposed on tllem increased. 

8. While the need for investing landholder with powers of collection sinlilar to those 
·exercised by the Government, for realization of their dues is conceded, th" suggestIon 
that has been made is not to invest landholders with fresh powers of collection but to 
:d~prive them of the power of directly having recourse to distraint proceedings. 'l'he 
grounds urged as necessitating this change are that landholders have abused the ~uII1mary 
powers conferred on them. . 

9. Oppression in the conduct of distraint. •. -The complaint that is m .. de i~ th",t the 
zarJlindar' s agents resort to oppreAsive methods in conducting distraints. Lcavmg aside 
the vague statements of interested witnesses, I must say that no Jipecific instances of such 
oppre.sion have been substanti:-ted in the evidence ad<iuced before it. But even 011 the 
'8ossumption the grievances are real, sufficient safeguards have already been provided under 
the present law. They are as follows :-

(a) l'loughs and implements of husbandry, ploughing cattle, and manure stocked 
by ryots and such seed grain as may be secured for the due cultlva.tiC'n of the 
holding in the ensuing year are exempted from distraint. While under the 
Civil Procedure Code, only onA paip of bullocks (ploughing cat LIe) is exempt 
from attachment, under the Estates Land Act who.tever the number of plough
ing cattle possessed by a ryot may be, all of them are exempt from di~tra.illt. 

(b) The distraint shall not be excessive; the value of the property distrained shall 
be as nearly as possible equa.! to the amount of a.rrears due with interest and 
costs of distraint. 

(c) The distrainer shall not work the bullocks or make use of the property dis 
trained. He shall provide the necessary food for cattle or other livestock. 

VI) When distrained property is stolen or damaged while in the keepmg of tht' 
distrainer, the owner may recover damages from the di.trainer. 

(e) In the case of standing crops and other ungathered produce thE/j may notwith. 
standing the distraint,. be tended by the OW!ler but if the owner of the crop 
neglects to tend or reap or otherwise gather the said crop or produce, the 
distrainer may do so. 

(j) If any person dishonestly distraints, sens, or causes to be sold any property or 
except with the authorit.y or consent of the ryot, unlawfully prevents or attempts 
to prevent the reaping, gathering, storing or removing or otherwise dealing with 
any produce of the holding, he shall be liable to be punished under section 
212-B. 

Previous to the amendment of 1934 the landholder could simnltanpously avail 
himself of all the proceedings by way of suit, distraint of movables, and sale of holding; 
but under the amendment of 1934 it has been provided [section 77 (b)] ~hat where the 
landholder sues for any arrear of rent, and obtains a decree, ha shall have no right to 
dihtrain movable property for such arrear or to bring the holding to sale therelor Ullder 
sections 111 to lSI and all the proceedings to sell the holding for such arrears taken befor!' 
the pasaing of a decree &hall be stopped. The pro<>eaure prescribed for etfectiog dJs,ramLs 
of movable property and for bringillg the holdings to sale requires the service of notice on 
the defaulter at more than one stage. Though distraint of movables can be made Ul til" 
first lDstance, by the landholders' agents, a copy of the demand and list of the propert} 
clistrllined have to be submitted to the Collector, within ten days of the service of the 
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demand to the sale officer concerned, who is generally the Government Deputy 'Iahsil
dar. It is a Government officer that proceeds to the village and sells the prilperty 
distrained. Under section. 96 of the Act, the ~ot can file a suit within 15 dr.yo from 
t.hd <late of the service of notice of sale of dis trained property, contesting the d,~tress It 
the. distraint is illegal. This suit is a summary snit and which can be filed on a nomina. 
couLi-fee of eight annas, 

10. In view of these ample safeguards provided by the existing la.w itself, I con,'
sider the agitation for the repeal of the distraint pro~edure artIfiCIal and u·ll'casonable. 
It may be mentioned that under the Revenue Recovery Act, there are no l'estrictions at. 
ali in regard to the nature of the properties that can be distrained and the pro<-cdure 
prescribed is much simpler than the procedure contained in the Estates Land Act. 
Uncler the. Land Mortgage Bank Act, and under the Co-operative SocietLes Act, the 
arrears due to those institutions are recoverable as arrears of land revenue. Anv reform 
spould, in my opinion, be in the direction of approximating the Estates Land 'Act pro
cedw'c to that contained in the Revenue Recovery Act and not in the direction oi 
aboliehing the distraint procedure without which thE' landholders would be po\\erleos.· 
against recalcitrant defaulters. ' 

11. In these days when there are ryot organizations in ahnost every village it JS. 

impossible for any zamindar's agent to be unduly oppressive in the methods adopted by, 
him for conducting the distraints. The difficulties in my opinioJ'. are all the oLher way. 
The rules to be observed for conducting distraints are full of re.trictions even now, ant} 
if in addition to that there are combinations of villagers, it would be next to ll!lpcssible 
to conduct any distraints of property. To throw more obstacles therefore m the Walj of 
the landholder in the matter of distraint will practically amount to a negation o~ the . 
remedy itself . 

. 12. Collection by GOllemment Agency.-This suggestion reverses the very principl& 
of the Permanent Settlement. According to the Permanent Settlement thl) zamindars 
have to collect from individual ryots and themselves pay.a fixed amount of revenue as 
peshkash to the Government. According to this suggestion the Government have to
make the collection and pay over to the zaminda.r. The suggestion is also an indirect 
attempt to abolish the zarnindars and reduce them to the position of pensioners or Mali
khanaholders. 

The conduct of distraints through the machinery of the Gcvernment will not only 
be expensive but will also result in undue delay in coIlections. This suggest.ion doPA nol 
again take into. account the following inlportant considerations:-

(al The Government officers engaged in conducting distraints for rents due to the 
zamindar 'would be responsible to nobody.· 

(bl There is no incentive for them to make effective collections. 
(el These would lea.d to a sort of diarchy in the collection machinery and would 

result in friction and dellllJ. 
18. One system tha.t has been suggested though not recommended as an inlmediately 

practicable proposal is the introduction of the panchayat system for effecting collocLions. 
The strongest point urged in support of the introduction of this system is that villa.ge 
pallChayats' existed in the past. How far an organization suited to the conditions of 
primitive tinles' would be suited to modern conditions is open to serious doubt. At the 
time of the Permanent Settlement there was in a number of places the village 1_ 
system under which there was a single lease of the entire village with a leading .1")ot 01' 
ryots of the village, the ryots arranging among themselv,es for the distribution and! 
cultivation of the lands and the apportionment of the rent fixed in the lease. The 
following quotation from Mooreland's Agrarian system of Moslem Illdia as, to the 
manner in which the village panchayats functioned in the past' is interestinf," read. 
ing :-
1 .. Here we meet with a feature still familiar in village life, a few members of 

the brotherhood acting as a dominant clique to the detriment of their weaker 
brethren. Idealists have sometinles depicted the Indian villages of the past as. 
harmonious little republics where' every member was assured of his rights; but 
there has been a good deal of human nature in them as there still is, and we 
must allow for wide divergence of character, rendering such generalizatIOn. mill'
leading. It is safer to hold that in the past, &S in the present, there were 
villages of all sorts." . 

14. The panchayat syst,em has been introduced by Government for the management 
of the forests where the responsibility of management is correspondingly less and where 
there is no question of maintenance of land records, or of patta transfers or of grant. 
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of remissions, or questions arising out of irregular irrigation and the like: NotWIthstand
ing the fact that their functions are quite simple, the forest panchayatshave :proved 
an utter failure and no more proof of that is needed than the following obserVations· of 
the Hon 'ble Minister for Agriculture made ~ the speech at Podalakur on 10th February 
1938 on the working of the Forest Panchayats in Government ar,eas. .. The Forest 
Panchayats have failed to fulfil the objects.for which they have been oonstituted. Large 
extents of forest areas which have been handed over to them have· been neglected ana" 
deforestation with its baneful effects on the rural population has been the result. Many 
of the forest panchayats have become the playgrounds for party politics and factions" 
and while some villages were excluded by the pancbayats from grazing facilities, some
were found paying higher fees than what was 1egally payable." 

The existence of village factions which is an almost universal factor, and a tota1 
abSence of a sense of fairness and responsibility among the class of people who can be
expected to man tbe panchayats are serious objections which far out-weigh any possible 
advantages that may be expected to arise out of the pancbayat system. But as has 
already been stated .above, no detailed scheme has been put forward by anyboay and 
unless one such is put forward it is unnecessary to consider the proposal as a serious. 
proposition. 

15. Grievances of "1Iots considered.-Even on the assumption that the grievances 
of ryots are real, I may point out that there are adequate remedies already providea· 
under the Estates Land Act. Section 65 of the Estates Land Act provides .. If a land
holder or other person receiving rent on his behalf refuses without reasonable cause to
deliver to a ryot a receipt as required by sections 62 and 63 for any rent paid to him 
or to credit the rent paid to the year and instalment to which the ryot wishes it to be 
credited shall he entitled to recover from the landholder on application made to the 
Collector for that purpose, compensation not exceeding double the amount of value. of 
the rent paid." Under section 68 of the Estates Land Act a ryot may deposit in the 
office of the Collector the rent due from him if a landholder on its being tendered to him 
refuses to receive it or refuses to grant a receipt and on sucb deposit accompanied by 
an application as contemplated by th .. t section the Collector will grant a receipt which 
will operate as a valid acquittance. 

A complaint has .. Iso been made by some witnesses tbat even when receipts are 
granted, the payments made hy the ryots are appropriated towards arrears already time
ba~Ted. But, the Estates Land Act has provided against this in Section 64 :-

(i) When a ryot makes a payment on account of rent, he may declare. the year" 
and the instalment to which he wishes the payment to be credited, and tbe 
payment shall be credited accordingly. 

(ii) If he does not make any such declaration the payment may, at the option 
of the landholder, be credited on account of any arrear not barred by limitation. 

8ub-clause (ii) above is an improvement on the Bengal Tenancy Act where under 
Section· 55 in the absence of such a declaration tbe payment may be .credited to the· 
account of such year and instalment as the landlord thinks fit. 

Even under Section 60 of the Indian Contract Act, .. Wbere the debtor has omitted 
to intim .. te and there are no other circumstances indicating to what debt the payment is 
to be applied, the creditor may apply it at his discretion to any lawful debt actually due 
and payable to him from the debtor, whethl11' its rp'col1e"1l is or is not ba1Ted by the law 
in force for ~he time being as to the limitation of suits." 

Tbe principle of appropriation adopted under the Estates Land Act is therefore a 
distinct improvement on the general law as well as on the provisions of tenancy legis-~ 
Jation elsewhere. 

16. Joint Patta System.-The charge Levelled against landholders is that they do. 
lIot affect divisions of holding when applications therefor are made by the ryots. In 
common experience it will be found that the zamindar is not primarily responsible 
for this grievance wherever it exists. On the othe.r hand, statistics have been furnished· 
by some estates showing the steps taken by them in this behalf. 

According to the evidence on behalf of the landholders the main causes for this. 
eomplaint appears to he;-

(a) want of co-operation on the part of village officers; and 
(b) failure on the part of the ryots to meet the cost of effecting subdivisions. 

Both the reasons stated above appear to be well-founded. Whenever applications 
for 8ubdivision~ .~ received in t.he landholder's office, they are referred to the village. 
officers. SubdlVlSlons of the holdIngs can only he effected by persons with a fair know l
edge of survey and· the employment of such men means expense. In ryotwari areas, 
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whenev.er subdivisions are effected, the cost of effecting them is borne by the ryot. There 
is no provision· under the Estates Land Act under which the landholder can recover 
the cost of effecting subdivisions. It is therefore necessary to introduce such & provision 
.In the Estates Land Act. 

Whatever may have been the causes for this grievance, wherever they exist, thoe 
. Estates. Land Act as amended in 1934 provid.es the necessary procedure for effecting 
.subdivisions under all possible contingencies. Section 145 provides in sub-section 1 tbat 
. whenever a holding or any portion thereof is transferred or whenever thoe same devolves 
,.by operation of law, the landholder shall be bound to recognise such transfer or devolu
,lion and enter into a fr.esh engagement or engagements, and proceeds to elaborate the 
procedure to be followed by the transferer in order to get his transfer recognised. In 
·order to facilitate the landholder being immediately informed of transfers of holding it 
has been provided in sub-section 2 that .• any person presenting for registration of any 
.document transferring a holding or any portion thereof shall present thoerewith a notice 
in writing signed by the transferer and transferee and addressed to the landholder asking 
for recognition of the transfer and shall pay to the registering officer such fee as the 
TJocal Government may prescribe for the transmission of such notice to the landholder. 
The landholder shall recognise the transfer on receipt of the said notic.e." . 

If the landholder fails to recognise such transfers or fails to enter into separate 
.engagem.ents as provided for in the section the ryots can have the transfers recognised 
.and the rents duly apportioned on application to the Collector. 

It is therefore clear that the existing law contains the necessary remedies for the 
;gri.evance alleged and the machinery provided is both simple and effective. 

17. InconfJenient kistbandi dates.-Under section 59 of the Estates Land Act, rent 
mall be payable in instalment according to the agreement or in the absence of an agree
m.ent according to ,the established usage. In most estates the kistbandi dates now 
o()btaining were fixed long ago. Two considerations were taken into account in fixing the 
.dates :-

(i) The convenience of the ryot, the dates having been fixed with ref.erence to the 
seasons when the ryot harvests his produce from the holding; and 

(ii) the convenienc.e of the landholder the dates having been fixed with reference 
to the instalments of peshkash and land-cess payable by the zamindar to the 
Government. When the existing kistbandi dates fall on dates when the ryots 
would not under normal circumstanc.es get the produce of their lands it is but 
right that the dates should be so altered as to synchronise with the harvesting 
of the crops. At the same time it should be borne in mind that if the interval 
between thoe dates fix~d for the .payment. of the inst.alments of rent by the ryot 
and the dates on which he can reap his produce IS unduly long there is the 
risk of the ryot spending away the produce without paying the rent. It is 
also necessary that when thoe dates are altered so &8 to suit the convenience 
of the ryot, the Government should also be ready to correspondingly alter the 
dates of instalments of peshkash so as to enable the landholder to make his 
colLections and then pay up the peshk&8h. 

18. Illegal exactions.-Some evidence of a very vague nature adduced before the 
Committee regarding the illegal exactions said to have b.een by certain zaminda.rs. This 
is again a grievance for which ample remedies have been provided ever since the P.erma
nent &.!ttlement Regulations. Sections 135 and 136 of th.e Estates Land Act afford 
.ample protection against the recovery of any payment in excess. Section 136 provides 
for a penalty being imposed by the ColLector. It is needless to state that with an 
assertive tenantry backed as they are none by ryot organisations, it would be impossible 
fo~ ~ny landholder to mak.e i!legal ex~tions. Allegatio.ns of. such exactions are in my 
-opIDlOn, mad.e ouly to prejUdICe the mIDds of the public agaIDst the zamindars and in 
fa.vour of the ryots. As I have already stated the existing law provides protection to 
the ryot against any possible exac~ion by a landholder. 

In regard to the suggestion that the collections in zamindaris should be entrusted 
to th.e Government or to the village panchayats, for one thing, no C&8e has been made 
~ut for such a change being effected; for another the suggestions made are beyond prac-
tical politics. , 

19. The grievances of the landholders rega.rding the methods of collection available 
under the present law are two-fold, viz. :-

(a) The machinery provided under the Estates Land Act is both dilatory and 
costly; 

(b) landholdel1l. 10 not 'have sufficient control over village officers. 
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The three remedies available to the Isndholder under the Estates Land. Act have . 
. already been referred to. Where the arrears of rent relate to a period more thn 
12 months, before the demand or when there has been no valid exchange of I'btta t·nd 
mu~hilika or a valid tender of a patta the only remedy avaihlble to the landholder is by 
"'ay of swt. 

20. Remedy by .uit.-In practice. this has been found to he both dilatory and 
·CO$t\y. The minimum costs which the • landholder hM to inenr ill a suit instituted for 
Rs. 100 is as follows :-

Stamp .... 
Vllkalat ' .,. : ... 
Process for defendant 

(If there are more defendants than One the p.rocess fee would 
be correspondingly larger.) 

Witness batta 
Vakil's fee 
Decree copy 
SI.amp on execution 
Notice .... 
Batta on for attachment of movables 
Sale notice 
Other expenses 

"" 

RS. A. 1'. 

n 3 0 
1 0) 0 
0 8 0 

3 0 0 
.j, 0 0 
o 8 0 
o 12 0 
o 8 0 
2 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 

26 7 0 

If immovable property is brought to sale, an additional expenditure of about Rs. 10 
has to be incurred. The above bill does not provide for more than one adjournment and 
usually there is more than ant> defendant. If notice is not served on the defendant on 
tbe first occasion fresh notice will have to be taken. If the defendant is It minor, a 
;ruardian petition has to be filled, and a separate notice of that petition 11a3 to go. 
In addition to the above expenditure the landholder has to maintain a separate establish
ment for the purpose of instituting the suits and execu~ing the decrees within the period 
of limitation. It may be safely asserted that the average expenditure incurred '-If the 
purpose of recovery of rents by instituting suits will be about 30 per cent of the arrears for 
which t.he suits are instituted. 

There is one other circumstance that requires mention in this connexion. Whenever 
... suit has to be filed for the renove1"y of the arrears of a particular fasli, which is about 
to get time barred by the three years' rule the landholder ca.nnot avoid including in the 
.uit. the dues of subsequent fasli which are outstanding on the date of the suit. If he 
does not do so, his remedies to recover those dues would be barred by Order n, Rule 2 of 
the Civil Procedure Code. 80, that even though it is the arrears of one fasli that will 
get time-barred, the landholder has to file the suit for the arrears of three faslis. As 
a consequence, the cost of litigation is multiplied. While the ryot is ruined, t.he land
.holder does not stand to gain. 

.. Various suggestions have been made to obviate the difficulties attendant on this 
procedure. One suggestion is that the remedy by way of suit be altogether abandoned. 
The reasons urged are that there is virtually very little difference between executing 
a. decree obtained after .filing a suit and taking recourse to summary proceedings snch as 
distraint of movables and sale of holding. Since even after a decree is obtained, nil that 
is done in execution of the decree is to attach the movables, or bring the holding to sale. 
'fhe advantages however are that--

(a) the landholder gets the machinery of the court, to affect distraints of movable 
property: and that 

(b) the remedy by way of arrest of the judgment-debtor is available. 

H msy not however be advisable to dispenSA altogether with the remedy by wa,y of 
8l1it. There may be cases where questions of rates of rent, or the nature and the legality 
of partilmlar t~nures have to be gone into. The cases can also he conceived where owing 
to D variety of reasons, it may be impo.sible for the landholder to have recourse to 
slim mary proceedings. such 118 distraint of movables or sale of holdings. The remedy bv 
WRy of suit mnst therefore be available in all such cases. It is however necessary t~ 
make a substantial reduction in the costs of suit and to !limplify the procedure. For ;uit • 
.,f Arnall cause nature. the court fee charged i~ civil courts 18 Rs. 7~ per cent for sums 
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of Hs. -500 and below; whereas for rent suits the court-fee payable is Rs. 11-3-0 per cent_ 
I consider that ·the court"fee may reasonably b.e redured to Bs: 5 per cent. Corresponding" 
redilCtior1 'in 'the process and other fees may likewise be effected.' Copies of decrees may
be furnished 'free of cost or say on payment of 2 annas pet decree. In' ex parte cases, 
decrees may be passed on affidavits of the landholders or their agents instead of witnesses 
being reqnired to attend court. Instructions may be issued for the speedy disposal of rent 
suits, The number of Special Deputy Collectors to dispose of suits und~r the Estates
I,and Act may be increased. 

ilL Distraint of m01lable property.-The grievances of landholders in regard to this 
remedy are the following, viz. :-

(a) There are too many restrictions in regard to the nature of the movable pro
perty that can be attached. 

(b) Abnormal delays in the conduct of sales by sail" officers and the incidental 
increase of expenditure. . 

(e) The penalties provided under the Estates Land Act for obstruction to dis-
traints are too inadequate. 

(d) Possibilities of evasion. 
(a) Under section 77 (fl, sub-clause (iil, all ploughing cattle are exempt from dis

traint. Ploughing cattle are generally valuable property possessed by the ryot 
and the easiest means of recovering the rent is by ·distraining such cattle. Even 
rich ryots who have more ploughing cattle than they need, can by reason of the
above provision evade distraint of cattle. There is no such restriction under the
Revenue Recovery Act. Experienced Deputy Collectors who had served under 
the Government and who gave evidence before the Committee stated that they 
saw no objection to this restriction being withdrawn. At the worst, it may be· 
provided that after the cattle are distrained, on application by the cultivator, 
such number of cattle as are absolutely necessary for the cultivation of sucb, 
portion of the holding as is required for the sustenance of the defendant and his· 
family may be released. Even now, wben cattle are distrained, they are often 
left in the custody of the defaulters themselves, on their producing sureties. 
No hardship can arise by deleting this exemption in regard to ploughing cattle. 

(b) Another grievance that is universal is that abnormal delays are made in the
conduct of sales. A large number of instances have been brought to the notice
of the Committee where the sales of distrained property were held more than 
six months after the distraint. In such cases, the costs incidental to distraint 
such as feeding charges, far exceed the value for which the ·property was dis
trained. The sale officer that is usually employed to sell distrained property i .. 
a Government Deputy Tahsildar and in the nature of things it will be impossible 
to expect him to be present at all times and at all places. 

One suggestion that lias been made is to invest the village officer of the same
village or of a neighbouring village with the conduct of sales. The mere con
duct of sales does not involve any exercise of dis<lTetion and with power safe
guards and checks there may be no objection to this course. Some of the land
holders' officials, who may be approved by the Revenue Divisional Officers, . may r 

in my opinion, also invested with like powers. . 
(el Penalties are provided under. section 212 (b) of the Estates Land Act against 

fraudulent removal of movable property tinder distraint. It is doubtful if the
section applies at all to a case where movable property other than' produce 
distrained under the Act is forceably or clandestinely removed. It looks as 
though the landholder has merely to apply under section 90 of the Act for 
recovery of the property that was taken awav. There is ·no provision .bowever 
in that section or compensation or even for "recovery of hiS costs by ~"e hnd
holder . Under the Rent R.ecovery Act (VITI of 1865), sections 26 and 27 
expressly make the defaulters liable for all the penalties prescribed under
section 424 of the Indian Penal CoiLe. Similar provisions should be introduced" 
by an appropriate amendment to section 90 of the Estates Land Act and provision 
should also be made for recovery of compensation and costs. 

«(I) One other difficulty that is experienced by landholders is that whenever any 
movable property is distrained, collusive claim petitions are put in at the instance 
of the judgment-debtors themselves. By this procp,ss the landholder has again· 
to face a judicial enquiry which is often protracted. Government Deputv 1f1hsil
dars should be authorized to investigate their claims in the village itseli. There-
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should also be a rule that a certificate from the Tillage officer that the ptoperly 
distrained belongs to the j udgment-debtor, should be pritnll facie proof of the 
oame. 

(0) Provision also has to be madll for the custedy of property distrained. Village 
officers may be directed to keep such property in their custody and be respolll!ible 
for their production at the time of sale. 

<Ii Another important suggestion that has been made is that the remedy by :way 
of distraint should be made available not merely in respect of arrears that 
accrued due within one year previous to the date of distraint, but aOO in reRpeCt 
of arrears which accrued due for three or, at least two years previously. This 
would obviate the necessity for filing suits in a majority of I!8SeS and will prove 
beneficial both to the landholder and the ryots. 

2'A. Sale of Holding.-The complaints of landholders in regard to this remedy are 
"hat it is both dilatory and costly. The delay is partly due to combrous procedure pre ... 
cribed under the Act and partly to the non-avai1ability of sale officers to conduct the sales 
in time. 

Under section 112, the landholders were formerly simply sending copies of land attach
ment Dotices to the Revenue Divisional Officers for service on the defaulter. Under the 
amended act, it is provided that a copy of the notice should also be sent by post to the 
d. faulter. It may be provided that service by one or other of the two kinds cOlltemplated 
would be sufficient notice under the section. 

Under the old Act, as soon as applications were sent under section 114, a selling 
officer was appointed and he issued proclamations and forthwith conducted the sales. 
Under the amended Act, a long and cumbersome procedl)re is prescribed under sec
tiuns 116 (i) and (ii); 117 (i) and (ii); 123 (ii) and (iii); and 124 (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Because of these provisions the work which until now was being done quickly and 
efficiently by the selling officer has been transferred to the Revenne Divisional Officer 
who has to issue notices to parties, hear the objections, if any, and determine the lots 
to be sold, the value of the lots, etc. For issuing notices to the defaulter, the landholder 
has to deposit notice batta at the rate of eight annas for one or ths first pattadar and 
annas four for every joint pattadar, if he resides in the same village and aunas eigqj, if 
he resides outside. In actus! practice the enquiry by the Revenue Divisional Offieer 
becomes a mere formality since very few ryots ever appear to raise any valid objection 
to the pame. Thus whilst giving no real benefit to the ryot, the procedure just referred 
to has added considerably to the burden which he would ultimately be called upon to 
bear. At the same time it has made it much mm:e difficult for the landholder to collect 
his legitimate dues by bringing the holding to sale than formerly. 

There is another serious difficulty experienced by landholders as a result of the 
amendment of section 127 of the Act. The 1?roviso to sub-clause (0) of clause (2) of 
section 127 reads thus: .. Provided that no payment shall be made to the landholder 
under clauses (a), (b) and (0) until after the grant of a certificate of sale under sub
section (2) of section 124." Prior to the amendment thl> section ouly provided 110 

~ent shall be made until after the expiration of 30 days from the dat... of sale." 
According to the present section, payment to the laudholder of his dues though realized 
by the revenue court is postponed till the grant of a sale certificate to the auction 
purcbaser. This works great hardship. Supposing the auction purchaser does not 
apply for a sale certificate for a year or two (since he has three years from the date of 
the sale to take delivery of the property purchased in auction) then the landholder would 
have to w30it during all this period without drawing his amount. It is also open to an 
auction purchaser to take delivery of possession of the bolding without the intervention 
of court in which case the auction purchaser may delay much further in applying for 
a sale certificate and all that happens the zamindar is kept out of his money. After 
taking the several onerous and costly steps, provided for bringing the holding to sail> 
this provision prevent. the landholder from realizing his dues and ie considerable loss. 
The least that should be done, therefore, is to repeal the amendments introduced in 
sectiO'l 127 by Madlas Act vm of 1934. 

As in the case of distrained movable property, so also in the matter of conductin" 
sales of bolding and in delivering possession of the lands to the authorized pnrcha~ 
there is inordina:e delay. Instances have been brought to the notice of the Committee 
where even a year or two after the initial steps were taken by the landholders, salea 
of holdings were not held. Here also I would suggest that responsible officers in thl> 
aerviae of the landholder may on approval by the Revenue Divisional Officer, be giVeD 
the power of conducting these sales. ' 
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Another difficulty tbatis widely experienced is that the JlOssession ta.keJ;l through 
.revenue court~ is -generally inefi'ectiv.e. There is DO provision 10 the Estates .. :Land Act 
for p'unishlng the original' defaulter who continues to squat on the land even after p0s
session is delivered to the landholder through the revenue court. Under section 212 (d) 
.jt is only atrespa.aser :\Vho having been ejected under section 163-A occupies the land 
once again without the landholder's consent that is liable to be fined. The scope of 
SectiM 212 (d) should be enlarged so as to cover on land from :which they have been 
dispossessed through revenue courts. 
. '. 'l'he' proviSions in, ihe amended Act :which lead to the greatest hardship are those 

:relating to the ne:w requirements that the entire proclamation and notificatiQn of sale 
ll~e to be published in District Gazette. The publica.tion has to be made twice, once 
:under 'section 117 (i) at the'time of the issue of proclamation, a second time llnder sec
tion 123 (2) when the sale is completed, and once again under section 124 (3) at the 
time of the granting of the cerbilicate of sa.le. 
" • 'The minimum amount whicn a landholder :will have to deposit even for recovering 
-au arrear of one anna will be as follows:- . 
~-,.. -Parliculars of costs :- . . DS. A. P. 

(a) Service of notice on a single ryot in a holding, section 
il2 •.. 

(b) 'Application for sale 
(c) Notice under section 116 
Cd) Proclamation of sale 
(e) Fee for sa.le .. , 
'(j) Publication charges 
(g) Postage 

... 

Tota.l 

0 8 0 
• o 12 0 

0 8 0 
1 {) 0 
1 0 0 

11 8 ,0' 
0 3 0 

15 7 0 

, It is hard to appreciate the objects of the framers of the Act in introducing this 
provision when. the majority of ryots are illiterate and have no means knowing the 
contents of the gazette. Tbese publications of sale proceedings in the District Gazette 
are' in. no way therefore helpful to the poor ryots. On the other ha.nd, the cost of 
publication is bound to tell heavily on their slender' resources. In the above circum
stances, it will be as much in the interests of ryots as in the interests of landholders if 
the Cost of bringing holdings to sale is reduced to the minimum a.nd the costly require-
~ent of pUblication in the District Gazette, is dispensed with. ' 

,It is a.lso suggested that instead of the remedy by sale of the holding being l$!tricted 
to the arrellol'll which have accrued within, one' year, the remedy, may be extended to. 
arrearF which have accrued .due withil' three years. As adequate safeguards have been 
provided against any abuse of this method and as at every stage, the proceeding$ !lre 
conducted through the revenue court, therll is no risk involved in extending this remed} 
to' previous arrears a.lso. 

23. Othet'f'emedie8.-Besides the a.mendment ,of the Estates Land Act in the 
tnanner. stated above some remedies which a.re not found in the Act have a.lso been 
suggested in the course of several memoranda submitted to the Committee. 

" (alOne such suggestion is that .. Rent may be collected as an arrear of land 
revenue." This means that a landholder will have a.ll the benefits of the 
.Revenue Recovery Act available to him. There is, for example, the.. benefit 
of section 28 of Act II of 1864 which will become available to the landholder 
so tha.t it sha.ll be lawful for the la.ndholder to assume management of the 
property of the defaulter. This provision will be necessary and useful where 
the defaulter happens to be a minor 01' where the proPt'rly is extensive and it 
:is inadvisable to sell the property or any portion of it. 

If 'this silggestion being adoptecl, there :will ,be uniformity in the system of col. 
lection in the zamindari and Government areas. 

The sUggestion is not novel or unprecedented as similar provisions are found in 
the Co-operative Societies Act, section 58, the Madras Hindu Religious Endow
ment Act and. other enactments :\Vhich it is unnecessary to enumerate. ' 

(b) There is again need for some provision effectively to dea.l with' cases :where' 
defaulters are both reca.lcitrant· and in1luential and also where there is a deli
berate combination among ryots to withhold rents payable to zamindars. It 

. often happens that at. the instigation o[ a leading ryot of a village not 9nly 
," ,. . himself, . bilt alsO 'the other ryots of :tli.e villag!l do not pay up the rent payable 

to the landholder. The leading ryot is influentia.l and no one in the village 
r 1 
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dare assiat in a distraint of bis property, .The ~ubordinate emp'loyed by the 
landholder to effect. distraints is normally a Revenue Inspector' and' it will be 

. nothing ~ort of fool-hardiness on his par!; to attempt the distraint of the 
properties of the in1luential lYots. l'olice assistance under section 80 is a mere 
theoretical ss.feguard 88 ordinarily no police officer comes and assis~ unless there 
is a detinite allegation of breach of peace, For a subordinate revenue official, 
it will be somewhat risky to state beforehand that a particular defaulter is 
likely to use violence without having p'reviously made some attempt at distraint 
:which he obviously dare not do for fear of violence, It is not also likely that 
adequate police help will be available when the zamindar's subordinates are 
engaged in kist collection simultaneo1ll)ly in various villages during the kis~ 
bandi season. Even if distraint should be attempted if it is forcibly. prevented, 
it would be difficult to obtain any evidence against the influential ryot in the 
village. Very often, criminal com plaints tiled under such circumstances are 
thrown out on the ground that proof is inadequate in respect of some minute 
details connected with the procedure preB<lribed for attachment. The. disIpissal 
of such· complaints only encourages SllDilar conduct on the part of the other 
ryots in the village. In these circumstances, a provision like rule 33 of Shedule IV, 
of the Local Boards Act is absolutely necessary in order to make recalcitrant 
ryots pay up their rents without resort to distraint and without giving any scope 
to violence. The rule may be usefully set out. .. If for.-&ny reason the distraint 
of the defaulter's property is impracticable, the President may prosecute the 
defaulter before the Magistrate." The corresponding provision in the I>iatrict 
Municipalities Act is rule 30 (2) of Schedule IV. 

A' similar provision was found in Regulation XXVIII of 1802 and in Act VIII of 
1865, section 45 of which reads as follows :-

.. When the arrear ClLIlllot be liquidated by distress and sale of moveable property 
of th!l defaulter, or by the sale of his interest in the land, it shall be lawful 
for a landholder or his authorized agent to apply to the Collector for a warrant 
for the persona.! arrest of the defaulter which shall be granted upon the pro. 
duction of the written statement such as is prescribed by section 41 of this Act, 
if ,the Collector shall' have reason to believo .that the defaulter or his surety iii 

.wilfully withholding pa.yment or has been guilty of fraudulent conduct in order 
to evade payment." . . •. . 

The Revenue Recovery Act (II of 1864) contains an almost identical provjsion in 
section 48 which provides that :-

.. When arrears of revenue, with interest and other cha.rges as aforesaid cannot be 
liquidated by the sale of the property of the defaulter, or of his surety, and the 
Collector shall have reason to believ!l that the defaulter or his surety is wilfully 
withholding pa.yment of the arrears, or has been guilty of fraudulent conduct 
.in . order to evade payment it shall he lawful for him to cause the arrest and 
imprisonment of the defaulter or his surety not being a. female, as hereinafter 
or his surety not being a female, as hereinafter mentioned;. but no person shall 
. be iroprisoned on a.ccount of an arrear of revenue for a. longer period than two 
years, or for '!I> longer period than six months, if the arrea.r does not exceed 
Rs. 500 or for & longer period than three months if the arrear does not exceed 
Rs. 50, provided that such iroprisonment shall not extinguish the debt due to 
the Government by the defaulter or his surety." 

. 24. 'Village ofJice~8.-Witness after witness lias stated before us that the main difficulty 
erperienced by the landholders in' effecting collections lay in the inadequate control which 
t~ey have over village officers. 

·.Prior to the passing of Act II of .1894, village officers in proprietary estates were 
'directly under .the control of landholders. Their remuneration consisted partly of the 
income from service inams granted by landholders and partly from rusums and meras 
collected from the ryots. These rusums and Iller.as generally constituted a proportion of 
the produce which the village officers collected before the Produce ,w""! diVl.· ded between 
the landholder and the tena.nt. So long as thi& system. was in vogue the villa.ge officers 
were as mucb interested in the collection of rents as .the lan,dholder~ themselves. When
ever any abuseB were found, the IQJldh()lder could resume the village service inams. Regu
lation XXIX p( 1802 prescribed th(!vari9US. ~uties 9f ka.rnam(~ee section 11). 

. Section 14 of that Regalation went to the extent of providing tha.t ". On complaints 
by ·proprietors -of land the Adl!ola~ of several Zillahs shall .hal'e authority to make orders 
to prohibit the colleators, respectively from ,demanding. the attendance of the ka.rnams 
that aooounts or, information and to levy, tines from snch Collectors for persisting to demand 
their attendance, accounts or information for any other purposes than those authorized by 
this Regulation." 
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As a result of the passing of Act II of lJl94, 'and its extension to va.rious proprieta.ry; 
estates, the position has been completely altered. On the extension of that Act, th~ 
village service inams were enfranchized and the village officers were given free-hold 
'pattas. Under . section 30 of the Act, the ccllecticn .of meras and rusums waa prchibited: 
and rendered penal. A system .of payment of salaries by the Government was introduced_ 
.The number of village officers to be' emplcyed was to be determined by the Collectorll 
subject to the orders of the Board of Revenue. It is the District Collector' that can 
dismiss a village officer under section 16 (2) of the Act for .. misconduct or for neglect 
.of duty or incapacity as such villsge officer, or for non-residence in the village and shall 
reccrd his reason for doing so in writing and furnish a copy of the same to the proprietor 
and the village officer concerned." Under section 16 (1) of the Act, it is ouly tfle 
proprietors that are specially empowered that could impose 'fines and that only to the 
extent of rupees three, the imposition being again subject to appea:l. 

The result of the chan~ was that (1) the Gcvernment became the paymaster instead 
of the zamindar; (2) the village .officer got a ,permanent title to his service inam lands; 
{3) the village officer came directly under the control of the Collectors. He has there
fore onl] to satisfy the Government but not the proprietor or his officers. The proprietor 
can .only make a complaint to the Collector and on each occasion he haa to satisfy the 
Collector that the village officer is guilty of neglect of duty. In clear and specific cases 
of miscor:.duct a complQ,int tc the Revenue Divisional Officer may lead tc punishment. 
But in the ordinary course of administration there would be several acts .of neglect on the 
part of the village officer which mayor may not pe viewed as amounting to actual misconduct 
and the difficulty lies in providing against them. A village officer may for instance, not 
care to attend .the proprietor·s office when requiroo to do so a.nd plead some excuse. He 
may not furnish the landholder full particula.rs of the collecticns made by him in the 
village so as tc enable the prcprietor to make the necessary entries in the accounts kept 
in the proprietor's office. He may not bring to the notice of the proprietor in time various 
changes in holdings. He may not care to be present when the mmindar's agent comell 
to the village to collect rents.' He may not care to keep in his custody the property dis
trained in the village. A proprietor caDLot day after day go about making complaintll 
against village officers for each instance of neglect of duty. It may also be stated that 
~evenue Divisional Officen take too light a view when such compla.ints are made to them. 
The result is that Beveral village officers who deserve punishment a.re left untouched. In 
such a state of things it will be impossible for the zaminda.r to realize the er.tire arrears 
of rent. 

The duties of village officers in proprietary estates a.re at present prescribed in Appen
dix V to S.D. No. 145, Board's Standing Orders. They were framed under section 80 
of Act II of 1894. Even if the rules should be strictly opserved, they are not sufficient 
to enable the proprietor to collect his rents. 

I have no doubt that complair.ts of (1) non-passing of receipts for rents paid; (2) 
irregular conduct of zamabandi; (3) non-subdivision of pattas; (4) ille"mal cha.rges; (5) un" 
authorized occupation to the extent that they are true; can all be traced to the want of 
control of the proprietors over their village officers. 

When Act II of l.894 was on the legislative anvil, zamindars protested aga.inst the 
passir.g of the Act, particular mention, may be made of the Memorial submitted on behalf 
of the zamindars of Venkatagiri, Kalahasti and Karvetinagar. In spite of their opposi. 
tion, the Act was passed. 

In tills connexion it may be interestir:.g to note how preca.rious the position of the 
proprietors has been rendered as a result of the paasing of Act II of 1894 by Larratingo 
what happened in the Venkatagiri estate. In 1914, Act II of 1894 was extended to the-· 
estate. The villag.e service inams were enfranchised and the collection of meras and 
rusums was stopped. About eight years later, in a case relating to certain Devadayam 
ar.d Dharmadayam inams in the estate, the Privy Council held that the Raja had and the 
Government did not have the right of reversion. The Government took up the position 
that that decision a.pplied to village serviee inams as well and that their enfranchisement 
of the village servioa inams in the estate was wrong, and proceeded to car.cel the enfran-_ 
chisemen~ made by them previously notifying the proprietor that he should make his OWlI. 

arrangements for getting service rendered by the village officer. The zamindar protestecI 
without any avail. The Government issued a. notification purporting to be under sec
tion 30 of the Act by which those duties which the village officers were originally render
ing to thle proprietor were Lot required to be done. This practically para1ysed the revenue 
collections in the estate and the proprietor wa.a obliged to institute a suit against tliit 
Governmer.t which was Ultimately compromised as a result of which the village ofl!cers 
were once again required to render all the duti'Els which they render in all other proprietor's. 
e~tato~. 
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The Government can at any time 'alter the rules framed under Act n of 1894 and 
if that is done~ &8 it was done in the case of Venkatagiri, the collections ir. proprietary 

,tBtates can easily be brought to a stand Btill~ .... 

It is therefore necessary that the services to be· rendered by village officers to propria., 
tors should be statutorily enforceable. &oprietors should have the powers of imposi~ 
substantial pnnishments and of placing village officers under susper.eion. It should be 
made obligatory on the part of the village officers 1rhat they should be present at the time 
of distr~ints, that they should keep the distt-ained property in their custody, that they. 
should attend the proprietor's office whenever. required and should prepare the jamaba.nd\ 

. IICCOUlltS. If these duties are clearly prescribed and if greater powers are corJ'erred on 
proprietors over village officers there can be no doubt that the present state of things in 
proprietary estates is bo1j}ld considerably to improve. 

I have so far dealt with the several remedies which were open to the landholders undet 
Regulation XXVIII of 1&02 and the remedies which are open under the Madras Estates 
Land Act and pointed out in connexior. with the latter the several difficulties which are being 
experienced by the landholders. I have also dealt with the several complaints that are 
made by the ryots and pqinted out how they are groundless. How in my opinion the 
provisions in the matter of the collection of rents can be improved, I have also indicated. 
It· remains only to refer to the main conclusions of my colleagues on this subject and the 
provisions of the draft Bill which has been prepared in pursuance of the Majority Report. 
Though my colleagues state at the top of page 120 of their report .. that when the rent 
is put on the same basis as the peshkasb, we are of opinion that it is only reasonable 
that the landholder should be given the same powers which the Government exercise for the 
recovery of the peshkash from the landholder." They qualify the ststement lower down 
.. that the distraint proceedings and sale proceedings might be carried on through the 
revenue officers of the Government in the manner in which they were carried on for 
collecting peshkash due tq the Government from the landholder," and in clause 41 of the 
Draft Bill, it is sought to provide that the distraint should be through the Collector or 
person authorized by him. I am not able to follow the reasons which induced my col
leagues to provide that the zamindar should not exercise the power of distraint through 
hib officers but that it should be. exercised through the Revenue officers of the Govern
ment. On my colleagues' assumption that the zamindars are the assignees of the land 
revenue from the Government and that the rent payable by a ryot to a. zamindar partakes 
of· the same character as the peshkash payable by a zamindar to the Government or the 
revenue which Government gets from its ryotwari pattadars there is no escape from 
~he conclusion that a zamindar should in respect of a zamiridari have the same powers as the 
Government has in its ryotwari areas. I need not elaborate the point that the zamindar 
"Would have no 80rt of control over the revenue officers of the Government. Moreover 
t.he revenue offiCiers of the Government would not be interested in the realization of the 
arrears of rent due to a zamindar as they would be in the realization of the revenue due 
to the Government. In my view the result of the change contemplated by my colleagues 
'would be to render the remedy by way of distraint altogether illusory. As regards the 
details of the procedure set out in Chapters VII and VIII of the Draft Bill, it is clear 
that tbose chapters proceed on the lines of the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 except for 
jhe innovation in clause 41 t~at the Collector or ape.rson authorized by him should a!one 
distrain the movable properties, etc., of the defaultmg ryot. The procedure prescnbed 
in the Madras Estates Land Act of 1908 was the result of a thorough discussion of the 
clauses contained in the Madras Tenancy Bill of 1898 and in several respects the con
clusions of the Madras Estates Land Act form a distinct improvement on the clauses of 
that Bill. 

While as I have previously pointed out, the relevant sections of the Madras Estates 
.Land Act as amended in 1934 require considerable improvement, I do not know if it would 
be helpful either to the landholder or the ryot to go back to the cruder procedure of th~ 
Madras Tf'nancy Bill of 1898. 

While clause 41 of the Bill provides that the revenus officers of the Government shall 
effect the distraint, curiously the followin~ clauses proceed upon the footing that the 
landholder is responsible for all irregularities that may take place in the course of the 
distraint for which he is in no wa:v responsihle and over which he has no sort of con
trol. It is again not und.el'Btandable wh:v it is necesssry to attach a. ryot's holding as 
provided in clause 73 when the landholder has .. first ch..rge on the holding under clause 76 . 
. The Bill evidently sbolishes the remedy b:v way of suit. That this works serious hara
~hip on the Aotn;ndars I have already explained. 

COM:. B. PART 1-1111 
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. CHAI'TER xn. 
SURVB:! AND sliTl'LIimmT. 

According to my colleagues Chapter XI of the Madras Estates Land Act which 
deals with survey and record of rights was planned and enacted for enabling the courts 
to ascertain fsir and equitable rent since in their view the rates of rent were fixed in 
perpetuity at the time of the Permanent Settlement not only in regard to the lands Lhen 
under cnltivation but also in respect of waste lands and lands subsequently brought under 
cultivation. My colleagues state that there is no need for any settlement of rent. The 
only thing that would have to be dolloll is to ascertain what the rates of rents were at the 
time of the Permanent Settlement. 

As regards survey my colleagues state that survey may be made in the estates where 
it has not alree.dy been done so that the individual ownership of the ryots will be ascer
tained and demarcated and tacked on to the rates of rents fixed at the Permanent Settle
ment. In the memorandum presented on behalf of the Madras Landholders' Association 
it was pointed out that there' is no necessity for the compulsory survey and preparation 
of a record of rights. Where either a zamindsr or not less than one-fourth of the total 
number of ryots apply for it or even in the absence of such an application, the Local 
Government is of the opinion that the survey and preparati® of a record of rights iJ 
necessary to Secure either the ryots or the landholder in the enjoyment of their or his 
legal rights or is calculated to settle or avert the clash existing or likely to arise between 
the ryots and the landholder. Section 164 provides that the survey should be made and 
a record of rights prepared. These provisions are in my opinion quite adequate. After 
the passing of the Estates Land Act some estates have been surveyed. In others surveys 
haveheen carried out by a private agency and even in the case of those estates where 
there has been no. survey either under 1,he SurVey and Boundaries Act or by the private 
establishment of the la.ndholder, no difficulty has been felt in the collection of rents. 1n 
my opinion therefore no change is called for in the provisions of the Estates Land Act in 
regard to this matter. If however survey is to be made compulsory, I would suggest the 
cost which is now almost prohibitive must be considerably reduced. I would colllDlhl1d 
in this connenon the several proposals put forward on behalf of the Landholders' Ass0-
ciation in their memorandum. 

• 
In the matter of distribntion of the cost I would in the first 'place point out that a 

substantial portion of the cost not being less than one-third should be borne by the Govern;
ment. The Government collects land cess at As. 1-6 on .each rupee of rent payable to the 
zamindar. Sometimes other cesses such as the irrigation cess are imposed. The State 
is interested in the communal porambokes of the several villages even of proprietary 
estates. The Government is also directly concerned with the ascertainment of the area 
when it collects water-rate from lands irrigated from an irrigation work belonging to it. 
A large amount is collected by way of peishmush from the zamindaries. And above all 
the State is interested in regulating the relations of landholders and ryots. There is 
every reason therefore why the Government should bear a considerable portion or ~he 
cost of the survey, in which sense it has in the several ways just mentioned considerable 
interest in zamindaries. In the matter "f the apportionment of the cost between the 
£&min~ar .and the ryot t~er~ is no ~eason .why the landlord should be directed to pay .. 
half SlDce the valu.e of his mterest 18 conSlderably less than the value of the interest of 
the ryot. It '\'Vould be much more equitable if they are directed to bear the cost in pro
portion to the value of their respective interests roughly corresponding to their proportions 
in the gross produce of the land. Instead of those proportions having to be determined in 
individual cases I would suggest that before thB survey of any of the estates is under
taken a notification may be issued fixing them in an approximate way. 

Closely connected with the question of the cost of survey is that of the cost of survey 
maintt'nance. Without adequate provislon for survey maintenance the objec17 of the 
survey would be defeated within a few years. Here again the State should bear a consider
able proportion of the cost and should relieve the landholder of a portion of the burden 
:whi('h is DOW being borne by him. 

While on this question I may also point out that to facilitate the subdivision of 
holdiDgs about which there has been BO much complaint, it may be that the cost of 
e1fecting such subdivisions should be borne by the ryots who apply for the S3JlIe. 

The opinion has also been expressed by some landholders as for instance, in the 
memo~a~dum submitted by t~e ~amindar of J{~nnivadi that ev~~ if a surv~y is undpr
taken It 18 unnecessary to mamtrun a record of nghts, the preparation of whi('h is frauaht 
wnh several ddliculties and raises needless controverav 00 many POints on whi('h R d~
tlion is immediately called for. It would therefore have to be considered whether even 

, 
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jf thi.t 8urvey is to· be made compulsory the preparation of the record. of rights by the 
Jr.udholder need be undertaken at aIJ. in the absence of an applicatIOn by a landholder or a 
Jilted proportion of the ryots as now. 

CHAPTER Xlll. . . 
IruuOATION WOllJi.s. 

~'he vieW8 of my colleagues in respect of the nghts of landholders and ryots in irri" 
gation works may be briefly summarized as follows;-

.(a) The zlWlindar not being the proprietor or the BOil is not the owner of tanks. 
channels, etc. . 

(b) There is however iii public duty on his part to maintain existing tankll lind to 
construct new ones which duty dbvolved 011 him [l'om the Government by virtue 
of the Permanent Settlement. . 

(e) The Estatea Land Act does not declare the rights of landholders and ryots iIi 
respect of irrigation works. 

(el) Sections 80 to 85 and 40 anc1 41 of the Estates Land Act which directly ot 
indirectly provide for enhancement as 1L result of additional facilities provided by 
the zamindar as the improvement of such facilities is part of the zamindar's 
obligation are illegal. 

(e) The exibting machinery provided under the Estates Land Act for enforcing 
repair of irrigation works by landholder is both cumberBOm~ and costly. 

(J) A simple machinery should be provided by which the landholder ah01;lld be 
immediately called upon to execute the works and if he failed to do BO, within 
a giv<!n time the Government itself &bould lIet the work executed and coiled the 
cost thereof from the landholder a~ if it were an arrear of land revenue. 

II. ~'hese opinionaagain are altogether wrong. As has been pointed out elsewhere the 
~ighesL claim put forward on behalf of the ryots was that they were entitled to a perma
«lent right of occupancy. Nowhere did they claim to be the owners of the tanka 
anil other water-sources. 

8. No doubts have ever been entertained regarding the ownership of the zamindar in 
tallk~ and other water sources. This haa been recognized both in the stat1;ltes of the 
'CI'1;Intry and j1;ldicial decisions of the highest a1;lthority. 

4. The Irrigation Cess Act, the Madras Land Encroachment Act and the Estates 
Lalld Act all recognize the zamindar's proprietot~hip. It has been BO held in the Urlam 

'CSlk) (40 Madras, 886), by the Privy Council and in nmnero1;ls decisions of .the :M:adras 
High Com. M y collea~es have no better or more satisfactory answer to the Urlam. 
_ than that the ryots were not partIes to it. 

6. 'rhe rights of the ryots in respect of the 81;Ipply of water for purposes of 'Uriga,
tion are contract1;lal, not proprietary. But thiS'19 immaterial as the only right which 
the ryots have whether it is described as proprietary or contractual is the right to the 8CC1;I8-
tomed s1;lpply of water for their holdings. Even if this right is regarded 8IJ being appmenant 
t f their hot.1ings it does not give them an.v right of ownership in the beds and bunds of 
channels, tanks, and other water sources. This distinction has been well br01;lght out in 
a recent deciSIon of Mr. Justice Venkataramana Rao, reported in 1937 Madras Weekly 
~ otes. 1265. While the High C01;lrt was in this case inclined to the view that the right 
pO"ReRRed bv the ~divaram tensnts is an inam village is more in the natme of a pro: 
;prietary right annexed to the ownership of land rather than in the nature of an easement, 
it however pointed out at the same time that" the ryots in an inam village have got nl) 
proprietary interest in the tank-bed, and their only right is to receive the acc1;lstomed 
81lpply of tank· water from the tank. The mere assignment of anv portion of the bed or 
water-spread of a; tank would not f1;lrnish a ca1;lS8 of action to the 'ryots l;IDless they prove 
tho.t by s1;lch a"signment and by s1;lch c1;Iltivation, damage is likely to accrue and neces
sarily w ill accrue at least in the near futl;lfe." 

6. My colleagues refer to the well-lrnown decision of the Privy Council q1;l0ted in 
I.A. 3M, in BUpport of their conel1;lsion that the zarnindars are under an obligation not 
·ollly to keep 'he existing irrigation works in proper repair b1;lt also to improve the exist
ing irri/lRr.ion works and to construct new irri,q"tion works withoot any right however to 
·claim aey enhancement of rent on the ground of the matf>rial benefit which the ryot 
-obtained by reason of 81;Ich improvement or new work. Leaving ont of considemtion thOl1e 
,portions of the j1;ldgment of the Privy Council where they ded with the obligo.tions o.r 
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the ~tatein the reeJIy releVlmt and ma~r4lJ portion of their judgment the J:udicial CGm;" 
mittee do not say either that. ~here is any obligation on the p&"t of the zamindar ,to effect 
inlIJovements in works of irrigation or to construct new works, of irrigation. .The rele;.. 
vant sentence may usefully be quoted in full: .. Zamindars have no power to do away 
WILel these tanks, m the maintenance of which large numJ>8is of people are interested 
but are charged under Indian law by reason of their tenure witlr the duty of preserving. 
and l'epairing them .. " Their obligation therefore is only to preserve and repair the exist
ing works of irrigation. It is impossible to find in the Karvetnagar case any ba.sis 
for· tnis curious extension of the .zamindar's obligation made by my collea.,oues. The 
zamindars do not deny that they are undor an obligatIOn to'maintain the existing irrig~ 
tion works in a state of proper repair. That obligation has been recognized and declared 

l
in illJiUm. erable de.Cisions. At the same time however it must 'be pointed out that there is 
not a single decision of the Judicial Committee or of the :Madras High Court in which 
it was ever stated that the zamindar should construct new works of irrigation .. a.s cir-· 
('U!l.Istances demand" and if the zamindar chooses to effect improvement in the existing 
Works of irrigation or to construct a new work of irrigation, both the Rent Recovery Act. 
and the Estates Land Act recognize the legality of his claim to an enhancement of the-
rent in consideration of the advantage accruing to the ryot by reason of such improvement 
or construction. It is unnecessary to empha.sise that it is only equitable that the zamin
dar should have 80me return for the money which he may expend in improving irriga
ti"a works which already exist or in constructing fresh ones. r need only state that it, 
would be both inequitable and unprecedented 1f the Legislature were to direet the zamin-·· 
dar to spend money on the construction of new works of irrigation which he is onder no· 
legal obligation to do while denying him the right to claim a return for the money which 
he may 80 expend. . 

7. It is unnecessary to cite at any length the several judicial decisions which have· 
dealt with the rights and obligations of the ryots. Their effect may be summarized a'S 
follows :~ 

(0) The landholder is the owner of the source of irrigation. 
(I) Subject to the obligation of providing the accnstomedsupply of water to the

ayacutdars he can nse the extra supply of water a.s he pleases. He can extellcf 
the cultivation with the aid of such water. He can supply water ttl dry landll 
or for second crop raised on single-crop wet lands and collert water-rate in
respect of the same (see 10 :Mad., 282, and 44 M;ad., 534). He ca.n supply 
water to other lands belonging to him either in the same village or in any o~ 
village.' . 

(c) The landholder is entitled to the.1ish in the tank. . '. 
\el) The landholder can alter' the sour<leS of supply or mode of irrigation provided 

the accustomed quantity of water to the ryots is assured. 
(e) The landholder has the primary right to regulnte snpply of water to the lands

under the ayacut;. 
(I> The landholder can have temporary cultivation in the tank-bed. 
(g) The landholder has all the rights and is subject to all the obligations which 

the Government has or is subject to with reference to the ryotwari .tenants. 
Whill" imposing certain obligations on landholders the Estates Land Act ha.s a.JsG. 

recognized their rights. 
7-A. The very de"finition of .. Rent" in section 3 (ll) of the Estates Land Aet is 

abundant proof of this. According to that section .. Rent" includes .. Whatever is law
fully payable on a;ccount of water supplied by the landholder or taken without his permis:. 
sion for cultivation of land where the charge for water has not been cousolidated with 
the charge for tha nse of occup:1tion. of the land." 
, 8. Cases of consolidation arise when a land is classified as wet and the basic rent 
itself provides for the supply of water. It is not so consolidated when the basic rent 'is 
.dr~ reut and a separate charge can be imposed for such lands if water is taken from a 
zamindar'B sources. There are again lands which are cl"ssi1ied as single-crop wet lands 
and double-crop wet lands. In the one case the consolidation is only in respeet of one 
crop aTld water taken for a second crop will be liable to ileparate assessment. In the_ 
other case the consolidation is in respect of both the crops. 

9. l'hat the zamindar is entitled to levy water-rate on the footing that he has fo hi!. 
'paid for the nse of his water has been well recognized. It was recognized so early a.s 
lAS7 in the decision reported in 10 . :Mad., 282 and it is only a few days ago a EVil 
:;aench. of the M;adras nigh Court reiterated and acknowledged this undoubted right of 
the lhndholder· (see 1938 1 M;.L.J:, 256). The whole basis of the decision is that thE. 
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landholder is the owner of the tanka a.nd water-80Ul'('ea. The judgment. of the Full. 
.Hench W&B delivered by Mr. Justice Var&d&chariar whose intimate a.cqua.mtanC8 w,th the 
hwd tenures of this Presidency is 80 well known. 

10. 'rhe grievances urged by the ryots regarding the existing conditions of irrigation 
'Works and the present methods of distri'bution of water-supply obtaining in zamindaris 
are the followlDg :- -

(a) tha.t the zamindars do not effect any repa.irs at all to the bunds and supply 
('hannels and in some estates ,t is alleged thst for the last 30 years no rep~ 
were effected; • 

(b) that zamindars haove assigned away large extents of t~nk-beds; 
(c) that z&IIlindars hosve in BOlDe cases ex.ended the ayacuts. far beyond the capa

city of the tanks to irrigate; 
(d) that in some estates water, though available, is not distributed to suCh of the 

ryots as are not in the good books of the zamindar; 
(e) that in some estates the expenses of repair of irrigation works have been 

collected from the ryots themselves. 

11. The suggestions made on behalf of the ryots to xemedy these alleged grievanceS' 
are the following :- " 

(a) to vest the rights of distribution of water in village pa.nchayats constituted 
for the purpose, or, 

(b) that the Government may take upon themselves the control of irrigstion 'Works 
in zamindaris and themselves get-the irrigation works repaired; 

(r.) at any rate that there should be 80 provision in the Act for the Government to 
suo motu take charge of particular irriga.tion works and effect the repairs them
selves and to recover the cost thereof as arrears of revenue from the za.mindsr. 

In answer to the above allegations the za.mindars first maintain that they have been 
j." ract spending very large sums year after year for the repair of the irrigation works. 
I::Itatements have been furnished on behalf of the estates of Venkatagiri,. BobbiIi,- Pitha.
puram, Vizianagram, etc., showing the actual a.mounts spent by them in the several years. 
Flom I,hese statements it is clear that '" those estates not less than 10 per cent of the 
asses .. ment on the total irrigable extent is heing spent every year on the repa.irof irng .... 
tion w'lrks. 

~ 

12. The zmnindars complain-
(1) that the ryots cut open bunds of tanks and other works and that there is no 

effective machinery by which this can be immediately checked-aome powers 
by way of imposing fines, etc., may be conferred on the zamindars or their 
higher officials; 

(2) that the ryots do not supply the customary labour for the yearly clearance of 
supply and distribution channels or on occasions of urgency when breaches of 
tanks, eta., are apprehended and that they do not carry out the minor repairs 
which they are bound to carry out under the provisions of Madras Act I of 1858. 

13. The alleged grievances of the ryots are far from being made out. Leaving out 
eomp!aints about particular tanks in a few places, no tangible evidence has been placed 
.before the Committee which would at all justify the conclusion that the zamindars gene
r'llly h.,ve been neglecting their works of irrigation. On the other hand the MlCounts fur
nished by some of the principal estates show that large amount! are being spent by them 
amnul't.ing to as much as 10 per cent of their wet assessment. If l'f'gard be had to the 
fact that zamindars have to meet several other ob1i(!a~ions such as the payment Df pesli
tash and land-ces~, establishment and lit'gation charges and payment of maintenance 
1I1Iowances to junior members, an expenditure of lO per cent on the repair of irrigation 
ww·ks would. if a.nything, err on the side of liberality.. It should be noted tha.t the 
amounts above referred to do not include large amounts spent by these zamindars on 
the construction and the carrying out of new projects for their own and their rvots' 
benefit. -

." 15. In regn.rd to auy ~rieva.nces which the ryots may have in individual CMes I am 
of the opinion that the existing law provides the needed redress. ChBnter VIII of t.he 
llstates Land Act was considerably altered by the AmendiD~ Act VIII of 1934. Most 
of the amendments were made at the instance of the late Mr. B_ Muniswami NavudU: 
who was himself a !"Vat and whose deen concern for the ryots and experience as a l .. wyer 
nre well known. The amendment~ followed the lines snggested in a BiD drsfted by 
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Mr~ Ramdas .Pantulu. By these amendments the procedure for getting the repairs of 
irriaation ,works carried. out has been considerably shortened and simplified and adequate 
re~edles have also been provided against undue .extension ~f an ayacut or an encroach, 
ment on a tank-bed. Irrigation works are now classified into major works of irrigation 
and miuor works of irrigation. Under section 138 any ryot or ryots holding pot lellll 
than one-fourth olthe extent of the ayacut of an irrigation work or paying not less .thaJ! 
one-fourth of the rent of the ayacut of such work may deposit Rs. 200 or Rs. ]00 
according as it is a major irrigation work or minor irrigation work and apply for the 
issue of an order for the repair of the work stating in sufficient details the general nature 
of the defects in the irrigation work. If on enquiry or report the officer concerned is 
satisfied that the irrigation work is in such a state of disrepair as materially to prejudice 
t~e irrigation of the lands dependent upon it, he would pass an order requiring the 
l,uidhold .. r to execute the necessary repairs within a specified time. That order itself 
would further direct that if the landholder refuses or within a specified time fails to 
execute the work, he should deposit the amount of estimated cost within a time to be 
Fpecified in that behalf. If the landholder fails also to make the deposit, the officer is 
empowered under section 139 (3) to recover the amount from the landholder as if it 
wer~ an arrear of land revenue. S'ub-section 4 of section ·139 "provides .. that on the 
estimated cost being deposited or recovered as aforesaid the officer' shall get the. works 
executed as soon as' may." In the opinion of my colleagues the above procedure. is 
ccstly and cumbersome. I cannot agree. By the amendments ·of. 1934 the provisions 
of the Irrigation Chapter have been made as stringent as possible against the landholder. 
I do not think it would at all be difficult for a ryot or ryots having the prescribed. interest 
to: ~eposit a. small amount of Rs; 200 or Rs. 100 as the case may .be if they have any 
real or legitimate grievance. I may' at the same time state that if the deposits now 
required are felt to be heavY which in my opinion are not, I would not oppose any 
amendment of the relevant provisions with a view to reduce tho;e amounts. It is 
~possible however to agree to a procedure like the one suggested by my colleagues 
whereby a ryot having an infinitesimal interest in the ayacut of an irrigation work' may 
launch proceedings which may result. in unnecessary trouble and expense to the zamindR!" 
with no. possibility of recovering even the costs of the proceeding from the unsuccessful 
applicant. In my opinion the guarantee that proceedings under this chapter can be 
started only by a person or persons having appreciable interest in the ayacut 'of the 
irrigation work in respect of which the application is meant, is a necessary and salutary 
provision', the deletion of ·which would lead to frivolous and vexatious complaints being 
made against landholders. The suggestion of my colleagues that if the landholder fails 
to carry out the repairs directed by an order under section 139, the Government itself 
should carry out .the repairs seems to me to be impracticable. The Government may 
not .be willing to have. i~s. budgetary arrangen;'ents :upset by orders which may be passed 
by Its collectors or di .. lslonal officers, espeCially if large amounts are involved. The 
present procedure provides for the recovery from the zamindar of the amount ne .. ded 
for carrying out the required repairs before the works are actually carried out. That 
$eems to me to be a proper and workable procedure and the criticism of my colleagues 
that it is dilatory is in my opinion unfounded. 

16. Adverting to the complaints that ·in various estates ayacuts have been· extended 
80 as to pr~judice the irri~ation under the tanks, I may point out that an adequate 
remedy agalDst such an eVil has already been expressly provided for in sections 137 to 
137-D. of the Estates Land Act as amended in 1934. Under these provisions- .. : 

(a) the ayacut under an irrigation work can be determined at the instance of 
even a single ryot and the officer wbo determines the same can also effect ·the 
classification of any land as irrigated or garden if it has not already been so 
classified and can also' determine the rate of rent on the lands so classified, ". 

(b) the landholder is prohibited from making an extension of the ayacut witliou' 
..the express sanction of the Collector in that behalf, ." : 
(c) any ryot can obtain any re-classification of his land as imirrigated if for siX 
. consecutive years the la.nd could not be irrigated, and . . . 
(d) .. ryot· can apply ·far a temporary i:eduction of rent pending completion~j 

works of repair. . : 

, These provisions ~ply provide against unauthorized extension of the ayacut. anel 
no further amendment is call~d foo:. .' .. . .' .' . '.' . . . 

. In regard again to the:oom.plaint that·tank-be.ds have been indiscriminately assigned 
away on patta to augment the mcome of the zammdar and that the capacity 'of tanks 'is 
consequently affected, it may be stated th.at .the Amendment .Act. Qf ·1934 has introduced. 
the IleceSSary: safeguards. Previous to the Amendment Act of 1934' • tank-beds' were 

. ': 
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included in the definition of ' ryoti lands;' by the amendment however they are removed 
from the category of ryoti lands and section 21 of the Estates Land Act· has been 
extended to .them also so that unauthorized occupiers of tank-beds can now be summarily 
evicted by invoking the provisions of the M:adras Lands Encroachment Act. Dealing 
with the suggestion that the control ana maintenance of irrigation works should be 
vested either in the Government or in panchayats constituted for the purpose I would 
point out that no necessity for the adoption of such a course has in the first place been 
proved, Secondly any such transference of control would be a serious interference with 
the rigbts of landholders. If, as is pointed out by the Privy Council in the Urlam c'tse 
and by the High Court in several decisions, the landholder is the owner of tanks and 
~ther sources of irrigation and has the right and the privilege of bringing waste lands 
under cultivation, of levying water-rate when water is supplied or taken for dry lands 
~r for the raising of a second crop on single crop wet land and of preventing unauthorized 
use of water, would be a clear encroachment of these proprietary rights, if he should be 
deprived of control over works of irrigation and the same is vested either in the Govern
ment or the panchayat. Such transference of control would also be unworkable. It is 
not easy to see how the supply of water to lands which were not. previously irrigated 
an be sanctioned and by whom. Who agam would be responsible for the regular 
collection of faslijasti or tirvajasti? Should the zammdar have no voice at all in deter
wining the amount to be spent on the repair of irrigation works and is it to be decided by 
the Government or the panchayat? There is no doubt that if a third party is empowered. 
to carry out ,such repairs there would be waste and extravagance as the amount .would: 
ultimately have to be paid not by the authority or agency which carried ont the work 
but by the landholder. What again about the ownership of the trees growing in the 
tank-beds and the tank bunds? 

That the panc'hayat aystem has proved a miserable failure and the same has been 
recognized by the Government itself, I have had occasion to state in another context. 
There is no reason to expect that it ;would be a success in the case of control of irrigation 
works. In fact the control and management. of a work of irrigation bristles with 
difficulties at every stage. Supposing on account of disputes among the ayacutdars in. 
the distribution of water there is failure of crops in some portIOn of the ayacut, is the 
landholder to be held responsible for the same? Will the ryots agree to be jointly liable 
for the payment of the total rent of the whole area when once the landholder agrees to, 
hand over irrigation works to the ayacutdars? I need not elaborate this matter. any 
further as no definite and detailed scheme describing the functions or an irrigation 
panchayat or its composition or defining its obligations to the landholder has been put 
forward and it is therefore premature to consider this question as a practicable proposition. 

Complaints have been inade on behalf of the landholders that the existing irrigation 
law i. defective and I shall now advert to them. 

It is pointed out that Chapter Vlll of the Estates Land Act· doe. not 'fix the 
maximum amount which a. landholder can be compelled to spend in respect of an 
irrigation work. All that is provided to safeguard the interests of the landholder is that· 
in passing an order specifying or extending the time within which the landholder must' 
execute. the work of repair the officer shall pa.y due regard to the capacity of the estate' 
<lI:dering such landholder to bear in such time the cost of such works, if any, ordered' 
by such officer or undertaken by such landholder of his own accord. This, as has been. 
pointed out to us by several witnesses, is altogether inadequate. Applications are made 
for the expenditure for the repair of an irrigat.ion work of huge amounts which are several 
time. the rent derivable from the ayacut. There i. no· provision that· a Collector should 
not direct the expenditure of any· amount beyond a stated maximum. The Tahsildars 
and Deputy Tahsildar. who are generally deputed to make these inquiries lose nothing 
at all. by recommending the expenditure of excess amount as it is the landholder and 
not the Government that has to find the amount. 

The Select Committee that was appointed in 1932 to draft amendments to the 
Estates Land Act recommended that the amount payable by the landholder in any cine 
year shall not exceed the annual rent of the wet ayacut of the irrigation work concerned. 
This would have afforded no adequate relief to the landholder. In my opinion there 
8ho~ld be. a provision that the total expen~iture w~ich. a Ian~hol~er can be called upon 
to lDCur m any revenue year on the repairs ot IlTlgation works 1D hi. estate shall not 
exceed 5 per cent of the total demand from the irrigated lands in his estate. Iii the 
absence of such a provision the landholder may be called upon 11.11 on Do sudden to 
shoulder the burden which he may altogether be unable to bear. 

Cases may arise where the di~pair of. the tank is not the result of any negligence' 
on the part of the landholder but IS occaSioned by causae beyond his. i1ontrol A tank 
may breach when there are unprecedented raiDB or cyclones. In such cases there is no 
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justifica.tion to compel the landholder to shoulder the burden all at once. Provision 
must be made for the necessary funds being lent by Government on such occasions, 
the loan being repayable in easy instalments. Such assistance on the pa.rt of the 
Government was contempla.ted even in the instructions to the Collectors, da.ted 15th. 
July 1799 (psra.gra.ph 59). 

Section 138 of the Estates Land Act provides that the ryots may apply for the 
repair of an irrigation work if it is in such a state of disrepair as materially to prejudice 
the irrigation of the lands dependent upon it. What constitutes material prejudice has 
not been defined and in the absence of such a definition there is every reason of the 
smallest interference with the supply being treated by officers so inclined as constituting 
material prejudice within the meaning of the section. An explanation may therefore 
be introduced stating that the irrigation of the lands dependent upon a work may be 
ta.ken to have been materially prejudiced if at the time of the application it is not 
possible to irrigate that extent of land which was being irrigated during the previous 
ten years or if by reason of inadequate supply it has become impossible to raise the same 
crop or derive the same yield as was either grown or received during the same period. 
In applications made by ryots one often comes across very extravagant prayers as for 
instance that a work of irrigation should be restored to the state in which it was thirty 
or forty years ago. If for thirty or forty years the ryots conld grow the same crops and 
suffered no 10sIJ it would be inequitable to compel the landholder to execute the work 
applied for merely because the irrigation work was a long time ago in a position to 
irrigate a much larger extent of lands than were actually being cultivated. 

Instances may also arise where a landholder may be able to find an economic 
method of irrigating the lands in a village while giving up or aba.ndoning the work. 
The language of section 138 should also be appropriately amended so as to absolve the 
landholder from any obligation to repair a particular work if he has provided the ryot 
with an alternative mode of irrigation affording the same supply of water as before. 

AJequate provision should also be made for enforcing compUlsory labour in such works 
as silt t'learance and petty repairs. Section 6 of the Compulsory Labour Act will not 
eno.bl~ the landholder to enforce the customary labour from the ryots. Further it would be 
much more satisfactory if a statutory obligation is imposed on ryots to do Amji work 
accordiug to the size of their holdings instead of leaving it to their tender mercies to carry 
out the obligations which are imposed on them by custom, especially as the incidents of 
such custom have never been statutorily described or enumerated and may therefore give 
roo,.} fOt' disputes. The ryots are as much interested in the proper functioning of an 
in;gation work as the landholder and legislation would be one-sided if it only provides for 
the .mrorcement of the obligation on the landholder to keep the irrigation work in proper 
repai~ without providing an equally effective procedure for compelling the ryots to carry 
our. tbeh obligations in the matter of executing Buch repairs as they are by law or custom 
bOlitd to carry out. 

It is notorious that ryotS very often cut open the bunde of tanks to irrigate their lands 
and do not even care to close such breaches after the irrigation season is over. The bunds 
of tanka also get into disrepair on account of herds cattle and goats being allowed to pass 
on them iIond grace on the slopes. In the absence of some power in the landholder or hia 
authorized officials to prevent such mischief by the levy of a small fine it would be impossible 
to preserve the tanks in proper condition. 

I may Blso point out that in Bome estates by long established custom the management 
of small irrigation sources has been left to the ryots themselves with the corresponding. 
obligation of effecting the necessary repairs. In declaring therefore the liability of the 
zHu·jndllr in the matter of the maintenance of irrigation works and tanks a distinction. 
shoul.! be made between works wluch he is bound to repair and those in respect of which 
the obligation has been transferred to or undertaken by the concerned ryots. Suitable 
prunsion would have to be made for the exclusion from the scope of the Irrigation Chapter' 
Cag~s where the duty to repair is cast on the ryots themselves by virtue of local custom 
anJ usage. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

CONCLUSIONS AND ANSW&RS TO QUBSTIONNAIRB. 

, '; 1 Shall bow'summarise Itly conolusions on the several matters dealt with in my minute 

}

<If d:ssent and give my answers to the questionnaire issued by the Committee. In my 
opiuion the zamindal' is the proprietor of the soil. The State and its ~ssignees were 
regarded as the proprietors during 'the days of Muhammadan rule and the practice was 
cona,stent with the theory. 'When they took over the Go'V'!lrnment from the Muham
rpadl>ns,. the. British. Government a.ocepted and recognized that position. State papers. 
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i'elating to the Permanent Settlement or the period immediately preceding the Permanent 
i:!ettlement, as also the Regulations of 1802 and the Permanent Settlement Sanads clearly 
wow that it was the intention of the British Government to constitute the zamindars the 
l'tO\Jrietors of the soil. They did not however intend to take aW9Jj any right. of occupancy 
>yhich any tenants may have according td tocal custom. This was made clear by }{agula.
tioll IV of 1822. The view that was taken in 20 Madras, 299 and 23 Manras, 31t! that 
o,Jl ryots in zamindari areas have by virtue of a territorial custom extending over the 
whole Presidency rights of occupancy in their respective holdings must now, in the, 

• bgM of recent decisions of the Privy CounciL be regarded aR of doubtful correctness. In 
view however of the Madras Estates Land Act which conferred rights of occupancy in 
::amindaris in the manner defined in 20 Madras, 299 and 23 Madras, 318 it is unnecessary 
te inquire further into the correctness of those decisions. No zamindal' desires or suggests 
that the policy underlying the Estates 'Land Act shonld now be reverSed. The interest 
which the tenant has in the land is that of a kudiwaramdar. It is a. spwies of tenant 
right. It is heritable and alienable. Its incidents are as defined in the Madras Estates 
]~aud Act. The existence of kudiwaram right is in no way inconsistent with the proprietor
ship of the zaminda.r. These are my answers to questions I (a) and I (b). 

There was no permanent settlement of rents at, the time of the Perma.nent Settlement. \ 
State papers of the Permanent Settlement period, Regulations of 1802 and 1822, the Rent 
Rec<overrJ Act of 1865 and the Madras Estates Land Act, decisions of the Pnvy Councll 
and of the High Court and the declara.tions of well-known administrators do not lend 
any support tD the conclusion of my colleagues that there was a permanent fixation of 
i'ents by or as part of the Permanent Settlement of 1802. The Permanent Settlement 
was coucerned only with the fixation of peshkash as between the zamindar and the 
Go,"cmment. The system of collection of rents which was widely prevalent at the time 
of the Permanent Settlement was the warsm or the crop-sharing system. l'he melwa.,am 
01' the ra.jabagam never fell short of a half and was in some cases more than a half. None 
of I'h& Regulations of 1802 imposed any prohibition against enhancement of rents oli 
proper grounds. The Rent Recovery Act itself imposed no such 'prohibitiOl'. For the 
first time the Madra.s Estates Land Act prohibited the enhancement of rents by contract, 
sppcifying however the grounds on which enhancement could be had after adjUdication I 
by the Revenue Courts. The only object of the patta regulation was to provide authentic 
tl"idence of the engagements. between zamindar~ and their 17ots. .The fixation of rent 
perrIJa.nently was not the object of that regula.tlOn nor was It afl'ectecl' by it. Freedom 
of coutrsct as between zamindar and ryot was in no way curtailed. The Re."t Recovery 
Act explicitly recognized the validi!>] of contracts express or implied. Rents could be 
enhanced either on the ground of a rise in prices or on the ground that superior crops are { 
being raised on the land or that there has been an increa.se in the fertility of the Boil. The 
ri,;ht of the zamindar to enhance his rents for proper cause has been recognized throughout 
these 130 and odd years since the time of the Perma.nent Settlement. The Rent Recoverv 
Act made no innovation in the law and was in no sense prejudicial to the interests of 
th~ ryots. It only expressed in statutory form what had been stated by ti:te Board of 
'Revenue in its proceedings, dated 2nd December 1864. Before the passing of the E&tlltes 
L'U,d Act commutation could only be effected by a.greelllent of partws. Neither the 
zamindar nor the ryot could enforce it if the other was unwilling. For the first bme the 
Estate, s Land Act p,,?vided a procedure wh~reby th~ ~amin, dar o~ the .1')ot could have I 
grain rent commuted mto.mOl,:ey rent according to pnnclples .enunma~ed m that Act .. As 
the sharing system prevruled lD most estates and m most villages till very recent times 
and a. it still prevails in some estates it is most unfair and inequitable to state as my 
collpagues have done that the rents must be commuted. at the prices prevailing at the 
tilDe of the Permanent -Settlement. If there is to be any commutation, It can 'lIlly 
proceed on the basis of the prices then prevailing' or on the average price. prevailmg in 
t he ten or twenty years preceding the date of commutation. From quotations made by 
my colleagues, from proceedings of the Board of Revenue and from the judgments of the r 
Slidder Diwani Adawlat it ie clear that the ryot had to continue to deliver rent in graiu 
jf the zamindar insisted. The view of my colleagues that secton 11 of the Rent Recovel1J 
Act 01 the enhancement or commutation sections of the :Ma.dras Estates Land Act do 
not apply to occupancy ryots ie erroneous an~ opposed to a long catena of decisionp and 
dUTives no support whatever fr?m the unambiguo~s language of those en~tments. The 
rents that now obtain in zammdaris have been lD force for at least thirty Yeal'l!. In 
oevers! cases they have been in force for fifty years or more. Every presumption .houid 
th",r.,{ore be made in their favour. They must be presumed ttl be faIr and eqmta1>le 
l.iIl the contrnry is shown. In my opinion the contrary h ... not b6"n shown. In fact 
sale-deeds executed and leases granted by occupancy .. ]ota In several estates show that 
occnpMlcy rights have appreciable value '.'nd that ~here 18 A. fair margin of profit to the 
"'ot the difference between the rent reahzed hr him from hiS under-tenant and the rent I 
lie has to pay to the Estate being very large m some cases lind in alme" all cases not 
inconsiderable_ Any wholesale interference with the provisions \If the Madras EstRte& 
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Land Act is therefore uncalled for. The Estates Land Act marke<l a di.&trnct advance 
in Ihe matter of the rights of ryots. The provisions contained in the Estates Land AcL 
in respect of enhancement and commutation are not unfair or prejudicial to the interests 
of the ryots. If recent enhancements in certain estates on the ground of a rise in prices 
.... e felt to be harsh by reason of the slump it! prices since 1930, some provisIOn lliay be 
made for the revision of those enhancements or for invoking the procedurt! Ia.id down for 
reduction of rent earlier than the twenty-year penod fixed in the Estates Land Act. 
NOihing more is however called for. 1-1y answer to question II (a) is therefore th",t it 

. is not possible to define what fair and equitable rent is except with reference to the 
fact,s of e!loCh 'plIol"ticular case. The strongest presumption in favour of .the existing rent 
beiug fair and equitable must be drawn when it has been in force for a considerable time. 
The answer to question II (b) is that it is not possible to define the generai co'lsiderations 
that should be taken into account In fixing a fair and 'equitable rent. Here again it is 
a question of dealing with each case on its own merits. I would answer question II (c) 
by stating that there should not be any statutory provision for remission of rent beyond 
what has aJreadiy been enacted in section 39-A. :My answer to question II (d) IiI th,,~ It 
is not advisable to settle the rate or share of rent for a particular ·area once for aU and 
that I consider it advisable that the determination of a fair and equitable rent should be 
Ipft to the officer or court concerned subject to such principles as can possibly be enunciated. 
Again I consider it most undesirable that the Provincial Government should have any 
reserve powers to revise, alter or reduce the rents by executive action a. contemplated 
in question II (e). 

In my opinion the powers of collection of rent now given to Ia.ndholders under the 
Madras Estates Land Act require revision and I would answer question ill (a) accord
ingly. The present procedure is dilatory and costly. The amendments mnde ir. 1\J34 
have had the effect of making the procedure morE' dilatory and costly than It previousJoy 
","as. They should therefore be repealed "particularly the proVlsions in regard to notifica
tione in t.he district gazette. The zamindars should have much larger powers over the 
villSJ(e officers and the Revenue department should be much more helpful to the zamin
dars than it now is, if the procedure of collection is to be simFler and less co"tly than 
now. From the report of my colleagues it looked as if the zamindar's position in the 
matter of collection of arrears of rent is going to be eqnated to that of the Govetnmeut 
in ryotwari areas. The draft proposals however leave the procedure a.s complicated 
and costly as now. I do not agree with my colleagues in their proposal that distraint of 
movable properties should be etfe.cted through the agency of Government officers. I 
","ould answer questions ill (b) and ill (c) on the lines above indicated. 

\ 

The zamindar is the owner of all tanks and streams and other water sources 'ill the 
estate. The rights of the tenants are coufined to c>btaining the u~ual or customary supply 
of water. The zamindar- has the power of regulation over all tanks and oiher oowces 
of irrigation. He is bound to keep the works of irrigation in proper repair. After .apply
ing water to the ryots owning lands in the 8/yacut th~ zamindar can utilize Lue Jorplus 
wILtE'r, if any, for irrigating other lands. The rights of the tenants to water-supplv 
a.rise cut of the classifica.tion of their lands as wet lands and are the result of the contract 
between the ryot and the landholder. They are not inherent as being appurtenant to 
the lands. The amendments made to thE.' Irrigation Chapter in 1934 have, If anythmg, 
gOl.ie too far against the zamindars. There is a. possibilIty of the procedure laId down 
in the amended section of the Madras Estates Land Act being utilized ir. a manner 
opprE.'esive to the zamindar by making him to take up repaIrS on too extensive a scale 
aod out of all proportion to his annual resources. The procedure recommended by my 
cillleagues is much more stringent and would he ruinous to zamindaris with restricted 
resowces. These are my answers to questions IV (a) and (b). 

There is no need to survey all estates or to C(>mpulsorily maintain a record 'If r~hL&. 
If a survey and record of rights are to be carried out, the Government, the zamindur and 
the ~ot msy share the cost equaJly. The landholder cannot demand any levi"" customaJ:Y 
or otherwise from ryots in addition to rent. 

In regard to the grazing of cattle or the collection of green manure or wood for 

, 

8f1ricultural implements, the. rights of tenB.!'ts can only be. b~d on any existing loul 
custom. There is nothing lIke a natural nght to these faCIlitIes. No local custom can 
be inferred if these rights are being exeroi.ed by the ryots with the permission of the 
landholder Jl·nd on payment of fees to him. In deciding whether there is any valid custom 
it would also have to he considered whether the custom pleaded by the tenants wonld 
be invalid by reason of its ~easonableness, .~here, f?r instanC'!, it IS likely to. e:chaust 
the property wh~ch is the subJect of the custom m questIOn. The ten~nts haveno mnerent 
rilZhts to graze their cattle or collec~ green mannre or cut wood for agncu!tura1llli.plements. 
'rhe zRmindar is undouhted propnetor of hills and forests and y;raste lands while he has 
the riaht of reversion in publio paths and communal la·nds and IS entitled to take posses
sion of them subject to the provisions of the :Madras Estates Land Act when they cease 
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to be used for the'eommunal purpose for which they are now dedicated. A distmction 
h •• to be drawn between hills and forests and waste lands on the one hand and cOlD.illuua] 
]>orambokes like village-sites, cattl_tands, threahing floors, etc., on the other. The view 

- of my colleagues that all porambokes are the property of the ryots is opposed to a long 
uries of decisions and to the Permanent" Settlement itself. Since the abuve para"araphs 
indicate my'views in regard to the subjectmatter of questions 5, 6 and 7 I ha'e not 
thought it necessary to answer them seriatim. 

In regard to question No. 8 my answer "'s regards part (a) is that it is neither nec~s
sary nor possible to formulate the principles which are to guide the parti". or courts 
in u.tliving at a suitable scheme for the purpose of maintaining irrigau.on sources "nd 
wcrkb. As yegards (b) I do not thnk it is advisable that any right~ should be vested 
in Provincial Governments to undertake the repair or maintenance of irligation works 
and 1 would answer qnestion (c) by stating that therl' is even less justifk",t,on for such 
powerb being vested in the Government to be applied SUQ motu or on apphcation by 
parties. In my opinion the pres .. nt provisions of the irrigation chapter of the Estates 
Lond Act are more stringent than they need be and any amendment. WhlCh ruay be 
undertaken should avoid the possibility of the provisions of the irrigatIOn chapter being 
work~d in such a way as to endanger the existence of the estate. themselves. 

In answering question IX I would state that an yearJoy jamabandi may be held in 
:tamindar voluntarily or in accordance with the provisions of the statute there should be 
zarnindan villages as in the case of ryotwari villages but would only add that such 
jaruabandi would be altogether useless without the co-operation of the village office~ 
which can only be ensured by the conferment on the zamindars of powers of control to 
3 much larger extent than they now possess. And if any remiss,jons are granted by the 
zamindar voluntarily OJ: in accordance with the provisions of the statute there should be 
" corresponding remission of the peshkaah. J 

;My answer to question X is that rights of occupancy should be conferred on under
tenants on proof that they have cultivated the lands of a particular pattadar for So number I 
of years which may be specified. There should also be provision for the regulation 
of rents as between the pattadar and the under-tenant. So far as the zamindar is 
concerned, his right of realizing his rent should in no way be affected by the fact that an 
under-tenant is in occupation of the whole or a portion of the holding. The processes 
prescribed for recovery of rent should be as much available against the under-tenant as 
against the ryot. 

In regard to question Xl (a) there is no need to constitute a special tribunal and 
the Board of Revenue may continue to be the final appellate and revisional authority 
in proceedings between landholders and tenants or ryots. I would answer question XI (b) 
by stating that actions and proceedings between landholders and tenants may be tried 
by Revenue Courts as now. There is no need for the constitution of special courts or 
for the transfernnce of jurisdiction from the Revenue to the Civil Courts. 

The procedure available to a zamindar as against a !yot unauthorizedly occupying 
lands is costly and cumbrous. The zamindars sbould be enabled to secure possession 
of their waste lands and bought-in lands by a cheap and expeditious procedure. For 
instance, it should be open to them to obtain from a Collector a delivery warrant against 
any person who might have trespassed unauthorl7.edly on lands not belonging to him or 
on land which had once belonged to him out of which he has lost the ownership by 
rent saLe or otherwise. 

As T",,«Qrd question Xll (b) I would suggest that the landholder should have the 
right to collect jodi. paruppu or kattubadi from the inamdars in the same way and 
by the same procedure by which he collects his rents from his ryots. I would finally 
add that the prooedure indicated by my colleagues for the purpose of ascertaining what 
they describe as the conversion rates is faulty and misleading. It is impossible to find 
with anv reasonable correctness the rates of rent obtaining in 1802 or the extent of 
land th';u under cultivation. 

CHAPTER XV. 

Notes In regard to Individual Estates, 
In Part II of their report my colleagues deal with the evidence relating to the 

individual estates and give their conclusions which are based partly on their own infer
.ential reasoning and partIy on the interested oral evidence adduced on behaU of the 
ryots. It has not been possible for me during the short time at my disposal to consider 
with reference to all the estates how far their conclusions are justifiecl. I am however 
appending a few notes in respect of some of the estates. I should not, how~ver be taken· 
to have accepted the correctness of the conclusions arrived at by my cOllesgues'in regard 
to the rest. 
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PITH~PURAM ESTATE. 

The Majority Repcm in so far as it relates' to the Pithap~m Estate, centres upon 
a discussion of the Diwim's evidence. Incidentally the majority report attempts to 
define the political status of the forefathers of the present Maharaja. The suggestion 
in the majority report that the ancient Rajas of this estate had no independent authority 
vested in them is not correct. The ancient history of the estate reveals that the original 
founders of this family were independent rulers having sovereign power over the Tellingana 
conntry. When the Moguls invaded Tellingana the rulers of Pithapuram had become 
feudal kings under them with .the title of Desmooky (chief of a district). They were 
exercising the civil and military and financial powers in their territory and were always 

• commanding a certain army. The Pithapuram zamindari is therefore an ancient prin" 
cipality whose independence has been recognised even during the time of the Mogal 
rule. 

Another observation in the m:;.jority report is that the decrease in peshkash of this 
estate from Rs. 2,58,979 in 1802 to Rs. 2,31,438-10-0 in 1936 is due to the acquisition 
of the jirayati land for public purposes suggesting thereby that though the peshkash 
was decreasing due to the r.eduction of land the rent roll of the estate was increasing.· 
This observation is clearly incorrect and opposed to facts. A. major portion of this 
reduction in peshkash was due to the separate registry of Darimila Inams and other 
alienated lands under Act I of 1876 by fixing separat.e assessment on the same. The 
Government has been collecting this decreased amount from the other persons in whose 
name the separate r.egistry has been made. The zamindar even before reduction of 
peshkash was not realizing any rent from this lands. It is therefore misleading to say 
that peshkash is decreasing while the rent-roll is increasing. 

The main grounds urged by the Diwan for the increase in rental in· this estate are 
3 in number. 

(1) Extended cultivation of w~ste land. 
(2) Rise in. prices of staple food crops. 
(3) Increase in irrigation facilities. 

To substantiate his first ground he stated that the area under cultivation at the 
Lime of the Perma.nent Settlement was roughly 75 thousand acres and that the present 
area under cultivation is 134,239 acres. These are not imaginary figures but are based 
on the old and present accounts of the estate, copies of which are also available with 
the Government. The old Bhuband accounts at the time of the Perman.ent Settlement 
.how that 28,427 visams of lands were under cultivation at tbat time. If converted into 
acres at the rate of 3 visams per putti or 2 and two-thirds acr.es per visam which is 
tbe accepted standard throughout the district the area under cultivation comes to 75,806 
acres. There cannot be any dispute regarding the present acreage of cultivated area. 
in the estate as it has been surveyed. A comparison of the two figures shows that 
roughly an extent of sixty ·thousands of acres of wast.e land has been brought under 
cultivation since 1802. Apart from this there are the Assets registers prepared by the 
Government for the years 1777 to 1784 for fixing the peshkash on this .estate. These 
registers show the actual land under cultivation at that time to be 30,120 visams. If 
converted into acres at the standard mentioned above it comes to 80,320 acr.es. This 
shows that 53,919 acres of waste land has been brought under cultivation subsequent 
to Permanent Settlement. 

Curiously enough my colleagu.ea brush aside this existing documentary evidence and 
adopt an imaginary formula to arrive at an estimate of the cultivated extent of land in 
1802. By a process of calculation, which itself has been very incorrectly made as will 
be shown later, they have arrived at the conclusion that the area under cultivation at 
the time of the Permanpnt Settlement was even a little higher than the present ext.ent. 
This is really an astounding conclusion. To say that during the last 130 years no wast.e 
land has been brought under cultivation in this estate or for the matter of that in any 
estate is to try to deceive oneself. It is a common experience that during the last one 
century large tracts of waste land have been broken up and brought under cultivation 
owing to improved irrigation facilities, b.etter methods of transport and good market for 
the yield produced. In fact, at the time of the Permanent Settlement the existence of 
large tracts of waste land has b.een recoguised by the British Government and it was 
held out to thezamindars that they have got vast reRources in the uncultivated extents 
in their esta.tes and that they can profit themselves by op.ening up those lands. Now 
we practically do not find any waste land in the estate. If so what has become of all 
this uncultiva.ted extent? The only irresistabl.e conclusion is that all this land has been 
cleared up and cultivated subsequent to 1802. I have already pointed out earlier in my 
minute that the method of calculation adopted by my coll.eagues for arriving at wha' 
are called conversion rates is altogether fallacious and unreliable. 
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Even accepting the formula adopt~d by my colleagues for ascertaining the extent of 
cultivation in 1802 and even assuming without admitting that the price of paddy was 
Rs. 85 per garce at about that time yet the calculation made in the majority report is 
clearly incorrect. The rent roll at the time of the Permanent Settlement is Rs. 3,92,182. 
If paddy was then selling at Rs. 85 per ga"rce the rent roll converted into games will be 
about 4,614 garces. Applying the formulae enunciated by my colleagues that 16 acres 
of land give a renta.! of one garce then 4,614 garces will be the rental on 4,614 x 16 or 
73,824 IWres. This will be the extent under cultivation at the time of the Permanent 
Settlement. The Dewan in his evidenc.e also gives roughly the same figure. It is not 
intelligible as to how my colleagues have arrived at an extent of 1,33,806 ~res as being 
the cultivated extent in 1802. 

Considerable criticism has been levelled in the majority report against the "Vontu
varadi " system which was prevailing in the estate prior to 1887. With great respect 
it must be submitted that my colleagues have altogether misunderstood the true import 
of this system. By this method of assessment the aggregate rental that the zamindar 
gets on the whole village is never enhanced. It only aims at an internal shuffiing of 
the rents amongst some of the holdings to ensure impartiality to all the ryots rich and 
poor. The system that was adopted was as follows. 

If any ryot in a village feels that his neighbour's land has been under-assessed and 
his holding over-assessed then he demands that his neighbour's land should be made 
over to him at an increased rate agreeing at the same time to hand over his holding 
to his neighbour at a decreased rate by a like amount. So far as the zamindar is con
cerned the total rent that he gets is one and the same. If there is to be an increase in 
rent on one holding on account of this challenge there will be a corresponding decrease 
of rent on the other holding. Even the local agent of the Rajah cannot profiteer under 
this system as his holding also is exposed to a challenge by his neighbour. The only 
evil effect of this system was the insecurity of poasession of the holding to the ryot 
and his consequent indifference to invest labour and capita.! on his land for improving 
its fertility. Whatever its evil effects may be it can never be said that this system 
was the means of securing additional revenue to the zamindar. If there was enhance
ment of rent in this estate, it was not due to Vontuvaradi system but to other causes. 
This system was not peculiar to this estate only. It was prevalent even in Government 
ryotwari tracts and was there in vogue from 1825. It was only in 1860 when there 
was a scientific settlement of rent in ryotwari areas that this system was given up. 
Mr. Morris in his book on " Descriptive and Historica.! Account of the Godavari district " 
at page 314 describes this pTlWtice of chaJIenging. This system was also described at 
page 168 of the Godavari District Gazetteer. The description in these two books is 
exactly in consonance with what has been started to us by the Diwan in his evidence. 
Therefore it is most uncharitable to hold that the rent roll in this estate has increased 
on account of this Vontuvaradl system. As submitted above it has no connection at all 
with the increased rent roll in the estate. ' 

The second ground urged by the Dewan for the increase of rental is the rise in 
prices of staple food crops. The price of paddy in 1854 as gathered from the old estate 
o.cgounts of fasli 1264 was Re. 14-6-0 per putti, i.e., 200 kunchams of paddy. It works 
out at the rate of Rs. 43-2-0 per garce. As per the statistical Atlas of the Madras 
Presidency published by the Government the average price of rice per rupee in 1874-1875 
was 19'8 seers, i.e., 39'6 of paddy. It works out at the rate of 62 per garce of paddy. 
Mr. C. V. S. Narasimharaju in his printed memorandum submitted to the Committee 
has quoted certain extracts of the old village accounts showing the price of paddy to be 
ranging between 20 to 30 rupees per garce at or about the time of permanent settlement. 
At any rate it is common knowledge that barring famine and other ex!TIWrdinary causes 
the price of foodstuffs rose up progressively from 1802 and even the present day low 
rates are double and treble the '"Iltes that were prevailing in the early part of the 19th 
century. 

My colleagues seem to hold that even though there is a marked rise in the pric.e of· 
foodstuffs yet under the regulations of 1802 the zamindar has no right to increase the rellts 
and that tll.6 rents fixed in 1802 are unalterable. I have dealt with this view of my 
colleagues elsewhere in my report and pointed out how utterly erroneous it is. It is 
unnecessary to repeat those reasons here. 

The third ground urged by the Dewan is that the increase of rental is due to the 
improved sources of irrigation. Here again the Committee wes under a mia.conception on 
that all the wet hUlds in this estate are irrigated under the Godavari Anieut system. It 
is only a third of this estate that is irrigated by Godavari water. The remaining two
thirds is situated in the upland tracts for which there are separate sources of irrigation 
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provided by the zamindar. As regards wet lands in the estate which are irrigated. under 
the'anicut ,system to majority observes that theryot is made liable to pay. water rate on 
lands for which the zamindar has not provided water facilities. This is incorrect for this 
pea,son. Prior to the anicut system all the wet lands in this portion of .the estate were 
irrigated by water sources provided for the zamindar at a heavy expense and . consequently 
these lands were charged. with wet assessment. With the introduction of the anicut 
system the irrigation sources have been intercepted and cut off by the Government. So to 
Feimburse the loss caused to the zamindar the Government entered into an, engagement 
With him tao supply froee of tax water to all lands in 'that locality which were previously 
being eultivated wet by means· gf the zamindar's water sources.' The ryot is getting his 
usual water as before; the zamindar is collecting his usual rent. . So it is· not correct. to 
~ay that tq.e zamindar has not provided water facilities for· these wet lands. For the irri
~~i?ri of the wet lands u: .the upland ~,cts .large amounts have been spent by the 
zammdar for the construction of several lITIgatIon works and thousands of acres of dry 
Jands have been broilght und.er wet cultivation. Full details of the amounts spent and 
the works constructed were submitted to us. The zamindar is charging the usual wet 
assessment· oli these wet lands, Here again the committee seems to be of opinion that 
e\'eidh6nglithe zamindar provided improved facilities for irrigation for waste as well as 
other lands he cannot raise the rents over and above these fixed at the time of the perma
pent. settlement. The same arguments that apply to the right to enhance rent owing to 
pse jn prices apply with equal force to this contention also. 
'. Some criticism was levelled against the Diwan's evidence regarding tlie raising of 
sugarcane, betel, etc., in the first group of villag.es. Here it must first be noted that the 
grouping of villages in the memorandum submitted to the committee was not in accord
ance with the nature of the crop grown in those villages but only in accordance with 
the source of irrigation available to each group. While so grouping a general statement 
was also made regarding the various crops that grow in those villages. It was never the 
intention of the Diwan to suggest that either in all the villages or in all the lands in . each 
village do' these crops' grow. He has also made this clear in his evidence when he said 
that betels or sugarcane are grown only in a very small proportion of the lands in these 
villages. Further sugarcane is a very costly crop for which a lot of capital has to be in. 
vested and unless it fetches good price in the market the I)'otS will he put to heavy loss. 
So even though some of the lands in the first group of vilIag.es are fit to raise these crops 
yet the ryots will be very reluctant to grow them for the reasons stated above. The obser
vation in the majority report that in Penuguduru and in Chollangi the staple produce 
is salt is also incorrect. There are several hundreds of acres of wet lands in these villag.es 
yielding good paddy crop and I am not aware of any evidence adduced before us con
tradicting the Diwan's evidence in this particular. 

Regarding the other points raised in the report about the control and repair 
of irrigation works, the lease of tank-bed lands, remission of rents, survey and 
record· of rights, allegecj. assignment of communal lands, lease of lanka lands, 
etc., the Diwan in his evidence has seriatim answered With documentary evi
dence the several complaints made by the witnesses in their evidence before the committee. 
My colleagues have merely recited the alleged grievances of the ryots in the report with
out incorporating the replies given by the Diwan or trying to meet those replies, In 
·this conneir.ion there is also mis-statement of fact made in the majority roeport. No 
'witness complained that communal-lands are being assigned to the relatives and others' in 
'whom the Maharaja is interested nor did the Diwan admit that the Maharaja is ready 
~o give them up. Some witnesses complained that their lanka lands which they relinquished 
after falling into heavy arrears have been re-granted to the relatives of the 'Maharaja. 
It· is with reference to thoese lands that the Diwan stated that the Maharaja has no 
objection to. give them back to the tenants if they agree to pay their rent regularly here· 
lIft-er .. I may finally add that I am not prepared to give my credence to the vague 
inter.ested and uncorroborated allegations made by the Witnesses examined on behalf 
hf thc ryotR in regard to this eetate. 

UDAYARPALAYAM ZAMINDARI. 

The majority report has dealt at Rome length with the Ol'igm and history of the 
southern poliems and has made certain special observations with regard to the U dayar
polayam zamindari in the Trichinopoly district. 

It is stated that before the zamindari was permanently settlea in the year 1817, the 
entire area WIUl the absolute property of the Government. This view of my colle~auelJ 
is opposed to the decision of the Madras High Court reported in 24 Mad., 562, relating 
to the succession to the zamindari wherein Their Lordships held on the evidence before 
them llnd in clear and unmistakable terms that the poligar was reinstated to his ancient 
poliem by the settlement of 1817 and that any interruption in tbe . continuity of the 
management . of this poliem was only an enforced temporary break which made DO 
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cLILJl!;" whatever in the original tenure. 'rhe judgment of the .nigh Court was uphell1 
by th .. .Privy Council in 28 Mad., 508. . 

My colleagues have appa.rently accepted the ryots' version that- the zamindar has 
been gradually increasing the rates of rent. In my opinion.all those allegatlOns have 
b~en clearly refated in the statement fi1e'd by the Dewan and by unimpeachable docu
mentary evidence. The reference to the average rate of Re. 1 per acre in the Trichinopoly 
District Manual at page 225 does not at all ·refer to the U dayarpalayam zamin Villages 
which adhered to the rates obtaining at the time of the restoration of the polielO ill 11>17 
but refers only to the average rate of assessment proposed to be levied on dry land in 
th6 Government villages of the Trichinopoly district as per the settlement proposals made 
by Mr. Pnckle in fasli 1264. The rates referred to at pages 201 and 202 of the District 
l\fanual also relate to the Government villages in the district and not to the zamin villages. 
Erroneously assuming that the average rate of Mr. Puckle's settlement of 1864 was that 
obttLining in the zamindari at the time of the Permanent Settlement my colleagues pro
ceed to arrive at the extent of the cultivated 3.l'ea in the estate as 27,412 acres by merely 
dividing the figure of 27,412 which is the estimate given by Mr. Lushington of the income 
of th .. estate in fasli 1227 by Re. 1 which, as already stated they believe to have been 
the rate then obtaining. In order to arrive at tbe area under cnltivation in fasli 1227 my 
c"lleague~ ought to have divided the total rental of 27,412 by the rate prevailing at that 
time. During the 60 years between faslis 1297 and 1347 it would appear from the records 
filed on behalf of the estate that the rates have all along been constant without any 
variation whatever. The zamindar has filed a statement showing the average rates of 
rent for about 9 faslis and by striking an average for these 9 faslis we get at the rate 
of Rs. 2-12-3 per acre. In the absence of any evidence to show that the rate of rent 
prev'11ling prior to .fasli 1297 was less than the rates prevailing since then it may be It.sumed 
that Rs. 2-12-3 was the prevalent rate in or about fasli 1227. Dividing the total illcome 
of Rs. 27,412 as given by Mr. Lushington by Rs. 2-12-3 the exteIJt of ('ultivalion in fasli 
1:.!:.17 ""onld have been about 9,912 acres. Further when th9 s~atemellt re'\'eals that the 
cultivated mea in rasli 1297 was 38,685·38 acres and that it iup.re"Mll to nearly d""ble that 
fig,U'e bt f,_,,1i ]346 (to 67,265·86 acres), there need be no wOl;t1~r that between rasli l:l:!7 
aud 1297, It period of 70 years when the counky was free from disastrous internecine wars, 
the cultivated extent of 9,912 acre. in fasli 1227 rose up to 38,686·38 in fasli 1297 with 
consequent increase in the amount of rents payable to the zaminda.r. 

Various virgin fields would have been assigned on darkast subsequent to 1817 at 
Ulkudi rates (the highest rates prevailing in the zamindari). This Ulkudi rate of rent 
was hehl to be legal by th~ District Court, Trichinopoly, in its jllt.lgm~nt in A.S. Nos. 276 
and 280 to 284 of 1915, a copy of which has be.en filed before us. Therefore the only 
conclusion possible is that the increased revenues of the estate must be attributed to the 
increa.ed extent of cultivation and not to any increase in the rates of rent from Re. 1 
to Re. 2-12-0 as erroneously stated in the majority report. 

As regards the seeming disparity between the rent roll for fasli 1346 a" given by the 
zamindar and that taken from the Government accounts it can be pointed out that the 
Government figure of Rs. 1,86,020-5-3 would seems to include the cesses while that 
given by the zamindar is only the actual assessment on 67,265'86 acres, namely, Rs. 
1,79,714-9-9 exclusive of cesses. (Vide statement showing the several crops raised and 
tlle assessment therEon a, per Kudivari and Payirwari in fasli 1346.) 

.The majority report relies on the mis-statement of certain witnesses and instances a 
c:aRe wh~r<l OLe Adangal number 23 measuring 1-9-6 was assessed to Re. 0-14-6 in fasli 
1241 while for the same Ada.ngal number an extent of 0-7-0 kani was assessed to Rs. 2-1-4 
in fasli 1346. The zamindar has stated in his written evidence that the currency prior to 
1283 fasli was expressed in terms of star pagodas and that the fallacy of the allegation 
could be exposed if the figures mentioned in the witnesses' exhibits were converted into 
rupees which would show there was no enhancement. 

Another instance of how according to my colleagues the zamindar doubled his rates 
by a.RRessing cssuarina and cashew' trees, has been CIted in the majority report. In the 
z~mindar's evidence it is exphiined that this case is not an enhancement of rent but that 
the casuarina. and cashew trees' first came to be assessed only in the .year 1929, while in 
1928, the land alone was assessed at waste rates without reference to the trees grown on 
It. T"e za.mindarhas also filed a copy of the District Court judgment in A.S. No. lR5 of 
1932; to show the legality of the assessment for the' said cultivation. 

The .incidence of the levv of Kattalai fees in this zamindari is detailed in the zamin
dar's answers to the qllestioilllsire and his written statement of e'\'idence and according 
to the jut.lgment in A.S. Nos. 180 to 185 of 1932 (copy filed as exhibit), the levy of such 
fees seems to have been declared to be quite lega\. 
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In pa.rt 1 of the report the Committee state that the zamindar admitted that he is 
not the proprietor of the soil. This is entirely incorrect .as will be found from the zamin
dar's answers to the questionnaire. In paragraph 9 of the answers it is clearly stated that 
.. tne zamindar is the proprietor of the soil." But the misunderstanding seems to have 
a.risen with regard to the last two sentences of the answers to the second question, namely, 
.. the term rent is a misnomer. I am not a landlord, nor the occupant of the soil, a mere 
te"lant." What the zamindar meant to say by these sentences obviously was that he is 
not a landlord and the ryot is not a tenant in the English Law sense. These sentences 
cannot be read as if the zamindar said sometlung directly opposed to what he haa alrea;). 
stated in his previous answer in unequivocal terms. 

KAl.>ILESWARAl'URAM A!<D MSANAKURRU ESTATBB. 

In referring to the Kapileswarapuram and Kesanakurru Estates my colleagues 
couple them with Hasanbada village which, it must be pointed out, is a Government 
ryotwari village and which should therefore han' been left oot of account. In comparing 
the rent roll of Kapileswarapuram and Kesunakurru in the years 1874 and 1875 and in 
fasli 1346, my colleagues state that the income of Kapileswarapuram Estate in fasli 
1346 is Re. 75,335 and odd whereas according to the evidence of the Tanedar of the 
Estate It was only Bs. 42,\F24. In regard to the Kesanakurru Estate aga.in there is a 
similar inaccuracy. While the Tanedar stated that the income of that Estate in fasli 
1346 was ouly Re. 29,21l0, my collea;gues ha.ve pllt it down as Rs. 34,340. I am unable 
to see any baois or authority for the figures given by my colleagues. The evidence of 
the ~'ancdar was evidently based on Estate accounts which would have been produced If 
the Committee had thought that their production was a.t all necessary. Even in rega:rd 
to tho figures 42,000 and odd and 29,001) and odd given by the Tanedar as the incomes 
of the Kapileswarapuram and Kesanakurru Estates respectively in fasli 1346, it must be 
borne in mind that a good portion of the income is from low level laukas which are 
mostly in the possession and cultIvation of the zamindar lIinIself. In Kapileswarapura:m 
Estate Bs. 22,619 out of the total of Bs. 42,024 was the income from lankas. wnile the 
income from the ryoti lands was therefore less than Bs. 20,000. The corresponding 
figures for the Kesanakurru Estate in fa;.li 1346 were about Rs. 9,800 from lankas, 
leaving a figure of about Bs. 19,400 as the income from ryoti land out of s total of 
Rs. 29,000. It should be notice\l that the income from lanka. is not rent collected by 
the zamindar from tenants since he i. hlillself having the bulk' of the lanka; lands 
cultivated by his own agricultural establishment. It only represents s figure which is fur
nished by the zamindar for purposes of calculating the land-cess payable to the Govern. 
ment. In the Kapileswarapuram Estate there were no lankas ill 1874-75 while in the 
Kesanakurru Estate the extent of lankas in 1874-75 was exceedingly small. In fasli 1346 
however there were about 1,500 acres of lanka lands in Kapileswarapuram Estate while the 
extent of lanka lands in the Kesanakurru Estate was about 465 acres. In instituting a 
c.omparison therefore between the rent roll of the two estates in 1874-7·5 and fasli 1346 my 
colleagues ought to have excluded the income from lanka lands and ought to have taken into 
consideration only the income from ryoti lands in the latter fasli. On that basis therefore 
it would be seen that the income from the ryoti lands in the Kapileswarapuram Estate 
in 1874-7.5 was Bs. 19,255 while it was about Rs. 19,400 m fBSIi 1346. Similarly the 
income from the ryotl lands in the case of the Kesanakurru Estate shows only 90 slight 
variation from Re. 18,430 in 1874-'75 to Rs. 19,400 in fasli 1346. I need hardly say 
that the conclusions of my colleagues at page 55 of their report based as they. are on 
incorrect assumptions of fact, can hardly be accepted. In the valuable evidence given 
by the Tanedar of the Kapileswa:rapuram Estate supported bv facts and Jilmres it is 
clearly shown that if the rents of the Kapileswarapuram and the Kesanakor';u Estates 
are brought down to the level of the rents obtaining in neighbouring rvotwari villages, 
the zamindar's income would be much less than the peshkash he has t~ pay in respect 
of those estates. This evidence stands uncontradicted and the figures furnished by the 
Tanedar cannot possibly be questioned, obtained as they are from the estate accounts 
Rnd from Government registers. I regard this as the clearest argument adoptinl! the 
Government rates for zamindaris, a subject which I had to deal with more elaborately 
elsewhere in my minute. The Tanedar in his evidence baA a:1so pointed out that conse
quent on the dismemberment of the Pedaapllr Estate while the Kapileswarapuram and 
Kasanakurru Estates were purchased by the predecessors-in-title of the present zamindar, 
several villa;geR forming. the old Peddapur Estate were purchased nndE'r the ""me 
condition or sale bv the Government itself. In regard to some of those· vill8./!es the 
Tanedar has pointed out in Appendix A. attached to his written evidence that the Govern
mene if,creftsed the rents of several villages, the increase being in the case of one village 
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InavulJi as much as 151 per cent while in the case of Tanelanka, G. Vemavaram and 
Udayarlsnka the increase was respectively 50 per cent, 64 per cent and 57 per cent over 
the tigoJres of 1802. Apart from the fact that the Government did not consider it unfair 
or ine'lwtable to raise the rents in these villages I regard these as iii clear refutation of 
the theory of my colleagues that the rents were permanently settled in 1802 and therefore 
could not legally be altered subsequently.' "For if they were really 00 the rents in these 
villages which were governed as I said by the same conditions of sale would not have 
been raISed in the manner in which they were by the Government in later years. 

As regards the compl&ints made by oome of the witnesses examined in regard to 
thig estote they are in my opinion aboolutely baseless. The complaint that the zamindar 
is brinjling ryot~ holdings for sale for arrears of rent with a view to mcrease his seri or 
klllllatum land ·ean hardly be true. Witness No. 118 himself admitted that in several 
instances the zamindar wae leasing these lands out again to the ryots after they were 
purchased by him. Farther it is legally impossible for 11 zamindar to convert ryoti land 
which hud come into his possession into seri land or karmatam land for as soon as he 
admits a ryot to ,Possession of that land again the peroon 00 admitted acquires occupancy 
rights. In the matter of the leasing of oome of the low level lankas the complaint was 
made that the zamindar was letting them out at very high rents. The tunedar's evidence 
in respect of this matter is notewarthy. EVE-n in Government villages low level lankas 
are put up for auction periodically and let out to th" highest bidder at competitive rates 
,lnd the izaradars who bid for such lankas have no occupancy rights in them. How 
tbese kmkas are liable to erosion, the large amounts which the zamindar has to spend 
in order to assist in the new formation and for the conservn.ncv of these lankas. the 
unwillingness of the ryot to pay rent for the eroded portions of the lankas in his holding, 
extreme fertility of the lankas in the early years of their formation, are all deposed to 
by the tanedar whose evidence may be referred to in order to fully appreciate the incidents 
of th~ tenure on which the lankas in these and other e.tates are held and to realize that 
the compl&ints made by the ryots are without any real foundation. The reference to 
Witness No. 147 is an obvious slip as he has no eonnexion with this estate and the 
deposition of Witness No. 146 that Connerly grazing w8s freely permitted cannot possibly 
6e true 89 there are no forests in this estate. 

KANNIV ADI ZAMlNDABI. 

Of the several matters dealt with in the report of my colleagues in regard to this 
~.t .. te the most important is the one which relates to the revenue to which the zamindar 
would be eDtitled under the principles enDnciated by them. For this purpose my col
leagues compare the fignres of the year 1904 with those of fasli ]347. Though in 
Bt'cordance with their general proposals that the rates obtaining at the time of the 
Perl11anent Settlement should be ascertained, my colleagues refer in more than olle 
place of their report to the extent of cultivation in 1802 and to the rents obtaining in 
that year, without however giving any figul"eS either in regard to the one or in regard 
to the other. This of course was inevitable becaubtl so far :1.' I am aware neither this 
zalllindar nor any other zamindar was asked to produce documents showing the extent 
of cultivation in 1802 or to prove the extent to winch cultivation has spread, subseqnently. 
Without pointedly drawing the attention of the zamindars to this 9speci and without 
giNina them an adequate opportunity of producing docunients and accounts which may 
l'a a;ailuble with them, I think it is not proper that we should draw any conclusions a. 
to the causes which are responsible for the increase in the revenue of the estate. It is 
clalDled on behalf of the y.amindar that extension of cultivation of waste lands has bt'en 
mainly responsible for the increased revenue of the estate. For aught we know the 
J:Rmllldar would be able to substantil\te this with reference to the accounts of the vear 
1802 or a year or two earlier or later. If the figures of 1904 are to be adopted 38' the 
basis we would no doubt he led to think thnt there was extension of cultivation to the 
8l.tent of only 21,467 acres as stated in the majority report. while if the figures of 1809 
are stlopted 8B the basis, the extension of cultivation would in all probability be consi
ders'>l) more than tbat. I wODld therefore submit that the conclusion of my colleal(Ues 
that the revenue for 1937 is double tbe amount to which the zamindar would be entitled 
on th~ basis of the Permanent Settlement rate, is based on the figures of 1904 and 
consequently erroneons. I may also point out that the figure Rs. 1,74,291 which repre
aents the revenDe of this za.mindari in 1937 includes a. very large item of RH. 28,123 which 
the r.amindar derivea by way of the revenue of the hill villages. whicb is 8 peculiar 
fenture of this estate. If tbat amonnt is eliminated, the corrected figure for purposes 
of comparioon would be Rs. 1.46,168. . 

Y. VENKATARAMAITA APPA RAO. 
Zamindat" of !l(i"'"pt.mm. 14t11 Not/ember 1938. 

COHo B. PAB"l' 1-116 
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(74) Minute of the Board of Revenue, dated 5th Je.uuary 181S (Board'. 
Miscelle.ueous Volumes No. 25-7 -A/lS299). 

(75) Despatches to England 1767 to 1769, conte.ining General letters from 
Fort St. George, dated Sth Ma.rch 1767 e.ud 27th June 1769, Volume 
No. 25-B. 

(76) Selections from Records of Trichinopoly District (Printed Book M.RO., 
As_ O.D. 358). 

(77) Secs. of the Board's Proceedings N·). 12S, dated Sth January 1866. 
(7S) Sec •. of the Board's Proceedings No. 21, dated 4th Je.uuary 1866. 
(79) Sec •. of the Board'. Proceedings No. 357, dated 15th Je.uuary U·62. 
(SO) Secs. of the Board'. J?roceedings No. 4282, dated 9th June 186~_ 
(SI) G.O. No. 408, dated 25th February 1862. 
(82) G.O. No. 1223, Revenue, dated 20th October 1906. 
(83) Board's Proceeding. No. 10, dated 22nd April 1816. 
(84) Board'. Consultations No. II, dated 21st November 1817. 
(S5) Special Commission'. Proceedings Nos. 47-47-A, dated let September 

1802. 
(86) Board'. Proceedings Nos. 18-19, dated 16th August 1804. 
(S7) G.O. No. 143, dated 15th February 1906. 
(S~) G.O. No. 960, dated 14th August 1906. 
(90) Board's Prooeedings, Volume No. 772 of 1817 (General No. 14978). 
(91) Board's Proceedings, Volume No. 740 of IS17 (General No. 15497). 
(92) Board's Prooeedings, Volume No. 769 of 1817 (General No. 14975). 
(93) Board's Proceedings, Volume No. 764 of 1817 (General No. 14970). 
(94) Board'. Proceeding., Volume No. 750 of IS17 (General No. 14956). 

(95) G.O. No. 869, Revenue, dated 13th June 1870. 
(96) G.O; No. 1539, Revenue, dated lIth October 1870_ 
(97) G.O. No. 337, Revenue, dated 24th February IS71. 
(9S) Inam selection •. 
(99) G.O. No. 329, Revenue, dated 21st Maroh ISS2. 

(100) G.O. No. 843, Revenue, d .. ted II th July 1883. 
(101) G.O. No. 1328, Revenue, dated 23rd October 1883. 
(102) Board'. Proceedings No. 2235, datod 25th Ma.rch 1872. 
(103) G.O. No. 302, dated 16th February 1872. 
(104) Board'. Proceeding. No. 1259, dated 20th February 1872. 
(105) Board'. Proceedings No. 2774, dated 16th April 1849 . 
(106) Board's Proceedings Nos. 29-30, dated 25th October 1849. 
(107) Board'. Proceedings Nos. 91-112 (G.O. No. 5S3, dated 9th AprillF72). 

(108) G.O. No. 5112, dated 20th December 1871. 
(109) G.O. No. 3312, dated 7th Au!(ust 1871. 
(llO) G.O. No. 2191, dated 26th Maroh 1868 .. 
(ll j) G.O. Nos. 38-39, dated 20th January 1848. 
(1l2) G.O. Nos. 43-44, dated 28th March 1848. 
(113) G.O. Nos. 4-5, dated 15th May 1848. 
(1l4) G.O. Nos. 32 ·33, dated 11th January 1849. 
(1I5) G.O. No. 2721, dated 5th July 1871. 
(116) G.O. Nos. 24-25, d..ted 23rd April 1849. 
(ll7) G.O. Nos. 9-10, dated 10th December 1849. 
(liS) GO. No. 7557, dated 27th November 1865. 
(1I9) Board'. Proceedings No. 5088, dated 24th July 1866. 
(120) Board'. Proceedings Nos. 15-16, dated 24th August 1848. 
(121) Board'. Proceedings Nos. 15-16, dated 30th October 1848. 
(122) Board'. Proceedings No •. 14-15, d .. ted 27th April 1815. 
(123) Board'. Proceedings No. I, dated 1st June 1815. 
(124) Board'. Proceedings No.9, dated 19th June 1815. 
(125) Board'. PrJceedings No •• 26-27, dated 2Jth JUD8 1815. 
(126) Board's Proceedings Nos. 26 -27, dated lOth July 1815. 
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l!'ile 1017-C/38, 
dated 4th 
Allgust 1938-
cont. 

File 3739.E/38 

(127) Board's Proceedings, No.3, dated 31st July 1815. 
(128) Final Report on P.unganur by Ross (Aso. D. 21). 
(129) G.O. No. 1994, Revenue, dated 30th October 1860. 
(130) Judicial Proceedings, Volume IV, October to December 1881. 
(131) Judicial Proceedings, Volume III, July to September 1881. 
(132) Special Commission Proceedings, Volume 4·A from 13th July 1802 to 

27th July 1802. 
(133) Mr. Grame's Report on Kangundi, No. 18355. 
(134) Board's Consultations, Nos. 5·6, dated 28th June 1803. 

(135) G.O. No. 317, Revenue, dated 2nd April 1857. 
(136) E.M.C. Nos. 372-73 Revenue, dated 22nd April 1857. 
(137) G.O. No. 554, Revenue, dated 5th June 1857. 
(138) G.O. No. 676, Revenue, dated 4th July 1857. 
(139) G.O. No. 729, Revenue, dated 22nd July 1857. 
(140) G.O. No. 921, Revenue, dated 11th September 1857. 
(141) Government Order No. 955, Revenue, dated 18th September 1857. 
(142) Revenue Despatch to England No.5, dated let March 1858. 
(143) Government Order No. 1726, Revenue, dated 24th February 1858. 
(144) B,ard's consultations 86-87, dated 4th April 1857 • 
(145) Board's consultations 253--54, dated 7th December 1857. 
(146) Board's consultations 463-464, dated 15th July 1857. 
(147) Board's consultations 694-95, dated 16th December 1857. 
(148) Board's consultations 835-36, dated 18th December 1857. 
(149) Board's consultations 845, dated 19th November 1857. 
(150) Board's consultations U70--71 , dated 24th December 1857. 
(151) Board's consultations 1303-Q5, dated 27th November 1817. 
(152) E.M.C. 704, Revenue Department, 11th June 1855. 
(153) E.M.C.30-31, Revenue Department, 15th February 1858 (G.O.No. 

191, dated 15th February 1858. 
(154) E.M.C. 32, Revenue Department, 15th February 1858 (G.O. No. 192 

dated 15th February 1858). 
(155) Revenue Consultations 1855 (M.R O. No. 842). 
(156) Government Order No. 815, dated 14th August 1857. 
(157) Government Order No. 709, dated 29th May 1858. 
(158) Bo .. rd's Proceedings 1783, d .. ted 19th April 1877 (Original and its 

enclosure) . 
(159) Government Order No. 3410, Revenue, dated 17th December 1877. 
(160) Government Order 144, Revenue, dated, 4th March 1889. 
(161) Government Order 784, Revenue, dated, 23rd Septeml:er 1889. 
(162) Board's Proceedings, Volume for June 1872 (M.R.O. 177). 
(163) Board's Proceedings, Volume for Au~st 1874 (M.R.O. 199). 
(164) Government Order 145, Revenue, dated, 5th February 1873. 
(165) Government Order 1491, Revenue, dated 13th October 1875. 
(166) Government Order No. 976, Revenue, dated 20th July 1876. 
(167) Government Order No. 1145, Revenue, dated 23rd July 1878. 
(168) Boa.rd's Proceedings 2931, dated, 15th October 1879. 
(169) Government Order No. 140, Revenue, dated 5th February 1880. 
(170) Government Order No. 939, Revenue, dated 9th Au!!"st 1880. 
(171) Enclosure to Board's Proceedings No. 2849, dated 12th May 1864. 
(172) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for August 1864. 
(173) Board's Proceedings, Volume for June 1871 (M.RO. 161). 
(174) G.O. No. 798, dated 14th May 1872 .. 
(175) Enclosure to Board's Proceedings 9586, dated 8th November 1876. 
(176) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for April 1878 
(177) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for October 1888 •. 
(178) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for September 1890. 
(179) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for July 1889. 
(180) G.O. No. 527, Revenue, dated 13th October 1896. 
(181) G.O. No. 298, Revenue, dated 4th May 1897. 
(182) G.O. No. 606, Revenue, dated 22nd July 1897. 
(183) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for May 1893. 
(184) Revenue Proceedings, "olume for April 1881. 
(185) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for July 1893. 
(186) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for July 1893. 
(187) G.O. No.3, Revenue, dated 8th January 1894. 
(188) G.O. No. 383, Revenue, dated, 30th May 1894. 
(189) G.O .. No. 263, Revenue, dated, 11th May 1895. 
(190) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for April 1864. 
(l!II) Revence Proceedings, Volume for October 186:l. 
(192) Revenue Proceedings, Volume for July 1885. 
(193) Board's Proceedings 563, dated 19th February 1894. 
(194) 0.0. No. 1289, Revenue, dated, 6th September 1872. 
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Fi1e 3739.E/3S-
coni. 

File 3902-E (Pro. 
No. 3453-E/38). 

(195) G.O. No. 716. &venue, dated 3rd May 1872. 
(196) Boa.rd's Proceedings Volume for June 1878 (M.R.O. No. 245). 
(197) &venue Proceedings Volume for November and December 1878. 
(198) G.O. No. 757, &venue, dated 25th August 1902. 
(199) &venue Proceedings Volume for July 1886. 
(200) G.O. No. 1017, &.enue, dated 22nd November 1886. 
(201) G.O. No. 659, &venue, dated 8th July 18!!7. 
(2(2) G.O. No. 755, &venue, dated 1st November 1888. 
(203) G.O. No. 827, &venue, dated 12th October 1889, 
(204) G.O. No. 931, &venue, dated 23rd October 1893. 
(205) &venue Proceedings Volume for August 1900. 
(206) G.O. No. 453, &venue, dated 16th March 1881. 
(207) G.O. No. 876, &venue, dated 3rd June 1881. 
(208) &venue Proceedings Volume for April 1885. 
(209) G.O. No. 502, &venue, dated 21st July 1808. 
(210) G.O. No. 78, &venue, dated 27th January 1890. 

File 3453-E/38 (211) Board's Proceedings Volume for February 1861. 
(also 37~-E/38). (212) &venue Proceedings Volume for June 1861. 

(213) Board's Proceedings Volume for April 1865. 
(214) &venue Proceedings Volume for May 1865. 
(215) G.O. No. 2013, &venue, dated 28th August. 
(216) &venue Proceedings Volume for Aplil and May 1872. 
(217) Boa.rd'sProceedings Volume for March 1870 (M.R.0.146). 
(218) Boa.rd's Proceedings Volume for October 1862 (M.R.O. No. 67). 
(219) &venue Proceedings Volume for September 1864. 
(220) Board's Proceedings Volume for July 1872 (M.R.O. No. 174). 
(221) Board's Proceedings Volume for JUly 1873 (M.R.O. No. 186). 
(222) G.O. No. 267, &venue, dated 6th March 1873. 
(223) G.O. No. 203, &venue. dated 13th February 1874. 
(224) Board's Proceedings Volume for October 1867. 
(225) G.O. No. 1427, &venue, dated 20th May 1868. 
(226) Board's Proceedings Volume for September 1859 (M.R.O. No. 20). 
(227) &venue Proceedings Volume for October 1860 (M.R.O. No. 876). 
(228) &venue Proceedings Volume for December 1887. 
(229) &venue Proceedings Volume for January and February 1876. 
(230) Revenue Prooeedings Volume for January and February 1876 eM.R.O. 

No. 13). 
(231) Board's Proceedings Volume for December 1876 (M.R.O. No. 227). 
(232) Board's Proceedings Volume for October 1874 (M.R.O. No. 201). 
(233) G.O. No. 641. Revenue, dated 6th February 1877. 

File 4241-B/38, (234) G.O. No. 11124, &venne. dB,ted 9th October 1860. 
dated 8th August (235) G.O. No. 950. &venue, dated 8th June 1860. 
1938. (236) Order No. 784, &venue, dated 14th June 1859. 

(237) Order No. 690, &venue. dated 20th May 1859. 

Fjle228.C 

File 3766.B 
Rev .1017 .C/38.6. 

dated 15th 
August 1938. 

(238) Order No. 729, &venue, dated 30th May 1859. 
(239) G.O. No. 1069, &venue, dated 9th August 1859. 
(2.0) G.O. No. 1531. &venue, dated 16th November 1858. 
(241) G.O. No. 1533. &venue, dated 16th November 1858. 
(2 .. 2) Circuit Committee Accounts, Volume 3-A. 
(2 .. 3) Circuit Committee Accounts, Volume 3-B. 
(U4) Circuit Committee Accounts, Volume 4·B. 
(245) Bo~rd's Consultations Volume No. 305 of 1801. 
(246) Board's Proceedings N~s. 3-4, dated 3rd Janusry 1789. 
(247) Board's Proceedings No.5, dated 9th March 1789. 
(24!1) Board's Proceedings Nos. 1-2, dated 14th April 1789. 
(2 .. 9) Board's Proceedings NOB. 1-2, dated 27th April 1789. 
(250) Board's Proceedings No. I, dated 7th May 1789. 
(251) Board's Proceedings Nos. 2-3, dated 14th May 1789. 
(252) Board's Proceedings No.4, dated 30th May 1789. 
(253) Board's Proceedings Nos. 4-,';, dated 1st June 1789_ 
(254) Board's Proceedings No.9, dated 5th June 1789. 
(255) Board's Proceedings No. 10, dated 8th June 1789. 
(256) Boa.rd's Proceedings Nos. 32-33, dated 22nd June 1789. 
(257) Board's Proceedings No.1, dated 25th June 1789. 
(258) Board's Proceedings Nos. 7-8, dated 29th June 1789. 
(259) Board's Proceedings Nos. 3-4, dated 2nd July 1789. 
(260) Board's Proceedings No.3, dated 9th July 1789. 
(261) Board's Proceedings Nos. 8-9, dated 13th July 1789_ 
(262) Board's Proceedings No.4, dated 23rd July 1789. 
(263) Board's Proceedings Volume, S. No. 14231. 
(264) &venue Consultations Volume, 1802, No. 116 (Loose sh..,ta). 

OOK. B. PART I-l18 
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File 4345.B/3S, 
dated 15th 
August 1938. 

File 3040·B, 
dated 23rd May 
1935. 

File 3922.B, 
dated 20th July 
1933. 

File 1137.e/3S 
File 300S.B/3S, 

2Sth May 1935. 

. 
(265) Fort St. George Gazette Volume, July to DeCEmber IS65 (Supplement).' 

(266) Board's Proceedings of July 1909, Volume VII. 

(267) Special Commission 88, dated 8th July IS02. 
(26S) Judici .. l Extract from Minutee <If Consultations of 16th July IS02. 
(269) Judioial Consult .. tion No.2, dated 13th July IS02. 
(270) JudiciaJ E.M.C. No. 31S, dated 5th November IS02. 
(271) Settlement Record XIII, Volume IS. 
(273) Madr ... High Court Report, Volumes 5-S, 1 book. 
(274) I.L.R., Volume XXI. 
(275) I.L.R., Volume XVIll. 
(276) Notee on Administration by Lawley. 
(277) Stock File Re : Madr ... Tenancy Bill, IS9S-File 1. 
(278) Fort St. Goerge Gazette, dated 17th March f905. 

File 22SS.Bf3S-. (279) U.P. Tenancy Bill. 
(2S0) Government's ProposaJs for Tenancy and Land Revenue Reform. 

File 3490·B, (281) Special Commission Proceedings No. 69, dated 15th September 1802. 
dated 24th June 
1938. 

File 3363.E, 
16th May 1935. 

File 2774.B/3S, 
dated 14th May 
1935. 

.File 2774· B/3S, 
dated 11th May 
1938. 

(2S2) Ain.I·Akbarl, Volume I. 

'(283) Ain·I·Akbari, Volume II. 
(2S4) Gazetteer ofthe Tanjore Distr,ict, Volume 11,1933. 
(285) Gazetteer of the Ramnad District, Volume II, 1929. 
(286) Gazetteer ofthe Ramnad District, Volume III, '1933. 
(237) Gazetteer of the Bellary District, Volume 1,1916. 
(23S) Gazetteer of the Bellary District, Volume 11,1930. 
(289) Gazetteer of the Bellary District, Volume III, 1933. 
(290) Gazetteer ofthe Ganjam District, Volume II, 1930. 
(291) G .. zetteer ofthe G .. nj&m District, Volume III, 1934. 
(292) Gazetteer of the Cuddapah District, Volume I, 1915. 
(293) Gazetteer of the Cuddapah District, Volume II, 1930. 
(294) Gazetteer ofthe Cuddapah District, Volume 111,1933. 
(295) Gazetteer ofthe Guntur District, Volume 11,1929. 
(296) Gazetteer of the Guntur District, Volume III, 1933. 
(297) Gazetteer of the Ristna District, Volume II, 1934. 
(298) Gazetteer ofthe.Coimbatore District, Volume 11,1933. 
(299) Gazetteer of the Kumool District, Volume 1I,192S. 
(300) Gazetteer of the Kurnool District, Volume III, 1932. 
(301) Gazetteer of the Nellore District, Volume 11,1929. 
(302) Ga.ietteer of the Nellore District, Volume 111,1932. 
(303) Gazetteer of the Chingleput District, Volume II, 1928. 
(304) Gazetteer of the Chingleput District, Volume III, 1933. 
(305) Gazetteer of the South Aroot District, Volume II, 1932. 
(306) Gazetteer ofthe Salem District, Volume II, 1932. 
(307) Ga.zetteer of the Vizagapatam District, Volume 11,1935. 
(30S) Ga.zetteer of the Trichinopoly District, Volume II, 1931 .. 
(309) Gazetteer of the Trichinopoly District, Volume III, 1933. 
(310) Ga.zetteer of the Nilgiri District, Volume II, 1925. 
(311) Gazetteer of the Nilgiri DiEtrict, Volume 111,1933. 
(312) Ga.zetteer of the Tinnevelly District, Volume, 1,1917. 
(313) Gazetteer of the Tinnevelly District, Volume 1I,1934. 
(314) Gazetteer of t,he Chittoor District, Volume II, If2S. 
(315) Gazetteer of the Chittoor District, Volume 111,1932. 
(316) Gazetteer of the East Godavari District, Volume 11,1935. 
(317) Ga.zetteer of the West Godavari District, Volume I1,1934. 
(318) Gazetteer of the MaJahr District, Volume 11,1933. 
(319) Gazetteer of the Ananta!,ur Di,t";ct, Volume II, IP30. 
(320) Gazetteer of the Anantapur Dietrict, Volume III, !f33. 
(321) Ga.zetteer of the North Arcot District, Volume II, If29. 
(322) Gazetteer of the North Arcot District, Volume m, 1933. 
(323) Gazetteer of the Madura District, Volume 1,1£06 . 
(324) Gazetteer of fthe Anantapur District, Voh'me J, Ue'5. 
(3251 Ga.zetteer of the South Arcot District, Volume I. If 06. 
(32ft) Gazetteer of the Trichinopoly DiEtrict, Vol"me I, Ir07. 
(327) Ga~etteer of the Mala~ar and Anjrn!,o, Volume I, 1908. 
(32S) Gazetteer of the N~s Distriot, Volume I, 1905. 
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File 2774·B/38, 
dated 11 th May 
1938. 

File 3462.B/38-1, 
daled22nd June 
1938. 

J'11e 3M3·Bl38-I, 
dated 7t,h July 
1938. 

(329) Gazetteer of the E ... t Godavari District, 1879. 
(330) History of Tinnevelly District, 1881. 
(331) Manual of Cuddapa.h, 1875. -
(332) Manual of Kurnool, 1886. 
(333) Gazetteer ofSa.Iem District, Volume I (Part 1),1918. 
(334) Gazetteer of Sa.Ie';" 'Dietrict, Volume I (Part n), 1918. 
(335) Gazetteer of Ta.njore District, Volume 1,1910. 
(336) Manual of Nellore District, 186S. 
(337) Ma.nual of Malabar District, 1906. 
(338) Manual of Salem District, Volume 1,1883. 
(339) Manual of Salem District, Volume II, 1883. 
(340) Manual of South Arcot District. 
(341) Manual of Nilgiris District, Volume I, 1878. 
(342) Manual of Nilgiris District, Volume II, 1880. 
(343) Manual of Trichinopoly District-- Part 1,1878. 
(344) Manual of Tricbinopoly District, Part II 
(340) Manual of North Arcot District, Volume 1,1890. 
(346) Manual of North Arcot District, Volume II, 1894. 
(347) Manual of Ramnad District, 1889 .. 
(348) Manual of Coimbatore District, 1887. 
(349) Manual of Coimbatore District. 
("350) Manual of Chingleput District, 1879. 
(301) Proceedings of the Board of Revenue (Land Revenue and Settlement) 

for Q.E., 31st December 1831. 
(352) Revenue Consultations for 1823 (M.RO. No. 287). 
(353) Finance Consultations for 18ro. (M.RO. No. 56). 
(354) Fort St. George Gazette, 1866, January to June Supplement (M.RO. 

No. 96). 
(355) Pm St. George Gautl6, 1864, October to December Supplement (M.RO. 

No. 91). 
(358) English Statute,Second Revised Edition, Volume II (A.D. 1714-1800). 
(359) Bengal Tenancy Act, 1885 as modified up to Ist September 1933. 
(360) Bombay Acts, 1921. 

(361) Bombay Acts, 1929. 
(362) Bombay Act V of 1879. 

Legal5668·1, dated (363) Madras Act II ofl869. 
22nd August 1938. 

File 3620·B, dated (406) Astockfileofpapersrelatingto thrMadr ... Tenancy Bill, IS9!! (File 
18th August 1937. No. I). 

• 

File 3054.B/38-1, 
datsd27th May 
1938. 

(407) Papers relating to the Madras Estates Land Bill,1S05 (Em No.2 of 
1905) which became the Madra. Act I of 1908. (File No. II). 

(408) Papers relating to the Madras Estatss Land (Amendment Bill No.4 
of 1908) which became the Madras Act IV of 1909. (File No. III). 

(409) Paper. relating to the Madras Estates Land Amendment Bill No. 12 
of 1931 which finally became Madra. Act VIII ofl934. (FileNo. IV). 

(410) Papers relating to the Madras Estates Land Amendment Bill, 1934 
(Bill No. 10 of 1934) which was assented by His Excellency the 
Governor. (File No. V); 

(411) Papers relating to the Madr .... Eststes Land (Amendment Bill, 1935 
(Bill No.2 of 1930) which finally became Madras Act VI of 1936. 
(File No. VI) . 

(412) Papers relating to the Madras Estates Land Amendment Bm, 1936 
(Bill No. 11 of 1936) Successor to Bill No. 10 of 1934 in the File 
No. V which finally became Act XVIII of 1936. (File No. VII). 

(413) The Madr .... Estates Land Act showing parallel cols. The Mad ..... 
Act I of 1908 as amended by the Madr .... Act IV of 1909: (File 
No. VIII). 

(414) Steck File IX (G.O •. issuing rules under Madras E.tatsa Land Aot 
1908 (I of 1908). . ' 

(410) Stock File X (Reports of the Working of the Madras Estates Land Act 
I of 1908). 

(416) Stock File XI (Madras Estates Land Act I ofl208). 
File direct from (417) Special Commission Proceedings, Volume, 13. 

M.RO. (418) Special Commission Proceedings, Volume 9. 
(419) Special Commission Proceedings, Volume 8. 
(420) Special Commission Proceedings, Volume 7. 
(421) Special Commission Proceedings, Volume 6. 
(422) Revenue Department--Abstract of Despatches,1786-1830. 

File received by ,(423) Register of areas-Kacbinad taluk of Tirupati Devasthanam situated 
RM. from S. Rev.' in Ponneri and Tiruvellore talllks of Chingleput district. 

424) No. I Survey Party-Register of Village areas (District-N~lIore
MaUam Taluk-Venkatagiri). 

(425) No. II Survey Party-Register of Village areas--Chittoor district
Akkurti taluk, Veukatagiri. 

COM'. R. PART I-IH) 
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.File received by (426) No. IT Survey Part:r-REigistar of Village arell8--Ountur district--
H.M. and S. Rov. Pellum t~luk(Velikatagiri). 
-cont. (427) No. IT Survey PartY-Register of Village area.s-Nellore district--

Polur bluk (Venkatagiri), 

Ee direct from 
Library, 

(42S) No. IT Survey Party-Register of Village areas-Nellore district
Matella hluk(Venkatagiri). 

(429) No. II Sttrvey Party -Register of Village areaa-Nellore district
Venkatagiri t .. luk (Venkatagiri). 

(430) No. II Survey Party-lkgister of Village areaa-Nellore district
Saguturu tlluk (Veukatagiri). 

(431) No. II Survey Party-Register of Village area_Neliore district
Podili ttluk (Venkatagiri), 

(432) Munro's Selections from Cir. Minutes-by K.A. J. Arbutbnot (Library 
No. VI/33). . 

(433) Affairs or the East India Company (5th Report), XII A-65. 
(434) Affairs of the East India Company, Volume II. 
(435) Note·book of Agricultural Facts and Figures (XXV A.I). 
(436) Land Revenue in British India by Baden Powell (XIII A-) 
(437) Census. of the Madras Presidency, IR71-Report with Appendix, 

Volume I (Library No. VIllI). 
(438) Maclean's Manual of Administration of the Madras Presidency. 

Volume I. 
(439) Maclean's Manual of Administration of the Madras Presidency. 

Volume II. 
(440) Maclean's Manual 

Volume III: 
of Administration of the Madras Presidency. 

(441) Collection of Treaties; Engagements and Sannads, Volume. 
(442) Collection of Treaties, Engagements and Sannads, Volume. 
(443) List of Villages in the Taluks and Districts. 

• 

(444) Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reform (Session 1933-34), 
Volume I, Part I, Report. 

(445) Report of the Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee,1924-25. Volume I. 
(446) The Land System of British India by Baden Powell, XIII A-2 . 

. (447) The Land Revenue System by Baden Powell-lSS2, XIII A-3. 
(44S) Instrument of Instructions to Governor-General and Governors. 
(449) Manu'. Land and Trade Laws by R. S. Vaidyanatha Ayyar., 
(450) A glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms by Wilson XXVIII-C/5. 
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PART II 

EVIDENCE DISCUSSED 

CHAPTER I 

:vIZAGAPATAM CENTRE. 

VIZAGAPATAM ·;DISTRICT. 

12 Kot ... Uratla. 20 Gangapur. 
13 Tarla. 21 Santa Lakshmipuram. 
J4 West Shermahamad- 22 Ravada. 

. puram. 23 Tilaru. 
15 East ShermahIllJnad~· 24 Gopalapuram. 

puram. 25 M adgole. 
16 Panduru Mallavaram. 26 Kurupam. 
17 Siddeswaram. .. 27 Cbikati .. 
18 Pachipenta. 28 Urlam. 
19 Jayakumarika. 29 Ellamanchili. 

VIZIANAGRAM ESTATE. 

:in the following pages, details as regards the origin and development of some 
important estates, their present ecOnomic condition and the complaints made by the ryots 
and landlords as regards their administration as tendered before us through written 
memoranda and oral evidence, are discussed. The material supplied by the zamindars 
in reply to the questionnaire issued by the Committee are also made use of. 

M What is now Vizagapatam district wa~ for.mmcly the kingdom. of the Kalingas. 
who were the famous ruling dynasty from h,stOrIC times. The country was conquered 
by the Chalukyas of Badami; and ~ater by ;the ea~tem Chalukyas of Vengi. Later it 
was ruled by the Ganga dynasty wh!ch termInated In the year 1541. Afterwards it was 
subjugated by the Muhammadan kI~gS o~ G?lconda, who governed the a~ea through 
a Foujdar at Chicacole. It was dUrIng th,S tIme that the present zamindaris of Vizis
nagraOO' and Bobbili were carved out. This portion along with the other districts of 
the Northern Circars was ceded to the French by the Nizam. The French General 
Bussy had a hard time to subjugate the country; and one historic event was the famous 
attack on Bobbili. Golonel Forde, assisted by the Raja of Vizianagram, successfully 
drove away the French in 1715. And it was .in 1765 t~a~ Clive obtain~d t~e grant of 
t.he Circa.rs from the Moghul Emperor at Delhi.· The V,z,anagram ZamIndarl continued 
to be very powerful; and the Ru~ing ~~ce Sits· Rama Rauz was instrumental in 
oppressing a number of small zamInd8.I1s ~n. the same ~ea. In 1788, the Company 
ordered the reduction of the troops o~ the Vlzlan~gram RaJa, and settled the estate upon 
him through a fresh lease. The RaJa rebelled In 1794, but was defeated at the battle 
of Padmanabam. During the permanent settlement of 1802, the ancient zamindnrs 
were restored to their possessions; and some more estates were called into being by 
parcelling out the havelly lands. Nevertheless. the .district continued to be in a rebel-
1i0UB mood; and it was after the Russell Commission, that permanent steps were taken to 
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bring the oountry into normal order. By the Act XXIV of 1839, much of the district was 
removed from the operation of the ordinary law and was administered by the Collector, 
on whom extraordinary powers were confirmed in the capacity of the Agent to the Governor. 
After this, the country was calm and quiet except for rare attempts at disorder in the hills. 

There are about 181 estates in the Vizagapatam district, of which 36 are ancient 
zamindaris, and 16 more were carved out of the havelly lands. The rest are mere sub
divisions of the original estates. 

The total peshkash paid by the zamindaris throughout the Presidency is 41·2 lakhs 
of rupees nearly; and their total rent-roll is estimated to be 232·6 lakhs; of which the 
estates in the Vizagapatam district pay an amount of 11·7 lakhs of rupees as pesbkash 
and their rent-roll is 42·4 lakhs nearly. 

The approximate total extent of the estates and zamindaris in the district is 3,400 
square miles. On 1st April 1937, an area of 2,087 square miles was surveyed. 

In this district, the ryotwari, whole inam and zamindari areas are given below in 
_ acres:-

Ryotwari includmg minor inams 
Whole inam 

Zamindari 

ACB. 

1,225,225 
410,718 

(Incomplete) 
3,273,616 

Of all the estates in the present district of Vizagapatam, witnesses representing 
29 estates gave evidence before the Committee. The estates are noted below and as 
against each estate the peshkash paid and the total rent-roll are shown:-

l'eshkaoh. Rent-rolL 

BB. A. P. BB. A. P. 

1 Vizia.nagram .•• _ •• 4:,66,464! 10 20.90,394 13 3 
N.B.-Apa.rt.from thla, the samtnda.r owns eJgh' other estates on which be pan. total pesbkaeh of Be, 7,802-8-4. and the total 

rent- roD l! RI. '7,101-1-8. 

2 Bobbili •• 83,442 7 5 6,26,895 1 11 
N.B.-In addition to thlB, the Raja 0WIl8 8ve ot.herestatea on which be pan a total peshkaah of BI. '.741-6-8 and the tot.! rt'lDt.-

101111 RI. 88,971-7-9. 

8 Parlakimedi 
4 Chemudu 

79,723 11 1 
3,847 13 8 

4,87,793 7 11 
16,784 6 5 

N.B.-In addition to this estate, the Rnja owns GOdlcherl~ Bhamlkam. KOnIprolU. Mulagnpaka., Sreeramapuram' NakkapaW and 
XUR» 1.Ukhand.&m on which be pays total peahkBllh of Ra~ l,04-,20u-10-7 and the total rent·lOllls B.a. 2,81,109-8-11. ' 

Ii MBnd.... 12,816 4 11 2,76,058 8 5 
6 S .. l1lr1l , • 27,263 14 1 1,69,653 13 5 
7 XBOimkota . yo 10,408 12 1 24,630 6 11 

N.B;-In addition to this, the proprietor owns M'elttpaka and Ganta.varlpaIem estates ·'OD which he pan the total peahkBeh or 
Be. 28,283-11-0 and the rcn(;.oroll of Re. 62,~. ' 

8 P"tha T.kkali 9,621 2 10 41,238 15 9 
9 Barnv" .. 3,A03 11 8 22,244 9· 5 

10 Siripuram 8,343 9 0 22,831 1 9 
N.B.-In addition to this t·he P!Oprietor owna Ungarada, Manthlnaand KlntalJ on which he pan a total peahkaah orBs. 16.Seo-s-t 

aDd a total roDt;.-rollls RI. 70,582-16-0. 

11 Bucla .... ingi 448 7 0 249886 , 7 . ,.' 
12 Xota Uratla 14,434 0 9 51,022 15 10 
13 Tharla ,. 3,406 10 0 1,06,936 9 6 
14 Eaet Shermahamadpul1lln 11,232 9 9 4S,I83 13 3 
15 West Shermabamadpun.... 8,115 6 3 34,OU 4, 8 
16 Panduru :MaJ.lavaram 791 4 8 4,303 10 10 
17 Siddheawo.ram 773 10 0 1,444 1 4 
18 Paohipenta 26011 1 8,859 13 5 
10 Jaya.kumarika 
20 Santa Lakshmipuram •• 1,191 1 1 12,840 7 4 
21 Gang .. pur 
22 Ravada .. 3,7Gl 10 2 6,899 2 2 
23 Tilaru .. 3,556 3 2 31,544 14 11 
~4 Gop .. lpuram 3,527 11 0 11,457 10 0 
25 Madugula 
26 Kurup&lll 14,143 12 11 1,29,912 1 3· 
27 Oheekati 33,143 6 4 3,40,187 4 8 
28 Urlam , . 6,423 11 7 83,062 011 
29 Yella.manohili 805 12 0 6,l50 11 0 
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The above figures conclusively show the prominent place the district occupies in 
the presidency. In the following pages details, as regards the origin and development 
of some important individual estates, their present economic condition and the evidence 
tendered before the Committee through the written meruoranda and oral evidence are 
set out and discussed. The material supplied by the zamindars in reply to the question
naire issued to them by the Committet\ i.e also made use of. A comprehensive note on 
the procedure followed for conversion rates and their application is given below for 
Vizianagr .. m estate and Bobbili estate. The same may be worked out in other estates 
for which the data is available. Here we may state briefly that the est .. tes of Vizagapatam 
district may be grouped into three cl .. uses:- . 

(1) Ancient z~ estates; 

(2) H .. velly estates which were formed from out of the lands belonging to the 
Government at the time of the permanent settlement; and 

(3) J aghir, mokhasas, etc. 

With rega.rd to ancient zamindaris such .. s Vizianagram, Bobbili, etc., conversion 
r .. tes may be worked out on the lines indicated below in the Vizi .. nagram estate and 
also in Bobbili est .. te. 

Secondly, as regards havelly estates conversion rates can be fixed on the basis of 
the money r .. tes prevailing at the time of the permanent settlement on the Government 
lands beca.use it was Government land that was converted into havelly estates at the 
time of the permanent settlement. 

Thirdly in the jaghir, mokhasaa, etc., the rates can be ascertained either according 
to the conversion rates or according to the Government rates applied to the havelly 
estates, as the nature of the jaghir or mokhasa might demand. Now we shall take up 
the most important of the estates in the Vizagapatam district, and deal with the method 
of arriving at the conversion rate. To arrive at the conversion rates, the particulars 
stated below should be ascertained. 

Let us first take up Vizianagram. It is the biggest in the whole Presidency, both 
from the point of view of income and extent. 

The total extent of the zamindari comprising 1 to 5 items is 2,334·76 square miles, 
of which the following are the details. The following figures and facts should be noted 
carefully to understand what data is required for ascertaining conversion mtes in the 
estate in which the assessment was based on the assets of the estate. Vizianagram 
estate having been under the Court of Wards, in the past and also now, we are able 
to get all the information required from the Estate Collector of Vizianagram, which 
we have not been able to get from many of the estates which are under the manage
ment of the proprietors themselves. 

The nrst point we propose to consider with regard to Vizianagram estate is the 
conversion rate; the second point will be about the enhancement of rent from the date 
of the permanent settlement, and other points follow. It is not possible within the time 
allowed for us to work out for all the estates the conversion rates or other methods or 
processes to fix the prevailing rates in the year before the permanent settlement nor 
is it specially advisable to do so. It is a matter that should be specially entrusted 
after the Bill is passed into law, to a Special Commission to investigate into the matter 
and carry out the instructions given to them for fixing the rates of rent, that prevailed 
in the yea.r previous to the permanent settlement. All that we nre concerned now is 
to point how it could be done with all the materials that are available with the Govern
ment and also with the landholders. Most of the landholders have not produced thei! 
accounts or other documents, which we have called for in our second questionnaire. 
In the absence of such information which they could have placed before the Committee, 
we were obliged to call for several records from the Government offices and go into them 
t~ find out how the conversion rates could be worked out and on what materials. So 
far we have been able to deal with some prominent estates to illustrate the method of 
working out the pre-settlement rates. When once the rate of rent is fixed on the basis 
of the rate that prevailed in the year before the permanent settlement, the question of 
how to work it out naturally arises. It is to make clear that it is possible to work it 
out on the data that is available and that can be made available by the zamindars, we 
therefore proceed to begin with Vizianagram estate and follow It up with Bobbili estate. 
The other estates that were represented before the Committee at the Vizagapatam Centre 
could be grouped together under either ancient Z8IIlin estates, or havelly estates or iaghir 
or mokhllBa lIB stated above. 
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We do not propose to eumine eac~ estate and work out the details because it 
entails lot of time and labour and that IS not the task that should be' undertaken at 
this stage, by ·the Committee. 

(1) Reserved forest&-318·20 square miles (203,589'19 acres). 
(2) Unreserved forests-167'20 square miles. 
(3) The extent of private lands which was probably waste land is 1,483·8 acres: 
(4) Dry lands cultivated arear-440 square miles (281,692 acres). 
(5) Wet land cultivated-378 square miles (241,808 acres). 

Next let us lock at the incom&-
LAXHS. 

Total income for fasli 1346 from all sources 27'63 
The income derive<! from the rents in the estate in faali 1345. 24 20 
Arrears at the end of fasli 1345 35'20 
Arrears at the end offasli 1346, after writing off 6'3 lakhs 29'20 
Total income before 1904 16'90 
After 1904, by survey and settlement the income rose to 17'20 

Thus it is clear that the Vizianagram zamindari is the big&est in the whole Presidency 
to-day. 

Now let us ascertein the total of cultivated dry land, the cultivated wet land alld tlui 
private land- ' 

Total dry land cultivated 
Total wet land cultivated 
Total private land 

ACS. , 
281,692 
241,408 

1,483 

Thus, the total area of arable land within the zamindari is at present 524,583 acres, 
inclusive of the private land of 1,483 acres. Let us consider what the total dry land 
and wet land and private land was at the time of, the permanent settlement. ' The 
territorial revenue at the time of the permanent settlement was Re. 7,16,708 on a 
cultivated extent of 49,931 garces of cultivated land. [See columns (12) and (13) of 
No.1 Selections from the Records of the Board of Revenue and paragraph 17 of Webb's 
Report on page 7.] (See also theenclosurll on pages 36 and 37 of the same.) .. The 
total additional capability of the zamindari was 99,041 garces upon, an uncultivated 
extent of 8,564 games. [See columns (14) and (15) (ibid).] As per column (7) of the 
same the total arable land is ~lO,324 garces. Out of this-' 

(1) 21,589 garces of land was unproductive-See column (8). 
(2) (a) Low land (wet)-39,300 garces-See columns (13) to (15). 

(b) Highland-19,185 garces-See columns (12) and (13). 
Dividing 1,849·76 square miles or 1,183,346 acres by 110,324 garces, the conversion 
rates comes to 10·7 acres per garce of land (110,324 garces minus 60,899 garces) which 
is the total of (a) and (b) above, the balance of 49,425 is the same as 2,334·76 square miles 
minus 485 square miles, which is the total of Reserve forests (318) and unreserved area (167). 

NOTE.-Having thus ascertt.ined the COD\lenD.On rate for both wet and dry per garce to be 10"7 acres we 
oballb the _nb of :-

(i) Alienated lando, which is 30,239 garcoo as shown in column (II), Webb'. 
F'eport 

(ii) Unproductive land which i. 21,689 garcea as shown in oolumn (8) of 
the Report 

(iii) Ciroar arable land whioh is Ib:od at 68,497 garooo ... oolWlU\ (16) 

324,619 

230,99' 
626,910 

Now. we caD oompare this extent of arable la.D.d of 626,910 acres with the extent of the cultIVated Jand 
in fuli 1346. lb com .. to this ,-

Dry land cuItivatfid .. 
Wet land oultiv4ted .• 
Private land •• 

Tobsl 

A08. 

281,692 
241,408 

1,483 
--'--

624,6S3 

The result is simple. This extent of 524,583 acres is less than the total arable area 
of 625,910 acres at the time of the permanent settlement, the difference being 110,327 
acres. This distinctly proves that cultivation did not extend beyond the arable area 
estimated, in the permanent settlement according to the conversion rate calculated 
from the survey area.. 

Presuming for the sake of argument that every inch of 'land noted in permanen~ 
settlement as low or wet Was under cultiva.tion in fasli'1846, the conversion' rate per 

garce of wet land hy survey comes to 6;1 acres. ' 

• 
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But in view of the evidence of the ryots that the irrigation sources had been in 
disuse for decades and completely neglected and the same bemg supported by the admis
sions of the Estate Collector in his written evidence, the conclusion is irresistible that 
even some of the wet lands at the time of the permanent settlement might have been; 
waste. " 

•• 
Next in regard to dry land there has been clearly" no expansion of cultivation because" 

out of 384,102 acres of arable land by survey (625,910 minus 241,808 acres wet) thE!" 
extent of cultivated dry in fasli 1346 is only 281,692 acres. It is abundantly clear from. 
these that more than a lakh of acres of arable land excluding unproductive lands :was 
still waste. 

CONVERSION" RATE FOR VIZIANAGRAM ESTATB. 

Conversion rate is actually the rate of garce by survey for the old garces measured. 
by produce. Board's Standing Order No, 62 may be referred to in this connexion as" 
to the method to be followed to arrive at the conversion rates in cases like this. For 
a definition of garee, Vizagapatam ;District Manual edited by Mr. Carmichael may beo 
looked into at page 280. According to this definition a garce represents such a quantity 
of ground as would produce a garce of grain, dry or wet. Paragraph 14 of the Commis
sioner's Report to Government, dated 10th JUDe 1802, gives the same definition of a" 
garee of land. Paragraph 29 of the Circuit Committee Report refers to .. half the gros~ 
p:oduce which :was commuted into money by the Raja." Thia is evidence of the p'ro. 
portion to the gross produce :which the Raja was entitled to. The total extent Qf 
zamindari comprising (1) reserved forests, (2) unreserved area, (3) private land, (4) dry 
land cultivated and (5) wet land cultivated is 2,334·76 square miles. Out of this deducting. 
485 square miles, the total of reserved forests and unreserved area, the balance of 1,849' 
square miles is the arable land, 

One square mile is equal to 640 acres. 1,849 square miles of arable land is equal to-
1,183,346 acres. Now to convert the same into garces 1,849 square miles of arable land 
is equal to 110,324 garces, according to the then standard of measurement. [SeE!" 
column (7) of the statement attached to Webb's Report.] All the above figures relatE!" 
to arable land both wet and dry excluding reserved forests and unreserved area. To
convert garces into acres we have to divide the total extent of 1,183,346 survey acres 
by 110,324 garces. The conversion rate comes to 10·7 acres per garce. This is for 
both dry and wet including alienated lands. Let us ascertain the conversion rate of wet, 
lands separately. 

Wet land at permanent settlement was 39,310 garces. [See columns (13)-(15) of thE!" 
.tatement of Webb's Report.] Wet land in fasli 1346 in survey acres is 241,408 aeres. 
Dividing 241,408 acres by 39,310 garces, it comes to,j;LacTes as the conversion Tate for 
wet. 

Next we shall ascertain the conversion rate for dry land separately. The dry land 
at permanent settlement was 19,185 garces. Dry land in fasli 1346 in survey acres iI<, 
281,693 acres. Total arable area at permanent settlement was 625,910 acres. Deduct; 
from this the wet area 241,408 acres. The balance 384,102 acres was the dry land at" 
the time of the permanent settlement. The present area under dry cultivation ia 
281,692 acres. Deducting this from the dry Ilrea at the time of the permanent settle. 
mept (384,102 ncres) the balance is 103,420 acres which is still waste. To ascertain 
the conversion rate for dry, we must now divide 384,102 acres by 19,185 garces. It comer 
roughly to ~20 aC!fs per garee. 

Thus, we have worked out three conversion rates, namely, (i) conversion rate for" 
dry and wet together is 10.7 acres, (ti) the conversion rate for wet alone is 6"'1 acres, and 
(iii) the conversion rate for the dry alone comes to 20 acres per garce. The last rate 
IS quite "in accordance with the description given in paragraph 3, page 4, of the Webb'," 
Report to the effect that the soil is in general light and sandy. (See lines 7 and 8.) .. It 
i8 hardly necessary to add that though impassable occasionally during the heiaht of 
the rains, they (three rivers) are for the greater part of the year reduced to mere streams 
and sometimes altogether dried up." The light and sandy characteristics of the soiT 
is {!"enerally the proof of infertility and the garce of land for dry must have been neces. 
sarily very large, or so large as 20 acres, to be able to produce one garee of dry grsi!m.. SucA 
useless lands are mostly fit for catch-crop cultivation only and the district suffers both for 
want of mins in the CUltivating season and form heavy downpours of rain and cyclones in 
the harvest months, with the result that the people lost their lives, cattle, sheep an!? 
property during several years including those of famine and they were obliged to migrate 
in large numbers to Natal • .Burma, Malaya States and even to t.he neighbouring district; 

COHo II. PART n-2 
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-of Godavari. In those days there was a large influx of population from Vizagapatam 
into Godavari district, because of the Godavari river and its delta, for doing coolie work 
.and earning' their wages. (See District Manual.) The irrefuta.ble statistics given 
above clearly prove that a garce of wet land could not have been 2 acres by measuremen' 
.as deposed to by the witnesses of the zamindar. By estimation of produ~e .upon. ~ plot 
-of ground it was tested by harvests. The garce of dry land represented smnlar estllllaGe 
-of land producing actually a galiCe of dry grain and not four acres by measurement as 
-deposed to on behalf of the landholder. 

CAUSES FOR ENHANCEI4El1T. 

From the above it can be seen that there is no possibility for the rem having been 
.enhanoed on account of new lands being brought under cultivation,. since the date of 
the permanent settlement and it has to be a'scertained now, what other causes led t-o 
the enhancement of rent and if so when the enhancement of rent began. According to' 
the Circuit Committee Report, paragraph 29 (lines 11-15), there was only one rate for 
.dry and wet lands in the Vizianagram estate during the 60 years before 1784. 1'he rate 
-of Rs, 10 per garce for wet and dry alike was fixed as money rate for the area under this 
management. In other wordS, it WitS it tent fixed in perpetuity at the time of the perma
nent settlement and the cultivator was entitled under that arrangement of a fixed perma.
nent rent to develop his land as he pleased and dispose of the whole of his surplus crop 
after paying the rent of Rs. 10 per gacce. That was exactly the intention of the 
promoters of the Permanent Settlement Regulation and the Patta Regulation. It Was 
beclruse of such amargin left to the cultivator that (1) in the preamble, (2) the Collector's 
Instnlction and (3) the Special Commissioner's Reports, it was hoped that the ryot 
would be able to produce more out of his land for developing agriculture, industry and 
.commerce because everything has to come out of the land only. But the landhulder by 
raising disputes in the law courts, has been persisting in repudiating the rights of the 
-cultivators from the date of the permanent settlement until to-day even though the Gov-
-ernment and the Board of Revenue have been supporting his cause. At the time of the 
permanent settlement there was no survey of land and settlement of rent in the sense 
In which it is contemplated under the Estates Land Act. The measurement of land 
was not taken in those days in the manner in which it is done to-day. 

Let us now examine the fixity of rent, for how long it continued undisturbed and the 
-dates and partiCUlars of enhancements made subsequent to the permanent settlement. 

FIXITY OF RENT. 

. The total rent collected from the estate at the time of the permanen! settlement was 
Re. 7,16,708-13--8 exclusive of all other exactions; but in paragraph 5 of Webb's Report;, 
the assets were estimated at Rs. 8,15,749 including the possibility of expansion of cultiva
tion ,over arable wet and dry. (See paragraph 17 of Webb's Report.) On that basis 
p".l.tkash was fixed at 5·3 lakhs; but the Board of Revenue finally red uced it to 5 lakhs. 
This estate was settled in 1803. The first notice of the increase was in 1812 when the 
rent came up to about 9 lakhs. It was under the management of the Collector from 
1815 to 1822. During this period the average annual collection by the Court of Wards 
was only 8t lakhs. (See paragraph 14 of Sir Thomas Munro's Minutes and his remarks 
~bout the zamindar's .extravagance, and indebtedness,) 

The estate came under the Governmenl's management again 'in 1827 because. the 
Raja contracted a debt of Rs. 7 Jakhs, went to Benares and died there in 1845. The 
.average aunual cullections from this zamindari between 1827 and 1845 were only 
RB. 8,27 ,000. Eve~ after his death the estate ~ntinued under the management of the 
-Court of Wards until July 1852. The rate contmued to be the same until 1847~ when 
Mr. Smallett abolished the previous system of assessment under which a fixed rent of 
Rs. 10 per garce was being imposed and substituted in its place the joint-rent-villa!!e
system with the result that the rent enhanced itsell to nearly Rs. 10 lakhs a vear. This 
was the first violation of the arrangement made at the time of the permanent 'settlement 
·seeking to fix the rates of rent for ever. This introduction of joint-village-rent-systen: 
IS contrary to the true spirit and humane intentions of the permanent settlement. It is 
.against the clauses of the Patta Regulation and the spirit of the directions contained in the 
instructions to Collectors, dated 15th October 1799. The point for consideration is whether 
M.r. Smallett was. influenced eit~er by personal consideration or by any change of his 
mmd as to the object of RegulatIOns IV and V of 1822. Regulations IV and V of 1829 
·could not have given him ~ny room for changing the previous fixed tenure or rents of 
the ryots, because Regulation XXX of 1802 was Rtill in force. It is, therefore. c!~&r 
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-that Mr. Smallett, an European officer, for reasons which we cannot account, a!J!,'ll
Jpented the income of the zamindar contrary to the arrangement of the permanenlo 
settlement. Before this enhancement of income was added by Mr. Smallett; what 
was the state of affairs and for how long did the rate of rent remain constant? By 

·«llllparing the aggregate income of the existing and futw'e resources :which was pnt at. 
Bs. 8,15,749 (as estimated in paragmph 17 of Webb's Report) with the average annual 
collections made by the Government from 1827 to 1&45, it can be seen that the total stood 
at Rs. 8,27,100. (See the concluding sentence of paragraph 4 of Chapter 7 on page 279 
of the Viza/;'apatam district by :r.c r. Carmichael.) Therefore, it is abundantly clear that 
=til 1845, the ryot enjoyed fixit y of rent as well as fixity Of tenure from the date of 
the permanent settlement in 180:1, for a period of 42 years. This should have afforded, 
sufficient evidence to have induced the legislatures to make the declaration in unequivocal 
terms in the Rent Act of 1865 that the rates of rent payable by ryots were unalterable. 
But unfortunatelv clause 10 of the Rent Bill which embodied sections 7 and 9 of the 
Patta RegUlation" XXX of 1802 was omitted in section XI of the Rent Recovery Act 

.. and four new clauses were embodied which were intended mostly to apply to the second' 
class of landholders and other non-occupancy tenants. The language used in Section 'XI, 
dauses 1 to 4, was so general that Judges who came fresh from England or who were 
ignorant of the common law of this country were easily misled into wrong interpretations 

· of the provisions of the Act. 
Mr. Forbes declared publicly in the Legislative Council that the headquarters of 

-every zamindar was engaged in very serious operations as against the cultivator's rights. 
We avoid using the language used by Hon'ble Mr. Forbes as against the zamindar, in 
this oonnexion. 

The evidence given on behalf of the estate shows that by the year 1904 the total 
rent demand went up to 16 lakhs. We have a.lready eeen how the rent was increased 
:to Rs'. 10 lakhs by the introduction of the joint-village-rent system'; but we have no 
information as to how these 10 lakhs went up to 16 lakhs between 1850 and 1904. These 
16 lakhs amounted to 17 lakhs and odd after survey and settlement was made by 
Mr. Gillman in 1904. DW'ing the boom of the Great War there was considerable 

· expansion of the currency and necessarily the price levels went up. Taking advantage 
.of the Madras Estates Land Act, section 30, the Zamindar of Vizianagram filed 'snits 
against some of the ryots for enhancement of rent by 2 annas on. account of therlSll in 
priees. This was clearly wrong on the part of the zamindar. It was equally wrong on'. 
-the part of the courts that sanctioned such enhancement notwithsta.nding the proviso added 
.to clause (i) of section SO .of the Estates Land Act. Clause (i) of section SO provided 
for enhnllcement of rents on the ground of rise in prices; but the proviso added to it 
made it clear that the section does not apply to cases in which rents had been permanently 
,fixed. The rates having been permanently fixed, under that clause, the enhancement 
was conlrary to law and the decision of the court given in support of the enhancement 
~s wrong. The net result has been that the income of the estate has risen to ,24 lakhs 
fruw Rs. 7,16,708. At that time there was a chorus of denunciations of the zamindars 
in their relations .to the ryots. (See Reports of the Collectors' referred to on pages 52 

.. and 5<1 of the .. Selections from the Records of the Madras Government. ") In the 
'stl1tement appended to the letter the prices of different kinds of grain per gaJ'Ce, at the 
time of the permanent settlement were shown and for the ten years severally of the 

.~ecennial ending fasIi 1262, that is, 1852-53. The prices are as' follows:- ' 
The price of paddy fell from Rs, 64 per garce in 18QI-02 to Rs. 45 in fam 1262. 
Rugi or Natcheny from Rs. 62 to Rs. 46. 
Jonnalu from Rs. 61 to Rs. 52. 
Rambu from Rs. 61 to Rs. 44. 

The general faU of prices and the sufferings of the ryots had been described in 
part I, Chapter VII, under .. Commutation of rates." It was pointed out there th .... 
185~-ll3 were critical years and there was a great economic crisis. It did not start in 
those two years but it was the result of the fall in prices for nearly 25 years before 1852 

· while the commutation rates of assessment had remained high,' having been fixed when 
the prices had been high. The report of the Collector of Vizagapatam at pages 52 and 
63 clearly described the miserable condition of the ryots to which they were reduced 

· The descritpion of it was as follows :- . • 
.. In favourable seasons the ryots were enabled to pay their rents; in nnfavourable 

years there was necessarily balances which were not periodically adjusted but 
were allowed to lie over until a favourable season should come round and alford 
the landlord the opportunity of enforcing his demand on account ofarrean;. 
Under such a state of circumstances there. are very few substantia.l ryota iD' 
tbis district." . 
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Paragraph 5.-Whether in ancient zamindaris, the modern proprietary estates or in
ihe taluks that have lapsed to Government, the assessment has been ftxed without refer-
ence to the prices prevailing at or near the time of the permanent settlement. 

Paragraph 16.-Section 3 of the memorandum showing the progress of the Madras, 
Presidency during the first forty years of the British rule contains the following ;-

.. From 1834 down to 1854 t}le country suffereg from a series of unfavourable
seasons. There was a severe agricultJlral depression on account of the low prices-
which then ruled." , 

In thie paragraph Mr. Peddar accounts for the steady fall of prices between 183t 
to 1854 by stating, (i) that the inadequacy of the currency in silver to meet the require
ments of an expanding trade, (ii) the collection of revenue in cash, and (iii) the inadequate-' 
importation of bullion at the time are responsible. (See pages 27 and 28 of the book.) 

The losses sustained by the agriculturists on account of the British Exchange Policy
and increased ratios are dealt with in detail in a separate chapter entitled •• Currency-: 
and rents" in part I of our Report. For full particulars that chapter may be referred" 
to. 

By comparing the conditions of Nellore in or about 1871, which is in close proximity 
to Madras, with greater facilities for trade and commerce with those of Vizagapatam
which was far in the interior without any communication by railways or roads or canals. 
one can ima.gine the economic condition of the district, the ryot, as well as the landholder.
(See Nellore District Manual by Mr. Boswell.) The statement publisb:ed on pages 761 
to 768 of the Nellore District Manual shows the collections by Government from ryot-
wari and amani, at about Rs. 14,10,000. The average from fBslis 1211-1220 was given 
at Re. 15,08,000. From faslis 1221-1230, it was Re. 13,37,000. From faslis 1231-1240,_ 
it was Rs. 13,48,000. 

li.B.-In this period the amani system was tried and abandoned. 
In fa.li. 1241-5O-average, Rs. 10,89,000. 
In fasli. 1251-6O-average, Rs. 13,47,000. 
In fasli. 1261-70-&verage, Rs. 11,44,000. 
In faali. 1271-8O-average, Rs. 14,00,000. 

The above figures show that until fasli, 1280 the average collections by Government:'· 
did not reach either the figure in fasli 1212 or the average for the first decade. 

Statement showing the prices of grains from fssli 1211 to 1218 contained on pages-,
'169 to 786 are printed below ;-

STATEMENT II. 

The averages of prices are given for the principal food-grains by decades. 
Period for which averalle Paddy aorta. 

bJ to boliftD. ~ .Bagl. 10_ CUmba. _. 
Second. 

,... ,.., 
Yeara-

,... as. "", 
lS01 to lSIl 142 130 113 157 173 
1811 to lS21 141 12S 122 152 12. 
lS21 to IS31 114 liS III 147 113 
lS31 to IS41 124 109 112 130 112 
lS,l to IS51 911 S2 84 100 91 
lS51 to IS61 123 108 127 141 139 
lS61 to 1871 • ISO 173 169 183 169 

• The rise in priCeS or the last decade was due (1) to the minting of silver into rupees by Government.
from 1861, (2) the introduction of paper currenoy in 1861, (3) the inorease in the espen trade to t.he 
extent of Rs.68 millioDs in 1864-65, (4) the raising of heavy loans in Enaland to theert.ent of over -
90 millions for railways aDd othar publio works. (5) the discovery of gold in Australia and America. (6) the 
great increas:e in the demand trom outside for Indian products owing to the Crim.ean War and preparation for -
the Franco~Prussian War in IS71. (See Vizagapatam District Manual. Statem.ent '0' on page 386 and aJso. 
_a160 to 162 ibid. 

These show that there was no Department of Public Instruction before 1856 and' 
there were no schools established before 1856-57. In 1856-57 there was only one GOVIll'Il
ment school with 33 pupils. In 1864 to 1865 there were seven Government schools, 14 
aided schools, total of 22 schools with 1,255 pupils Telugu. The population was generally 
ignorant and the ryots were illiterate and innocent who could be imposed upon easily by 
the so-called educated and enlightened men. Mr., Smallett reported then, that there were 
Ilo'internal communications whatever, and that there was not even a mile of road in thlt
district along which you could drive a gig or a pig, 
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In 186~3 funds were allotted for the construction of the coast road from Chittivalasa 
to Chicacole. This is the history of the district previous to 1860, that is, before the enact
ment of the Rent Act of 1865. 

The ahove facts will show th8t there was little room by actual facts 8part from law, 
for zsmind8rs to raise the rents bon8 tid .. as stipulated in clauses 12 8nd 13 of the san8d. 
Therefore, it conld be reasonably inferred th8t the raising of rents in this estate W8S started 
only after the Rent Recovery Act of 1865. 

CHANGE IN Rmrr. 

Up to 1845 the rent income from the estate was Rs. 8,27,100 only, which is 8bont the 
estim8ted income at Permanent Settlement. Following the system of joint-vill8ge-rent, 
s8nctioned by Government instead of the ryotwari in 1846, Mr. Smallett in charge of the 
estate'under Government introduced that system into the estate and obtained an income 
of Rs. 10 lakhs. Up to 1904, in which year Mr. Gillman surveyed the estate, the estate 
was realizing about 161akhs of rupees. Ahllr survey, Mr. Gillman raised it to Rs. 17 lakhe 
after the so-called settlement with the ryots. To-day the rent income is about Ra. 24 lskhs. 

The present rates are as follows ;-
Dry from Re. ()...4.-{) to Rs. 8-(}..() an acre. 
Wet from Re. 3-0-0 to Rs. 2()"()"{) an acre. 

The average wet rate was Re. 8-2-0 an acre. 
The average dry rate was Rs. 2-6-0 an acre inclusive of manavari . 

.. After the late Raja Sahib assumed charge, he ordered that uniform r8tes of Re. 5 
per acre for dry and Rs. 10 for wet should be adopted in the assignments of waste lands 
without ~eference to the adjoining ~ate8. Progress could not be made in the disposal of 
waste lands as the rates were considered high by the tenants." 

A comparison of these rates with those in the Government taluks will clearly show 
that they are above the 8verage. 

REMIS SIONS. 

The rent was reduced by the District Judge by 25 per cent un hi the Polepalli River 
Channel was brought into order, under section 138 of the Madras Estates Land Act I of 
1908, the District Collector sanctioned the reduction of such rents. In 1935 in the village 
of Kauripatnsm the rents were 'reduced from Rs. 20 to Rs. 15 to Rs. 8 per acre, on 
188 acres. 

A~in in 1936 in the same village under a different aource the rates were reduced from 
the figure of Rs. 15 to Rs. 18 per acre to Re. 4-8-0 per acre. In Lakshmipuram village 
a reduction of the wet rate was sanctioned from Rs. 1~ per acre 'to Re. 6-8-0. In 
Bannadoli the reduced rate was Rs. 4-8-0 per acre. In Aryapalem it W8S reduced to 
Re. 4-8-0 per acre. In Vizianamarajupeta it was Rs. 8. There was alao a rent reduction 
by 33 per cent in tbe village of Seethanagaram 8nd other villages. 

By the end of fasli 1346, arrears 8mounted to 35 lakhs of rupees against an annual 
demand of 25 lakhs of rupees. With the surplus income held by the zamindars they should 

N have become very rich and much good should have been done to the cultivators. If only 
they had realized their responsibility, solemnly undert8ken by them in the Sanad-i-Mil
keit-Istmirsr. But it ao happened for various causes that the rel8tionship of the landholder 
and the cultivator was forgotten altogether and each zamindar began to treat himself as 
landlord in the English sense, and the cultivator as a. tenant, in the same sense. 

CONVERSION RATES. 

The conversion rate of 6·1 acres for a garce of wet land at the rate of Re. 10 per garce 
.. t permenent settlement gives Re. 1-10-8 per acre which is quite in accordance wit the 
light and sandy nature of the aoil. 

For 6·1 acres at the 8verage of Rs. 8-2-0 per acre, the prevailing rate works out to 
Re. 48-12-0 as a.gai.nst Re. 1-10-8 for one ,acre of wet land at the time of the permanent 
settlement. For a garce of dry land which is 10·7 .acres the rent at the average rate of 
Re. 2-6-0 per acre, comes nearly to Rs. 25, as agamst Re.;O per garce at the time of the 
permanent settlement. These conclusions -are only at average rabes but there are two areas 
in Vizillnagrsm and Anandapuram tanas where a rate of Re. 20 per acre prevailed, thereby 
giving Ra. lllO per garce of the permanent settlement_ The late Raja's order sa to the 
rates for subsequent assignments shows the general disregard on the part of the land
holders. 

001l. B. PART D-8 
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IRRIGATION SOURCES. 

In this estate the total number of irrigation sources is 8,204, and they lire classified 
below according to the ayacut to which they cater the water. 

Irript.LoD 801l1'08B. 

Ayaout cultivation uDder 10 aoNB 

Ayaout bet.weuD IU and 60 &OreS 
Ayaout. between 50 and 100 acrus 
WU;ll ayacut above lUO aou"," 

.Number. 

1,108 
8,4UI 
l,t 60 

853 

8,:2:Uj 

The last time the Court of Wards took up the management of this estate was on 19th 
October 19a5. In reply to the second questionnaire (page 204) the answer was given that 
every branch of administration required careful overhauling and thorough reform, and 
that the general condition of the fiery many bf the irrigation sourees in the estate was 
deplorable, aud also that the damages caused by floods as early as 1923 have not been 
attended t.a. From statistics gathere d [even neglecting minor bandas with ayacut s of a 
few acres] about 3,000 irrigation sources require really urgent repairs, to restore them to 
normal conuition and the approximate minimum amount required for repairs is about 8·3 
Iakhs which covers the irrigation sources of eleven tanas. It is now proposed to spread this 
amount of l:I;3 lakhs over three faslis . 

.. The value of estimates prepared after the Court's assumption is 4--5 lakhs." This 
admission on the part of the Estate Collector is enough to prove the complaint of the ryots 
made in their oral evidence. l'he Estate Collector says that every effort is being made to 
get into close contact with the ryots and their requirements and in the programme, as 
chalked out, it is hoped that normal conditions would be restored by the end of July 1939 . 

. It has already been pointed out that the sufferings of the ryots with regard to their 
grievances is supported by the statements made in writing by the Estate Collector himself. 
It is clear that there was a wholesale and continued neglect of the irrigation sources in the 
zamindari which cannot be restored into normal condition until July 1959 without an 
expenditure of more than 8 lakhs as estimated by the Estate Collector. Even this does not 
cover minor bandas with ayacuts of a few acres, thereby referring to not less than 3,108 
irrigation sources under 10 acres of ayacut. It is clear therefore that more than 6,000 irri
gation sources were neglected out of about 8,000. It is IlQ wonder that the wet rates levied 
were abnormally heavy and oppressive on the ryots, particularly in view of the continued 
neglect of the irrigation sources. 

WHAT IS TBB NET INCOD OF TBB ESTATE AT THE TIIoIB 01' TBB PBRIlANENT SETTLEMENT' 

1. It was Rs. 8,15,749. .(Paragraph 17 of Webb's Letter) minus 5 lakhs, tha.t is, 
Rs. 3,15,749. . 

2. ACCOfding to Sir Thomas Munro's Minutes, paragraph 14, the net income was 
Re. 8,70,000 minus 5 lakhs peshkash. tha.t is, Re. 3,70,000. 

We shall now note the net income after 1815-

(1) 1815-1(;2~t lakhs minus 5 lakhs-8l1akhs. 
(2) 1827-1845-Re. 8,27,100 minus 5 lakhs-Re. 3,27,100. 
(3) 1847-52-Rs. 10 lakhs minus peshkash, cesses and expenses. 
(4) 1898-1904-Rs. 16,94,040. 
(5) After 19M-Rs. 17,26,188 minus peshkash and cesses and expenses. 
(6) For faali 1346-Rs. 24·76 lakhs minus peshkash and cesses and expenses. 

We have no evidence whether any premiums were levied under section 25 of the 
Estates Land Act. 

THE NEXT QUESTION POB CONSIDERATION IS GRAzING FEE, TAXES ON FUEL AND TIMBER 

AND MINllBALB, MINOR FOREST PBODUCB AND UNBBSERVED LAND, LBVIBD ll' ANY, 

l'RIOB TO THE PBRHANENT SETTLEIoIBNT AND AF'l'IIB THAT DATE. 

We have d!~c~ss~d all the~e questi,onsin the chapter under: the head of ' Forest rights 
and natural faCilitIes. There IS no eVIdence before the ComlD.lttee about levies before the 
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perma.nent settlement. As regards post settlement levies the evidence of the estate is 
annexed. W lLh regard to grazmg rights, etc., the position of the zamindar is as follows. 

Except in the case of cows grazed by merchants or Komatis who were not agricul
turists no fees were levied at; all. (Circuit Committee Report.) , . 

As regards the inhabitant;s and those who were induced by the zamindars to come and 
settle in the estate.from other estates for expansion of cultivation they had the immemorial 
right to remove fuel, timber, minor forest produce, produce from waste lands and to graze 
thler catMe free of charge for agricultural and domestic purposes. These rights were 
safeguarded by paragraphs 25 to 31 of the instructions to Colectors, Regulations of 1802, 
and Regulation lV of 1822. All inhabit;ants wherever they were, enjoyed equal and 
similar privileges in regard to the waste lands including forests, because at that time 
or even up to the year 1882 when the Madras Forest Act was passed, free grazing and 
felling for agricultural and domestic purposes, that is, for reclaiming lands for podu 
CUltivation and removing timber for building houses was going on unchecked. There was 
no demand for timber until late in the last century. In costituting the reserved forests 
these rights were either conceded or compensated for before reservation, under section 16 
of the Act by the Government. S~ction 32 of the Madras Forest Act was enacted in view 
also to reserve forests even in the estates, which is contrary to the purpose of permanent 
settlement, namely, expansion and improvement of cultivation. This Forest Act was 
80mewhat defective in so far as it has omitted to protect the rights of the cultivators in the 
estates to the same extent to which the rights of the ryotwari tenants were protected except 
by way of a general protection given under section 32 of the Forest Act. The rules passed 
by the Government about the management of the unreserved lands in the estates also 
brought under section 32 of the Forest Act, provide for the free graving and free removal 
of timber; leaves and minerals, etc., by the people of the village and the neighbouring 
villages for agricultural and domestic purposes. A perusal of the notifications issued for 
each estate forest under section 32 found in the Madras Forest Manual will bear out the 
above observations. The constitution of reserved forests and the levy of grazing fees 
and seigniorage upon removals from the forests and the unreserved lands are not in accord
ance with th'l mtentions of the permanent settlement. 

VILLAGE OFFICERS. 

T. Statm under the pennanent settlement.-The karnam was placed between the 
zamindar and the rvots by Regulation XXIX of 1802. He could be removed only by the 
District Judges. Tbe flillage head'flan was not then existing. He was not created by 
the Regulations of 1802. He was created in 1816 when the magisterial powers were 
taken away from the Zilla Judge and given to Collectors, so that they could more efficiently 
superintend the administration of criminal justice. He was not a subordinate to the pro
prietor. 

II. Statm of flillage officers at the present time.-In 1894 Regulation XXIX of 1802 
was repealed by Act II of 1894 in which the village officers were placed in subordination 
to the revenue officers and the zamindars. In fact provision was made for empowering the 
zamindars even to fine the village officers. Under the rules passed by the Government 
under section 32 oC the Act, the village headman was first required to receive rents and 
rllJllit them to the proprietor. This is in accordance also with the objects and reasons 
appended to the Madras Estates La.nd Act by which the village headma.n had no duty to 
collect rents for the est",te. In fact, sections 79, ~1 and 62 of the Estates Land Act require 
,.~ceipts to be gra.nted by the agents of the zamlDda.r. 

In 1916 as a result of a criminal case which went up to the High Court from the 
Punganur estate in which it was held that the village officers had no duty to collect as 
puhlic servants, tbe Board altered the rule so as to throw the duty of collections upon the 
village headman. The word 'collect' was substituted for·.to receive,'. the one being 
active and the other passive. In the result the zamindars have been using the services of 
village officers for their rent collections, contrary to the terms of the permanent settlement. 
We are of opinion that the subordination of the vilIage officers should be ended. Indeed, 
there is no need for a village beadman in estate villages whicb are not irrigated by Govern
ment deltas.'md get re~enue to G?vernment .. The headman's post in the oth~r villages 
may be abohshed enlargmg the duties of the village mnam so as to cover the mlDor duties 
di9charlled by the vilIage headman, and designating him as a tribune officer. Such a me&.
sore will give a saving of a few lakhs. 

The complaint of the zamindars against the village officers is ridiculous in the extreme 
and ie intended to save expenses of colIection by having a separate establishment as before. 
1894 a.nd 1908. or in otber words, it is not well-founded. 
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ORAL EVIDIlNCE. 

Thirteen witnesses were examined on behalf of the ryots in this estate. 

Witness No. 27 of PothunuT 1lillage.-He deposed that the wet rates varied frol11 
Bs. 10 to 1:(s. 18 and dry rates irom .he. 1 to Es. 7. ~'here was no river or canal. He 
deposed that in the recent settlement the rate was enhanced by 2 annas. The 
Collector cancelled it after instruction. He saya that there were no crops m Pedda. 
Cheruvu. 'l'he bund raised 23 years back remained as it was. According to. him the 
cultivation cost went up to Bs. 48 per acre with hired labour. He said that ten tanks 
were silted up. He added that the wet ra.te for Ii acre was Bs. 10 and for the rest 
it was RB. 16 to Re. lB. He admitted tha.t he mortgaged hia lands for Bs. 2UU. He 
said that nobody would lend money now-a.-days and that the lands could not be sold eith~r, 
because there were no people to offer prices. 

, 
The nel/Jt witness No. 2B c01lles lrom Attada 1lillage.-According to him the rate 

per wet, Bs. 7 to Bs. B. For dry it is Ba. 1-8-0. The wa.ste poramboke used for 
grazing village cattle he says was asse"sed at Bs. 10 per acre and assigned to the 
adjoining ryots. The estate took up the farm tank and Bore growing 70 to 60 garces 
o[ paddy by utilizing all the water supplied for it. According to him there Bore two 
small tanks in the village which are on a. level with ground not repaired at all within 
his knowledge. He owned two bullocks and he was grazing his cattle in this free 
of permits fJlIltii 20 years ago. He says that they have been collecting grazing fees 
for pasturing in waste lands. Dry land CO&ts Ra. 25 to Rs. 30. Wet land costs 
Rs. 50 to Rs. 60. Cultivation expenses according to him came up to Rs. 10-12--0 per 
acre while the value of the produce was Ra. 20. 

Witness No. 29 comes lrom Nowtha Palayam 1lillage.-A~cording to him the 
wet rate is Ra. 7 and dry rate is Rs. 2-4-{) CRs. 2 to Rs. 4). There are no water sources 
in hia Vlllage; no river canals either. The land in the village was leased for cultivation. 
One hundred and eighty pairs of bullocks and 1,000 cattle cows, sheep and buffaloes 
constituted the tota.l strength of his village. The village was to be used for penning and 
gra.zing cattle and sbeep. He adds that there is no grazing land now and that the 
village waste was assigned at Rs. 2 per acre and a. nazarana. of Rs. 575. 

Wit.ness No. 30, comes lTom KOTada.-He pays Rs. 200 rent. According to him there 
were no water sources except tanks. Wet rate was Rs. 12 to Rs. 13 and the dry ra.te 
went upto Rs. 6. According to him the lands are poor and the yield per acre is below 
one cart-load. The tank was repaired only last yea.r partially a.nd the repairs ba.ve yet 
to be completed this year. 

Witness No. 40 came from Bimlipatam ta.luk.-He says that the dry rate was 
Rs. 9 per acre while the ..."et rate was Rs. 12 to Rs. 20 per acre. There was no tank 
in hi. villuge. He has been in arrears on the wet land since the breach of the dalll 
acr08& the hill-stream. 

Witness 'No. 48 comes from Dwarapudi Gunkalam.-He says that the tanks were 
not repaired and he was in arre3.l'S for four years owing to loss of crop. He admits that 
not a pi" was paid and he and his men have become 8S helpless as the sheep. 

Witnes8 No. 63 of MaduTawada 1li!lage files a written mcmorandum.-He presented 
a petition to the Revenue Minister, dated 12th January 193B together With three 
er.('losures in support of the complaint about the di!llepeir of the irri/!,ation sources. 
Petition to the Collector under sections 135 and 137 of the Madras Estates Land Act 
complaining about the non-repairs to the big tank lmown as Pedda. Chernvn and the 
flow of the Gedda. into their fields to the silting up of their lands and requesting both 
the tank repairs a.nd the diversion of the Gedda. from over their fields. This petition 
'Was dated 22nd J a.nuary 1929 and speaks of previous petitions being unheeded. The 
petition was returned by the Collector for further information. 

Second petition to the Collector, dated July 29, on the same subject returned by 
the Collector for further information au 23rd July 1929. Third petition to the District 
Collector, dated 15th March 1935, addressing in vain the esta.te officers and the Revenue 
Divisional Officer on the same subiect for five year. was returned to the petitioners 
through the Tahsildar though the Sarishtadar a.ltered the endorsement put in bv the 
clerk to one of .. forwarding" it to the Revenue Divisional Officer, a.nd the Collector 
eigned the altered endorsement. 
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This elaborate petition containing all particulars shared the same fate &8 its pre· 
decessors, by the negligence of both the Collector's clerk and the Tahsildar, who sent the 
petition back to the ryots instead of the Revenue Divisional Officer to whom it was for, 
warded by the Sarishtadar and the Collector. He says that he will prove all these facts by 
documents. U the story is true, it is a painful one. The Collectors of early days were 
described &8 protectors of the lJWts ana· the masses. Sir Thomas Munro described in his 
Minutes on his South Indian Tour, the Collectors &8 officers who were most easily accessible 
to the cultivators, not merely fer receiving petitions but for enquiring into their grievances, 
getting into touch with them and admitting to give minimum relef on the spot. The 
description given by the witness of the way in which his petition was treated shows the 
contrast, of the present day admini$tration with that of those great statesmen who laboured 
hard for inlproving the condition of the masses in this country. 

, Witness No. 64 comes from the same flil/age. Madurawada.-His complaint ia 
that a false case was hoisted agiunst him for having illegaJly grazed his goats 10 the 
;Vizianagram forests while they grazed actually in his own jira)'\!.ti land only. He ha~ 
filed receipts for Re. 8-4-0, dated 12th October 1928, and No. 52, dated 16th August 
1936, given to hinl for forest and compounding fees and another pound receipt for 
Its. 3-7-{), dated 20th March 1936. 

"Witness No. 73 of N allapaJIi stated that the dry rate was from Re. 1 to Rs. IS 
and the wet rate from Rs. 4 to Bs. 6 and even to Rs. 8 in some cases and Its. 2() 
in others. He has given a' story that· 50 years ago there was a dam across .the 
Sarda river which gave the estate about 'Rs. 40,000 revenue and it breached 50 years 
ago. Nothing was done to restore it in spite of thousands of mahazars .annuallysent. The 
ryots of Mukundapuram, Itainada, Chandrammapeta, Kasipuram, Nagayyapetli. and Ped
danandipall about 3 to 4 thousand left the villages for Natal as emigrants. According to 
hinl the restoration of the dam will provide food for 25,000 men and he says that there is 
a tank in which the rate ranges from Rs. 8 to Rs. 14 and that timber for a."aricultllra.l 
purposes is charged Re. 1-4-0 per cart-load and that they charged even for firewood. The
witness has filed a petition before the committee for the restoration of the dam tog-ether 
with a copy of the petition sent to the Estate ColIector on 26th September 1937 by 
registered post. 

Witness No. -74 of Poothnnapalli village ,ays that the wet lunds 'were not-yielding
good crops owing to the dam across the Lethagedda, having been washed away 'and' 
that all the ryots became indebted ta the SaWCn.r owing to the loss of craps. He admitted 
that recently Mr. Irwin got a dam constl'Ucted which was also washed away. According 
to him alI the forest was reserved from Punyagiri to Anantagiri and before reservation the
ryots used to get free removals from forests for agricultural purposes. They were prevented
from enjoying the same pI'ivileges now. He filed a Telugu translation of the judgment 
copy of the Deputy Collector in which the enhancement of 2 annas in the rupee was given 
in 1924 over wet lands, under cerlain tanks 'while declining to grant any enhancemen. 
because the tanks were under disrepair. 

Witness No,. 77 of Rayaparajupeta stated that the wet rate per acre was Rs. 22-B-O 
and that 4 acres of wet land under tank suffered much on account of the disrepair. 
There was a river channel but no water even far drinking purposes. There are no 

Hwells in the village because they could not strike water except at very low depths. 

Witness No. 19 of Makarapuram (Jalantra Estate) says that the wet rate waB 
Re. 1()-8...{) per acre for 4 acres of his and Rs. 8 per aCre for another 4 acres and Rs. 6 
per acre for 2 acres, total wet 10 acres. The dry rate according to him is Rs. 2 per 
acre. The garden rate was Rs. 3. Before fasli 1301 the rates were less. He says that 
before Casli 1301 they had an assessment of Rs. 12 for dry and Rs. 10 fnr wet and 
Rs. 2 for the present rate of Rs. 8 far wet. Before fasli 1301 there were no individual 
pattas. The estate raised rents by 8 anllas. The ryats contested before the Collector 
and succeeded in getting a decree a![ainst the enhancement. They won even in the 
MunRiC's Court and the District Court. The 28mindar appealed to the High Coort 
in Madras wbere, the witness says, the ryats were advised not to quarrel with the 
ESmindar J)ut to enter into a rajinamllo. According to that r3jinama the rates were 
reduced by Rs. 8, Rs. 6 and Rs. 3 respectively. Under this rajinama free removals 
from the forests were conceded. The witness closed his evidence by saying that the 
"lllk called Chinkili Sagaram had had nn repairs at all. Meol'ding to him the forest feea 
,vere :-

Rupee 1 per head of cattle. 
Annas 8 per cow. 
Annas 4 per sheep or goat. 

co •. R. PART u-4 
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Those rates were brought into force only after fasli 1301 by the Court of Wards. The 
witness assures that the ryots had immemorial rights in torests and they. do D,ot like 
to pay forest rates. lie complains that they are tilIng forest prosecutions against them 
and no remissions are granted. According to Ium crop. failed in 4 out of 5 years in 
this area. 

Witness No. 47 of SarvepalJi was originally a tenam of Jalantra Estate. He used 
to pay cist to the Raja of J alantra. The Mahanth converted rents from cash into 
,po.<1dy. He says that formally they paid Rs. 12 an acre but now they are paying· Rs. 40. 
'.fhe tank-bunds have completely gone and they are not repaired. He adds that for 
~"ery 5 kunchams they are taking 3 kunchams towards interest. 

This closes the oral evidence on behalf of the ryots. As against the evidence given 
.by the ryots analysed above four witnesses were examined for the zamindar, all being 
.officials under the Court of Wards. They have not denied the details of the complaints 
made by these ryot w~tnesses. Generally, they have spoken of what they have been 
.doing within the last three years of their administration, for the improvement of the 
.estate. Because this estate has been under the management of the .Court of Wards, 
we were able to get all the papers together with the statements of the Estate Collector 
which threw great light upon the state of affairs of this estate. The description given 
·by the Estate Collector tallied with the story of the ryots about the liIources of irrigation 
.and the repairs which they had brought long time back. The complaints of the ryots 
1rom the evidence stated above reduce themselves to the following :-

(1) High rates of rent. 
(2) Neglect of irrigation sources. 
(3) Levy of grazing fees, etc., forest fees. 
(4) Assignment of tank-beds to ryots on patta. 
(5) The poverty of the soil. 
(6) Failure of monsoons. 

Ali the facts stated by the witnesses support the records made by the officers aboui 
the general condition of the people, fertility of the soil, and the average rates for wei 
·as well as dry. We have discussed at length about the rate of rent permanently fixed 
.on the date of the permanent settlement and the enhancements made subsequently 
from time to time. In the light of this discussion, the general finding we have arrived 
.at on the question relating to the unalterable character of the rate of rent has been very, 
well substantiated. We have all the material required to ascertain the rates of rent 
at the time of the permanent settlement on dryas .well as wet, and we have discussed 
.all the materials that showed how the enhancements were made and how even the 
method of assessment was changed from ryotwari into a joint village rent system. On 

-II review of the whole evidence, oral as well as documentary and admissions on holli 
sides, we are of opinion that the rate which the zamindar is entitled to collect is the 
<lIle that had been fixed permanently at the time of the permanent settlement. All 
<lther enhancements made from time to time are not valid and binding upon the culti
vators. Each enhancement was in violation of the arrangement embodied in the 
Permanent Settlement Regulation and Patta Regulation of 1802 and also of the provi
sions made in the Rent Recovery Act and the Estates Land Act. The ascertainment 
of the exact figures is a matter of arithmetic. 

As regards grazing nghts, irrIgation sources, etc., our findings are recorded in 
separate chapters. 

The essence of the evidence given by the witnesses who spoke about their· rights 
and grievances on both sides has been set out above. To put it briefly, in closing the 
~vidence recorded about this estate, we may say that witnesses Nos. 27, 28, 29, S\}, 
40, 73, 74, 77 and 19 speak to the fact that. the water-rates are high and range between 
RH. 7 and Re. 23+0 per acre.. They complained that the assessment is very high and 
consequently the ryots became poor and are unable to bear the burden. The sarne 
witnesses along with witness Nos. 63 and 64 speak to the fact that the 'Water sources· 
are quite out of repair and that there is much hardship felt in the growth of their 
crops. Witness No. 63, who belonged to Mathuravada village in his written memo
randum states that he filed a number of petitions from 22nd January 1929 even. But 
no relief could be got from the Collector. The Collector simply returned the petitions 
without taking any action at all. The same is the complaint made by witnesses No. 78 
of Nallapilli who alleges that the dam across the Sarada river, which was breached 
15 years ago stands unrepaired even to-day. Witness No. 28 says that the two. small 
tanks in his village are on the level of the cultivated fiolds and were not repaired 'Within 
bis knowledge. Witness No. 48 supports thE' former. . 
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All these facts bear out the' deplorable state of the water sources in the estate, 
lII'hich fact we may take, is practically and generally admitted by the Court of Warda 
managing the estate at present, when they said that It was in a hopeless condition 
and that they required 8 lakhs of rupees to carry out the repairs which they are 
.endeavouring to fulfil, spreading it over a number of years. We may hold that the 
evidence recorded has made out the case to compel the estate to maintain the water 
.sources in order, so that they may claim water-rates. This fact is not denied by the 
Estate Collector, and this cannot be derned by any landholder because it was an obliga
tion undertaken by the landholder and the Government, who assigned their rights in 
his favo'lr. 'Witness Nos. 28, 29,73, 74 and 19 speak of the levy of the forest and 
,grazing fees. They complained that they are not allowed to take 'Wood necessary for 
agricultural implements. They also say that these levies' are unjust and illegal and 
introduced by the zamindar subsequent to the permanent settlement. Witness No. 29 
further complains that the grazing land in his village is now obliterated a·nd the village 
'Waste which was the mainstay for the grazing of their cattle was assigned at Rs. 2 
per acre and the total Nazarana of Rs. 575. Almost all the witnesses complain that no 
.-emissions are granted even in times of great distress. 

Present pesbkash 
Total rent roll 

BOBBILI ESTATE. 

EARLy HISTORY. 

BS. .\. P. 

83,442 7 1> 
6,26,895 1 11 

The founder of the Bobbili family was named Peddarayadu, who in A.D. 1669' 
ilntered the Vizagapatam district in the train of the Faujdar of Chicacole, Sher M:uham
mad Khan. 

Peddarayadu soon distinguished himself by rescuing the Nawab's son out of the 
hands of certain rebels whom he defeated after a great slaughter. The Nawab rewarded 
him WIth a lease of the .. Rajamhunda .. and gave him the title of Ranga Roo which has 
·beenbome by all his successors. The new zamindar built a fort to which he gave the 
name of .. Bobbili" (The Royal Tiger). In 1756 the Fort of Bibbili was attacked by. 
the French and the famous heroism of the defenders has been a bright spot in modem 
bistory. 

When the fort was captured, Vengal Rao, the brother of the Raja and Gopsl Venkat 
Raa, his infant son, escaped. They fled to Bhadrachalam. In 1759 there was a com
iPromise between Ananda Raj of Vizianagram and the Bobbili family. Vengal Roo 
lived after this for three years and was succeeded by Gopsla Venkat Rao for four years. 

In 1766 Seetha Rama Raju imprisoned Gopala Venkat Rao at the Fort of Vizia
Jlagram. He escaped from prison in 1790 into the Nizam's country. 

In 1794 when the dismemberment of the Vizianagram zamindari took place Bobbili 
was restored. Gopala Venkata Raa died in 1801. The Vizianagram Estate's efforts to 
incorporate Bobbili with Vizianngram were of no use, and permanent settlement was 
made WIth Rayadappa, the adopted son of Gopala Venkat Raa. 

PBSHKABH-How IT WAS FIXBD. _ .... 11" 
893 of-V~ 

The average produce for three years is fixed at Rs. 1,18,347. ('I'l:i,s figure was = .. ~ 
taken from Mr. Alexander's Report. See page 220, Appendix No. XII-D.) To the .. boveo'.nn""," 
Bum Rs. 6,957 was added on account of manyam kattubadi and nuzzars; but on account of 
the capability of the improvement of the zsmindari, the Colle£tor proposed to take the 
average gross land revenue on the zamindari at Rs. 1,35,000 and to fix Rs. 90,000 or 
two-thirds as the peshkash. 

First and second years-Rs. 84,000 only. 
Third, fourth and fifth years-Rs. 87,000 only. 
And Rs. 90,000 permanently. 

We now examine the evidence of the witnesses examined before the committee on 
behalf of the zamindar as well as the ryots. 
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. Witness No. 23. Mr. Pisapati .Pundarika Sesha Achari-Ryot. 
The wltness stated as follows:-

The rents are enhanced and there are no remissions. The assessment has beeD 
enhanced three or four times after the permanent settlement. They are as 
follows :-
Wet lands irrigated by taMS from Rs. 8 to Rs. 18. 
Wet lands irrigated by rivers from Rs, 25 to Rs. 45 .. 
Dry 1a.nds Rs. 3 to Rs. 12. 

For Government 1a.nds under canals the rate is only Rs. 12. Beriz Iia.s gone up. 
During fasli 1207 it was Rs. 100-1~ and now it has gone up to Rs. 3,500. 

About tbJrty years back prior to the advent of the Estates Land Act the zamindar' 
had through leases afforded an opportunity to certain individuals to enhance assessments. 
The said people increased the rent over and above what is due to zamindar. The assess
'Pent. of Lupalavalasa village has grown in that manner. 

In the collection of kist a margin of time must be sJlowed as in the case of Govern
ment. There is no remission of rent. A suit is also instituted for grant of remission. 

No irrigation works have been carried out. Irrigation is not satisfactory. Ther& 
are no bunds for tanks. Tank beds are being· cultivated. There is the N andimada Project. 
But nothing was done by the Raja • 

. There are few forests and there are no sites for hoose construction. 

Both survey and settlement most be effected by the Government. Private settle-
ment and' :survey have been effected in BOme vil1a.ges. 

Wit.neBS No. 31, Matta Narayanaswaini. 

The rate of rent is Rs. 61-11-4 per garce. On the whole they are collecting. 
Bs. 66-4-0. The lands in my village are leased out on a high rate of rent. Nobody 
:would buy them. In Government 1a.nd for single crop the rate is from Rs. 8 to Ra. 14. 
For double crop it is Re. 14. . 

Remission may be granted. The land. should be treated equany- with the Govern
ment l'!'nds. We hl.ve petitioned to the Board of Revenue that survey may be effected. 

Witness No. 288. Oral evidence of the Sarishtadar of Bobbili Estate • 

. . Extent of land under cultivation at the time of the permanent settlement is II!
follows.-

,. 
The who!e e8ta~ 

Dry 
; Wet 

Bobbili proper-

Total 

Q. 

2.036 
9,313 

11.349 

p. 408. 

10 or 8.145,86 
10 or 18,626-50 ---
25 or 26.772.15 

.. ca. 

Web • • «.49ft·R! 
Dry .. 3O,027:2J 

Tbe land that is, newly brought under cultivation lOoghly amounts to 15.000 acres 
mostly dry yielding a kist of Rs. 40.000 to Rs. 50,000. The witness says that to gIve
exact statement from Fasli 1207 to 1271 figures may not be traceable. They are trace
able. (See Alexander's Report, page 223 of Appendix No. XII·D.) . " 

What the system of tenure was cannot be definitely stated. Only at the time of the 
permanent settlement in delta villages there was rent in kind. In other villages rent 
:was in cash. Only fifteen or twenty villages were under the ijara system, while all the· 
other villages were under amani. 

I do not know the rates in Government villages. In the zamindari it will be from. 
Rs. !l to Rs. 15. There WIiS an increase of two annas in the rupee in fasli 1324 after 
getting the order of the Sub-Gollector. There might be an enhancement of As. 1-6' 
once or twice before the Act, in Lingalavalsa villages. The extent under cultivation.
is as (ollows:-

F .. 1i1207 
Now .~ 

Total 

.. ca. 
2~ 
460 

110 

Xlot • 

Its. ... P. 

1,081 0 0 
I.G80 13 0 

1,499 13 0 (dillerea .. ) •. 
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Increase is due to the increased extent of cultivation and also due to the 2 BDDa8 
enhancement. The estate 4&s improVed irrigation facilities. 

There is now difficulty in collection of rents. The position of zamindar must be 
IIpproxlmated to that of Government in the matter of possessing all the means of 
collection. • • 

Owing to Debt Relief Act 5 per cent on decrees of the last twelve years has 'Leen lost. 
Originally there were 25 villages paying rent in grains. Now ouly two villages pay 

grain rents. The rest pay cash after commutation by High Court. 
. In rasli 1311 garces were commuted to acres and cents. Garce was only an estimate 
and not a measurement. So all the old accounts were only estimates of produce. This 
estimate will continuewith regard to the unsurveyed estates. 

The witness confesses that the estate rates are higher than Government rates. 
Purchaser price is fifteen times the profits. There is no competition in the purchase of 
IImds. The Government paid twenty times for acquisition for railway. 

There was an increment in rent by 2 annos in the rupee in. 1924. The rate of ren' 
in 1908 on wet and dry lands before the Estates Land Act was Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 on dry, 
and Rs. 8 to Rs. 12 or Rs. 13 on wet lands. In delta villages where there was no enhance
ment after the Act the rate of rent from the beginning was Rs. 20 to Rs. 35, that is, 
[rom the date of the perma.nent settlement. The total rent realized at the time of the 
permanent settlement was Rs. 1,35,000. The income from Ia.nd now is Rs. 6,29,000. 
~he dilIerence is to be accounted for as follows:-

RS. 

6,29,000 
1,35,000 

4,94,000 increased income. 

In Kavittana delta villages the rent in kind was 3,500 garces. The price a.t the time 
of the permanent settlement was R... 12 to R.. 15. The commutati9n prices now is 
Re. 61-11-3 or nearly five times. For Kavittana villages the rent then was Rs. 30,000; 
J,OW it IS Rs. 1,50,000. The rate of the subsequent resumption of land of about 1,200 
i;arces comes to Re. 61~ to about Rs. 70,000 the remaining Rs. 4,00,000 is received 
{rom dry tana.. The increase may he due to subsequent rise in akaram also. . . , 

The extent of subsequent resumption is 5·526 acres. The difference in extent; 
between the settlement and now is 6,500 acres. 

The income from the new estates that have been Bdded is Rs. 1,50,000. 

There is nothing to show on what basis the rent was calculated at the time of the 
pertnanent settlement. 

IRRIOATION BOURCBS. 

~ There are nearly 1,336 tanks in good repair. We spent Rs. 60,000 yearly. There 
il IJOW water project called Nandamada. During the regime of the Maharaja as Chief 
)hsler It WRS not promised that bund would be constructed at Kamaswaram villa .. e. 
U .. ;:! Sahib inspected it once. Water is now flowing but if you meddle 'with it there" ~ 
tr.'\lbl~. 

In UthiraVlldi village there Brit nearly ten tanks. Tbey are there ori!!inally in futi 
1297. The extent of wet cultivation in fasli 1297 was 350 acres. This is due to the fact 
tim' nost of the services innms were converted. Now these inams bear a.ssessment and 
these wet lands lire called 0. .. jirayati." 

'l'nere is Bn irrigation budget. Zamindar has dug many tanks. 

ESTATE IS PARTLY SURVEYED. 

Tht'rB are 219 estate villages. Only one is surVeyed and settled. Fifty-five villages 
Rre surveyed. The rest are unsurveyed and unsettled. . 

. There are joint ~ttns. 'l'here are applicntions for dividing them. As far as thlt 
witness knows there IS no patta. to show Rs. 50 per ncre; 70 per cent are joint pattas 
'Ihe revenue pallnmdar and clerk will look to the division of the rntta and irrigntio~ 
WIller. . .. 

COM. B. PART u-S 
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Th~re is .. tenants' association in BobbiIi for paat live or six months. 

The total income of the estate is 8 lakhs and 38 thousand rupees. Revenue inspector 
eollected rents. Sixteen villages are looked after by the revenue inspector. There 61'e 
mutt.adars, revenue naidus to collect revenue. . 

To a.. question whether there are muchilikas the answer is we give receipts' and they 
enter' into an agreement. . 

The remunemtion is 1 per cent of the collection. 

Revenue inspector is paid Rs. 25. Village headman has no power to grant receipts. 
'Ihe cost of the revenue establishment is Rs. 18,000. 

There is no use of section 118 of the Estates Land Act in our est .. te. 

The WItness has no information of the total lease area. 

Cuitiva ting expenses per acre will be Rs. 7 to Rs. 8 per acre for paddy. For dry 
.IOUiwtion it will be Rs. 5 for ground unit. 

Witness No. 289, Potnuri Chinna Appalan61'asimham. 

He owns 30 acres wet, gets an yield of 80 garces paddy. The price per garee of paddy 
~mea .to Rs. 64. He pays Rs. 718 towards. rent. The. cultivating expenses comes to 
Bs. 10 for an acre. 

Witness No. 24, Chintada Disambara Nayudu, Guthavalli village; 

The lands are not surveyed. The witness holds 10 acres service inam, pays Rs. 40 
as kaUubadi. The rates of rent in the estate 61'e high. The estate ·ealleets rent by 
breakmg our heads. 

Remlssion is granted to ryots who only pay Rs. 60 and above rerit~'c ... 

Witnes8 No. 25, Simhadri 81J1'1Jana~a!lana, of" Adavaram village, owns 7 acres of 
wet. i'he land is classified into four tarams, the rent varies from Re. 80 to Rs. 14--1-0 
according to quality of land. 

There is not even an inch of communal land. Repairs to water sources muH be 
in ilie hands of village pancbayats. 

GBAIl/ RBN'r. 

The estate evidence goes to show that the ryot'll share was only one·third of the 
gross produce. This atatement is a"aain not true for the reason that this estste had no 
separate existence from 1766 to 1796 and was under the sway and m~ement of the 
Vizianagram zamindar for thirty years. . 

Para..,araph 20 of the Circuit Committee Report which dealt with the VizianagraI!l 
23mindari as a whole (including Bobbili and other estates) shows that .. the divisiou of 
produce was half·and·half between the ryot and the Raja and that long before 1784, 
the date of the Circuit Committee's Report. The Vizianagram zamindar imposed money 
rents doi.cg away with the grain rents and had a fixed rent of Rs. 10 for garce of dry or 
wet land in which case a garce represented an amount of laud which produced a &,a.rce 
of dry or wet grain, by measurement at harvest. It did not represent survey area. So 
.. .alumns 28 and 29 of the statement appended on pages 36 and 37 of No. 1 selections 
from the Board of Revenue, distinctly shows that Bobbili Estate was made over to the 
:aobbili zamindar only in 1796, that is, two years after the death of Viziarama Raju in 
the battle of Padmllnabhllm, and that even in 1796 the Bobbili Estate was rented out 
in small farms. There is, therefore, no basis or truth in the statement that grain rents 
prevailed Bot all in Bobbili estate in the years preceding the permanent settlement and 
i.hnt he was taking two-thirds leaving only one·third to the ryot. 

THB PRICE OP GIWN. 

The Bobbili evidence is. that the average price of paddy at permanent settlement 
was Rs. 13-10-8 per garce. This is again proved incorrect not only by the Collector'. 
report, but also by the Presidency average published in the statistics. (See statemen& 
appended on page 53 of Selections from the M;adras Record Office, No. 31-" Paperll 
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relating to the commutation rates in the Madras Presidency. ") Column 11 of the 
at.atement shows the price of paddy at Rs. 64 at the time of the permanent settlement. 
·r.be ltatement of average pricee in the Presidency by Mr. P. J. Thomas, Professor of 
Economica, University of Madras, Madras, from the official records, dated 27th January 
1938, shows Re. 109 as the price of paddy, first sort, and Rs. 96 lIS the price of paddy, 
HCOnd Bort, in the year 1801-1802. The Collector's figure mnst be taken "to mean the 
price of local garce, namely, Rs. 64 per garce, the Presidency average quoted above being 
(ur • Madras garce in IUlCOrdance with the instructions issued by Government in No. 46 
Revenue Conmltations of 1st July 1858. The Madras garce is more than two times the 
local gnrce of Vizagapatam. As a matter of fact, the year 1799 was a year of scarcity 
and the prices from that year ruled high. The price levels in the first half of tbe nineteenth 
century shOWI a much higher level than the price levels that ruled in the latter decade. 
of that oentury, that is, up to 1852 or so. -These figures falsify the endence of Bobbili 
as to the price level of Rs. 13 .. 1!Hl for an acre of paddy at the time of the permanen, 
feUlement. These statistics of price levels from the time of the permanent settlement 
up to the time of the commutation of rents by the courts under applications made by 
'he zamindar and that under section 30 of the Madras Estates Land Act clearly show 
that tbe price levels were very uneven with sharp curves both upward and downward 
lind tbat tbe zamindars took e.dvantage of the upward curves for increasing their rents 
wbile ignoring the distress in the periods of depression. The judgment of the courts 
giving the enbancements upon the basis of prices in tbe previous twenty years under 
section 30 or the Madras Estates Land Act show the extent to which the courts were 
mIsled by the zamindars giving no evidence as to the price levels obtaining in the first 
decade of the permanent settlement and prominently bringing to notice the fall in prices 
preceding the date of the application. The courts' decisions on this subject in the absence 
oC any evidence from the ignorant, helpless, and poor ryots went against them, because 
they were not able to argue for themselves with information as to tbe price levels obtain
ing from the time of the permanent settlement up to the date· of application for com .. 
Dlutatlon, in the resnlt the true spirit and the humane intention~ of the permanent 
I8ttiement giving the fixity of rent and tenure to the ryots was frustrated. 

R.~T2S OF RENT. 

At permanent settlement there was o!liy one rate, namely, Rs. 10 for a Free of lan,) 
dry or wet. In the ease of wet the conversion rate being 3·7 acres, the ren for an acre 
of wet at permanent settlemen& R'lo 2=11 2., l?or dry liI.nd &he conversion rate being 
23 acre. for a garce of land the rate of rent. per acre at permanent settlement was leas 
than 8 annaa V 12 ,np" per acr~ 

The present rates vary as follows;

Wet acre from RI. 'to Rs. 21. 
Dry acn! from Rs. ~ to Rs. 6. 

Th. acreage rate of assessment by Government for ryotwari lands in VizBgllpatam distrid 
are also given below to ahow that the rents ruling in the estate are even more than tr<!bll! 
the rates of Government. 

Page 175 of Vizagapatlml District Gazetteer, Volume I. 

w ... nrJ'. ..... P. .... A. ••• 

a 110 0 3 0 0 

7 0 110 2 8 0 

6 8 0 2 0 0 , II 0 • 110 0 
8 8 0 1 , 0 

• 8 0 1 0 0 

• 110 110 o III 0 
0 8 0 
0 • 0 

A comparison of these figures abundantly proves that the zamlndat did not stand fly 
the Rti(?nlations in ~he sanad that he would contribute to the prosperity of the people by 
main taming the fixity of tenure and fixity of rent in an unalterable form and thus pr0-
moting the expansion of cultivation. : . 
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Conclusion. 

We have dealt with the evidence given on behalf of the ryots and also of the zamin. 
dar from the various aspects and also with the grain renta and the pricea of grains. We 
shall now deal with the conversion rates which have a direct bearing on ascertaining the 
rates which had been fixed in perpetuity at the time of the permanent settlement. The 
metbod to be adopted IS the same as we have dealt with in the case of Vizianagram 
Estate. Tbe same is to be applied wil.h regard to other estates. Before dealing with 
these matters, it is necessary to state as has already been referred to in the first pnrt of 
the historical sketch, thnt Bobbili had no sepnrute existence. at the t.ime of the Circuit 
Committee's Report in 1784 and was merged in the Vizianagram zamindari from 1766 
to 1796, that is, for a period of thirty years, during which time Bobbili Raja was for 
sometime a prisoner in the Fort at Vizianagram and then in exile in the Nizam's Domi· 
nions after escaping from it. The Circuit Committee .Report, thereCore, dealt with the 
Vizianngram zamindari which was ther. composed of several estates including Bobbili and 
the figures therein are of no consequence. The Reports of Alexander and Webb printed 
in the Selections No.1 of the Records of the BO'lrd of Revenue, printed in 1909 relative 
to the permanent settlement in the V,zagapatam district and the statements appended 
thereto give the correct and up-to-date figures as to the extent and the income realized. 
in .the thre.e years previous to the permanent settlement upon which the land revenue waa 
fixed. . .. 

E"idellce by Bobbili.-The conversion rate given by Bobbili for a gorce of land in 
that estate is 2 acres of wet and 4 Bcres of dry. ~'hnt this is wrong and misleading will 
be clear from the following colculntion of the conversion rates :-

(i) For the whole extent, 

(il) For wet alone, 

(iii) For dry alone, 

(iv) For uncultivated. 

According to the official records the area by survey of the Bobbili estate is 268 square 
miles, giving 171,520 acres by survey at the rate of 640 acres per square mile. 

Column 7 of the enclosure printed on pages 36 and 37 of No.1 selections from the 
Records of the Boord of Re'renue, shows tbe total arable ground or cultivnted ground in 
the Bobbili estate to be 18,908 garces. Dividing the survey area, namely, 171,520 acres by 
18,908 gnrces, the conversion rnte comes to a little over 9 ncres per garee of land in the estate. 
At this rat·e the extent of alienated lands in column 11, namely, 3,382 gorces of land, 
.gives 30,438 acres. Deducting this extent from the totnl area the Circar laud comes to 
141,082 acres. Of the total extent of 18,908 garces; 4,0b4 gsrces of land is unproductive 
.land (see column 8 of the statement). This comes to 36,756 acres. Deducting this from 
141,082 acres, the cultivable land alone at permanent sett.lement comes to 104.326 acres. 
Now, the total extent of occupied land for fasli 1342 is 77,035,67 acres. Then deducting 
this from ).04,326 acres of cultivable land 3t permanent settlement by the· eQnversion, 
rate of 9 acres, it will be found that 27,291 acres of cultivable land is still unoCcupied and 
uncultivated. Deducting 44,495 acres of wet land under occupation in fasli 1342 from 
41,082 acres of Circar land, wet and dry, gi.ves \16.587 acres of dry land including un. 
productives. This gives the conversion rate of 23 acres per garce of dry land. This 
rate is almost on a par with the conversion rate of 20 acres prevalent in the Vizianagram 
zamindari. Granting that every available inch of wet land at permanent settlement was 
under cultivation in fasli 1342 the conversion rate for wet comes 1,0 3·7 acres per I!RI'C6. 

At the time of the permanent settlement.tbe uncultivated wet area which was cultivable 
was only 15 garces. So, there was absolutely no room for giving any credit or credence 
to the unfounded and unrelinble statemeI!ts made by the estnte officials regarding expan. 
sion of cultivation in the following terms. 

On page 132 of the second questionnaire, the increase in dry extent including g-arden 
is about three times and in the wet extent, it is one and a half times than at the time of 
the permanent settlement. ppragraph 9 of Elir Thomas Munne's Minutes, dated 7th 
Janllary 1823 A.D., clearly shc,ws from tbe statement of the zamindar himself, that, all 
extent excluding unproductive which are set aport for grazing purposes, had been already 
umler cultivation and there was no room for expansion since the permanent settlement. 
The Bobbili evidence gave the conversion rate at II acres for wet and 4 acres for dry 
(see ~al!e 128 of the second questionnaire). This is quite incorrect and misleading as 
ahown above. . , 
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pART.AKIMEDI ESTATE. 

Hiawrical sketbh.-This estate is the largest and most important in Ganjam. The 
J'opulation of the estate is 227,482 and the area. is 639 square miles. The yearly peshkash 
IS Rs. 87,825-4-0 and the income is 4! lills. The chief town is Parlakimedi. The 
estate is now situated in the Vizagapa'am district. From 1830 to 1890 A.D., the zamm
dari has been administered by the Court of Wards, supervised by the Principal Assistant 
Collector residing at Chicacole. 

The word Parlakimedi is a corruption of ' Pravala.-Khimundo '-the coral-headed and 
coral.eyl!d one-the name of the last of the aboriginal rulers of this tract. He was sJlb
dued by Callahum, a son of Kapilendra Deo, of the Royal Family of Orissa. 

There are 503 villages in the Parlakintedi estate containing 64,062 acres assessed at 
Rs. 2,78,720. 

The permanent settlement was made in 1801 and the Court of Wards took charge in 
1830. A survey on what is called the block system was made from 1861 to 1867. Com
plaints were however made, and the Court of Wards sanctioned a fresh survey. 

The management of the Court of Wards has been a success. Before they took 
charge, the peshkash was in arrears and the people were unsettled. Now it is one of the 
finest pieces of cultivated country and the savings of 50 years amount to over twenty-four 
la.khs of rupees. 

Witness No. 32, Boyino. Appalo.swo.mi, aged 35, residing o.t Sarvakota, Parlakimedi. 

Peshkash Re. 79,723-11-1. Rent-roll, Rs. 4,87,793-7-11. 

The early condition of the estates as deposed by this witness-

Cl) During 1802-1803 the ryots of Parlakimedi estate used to pay the estate a por
tion of the produce raised. Subseqnently Mr, Russel effected settlement and block 
survey was made. When fixing the assessment, there were no conditions in respect of 
the second crop. , 

After the Estates Land Act came into force, the State authorities stated that they 
would not charge higher rates than the Government rates and for water taken for second 
crop and that the permission of the estate should be obtained for taking wo.ter for the 
second crop. 

In 1926, the ryots took water for ragi crop and the estate authorities filed a crintinal 
complaint. The )\fagistrate found the case to be of a civil nature and the case at present. 
is pending in the High Court. 

Water-rates.-There are two divisions of water-sources. The Ra.ja insists upon 
collecting water-rates. The ryots require water.supply whenever they want. The Raja 
is not supplying water since 1898 A.D. The ryots uood to supply themselves water 
through the panchlLyat. (In 1896 the IyotS cllJlle to a. panchayat agreement themselves 
Gbout water-supply.) 

H In 1937, petitions were sent to the Collector and the Bon.rd of Revenue. The Collp.ctor 
aaid that as there is plenty of supply of water, it may be given. The Board of Revenue 
suggested the formation of ryots' panchayats to look after the water.supply. The estates 
authorities made no provisions for trough and tanks. No repairs have been done for the 
last thirty years. 

Rent.-(i) The words fair and equitable rate does not admit of true interpretation. 

(ii) The rents are higher than the Govenlment area a·nd an interview with the 
Raja was sought for and refused by him. 1:'he adjoining Government land pays only 
Rs. 6-8-0 per acre bllt in the estate for the same piece of land the rate is Re. 9-1<Hl. 

The witness ends his depo~ition with a prayer that because it is 135 years since the 
permanent settlement had taken place, he rent-rates should be fixed through the agency 
of revenue panchayats. 

Withness No. 83, Dasapuram Jaggadu, hill agriculturist, residing at Koduvn, 
Parlakintedi. 

The grievances put forward by this witness are (i) as regards the forests, and (ii) as 
regards vetti labour. . . 

COli. B. PART n-6 
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,It'oresta.-In old days there was no reserved forests. The ryots used to do what. 
they pleased with the forests. But now the whole hill range had been included as reserve 
'forests. 

Vetti-lab-our.-Ifthe vetti labour is not done, such of those who do not do the wtti 
will be prohibited from going to the hill. 'fhey do services to the M:aharaja for which 
they give 2 pies and one thavva of rice and for vetti work done to the forest authorities, 
they pay nothing. . 

Witness No. 41, B. Jeevaratnam, aged 40., of Komanapaki village, Pathaputnam taluk. 

, About kist and kist collections.-The kists in Parlakimedi are too much when com
pared with the Government areas. The joint pattas are giving trouble in the coIlection 
of Jrists. The rent coIlection must be done by the village panchayats. 

On jorests.-The forest department ClJ,me into being only 20 or 25 .years before. 
Prior to this ~he ryots used to take. fuel, wood for agricultural purposes and kampa with
out paying anything. The forest guards are causing too much tcouble. 

Miscellaneous.-The second crop accounts are not prepared r.orrectly. The water 
sources must be repaired properly. 

Witness No. 270, P. L. Narasimham, Estate Tahsildar of Parlakimedi. 

General.-In 1801 the permanent settlement of this estate was made. Till 1867 a. 
portion was given as rajabhogam and it was 18 putties per garce under first-elass irrigation 
!an~s .. (60 per cent is ~i~en away as rajabhogam.) In o~di,nary wet lands 50 per .eent 
Is gIven; for greengram It IS 40 per cent and for sugarcane ·,t IS 25 per cen£. 

. ·Block survey 186i-1867 classified lands into five tarams; both wet· and dry land •. 
In so classifying lands, paddy crop was taken as the guiding fa.ctor in the case of wet 
lands and the ragi crop in the case of dry lands. 

in 1880, the manavari rates also were hed. In 1910, the Government I16nctioneci 
the survey of lands but it was stopped (cause: transition period of the estate from the 
Court of Wards to the zamindar) and this question was tak.en once again in 1927. The 
existing rates of rent were taken without any alteration. The nature 6f the soil, the 
ma~ket produce of the price and several other things w.ere taken into eonsideration. 
The Board of Revenue ordered the settlement rates to be applicable to the whole estate. 
:~ 9th October 193!? the Board gave its orde,,: .. An inerease of 6 annas in the rupee in 
the case of wet and rain-fed Jands." The High Court confirmed the order of the Board 
when some of the tenants appealed against the Board's order. And now leave for appeal 
io Privy Council is granted. 

Present rate-
From Rs. 2-12-0 to Re. 9-10-{) for irrigated wet lands. 

From Re. 1-6-0 to Rs. 6-3-{) for ·manavari lands. 

From Re. 2-4-0 to Rs. 11 for dry lands. 

There was an enhancement of rent by 6 annas in the rupee. 

Sub-tenants.-The tenant takes from the sub-tenant four or five times the assess
l'aent amount. 

Irrigation jacilitieB.-From 1903 to 1933 a sum of 15 lakha had been spent by th& 
~mindar on repairs to irrigation. sources. From 1933 up to date, a sum of one ·1akh 
has been spent. . ., . 

Village ofjilJerB.-There is nG co-operational' the village officers. They ignore the 
landholder. A method must be devisecl. to control the officers . 

. . . Communal lands.-Communal lands are not granted on pattas. But in a very few 
<lase~ wh~e. the communal lands ,do not serve the purpose for which they are set apart, 
the permiSSIon of the Collector IS taken and the lands are converted into avan lands 
and only then pattas ate granted. • 

Forest.-The forest settlement was made in 1909. The rates are laid down in th' 
~orest Manual at pag~s 38O-B~4. The ryots are ,~llowed to take wood for agriculturai 
Implement!!, fuel. fencmg materIal, etc., under the token system " in the forest Th 

are two kinds of token_(1) zinc token and (2) brass token. A tenant who pay~ Re e~~ 
rent R.nd above is granted a zinc token by which he can remove one cart-load of agrlcul
nral ImplelD<lntll. A tenant who pavs les8 than Rs. 25 is allowed to take one ka ad; 
load of wood for agricultural implements. v 
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. . Bought-in-loniJ.-Lands are bought in towards the realiza.tion of the d~reta.l amount Bought-in 
.but 'here is no prlWtical possession and the tenant himself is cultivating it and the esta.te ='!:~;: 
.is thus undergoing double loss.. The remedies of distmint and la.nd·sale are c08~ly &Dd value. Tho 
*akemnch time. An effective provision by ,..,.y of the Rent Recovery Act IS very !riu"::!$ 

J888eD ha.l. t • allow 
anybody to 

Panchallats .-The estate is against pancha.yats on the forest side. e$op into 
. tbo land. 

Rates 01 rent.-The Ta.hsildar orally refutes the fact which. };lr. Appalaswaml Sald Tho defend • 

.about the Government tate per acre of Rs. ~ as not true. :m" ~~onI7 
The Board charges Rs. 9-10-0 for an acre for the first crop. For the second and ~h: !:,"!t but 

third crops water is supplied and charged. The rate varies with the nature of the crop ...... will 
.and the nature of the irrigation source. nhot aIlth°W teo er 
. . Sugarcane, paddy, tU1'lDoeric and betel lea.ves ~ome uude~ the same order. Sugar- tonant. 
:cane and plantain reqUIre water for longer duratIOn for whICh usual ta.ram rates are 
'levied pluy Rs. 5 or Rs. 4 according to the nature of the irrigation sources. 

Arrears of rent and its causes .-Twenty-eight per oent of the demand falls off in 
·an:ellrs. The reason is •• want of sufficient power over the village officers and want of 
powers in the matter of collection." . Only distmint and land-sale are available and both 
powers are not working properly . 

. Remission 0/ rent.-The estate never granted remission of rent because there is no 
provision for it in the Estates Land Act. 

A8tlignment 01 wast~ land.-Theestate does not realize any money by assigning 
·waste land. The' estate does not get possession of the land at all, for the ryot would not 
'8Uowany other to step on the land. This is the .case although many thousands of acr~ 
o()f waste lands are cultivated. 

Court 01 Wa~d8.-The estate was managed by the Court of Wards during the foilO\'ft 
"nl!' periods :-

(1) 1805-1820. (2) 1830-1890. (3)1905-1913. 

MemOTandaby Mr. K. SatyanaTallana, Secretary, PaTlakimedi Taiuk Ryota' 
Association. 

ANALYSIS. 

Q .... ti"". 1 .. 

According to jaimini the king has no right to the proprietorship of the soil. According 
to nilakanta, the king has only to take the ta.xeo. The zamindars were never the 

-cultivators or the clearers by themselves. They can neVPI' be said to have any proprietor
ship of the soil. The interest of the landlord in land was only tho collection of rent. All 
,other thingo belonged to the tenants. . 

N There is not the slightest justification for the rents in zamindari areas being higher 
than thoBe of the neighbouring and SImilar lands in Mea owned by the Government 
·directly. Both under the Moghals and the early days of the East India Company, ilie 
. I&mindars were treated as mere farmers of public revenue. The permanent settlement 
4id not give them any new rights. And so it follows that the zamindars are not entitled 
.to collect more rent thlUl the Government. 

The terms the permanent settlement made clear that this rate of asaessment should 
not be increased un any account or under any name-:-Section 7 of Regulation XXX of 
1802. Historians have said that even in the time of Akbar, one-sixth was considered as 
.. rajabhogam .. when the Mahratta began to collect one-fourth .. couth .. it was con • 

. Fidered inhuman aud exorbit-ant. 

It is very significant that at the time of the settlement of the Parlakimedi zamindari 
ill 1861Hl7. the rates proposed and approved for the zamindari were the same as th .. 
rates proposed for Chicacole ta.luk (ryotwari) and the rates were thought to be permanent 
and unalterable. The Board of Rsvenue did Doli agree to the rates proposed for Chicacole 

·t/eeanee they were high. Even "fter ilia enhancement in 1916 of the rate8 of rent in 
oChiceeole, the rates are still lower to the rates levied in Parlakimedi. . 

The zamindars pushed the renta high up agaioo' an the principles of the permanent 
,.ettlemem under the threat of .evie~ng Ule ryo~ .. 
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To place a limit upon the demands o~ t?e zamindar, that limits were ,placed UpoDo 
the enhancement of rent, while no such limit was placed upon tlul reductIOn of rents. 
Sections 39 and 38 of the Act, Board's Proceedings No. 53, dated 2nd December 1&64, 
the Board of Revenue remarked: .. the Board maintain that the whole tenor of the
:kegulation XXX of 1802 is consonant with the expressed intention of the framers of 
the permanent settlement to put a limit to the demands of the zamindars on the ryots 
and to preclude the zamindar from arbitrarily determining his demands or modifying. 
them at pleasure except to relate them for a specific purpose" which WI'S equal. ~ 
his and his successors' advantage and to the benefit of the ryots. Mr. Forbes havmg 
understood that the zaminda.rs had forced up their rents highly and that tooe is a tendency 
to revolt, section 168 (then clause 137 only) was introduced which enabled the Govern
ment to make a settlement of shist when tlul interests of public peace and order demand.. 
Buch a course . 

.. Fair and equitable rent" -a definition must be appended. It must mean .. The
rent or the rate of rent obtaining for similar lands, with similar advantages in the 
neighbouring or nearest ryotwari area." 

In fixing a fair and equitable rent the Government must take note of the following :
(i) Not to exceed one-sixth of the net income. 

(ii) Rents should be settled once for all in the zamindari areas. 
(iii) Provincial GoverllIWlnts should have the power to reduce the rents wherever

necessary. 

The Parlakimedi Estate consists of 526 jirayati villages in a.ddition to inam. The
peshkash was .Jixed on an estimated average income of Rs. 1,20,000, i.e., Re. 80,000. 
The present income is Re. 5 Iakhs nearly exclusive of forest and other revenues. The
reports of the Court of Wards must be looked into . 

. Money rents seem to have been introduced during the second period of the Conn. 
of Wards. There is .evidence to show that as early as in 1865 money rates for acre were
lmown. (Mr. Forbes, Collector of Ganjam, states that at that time rates varying from 
Rs., 2 to Rs. 5 prevailed.) 

Between 1861 and 1868 a definite scheme of fixing rents was evolved. The join~ 
village rent system prevailed and the land was surveyed in blocks. Soils were classifie(t 
and the rates of rent fixed were approved by the various classes. 

The Government taluk of Chicacole was being settled by the Government Party in 
1860. The settlement officer proposed Rs. 2 to Rs. 7 which the Board of Revenue
turned down as too high. But the same rates were charged for the ParIakimedi Esta6e 
with slight alteration in the dry rates. 

The rates intro.duced in 1868 were uniformly paid till, to-day. The apple of discord 
:was thrown by sectIon 30 (1) of the Estate~ Land Act whIch was passed in the teeth of 
opposition of every non-official member then in the Council. 

The long-establisluld rates were soqght to be disturbed then under section 30 
clause (1). The ryots lost their cases because they could not form a contract not ~ 
.enhance the rent. 

,I. The zamindar ~ound it difficult to institute suits against all the two lakhs of ryots. 
So In 1925, he applied to the Government to sanction a settlement of rents under 
Chapter XI. He stated in his application that he was entitled to an enhancement' .of 
'j! annas in the rupee. 

2. !n 1926, follo~.ng the decision of the Madras High Court in 49, Madras, page 499. 
he put m anotber petition to the Government that some mistakes in the old classificatIOn. 
should be rectified in a settlement. 

3. Before the settlement offic.er the Raja prayed for a 20 per cent enhancemeJj~ 
of rents, The officer held that under Chapter XI he could fix any rent rate which he
thinks fair and eqUitable and gay" a 100 per cent enhancement on tlul ground of increase
in prices. On appeal the settlement commissioner held that when a matter for con-. 
8iderati?n wer~ only such ~,woul~ arise l~ as it under Chapter m, the settlement 
officer IS restricted to the limits lind down 10 that chapter and sanctioned an enhance
ment of 2 annas in the rupee. The majority of Cbapter m do not apply to proceedings. 
under Chapter XI and an enhancement of 37l per cent. The High Court held 'that the
interpretation of section 168 by the Board V,'as correct . 

. Fair and equitable rent.-" What" is fair r.ent according to the Collector mav not be 
a fall rent accordmg to the Boord of Revenue or any other appellate authority" (Hon 'ble-
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Mr. Krishnaswamy Ayyar said in 19011 in the Assembly page 223, Fort St. GeOf'gB 
Gazette, Part IV, dated 17th March 1908). No two authorities agreed as to what a fair 
and equitable rent is. 

The defect can be rectified by defining that fair and equitable rent is the rent which 
Government would take for such land IIIld neighbouring land means neighbouring Govern
ment land. 

The right to reduce rent should be given to the Provincial Government wherever 
the settlement officer is led away by the zamindars who would be able to command any 
kind of or IIny amount of evidence. 

Remission of rent in times of total failure of crops must be given to the ryot. An 
Act which does not provide for such relief is not humane. . 

Village panchayata.-They must be authorized to prepare the crop estimates, make 
recommendations as r.egards remissions in .accordance to the extent of loss of crops in 
different areas. In Parlakimedi zamindars, there was a custom of granting remissions 
which was stopped after the passing of the Estate Land Act. The collection of rent 
should be modified lind handed over to the village panchayat. The kist months are 
inconvenient and they must be altered. Village officers must be placed under the 
control and supervision of the village panchayats. They must be responsible for the 
collection work. All the forests for agricultural use shall be vested in the village pan~ 
chayats. The communal lands and the properties also must be under the control of 
the panchILyats. 

Distrainta jOf' aTrea"s oj t"em.-The sale of holding is sufficient. No distraint of 
movable property including grain be allowed. There are no distraints in England. 
Wrongful attachment of non-attachable property must be made criminal. Further 
there should be no provision for arrest for arrears of revenue. 

Vs1lage Cout"ta.-There should be village touring land co11$. It will be of great 
help to the ryots. Notices should be served by registered post. 

Water jacilities.-From the earliest times the ryots had been paying only one 
assessment even though many crops ILre rILised upon their holdings. In the joint patty 
issued in 1867 ILfter the completion of the block survey, no mention was ever made 
about a second crop water-rate. In 1906 and 1907 even when individual pattas were 
given no mention of it was made. 

For .the first time in 1913 a clause WILS introduced that water-rate would. be 
charged for second crops grown with water taken from the estate sources. Therein it 
was stated that the estate would charge only Government rates and not over and above 
those rates. 

A clause is introduced in the patta in 1923, to the effect that those who want water 
for second crop should put in written applications agreeing to the rates fixed by the 
Diwan ILnd take water after obtaining a written permission. A printed application 
form was insisted upon in which the schedule of rates, far in excess of the Government 
demand was introduced. 

The estate refuses to supply water to those ryots who did not put in written appli
cations agreeing to the rates fixed by the Diwan. The District Judge in an appeal that 

"came before him about this point said .. that the estate cannot refuse water on the 
ground that the ryots did not agree to pay rents that would be fixed by the Diwan and 
that if the estate wanted to enforce the condition they should bring a. suit under section 
55 of the Madras Estate Land Act." 

The zamindar has no superior right to the water-sources exoept the right to control 
the distribution of water among the various ryots of various villages. This is clear 
from the judgment of Mr. Ha.ppel, District Judge, Ganism. (Vide paragraph above). 

SurfJey and its c08t.-Tbere should be compulsory survey and record of rights main
tained by all the estates. The cost of the operations should be borne by the landholders 
and the Government may contribute a part of the ClOst. In no case should a ryot be asked 
to pay. 

Illegal demanda.-(i) In this estate the landlord is attempting to collect fodder for 
the cattle maintained by him from the ryots. This started as a reqnest from some 
officers of the estate for a. small contribution of straw for the landlord. Now it has 
reached absurd lengths. No forest permits would be issued to the ryot who does not 
supply the straw. 

(ti) Ryote and workers are obliged to provide for labour in the cultivation of 
amindar's Ian~. The zamindar tries to use all water first on his lands. This privilege 
must not be gtven. 

COH. B. PART u-'l 
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For~8ta.~'1'hey were never vested in the zamindars for his purpose. He holds them 
in trust for the community. During the time of the CoUrt of Wards, in the Parlaki. 
medi Estate; all people irrespective of their being pattadars or not" were freely enjoying 
the forests. After the passing of the Estates Land Act, the pattadars alone are granted 
this right. Rule 5 of the rules framed by the Government for the management of the 
forests in the Parlakimedi estate says that all people who live in villages around any forest' 
(not reserved) have the right of free-grazing of their cattle, free-gathering of fuel, green 
leaves Slid the free-collection 0( timbers required for agricultural and domestic purposes. 
Reserve forests are iDterspersed all'over the taluk. The people do not know whether they 
get wood from reserved or unreserved forests. There are no • Thanas ' where they can be 
ohecked, ,The forest 'guards challenge these people on the road-side; they go round the 
village, look at some fencing or other and persecute the ryot with the charge that he stole 
~eI!:empa from the reserve and prosecute him, if no private adjustment can be arrived . ' 

,Fore8t grieflance~ 
, (1) DepredatioD$ of the wild beasts. 

(2) Number of trees prohibited are many (47 in number). 
(3) _The corruption of the forest guards. 

Seigniorage noW in vogue is too high. The rate is 9 pies per one head of dry wood. 
The rate for one bandy of green wood is Re. 1-4-0. In some cases they charge 5 annas 
more (4 annas for the contractor and 1 anna for the clerk) . 

.8a1)a148 and their dijJictiltie8.--.:.originally' they used to charge a rupee -for every Podu 
they cultivated. They used to enjoy the Produce of mango and tamarind, which was 
situated in ,the Podu. They have to discharge the -following duties, free of wages :- ' 

(1) Supplying two head-loads of fuel to the neighbouring temple on new moon and 
full moon day. 

(2) Supplying two head-loads to the pslace on festive occasions. 
(3) Constructing pandals, and getting materials for the same for the Raja. 
(4) Cutting and carting wood for the estate sale depots. 
(5) Doing free service to the farms besides carrying luggage. 

And now the right of collecting mangoes, tamarina, etc., is taken out of the hands 
of the Sava.r&s and being leased out to the Rellis. So even the little remuneration they got 
from the produce of these trees is lost. 

Because of these restrictions to get fuel, the ryota are oompelled to utilize the whole 
of farm-yard manure as fuel. This is the cause for the deterioration of the soil and the 
yearly failure of crops. Reserve forests in the midst of inhabited villages must be con
verted into one of unreserved forests. 

Irrigation work8.-Irrigation works are not kept in proper condition. Tank-beds and 
channels have been given away on pstta in many cases. Nobody is willing to take the 
eontract under the estate. All these can be averted by the Government taking charge of 
the whole Irrigation department. 

Under teMntB.-The whole problem should be tackled separately in a comprehensive 
bill. 

SpeciaZ land CO'IJ.m-Per80nneZ.
(1) Judicial o~oer. 
(2) Ryots representatives. 
(3) Zamindars representative: 

Theryota aseooiation must be ,recognized. 

CHElroDD' ESTATE. 

, E'arZII Hi8tory.--Originally the zamindar of Chemudu was a fief of the Rajas of Jeypore 
and oame under the sway of Vizianagaram with the rest of the hill zamindaries, in the time 
Qf Pasupathi Sitaram Raju .• 

This zamindari was restored back to the representatives of the original owner in 1794 
after the battle of Padamnabham. Soma Raju was the representative and he was given 
the estate on a kow) from the Collector of the northern division, and later the permanent 
settlement was made with him. 
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The estatJI"contains 13 jirayati villages and tWi> a.graharam.s. A peshkash of Re. 5,000 
was proposed by the Collector Mr. Webb at that time. 

The estate was mortgaged to Bobbili until July 1866-

Present peshkash 
Total rent-roll 

" .. 
.. 

BB. A. P. 

3,847 13 8 
"16,784, II II 

The following information culled out of the evidence of the Comm.ittee is interesting. 
Excluding Anakapalle area, the rates of· rent are as follows ;-

For wet land 
Dry rate 

BB. A. 1'. 

10 6 0 
3 0 0 to annas 

8 and 6. 

The rates were not enhanced at one time. As and when the pattas were transferred 
to other parties the rates were enhanced and the rate of re-enhancement was 3 annas a.nd 
6 annas. The rates that are in vogue in Anakapalle are given below ;-

No. I Khandam-

For wet 
For dry 

No.2 Khandam-
For wet 
For dry 

No. S Khandam-
For wet 

lIS. 

20 } 
80r 9 " 

60r 5 

The expenses of oultivation are said to be ~s follows ;-

For a wet acre .. 
For seeds Rs. 5 (Ubha"'i) .. 
For harvest Rs. 5 (sowing) •. .. 
Rs. 20 + Rs. 10 .. .. .. 

I 

II 

ill 

M. 

20 

• • .. 5 

•• 5 

.. .~ 30 

Imgatilm !acilitie8.-In 1916 irrigation improvements were made by the estate. 
They were also registers according to the sections 16 and 17 (files the Collector's orders). 
The District Collector inspected them and approved them also. In the 1923 cyclone 
the damages were not" heavy; but the Boods of 1928 did great damage. The lands yield 

.three crops a year. 
Fore8lFy.-The forest is not a big one. There was no objection raised either for grazing 

purposes or for timber. But the estate collects fees in the forests at the rate of; for 
head·load 3 pies, for oart·load 8annas. The estate has an establlshmentfor watching the 
reserve area. 

Witness No. 14,: Pentakota Sree Ramulu, aged 4,0, Mangapaka, Anakapalle taluk, 
Chemudu Estate. 

1. ObjedwnI 10 liouBe-oon&lrucliom.-Wheri houses were constructed on patta lands 
suits were filed to remove them. In the floods, 400 houses were washed away. If we, 
the ryots are not given the right to construct houses, how can we get on with the culti
vation' The Colleotor has ordered that the houses can be built. 

ForeBtB.-The colleotion of fees in the forests began roughly 10 years before. They 
must be abolished. The villagers must be allowed to .take stones free for the oonstruc
tion of their houses. 

VHlMs fl/JlIC1Iayal.t.-The rent due must be collected by the village pancha.yats. The 
tanks also mllHt be under their control. The distribution of water is done through the 
p&ttana.dar. It must he in the hands of the joint pancha.ya.t. It will then be convenrent 
for the village. (Ryota' Memorandum.) 
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Bent.-In the yillages of Pedda Ram. BhadrapUl"am, the witness had land in his 
father's name; in his father's name the kist w_ 

BS. A. ~. 

263 14 7 
Present rate ., • • 276 15 0 
Difference within 50 years 12 0 5 

(Enhancement.). . 
Patt&-33 (Pedda Ram&. Bhadrapuram)-

Fasli 1292 202 8 8 
Fasli 1335 219 0 0 
Enhancement. . 16 7 4 

PaUheru village-
Patta No. I&

Fasli 1300 
Fa.1i 1311 
Fasli 1347 

PaUa No. 18-
. Fasli 1292 
Fasli 1320 
Enhancement •. 

GodiOOe'l'l4-
Patta No. 39-

Fa.1i 1296 
F .. 1i 1311 
Enhancement •. 

GuntapaUi-
PattaNo.29-

Fa.1i 1296 
Fasli 1337 
Enhance'TIumt 

Another inatanc&-
F .. 1i 1295 
F .. 1i 1337 
Enhancement •. 

1Ifanl'di~ 
Fasli 1296 
Fasli 1318 
Enhatncement 

Kesavaram--
F .. 1i (Year) 1886 
Year 1938 
Enhancement 

Kangiputli-

65 . 2 81. (Gradual enhance-
69 8 0 ~ mem). 
73 7 9 J ~atta trBoDSfer so 

1llcre&Se 

53 1 4 
62 14 6 
9 12 2 

157 8 5 
170 9 9 

13 1 4 

199 8 3 
214 8 S 

15 0 0 

132 4 9 
159 5 3 

27 0 6 

39 0 1 
5J 0 0 
11 15 11 

1,496 0 6 
2,058 6 6 

562 6 0 

Year 1938 1,800 2 4 
Year 1887 •• 1,544 15 11 
Enhanced rate 255 2 5 

Oomnl'lmaZ ZandB.-The COnlnlunal ZandB must be under the control of the ryots. 

KANDASA ESTATE. 

HistOf'l/.-The population of the estate is 33,620 and the approximate area is 13~ 
square miles. The number of villages are 166. The peshkash Was originally settled at 
Rs. 14,035. 

The zamiDdari is mostly in the open country and is separated from Parlakimedi by 
the Mahendra mountain. The paddy grown in this estate is said to be the best in Ganjam. 

It is not known when the Mandasa family first established itself here, but the founder 
of the family Pachendra Bammana Singh, is said to have been directed in a vision to 
eettle in the Mahendra Maliah of the Kalinga Circsr, and the tradition is that he came 
from Northern India, i.e., the Punjab (vide page 23, Ganjam District Manual). 
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Bree Ratna Mala Rani died on 18th July 1934, and thenceforward the estate is under 
the management of the Court of Wards. 

The present peshkash is Rs. 12,861-4--11 and its total rent roll is Rs. 2.76.058-8--5. 
The number of villages is 146, excluding 20 devaswam and inam villages. 

Rent.-Rent is collected from the tena1!ts in different ways. 
(1) Cash rents settled by the Government under the Estates Land Act. ThIS 

prevails in 30 villages. 
(2) Cash rents settled year after year, with reference to the condition of the crop. 

The whole village is leased out for a lump sum to the villagers who divide the 
amount among themselves with reference to the extent of land. 

(3) Rents for 25 Bavs.ra villages, fixed at favourable rates, in lump sum, for each 
village because the crops are liable to damage by wild beasts. 

(4) Near the Agency border four villages pay grain rent, fixed by the estate, long 
ago. 

(5) There are 12 villages in which rents, both in cash and kind are fixed by the 
estate annually. Only dry lllDds are leased out for cash rents annually . 

. (6) There are seven Savara villages from which no rents are collected by the 
estate. The Savars do vetti labour at the estate headquarters. 

Share Of the zamindar.-When rent is paid in kind, the zamindar is entitled to half 
the gross produce on the land. The yield is estimated in anna-war notation with reference 
to the extent of the lllDd and half the yield 80 arrived at is claimed as rajabogham. The 
yield per acre is fixed at 40 putties, measuring 1,280 tolss when the land bears a 16-anna 
crop, and the computation of the Rajabhogam is made on the above principle. 

CU8tomary le1lies.-Prior to fasli 1844, there were four kinds of levies:-
(1) Holachina, i.e., plough-tax, collected in 1B villages but it is now abolished. 
(2) lihiro Betouo, i.e., servants' wages. 
(3) lihiro Kowdi, i.e., milk coppers. 
(4) Dondai Pollal, i.e., pattanadars' wages. 

These customary fees are not collected since the Court of Wards assumed manage
ment. 

Mter the Madras Estate Land Act came into force the ryots applied for settlement 
in cash rents in the year 1912 with the result tha.t they were fixed high, ranging from 
Rs. 14 to Rs. 28-8-0. When this cash rent was fixed, the price level of the food-grains 
was very high. The price for one bandy of paddy varied from Rs. 41 to Ra. 73. But in 
the present condition of the market a bandy fetches Rs. 25 only. 

After the settlement of cash rents, the rates have increased by twice or thrice the 
original amount of rent, fixed villa.ge-war. The estate which is under the Court of Wards, 
is granting remissions. They have written off decree amounts, to the aggregate total of 
S lakhs and still S or 4 lakhs of decreed amounts remain .. 

The continuous failure of crops, the heavy burden of cash rents, the lack of proper 
ir"rigation facilities, necessitated the selling away of the .. Thalis .. of their wives by the 
ryots, to pay the inequitous IIDd abnormally high rent. 

Irrigation sources.-The number of tanks are 111 only and besides there are some 
river branch chllDnels. The irrigation sources do not seem. to have received much atten
tion. The construction of an irrigation project with a reservoir at the top of the hills near 
.. Paligam .. would be a great boon to the following estates, viz. :-

(1) Mandasa Estate. 
(2) J alllDthra Estate. 
(3) Budarsingi Estate. 

The ryots submitted petitions to Board of Revenue on 29th June 1937 (Memoran
dum of G. KrishnammallDd others). 

Forest gris1lllnces.-Prior to 1906 fuel was allowed to be taken free. Then fees were 
levied from 2 to 4 annllS, and they have been raised to Rs. l-S-O per bllDdy. There were 
no grazing fees for cattle but now a charge is levied. There was no levy on timber 
brought for agricultural purposes, but now the estate is demanding it. 

W/J8te IlInd.-There is only one block of waste land, measuring 600 acres called 
MenbubanjlLr. The zamindar assigned it after taking Rs. 10 per acre as premi~. It 
was assessed at high rates but on May 1937, it was reduced by the Government. 

This is the position of the estata now. 

OaK. B. PART u-8 
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SALtnt ESTATE. 

Historical SU11ley.-This estate was originally granted to a chief by Visva.mbara Deo 
of J eypore, on whom he conf~ed the title of mighty lion. Like the rest of the zamin
daris it fell into the hands of V lZlanagaram. 

In 1774, the Vizianagaram Raju confisca.ted the Balur Estate on the death of its zamin
dar, Banyasi Raju imprisoned his .three sons in the fort in Gajapati Nagaram, and released 
him subsequently, in 1793 on a small allowance. 

After the Battle of Padmanabham, and the death of the Raja of Vizianagaram the 
Balur estate was handed over to the eldest son of Banyasi Rauze, Ramachandra Raja, 
who died in 1801. His eldest son Banyasi Raju came with whom the permanent settle
ment was effected in 1803 (page 307--308, Vizagapatam Manual). He died in 1830 ana 
succeeded by Narayana Ramachandra Raju. 

In 1869, he was succeeded by another Narain Raju who was a minor. The Court of 
Wards managed the estate till 1879. He was weak and the estate was mismanaged bv 
his mother. He died in 1894 of leprosy. His heir Banyasi Raju was also a minor, and 
the Court of Wards took over management again. The estate had to pay 7j lakhs of 
rupees of debts. (Five and a half lakhs to Bobbili.) To clear off the debts several of th .. 
villages were sold to Bobbili in 187.9 (ten ,!"ilIages on the whole including Peddapanki\ 
four other big villages were also alIenated ill 1899 and 1900 and these form separate 
estates. 

In 1906 the esta.te was given back to the owner on his attaining the age of majority and 
by this time all but i lakh of Rs. of debts had been cleared off. 

This estate is included in the schedule of the Madras Impartible Estates Act of 1904. 

Number of villages 153 
Total arable ground 10,048 garces. 

DncllUivated-

High 
Low •. 

OuUivated
High 
Low 

Total .. 

Total •• 

GARCES. 
2,198 

76 

2,274 

2,105 
5,670 

7,775 

Remains gross jurnmab to the 53,243 
zamindar. 

Two-thirds of it 35,494 
Income is •. Ra. 1,69,653 13 5 and 
Peshkash is • . .... 36,000 0 0 , .. 

The average incidence of land rent per acre is Rs. 2 for dry and wet acre Rs. 8-7-0, in 
tbis zamindari. 

No water-rate is charged for the second and the subsequent crops. 

The increase in the rent in referenoe to the private survey and settlement has been 
with reference to the increase in the &.rea • • • • andin no case haa the rates been in 
creased-Vide memorandum of village Ramabhadmpuram, where from Rs. 4,000 the rent 
shot up to Rs. 7,000 after survey. . 

The chief grieva.noes of the ryots of the Salur estate as adumbrated in their memorandum 
&I.'e :-

(1) Enhancement of rent after the zamindar's private survey. (2) the estate 
officials are not granting them cowls (lease deeds), (3) the people in the villages doubt the 
correotness of the measurement made by the zamindar's private survey and (4) last but 
not least comes the grievances about the forest facilities. 

The actual extent of the forests comes roughly to 79 square miles.. Grazing fees are 
levied at the following rates :-

As. 1-6 per sheep. 
3 annas per cow and bull. 
6 annas per buffalo. 

No fee is oharged for taking manure leaves. 
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OfUtortllM'1/ _.-No CeBses are levied except under the Local Boards Act and Ele
mentary Education Act. The ryot pays 101 p,ea in the rupee on the rental of the jirayati 
ViiJagea. 

• 

BUDARSINGI ESTATE. 

The Budarsingi is a small zamindari extending along the foot of the Mshendr .. 
mountains; its area 18 22 square miles roughly and it has a population of 3,244. The 
country is poor and is covered mainly with bamboo jungles. 

The family of the Budarsingi zamindar traces back its descent to 1443'. Its founder, 
Damodara Nissunko is believed to be a Savara chieftain. The information concerning 
the estate is given below :-

Peshkash, Rs. 448-7-0 and its rent roll, Rs. 24,885--4--7. The number of villsgeB 
are 25 only. 

Sri M. Suryanarayana Patnaik, a ryot-witness, gave evidence before the Committee. 
Bents.-The Amani system prevails. The estimates are made 15 days before the 

time of the harvest. This gives the ryots very great hardship because in the absence of the 
ryots, monkeys and wild beasts play havoc 9n their crops. The rents have been enhanced 
live or six times the origina.i rate. There has been enhancement in kind also, i.e., those 
paying 8 garces were asked to pay 6 garces and those paying 6 garces are now paying 10 
garces. 

Imgation.-There are no proper water facilities. There are small tanks. Officers 
do not come for want of cars, buses and roads. The Government should repair the irri
gation works. An irrigation fund should be started to meet the expenses of the repairs. 
Two annaa in the rupee of the revenue should be collected. It is the duty of the ryots to 
do kudimaramat and the rest should be done by the zamindar and he is defaulting. 

FOf"e8t rights.-The ryots used to obtain stones and timber for agricultura.i purposes 
free of charge. Now they are levying fees on some villages and on some people. The 
estate charges fees for podu cultivation on the hills. 

Pancha!lats.-The panchayats must be given the power to sell the land in case of 
arrears of rent. The communal lands and the porambokes must be under the control 
of the panchayat or the Government. 

The griefJance, Of the SafJaras.-The zamindar puts the Savaras to great hardships. 
(1) A levy is made in the name of the • konda Padri • tamarind, pumpkins, honey, 

ginger and ghee are being collected. Permits are granted and taxes are being 
collected on redgram and millet. 

(2) The Bavaras prepare bamboo mats, baskets, etc. It is said that the zamindar 
alone should purchase these. He purchases them for one anna and sells them 
again to merchants at 6 annas. 

(3) Free and compulsory labour is exacted from the Savaras. They must work free 
in the lands of the zamindar. If they fail to work, they will be beaten r 

'B'ASIMXOTA ESTATE. 

Peshkash 
Total rent roll 

... BS. 4. P. 

... 10,408 12 1 
24,630 5 11 

Witness 35: Mr. Ma.Jla Jagsnnatham, aged 40, SomaJingapalem village, Kasimkota 
Estate . 

.Rem.-The rate charged is Rs. 10 or &. 11. There is Government land nearby and 
the rates are leBSer by Re. 4 per acre. Pattas are med to show the increment. 

Irrigaticm.-The division of water is under the ryots; but whenever disputeR 
arise the Estate's representatives interfere. The ilTigation sources were rapaired when the 
estate WII8 under the Court of Wards in 1900. TiIlI928, there were no more repairs to U.e 
water-eouroes. The tank bUIlds must also be repaired. 
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Miacellaneo'U8.-In communal lands the ryots must have the rights. They must have 
. free access in forests for grazing the cattle, for taking dry wood. The rights in trees must 
be with the ryots. The repairs to ta.nks must be done by the Government through the 
Public Works Department. 

Exhibit 120 patta-
Malupa.ka-No. 12 Pa.tta.-

Fasli 1271 
Fasli 1309 

Fasli 1315 

.. 
• DiffereDce Ro. 130-8-7. 

BB. A.. P. 

*445 2 5 
*575 11 0 

*668 12 0 

• lJilfereDC8 between f .. 1is 12?1 aocI1316 Is R .. 223-9-7. 

Patla No. 19-Ma.lupa.ka--

Fa.sli 1308 
Fasli 1284 

Patta No. 7-

Fasli 1275 
FasIi 1341 

pattaNo.5-

Fasli 1342 
FasIi 1269 

.. 

Difference 

. . 
Differen<;e 

Difference 

Piahinikada-Patta No. 69-. . , 

Fasli 1312 
Fasli 1314 

Patta No. 39-

Fasli 1291 
Fasli 1268 

Excess 

Difference •• 

114 11 4 
77 11 0 

36 15 8 

117 8 0 
152 8 0 

35 0 0 

269 10 0 
136 0 8 

133 9 4 

463 
5 10 3 
1 4 0 

7 12 0 

580 

2400 

Witness 34, Lanka Sanjeeva Baal LandIOl"d, Kasimkota Division. 

Imgation Sources.-No repairs to the water-sourceti. The tanks am silted. From 
1923, the tanks am spoilt owing to non·repair. 

Renl8.-There is difference between the present rates and the paima.sh rates, e.g., 
in 1862 A.D. for No. 55 patta the rent wa.s Rs. 23. The present rate is Rs. 33. 

The witness said that the Government rates should prevail. 

. Special courl8.-For settling di.putes arising in tl:e Estate Land Act there must be 
special courts. There must be in the nature of' Sl!roroary courts. There should Dot be 
stamp duty for ordinary ca.ses oovered by this Act. ' 
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PATA TEJrXAIJ ESTATE. 

Witness 21 and Witness 3, Badi Venkatasa. Reddi Nayudu, Ravi Val_ v.llage, Patha 
Tekkali Estate . 

.Rem.-The settlement took place in 11129, 1932 and 1933. Prior to the settlement, the 
prevailing system was the gutta system. There used to be the anchana, ryot war. The. 
anchana was made by the persons sent by the zamindar. The share of tl.e mm.ndar was 
in the ratio ofl6: 14 (i.e., if the total is 30 garces, the zamindar's share was 16 garces and the 
ryot's share was 14 garces). 

Peebkash is Re. 9,621-2-10. 
Rent-roll is Rs. 41,238-15-9. 

ForeBI right.-The estate has forests near .. Ravi Valasa". In the fol'<'.sts tl.ey used 
to give Jioenoe to take dry sticks. They do not give licence for cutting woed for ploughs. 
The zamindar charges also fees for stones at the rate of 12 annas for big "IZe stLDes per 
cart-load. 

Imgation.-The .. Padmanabha Sagar" must be repaired. 

Witness 4: Polaki Ramakrishnamma. 

Witness 5: Mr. Egalla Appa &0, Penturu village, Patha Tekkali E.tate. 

Irrigation BOUI'Ce8.-The Padmanabha Sagar must be repa:red. TI.e ryot. I ad been 
petitioning for its repair for the last 10 years. With no avail 15,000 acres w!l be .n.gated 
if the tank is repaired. We (ryots) petitioned to the Colleotor also but Ie <lUld not do 
anything. 

MBMOP.ANDUM 011' THlII RrOTS. 

Pancloayal8.-The pancbayats must look to the collection of rents. TJ e r.gl:.t 01 
distribution of water must also vest in them. A separate irrigation fund mUbt be .tarred. 
The zamindari should pay II annas in the rupee towards this amount. 

Right to catc1lflsh.-The Khandra caste men of Tekkali talnk complain tI.at tJ . ., zanim
dar is taxing the 1ish caught by them heavily. For a long time they enjcycd tL.. nght 
freely. The zamindar should be dissuaded from levying the tax. 

Tma Z.uo:NDABNI'S lliMOl!.&NDA. 

Foresl8.-Grazing areas are free except in reserve hills and forests. Weld &l.d otber 
things are allowed With special permission as also for green manure. The I..JJs and forests 
entirely belong to the mmindaJi. 

BARUVA ESTATE. 

The total number of proprietary estates in the Ganjam (now Vizagapatam) distnct 
sre 47. These estates originally 30 in number were created by the subdivision of the 
Haveli or Government lands in 1803 and 1804 and were permanently assessed after the 
model of the permanent settlement which was introduced in Ben,,"1lo1 in 1799. The Gov
ernment lands at Chicacole, were first subdivided by Mr. Cherry, the then Collector, into 
29 estates and were sold subject to a pennanent quit-rent to the highest bidder in 1803. 
In 1804 the Haveli lands of Northern Ganjam were sold by public auction in a similar 
manner, having been subdivided into ten proprietary estates. Most of the estates were 
however over-assessed and gradually returned back to the Government. 

The B_tl" Estaf6-(Norlhsm diflision. of GGn;aml.-The Barnva Estate lies on 
'he sea coast about 80 miles BOUth of Berhampnr. It has a popnlation of 9,171 and has 
recently been subdivided into Barnva and Petta. The estate contains extensive planta
tions of coconut trees and palmyra, and a good deal of coconut oil is manufactured in the 
neighbourhood. Barnva is one of the seaports of Ganjam. The yearly quit-rent is 
Rs. 7,SOO. The estate lies in the jurisdiction of the Sompet sub-magis'rate. whioh is f, 
miles from Baruva. 

OOK. B. PAlIT n-9 
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'£he total income of the estate, Re. 22,244-9-5, while its peshkash is Rs. 3,803-11-8. 
'The following evidence is tendered before the Committee:-

Witness No.8, Tep'pala Punnayya, President, Barnva Sanga, Baruva. 

This witness along with others had petitioned for survey and settlement, because 
they could not bea;r the hardship of one-third rates, i.e. (Tribagi rates) (TRmAGI) • 
. Since the settlement Was over the assessment was fixed at Rs. 15,369.--12-0. 

After the survey and settlement, the amount of assessment was enhanced by Rs. 5,000. 
An appeal was filed to the Board of Revenue. Compromise was effected at Rs. 15,000, 

MEMORANDUM. 

The gTieoance8 of the ryofs.-(l) Rent per acre is Re. 30, while the yield per acre 
js Rs. 20 alone. . 

(2) The manager of the estate does not repair the tank branching from the. river. 
(3) There must be statutory provision for the remission of rent as in ryotwari 

"villages. 
(4) MaJukdar has encroached On the communal pasture-lands by converting 

it into a cultivable land; thus destroying the grazing facilities. 
(5) The Banjar ryots (waste land) have dug a channel running from the Mahend

rathenaya river to improve the irrigation facilities and the proprietor demanded a royalty 
;in addition to the rent stipulated in the patta. Suits were filed and the decree of the 
.court was against the proprietor levying a royalty. Then the proprietor cut out the chan
.nel which the Banjar ryots have dug, at their own expense; thus cultivation is made 
impossible. 

The Ma!uqdar's eflidence or answer to fir8t que8tionnaire. 

He agrees with the views expressed by the landholders' association. He said that 
-the estate had the sole right in water-rights in the estate and that water-supply is regulated 
hy a contract between the tenants and the estate. 

Witness No.7, D. Lakshminarayana, cultivator, Barnvapeta village, residing at 
Baruva, Sompeta taluk. 

The Baruva estate was granted to the "J arada family" in the year 1848 for 99 
years on a long lease. The said family is enjoying the estate with all proprietary rights. 

The grieoance8 of the ryots.-(l) The communal lands are also cultivated thereby 
-depriving the grazing facilities of the ryots. 

(2) When stones are quarried in the neighbouring hill the estate officials are taking 
-civil and criminal action. The stones are required by the ryots for building purposes. 

(3) The commutation rates were too high and they must be reduced. According 
to the present level of prices, rent should be Re. 1 or Rat 1-8-0 per acre. . 

(41 The katta for th.e river Mahendrathanaya was washed away and water faci-
1ities have disappeared. 

(5) The communal lands were used for purposes of cultivation. The ryots com
plained against this in 1934. The Government took note of the> complaint and they 
-said they will enquire. Previously they used to take Rs. 18-14-{) up to the year 1893. 
Now they have doubled the rates. 

The conditions Of under-tenants.-The ryots are having under-tenants. This witness 
is of the opinion that the ryot and under-tenant should share in equal proportion. The 
witness is also of the opinion that the zamindar's share should be one-sixth of the net 
produce. 

Tappa Lakshmanayya and Bandalu Lakshminarayana, President and Vice-President 
of the Zamin Ryots' Association of Baruva and Peta Estates. 

1. The Government should investigate into the origin and history of the estates of 
-Sri Kakulam· division, especially those created on a long-term lease after the permanent 
.iJettlement. 

2; The income of the estate was Re. 45,000. The peshkash to the Government given 
'was Re. 7,800. 

S. Wate'-80urces.-Thecanal from the river Mahendrathanaya had been long 
neglected and crops are failing due to insufficiency of water. The Government should 
make the necessary repairs and recover the amount from the zamindar. . 

• Communal lands.-The village communal lands must be given away for the use' of 
ihe village community and the village panchayats must control it .. 
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SIRIPURAM ESTATE. 

HIsTORIOAL INTRODUOTION. 

This is a proprietary estate carved out of the Havelly land and sold by auction in 1802.
It was bought by the Raja of Vizianagaram. After passing through some hands the .. 17"",
gaM family" purchased it (relations of the Raja of Bobbili) and it beoame the property 
of Inuganti Rajagopala Roo. The same gentleman is the proprietor of the three estates of 
(1) Mantena, (2) Ungarada, (3) Kintali, to which he succeeded as the reversioner, after the 
death of Sitayamma, wife of Inuganty Rayadappa . 

.Il'he present holder ofthe estate is Inuganty Surya Rao. 

Sirip1U8JD .. 
Ungarada 
Mantilla 
XintaJi 

-. 
RENT. 

l'eIhkll8b. 
8S ..... P. 

8,343 9 0 
1,491 11 4 
6,976 14 6 
6,8318 6 

Intome, 
88. .... P. 

22,831 1 9 
4,895 9 2 

30,777 7 2 
89,909 14 8 

The majority of the villages are not surveyed and so no reliance can be placed on the 
Amarkam accounts. The rate of rent varies from Rs. 4 to 12 in the Siripuram EBtate 
for the wet land. For the dry land the rate varies from Rs. 2 to 7 (Venkatarayanigudem). 

In Kintali estate the rate for wet land varies from Rs. 20 to 24 under Nagava11i river 
irrigation. In certain lands which are under tank irrigation, the rates are slightly less. 

In Mantina Estate there is one patta of wet land which iB charged at RB. 31-12-0 per 
acre. In dry land there are two pattas which are charged at Rs. 10-5-0 per acre and 
Rs. 25 per aore (Mantina Village, Mantina Estate). 

In Ungarada Estate, the rate for wet land varies from Rs. 4 to 18 except on patta on 
which Rs. 36 is charged. 

No illegal cesses are levied, exoept the land ceBS, education ceSB; and in certain villages 
the maramat contribution is paid by the ryots. Water rate is charged also for the second 
crop, 

The ryots' grievances as ga.thered from the Ryots' memorandum-:-
(1) The District Collector should give due consideration to the representation of the 

ryots and village panchayats. The collection of rent should be handed over to the pancha
yats of the villages. 

(2) The Provincial Governments should have the power to effect the required repairs 
in time, in cases where the zamjndar fails to do the same. . 

(3) The rates of Rs. 4, to Rs. 9 is also high. 
(4) There must be yearly zamabandi. 
(5) Special courts known as .. ltenarant Courts" holding sittings in Villages should 

be constItuted in the interests of the zamindar and the ryot. 
(6) No stamp duty should be levied in suits arising under the Estates Land Act

these being treated as petitions. 
(7) The instalment months of the rent payment should be changed. 
(8) The rste of rent is high-reason-the unit of land (garce) is not 3 acres in 

extent as it has been stated to be but only 2 acres or 1 acre in some cases, the a.ctual ra.te 
per acre comes to Rs. 35, the actua.l yield per ga.rce being only 15 putties which is less 
thlUl one garee. Rupees 72 per garce is still forcibly collected while the price of the 
paddy comes to Re. 50 only at the time of the harvest. 

Witness No. 42, exhibit No. 126, paragraph 34. 

It is an important question to find out how the present rentals have come into 
existence. It is beyond all doubt that, in ancient times, there were no money rentals. 
It is stated that the land revenue wa.s levied by all Hindu Government in the shape of 
a proportion of the gross produce fixed according to the different capacities of the soils 
and the value of products and wa.s usually ta.ken in kind. (Page 52 of the MlUlual of 
Information for Madras Presidency.) 

The first beginnings of the chlUlge from the mere levy of a sbare of the grsin to 
• regularly 88Il6SBed land revenue may fairly be trsced to the Emperor Akbar's settlement, 
'Which began in the Northern India in 1571. The general principles of Akbar's settlemen~ 
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,were the measurement of the land by an imperial standard, the division of soils into three 
classes and the calculation of the average value of the produce upon an average of the 
prices of nineteen years. The Government share of the produce was fixed at one-third 
(page 54, paragraphs 13 and 14). Later on, a succeeding Emperor more grasping, fixed 
~he Government share at one-half of the produce. (VidE! page 300, Fort St. George 
proceedings, 1908.) 

., At a later date, a.nother great settlement was' carried out by the Muhammadaxik:inga 
of the Deccan; but that was a copy of Akbar's settlement. The measures thus inau"aurated 
might have been introduced by the Muhammadans in those parts of Southern India 
which came under their rule. These paragraphs show how money rentals were ~tro
duced. The classification of the land into dry, garden, and wet which still continues 
in the proprietary states points to the settlement a.bove. But with the decline of the 
Moghul Power, it is doubtful that the fixity of assessment thus introduced was not inter
fered with. In the anarchy that prevailed, greedy and avarici6lisfarmers and collectora 
of revenue disturbed the system and introduced all sorts of changes. ,The ancient sha.ring 
system with a.nchana or estimate of crops was re-introduced with other cha.nges. 

KOTA URATTA ESTATE. 

EaTly history.-This estate originally belonged to the "Sagi family." The wife of 
the Ra.ja. of Tuni purchased it and sold it to her only daughter wbo at the time of her 
death willed it in favour of her husband, Sree Raja Chintalapati Suryanarayana Rajn 
Garn. He died in 1930, leaving a. will in favour of his foster son who was a. minor then. 
Re died in 1934, in the period of bis minority. 

Now there are rival claimants to the estate. They are:-
(i) Chintalapati Ramamurti Garn (minor, represented by his father a.nd guardian)_ 
(ii) Chintalapati Seinhadri Garu,' Chintala.pati Narayanamurti Garn. ' 

The memorandum submitted for this esta.te was prepared by the Receiver of the 
estate; K. l'a.pa. Rao Pantulu Garn. He was appointed on 30th March 1935. This esta.te 
is a proprietary estate held under a. sanad' 

The peshkash is Rs. 14,434-4-9 a.nd the total rent-roll is Rs. 51,022-15-10. 
Rates of rent . .,-Avera.ge works up to, Rs. ,5-15-0 to Re. 2-,-6-10 on 'dry lani\.q. From 

Rs. 12-4-0 to Rs. 5-10-9 on wet lands . 
. , ' After the estate came into the hands of a proprietor, there was no attempt to enhance 
the rates of rent for the past 50 or 60 years. 

In 1918, an attempt to survey the Chalab lands was made (lands on the hill slopes)., 
After survey there was a proposal to levy rent, but the ryots protested. 

The Tahsildar of N arasapatam was, put as Commissioner and he proposed the rate& 
to be levied on the lands. They ranged from As. 10 to Rs. 1-2-0 per &cre. 

FOTests.-ToIIs are levied on. head-loads' and cart-loads of fuel. ,The totai forest 
revenue is Re. 1,000 per year on the average. 

TABLA ESTATE. 

THIll HIsTORY 01' TIDiI ZAMlNDABI.' 

The Tarla zamindari is in the subdiVision of Ganjam. TJ-;e number ofvillages are about 
60 covering an area of 62 square miles with a population of 24,118 ; the Tarla family origin
ally came from Nagpur and entered the services of the King of Or ssa. TIe first zamindar's 
father is said to have been killed in a battle at Kanchi (Conj", veram) and upon the return 
of Purushotham Gajapathi Deo, from ris expedItion to tie SLUth, le made over the Tarl ... 
Estate to his son Sadasena Soar, in A.D. 1436. (Vide Ganjam D.strict ManUal, page 23.) 

The p3shkssh i~ Re. 3,406-10-0 and the total rent-roll.s Rs. 1,06,936-9-6. 

RIIIN'l'II. 

Between the yeaTS 1918-1919, the ZalDlndar of Tarla, fixed arbitrarily the following; 
reilts :-

Brahmana Thil.rla 
Bantu Kottur' •. 
Lakshinipuram ' .. 

BII. 

4500 
3,!IuO ' 
36,10' 
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Due to fall in price of food-grain, many of the ryots have alienated their lands; some 
ba.ve emigrated to Rango~n. 

(2) Irrigatirmfacilitiea-
No permanent and substantial l'f"pairs were done to the tanks. The present owner 

oftbeestate (Tabra Patta Rani) &Cupted tonpa.rthe water sources oftheviUagesof 
Addupronu and Chintagaya, prov,d~d tle ryots w~re w.lIir.g to pay an enl.anced rent of 
Rs. 1,400 (original being Re. l,20lJ). The ryots pa.d t1.e amc.unt but t1.e water sources 
were not repall'lld. 

WEST SHERMAHAMADPURAII ESTATE. 

EABLY HISTORY. 

The . entire estate of Btern:alarr.adpuram orig;nally belonged to a Nawab.The 
British Government aucticned.t fer arturs d peslka.h and was purcl:ased by the Godey 
family of Vizagapatam. The la.st holder Ank.tam Venkata Bl.anoji Rao, sold the Estate 
in two portions in the year 1930 to h,s cred:.tors v.z., (1) The Perlas of V,zianagram and 
(2) Akellas of V,zagapatam. The Weflt. BI erJr.alamadpuram is under Bree Abila Bubbalak. 
shmamma Gam, the guardian and mother of two minor children. 

The peshkash is Rs •. 8,112-0-9 and the income is Rs. 36,311-9-4 (total demand). 
The area is 7,445 acres (2,736 wet; 4,709 dry). 

BU1t.VEY AND BlITTLEllBN'r OJ' RENT. 

During 1902-1906 the estate had been surveyed and the rates of rent fixed. The rent; 
rates for dry goes up to Rs. 10. The rates for wet goes up to Rs. 18. 

The above rates were fixed acco~ding to the yielding capacity of the several clas_ 
of land. 

Wa8Ie land under cultivation since 1908-1,186 acres, roughly. 

Irrigation 801WCU.-Forty-six tanks and irrigation channels. 

EAST SHERIIAHAIIADPU'RAJ[ ESTATE. 

EARLY HISTORY. 

This estatewal! purchased for 8 lakhs in August 1930 in favour of tie Executrix Sri 
Perla Annapooma.mma Garu. 

&TBS OJ' RBN'l'. 

Two olasaifications in dry land from the point of view ohents. 
(1) Dry lands yielding ragi, maize, ground-nut, vari~s from Re. 1 to Rs. 0 per scre. 
(2) Dry lands yielding chillies and tobacco, the rents go up to Rs. 10~ 

Wet land.t.-Manavari (rain-fed) wet land Re. 1 to Rs. 0, tank-irrigated Rs. 0 to Re. 16. 
The e ltisting rates of rent have been the same since the year 1901. 

Peahkaala.-Rs. 11,232-9-9. Rent-rou_Rs. 48,183-13-3. 

Iniption 1OVn:ea.-There &ore 92 tanks big arid small in all the 13 Villa.ges. 1'1_ 
are, besides. 2,500 irrigation wells. 

Surver.-In 1901, priva.te survey of all the 13 Villages was made. 

RyOTS' l'dD!:0BAlQ)4. 

(i) &te of rent; wet, Re. 10 and dry, B.s. 10. 
(ii) The big tank at Bhermabama.dpur got breached ten years ago and is not repa.iretl 

since. Due to lack of repwrs to irrigation sources, crops &ore i&iliDg. 

Witness No. 76, Evidence of Pydi Varabalu of Fareed Peta.h. 
The tankll bue been affected by the oyclone of 1923 and there had been no repairs tc. 

ii since. 

COM. B. P4BT u-lO 
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PANDURU KALLAVARAM ESTATE. 

Early lli8torg.-The Panduru Mallavaram Estate was carved out in 1875 out of the 
Kota Uratla E.tate which prevIOUS to the permanent settlement formed part of the Kasim
kota Ravelli. Rao Bahadur C. V. S. Narasimharaju Garu acquired this estate after 1915 
by purchase and exohange. 

Peshkash 
Rent-roll 

RS. A. 1'. 

791 4 8 
4,303 10 10 

Bent.-The average dry rate per acre is Re. 3-9-0. The maximum rate charged is 
R.o 5. 

In fasli 1321 the minimum rate charged per acre was As. 10-6. 

OeB8eB paid by the rgotB.-(I) The ryots pay" Pasuvala PuIladu "at the rate of 4 annas 
per head of cattle. Trus levy was made even in 1890 when the estate was under the Court 
of Wards. 

(2) The ryots who cultivate sugarcane give one atchu (100 lb.) or i atchu (50 lb.) 
of jaggery to the propnetor, according to the area under cultivation. 

WIJ8te land, /J8Bigned for cultivation.-Since 1908, 75 acres 36 cents were assigned for 
cultivation. 

Survey.-Private survey was made of only cultivated lands. 
ForeBt8.-There is a small shrub jungle. Fees are levied on firewood and charcoal, 

grazing fees are charged on cattle, goat .and sheep. . 

SIDDESWARA.M ESTATE. 

Early histarg.-This estate consists of one village and three hamlets. This is a sub
'divided estate from the original estate of Chipurupalle. This estate was purchased on loth 
April 1865 by Yarram,lli MalIikarjunudu from Va.sa.nta Ra.o Achuta Narasinga Rao. The 
estate fell into the hands of Doctor C. Mallick (Chatrai, Mallika.rjuna Rao) by the will of 
Y. Mallikarjuna Rao in 7th Janu,ary 1880. _ 

Rent-. 

Peshkash 
Rent-roll 

Dry-Varies from Rs. 3-12--0 to B.s. 5--13-0. 
Wet-Varies from Rs. 6--6-0 to B.s. 6--12-0. 

RS. A. 1'. 

73 10 0 
1,444 1 4 

The soil is sandy being co~tal. The total demand on the estate is only Rs. 1,383-0-2. 

PAClDPENTA ZAmNDARI. . ' 
ORDINARY KBANDAlII. 

. Introduction.-This was sold by the Rani Saheb of Kottam to the father of the presen' 
llOl,der B. S. lIfa.hadeva Sastry. . " . 

~f ... 

Peshkash 
Rent-roll 

Rent.~For part of land. 
Dry-Re. 1 to Rs. 3. 
Wet-R •• 5 to Rs. 10. 

~. 

The existing rates are prior to 1908. 

•• 
RB. A. 1'. 

250 11 1 
8,859 13 5 

lrrigation.--Oix tanks in jirayati villages and eleven tanks in mokhasa villages and 
ifJ'p'e. chanuelin the jirayati field. The tanks are in good condition. 

ForeBtB.-The forest is not thick and the area is about 5,000 acres and the whole 
is unreserved. r.l!e~ is fee chruged for fuel, timber taken, tamarind and soap-nuts. 

0' The tenants of the estate are--shown -alight concession in forest' 'produCf:l taken fol' 
-domestio Bnd agriculturaJ purposes. 

,~_ - ~. .. . , • , ,fi 
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JAyAltlJlllRIltA ESTATE. 

Memorandum o/the ryotB.-This estate is in Parvatipuram taluk, Vizagapatam district. 
'This estate was a mokhasa vlllage, now converted into a Zamindari estate. The grievancee 
-of the ryots of this estste are :- • 

(1) the water-sources are not repaired; 
(2) the zamindar is attaching both movable and immovable property for the recovery 

of arrears of rent; 
(3) the rent-rates are very heavy and they should be brought on a level with the rates 

found in the neigh bouring vlllages. 

THE GANGAPUR ESTATE ALSO KNOWN AS THE LAltSHMlPURAJ[ 
ESTATE. 

Inlroduction.-The Lakshmipuram estate has been formed out of the Kuppili estate. 
'The Kuppili estate was partitioned in 1923. The Lakshmipuram estate which consists of 
twenty VIllages was separately registered in the Collector's ~fti.ce. 

Ra/.e8 0/ renl.-

Peshkash 
Rent-roll 

Wet f,and is divided into three classes-

BS. A. P. 

3,494 3 8 
13,745 12 7 

(i) First class wet lands yielding paddy and sugar-cane Rs. 10 to Rs. 12 per acre. 
(ii) Second class Rs. 6 to Rs. 8 per acre. .. 
(iii) Rain-fed wet lands Rs. 3 to Rs. 6. . 

Dry f,and8.-
First class producing ragi and gingelly, etc., Rs. 3 to Rs. 6. 
Garden and pasture lands, As. 12 to Rs. 2. 

Agrahaltlm and inam f,and8-
Dry-Re. 1 to Rs. 3. 
Wet-Rs. 4 to Rs. 8. 

Irrigalion.-'l·here are 38 tank. and the estate is maintaining them an.·they are in 
.good condition. No tank-beds I,ave been assigned fOI cultivation. 

Surtoty.--'lhere had been a private .urvey in all the twenty villages olthe estate 

SANTA LAltSHMIPURAM: ESTATE. 

Points.-

Peshkash 
Rent roll 

RS. A. P. 

1,191 1 1 
12,840 7 4 

(1) Rate of rent should be similar to that of the ryotwari villages. 
(2) The power of distraint should be withdrawn from the zamindar and vested ill 

the Revenue department. 
(3) The zamilldar should bear the entire cost ofsurvey. 
(4) The right over trees in porambokes should be vested in the panchayats. 
(5) The right to repair tanks should be vested with the Government, Public Works 

Department. 
(6) Land courts should be started to try oases arising out of the Estates-Land Act 

and stamp duties under this Act must be reduced. 

Prior to 1908, the zarnindar was exacting heavy rents in kind. The ryot. filEd a 
oommutation suit and it was decidEd that they should pay a cash rent ranging from Rs. 25 
to Rs. 36. This rent was too heavy and the ryots fell in arrears for which their h(,ldings 
were sold away and thus many of the ryet. were deprived of their lands. The ryots request· 
the Government to make the zarnindars follow the Government rates of rent only; further 
.he should be made to return back all the lands purchased by him belonging to. the ryots 
in lieu of arrears of rent. • 



• 
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RAVADA ESTATE. 

Peshoash 
Rent roll 

The grievances of the ryots in this estate are :-

BS. A. P •. 

3,751 10 2 
6,899 2 2 

(1) The tanks of the village are badly in nEEd ofrepairs . 
. (2) Even when there is total failure of orops full rents are oollected. 
(3) The lands must be surveyed and a fair rent fixed as found in the adjoining villages_ 

Wit1le88 No. 69, Vemraju Rama Rao, Ravada Estate, Anakapalle talnk 

Ezhibit8 filed-Petitions to the .Receiver and the Sub-Collector about the suit in th~ 
tanks •. 

TILARU ESTATE. 

Peshkash 
Rent roll •• 

BS. A. P. 

3,556 3 2 
31,544 14 11 

The following are the grievances mentioned by the ryots :-

Witness No. 70, Mantri Dalem Nayudu, aged 36, Tilaru jlsiate. 

Rent ratu-Patta No. 74--The kist has increased "ince 1905. This witness has fiJe~ 
what he has to say in the shape of exhibits. 

For every three yards square, rent of As. 8 will be charged on cattle-shed on, 
agrioulturallands. 

GOPALAPURAlrI ESTATE. 

Hi8lory of the estate.-This estate was sold for arrears of peshkash and was purchased, 
by Addamanugu1a Venku Bamamma Garu and she subsequently endowed it to Sree X:odanda-
Ramaswami. . 

• 
The following are the ryots' grievances :-

Water factlitiu.-Not satisfactory. Continuously 'for the last five years, the~ 
are no orops in wet lands . 

.Rent8.-Rents are levied according to the rates that were existing before. There i&-
no survey made as yet. '. 

Peshkash 
Total rent .... 

This estate is in the hands of a trustee. 

Number of village8.-103-

Total arable ground 

Uncultivated .• 

BS. A.. P. 

3,52711 0 
11,45710 0 

. .. 11,067 Garces • 
1,103 Low groUnd 
2,712 High .. 

3,816 Garoes 

1,763 Low ground! 
5,661 High .. 

Cultivated •• 7,424 

Remains gross Jummab to the Zamindaries-Rs. 60,863 
TwoothiJdsof it-Rs. 40,674 
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MADGOLE ESTATE. 

The Madgole Zamindari classed among the hill Zamindaries, and it exhibits a soil 
and situation for agrioulture, perhaps not to be surpassed in any part of the division of 
Vizagapatam. This Zamindari is one of the most valuable landed estates in the Circar.s . 

• 
Among the many usurpations of the Pooaapaty Family, Madgole formed the principal 

objeot of their avarice and ambition. With the aid of the oompany's troops, he invaded 
the low lands of this zamindari, under the pleas of enforcing his just claims to tribute lionel 
allegiance. But the unhealthiness of the olima.te very suocessfully counteracted the superio
rity of the military talents and discipline and Viziarama Raju, found this Zamindari not 
an advantageous aoquisition. 

After the death of Viziarama Raju, the oompany restored this zamindari to Jagannath 
Bhoopathy, to whioh he succeeded as representing his u.ncle Lingiah Bhoopathy who died 
without legitimate issue. 

WhenJagannath Bhoopathyreturned to Madgole, frombis exilein Jeypore country. 
the oountry was greatly depopulated and showed no signs of wealth. So loans became 
necessary for carry,ing on the oultivation as well as paying the early demands ofthe Govern
ment. 

Pesbkash for Madgole 
Rent roll 

BS. A. P. 

28,784 0 0 
2,25,794 0 0 

Witness No. 36, Pangi Ramanna, residing at Elagoda mutta, Dharalapalli village, 
Madgole estate. 

This zamindar is in Jeypore estate. There is compulsory labour and the Muttadar 
extraots it. 

Witness No. 37, Mande GaIuvuIu, Darelu village. 

This witness also oomplains of vetti labour. Further he adds that the servants of 
mu,ttadar take illegal exaotions, viz., demand for a hen and Rs. 2; 

Witnees No. 3S, Somareddi Lachmudu, also complains of vetti labour. 

Witness No. 39, also complains of vetli labour. 

Witness No. 61, Karri Kamayya, Garudapalli village, Sanbramutta : "They compel us to 
render servioe in oonstruoting roads too without coolie. From the time of sowing 
the seed up to the harvest we do service ~otMuttadar.without any payment ... 

Exhibit 136, when money is paid towards kist fully, receipt is given for a lesser sum 
only. 

Witness No. 52, this witness, Garty Kistam Padamaohi, said that they want land in th& 
hi1Is for podu oultivation. That will satisfy them. 

Witness No. 53, GopaJ Bhoopathy Dev Varma, mokhasadar and president of the 
Ryots' Association, Madgole. 

The Madgnle zamindari is merged with the Jeypore estate for the last five or sil[ years. 
The estate of Madgole is under survey number; the estate is surveyed by the Government 
at the instance of the estate people. . 

The irrigation sources like tanks, etc., are dependant on se860nal rains; yet arrange
ments are being made to i n0re&8e the rents. There are no repailB to the tanks and the 
present kist itseifis too much. The present kist is :-

Wet rates for an acre-

Dry rates-

BS. A. P. 
780 

12 0 0 
20 0 0 

200 
40 0 

Forest8 and ~I!G_ pertaining /0 1lIem. -Before 1925, the· villagers user! to give 
Re. 10 or Re. 12 in a lump and used to get all the necessary timber for agricultural 
purposes, but now it has chaDgl!d. These are charging Rs. ,1-4-0 up to Re. ~1-I2-o for II> 

oan-load. 

0011. B. PART n-U 
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Before they used to charge a pie (Re. 0-0-1) for tamarind and now the rates have 
(lhanged and 0-1-0 one anna is levied for maund. 

There was no grazing fee before but now it is levied at the rate of As. 4, for Cows and 
.As. 1-6 for eheep. 

MO'flO1Jo11l3!lat£m oJ adda leaves.-The addaleaves were allowed to be taken away free. 
At present they are given on monopoly sYstem. All the adda leaves collected should be 
Bold to the mO'flO1JOlist. 

Pod1/, cultivation in the jorulB • 

(1) Each family gave As. 8 per land brought under cultivation irreapective of tht 
yield. 

(2) After five or ten years when podu land became less fertile, t.hey changed for 
another bit of area. 

(3) Podu land will not exceed ten acres at the most. 

(4) Podu cultivation in forest reserves is not al'owed. 

Irrigation 8O'Ut"cu.-The channels are not repaired. Only once in ten YEars, the tanks 
in a village will be repaired and it will take another ten years for the same village to get 
ite next turn for the repair. 

I'lUlm laMB.-The estate pEople wanted to convert the inam lands into jirayati 
land. Suits wert. instituted for this purpose by the estate pEople and the High Court 
deoided on appeal that the mam lands cannot be brought under the category of jirayati 
lands. 

Manager. Madgole Estate. 

Irrigation 6ources.-There is a riv~r channel and 279 tanks in the estates. About ten 
of them are in disrepair. The engineering staft consisting ofan overseer, DlBistri and a peon 
look after the tanks. The amount spent on irrigation works comes ro1ll!hly to 11 per 
cent of the derr.and on wet lands. -. 

The estate is under survey and the preparation of the' record of rights is under pre
paration. The cost of the survey is borne y the ryots and the Eamindar, according to 
the Estates Land Act. 

'[he .hare of the zamindar in the produce had been put between two-thirds and 
half the produce. . . 

Relationship between the ryot8 and the zamindar.-The rent is colleeted from. the ryots 
by the muttadars. The relationship between the muttadar and zamindar is such that 
the zamindar cannot deal with them independently to take action. 

There is fixity of rent and fixity of tenure. If the ryots complain about the increase 
in rent, it will be enquired into. 

The Mittadar colleots the rent from the agl'ncy tracts (Re. 6,071). The Mittadar 
must pay the amount fixed in the Sanad, he is bound to improve the Al,enoy Extending 
the oultivation. The zamindar has the right to levy the rent, but it does not necessarily 
mean that the zamindar should increase the rate of rent. 

In 1916, when the estate was under the Court of Wards Management, the Mittadar 
system was introduced. 

The monopoI1l3!lstem.-In the following oases the monopoly system is in vogue l

(1) Adda leaves in the whole district. 
(2) Timber passing through the jienabandu forest gate. 
(S) Seigniorage on the minor forest produce. 

The monopoly is not acting prejudicially to Hillmen becaUEe they can remOTe all 
forest produce free of Royalty for their domestio and agricuJt.urai purpOEes except trees 
whose girth is above two feet. 
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The Raja is the owner of all the hills and forests. 

The monopoly system is not working against the interest of the hillmen. Where there 
are complaints as to the prices of products sold to the monopolist, the chief officer uses 
his discretion in looking after such complaints • 

• 
The monopoly system has benefited the hillmen because it has become a source of income 

to them and each man made a dc<X'nt amount of money. 

Hillmen and pod", cullivalion.-Podu is a certain portion of the forest reserved by 
turns and dry orops are raised in it. The hillmen do not go for llat lands at all. They 
prefur the slopes of hills where river streams gush through. The forest destruction was 
rampant. The timber produce dwindled. 

The podu cultivation does not restrain trade but stimulates it because ofthe No. 1 
removals. It provides labour for 50,000 men at the rate of six annas per day. 

The estate collects royalty as stated in the forest rules. 

Exhibit No. 28-Evi18 oj pod", c?lllivalion.-By Harris, Agent to the Governor, .June 
11113. 

Direct CIIWes--

(1) The springs below are dried up by this podu cultivation. 
(2) The soil on the podu land is washed away. 
(3) Valuable timber is lost for the sake of less valuable crop of grain. 

Indirect CIIWe8-

(1) It causes heavy Hoods bolow the rivers. 
(2) The hot weather supply of water to those rivers diminishes and thus reduces 

watsr for second-crop cultivation. 
(3) It brings down heavy silt into the tanks and makes them useless. 

J.ro"Rl1PAM ESTATE. 

Number of villages .. 
Total arable ground .. 
Uncultivated _ . 

Total cultivated 

Remains Gross Jummah to Zamindaris 
Two-thirds of it is 

66 
4,600 garces. 

906 
2,727 L 

968 H 

3,696 garces. 

Re. 
26,210 
16,806 

Early His!ory.-Tradition has it that the estate was originally given on the usual feudal 
tttnure by Raja Visvambara Deo I of Jeypore (1672-76) to an Oriya naDl<'d Sanyasi Dora, 
with the title" Vairicherla " (Spear against the enemy) which is £till borne by its owners. 

In 1775, when the lesser zaJDindars'rose inrevoltagainst Sitaram Raju, brother and 
Dewan of the Raja of Vizianagaram, the head of the Kurupam faJDiIy, Sivaram Razu 
attacked the rear-guard of Captain Mathews and Sitaram Razu's forces, as they we~ 
marching to reduce Jeypore and to cut off its supplies. In the nen year, Sitarama proceeded 
to Kurupam and treacherously s£ized Sivaram and all his family at an entertainment at 
which he was a guest. He was confined at Gajpatinagaram and later on released on the 
intervention of Viziarama Razu. In 1778, Sivaram Razu bribed the Subedar stationed at 
Xurupam and entered it. In 17711, the forces of the company and Vizianagaram Razu 
marched against and retook Kurupam. Sivarama Razu died in 17114. 
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After the ba,ule of Padmanabham in which the .Raja of Vizianagaram was killed, tha
lesser zamindars rose in revolt against the company and the Kurupam fort was occupied 
by Venkata Raju, Zamindar of Marangi. He defied the company. Captain Cox marched 
against the pla.ce and the fort was occupied in April 1795 and destroyed. 

Captain Cox was pleacled with the help rendered by Sanyasi Razu, the young son of 
Sivarama Razu ou this occasion. Mr. Webb reported that his fa.mily "by their inHuenoo 
over the inhabita.nts helped grea.tly to a.ccelera.te in bringing the country under obedience." 
The estate wa.$ acoordingly ha.nded over to Sa.nya.si Ra.zu. In 1803, the permanent settle
mentw&s concluded with Sanyasi Raju. 

'The following is tho chronological list of events :-

1820-Dea.th of Sanyasi Razu and succession by Sita Rama Razu. 

183o-Death of Sitarama Razu and succession by Subhadramma •. 

1841-Dea.th of Subha.dramma a.nd succession by Suryanarayana Razu, an infallt, 

1841-57-Under the Court of Wards management. 

1891-Death of Suryanarayana Ram and succession by Virabhadra Razu. 

Suryanarayana Razu was a careful administrator and doubled the income of hi8 
property. He purchased the small estate of Chemudu, a fief of Jeypore which was 
.eized by Vizianagaram" and was later restored to its ancient owners in 1794. This 
estate was purchased in 1889. 

Virabhadra Razu, when he succeeded his father, was aged only 13 years and so the 
estate was managed by the Court of Wards till 1898. In 1906, he was granted the persona} 
title of Raja. 

This estate is now scheduled as an impartible estate and is also inalienable. 

The peshkash according to the sanad was Rs. 14,500 (4,142'36 Pagodas). 

At presentit is Rs. 14,145-12-11. 

Total rent roll amounts to Rs·. 1,28,912-1-3. 

The course of the enhancement of rent can be gleaned from the following facts 
tender6d in the evidence of witness No. 61. 

The joint patla No. 17 of Palem.-The original assessment was Rs. 90; in fasli 1313, 
it was raised to Rs. 182. In fasU 1.29; there was increment of As. 2 in the rupee and it was 
raised to Rs. 242. 

Joint palla of Ickada.-The cist in fasli 1312 was R:s. 59. It was divided into pattas 
4 and 5 and the assessment was incl'easeu to Rs. 92-1).:.11. 

Betwee~ the faslis 1312 and 1315, in anticipation of the introduction of the Estates 
Land Act, the zamindar rais6d the rents highly, by inlluencing the village karnams and 
the leading ryots of the village, by bringing into auction, the lands of the poor defaulting 
ryots. 

In the year 1929, the zamindar made a further enhancement of As. 2 in the rupee 
(vide Exhibit 142-A). 

The evil effecta of the high kiata.-(l) The net gain on the crop raised on the land being 
inRufficient, arrears of rent are accumulating every year. If this state of affairs continue, 
the ryots will abandon the villages and leave the lands uncultivated. The present total 
of arrears exceeds Rs. 6,000 or more and it should be written off. 

The rate of wet land per acre is between Rs. 25 and Rs. 30 and land are not capabl~ 
of producing more than one crop. The rate must be fixed with due regard to the yield it 
gives. . . . 

Irrigation sourcea.-There are 526 irrigation sources, tanks and geddaa maintained by 
,theestats. The tanks are neglected. The feeder cbannels are very~halIow. Tbechannel 
that supplied water to Ichada was damaged in 1923 A.D. by the cyclone and the estata 
has not repaired it. 

Waste lands.'"-Between fasli 1336 and lasli 1346, the extent of wasts land was 1,382 
acres. 
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Forut8.- The total area of the forest is 300 equare Dliles. The arEa of the reserved 
forest.is Ir,414.acxes. Seigniorage ftoes is charged 10r forest produce. Minor forest pro
duce like tamannd, myrabolum and adda leaves are leSEed OD contract. 

Grain re1.t8.-The rent is paid in Uain at the rate of seVEn to ten putties per acre of 
wet lands. )n 8r6E>haIipuram thele are a few holdings which give half their total yie-Id 
towald. the Ehare of e.tate. 8reeharipuram was pur(h&Eed in 0.8. No. 300 of 1897 in the 

District Munsif's Court, Rajam. 

CBIKATI ESTATE. 

HiatoMoaZ aooouonl of tlI8 Oliikalt eatate.-This estate has a population of 40,991, with 
an approXimate &rea of 109 square miles. It is in general open and well cultivated. 
It is watered by the Bahuda river. 

The number of villages are 129, and the country is divided into siX muttas :-

(1) Krishnapuram mutta containing 
(2) Bodo Polonka mutta containing 
(3) Jayantipuram mutta containing 
(4) Kotilingi mutta containing 
(5) l'atrapuram mutta containing 
(6) Tlatampara mutta containing 

Total 

15 villages. 
20 villages. 
21 villages. 
11 villages. 
19 villages. 
43 villages. 

129 

A King of Cuttack is said to have granted this zamindari to one Kasane, a 8irdar 
who conquered the country from the aboriginal wild tribes and built a furt in 881 A.D: 
(vide Ganjam :Manual, page 21). 

The present peshkash 
The present total rent-roll 

BS. A ••• 

33,143 6 " 
3,40,187 4 8 

The following information as regards the estate waB given in the oral evidence of witneslJ 
No. 11-

• 

This estate has been given in the past on Mustazari for the total sum of Re. 1,200. 
Each village contributed a fixed shale to the total amount. The patta for all the villages 
(26 in number) was joint. Now they granted individual pattas, otherwise known as survey 
pa.ttas • 

After the granting of the survey patta the rent has been enhanced. It has new como 
to Re. 2,300. The reasons adduced for increasing the amount were-

(1) The increase in the enent of the lands noticed in the survey. 

(2) The number of trees. 
(3) The change effected in the land; i.e., a partioular Bum being fired as rent for 6 

partioular land. Further there is increase in the rent per aore. The rent waa 
increased by Re. lor Re. l~ or even Re. 2. 

The zaDlindars used to do repairs to the tanks. The tanks in the village of the witney. 
are net repa.ired. Suits have been filed ag.inst the zamindar for the e%ecution of the, 
l'epairs to the tanks. 

The ohief complaint against the zamindar is: .. He would not do repairs to tanb, 
properly a.nd he has increased assessments." 

On darDlilla inams rent has been increased cent per cent. 
On dry land ragi and vegetables are grown. 

The differenoe between the Government ISllE'ssm"1lt and the Zamindar's _menii 
ia 60 per cent. 

001(. B. PdT u-li 
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l1&LAM ESTA.TE. 

Historical survey of Urlam estate.-The origina.l eana.d holder ,01 Urlam 'e&tM.e is 
Xannepale Venkata Kurmana.da Sa.rvatomukha S"mayajulu Garu. It was sold in publio 
.auotion fllr arrears of public dues and wa.s purchued by Blldhiraju Basavaraju ,Garll. 
After his daath, the estate plossed into the hands of llibhwk'lbmlomma Garll, wife of Basa va 
Raju Garu, and then passed to her daughter Viyaammah Garu. Mter her, the estate 
passed into the hands of Kandukllri B~se.va Raju Garu, grandson of Budhiraju Basavaraju 
Garu in the year 1855. 

Naxt K1.ndllkuri Viswanath Rao baing a minor, the COllrt of Wards assumed manage
ment. The ward died in his minority, after which, the wife of the minor ward, namely, 
Me.halakshmamma Garu mana.ged the estate. 

Next Kandllkuri Sanyasi Rao, the father of the present holder of the estate, got this 
estate by reversion but he died earlier tha:n Mahe.la.kshmamma. 

In the year 1912, the present holder of the estate and Ke.ndllkllri Lakshmi Prasada 
Rao Garll got it partitioned through the Collector of the district. 

Present peshka.sh 
Total rent-roll comes to 

BB. A. r. 
6,423 11 7 

33,e62 () II. 

The witnesses state that the tanks were not repaired for the last twenty-five years. 
'The zamindar has given notice that it is not necessary on his (zamindar'sl part to repair 
them. 

Oommutation 01 rent.-In 1910, suits were filed by the ryots for oommutatiOD of grain 
rents into money rents. This was done after the passing of the Aot I of 1908. 

Grazing fees.-On the waste lands of 120 aores area, the cattle used to have free grazing. 
But they are levying fees now. 

The 'CState is called Devidi and Mobogam estates. It comprises of 4. jirayati villag~ 

The soil is fenile; the Mobogam ohannel is considered to be a first-oia.ss source 
..,f irrigation. 

The answers furnished by the .. .amindar to the second questionna.ire are noted below :
. ]W,tes 01 rent-,-

BB. A. r. 
76 '" 0 per garce of wet laOO. 

4 8 0 per garoe of dry land. 

In the inam villages whioh am four in number, the rates are :-

13 to q 5 putties ef pa,dcly for 'Wet wul. 

Re. 13 to Re. 14 in the case of dry land. 

Local board ceB~es.--Once in three years, one and half of the local 
~ill be demanded by the estate from the ryots. 

, Oommutation of MIl.-In the year 1111.0, the ryots 1iI.oo before the Speoial Depnty 
-Colleotor of Chicaoole, commutation tJf l'eIIt suits. The {hurt tried !the issue whether 
commutation shoule! be allow.ed, and if so at what rate and from what fasli t 

At the 'time of the permanent settlement aBCI. mr 80IIle time suhsequentl,y.·.the rente 
were taken by the landholder by the division of the produce according io an established 
'MI>rammte. 

In Urlam village the landholder's share was IGlOO. 

In Kobagam village the landholder"s share was 15/38. 

In Chodavaram village the landholder's share WII8 15/30. 

And in the remai.rlng four viu&ges the Jandholder's share was 18/00. 
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The produce on whioh the rent was levied was not confined to wet paddy aJone as at 
:present but to all crops raised on the land including the dry crops. 

But after twenty-five or thirty years, this was supplanted by the system of fixed grain 
rents of paddy alene. 

The estate was using a measure which was one-twelfth greater than the present measure 
of a garce (1,800 seers of 80 tolas each). 

.is-
The total demand on the whole estate at important epochs of the history of the estate 

(1) Permanent 8ettlement time.-'103-2/3 garees of paddy and 5.23/30 garces of dry 
crops. 

(2) In. the day8 of Viyamma Ga,·u-1835-45roughly.-When fixed grain rents were 
introduced, it was 938-2/3 garces of paddy. 

(3) During the Oourt of Wards Iime.-950 garces of paddy. 

(4) The present (1912) demand.-981 garces of paddy. 

The ryol8' griwancu as given in the judgment of the special Deputy Collector _--

(I) The ellSstence of numerous mamooJs, e.g., the measurer's fees, mamool for the 
man spreading the grain on the fioor and Salagas, i.e., quantities of grain to indioate the 
.measure of grain. 

(2) The use of larger and unauthorized measures (:lIIobogam Kuncham). 

(3) Delay in the granting ofreoeipts for the amount paid. 

Remet!.ie&8ugge.sted by /Joe ;amindar for harmony between the tenanIB and the zamindar. 

I. rhe p8shkash is arranged to be paid in five instahnents in the months of October, 
December. January, Maroh and April. The months of Ootober and December are not 

-desirable because the ryots find it difficult to pay their rents in those periods as they are 
in the mid-harvest season. 80 the Government should cancel the Ootober and December 
periods and shift the same from January onwards to June. This will help all parties 
concerned. 

II. If the ryot will pay whatever produce he got ready at hand instead of the land
holder insisting upon money payment alone, there will be no reason for the ryot or landholder 
to experionce any difficulty whatsoever. This system of collecting rent is the happiest. 

III. Survey.-The leoal Government must issue orders for oompulsory survey. 
By the survey, each ryot'" extent in a. joint patta is known and when the patta is .epara.ted 
eaoh ryot will realize his responsibility. Further if the survey iii done, it will prevent 
encroaohments. By the survey the landholder and the ryot will know each other's position 

• better. The proportion of the oost of survey should be borne by the zamindar and the 
:ryot in equal proportion. 

ELLUUNCBILI ESTATE. 

(1) Ryots' memorandwn. 

(2) Peshkash and rent-roll. 

EIlamanohili estate of PaJlalagam firka, 8rikakulam taluk, Vizagapatam distriot. 

Peshkash 

Rent-roll 

BB. A. 1'. 

- 605 12 0 

•• 6,150 11 0 
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Rgots memorOJTula--

By Kalli Chinnababu. 

(1) The dry rates of Ea. 1-12-{) has been augmented (0 Rs. 10. 

(2) The five tanks and other sources of irrigation are in a state of diHcpair lor th& 
past seVen years. 

(3) The ""mind&. is harllSsing them with legal actions. 

Kalli Bayanna. of Chioa.cole taluk. 

(ll The dry rates from Rs. :I had been augmented in 1928 to Rs. 10; the ryots. 
appealed against this order of the Sub-Collectcr and it is pending. 

(2) The tanks badly need repairs. 

(3) The Government rates for both wet and dry lands should be adopted. 

(4) The estimates to repairs to tanks should pass through the Public Works Depart
ment and the hereditary rights of the village officers should be ll'.ainta;ned. 

Starting with the estate of Vizianagram, we have set out the evidence on both sides
for each estate with special reference to the written memoranda filed by both partie. 
:whenever they were so filed. The grievances of the ryots are generally the same with. 
regard to rates of rent, sources of irrigation forests, grazing facilities and ali other 
topics. 

Having considered all the oral and documentary evidence on both sides and also
the law as laid down in the enactments and by courts on the subject; we have arrived at 
general conclusions, all of which have been embodied in Part I, Chapters I to Xll. 

It is unnecessary to take every point stated by every witness and every document 
filed and make any attempt to comment upon details that have been recorded in this 
enquiry_ All the depositons of the witnesses, the written memoranda and the written 
answers given for the second questionnaire and all other oonnected matters have been· 
printed and included in the appendices which form part of this report. Therefore, all' 
the conclusions referred to in Part I under different chapters must be read as conclusions 
arrived at, at the end of this chapter based upon the evidence set out above with regarcl: 
to each one of the estates. 
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CHAPTER II 

RAJABMUNDRY CENTRE. 
t Pithapur. 11 Lakkavaram. 
2 Veeravaram. 12 Yerrampeta. 
8 Vangalapudi. 13 Tyajampudi. 
" Gangole. 14 Yellamanchili. 
.6 Jaggampeta. 15 Ka1avalapalli. 
6 Gollaproln. 16 Yernagudam. 
7 Vegayampeta. 17 Chall.pa.lli. 
8 Kesanakurru. 18 Talaprolu. 
9 Kapileswarapuram. 19 ChintaJapaduvontu. 

JO Nugur. 20 GollapaJJi. 

21 Mylavaram. 
22 G .. nna.varam, 
23 Musanur. 
2,l Kruttivennu • 
25 Kowthavaram. 
26 Chowdavaram. 
27 KatravaJapalIi. 
28 MunagaJa. 
29 GampaJagudem. 

Introduction.-In the Rajahmundry centre, estates belonging to various districts Rer.
tendered evidence before the Parliamentary Enquiry Committee. The districts that were St.tiatioal 
l"epresented were East Godavari, West Godavari and Kistna. ~:::..of the 

EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT. 

The present East Godavari district consists of thirteen talnks of which five are in 
the agency. The southern part of the district is flat, irrigated by the innumerable chan
lIels and canaJs branching from the Godavari river. There have been territoriaJ changes 
in the district in the early part of the decade. The new charge, called the .. Agency 
Division .. waa abolished with efiect from 16th October 1923. So the agency taluks of 
Badrachalam, Nugur, Polavaram, Chodavaram, and Yellavaram were therefore transferred 
to this district. The present East Godavari district is divisible into three distinct zones, 
viz., (1) delta, (2) upland and (3) agency. The deltaic portion consists of the AmaJa
param and Razole taluks and portions of the Cocanada, Ramachandrapuram and 
Rajahmundry taluks. The upland portion comprises the taluks of Tuni, Pithapuram, 
Peddapur!lm and portiona of the Rajahmundry, Cocanada and Ramachandrapuram taluks. 
The agency purtion comprises the Chodavarsm, Polavaram, Yellavaram, Bhadrachalam 
and N ugar taluka. The rainfall in this district is copious and during the latter part of the. 
year, cyclonic storma sometimes occur. 

According to the list of zamjndars, the East Godavari district consists of 74 estates 
pay'ng a total peshkash of Ra. 6,39,160 roughly. The total rent-roll for the district comes 
to R •. 23,04,690 roughly. Of the 74 estatf's, the folloWing estates were represented before 
the Estates Land Enquiry Committee. Belew is given the list of the names of estates, 
:their total rent-roll and the peshkash payable by them to the Government. 

lfame of the .ate. PMhtUh. Tot.I r8nt--rolL 
BS. A. P. lIS. A. P. 

Pithaptll'&m 2,31,810 Z • 8,02.721 11 6 
330 3 9 3.639 8 6 

3,788 11 0 3,894 9 0 
1,239 12 10 81.132 8 2 

18.ID2 0 5 9'.090 14 6 
22.234 12 2 1,03.698 7 6 
11.236 10' 68.634 15 3 

8.063 7 0 41.059' 8 
11.311 4 6 34,640 a 6 
8,626 6 9 76.336 13 10 

v ..... _A. 
Vaull80lapudi 
GanJrolo •• 
Gopalapuram 
Ja,nampet .. 
Gollaprolu 
V~~yampeta 
Keaanakurru 
Kapileawarapuram. 
Nugur __ 7M!!.....!....1 13,000 0 0 

Total 3 23.796 8 I 12,60:S4STiS 

It Will be seen from the figures furnished above that the P,thapuram estate is the 
1liggest zamindari in the East Godavari district. 

---------~oW is given tlie average figures for fasH 1340, denoting the areas of ryotwari, of whole 
i~'and zamjndaris in the East Godavari dis~ct:-

/ Pla'M. 
Ryotwari including minor inams 
Whole i nams .. 
Zamindaris 

Ryotwari 
M,norinams 
Whole inams •. 
Zam.indaris 

0011. B. PART u-18 

.Agency TracU. 

ACS. 

939,656 
93,661 

556;340 

1,414,977 
3,615 
',004 

929,776 

PmBidenq
Pageo127 
149. 
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In the agency tracts the chief means of communication is the Godavari river itself and 
its tributary-the Sabari river which is navigable for some distance. Roads exist in pat to. 
only. ThisJK>rtion of the district is still backward. 

WEST GODAVARI DISTRICT. 

Ref: 8tatis- .nis district was newly formed in 1925 from out of the old Kistna district. In tl:e 
tical Atlas beginning of 1932 there was again some change in the territorialliD'.its of tie taluks. At 
~~~:. present there are seven taluks in the district, Viz., NaraEa.pur, Tanuku, Bhilr.avaram, 
Preoideaoy- Ellore, TadepaiJigudEm, Kovvur and Chintala.pudi. Of the6e NaraEapur, Blun:avaram 
P:,eo 178- and Tanuku are purely deltaic. Chintalapudi and Kovvur are mainly upland, while Ellcre 
1 6. and Tadepallegudem are half upland and blf deltaic. The district is nlLlD.ed after the 

river Godav8oIi, to the west of which it is situated. 
La.nkas are formed in the course of the Godavari river by the accumulation of sand and 

alluVium brought down by it. The lankas are continually changing, in seme YEars being 
fertilized anew by deposits of silt but in otlers ccn:pleteJy wa.El.Ed away cr COVEred with 
sand. Tobacco and cholam are extensively cultivated in the lankas. There are about 

. 48,701 acres of Government reserve forests in the district and 31,241 acres of forests in 
zamind&n villages. 

Tbe following are the areas of ryotwari, inam and za.m.indari lands in this district in 
fasli 1340 :-

Ryotwari inclU:ding minor iIuuns 
Wholeinam •. . 
Zamindari 

AOS. 

900,390 
210,938 
399,693 

In the West Godavari district also, there are 74 estates, out of which a few estates· 
gave eVidenee before the Committee. The names of the estates tbat gave eVidence are (,iven 

. belo,!, with their tota.! rent-roll and the peshkash which tley pay to the Govemment.-
.ame oi the estate. Beat-roD. l'elhkalla. 

BS • .t.. P. lIS. A. 2'. 
Lakkavaram 17,688 15. 0 a,610 5 a 
Yerre.mpeta 11,351 4 4 1,074 14 6 
Tyajampl1dy 9,006 0 4 1,791 4 6 
Ye lIomaDOhili 6,669 14 11 3,798 8 0 
KalavaJapalli 6,858 8 3 1,344 lJ 1 
Yernagudam 1,116 0 0 3a714 9 

;rotal 62.640 10 10 11.747 6 0 

. The total rent-roil at present for the West Godavari distIict is Re. 7,65,310 roughly 
out of which Rs. 2,01,470 roughly is paJd to the Government towards peshkash, 

KISTNA DISTRICT. 

Ref: Stow. This district continues to be called after the river Kistna. The old Kistna dIstrict 
!~"theAtlaB w,as ~ifurca~d into tbe Kist~ and West Godavari <;listricts in 1925. Th~ present Kistna 
Madnia . distnct COnsIsts of (1) delta, I.e., the whole of the Kistna Eastern delta, VIZ" tle taluks of' 
PreeideDoy- Bandar, DiVi, Gudivada, Kaikaluru and portions of Bezwada and Gannavaram taluks; 
~:fe. 207- (2) uplands, i ,e., tbe upland taluks of Nandigama, TlruV1ll' and NuzVid and the upland 

. portions of Bezwada and Gannavaram taluks. . 
Some parts of Bezwada, Bandar and DiVi taluks are liable to floods owing to the 

'freshes' which come down the Kistna river. The highest t100d on record was in 1903. 
when the river embaukment breached and Bezwada town and much of the delta were 
submerged and great damage was caused to the standing crops. In 1914 the Kistna rose 
to 21'10 feet above the anicut and 40 villa.ges of DiVi and Bandar taluks were under sub
me1'8ion, In 1916 there were again bigh t100ds in the Kistna river and damage done to the 
crops. 

La.nkas are formed in the course of the great river Kistna by the accumulation of sand 
and alluvium brought down by it and they are chietly cropped With tobacco and cholam. 
These lankas are continua.lly cLanging by the deposits of silt. In some cases they are 
completely wa.shed away or covered WIth sand. 

Below is given the total area. in acres of ryotwari, inam and zamindari lands

Ryotwari including minor inams 
lnam 
Zamindari .. 

AOS. 

1,035,956 
231,234 

1,002,696 
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In the Kistna district the tetal number of estaks come to 107, in all the seven minks 
put together. The foilow.ng esattS gave ev.(!6nLe before the Co=tree,. The names of 
the estates with their total rent-roll and peshk&sh are mentIOned b61"w :-

Name of the 0It.at.e. ReoWoII. PeoblIaah. 

• :as ••. P • :as. A.. p. 

ChelIapalIi 2,90,953 10 9 78,781 13 6 
Talaprolu 83,1121 4. 1 12,841 4. 0 
Chintalapati Vontu 78,882 10 8 17,511 6 1 
GoUapalIi 25,744 III 3,199 810 
Mylavaram 23,611 7 8 2.903 2 4. 
Gannavaram 14,823 13 3 2,206 7 2 
Mus80llur 13,698 11 1 1,480 6 6 
Kruttivennu 3,949 1 0 1,667 3 4. 
Kowtbavaram .. 2,121 12 9 2,436 0 0 

Total 5,36,806 9 2 1,23,027 3 8 

The total rent-roll at present for the Kiatna distriot 1S Rs. 18,26,136 approximately 
out of which Rs. 2,46,180 apprvxim&tely is pa.d to the Gov<>rlllD.6nt tcwarc.a pt.sl.k&sh. 

Witnesses representing 26 estates in the districts of East Godavari, West Godavari 
and Kistna tendered evidence before the committee at Rajahmundry. In discussing the 
evidence, so tendered it is convenient to deal with it under three different heads coter
OOnous with the districts. 

The district of East Godavari was the main seat of the Eastern Chalukyas who ruled 
the Andhra country with Rajahmundry as headquarters. The Telugu literature in con
crete form had its birth at this historical place. After the fall of Hindu Governments, 
the country was overrun by the Mussalmans and Rajahmundry was the headquarters of 
one of Subedars. History has it that the district was ruled by various Hindu families 
who secured sanads at the hands of the Muslim rulers. '1'he Zamindars of Peddapuram, 
Pithapuram, Polavaram and a far larger number of smaller zamindars continued.to adOO
nister the district till the second quarter of the nineteenth century. These zamindars 
gave a lot of trouble to the foreign invaders who wanted to subdue the Northern Circar& 
from time to time. 

The district of East Godavari has the three distinct geographical features of; agency. 
upland and delta. The agency area abounds in a large number of muttas and the Pols
varam zamindari has all along been the biggest of them. The Peddapuram zamindad 
which consisted of villages spread itself both in the upland and the deltaic tracts. But 
that estate was dismembered in the early half of the nineteenth century and many of these 
villages became ryotwari. The Pithapuram zamindari is at present the biggest in the 
district and in conjunction with the subsequently acquired estates has vested int,erests. 
in the agency, upland and deltaic tracts. Other important estates in the district which have 
incomes ranging in five figures are Gopalapuram. Kirlampudi. Gollaprolu, Vegayarmure. 

The importance of the zamindaris in the district can be gauged from the following 
figures :-

Ryotwari 
Whole inams 
Zamindari 

AOS. 

2,354,633 
97,565 

1,486,116 

It can be seen, therefore, that the zamindari area is nearly 70 per cent of the ryotwari 
area. The relati~ importance is all the greater when it can be seen that the problemII' 
of cultivation and irrigations are similar in either case. But the burden of taxation ill' 
heavier in the zamindari area as compared with the ryotwari area. The total rent-roll 
in the district is Rs. 21,68,173 and the total peshkash is Rs. 5,43,653 according to fasli 
]346. Now we shall deal with some of the important estates and discuss along with the 
evidence tendered before the Committee. 

PITHAPlT.R. ESTATE, 

The Pittapur estate has been the most important of the ancient zamindaris in the 
RBjahmundry circar. a portion of which forms the present East Godavari district. The· 
zamindars claim· ancestry going back to the sixteenth century. Whatever might have 
been the origin of the founders of this family, available history discloses the fact thal 
the e.tate had never an independent existence and sovereignty during the Muhammadan 
or British periods. It wes all through, a subsidiary State paying tribute or peshkash 
to the rulers of the country. The Zamindar of Pittapnr. as was the custom in those. 
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days, was also the head of a small army and this particular fact was a mark to dis-
4iinguish him from his co-zamindars in order to prove that this zamin was originally 
an independent state. But the Circuit Co~ittee. report of 1786 classes the Ra.ja ae a 
sirdar which word does not connote any kind of mdependent authonty vested m hlm. 
The Sunnun-i-Malkeet-Isimirar was issued in favour of Sri Raja Raa Venkata N eeladhri 
Rae in the year 1803 A.D. From his death which occurred in 1828, the estate was 
under the Court of Wards till 1841. It came under the same management between 
1850 and 1&61 when the father of the present Maharaja was put in possession of the 
~state. The Raja died in 1890 and the estate again passed into the hands of the Court 
-of Wards till 1906, from which year the present Maharaja assumed possession of the 
estate. The estates of PalivaJa, Anathavaram, Polavaram agency, Veeravaram and 
<:rhotapal\ were subsequent acquisitions through purchase and do not form part of the 
impartible estate of Pittapuram. The original estate consisted of 128 villages and in 1803 
when the sannad was granted the peshkash was fixed at Rs. 2,58,979. The total rent 
roll in that year amounted to Rs_ 3,92,182 according to the figures furnished in the 
District Manual by Mr. Morris. Before proceeding to discuss the variatiollS and incre
Dlenta of the rent roll it is better that certain periodical figures should be taken into 
account. According to the authority quoted above, namely, Mr_ Morris in the Godavari 
District Manual, the entire beriz or the total rent roll for the Pittapur estate in fasli 1284 
-or 1874-75-A.D. was Rs. 5 ,51,231~10 as against a peshkash of Rs. 2,50,160-7~. The 
latest figures available in the District Collector's office show that for fasli 1346, the total 
rent-roll is Rs. 8,02,721-11~ and the peshkash is Rs. 2,31,438-10-0. The continuous 
decrease in the permanently settled peshkash as between 1803 up to this year is due to the 
.acquisition of zirayati lands for public purposes. One would wonder how the rent-roll 
.increased while the peshkash decreased. One plausible explanation will be that the culti
vated extent increased from time to time. It will be shown later that this justification 
is not the only ground for the increased rent-roll. The Diwan in his evidence strove to 
prove to the Committee that the cultivable extent in the year 1803 ronghly amounted to 
70,000 acres and that there were no increments in the rates of rent during the last 
fifty years, and therefore the main cause for the increase in the total rent-roll was due to 
large increases in the extent of the cultivable land which to-day stands at 131,338 acres. 

Before going into the merits of the defence as put forward by the Diwan, the 
important feature of the rent-increase will have to be dealt with. It is about the 
.. Vontuvardi" system. Under this system the assessment of lands was revised every 
year, the revision being ma.de by a process of challenging. Any ryot could demand thsJi 
the holding of another ryot should be made over to him at an increased rate of rental 
which he named, if the ryot who was in possession of the bolding consented to pay the 
.enhanced rate, he could retain the land, but if he refused to pay the enhanced demand 
he was compelled to hand over the land to the ryot who challenged the rate a.nd agreed 
"to pay the higher rent. It is admitted that this nnjust system was in vogue in the 
Pittapur estate till a few years before the death of the father of the present Maharaja, 
which took place in the year 1890. If we take the Diwan's statement that there were 
no enhancements of the rates of rent during the last fifty years except for the recent 

-enhanced levy, we go back to the year 1887. This practically synchronizes with the 
words of the Diwan .. till a few years before the death of the late Maharaja." So, it can 
-be concluded that the present rent-roll of which a good portion was admittedly in existence 
fifty years back must have been the result of the introduction and enforcement of the 
•• vontuvardi" system. It is sought to be explained by the Diwan and some otbers 

·that this system was intended to give an annual chance to the ryota themselves to revise 
the assessment on land in order to ensure impartiality. But" vontuvardi .. contains in 
itself the germ of internal competition among the ryots on a speculative basis and the local 
·agent of the Raja by provoking this greedy instinct in the ignorant ryots could easily 
·secure a big enhancement for his master and a profit unto himself. If it can be proved 
-8S it will be shown below that the cultivable area did not materially increase along with 
·the increased rental, the blame should and must be placed on the rack-renting system 
.practised nnder the .. vontllvardi." The" vontuvardi .. system was put an end to by 
the efforts of the Court of Wards which took the management of the estate in the year 
1890. 

The Diwan contends that the reasons for the increase of rent in this estate are: 
(1) waste lands brought under cultivation; (2) rise in the prices of produce; (3) increa.."8 

in irrigational facilities. A~cording to tbe Diwan 54,008 acres of waste land was brought 
nr;.der cultivation between the Permanent Settlement and the year 1887 and the figure 
was 125,000 acres in 1908 and the present cultivated area is 134,239 acres, thus record
ing an .increase of 5.000 acres in about thirt:v years. He also says that the price for a 
garce of paddy was Rs. 25 in the year 1802 and that the present price per garce is Rs. 100. 
If we ~pply the fonnula enunc!ated in the case of the Vizianagrsm estate, namely, the 

-oonver81on of the money rental mto garces at the market value and arrive at a conversion 
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Jate of a certain. number of acres per garce of land, the Diwan'sversion will be proved to 
be untrue. The present rental of Bs. 8,02,721 if converted into ga.rces at· the. rate· of 
:as. 100 per garce (as stated by the Diwanl we will get roughly 8·,220 garces. . ThlB when 
converted a~ stated above yields the figure of 16· acres of land per garee. The total rent-roll 
U1 the year 1803 was Bs. 3,92,182: ~ di'lrided by Bs. 25 that is the price pergarce. ill that 
year (as stated by the Diwanl. It YIelds about 15,687. garces .. This ·multwlied by the 
oonversion rate of 16 acres per garce, yields- the figure of 250,992.acres whIch ought to 
bave been the total extent of cultivated land in the year W03. Evidently this· .. extent. " 
4s to say the least, absurd. The cultivable ·area could never '~a'Ve . fallen to. ~a;lf of It. 
4)riginal extent during the course of 135 years. 'rherefore the pnce per gll1'ce BlLld to ha~ 
bee.n at R~ .. 25 cannot be accepted. So, ·in order to arrive at a rough estimate of the 
cultivable extent of Jand in 1803 on the basis. of the formula· applied now we must think 
of anothe~ source to show UB the real rate per garce in 1803. According to the graph 
published else~here in the rep~rt, taking 100 as the basis fo~ the price of ~ garce of paddy 
.in 1800,t4e lDdex figure dunng the year of settlement IS 103. The mdelt figure for 
1936 is shown at 227. The difference between both, marks the rise betwe.en· 1803 and 
1936: This being so, we have to search for .the probabl<;l price of a garce of paddy in 
1803 or thereabouts to know the actual rise in rupee value. JIIr. Webb.'s figures "diRcloso 
that the price of paddy in th6 early part of the 19th century was Rs. 85 per garee. 'l'his 
seems to be the nearest possible correct figure. Basing on this, and following the pmcs
dure noted .above the approximate cultivable land in the year 1803 comes to 133,806. 
This figure is a little higher than the present acreage of 131,388. The decrease and the 
admittedly increased area. over the real extent in 1803 can be accounted for by the extent 
of the acquired lands for public purposes. Therefore, approximately the increase in the 
extent of land is not in five figures as stated by the Diwan and the phenomenal increase 
of the rent-roll cannot be on account of the great increase in the extent of the cultivable 
land year .after year on and from the settlement year. 

In discuBsing the general question as ·regards the right of the zamindar to increase 
rent as a result of the rise in prices it was pointed out that he had no such right 
inasmuch as the tenure and rent were fixed for ever under the five Regulations 
promulgated on 13th July 1802. They were made unalterable along with peshkash. Even 
the justification for enhancement based on increased price falls to the ground 
in the case of this e.tate because there was never a scientific settlement of 
~en.t as suoh but the increase was based on the evils of a system which created undue 
rivalry among the ryots through," vorituvardi." The claims, that increased irrigatioll 
facliitles resulted in increased rent, are also not sustainable. In this case alBO ,it was 
proved already that the zamindar by himself has no right to levy a water:rate over .and 
above the rent fixed at the time of the. Permanent Settlement. Mter all, the alleged 
irrigation facilities are the results of the Godavari Anicut system and the Government 
have imposed a special water-rate .on all bapat lands. In the ryotwari ,:atel.l4 
n~ water-rate is levied on mamul wet lands. Mamul wet lands are ·those lands that had 
irrigation facilitres even before the anicut system was originated. It is really through 
iL misinterpreted,right of the ilLlDindar that the ryot in the estate is made liable· to pay 
a water-rate which· doe. not 10rtn a return for any improvement effected by the zamindal; 
on· his o'wn account. Therefore the increase of rent on the' ground of increased i~gation 
facilities is /lilt a· j-ustified levy: . The zamindar in his evidence states thM the lands ·in· 
'the first' group of villages 118 classified by him and numbering 56 are said to yield sugar
·carie; plantain, betel. etc., in addition to paddy. The ·list contains sorrie viHages likE! 
Velangi, Vemulavada. Pathariagadda; Z-Bharvaram. Thoorangi, Manjeru, Gorripudi, 
Sualpaka. Kongodu. Penuguduru and Cholangi. There are others which are so saline 
that it i~ even difficult to grow a. good paddy crop. It is impossible to grow rich crops 
like sugarcane and betel in a large number of villages classified. into. Group I and. it only:' 
Rhpwa that the Diwan merely supported the contention· raised in the written memorandu~ 
by )lis ora'! evidences forgetting that it will not be possible to plant sugarcane and. betel 
in villages like Penuguduru and Cholangi. where the staple produce is the manufact)ll'e 
of s8lt. . 

Now We shall discuss certain other important points which the Diwan discussed in 
his oral evidence; The Diwan is in favour of controlling the distribution of water br, tilE) 
zamiudar himself and is against delegating that power to any local pnnchayat. But the 
witnesses Cor ryots complain that there is much miRuAe oC power especially in the control 
of the upland irrigation sources. The ryots' complaint. extend to the fart, that the e.t .. te 
man"~ment is even leasing out tank·beds for cultivation purposes. They also alleg'B 
that irrigation sources are not properly maintained and that as a reAult t,here iA lark of 
proper supplv of water in proper seasons. This is spoken to by witne_~ Nos. 88. 93 nnd 
105. etc. The zamindar .IS 81!Rinst the stntlltor;v remission of rent while the ryou. claim' 
that even in very bad season they are forced to pay up their rent. Many ryotS appeared 

COK. B. PART n-1J 
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.before the Committee and BOught to prove that they labour under a large number 0.£ 
difficulties in the estate. Their evidence is contained in the writte~ memoranda and 
_ ora.! evidence which are separately prmted. A number of exhibIts also were filed 
to prove that the water-tax was high and that .the joint pattas are made use of to hara&8 
·the ryots, especiaJIy those ~hat oppose the cl8J.ms of the estate. There were al~ com
plaints that proper receIpts were no~ granted for mo:"eys pllld.. Though the estate IS sur
veyed there is no proper record of nghts and as testified by Witness No. 88, claSSIfied we' 
lands are still shown under the category of dry lands, BO that an extra water-rate may be 
levied and collected. A further aJlegation is that when the produce is distrained on the 
land the ryot is put to much inconvenience; and the cost for watchmen, etc., are made 
to be unbearable. As regards lanka lands the settled mara.ka lankas bear a higher rats 
than Government lankas of the same type. The sa.!e-laws are leased for very high rentals 
and for short periods. This question will be dealt with in the recommendations. Some 
witnesses complain that the communal lands are l>eing absorbed unjustly for cultivation 
purposes and are being assigned to the relatives and others in whom the Maharaja is 
interested. But the Diwan has admitted that the zamindar is ready to give them up, 
if ryots want them. This estate is exceptiona.! to the genera.! type fOU!ld elsewhere in 
the cirears on account of the .. vontuvardi "system. The rent-roll having increased on 
account of illegal enhance!nent owing to the .. vontuvardi" system, the estate must be 
resettled in the light of the recommendations of this Committee. 

. Apart from the Pittapuram ancient estate, we have stated already that the Maharaja 
acquired some other zamindaris a.!so. The prevsiling rates of rent and other abuses of 
power mentioned by the witnesses are the same as in the main estate. The following 
figures show the present state of affairs in the case of Palive1a, Polavarsm and Ananta
'Varam estates:-

Purobaao ..,ce. 
39,176 0 10 
iDolucling villa
gea DOW in 
Gopalpur estate, 

Bent-rol. 
187'-76 

BS. A ..... 
~.294 18 2 

Bent-roU. 
B'aalI 18'0. 
B8 ..... ~. 

90,988 14 4 
as. A •• 0 

18.141 14 6 

PolavAraM <aU portions Subjeot to • 18,920 8 ., 71,066 2 2 10,886 2 10 
together). mortgage. 

Anantavaram •• 9,196 0 5 4.227 2 0 1,637 12 8 

No specia.! comment is needed to prove that the increase is more than cent per cent and 
is not JustIfied by any of the criterions stated in the case of the main estate. The Palivela 
estate no doubt has improved irrigation facilities on account of the Godavari irrigation 
system for which the zamindar was not responsible. The ryot pays a separate water
rate for such improvements to the Government. Some important complaints from ryots 
include the high rentals of lanka lands and the levy of the same rent on eroded and sub
merged lands till they are reformed. The rentals of high la.nkas will have to be reduced 
and in the ca.se of submerged lands, the criterion adopted in the Bengal Tenancy Act 
might as well be adopted. The general 'principles should also be made to apply to a 
8ettlement of the rentals of this estate. In the ca.se of Polavarsm estate the ryota com
plain of forest grievances. This subject has been dealt with in the geneEa.i chbpter s.nd 
conclusions apply to this a.!so. 

The next estate is GOpa.!Bpursm. The villages that now form this estate originally 
belonged to Palivela Estate but was later subdivided and are DOW owned by the zamindar 
of Gopslapuram who resides in Yizagspatam. 

Peohbab. 

(1874-75.) PaoIll .... 
lUI. ..... 1'. Ba. .... 1'. B8. A.. 1'.'" '.,. 

a0l'olaJ_ 18.192 0 6 60,197 3 2 93,090 140 6 

The main complaint in this estate is that the renta.!s on ordinary jirByati landa yielding 
paddy are high and the rates on settled lankas are far above the Government rates. The 
lease lankas which are rented practically every year yield a big slice of the present income 
to the proprietor. 

Next we come to Rapileswarapuram and Kesanalrurru estates. Both these estates in 
addition to a portion of Hasan Bade village are held by the present zamindar of Kapiles
warapuram. 

(187'-76.) 
M. A. 1'. 

Faali 1348. 
:as. A.. P. 

):[6POO ........ Puram (was originally puroh......d 
iD 1818 lor R .. 9,463-7-0). 19,266 0 0 76,336 13 10 

X ....... kurMl 18,430 12 2 . 34,340 14 6 

The present pesbkash is Rs.8,525 and Re. li.Sl1-4-5. respectively. Kapileswarapuram 
was originally a mutha of about 11 villages and except for this village the rest have become 
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ryotwari villages. Witnesses 118;146 and 147 deposed before this committee. The .zamin. 
dar submitted a written memorandum and later on Tanidar of the estate gave oral eVIdence. 
The complaints against the zamindar are: (1) 'rhat he is forcibly selling awa.y the zera:rati 
land for rent a.rrea.rs in an endeavour to increase his seri land. (2) He is leasing out the 
low level lanka lands at very high rents~ (3) -The rents on paddy wet lands are more than 
the land tax on ryotwari lands in the vicinity. That the rent-roll increased phenominally 
from 1802 is patent from the above figures. The causes attributed for the increase can 
only be exp1a.ined a way by the high rentals charged. 

Next we come to the Gollaprolu estate. This is a small estate comprising of three 
villages only but the rent-roll is comparatively high. Its pesbkash is Re. 11,236-10-4 and 
its rent-roll is Rs. 58,634-15-3. Witness number 80 tendered evidence before the com
mittee. They complain about the increase in the rents, want of repair of channels and 
about joint pattas. In Bhogapuram village on patta number 34 the rent was increased 
from Re. 200 to Re. 318 between the years 1882 arid 1911. -

The Gangole estate is a portion of the original Polavaram estate. The pesbkash is 
Re. 1,264-13-10. The zamindar in his written memorandum pleads that his rent-roll 
increased because, he got the jungles cleared, improved the tanks and encouraged cultiva. 
tion. Witnesses Nos. 94, 95 and 97 deposed before the Committee. They complain that 
seri land is on the increase and that the rent rose from Rs. 4 to Rs. 10. Witness No. 97 
states that the inam lands of her family were converted forcibly into zerayati lands.. 
Another complaint is about the highhanded actions of the zamindar, who it is alleged is 
oppressing the ryots by turning out the recalcitrants out of the villages and is refusing them 
fOI'est rights of a customary nature. The J aggampeta estate is another impc>rtant estate 
of the district with a pesbkash of Re. 22,234-12-2 and rental roll of Rs. 1,03,698-7-6. The 
estate is now owned by the senior Rani on behalf of a minor. Witness No. 129 tendered 
on behalf of the ryots and witness No. 263, the Diwan spoke on behalf of the proprietor. 
The maIn complaints are that seri lands are being increased and that rents were on the 
increase. The instance of the Burugupadi village is cited where the rent collections roee 
from Re. 8,000 to Re. 15,000. The repairs to channels and tanks are neglected. 

The Vegayyammapeta estate pays a peishkush of Re, 8,053-7...{) and its income is 
Rs.41,059-4-8. Witness numbers 132 and 139 who appeared before the committee deposed 
that the rents are high. The latter witness who owns 3 &Cres and odd pays a rent of Rs. 91 
on the whole while he says that his income is Rs. 50. The ryots plead for the introduction 
qf the Government rates in the estate. 

The Kolanka and Veeravaram estates are owned by one of the Renis of the late 
MaharaJa of Plttapuram. She adopted a son of the Venkatsgiri family who is now the 
present Reja of Kolanka. The total peishkush paid is Rs. 31.030, and the total rent roll 
is Rs. 1,43,647. Two witnesses 116 and 119 appeared before the Committee. The former 
witness complained that individual ryots are being harassed under the joint patta and 
that no remissions are given for failure of crops. Witness 119 gave figures to compare 
the zamindari rentals with the ryotwari rentals. He owns lands both in the estate SIld 
Government areas. The rates for wet lands in the z&Inindari areas are as high as Re. 34 per 
aore. The land tax on ryotwari areas adjoining is Rs. '1~ on which the Government 1S 
giving an annual remission of annas three in a rupee. According to the diary of Kanchi 
lWunana Pantulu, Amin of Pittspur estate years ago, the assessment on Viravaram village 
in 1853 was Rs. 8,147 while the present assessment of that village is Rs. 19,029-16-i. 
The inorease in the assessment was unauthorized and was imposed behind the back 
of the revenue courts, Some competent ryots fought the zamindar up to the High Court 
.. regard this illegal levy and succeeded in their contention. He complained that the 
hill .tream and tanks are out of repair. They will get a water turn once in 18 days and 
if the channels are not cleared regularly, their hardship knows no bounds. He wants that 
the irrigation sources should be managed by the Government. In Simhadripuram the 
zamindar rented the tank bed and the accomplice got a reward of 25 acres. There:"e a 
number of other small zamindaris and their history and management are not dissimilar to 
the major estates discussed above. 

West Godaf)ori district.-In this district, which was carved out in 1925 there is no 
big zamindar ree.iding therein. But there are proprietors of smaller zamins and the zamin
dare in other districts own some villages in this district also. 

• Wbole IIWD. z-Jadad • 
409. .6.08. .l.oa. 

E"""" 8)0,380 210,938 399,893 

The total peishkush paid in the district is Re. 2,02,000 and the total rent-roll is Re. 8 68 600 
Witnesses representing Tyajampudi, Yerriagudem, Kalavalapatti and Yellamanchili estates 
ap~ed before the ~mmittee. Witness 196 deposed that the zamindar was illegally 
levymg water-rate. WItness 134 states that tanks are out of repair and Banjar lands are 
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not allowed' to. be ris~d far clLttle grazmg. He aJso;complains about the joint patta.! Witness 
124 complams that the estate is collecting rates on palmyra trees though. they were grOWJl; 

subsequent to .the. Estate~ Land Act, 1908. ~itness 108 depose~ ~at t~e rentals ar~ high 
lind that the hlLrassment 18 great.. He complams that the estate 18 mtentlOnally d.rammg ott 
the tank so that the tank bed may be leased out on.a 50 per cent varam basis. to gain proti1l 
to the esta.te., - ". .; . . 

Ki8tna'distfict,-This district abounds in zamindaris which number l07!..in 'sevea 
taluks. The most important of them 'are Devlla'kota, Nuzvid, Munagala and the-Chinata.i 
patlivantu. The first alone is mainly deltaic. The Nuzvid family is divided into'~ number 
of smaller zamindars and their ownings extend over West Godavari also. .. '. .' 

EXtent .. 
RyotwarL 

.&OS. 

1,035.~56 

-Inam. 

.&OS. 

231,234 

z.ui.J.cWi. . 
A.08~· : 

1,002;586 

The totalpeisbkush paid is Rs.Ii,46,180 and·the total rent-roll is Rs. 18,26,136., 

lnthe Devarkota estate, the kamatam, landsa.re in large extent and it is alleged: 
that the zamindar is making money by· taking high premiums for converting it into' 
zeroyoti land. Witnesses 90, 91, 101 and 102 complain that the rates 'are high especially in 
lankas. and claim that there should be annual zamabandi and that for houses built on ryotr 
lands no tax should be collected. 

Witness No. 81 hailing from Chintalapati Vantu estate complSins that the rents', 
are doubled. He gave instance of a patta which paid Rs. 61-12-9 in fasli 1288. and 
Re. 80-10-10 in fasli 1308 is paying Rs. 113-2-0 in fasli 1345. All communal lands are, 
swallowed up. The tanks are not repaired and the ryot should pay nazarana for building. 
houses. The witness wants that customary forest rights should be restored and that the. 
iiTigation sources should be managed by the Public Works Department. 

Witness No. 87 coming from Telaprolu estate (N uzvid) states that the customary 
rights for free fuel are being denied. The forests are being denuded and mango gardens are' 
being planted by the zamindar. Tanks are out of repair and the witness feels that there 
should be aDDual jamabandi • 

. Witness No. 109 coming from Gollapalli estate states that rentals were increased. 
He instanced the case of village Koyyur where the rent was Rs. 2,729-7-9 in fa.li 13u6-
and in fasli 1342 it was Rs. 5,537. No free fuel is allowed to be taken. Witness No. 11()' 
also supports the previous witness who &tates in addition that water-rate is being collected 
though tanks are not repaired. ' ',. : 

Th~ g~neral trend of evidence in the district is similar to that tendered in the Go~avari: 
districts and the remedies sought for are identical. ' .., 

VEERAVAltAM ESTATE lKOLANXA ZAMlNDAlU). 

Income 
Peshkash 

.. 

Witness No. lI9. 

RB. A. P. 

3,639 8 6 
330 3 9 

. In 1844 the Government took charge of Peddapuram estate and auctioned away 
Veeravaram·andother villages for arrears ofpesr,kash. 

1. The rates of rent prevailing in Government lands must. also be introduced in this 
estate. 

2. The rent should be collected either by the Government or through the Pancbayats. 
3. After the Estate Land Act was passed, mpairs to irrigation sources were not cared 

for. This must be remed;ed. . '. ' . 
4. The sub-tenant, because he cultivates the land must have jirayati rights also. 

Witness No. lI6. 

1. The Govenuncnt should l'f'ps'r th tanks and the costs of repair must be recovere.J 
from the zamindar along with tbe peslkash. . 

2 .. The rent should be reduced to the level of Government rates of rent. 
3 Remissions of rent must be given when the crops faa. 
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VANGALAPUDI ESTATE. 

Witness No. 137, Vinuni 8eethamma., VangaJapudi. 

For 9 acres of land Rs. 60 was paid towards rent. The land was under our control 
for the last 40 years. We Were in arreafs of Rs. 12. Without our knowledge and without 
giving notice the land was auctioned and was purchased by the neighbouring ryot. 

ANSWERS TO SI!COND QUI!STJONNAmII. 

1. In Seethanagaram the rent is &s. 3 per acre dry. In Lanka (dry) it is &s. 40 per 
acre. In Voota Lanka fed by Godavari water the rent ranges from &S. 40 to Rs. 150 per 
acre. This land is leased out year by year. 

2. In Singavaram the rate per acre ranges from &S. 3-6-0 to Rs. 6-0-0. 
3. In Vangalapudi the rate ranges from &S. 3-6-0 to &S. 6-0-0. In dry lanka the 

rate is Rs. 13-0-0. These renta are in vogue since 1906. The rent was never paid 
in kind. 

There are no tanks useful for cultivation. 
vrn. The rent in Shrotriyam inam ranges from &S. 1-2-0 to J!.s. 4-12-0. 
IX. No forests. 
X. Private land 161 acres only garden. 
XI. No survey. 
The zamindar is a minor. The records ofthe estate are not in the hands of the guardian. 

GANGOLE ESTATE. 

GI!NEI\AL INTRODUCTION. 

Gangole estate was part of Polavaram estate which was an ancient zamindari of 
Rajahmundry district. 

Out of the Polavaram zamindari, Gutala estate was carved out. Out of this Gutala 
estate, Gangole estate was carved out and registered in the name of Hota Gangayya in 
1849 A.D. The peshkash fixed on this was Rs. l,!<!64-13-10. l'he Hota Gangayya 
engaged in trade on a large scale but due to circumstances unfavourable they left it and 
took to the management of their own estate of Gangole. From 1860 to 1878 the owner of 
the estate spent vast sums inducing labourers and cultivators from outside, to come and 
cultivate his lands. The jungles were cleared and fresh land was brought under cultivation. 

1878-1898 : Minority of the present owner, estate managed by his mother. 

1900-Survey of cultivable lands was completed. The rates fixed in 1900 are still 
unchanged except in the case of 22 ryots in the year 1923. 

When the Estates Land Act came into force, there was dislocation in the collection of 
rent and the tenants did not pay this customary: rent. Since 1910, except for the 22 suits 
already referred, no suit for rent recovery was filed. In 22 cases, they were enhanced at 
anna one and pies eight per acre. The area. effected by this on the whole was 252 acres and 
the total rent was raised from Rs. 767 to Ra. 847. Suits were filed in these 22 cases and 
decreed ex parte. 

LOOM to ryots.-Each year takkavi loans to the extent of Rs. 1,200 is given to the 
ryots in the shspe of cash and seedlings. If the money is paid within an year, no intere~ 
is charged. There must be a Ryots' ClHlperative Bank. 

WATEB SOUBOI!. 

Asar" B!/sum.-This was in vogue prior to Permanent Settlement. Even now 600 
acres land is under that system. 

Litig"tion with "egaI'd to KOflflad" chan7lll1.-1904 & 1905-The neighbouring zami.Jl. 
dare tried to usurp the rights of the estate in this channel. The civil euit started in 1905 
went up to Privy Council where it was found in favour of the Gangole estate. Yet the 
matter is to-day before the Agency Courts for execution. The litigation coated &S. 50,000. 

cOY:. R. PART II-U 
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Tile Asara System.-This is the most a.ncient revenue system in the country. This 
:was a system of division of gross produce between the za.mindar a.nd the cultivator 
a.ccording to a.n agreed proportion. It va.riea from 4p to 60 per cent of gross produce to. the 
cultivator a.ccording to the crops grown. The cultivator bears the expenses of manurlDg, 
ploughing, tra.nsplantation, seedling, weeding a.nd ha.rveating. 

The Asara system wa.s adopted in this estate in 1802 even when this estate wss in the 
Polavaram za.mindari. Even in 1858, when Gangole estate came into the ha.nds of the 
Hota family, the Asara system prevailed. In 1908, 611 acres were under this system 
and is confined only to wet cultivation. 

.. The gross produce is equa.lly divided between the zamindar a.nd ryot after deductiug 
from the common pool which are customary reductions :-

(1) For a plot of four or five &Cres the mahasudar (controls a.nd distributes water) 
is given four mea.sures. 

(2) The talia.r vass is given two mea.sures. 
(3) The shroff (divides the produce) is given one mea.sure per putty. 
(4) Towards loca.l cess five mea.sures per putty. 

When new la.nd is brought under cultivation under Asara system the produce is divided 
between za.mindar a.nd ryot in 1 : 3 proportion. In the second year 2 : 3 proportion. From 
the third year onwards in 3 : 3 proportion. 

The Zamindar of Gangole says that this is a good system both for him a.nd the tena.nts . 

.ANSWERS TO SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE. 

I & II. Rent rates.-It hss been uniform for the lsst thirty years. There hss been 
uniform collection which shows that the rate of sssessment is within the paying capacity 
of the ryot. 

In Hukwnpeta. the rent wss incressed, because the zamindar shifted his hea.dquarters 
to Hukumpeta from Bamapalem. After shifting there, the pssture la.nd was cultivated. 
The extent of the past~e la.nd was 151·55 &cres of ryotwa.ri land paying Rs. 302-6-8. 
(The amount includes all ceases.) This happened in fssli 1323. Prior to faw 1323, rent 
was coming to Re. 2·594 per &Cre. After fasli 1323 it was enha.nced to 3·32 rupees. 

No customary levies. 

m. Water sources in Gangole estate.-In the whole estate there are 30 ta.nks with an 
ayacut of 1,662·8 &cres. The expenditure over the water sourcea since fasli 1310 to fssli 1346 
comes about to Re. 20,000 only. Free services of farm servants a.nd ryots, when vaJued in 
cash would have come to Re. 20,000 more. The zamindar keeps always 100 farm servants 
who are weekly ps.id in kind. They do the repa.irs to ta.nks. Seri bullock carts and carts 
of the ryots are used. For this the ryots get free forest permits (but no money). This cart-
labour is not paid in cssh. _ 

IV. Waste land assigned since 1908-2,804·08 acres only. 

V. Accounts maintained for revenue a.dministration. 

VII. Only 1 or 2 per cent of patta.dars sublet and they realize Re. 10 per acre. 

VIII. Rates in inama and agraharams.-The dry inams are lessed out at Re. ~,Re. 7, 
Rs. 8 and Bs. 10. -

IX. Forest.-Forests contain rich bamboo and timber. On payment of fees, permits 
are given for bamboos only. The total area comes to 18,000 acres roughly. Each village 
in the estate has a small hill and small forest attached a.nd the cattle of the ryot graze freely. 
When cattle are entrusted to the ryots by others, then Pulla.ri is collected on those cattle 
only. Free permits are given to ryots for fuel and inlplements of husbandry in lieu of which 
they render free service to the estate by carting stone and chunam to works of irrigation 
and house construction. 

X. TotaJ private land-1,435'8 acres. 

XI. SUf'1)ey.-Private survey was made in 1900, a.nd again in 1922 and 1923. In 1922 
and 1928, the zamindar spent Bs. 2,500 on survey but osed village servants for work . 

. Remission of rent.-An average a.nnual remission of 3·823 per cent was granted between 
fashs 1318 a.nd 1332. And 8·871 per cent between faslia 1333 a.nd 1346. A uniform reduc
tion of rates in all villa.ges is not equitable. Each village and each ryot's individua.l plot 
ha.s to be considered on its own merits. 
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ORAL EVIDENCB. 

Witness No. 94, Gasti Chsndra.nna, Rsjapslsyam village. 

Before 60 years, the ryots paid Re. 1 as rent for .. Kathi " and Rs. 4 for .. N aneba. " 
Then the gutta system came into vOINe. . 

The lands had been surveyed. From Rs. 4 the rent came to Rs. 10 .. 'The soil is 
ssndy and there is no good ~ield. Everywhere it is seri land. 

General leelifl{} between the landlord and tenant.-If the tenant 88YS anything 
against the zsmindar, he will drive him out of the village. In one instance the house 
of a recalcitrant tenant was burnt down. There is vetti labour for house constructions 
and for cartings. No coolie is given. The ryots are terrorized. The cattle are driven 
to the pounds. Nothing is allowed to be taken from the forests. 

Witness No. 95, Kamoori Lakshmi Kanthamma. 

Rent.-For 14 acres Rs. 30 was paid as renL. 

Witness No. 97, Vamur !lamanna, Gangole. 

The inam lands belonging to the witness's family were forcibly converted into eeri 
lands. Nothin(l was paid in ca.h. .. The karnam munsif, took my finger-print for it, 
writing some falsehood in the document." . 

Income 
Peshkash 

UGGAJlPETA ESTATE. 

.... 
BB. A. P • 

... 1,03,698 7 6 
... 22,234 12 2 

Witness No. 129 of Burugupudi village. 

The witness owns 80 acres wet and 40 seres dry. 
1. Rente.-Within the !set thirty years the rates of rent have increased to four times 

the original rates. In Burugupudi village, the old rent collection was Rs. 8,000, but 
at present it is Rs. 15,000. When the old revenue of the estate was Rs. 40,000 at present 
it exceeds one lakh and odd. Anticipating the paasing of the Eststes Land Act of 1908, 
rents were increased. M;any lands were converted into . sari' lands. 

2. Irrigation jaciliUes.-'rhe channel known .. Khandi KaJuva" was repaired 
recently, but it was no good. It must be repaired once again. 

Witness No. 263, R80 Bshadur D. Narayana R80, retired Deputy Collector and 
Diwan of Jaggampeta estate. 

RS. 
Income.-AunuaJ income of the esLate is ... 1,00,000 
Peshkash of the estate is ... 4S,000 

Proprietor 01 the 8oil.-Landlord is the proprietor of the soil, as the Government 
who was the proprietor of the soil has transferred their right to the zamindar. The 
$enant can continue to be on the land so long as they pay rent. 

Rents .-In Kattuvarupa.11i village from fasJi 1271 to fuJi 1331 the increase is al 
followa ;-

Fasli 1271 
.. 1S31 

The increase is 

BB. 
9,300 

12.900 

3,600 

The estate is not surveyed and the exac~ area of cultivated land cannot be given. 
l'he rates are increased because of the rise in the price of prodncts, expansion of 
popnlation and Ule improvement in the R1Dindari area. 

D1-y rau.-At the Permanent Settlement the rent. fixed for Giripak village was 
Re. !II ,180. But now the IIBseesm.mt for it is enly Re. 1,246. Large areas of these land. 
are brought under culti'9ation. 
~~~~~~"~be~~~the~of~ 
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At the time of the introduction of the Act the value of dry lands in Peddapuram 
was Rs. 48 per acre and of wet lands Rs. 19.8 per acl'~. During 1916-20 it rose to Rs. 99 
and Rs. 429 respectively, and continued to rise till 1930 when there was a setback. 

The present rates are Rs. 100 for dry land~ and Rs. 428 for wet lands. These rates 
Bra higher than the rates which prevailed when the Act was introduced. 

The cash paid to the zamindar is much less than the amarakam received by the 
sub-lease holdars. In one case where the zamindar gets only Rs. 277, the amarakam 
was .Hs. 500. (The witness is quoting this from tabulated figures.) 

The Chairman pointed out that all these people are the relations of the zamindar 
and that by leasing out these lands to the ryots the relativep of the zamindar are making 
more money. 

The witness was further asked by the Chairman whether aJl the tenants were under 
these happy positions and the witness said that he wanted to point out only that the 
g,marakam amount is much more than what is pald to th~ zammdar. 

In these jimyati lands purchased by the zamindar for the benefit of his relations, 
rents have not been altered. When the settlement was made, the rate of rent was 50 per 
cent gross. The zamindar is entitled to get 50 per cent and the rest is tenant's share. 

Basis of aB8essment.-The basi. of assessment is 50 per cent gross. There is no 
arbitrary enhancement. There was rise in prices and demand for land hence a rise in 
the value of land. 

SUf1Ie!l.-The estate is not surveyed and unless it is surveyed and the exact area is 
found out we cannot say that the rent prevllJling is proper or not. 

Rate of rent.-The rent varies per acre from Rs. 15 to Rs. 24. For dry lands we 
have from Re. Z-3-6 to Rs. 4-15-3. In upland villages the d1"y rate varies from Re. 1 
to Rs. 5. 

The rents are slightly higher in the lands under Yeleru system because the Govern
ment are not paying anything for their kudimaramat labour. 

Remis8ion.-The estate has been granting remission. 
Village panchayats.-Village panchayats should not be entrusted with the collection 

work. The zamindar cannot have any control over them. 
Irrigation.-With regard to irrigation, Public Works Department will find it difficult 

to do the necessary repairs. It will be hopeless to entrust the work with them. The 
zamindar will do better than the Public Works Department. 

Dist,aint.~If distraint is taken away and the matter referred to suits, the zamindari 
will be thrown out of gear and the zamindar will not be able to pay peshkash in time. 

Water-8upply.-The zamindar should be given control of l.he distribution of '\Vater 
at times of scarcity. The control of the source of irrigation may be left over to the ryots. 

Joint pattas.-When we have to resort to suits we are bound by law to include the 
joint pattadars, but in actual execution proceedings we proceed against the actual de
faulter. In this estate except in one vulage apportionment of rent among joint pattadars 
have been completed. ' 

Cont1'actions.-The lands taken in auction nrenot appropriat~d by the zaruindar. 
Encroachments.-The Encroachment Act must be made applicable to the zamindari 

lands also. ' 
Raising of rent.--J ust like the Government carrying out settlement operati~ns' once 

in thirty years invariably followed by a rise in revenue, the zamindars also might have 
the opportunity of raising rents periodically if the rise in prices justify it. 

Ryots indebtedness.-The total indebtedness of the ryots will be about Rs. 25 to 
Rs. 50 lakhs. The number of pattas are about 3,100. The population is about 29,000 
to 80,000. 

New eultillation.-From 1908 to 1938 about 708 acres have been brought under 
cultivation. 

Total income.-The total income from the estute is Rs. 1,31,00'0. 
Cost of SUf1ley.-There are 26 villages. In the opinion of the witness it would cost 

from Rs. 80,000 to Rs. 1,00,000 to survey the~e villages. 
Rate of assessment.-In Gurupudi village the average wet rate is Rs. 1S-1-10. 

The corresponding Government rate is RH. 8-4~ to Rs. 1~ and dry rate Re. :5-7-2. 
In Rayapudi, wet rate is Rs: 8-&-9 and Rs. 6-4-7. 
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The total income of these two villages .be~ore 11108. IS Rs. 6,1123. It was increased to 
&. 7,752 before 1931. 

: In M.alli.shera village the present inCome is Rs. 5,887. Before 11108 it was RupeelS-
3,272-10-0 for. fasli 1311. In fasli 1301 it was' Ra. 2,110 and for f&ali 1271 it was 
Re. 825. .. . ' . 

Fot'e8ts.-The forest is without timber. Most of it is shrub jungle. For domestic 
and agricultural purposes there is the permit system. For other purposes there is the 
seigniorage. The total extent of the forest is about 750 IICres situated in three different. 
places. 

Water-rots.-There is water-rate. 
Irrigation jund.-Witness suggepts that a certain percentage of gross revenue should 

be set apart for being spent on repairs to irrigation works every year. 
School8 and hOBpital8.-There are schools and hospitals and other beneficient 

institutions. There are some Choultries. All these wIll cost about Rs. 10,000. Ne> 
contribution is taken from the ryots. 

CollectionB.-The collections are made in October to January and in BOme villages
in April. This is a hardship but the witness says in thl" estate the hardship does not· 
exist. Until the ryots get a crop the zamindar does not begin collection. 

Got>ernment accountB.-No Government IICCOunts are maintained. Probably the 
karnam maintains the 'A' Register and Lhe • B • Register. 

Sugarcane and special !eu.-In addItion to Re. 7~ being charged on jaggery II

special fee of. three pies is being charged on every four rupees. This is coming from time 
immemorial. Witness does not know for what purpo@e. . . 

Income 
Peshkash 

GOLLAPROLU' ESTATE. 

Witness No. SO. 

RS. A. P. 

58.63415 3 
1l.2<lS 10 4 

This estate has three villages, viz., (1) Gollaprolu, (2) Bhogapuram and (3) lsukapalli_ 
Rmts.-Prior to 181111, the rent collection was ·Rs. 3,246-2-11. In 1~<l7 A.D. thE> 

collection was Rs. 68,120. Within the space of 60 years the rent has augmented 6C> 

m~ch. There has not been increase in the area of the land. 
In Bhogavaram village, the land having the patta No. 34 paid rent as follows :

In the year 1882, Rs. 200. 
In the year 11111, Rs. 318. 

2. oSuHet/.-Tbis estate had been surveyed.in part. The ryots paid the expenses. 
·8. Irrigation.-No repairs to channels in proper time, BO they get silted up. 

• 4. 'General.-(i) On account of high rates of rent and the low prices of grains, thE> 
landl went into the hands of money-lenders; .. ". . 

hi) Joint pattas must be separated. 
(ill) The rent collection months must be altered. The collection. must be roadit 

from, the beginning of December. 
The8$ are the demands of' the ryoh . 

Income 
Peshkasb 

• 
VEGAYAKPETA ESTATE~ 

1IlI 

41.059 
8,053 

A.P; 

4 .8 
7 0 

Witness No. 132. .' 
Thil witneSB OWDS 11 acr~s in one patta for _which ~e pays .. Rs.238-7-U. .;.. rent_ 

This comes to roughly Rs. 2 per acre. He pleads for the ~vernment. rat8!' of r~nts. ill 
the estate lands al80. 'l'he GoveJ:oment levied wa~r-ce!lS in tl1~ village of Vegayampetll 
in .1916. R8II!isaion)l.were, given ill. fash .134.3. Thj!.z<tmi,nd!lf fluilt a ritiddle . School f~ 'he Village;' .... , . ,.. i ". • • ." ' . 

COK. 1\. PART n-16 
• . ; ; i ': \ ~"" 
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WitneSll No. 139 .. 

This witness belongs to Dasiripadu hamlet. He owns 8 acres IIoIld 33 cents' of" 
land and pays a rent of Re. 91 on the whole; The yield of the land comes only to 
Rs;50 and thus this ryot is suffering a gre9.tloSll, on account of the high rates of rent. 
He. pleads for the introduction of the Government rates of rent in this estate also: 

XAPILESW AltAPURAM ESTATE. 

Xesanakurru. 

Witness No. 118, Gadiraju Ramaraja, aged 55 years, Kesanakurru village, 
Xesanakurru Estate, Xapileswarapuram zamindari. 

The rate of wet land per acre is Ra. 14. In 1932 there was an enhancement of 
one anna in the rupee. The rates in the neighbouring Government land is very low. 
Fifty years ago rent rates in this estate also were as low as Rs. 5 per acre. The rates in 
the zamindari lands should be just like the Government rates. The rent of Rs. 14 for' 
wet lands does not include the water-rate. 

Sen ZandB.-The extent of the seri lands comes to 500 acres. The ryots undergo 
hardships on account of these seri lands. 'l'hey (ryots) will ultimately lose all their 
lands. For arrears of rent the lands are sold away and bought by the zamindar himself. 

Relati01l8hip of landlord and tenant.-Tbe zammdar is the terror of the ryots. 
Witness No. 146-Veedhi Ramiah Veedhivan Lanka village, Xapileswarapuram Estate. 

Rent.-This must be reduced and brought to a level With the Government rates. 

Grazing.-Formerly grass was given away uee. Cattle are not allowed at present 
to graze freely. 

ltapileswarapuram. 
I. (a) It was stated in the fifth report on the East India affairs that in old ~ays t~e 

:zamindars are the owners of a certain portion of tho country with absolute rights m 
the land within their limits. 

In 1802 when the permanent settlement took place it was stated as .. a regulation 
for declaring the proprietary rights of lands." 

In 1908 at the time of the passing of the Estate Land Act this was discussed. 

PARAGRAPH 27-INSTRUCTIONS TO COLLECTORS • 

. , It is well known in the circars that there are very extensive tracts of uncultivated 
arable and waste lands forming part of every zamindari. These are to be given up in 
perpetuity to the zamindars. free of any additional assessmeD~. 

PARAGRAPH 84. 
Distinct from these claims are the rights and privileges of the cultivating ryots, 

who though they have no positive property in the soil, have a right of occupancy 8S· long 
a& they cultivate to the extent of their uaual means and gives to the circa.r or proprj.etor, 
whether in money or in kind the a.ccustomecl portion of the produce, 

II. (a) Rent.-Rent is nothing but rajabhogam. In fixing the peshkash uncultivated 
area was also taken into consideration. The zamindar spent enormoua money in ,bringing 
the lands 'UIlder cultivation. Originally there was the sharing system to the ruler. At 
one tune, it was two-thirds of the net income which· lster on came to half-and-half. 
If one admits that the zamindar has more rights in the soil then he muat be entitled to 
greater rent. 

(b) Fair and equitable rent.-It should be left to the court to decide a fair and 
.,quitable rent after collecting all statistics. 

(0) The ryots are getting remissions although there is no statutory provision for 
it. A reservation should be made for famine years in fixing a fair and equitable rent. 

ed) Rent 8hould b8 ji.:J:ed once for all.-To know the burden aD land, there must 
be fixity of rent. Fixity of every right and lisbility will be a step towards unity. 

(e) The Government need not alter or reduce rents. 
m. The present Act, as, amended by Act VIII of 1934. became very cu~bersome 

6nd expensive. Section 127 requires modification. . . . ... 
IV. Water rights.-The tenant has no inherent right to water. If it is a80Urc.: 

oonstructed by the z~mil!da.r himself he ~ have the superior rights of w~tsring i1!a; 
fields first and 8upplymg it to others next m a regular manner.. ". 
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V. Survey is necessa.ry---oost to be borne by the zaminda.r, the tenant and aJso by 
the Government in equal proportions. 

VI. The landholder cannot levy anything except rent. 
VII. The tenants have also the ri~ht of applying and getting what they require for 

agricultural purposes which includes the feeding of cattle also, by paying the prescribed 
fees. 

vm. If the landholder fails to execute the works, the Government may get it done 
through the Public Works Department and recover the cost from the zamindar as an 
.arrear of land revenue. 

IX. In old days the jamabandi was introduced to enable the pattadars to state 
their grievances, if any, to the officer. . The jamabandi had the effect of bringing the ryots 
and the officers together. But at the present day it is only a farce; it is intended only 
:to check the correctness of the demand. So as it serves no useful purpose, jamabandi is 
not necessary. 

X. Section 90 of the Estates Land Act has not given any legal status to the under. 
tenants. 

XI. The Board of Revenue should be the final appellate authority. 
XII. (4) The present la\f to eject .. trespasser by a suit in a civil court is expensive. 

(b) Kattubadi does not ·fall within the Estates Land Act. At present to recover 
kattubadi it must be executed like a simple money decree. This kattubadi has no charge 
-on the land. 

NUGl1R ESTATE. 
RS. A. P. 

Income 13,000 0 0 
Peshkash 7,073 1 2 

Witness No. W /127, Cherla village, Nugur estate. 
This estate was transferred to the Madras Presidency from the Central Provinces 

in the year 1909. It was ordered that Central Provinces Law alone should govern this 
.... tate. 

This estate was surveyed and settled in 1905. 
'lhe witness wants the following. 
1. That the law applicable in the estate must be Madras Estates Land Act (the 

·es!a(e must be removed from the agency). 
2. The tanks must be repaired. 
S. The ryots are paying higher rates of rent than in Government lands. The ryots 

.cannot bea.r this. So rent should he reduced. 

I.AJO('AVARAV ESTATE. 

Income 
Peshkash 

Witness No. 143. 

RS. A. P. 
17,688 15 0 
2,610 5 2 

The proprietor of the estate is Mr. Mantripraggada Bujanga Rae. 
1. Rata oJ rent-

Dry ra.te Re. 1 to Re. 3. 
Wet ra.te Re. 4 to Re. 10. 

2. lrrigati<m.-Yerra.kaluva. is the only cha.nnel for the estate. There is alwa.ys wa.ter 
in it. It was repa.ired 20 years ago. 

YERRAJCPETA ESTATE. 

Income 
Peshkash 

Witness No. 141. 

BB. A. P. 
6,386 16 4 

662 6 II 

The ~tate ha.d ~ surveYld. The rates of rent &ore double the rates in the neighbour
hood, to link wells It h". become oostly becauae unless they &ore sunk V6't7 deep wa.fier 
'Will not:rea.ch. There &ore no ryote' a.ssociation in this estate. .. " 
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TY.A.TAMP'ODI ESTATE, WEST GODAVARI DISTRICT. 
: i. • ...'" .' . • '. _. '~ • . . • '. . - _.' .,' 

Income 
Peshkash 

Witness No. 108. 

BS. 4. 1' •. 

9,006 0 4 
2,791 4 .0 

1. The rates of rent after the yea.r 1908 a.re higher than the rates of rent prevaiIing~ 
before the coming of Estates and Act. . 

2. The rates of rent prevailing in Government a.reas must be introduced in the estates. 
also. 

3. Pora.mboke laniis must be given free to the poor people~ 
4. Ta.nk beds a.re assigned on amara.ka.m. The water in the ta.nks is let off by the

estate voluntarily so that the ta.nk bed can be leased out on a.ma.raka.m. In the tank bedsr 
paddy is cultivated, and the estate gets half the produce for its sha.re. 

6. The pattas must be se'pa.ra.ted and the estate surveyed. 
6. There is neither forest nor grazing field in the estate . 

• 
YELI·AMANCHILI ESTATE. 

Income 
Peshkash 

Witness No. 136. 

BB. A. P. 

6,669 14 11 
3,798 3 0 

This witness speaks on "localization by identification and selection". It is ago 

follows:'-
In 1875 a Deputy Collector was appointed to go into this question. He enquired 

and made a list of lands into two classes, (1) wet dry class and (2) dry wet class. The· 
Government wanted to know what dry lands can be brought under wet lands. This righ~ 
of the Govemment of "Loca.lization by Selection" was given away to the zaminda.rs. 
who made the • selection' and began to levy water-rate .. The High Court decreed that 
the zamindar had no right to levy water-rates. 

The rent collections for each village was increased by tl:is ~ay of • selection.' . 
Fair and equitable rent.-The Govemment 'rates of rent axe "f: .. ir and it should aIsoIJe. 

the same in the estate villages. . . . . .' ':., . '.1 '. . • 

EAI.AVALAPALLIESTATE • 

Income . 
Peshkash 

. Witness No.· 134. 

. lUI. A. P. 

5,858 .8 3 
1,344 12 l 

1. Rent rate8.-The Govemment rates of rent is fair and it must be followed ey.en illl 
the estate also. 

2. PattaB.-They must be separated. 
3. General grievances.-In banjar lands, cattle a.re not allowed to graze, .There &.re

no repairs to ta.nks and when petitioned to the Collector, he exa.mined the tanks and said. 
that they are in good condition. 

YE:aliA:GUDAlI ESTATE. 

tbco'ine 
Peshkash 

• i ~ 

. . .'~' .' . 

.Witness No, 124. 

BS. A. 1'. 

2,166.0. () 
321 14 -9 

This ryot OWJ!8 37 acres of dry-Iand and pays RB. 197 to'wards nmt. . . . 
,; ':Remi&9iim 'o/r~;j~/: The esta~ does !l~t grant 'l-e~~o'n ; of ;ie'n:~. ~~vcri'\~I\el:~" 
croplfa..il. . . ...... . . . .. . 
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Right. ,tit Ireu.-The estate i9 claiming rights on. the palmyra trees altl:cugh those· 
bee. eame into existsnce in the lands of the ryots after t1.e passlDg of tlieE.late Land. 
AcW. 

• • CHAT.T.APALLI ESTATE. 

Income 
Peshkash 

BB. A. P. 

2,90,953 10 9 
78,781 13 5 

Witness No. 90 belonging to Pothavaram Lanka. 

According to the present conditions the rates of rent are }jgh. Tllere was no survey 
and to transfer pattas, the ryots are finding it very difficult. Tle Witne.s e<D:plains that· 
even the rents in Government areas are high according to the present conditions of the 
country. The rent must be fixed af'tE.r considering the quality of t1.e particular land and. 
the labour of the ryot in bringing it under cultivation. 

Witness No. 91 of Srikakulam v.llage, Challapslli Estate. 

1. The ryots in this estate cannot pay the rates of rent fixed on their lands, because 
they are high. 

2. The kamatam lands of the zamindar has increased. In t1e fioods and cyclone of 
1864 many famIlies were ruined and the zamindar took advantage of it and incnased the 
area of his 8eri lands. 

3. The power of distraint must be removed. 
4. The collection of rents must be in the hands of the Village panchayat. 
5. Lands known as "FOf'e8t 'Una8Be88ed waste .. are now included in the Kamatam lands 

of the estate. 
Wjtness No. 101 of Mangaiapuram Village. 

1. This witness is also opposed to the rates of rent prevailing in Gov9/."DIDent areas as 
they are also high. 

2. The estate ia surveyed by the Government now. Prior to it there was a private 
survey in 1890. 

3. Thel'9 must be annual jamabandi. 
4. There must be remission of rent in ·deserVing case •. 
Witness No. 102 belonging to the hall'let Nadakuduru Village; Cballapalli Estate. 
1. The rates of rent in Government areas are high and it should not be iinposed on. 

the lands of this estate. . 
2. Remission of rent must also be given in deserving cases. 
3. There should be no rent charged for houses built by the ryots. 
4.' Pattaa are not t,r9noferred for some reason or other. On account of this, the ryot. 

is undergoing great los8. 
5. There must be annual jamabandi. 

Inoome 
Peshkash 

'l'ALAP:B.OLl1 ESTATE. 

.. .. .. . . 
Witness No. 87. 

DB. 

83,021 
12,841 

A. P. 

40 '1 
40 0 

Aocording to the Witness this estate consists of thirty small villages. 
1. Ratu 0/ rtmt.

Wet Rs. 5to 11. 
Dry Re. Il to •. 

The rats of rent are high. Only the Government rates of rent should be adopted. 

2. JrrigWiorI.-In Mukkollupadu village, there are two tanks 
(i) The Zar.ribll tank, and 
(ii) The PaIJapu tank. 

0011. a. PART u-l? 
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The expression zaribu land means land ~here'tobacco is cultivated, In the year 
, 1926-27, when the ryots prayed for remission, the,estate did not grant it. The land was 
auctioned for arrears of rent. A li.t of the auctioned lands since fasli 1342 to 1345 is given 
by this witness. ' 

3. H0U8es 0/ ryots.-For lands which were suitable for building houses, Re. 2 to 12 
kist ,s lev.ed. WLbn the ryot bu.lds a house III his patta lands he must pay the usual 
rent for that land alone and notiung more. 

4. Forest rigktB.-The ryots had a.ll rights in the forests. Now the ryot must get the 
perm,ssion of the zam.ndar to remove wood or fuel from his forests. The zamindar gives 
permJts even now but the ryot had to go many times for ,t, as'a favour. The Raja felled 
100 acres of forest and rai ,ed a mango garden. Thus the forest is getting anuihilated. 

5. The demands of the ryots-
(i) One-sixth of the net Income from the land should be the rate ofrent. 
(,i) The repairs to water sources must be done by the Publio Works Department. 

(,ii) The Government must collect the rent only. 
(iv) The ryots had full rights in the forest. Even now it is so. But it should not 

be compulsory to get the perm.ssion of the zam.ndar to remove wood, etc., from the forests. 
(v) There should be regular jamabandi. 

CRINTALAPADU VONTU OR MUltTYALA ESTATE. 

Income 
Peshkash 

The witness says as follows :-
Witness statement. 

BB. A. P. 

78,882 10 8 
17,511 6 1 

The estate had been surveyed by the Government in 1860. 
Rents.-Iu this estate thore had been gradual enbanoement of rent. 

Fa9li. Kiat. 

1288-1292 
1308-1312 
1316-1345 

BB. A. P. 

61 12 9 
80 10 10 

113 2 0 
The area of the land during the whole period is almost the same with slight variations. 

" The witness gives some more examples of how the rent had baen augmented as years 
rolled on. 

When the village was surveyed there were communal ZandB, eto., but they are not to be 
seen now. 
, 2. HOUBes.-The r.vot pays najarana to the zamindar, when the ryot builds a house. 
'Ifh~uses are built without the'estate's permission, the estate goes to a Court of law and sees 
that the house is demolished. 

3. lrrigation.-There are five tanks. The edtate monopolises the water. The Publio 
Works Department must do the repairs to tanks. .The tank beds are not in good condition. 

4. Forests and/orest pa1lCh"Yllts.-:-There are no forest panohayats in zamindan villages. 
'The zamindar must not oontrol the foreste. The revenue got with the help of the panohayat 
must be utilized for the needs of the village. 

5 •• General.-Tank beds are assigned fOJ: oultivation every year. 

GOLLAPALLI'ESTATE, NlJ'ZVlD TALUE. 

Incnme 
Peshkash 

BB. A. P. 

25,744 III 
3,199 8 10 

Witness No. 109 belonging to Koyyuru village. 
1. RatesoJ~ 

Dry rate 8 annas to 10 anna.s. 
Wet rate Re. 5-10-2 to Re. 36-9-11. 
Jarib rate is varying, aooording to the olass·war. Whether the jarib land is culti

vated or not, the kist must be paid. 

'.' .:!:: . 'f .:~-,'1 
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The high rates of rent are not due to the fertility of the soil. The rent was fixed 
aooording to the time, oircumstances and the influence of the partioular ryot. 

The witness quoted from his office copy (the witness was a karnam) the old DowIe 
aocounts ofthe village of Koyyuru. 

Dowle Jor KoygtW'U tn7lage-- • 

Fasli 1308 - •• 
Fasli 1342 •• - •• 

M iscellaf&WIUI ilem-

Fasli 1306 .. . . · . 
Fasli 1342 · . 

-... -
.,. . .. 
•• •• 

BB. A. P. .1.08. 

2,729 7 9 836· 99 

5,537 8 9 861·35 

390 0 0 

469 0 0 

In the above way, rents have beeninoreased in all the villages of the estate. 

2. Oommunalland8 tJ'IId J01'eI/!8.-There are grazing fields and also poramboke lands in 
the village. The area oithe forest is 1,000 acres. 

The villagers get fuel from the furests and a fee of Re. O~ to Re. ~ is levied. 

3, Gmeral.-(I) The rent instalments must be paid from January onwards instead of 
from Ootober. 

(2) As soon as the lands are sold, the pattas must also be transferredimmedistely. 

(3) There must be jamabandi every year. 

(4) The right to gat fuel and timber from the forests must be given to the ryots. 
'Theyalso must have the quarrying rights. 

(5) The rights in trees whioh grew after the Aot of 1908 and the rights in trees which 
existed prior to the Aot of 1908 must be distinguished. 

(6) The ryots must have grazing fields. The estate must even aoquire suoh fields 
and hand them over to the ryots. 

4. OUBtom'Vf!l lemes.-A cess oalled "meralu" is colleoted from the ryots whioh the 
estate distributed to the village servants. . 

Witness No. 110 of Digavalli village. 

Irrig~non grieIJlJ1ICeB.-(I) Rent has been increased on the plea that repairs to tanks 
were made and K~lingulu will be constructed for the tanks. 

(2) Although water was not supplied from the tanks to the lands, only wet rate was 
,levied on the pretext that the land was wat-water baing supplied by rains I 

NORTH KYLAVARAM ESTATE, BEZWADA TALl1E. 

Rates of rent-

Wet rates 

Dry rates 

Witness No. 111. 

BB ...... p. 
11 0 0 

100 
to 

1 , 0 

Remissions are not granted in this estate. There is also vetti labour for the pad 
"20 years. 

Griewncu.-(I) There is no suoh thing as unreserved furests in the estate •. 
(2) No proper receipts are given for rents paid. 
(3) There is DO demarcation for patta Jands. 
(4) No free gruing faoilities are given to the ryots. 
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GANNAVARAM ESTATE. 

Income 

Peshkash 

1. Rates of re:n,fr-

Wet rates, Re. 7 to 12. 
Dry rates, Re. 2 to 3. 
Jarib land rates, Re. 16. 

Witness No. 117. 

BB. A. P. 

14,823 13 3 

2,206 7 2 

• 

Pullari system and grazing facilitie8.-The pullari system is existing for the last 20 years~ 
The estate purchases grass at a place 20 miles distant from the village. The ryots must 
get it home in carts free of charge or else the estate places difficulties in the way of the 
ryots. For example witness No. 117 (M. Krishnamurthy of Adavi Nekkalam village) did 
not bring grass free of charge. So the estate demanded a grazing fee of Re. 1 from him 
although from time immemoria.l the grazing fee for the cattle _s 1 anna per cattle when 
they stay at home and 5 annas when they go out for grazing along with the herd of cattle. 

2. When the goats belonging to this witness were grazing in his own • poramboke ' 
land, the zamindar impounded them. 

3. When the cattle belonging to the ryots strayed into the private land of the zamindar 
they are impounded. But when the eattle belonging to the estate strayed into the lands 
of the ryots nothing should be done. This ~s a great hardship to the ryote. 

Form grieoonces.-Facilities for the cattle to graze freely in th~ forests must be given." 
The ryote must have the right to get timber from the forests, for domestic and agnculturat 
uses. For fuel brought from the forests, an entry is made in the estate accounts as though 
a fee of half anna or one anna was levied on them. But this is only nominal and nc t real. 
When timber is cut and sold to others the estate levies a fine ofRe. 50 on such ryots. 

The Government must take the management of the forest, establi.h villBge pp,nchayats. 
and confer forest rights on the ryots. 

, " 

KUSANlJR ESTATE, EISTNA. DISTRICT. 

Income 
Peshkash 

.. 

Witness No. 121. 

BB. A. P. 

13,698 11 1 
1,480 6 6 

Rates oJ rent.-The witness owns 30 acres of land, 10 acres wet land, 16 acres dry land., " 
6 aQl'eS jarib lands. The rates for wet land are Re. 4, 7 and 11-lHl. For jarib lands, the 
rates are Re. 5-lO~, Re. 6 and &S. 31-1~. The jarib rates were enhanced in fasli 1331. 
This is evident when the present rates of rent are compared with those in fasIi 1316. The
rent income of Musanur during various periods are as follows :-

A t 'the time of permanent settlement. 

In the year 1925 •••• 

BB. A. P. 

2,222 9 9 

11,600 0 0 

The present income, i.e., in 1938 _ 13,658 8 9 

2. Irrigation Jacilitie.t.-For the past 10 years the tanks in the estate are not repaired; 
at all excepting fur Peddacheruvu and three other tanks. 

S. Oommunal Zanda.-The estate had communal lands but they were brought uncUt 
cultivation. 

4. Fora! rights-

Reserved foresta~,OOO acres. 
Unreserved forests-:'IJiO acres 
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In 1909 the zamindar made some grazing faoilities for the cattle and allowed the ryots. 
to get timber from the unreserved furests. But all these l'ights ofthe ryots were cancelled 
andin 1919in the suitsfih:d, it was made clear that the ryots had no rights in the forests. 

The Raja of Telaprolu who purchased this estate has introduced many conditions in th& 
muohilikas and the ryut is oompalled to·sign muchilikas bearing so many conditions. 

The tllonk beds were aSligned on Amarkam tenure. 

Income 
Peshkash 

KRl1TTIVENNl1 ESTATE. 

.. 
Witness No. 144. 

RS. A. P. 
3,949 1 0 
1,667 3 4 

The banillor lands were near the sello.hore. They were given away for cultivation to
outsiders. The soil is sa.ndy. There is no communa.l poramb.Jke land. The old zamindars. 
1ISed to pay 1 of the oost of repairs to irrigation works. But now even this was not done. 

Income 

E:OWTKAVARAM ESTATJ;. 

Witness No. 135. 

BS. A. P. 
1,221 12 9 

In Kowthavaram, there are minor inams. The inam ryots are undergoing gt"e&t 
hardships. When there is no yield of crops, the inamdar keeps quiet and when there is good. 
yield in another year, he demands the old arrears too and suits are filed in Courts on IIoccOunt 
of this. 

CHOWDAVARAK AGENCY. 

Witness No. 92, Bojji Dora. 
1. Rents are very high, and it must be reduced. 
2. The tanks must be repaired. 
3. AdJaoent to our lands, th~re is forest and the wild auimals spoil the crop during the· 

night time. 
4. If timber, manure lea.ves and suoh other minor produoe is taken away from the 

forests, the estate olerks, forest gtmrds and tanadars demand one or two rupees. The above-· 
laid officers unneoessarily molest these people. 

5. There is vetti labour (compulsory free labour) in this estate. Neither the zamindar
nor the Government offioials plloy ooolie to these poor people for the servioes rendered by 
them. 

6. The Government must open 110 bank in this IIogenoy. It must advanoe money to these 
.• poor people and take in return the thin~s brought by them from the forests. At present aU 

these ryots are in the grip of the Sowcars. 

EATRAVALAPALLI ESTATE. 

Witness No. 96, Meka Sit&mIII&, Gonada. 
The lands of this witness were sold away for arrears of rent. This witness IIolleges that 

she had paid rents. Further the witness sa.ys that she is terror-stricken of the zamindar. 

:r.mwAGALA ESTATE. 

Witness No. 274, Veladanda Ranga Rao of Muna.gala estate. 
The ra.tss of rent in the est ... te are very high. There was a private survey for the e.tate. 

The present income of the estate is Re. 1,20,000. There should be jamabandi everY year 
and Joint patt&a must be separlloted. The ryot must have the rights in trees ; one-sixth of 
the net produoe should be made as rent payable on the land. 

Villaglfl tl!l'icer_.-The karnams of the village should maintain aooounts properly and 
regularly. There are nineteen kamams in this estate, of which eleven were suspended' 
one was removed from servioe and anotIter was dismissed. If the aooounts are not writte~ 
aooording to the wishes of the zamindar, trouble begins. 

COil ... PART u-18 
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Witness No. 275, T .. ngella Venkadu of Munagala estate. 

This witness is a vilJage servant. The vilJage servants are doing servioes to the zamindar 
.and otherd without any cash payment. Although these servants are given ma.nya.ms, the 
Ra.ja. claimed that those lands belonged to him alone. 

Witness No. 337, K. Ramayya of Munagala estate. 

The witness is a rYilt owning 7 aores dry. H3 oamplains that the Zamindar is harassing. 

GAMPALAGUDElrI ESTATE, KISTNA DISTRICT. 

Witness No. 260, KoIIi Buohayya-A ryot. 
The present Zamindar is a. minor a.nd he is under a guardian. 
Rates of rent--

Wet-Rs. 10, 14. 
Dry-Rs. 6, 5. 

IrrigJtio,..-T,onks ara not in g.)od order. The ryots repair the tanks. The ayacut 
of the land! h,.s increased from 30 to 40 acres to 100 acres. For wet lands water-supply ill 
from tanks and there are feeder channels for the tanks. 

Enh,l/&ument of rate.-There ia an enhancement of rate (pre-survey rate) from Rs. 4-lH) 
to Rs. 23 par a.cre after survey. 

Frilm the dowle Moounts read out by the witness the follOWing total demand could be 
found out-

Faoli. 

1278 
1307 
1342 

The difference from 1278 to 134'2 is Rs. 5,896-13-3. 

.Demand on the 
village. 

DB. A. P. 
540 2 0 

1,933 8 I 
6,436 15 3 

There is no extension in the area of oultivation. The taram rates are ohanged so as to 
enhance the assessment. The dry rates are also enhanced. The rate for fasli 130' WlIII 

Rs. 2-4-0 for dry; but in 1341 it wa.s Rs. II. The rate is assessedaocordingto the influenoe 
of individual ryots . 

.Remissiom.-There is no rem ssion of rents now. 
Forest8.-Rents are collected from forests a.lso. Cattle are not allowed to graze in the 

forests. In La.kshmipuram village the forests were decreed and given on cowIe to the zamin
dar'. nephew. 

In Pa.ttalur vilJage a ryot committed suicide because his lands were taken pway from 
him as reported in .. Vahini Patriks ". Another also oommitted suicide by drowning in a 
well, because his tope wa.s takED a.way from him by the auctioneers. 

They are taking Nuzzarana.s when new lands are assigned. 
The ryots petitionsd to the Collector that the zamindar is taking away lands forcibly 

from them. The Collector ordered the la.nds to be returned to the ryots.But this was 
Dot done. 

Jmnt Patta.-There is trouble on account of joint Pattas. There is no jamaband;. 
Witness No. 264.-Mr. K. JagannadharayaDa.ngar, Manager. 
Rent&.-From 1900 there was no increase in rent. 
8'U7'11ey. ~ The estate was surveyed twice, once in 1307 and again in 1340 fasIi. 
Revenue.-In fasli 1346 the revenue wa.s Rs. 48,192-12-5. 
Area of la7lll8.-Dry lands enend to 16,000 acres. Of these 1,010 acres are cultivated 

in fash 1346. Patta bandi lands 6,683 aores. 
Forest8.-There are reserved and unreserved forests. Permits are given. to the ryot 

at four annas per head of cattle. 

Witness No. 353-Filed memorandum-Inam witnsss. 
Witness No. 320-Achayya of GampaIagudem Estate. 

The witness oomplains of high rates of rent. He also quoted the rates in Chintalapadu 
village which belongs to the Government. The witness also spoke about old TirupurEstate 
and filed the amarakam register. He pleads for the introduction of Government rates a$ 
least. He read out from a patta showing that the estate has increased their kist between 
faali 1308 to faali 1336. . 
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CHAPTER III 

t Karvetinagaram (or Bom· 

MADRAS CENTRE. 
7 Panagal. 12 Vettavalem. 
8 Chettioad. -marazupalayam). 

"2 Veokatagiri. 
3 Kangondi. 0, Thirumalai-Thirupathi 

13 KoviIampundi. 
I' Kirlampudi. 
16 Thirllthervalai and 

4 Kalahasti. Devasthanam. 
10 Chioohinada. 

Govindam&ngalam. 
.6 Pamur. 16 Kaohinad • 
6 Ponganur. 11 Vellaoalam. 

Introduction.-The Estates Land Enquiry Committee whioh had its sittings at Fort 
St. George took evidence of the estates belonging to the Nellore, Chittoor, Cbingleput and 
North Aroot districts. The names of the estates, the districts to whicb they belong and 
'ihe total rent roll of their estates, along with the pesbka.b which they pay to the Govern· 
menb are mentioned below. 

NELLORE,lDISTRICT. 

The district is geoorally Jlat and low elevation. The eastern portions are comparatively ~s~u:!aot 
better than the western portions which comprise of wide stretches of barren treeless country. )lad, .. PnoI· 

There are four zamindaris in the district-(I) Venkatagiri; (2) Pamur, (3) ChUDdi and ::r~f~ 
{') Muthyalapadu. The area of the Nellore district is 8,000 square miles, of which the above 
said four zamindaris oover an extent of ooarly half the district or about 3,638 square miles. 

The Venkatagiri Estate fans into two blocks, viz., the southern block comprising the 
taluks of Venkatagiri and Sulurpet. The northern block of the estate comprises of the 
Podili and Darsi Woks and portions of the Kanigiri taluk, 

The villages of the Pamur Estate are scattered over tbe AtJIlakur, Kavali, Udayagiri, 
Kandukur and Kanigiri taloks. The Chundi Estate is entirely within Kandukur taluk. 
'The Muthyalapadu Estate is in Kandukur and Kavali taluks. 

Soil cltuslficalion.-The BOils in this district are black, red and sandy. Black olay is 
-confined to the northern portion of the Kandukor taluk. Redloam occupies most of the 
rest of the district. The Muthyalapadu and the ChUDdi Estates have a rocky andgraveQv 
eoil which is only fit for dry crops such as cholam and pulses. The conditioDS in the Pamur 
Estate are also similar. 

Statistioal table for fasli 13'0. NeUore distriot. 

Ryotwari-2,SS2,297 aores. 
Minor bm-197,732 acres. 
bm (Whole)-426,822 acres. 
Zamindari-2,130,S40 aereB. 

N.B.-Nam811 of the 8Stat.ea belonging to the NaUoN diatrior; are giV&D below:-

Name of the ....... P .. hkaah. Rent-zoU • 

Venkatagiri (Nallo" diet,riot) 
V.rtkatagiri Gum"'r diltriot) 
Pamur 
Oha.ndi •• 
Kondur .• •• 
Veel'&1'8oghaV'GDikota •• 
U.ukur 

... A. p.) 

3,23.~92 2 8 
.... 91912 e 
34,219 D 10 
13,614 10 7 

2.482 12 10 
2.008 6 0 

8S8 I , 

CHrrrOOR DISrRIC r. 

E. A. P. 

12,83,231 ! 7 
1.63.091 • 1 
1,27,89' J. 0 

61,120 oJ 9 
14.747 8 I 

7,6.15 8 7 
~,86! 16 11 

The district of Chittoor was constituted with effect from"lst April! 011. It com~ ...... _ 
the taluks of Chittoor, Palmall8r and Chandragiri transferred from the old North Aroot ~~ 
iiistrict and of Madanapalle and Vayalpad transferred from the old Cuddapab district t:~,k"'" 
as well as the .amindaris of POlnganur, Kalahasti and Karvetnagar, The District oove1,'B 
_ extent of 6,90' square miles • 

. The Eastern part of the district consisting of the Chittoor and Chandragiri talWts the 
Kan>etnagar zamindari and a portion of the Kalabasti .amindari is much out up bi the 
Bpurs from the EastErn Ghaut8, which bound the district OD the north. Owing to the 
innumerable bills in this lI&rt of the district there are great many jungle streams. 
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Soil claBBification.-There are three cIasEes of soil (1) Regada (black), (2) Lal (red) and 
(3) Massub (mixed). The black is again subdivided into clayey, loamy and Eandy, and the 
red into loamy and sandy. There is much fertile loam. in the Karvetnagar 7amindari. 
That portion of the di.trict which lies above the ghauts may be said to cOlU!tituu, the· 
famine zone of the district. 

Statistical table for Chittoor district. fasli 1340. 

Ryotwari-l,727,825 acres. !nama (whole)--594,067 acres. 
Minor inams-l06,894 acres. Zamindari-l,350,079 acres. 

Names of the estates of Chittoor district that gave evidence before the Committee. 
Naure of the estate. P .. hkasb. Rent·roll. 

BB. A. P. BB. A. P. 

Punganu\" 66,687 14 7 2,86,696 9 6 
Karvetnagar 13,049 16 8 74,992 4 4 
Banf!&ri 11,647 9 0 42,655 1 1 
Chettinad-

Karvetnagar aDd 54 village. 8,798 5 0 30,983 0 2 
Settivanattam 477 1 0 1,154 15 9 
Jadabapanapalle 83 9 0 466 4 8 

Xalabaotl •• 2,336 0 1 25,894 9 0 
Alotbur 4,170 3 6 

CHINGLEPUT AND NORTH ARGOT DISTRICTS. 

The estates belonging to the Chingleput and North Arcot districts that tendered evidene& 
before the Enquiry Committee are eight in number. The total rent-roll With the peshkash 
which they pay to the Government are entered against the names of the estates. 

Name of tho estate. 

Kachinad E.tate and 204 villageR (Tiruvallur taJuk) 
Tjruvur 
Mambal&m 
Chinnakavanam 
Jagannadhapuram 

Peohkaob. 

BS. A.. :1". 

51,611 2 7 
7,78f 14 7 

619 8 1 
365 12 9 
34816 3 

Rent-roU. 

89. A. ..... 

1,69,511 2 11 
24,123 15 10 

2,520 4 1 
1,248 In 1 
1,618 8 8 

ESTATES BELONGING TO THE NORTH A.RcOT D!STBICT. 

Name of the estate. P .. hkaFb. Rent·roll. 

88. &. P. BS • ... p. 

Ami Estate 5.015 5 3 2.61,572, 0 0 
Kangundi 2,870 6 7 10,126 0 0 
Vettavalem 33 0 0 11,646 .1 

In the Madras Centre the Estates Land Enquiry Committee gave a further opportunity 
to the estates belonging to all the districts of this Presidency to tender any additional fact& 
or evidence pertaining to their estates. This opportunity W&s made Use of by the ramindaq 
and ryots belonging to the folloWing estates :-. 

Bobbili Estate J 
Madgole Estate VizagapataJn district. 
Parlakimedi Estate 
Baruva Estate 

K ist1'ia district. 
Name of the .. tate. P .. bkaob. Rent·roU. 

BO. ... p • ,... ... p. 

Vuyyur. I 659 8 0 
,. II 54614 0 3,973 011 
.. nI 14,281 13 5 Vuyyur I and 

III and M.dur 
Estate. 

Madar 8.080 S 5 1,66.286 16 I 
Mir&apur 6,983 6 6 48.670 13 6 
Munagala . . 4,510 10 7 1,25,679 13 3 
GampaJagudem (Eaet) 1,718 8 9 34.357 G 7 

.. (Weot) .. 880 15 II 16,4111 e 3 
Rajupeta .... .". 136 9 I 1,618 , 3 

~~-

.' 
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Name of t.b8 _to, Peobkash, Rent-zoll, 
BS, A. ., BS, A. l', 

Pithapu.. 
EtH' GodatKIri Disw1d. 

Jaggampeta, A .. ' . . . 22,234 12 2 1,03,698 7 G 
Kapile8waT8puram .. 8,~26 6 9 75,336 13 10 
Kirlampudi, A~I 2,518 13 6 14,248 11 8 
.Ki.lampudi, B 8,507 14 7 40,616 8 2 

W .. , GodtwariDiBIri<'. 
EIIamarMl 20,936 9 5 72,740 311 
Cbinchi .... da 780 14 5 2,943 8 4 

'l'1'ichinopoly Dillwict. 
Kattuputhur .. 16,211 3 1 34,877 14 11 
Udaiyarpalaiyam 665 9 5 1,86.020 5 a 

Pinnet:eUv Didriet. 
Melmnndi 960 6 7 8,303 13 4 

Ramnad Diser1d. 
Sivaganga 2,53,057 5 2 11,37,146 13 8 
Seithur 12,552 10 7 1,00,107 6 10 
Govindamangalam 1,184 6 9 7,022 4 4 

Mad1.W'a District. 
Saptur 8,809 11 9 68,848 411 
ldaiyak.ottai 6,981 0 0 35,464 13 6 

Taniore Dil/Vict. 
Papanad 3,985 14 8 50,14.2 0 0 

KARVETINAGARAM ESTATE. 

Witness No. 284, Mr. Poondi Periyandi Reddi, Thiruttani taluk, Chittoor district. 
(1) Tho rates of rent are very high. The yidd from the land is very low. 
(2) Irrigalian.-The tanks are in disrepair. . There is no continuous water-supply from 

the tanks. 
(3) Fore&ts.-The forest is under the management of tle estate. Cattle is not allowed 

to graze. A fee is levied if fuel is removed from the forests. 
Finally the witness pleads for the levying of rents as In Government areas. 

Witness No, 302, Thota Munuswamy Chetti, Narasimhapuram, Karvetinagaram Estate. 
Irrigalian.-Thore is no continuous supply of water for the land throughout the year. 
Rent.-Tho rates of rent are very li~h. For wet lands although there is no supply of 

water regularly, the same wet rates are collected. Remissions are not granted. Pattas and 
receipts are not given regularly. 

Witnees No. 346, Evidence of this witness, was presented in the shape of a 
memorandum. 

THE BOMMARAJUPALAYAM ESTATE ALIAS THE XARVETNAGAR 
ESTATE. 

(Originally in the North Arcot district; noW in the Chittoor district.) 
T.his estate is situated in the Puthur and Tiruttani Deputy Ta.hsildar's DiVisioD8. 

Tho IIorea in square miles is-

Puthur diVision 
Tiruttani division 

Total 

Area of the estate in acres by survey 

Total Beriz-
Dry (punja) 
Wet (nanja) 

" ... .. . . :. ~ 

.. ~" ..... 
... t :, .• :" 

Total 

SQUARB 

lIIILES. 
542 
401 

943 

A09. 
603,607 

GUN'rAS. 

1,102,205'6-4/16 
606,603,15 

1,608,809 

(Sre colUmn I .. 
Btatem .. .nt 
lfo- 1 oUb. 
OIlRtt.eer of 
Chlttoor 
D"' ..... 
VolumeD. 
1000\) 
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001II1IIIIII' all.~· The conversion rate for a gunta works out to 0'37 of an acre or 37 cents while according 
:.~'!:," .. te"" to paragraph 86 of Stratton's Report a gunta represented a square With a side of 64 feet 
:'~...:!.~1 tho of the village God of Namvaram. Taking this foot to be no more than a hu lIan foot. the 
~~:.lY:'-- standard of 64 feet is less than a gunta's chain of 100 links which is 66 feet. According to 
~ ~ i:&.' this a gunta must have measured abo';lt 10 cents or !ess than 10.000 square links in the 
iI.bmltt •• b7' survey parlance, every 1.000 square links representing a cent. 
StraLtonOD 

~=::.Ib::'l, Such a gunta of land now according to conversion is 37 cents. 
'286 of N ortb ....--~:i.m.~. Tnftn (S P ) v._ _ Gu""'A. TIBVll .• 
~-, 
~8 .... _ 
~_dl6 
'bld,) 

(Boo __ 

se and. 80 
'1IIdJ 

Ayanpunja 632.371"4-4/16 19,742'13-6t'16 

The rate for gunta of dry works out to 2 annas for 37 cents. This works 'out to less 
than 6 annal per acre. 

Ayannanja ... •• 

G1m'.rA. 

313,046'14 

TIBVll (S. P.) 

49.801·10......,16 

The rate for gunta of wet works out to As. S-11 for 37 cents of wet according to survey. 
This works out to about Rs. 1-&-0 per acre. 

C&lculation sheets are attached. 

:Below are given for comparison the rates of rent now prevailing in the several parcels of 
the estates now in several enjoyment. The estate was split up and sold for debts incurred 
before the passing of the Impartible Estates Act. 

Oaleulaticm sheeI.-I. 'Conversion rates for a gunta at permanent settlement with the 
extent according to present survey. 

Survey area in acre_ 
1,608,809 ) 603,507'00 ( 0'37 

482,642'7 

12,086,430 
11,264,663 

n. The rate of assessment for a gunta of dry land at permanent settlement which is 
37 cents according to survey. ' 

(S.P.l-
19.743 X 31 = Rs. 68,100 

DmIor Dividend Quotient. 

632,371 (Guntas) ) 68,100 (0-2-0 
16 

10,89.600 
10,64,742 

m. The rate of assessment or tirvai for a gunta of wet land at permanent settlement. 
(S.P.l-

49,801 X 31 = Re. 1,74,304 
Divilor 

313,047 ) 
Dividend 
1,74,303 

16 

27,88,848 
25,04,376 

2,84,472 
12 

34,13,664 
34,43,617 

\ 

Qu.tien •• 

(As. S-11. 
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The uncuUitlate4 eztentB at the time of permanent 8ettlement-

Col. 8 
CoL 21 

Col. 24. 

001.9 
CoL 22 

Col. 26 

Total punja, ordinary 
DedtICI punja, inaln· 

DedtICI ayan punja 
Net 

GUlITAS. 

•. 1,102,205 
211,168 

891,037 
532,371 

Net, i. e., uncultivated but assess· f 358,666 
ed dry land available for oulti-
vation. 

Similerly for nanja

Total nanja (wet) 
DedtICI inam. wet .. 

Deduct ayan nanja 

506,603 
107,153 

Net .. 399,450 
313,046 

Net, i.e., uncultivated but assess· 86,404 
ed wet land available for culti-
vation at the permanent settle-
ment. 

The area under holding at permanent settIem.ent compared with the area under hold
ing cropped in faslis 1335 and 1340 in the Puthur and Tiruttani (Deputy Tahsildar's Divi
sions) which constitute the Karvetnagar Estate Including the inam villages. 

The area by survey in acres is as follows :

Puthur. 
(001. 4.) 

A08. 

Wholeinam 
ZaIllindari 

Total 

Grand total •. 

335,298 
146,146 

481,4.44 
122,064 

603,508 

Tiruttani. 
(001. 5) 

A.08. 

25,438 
96,626 

122,064 

This area COlUes very nearly to the area of the estate by tr&verse. 
The net area cropped in fasli 1335 according to the statement-

Puthur 
Tlruttani 

Total 

A08. 

36,245 
46,762 

82,007 

Below will be given the areas under holding in the ayan villages of the zamindari for 
-comparison with the above figures for fasli 1335 which, of course, are taken with a large 
margin of elTOl'-

G17B'l'AS. 

Ayan punja under holding and cultivation at 532,371 = 
permanent Bettlem.ent. 

Ayan nanja ... 313,046 = 

A.OS. 

197,077 

115,827 

The oomparison shows olearly that oultivation has not at all ezpanded but actuaJly 
declined sinoe the permanent settIem.ent on account of bigh rates ohent levied by the 
samindar who became heavily indebted and lost his estate by sales in court. 

(No. See 
Staoemen\ 
Ix: at page 21 
of tbe 
Gazetteer of 
the Ollittoar 
Dlatnot. 
Volgme n, 
1928.) 
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VENKATAGIRl ZAMINDARI. 

Peshkash 
Total rent 

.... 

HISTOBY OF THE ESTATE. 

.... 
BS. A. P. 

8,28,792 2 8 
12 ,88 ,231 4 7 

This estate had been held under feudal tenure before the permanent settlement in-
1802. The letter of Lord Clive, Governor of Madras, dated 24th August 1802, printed 
on pages 720-728 of the Nellore District Manual by ;Mr. Boswell shows distinctly that 
the peshkash imposed upon the estate ,represents the cost of maintaining the army in 
field, minus certain duties like the sayer abolished. And that out of the total revenue of 
the zao;li.ndari the balance of revenue remaining after paying the peshkash was assigned 
to the zamindar and that he was released from his military obligation to the state from 
the date of the settlement. The method of assessing the peshkash is given in the follow
ing paragraph of Lord Clive's letter . 

.. The relief your finances will derive from the disbandment of your military peons 
with, according to the accounts furnished by yourself, be equal to, pagodas 1,27,323 
independently of the discontinuance of charges of ammunition, military stores, garrison 
and forts, and independently also of the revenue to be produced on the reversion of the 
lands now held by your amaram' and kattubadi peons. I have, therefore, resolved to fix 
the equivalent to be paid by you in money at the sum of pagodas 98,827, exclusively of 
the establishment peshkash, but it being my intention to reserve in the hands of the 
company the administration of the revenues derived from sayer, salt and spirituous 
liquors, I have deducted from your commuted equivalent the total amount of these 
branches of revenue being, according to the accounts furnished by you, star pagodas, 
8,942 per annum so that your payment will, in future, be fixed as follows:-

Equivalent for military sel"Vlce 
Established peshkash, 

Total 

STAB PAGODAS. 

89,885 
21,673 

1,11,058 

The above sum being the total amount of the public demand for your portion of 
the expenses of general protection, 1 transmit to you, under the seal and signature of the 
Governor in Council, a Sannad-I-Milkeut istimrar, fixing the said sum of star pagodas 
1,11,000 to bs the permanent contribution of your zamindari under the heads." 

Salt 
Sayer 
Spirituous liquor 

Total 

9TAB PAGODAS. 

1,067 
7,000 

885 

8,959. 

Please see for details of the gross beriz of the Venkatagiri zamindari the expenditure 
of the military establishment in men and money and the tribute paid to the sovereign 
power, the permanent assessment proposed to be demanded and the surplus or thl" 
remaining revenue assigned to the zamindar, the statement number XI appended to 
Stratton's letter to the President and members of the Board of Revenue, Fort St. Georg~. 
This statement clearly shows that the ~e"8ntle remaining after payment of the peshkash 
was assigned to the zamindar. 

A perusal of the history of the tenure of ryots in Nellore given in pages 477 to 478' 
of the N ellore District Manual by Boswell shows that the" Kadim .. ryots were hereditary 
permanent farmers of the village and could not be asked 90 long as they paid their public 
dues. The kadims are the ancient inhabitants. They were responsible for the cultiva
tion. It was 'with them that the GovermIuint settlement was made. To them anv 
adva.ntag~ resulting therefrom acorued as a right and they were liable for the whole 
assessment. In 1801, about two-thirds of the cultivation was carried on by kadims and 
only one-third by the Payakaris-Payakari, means a. sower on lIocount of another: but it 
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seems hazardous to conclude the affirmative .on the ground of.the kadimsbeing hereditary 
cultivators inasmuch as ryots possessing hereditary right of occupation. without property 
in the soil are found in almost all parts of India. Such property if it ever existed in the 
case of kaihms could scarcely have completely passed away without leaving a trace of its. 
former eXistence; and the position of the kadim with regard to· the soil seems exactly 
simllar to that of the .. Khad Kasht ,,' cultivators of Bengal (Khad Kasht--Sower on· 
his own accord). 

A perusal of paragraphs 32 to 39 of Stratton's letter, dated 14th July 1801, to the 
President and members of the Board of Revenue, Fort St. George (constituted in 1781> 
With Governor as the President) shows that the management of the districts under the
zamlDdar had long been and continued (up to the date of the report) extremely corrupt; 
and defective owing to the poligar's uttter· incapacity for any business, that the ryota. 
were imposed upon by the subordinate revenue staff by extorting more than the due 
share (vide paragraph 38). 

Paragraph 37 says·as follows:~ 
.. The tyranny of the Woontudars over their ryots has induced several to emigrate

from the Sugatoor and Pollor Purgannahs which bas impoverished to a serious. 
extent the resources of that valuable portion of the zamindari." 

The above extracts are enough to prove that under such: circumstances of penalty,. 
corruptIOn and fraud on the part of the officials there could have been no saleable right or 
property in the land. The remarks in the District Manual about the rights or property 
of the kadim inhabitants in respect of the land cultivated by them have no justifiable
basiS and that the inhabitants continue to cultivate the land without being able to get. 
people to take their lands and the zamindars were not able to get other people to culti
vate because cultivation did not pay and the ryots emigrated to other parts on account. 
of It. 

AREA OF THE ZAMINDARl. 

The area of the estate is given as 2,1171 square miles (page 12 of the District 
M;anuall. The area in acres of the estate is 1,354,040 acres. (See column 2 of No. I 
statistics of area and population printed on page 742 of the District M;anual.) 

'fhis estate has 730 inhabited villages together with 617 inhabited hamlets. (Sea
the statement on page 760 of the District Manual.) 

At the time of the permanent settlement ilia estate proper included what were then· 
known as districts, namely, Venkatagiri, Poloor (now known as Soloorpetah Deputv 
Tahsildar's division), Darsi and Podili, not to speak of the scattered villages in the
Government taluks of N ellore, Gudur, etc. 

In the absence of information or records to show the extents under cultivation or 
liable to be cultivated under wet and dry at the permanent settlement there is no room· 
for calculating the conversion rates. Gorru is the standard of land measurement in this. 
zamindari. Even this standard varies from the. description of the standards prevailing 
in the northern and southern districts given in paragraph 30 of M;r. Stratton's letter to. 
the Hoard of Reven~e (page 6). In the souther~ purgannabs the area was measured by' 
a rope of 96 feet which IS roughly 1, guntss chams at survey. A gunta is equal to 96 x 
9a'square feet which is described 1108 96 men:s square ·feet. This comes to 1,024 square· 
yards. Twenty:four guntas make a gorro, I.e.,. 24 x 1,024 square yards-24,576 square 
yards. ThiS gIves '.9 acres by survey approXllI1ately. But the real conversion rate
cannot be had as stated above. 

In the northern distr!cts the area .was measured by a rope of 64 feet, . which is 2 feet. 
less tban. the ~tas cham. A gunta was the ex~ent of land measuring 64 x 64 square
feet. It IS a bit less than '10 cenls by survey. Fifty guntas make a gorru. So a gorr~ 
comea to between 4 and IS acres. . 

'rhe total extent. by traverse 
Deduct reserves and unreserves including waste· 'accora: 

ing to -the ·estate evidence 

COM. II. PAR'C u-2fI 

ACS. 

1,354,040 

2,00,040 

] ,I54,Q40 , 
J 
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The above net IIcres represents the cultivated lind cultivable IIrea, excluding reservea 
.and unproductives. . . 

In the absence of definite estate evidence, as to the area cultivated wet and dry, no 
inference Clln be drawn. 

THE RATES OF RENT. 

At permanent settlement for each gorm in the case of dry land lind for each thoom 
<If paddy land lire given under paragraph 31 of M;r. Stratton's letter. In the absence of 
oonveraion rate for want of details no inference can be drawn as to the measure of land 
tax at the time, even taking the rough extent in acres of a gorru of land, the assessmem 
at the permanent settlement as compared with the rates now prevailing in the estate. 

On dry land, on a dry gorro, ranged from annas8, to pagodas 2 annas 8, with 
severa.! intermediate rates. The highest rate gives about 2 rupees an acre by survey, 
that is, 2 pagodas 8 annas for a gorm. The lowest comes to about· 7 annas for an acre 
by survey. . 

The present rates in the estate according to the estate evidence range from about 
ii annas to Rs. 50 lin acre. The largest extent being under 6 annas to Rs. 6 and above 
per acre. . 

At Permanent Settlement the Revenue on paddy land was fixed at a certain rate 
for each thoom-the rates vary from 10 annas to 8 pagodas a thoom. The heaviest rate 
-of 8 pagodas per thoom obtained in the Darsi taluk which is near Guntur and Kumool 
districts. Darai is mostly a sea of infertile, sandy. light and black soils. The wet 
cultivation in that taluk is like an oasis in the desert, ignoring this rate of 8 pagodas 
per thoom a lUXury rate in that famine area, the next highest rate obtained in Marella 
portion of the estate which is 4 pagodas a thoom. Even this is also an ·abnormal rate 
and must have been confined to a few acres cultivated with the sugarcane, betel leaves, 
etc. The statement shows no wet cultivation at all in Sugatoor, Poloor Pellore, and 
Kocherlakota Purgannahs. In the Venkatagiri Purgannah the wet rate varies from 10 
annas to 1 pagoda 4 annas per thoom. . 

This statement clearly shows that the wet cultivation in the Venkatagiri zamindari 
was not extensive at the permanent settlement. The prevailing rates range from about 
a rupee to Rs. 20 an acre. 

• 
:Mulam or well-fed double-crop land. The rates vary from about a rupee to Rs. 25 

.an acre. '. 

Garden, tank-fed single crop. The r~tes vary from 1 rupee to Rs. 11 and above. 

. Garden tank-fed double crop. The rates of rent are given in the evidence as ranging 
from 6 annas per acre to Rs. 11 and above per acre • 

. Against the above rates of rent prevailing in Venkatagiri zamindari, Will be shown 
in Juxta position the rates ofrent prevailing in the Nellore Ryotiwari lands. These figurell' 

. are given on pages 25 to 30, volume It Gazetteer of Nellore District 1929 edition. . ., 

.DlI.Y RATES OF ASSESSMENT.-

Raleof Tolel ...... Rate of Total .... 
&888BlDlenfi . in the ..... BIIl8Ilt iDthe 
per- diltriat. per ....... c1Jatrio&. 

........ ... ....... BS. A • ... "'08. 
0 4 0 3,161 III 0 36,809 
0 7 0 18,190 1 15 0 11,541 
0 9 0 15,644 2 4 0 15,941 
011 0 38,974 2 8 0 5,144 
o 13 0 47,100 213 0 8,275 
1 I) 0 11,571 3 6 0 2,429 

·1 2 0 24,934 3 Iii 0 ti54 
1 6 0 60,909 

300,620 

Of the above total extent only 21,983 acres only bear assessment of over Rs. 2 per acre ; 
about 125,000 acres bear assessment at rates one rupee and below. . , 
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Out of the total extent of 208,347 acres about 75,000 acres are under Rs. 6 and 
below; about 116,000 bear assessment at rates ranging from Rs. 6-4-0 to Re. 7-11-4) 
per acre; about 11,000 acres bear assessments at rates ranging from Rs. 7-11-{) t'J 
Rs. 9-8-0 per acre. 

These wet rates are only for the, fi.rst wet crop. No charge is made by Government 
for garden or other crops raised with the aid of private wells. 

A comparison of these rates of asseBBment obtaining in the Government areas with 
these shown as prevailing in the Venkatagiri estate clearly carries conviction by way 
of reducing the rents to the levels obtaining at the permanent settlement and the zamin
.dar is bound to obey the .Jaws and regulations made by Government in above direction 
"8C('ording to the regu1ations passed in 1802. 

VENXATAGmI ESTATE • 

.Rents in:-
Three grades of asBe88mem-

(1) at the rate of Rs. 11 per acre; 
(2) those that pay above Re. 11 per acre; and 
(3) those that pay above Re. 20 per acre. 

Fixed grain rent land.-Total acreage of such lands is 2,925. This system exists 
~nly in fourteen villages. 

Betel leaves are asse.sed at Re. 70 per acre. The present Raja had reduced this 
rate by 50 per cent, at the time of the accession and by 40 per cent on all the other assese
ments. 

Turmeric cultifJation.-Assessment is Rs. 30 per acre. Each acre yields ten putties 
:and the price per puttie is Re. 25. Water required for nine months throughout. There 
are two types of assessment for turmeric: Rs. 34-12-6 per acre and Rs. 26 per acre. 

The Kasuri 8ystem.-Dnce in three years whether the ryot cultivates turmeric 01' 

not he must pay the turmeric rate. 7'he ryot.. consider this as an enhancement of rent. 
The legality of this assessment is pending judicial decision. Only 20 per cent or 25 per 

",ent of the total area is under turmeric culti1)ation. Yet the assessment is lemed on the 
whole area once in three yea'rs. This system is found since the days of the permanent 
.ettlement or ever prior to it. 

The existing rates of rent are prevailing since fasli 1234, i.e., A.D., 1825, 1903 and 
1908. 

hrigation wori'<s.-Five hundred and ninety-eight major water' sources in the estate. 
'Total wet ayacut is 82,000 acres. Total assessment on it is Rs. 5,12,000. The State has 
got competent engineering staff since 1921. 

Sub-leaseB.-The Diwan filed 70 or 80 muchilikas to show the relationship of the ryot 
and the under-tenant. 

In muchilika No.8. Condition. . provision for Aminchi labour. :Muchilika 
ON.,. 16-Rate at Rs. 89 per acre. 

These rates are quoted just to show that the basis of assessment had completely 
1:hanged. The rates of assessment in fasli 1211 are:-

55 per cent zamindar's share, page 477 of Boswell's Manual. 
41 per cent ryots' share, page 477 of Boswell's :Manua.!. ° 

4 per cent village fees, page 477 of Boswell's Manua.!. 

Pag& 604 of Boswell's Manua.! refers to the classification of sUrvey land made by 
].fr. Travers: It was found that the sirca~' 8 share was 55 per cent. This was later on 
~ommuted into money. 

Page lOS of the Manual of Administration of Madras Presidency gives the rates in 
1858 A.D. The rates are 50 per cent gross produce for wet lands and 33 per cent of the 
gross produce for dry lands. 

In 1864 Sir Thomas :M uuro changed the 50 per cent gross produce int~ SO per cent 
,gross produce which is equal to 50 per cent of the net produce. Thus the Government 
-changed their basis of assessment from 50 per cent of the gross produce to 50 per cent 
;of the net produce. ° 

The high rates of rent in zamindnri areas are due to the decrease in the assessment 
-of the Government lands only. ' 
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I:lttatton' s regist~r gives an account of the resources of the zamindari, 
Pasture and pasturage leeB.-Land available for pasture is 427,540 acres 6'1; cents. 

Pasturage fees is ·Rs. 63,418-1-5. Reserve forest area: 90,000 acres. Of this, 35,000 
acres is set apart for grazing. . 

V. Vedanthachll-ri, Assistant ))iwan of VEmkatagiri estate. ' 
The Venkatagiri estate consists of 669 villages and 204 agraharnms. The agraharaIIis 

'paid jodi to the estate. 
The last column in the first statement :-

(a} consists of those cases where an assessment of Rs. 11 is paid. In 9S5acrel> 
of wet the assessment is Rs. 13,041. 

(b) The next is above Rs. 11 the extent of which is 312 acres and 51 cents; and 
(c) The next higher rate is Rs. 20 for 84·25. 

Wet emtent and income.-So for a total wet extent of 75,667 acres, there are about 9S5-
acres which are paying in excess of Rs. 11. These 985 acres are assessed at Rs. 13,041. 
This is out of an assessment of Rs. 4,81,000. . :. 

Grain rent fJillages.-A few villages in the headquarters taluk are fixed grain rents. 
The acreage under fixed grain assessment is 2,925 acres and 66 cents, giving a grain yield 
of 574 putties 12 Thoomus and 11 Muthas to the estate. This system has been practically 
given up. It exists in four villages of Polur taluk; 10 or 12 villages in Venkatagiri taluk. 

Betel is grown in two villages. The total extent for which Re. 70 p~r acre is got, 
is 1 'sere and 50 cents in one'village and 59 cents in another village. One acre of betel 
~ultivation will fetch Rs. 600 or Rs. 700 per acre. The expenses will come to Rs. 200. 

~~"::,e":' ,At the time of the installation of the present Raja. in October last, he reduced th& 
the r.too ':,y rate for betel cultivation by 50 per cent and on other crops by 40 per cent: 
",0 Per oent aDd. 
50 ...... n~ In Pellor which is the next taluk in Dngole district, the foUr ·villages which have 

their cropwar ra.tes are stated. Origina.lly the whole holding' was used to be cha.rged 
for at cropwar rntes, though B portion of the land wa.s cultivated, but later on, it wa.s 
altered. This gave rise to karatakafJalu. It is as follows :-

On. aoro und.. The area which was grown with' turmeric used to be fenced' with bamboo 'plantation turmerlo 
cuIU ... lon which in turn gave some income to the rv. at. On areas where only bamboo cultiva.tion 
yielded 10 
pnttl .. : 1 was done, only dry rates were levied. , 
putt! price 
RI.26. Wata 
required for 
II mODllIII. 

T*o rateaof 
U8eUDlBnt.. 

The Kll8url 
',Item-The 
ryota are of 
opinion that 
thll advice 
for enhanee
ment of rent. 
Tbouah tbe 
whole area 
it DOt. olllti
vaLed wllb 
turmerle the 
whale area 

Each acre of turmeric would yield about 10 putties of iu~eric a.nd one pu"ttie would 
mea.b. Rs. 25. Deducting about Rs. 50 for costs of cultivation, the balance of Rs. 200 
would go to" the ryot. And he pays an assessment of Re. 30 for this. 

"There are two different rates of assessment for turmeric, viz.,' Rs. 34-1H and 
Rs. 26. Tota.l extent is II acres 25 cents. . 

The Kasun system.-Once in three, years, whether the ryot raises turmeric, or not he 
would be charged at that rate. Whether this is legal or not, is pending judicial 
deci.ion. The ryots are of opinion that this Kasuri system is an 'enhancement of rent. 
So . they iLre. objecting. 

Answering a question of B. Naraya.naswami Nayudu .. Is the total area. to bea.r, the 
higher assessment or does the turmeric cultivated area. alone 7", The Diwan replied tha, 
the entire area has to bear the turmeric rate, once in three years. This system is existing 

1. to bear the 
au .. ment. 

from the da.ys of permanent settlement a.nd even before,' , . 

Turmeric is grown only, in 20 to 50 per cent of the whole area., yet the whole area 
is charged at the turmeric rate. ' 

History of-the jia;ation 01 rents in the estate.-In his sta.tement the Diwa.n hILS given 
detailed statements of all the. villages in the 10 taluks. In 1!ome portions of the estate, 
the existing rates have been prevailing since fasli 1234. Some in 1870, 1903 1l.nd 1913. 

The next statement is an abstract of waste lands a.ssigned since 1908 . 

. Irrigation works .-' The next statement contains information ~egarding irrigation 
works. There are 598, major water sources for the estate, the total wet ayacut is 82,ooQ 

. acres bearing an .assessment of Rs. 5,12,000.' The next statement shows ,the expenditure 
,incurred in ma.intaining the civil irrigation works fasliwar for the last ten years. The 
:estate has got a competent engineering staff since 1921. Some new irrigation works had 
been started. 

8ub·leases.-,-The Diwan has filed 70 or 80 muchilikas by which the rntes ,of rent a.nd 
the' rel"tionship that exists the ryot and the under-tenant will he known. 
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Muchilika No. 16 should he peen where the rate is Bs. S9 per acre. The conditions 
in these sub-leases are also peculiar. In muchilika No.8 there is a condition for alllinchi 
labour. ~'he committee should note that the rate of interest provided in these sub-lease. 
is 25 per cent or 4 munthos per thoom,.. 

The dewan has filed 600 sale-deeds effecting the Venkatagiti estate. The price per acre Val~o of -. 
vaties from Bs. 400 to Bs. 1,200. 

The highest rate of rent prevailing in these lands is B •. 9 and the lowest Bs. 4. Nor
mally the rates will be Bs. 6 or Bs. 7. 

Agrahara7118.-There are about 200 agraharams. Statement No. 15 shows the pre
vaiIing rent there. The rates in 105 or 106 agraharams are filed. 

Statement No. 16 shows the rates of quit-rent and service inams in the estate. Until AcUlofiSllO, 
Act II of 189·i, these inams paid nothing to anybody. 

Statement No. 17 shows the ordinary dry rate in Venkatagiri estate is lower than dry 
rate in. the neighbouring Government area, but the wet rate is a. rupee more in some 
cases. On the whole they compare favourably with the rates in the Government village •. 

Statement No. 18, is with regard to the assessment in fasli 1211, in the ryotwari 
areas. (Page 503 of Boswell's N ellore District Manua!.) 

Statement No. 19 deals with the figures, i.e., rates fixed in the settlement of 1873. 
Statement No. 20 deals with rates generally fixed in the Nellore district. 
Statement No. 21, deals with pasture lands in Venkatagiri estate. 
Mr. Mahbooh Ali Baig asked the Dewan why he is mentioning all these rates: The 

Dewan said: To show that the basis of assessment had completely been changed. The 
share of the Government in fasli 1211 wa~ 11 in 20 or 55 per cent, and ·that of the ryots' 
41 per cent. The zamindar's share· is 55 per cent and· the rest towards the payment of 
"illage fees. (Befer page 477 of Boswell's manua!.) 

Page 504 of BozweU's manual refers to the survey and classification of land made by "1'". T,l:..... , 
Mr. Travers. It was found that the Sircar's share was 11 in 20 or that this amount was f.:::."' •• 1'lo.o 
later on commuted into money. .....07. 

There is also evidence to show that the Government share was more than 11 in 20. 
(Page 103 of the ;Manual of Administration of Madras Presidency, dealing with revenue 
settlements). The same page gives the rates in 1858: '.rhe rates were 50 per cent gross 
p~oduce fOT wet lands Ilnd 33 per cent for dry lands. Later on, in 1864 Sir Thomas 
;Munro changed the 50 per cent gross produce into 30 per cent gross produce which is 
equal to 50 per cent of the net produce. Thus the Government changed the basis of 
assessment from 50 per cent gross produce to 50 per cent net produce. 

The Dewan's point is that the higher rates prevailing in the zamindari are not due Tho bI.b", 

to the increase in the rate of rent by the estate but to the decrease in the Government :::.~.!~.'~~. to 

rates. g:'==la 
After the rates were fixed on this altered basis in 1870, there were two settlements one r_ 

in 1906 and another in 1937. 
Between the years 1870 and 1937, the Government have twice attempted to enhance 

tpe Tents which only shows that the prices of foodgrains have gone up. If there is enhance
ment in zamindari areas, during that period, the reasons would also be the same. 

At the time of the permanent settlement, the settlement officers prepared an account The ... o ...... 
of the various resources of the Venkatagiti zamindari and the amounts received in cash and ~!.~lk:"'lrl 
""";n wI·th reference to eaeb villaae Zam'bdar! 
c~- , b • Wt're prepo.recI 

The witness has made reference to Stratton's register. It gives an account of the 
zan:indari's resources. The village karnam's accounts of the quantity of land under 
cultivation is not known. That is why in zamindari areas, it is not possible to obtain 
an ac~urate account of land under cultivation. 

Income and peshkash.-The total ayan beriz of the Venkata"airi zamindati is 248,318 
pa::odas 12l fanams. This i~ f?und in the letter of Lor.d Clive, and in the r~port sub
mitted by the peshkash commiSSIoners. At paragraph 36, It snys the peshkash IS 111,508 
pagodas and after paying pesbknsh the zamindar has 144,511 pagodas.' 

Pasturing /eu.-Statement No. 22, deals with the extent of pasture and pasturage 
fees, talukwar. The totsl extent available is 427,540 acres 57 cents. The total pasturage 
fees colleet..>d is BI. 63,41S-1-5.. The average ~te per cattle is 3t annas. The average 
rate per acre of pasturage fees IB I! annu Ii pies. . 

CO)l B. PART n--21 
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fi'orests.-'l'he total extent of reserve forest area is 90,000 acres out of which 35,000 
aaes IS set apart for grazing. Forest fees. -

B8. A. P. 

Collected for fuel is 0 :; O· peT cart-load of greeDwood. 
o 0 6 pet" head. loa I of greenwood. 
o 1 0 per buU-Ioad of greenwood. 

For other forest produce O. 4: 0 per cart-load. 
o 0 6 per head load. 
o 1 0 per bull-load. 

Dry forest produce (} S (I per cart 1.)ad. 
o 1 6 per bJad.loed. 
o 6 (; per bl.lll-load .. 

Priflate land.-Statement No. 25 gives the extent of private lands in which the occu
pancy rights to ryots are given. The total extent of land assi.,aned on this basis is 
6,000 acres. 

Statement No. 27 gives the extent of subdivision effected in each taluk for the Iasi 
three years which comes to 31,123 acres. Expenditure for domg 80 is Re. 11,780-4-7. 

" The ryot was not regarded by the Government as the proprietor of the soil." 

Page 103 of the Manual of Administration of the Madras Presidency-" The property 
in the soil vested, at least from times antecedent to written record, exclusively in the 
Government ... 

-Page 477 Boswell's Manual of Nellore district. 
-Fair rent.-The Government is entitled to half the gross produce. This _was so from 

the earliest times. 
To a question put to Dewan, " You said at the time of the permanent settlement, by 

virtue of it, the proprietorship was transferred to you," the Dewan said that if it did 
not exist before the permanent settlement at any rate the permanent settlement conferred 
such proprietorship of the soil. "For all purposes and intents, the zamindar was 
proprietor of the soil." 

Questioned as to the meaning of proprietorship the Dewan said .. I have all ~he 
residuary rights in the land. If I haven't conferred any ~Ights the ,whole thmg t;ema~s 
in me; if I have entered into a permanent engagement With a certaIn ryot I can t eVICt 
him-it is open to the zamindar to pave 8. temporary tenant or a. permanent tenant." 

Income at the time of the permanent settlement.-The income of the Venkatagiri 
estate at the date of the permanent settlement wa.'2,48,438 pagodas. On that date, 
i.e., 1801, the grain value was Rs. 29 for putti. So the income was Re.9,56,485. 

The present revenue demand will be a little over Rs. 10l lakhs. Jodi and other 
items will give the zamindar another lakh more. 

flyot's position a/teT the pennanent settlement.-Another proposition is whether 
the position of the .ryot has improvcd or deteriorated since the time of the permanent 
settlement. By tixlOg cash rents the ryot had the benefit of (1) bumper crops and 
also obtained the benefit of (2) raise in price since 1801, the price of food stuffs had 
increased by 150 per cent, (3) marketing facilities for the ryots had improved and (4) 
since permanent settlement up to 1894, all kinds of russnms existed. But by Act 1I 
of 1894, all those things were stopped . 

In 1801, the zamindar had to pay only peshkash of 111,000 pagodas or Re. 3,70,000. 
Then the road cess came to he levied. The present peshkash is Re. 4,03,000, the total 
income from all sources is Rs. 12.80,000 including the ceases, which amounted to 
Rs. 1,20,000. In 1864, the basis of land cess was altered. 

Land and road cesses.-Land cess is levied on the gross produce alone and not on 
the net. So the Government is conscious tha.t the zamindar's interest in the land is 
t th~ gross produce. Cess is as follows :~ 

In the rupee. 
Bs ..... p. 

In 18C6 0 0 8 
Later on 0 1 0 
In 1920 .. 0 1 8 

So the present liability of land-cess and peshkash comes to Rs. 5,20,000. 
Two taluks alone have been privately surveyed. Eight talnks had been surveyed 

but not settled under the Survey and Boundaries Act. 
Compulsory remission should not be given in bad seasons because the idea in fixing the 

cash rellts takes into account good and bad seasons. Though remission cannot be claimed 
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yet it had been granted, e.g., in fasli 1336 a. remission of Rs. 1,35,000 was given. In fasIis 
l.a42 and 1343, the 80verage rate of remission comes to 12i per cent under the wet assess-
ment. In fasli 1344, remiasion 80t the rate of Rs. 1~ in the rupee was gra.nted. !..'"l!.-=-......... 

Borne kind of revision in filing 'tmi ts is necessa.ry. 
-expensive. 

The filing of suits now a.re R ....... '._ 
IIlq oC\he 
auJ.~~. 

Villagc OffiC81"B.-Since 1922, the za.minda.r had no power over the village officers. 
(Refer-Gazette 2nd June 1931.) By that notification, the village olhcera were 
not required to 80ssist in the ta.sk of collections. But the present Government have 
-changed the rules 80nd the villages a.re made responsible to the proprietors of the estate. Xa..,ha -... FMcst pastu,age.-The system is known as kancha. Pasturage is leased out to the 
ryots 8onnll8011y. When ryots don't come to take these leases, the Palladi system is 
introduced, i.e., 80 much for each tenant. Until 1931, when political meetings started, s,....
there was no grievance about the kanch80 system 80t a.ll. There was slate quarry in • 
Kctakalakat estate and it gives an income of Rs. 2,000. 

There are 204 agrnba.rams. They pay jodi, annually. The agra.ha.ra.mdars ha.ve got 
-occupancy rights due to recent legislation. . 

Varaoadi.-This is a tenure and it remains in the northern taluka. Some ryots a.re 
-complaining about this tenure. 

Tanks.--The tanks in the estate are kept in good condition. The Diwan is of opinion 
th80t the present provision of the Estates Land Act are enough by which even a. single 
ryot by depositing Rs. 200 can ask for repair. of the tank. The Diwan is against the 
-Government a.cting as a Supervising agency on the tanks. Because it will introduce 
-dya.rchy in the engineering department. 

P80rsgraph 31 of Stratton's report was read by the Assistant Diwan to show tha.t _ph It 

-cropwa.r system was prevailing. .. The rate has been varying with the crops. For one ~::::.....-. 
kiDd of crop, one kind of assessment was made, while for another kind of crop, another • ... 
kind of assessment was made. The assessment did not depend upon the water avail- fh~"::::'': 

.able .. f the «O~ 

The whole basis of cropwar assessment is this. It is based on the wa.ram system. 
A statement had been submitted by the Assistant Diwan to show when wara.m rates 
were commuted into cash payments in all the 639 villages of the estate. 

Grazing jecs.-For the last 50 or 60 years grazing fees was collected but whether 
.grazing fees was collected before that period, the Diwan is not certain. 

Kanch80 fees were collected from time to time. In former times, there was a 
nominal auction of these kanch80s but that system has been given up. The ·esta.te has 
-ordered that only when villagers do not come forward, the lands should be given on 
lease. FilLed grazing fees are not collected, the kanchas were auctioned, The presenl 
grazing fees &mount to Rs. 64,000. 

The income from the graz'ing fees before 20 or SO years wa.s Rs. 40,000 or Rs. 50,000. 
The za.minda.r spends about Rs. 15 or 20 thousands on charity. Average rate of 

Tent for garden crop is Rs. 4-14-0. The highest rate for garden crop is Rs. 74 for 
jb.eteI. 

The Diwan said that he is abolishing cropwa.r rates and introducing fiat rates. 
Kancha ,ystem.-Definition: .. All non-cultivated lands excluding the communal 

lands." About these kanchas, notices are issued to the ryots to come and take leases 
within a. prescribed period notices were filed. 

The witness said that he has got a resume of a.ccounts of 180"2. 
Fasli 1234 was the earliest date when money kist was introduced. 
Muchl1ika No. S.-In it there is a. term which says that even if a lana wa.s given to 

·80 ryot at a. cettain rate, if there is competition, the rates may be increased. 
There is a t.erm. in the patta. granted to the ryot that remission will be tea 

.only under certalD Circumstances. The Assistant Diwan said that he will til gran 
to show that grazing fees was charged in 1860 and 1870. e papers 

PaUas are not transferred every yea.r. It is done once in three or four y ears. 
The a.ccounts of the Venkatagiri estate are not audited by a registered &cconntant 

:but they are audIted by a man who knows the revenue a.ccounts. 
'rhe ea.rliest date when th" cash t - t d --~ SY8 em was m ro uucu was in fasli l234, i.e.. 1825 A,D. 
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In the year 1903 in a few villages which were under the sharing system, a 10-year 
agreement for cash-re'nt was agreed and entered into. The agreements will he filed. 

Witness No. 268, Chioukula Somasastry, )M;adanur, Ongolo taluk, Guntur district. 

Rates of Tent.-In the Venkatagiri estate, the rent is levied according to the nature· 
of the crop also, e.g., in lands where sajjll, jonna and c~am.a are cultivated, Bs. fi-.a-..:O' 
per acre is levied. For turmeric and betel leaves cultivatIOn Bs. 69-8-0 per acre IS 

charged. Bates of rent are very high. 
Garden rates.-It ranges between Rs. 35 and Ra. 70. There is alac further con

dition, i.e., whether turmeric is cultivated or not, once in Urree y.ears turmeric rate.. 
of rent per acre should be paid. 

Prior to fasli 1290, the rates of rent were not so high, e.g., before fasli 1290~ 
turmeric rate per acre was Bs. 8--6-0 but the present rate is Rs. 34-12-6 per acre_ 
Thus the rate of rent has increased to four times the old rates. 

The word • Kasuri' means· kist through default and is levied by the estate on
the land once in three years whether turmeric is cultivated or Dot. 

Witness~ No. 277, Mylavarappu Lakshminarayan .. of Pollildu village_ 

I. Rents.-U) In Pollur taluk, there were no c:J.sh rents in the begiurling and the' 
rent was in kind. In fasli 1265, cash rent was introduced by the zamindar. 

(2) The reasons for the increased revenue in the village are as follows :-
(a) Increase in the land are, through measurement which the witness suspect. 

to be incorrect measurement. 
(b) Increase in the old rates of rent. 
(c) By converting dry lands iilto magali lands and assessing it at the latte, 

rates. 

H. Irrigation.-No repairs to tanks are done with the result, that all lands depend
ing for water-supply on these tauks, have become waste. The crops were spoiled on 
account of lack of good supply of water from fasli 1339 to fasli 1347, with the exception 
of fasli 1342. . 

. n;:r. Receipts for money payments .-They are not given properly. In some ~ases
the rycit was demanded rent although he had paid it onc.e. If the ryot is careful 
enough to question such demand, the estate rent-collector keeps quiet. Rent should 
be collected from January onwards only. There is no regular jamabandi. If wood is. 
taken. from the adjoining forests, the estate is levying a fee. 

The witness mentioned the following points:-
(1) The ryotwari rates of rent should be levied. The za.mindari rates are high. 
(2) The water-sources ·must be managed by the Government. 
(3) The collection of rent should be in the hands of the pancha.yats . 
. (4) Joint pattas must be separated. 
(5) There must be a statutory provision for remission of rent. 

·(6) Communal lands must be under the control of the villages. 
(7) The ryot must be given the right to get fro~ the forests wood, etc., free. 
(8) There must be jamabandi every year. 

Witness No. lOl78, Duvvuri Balaram Beddi of Mollam village. 

I. Rents.-Bents were enhanced from fasli 1283 onwards. The Darmilla {ands. 
o~ this village were given. away: on the half-gross produce system. After the surveY' 
made by the Government ID fash 1344-45, there was a change in the area of the lands 
Hence there was a slight increase in rent colll'ct.ions. • 

. The witness again complaints against • Koruvahi' (half-gross produce) systelIlJ 
and wants it to be abolished. The rents in this estate are higher than those found 
in the Government areas which are adjacent to this estate. 

II. Irrigation !acilities.-If the tanks are kept in good repair at least there ma 
be' g~od yield of crops. The t~nk known as • ~allam cheruvu' is very' unsafe. It 
gcta Its water-supply from the !lver Suvarnamnkhl. 'l"he tank had no repairs usuall 
Only ~our. years ago the tank underwent some repairs. A good dam should be construct!ci 
for this big tank. 
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Witness No. 279, Mr. Muwswami Reddi of Venkatagiri estate. 

The witness said that there was • Koruvahi system • till fasli 1312. The various
stages of increase in rents were traced by this witness--

(1) In fasli 1323 rents were inoceased on the pia that the tanks in the estate· 
would be repaired. 

Inigation 8ource8.-The tanks are not repaired but at the time of rent collection 
the supervisor or overseer gives an assurance that the tanks will be repaired. After 
the collections are over, they disappea.r. 

General.-Remissions are not granted. Such of those ryots who went against the. 
wishes of the Raja at the time of election would be subjected to serious hardships. 
This is a great injustice. 

Witness No. 292, M;r. Gujjalapoodi Venkatasubba Nayudu of Venkatagiri estate. 
The increase in the revenue of the estate was due to (1) high rates of rent and. 

(2) by survey, i.e., in the estate prior to 1305 the mode of measurement was by • Gorru.' 
Now the measurement is in acres. One Gorro is equal to 3 acres 12 cents. 

The witness quoted the rates .f rent since fasli 1283 to 1320 in the Attivaram. 
village. 

The tanka are not in good condition due to lack of repairs. The tanks are silted. 
The estate has not constructed any new irrigation sources. The • thumulu' in the· 
tanka are in a dilapidated condition. 

Relationship between the zamindar and the ryot.-The estate created parties i" 
every village among the ryots and village factions are on the increase. The estate is. 
not allowing the ryots to be united. In the year 1920, a Zamin Ryota' Association 
:was started in Nellore district. The estate is breaking the back-bone by launching 
crimina.! proceedings for some fault or other. The estate maintains a register wherein 
the names of these recalcitrant ryots are entered. However strong the ryot mRV b" 
if he goes against the wishes of the zamindar, he is dragged to the law courts and teased. 

Witness No. 321, M;areIIa Sitaramayya of Uppalapadu, Darsi taJuk, 
Venkatagiri estate. 

I. Surt1ey.-In Darei division there was a private survey only. Tbe Raja bore
the expenses. Toore must he again a Government survey. 

II. Irrigation jac.lities.-Since fasli 1233, there was a tank in Uppalapadu villa.ge. 
Its bund had breached and there were no repairs. Instead of dry rates of rent • Magali • 
rates are collected. The Government must undertake to repair these tanks and collect· 
the repair expenditure from the zamindar. 

m. General.-(l) The ryots must have the. right to get firewood freely frum the-
forests. 

(2) Until pattas are separated, rent should not be collected. 
(3) The ryots must have all the rights in the trees. 
(4) There must be jamabandi every year. 
(5) The collection of rent must be handed over to the panchayats. 
Witness No. S32-K. SubbaraghaV& Reddy of Tada, Venkatagiri estate. 

I. Rates 0' rent in Tada.-Wet rate is Ea. 3-3-3 and Mula Rs. 5 and Ea. 4-12-0. 
Dry rate is :ae. 1 to Rs. 1-9-7. The rates of rent in the zamindari &.rea are not based 
on any uniform basis. 

Remove the discontent amongst the ryots in the zamindari a.rea. There should 
be no collection of arrears for the past faalis. The zamindars should be .ena.bled to 
collect tbe rents of the year by the end of that year only and anything left uncollected 
should he written off. 

The ayacut under the tanks should not be increased indiscriminately unless it is 
proved that the tank has received such further improvements as to allow for greater 
ayacut. 

The zamindar is permitting the cutting open of the tank bunds for irrigation 
purposes. This should not be done.. The zamindars should be compelled to set apart 
every year a certain percentage of h,s total collected revenue for the upkeep of irriga. 
tion works. Thus irrigation sources may be kept in good condition uniformly. Free 
permits should be given to the ryots to graze their cattle according to their actuaJ needa 
as measured by the ryot's holding. Excess cattle may be allowed under permits at 
reasonable rates. 

001(. R. PART u-1l2 
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Witness No. 335, V. Appana Acharlu of Pothakamuru, Venkatagiri estate. 
1. The tanks in the estate are in a dilapidated condition. There are no repairs 

"to them. 
2. After the survey, the rents have increased. 
3. For Mogali Thotalu there is • Varavallu.' This is improper and it must be 

~emoved. 

Witness No. 334, lI!(r. Gopala Krishnayya, Aravalipadu, Kocherlakota talnk. 
This witness spoke about Dasabandham inams 25 years ago, the estate has resumed 

these lands unconditionally. The estate alone is making the necessary repairs to the 
tanks. 

The witness wants an amendment in the Act relating to Dasabandham inams. 

Witness No. 336, Panchagnulla Venkateswara Sarma, President, Tal1)k Congress 

Committee, Podili, Venkatagiri estate. 

One gorru is 1 acre 12 cents. . . 
The ryots filed a petition for the repaireof tanks but it was not heeded. The rates 

of rent are increased gradually. The ayacut under the tanks is not fixed definitely. 
'The estate is collecting Pullari, lte. 1 to Rs. 3 in Podili l'edda cheruvu. 

XAJrGUNDI ESTATE. 

Witness No. 271, G. lI!(uniswamy Chetti (Secretary, Kangundi Zamin Ryots' 
Association. 

FOf'e8t griet>ances.-The witness complained that the forest is only reserve forest. The 
"Villagers had customary right to get fuel from the forest. The Forest Act of 1931 had 
brought hardship to the ryots. 
Witness No. 272, N. K. Viswanadhayya, Vice-President, Kangundi Ryots' Association. 

Tanks and tank-bed&.-(l) In Surakayalnatham tank the original ayacut under it 
was only 30 acres, but now the ayacut was increased to 100 acres. He was assuring that 
the tank would be improved and its feeder sources increased. But those assurances were 
not fulfilled. The result was that the estate collected wet rates on these 100 acres for 
the last 30 years at the expense of the ryots. 

More than half the tank-hed had been assigned for cultivation on pattas, with the 
result that there was no wet cultivation at all. . 

(2) In KathimanipaIli the whole of the tank-bed had been occupied. 
(3) Sokadaballi tank also is in disrepair. It had breached 40 years ago and is still 

in that condition. 
(4) The Thotala Cheruvu was repaired by the ryots themselves at a cost of 

Rs. 8,000. 0' 
(5) The Norapalli tank which breached 30 years ago is still in that condition. 

Nearly twenty tanks are in disrepair. The zamindar contends' that there ia 
no liability on him to repair the tanks because he collects only dry rates for the lands. 
This matter is pending in the Law Courts. ,., 

KAl.ARASTIl:STA,TE. 

Witness No. 308, P. Subbaraidu, PenumaJIam. 
Rates of renl-

Wet acre-It is classified under four tarams and the rates are-Rs. 17, Rs. 12. 
Bs. 9, and Rs. 6 according to the taram. 

For betclleave£-Rs. 60 an acre. 
For sugarcane-Rs. 43-8--0 an acre. 
For turmeric-Rs. 23-13-0 an acre. 

Irrigation 8ouroes.-The tanks were repaired and .. ThooD\s .. also were constructed. 
Witness No. 349-Submitted memorandum only. 
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PAlIrtUR ESTATE. 

Witness No. 326, Mr. Rami .. h, Manager, p .. mur Estate. 
P .. mur estate w .. s originally part of the K .. lahasti z .. mindari. In this estate there 

are 66 main v JI .. ges .. nd 32 "gr .. h .. r .. Dl8, P .. mur estate w .. s purch .. sed in the year 1920 by 
the present zarnindar .. nd he got full contro"!. over it since 1924. Money rents were introduoed 
.since then. The witness h .. d filed the zamabandi statement for fasli 1251. 

The r .. tes of rent are
Magani gorru-Rs. 75. 
Second taram I .. nd-R •. 60. 
Fifth taram I .. nd -Rs. 20. 
One gorru-3 .. cres 12 cents (acoording to this witness). 

Irrigation BOUrces.-There are 28 tanks. The z .. mindar is repairing these t .. nks. 
Village oJlicers.-The z .. mindar must have control over these vi:l .. ge CJfficers. The 

powers which the Rent Recovery Act gave, should be given to the z .. mindars so that he may 
:h .. ve effective control over the village CJflioers. 

ForeBt8 and grazing !actiotleB.-Firewood can be removed from the forests .. fter getting 
:the permission of the estate by the ryots for their own use. 

Grozang !ees.-For cows-Reo (}"8-0. 
For .. calf-Reo ()...4....() 

Witness No. 344, filed memorandum. 

P1JNG.A.NtrR ESTAT:E. 

Witness No. 333, Mr. Nagiah of Punganur. 
The income of the estate is Rs. 2,00,000. The peshksh is Rs. 90,000. 
General.-The est .. te is not surveyed. Joint. p .. ttas are there in the est .. te, and much 

hardships is caused on .. ccount of them. 
Rent.-It is collected .. lthough there was a failure of ClOpS. There are no remissions 

-of rent. 
Forest.-Pullari is levied even in the unreserved are .. s. The estate has DO right to 

1e vy pullari in unreserved foreats. 

PARAGAL ESTATE. 

Witness No. 323, Mr. K. Venk .. t .. varad .. chari. 
TIle income of the estate is Rs. 39,000. 
(1) From f .. sU 1205 to fasIi 1271 cropwar system preVailed in the estate. 
The present rates of rent are-

DIY r .. te-R,. 14, R,. 3, R,. 1-4-0, Re. 1. No wet I .. tes were given by the witness. 
(2) Grating ground •. -The est .. te h .. s grazIng jislds. No fee is charged when c .. ttle 

'Qazed. But the ryots mu..t take permits from the estate for allOWing the cattle to graze. 

Witness No. 352, rued memorandum only. 

CRETTnfAD ESTATE. 
Witness No. 283, Mr. Nalluri Venkat .. Raju. 

Originally this estate was pll.rt of the KlIorvetln!\g .. r .. m SlIoDl!\sthanam. In the estate 
there is .. O" ... bll.Dd .. m tank. It is of n:> use b3cause there is no water-supply in it. Although 
the estate does not supply water to the land" wet rates .. re levied. The r .. tes of rent in 
the estate are high. 

TlURlJlU.LAI·TIRUP ATI DEVASTRANAJrI. 

Witness No. 290, Roo Bahadur K. VenkatTama Nayndn, Narayan .. varam taluk 
Tirnpati Devssthanam. ' 

This witness IIJlOke about Narayanavaram mInk belonging to Tirupati Devasthanam. 
Narayanavaram talnk consists of 200 villages and the rates of rent clifier from village to 
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village and field to neld. In one village .. Manipalli" for paddy &lone, we have got. 
16 di1ierent ra.tes; for ka.mbu, jOIlIl&, aruka. and others there a.re six different ra.tes. ~'he
rates have a.lwa.ys been with reference to the crop, for there is no rate for land. The rent 
is in gra.in and the cost of gra.in is ca.lcula.ted in ca.sh and collected from the tenants 
sccording to the market-price. In a.nother village" Pandravedu" there are eight 
cllil'erent rates for pa.ddy. The rate varies from Rs. 13 to Rs. 25 per acre per crop; and 
for the second crop the sa.me rate ie levied aga.in in the eame year. 

In fasli 1329 the rates worked out so much a.s Re. 70 per acre calculated on the then 
market rate of paddy. For the dry crops the rates vary from Rs. 3 to Re. 7 and for garden. 
la.nds Re. 7 to Rs. 14. • 

The ra.tes for crops such as sugarcane, turmeric and toba.cco vary between Re. 12 to 
Rs. 16. The rates go by the name of f'okkadanyam (cash and grain) at the rate of 8 annas 
to 5 &DDas per gunta. a.nd gra.in 2i thooms to 7, thooms for a gunta (1 thoom is equaJ to 
8 measures). These grain rents are inclusive of certain russums, for the benent of a. 
dozen temples soattered in the za.mindari. This is a.n illegal cess and should be abolished. 

The rent demand for the yea.r is made six months a.fter the harvest and the ryot 
is not in a position to oheck the accuracy of the demand. The rates are 80 confusivt>. 
that the karnams are very often in the habit of ohanging the incidence of taxation at 

. their sweet will and pleasure. Whatever the karnam notifies and the monigar demands,. 
the ryot has to pay. Every year a large amount of collections is in arrears. The
bought-in-la.nds of the devasthanam is very extensive and fetohbs a rent&l of over a \akh. 
of rupees. 

Cost of cu/titlation.-This works up to Rs. 28 per acre exoluding the labour of the
ryot and his family for ploughing, baJing out water, eto.-

Manure leaf 6 cart-loads 
Seed grain 
Coolies for transplantation 
Weeding 
Harvesting 
Miscellaneous labour charges 

Total Re. 

PO ACBB. 

BS. 

15 
\) 

4 
2 
8 
2 

28 
-.. 

The rate. of rent are very high. That is why much land is left uncultivated in. 
Nara.yanavaram taluk. The proper ra.te of rent is what the ryot in the Government area
pays. The flLtes in Devasthanam are more heavy than in Bobbili. The Devasthanam. 
ryot should be placed on a par with the Government ryot. -

Irrigation !acilitie8.-There are about 6,000 tanks in the whole Devasthanam. Many 
of them are in a very bad sta.te. The Government should repair the tanks and ask the
za.mindar to pay the cost of improvement. In future a small yearly contribution should 
be made towards .. Irrigation fund .. by the zamindar and the Government. 

'fhe Estates Land Act makes a distinction between wells constructed before 1908-
and after it. The Act makes distinction between trees grown prior to 1908 and after 
1908. These things cause great friction between the zamindar and the ryot. So those 
distinctions must be deleted from the Act. 

Witness No. 291, Mr. K. Muniswami Nayudu of Vepagunta. Tirupati Devasthanam. 
In lands irrigated by water of the wells sunk by the ryots themselves. there should' 

be the ordinary punja rate and not cropwar rate. ' 

Witness No. 842, A.. -Gopa.la Reddi. Tiruttani ta.luk. -.c< 

Cropwar rate must be abolished. Rents as found in Government areas must be
introduoed in the Devasthanam. The cost of cultivation comes to Rs. 3()-8..() per acre. 

The following cesses are also levied :

(1) Sadala.varu. 
(2) Madari Xasubu • 

. (8) Devatha Russum. 
(4) Nowkari Russum. 

The rent must be collected by the village pancl,aayts in tM months of J annary, 
February and March. 
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CBI:NCHIlfADA ESTATE (WEST GODAVARI). 

Witness No. 267, Bhandipadu Satyanarayana, Receiver of Chinchinada State, 
appointed by the sub-court. 

Rents.-Rents have never been settIM up till now in Chinchinada. 
The ryots are saying that the rents should be reduced to the level of taxes in Govern. 

ment villages. The rates as settled by the Revenue Officer are lower than the rates pre
vailing in the neighbouring zamindari lands. inam lands and Government lands. 

Now, appeals are pending before the Board' of Revenue and the argument of the 
tenants should not be given any weight. 

The tenants say that the settlement by rates ought not to take place, that rents no~ 
to be raised and that the old average rental of Rs. ~ should be continued. 

The Revenue Officer fixed the rent taking into consideration the market prices, inam 
rents and Government rents, at a lower rate. 

Appeals are pending from these decisions. 
Porambokes.-Zamindars claim porambokes S. No. 20 should be amended so as tc> 

definitely state on whom the burden of proof lies. There are no records of porambokes 
and hence any amount of confusion. 

Grazing .-About 200 acres of private land is reserved for grazing purpose. 
Joint pattaB.-There are joint pa"as. This system should go. 

VELLANALAK ESTATE. 

Witness No. 317, Duraiswami Pillai, Revonue Inspector. 
Income.-Total Aesessment is Rs. 23,000. 
E:mnt.-Extent of cultivation: 

Nanja. 
Kanies 852-11-0. 

Rate.-Funja rate is from Re. 1 to &-1. 3~. 
Nanja rate is from Bs. 1-12-0 to Re. 8-12-0. 
Garden lands from Bs. 7 to RI. 24-8-0. 
The witness does not know the Government rate. 

VETTAVALEK ZAlDN. 

Funja. 
Kanies 539-0-0. 

Witness No. 296. Arumuga Goundar of VettavaJem. 
Zorni ... -The zamindar does 110t do anything good. The tanks are not repaired. 

Nanja rate is from Bs. 10 to Bs. 18. 
Funja from Re. 1 to Bs. 20. 

RemiBsion:-The Government rates should be introduced. 
There must be also remissions like Government. 

Buroey. -One village is not surveyed and settled. 
Palta trans!er.-:Rupee one should be given to karnam and Be. one to the villag& 

munsif. Then only the patta will be transferred. 
AS8e8amen1.-Total assessment is Bs. 30,000. 
Privateland.t.-The zamindar has private lands. He leases it at the rate of 25 kalama 

first orop and 12 kalama second orop. 

~Witness No. 297, Swami Nayudu. 
Irrigatio".-There are 110 irrigation facilities. The tanks are not repaired. 
Joint palta.t.-Lands in the joint pa~ are auctioned for the default of another. No 

demand notice is given before distraint. 

We have now formed a ryots' Association. 

EOvn. A KPUlf Dr ESTATE. 

Witness No. 269, Zamindar of Kovilampundi. 
This estate is near TiruvaJIur. 
The p&shkasb is Re. 103. 

00.. B. PART D-1!3 
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There are two villages. AttupakaII\ and Kovile.II\pundi. Total extent is 250 aores. 
Sunnad is given tozan:Undars who pay II\Ore than Rs. 1,500. Witness was asked to 
BubIIlit a MeII\OranduII\. The inCOII\e of the estate is about Rs. 1,000. 

AttupakaII\ is a IIlitta with yielding about Rs. 12,000. This zan:Undar's share being 
only Rs. 2,000. 5/6 shareholder is Mr. T. KrishnaswaII\Y Ayyangar of Tiruvallur. The 
cultivators are not able to II\&intain their holdings and they are selling them. to II\Oney· 
lenders. 

XIRLAMPll'DI ESTATE. 
Witness No. 295, P. Gopala Raju, Manager. 

Zan:Undar is Raja RaII\&krishna Ranga Rao Bahadur. Owns 11 villages by purchase. 
Gross incoII\e is Rs. 1,35,000. 
Enhancement oj rent.-The present zan:Undar caII\e into possession only in 1916. 

Previous records are not availabe.from. 1904 to 1916. Lats Raja of Bobbili was managing. 
Subsequent to 1916 the zaIIlindar filed enhanceII\ent suits. By a com.proIIlise an 

enhanceII\ent of 1 i annas was settled as against a 2 annas claiIIlS. The extant of lands 
noted in the karnam's registsr is unreliable. 

Rates.-The rates of rent cannot be definitsly statsd. 
CoUection oj rent.-There is difficulty in the collection of rent owing to the fall in prices. 

Difficulties are felt by the ryots. In the mattsr of collection of rent the procedure adoptsd 
by the GovernIIl6nt should be allowed. 

Litigation.-The estate spends about Rs. 2,000 to 3,000 a year in litigation. 
lmgation.-The tanks are in good repairs. 
The estats does not collect anything from ryots for repairs. 

THIRUTHERVALAI AND GOVINDAlUNGAI.AM ESTATES. 
Witness No. 273, Mr. S. Venkatesa Ayyar, Advocate, Mylapore. 

Rates.-"Witness is the proprietor in Thiruthervalai Estats. The garden gets 47 per 
cent of the gross incoII\e. 20 per cent is given for charity. The ryots are getting 51 per 
cent of the gross produce. 

lmgation.-The tanks are in good condition. 
Extent.-There are three villages and 288 pattadars 'and there are no troubles in col· 

lection. The total extant is about 1,425 acres. The area under cultivation is about 856 
acres. The peshkashis Rs. 1,460 and cess Rs. 516. 

The incoII\e of the zan:Undar will be Rs. 1,650. The zan:Undar purchased the estats 
in 1874 since then and even before grain rent was prevailing. 

In Govindamangalam. Estats the same conditions prevail. The total inCOII16 of 
zan:Undar is Rs. 7,600, peshkashis Rs. 1,293 and cess Rs. 782. 

XACHINAD ESTATE. 
Witness No. 280, M. VenkataraIIl& Ayyar, Advocats, Tiruvallur representing the zan:Un 

ryots of Kachinad. . ,. 
Chief difficulty of the· ryots are they have to engage a pleader to appear in courts 40 

to 60 miles away. . 
The remedy is that the ryots should be allowed to file a single affidavit by which ,many 

of theII\ can appoint a vakil to speak for theII\. 
The definition of the word defaulter in the act should be clarified. .,' 
The cases II\ust be deoided by the Judi~ial Officers. 
Fore8t8.-Attempt is being made now to restrict the grazing of the cattle in the clearings. 

The forests are not reserved. 
Rates.-ZaIIlin rats is higher than the ryotwari rats. The Government officials must 

conduot the jamabandi. 

At the enquiry held in the Madras Centre, a number of witnesses were examined on 
behalf of Bome of the important estates in Nellore, Chittoor and other districts in the 
neighbourhood of Madras and some came from the distant districts also because they could 
not find it convenient for themselves to appear in the centres of Vizagapatam or Rajah· 
mundry in the north or Trichinopoly and Madura in the south. 

Amongst the estates that offered evidence at Madras were Venkatagiri, Kalahasti. 
Bommarazupalayam or Karvetinagaram, which were formerly known as Western Polliams 
before the permanent settlement. . . , 
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lialu.hasti .zami.ndari had been broken into pieces on account of division effected 
amongst the creditors either through court or by private sales. Similarly Bommarazu
palayam or Karvetinagaram estate had left the hands of the descendants of the original 
Poligars and a bulk of the estate has been purchased by the Thirumalai-Tirupati Devas
thanam while about 120 villages have been purchased by the Zamindar of Chettinad and 
some villages had been scattered into others' hands. Venkatagiri has been the only estate 
of the Western Polliams that has been in the possession of the heirs and successors of the 
.a.ncient poligars. Sydapoor which was the fourth of the Western Polliams, now does 
not exist separately. 

With regard to these Western Polliams we have been able to secure from the Record 
Qffice registers of village areas, from which we could get the required information to work 
out the conversion rates for some of the Western Polliams such as Karvetinagaram or 
Bommarazupalayam. 

Witness No. 284 and witness No. 302 are amongst those who spoke about Karveti
nagaram or Bommarazupalayam. 

Witness No. 284 complained that the rates of rent were very high while the yield 
from the land was low. He said that the tanks were in bad repairs and continuous water
_supply from the tanks was denied. As regards forest he said that the forest is under the 
management of the estate and the cattle are not allowed to graze and fees is levied if fuel 
is removed from the forest. Finally the witness says that the rate of rent must be on a 
level at least with the Government rates in the neigbouring areas. 

Witness No. 302 also complained about lack of continuous supply of water and 
enhanced rates of rent. He added that pattas and muchilikas were not exchanged and 
remissions were not gra.nted. With the help of the figures that could be gathered from 
the documents, the conversion rate has been worked out and the statement relating to the 
"arne is given above, after the evidence of the witnesses was set out. By a comparison 
{If the rates of rent as they prevail now with the rates that prevailed in the year preceding 
the permanent settlement, by what limit the enhancement has reached to-day can be seen. 

The most important estate that gave evidence before the Committee at Madras Centre 
iB Venkatagiri. 

Westem Polliams.-Venkatagiri, Kalahasti, Bommarazupalayam and Sydapoor were 
known as the Western Polliams. 

A special Commission was appointed to investigate and report on the territorial resources 
and military establishments of the abovementioned four estates. On the receipt of the 
reports, the disbandment of the military forces of these estates was ordered. A Procla
mation was issued on 2nd August 1800 under the signature of the Right Hon'ble Edward 
Lord Clive, Govel"Dor in Council, declaring that it was decided by the Government that 
these estates should be brought under the control of the established regulations and laws 
-of the British Government. For that purpose it was stated that the military establish
ments maintained according to usage by the said zamindars respectively for the service 

-of the state should be entirely abolished and discontinued for ever. In consideration of the 
relief given to the said zamindars from the burden and expenditure of supporting the 
said milita.ry establishments in conformity to their engagements, t.he Government decided 
to.eommute the military service of the zamindars of Venkatagiri, Kalahasti, Bommarazu
palayam a.nd Sydapoor, respectively into a tribute of ready money to be paid in addition 
to their peshkash. These zamindars' servants were also called upon to surrender their 
muskets matchlocks and pikes and all other military weapons. For every musket, match
lock and pike so surrendered, Lord Clive promised a payment of Rs. 10, Rs. 5 and Rs. 2 
for each, respectively. 

The next question to be considered with regard to these Western Polliams which 
became zamindaries after the issue of tbe sunnads in their favour at the time of the perma
nent settlement is about their rig-ht (1) to enhance reDjs, (2) to forests, (3) to water-sources 
and various other points covered by the questionnaire. We shall consider first the ques
tion of rents. 

The arrang-ement entered into with the Government by the zamindars is contained 
in t.he sunnad issued by the G<>vernment in their favour. Sunnud·i-milkeut Istimrar is 
written on a special form prescribed for these zamindars. A definite arrangement was 
entered into before the pennanent settlement is made and the sunnads issued with special 
reference to the conditions prescribed therein. Before the permanent settlement is made 
and the Bunnads issued the landholders were told that the sunnads are subject to the 
conditions imposed on them with regard to the rights of the cultivators. The first condi
tion was that the amount which the cultivator was liable to pay as land revenue should 
not be fluctuating at the will and pleasure of the landholders. It should be a definite amount 
fixed for e1)Br like the peshkash and such a definite amount should be entered in the patta 
which the landholder should give to the cultivator. The second condition is that regu'"r 
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receipts should be given to the ryots for all the monies which they pay. We have discussed 
at length the importance and the significance of these two terms already. These two 
terms are embodied in clause 13 of the Kabuliat or Instrument of Assent and Agreement. 
issued in favour of the zamindars of Venkatagiri, Kalahasti; Karvetinagar and Syda
poor. Clause 13 of the Kabuliat runs as follows :-

.. I do he1'eby bind myself to enter into written engagements with my ..yots either 
f01' a rent in money or in kind, clearly defining the amount to be paid to me by 
such ryots individually, and explaining every condition of the engagement, anil 
I will grant, or cause to be granted, regular receipts to the ryots for all discharges 
in money or in kind made by them to me or for my account." 

This clause 13 of the Kabuliat contains solemn undertaking given by the landholder 
to recognize the fixity of tenure and the fixity of rent for ever. FUrther, the landholder 
is bound himself under clause 4 of the Kabuliat to abide by the rules and regulations 
made by the Government. Regulation XXX of 1802 laid down the rules that the land
holder should not make any enhancement of the rent fixed permanently at the perma
nent settlement. Section 9 of the same Regulation laid down the rule that in cases of 
any ilispute between the landholder and the cultivator about the rate of rent, the Courts 
should decide on the basis of the rent that had been fixed in the year preceding the 
permanent settlement. That was the ouly direction given to the Courts. It was not 
open to the CoUrts to go behind it and sanction enhRJ1Cement on any other basis. The 
arrangement arrived at the permanent settlement was an arrangement entered into be
tween the Government and the landholder on one side, and the landholder and the culti
vator on the other and the cultivator and the Government on the third. The nature 
of the arrangement has already been explained to be this: A certain proportion of the 
total produce of the land should be set apart as land revenue payable to the Government. 
(Let us take it for argument that it is half and half.) Mter the process of allotment is 
over, then half the produce or its value is Bet apart as the land revenue. This half is 
divided into three parts, two parts to be paid to the Government by the landholder as 
peshkash and one part to be taken by himself for the services rendered by him for collec
tion work. If any demand is made by the landholder to collect anything more than half 
for land revenue that amounts to enhancement. He was prohibited from making any 
such enhancements. In the case of Western Polliams, Stratton's report gives full parti
culars about (1) gross beriz, (2) alienated land, (3) gross collection of revenue, (4) net 
revenue and (5) value of the lands allowed to Amarum and Kattubadi peons, etc., in 
30 columns. (See statement attached to the Special Commission report.) This state
ment was prepared by Mr. Stratton on the basis of the accounts of the zamindars of these 
Western Polliams. 

Column 7 gives a correct amount for military establishment including column 5 
which gives the value of the lands allowed to Amarum and Kattubadi peons on Military 
tenure, etc. 

Column 8 refers to present peshkash. Column 9 is the total of columns 7 and 8. 
being the amount of present peshkash and military charges disbursed by the Poliyagars. 

Column 10 is the most important one. The heading of the column runs as follows :-
.. Surplus remaining to the zamindars deducting column 9 from column 6 by their 

own accounts." The words .. Surplus remaining to the zamindars .. after deduct
ing the items relating to peshkash and military service, etc., make it 
clear how much should be paid towards the peshkash and how much 
should be taken by the landholder, for his remuneration from out of the 
land revenue assessment. What the zamindar is entitled to take for himself 
is the surplus from out of the land revenue assessment that remained after paying 
peshkash and military service, etc. A more conclusive proof cannot be adduced 
than the writing in the accounts of the zamindars themselves which was taken 
as the basis for the statement of Mr. Stratton. We have discussed ,at length 
under other chapters the question relating to the right of the zamindar to
enhance the so-called rent as he pleased. It was wrong to have called that • rent' 
in the first place, and it was wrong to have treated the cultivator as & • tenant: 
who had' derived his title from the landholder. 

On the question of the intention of the authors of Legislation at the time of theo 
permanent settlement a more direct and conclusive piece of evidence cannot be secured 
than the statements of Sir John Shore, Lord Cornwallis and the statements recorded in 
the Collector's reports, Circ~it Committ~e .repo.rts and the ~espatches of the CoUrt .of 
Directors. But what waR said by such dlstmgmshed persons IS supported by the entries 
made in the accounts of the zamindars themselves and in the statement prepared by 
Mr. Stratton on the basis of such accounts, which st&tes in unequivocal terms that what 
the landholder was entitled to was only the surplus or the balance of the land revenue 
after paying the peshkash and military service, etc. There is nothing on record in the 
evidence adduced by the zamindars of the west to prove that they are entitled to enhllnce 



the rents as they pleased. Beyond the assertion of the landholderS 'and their agents' wh() 
Ilame to give evidence before the Committee there is nothing else to' support it. On the 
other hand the terms of the muchilika and the sunnad preclude them from denying the 
rights of the cultivator. 

. We have referred to the ascertainmeat and allotment of the Gcvernment;s Share pi 
~he produce of the cultivator as the first step.'rh~n, we have pointed out· that out of 
Buch total land revenue payable to the Government, two-t.birds Mould be set apart for pay! 
ment to the Government and one-third as the surplus·to be appropriated by· the landholder 
himself for his service. Having fixed .these two, the next step that Mould be considered 
is about the rate of rent and how to ascertain it. The statement prepared by Mr. Stratton 
is an exhaustive document in·itself. Gross benz of each zamindar is given in star pagodas 
in column 1. A.Ll&NATED lands, shrotriyam inamdars,etc., are Jiliown in column 2. Gross 
collection of revenues by the accounts taken by the Collector from those given by the 
zamindars are ebown in column 3. Net revenue from the same source is shown in column 
4. Value of the lands allotted to amarom and kuttubaddi peons on military tenure 
exclusive of the source included in column 4 resumable at pleasure by the Poliyagars being 
included in the gross beriz is ebown in column 5. Total income of columns 4 and 5 is 
MOWn in column 6. Aggregate amount of the military establishment is MOwn in column 
7. Present peebkaeb is MOwn in column 8. Total of columns 7 and 8, that is, the 
amount of present peshkash and the military charges is ebown in column 9 as 1,48,996 
star pagodas. Surplus that remains to the zamindar for appropriation by himself after 
deducting peshkaeb and military charges is shown,in column. 10 at 1,20,546 star pagodas. 
Proposed jumma including commutation for Military service is MOwn in column 11. 
Column 12 has shown the sayer, salt, and abkari. The 13th column shows net permanent 
jumma payable by the zamindars including commutation for military service at 1,11,058 
star pagodas. ColUmn 14 shows the amount of the net revenue which :will remain to the 
zamindar after deducting column 11 from column 4 exclusive of any additional source ~hey 
may assess on the lands in column 5 consequent to the abolition of the Military service. 

For Venkatagiri estate column 14giv6s. 1;10,755 star pagodas as the. amount of net 
revenue which remains to the zamindar. Colui:nn 15 gives the collections made by indi
viduals noted by the Collector of which the zamindar may avail himself for including in 
the assessment of gross beriz. Column 16 gives the net surplus remaining with the 
zamindar as in columns 14 and 15 at 1,44,511 star pa.godas. Column 17 fixes the jamma 
at 1,62,840 star pagodas, on the basis of two-thirds assessment of the gross collections like 
other zamindars. Column 18 shows the proposed jumma (column 11) at 1,15,377 star 
pagodas. Similar figures are shown for the estates of Kalahasti, Bommarazupalayam and 
Sydapoor in the same statement. . 

. Rates of fent.-For these estates full particulars regarding the rates of rent are given 
in the two reports publiebed by Mr. George Stratton. Taking Venkatagiri first he divided 
the estate into Southern and Northern Purgunnahs, Southern Purgunnahs being in the 
vicinity of Venkatagiri town. In page 6 he has given a table giving the particulars of 
punia or dry grain land, tirva on each gorru, and nania or paddy land, tirva on each 
gorru. The dry area was 'divided into four sorts, namely, first, second, third and fourth. 
The nania or paddy land was divided into two sorts as first and second. : PriCes are given 
on page 9 under four heads, viz.- . ". . 

(1) Circar prices, 
(2) Woontoodars prices, and 
(3) Bazaar rates, and 
(4) Sibbandi rates. 

Similar parti~ulars are giv~ with ~egard to Kalahasti, Bommaraz~palayam and Syda
poor. On the ba.&1s of the partlculars given, rates of rent as they prevaded in the year pre
ceding the permanent settlement can be fixed up for these Western Polliams. Wherever 
there may be any difficulty to ascertain the rates on the infor!'lati~n supplied by Mr. Stratton 
and other accounts the Government rates as they prevailed m the year preceding the 
permanent settlement on these estates or neighbouring lands may be taken as the basis 
for fixing the rate of rent. The Government rate forms a correct basis. The rule for 
these is the .same as that app~ed in all the Havelly estates which were Carved out of the 
Government property at the time of the permanent settlement. Finally the net surplus 
amount which the zamindar was entitled to from out of the total land revenue assessment 
having been, fixed by Mr. Stratton before the perman~nt settlement as shown in the 
statement, glveu below, It I!'ay be t~en that the zsmmdar was not entitled then and 
is not entitled to-day to chum anythmg more than the net surplus revenue which he i.e 
shown to be .entitled to by.Mr. Stratton on .the basiS. of the accounts maintained by these 
Mmindars th~m~ves,. 

COil. R. PART n-24 
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.:, On.b4alf of.the VelJkatagiri ~statet}l~.A,8sistap.tDiwas,.¥r; "\I.·VedaJj.t)l~IID:w" 
e!~ineoi.: He. spoke on: the wej;.,xtent,inllome'L~ ',l'lJD~ ,i,Q.,:villagel ~uri.sy.ste!Jl,; 
hIStory of ·the lixation of renta.in .the estata., suillea.ses.. !lgra}:\aram.s alld t,he olassifill&~oJ) 
o!lands, I\&IIture iUld pasturing fees, forests, proprie1;orshipto: the !!Oil. thein(l!Jme 0.$ tbll 
time .of the permanent settlement and the tenant's position after the permanent ~ettlement~ 
on village officers, forest pasturage, varllovadi, tanks and the kanclla system. He is one 
of the most exhaustive witnesses examined before the COniinittee •. He c6veredalmost all 
the po~ts .but he ;bas Dot b~n good enough to produce the acCount~ relating 1;0 the extell' 
of cult1vatlOn and' other part1culars of .land before the permanent settleme!lt, . 
. On each point deposed by this'witness and other witIUlsses'6n liebalf of the ,estate an~ 

also by ~e go~d n1lD;lber ~f the .witnesses tha~ came for;ward'to give evidence ~n behalf of 
·the ryots lD this zaruJDdan separate comme.nt IS not necessary. ~'hey are an pomts covered 
by the general questionnaire •. After considering the whole of the evidence, on both sidee', 
of this estate as well as all other estates; conclusions have been arrived at on all the 
questionnaire regrouped for consideration in this enquiry. Forest grievances and other 
complaints have been of a standing character in Venkatagiri Estate. Criminal &Ild·oivil 
oases have been going on for a very long time between the zamindar and the cultivators iB 
this estate, the zamindare claiming absolute rights in forests and all other matters covered 
by the questionnaire whereas the cultivators have been clainling the other wa.y. 

Witness No. 271 a.nd witness No. 272 spoke about the 'Xangundi 'EstatEI'.· Witness 
No, 271 complained that the forest .is owy,a reserve forest and after the Forest Act of 
1882 some hardship was caused to the ryots. Witness No. 272 sta.ted that major portion 
of the' tank-bed is assigned on pattaswith the. result that there is no . wet cultivation. 
"Ayacut under the tank has increased from 30 to 100 acres. He complained that lio impro'V~ 
ment for the tank is effected. He said that tanks which breached Some 40 or 30 years ago 
are still in the same condition without being restored to normal conditions, 

Witness No, 80B of Xalahastl Estate complained that the rates of rent are difft'rent 
and that there are four rates for wet crops. He said that the tanks are repairedreguiarly 
and ' thooms ' also are constructed. 

Witness No. 32tl of PamurEstate, said that there are 65 mam villages and 811 SolITa
harams and the. lands' are classified into tharams and that l;Iloney rents are prevailing since 
1924. He 'said that the: zamindar is attending to .the necessary repairs of the 2B tanks in 
his estate. He complained that the 'zamindar should have control over the village officers 
·and that permission is required from' the estate for removing fire-wood from the, forest. 
·The cattle are allowed to graze in the forest provided the grazing-fee of B annas'for 110 cow 
and 4 annae for a calf is paid. '.. . 
. Mr. Nagioli (Mal of ,Punganur Estate, spoke that the estate is'not ilUtveyed, and 

'much hardship is ,caused on /J,Cconnt of joint-pattas.He· complained that· the :rent is 
collected even when there is a failure of the crops and that no' remission is gra.Iited;' He 
also complained that .• Pullari ' .. is levied in the unreserved forests whichisan·imjust 
one. 

Witness No. 823 of Panagal Estate spoke that four rates are prevailing for the· lhy 
~cropi imd that fromfatilis 1205 to 1271 Cl'opwarsyatem preva.i!ed ~ the (estate •. :He also 
'mid that no grazing-fee is charged but the ryots have to take Permlts fn?mthe estate· for 
.grazing their .cattle in the foreats. . ' . , ' 

.. Witness No. 2BS of Chettinad Es~ate; complained that there Is Iii Deshbainda.mtalik 
which i8 useless on account of want of water-supply and that wet rates are levied· even' when 

· the supply of water is insufficient.. He also complained that the rates of rent are very 
high. 

'Next witness No. 290 of Tirumalai-Tirupati devasthanam said that .there are 200 
· villages in the N arayanavaram t"luk. He c.om~lained that in the village. of : Manipalli • 
'there are 16 different rates for paddy and Silt different rates for kambu, lonna, etc. He 
'stUd that the rates are with reference to the crop alone and the rent is collected in grain 
and then converted into cash according to the mark~t price, He spoke that in Pandravedu 
village there are eight different rates for paddy and 1t ranges from Rs. 18 to Rs. 25 per acre 
per crop and varying rates are prevalent for dry crops and garden crops. He said that the 

· rates go by the D;ame of Rok~adanyam (tJ;lat is, cash and grain). He complained th~t 
these grain rents mclude certa~n russums ~ven f~r the ,benefit of III temples scattered lD 
the zamindari and this accordmg to the Wltness IS an illegal cess and he wanted that it 
should be removed. He also complained that the ryots are not in a position to check the 
accUracy of the demand because the karnam changed the method of taxation at his will 

· and pleasure and that the ryots ho.v~ to pay :whatever ~e karnam and the moyagar 
demand. He stated that the· collectIOn work lS always lD lW'Tears and that the rates 

· of rent are high and even . higher than .that of Bobbili Eatate. He pleaded that 
the rates of rent must be o.n a level With the, qovemment rat~. He. complained 
that 6 000 tanks are in hiS estate and that majority of thelIl 'are.lD 6 bad condition 
and b~wallt8d' that the ~ank& . should "be .repaired bY" Qovernment and thr 

· cost . of repair, should .be realized ~ , tbe zammdar •• He sngges~d that in fnture 



yea.ts & fund called '.irrigatlon fund: s~o~d be collected by the za~dar and the' Govern. 
ment. ,He complained that great fnctlOn 18 caused between the zammdar and ryot by thE! 
IIiBtinction made in the Estate Llmd Act foI' trees grown and wells dug before ,1908 ",nel 
I/,fter, 1908 he pleaded that that distinction should be removed Dr deleted, from the EstBte~ 
Land Act. ' , , ." " , ' , :, , 
", ',Wftness'No. 291 of Tirumalai-Tlrupati devastha.ila'm wanted that orllinary pimja r'a~e$ 
!;ind not'llie cropwarrates for lands irrigat~d by wells; , sunk by the ryots, should', b~ 
Collected. " , " , " ' : 
,_ ;Witl'ess No. 342.of.Tiruttani taluk complail;t~d t.hat thecropwar r~tes must be abolished 
a.nd that Govetnment rates must be adopted m hiEr estate. He saId that several ce,sses 
like sad>!la.vaXu, madari, devatha. russum,eoo" aTe levied., He pleaded that rents' mus~ 
be cOllected in the months of J anilary , February and March. . ' 
: Witne~ No. 267 of Chinchinada Estate, ,stated that the rents are not settled and that 
·~e ryots require ,the rents to be .settled as it is iIi the' Government areas. He suggested that 
the ,old average'rentl!1 of Rs.:2-S-() should be continued. He said that the rents are fixed 
jICCOrding to the market prices. He complained that the zamindar claims the porambok~ 
~ds and that there are,no records of porambokes. He admitted that 200 acres of land is 
reserved in his, estate for the purpose of' grazing the cattle. ,He wanted that the jojnt-patta 
~ystem, should be abolished. '. ' " ' , . 

'" ,;\Y\J;n8BB No.~+1 of Vellanalam.estabe, spoke pnly about the ,various rates Df;reJ;l~ ~h&~ 
are preva.ilingl in' his estate. . ' 
" Witness No. 296 of Vettavalam estate Complained that the zamindar is not doing any 
·thing good' for the eState and that the tanks are not repaired. He said that the rates 'Of 
·rent for ;nanja and punja lands iIi his estate are high and he pleaded that the Government 
rates shonld be adopted. 'He stated that remission must be granted, villages miIst, be 
!Illl'VIIlYes!,lIoIld, settled ..and, transfer of pattas should be eifectedeasily without any'lanjam 
being p!ridtO -the' karnam.or munsif, He co!!,plained that, the zamindar is leasing, ~ 
lands 'for 25 ka.lams for first crop and 12 kalams for s~cond, crop. ; . " ; 

, 'c WitneBS ;No.·29~ of the same Yettavalem estate, complained that notice shou.!d be 
,given before distraint proceedings are carried and that the tanks must be repaired and 
;irrigation facilities should b'e given to the ryots. He gave as apiece of infonDation that 
they have started a Ryots' Association in his estate. ' ' , 
.' Witness No,' 295 of Kirlainpundi estate stated that suits are filed in regard to enhance
'ment of rent and that there is aoompromiaed rate of It 6IlIlas in his estate. He com
plained that the rent cannot be settled definitely and that the collection 'of rent is poor 
due ,to fall in prices. He desires Government method of collection to be adopted in his 
estate. He stated that the estate ,is spending some thousands of rupees every' year ,on' 

.. Iitig~tion and that the irrigation sources are in good condition. ., 
, WitnesS No. 273 of Thirthervalai and 'GovindamangaIam estates admitted that the 

ryots get 51 per cent of the gross produce as their share and that the tanks are in good 
·,i'epair .. ' . ' . . 
, ; 'Witness No: 280 wanted the definition of ',defaulter ' to be clarified: ~ complained 
"that .. the grazing' of Cattle is restricted and that the forests ate not reserved. He also 
complained that the rates of rent are higher than the ryotwari arearatee.' 'He deeired 

,that jamabandi must be conducted by' G9vernment officials.' " ' .. '_ L 

Witness' No. 358, Mr. G. Jogiraju Pantulu, Agricultural Assistant Director; 'was 
':examined as the last witness by the Committee with a view to ascertain the results of his 
experiments as an Agricultural Assistant Director. His evidence is as follows:.:.... ' ": 

Sri G. Jogrraj'u, who is an .Agricultural' Assistant Director, at' Vizagapat8111.:(now; 
on leave) deposed before the Committee that his total experience as an, agricul. 
tural 'officer was over twenty years and that he' was originally a supervisor :01' 
the home~farm .Iands of the Maharaja of Pittapuram.' He said that his 'experi. 
ments and experience proved .that· the homecfarm lands whlch had an acreage
of 186, and which before his taking charge of, worked at a heavy annual loss, 

, yielded a profit ,of Re. 7 ,OOOper'yeat after his e1l'orts during. seven years. The 
aV6rl!ge' y,eld· was 12, bags pel' acre aud a bag of paddy'welghed 116 lb. Th& 
average cuitivation expenses per acre amounted to Rs. 23 but in that locality 
the expensE>$ were 3()--32 rupees per acre.. The expenses included cost of cattle
hir~. 'wages "of coolies, preparation of seed bed and the price of manUre. He 
calculated the wages of a coolie at 4 annas per diem' aud the hire ofa pair of 
cattle at 12 annas pet day. Calculating to the fraction the cost comes to 

, Rs, 29-11-0 per acre, , '.!'he average yield of paddy for an acre of good land comes 
to 4-5 thousand pounds in the East Godavari district, and to 12l baga of paddy' 
in the Pittapuram home-farm. At the time he experimented, the price per bag 
of paddy was Rs. 4 and. so the yield in cash was Re. 50 per acre. When he said 

" tha~ he secured a profit of :Rs.7 ,000 per ,year on the .land, he did not include 
'0" ' ,. his saiary' and the taz'es B8 iln taxes are levied on home-farm, landa. OD 
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10 acres of plantain garden he was getting Rs. 450 per acre and his expenses 
were Rs. 100 to Rs. 150 per acre. He had a clean profit of Ra. 300 per acre on 
sucb lands. These rates are based on the ground that an acre yielded less than 
600 bunches and each in those. days costed a rupee. Nowadays a bunch 
costs 4 annas only. He also admitted if his salary, depreciation of stock, and land 
tax on the basis of the surrounding tracts amounting to Rs. 12 to Rs. 13 are 
taken into account, the profits on 110 acres of- such land is very little. The 
result is that in the ryoti land where a ryot has to pay taxes, the result of the 
trouble is that the ryot can after all get his own labour. The cost of such labour 
was also calculated by the witness and the process of calculation was explained 
to the Committee, and can be found in the printed evidence. 

Improved cultivation methods will have to be encouraged and towards this end Tac
cavi loans will have to be granted'on easy terms. Well irrigation is also a loss. 
But plantain cultivation will have to increase. The ryot must be allowed to enjoy 
his own labour and his labour should not be taxed. This can come about only if 
land taxes are reduced. Taking the average assessment on wet land to be Rs. 12 
per acre, and thst on the dry land to be Bs. 4 per acre, to satisfy the tests put up 
by the witness so as to leave a margin of profit to cultivator, the wet assessment 
will have. to be decreased by 60 per cent and the dry by 40 per cent. Then all 
kinds of crops can be grOWJl) by the ryot. Joint cultivation should also be 
encouraged. He suggested that when prices came down so low as at present 
there should be a sliding scale of assessment according to the fall. The witness 
is also in favour of according some rights to the under-tenant and feels that the 
lemedy for all evils is better cultivation. He also gave his calculations BS regards 
the variety of food to be eaten and labour that one can turn out if he eats a 
particular food. . 

He also said that he is getting a profit on his land because he let them and 
admitted if he cultivated them himself he will get a loss. The witness then 
expressed himself in favour of a scheme of rural reconstruction which he attempt. 
ed. By placing capable people at fixed centres and by doing propaganda as 
regards improved methods such good will result. The Government will get good 
returns on the investment. The witness finally expressed himself in favour of 
ELECTRQ-CULTURE methods for improving methods of agriculture and with
drew. 

This is a very important witness who is not connected either with the landholders or 
with ryot.. He has given a correct estimate of the cultivation expenses which may be 
taken lis a correct basis for the whole Presidency although his experiments were confined 
to the coastal districts. According to him the cultivation expenses come to Ra. 29-11--0 
per acre. He says that after deducting the cultivation expenses, taxes, etc., what the 
cultivator is able to save is only his labour and that labour should not be liahle to any 
taxation. He pleads that the ryot must be allowed to enjoy his own labour without being 
.ubj~ct~d to any tax, and that will be possible only if land-taxes are reduced. He says 
that on wet lands which pay Rs. 12 per acre and on dry lands which pay Bs. 4 per acre, 
the wet assessment should be decreased by 60 per cent and the dry assessment by 40 per 
cent. According to him if taxes are reduced on that basis the cultivat·or will be able to . 
grow all kinds of crops and he plead. that the rate of assessment should be on a sliding 
scale according to the fall or rise in prices. One important statement that he made is in 
regard to the profits he is making on his lands. He said that the profit that he is making 
is due to the fact that he let the lands to the cultivators and he admits that if he culti
vated land himself he will get a loss. From this it can be seen what margin will be left 
f01 the cultivators when they rush in competition to the landholders to obtain land on 
I"ases at even prohibiting rates. 

On the evidence that has been reviewed with regard to all the estates that have come 
forward to give evidence before the Committee at Madras and also at other centres, con
clusions have been reached as recorded in Part I. One thing must be stabed in this 
connexion that in some areas the relationship between the landholders and the cultivators 
hM not at all been cordial. even during the period of engUll',' by our CommitteA. In 
regard to Gampnla/!udem estate the zamindar himself /!live evidence and on behalf of the 
ryots some people statE'd all their grievances. One of them Mr. Kolle Buchayya who gave 
"vidence before us in Madras Centre was sometime after that assaulted severelv in con
nAxion with a dispute between the Inndholder and the cultivators. He was in H.e hospit,,1 
for treatment for the injury received by him including a frncture of some boneR. The 
Collector WIlS reQuested to send a report about the incident. He has sent a report which 
is on the file. However, we cannot comment upon the incident because the matter is 
pending E'nquirv before 8 Court of Law. We have referred to this incident to show how' 
strained the relationship still is in ""'lie areas. 

CQM. R. PAR1' 11-25 
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CHAPTER IV 

TRICHINOPOLY CENTRE. 

Southern poliams-
1 U daiyarpalaiyam. 
2 Kadavur. 
3 Arivalur. 
4 TtUaiyur. 

Southern poliams-conL. 
5 Marungapuri. 
6 Kattuputhur. 
7 Arunagirimanga.lam. 
8 Tanjore Chatram Estate. 

Introductory note.-The Trichinopoly district is in the main, a great plain of reddi.h 
soil. The general agricultural practice in Trichinopoly is much the fame as in the southern 
portions of the Presidency. The cultivation of the land may be divided into 3 classes :-. 

(1) Wet cultivation-Irrigated from the Cauvery and from tanks. 
(2) Garden cultivation-Irrigated from wells. 
(3) Dry land cultivation-Which depends entirely on the rainfall. 

There was a general failure of crops in 1805 and the dearth which followed in 1807 was 
also felt in this district. The district suffered again in 1876-1878 but the famine was of 
shorter duration. There were high floods in the Amaravati in 1922 caUEing damages to 
lands, homes, trees, etc., In 1924 there occurred the unprecedented high floods in the 
Cauvery, which caused great damage throughout the diE.trict. Homes W6re destroyed, 
lands were either inundated or submerged under water and a comi<ieJable extent was co
vered with sand, causing heavy loss to the agriculturists. Again in 1930 there were floods 
owing to very heavy rains. 

In the Tnchinopoly centre the following estates gave evidence before the Estates Land 
Enquiry Committee. The names of the estates with their total rent-roll and present 
peshkash which those estates pay to the Government are mentioned below :-

Name of till!' estate, 

Marungapuri 
Kattuputhur 
Kadavur 
Turaiyur 
Udaiyarpalaiyam 
Arunagirimanga.la.m . and other five 

smaJI villages 
Ariyalur and t,wo other villages 
Tanjore Ch .. tram Estate 

Tots! 

P .... aah. 

BS. A. P. 

20,584 8 0 
16,211 3 1 
13,324 15 4 

700 0 0 
665 9 5 

143 7 10 
100 12 8 
Nil. 

51,730 8 4 

Rent roll. 

BS. A. P. 

64,910 15 7 
34,877 14 11 
51,053 0 0 
47,019 8 5 

1,86,020 5 3 

5,919 12 8 
4,510 8 8 

Nil. 

3,94,312 1 6 

The Tanjure Ch&tram Estate consisted of ouly a group of Inam vi1Ir.ges. It was for
merly un<kr .he control of the Rulers of Tanjore. At present the Distriot Board is the 
proprietor ofthe estate. '. 

SOUTHERN POLIAMS 

We have considerecl the evidence referred to above, recorded by our Committee 
about (1) the Poliams of Trichinopoly district and the Poliams of Madura and Tinnevelly 
districts, so far as they are represented in our inquiry. Although the history, general 
conditions and details might differ as between the different groups of Poliams and also as 
between any two Poliams of even the same group, all of them are governed' by the same 
principles. 

The principles applied are common to the zamindaris of the Circars, Western Poliams 
. and Southern Poliams. The causes that led to the introduction of the Permanent Settle
ment were the same all over the Presidency. 
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Although the evidence adduced before our UOlIlwittee was confined to the land
holders and ryots that came forward to put in written memoranda or give evidence, the 
principles enunciated and applied are common to them and also to those landholders and 
ryots that have not chosen to appear and give evidence. 

In the case of Southern Poliams, the arrang'ements for permanent settlem'ent ha.d 
ileen made for some years before 1802 and for some years ewn after 1802, in cases in 
which the sanads happened to be issued subsequent to 1802. The principles applied and 
the basis of calculation for assessment of land revenue adopted in the Southern Poliams 
are con tained in the correspondence that passed between the Collectors and the Board of 
Revenue, . and the Government and the Court of Directors. 

So far as the Southern Poliams are concerned, to illustrate that the causes, condi
tions and principles were the same as in the other parts of the Presidency we refer to 
the correspondence that passed between Mr. Lushington, Collector of Trichinopoly, and 
the Board of Revenue, and statement of accounts furnished by him along with his letter, 
dated 26th December 1816, (2) the letter to the Government of Madras by the Board 
of Revenue in 1816 and 1817, (3) the letter addressed by Mr. Lushin.,aton to the Board 
of Revenue on 14th March 1817, (4) the list of villages propoeed to be transferred to the 
Poligars of Ariyalur and Turaiyur and U daiyarpalaiyam and others and accepted by the 
Board of Revenue, dated 14th March 1817, and accepted by the Government at Fort 
SI. George on 27th March 1817, and (5) the letter addressed to the Board of Revenue by 
Mr. Hill, Secretary to the Goveriunent, dated 30th September 1817, toget,her with the 
Minute of the Board thereof. 

Copies of all the above named, taken from the public documents of the Government, 
are printed in the Appendix. For full particulars I,hese interesting documents may be 
looked into. But, for the purpose of the report, we shall briefly refer to some passages 
in the abovesaid correspondence which would explain the causes of the permanent settle
ment, the conditions of the sanads granted, and how the tenure as well as the rate of 
r"lit I.,viable against the cultivators, were permanently fixed along with the peshkash. 

When we were discussing about the estates of the Circars and the Wegtern Poliams. 
we dealt with similar documents to prove the same point. In the same manner, we shall 
refer to the important passages and documents be.aring upon the Southern Poliams 
,Iso. 

In the letter addressed by Mr. Lushington to the Board of Revenue on 26th Decem
ber 1816, the reason for fixing the land revenue permanently, and thereby fixing the 
peshkash and also the rent payahle by the cultivator to the landholder for ever, is given 
in clause (4) which runs as follows:-

.• Preceding the details of this arrangement, it is neoessary to submit a lew preli
minary observances. The rapacious exactions inseparable from the Muham
madan Government appeared to have been regulated in amount by the strength 
or weakness of the executive Govenlment for the time being and the means of 
,,,,,istallC8 pOBBessed by the 1>ictims. about to be plundered. No consid~l"8.tion 
for the prosperity of the country even seems to have been presented exaction 
necessary to supply the exigencies of the moment, and provided the Mussalman 
ruler had the power of exhorting his interests, were urgent. he was never seen 
to hesitate in using that power; nor was be at all particular by what agents 
or means he accomplished his objects." 

This is continued in clause (5) as follows:-

.. Frequent repetitions of these arbitrary exactions induced the poligars to render 
the approach of their. cusba v.ilIages as di~cult 9:Dd d~n!!erous as possible; it 
cannot, therefore, excite surpnse that the Immediate Vlgilence on their resist
ence should have been preserved in its original and uncultivated state. Hence 
it will be observed that on the transfer of Turaiyur to the Company'. authorities 
in fasli 12111 the assessment amounted to Star Pagodas 600, whereas in the last 
fnsli it amounted to Star Pagodas 1.301-42-50. and is susceptible of further 
lmprovement ... 

The above two paragraphs must make the position clear. as to the causes that induced 
the East India Company to introduce the Permanent Settlement in the Southern Poliams 
It is described how the arbitrary exactions compelled the poligars to make their village~ 
inaccessible to the rulers or their agents who came there to collect the money. 

. .It i~ also explained how the c,:,itivation of land was not popular and so mnch of 
vtrgtn BOil was left wild and uncultivated. For this and other reasons, the Ea~t Indi. 
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Company proposed to levy a moderate revenue assessment making the peshkash as well 
a8 the rent a permanent one, so as to induce the cultivator to take heart, to develOp his 
own land for the benefit of his family primarily and for the benefit of the country by 
way. making his contributions towards manufactures, commerce and industry. _ 

Mr. Lushington. therefore,took the assessment of fasli 1225 as the value of the 
Turaiyur Poliam, that being the highest at the time. Clause (8) referred to the cowl 
and the plan of the Jaghir No.2 to be granted to the Poligar. The chief object of granting 
the cowl and the chief conditions are said to be as follows:-

.. A cowl to be granted to the Poligar containing such clause as appeared to me 
to be requisite to the inhabitants placed under the Poligars control; and to 
secure the right of Circar in the neighbouring villages." 

After discussing the basis of assessment, the Collector enquired of the Board whether 
in making arrangement with the three Poliams. villages equivalent to the value of the 
combined receipts of Kavali manyam and Kannevari allowances are to be conceded to 
the village, or whether the villages amounting to 10 per cent only of the net collections 
are to be considered the extent of the intended transfer. 

To understand the meaning of this. one fact must be borne in mind in this connexion, 
namely: that the total number of villages which belong to each one of these Poliams, 
was much larger than the land revenue which was proposed to be givep. to them under 
the Permanent Settlement. For example, Udaiyarpalaiyam zamin originally consisted of 
100 villages, 19 whole inam villages and a number of minor inams. consisting of 12,637 
seres; all of which had been taken away by the Government and from out of which, it 
was proposed to restore to them the income of only 65 villages. The other 35 villages 
and Kavali manyams and Kannevari allowances and income from 19 inam villages and 
minor inams which the Poligar was entitled to absolutely in his own right, were taken 
over by the Government. The income of the 65 villages proposed to be transferred 
amounted to 10 per cent of the net collections of the total number of villages. 

In the letter of Mr. Lushington which we are now considering, the question was 
put to the Board of Revenue. whether 10 per cent only of the next collections should be 
transferred; or whether the villages equivalent to the value of the combined receipts frolL 
the treasury, the Kavali manyams and Kannevarl allowances also may be tacked on. 

At this distance of time it is difficult to understand why these Po\igars were deprived 
of a substantial part of their original estate and granted onlyI' portion of it with a small 
peshkash. The peshkash for Udaiyarpalniyam. Ariyalur and Turaiyur, were fixed so low, 
not because of any special consideration. but because a substantial portion of their riaht 
has been taken away by the Government in the shape of villages and manyams :nd 
allowances. Instead of restoring them to their estates in full and charging them with a 
higher amount as peshkaah, they took away a subste.ntial part of their proprietary right 
and granted them only a lesser right. with a small pesbkash. 

These Poligars were not the persons who had resisted the East India Company, like 
the Western Poligars. But the policy of the East India Company and the British in 
India, was to see that military classes were emasculated and no spirit of resistence was 
left behind, before their Government was established. This was admitted by the Circuit 
Committee. These Poligars of the South and West. and the zamindars of the Circus 
had no option but to submit to the situation and a..,areed to be satisfied with the smaller 
revenue assigned to them in return for the services to be rendered by them by way of 
collecting the rent. , 

But each one of -these Polloms and other esta.tes all over the Presidency have been 
from the outset. engaged in enhancing the rates of rent contrary to the arrangement 
entered at the time of the permanent settlement. 

We have seen the proposed basis of calculation for fixing the iumma on -the whole 
estn!.e of each Poligar. Now we shall examine a little more closely to ascertain what 
Wlls the total land revenue fixed on each Poliam and how much of it was set apart as 
peshkash to be paid to the Government and what balnnce was left to the Polignrs for 
their own use as a consideration for the work done by them. 

In the letter addressed by Mr. Lushington on 14th March 1817 to the Board of 
Revenue in paragraph (5), he wrote as follows:-

.. The Udaivnmnlniynm Poligar has rec.eived on an average an early 811m of Rtar 
Pagonns 7.757-44-27. The villn.ge proposed to be transferred rna" be vnlned at 
Stnr l'n!!odos 7.832-4-18. which, after deduct.in/! the pe.hkR.h of Rtar Pagodas 
175, will leave the receipt to the Poligar not Star Pagodas 7.657-4-18." 
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. In pa.r~_al'h (6) it is ~ta~ed. again as follows;-

.. The orders of the Board of Revenue shall be fulfilled respecting ·the, period 'of 
transfel: and a copy ofreguiation ~ of 180'..l shall be given to each zaD'lindar." 
.Regulation 28 was passed along with the Patta Regulation, 30 and- Permanent. 
Settlement Regulation 25 of It:102 on the same date 13th oT uly, .. for empowel·· 
mg the landholders and farmers· of land to distra.in and sell the ~el-son • .r property 
of the underfarmers and 'ryots, and in certain cases the personal propetty or 

. their sureties for arrears of rent or land revenue; and in preventing land~ 
. holders and farmers from imprisoning the cultivator or their sureties," 

This regulation provided th~ procedure for recovering the revenue- payable by· the 
cultivator and it was subject to the rights conferred upon the cultivator under the patto. 
regu1~tion 30 of 1802 with regard to the rates of rent and their enhancement • 

.. Ib this manner each poligar had been informed before the permanent settlement 
was made and the sanads were granted, that the fixing of the peshkash permanently 
and the granting of the power to collect the land revenue, were subject to the conditions 
and rules laid down in the regulations and other laws passed by the Government, . For 
example--

In the proposed grant of the jaghirs or Poliam of Tura.iyur to Vijaya Venkatachala 
Reddi, the following clause was inserted:- ' 

.. The said Vijaya Venkata Reddi shall continue faithfully t.o his allegiance to 
the British Government and obedient to the Tegulations which have been or 
may be established by its authorities for the internal Government of the 
couutry, for the administration of justice, and for preserving to all its subjects 
the enjoyment of their just rights and privileges," 

It is thus clear that whatever rights the poligars of the South or the poligars of the 
West or the zamindars of the Circars were conceded they have always been governed 
by the regulations and rules and laws passed by the Government, and the conditions. 
imposed in the sanads granted to them. They are not entitled t.o enhance the rents 
fixed at the time of the permanent settlement. If there is any dispute with regard to. 
the rate of rent, the courts were called upon to adopt the rate that had been settled 
in the year previous to the permanent settlement' as the proper rate. These rules were 
ena.cted lD sections 7 and 9 of the Patta Regulation 30 of 1802. Such was the nature' of: 
the proprietary rights conferred on them. 

Let us next consider the method employed to fix the land revenue or jtimma ali 
the time bf the permanent settlement. 'After fixing that, we may deduct the peshkash 
of over Re. 600 from the total land revenue and know that the halance left to th6t 
zamindars is, as consideration for the collection work undertaken by them. 

BASIS OF AssEssMI!NT. 

Mr. Lushington submitted a statement of account on 14th March 1817, . with a 
list of villages proposed to be transferred to the Poligar of Ariyalur; and this statement 

,,.as appr~ved in FOTt· St. George Gazette, dated 27th March 1817. The statement' 
contains the full particulars of (1) names of the taluks, (2) names of the maganams. 
(3) names of the villages in the native language, (4) names of the villages, (5) amount beriz, 
of land revenue including the topes 7th December 1225, (6) amount of beriz of kavaly 
varutxianam and kauveri vari at the 7th fasli 1225. (7) total beriz at 7th faali 1225. 
In column (5) the heading is written in these words, .. Total beriz of land revenue: 
including the tope as per the faali 1225." Under this head the total beriz of land 
revenue is shown as Star Pagodas 7,028-24-49. In column (6) the total heriz of Kavaly 
Varumanam and Kauveri Vari is shown as Star Pagodas 693--37-77. Grand t.otal beriz: 
as per fasli 1225 is shown in the column (7) at 7,722-17-46 Star Pagodas. 

To this, the beriz of two other villages amounting to Star Pagodas 81-4~ anc! 
76-26-.58 were added. Thus the t.otal beriz came up to Star Pagodas 7,880-39-30. 
Having Bscertained that, Mr. Lushington worked out the 10 per cent on the average
collection of 13 years at 4,068-36-58 Star Pagodas. To this be added 3,177-36--69 Stili' 
Pagodas on account of Kavaly Varumanam and Kauveri Vari on the average collection of 
13 years. To this was added Star Pagodas 437-7-2 as beriz amount for five Sarva Maniyam 
villages enjoyed by the poligars, The total of all these three items is Star Pagodu 
'1,683--35-49. The diff~ce hetween' this and the t.otal beriz shown in column (n, 
Il8mely (7.88()..89-SQ) 18 Star Pagodas 197~1. The amount proposed t.o be paill 
annually 88 peshkash was fixed at 200. The difference between 200 and 197~1 is> 

COK. B. PART n-26 
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Star Pagodas 2-41-19. The heading of the last entry in the statement appended"~ 
as follows:- .. 
. . .. The remaining receipt of the poligar a.fter ;Deducting the difference in Star 

Pagodas 7 ,68~9-30:' 

In this ma.nner the revenue proposed to be cOllected from the cultivators was divided 
into two pa.rts: (1) peshkash (Government's share), and (2) landholder's' sbare. Ail 
the first step the total benz of land revenue is fixed at Star Pagodas 7 ,~O. Then 
the peshkash was deducted from this amount and the balance of this land revenue is 
described &8 .. the amount remaining to be received by the poligar.' , The words are 
~nclusive and significant. 

The amount which the landholder is entitled to receive year after year from the 
cultivators in perpetuity, without attempting to enhance it a.t any time for any reason 
is thus fixed. This result is the same as the one that had been arrived at with regard 
to the Western Poliams and the zaminda.ris and Havellis and the proprietary estates 
of the Circa.rs and other parts of the Presidency. . 

. These three estates have not been surveyed. There is no way of ascertaining its 
present extent by acres &8 could be done in the case of the zaminda.ris snch as Ma.runga
purl and Andipatti where survey.had taken place, UnJese we have the extent in acres 
at the present time and the extent at the time of the permanent settlement in the sbape 
of Garee or some other standards of measurement of that time, we cannot apply the 
conversion method employed by us in Vizisnagaram. etc. When there is no way of ascer
tllining the conversion rates, we have to fix the rate of rent by some other method. In the 
ease of PoJiams like this and Ravelli estates it can be done on the basis of the Government 
ntes preva.iling at the time of the permanent settlement. 

Have11i estates, before they were constituted zaminda.ris at the time of the per. 
manent settlement, were the absolute property of the Government. Bates of rent paid 
on these lands before the permanent settlement were the Government rates. Similarly 
the Southern Poliams and the Western Poliams were treated as the absolute property 
of the Government at the permanent settlement when they were restored only in portions 
of their original estates or burdened with Military charges and sanads were issued. 

As al1 the Southern Poliams had become the absolute property of the Government 
before the Permanent Settlement, the rates of rent payable on these lands at the time 
of the Permanent Settlement were the rents paid to the Government in the year praced-
iogthe date of the Permanent Settlement. . 

These Government rates should be accepted as the rate payable to the landholder 
under section 9 of Regulation 30 of 1802. That ie the basis that should be adopted 
to fix the exact rate of rent of each estate as it prevailed at the time of the' Permanent 
Settlement. and it is that rent tha.t is payable by the cultiva.tor to the za.mindars or 
the proprietors or poligars or jagbirdars for ever according to the Perma.nent Settlement 
a.rrangement. All the enhancements ma.de between 1802 and, to-day should stand 

eancel1ed. 

In the course of our dealing with the Southern Poliams. the same is divided into three 
convenient centres, viz., Trichinopoly, Madura and Tinnevel1y. Dealing with the zamin
daris in the Trichinopoly groUP. the importa.nt ones a.re Udaiya.rpala.iyam, Turaiyur. Anya.
fur, Ka.da.vur, Ma.rungapurl, Ka.ttoputhurand Arunagirimangalam and Tanjore Chatram 
~state. 

. The ea.rly history of the first three estates, viz., Udaiyarpalaiyam, Turaiyur a.nd Arl-
yalur, ie important a.nd briefly it ie as follows :-

lJDAIYARPALAIYAM, 'l'1JRAIYlJlt AND ARIY.A.LlJ'll.. 

Early history.-In the year 1795, Mahomed Ali, the Na.wab of Csmatic. died. and 
in 1799 following the capture of Seringapatam, a reasonable correspondence between 
'Tippu and Mahomed Ali and his son was discovered. The British Government deeming 
itself absolved from the treaty obligations th~y have entered into with the Nawab.in 1792, 
resolved to take over the Government of the Carnatic. An agreement was ma.de with the 
nephew of Mahomed Ali. Aziz-ul-daul, on 1st July 1801, by which he renounced the civil 
and militl!J'Y administration of the Carnatic and .received a pension. Trichlnopoly was 
among the territories thus transferred to the English. , '. 

- In August ,1801, Mr.J. WaJla.ce, an English Collector, was sent to BSsiune charge of 
the district. ., '," ,.. .. :., 
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. . Udaiyarpalaiyam, Ariyalur and Turaiyur were not in the possession of the family of 
the Poliga.rs at the time of the cession of the Ca.rnatic to the English. . 

When the country came under the Company's role, the district Collector took poBBeB
mon of the whole country. These zaminda.rs during the pendency of their estates were 
given an allowance of'10 per cent of th!' ,pet revenue derived from the estate with effect 
from the cession of the Carnatic. 

'Uaalyarpalalyam. 

Originally, the zamindari of U daiyarpalaiyam consisted of 100 zamindari villages arlri 
19 whole inam villages and a number of minor inams consisting of 111,637 acres as given 
in the table on page 236, Trichinopoly Gazetteer. Out of these, only 65 villages were given 
to the zaminda.r. In the sanaa that was given to the zamindar, the commuted income of 
.the 65 vtllages that were handed over to him was stated to be 7,832 star pagodas or 
Es. 27,142 and the peshkash was fixed at 175 star pagodas or Es. 612-8-0. 

When the income of the zamindari was ascertained for the purpose of settlement, the 
rate prevalent was that which existed during the period of the nawa.bs. There was no 
.alteration of these ratel but only the method of collection was varying. The assessment in 
the villages ha.nded over to the zamindar and the a.ssessment in the villages taken by the 
Government was the same. 

Ratea.-Udaiyarpalaiya.m zamindari is in the kada.ra.m (dry) area. .. In Udaiya.r. 
palaiyam, the wet and the dry lands prior to fash 1264 ha.ve a1waYI been charged a.like." 
(Pages 201-02, Trichinopoly Manual). "The average assessment on dry lands including 
-garden cultivation was always exactly Be. 1 (Trichinopoly Monual, page 225). Taking 
Be. 1 as the assessment per acre of land the total acreage of cnltivable land in the zamin
·da.ri would extent to 27,412 acres in faw 1227. The Diwan ha.s stated in his evidence 
that the extent of cultivation in the zamindari in 1927 was 38,686 acres and in fa.sli 1346 
it WBS 67,625 Bud the income rose from Rs. 1,00,962 to Rs. 1,79,714. But in the Govern
ment list of zamindari corrected up to 31st December 1936, the income is stated as 
iRs. 1,86,020-5-3 •. The to~a.1 .extent of la~d reserved in 1916 BS fores~s by notification 
-duly promUlgated In the D,strict Gazettes IS 8,441 acre. and 88 cents. There i. no un
reherved forests. The zamindar says tha.t the extent of his priva.te lands amount to only 
·250 Bcres ecattered over in eight villages. 

Income.-The total IIssespment for fasli 1345 is stated to be amounting to 
l~s. 1,97,257-7-0, and asum ofRs. 1,69,011-1-2 was oollected and a sum of Rs. 28,246-5-10 
-was in arrears. The ("llowing table will show the number of aores, rate of collection 
.and rent rolls for different faslis whioh will olea.rly give an idee cf bow the rate is increased 
~ide by side with inoreased extent of oultivation from Be. 1 to Rs. 2-8-0 and from Rs, 2-8-0 
to Re. 2-12-0 and the inorease in the tote I amount of collection in this zamindari:- . 

l"aIIl. A ..... Rate. .Bent rol'" 

BB. A. 1'. Ba. A. 1'. 

1227 (ISI7) .. 27,412 1 0 0 27,412 0 0 
1297 (1887) .. 38,686 2 8 «) 1,00,962 0 0 
1346 (1936) .. frT,265 2 12 0 1,86,020 I> 3 

~ Irrigation.-The irrigation in this zamindari is carried on with tank water. Aocording 
to the zamindar's evidence there are more than 300 drinking water ponds and tanks but the 
more important of them are only 12 in number, and a. sum of Rs. 10,000 have been spent 
from 11126 fur their repairs •. Witness No. 150, Mr. N. Subrahmanya A.yyar, Pleader says 
that there are only 65 tanks within this zaminda.ri and they are .not Pl'lJ'erly maint~ined. 

"T he tank beds are given away on patta for onltivation. Witness No. 149 has filed Exhibit 
399 whioh is a oopy of revised Judgment in O.S. No. 1220 of 1916 on the files of the D.strict 
Munsif's Court of Ariyalur. Paragraphs 35 to 38 contain a findingthat the benefioial owner
shiP of the tank and ita bed so long as it is used as a reservoir is with the ryots and that' the 
.assignment of the same by the zamindar is not binding on the Plaintiff (ryet}. . 

. .Rent8.-The zamindar says that the rates are emoodiedin the Tirvei Cha.ttam which 
.are ·fixld from befure the Permanent Settlement and they have been unvarying 80 far as 
reoords show fur over fifty years and that the mm ndal is not permitted to enter into con
traot whioh WI.nl4 have had ~he effeot· hr !"eduo ng the revenue due on the land; but from 
the data available as set out lD the table hEretobtfure there has been ~dual inorease in the 
rate of average assessment from Re. 1 to Re. 2-12-0 per aore which is more than double. 

I ___ eIl '_.-The inoreased income of the zamindar is brought about partly by 
i»o_d 9nltivat on and partly by oba.rging Ulkudi (highest) rates, on the lands broughc 
under olLlt,ivation. Exhibit 396 contains two da.rkhast memorandum fa. IDS wher.in the 
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Diwan of UdaiyarpaJayaw has specifically stated and endorsedthap tLe darkhllBt IanchJ. 
referred to therein ma.y be given on ·pattas on Ulkudi (highest) ratES. Age.in Exhibit 407 
which contain. two pattas show. that the rate of assessment has h<en increased. . In the 
patta for msli 1241 fur .Adangal No. 23 cawnies 1-9-6 is charged Re. 0-14--6 whueas in mali 
1343 for the s .. me Ad..llg .. 1 No. ·fo£ C .. wniES 0-7-0 a sum of Re: 2-1-4 has been ch ... ged. 
Ag .. n Exhibit 455 fil,d by WitnEsS No. 194 R&ghun&thach&ri, V .. kil, shows the r .. te on 
O&sUlOrin .. has been doublld between fuslis 1338 and 1339. In f ... li 1338 p .. tta No. 105-
0-9-2 OOwniES, is charged Re. 1-14.-2 wh~reas in fusli 1339 for the same holding the r .. te ia 
increased to Re. 2-12-3. :Both the za.mindar .. nd the ryots according to their evidence 
tendered desire 1 hat the Estates Land·Act should be .. mended and that the za.mindari should 
be surveyed.· The ryots aIso s .. ythat the powers ma.y be taken away from Revenue Courts 
.. nd hanllt d over to Civil Courts and that the panchayat system ma.y be introduced and 
the corruption among the Vill&ge offioers put down. They aIso suggest that the Govern ... 
ment might take up irrigation and forests or vest the same in the Panchay .. ts. 

Remi8~on."""'REmission is not granted in this zamindari .. ccording to the evidence 
of the witnesses and the Zamindar e Iso s .. ys that a statutory provision for remission is 
difficult to devise and that relief by remission should be dictated only by principles of 
huma.nity. 

From the evidence set out above it will be seen th .. t K&ttalai fees at Ii per cent of the' 
0011, cti"rs as ooll~ction fEES, w&s being levi,d in the zamindari un!&wfully without .. ny 

sanction h<hind it. When the PoLg ... w .. s assigned a portion ofthe revenue for collection 
work it wa.s clearly ill, gal to collect Ii per cent Diore as collection fees. This question 
came up for consider .. tion when Mr. LUbhington proposed in his letteI dated 26th December 
1816 to the :Bo ... d of Revenue that the ch&rges of collection must be l.orne by the Poligar& 
in the viIIa.gei! ceded to them. In other words the. Poligara were informed that they 
should not collect thereafter 1 i per cent as oollection fees. 

Kadavur. 

K&davur .. nq Marungapuri formed part of the same estate. The estate was unsettled 
till 1871 when the zamindar w&. ofteN d .. nd he .. ooept< d .. zamind&ri 8&nad. The peishk&sh 
w .... settl,d at some time prior to 1849 on the basis of the survey assessment of 1802-03· 
and at a rate which left 30 per cent of the grOBS income olthe estste to the Polig&r and the. 
balance of 70 per cent was taken as Government share. In the 8&nad tb&t was given on 
21st NOVEmber 1871, fifteen vilJ&g€Sare mentione d and the peishkash w .. s fixEdat Rb.13,411. 

E:r.tent.-The area of the zamindari is 154 eqUlOre miles containing 103 Villages. The 
estate w .. s under the Court ofW ... ds from 1912 to 1926. The zamindar in his statement. 
say. tb&t the rates fixed in 1802-03 still continues .. nd the aver&ge dry r&te per acre as.. 
workEd out:from the .. ocounts submitted by him amounts to Re. 1-4-0 whereas the wet 
rate amounts to Re. 2-4-0 in the ~ ... se of mnds oultivated by tanks, and Re. 4-0-1 in the 
oase of those cultivated by wells. 

Rent Rol18.--Ca.louJating from the peishk&sh, being 70 per cent of the gross income,. 
the rent re-lls of the zamindary would amount to Its. 19,158-H in ~803, when the peish
bsh was fixed. The following table will show hoW the rent r9l1sinc:reased for the years. 
mentioned therein :-

BS. A. P. 

1213 (1&03) • • 19,158 9 0 (As worked out from the peisbkasb). 
1288 (1878) 44,062 9 0 (Trichinopcly manual). 
1344 (1934) 54,562 7 O} 
1345 (1935) 64,647 3 6 (Statements submitted). 
1346 (1936) 64,775 15 9 

The zamindPr giVEi! an aooount of the extent offorests as 25,801'58 aores and his pannaii. 
Jands as 2,247 aores. He does not give an aot u&l extent of the cultivated mnd. 

Mari .. ppa Pilmi, WitneBS No. 168 a ryot has filed Exhibits 433 A to E a series of docu
ments showing that the Zamindar is oollecting dry rate instead of fallow rate and that water
rate i8 being leviEd, and tb&t land worth about Re. 100 is being sold in auction for 0-10-0. 
Exhibit 433 &leo shows tb&t the taxes &re inoreased from ye .. r to year. The following state
ments in pattas comprised in Exhibit 433 will give an idea of the increase. 

1'".11. 

.. .. .. 28 
28 

:as. A ••• 

4614 2 
110 8 0 
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Thus within five ye&rll Re. 46-14-2 swelled up to Re. 110-3-0. Again in another 
set of pattas n is st&ted as followa:-....... .aJ_. ..... 

1339 
1346 

... 177 
177 

BS. A. P. 

210 0 
2 16 1 

Here the rate iainoreasedonlYDY Re. 0-5-1. In this za,mindari confusion is said to have 
been caused in the measurement of holdings by making use of 100 links ohain and 80 links 
chain for measuring purposes. There is no survey but only paimaah account and the village 
brnam, witness No. 176, deposed that if villages are surveyed it would be easy to keep 
aooounts. Now lands are identified by hereaayand mamool wherever Adangaland paimash 
would fail to identify them. This witnesa oonfessed that villsge officials used to take ti}lll 
but he would call the same only &8 mamooland not bribery. 

Deva Kavandan. witness No. 179, deposes that the rates should be made corresponding 
to what are prevalent in Government villages, a survey should be made and the person in 
whose pattaan excessive measurement is found, that plot must be given to him as he has 
always been paying .... essment for that plot. 

Ariyalur. 

The estate has been practically dismembered and the village of Ariyalnr itself was 
brought to Court auction and was pnrchl\sed by the Zamindar of Udaiyarpalaiyam. The 
appellation of the Zamindar of Ariyalnr is only nominal for its possessor but he is enjoying 
about eight villages by a marriage a.11iance with the family of the Zamindar of Udaiyar
palaiyam. 

Now Ariyalur, Thoutayakulam and Ramalingaporam are in the hands of the Zamindar 
of Udaiyarpalaiyam who pays a peshkash of Rs. 100-1~ and the rent rolls in all the 
three villages amount to Rs. 4,510. 

Owing to the dismemberment of the estate a comparative analysis of the increase 
in the rate of assessment is very difficult to get. But the present rate on the majority of 
holdings as given by the zamindar works out on an a.verage of Rs. 3-&-0 to Rs. ~. 
Comparing this rate with the average rate of assessment of Rs. 2-1~ now prevailing in 
U daiyarpalaiyam the difference in assessment between U daiyarpalaiyam and Ariyalur 
amounts to Rs. 1-12-0 to Rs. 2-12-0. Comparing this a.verage rate of Rs. 3-&-0 to 
Rs. ~ per cawnie with the Government rates of Rs. 1~ per cawnie of the lands in 
the adjoining area the difference between this zamindari rates and the Government rates 
amounts to Rs. 2-4-0 to Rs. 3-4-0. 

I1rigation.-The Zamindar of Udaiyarpalaiyam has submitted a memorandum for 
Arlyalnr Estate also. The source of irrigation is rainfed tanks. According to the zamindar, 
there are 38 tanks in the villages under his control. Witness No. 157, Meenakshisundaram 
Pillai, a ryot, says the tenants are doing the neCe"Ba.I'! repairs but witness No. 154, Rama
nujachari, pleader, who apparently appesr. to be plesding for the zamindari speaks to the 
contrary. 

There are also no forests reserved or unreserved and the witness who gave evidence 
DOmplain that there are no pasturmg grolHlds for them. They are also suggesting that 
peripathetio courts may be introduced and the power from the revenue courts may be 
taken away. 

Turaiyur. 

The Poligar of Toraiyur was put in possession of 13 villages in 1816 in accordance 
with the general orders of the Government then issued. 

Income.-The total income for fasli 1227 (1817) as per sanad was about Rs. 15,440. 
In fasli 1288 (1878) as per page 369 of the Trichinopoly Manual the income was Rupees 
40,02!1r-1-O. In fasli 1346 as per the list of zamindaris (Government Publication) it is 
Rs. 47,019-8-0. 

Turaiyur like Ariyalnr and Udaiyarpalaiyam is in the Kadarambam (dry) area and 
taking the average rate per acre as rupee one the total area of cultivation in fasli 1227 will 
be about 15,440 acres and the present increase in .assessment could not have come about 
with an increse in rent. 

Witness No. 163, Muthokaroppa Chetti, a ryot, says that the actnal net income per 
cawnie if leased out would be "bout Rs. 6 and if half of this amount is imposed as assesa
ment the total area of cultivation in the zamindari oould be worked out as 15,673 cawni811 
and the average of assessment would am01Ult to Rs. S. The Government punja rate Ob 

COK. 1\. PAl\T n-27 
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the adjoining lands is Rs.' 2.-1M hel!ce the rate of Rs. a may be fixed as the average dry 
rate in the zamindari. It could also be seen from the .following table that the increased 
extent of cultivation in the zamindari is not much to bring about a huge increase in the 
total assessment :-

.... u. Bate • BeDt. 
BS. ./1.. P. B8. A.. r. 

1227 (1817) •• I 0 0 15,440 16,440 0 0 
1288 (1878) .. . • .. 40,022· 2 0 
.}347 (1937) .. 3 0 '0 16,873 .. 47,019 8 .. 

Thus the total increase in cultivation from fasli 1227 to 1347 amounts only to about 
233 cawilies, and the increase amount of rent rolls could be accounted among other things 
by the increased !rate of assessment. ' There is also assessment on the double-crops and a 
water-rate. The witnesses complain that there is no irrigation or pasturing facilitiesBnd 
that the lands should be surveyed and the illegal exactions and corrupt practices of the 
karnams and village munsifs may be put an end to. . 

lIUR17NGAPURI. 

Early history.-Marungapuri and Kadavur formed parts of the same estate. This 
Poliam was seized in 1803 and the peshkash of Rs. 20,519-3-10 was fixed at 70 per cent 
of the gross income. No sanad was granted for this zamindari and for many years it 
remained an unsettled palayam. 

Titlea.-The title of the zamindar was in dispute in the civil courts and a sanad was 
granted only in 1906. The position of the Poligar was for some time in doubt and it was 
not till 1871 that it was decided by the Privy Council that the Marungapuri zamindari 
which is topical of others was an hereditary estate the owner of which possessed a title 
indefeasible by the will of the Government. 

Rates.-The estate is under the Court of Wards. It contains 103 villages. The extent 
of land occupied for cultivating before the survey of 1897 was as per the survey records 
about 41,156 acres. The total assessment for fasli 1288 (1878) as given on page 369 of 
Trichinopoly Manual is Rs. 68,436-9-1. From this the average rate of assessment if 
worked out would amount to about Rs . .I-1M_ 

In the statement given by the Manager, the total acreage of cultivation for fasli 1347 
(195'7) is Rs. 50,707 and the total amount of assessment amounts to Rs. 1,13,148. The 
average rate now prevailing if worked out would amount to about Rs. 2-4-0. 

The following table will show the increase both in the extent of cultivation and the 
rate of assessment in this zamindari from fasli 1288 to fasli 1347 :-

1'11811. B:ltent. Bate. AUIlllllD8DL 
B8. Be. A. P. BS. ~ P. 

1347 (1937) .. 50,707 2 4 0 1,13,148 0 0 
1288 (1878) .. 4:1,166 1 10 0 88,~38 9 1 

Difference .. 9,661 o 10 0 44,711 811 

F01'ests.-The reserved forests in this zamindari amount to 19,765 acres and the un
reserved to 17,485 acres. The total extent of unoccupied lands as per the survey records 
subsequent to 1897 amount to 46,928 acres. .out of these, if we deduct 19,765 acres of 
reserved forests and 17,485 unreserved forests, we will get a balance of 9,764 acres of un
occupied lands in the zamindari. 

lrrigation.-There are 593 tanks in the zamin villages and 107 in the whole mam 
villages making a total of 700. The estate manager says that repairs are done and there 
ar<) no complaints. But witness No. 159 comes and says to the contrary. But there are 
no public grazing grounds and grazing iees are charged. The karnams are not prompt 
in their duties even a.ccording to the evidence of the Manager of the Court of Wards. 
Court of Wards do not give any remission as according to them there is no provision of 
lalV. . 

Green manure and wood for agricultural purposes cannot be taken freely. Witness 
No. 159 speaks to the effect that joint patta system should be abolished and patta lands of 
the zamindar should be transferred to the ryots. 

XATTUPUTHUR. 

Kattuputhur is the only. mitta in the district. It was created by the Government in 
1802 and given to one Sarvothama Rao, the head sarishtadar of the Salem Collectorate. 
He sold the estate in 1810 to one Gunnama Reddi who in tum sold it to Annayar and Sapta 
Rishi Reddi in 1813. These men are the ancestors of the present owners. This mitta was 
transferred from Salem to Trichinopoly in 1851. 
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This mitta contains five villages and pays a peshkash of Rs. 15,901. The revenue of 
the mitta was 16,303 in 1802, Rs. 30,144 in 1876 Bnd Ea. 30,234 in 1878. In fasli 1345 as 
per the accounts submitted by the estate, the income was Rs. 36,011-2-6. For fasli 1346, it 
rose to Ea. 36,355-11-11. The increase in the rent rolls from 1802 to 1937 amounts to 
Rs. 20,052-11-0. In his memorandum, the zamindar says that the rates were fixed by 
the Government in 1803, and they are as follows :-

aalllal wet. Direct flow. Orr. 
118.... P. BII. A,. P. R& A.. P. 

From 8 '0 From 11 '9 From 0 '6 From 
To 19 2 8 To 21 2 1 To 3 2 0 To 

The ratea in the adjoining Government lands is as follows:-
Direct. IIOW'. Drr. 

Garden. 
Be ..... P. 

200 
8 a 2 

From Re. 9-16-0 to Re. 20-11-0. From 11 •. 1-4-0 to Re. Z-4-0. 

The mitta is in the wet area and is irrigated by liattuputhur channel where waLer is 
available for irrigation throughout the year. The zamindar says that it is not possible to 
furnish information regarding waste lands and he does not also furnish any informatlon 
regarding the total area of cllitivated lands. About 100 acres of Padngai lands are reserved 
for forests and the trees, leaves, etc., from these forests are required for the maintenance 
of the channel banks. 

The extent of the private land in this mitta is only 470·98 ';"res and the Government 
have surveyed the irrigable area and the estate at their costs but the same has not come 
in force. In the memorandum, submitted by P. K. Veerappa Mudaliyar and 51 others of 
Unniyur village, it is stated that the roads, porambokes, pasture lands, cremation grounds 
and other places, originally held in common are now separately assigned and rent collected. 
There are no roads' in the village and no porambokes for answering calls of nature even 
and there is no drainage for rain water also. The zamindar is also collecting rents at 
Re. 30 per acre and the memorandum prays for fixing the rent similar to Government 
villages also for directing the return of communal lands for public use and placing the zamin 
ryots at par with the Government ryots. 

ARUNAGIRDIANGALAM. 

Early history.-The early history of this propriet.ary village is not available. In the 
register of zamindaris, this is grouped in the Ramanathapuram gronp of villages and forms 
part of a group ocnsisting of six viJIages. The peshkash for this village is shown as 
Ea. 143-7-10 and the assessment as Ea. 5,919-12-8. 

Rates.-Witness No. 189, Mr. Jambulinga Udaiyar of Arnnagirimangalam, says that 
the rate has been increased in the same holding from Rs. 0-14-9 to Rs. 2-5-0. In the case 
of nanjai, assessment is Rs. 12 and punjai Rs. 5 to 8. 

Irrigation.-There is no irrigation facilities and something must be done, says the 
witness. Ryots have to dig out their own wells for cultivation. 

The cattle is often taken away for arrears of tax and is released only after Re. 0-8-0 
or Re. 0-12-0 is paid. This amount is not shown in the receipt bnt an item of feeding 
charges is shown. 

N This witness and N a\lappa U daiyar of Arunagirimangalam jointly say that one XaiJasa 
Padaiyachi was assessed Rs. 6 for fasli 1844 whereas in fasli 1345 he was assessed Rs. 8. 
Before two years whatever may be the crop grown, the rate was same. But now, the 
witnesses say, the rate is increased. 

TANJORE ClUTRAM ESTATE (DISTRICT BOARD). 

After the demise of the last rulers of Tanjore, the Board of Revenue took over the 
management of the estate under Regulation vn of 1817. and afterwards it transferred the 
estate to the District Board under the Local Funds Act of 1884. 

There are altogether 80 inam villages and 49 part inam villages. In abont six vi\lages 
the rent WILS fixed for wet lands in ~ain and for dry lands in cash. In about eight vi\lages 
permanent cash rates were fixed prIor to 1828. Such permanent rates are still continuing. 
There are also villages where Aumanie tenure that is the sharing system is being continued. 

Originally the lands were surveyed in 1897. In 1910-11, the District Board mo.de 
a further survey of the whole area with a view to improve the condition of the lands. The 
Government also made a supplemental survey in Cauvery-Mettur Project areas. 

Consequent on the irrigational facilities which the estate rendered the rate was slightly 
enhanced in 1911. Witness No. 181, Revenue Inspector of the Chatram Department says 
that the rent was so enhanced after a discussion with the ryots by the Deputy Collector. 
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The enhancement was one marakkal per kalam but the maximum was never more than 51 
kalams per acre. After the enhancement of 1911, a further enhancement was made in 
1921-22. The rates are now as follows :- . 

Wet rates Rs. 2-4-0 to 18-0-0. 
Dry rates Rs. Q-4-O to 2-10--0. 

There are about 40,000 acres of cultivated land,.half of which a.re wet. The total 
income for the estate is Rs. 2,00,000 from rent alone. 

There are two different systems of rent collection in the estate and they are according 
to the statement of witness No. 180, Officiating Superintendent of the Chatram Depart. 
ment as follows :-

In one system the estate enters into an agreement with the ryots by which the rate 
will be varied periodically according to the rise or fall in prices. 

In the other the rate is fixed without any regard to the price current in the market. 
The Superintendent also says that there are no disputes regarding rates but there are 

about 700 suits pending now between the District Board and the ryots. A, sum of 
Rs. 3,00,000 is in arrears now. The Superintendent further says that the best thing that 
could be done for fixing rates is to adopt settlement principles which the Government adopt 
in ryotwari tracts. The irrigation is by tanks snd channels and these are looked titer by 
the District Board. There are about 12,000 acres of reserve forest and 2,000 to 3,000 acres 
of unreserved forests. Only in the reserved forests, there is the permit system for grazing 
cattle and taking wood. But witness No. 172, P. V. Sabhesa Ayyar, L.X.P., aged 75, 
says there is no proper drainage channel and that the system of joint pattas may be dis
continued. He also says that the Revenue Courts delay mattl'rs a good deal and there are 
no thrashing floors for the ryots. He also speaks about the iilegal exactions of the karnams_ 

Tanjore Chatratn Estate had, Jlotwithstanding the fact that it was originally an inam 
long ago became the property of the Government after the death of the last of the rulers 
of Tanjore_ The Board of Revenue managed the estate on behalf of the Government and 
later transferred it to the District Board. The District Board became the proprietor of the 
estate. It is therefore an estate and not an inam and for that reason it has been included 
amongst the Southern Estates, and the evidence considered along with the other estates_ 

The points stated on both sides has been set out exhaustively in the evidence referred 
to, given by witnesses both on behalf of the ryots and the landholders. More or less they 
are common to all the estates_ The main points relating to rates of rent, irrigation sources, 
forests, communal lands and aJl other matters expressed as well as unexpressed on behalf 
lli the estate, represented or unrepresented, in the enquiry before our Committee are all 
common_ That they are common to all the estates and poliams situated south of Madras, 
is clear from what is given below with regard to the estates that were represented before 
our Committee in the enquiry conducted at Madura centre_ We now proceed to deal with 
Madura centre and the estates that came forward to give evidence before our Committee 
at that centre. It was not only the estates and poliams of Madura but also those of Tinne
velly and other adjacent areas, that gave evidence at that centre. 

As in the case of Trichinopoly centre we give for Madura centre also a short prelimi
nary introduction and then proceed to examine the evidence of both sides, estate by estate_ 

At the end of the next chapter we shall refer to the conclusions recorded in the first 
part after a review of the evidence given in all the five centres. 
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1 Ramnad. 
2 Sivaganga. 
3 Kannivadi. 
4- Bodinayakkanur. 
I) Idayakottai. 
6 Thevaram. 
7 Ayakudi. 
8 Erasakkanayakanur. 
9 Gandamanaickanur. 

CHAPTER V 

MADURA CENTRE. 

10 Ammayanayakanur. 
11 Elayarampannai. 
12 Tinnevelly Palayams Bnd 

their permanent settle
ment. 

13 Etayapuram. 
14 Sivagiri. 
15 . Saptur. 
16 Uthumalai. 

17 ·SingBmpatti. 
18 Urkad. 
19 Seithur. 
20 Vairavankulam. 
21 Sankaranagar. 
22 Sivapuram. 
23 Pavali. 
24 Thirukkarangudi Endow

ment Inam Estate. 

I1ttrod"UCtmy flOtt.-The district of RaDlll&d was constituted on 1st June 1910. It 
oomprises the two great zaminde.ris of Ramnad and Sivagange. which formed part of 
the old Madura district and the reconstituted Government taluks of Sattur and SriViI1i
puttur which formerly belonged to the Tinnevelly district. 

The agrioultural practice of the distriot does not present any peculiar feature. As in 
other districts it follows the seasonal cond tions. The major portion of the arable area is 
dry land. 

At the Madura Centre, estates belonging to the Ramnad, Madura and Tinnevelly 
districts gave eVidenoe before the Estates Land Enquiry Committee. The estates that 
tendered eVidence can be claBBified aocording to the districts to which they belong inasmuch 
.. it will be easy for purposes of reference. We shall take the estates from the Ramnad 
distriot. first. 

Name of tho estate. Peahkaeh. Rent~Z'oU. 

BS. A. 1'. BS. A. P. 

RaJnnM .. 2,87,053 2 2 13,10,175 1 7 
Sivaganga 2,53,057 I) 2 11,31,146 13 8 
Seithur .. 12,552 10 1 1,00,107 6 10 
PavaJi i. 2,847 12 7 17,929 10 3 
EJayarampannai 2,519 14 2 4,906 15 4 

Tots! 5,58,030 12 8 25,70,265 15 f' 

• 'MADURA DISTRIC'J.' . 

The Ramnad and Siva ganga zamindaris were formerly part of the Madura distriot. 
But Bince 1910those zamindaris were transferred to the Ramnad district. 

The principal river of the district is the Vaigai, which rises in the Western Ghauts. 
Besides this there are two JIl(:re riven, namely, Varashalai and the Gundu. These three 
rivers are extremely uncertain in their flow and are rarely in fresh for more than a few days 
at a time. 

The predominant geological formation of the district is granite which undErlits the 
whole area. 

Among the industrial crops of the distIiot the foremost is cotton. There is a slight 
decrease in extent of the area eultivated with ootton which is due to the fall in the price of 
ootton. The area of land under ootten cultivation is 178,532 acres. The ootton raised 
in the distIiot is ginned in the factories lying distributed over it end spun into ,am in the 
mills in and lUound Madur&. 

The remrrkeble fetoture orthe district,especirlly the taluks of Melur and Dindigul. is 
the very large number of email tsnks-mBny of them being extremely small and rain fed. 
The wells in the ltelur taluk are principally in wet lands and supplement the J)recalioUB 
souroes of irrigation. 

001(. II. PART u-1I8 
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The following estates belonging to this distrkt gave evidence before the Committee :_ 
Na.me of the estate. 

Ka.nnivadi •• 
Ayakudi .• •• 
Bodin&ya.kkanur 
Ammayyanaya.kka.nur •• 
Sa.ptur •• 
Id&iya.kottai 
Elumalai 
Gandamanayai<ka.nur 
Era."8.kkanaya.kkanur 
Thevara.m 

. . • • 

., 

Total 

Peahkaah. 

BS. A. 1'. 

37,989 7 10 
16,714 9 6 
13,807 7 4 
13,47416 9 
8,809 11 9 
6.981 0 0 
3,612 11 4 
2,761 7 3 
2,061 4 6 
1,100 14 3 

1,07,213 9 6 

THINEVELLY DISTRICT. 

Rent-roD. 

BS. A. P. 

1,71,267 0 4 
37,643 6 2 
90,120 o 0 
61,136 2 8 
68,848 411 
36,464 13 6 
11,980 13 11 
18,216 0 0 
23,208 0 0 
17,073 0 0 

6,24,837 8 6 

This is the most southerly situated district in the Presidenoy. Under Sir William 
Meyers redistribution scheme, the taluks of Srivilliputtur and Sattur (excepting twenty
one viJlages of the latter) in the old Sattur division of the Tinnevelly district were 
transferred to the newly constituted Ramnad district. There is a big forest with an 
estimated area of 504 square miles of which nearly one-third is zamindari. The value of 
this forest lies in its protective character, numerous streams taking their rise in it and 
lIupplying channels and tanks with water for irrigation. The chief rivers in this district 
are the T8mbrape.rni and the Chittar. The other rivers are small. 

Cotton is the chief industrial crop oultivated in the district. The extent under it is 
300,250 acres, about two-thirds of the total quantity of ootton is raised in the KoyilFatti 
taluk. 

The names of the estates beknging tc this district, whioh gave evidence before the 
Enquiry Committee, e.re given below (along With their total rent-roll and pesbkash) :-

Na.me of the eatate. 

Ettyapuram 
Sivagiri .. 
Uthumal&i 
Urka.du .. 
Singampa.tti 
V&ira.va.nkulam .• 
Thalaivankottai 
Thlrumala.inayakanpudukudi •• 
N &inar Agra.hara.m 
Sivapuram Mitte. 
Sa.nka.rane.gar ' 

Total 

p .. hkaah. 

BS. A. P. 

77,638 13 9 
41,455 2 3 
26,852 7 9 
12,936 16 11 
8,008 2 1'1 
4,180 0 8 
2,716 6 7 
2,069 2 9 
2,014 7 3 

553 4 10 

1,78,424 16 8 

RAJtmAD ZAlrIINDARI. 

Rent-roD. 

BS. A. 1'. 

3,06,232 8 2 
1,42,469 6 1 
1,25,020 12 11 

12,000 0 0 
9,041 8 1 
8,218 10 6 

12,326 14 4 
7,269 8 4 

11,906 10 2 

6,34,485 13 7 

BS. A. 1'. 

Present peshkash ~ •• 2,87,063 2 2 

. " 

Rent-roll •• 13,10,176 0 0 ,..., 

l:eshkash was fixed at Rs. 3,31,565-8-0 at the time of permanent settlement (22nd 
April 1803), "according to the usual terms of 2amindari assessment in the proportion of 
two-thirds of the gross revenues upon ,the average income of the estate from fastia 1205 to 
1211; fasli 1208 boing excluded as it was a very low year. 

Subsequently reductions were made in the peshkash on the following grounds >-
(1) Certain villages were separately registered in the Collector's accounts With pro

portionate peshkash payable on them. 
(2) Government's grant of 10 per cent commisaion on the total amount of quit-rent 

-clOliected by the ze.mindar. 
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(3) Deduction of two· thirds of moturpha fees. 
The estate is now under the management of the Court of Wards. About the beginning G.O. MW. 

of Augu.st 1935, at the Zamindar's request for discharge of debts, the Court of Wards took No. 17411, 
~verthe management of the estate, under section 18 of the Court orWards Act. :::::i'4 

The ea:tent of land C1dtivable, cultivated and wlJ8te.-The extent of land cultivable, culti·.TalT 1936.
vated and waste in the ayan or • proprietary villages' and wm villages attached to the 
nligious and charitable institutions in fasli 1297 (1887-88)-

Deacription. 

1 Ayrm 
JDe_ 
a Chatram 

Total cultivable Area oultivatecl. ...... 
AOII. 

400,393 
112,930 

24,966 

.&ca. 
3,20~843 

64,771 
14,766 

wane. 

"08. 
79,550 
48,159 
10,201 

The Court of Wards Administration Report for fasli 1346 (1936-37), gives the following 
JI&rliculars regarding area of the estate, the numOOr of villages in the proportion of cultiva. 
eion to holdings :-

Area of the estate 
Ryoti or joint rent villages 
Vi,lages rented to middle men 

whether paying rent in money or 
in kind. 

2,351'00 square miles. 
664. 
771. 

Villages partly ryoti and partly rent· 6. 
ed. 

Inam or shrotriyam villages 832. 
Total number of villages 2,178. 
Holdings in acres 443,944. 
Actual cultivation 368,471. 
Peroentage of cultivation to holdings. 83'0 per cent. 

The Estates Manager in his report (dated 5th March 1938) for the quinquennium ending 
.fasli 1346 stated that the improvements efiected to irrigation works since the Court of Wards 
assumed charge of the estate, hav~ resulted in an increase in the extent of wet lands by 
more than 7,500 acres and that It wlll take another three years for the full efiect ofimprove
'ments to be felt. 

It is stated in the ryot's memorandum that the landholder in some villages purchases 
-Ileveral punja lands from the ryots and converts them into nanja lands, thereby increasing 
the nanja ayacut far beyond the capacity of the tank and materially injuring the interests of 
other ryots owning nanja lands in the villages. Ryots therefore desire that the Act should 
provide that any increase in the nanja area should be made after application to the Collector 

-1Uld enquiry made by him after notice to the ryots. The suggestion is also made that the 
Zamindar must be compelled to keep a permanent register of cultivable lands duly classified. 

Bale8 oJ rent prevailing in the Zamindari.-The fo)10wing statement from the Estate 
Manager's report shows the average rate of rent per acre of difierent classes of land, viz., 

• dry wet, dry-wet, and garden. The figures indicate that the dry rates are generally lower 
in the estate than the adjoining Government villages, while the wet rates and dry-wet 
.rates are muoh higher. The report also states that the estate in addition, levies a .. stiff 
.rate for garden cropa for which no special assessment is made in GoVerDDlent villages." 

Comparative statement showing the rent per acre in the estate and in the 
adjoining Government villages, of different classes of land. . 

Ezist:ng rate of 
rent ill ib.e 

estate per acre. 

.1 Dry • • • • Ro. ~ to Ro. 3-0-3 •• 
'. Wet (oaah ... nt) •• Ro. 0-8-7 to 0-11-3 

o.mmutA>d value of Ro. 10-12-10 
melvaram. 

3 Dry ..... t (oaah rent). Ro. 1-0-0 to Be. 1-16-0. 
I_I .. 110. 11-12-10 .. .. 
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rent per acre in 

adjomiQ~ Government 
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Ro.~to~ 

Remarks. 

The average rent· i~ kind is taken 
_ 4,8 per oent of sis kalama per 
acre and commuted at Be. 4:-8-0 
perkalam. 

This is the maxi~~ leViable rate 
per oent of wet land. The rate 
is variable, from plaoe to plaoe 
&lid C ... 1i to faal •• 

}

NO 9 meDt hao been made for garden crop in Go __ 

~ 
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Ryota' eflidence regarding rates oj Tent.-Mr. R. Narasinga Nayudu, witness No. 1148. 
states that for nanja lands generally, half the pronuce is paid as ., wararu" and the 
estate in addition collects " nilavari " cess where paddy is cultivated. The cost of culti
vation according to the witness is Rs. 75 per acre while the yield per acre is only five kalama 
which along with the cost of hay is only Rs. 30. 

According to this witness, rates for punja lands range from 8 annas to Rs. 2 per acre. 
The lot of nanjathram-punja lands is unenviable according to the witness. If water 

percolates from the adjacent wet lands, the lands become unfit for cultivation as only dry 
crops are raised on these lands. But the estate le:vies ' sarasari ' or average nanja • varam •• 
on them even if rain water flows into them from nanja lands nearby. If the ryots raise
bunds to prevent inflow of rain water then the estate levies " bund-sarasari;" 

The witness also complains that about two or three years ago certain lands which were
paying money-rent were converted into .. waram paying lands .. and pattas were granted 
on .. half share" basis. The witness wants that .. waram .. system should be abolished 
and that money-rent calculated on 30 years average should be fixed and that the estate
should undertake survey at its own cost. 

According to witness No. 249, cultivation expenses for one acre of nanja land is 
Rs. 41Hl-O in his parts; estimated yield will fetch about Rs. 28-8-0 per· acre and that there
fore there is a lOBS of Rs. 17 on each acre. 

Dry rate in his parts is As. 10 per acre. The witness further states that formerly 
• Vanpayir-kuli ' punja lands were paying only 10 annas. At present, however, if a ryot. 
improves the same lands with the aid of wells sunk at his own expense and raises crops on 
them. the estate levies different rates on dJJferent crops; 90 cents of land (Vanpayir-kuli 
punja land) pays Rs. 22 for tobacco; and for plantain it pays Rs. l<Hl-O while the sarna 
extent of land as noted above paid before only 10 annas without any differentiation being 
made regarding the variety of crops grown. 

The witness further states that the new rate on tobacco was levied about fifteen years 
ago; there was litigation about it and the judgment of the High Court was favourable to the
ryots. Subsequently there was a compromise between the estate and the ryots. Ques
tioned whether there was any reduction in rate under the compromise, the witness statea 
that there was none. 

He also deposed that formerly punja rates were levied according to the nature of the
soil but that the estate now levies water-rate for chillies, brinjals, plantains, etc., raised on 
dry lands improved with the aid of wells sunk at the expense of ryots. 

The witness also refers to a .. pernicious system " in Rajasingamangalam taluk and; 
in Kooriyur where certain punja lands in the occupation of the ryots are sought to be con-
verted into nanja lands with a view to claim higher rent. . • 

The witness also complains about the excessive classification of punja lands and the
absence of any standard measurement. 

He states that money-assessment should be introduced in the place of the • waram • 
system and that the prevailing high dry rates should be reduced. 

Mr. T. G. Govindaswami Naicker (Puliampatti, Aruppukottail, witness No. 250 
states that for nanja lands cultivated with the aid of ryots' wells, the estate levies a rate of 
Rs. 12-S-0 per acre for the first crop; for the second and third crops the rates levied are
Rs. 6-4-<l and Rs. 6-4-<l, respectively. In respect of the charge of double tharam assess
ment for two crops, the High Court clearly laid down (in S.A. No. 1024 of 1917 andm 
another Second Appeal in 1929) that .. a field is said to have a second crop when the first 
crop was grown on an extent and yielded and a second crop raised over the same extent, 
one and a half times the tharam assessment is alone due in such cases." This decision was. 
followed in S.S. No. 313 of 1934 (in the Court of the Special Deputy Collector of )\fana
madura). 

According to this witness the ryots were not paid the decretal costs in the above SUits 
but were put off by the Estate Collector (Mr. GQpalaswami Ayyangar, I.C.S.), with 1m 
assurance that a new system of rent will be introduced in 1940. 

The witness deposed that in spite of the decisions referred to above the estate continues 
to levy the same old rates and that the produce and movables are being distrained if ryots 
fail to pay those rates, 

Vanpayir a8S6Ssment.-Vanpayir-crops are brinja]s, cabbage, sweet potatoes, chillies 
and tobacco. The witness says that the estate levies a special rate of Rs. 12-S-0 per acre 
on these crops; though the High Court in S.A. Nos. 1024, etc., of 1917, decided that the-
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·estate was not entitled to crop-war rent for vanpayir cultivation. It may also be observed 
that tills decision was followed in S.S. Nos. 312 and 313 of 1934 in the Spec",l Deputy 
Collector's Court, Manamadura, and the witness therefore requests that vanpayir assess
ment should be abolished. 

• It is also stated in the memorandum submitted by the Ramnad zamindari, that the 
system of collecting different rates for various kinds of crops, including vanpayir on punja 
lands should be abolished. The ryot has no incentive to raise profitable crops as the margin 
of profit is poor, after paying the extra rent levied on superior crops. The memorandum 
states that only. usua.! punja rate should be levied, irrespective of the crops raised. 

The witness No. 250 also deposed that the total extent of black-soil punja lands in the 
estate will be 2,500 acres and that the rates on them generally range from 6 annas to II! 
annas per acre. But in the six villages of Aruppukottai, Chinna Pulliam patty , Kanja
nayakenpatty. Athipatti and Sukkilanatham, the rates, according to the witness, were 
enhanced from the above rate to Ra. 2-6-0 and Rs. 3-4-0 on the ground that the ryots in the 
above villages did not show proper respect to the E~tate Tahsildar when he visited them 
some years ago. The witness desires that these rates should be reduced. 

Mr. T. K. Karuppa Pillai, witness No. 251, deposed that according to a Privy Council 
decision for nanja lands without tank irrigation, but which depend purely on rainfall, only 
the ordinary , waram ' water-rate of five panams should be levied; but the estate conti
nues to charge a higher water-rate. The witness also stated that nanja.-tharam punja 
lands and regai-punja lands pay money-rent and that only ordinary rates should be levied • 
.jf they are rain-fed lands. The witness complains that since the Court of Wards assumed 
charge of the estate " sarasari " is levied on these lands. 

Another complaint of this witness is that in the village of Periyur two-thirds .of the 
lands have been taken in auction by the zamindar and that the zamindar demands, for the 
retarn of these lands, a nazarana of Rs. 10 per acre, willch the ryots find it difficult to pay. 
The witness desires that the land should be restored on payment of a smaller nazarana. It 
is also the complaint of the witness that the rate of Rs. 5 per acre is excessive for the vil
lage of Kolundurai which wholly depends on rainfall for its cultivation. 

One more complaint of the witness which is rather serious, is that for punja lands in 
Puttur villall" which have been usually paying money-rent, the estate recently demanded 
" warun" which the ryots refused. The estate thereupon foisted cnminal cases on th" 
ryots, and IIccordingto the witness, charges were framed against them in Sub-Collector's
Court. The ryots fearing further consequences obeyed the dictates of the estate and gave
II .written undertaking that they would not in future raise clll1lies or cotton on their lands • 

. Ryots have also complained that the estate demands "waram" for lands paying. 
8 rate of 5 annas and also for chillies and cotton grown on those lands and that on refusal 
of payment by them, the estate harasses them by instituting all sorts of criminal proceed
ings. The ryots say that they will welcome money-assessment, if the rates that are to be 
fixed will be reasonable. 

The memorandum submitted by the ryots of Maranthai Devasthanam village, states 
that punja rate was originally collected for the nanja lands (in the village) cultivated with 
the aid of rain-water, but, that for the I~st few years, the estate has been trying to impose 
a"Special rate for the above nanja lands; and this in spite of the fact that the estate has 
been " criminally indiJferent .. to the condition of the tank and the irrigation channel in 
the village. 

Hardships under the waram system.-Ryots, witnesses Nos. 248; 249, 250 and 251. 
complain that under the waram system the ryots are at the mercy of the zamin officials; 
regarding permission to reap, process of computation of their produce, remova.! of it and 
also a8 regards the measurement of lands. 

Witness No. 251 states that the estate launches criminal prosecutions against ryots 
if they reap crops even after giving notice to the estate, just on the ground that the 
e~tate officials were not present in the field. This is no fault of the ryots. The witness 
.wsnta that the estate should not prosecute in such cases. The witness complains thah 
there are no granaries in the villages, and that for computing the produce, the rvots 
have to carry it to zamin granaries, some of which are at a distance of seven miles from 
the fields. Besides, no cartage is given to the ryots. 

Mr. M. K. Sundararaja Ayyangar, Advo('.ate (witness No. 252), deposed that" waram .. 
tenure should lie abolished, owing to difficulties inherent in the ":vstem. The witness. 
also stated that if a proper machinery could be devised, it may work well and it will be 
better t~an the C8~h-rent. According to the witness, one-fifth of the gross outturn :wouler 
be a. ~. an~eqUltable rent. . . _ . 
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In the ryots' memorandum it is stated that the .. waram .. system must be abolished 
for the following reasons:-

(1) The system of collecting rent by .. waram .. works out great hardships to the 
ryots in various ways. The proportion of the' waram collected: is itself heavy 
and unreasonable. , 

(2) The procedure adopted for collection adds to the miseries of the ryots and makes 
their burdens heavier. 

(3) The appointment of temporary, unscrupulous agents or the zamindar for collec
tion at the time of harvest, further increases the miseries of the ryots. The 
memorandum further states that the precarious monsoons on which the .ryots' 
fortune~ depend, also add to the tribulations of the ryots and they have to struggLe 
for theIr very existence. In this connexion the memorandum, cites the vivid 
observations of Mr. Lee Warner, who managed the estate some years ago (Ram
nad Manual, pages 463 and 464) and states that the condition of ryots described 
therein never improved since then. 

Irrigation works.-It is stated: in the Estate Manager's Report that when the Court 
<Jf Wards assumed charge of the estate it was found that the irrigation channels and tanks 
in the estate had for years been in a serious state of disrepair. Owing to breaches of a 
longstanding nature, the channels had acquired a .. destructive set" and instead of 
irrigating the wet lands, they were causing devastation both to the dry and wet lands • 

. It is further stated in the report that almost all the tanks and embankments were below 
the minimum required for storing up to the full tank level; .. many were badly breached 
and in respect of not a few, the fields were not distinguished from ayacut." The Estate 
Manager further states that all these tanks and channels have now been set in order at 
a cost of nearly two lakhs and that new works in addition have been constructed at a cost 
of over a lakh of rupees. He gives the following details regarding the a.mount spent on 

. new works :-

Fa.1I. AYan. De"f'utanam. ChaUmm. 

BS. BS. DS. 

1341 16,258 49 
1346 72.092 13.273 19 

Total 88.360 13,322 19 ---
As mentioned previously, improvements to irrigation works, according to the Estate 

Mana.ger have resulted in an increase in the extent of wet lands cultivated, by more than 
7,5UO acres. 

Witness No. 248 complains about lack of irrigation facilities in the estate and states 
,that failure of seasonal rain further increases the hardships of the ryots. The witness 
further deposes that there are no perennial rivers in the zamin and that as a consequence 
there is no timely supply of water in the channels and canals and that ryots are put to great 

,losses owing to the precarious nature of the irrigation supply in the estate. Tanks are in 
a sad state of disrepair according to the witness, and that 88 regards some of them, no 
r<'pairs have been effected for the past twenty-five years, while some other taluks have 
been uncared for, for about hundred years. The witness further complains that there 
are no shutters to sluices in tanks and that some .. kalangus" are badly breached and 
that owing to the bad state of tanks only dry cultivation is possible on wet lands and 
that the ryot is not sure how much nania land he possesses and how much punja. 
Answermg a question, the witness states that the estate has now begun doing some repairs 
for a few tanks. The witness has also drawn attention to the neglected condition of the 
tank in the devasthanam village of M:aranthai and how the breaches in the tanks have 
noL yet been closed in spite of the assurance of the estate authorities. Memorandum 
submitted by the ryots of Maranathai village mentions similar complaints and sta til. that 
the tank can hold not even fifteen days' supply of water during times of heavy rain and that 
the irrigation channel was not repaired for over fifty years. The witness (No. 248) desires 
that the same irrigation facilities enjoyed by ryots in ryotwari areas should also be granted 
to zamin ryots and that an anicut should be constructed in the estate. He also wanta 
that repairs to irrigation sources .should be. effected by the Government and that the 
costs incurred should be recovered by the zammdar. 

Witness No. 249 states that the estate levies water·rate for land.ll irrigated by the 
lower reaches of the tanks. He also says that the estate is doing repairs to some tanks 
but in a rather indifferent ma.nner and that small tanks are in the same old state of dis
repair. The witness thinks that only the Government will do the repairs properly. 
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Witness No. 250 states that irrigation channels are in a. bad condition and that the 
estate officials are deaf to the appeals of ryots in this connexion. 

It is stated in the ryots' memorandum that repairs to several irrigation works which 
are at present, entrusted to the landholder, are invariably not kept in order and that rules 
and regulations prescribed for compulsory repair involve legal steps and proceedings on 
the part of the ,ryots which are both extensive and ruinous. Ryots therefore deaire thaC 
the Government should take over the repairs and: upkeep of all the irrigation sources and 
attend to the same as they do in ryotwari tracts and recover the expense from the zamin
dar. 

Communal lands.-Mr. M. K. Sundararaja Ayyangar, Advocate, witness No. 252, 
desires' that management of village lands (communal lands) must be left to the. village 
panchayats. Ryots' memorandum states that tank-beds, irrigation channels, village sites 
and: aU poramboke lands in the village should be set apart wholly for the use of the 
village community. Fishery rights also should be vested in the village community, accord
ing to the memorandum, and that the village panchayat or any other constitutional body 
to be set up by the Government should assume the management of communal lands and 
be responsible for the funds derived therefrom. 

Tr66-ta3:.-Witness No. 248 deposed: that the estate levies tax on trees standing on 
l'atta lands. 

Witness No. 249 states that trees on patb. lands are charged' by the Estate and'that COCOllut 

for coconut trees 8 annas are charged per tree; while rate for other trees in Sibl taluk t ...... 
is 5 annas four pies per tree; in Ramnad taluk the rate is 2 annae and in other ta.luks it 
is 1 anna three pies. Petitions for cancellation of the tax in the case of trees which 
bave perished, are shelved. 

Witness No. 250 deposed that for coconut trees on patta lands the estate charges :r ... it _. 
il annas eight pies per tree in his parts; for palmyra tree 10 pies is charged; guava tree 
pays 1 anna three pies; lime tree is charged 3 annas four pies; pomegranate tree 10 pies; 
margosa tree 1 anna three pies; and mango tree is charged 6 annas 8 pies. 

The witness says that ryots have pattas to show that the trees are taxed in the above 
manner. The witness desires that tree-tax sbould be cancelled. Memorandum submitted 
by the ryots of Ra.mnad zamin states that receipts for tree-tax from some ryots are entered 
in the village acoounts and the said entries are used against other ryots to establish the 
u.mge for payment of tree-tax. The memorl!-Ddum therefore desires that the Act 
should be amended to the effect that in spite of usage to the contrary, land-tax alone can 
be claiIxuld and not any additional tree-tax. 

Collection and balance.-The increase in the percentage of balance for fasli 1346 
(1936-37), according to the Court of Wards Administration Report, is due to the inability 
~f the ryots to pay the a1"1"ears and current dues together; to the difficulties in realizing 
from under-tenure bolders and to the .. intense campaign conducted all over the es~ate by 
8Ilti-zamindari propagandists." 

Remi8sion.-Ryots' memorandum states that for the villages comprised in the Ram
.nad zamindari, Special Revenue Officers must be appointed who should entertain applica
tions for remission of kists and pass final orders after the inspection of the localities in 
4;luestion. This system, if adopted, the memora~dum sta.tes, :will put an end to ruinous 
litigation in which the landholders make exhorbltant chums. 

The ext6nt to which C061"cifJ6 processes were resorted to for f"6C(}f]ery of rent.-It is 
stated in the Estate Manager's Report that until the estate was taken over by the Court 
<If Wards coercive processes were rarely taken and only a threat of distraint was used. 
In the l~st two faslis of the quinquennium, h.o_ver, distraint of movabl~s including 
-standing crops was resorted to though not exten81vely, and the dues were realized to some 
extent. It is further statecr in the report that the estste never resorted to attachment 
1Lnd sale of immovables because of the cost involved, which would come to about Ea. 15 
to Ea. 20 for each case. 

The estate found that litigation was long drawn and costly and decrees when obtained No 8uite 
-ere rarely realized and no suits were therefore filed by the Estate after fasli 1345 fi'ed af'''''l 
" • fuJi 1345-

The rvots' memorandum states that the landholder should not be fJested with the 
pOW8\" of distraint, as it is very often misused for collecting from the ryots more rent 
THAN IS LEO ALLY DUB. The memorandum also states that at present sefJerol of the instal
menta of rents fall dUB efJen be,fore the karoest time and that the fJery produce is attached 
and fa ken atDay from the ryots for the arrears of earlier instalments. Ryota therefortl 
",ant that Imtolment payment of rent 8hould be po8tponed till after the hMtJlI8t u'mll ;. 
'OI)8\" • 
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The extent to whIch indebtedness PTevaiI8.-It is stated in the Estate Manager's 
Report that except in the Northern range where there is little indebtedness among those 
tenants who coniine themselves to the pursuit of agriculture, indebtedness is general all 
over the estate. This, according to the Estate Manager, is chiefly due to drink, wasteful 
expenditure on marriage, festivals and litigation. . 

The extent to which occupancy ryots are alienating their lands and the clas8 of per-
80ns into whose handB the lands are passing.-In the northern range of the estate, con
sisting of three taluks alienation of lands was not much but in the central and southern 
ranges consisting of eight taluks there has been alienation of 40 to 75 per cent of lands. 
'l'ha alienated lands have passed into the hands of the following classes :-

(1) Professional money-lenders who are generally 'Manjakuppam Chettis.' 
(2) Muslims who for the most part engage themselves in trade in foreign countries 

and invest their savings in lands. 
(3) Udayars, .N adars, Yadawas, etc., who live thrifty lives and invest their -savings 

in lands. 

General condition of the ryots.-owing to the failure of crops, the condition of the 
ryota in fasli 1345 was very bad, The Estate Manager stated in his report that in the 
southt'rn part of the estate the condition was so bad that persons were living 07.' the tender 
shoots Of palmyra trees. We also learn that crime increased in a marked manner and 
that many people from the area emigrated to foreign countries. 

'Improvement in the condition of the ryots was however noticed in fasli 1346. The 
Estate Manager says that if there is failure of rain after the cultivation season there is 
enforced idleness on the part of ryots. It is vlue to the fact that most of them hatle 
no subsidiary occupation. 

~yote' ,Witness No. 248 states that the yield of the land was very poor this year. WitneBB 
eYidoll", No. 249 and witness No. 251 state thnt the condition of the ryots in the estate are miserable 

and that they had ·to sell cattle and sheep and even the cloths and .. thali" (mangal& 
8uthram) of their womenfolk to pay the kist. 

, Occupancy rights.-Mr. Narasingaperumal Nayudu, witness No. 248 (Secretary. 
Byots' Association, Mudukulathur taluk, Ramnad district), stated in his evidence that 
QQcupancy rights may be confirmed on under-tenants on, inam land. and .in othe~ case" 
1!'h~T~ th~ tena!lt may '!!OSSCS8 .. meZI1a:am .. right, bu~ where the tenant possesses on!Y' 

kudivaram ' nght, he IS not for grantmg occqpancy l;lghts to under-tenants. A certami 
portion of the income, according to the witness, may, however~ be set apart for 
the,. ben~fit of the, under-tenants. Questioned whether any legislation is necessary or ~ 
fol'l1lal ~greement will be sufficient, regarding the sum to be so set apart, the witneBl;. 
B~yS that legislation will be uncalled for, as it is largely a matter for mutual understanding. 
and good will. . 

.. ' The' witness is of opinion that services of under-tenants may be disposed of at any 
time and the power for terwinatillg their services should rest with the village pancha
yats. 

Inam8.-;Mr. S. Subramanya Ayyar (witness No. 239), Advocate, Devakottai~ 
Ramnad di"tri~t, spoke of inam villages both in Ramnad and Tanjore districts. He 
traced the history of 96 villages, originally granted by Sarboji Bao. 

The witness cited Nelson's Mallual to show that the inams were originally of both. 
warams: that he and other inamdars invested thousands of rupees relying on the 
previous provisions of law; that inamdars now held only fragments and cannot take 
advanta~e of the Estates Land Act and they should therefore be excluded from the
oJll!rations of that Act . 

. Grievances of ryots in inams-Dharmasanams and similar tlillagcs.-Witneslt 
No . . 24R complains that derivative laudholders like cowledars, inamdars, jivithamdars, 
dhai'masanamdars, etc., harass the tenants under them in various ways. He further 
states that tenants have to slave for them and that there i. no security for their service 
as they are turned out by those tenure-holders, at any time. Witness No. 249 makea· 
similar complaints and states that the dharmasanamdar assumes the airs of a petty' 
zamindar' and . causes' no end to the sulft'rings of the tenants under. him. According 
to the witness,the dharmasanamdar appropriates even house-sites and levies" waram •. 
01\ ~anj.. and punjs land alike. This witness therefore requests that the condition' 
Qf. ryf)ts -undm: these tenures should be thoroughly enquired into and their grievancer 
redressed. 
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In the memorandum submitted by the ryots in Dharma.sanams, inams and other 
similar vilJa.ges the following hardships are mentioned along with the desired remedies ;-

(1) Warapath tenure now existillg in respect of dry lands m some of the inam 
villages must be abolished and ollly the fixed customary rent for dry lands 
prevalent, in zamin ayan lands ,.should be levied. 

(2) Sufficient space must be set part for house-sites and made available to the 
ry,,~s of inam villages, for building purposes. 

(3) A special tribunal must be appointed or revenue officers should be authorized 
to go round and safe-guard the rights of the ryots· with regard to occupancy. 
For the tenants in most of the inam villages are harassed by the inamdar 
in collusion with village accountants who create documents to prove that all 
the lands in the villages were only private lands and were never in the occupa
tion of tenl'nts. 

(4) The system of collecting .• sarGsari ", for punja Jands adjacent to the 
.. mamool .. nanja lands, for no fault of the ryot except for the fact that the 
wa.te water of nanja lands is drained into these lands, works great hardshiIO 
on owners of punia lands. Besides such dl'aining water frequently causes 
conRiderable damage to these lauds as water is let in, even to· the detriment 
of the crops thereon. Suitable provisions for remission should be made in the 
statute, in such cases. 

(5) The provision in the patta that in addition to the terms detailed therein, the 
samasthanam custom, will be given effect to, causes great hardships to ryots, 
as the zamin officials, under the guise of .. samasthanam rivaza ", misuse the 
legal powers vested in the landlord. 

Tratl8/er of pattas.-Witness No. 248 states that applications for transfer of pattas 
are neve:' attended to. Ryots' memorandum says that pattas are not transferred to real 
owners and that proceedings are taken aga.JDst persons who own no interest in the land. 
Ex-parte decrees are obtained and the real owners are held bound by these proceedings. 
'fhp hardships caused to ryots by vesting the authority to transfer patta in the land
holder are ml\lly and serious. The memorandum therefore suggests that revenue 
officials should be entrusted with powers to make enquiries and make the necessary 
transfers and that the landholder should be compelled to revise the patta register, 
periodically. 

SUrtley.-Mr. Narasingaperumal Nayudn, witness No. 248, has stated in his evidence 
that the lands in the estate have not been surveyed and that this leads to encroachments 
by owners of adjacent fields. Litigation and needless expenses are further consequences· 
according to the witness and he therefore pleads for survey to be undertaken at an 
early date, He has also stated that only Kakur village which belongs to Travancore 
State and " few devasthanam villages have been surveyed. 

Mr. T. G. Govinda.wami. witne.s No. 250, deposed that certain devasthanam 
villages were surveyed in 1923 but pattas according to the survey have not been granted 
up till now. Petitions to the estate authorities for grant of pattas and reduction of 
existing rent brought no reply a~d t~e witness states that only Rameswaram devasthanam 
and Madura devasthanam, replied mformmg the ryots that only t,he Revenue Board 
hal authority in the matter. 

Pasture lands.-Witness No. 248 deposed that there are no pa.qture lands in the 
,amin and cattle and sheep, if ever, happen t{) ~tr"v int,o the zamin forests, are taken 
to zamin pound and confined by foresters. They are released only on payment of fine. 

House-sites.-Witnesses Nos. 248 and 250 want that the estate should grant house
lites to ryota in a generous manner. It is stated in tbe Ramnad zamin ryots' memoran
dum that in Ramnad besides collecting nllzznr, there IS a custom of levying .. sarasari .. 
or rent yenr after 'Year for land used as honse-sites. inclnsive of places. used for storing 
fodder manure and such other purposes. It is desired in the memorandum that there 
should' be no levy of either nauar or yearly RS"eS"me~t Cor honse-sites. 

LOll .. f4cilitie •. -Witness No. 24B suggests that for lightening mrsl indebtedness, 
Government should grant long-term loans on low interest to rvots. Acr.ording to the 
witness co-operative societies canDot sholtlfler this burden as they cannot /ll'ant iong
term loans; besit1es; Government charges 8 per cent interest whereas the mte of 
co-operative societies is 6 per oen', 

00)(. 1\. PART u-SO 
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Ryotwari conditions.-~r. R. Narasingaperumal Nayudu, witness No. 248, wanta 
that the zamindari system should be changed and that eondltions prevailing in, ryotwari 
areas should be introduced in zamins also. 

Publio institutions.-As regards public institution$ for the benefit of ryots,' wit
ness No. 248 deposed that there is a hIgh school at Ramllad but no hospital and that 
the estate collects school fees for running the school. The witness also deposed that 
the estate collects .. mahimai" cess whICh is meant for maintairung a choultry where 
pilgrims to Rameswaram generally halt. The choultry however is closed now. 

The witness also stated that in the villages, cattle-disease is prevalent and that it 
carries away a good number of cattle and sheep every year. The witness emphasisea 
the Ileed of a veterinary hospital in this connexion. 

Miscellaneous requesu.-The ryots' memorandum says that the following grievances 
should be redressed:-

(1) Water-scarcity is keenly felt in villages; whenever tanks are sunk by ryots 
in nanja or punja lands, no nazzar or yearly rent should be levied on that 
extent. 

(2) In Arupl)kottai taluk a very high rate of rent is collected for punia lands. 
Funja rate in this taluk should be reduced to the level of punja rates in other 
areas. 

(3) Where survey has been completed as in the Arupukottai taluk, it should 
be enforced, i.e., pattas should be granted and record of rights should be 
kept. 

The estate department.-Witness No. 248 has certain complaints to make regarding 
the estate department. He states that while sufficient number of educated young men 
are available in the estate itself, persons from other parts, who are not familiar with 
the traditions and usages of the estate, are recruited. He also mentions the language 
difficulty experienced by the ryots. He has deposed that ryots, for instance, can express 
their needs and grievances to the estate mana'5'er only through an interpreter. According 
to this witness, illegal gratification and harassment by zamin subordinates have not 
ceased even under .the management of the Court of Wards. 

According to the witness, establishment charges are heavy and should be reduced. 

Witness No. 249 stateR that since the Court of Wards took over the management 
of the estate English-educated subordinates come to the threshing fields and that they 
are not able to understand what the ryots express. He also states that the estate 
manager is inaccessible. Besides, it will not be safe, according to this witness, to 
interview him as it may lead to I.he displeasure of tahsildars and other officials who are 
under him. 

With regard to the Ramnad estate, the evidence relating to rates of rent prevailing 
in the zamindari, the vanpayir assessment, hardships ander the waram system, irrigation 
",!'rks, communal lands, tree-tax, collection and balances, remission, the extent of 
indebtedness, the general conditions of the ryots, occupancy rights, inams, grievances 
of ryots in inams, transfer of pattas. survey, pasture lands, house-sites, loan facilities, 
public institutions, have all been set out and -taken into account. . ' ' 

.,~ 

Having set out the evidence given by witnesses ou various -points· including tree
tax on coconut and other fruit trees, we shall consider the history of reyenue system, 
the important point whether there has been any p.xtenslOn of cultivation from the date 
of the permanent settlement and if so to what extent. To arrive at this result we have 
to examine the extent of land under cultivation before the permanent settlement and 
the ext~nt of cultivation in fasli 1211 and the extent of present cultivation. 

HISTORY OF THE REVENUE SYSTEM. 

The following history of the revenue system in the zamindari gives the classifications 
of lands and assessments thereon, which have been prevailing since a very long time:-

The rules of lDaram and flari in force in the zami1111ari.-The lands of the estate 
were clasRed originally as nanja and punja but M uthirulappan Pillai, the famous pradani 
of Muthursmalinga Sethupathi (1763-95) sub-divided them into six classes according 
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to the nature and circumstances of the lands. i'he nanja or iJ:rigated lands were divided 
into the following three classes :-

.(1) Nania P'OPB' consisting of lands usually cultivllteci with paddy and fit for 
paddy cultivation. 

(2) Nnnja vanpyre cultivated with special products such as betel.vine, sugarCaDe, 
plantain, etc. 

(3) Nanjataram punja comprising such of the wet lands as are not fit for paddy 
cultivation for reaAons such as the high position of the lands with reference 
to the water·level of their respectl\'e tanks and their consequent inaccessibility 
to water, etc., these lands are therefore cultivated with dry grains such as 
ragi, cholam, etc. 

The punja (unirrigated) were classed as follows :-
(4) Punja p,oper consists of lands cultivated with dry grains. 
(5) Punia t>anpyre is applicable to SpeClal products such as chillies, briDjals, 

tobacco, saffron, sweet potatoes, etc. 
(6) The kolam kort>ai or land cultivated with paddy in the bed of tanks, just 

without the limits of the water.spread, the cultivation within the limits off 
water.sJ'rep.d being prohibited. 

The system of rents by oMuthirolappa Pillai.-It is stated that. during the Nanob's 
administration of the Hamne.d country or just before Muthirulappa Pillai took up the 
management all the different descriptions of lands of the estate and the fruit trees 
were paying rent in kind and the latter continued the practice with certain modification 
in regard to nanja, nanjataram punja and the fruit trees, throughout the estate and 
also punja of all the taJuks excepting Pallimadam, Kamuthy Abll'amam, Aranuthi. 
mangalam, Kanumanthagudi, Kuthagainadoo and Orur, where he tried money·assess. 
ment. Muthirulappa l'iIIai charged rent on kolamkoravai in kind in some talnks and 
in money in some others, while he fixed a specific tax in money on nanja vanpyre and 
punja vanpyre crop according to the nature of the products cultivated. 

Nania IIaradittum or dit>ision system.-In regulating the rent on Dania lands Muthi· 
rulappa has evidently taken into consideration the nature of the soil, the difficulty of 
cultivation, labour of the cultivator and other attending circumstances. For instance 
the rant charged on the nanja lands in I,he village of Kombidamadurai in the Ramnnd 
taluk is very low in comparison with rent fixed on the similar class of land in other 
places. Kombidamadurai contained lands of very inferior quality overgrown with jungle 
and hardly remunerative, unless enriched with manure at a considerable cost out of 
the gross produce of the land a percent.age deduction was made as common charges on 
account of the supply of seeds, cultivntion expellAes, the responsibility of the ryote 
to secure the landlords' share of produce till it is disposed of, fees to the village officers, 
temples and poets, etc., and the remainder divided between the landlord and tenant 
according to certain fixed data. Twenty per cent was deducted for common charges 
in all the taluks save AranuthimangaJam, Kuthngainadoo, Orur and Kottaipattanam. In 
the first. three taluks, the allotment made for the purpose was 10 per cent and in the 
taluk of Kottaipattanam a deduction or 4 kalams 11 marakkals and 51 measures was 
made for every 24 kalams of the gross produce. 

There is likewise a difference in the data adopted for the division of the net produce 
between the landlord and tb~ tenants. In the only village of Kombidamadurai referred 
to above, three·fourths of the net produce were allowed to the tenants and one·fourth 
fell to the landlord's share, while in all other places the division was in equal shares. 
Out of the kudivaram or cultivator's share, the tenants contributed portion of the land. 
lord's cost of the Bupervision of harvest at the rate of one marnkkal per 5 kaJams of gross 
produce and upwards, and the contribution varied with the harvest, if the yield of the 
land was less than 5 kalams. The contributio.n goes by the name of kanganam. Pay. 
menta were also made by the tenants from kudlvaram to the landlord for certain religious 
and charitable purposes, such as repairs to the temples, support of poets, etc. 

Of the quantity of paddy allotted for t'he common charge, three·fifths were allowed 
to the tenants for the cultivation expenses and in consideration of their responsibilitv to 
secure the landlord's share until demanded hy him as stated above, and two·fifths added 
to the landlord's share for payment to the village officers, temples, etc. Besides this 
the landlord paid from his own share a certain quantity of paddy to the village officers 
accordlDg to fixed data, in lieu of their landed inams resumed. 

ID dealing with t"e nl\nja lands of the EAtate Muthirulappa has adopted eleven 
modes of settlement which are partiCUlarized in the dittam accounts. 
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N 'l . _.1 ~a'kkoIMari cesses.-In addition to the melvaram or landlord's share tho 
J allan an .. v' U "d' II d land nanJa lands pal a rent m money ca e 

Rate pe. ka]am of .eed .- nilavari and vaikkolvari which was collected 
Numbe.. Suli·fanams. ... A, P. . h' th 

4 0 8 4 at foux different rates as s own m e mar· J 5 0 10 2 gin in the whole estate, excepting the taluk 
JII 8-;9/16 0 13 , of Kottaipatnam where the ceases were 
IV .. K~~;~:", 0 11 2 designated and paid in kind as shown in the 

II NeIaprttl and PaDal)otU" 2-7/16 'Per cent on the net margin.' This tax was not paid for shavi 
melvllram alter dedocLlni: fcea to tbe vWaseo.ftlcera. or other unproductive land'. 

The second crop of nania paid the rent as the first crop but no contribution is paid 
from the melvaram of the second crop to the ninipamdars or village officers in lieu of 
the landed inam resumed. The punia crops raised on nania lands were treated like 
nania paddy crop in all respects. 

Nanjataram punja Ilaradittam tirlladittam, or system of division in kind and money 
assessment regarding nanjataram punja.-There was no naniataram punia in the taluk 
of Ki.I.ak'1d and the lands or that class in Ranunmanthagudy, Kuthagainadu and Kottai
patnam taluks and a part of Aranuthamangalam taluk were settled in money, while those 
of the otber taluks paid in kind. The records of tl;le office hardly throw·any light on the 
prmciple on which these different settlements were made. The old tirvadittam account 
preserved in the office and printed in the appendix simply ;hows the number of rates at 
which the rent was paid in kind and money in several taluks, the former being thirteen 
and the latter six in number. 

Punja Ilaradittam and tirvadittam.-The same tirvadittam account also shows tha' 
the punia lands of the seven taluks, namely, Kamuthy, Abiramam, Aranuthumangalam, 
lIanumanthagudy, Kuthagainadu, Orur and Pallimadam and also of certain six villages 
in the Ramnad taluk paid the assessment in money, while those in other places paid 
it in kind. The rates at which the lands were settled in money are fifty-eight and those 
paid in kind six, the punia lands of Kottaipattanam taluk paying one-third of the gross 
produce as shown in the appendix. 

Kolamkorllai varadittam and tiTlladittam.-The kolamkorvai lands were also treated 
simllarly. They paid in money only in the two taluks Hanumanthagudy and Kuthagai-' 
nadu and in kind in all other taluks save Ramnad, Kilakad, Abiramam, VendeJ;li and 
Aranutbimangalam which do not appear to have contained lands of that class. The 
fates at which these rents were paid are detailed in the appendix. The rates of money 
assessment are two and those paid in kind are five in number. 

In addition to the rent in kind, the above three classes of lands paid nilavari and 
thattaivari like nania lands in recognition 
of the landlord's right in the soil. Th .. 
rates of these taxes are also shown in tho 
appendix. In some villages these taxes 
and the proper rents were consolidated. 

I Nanjataram. Punja. 
II Pu.ja. 
ill Kolamkorvai. 

Nanja IlTOp on punja lands.-It appears from the tirvadittam account, referred to 
above, that the paddy crop raised on punia land unirrigated, paid full nania rent in. kind 
in Pallimadam and one-third of the same in Orux and Kottaipattanam. There see~s to 
have been no paddy cultivation in punia lands in other taJuks at the time. 

*' ' 
Tree Ilaradittam.-The fruit-bearing trees paid rent in kind, the "gross produce being 

divided between the landlord and the planters. The landlord got 50 per cent in the 
southe~n division, ~O in Raiasingamangalam and ~a.nuthumangaJam and thirty-three and 
one-third (33-1/3) In Hanumanthagudy, Kuthagamadu, Orux and Kottaipattanam taluks. 

As I have observed above, there is hardly any satisfactory information forthcoming 
to show how the above rents were determined by Muthirulappa. But it is asserted as a 
matter of fact that he sparo:d no pains in examining every punja field in the Pallimadam 
and other taluks where he Introduced money assessment and in ascertaining the qualities 
of soil by testing the earth himself and also in arriving at a conclusion about the pro 
ductiveness of the land and prices of the grains. 

N anja and nanja Ilanpyre.-The remaining classes of land to be noticed are only 
nania van pyre and punia vanpyre or nania and punia gardens as were termed in the 
Government taluks before. In dealing with these lands M uthirulappa had a more difficuU 
task to do •. He is s.ai~ to ha!e Il;Ddeavoured to .ascertain t,he actual produce and the. -coat 
.and labour Involved In Its oultIvatIon. After a careful conSIderation of the above far.ts and 

• 
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also the varying prices obtained for the produce, he determined the. differe.nt rates of.rent 
to be paid to the landlord on each produce as shown in the appendix leavmg a ma.rgm to 
the cultivator. 

Nania fJanpy.8 ti1fJadittam-Sugarcane.-Sugarcane was cultivated in the ~luks of 
Ramnad Sickal Kuthukulathur, Peppankq1am, Kamuthy, Vendeny, Kamankottal, SaJa.
gramam: RaiasU;gamangalam and Pallimadam. The nu~ber of. rates fixed on this species 
of cultivation is four-78-3/S fanams (Re. 9-15-9) the higbest and 35 fanams (Bs. 4-7-{)) 
the lowest, rates in all the taluks except Pallimadam where the rate o~. 70 kali. faname; 
CRs. 14-13-7) was charged. These crops usually take one year to attalD maturity. 

Betel fJin8.-Betel vine was cultivated in all the taluks except Keelakad and Kottai-

Five p8l' cent in .n the taluk8 eseep'll Abiramum. 
Kamuthy and Mutbukelathur where 9l per cent is 
deducted. 

pattanam. The number of rates fixed in 
this species of cultivation is eight. 463l 
fanams (Rs. 58-12-11) the highest and 
231-7/8 fanams (Rs. 29-5-7) the lowest 
in all the taluks except Pallimadam, where' 

the rate of 262 kali fanams (Rs. 55-10-11) was charged. These rates are charged in 
many taluks for three years and in a few for two years during which a single crop of 
betel remains on the ground. On betel vine cultivation there has been placed a restric
tion. .As a rule betel vine should not be planted without permisslon. A long time ago, 
certain ryots obtained the privileges of raising this cultivation by the payment of a nazur 
or present, and their heirs generally carry on cultivation now. They are called muckan
dans to whom a concession is made in remitting a portion of the tax due by them as evu 
maniem at 5 and 9! per cent as specified in. the margin. 

Plantains.-Plantains were cultivated in all the taluks. In Pallimadam the charge 
is 70 kali fanams or Rs. 14-13-7 per annum and the rate inothel' taluks is 35 fanams 
(suli) Re. 4-7-{). 

Punia !)anpyre tirvaditta",.-Punja vanpYl'e cultivation is particularized ill the 
al'pendix. 

Special taa:es.-In addition to the foregoing rent, the undermentioned special taxes 
were also levied. 

Padakanickai.-(Or a present pla.ced at the feet of the landlord.)' This is paid by 
the ryots of Pallimadam taluk for the punia lands, except those of several sorts in the 
village of Varalotti, in the division of Ku1kurichy at 5 kali panams (Re. 1-1-{) per kul~ 
01' abollt 21 annas per acre. 

Padakanickai.-(A present to the zamindar when the gold news of the dry crops 
belDg ripe was given bim.) This tax was also collected in the Pallimadam taluk at the 
I'ate of a fanam (As. 3-5) per village from all the ryots in a collective body. . 

Taz 011 wells.-Thistax, which savours of a water-rate, was in force in KeelaJrad 
taluk, where a rent of·2 fanams· {As. 4-1)'per well was paid irrespective of the extent 
of cultiva.taon under the well. 

There was also a peculiar tax levied on' dry cultivation raised on punia vanpyre or 
garden land in the village of Permangudy in the Vendeny _taluk. Tlii.s dry cultivation 
~s charged with the~pecific tax -on the product raised ~n t~e land the year before this 
cultivation. Thus SO lanams (Ri!. 3-12-11) per kuruka if the previous years' cultivation 
on the land be tobacco; if it be turmeric, 18i fanams (Rs. 2-5-1)' if chillies 15 fanams 
(Rs. 1-14-5); if sackravalli, 9-3/8 fanams (Re. 1-3-1). This specific rate' was levied 
for the punia cultivation only in the first year, while the similar cultivation raised subse
quently paid the ordinary punja tax. 

With this finished the history of M;uthirulappa's settlement of the several descrip. 
Lioos of lands of the Rs.mnad country. 

The changes subsequently made in these settlements up to date are noticed below_ 

NanIa fJaradiUam now in force.-~he varam. system. which governed this important 
class of land m the days of Mr. Muthirulappa still contlDues throughout the zamindari, 
except in the villages of Taraickudi, etc., noted below, where money assessment haa. 
been introduced as stated furtheron :-

Taraikudi. 
Katalangulam. 
Keela Allickolam. 
Oorakathan. 
Chinna Alangolam. 

COl(. B. PABT II-81 

Perunali. 
Penthambuli. 
Idivilagi. 
Kalaiyiruppu. 
Vagaikulam. 
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Special m4gamai allowance fTom kudivaTam to cMtain .peT80na.,..,..In the maga.nama 
of. Gudalur alld Belugal in the Aranuthimangalam talnk, three-fourths of a measure ilr 
taken from kudivaram and added to melvaram for the support of an English writer. 
This allowance was apparently sanctioned by M;uthuchella Devar, a late manager of 
the estate. 

Rates of money aBsess1J'l-ent intToduced in TaTaickudi village by the Court of Wards.~ . 
In the village of Taraickndi in Kamuthy taluk, money assessment has been introduced 
as a tentative measure in lieu of the existing varam or sharing system under the pro
ceedlngs of the Court of Wards, No. 3004, dated 25th June 1877. The wet lands under 
the tank of Taraickudi have been divided into six classes in consideration of the position 
soil, means of irrigation and other circumstances. The yield of the first-class lands wa~ 
estimated at 12 kalams for a kalam of seed land, from which an allowance was made for 
culti~ation expenses exclusive of the ~ost of ploughing which were estimated in grains, 
as shown below. The cost of ploughmg was considered equal to tpe price of the straw 
obtained from the land and was not therefore taken into account. 

Kalams. Marak&Ia. KeaeUle. 

Ms.nure 12 
Seed 10 
Bowiog •• •• •• 
Nathupari or taking out the " plant for transplantatiOns. 

2 Clearing the lando •• 
Transplanting • • • • 8 
Removing weeds firBt time. 0 
Removing weeds second time. ., 
Straightening the banks •• 3 
Watering .. 8 
Reapiog 8 
Thraehing 4 
Sundries 2 3 

Total 6 3 

A further allowance was made from the gross produce at 15 per cent 011 account of the 
banks, etc., that 8d'tl included in the cultivated area and the difficulties the ryots have in 
:fitting the waste lands for nanja cultivation, the expenses of conveyance of grain to market, 
and interest on capital, etc. 

In consideration of these allowances the ryots agreed to pay from kudivaram a moiety 
of the fees to the village officers which were usually deducted from the gross produce at the 
tate of 13 malakals and 4, measures for every 10 kalama of gross produce. 

Thus the settlement was made as followa :-

Jtalun .. IWokaII. Heao .... 
Estimated yield for .. kalam U 

of seed land first olasa. 
Deduction at 16 per oent. 1 12 

10 8 
Cultivation ""P"n&eO 6 • 

Net produce 6 

One half oCthe Landlord'. J 7 a 
ohara. 

ODe half of the Swantara.ms, 8 Ii 
etc., a.t 13 marakaJs and 
4i measuree and Cor 10 
kaIams oC harveet. 

Total .. 3 4i 

Striking off 4, Ineasures, 3 ka.lama were taken to represent the rent and their value was 
ealcul .. ted at Rs. 4 per kalam, thus fixing Rs. 12 for first-class land, and the rent for the 
second-class lands was fixed at Rs. 10, third class at Rs. 9, fOllIth class at Rs. 8, fifth class at 
Rs. 7 and aixth class at Rs. 6 per kala.m of seed land. 

When second crop is raised the ryots are to pay halfthe full assessment. 

E:mension of money assessment.-On the above principle the Inoney assessment was 
extended to nine more villages in the saIne Kamuthy taluk, namely. Katt&!lgalam and 
others mentioned above. 

Nanja txJnpyre-Present &ystem-There has been no alteration in the former of 
Muthirulappa Pillay's settlement of this land_ 
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Punja flanpyre-Present system.-A change has been made in the rent of this class 

of land by Mr. Turner, the Special Assistant Collector in charge of the estate under ~e 
order of the Court of Wards, dated 20th February 1878, No. 456, under which o~ly punJa 
tax is oollected on this land. But when the punis. vanpyre products are cultIvated on 
the lands classed as nania (other than tlvlse set apart for nania cultivo.tion) the former 
specific tax charged on the vanpyre products is still retained. 

With regard to the remaining descriptions of lands and the trees, the system of 

(1) Nunjaktaram punja. 
12) Punja. 
(3) Kolankorvai. 

Muthirulappa has undergone a materia.i 
change. 

The rates of money assessment fixed for these classes of lands by Muthirulappa in a. 
few taluks were revised and modified in the twe of the istimrar zamindarni, and the 
rates thus settled continued till 1823, when the head Tahsildar M:r. Narayana Raa, in 
<lbarge of the estate, then under the management of Government, undertook the 'con
version of the division system of these lands and the trees into money assessment. 

This officer of long revenue experience mainly relying on Mutbirulappa's data, took 
much trouble and care in classifying the lands ascertaining the productiveness of tbe 
same. He seems to have based his rates chiefly on the average of the yield of each land 
and of the prices of the grains for a period of three years. Narayana Raa acoordingly 
ascertained the actual produce of the different kinds of fruit trees and fixed money rent 
on the different kinds of trees. 

The rates of rents fixed by M:r. Narayana Ra~ were again altered by ¥uthuchella 
Dever, the manager of the estate in 1830, to some extent, apparently on the ground. 
that ID some cases they were heavy and in some others they were unduly low. 

The special taxes, viz., Padakanickai, Palanktchi, ta<v on wells, etc., referred to above 
are a.iso still levied. 

Thus we have traced the revenue system now in vogue in the estate which is briefly 
.1'8 follows :- .. 

(i) Nania pays rent in kind varying with harvest. 
(11) Nania vanpyre pays in money specific assessment on each product. 
(iii) Punia vanpyre pays in money the ordinary punia assessment excepl1 when 

the cultivation is raised on nanja lands other than those set apart for nanja 
cultivation in which case they pay specific assessment on products. 

(iv) Nanjataram punja. ) AI t . fi dId· . (v) Punia. >- so pay ren ill money ~e on. an llTeSpectlve 
(vi) Kelankorvai. J of the nature of crops r&lSed. 

(vii) The trees pay a specific tax on the kinds of trees when they come into 
bearing. 

Paddy crops on other lands. -The paddy crops raised on the threE> classes of lands 
{iv) to (vi) and irrigated, pay rent in kind like nania in all the taluks (net one-third as 
in the tinle of M;uthirulappa Pillai) excepting Pallimadam, where the mere cultivation of . 
paddy in these lands, whether irrigated or not, renders it liable to the nania rent. But 
in other taluks for unirrigated paddy crops raised on punja, etc., only money assessment 
ii}ed on the land in the tirvadittam accounts is collected. 

Water-rate.-Nanjataram punja crops when permitted to be irrigated with tanks 
water pay one-half assessment more than the ordinary rates in all the taluks except Pa.lh
madam, where double the usua.i teerva is charged. When water is used for pure punja 
cultivation with permission double the usual punja rate is charged throughout the zamin
dari. 

Sar~ari.-In the case where the tank water is used without permission average nanja 
waram 18 charged. 

S.ec0nd. crop'.-T~e land ?f the estate a.r~ .oonsidered as single crop lands. If second 
crop 1B ~ on, nanJa land ,lt pays an ~ditlO~a.i full rent like the first crop. If the 
second ~p 18 raIsed on n&ll:Jataram punJS, punJa and kelankorva.i, the rate is half the 
rent plLld for the first croP. ill the taluk~ ?f Ramnad, Kee1akad, Sickal, Mudnkulattur, 
Pappangola, Kamudy, Sahgramam, RSJasIDgamengalam and Pallimadam except the 
taluks of Aranuthumangalam, Hanumanthagudy, Orur and Kottalipatnam where an 
additional full rate is charged like the first crop. ' 

Kattaipa"'thi and kattamanacku; cotton grown on stubble, left on the land and castor 
{)il seed.-Kattaiparuthi (cotton on last year's stubbles) and kattamanacku (castor oil·seed) 
on last year's stubbles .when allowed to rema.in on the land during the year following 
eharged with half the ordinary rate, treating them as Becond-crop cultivation. are 
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Third crop.-Third crop seems to have been never raised in the estate. 

Charge for malamal culti"atio~ or cultill4tion within the prohibited . limit8 of the 
water spread.-As observed above, cultivation is prohibited within certain limits in the· 
beds of the tanks. In cases where the prohibition is infringed sarasari or average nanja
.waram (a rent fixed on the average of the nanja rates of outturn in the village is charged). 

Umbalal>ari.-Umbalavari is a separate tax and described in an old report to be levied 
from the karnam, ambalagars and other mira.sidars of the villages whose landed maniams 
have before the permanent settlement been resumed by the circar, and who are allowed 
instead 5 or 10 per cent of the melwaram paddy (exclusively) of the quantity received on 
account of s~atantrams, derive~ by. the zam~dar from the. various .~llages, the quantity 
of paddy falling to each share bemg ill proportion to the particular ongmal landed maniam. 
The rates at which this .. wari " is levied diller in dillereut places. This wari is paid in 
all seasons by the village officers just to keep up their .. mirrassies." 

The following paragraphs show that there is no material expansion of cultivation in the 
Ramnad estate since the time of Permanent Settlement :-

Paragraph 2 of It is 84 miles long and 77 miles broad covering an area of 2,351 square miles by trigno. 
Ohapter I. Para- metrical su:rvey of 1813. graph 24. 

The Kulapramana.m or Paimash Survey Accounts of the Estate give only 1,512 s~ 
miles because of the omission of several tracts of the estate. A large extant ofland is waste 
and consists of sand, salt-marshes, unprofitable stony grounds, etc. The total cultivable 
area in acres in fasli 1297 is as follows :-

Ayan .. 
Devasthana.m 
Chatram 

Total 

AOS. 

400,393 
112,930 
24,966 

538,289 

See oolWDD8 9 and Of this extent 137,910 acres were waste lands at the time. 
10, Appendb: B d h ldi 4 Th on page 13 of In fasli 1346 the area un er 0 'ng is 443,94 acres. e extant actually cultivated 
Oourt ~f Ward_is 368,471. 
Prooeedings; 
dated 11th Feb. Area under cultivation before per'TTUZnent settlement (1801-1802).-Attached is a statement 
mary 1938. shOWing in acres the extents cultivated under each denomination of land or crop given in 

the land measures in force in fasli 1211. The total extant under cultivation according to 
this is 357,933 acres. 

Paragraph 62 on Prellent cultivation compared with that at permanem settlemenf.-Before cOIDparingit. 
page 77

111
0£ thl" must be stated that at Permanent Settlement only cultivated extent was charged. 

Ramnad anus. . 
Extent cultivated---

In raeu 1211. 

"CRB8. 
357.933 

In fsell 1297. 

AORM. 
400.379 

(Paragraph 24-, lltatement, 
oolumn 2, nap 8 

of Ramnad 1IIanual.) 

In rasU Ute. 

""aD •. 
368,"1 

Before drawing conclusions out of these figures it is n~cessary to know as a matter ot 
universal knowledge among all acquainted with the paimash surveys and the cadastral 
surveys made by the triangular method that the paimash surveys were made by diViding 
land into quadrilaterals and calculating the area by the • means ' of the opposite sides. 
And that the tria.ngular method adopted by the Survey Department gives correct _ 
within 10 per cent difference. The paimash areas are generally and as a whole fall short of 
the survey areas very largely. That is why conversion rates have to be worked out to gauge
the incidence of land taxation. 

A glance at the figures given above, shows clearly by adopting the prinCiple laid down, 
above that the present cultivation shows no expansion at all since the permanent settlement. 
The aoreage of 357,933 at permanent settlement by the karnam's accounts must be taken 
to be Ilqual to at least 450,000 acres. If the conversion rates ca.1culated for Vi:Q&n&gram, 
Bobbili. Bommarajupayalam estates are oonsidered side by side with the above est mate
it will be olear that the estimate errs more largely on the side of caution than that of reality. 
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SPECIAL CoMMISSION ColllSllLTATIONS (PAGES 100 TO 101). 

Ramnad and lJhevaganga Eatat". 

Extents of cultivation in fasH 1211. 
• 

(As gathered from the statement showing the advantages gained by ryots.) 
Dot.al.ll. Ar..a In old Jleaelll'e Cl'ftD" 

me&euru. 

Nania (001. 2) 49,014 Xallams (H8 ...... ). 

Nanja .... 1 pu"ia (col. 8) 4,796 Do. (1ol8 .. ). 
.varra pl1nja. (col. JO) 88,097 Kurrukua (0'90 .. ). 

Rigab punja (001. 14) 168,045 Do. (0'90 .. ). 

Pallamadam talllk " 7,914 Kulies (7-66 .. ). 

Betel garcloD. (col. 18) 39 Kallama (1·18 .. ). 
42 PaJIama<iam (7-68 .. ) . 

Kulies. 

Vegetable, (",,1. 22) 817,029 Kuliea 
118 (m ofa cent.) 

(N .B.-Pleale Me ... eameD' "I.IUlt Item. 7 OD page Z80 or RatnDAd Hanna).) 

Sugarcane (001. 26) 
Plant"in garden (coL 30) 

11 Xallams (1·18 a ..... ). 
7 Do. (1018.. ). 

Tutal are&. •• 

Are_In ...... 
67,83T 

6,658 
77,48l> 

If9,4·i1 
80,821 

46 
822 

8,501 

13 
8 

351.933 

N.D.-The!' eonvel'llion tnto ach!.11 made 8ecordiDI to pa,rBlP"I'rhl 49 to 52 of the llamnad MAnua). In paralU'fllph CO one 
XBl1JIIom or ,,,nd tlstAttod to brcquBI to 1 aerr and 18 cCD~(8ee l&a' .eDLeDCe). By ealculatiODone kallam. warlo. out to 1 acr_. 80 CIImU 
:roll aJv •• dJfll'ftDce of 12 cent. for every l"lllam. 

Square _ 22. X Z2t red - '5 x 6 Iqoare ya.rda or a tolY. Eol, _ Z25,qu&re yards. 

Zxl • 
OllOkalhlm _ ItZkullfOlorZ8 x ZU _ 8.300lquareJVdl. 

&qUArP ynf'dll for an acre-
~60)0300(1'8 aerel • .... 

14000 
14520 

SO 

:Sut. tbf' lltan.'lflrd of 1 I.e", and 18 centillven In tbe bOOk b adopted for calculat.lon. lfthe calCUlated ItAndlU'd II adopted. the arta 
JD aBn!1 williDCle811C1 apprecJaLJJ 

No appreciable variation in rates of rent from 1790 to 1928. 

The Board of Revenue ha. submitted the particu'ars furnished by the Estate Manager 
of Ramnad regarding rates of rent that prev"i1ed at the time of the Permanent SettlemeLot 
and subsequent to it and the same are printed below along with the letter ;-

Reference from the Board of Revenue, No. L. 207/38-2, dt.ted 24th September 1938. 

llead-the following ;-

F. W. STEWART, Esq., M.O., O.I.E., I.C.S., 
Commissioner of Land Revenue. 

(i) 
Memorandum No. 1188-C/38-7, Revenue, dated 20th September 1938. 

(ii) 
Letter from V. N. KUDVA, Esq., I.C.S., Estate and District Collector of Ramnad 

dated 20th September 1938, R Dis. No. 4666/38. ' 

(Estatca-<Ramnad)-Ramnad and Sivaganga estates-Particulars regarding ratca of 
rent that prevailed at the time of I 'ermanent Settlement and subsequent to it
Furnished.. Rrference.-Board's Reference No. A. 4907/38-1, dated 15th August 1938 
and Reference No. A. 4907/38-2, dated 27th August 1938, and my RO.C. No. A: 
6-4666/38, dated 25th/29th August J 9~8.1 

I enclose a ~opy of the Ramnad Estate Manager's report, R Dis. No. 2495/48 dated 
17th September 1938, togethu with the five tabular statements in duplicate r:.ceivecl 
with it, showing the particuln.rs of rent for wet, dry wet, dry kulamkorvai and garden 
landJ in the Ramnad estate that prevailed at the time of the Permanent Settlement and 
subsequent to it. 

001l. B. PART II-82 
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ENCLOSURE. 

Letter from the Estate Manager, Ramnad, to the Collector of Ramnad, dated 17th September 
1938, R. Dis. No. 2495/48. . 

[Assessmentr-Particulars of rent on dry, dry-wet and wet lands submitted. ReJertnCe.-Board'. 
Reference No. A. 4907/38, dated 15th August 1938, and your R.O.C. A_ 6-4666/38, dated 
17th August 1938.] 

Statements showing particulars of assessment that existed prior to and at the time 'of the 
Permanent Settlement and the subsequent periods for wet, dry-wet, dry-kulamkorvai (dry land. 
beyond waterspread area) and garden lands are submitted herewith with the informations available 
in this office. "'his information has been taken from the Statements B, C, D, E, F, G, G-I, G-II, 
G-llI which arc the enclosures to Mr. Rajaram Rao's Ramnad Manual submitted to the Court 
and from the preliminary statements available in the old records. The rates of assessment are 
expressed in terms of the local unit both of area, and of money, the equivalents of which, are 
indicated in the etatements. 

There were 17 taluks at the time of the Permanent Settlement. The villages of these taluks 
have subsequently been regrouped according to the convenience for administration purposes . 
.After the assumption of Court of Wards, all the villages (ayan, devasthanam and chattrams) 
have been regrouped into 11 taluks for the purpose of administration of villages but the rate of 
assessment of villages is the same and there is no change effected. 

ReJerenC6-No_ L. 207/38-2, tJated 24th 8eptember Ui38. 

Tho partirulars of rates of rent in regard to the Ramna,tj eatate with a copy of the letter 
from the Manager, Ramnad estate, are submitteU to the Government. 

F_ R. BRISLEE, 
8ecretMy. 

~o the Secretary to Government, :Revenue Department, ",ith Ntementa in originoJ. 



---- 2'0l0i11014 
lDtwamo. 

K. JL P. V. 
1 RomzuId 10 0 0 0 

I Silckal 10 0 0 0 
I Mudukulath ... 10 0 0 0 
, Keolakadu •• 10 0 0 0 
6 Abiramam _ .. 10 0 0 0 
8- Vandorn 10 0 0 0 
7 Kamankottai 10 0 0 0 
8 Salaigramam •• 10 0 0 0 
8 RajuiogamangaJam 10 0 0 0 

10 PappankuUuD ., 10. 0 0 0 
11 Kamuti 10 0 0 0 
11 AnuIOothiJDmgalam 10 0 0 0 

11 P,,,momOll8..wn in Xottaipa_ talok. 26 0 0 0 

Kalap_ &lid V.laukaloth ... 
8ithakoor, Ava.thanikottai. etc. . . 

14 Hanumanthakudi, Orur, Kuthagainadu, 
and 3i vilJapo in Kotteipotnam telok. 

16 RettayaJam and Kavanoor villages- .. 
16 Karkamalam village in Kottaipatnam 

tolok·t 
17 PaUimadam 

26 0 0 0 
26 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 

28000 
26 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

STATEMENT I-NANoTA W AllAM. 

(J Kalam 90 :&fadraa meaaU1'CL 

DurIn. 
J[uthlnlla, .. 

PlllaI', "m. 
1700-1SOL 

K. If. P. V. 
4. 13 0 0 

, IS 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
, 18 0 0 
, 18 0 0 
, 18 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
4 13 0 0 
• 13 0 0 
4. 13 • 8 
, 13 , 8 
6 1 8 12 

13 12 6 2 

13 9 
13 10 
6 1 

13 12 1 2 
13 12 2 , 

'12.0 0 

DnrlntrBanl 
ManJZ8leawan. 

Jiarlllar'. 
Ume 

18OI-182S. 

K. JL P. V. 
, 13 0 0 

, 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
'13 0 0 
, 18 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
• 13 0 0 
'18 0 0 
, 18 4 .8 
4 13 4 8 
6 1 8 12 

13 12 6 I 

13 9 
13 10 
6 1 

au 
2 8 
o 0 

13 12 1 2 
13 12 2 4 

'12 0 0 

1Ich'.,.m or prnp,idon" .b.,.. ofprndnre. 

Dllrtoll' n·.a 
TalL"lhJ., 

Narayana Bacfl 
"'lUll 

1813-1820. 

K.JL P. V. 
, 13 0 0 

, 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
'13 0 0 
, 18 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
'13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
4 13 • 8 
'13 , 8 
6 1 8 12 

13 12 6 2 

13 9 
13 10 
6 1 

2 14 
2 8 
o 0 

13 12 1 2 
13 12 2 4. 

412 0 0 

. 

'Dnrlnr Durln. 
Jl'utJUlchella the Jut 

Tbe"an" Cowt or WIU'd', 
lime time 

1830-1851- 187J-1SSQ. 

K.JL P. V. K. JL P. V. 
, 18 0 0 , 13 0 0 

, 13 0 0 , 13 0 0 
, 13 0 o _., 13 0 0 

• 13 
0 0 

'13 0 0 
'13 0 0 

• 13 
0 0 

• 13 
0 0 

, 13 0 0 
4 13 4 8 
, 13 , 8 
6 1 3 12 

13 J2 6 I 

13 9 
13 10 
6 1 

2 14 
2 8 
o 0 

13 12 1 2 
13 12 2 4. 

'12 0 0 

, 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
4 13 0 0 
4 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
4 13 , 8 
'13 

, 8 
6 1 3 12 

1312611 

13 9 
13 10 

6 1 

214 
2 8 
o 0 

13 12 1 2 
13 12 2 4. 

4 12 0 0 

• Lat.fo Raja B. 
IluthurBma. 
HDP &1t.llu-
patlll'" time 

1890-1028 
Now In 

foroe. 

It ... P. V. 
, 13 0 0 

, 13 0 0 
'13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
4 13 0 0 
4 13 0 0 
4 13 0 0 
, 13 0 0 
, 13 , 8 
, 13 4 8 
6 I 3 12 

131262 

13 9 
13 10 

6 I· 

214 
2 8 
o 0 

Ext"ept Xombidamadurai village 
where .. aram 2-13-0·0 Cor 10 
kalama of yield. 

• 

Exoopt TharaJmdi viUage where a 
special rate of Rs. 8, 'I, 6, IS 
per K. V. were fixed for faslis 
1345 and 1346 8IJ it was before 
for a IODg time under special 
rates. 

The wanun in these villagN have 
been ordered to be collecud 
80 per cent with rent aCtor 

. Court '8 assumption. 

l3 12 1 2 -Villagell are under Leueea. 
13 12 2 4. tUllder Leueee. 

412 
Pon. 

o 0 
Pan. 

8 A ron' DC a to 8-9/18 po ....... ;. oolJeco·ted besidel the waram for land _, and ... t of straw ill all toJllkR oxoept Pallimadam who .. it i. 0 
1/16 1/64. , a ... -

.... ... ... 



STATEMENT II-RATES all' ASSESSMENT-NANJATHARAM PuNJA. 
(One kalavirayadi is equal to J acre 18·1/8 cents). I panam is equal to 0-2-0-8/23 is in force in all t,,)uks except the present Aruppukottai and 

Tiruchuli taluks which was known as PalLmado.m taluK where it is equal to Re. 0-3-4-8/11. 

Taloka. 

1 ItJIlnmfld •• 
t KPelnkad 
8 81kkal ,_ 
'lilldnkolattur .. 

(10 certain vlllagN) 
a "apPllDIlui4m •• e Knmuthl •• •• 
7 Ablrarn:lm ,_ 

nn C'CrWQ vUtaaea) 
8 V .. odonl •. •• 
9 Kamftnkottal •• 

tn RaJallD'tlRlllm •• 
11 .Ba'lUlnpm m~lam 

(In "ert.llin vllla'Z ... ) 
J2 Arunonthlman""wD 
13 Hanumallthllkudl 
14 KIIl~llO&du 
1'\ Onlr •• 
18 K ~U.ll't.tnnm 
'''' ('nllln",.)" ... 

::} 
" 

::} .. 

, 

DarlDI Mottu CheUa Tevar'1 time. 
1880 to 1852. 

• men not Irrhmt.ed with tank 
water. . , 

Tlrwalln t:nam • .pel 
kalnv yadl •• 'WIlen IrrtRatetf· wlttJ 

Number 
• tank wale.r •. 

of - Low .... ...... 
(10) (11) 

1 98/11' o 811. 

I 
1 .. 

1 8 I 8 
I ,0 9 I 1 10 ,0 
1 ,. ,. 
1 10 ,. On •• nda h.lf tim .. tho i 
1 10 10 aaa8IllIml'nt wall colled-.. ed whl'n water Was 
1 '0 10 used with PCrmluloo 
1 '0 10 In all taluks e.r.copt. 
1 " " pa!1lmadAm 
1 16 .. .. • 40 16 
8 30 ]. 
8 80 1. • 20 I. • 20 0 .. 19A"-IM 1. AnI" 

Doring tho lut COurt ofWard.'s ttmll. 
1872 to 1889 • 

DurIng the late ltaJa D. M'nturnmallnga Sethupatbl'. time. 
1890 to 1928. , . • 

When not Inill8tod wIth tank Now In force. 
Water. , , 

~ 
, 

When not Irrlgatocl with tank wat~r • 
+1twal In va_Dam per kalaVlrayadJ.\ , 

When IrrfgatPd with Tlrwalln lJal11lDUl, per kalavirayacU. When lnlptolS with 

'N~mbor 
. tank water. tank waW • , --. 

Number 
of 

R_ 
Lowoot. of 

R_ 
Lo_" .. .... .. .... 

(12) (13) (16) (10) 

1 . 9 3115 98/16 1 1 1 0811. 9a/10 

1 s" .. .. 
12 'i 8 8 

0 10 0 
1 1& 16 1 10 l' 1 ,0 '0 I ,. 16 When the lanell ITe 1 ,0 '0 One and a baT' tlmtJI the 1 10 16 l' 10 15 assessment. WIl.II collect- 1 ,. ,. Irrb!8t.ott with tank 

'i .. v.-hrn water was '\\:ater earuarl or grain ,. 15 used with permlMloD 'i '0 " 
eQulvallmt of nanla 

1 \0 '0 tTl ,,11 talllkJ e.r.cept)- 1 10 10 

I 
ClllttVfttiun Ie Leing 

1 " " l'aJllmed&m. 1 16 .. coUuel.ed as per decl-

" " 1 .. 16 IloDi or Courltto 
" .. .. .. 

40 " 16·' I. 40 
8 30 I. 8 SO ", 8 SO I. 8 00 16' • 20 1. • .. I.' • •• 9 • 20 0-81 "'1'",,,:.:,.' 1S 18 ....... --4...81/81. .. 68/",,,,,, .. J "'_1 -.-_&1.,;'_'* _~,p_ 



STATEMENT m.-KuLAJII KORVAl. 

(One Kurukkam-90 cent...) When waram was 'COllected they were treated as nanjas and 1 Kalavirayadi-Acs. 18-1/8 was taken to account in all taluka 
except in Pallimadam taluk the rate of 1 panam is equal to Re. 0-3--4-8/11 and the meaaurement is 1 kuli or 30_ 7-65-9/16. 

8 
~ 
pi 

S (I) 

to:J I Bamnad •• = I Keelakad 

l · Sikkal •• 
• HudukulaUur 
5 PappanlNlam 

W e Kamuthl 
7 Ablramam 
8 Vondont •• 
9 Karnankottal 

10 8alalgramam •• 
11 BaJ8Idnpmanolam 
12 ArunoothJrnallaalam 
18 Hanomanthakudl 
14 Kuthapt Hado •• 
150mr •• 
J6 KQttaJpatnam 
17 P&lllmadam 

Bertal Dumber and talulr. 

1 Ramnad .. 
I Ker.lakad 
• MlkkaJ •• 

(I) 

• Mudulrolattnr 
& PappanlOllam 
8 KamutbJ •• 
7 Ablramam 
8 Vendonl •• 
9 Ko.mankottal 

10 8alllKJ1UD.Bm •• 
11 nalaalngamanplam 
It ArunoothJmanfi[8lam 
18 Hanumanthaklldl 
11 Kothal{&! Nadu. •• 
16 Orur .• 
18 Kottatpamam 
17Pallimadam 

______ Durl __ n_"_"_u_th1ntIa __ p: .. ::..:PtlI&i=::.'::.' .::u_me_. ___ __, Dorlng Ranee Mauplcswari Nachiar's time. , -- r----===:=====-·:~='------------. 
Durina Head TahsUdar Narayana Rao's time. 

1790 to 1801. 1802 to 1822. 1823 to 1R29. 

r-------~~~ .. ~~--------_. r------~~~··===---------. 
Tirwa110 pan&mI. 

Wi.:.=n-:cu1:::u::.= ..... :::::wt=thln::::--= .. '::rm1":· -::: .... :::--------. ... .... 
Waram or ~. ----~---__, Wanm or -------... -------. ... ----------~'------------, When cmlU.

va~ beyond 
the permJtted. 

Total yield 
to kalAmo. 

(2) 
.1:, II. 1'. V. 

10 0' 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 

10 0' 0 0 

proprletor'. 
share in Namber 
kalam.. of rata. Bigheet. Lowest. 

(S) (<) 
K. II. P. V. 

6' • 12 8 
a 0 0 • S 0 0 • 3 0 0 , • 0 0 • 3 0 0 Len 'blank. Not known. 
Not known. Left blank. • • 1 8 + Pan&D11 1/82. , • 1 8 + PanAlDI 3/48. 
0 0 1 0 
Not known. Loti 'blank. 

1 12 12 

i' 1 12 12 • • 8 

(" 

I. O· 0 0 

10 O· 0 0 
10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 

proprietor'1I Number .bare. of rates. 

(0) 

• • 0 • 0 '. • • • 0 0 • 3 0 0 

Hlgh.to Low .... 

(7) 

12 8 

• ·s 
II! 31 

Not known. l,(>ft 'blank. 
Not known. Left bJank. 

+ Panama 1/32. 
+ Panams 8/48. 

4. 6 1 8 
, 8 1 8 
6 0 1 0 

Notknowo. 'i..A blank. 
1 12 

12 
1. 
12 1 

, 1 4. 8 

a • • 6 • • 
1 
1 
1 • 1 
1 • 1 

(a) 

12 ,. 
• ., 
91 

111 

• 10 • 12 
12 
12 
I. 
12 

..... 
(0) 

n • :t 
61 

• 10 • 8 
12 ,. • 

7 
12 

10 0 • 0 ... 0 
1/8 "Aiam. o .. 

10 O' 0 0 

10 0 0 0 
1/8 "mm. 

'12 0 0 Waram 8111 Jetr nanla for ID--O---O--() 
kalama eld ...... lZ""'-O'-O wuam,. 

DorIn. Mutbu CheJia Teva!"8 Mme. Dnrlng laat Court of Ward'.·tlme. Doring late Raja B. MuthuramaJlmga Setbupathl'. time 
1830 to 1852. 1872 to 1899. ____ 7.=::-:;--....:'~8~.0:.o.:to.~I:::.::2:..,:.... ________ · ... r-----------____ ~.~~ __________ _.~----------------~'--------------~._. r • 

When culttvated wttbln 
penu1tted area. 

__ Tlrw __ at f~ p&D81111. 

Jl'umber B1ihc1t. Lowest 
Ofratel. • 

When cultivated 
beyond the 

p8fQ1ltUd. area. 

When cultivated within the 
permitted area. 

r----~---A---------. 
Tlrwal tn Jl!UlAIDI. r-----____ -c'_ __________ -, 

Number Hlaheat. Low ... 
of rate.. 

(10) (11) (2) 

lu=.".:.~ r! :~ 
wIthin the tank bed ,1 5 
twice the aaseument ~ 1 10 

, 18 
• 8 

, 8 6 
Z 12 61 
• • 3 

•:. 6f .·.·f Ii 
1 • • 
1 • • 
1 10 10 
1 • • 
, 12 6 
1 1£ 1£ 
1 12 12 
" 18 7 .. 2 8 7 

Waram &I per naDia .. W~m_ .. per ...,. (or 
10--0--0--0 kaJa1lll yield 
j-l8-0-o .... aram. J 

was beina: GOuecred./ r d 
l~ kalam. 
4-12-0-0 waram, 

When eult1vo.tod 
hl'yond the 

permlt.tcd area. 

• A number of vlUasee are under lub-leaseo aDd the rates prevaUlna there are Dot known 

Now In fOme. 
r--------.--~'------___... 

When cultivated within the 
permitted area. 

... --~.::::....~.--~------, 
Tlrwat in paDam. ... ____ ..c: ... _____ _. 

liumber BJaheit. Loweat. 
of rates. 

(U) 

• 8 • 2 12 61 • • • • 6 • • In :t 6 
8 01 
1 • • 1 6 6 
1 10 10 
1 • • • 12 • 1 ,. 12' 
1 10 12· 
Z 12 8· 
'i SO SO 

When cultivated 
beyond the 

P8ml1tted &rei • 

(16) 

If landa beyond the 
watA!npread &rea It 
cultivated earaaari II 
chaf({ed II a penal 
levy aDd If rldReI are 
put obstructlnl the 
Dow of water Into til. 
tank aaraaart II chllr
.. d. 

Per koll or 7 asea and 
Gfj·9/UI cmY. 

.... 
t<) 

'" 



STATEMENT 1V.-REGAl PuNJAH. 

(Kurukkam-ilO cents) in all taluks except Pallimadam. In Pallimadam there are several classes of lands and the measurement ie 1 kuli = 7 acres 
65-9/16 cents. In all taJnks 1 panam = 0-2~-8/23 except in Pallimadam where it ie Re. 0-3-4-8/11 pies. 

Darlna Mutblrnlappa PlllaI.'. tIme. 
1790 to 1801. 

DurIng B.aaJ Ma,ngaJaawara Nachlar's time. 
1802 to 1822. 

DOJ1nB Bead Tahslldar NamylUl8. Rao', time. 
1828 to 1829. . --. ~ 

. • . 
Tlrwalln panama, Tirwa11D panama. For dry crops when not trrIgated. 
Thattavarl, eto. with tank water. 

Taluki. • "' .......---~-. . 
"' Waram or Wo_ or Ttrwat in paD&mI. .When=ated 

Total Yield proprietor'. Total Total yield pro.c~'. Total • wtth lD _. 
.bare In Dumber Hlgheat. LoweR. in kalama. D.umber of Blahut. Loweat. Total water with 
kalalDl. ofratee. ,atel. number of permlaa1on. 

ra .... BJiIh .. t. Low,", 
(I) ,._ ••• .1:11- (8) (0). (5) (0) (7) "fa) (0) 

B. IL P ••. E. IL P. V. E. lI. P. V. B. IL P. T. 

1 IIo.mDa4 10 0 0 0 8 5 0 0 2 12 8 10 0 0 0 8 • O' 0 • U 8 '" "ll 6 
J; Xulakkadu BIlla tlrwal tlBDam. 10 0 

gloo tlrwal t,f'auam. .. 10 0 o 8 0 0 " .. o 8 0.0- o ";' • .. • 10 61 roo tlrwal 'rM' plus tlrwal 1 panam. a Blkkal 10 0 o 8 2 0 ~ 0 • & • • 
'Muduklrolatur 

too tlrwall jBDam. .. .. 10 0 o 8 0 0 u Of • u Of • 81 .. tlrwal t panam. 6 Pawm;ulam .. .. 10 0 o 8 8 2 0 10 0 0 0 8 a • 0 6 9t <I 
phil tlrwal l panam . pluo tlrwall ....... 

., Kamuthl a l~t It a 'n :t • l~t :t 7 Ablraman o· O' 8 o· 6' '1 
8 8 8VendoDl .. • 0 0 0 • 1 • 10 0 0 0 • 1 • • o EamanlOttal BIUI tIrw.1 2' .... w. 10 

glUJ tirwai2 panama. 
10 0 o 4. 1 8 0 o 4. 6 1 8 1 • < 

10 Salal.;ramam 
81 .. tlrwal t .... m. 

10 
Bloa IIrwai t .anam. .. 10 0 o 4. 6 1 8 0 o 4. 6 1 8 1 7 , 

11 Ralulnll8mangaIam 
gIUJ Ilrwal t .anam. pl1ll tlrwal • panam.. .. 10 0 o 6 0 1 0 1 U 12 

In certaln village of &s .... 10 0 0 0 < 9 8 0 
ainp,manPlam. pllU 8/8 panam. 

12 AranoothlmanKdiam 1 to 12 1 12 12 2 12 10 
18 Banumanthalnldi 1 to 12 1 10 12 2 ,. 10 
14 Kuthqal Nadu •• 1 12 1. 1 12 \2 • 12 10 
16 Oorur .. .. O· O' 1 to ,. o· 5' 1 12 12 • 12 , 
16 Kottalpattanam .. 10 0 0 8 0 0 

'" i05 .. 10 0 0 8 0 0 .. S 12 5 17 peJllmpdarn 9 " 106 '0 &7 105 9 

.. 
CO 
o 

... -



Tal"" 

1 Bamnad 
I Kulakllada 
881kkal 
, Hudulr:1rnIdtur 
6 PappanguJam 
8 Kamuthl 
7 Abiraman 
8 Vendonl .. 
.e KamangoUal 

10 8a1alpmam : : 
11 lLajUlnaaltuuqpl1am Of Baja: In certaJn vlllAPI 

JJfnpmangalam. 
12 Aranoothlmangalam 
18 HanulllAnthawdi 
14 lluthapl Nadu .. 
1600rnr 
16 Kottalp&.tia:nam 
11 Pallimadam" " 

DnrInI' lIutbu Cbella Thevar'. Ume. Doring the l&et Court of Wardl Ume. Dqrlng the late Rajah B. M'uthuramallDaa 8ethupatb7't 
l830 to 1862. 1872 to 188~. Ume. 1800, to 1~28. . 

~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 

Now In force. ,... . ......... ::r: when .ot. 
Irript.ed wi iaDk water. 

For dry ctOpB "beD DOt 
irrtgated with tank water. 

!'or dry:a,- wben .ot. 
lrrlaated tank water. 

'1'tnnrltn paDBIDI. Wbm lnipted with Tirwaltn paoaJDI. When Irrlpt.ed with T1rwai~p&1lAmB. WIIeD .......... ""1h . ~ t.aDk water with . 
~ tank water . r tank: water. 

Totol 
_ ... 

To ... Totol ....... - LcnnoL Domber of - Loweo .. Dumber of 1Il&beo~ Lo_ 
urn ... ra ... ...... 

(10) (11) (12) (1,) (10) (10) 

• • • , • • 
1 

• • • 

1-.-,~ 
8 lZ • • 12 • S 12 • , • Z , • • • 6 2 
D In Z 0 6f • 8 • • • 

* 
• Iii 

'I • In :t • Double the aueument 8 ~t Double t.he useeament 8 • 71 wsa \beln, collected 3 W81 ~ collected 3 81 
1 , , when lrr gated with 1 • • when gated with 1 , , r '0, '''' .... on w t' 1 • • tank water and also 1 • • tank water and also 1 •• • tank water and for 
1 7 7 , wheo. U)~ I"nd WQ8 1 7 7 when the land w .. 1 7 7 cUltlvatlon.wlthlu the 
1 12 12 " within the ,tank bed. 1 3 • WithIn the tank -[l 1 • , tank bed atenl(lread 

" llmlta. UmI". Umltll, ; 

12 10 2 • Z .. ,10 lZ 10 • ,. 10 I lZ 10 

J 
1 • • 1 • 0 • II 0' • ,. 7 6 l' • • 7 • • 7 • <7 10. 0 •• "106 • '7 . lOot 0 

• Moet of the' vlUaa:CI are uncm tho "management of the leuees Cor tb.8 vU.lagea under the .tate, the rate ... hown 1D the Jut column. 
t :kc!Ullvo of}tathaDaaar 6 paDDm. 

'-



STATEMENT V.-PuNJA. VANPAIB. 

Vanpair kuIi is equal to 5/33 cents in all taluka except Pallimadam where 1 kuli is equal to 7 aores, 65-9/16 cents. For betel-vine and planta.in it is 
135/224 cents per kuli. 1 panam is equa.l to 0-2-8/23 pies in all taluks except Pa1limadam where it is 0-3-4-8/11 pies. 

Rates ofas&ellllment tn force prior to prevlot18 Oourt of.WardI,l.e., up to 18'71!:. Ratee of BII8eIIIment In foroe ainee ltLat Court of Wards, 18'72. . ----., """-
In all talub except Pnlllmatiam. In Palllmadam taluk. In all talub except PalUmadam. In Palllmndam talok. 

• -, 
~ _____ -A-______ -, ~ 

--, ~--------~-----------, 
CJopo, 

When not lrrtgated with tank water. When not irrigated. When not Irrigated with tank water. When not irrigated. 
Tlrwalln paDaUlB. Tirwalln panama. When Ttrwaltn panalDl. Tim'alln palWDl. 'Whu , 

~ Wh,n ~ ---.... Impated ~---------, When ~---------------~ irrigated. Number lnia:ated. Number with Number irrigated Number 
or lItgbest. Lowest. or HfRbeat. Lowf*t. tank or Bfsheet. Lo_. with or HIghest. Lowen. 

.. lea, rates . water. .. .... taok ...... 
water. 

CI) (2) (S) (') (0) (6) (7) (B) (9) 

ChmIel , 1/8 1/64 n, j 
0 .00 100 r 0 1/B 1/64 

r~'· f 
0 •• 0 100 H~~ BrinJs" 3 1/16 1/6& .. I , 1/8 1/6' • 460 100 

Tobacco .. .. 2 1/8 1/6' 0 iS7 200 , '18 1/8' $.l!;;~ 0 460 200 " .... 
Onions " 

:Iln 160 ~:oI:g" 
8akkaravalll or iWeet pOtatOO.: • l/B 1/6' • 1 B 116' :S 0)1 8. • 200 • l/B '16

' iil~ j • l/B 1/6£ hii~l 
2 200 lliO ~ ell 

CUcumber 1 1/S2 18. ;...( Paaal 1 lI3Z 1/32 :t!J~ Betel vine 2 2-18/16 1,7/8 " 
2-1Sii6 ]-7;8 

r'" , 
" '600 

Plantain 1 161M 16/6' iH I 6 156' 1/64: 

iO!.!!!lii! l 6 600 250 .'!i~ 
Karonal 6 6/32 1/64 ~ • 6/32 116' 2 200 150 ;:: 1St • Keeral or Green' • 2 1/32 1/64- • 1132 "64 !i =.l! =~ • 200 150 o'sgr& 
Tonn"" ,. 4 6/3. 1/32 IS';; l 6 8/3' 1/60 

...... = .... 2 200 160 j~]:!: Creeping P1a.ot. 1 1/32 1/32 JIHU Garlic •• •• '. l;S lio, :: "U 1 1/32 1/32 ~~o " '200 lJarIkolundo 1 1/16 1/16 • 1/16 1/64 160 

RBIIU.BU.-450 panam - RI. 95-7-4 for 7 Krell and 85.0/16 cents or Be. 12-8-0 pel' aMe. 
The rate ofVanpafr work! ootto Rs. 12-8-0 per aere In Po.lllmadam talok whereu In other talukllt worke out to RI. 2-4-11 per acre. 
The highest rate of betel· ... lne workl out to RII. 14-8-0 per acre. 
There 18 a ctau of land called Vanpalr Kollal on which whon ordinary dry crop! are raleed only ordinary dry rate II aueued and when Vanapalr or aarden ClOps are ralaed the eropwar rent II chargod, except In parama

kadl vUlage whero the lyatem W8I dlft'erent before but. now all Vanpalr landt are treated equaUy. 

, 
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In the Statements II, m, IV, the rates of assessment are expressed [see columns (4), 
(7), (8), (10), (12), and (14)] in terms ofthe local unit'both of area and of money, the equiva.
lent of which are also given. The local meOSlll"e of coin is panam and the land measure& 
are kaJavarayidi, knrkom and kuli. To express the rates of assessment in terms of rupees 
and acres, the local measure "panatn" -has to be converted into rupees and the land 
measures, namely, kalavarayidi, korkum and knli into acres. By adopting the equivalents 
for these local measures indicated in the statements. the tirwa charged, as contained in 
columns (4), (7), (8), (10), (12), (14), in the above statements is expressed in terms of rupees 
per acre, and shown in columns (4) (a), (7) (a), (8) (a), (10) (a), (12) (a), (14) (a) in the state
ments given below. Similarly, with regard to Statement V, the tirwa charged, as contained 
in columns (2),'(4), (6), (8), is expressed in terms of their equivalents in rupees per acre 
and shown in columns (2) (al, (4) (a), (6) (a) and (8) (a). 

The Statements II to V with the columns, thus added, are as onder ;

STATEMENT n.-RATES 011' AssESSMBNT--NANJA TAlIAlII PuNJA. 

1 Kalavarayadi is equal to 1 acre 181 oents; I panam equal to Re. 0-2-0-8/23 is in 
foroe in all taluks except the prescnt Aruppukottai and T uruchuli taluk which was. 
known as Pallimandam taluk where it is equal to Re. 0-3-4-8/11. 

During MuthirolaJlpa PlOal'. time. 1790-1801. 
,..-- ~ -----"""\ 

Talukl. 
Wuamor Teerva In rupee 

Total yield proprietors Teerva in panama. per acre. 
in knllmlS. ·.haroln ~-~--.... ~--~~ 

kalam. Number· BIIIh .... Lowed. BII!h .. ~ Low.t. 
m (0, (S, 

orrates. 
(0' (4-0) 

K. JI. p~ V. It. •• P. V. BS ..... P. BS ......... 
1 Ramnad 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I Keel&kkad .. 
8 SIkkaI .. .. .. .. 10 0 0 0 • 8 0 0 
.. Mudukulathur. in certaln TIIlAReI. { 10 0 0 0 5U 0 0 

10 0 0 0 • 8 0 0 
6 Pappankulam .. .. .. 10 0 0 0 • 8 0 0 e Xamutbl 10 0 0 0 • 8 0 0 
7 Ablramam. lD oertaID vllIap .. { 10 0 0 0 OU • 0 

10 0 0 0 "8 • 0 
8 Vendont 10 0 0 0 "3 • 0 e Kamaokotta.i· ,0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 

10 Balalgnunam :: 
iii . certain { 10 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 11 Raja stntp'mpnp.1am. 10 0 0 0 0 7 • 4 o. vID_. 10 0 0 0 6 0 1 0 .. ... . .. 11 Amoothamanlllllam- 10 0 0 0 • 6 0 8 1 • •• 8 4 '5 8 18 Hanumanthakudl .. 8 80 1. 8 • 8 111 • l' Kuthap.lnadu .. .. • 80 18 • • • lU • 16 Orur •. 10 0 0 0 0 , 1 8 .. .. 

16 Kot,talpAtoA~ 
':.{ 10" 

.. 4 '20 • J •• 0 o is • 17 PalUmndAm to cenaiD villapa 0 • 0 • • • 0 
10 0 0 0 814 1 0 

During Raul Manpleewarl Nacchlar"ttme. 180!.1821. ..- ~ 

Total yield Waramor 
Teerva In p&IlIUDI (01' 7'eerTa In ruPIa 

TIIlIIb. ...... ma. pro~t.or 
OOllalll ~ crop. per .ere. ,..---- , 

..--~--lfnmber - Low .... _ Low .... 

(1) (5) (0) 
of ...... 

(7) (7 .. ) 
... II ••• y. a. .... 'Y. u. ..... ~. U . .&.. p 

1 Bamua4 .. 10 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
I Koel&kUd 

10 
.. 

0 
.. 

alWo.kal .. .. .. .. 0 0 4 • 0 0 
, KudukulaUlur.1D. oertaln 'ftllaat& { 10 0 0 0 611 0 0 

10 0 0 0 • • 0 0 
& PaPPIIDkullUD. .. .. .. 10 0 0 0 , 8 0 0 
• :&.am.uUll •• .. .. ::{ 10 0 0 0 , 8 0 0 
7Ab_III-_ 10 0 0 0 611 6 0 

10 0 0 0 418 • 0 
8 Vendonl •• 10 0 0 0 "" 6 0 
II JilUDAllkOttai .. 10 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 

10 8a1AlJp'alWUll •• •• •• 10 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 
11 Jl,aJIl ~11lII.mtp .. '.m. lD ouWD.{ 10 0 0 0 6 7 6 , 
1.~';"""- .... 

10 0 0 0 • 0 1 0 .. • . .. °i, 4 ''; 8 4 " 8 IS liaDUlllantb&lr.udJ. ., •• •• I 80 1. I I • 111 • U,Ku~ll I .. 1. I • I 111 I 1& Orur •• •• I .. 1. I I • 111 • 11 Kou..Ipamam. ::{ 10" 0 0 0 ." 4 .. • I I 4 010 6 17 pemm.de. ID 0IftaID...waa- • I 0 11 lWa/" 1-13/" 10 0 0 0 II' 1 0 I IU 0 • , 
0011. JIll. PABT u-3' 
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STATEMENT H,-Rums 011' AssmssMmNT-NANJA 'TARAM PUNJA-com, 

1 Kal8ovar8oy"di is equa.l to 1 a.cre 18-1/8 cents; 1 pa.nam is equal to Re, 0-2-0-8/23 is in. 
force in 8011 taluks except the present Aruppukotta.i "nd Turuchnli trunks which Willi

known 1>8 p"lJim"d8om t80luk where it is equal to Re: 0-3-4-8/U-cont, 

When Dot Irrigated with tank water. 
~ 

, . 
TaI_ Teerva III PQD&1DI per Kalavarayldl. Theerva in rnpeca When in'lgated, with 

per acre. tauk water. 
----, , • 

NUmber of Blgb .... Lowest. Hlghlllt. Low"'. 
(1) 

rates. 
(8) ( .... , (0) 

BS • .l. 1'. BS. A. P. 

1 Ramnad. 1 8-8/16 9.8/16 016 0 015 01 
2 Keelakkad 'i •• 'S o'io o"io ~ I 8 StkkoJ • , Hudllkulath';;,In ~ ~J~~' { J 16 • 1 0 0 010 

'i ii 16 .. .. : I 0.. and half tim.. tho 

I Pa:pPaokulam . • •• . . 1 0 • 1 • 6 Kamllthl ::{ 1 16 10 1 0 • 1 0 
? Ablramam, In certain vUlagee 1 to 10 , • • 1 • 
8 Vendon! 'j i5 is .. .. f . ......, .. tw .. co_ 

1 0 • I • 9 when water was used 
g KamankotW' 1 10 10 , 1 • , 1 s: with pennIsIon in aU 

10 Saloipmam .. In·· .. rtai.i{ 1 ,. ,. 1 8 0 1 • o taluks euepl PaIlIma-
11 Raj" Sinsamangal&m, 1 .·S/l. g·8118 010 0 016 • dam. 

vll~ ... " iii is "6 t'il 

i I 12 Arnoot amaDJlll1am • 8 
18 Hanuma.nthakudl 8 80 ,. 8 8 • 111 
14 Kuthaplnadn • SO ,. 8 • 0 '11 
16 Orur ., •• • .. 16 • • • 111 
16 Kotto.iplltnam ::{ • 20 • • • • 010 lJ 17 PaIllmadam, In certaln vOla_ 81 12--58/8' 1.82/1U 2 011 0 • 

Durin. Hutba Obelia Teva:r's time. 1~1851. 

~ 

When not Irrlgate:t with tank water. 

Tel_ Teerva In Panama pel' Ialavaraytdl. Teerva In rupeee Wlum_wtth 
per~ . taut water. 

• • 
Number of -. ~ ~ ~ (1) 

...... 
(10) (10..) (11) 

D. A. •• sa. .L ., 

1 &mnAd , ~SJI8 ... /1. 010 0 010 "1 '2 Kee1akkad 
• BlkkaI 'i '8 '8 o'is 0 o'is o I 
'Mudukulath~. ID~~'{ J 10 • 1 • • 0'0 t I 1 '0 '0 1 0 0 1 " .Ii Pappanku)am • • •• •• 1 '0 10 1 • • 1 • • I o Kamuthl ::{ 1 10 10 1 " • 1 • : 1 One .... and bait tlmea the , Ablramam,ln __ 1 10 10 1 0 • 1 0 

8 Vondonl i' 15" i& g' " d '8UMm ent waa collected 

o Kamankottai • 1 • 1 0 when water WM 1II!Ied 
1 10 10 1 1 • 1 1 with permlEldon In aU 

-10 &1a.igannam 
In''certaiD{ 

, 
" " 1 • 0 1 8 0 talnkB Ncel/& PaWma-

II Baja. SinglUlllUlPlam. 1 " " 1 • 0 1 8 ,0 ..... 
vtUage8, , 

" 40 is ". t'il 11 Arnootbamanga)am, • 8 e 
1.8- Hanuma.nthakudi •• • 80 ,. S • • 111 • l' KutbaglLlnadu • SO ,. 8 8 • 111 e 
16 Orur ,. .. S .. to S • • 111 8 
18 K.ottalpatnam ::{ • .. • I • • 010 q 17 paJlfm,dem, in eertaln'rilla.8'll 81 12-68,11< '.8S," J 8" 0 • 
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ST!TEMENT n.-RATHS 01' AsSH9SlIlBl'Ir-NANJA TABAIIl Pt1NJA____eonI. 

1 Kalavarayadi is equal. to 1 aera 18-11S oents ; 1 Pana.m is equal. to Re. 0-~-SI23 is 
in force in aU taluks es:oept the presmt Arllppllkottoi and Tllr1lohnli taluks whioh 
known as Pallima.cian taluk whe~ it is eqllal to Ra. 0-3-4-SI11---.:0"'. 

During tbo last Court of .Ward·~ tlme •. ~I::.'70-:.:...::.'::."';.:..;' ______ ~ 

When Dot 1rrI~ with tank water. 

Talub. 

~----.~'-----, 

Teena 10 rupeea 
r--~per~ .... ;..:c.._~ 

1 JI,unnad 
IK_" " " " 
I 8lkkai •• •• •• •• 

• lludukulaUt1ll',ID certain '\'UlaIeI. { 
• PappankQlam •• • • • • 
8 K.amutbl .0 •• •• 

'7 Ablramam. in oertaln vm..-
8 Vlmdoll1 •• 
8 Kamankottal •• 

10 8alalgramam. • • •• •• 
11 Raja 8101l"m'op',m ID aerWD.{ 

vtl ...... 
11 Amoottuunangalam 
18 Hanumanthakudl •• 
1& x.utbaplnadu 
16 Orur .. •• .• •• 

17 Pallamadm., JD certaIn'VlllaaeI 
18 K.otta.ipatnam •• •• ' ••• { 

ToI .... 

Number of ...... 

~ 

~ 

1 

· i 
• 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

" 
8 
8 • • 81 

HIgbee'. 

9-8118 

'8 
'0 
10 
16 
'0 '0 ,6 ,0 
" U .. 
80 
80 
SO 
SO 

('2) 

12-531" 

Lo ...... 

8-SJ16 

'8 • • • • • '0 
10 

" u 
is 
'0 
'0 ,. 
• 1·881" 

Hldlest. Lowest. 

(lk) 

as. A. P. 

016 8 

o'is 8 
1 •• 
1 •• 
1 •• 
1 • • 
1 • • 
1 • 0 
11' 
1 • 0 
180 

,'5 8 
S 8 • 
8 • 0 

• • • 2 •• 
2 611 

as. A. P. 
016 01 

015 5 
100 
1 0 0 

(IS) 

o'is 0l 
1 g 9 One and half time. the 
1 9 9 8S1e11Sment was co11eeted 
1 8 0 Wben waa used with 
1 1 = pennt.lloo In all talllkl 
1 8 0 acept. Palllmadam. 
1 8 0 

I-il tI 
"I 11"1'& 

t U!: 
016 6 

o .~ 'J 

Dartoa the late ~&b B. )[llthura~lDp 8et.Impat,bl',tbQe. 1890-1928. 

Now In force • . 
When noi 1rrIaated. with tank water. """"-..... 

~ ~ TeorvaID _ ... Kala __ 
Teena ID rupees 1;ank water. ........ 

~ --. ""'-------*\ 
Numberof HIghest. Lowea" HI_. Low .... 

(1) 
...... 

(U) (ta·.) (10) 

• BB. .I.. p. M • ..A... P • 
~ ",,,.Dad 1 "8/1. 9-8/10 010 • 010 .1 
11 K<ooIakkad " 'i ·s ·s o'ia o'is 
• 8lkkal 

0 0 
, )[lIdukulatbur,ID_~' { • 10 0 1 0 0 010 • 1 10 • 1 • 0 1 0 0 
I PapJIaDkulam. •• •• •• 1 10 0 1 0 • 1 0 0 
• Kamut.hi 1 10 0 1 • 0 1 • • 

• 

::{ 7 Ab ...... m,ID __ 1 10 0 1 0 • 1 0 0 Wheu the Iandl are 1rrI. .. 
~ wi,. ""'" ...... 

• Vendonl 'i is is " ". • ltaowlkottai· 
1 0 0 1 0 

_or ..... 
1 10 10 1 1 I 1 1 • eq1llValent of nanJlo 10 &Ialpmam •• 

1D"-..iQ{ 
1 " .. 1 8 0 1 8 0 cultivation II belna 11 Ral" SlnS·mnpl·m 1 .. " 1 8 0 1 8 0 oolIect.ed .. per decIaloue vlllaaOl. 4i 

11 ArnootharnannluD. " to iii " t·it ct_ • • • • l8 HanlllllllonthakwiJ. .. • 80 18 S • • 111 • U KulohapiDadQ • SO ,. I 8 8 111 • 160mr •• S ... ,. I • • 111 • 16K..-.l_ ::{ • ... 0 • • • 111 • -17 NIam·d· •• Ia.n.m ...... 11 12-68/0< 1-83/&1 • 811 0 • • J 
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STATEMENT I1I-,-KVLAlIl TlIiBBVAI 

1 Kurukam _ 90 cents-When waram was oolleoted they were treated as nanja. a.nd!. 
. one Ka.lavirayadi - 1 aore 18-1/8 cents. was taken to account in all talub 

except in Pa.llimadam taluks the rate of 1 Panaro isequa.! to Re. 0-3-4-8/11 
and the measurement is 1 kuli or 7 aores 65-9/16 oents. 

Taluk. 

(1) 

1 Ranm.ad 
2 Keelakad 
8 Sikkal 
" MudukuIattur' 
6 Pappanagul&m 
8 Kamudl 0' 

7 Abiramam .. 
8 Vendnn1 
g Kamankotta.i· 

10 Sal""""" 
11 Rajaslngama.ngaIam 
12 AmuthlmangahuD 
18 Hanumantagudl 
l' Kottagnmad.u 
16 Ornr •• •• 
10 Kottalpatnam 
17 Palllmadam ., 

Talak. 

(1) 

1 lIamDa4 
Ii Keelakad 
• 81kkal 
" MuduJmlattur' 
a Pappa.napla.m 

~..a. Kamudl ... 
f Ablramam. •• 
8 Vendonl 
G KamaDkottod' 

10 SalaIgramam 

11 Rajaaln.p~ 
11 Amuth1ma am 
18 Ban~di 
U Ko u 
16 OrtU' •• •• 
18 Kottaipatnam 
17 Pallimaciam •• 

Tal"". 

1 Batnllftd 
• Keelakad •• 
8 Sikkal •• 
, MudukUlAttur 
6 Pappa.naaulam. 
o Kamudl o. 
f Ablramam o' 

S Vendonl •• 

(1) 

8 Kamnnkotta.i •• 
10 Salalgromnm •• 
11 Ralaainpmanp!am 
11 ArnutWmangalam 
18 Hanumantagudi 
U Kottaprnadu 
16 Orur .. .. 
10 Xottalpatnam 
17 pAllImndam •• 

'.' 

During Mutttmlappa_~'" time. 1790-1801. 
,.--- ----~ 

Teerva1 In rupees per 
Teerval in pa.na.ma. ..... 

Total yield In Waram or " kalame. Pro~etor" Number Bighest. Lowest. lllgh..t. Lowto •• 
share kalam. of rates. 

(2) (3) (0) (, ... ) 
X. H. V. P. K.' •• V. P. 88. A.. 1'. BS. A. P. 

O· Ii' 2 12 8 111 0 1 I 0-
10 0 0 • • 0 
10 0 0 0 • • 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 
I. 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 

Not known: Left btaDk. 
Do. Do. 

10 0 0 0 ,. 6 1 8+ 

10 0 0 0 
panams I/S2. 
" 6 1 8+ 

10 0 0 0 
~maS/48. 
o 0 1 0 

Not-known: Left blank. 
1 " 12 111 0 111 ; O· i' 1 12 12 111 0 111 

10 0 0 • • 8 

10 0 0 
l/S waram. 

o .12 0 0 ., 
• 

DurIng Bange lIanpleswarl NF""" ...... ,-..,822. --------,. 
Teena! in panamI. Teervalln ropeel 

W""""or 
per ..... 

Total JIeld. ~. Num"'" 
ofratee. 

lllgh..t. looweoL 
Bl_ 

looweoL 

(6) (0) (7) (7 ... ) 

lE. JL V. R. K. .. V. P. BS. .... P. 88. A,. 2 •. 

i. 5' 2 12 8 111 0 1 • o· 
10 0 0 • 0 0 .. .. .. o is ',; • • 3 • 0 • 0' 8' • Of 3l 016 • 0 ., lO-
10 0 0 • 0 0 
10 0 0 0 • • 0 0 

Not known: Left bIai:ak. 
Do. Do. 

10 0 0 0 • • 1 8+ 

0 0 
p&DaDllIl/89. 

10 0 , 6 1 8+ 

10 0 0 
r'":" 3,<8. 

0 • .0 1 0 
NotlmowU: Left blank. 

1 ,. 1. 111 0 111 o· 
O· i' 1 ,. ,. 111 0 111 0 

10 0 0 , • 8 I: : 1/8 waram. • .. 
10 0 0 0 '11 0 0 

Durtns Eead:TalWIdar NUQaIla B.ao's time. 18Z8-182D. 
~ 

.--- WheD cultivated ,!,ltbIn permitted area • 
---. 

Teen .. lD paDIDUI. Teerva1lD rupees When eultlftted beJOD4-
per ...... &be ponnltted &lea. 

Number of ...... - LowtoL - Low .. " 
(8) (k) (9) 

D • .a.. p. M ........ 

I II n 111 0 012 • • ,. 111 0 011 • • 0 3 018 a 0 • 0 • 19 it 01. • 0 710 , 1 .10 014 1 
0 1 9 , 014 1 

'i " " 0 
.. 

0 0 0 
.. 

9 0 
1 \0 10 1 0 • 1 • • 1 • 0 013 • 013 • I 12 8 111 0 1 I 0 
1 12 .. 111 0 111 0 
1 II ,. 111 0 111 0 • 18 7 111 0 1 0 0 
1 11 18 111 

Waram u per nanJa fbr I~ btamI. 
0 111 0 

Yleld,[4-l1-6--0 waram.. 
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STATEMENT lli-KUL.Ul TJlEBv41-com. 

1 Kurllkkam - 90 oente-When waram was collected they were treated aa nanjo 
and one Kalavirayadi - 1 aore 18 1/8 cents ,was taken. to. account in,_ all taluka 
exoept in Pallimadam· taluk. the rate'of 1 pauam' is equal to 88.0-34 8/11 and the 
measurement is 1 kuli or 7 acres 66 9/16 cents. 

I Ramnad 
I Koclakad 

Talu •• 

8 Alkkal •• 
4 Mudukulattur 
6 PBppanlllln1am 
e Ellmudi o. 
f Ablramam o' 
8 Vondonl •• 
g Kamankottal 

10 Ballalt1'amam •• 
11 RaJlUllnRRJrul.mzalam 
12 Arnuthhnanaalam 
18 Ranumant4lfUdl 
14 Knttaaamndu 
16 Orof .• .. 
]8 Kottalpatnam. 
17 Palllmadam •• 

Taluk. 

1 Ramnad 
liI: K~lakad 
8 8lkk .. l 
, MudukwlLttar' 
6 Pn.pplUl&Wllam, 
8 Knmudl ", 
7 Ablramam .. 
8 Vendonl 
D Knmnnkou.i· 

10 SaUa5rl'amam •• 
11 RaJlUlmmman~m 
11 Amuthlmall(Ja am 
18 Hanumanta"udi 
U Kott.qarn&du 
16 ONr .. •• 
16 KoUalpatnam 
17 Paillmadam .. 

'1'101", 

t Ramnad 
I Kt'leI.W 
8 Slkhl ., 
, MudukuJattur 
B PA('Ipanqulam 
8 K~mudt .. 
, Ablramam .. 
8 Vondnnl 
D Xamankottai· 

10 RallllQramam •• 
11 RaIMlnpmanaaiam 
12 AmllthlmAllJll\I"m 
18 HanllmantAndl 
U KottapuaRdg 
15 Oror.. .. 
111 X ottAl'JIAtnam 
17 Palllmadam •• 

Dorlna "Hutho ChoUa Tovar'. tlme-l8S~l86Z. 

~---------------~--------------~ When·cuJtivated wl!hJn permitted area. 

~------------~-------~ TeenraHn p&Da1DI. Teervalln lUpeei 
per acre . 

When cuJtlvated beyond 
the pe.nn!tted area. 

Number of 
ofratiel. 

HJgheet. 

(10) 

Lowest. . 'Higheat. 

(10-0) 

Lowest. 

(111 

BI. A. P. 

: J gi } I: . g 
Z 0 8 0 IS 0 
0' 0t 8.0152 
, 9 6! 1410 
o 1

7
' 60l10' 

3 t .).04 
1 , , .0 .. 9 0 
1 , " 0.90 
1 10 }O 166 
1 " , 090 
, 12 " 1 11 0 
1 12 . 12 1 11 0 
1 12 12 1110 
, ]8 7 2 8 8 
2: 8 " 120 

Waram aa per ~":rleld fen' 10-0-0-0 kalama. 
Y1eld waram '-12-0-0. 

u. "',1'. 

,0 II 81 
012 4. 
o 0 ,9' o 710 
016 11 
0.4 1 I 
01110 
o 9 0 I 

,0 9 'OJIf land. were cultivated 1 6 6 beyond tho Umite fixed 
D D 0 within the tank bed 
o 11 8 twiee the aMe8lment WA6 
1 11 0 being collBctecl. . 
111 0 
D 16 9 
016 9 

... DurJnalut Court OfW:mu time 1872-1899 • 

When ouItlvated within tbe permitted area • 
~ ... • Teenalin }NIDam8. Teervalln rupoea WbeD Cultivated. boyond 

per acre. the permitted, area. 

Numbel' 
Ofr.tee. 

BJa:hl!lt. Loweat. _ .. 
Lowat. 

(12) (IZ..a) (18) 

lUI,. A.. 1'. M . .1. r. '[ 

• 8 6 1 • 0 011 :1 2 12 6, III 0 012 
2 0 8 o ,. • 0 0 
0 0' U '0,16 • 0 7 ]0 1 • o. 1 4. 10 0 .. 1 • • 'a :t 1 9 • 0" 1 , • 1 0 • 011]0 
1 • < 0 • • 0 0 0) 
1 6 6 Oll S o 11 3 II! lands were cultivated 
1 10 10 1 0 0 1 0 0 r beyond 'ho _to IIxed 
1 • • 0 • 0 o 9 0 wlt.h1n. the tank ' bed 
< 12 6 III • o 11 8 twice the aueament w-. 
I '" 12 111 0 1 11 0 be1ng col1ected. 
I 12 12 111 0 111 0, < 18 • • 8 0 016 _9 
I 8 • I • • o 16 oj 

Waram •• per Dlnj. yield ror 10-0-0-0 kalams. 
Yield War&lD 4-12-0-0. 

DurIng late Baja B. Mntturamallnga Set.bupath11890-1928. 
Now 111 fbrce. 

r= ~ 

Wben mdtIvated wtihID tbe permitted area. 
~ ~ .., 

Te:ervalm_P&Dam&. Teena m rDPNS 
per acre. 

When cultivated beyond 
the JMIlIDJtted area. 

Jluml'8I' llIgh .. ~ La ...... B ....... Low .... 
of ...... 

(1<) (14 .. , (16) 

... .1. P. Its • .1. P. 

• 8 • 1 • 0 011 n • ,. 6' III 0 012 • • • 0.8 0 0 • :I • 6 2 011 • 0 < • III n 1 41. ""\ • 111 1 • • o 14 1 If JandA beyond t.be water.. • 71 1 0 • o 11 10 .pread area II cu1tivated 
1 < < • 9 0 o D 0 aaraaary .. "haraed u .. 
1 • 6 Oll • o 11 3 penal levy and It rld~ 
1 I. 10 1 0 0 1 8 8 are put obstructing U. 1 • • 0 9 0 o 0 0 ftow of water Into the • .2 • III 0 o 11 8 taDIr: Uorasary .. dwp4. 1 ,. ,., 

III 0 
1 II 0 I 1 11 12' III O' 1 11 0 

I ,. 
8' III 0 1 • 0 

·i ill iii o'is , 012 7J 
• .&. 1I.1IIDber or 'f1IlaaeI are tinder IlUb·"" aDd \be rat.- prreyaIJIq an DOt tnowD. 

Pv ktlIl Of 7 aer.-Oi·Ol1e cud&. 

COK. B. PAnT n-311 
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STATEMENT IV.-REGAI PUNJAH. 

K1irukkam ~ .. 90 oents in all taluks except PaIlime.dam. In Pa.llime.dam there are several 
olasses of lands and the measurement is Kuli = 1 &ere and 659/16 oents. In all t .• luks 
.1 panam = Be • .o-2-0 8/23 except in PalIimadam where it is Be; 0-3-4 8/11. 

1 Bamoad 

S ltulakkadu 

8 BJkkBl 

(I) 

" Muduku1att.ur 
6 PappanguIam 

e Kamuthl •• 
7 Ablraman •• 
.s VendoDi 

9 KamanootW 
10 Salalgramam 

11 Rajaslngamangalam. • • • • 
lD certain _ orllal_ 

mangatam. 
11 Aranootblmanp'em 
18 Banumanthagudu •• 
Ie Kutb,salntdg 
16 Orur •• •• 
16 Xottalpattlmam 
17 FalUmadam •• 

,_ 
8 Sikka! •• 
" )ludukulattur 
6 PapJ)&lliU1am 

~ Xamuth1 •• 
'AblramaD. •• 
.. VendoD! 

II Xamana:otta1 

10 SaIaIIIramam 
11 Baluln .. ....-m .. .. lD certAln _ or lIal _ 

_ m. 
11 Aran,J(lthlIJlllDPlam 
18 Banumant.huudu .. 
.It. Xutbap1nad.u 
16 Orar •• 
lIS Kottalpattanam 
17 palllm.d,m 

'TIllUk. 

1 Bamnad 
S Kulakkadu 
8 Sikka} •• 
" Mudukulattur 
G PappamruJam 
8 Kamutbl ., 
7 Ablraman " 8 Vendont o X am&DllOttai • 

.' 
'.' 

10 8alaljitramam .. 
11 RajaaloAtUDanplam • • ,. 

In certain vlllall_ or llaJM1D8&" 
Dlalljlnlam. 

11 AranoothlmanpJam 
18 Banurnanthatrudu •• 
16 Knthqalnadu •• 
16 OnU' •• •• 
18 Kottalpatt..nam 
:.17 Palllmadam. 

Dwtnll Muthtrulappa PlUal's tI:aI, 1m to 1801. 
~-~-----'-------~ 

To~ 
yield III -

(0) 

E ... Y. P. 
10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

10 '0"0 0 

10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 

10 '0"0 0 

T_vIeId 
III kalama. 

C') 
K. JL V.I'. 

10 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

10 '0"0 0 

10 0 0 0 

'10 0 0 0 

10 '0"0 0 

Waramor 
Proprietor"l 

Ihare In kaIamI. 

(8) 
It. IlL V. p. 

3 6 0 0+ 
tbeervall ])aDaDL 

8 " 0 0+ thoervall...,.,., 
S 8 2 0+ 

tbeerval t panam. 
8 8 0 0+ 

tbeerval1 panam; 
8 8 2 0+ 

thoerval1_ 

,'S"1 8+ tbeervaI. _ ..... 
" 6 1 8+ _alt_ 
, 6 1 8+ tbeervaI._ 
6 0 1 0 
" 0 8 0+ 

tbeerval ........ 

Wammor 
ProprIetor' •• bare. 

(8) 

K. .. V.I'. 

8 • 0 0+ 
ipanam. 

a 6 0 0+ , ........ 
s 'S"2 0+ 

t ........ 

, '6"1 8+ ".....,.. , 0 1 8+ 
i_ .... 

, 6 1 8+ 
..... m. 

a '6"0 0 

Theena1 in panamL Theerva1 in rupeee 

~. ------~----~. ~.--~pu--~~--
Total 

DUmb .. 
Dha ...... 

• 

8 
8 

1 
1 
1 
1 

"7 

Tot... 
nnmbor or_ 

• 
• • 
8 
8 

1 
1 
1 
1 

'47 

BJaheat, 

CI) 

Lowed. Btgbeal. LoWC!lt. 

('-4) I. 
.. 

111 
71 

12 
12 
12 
12 

i06 

8 

12 
12 
12 

" "0 

BJaheat, Lowed. 

(7) 

I. 

'" 12 ,. ,. 
iDs 

8 

• " 

12 ,. ,. 
" "0 

R8. .6..1'. 
111 0 

1 • I 
10. 

111 0 
111 0 
111 0 
111 0 

2 ii. 7 

18 ...... 
1 • 0. 

o • 7 
011 to. 

1 11 0-
111 0 
111 0 
111 0 

0" (). 

TheorvaIIn_ 
)lO1' ..... -. 

(7,.) 

D. .L. P. BS..L. p. 

1110110 

018 0 
016 , 

1 "10 
1 •• 

111 0 
111 0 
111 0 
'1 11 0 
";e •• 
I 14. .. 

o I • 
o • • 

o •• 
o • 7 

111 0 
I 11 0 
111 0 
111 0 

0" 0 

Durlng the Bead Tahalldv Narayan. Bao'l time 1828 to 1829 
~ , . 

FoJo dry crops when not irrigated. with tank water. -
""--- , When frrfaatft with taul:; 

'l'he6rvallD panams. ThoorvaJ in rupeea water with permIsaIOD, ......... 
Total 

number of Bloheot. Loweot. lItgh .... Loweat. ...... 
CB) (Boo) (0) 

II .... P. B8. .l ••• 

• 8 • 1 I 0 011 a • 1. Ot All 0 012 • • 8 • 18 0 0 I • 0 81 • 016 • 0 • • • Iii :t 1 
• 10 

0 • 7 
8 1 • I 0 • • S 't 1 at 01110 
1 • • 0 0 0 0 
1 • I 0 

• 0 
0 • 0 

1 • • 01' 0 016 • 1 12 1. 111 0 111 • 
• 11 10 111 0 1 • • • ,. 

10 1 11 0 1 • • • 12 10 111 0 1 • • • 18 • 111 0 01. 0 a 12 • 111 0 011 a .7 \06 • .U • 0 • O. 
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STATEMENT IV.:....RBGAI PmrJAli. 

Kurukkam _ 90 cents in all taluks except PaIlimadam. In Pallimadam there are 
several classes of lands and the meaelltement is Kuli = 1 acre 65 9/16 cents. In all 
taluks 1 panam _ Re. 0-2-0 8/211 except in Pallimadam where it is Re. 0-3-04 8/11. 

During Muthu eben .. Tbevar's time J 880 to 18&21. 
~.--------------------------~ 

Ta\uk. 

I BamDAd 
'2 Kulakkadu •. 
a 81kkal 
, Mudukulattur' 
& Pappangulam 
e Kamutbl o' 

7 AblratllAD .. 
8 Voadon! •• 
II Kn.mangotta.l 

10 BaIDJgramam •• 
11 RajaaingamanR&lam • • •• 

In certain vIllaaee or Balulnp-
mangalam. 

12 Aranoot.htmanplam 
18 HBDumant.ll.rijrudu •• 
U KutJwratnadu 
1& Omt o. 
18 Kottaipat.t.anAm 
17 PaUlmadam 

For dr, ClOps when not Irrtgated. with tank water. 

Theervallo paDatDII. 

Total 
Dumber or WgheR • ...... 

(10) 

• 8 • .. • • • ,H • S 
8 
1 • 1 • 1 7 
1 .. 
• 12 • .. 
1 • , 12 • 7 .. 10 • 

~-----------~ 

• • • • 'I 
~l , 
• 7 .. 

10 
10 • 7 

5 
0 

Theervailn rupees 
per acre. 

(10 .. , ... .. P. M. •• 

1 • 0 011 
111 0 011 
013 0 0 • 01. • 0 • 1 410 0 9 
1 9 • 0 9 

P. 

n 
• I 
• I 7 I 
7 I 

1 0 , 011101 
0 9 0 0 9 01 
011 8 011 8} 
01. 9 01. 01 
111 0 111 O. 

I 
I 

111 0 1 • · , 111 0 1 • • I 013 • 01. · , 1 11 0 01. 91 
01. 0 011 

• I .14 7 0 , OJ 

'When bTIgated with 
tank water with pemda

oio .. 

(11) 

• 

.. Double the uae.wment W&I beIDI oollected whenlrrla:ated with tank waw and also wben the land WM within the tank bed Umlt. 

Lut. Court. of Warda time 1872 to 1889. 
~ ~~~~~~----------------~ 
~.:F.:or:.dJy;;;.:;..;oro.:..:; .. .:..."_be..;D_.:.O:.;t_: ...... ;.:.. ::.::. .... :.;.:_"'.:.th::..:, ... =.:.":.a:: ... =.._..., 

Tal .... 
Tbeenal In paDaIDB. Tbeerv&I in rupeoa 

Total 
Illlmber of HIgheR. -. 

(1.) 

per acre. 

(IS ... ) 
38. ol. P. as..l. P. 

1 Bamnad "8 6 1 2 0 0 11 3' 
'I Kul&kkadu. 8 12 5 1 11 0 0 11 3 1 
881kkal •• "8 2 01800'81 
, MudukoJattm 8 81 2 0 lli' 0' 8 t 
·S PapplUUJll1am 5 9 t" 1 '10 0 9 7 I 
eXlUlIuttrl ,. 8 171 19' 0871 
7Ablraman .. 8 10" 011101 
8Vondoru.. 1"" 0900801 
8JtamanROUaJ.. 1 5 6 011 8 011 8)-

10 Balahrtamam .• 1 7 7 0 16 0 0 15 8 1 
11 It.ajwnaamanJraJam. • • • • 1 8 3 0 8 8 0 8 It 1 

In cortaJ.n vUlapl of BaJuinla.. I 
manlfAlam. I 

11 Aranoothlmangalam 2 12 10 1 11 0 1., 8 I 
18 Bo.nllmantbaaudu .. S 12 10 1 11 0 1.,., 1 
If Kut.hapl.nadu 1 6 8 0 18., 0 18 8 1 
150m'.... 8 12 , 11100801 
16 KottalpattalWD Z 7 6 0 16 8 0 11 8 1 
17 PallImadam "106 8 Z 16 7 0' 0 J 

When frrIpbcl with 
tankwaw. 

(ta) 

• 

• Double tho ..... ment ... betag ~neatecl wilen I.rrlpted with tank water and. aIIo when 6he land".. wtthtD. the &auk bed lImlta. 

1 Bamnad 
'I "Kulakkadu 00 

a. Blkkal •• 
t. J(uduknlattur 
& Pappanaulam 
& Kamut.trl o. 
f .Ablnun.aA .. 
& Yondon! •• 
OK&n~ 

10 SAlftJatamam •• 
11 BAJa811\J1&m.aruMlam • • • • 

10 OfIrt4ln vUtaa- of BaJulqa. ... -. 11 ArunoothlmanaaJam, 
13 Hanumanthaaudu. •• 
14. K\lt-haplnadu 
15 Ornr 0' 

DurI.ng the late Rajah B. J(ut.buramaJ.lnpm SethUpat~'1I time 1880 to 1828 ,.. . . 
Now In fOrce • . i ____ ~ 

~-,For:...:..:dJy::..."::.;:_::...:W:.;h="::.;:;.ot;_.="""::::::"":;;:="'=th::.:ta= ... =-_= ... =-. __ . ..., 
TbeervaI. lD panama. Thearval In I'Upec!lI 

Total 
number of BlsbeIt . ...... 

• • • • • • S 
1 
1 
1 
1 

• 

(14) 

• to • • 
Itt , 
• 7 , 

12 

it 

• • • • it , 
• 7 , 

10 

'j. 

per acre. 

as;. .l. P. 
1 • 0 
111 0 
013 0 
018 8 
1 "10 
1 0 7 
1 0 , 
o 0 0 
011 S 
016 D o 0 0 

111 0 

l'il 0 

ll!L .l., •• 

011 a) 011 8\ o •• 
o •• 
o 0 71 o 0 7 
011101 
o • 0 I 
011 8)-
01' 01 o • 0 

I 
1 15 • 1 

Whtm _ "' ... 
. tank water. 

(\6) 

• 

18 Kottalpattuwll. 
U hUlmadarra .• "105' 

ois 8J 
.-." l>eI .. "-tor _ .. "' ... ta ....... and Ibr .. ltI..- w1_ .... 1ook bed ..... ___ k 
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STATEMENT V-PUN;TA. VANPYAB. 

Vanpyar kuli=5/33 cents in all taluks except in Pallamadum where one kuli = 7'65-9/16 acres. 
For betel-vine and plantain it is 135/224 cents per kuli. One panam is Re. 0-2~ 8/23 in all taluks except 
Pallamadum where it is Re. 0-3-4 8/11. 

ChIllI .. B_ 
Tobacco 

(l~ 

~~:~Vaw or eweOi 
Pow-. 

Cucumber •• P- .... Betel-vine •. 
Plantaln 
Karmal •• 
Kee:olor....,. 
Turmerlo •• 
er.eplDspJanta 
GarUc •• 
MavalkolUDdu 

ClhllIl .. B_ 
To ..... 
OnIons.. •. .. 
Sakkalavalll or sweet 

Pow-. 
CUcumber 
Pagal .. 
Betel·vloa 
Plantain 
Karmal .. 
Keeml or green 
Tnrmerla ,. 

~r.~plan~ 
Havatkolundu 

Ra_ oj GHeBBmenl in/oro. prior to ~ COW" 0/ WGf"dB, i.e., up 10 1872. 
_-:--=ID:.:aIl=ta1:=~uJm=.: .. =cept:::::.:P:.:.=D=am=gd::.=m::. ----: In Pallamadum. ,.. ~--... ---------===:::::::..--~ 

TirvB ~anam when not Tirva expressed In TIna In panama when 00$ Tina in ~ 

. in wi~at.er_. '""\. rupeoa ~ acre~ • J.rrjgated \VIti; tank water. per F-. 
Number 

of ...... 

• • o 
6 
6 

1 
1 
g 
1 
6 • • 1 
1 
1 

Bl8hut. 

(0) (g •• ) 

PA:ft'AKS. P.d'AIIS. :as. A. P. 88. J.. P. 

'/8 11. 
1/8 
1/8 
1/8 

1/S2 
1/32 

218116 
15/M 
6/32 
1/32 
6132 
1/32 
1/32 
111. 

1/80 
1/80 
1/80 
1/80 
1/80 

118. 
1/32 
1-7/8 

161M 
1/82 
1/80 
1/32 
1132 
1/32 
1/16 

10741'11 
6881'11 
107'1'11 
107'1'11 
101'1'11 

29102910 
19102910 

592108128 
9181091810 
18121'11 
20101'11 

18111910 
20102010 
20102010 
6 8 8 6 8 BJ 

Whe. -. 
(8) 

Number 
of Blahut. Lowest. Blgbest. 

rateo. 
Low ... 

". 

(6-/1) 

BS. A. P. BB. A. P. 

10012802110 

"200 12 ii 0 6 ~8 0 

_ oj""""""'" in/.rce Bi .... ltJBI Oaun 0/ W",," 1872. 

__ ----:_----:_In all talDks acept Pallamadom. In PaIlamadmn taluk. '.- ~--~~~----~--~.----~~----~--~~~='-'-~ 
When not irrigated wltb tank Tlrva 6X])reaaed In Tfrva iDJ':llID8 who not T1rva expreased In 

water t.Irv& ,in p&naIDI. rupees ~ acre... WJII31l not • lrrIgat wi!b taDk water. rupees:r" aae. 
Number 

of ...... 
< < 
t 
6 

•• • • • 6 

•• I 

Bl8hut. 

(6) 

1/8 
1/8 
1/8 
1/8 
1/8 

ll-tiS/l. 
161M 
6/82 
1/82 
6/82 

I;S 
1/18 

irrigated Number 
"'-t. Blgh.... Lowest. ..... tank of 

1/80 
11 .. 
1/8' 
1/ .. 
11M 

1-i/. 
1/80 

"" "" 1/6' 

1i64 
1/80 

BB.A.P. 
10 7 , 
10 7 , 
10 7 , 
10 7 , 
10 7 , 

60 '2 10 
91810 

13 1 2 
2 010 

IS 1 2; 

10 '7 , 
.88 

water. rates . 
(1) 

38. A. P. 

1 <111 ~.ll:U 1 411 _~l:Io 
1 '11 11= 7i= 
1 < 11 'l! ~ e!!l 
1 <" .'!,,~-.. :S"g~! 

81 .. 8J i!lill. 010 • ]-il",,,, 
1 '11 a~~ 
1 411 ~ 8. 
1 <" .Eii&!.ll~ 

.. i! ~.s .. ~ 
1 411 @.,sd!", 
1 '11 ~ 

r • t • I 

•• 6 • • • 
's 

Blgheot. 

(8) 

'5O 
'5O ... 
200 
200 

"600 
.00 
200 ... 
200 

200 

Low.... Blgbest. Lowest. 

( .... ) 
BS. A.. P. U. A. P. 

10012801120 
10019802120 
2001280680 
160 6 8 0 , 2 0 
1&0680'10 

"~t t{: 
1&0 6 8 0 ,OJ 0 
160580410 
160 580 'SO 

1&0 5'S 0 .. 'i 0 

Rlmlwb.-460 panama = RI. 06-7-4 fb% 7'05-0/18 OJ'Ra. 1B-8-O per a.ere. 

When" trrt_ 
wttlltaok 

water. 
(6) 

Rlmarb.-The rate of Vanpyer worka out to Ra. 12-8-0 per acre In Palllmadum talu.k wh .... tn ather talaka it wenkl out to B.a. z.+..11 per acre 
The blaheat rate of betel·vlae worbout to be B.a. 14-8-0 per -.ere. : 

ThBJe is a clau of land called Vanpyer 1«!1al on which wben ordinary dry crops are ra1secl. on" ~~ dry rate Is asaessed and. when vanpyer or 
prden mope are JB1aed the cropwar IWIlt .. cbaVKed. uceptlD Parmakudl village where t.he QBtem waa diffBftlDt but DOW all Vanpyer Janda are tneted I!flO&lJF 

t As the equivalent In ael"OI fbi' the garden lmllin PaIlamadum fbr betel .. 'riDe and plaIntaln wu not Sl:va. the tJnra In panaDlIJ could not be expreaaed In rtIJOIi _ ...... 
StatmJent 1. 

NANJA. W ABA.'M. 

Statement I.-This statement shows the waram on the nanja lands in the several taluks 
of the zamindari during the periods 1790 tc 1801, 1802 tc 1822, 1823 tc 18 29, 1830 tc 
1852, 1872 to 1889,1890 to 1928. 

It is Been that the waram on the nanja lands remained unaltered ever since their 
introduction during the time of Muthurillappa Pillai in 1790. The principle on which the 
waram was based seems to be generally that described in paragraph 35 of Mr. Lushington's 
letter, datfld 29th December 1800, tc the Board of Revenue, acoording tc which after deduot
ing two kalama for podu selavu (common expenses) in every ten kalams, four kalama are 
allowed to the inhabitant, i.e., the ryot and the remaining four to the me1waramdar. 

NANJATABA.'M PuNJA. 

Statement II-These comprise such of the wet lands as are not fit for paddy oultivation 
for reasons such as the high position with reference to the water level of their respective 
tanks and their consequent in accessibility to water, etc. These lands are therefore 
cnltivated with dry grains such as ragy, cholam, eto. 
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The system prevailing was waram sa well as rent system. The waram system pre
vailed from 1790 to 1822 in all talnks except Arnoothmangalam, Hanumanthagudy, Kotha. 
gainadu, Orur, Kothaipatnam and in eertein villages of Pallamadum taluks, where the 
~irva system prevailed, the tirva charged varied from As. 4-4 to Rs. 4-5-8 per acre. 

From 1823 onwards the tirva systeIII was introduced in the remaining taluks and the 
rates introduced varied from As. 10--4 to R •. 1-9-9 per acre, and have remained almost 
unaltered since. When Government water w"" used with permission, Ii times the assess
ment was collected in all taluks except PaUamadum. From 1890 to 1928, when the 
lands were irrigated with tank water, sarasari or grain equivalent for nanja cultivation is 
being collected as per decision of cOllrt •. 

KOLAK KORVAl. 

Statement llI.-These are lands cultivated with paddy in the bed of tanks just with
out the limits ofthe water spread, the cultivation within the limits of water spread being 
prohibited. As in the case of nanja taram punja both waram and tirva systems prevailed 
till 1822 in respect of this class of land. The highest and the lowest rates varied from 
As. 4-6 to Re. 1-11 ~ except in Orur taluk where the highest rate was Rs. 2-S-6 and the 
lowest As. 15-0 and these rates have been altered into Rs. 1-11-O and Re. 1-2-0 after 
1890. 

REGAl PUNJA. 

Statement I V.-These consist oflands cult.ivated with dry grains. The punja lands of 
the seven taluka, namely, Kamuthi, Abiramam, Arnoothamangalam, Hanumanthagudy, 
Kothagainadu, Orur and Pallamadum and some lands in six villages of Ramnad taluk 
paid the assessment in money while other villages in Ramnad talnk paid in kind. 

The rates for crops not irrigated with tank water varied from As. 4-6 to Rs. 1-11-0 
exoept in Pallamadum where the highest rate wsa Rs. 2-14-7 and the lowest As. 4. There 
is practically no variation in these rates. When tank water is taken, sarasari (grain equi. 
valent of nanja cultivation) is being charged. 

PUNJA VANl'YEB. 

Statement V.-Applicable to special products such as chillies, brinjals, tobaoco, ete., 
raised on dry lands. The rates charged for each crop show that there has been little 
variation in the rates during the several periods in question. 

The Estate Manager has reported that .. the rate of Vanpyer works out to R6. 12--8--0. 
per acre in Pallamadam talnk, while in other taJnks works out to Rs. 2-4-11 per acre. 

The highest rate for betel-vine works odt to Rs. 14rll-O per acre. 

SIVAGANGA ZAMINDARI. 

Peshkash-Rs. 2,63,057-5-2. 

Rent roll-Rs. 11 ,37 ,146--3-S. 
The Diwan of Sivaganga in his memorandum furnishes the following information. 

Lands on which money rents are levied are known as • Tirvapath' lands while 
those on which rent is levied in kind are called 'Warapath ' and ' Varisapath ' lands . 

. Tirvapath ' lands form about 75 per cent of the estate. The rates on wet lands 
range from Re. 1 to Rs. 25 per acre. These rates are fixed on a consideration of the 
nature and descriptions of the lands and not with reference to the crop grown. 

The lands in the villages have been classified with reference to their fertility and 
facilities for irrigation. 

For' Warapath ' lands, one-half of the net produce [that is, after deducting such 
common charges as Kanganam, Kulavettu, Swathanthram and Mahimai] is levied as rent 
when the crop grown is J>addy. Where dry crops are grown on wet lands one-third of 
the estimated yield is leVIed as rent. For dry lands in warapath areas, money rents are 
charged in ayan villages with reference te the crops raised and such rates vary from 
As. ·8-9 to Re. 2-5--4 per kurukkam or 66 cents. In devasthanam inam villages war ... 
path dry lands are charged with one-third of the estimated yield in kind. For warapath 
lands, the landholders' sha~e in respect of wet lands is a specifie~ quantity of paddy, viz., 
1~7-14/16 kalama per umt of chey (1·75 acres) where paddy IS cultivated. For other 
gr~Ill', /lither a cash rent or a specified share of gross produce is taken. For dry lands, 

0011(. B. PART n-36 
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i.e., lands fit only for dry cultivation a money rent or a share of the, net produce is taken 
levied according to the nature of the crop. Where a specified quantity of paddy IS taken 
such levy is made eve~ tim~ a harvest is reaped. Similarly, where a share of the pro
duce is taken such share IS leVIed at each harvest. 
, The existing rates of rent in the warapath area have been in force since fasli 1332 
(1922-23) while the other rates have been in force from time immemorial. 
, Customary levies.-Customary levies such as Swathanthram (payment to villa.ge 

.rtisans), Kulavettu (cess for repairs of tanks), Kanganam (cess of collection and supervi
sion of harvest) and Mahimai (contributions to religious charitable institutions) are 
collected. Of these, Kanganam and Kulavettu are applicable only to warapath lands 
while the others relate to both 'Warapath ' and' Tirvapath 'lands. The ryot's share 
<If the local cesses is also recovered. 

Irrigation.-The irrigation of wet holdings in the samasthanam is mostly from tanks. 
The number of tanks owned by the samasthanam inclusive of ' minor endals ' is 2,312. 
Most of these, about 70 per cent, are rainfed and the rest receive supply of water from 
rivers, minor streams and drainage courses through supply-channels. The chief river 
in the zamindari is Vaigai river. A few tanks about 53 in number lying in the south
-eastern borders of the Government taluk of Melur with an ayacut of 1,200 acres under 
them, are eligible for supply from distributaries Nos. 9 and 11 of the twelfth branch 
,channel of the Periyar System, whenever water is available and can be spared by the 
Executive Engineer. 

Irrigation facilities gifJen by the estate.-The samasthanam collects, in the above
mentioned areas, one-haIf of the cost of water-rate and cesses charged by the Govern
ment and meets the other half from its own funds though strictly speaking the entire 
water-rate and cesses are payable by the ryota. Besides this the samasthanam has paid the 
-entire cost of improving and repairing the first two miles in the Government limits of 
ilie Periyar channel. The cost amounted to Rs. 7,756. 

The amount spent on irrigation works from faslis 1329 to 1346 (both inclusive) works 
<lut to Ra. 29,82,932. 

Most of the tanks and channels are in a good condition. The estate also has carried 
<lut an irrigation scheme called the .. Shield-Kal-Scheme" to utilize the surplus of 
samasthanam Athinipatti tank to supplement and improve the supply to about 62 zamin 
tanks. 

The samasthanam realizes full well that on the proper maintenance of the irrigation 
sources rests the prosperity of the ryots and the samasthanam ultinIately and are acting 
=cordingly. 

Tank-bed.<.-Tank-beds are not assigned. 
The extent of land under cnltivation.-The estate was regularly surveyed only duriog 

the years 1920-24. Reliable figures can be given only for fasli 1336 (1926-27) when the 
new survey was introduced_ According to the survey records maintained in the estate 
the area undeT occupation has undergone a decrease during the years from faslis 1336 
to 1346--0f 4,153 acres under wet lands and 3,486 acres under dry lands. 

Area under oooupation-

F .. U 1338 
Fasli 1346 

Decrease 

Wet. 
AOS. 

187,717'28 
163,564'18 

',153-10 

D'7. 
..os. 

175,537-7(1 
172,051'69 

3,466'07 

~his means that there have been more relinquishments than assignments during the 
period io 'question. The net result is a decrease in aTea and a consequent decrease in 
revenue due to the zaminda ... 

System of accounts kept.-The system of accounts for purposes of the administra
tion of the estate is the same as in force in Government tracts. 

Inams.-There are only devasthanam inam villages in the estate. 
Forelts.-They have been placed under the Madras Forest Act by a Government 

notification, dated 22nd June 1937. The following clause states the forest facilities and 
restrictions :-

.. On an unreserved lands in any village in the estate the graziog of cattle the 
cutting of grass, the collection of dry wood, thorns and leaves of trees not in
~luded in. the list .of re~erved tree~ and of shrubs and the felling of trees not 
meluded m 8uch list will be permitted free of charge provided that the gr888 
wood, thorns anti. leaves of trees are required for agricultural or domestic pur: 
poses by the inhabitants of that or neighbouring villages." 
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Heads of villages will be held responsible for seeing that the above privileges are 
~ot abused and in case of disputes, the Collector· will be the deciding authority. 

Pannai landa.-The total extent of 'private land' (panrlai lands) in the esLate is 
2,499·63 a.cres wet and 468·40 a.cres d~. All of them are old cases. , 

SW'fJe!l.-A survey by the Government Survey Party was condncted in this estate 
during the years 1920-24, and the new survey areas were introduced in 1926-27. The 

o()()st was borne by the landholders and the ryots. . . 
The Assistant Diwan of the estate, gave oral evidence before the committee and ga.ve 

-out the following points. 
The first point on which the Assistant Diwan desires to dwell is the libel'al conces

sions which the estate is giving to the ryots. Estate officers go round periodically, inspect 
places and recommend liberal remissions. In certain cases 2 kalams per acre is fixed. 
Even though the lands are irrigable if the ryot uses one baling, full 25 per cent remission 
is given. Liberal remission is given if the crop is poor owing to the salinity of the soil, 
·even though water-supply is sufficient. In addition to that 30 per cent remission is given 
for fall in prices. These are given unasked. The witness fw·ther states that even before 
the Debt Relief Act came into existence, Tahsildars and Diwan held consultations and 
thought fit to give a 30 per cent remission. The witness states that 25 10,k11s have beeu. 
given in the form of seasonal and concessional remissions. 

The following statement gives the amount of remission given to the ryote :-
Fasli 1343 

JI 1344 
" 1345 
.. 1348 

3 ., 
1 .. 
3 .. 

9 

" .. 
" 

The estate has written off arrears of rent for the last five faslis; the amount so written 
-()ff comes to Rs. 6,52,000. This was done before the Debt Relief Act was passed. 

The witness gives further interesting particulars. The time-barred arrears for the 
'last four faalia come to Rs. 4,56,894. The total remission of intereat accrued comes to 
about Rs. 4 lakhs. On the whole the estate haa given a remission of Re. 25,25,316 for the 
In at fot''" years. The witness is of opinion that no ryota of any other estate can expect 
-ClOncessions of this kind. 

Irrigation facilities.-The estate has not stinted expenditure on irrigation. There 
are 2.312 tanks of which except 500 or 570 all are in a fairly good condition. The estate 
has been "pending 2 lakhs of rupees over them on an average. During the last two yea.rs 
i lakhs on an average were spent on maramat works. Recently about Rs. 6,000 were 
spent for repairing the channel leading from the Periyar borders to the ryotwari lands 
in the zamin. The estate has also dug IL channel at a cost of about Rs. 8,000 
for the irrigation of nearly 25 villages bordering on the Periyar, ao that the ryots may 
have the benefit of the Periyar irrigation. Add to this when the Periyar water is supplied 
Government charges full water-rate but the estate meets half and the ryota the other half. 
'These are the irrigation facilities given by the samasthanam to the ryots. The witness 

. , further states that the ryots are not doing even the ordinary kudimaramats. The estate 
itself is attending to them. 

The extent of land irrigated by the Periyar and Va.igai rivera will be roughly one
-eighth of the estate. Seven-eighths of the esta.te is dry, depending on rain-fed tanks. 

Rain/oli.-There was sufficient rain during the last two or three years. There was 
<25 to 80 inches of rain on an average. 

Villag68.-There are nearly 2,000 villages; ahout 709 groups according to the Govern
ment svstem. Most of the villages depend on rain; a small portion of the estate is fed by 
the Vaigai and Periyar rivers; the rest are rain-fed. 

Drinking water in tlillages.-To the question whether there is drinking water in 
"ri1Ja.ges the witness answers "it is a great defect." To another question as to what 
arrangements the estate has made for supply of drinking water the answer is given that 
there are small tanks. 

The e:z:tent 0/ 'ftIJnjll and punja landa.-The extent of nania Ianda in the eatate 
is 102,000 acres. Punia will be about one-fourth of the nania extent. The sources 
<Of. itTigation for nania lands are the Vaigai and the Periyar rivers. There are rich 
streams like SBTUgani river and a few other streams which are not bad. The reRt are 
tanks. 
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As regards nanja rate tho: bulk. is from Rs. 3 to Rs. 16. A portion of the land 
is fed by the Vaigai and Perl)'ar rIvers'. Some of these lands are betel-leaf gardens, 
The land-oWners sub-lease thell" lands and they get Rs. 100. In the case of such 
lands a rent of Rs. 20 is charged. These are the kinds of lands which bear such a. 
high rate. 

CowIe landB.-Cowle is a favourable tenure. The proportion of the lands that ar& 
'held under cowie tenure will be about one-tenth of the lands. 

The rate in such cases is Rs. 2l to RIo. 3. Remission to the extent of 30 per cent
'is given for dry lands also. 

Assessment.-The witness says that assessment in the estate is not very heavy. 
Only 1 per cent of the ryots pay above the rate of Rs. 20. Four per cent of the 
ryots pay between Rs. 20 and Rs. 23. Sixty-seven per cent of the ryots pay at th& 
rate of Rs. 16. Eighteen per cent of the ryots pay between Re. 1 to Rs. 4. . 

The witness says that ryots have absolutely no grievances at all and mentions 
the fact that the estate has also given 30 per cent remission for economic depression. 

Commutation of Tent.-Money-system was introduced in 1922. Tirvapat lands 
'form about 75 per cent of the estate. Commutation .rates were fixed· with reference to 
half the melvaram which has been in vogue from time immemorial. The witness says 
that the ryots do not at all grudge to pay the half melvaram. 

AC'cording to· him, the whole difficulty is due to the following factors pt'easing th& 
ryots:- . 

(1) Lack of proper marketing and communication facilities. 
(2) Whimsicalities of the season. 
(3) Fall in prices and consequent lack of enthusiasm on the part of the ryots. 
(4) Want of application to cultivation. 

The witness further states that yield has considerably decreased at present. An 
acre of land which was yielding 30 kalams before is now yielding only 15 kalams. 

Commutation was adopted at a time when the price of paddy was about to Rs. 6: 
per kalam. The price is Es. 3-12--0 now. The commutation rate is double the rate 
now prevailing. To a question the witness answers that there is no village in tho> 
zamin where the rent is felt too much and that liberal seasonal and concessional remis
sions are given. 

Rates in GOflemment fls1lages.-The witness is not acquainted with the rate pre
vailing in the· Government villages. . 

Reduction of ,.ent.-To a question whether he will have any objection if th& 
Government fixes rates of rent in the estate, similar to those prevailing in Government 
villages, the witness answers that the supply in the estate is precarious whereas tho> 
supply in Government villages is sure and the two rates ca.nnot therefore be properly 
compared. 

The zamindar is not either for reduction or for enhancement of rent. 
As regards the Government reducing the ra.tes of rent the witness says .. wo> 

have got the security now tha.t the Government will not meddle with it. 1f they begin 
.to interfere it will be unsafe." 

FOTests and grazing facilities.-The estate has just received orders reserving forests 
to the extent of 13;000 acres. During the Court of Ward's time all forests were 
reserved. The estate is going to notify again. As regards grazing facilities, there are 
1,760 !Lcres of unreserved forests free for grazing. The witness states that there is 
no trouble at all about forest rights. The rates of fees according to him are very low, 
8 annas for bulls, cows, and buffaloes and for sheep 4 annas for a year. The witness 
has no idea whether these rates are cheaper than Government rates. . 

Collection.-The witness says that in the matter of collection the estste has certain 
handicaps. He complains that village officers instead of being helpful create mischief. 
It is the opinion of the witness that while the ryots are quite amenable, it is the villag& 
officers .. that create I'll sorts of mischief and set people by the ears and make bargain 
out of it." At present the estate has power only to nominate the village officers. 
Once the appointment is made they are virtually independent and are feared very 
m nch by the villagers. 

The witness thinks that if the appointment and punishment of village officers 
is given to the estate, collection work would be better and very easy. 

To facilitate collection, the witness suggests that the Rent Recovery Act might 
be made applicable to the zammdari villages also in the interests of the ryot and tho> 
landlord. 
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v:,'Toi~39.tie$tiiili~he'!~~r'it will be helpful. if collection, work is handed over ~ tha 
(l}overnmettt tba Witnesli' 'answers that there 18 no necesSlty for that at all; "if the 
estate is given more powei'll; it, will be able to have speedy collections; there is neS 
~!lIIity lo~_ ~ GeJ'I~ment to interfere in this .matter." 
".c" Collection)sat year:, waa 12 1akha Olit of .. demand of 18 lakha. Average demand 
for the last five years including old. arrears waa nearly 19 lakbs. : 

. A. rrears.,-.The estate waa under the Court of Wardll from 1918-1933. At the time 
~f the 'C9urtofWards handing over to the estate the arrears amounted to 35 iakhs. 
, . 'The cause for large arrears under the Court of Wards a.coording to the witness 
is" they, did . not give remission, whereas we did." The revenue balance at present 
is 34·41 lakhs.,. This amount represents accumulated arrears for .. series of 15 years." 
llecrees have been kept alive all the time. 

To a' qllestion by the Chairman of the Committee about the position of the average 
tenant with regard to his inability to pay, the. witness answers that having regard to 
the prices' of paddy these are hard days now. and that is why the estate is grantin~ 
collcessions np to 30 per QBnt. 

" Coercifle proce8se,' for recoflery .of rent.-The estate does not go to the extent of 
selling binds and it has been avoiding land ejectments and sales. They only resort to 
distraints wh,erever necessary • 
. .. During ~he Court of Ward's time they had recourse to courts for recovery of rent. 
They now think that it is unnecessary waste of money and so they settle outside. The 
expenditure on litigation used to be 3 lakhs a year during the time of Court of Wards. 
It is now Re. 25,000. 

Ouitomkry c8886,.-By way of .. swathanthram" and .. mahimai" the estate is 
getting' abollt Re. 13,000 every year. The whole amount from "mahimai" is ntilized 
for certain public mstitutions. The estate is running the Raja's High School, a poo" 
boy's hostel and two choultries. Whatever ba1ance remains it is paid to the Thiruva
vaduthnrai mutt. 
.. Village servants like carpenter, blacksmith, washerman and barber are paid from 
the swataritram cess. Accounts are kept separately with regard to these cesses. 

Kula"ettu (Oe8,-/or repairing irrigation worksl.-Total amount collected by way of 
.. Kulavettu" will be about Rs. 3,000 or Re. 4,000. A separate fund is constituted 
tor this and separate e.ccounts are kept. 

The indebtedness "f the ryot.-The Assistant Diwan says that the ryots are badly 
indebted. It is the same even in co-opel'8tive societies. So far as his experience goes, 
the societies have not baen working well. The number of societies in tile whole 
estate was about 200. One hundred societies were liquidated. New societies in the 
area were started numbering about 30 to 40. 

'rhe witneBB agrees that co-operntive societies on new basis will help the zamindar 
and the ryot alike. Proper arrangements are IlIdCessary. It all depend.s on. the paying 
ca.pe.cityof the ryot. The estate ia interested in the paying. capacity of the ryot and 
it will do its best in this rega.rd. But co-operation, however, does not flourieh owing 
t~ the predominance of Chetti creditors. The witness feela that it will be a great 
help to give marketing facilities to ryots as they are in a pitiable condition. 

The esta.te is quite prepared' to co-operate with the Government if tbey will 
introduce lr.nything as it will clear its arrears. ThId witness is of opinion that the Debt 
Relief Act will not· help, because most of the ryots bave accumulated heavy arrears 
and each bas to pay three or four kists. He doubts very much if 10 or 15 per cent 
of the ryots will get the benefit. The witness thinks tha.t most of the ryots cannot 
pa.y the arrears for faalis 1346 and 1347. 

The estate has given remissions which will oome to Rs. 15 per &ae. Beyond that 
it cannot go, aa its hands are tied. 

The witne88 has read the bulletins and proposals of the Reserve Bank and is of 
GlpinioD that they wil1 undoubtedly prove beneficial, and feels that some systematic and 
'.11 tense work is neceBSBry. '. . 

Only recently the co-operative societies have e.cquired power to distr&in' lands. 
TL.ey are hringing lands' to sale but such C&Bes are not common. 

Economic holding.-According to the witneBB, about 5 acres of wet land would 
ronstitute a decant economic holding. That would be a good estimate. The witnesa. 
COlnplains that irriga.~ion fa.cilities available in ~eltaic areaa are absent in the . .mmin;: 
Consolidation of holdmgs are therefore nof, l"'"OIble. 
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m WJf9.~i· ~.f:i :r¥~f,f!.S;r,4~E~ M.I>lR ,t~!f ~.G;01lfA'{{;rr-E.r..f~B~·.I~ 
.c," tlle.,~\tne~.,h\)wev~,;lIlVees:'Y.ith, th~ .Chainll~n';~ ~hll; ;Committ.ee, that if,every 
wchof grou~d .~s ,made. to Yfeld :w't~Jlie aJdpt Iate~t agrlcultural lIletliodsat cheapest 
~p~t~,2 oac:~es ?p8J!.d_ wo,ul~:qo~stltut.e a~ood ecpnomIp hol~Ing. . '. 

He also mentions the fact' ,ilia!;' at present· a' ryot owns 10 cents, ~(j cents and So 
e>ll;·OI:-!O·,!l"Ilts' in ,000e)~a<le 'anl'l·15 .. cents in another 'plliCe <or' where there arebrothera 
20 or 30 cents may be JOIntly owne.d, .by two or three. ,,". .. . . . . , ' 

- ""Eniigfa'tion;',':"'Some ryots' hi· the zariim' are emigrating to foreign coUntries. 
According to the witness it is not due'to the hard ct>nditions prevailing in the zamindiLri. 
They go· to foreign countries with the hope of making quick 'Profits without working 
hard and they get employment as 'clerks and. accountants under.N attukcattai Chettiyara 
oJ:.&smanag.ers in tea or rubber estates.. Their numbe~ afteralbis,·not much. . : -

,,;. ',~( ., . ,: -hi :i ~, .j. ..1 . 

". . The 'l'I'hole d!ffic?lty a.ccordin~ to the witness is that people do. not exert them'l81ves 
~:r;td .. t\lokll_ ~ cultIvatIon. of Janlls. .' . . 
"- . -',," - ,,' .. ,,' ",,' ".,.", . 

The witness'continuing states that the ryot can' sink a well at'6 ·~of Rs. 300: 
he can raise short-term crops but he does not do BO. The' estate>js ad~ng the rycl& 
~ l!&i~fiI. 1Ih9rt-term crops. ,.The.ryot cange~' on· vfJfY well by raising commercial crops 
al).d the es~e,t!l cloesnot. cbllrge !!n~hing if .he dpes il bY!lleans otw!'ter ftom wella. 

As against the above evidence tendered in a written memomndum by the Diwan 
and 'tm-ollghthe' Assistant Diwan-orally :before,'the Committee theryot witnesses gavo 
the''' following evidenee :'-'- - .. . . . '.' . . '. . 

_.' "'Witn~ss'~o. 25~:Mr. P. S. SuhrahinanyaAyyar, M~namadura •. 

,: ' . .8y8t~m. of"a88e~ilment.-Jn. Sivaganga. zamin 'rent _ f<mnerly paid. In· kind but 
about-ten' or fifteen years ago, it was converted into "money: rent. Even now" Wara
patq '! preva.ils With regard to 25 per cent of lands in the zamin. 

-" Th~' Viitkss state~ that money rent w~ fixed ~~ the level of prices th~n existing. 
The prices of grains ~ed high then. But fall in prices to the extent of 50 per cent 
has taken plii.Ce since that time. The yield of lands' have become poor o~g to lack 
of irrigation facilities and failure of se~onal rains. . , 

RemissiQn._Taking:.the ab'ove facts into consideration, remission to the extent of 
about 30 perCent is given by the estate.' The contention of the witness is that any amoun~ 
of re!Dission given on the ' origina.l rate' wiUno't be adequate and satisfactory:; 
.. ".~ ~:;~,;",;,I,.~?'.' ,_." -., .. " 

_ Thllwitness ~tates. thlOt jn his own case a • liberal. remission ' was given' forarreal'l\ 
Of. rent. ;Sut that. was not .' gen~atremissio~. '. In caSe of m-y l~dh'~ if .. there i~a 
fp.ilure· of crops,o~g to, lack of raJ!l, .full re!P'8s1on,Jlhould,be gIve~ jr, .' .' .,.,._ 

Remission of rent should be given accordi!lg t~ particuiar circillrnsta.nceS and the Wit~ 
ness' ideaoli fair.'al1d equitl1-ble,.remission.is.thllt .retqi.s5i9~;obtainable from wet rates 
settled fromRs. 2 to.Rs •.. 6 acQOrding ·to • tarams.' ,.'l'J;IE~"wi,t!less wants that. relDission 
shoUld be giv.el1 in a c()mprehens\ve !Danner in aJl deserving cases; In this connexWJ1, he 
wants that. the 'circular' with regard to remission should be enforced. . 

Rate~f :'ent.-In case 01 lands irrig~tedby ram-fed tanks the' zamin rates'rellch 
up to Rs. 21! per acre, -whereas' Government rate for such lands ranges from R&. Ii' to 
lla.- 8. 'One acre .of ",Atl",nd.has~tG pay,~assessme!ltranging from Rs. 15 to Re. 20 
in--.~~madura. . The 'V~l1ll ;.of one acre of.. wet land ranges from Rs. 500 .to Rs., .~~O. 

',-Dry'rate~il1o~el f~!l'm" Ii' anl)a~ ioIt~;: 1'-8-,.0. In certain 'localities high' dry'riIt~s 
p~e.Jail, th.at is" .from ]~\. '2-8:-b.to Rs, 4-S-{) •. The witness is of opinion tha" suc:tt 
high ratesshouJd not· be levied'''oti[ lands' cultiv.ated with great labour and exertion 
lly .thll ryots and which '!Vholly depend on. rainfall. Prices have fallen considerably and 
such excessive 'rates alie' iinbearable by the ryots. . . . 

, qultil)ati~", ... expense8.-C~tivation expenses. for. one' ar:re of wet lanccf com~s. t6 
~s .. 35, The pt:~~uce mayg~ve Rs. 30 or Re. 40. Stra:", . gives about Rs .. 10. a:rant
mil' that thetenalits themselves plou!rh the lands, there will on~ be a margm of Rs. '10 
or Rs. 15 left out of it if the amount for seeds for the next year s cultivation is deaucted. 
There- is only"a btJance ,\f Rs,,; P. . , '.)' -. 

If the half-share ren~"ts'cbmpute(l there will only/be a balance clf·Rs. ~. 
" . (]a;de~ .lii!i~::.:L'1'he ·ryots·'a.i~. not°itble ~o-beB.rtpe,· garden rate's. ' .Garael'l"lands 

iepresent the ryotS' patd labour and ~l\erti.on._. So' no kind of 'enhanCed renll should be 
lIivied·ou'sUcli'ls.riiIiI.·: ',", .. :. "', '. ':"': ... , .. , .. ' ." ....•. ';' 

•• ,.fA'· ~ _'.', !.':;". ~ ..... :;.. .• r •• \ 



, . ,In:igat~n grie"ail~tICe'~""Thll}najll~ J)9..liti!l~,:9.fr:.~eil~~'.ia. ~fed, ,,':I.'he.~nds are 
pard hit owmg. to f ure of 8eI!oBOnall'&ll)s., .. ",,,.. ,') .' ,: ..: .. ..; 

There a.re BOme portions which a.i-e ilTiga.ted .. hY,Vaigai chamlel. but Vaiga.i., W9i~ 
lIever re9ichX!lost, of. .thecIIoIlMs. As regs.rds ;repaipl ,to. ,irrigation :W9cl<s,· the. witIleq 
says that BOme rep9iirs are being ma.d~ but they are not Mequate.. . ,>. '; 
.' . The estate, has not been blessed by. nature lIS regards water'90urces,,:!;\le .. ,re:quest 
of the' witness is that sufjicient irrigationalflJcilities should be~ven .to th&.r,r,?ts~ ::'; 

·FOf'eBtIl and grtJzing'/acilities.-There Mea; few forests in, the :zamin. :Theryots 
have no grazing facilities, In 8i few small forests;;that 'exist,licence is necessary· fOIl 
grazing. Ryots should be given. fli,~"grllfing ,f9iCilities'!"~()Ut lIoIly restrictions, 

Communal landB.-The witness says that fotmerly' no porambokes specifically 
existed, Communal lands were' in the possession and' full enjoyment"ofJthe villagers, 
They' were' kIiown by the name oUns.tham IlIoIlds. Trees onslloh' lantis' were' freely 
made use of by the zamindars.and ryots a.lib:N!lw; ~nl:Y',treeli&D"web 'la.nds bear nd 
tax. All other trees are tued.· Ce'rta.in trees e'Ven 'on· opa.ttlll lands are &leo ·ta.xed. The 
JVitness.mentions the circwar. 0.£ 'M~,Bhield ·directing tpe ryots to ,jlllIoIlt tJ:ees •. The 
:wi~esds 'dbesirthes that 8frven j l;ees W:hi

t
' 'ch aren()toD:'P!!'~ta,I!,ndsshoul~be p~tt~4 .~,ql ~ll 

enJoye y e ryots ee 01 lIoIly ax. 

· . CoiDi~' ~nds.~Th~ :;.ntness' h~sBome ~owle'iand~. The ren('i~;:B's.'(f'p~r.· acr~ 
whicl\, the,wfiaesittbiPks is high. He has worke~orit the figul-esan(l h~ ill gei~ing ~~y. 
Re ... 2-1YJaa be ~"~ pa.;y extra wage~ £or Wlc~turaI )&/lour, . .. . . ; 

Leale of lands .-The witness ha.s lea.sed out BOme of his lands. He gets' half.wai:Ql~ 
i.e., half of the net produce. 

8ettlement! and' cla88ificaliil~"df lana8.~Tbe'~i~iiess· compi;,ms th~t' llIoIldB were not 
properly cla.ssmed,. 'fertile, lIt.rld&\m. certainpl9iCes ·.,being )WIsessed .loW' and lands which 
purely. ,depend,.on rainfall being"lIssessed high. Lands should, ,be classified .\ldld.l1lJ1.ta 
ped 9,COOrding to irrigation f!Wiliti~s and natur~9f, ,the l!Oil~: '.. " 

The settlement was done by the Court oI! Wards; The survey was done:by the 
Government;. '," i 

MISOELLANEOUS DEMANDS ~ SUGGES'J'IONS. 
. . . -, ~',' '. • j .: ; . " '! - . - •• " , 

,. The impoverished ryots desire to earn:, 0.. little ,profit by building hOWles; clliel;lnlt 
.heds, etc., on their dry mnds and let them out· for rent.~'his is not ~owed nQw,,: 
and .the, ryot's attempts to make both ends . meet are thus thwarted. . . 
· . The witness complailis that agricultUre is not ,a,' paying: conceni.~nd ''With ali hill 
knowledge )WI. an ligricultural diploma.,-holder· ahd 1).is·: new 'experiments, no profi( isl 

deri:fed from· land.' He also mentions the fact that m:'the 'coUrse·of six'y'ear~"fi'oll1: 
1923 to 1929 thousllollds of suits have been launched in courts. Enormous ''expeni!e~flJjllVe: 
helln- inCUl!l'ed. Bomesuits are still pending.' !.rhe notir are', 'poor.' to ,carry on, litigation 
IlUccessfully. The .witness therefore desireathat.a· village ,panchayat should be: <lIinstitut. 
ed to settle disputes ·between the . estate' IIoIld the' ryots iii various centrell> .·Revepue 
Board or'Governor shomd be its appellate authority.'" '. "', '; .. 

;Witness No. 254,' Mr;: Udayappa, Presid~Dt, ZaIilin Ryots' Association', Siv~g8: 
'Raus of ~ent''7The witness complains tjlat rates. of rent are exc~ssive' ~Ii.d some' 

l10ta a.re emigrating to foreign countries. . , ,".' ., , 
· In Bivaganga Zamin, wet rates rarig~j tiblh::lt~.3 to: REi. 24; In ,the" adjacent' 

Government village of Malapatti rates are only troll!. Re .. 4 .tII· ~s. 71 per sere.' In tb~ 
",djoining zamin yillages' again ratespreVl\il np to Re. 20; 

In the Kumarali village j,n Tiruvadllolli t8iu~, the. r~t~ ia only Rs. 6 while theiaIQin 
rates range from Re. 14 tQ B.s ... 21-.. , In, th& Govl!rnment taluk of Para.n:illkudi, the rate' 
is onlyRe. 6-1~ per aere. In the' adjoining 2amin villages aga.in tbe r!l~e8 p~eyai~ 
from Re. 8 to Re. 20. .' ,,- . 

.. ' . .~ 'I " . , . J. . . . _ ", " 

The witness says that' in his viUage one·tbb-d· of the lands pays lIoIla:ssessm~'It ,of. 
Re. 20 per acre, necannot speak about the za.m,in as a wbQ!e. He cannoJ say, that' 
in the whole zamin ~here 'are only 60 acres of land. raying IIoIl IIoSsessment of ;Rs. 24. per 
acre. . From what ,people say. however, h.e coUld infer there are morEl lands paying' 
that high rent. HIS patta, No. 210 bears as assessment of Rs.~. . (He filed" records 
r&garding Government rate.) ... " .. ' 

General, fllJ/u • . of ~"d.-He· bought one aore of w~t lllfld ten years_ ago lor. Re".(OO. 
_ . Irrigaticm tDOf'k" and their tIUImtena"ce • ..,..The witness 'files papers' to' showdhRt 
urgent petitions were sen' to the Diwan and :es1Jate 'officials to.effect the ·repairll,·to.,*be 
tanks. .. ...., .~ .... r,," . , :t':i,;~ . 
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'," .. Only one ot two' tanks were repaired in one area." There are ;many "b:Jote to 
be attended to. The witness com plains that· repairs are done in an iiladequate lind 
indifferent manher.· He mentions that in Vesangapalli village," Kalungus -" (water 
sluices) breached five or six years ago. Petitions are sent YlllU"ly by the ryote. Repairs 
are still not effected. , .. , . .. . '" . . .. ;. . ' 

t.l'heengineering department is more interested in collecting rents than in attend. 
ing to· irrigation ·works.· To a. question by Sri Kumaraswa.mi Raja the witness replied' 
that if the' e)lgineering department devotes itself to repairs ,of irrigation works properly, 
it . ,v~uld have no time left for other work, like collecting rent; . 

According to the witness the estimated expenditure for maramat ftom faslia lSS{ 
tQ 1337 (four years) is only Rs. 6,96,196. He does not know whether or not the state
ment of the. Diwan that 35 lills have been spent for 1919 to 1937 is correct, The, 
.witness complains that slllices of Maramattu tank are closed and the tank is leased out 
for fishing when the crops are still in nee.d of water.supply. This ca.uses great hl!l'dship 
til. the .ryots. Ill·feeling is engendered and disputes arise.. ., , 

: .' 'The witness also states that the .ryots are nat able to pay kist because of failure 
bf the crops, and that again is due to ·lack of irrigation facilities." . ~ . 

. . - ~ 

.. In some villages the estate charges Rs. 5 for an hour for letting water' to fields. 
The witness' does not know that the Diwan is making great endeavours to get the 
Periyat water to the zamin. He wants that the above benefit should be given to th& 
ryots as early as possible. The water rate should be similar to that of the ayan (water) 
rate. 

Witness No. '255, Sri Chokkalingam Ambalam, Sivaganga. 

Rent.~Thia witness complains against fJariaapath SY8tem of rent.-This is a. 'parti. 
<mlar form of rent in kind. The witness states that under the system even if the yield 
is only 5 kalama of paddy, the estate insists upon its due of 10 kalams and 30 measures .. 
Pattas are also granted on such a condition. 

If the yield is below 5 kalama a petition has to be lodged and the estate ofl'lcial~ 
calculate the yield and the produce according to .. waram .. system. 

Cu/tifJation ea:pense8.~ne mattah, that is 1 acre and 75 cents only, gives about 
10, 13 or 15 kalams of paddy. The cultivation expenses come to Rs. 55. The margin 
left for the i'yots is very meagre. They could neither pay the kist nor maintain them. 
selves.' Failure of seasonal rains has become a chronic thing in the zamin. . With' all. 
the labour and exertion of the ryot, produce is VElry poor. The witness therefore pleads 
that rates prevailing in the Government areas should be adopted. In the case of renti 
in kind more consideration should be shown to the ryots. The commutation rate as it; 
is cannot be accepted. 

(}riefJance$ regMding distraint fWoceedings.-The· witness complains that distraint,; 
proceedings take place without proper notice. Demand notice isaflixed in some un· 
frequented comer. The notice is very often a little bit of paper thrown carelessly in. 
the threshing floor. The fact that many ryots are illiterate should not be lost sight 
of. lf the .ryots -reap the crops without knowledge of the notice 'criminal prosecution 
stares them in the face. 

lf the ryot has ten acres of land and has arrears of rent amounting to Rs. 25, five, 
acres of his land are. brought to auction and taken for a nominal price of Re. 1. Pattaa 
with regard to such lands are registered in favour of the estate. , ',. , 

Communal Zand8.-Till fasli 1338, the ryots were in enjoyment of almost all oom: 
munal lands. Cattle were grazing freely in the forests. Fuel was being taken free of 
any restriction. The ryots were having brick-kilns in some of the communal lands .. 
They had their houses built on poramboke lands. They were also removing earth for: 
various purposes. 

Pattas.-The witness complains that pattas are. never transferred. New pattas are 
not given. 

Irrigation works and their maintenance.-After the Court of Ward's time it can.' 
not be said that silt in any tank was removed. To II question by the Zamindar of. 
Mirzapuram, ~he witnes.s replies that ab.out. two or three r:ears ago the estate repaired. 
the breeches m the Arlyur tank. but SIlt m the tank which has an extent of about 
two square miles was not cleared. , . , 

The ry~ts have sent petitions to the Diwan about the condition of all tanks. " The
Diwan visits the villa%8 twic~ every year; T~e Assistant Diwan comes .. frequently. 
They ar~ made acquamted. W1t~ the ryots gnevances. Spapdy redress IS promised; 
But nothing helpful or tlingIble IS done subsequently. . • 
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A mbala ma7lyam.-The witness states that in his area .. Ambala manyam" was 
prevailing in certain places. These lands were distmct from natham lands (the site of the 
dwelling of the villagers as distinct from the lands attached to the village). 'l"hey may be 
either punja lands or nanja porambokes. 'l'he ryots "'ere in possession and enjoyment of 
these lands. 'l'he estate now demands flazzar for these lands. 

The witness mentions that the custom prevailed till recently by virtue of which the 
ryots were cultivating forest lands, fit for cultivation. The ryots had a right to cultivate 
such lands. No permission was necessary. 'l'he estate can only levy reasonable rent on 
such lands. This condition is found in the patta. The .ryots' enjoyment of such lands 
cannot be characterized as unauthorized and .. naZZ(ll"" cannot be defended as a penalty 
fee. 

Apl\rt from the rent payable on these lands a nazzar of Rs. 4-6-0 has to be paid. The 
combined demand works out to 10 kalams of paddy which is excessive. 

The witness showed the relevant records and took it bMk. A rent of Rs. 1-9-0 for 
It &eres of land is paid and he thereby pbtained all rights and interests with regard to the 
land. Such a cuatom still exists. In fasli 1328, the Court of Wards demanded a lump sum 
of Rs. 15 and said that unless it was paid the old rate cannot be accepted. The sum was 
collected. The ryots filed a suit against it and judgment was given in their favour. The 
witness filed a copy of the judgment. 

Detlasthanam flillages.-In devasthanam villages" warapath .. system of rent prevails. 
The gross produce is shared equally between the ryots and the zamindar. In some cases 
cultivation expenses are deducted and what remains afterwards is shared between the 
zamindar and the ryots. 

In this connexion the witness complains that permission to reap the crop. depends on 
the caprice of zamin subordinates. Permission is very often delayed causing much incon
venience and loss to the ryots. 

The witness makes another complaint, namely, that the computing of the produce 
depends very much on the goodwill and favour of the zamin official. If he is pleased, 
he can put down the produce as " Pulli," that is, below a yield of five kalams of paddy. 
If he is 80 minded he can find it as " Madangal," that is, above a yield of .five kalalllll 
of paddy. This leads to corruption and illegal exactions. 

Customary cesscs.-Maniba swathantram is collected and paid to those to whom it is 
due. .. KlIlavettu .. is collected hut tanks are not looked after. The witness does not 
know whether the estate pays swatb&ntram properly or not. 

Rent paid.-The witness owns 100 acres of dry land and 150 acres of wet lands. For 
Ii acres of wet land he pays (rent in kind) 10 kalams, 32 ollocks and 1/32 measure of 
paddy. An acre of land does not yield more than 12 kalams of paddy. Twenty-five years 
ago 1 acre and 75 cents of land yielded 30 kalams. 

Remission.-Remission is never given. In some cases remission is given for arrears 
of rent. He was given a remission of about Rs. 600. It is not true that for arrears of 
rent amounting to Rs. 5,000 half of it was given as remission to him. It may be so, 
according to their accounts. But the witness says that he can show receipt to the 
effect that deducting Rs. 540 due to him as remission he had paid the whole arrears. 

Witness No. 256, M;r. R. V. Swaminathan of Paganeri. 
Rates 01 rent.-The witness states that rent is excessive in the village of Malampatti 

in the zamin. Formerly rent varied from Rs. 6 to Rs. 8. Later the price of paddy rose 
and a new rate was fixed on the basis of the prices then ruling. Subsequently there 
was a I.henomenal fall in prices. But the rate fixed at the time of high prices still con
tinues. People therefore Bre unable to pay the kist. 

Arre/J1's 01 rent.-According to the witness arrears of rent amount to 50 lalli. 

Distraint proceedings.-Standing crops are aUMhed which is improper and causes 
great lOBS. It should be provided that crops should not be attached. Cattle should not 
be distrained. Ornaments worn by women and children should not be distrained accord
ing to the demand notice itself. But this condition is not observed. The witness men
tions a hard case where the ear-rings of a deCaulter were seized. The witness complains 
that distraint proceedings take place without proper notice and in the absence of the 
tenant. 

Forest.-All wood in the forest is given on contract. The rvots are not able to 
remove even manurial leaves. There was plenty of dry land available before and the 
ryot~ lIoeel to raise I!'"8ss and kollu for cattle. All these facilities are now lost. At the 
time of settlement, the zamindar took them away as his own, though we were enjoying 
them berore. 

COif. R. PART n-38 
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SUNJey.-Survey was done by the Court of Wards and not by the Government. 

Suaa~stions.-If the grievances of ryots are to be remedied the zamindari system 
should be abolished. The whole thing should be taken by the Government. If that is 
not found feasible, agents should be appointed to protect the interests of the ryots. 
They should be non-officials. The appointment may be honorary or Bome remuneration 
can be paid or suitable arrangements can be made. 

Inams.-The witness complains that inamdars treat the tenants as their cattle. On 
occasions of marriage or death the inamdar compels the tenants to work in his house. 
Such a thing should not be allowed to go on. 

Continuing he pleaded that inam villages also should be brought under the Act ae 
their position is worse than other villages in the zamin. 

Witness No. 258, ;Mr. Sheik Ismail Ambalam of Manamadura. 

The witness seems to be ;Methuselah come to life. He says he was born on 19th 
December 1823. The witness was arrested on warrant for arrears of rent about five 
or six years' ago. The court however sent him away. 

. He has still Rs. 60 or Rs. 70 to pay by way of arrears. He wants justice to be 
done. 

ClassificatioruJ of lands and rates of assessment in the Sif)aaangIJ zamindari.-The 
:Madura Country Manual gives the following particulars regarding the classifications of 
lands and rates of assessment thereon, which were traditionally prevailing in the zamin
dari.· As mentioned in the Diwan's memorandum there have been changes with regard 

. to some of them; but the following account will give a fair idea of the revenue history 
of the zamindari :-

.. The cultivated land of the Sivaganga Zamindari appear to be divided (or revenue 
purposes into-

(1) Nanjai. 
(2) Kulam-korvai. 
(3) Varisaipat nanjai. 
(4) Nanjataram punjai. 
(5) Tirvapat nanjai. 

(6) Nania vanpayer. 
(7) Varapat tidakknl pun)llJ.. 
(8) Tirvapat tidakkal punjai. 
(9) Punja van payer. 

Nanjai.-Ordinary lands o( this description are taken in the following manner :
The crop is divided equally between the zamindar and the ryot after 10 per cent 
has been set aside, for swatantrams, etc. 

Kulam-koNJai lands are such as are comprised within the water-spread of the tank 
nnd cultivated for rice crops. The cultivators of them pay in some villages a 
waram or share of one-third and in others· of one-half of the gross produce. 
No&hmg is said with regard to swatantrams. Perhaps it may be assumed that 
where the tax amounts to half the produce no swatantrams are allowed (or on 
thp ground that the lands are exceptionally fertile and that where it amounts to 
ollly one-third, the non-provision for swatantrams is compensated for by allowing 
the ryot an unusually large proportion of the produce. 

Varisalpat nanjai pays a fixed tax in kind in good and bad seasons alike. Lands 
following under this head are divided into two classes; and the varisai or 
customary assessment is in the case of better sort 11 kalams 3 marnkkals 
on each chey; in tbe case of the less valuable sort 10 kalams 8 marukkuls. 
The Sivaganga kalam consists of 12 marakkals of a 4t Madras measures 
each and the Sivaganga chey contains 4,480 square yards or 256 ku1is of 17t 
square yards each. 

Nanjai taram punja land.-This land was naturally capable of producing paddy and 
other crops which require constant irrigation but was so ill-supplied with water 
that it would not pay a man to raise such crops on it. Land so denominated 
pay a varam of one-third; no allowance apparently being made (or common 
expenses. 

Tirupat nanjai pays tax in money at the following rates:
The first sort pays Rs. 12-S-0 per chey. 
The second sort pays Rs. 9--13-0 per chey. 
Nanjai f)anpayer is of three kinds and taxed accordingly. The first kind is culti
vated with betel-vine and pays a tax which varies from Rs. 62 to Rs. 163i. 

The second kind is cultivated with plantations, sugarcane, karunei, turmeric, 
etc., and is assessed with rates varying from Rs. 2, to Rs. 6i. 
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Varapat tidakkal punjai appear to be ordinary bigh unirrigated lands cultivated 
with tbe usual dry grains. It is assessed with the tax of varam of one-third 
of tbe produce taken, after the common expenses bave been allowed for. 

Tirutlapath tidakkal punjai pays a tirvai instead of a varam from Re. 1-4-0 to 
Rs. 5 per kurukkam, measuring 24 bagams or 156 square feet. 

Punja tlanpayer lands are punjai lands cultivated with garden produce sucb as 
brinjals, chillies, tobacco, sweet-potatoes, onions, gre~ns, turmeric, karunei, 
pavalkai, plantains, etc., and is assessed with rates varying from 1 to 1() 
pice per kuli which is a square of either 171, 12f, 8i, or 6f yards according to 
the customs of different villages." 

Evidence regarding existing rates of rent, old rates of rent, customary levies, irriga
tion facilities given by tbe estate, tank-beds, the extent of land under cultivation, the 
~:ltent of inams, forests, pannai lands, survey, rainfall, villages, drinking water in villages, 
tbe extent of nanja and punja lands, cowie lands, assessment, commutation of rent, rates 
in Government villages, reduction of rent, 10rest and grazing facilities, collection work, 
arrears, coercive processes for recovery of rent, customary cesses, kulavettu, the indebted. 
ness of tbe ryot, economic bolding, emigration, the system of assessment, cultivation 
expenses, settlement and classification of land, grievances regarding distraint proceeding9, 
pnttas, devastbaoam villages, are all taken' into account. 

Next we shall proceed to Kannivadi estate. 

KANNIVADI ESTATE. 

We, now, propose to examine tbe evidence recorded in each estate. 
For the sake of convenience and grouping togethpc similar estates, we shall adopt 

Dr. Maclean's classification of these zamiodaris. According to him, there are three kinds: 
first, zamindaris whose tenures were settled permanently before 1802. Even during this 
period, there was exchnnge of sannds and kabuliats, under which the proprietorship wns 
transferred by the Government to the zamindnrs, subject to a pnyment of a fixed and 
unnlterable revenue. 

The fixity of revenue did not apply to water-cesses and locnl cesses. There was .. 
further obligation cast on tbe zamindnrs under tbe Snnnadi.Milkint-Isthimil'1lc, that he 
should fix his tenure wilh Iii. tenants by exchange of pattas and muchilikas. There was 
a condition in the sanad, that the estate should be indivisible and descendable according 
to the law of primogeniture. 

Class 2.-Zamindnris or poliams or other similar estates confirmed or crented under 
the Rel!ulntion of 1802. In this class, there was neither the rule of primogeniture nor 
indivisibility. 

Class S.-Unsettled polinms in which there was an arrangement, settled between the 
landholders and the Government; but there wns no exchange of sanad. Still the, same 
security and fixity of revellue were extended to them as well. 

It should be remembered that, notwithstanding, the exchange of the sanads and 
kabulints in clnss II, the tenures were not free bolds. The origin of the zamindaris in 

, -the Mndras Presidency was just the same as it was in Bengal. Some of the Rajns and 
Chiefs of tbe Hindu period were admitted into the Muslim administration ns zamindars. 

We propose to deal with the estates that have been represented berore our Committee 
either bv pre.enting written memoranda or ~y giving. evidence or doing both. We sball 
first deal with the poliams. Most of the pohams ace 10 the south of Madras. There are 
a few in other districts, and their nnmes are as follows :-

Poliam& of the south-- Poliams of the south-eont. 
Kannivndi. Errasakknnnyskanur. 
BodlOayakanur. Etavnpur&m. 
Idaya~ottai. Sapiur. 
Pavnh. Sivngiri, etc. 
Thevarsm. Poliam& in other districu-
Aynkkudl. 

Venkatagiri. 
Kalabasti. 

Elumalai. 
Ammayyanayskanur.· 

Before dealing with eaeh one of these. poliams, we shall first give the histo~. of the 
oliam, both ancient and modern, with a view. to show, who the .. owner.of the ~OJ119, and 

;"ho the melvaramdar is, and what the mellDlDg of the words proprietary right to the 
..oil .. is, with regard to these pollaml. 
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Early history.-About the close of the Vithala Raja's administration, the Chom ruler 
invaded tlle Madura country and drove away the Pandya King .. 'l'he Pandya King sough~ 
the help of Vizlallugrum, WllO sent an army under the Commandership of Nagama Nay&
kan. 'l'he Chola .h.mg was deleated by that Nagama Nayakan; but Nagama Nayakan 
played false to the PUlldya King by refusing to restore the kingdom to him and assuming 
to reign himself. 
. The Emperor of Vizia.nagram was very much annoyed at the treacbery of Nagama.. 
Nayakan and wanted his head. Nagama Nayakan's own son Viswanatha volunteered 
to do that. 

Viswanatha. invaded :Madura, defeated his father and put him in prison; but, ulti
mately, he saved his fathel"s life by getting the pardon for him. 

Viswanatha pretended to have obeyed the commands of Vizianagram for some time; 
by placing the Pandya King on the throne as a dummy king. But later he changed his 
mind and began to rule the country himself. This was in or about 1559. 

This new regime, somehow .. either by accident or design became hereditary and mter, 
the kingdom became a hereditary monarchy. N ayakans never ruled as kings but 
were working as lieutenants of Vizillnagram. even after they became independent. 

By diJIcontinuing the payment of tribute to that power pandyas disappeared from the 
scene altogether. 

Viswanathe. was the first of the Nayakan dynasty which ruled from 1559-1736. 
Vis1Vanatha pulled down the old ramparts aud built in I,heir pl~e a big fortress defended 
by 72 bastions. He diverted water through channels from the upper reaches of vaigai 
and built Peranai, Chittanai anicuts. so as to spread the water all around .and found 

. new villages in the area commanded by thtlt walp.rsprE'Jld. 
This Viswanatha was ably assisted by Arya Natha, a man of peasant Vellala familv, 

,who had attained a high place in Vizianag!OoUl court by his own ability. • 
This Arya Nathe. Mudaliyar. who was also known as Arya Natha IloIld who became 

the Prime Minister of Viswanatha ultimately, is Baid to have been the lounder of the 
Poligar system. 

Poliga~ sY8tem.-Under this system, the Madura country was divided amongst 7!l 
chieftains, some of whom were \(lC1IJ. mell, while others were the Telugu leaders of the 
detachment which had accompanied Viswanath ... frnm Vizia.nagram. Each one of the 
chieftains was placed in charge of one of thE' 72 bastions of the new Madura fortress. 
'l'bey were made responsible for the management of th"ir estates subject to payment 
of a fixed tribute to the Nayakan dynasty, keepmg always a quota of troops ready for 
immediate action. 

According to family traditions, these pohgars developed the country in those days 
.by founding new villages, building dams, constructing tanks, and erecting temples. 
Most of the people carried the title of Nayakans with their names; and it is from this, 
that the termination of many places in the Madura district has been Bodinayakannr ,. 
Ammayyanayakanur, Errasakkanayakannr, anti Kandmanayallanur, etc. 

They carried with them from Vizianagram their deities of Deccan also and it is for 
this reason that we find in Madura many shrines of A hobilam and other deities, whc. 
were not known to the Tamil country. 

Arya Natha still is looked upon as a great patron saint by the successors of these 
Poligars. The thousand pillared manta pam of the Madura temple is reputed to have 
been built by this Arya Natha. He died in 1600 A.D. 

Viswanatha. later conquered the "Five Pandyas" and established his reign, in 
Trichinopoly and Tinnevelly also. He i~ believed to have improved the fortifications of 
Srirangam and Trichinopoly and freed the banks of Cauvery from robbers. Vlswanatha 
died in 1563. He was succeeded by his son Kumara J(rlshnappa. who ruled for ten 
years from 1563-73. Kumara Krishnappa was sUl'ceeded by his two sons who ruled till 
1602. They were followed by Muthu Krishnappa who was the ruler from 1602-09. 

Muthu Krishnappe. is credited with the foundation of the dynasty of Sethupatis 
of Ramnad, the an..estors·of thE' present Raja of I,hat plnce, who were given considerable 
slices of territory in the Mara'l"a country on condition that they suppressed crimes and 
protected the pilgrims journeyinl( to Rameswaram ... through that wild and inhospitable
region" (see Nelsons' Book P.T. S, pages 109-114, etc.). 

Viz;"naqram fell in 1565. Mnthu Veerappa was succeeded by Tiruml\l Naickan 
who ruled for thirty venrs. The influpnre upon the south by the sway of Vizianal(l'aIll 
wn.s di."olved bv the downfall of that power and ths Pan!lvB COllOm was tom bv mutual 
quarrels of feudatory governors (Nayakans) of Madura, Tanjore. Giniee, and Mysore. 
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The l\I1uhammadan kings defeated Vizlanagram at Kallikota and came to the south; 
taking advantage of the trouble, the tietbupat!8 of ·.l(amnad disobeyed the rulers of 
l\I1adura liud Illlllily assumed inaependence. 'l'tus Illst danger was not experienced by 
l'irwuala Nayak himself but it Wli8 lett to hiS .ucce~sors . 

• 
The first act of 'rirumaJa N ayak was marked by the withholding of the tribut& 

to the king of Vizianagram. Tirumala N "yak strengthened his fortifications at 'l'riclu
nopoly and was prepared for an encouuter \\"I~h Viziauagram. In lollI), the King Ranga. 
of Vizianagram who succeeded to the ·throne of Chandragiri led an army on 'I'irumala 
N ayak on. the south. Tirumal N ayak gut the euppt'l't of Vlzianagram, 'I'anjure, Ginjee. 
In the South Meet, Ranga. was left alone with Mysore to support him. 

Tanjore betrayed Tirumala. ultimately who in despair induced the Muhammadan 
Sultan 01 GOlconda, one of the confEderacies who retLa'ned victorious at Kallikot in 1565, 
to invade the Kingdom of Vizianagrarn from the north. Ranga was defeated by Golconda. 
The Sultan of Golconda consolidated Ius conquests in the uorth of Vizianagram country 
for sometime and about 1644 came to the south to conquer the rebels of 'ranjore and 
Ginjee. Tanjore surrendered. Ultimately Ginjee also surrendered to the troops of the 
Muhammadans who triumphantly occupIed l'an)ore, and Madura, Tirumala having 
surrendered himself. l'hus after an lDlervai of nearly 300 years, the Muhammadans· 
onc~ more became supreme in the district. 

Now coming to the question of individual poliams, let us take up "Kannivadi" 
first . 

.. I<annivndi lies ten miles nearly due west of Dindigul close under the Palni hills. 
It it the chief place in the zamindari of the Bame name, which is the largest in th.,. 
district, pays more than twil'e ns much peshkash as ony other, and include. the whole 
of the eastern end of the lower Pain is. 'The survey aCl'ount of 1816 says that in those 
dti Y" tmees of old buildings and extellRl1;e fortifications showed that the vil:nge originally 
stood in the narrow valley about a mile to the we$t, then entirely deserted except by 
wild elephants, and that in Pannaimalaiyur, on the hills above it and approached by 
a difficult and fortified path, were the remains of buildin§;s to which the zamindara. 
used to aee when hurried by the Mysoreans. 

The village is not interesting; but, the e,tate has a long history. Until it was 
bought in a. court sale in lQOO by tbe Coullnercial Bank of India, it was owned by a 
family of Tottlyan Poligars whose tradi\lOns gO buck to live centuries. Like other chiefs 
of hi. caste, say, these chronicles, the original ancestor of the family (with his two 
brothers, the first Poligars of Virupakshi and Idaiyanakottai) fled in the fifteenth 
cenlury from the northel'll Deccan becau"e Ihe Mussulman, there coveted his women· 
kind; was saved from pursuit by two accommodating . Pcngu' trees on either side of 
ar, unfordnble stream whicb bowed the.ir hends toq"lher to make a bridge for him but 
stood erect again as soon as he passed; and settled in this district. A descendant of his, 
Ayyappa Nayakan won the good grace of Viswanath" of VlZianagram and was granted 
this estate on the usual terms, cleared it of jungle and marauding Vedans and 
Kalin"., and eventually was entrusted with the defence of one of the 72 bastions of tbe· 
new Mndura fort. A later scion of the line, Chiuna Kattira Nayakan, found~d 
R'annivndi. 

One night (goes the story, which is still very popular) he saw the God of Madura 
temple and his wife strolling in the woods. Rhe lm!!l·",'d behind, and he called out to 
hel"I\lInni Vadi' (meaning' come along girl ') and she replied • N~llam Pillai' or 
(. all right, dear '). The Poligar accordmgly founded Kannivadi and N allampi!:ai villagse 
in commemoration of this unique experience. Another chief of the poliam WM 

made thp. head of the eighteen Poligars of DI:l(iJgul who figure so frequently in the old 
tales as the defenders of this part of the ':<luntry agalOst intrusions from Mysore, And 
he and hi. descendants 8ccompaDled tbe NayakRn rulers of Madura on many of their 
military expeditions. 

After the decline and fall of the Nayakans, the Kannivadi Poligar, like most of his 
fE'Hows. aimed nt semi-independence. In 1755, Raid~r Ah mnrched to bring them to 
order. bllt it was two months before be hnd cleared the jungles and ohstncles which 
surrollr,d.d the Kannivndi stronghold. At the ell (1 of thnt time, the Poligar promised 
to pay three Inkhs of C'hnkrams. and produced 10,000 of them on the spot. He was, 
however. eventunlly unable to find the l'i'mainder and Raidar sequestrated his estate 
ar,d ... nt him under arrest to Dangnlore. The pronerty WAS given back by the English 
ill 17R3. resumpd al!nin for arrenrs by Tipl'u in ] 76B, and once again restored by the 
Company in 1790, when it formed on the 26 poliyams at t.hat time compri~ed in the 
})indi~~ll country. The Poligar appears to have mi.hp.haved soon after. for he tlied 

COil. R. PART u"":39 
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in confinement in 1793. The chief of Virupakshi claimed this estate, but by 1795 the 
property wus back in the hands of the original family and was described as • a very fine 
little district in capital order.' 

The later history of the estate is equally ch~quered. It was under attachment for 
arrears of rent in 1818 and was restored to itR owner in 1842. The rulers borrowed 
hcavily and it went under the management of the commercial bank of India. The 
Bank yi"lded place to the Midnapore ZamindariCompany. It was only in l\l:W, that 
the father of the present Zamindllr of Kannivadi got into possession through purchase and 
.anad was granted in 1905 for the Estate." , 

Palaiyams at the time of the Permanent Settlement.-In 1802, Mr. Hardis, 
'Collector of the Madura district, carried on the survey and settlement of that district 
and settled the same permanently in 1802-03. At the same time, the Permanent 
Set,tlement of the circars was going on. The Permanent Settlement of Mr. Hardis in 
the Madura district in 1802-03 was not a success; inasmuch as the basis of his calculations 
was wrong and the rates of rent fixed by him were very high. The result was that in 
a couple of years a grave crisis developed. 

The conditions demanded a special investigation. Mr. Hodgson, a Member of the 
Board of Revenue was requested to enquire and rep.'rt upon the suduen collapse of the 
district. The extract given below is from his report published by Mr. J. L. Nelson, 
I.C.S., in the Madura Manual at pages 56, 57 and 58. 

l'he note gives a short history of the nature of poliams" of the rights vested in the 
,Poligars and the conditions prevailing when the rights were vested in them. It gives 
an idea of the prevailing village system. According to Mr. Hodson's Analysis, the 
Poligars were only the assignees of land revenue and the cultivators were the owners 
~f the soil. 

Poliams:-The whole land of a province in India, whether cultivated, arable, waste, 
jungle, or hills have been from time immemorial apportioned to a particular village, so 
that all the lands are within the known boundaries of some village. The total area of 
-all the villages of a provin~, forms the whole landed surface of a particular province. 

The villages of Dindigul are distinguished by the terms, sircar village and .. Polipat," 
'the former denoting that no other intermediate agency existed for the receipt of the 
sircar's share of produce or revenue than the immediate officers of the sircar; the latter 

-denoting an alienation of the revenue of the entire villages and the transfer of their 
revenue jurisdiction to individuals styled .. Poligars .. either for feudatory or kavel 'service 
on a tribute called peshkash this being less than the Sircar's share of produce in pro
llortion to the service rendered by the feudatory Poligar or Kavelgar. 

Independent of the poliams, the Poligars frequently held" Kavely Maniams .. in the 
Sircar villages. The Poligars had at the time of the transfer of the village no property 
~r occupancy in the land; and seldom assumed any. The worst cultivated villages and 
the most jungly or frontier situations were frequently assigned to a Poligar for Katlely 
sertlice. They had sometimes a Kumattam of their own either to increase their re

'sources or for the purpose of rearing a superior kind of grain for domestic use. They 
sometimes had the power to compel the inhabitants of the Sirear villages to cultivate 
their maniams in preference to the Sirear lands. This happened when the Government 
was weak, and the Poligars strong. The peODR they had under their tenure were to 
maintain' either for external war or internal police. Had land assigned to them for & 

proportion of their pay-and assignment of land when the desolate state of most .of the 
poliams, is considered, the Poligar could easily make without ejectment of the original 
,cultivators. If ejectment by force was ever practised, it was always considered as an 
-act of injustice . 

.. It follolOs, then, therefore, that the transfer of tlillages to form a poliam 10M 

no more than the assignment of a cerlain po-rtion of the GOllernment re!>enue of those 
IIillages, to an inditlidual for a particular purpose in preference to gilling monthly pay. 
'The practice of assigning the re!>enue of land for the payment of senice was unillersa! 
in India. It was practised as well for the maintenance of fighting men-for the endow
ment of religious establishments, for the prollisions of the e:.pense of the kitchen as 
~",. the payment of the betel-baq camer, as well in reward. for cillil or military sef'flice 
as for the support of the concubines." 

V,1lage S1/stem.-In the villages of Dindigul, the same internal policy is found as 
in other provinces; a certain portion of the inhabitants holding the title of N ata-mgars 
(Villoge Elders) or Mllhajanams are in the enioyment of 8 certain portion of the lanil 
Tent free and are the hereditary occupiers of the remainder, etc. ' 
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No better evidence can be adduced by any living wItness to proye the status and 
the right of tbe 1'0ligars. There are about U poliams, which we shall be examining for 
.ascertaining the rates of rent that should be enforced against the cultivators by Poligars, 
who •• estates have been permanently settled and for wbich sanads 0, title-deeds had 
been granted. • 

The poliams that will be examined by us are the following:-
Kannivadi. Ayyakkudi. 
Bodinsyakanur. Elumalai. 
Idayakkottai. Ammayyanayakanur. 
Pavsli. Errasakkanayakanur, etc. 
Thevaram. 

Of these poliams, we take first Kannivadi estate which is a permanently settled estate 
to-day, but was an unsettled poliam till 1905, in which year a Sannadi-Milkiat-Isthimrar 
was given after the estate was permanently settled. Dindigul was the headquarters of the 
revenue taluk in which Kannivadi is situated. 

This estate originally consisted of 25 villages as shown in the sanad of 1905. In the 
grouping of the villages under the provisions of Act 2 of 1894, the village units had been so 
altered as to increase the number of villages to 30. The history of the estate is dealt with 
-at the beginning of the chapter. Permanent settlement was effected in 1802. But the 
permanent settlement effected by the then Collector, Mr. Hardis, as was noted above, was 

-not a success, and no sanad was granted to the zamindar then. The chief reason seems to 
be that the rates fixed by Mr. Hardis were oppressively high and peshkash due to the 
Government was constantly in arrears. As a result the estate was attached for arrears of 
rent in 1818. Mr. Ross Peters, who was the then Collector, introduced the new rates 
which were known as Muna.sib rates (low rates). The rates fixed by Hardis in 1802 were 
known as Holusu rates (high rates). From 1818 till 1908, i.e., for a period of ninety years, 
Peters' Munasib rates had been paid by the cultivators to the proprietors. This is prac
-tically admitted by the zamindar himself in his reply memorandum to the second ques
tionnaire. 

This long period of ninety years may be divided into two periods for our consideration; 
the first from 1818 to 1864; and the second period from 1865 to 1908. Only two witnesses 
were examined on behalf of the ryots, Mr. Sambasiva Ayyar (witness No. 219) and 
Mr. Sundara Pandya Nadar (witness No. 218). On behalf of the zamindar his Diwan 
Mr. N. Ramaswami Ayyar (witness No. 226) was examined. 

Before dealing with their evidences, we might consider the position of the rates of rent 
in the first period and the second. Between 1818-1864 in the patta granted by the zamin

-dar to the cultivators both the rates were mentioned-the Holusu rate and the Munasib 
rate. Although both the rates were mentioned, only the Munasib rate was collected 
during the period. Mr. Justice Ramesam said in his judgment, dated 6th January 1928. 
and it is also admitted by the zamindar himself that, though the Holusn rate was mentioned 
along with the Munasib rate in the pattas, the Munasib rate alone was collected as nn 
extension of his generosity. 

'fhe reason for including both the rates in pattas, as given by the zamindar is, 
that it was intended to collect the high rates whenever the crop was good. and low rates 
whenever the crop was not good. But he modified this statement hy saying that though 
both the rates were mentioned, it was only the lower rate that was collected as a matter 
-of concession. 

During the second period (1864-1908) the Holusn rates were claimed by the zamindar, 
and throu~h the courts in some cases; and the cultivators resisted the same, by saying that 
the levy of the higher rate was neither legal nor just. But in these cases the courts held 
that the cultivators should pay the higher rates only, the lower rates being concession rates. 
That is what is stated by Mr. Justice Ramesam in the case referred to above. But the 
zamindar, in his written memorandum admitted that, although the higher rates were the 
lawful rates to which he was entitled, as a matter of generosity, the lower rates only were 
collected by him all through this period from 1818 to 1908. 

In spite of the decisions of the local authorities cited, Mr. Justice Ramesam wrote in 
his judgment 8S follows:-

.. o:r;hough .t~ey (Holusu rates) were legally the payable rates, 118 II matter of prac-
tical pohtics, they were not the rates collected from the tenants." -

Thus.' i~ ia olear, both ~cording to Mr. Justice Ramesam's findings and the zamindar's 
own admISSIon, the Munaslb rates alone have been collected from the cultivators even 
between 186' and 1908. 
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Having cleared the confusion creat~ so far on account of the ~ention <?f the two rat~ 
simultaneously in the pattas as well as m law reports, we can consIder the nnportant ques
tions on the footing that the prevailing rates were the Munasib rates from the year 181a..-
1905, and even after that till 1909 when the Manoraji rates were introduced. 

- .' 

Manoraji rates.-In 1909 Manoraji rates were brought into force. By Manoraji rates 
is meant the rates agreed upon between the zamindar and the cultivator. These Manoraji 
rates were not accepted by the ryots as valid and binding. Disputes arose and suits were
filed before the Collector for the enforcement of th" same. The ryots contended that they 
were not the rates voluntarily agreed upon and that they should not be enforced. The
Collector decided in favour of the Manoraji rates. The District Judge upheld the same. 
-The matter went up to the High Court. There also Mr. Justice Ramesam confirmed the
lower court's decision. 

The decision of the learned Judge was based on the construction of the section 28 of 
the Estates Land Act which runs as follows:-

.. In all proceedings under this Act, the rent or the rate of rent for the time being,. 
lawfully payable by the ryots, shall be presumed to be fair and equitable until the
contrary is proved." 

Under this section, the Manoraji rate that prevailed until the date of dispute was 
presumed to be fair and equitable. And the learned Judge refused to go into the questions 
raised under section 25 of the Act to ascertain on evidence what the fair and equitable rent 
was. W hen the ryots contended that the Manoraji rate was not the rate agreed upon 
voluntarily and therefore not binding; and in the alternative contended, that even it was 
voluntary, Manoraji agreement was not binding upon them, because the enhancement 
made under that contract over and above the Munasib rate was not legal and valid, the
learned Judge ought to have gone into those questions before arriving at a decision. 

If on an. examination of the evidence it was found that the Manoraji agreement was 
not volunta11', the enhancement covered by it falls to the ground. . Even if it was found 
that the rate was agreed upon by both the parties, the enhancement under the Manoraji 
rate was not warranted by the Estates Land Act of 1908 and did not come under any of 
the provisions of the Act under which the enhancement of rents could be effected. The 
learned Judge was wrong in having refused to go into this question and to have disposed of 
the case on the presumption raised under section 28 of the Estates Land Act. 

In the first place the rule laid down in section 28 was wrong. No such section ought 
to have been enacted in the statute when the rent was fixed permanently at the time of the 
permanent settlement in 1802. Secondly no such presumption could arise, when the ques
tion was whether the enhancement under the cover of the Manoraji agreement over the
prevailing Munasib rate was valid and binding. Rules were laid down rightly or wrongly 
under the Estates Land Act for enhancing rates of rent and have to be followed as long as 
the Act exists. Thirdly under sections 30-35 of the Estates Land Act, it is specifically 
laid down that the enhancements of rents could be made only on the ground mentioned 
therein, namely, (1) rise in prices, (2). improvements made by the landholder, (3) improve
ments made by the Government, (4) Improvement caused by the fluvial action. 

Even if these rules were considered applicable, enhancement must come under one or 
the other of the four clauses. The enhancement made under the Manoraji agreement does 
not admittedly come under anyone of these four clauses. 

Section 135 of the Estates Land Act lays down these stipUlations and reservations for 
payment of any additional assessment shall be void. Therefore the enhancement of the
rate agreed upon under the Manoraji agreement, even if it were It voluntary one, was void, 
because the enhanced portion was an addition to the Munasib rate which the cultivators 
had been paying for nearly a century and hence is not enforcible. 

Ap;trt from these contentions, the question of enhancement of rent does not arise at all 
in cases covered by permanent settlement. The permanent settlement and occupancy 
rights exclude the idea of enhancing" rate even under It contract. It was to uphold that prin
ciple, that rule 135 was enacted. The rules laid in sections 30-35 entitling the landholder 
to enhance do not apply to occupancy rights conferred by the permanent settlement. 

These four clauses that provide for the enhancement were intended to apply only to
old wastes as defined in the Estates Land Act of 1908. The old waste consisted of three 
groups of lands, to which the landholder became entitled in his own right akin to his pri
vate lands. As the owner of the old wast-e or the private land only with which he could
deal ns his own proper~y, ?e was entitled to raise rents whenever he considered necessary. 
To save the landholder s rIght to enhance rents on old waste. the four rules embodied in 
sections 30-35 were enacted. They would not help the landholder in regard to raisina tile 
rates of rent against the occupancy ryots, whose rents had been -permanently fixed at the. 
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permanent settlement and u.ll the points have been discussed at length in the ~ro~er place, 
and we have conclusively shown that the Manoraji ru.tes were not valid and bmding upon 
the cuitivu.ton. 

As reO'ards wet rates, the Diwan Mr. Ramaswa.mi Ayyar says, that they are lower 
than the ;'ates of the neighbouring GovlVnment la,pds. He admits that the dry rates are 
higher than Government rates. He assumed management as Diwan in 1934, and shortly 
thereafter he found that the rates of rent in Chatrapatti village were fabulously high. 
Rents were in heavy arrears. Decrees were obtained and the property brought to sale. 
There were no bidders and the zamindar himself was obliged to purchase the lands for 
a nominal price. The Diwan added in this connexion that although the zamindar pur
chased these lands for a nominal price he was willing to treat them as ryoti lands, to he 
given to whomsoever that was willing to take them up. The zamindar had no idea of con
verting them into private lands. The zamindar had no option under law. Ryoti land 
continued to be ryoti even if it is purchased by the zamindar I To the question of 
Mr. Sambasiva Ayyar (ryots' witness No. 219) why the rates in other villages also were not 
reduced, the Diwan replied that the rents were not so high in other villages. 

We do not know how dllferent rates could have been applied to dllferent villages, when 
according to the zamindar and his Diwan, Manoraji rates had been applied for a very long 
time in the whole estate. Mr. Ramesam's judgment, in which Manoraji rates were upheld 
is dated 6th January 1931. When Manoraji rates were reduced from 24 panams to 9i
panams in Chatrapatti village, the same reduction should bve been applied to all the 
Manoraji rates of the rest of the estate. 

Up to this point a clear survey of what all happened to the rates levied for over a 
century has been detailed. Before we finally make our recommendation about the pecu
liar rates in this zamindari, we shall discuss about certain subsidiary grievances mentioned 
by the ryots as regards irrigation sources, their upkeep, water-rates, forests, etc., all of 
which clubbed together with the main narrative, created an income to the za.mindar of 
over Rs. 1,86,000. 

The causes for this abnormal increase in income have been attributed by the zamin
dar to gradual extension of cultivation in the estate and the discovery of excess areas of 
land in psttas, consequent upon survey. The ryots attribute the increase to the reasons 
noted and discussed below:-

(1) Enhanced rates were charged when ryots cultivated dry lands as garden lands. 
by wells sunk at their own expense. 

The Diwan denies that any such enhancement was made, whatever may have 
happened in the past, his statement before us can be accepted as satisfactory 
because it can be deemed to be an assurance that there will be no enhanced rates 
ch&rged on such lands in future at least. 

(2) The ryots say that enhanced rat1!J was charged when dry lands were cultivated 
as wet, with w&ter t&ken from their own private tanks, constructed at their own 
cost. 

With regard to this the Diwan was good enough to admit that there were such cases; 
but he said that, that was the result of an &greement between the zamindar 
and: the tenants. When he was questioned whether there was any such agree
ment in writing, he admitted that no such document could be traced in the 
records and if anything could be found, he would produce it. None has been 
sent to us until now. We may therefore take it that there was no such agree
ment. In· the alternative let us consider whether any such agreement, even 
if it is produced to-day, is valid and binding. Such enhancement has not been 
provided for in the Estates Land Act. It does not come under anyone of the 
four clauses laid down for enhancement in sections 80-35 of the Act. On the 
other hand, enhancement of rates on such a gI'Ound i~ opposed to th~ fundamental 
principle of the permanent settlement and occupancy right. Therefore, all 
enhanoements made on that aooount cannot hold good. 

(8) It is alle~d on behalf of the ryots that wet rates we!'e collected all lands which 
had become unfit for wet cultivation on account of disrepairs. In other words 
enhancement consisted in charging higher wet rate when dry crops only could 
be raised on particular lands. 

This cannot be valid and binding upon the cultivators so loll@' all it is an acknowledged 
principle that it was the duty of the landholder to keep the irrigation sources 
in repairs and he fails to do it. 

In the written reply the zamindar admitted his responsibility to keep the tanks in 
good eondition, and pleaded that he did not carry out his part at the businesa 
because, nniler an arrangement with the eultivatol'9 he hail transferred the 
COil. B. PART n-40 
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responsibility to keep the tanks in repairs, to them on condition that they were 
given some special conce.sslons with regard to nght of pasturage, right to cut 
trees, right to catch fish In the tanks, etc., and It was the ryots that committed 
a breach of faith by not keeping the tanks in good repairs and not the zamin
dar. But in the oral evidence, the Diwan says that the tanks were the property 
of the tenants themselves and to repair them no representations or complaints 
had been ever made to him. The Diwan was good enough to admit, that even 
if the tanks had belonged to the cultivators he would certainly have attended to 
the repairs if only representations had been made to him. The cultivators on 
the other hana, have been contending that the rights to the tanks vested in thew 
along with the rest of the soil, but the liability to keep the tanks in repall"8 
attached itself to the landholder as a duty to keep the .. National system of 
irrigation .. of each village in good repairs, in consideration of the land revenue 
taken from the cultivators. 

This matter is discussed in detail under the head .. Imgation Sources and 
Repairs. .. In this particular case it is practically admitted that the tanks had 
not been in good condition and that they would have been attended to if only 
proper representations had been made. When the responsibility is admitted and 
the default also is proved, it is clear that the landholder was not justified in levy
ing higher water-rates on lands cultivated dry, with the help of rain water. 

(4) Next it is alleged on behalf of the ryots that half the wet rate in excess of the 
wet rate payable ordinarily, that is one and a half times the wet rate had been 
collected on crops like cotton, sugarcane, plantain and betel, raised in wet 
lands. 

In reply to this the DiwaD. admittea that one and a half wet rate was levied on 
sugarcane, plantain and betel because they were dufassal crops. And for that 
reason fasljasti was charged, as in Government lands. He added that the right 
of the zamindar to levy second-crop charges was upheld by Justice Ramesam in 
Second Appeal Nos. 508 ana 509 of 1928 and by Justice Sadasiva Ayyar in 40, 
Madras Law Journal, page 213. 

Under the permanent settlement, it is the land that should be taxed and not the 
crops. It is on that basis that the yield of the land under cultivation at the time 
of the permanent settlement was fixed in perpetuity as was already shown. Simi
larly, on the waste land that was brought under cultivation consequently, the rate 
was fixed so as not to go beyond the limit fixed at the time of the permanent 
settlement on similar land ... 

Il'herefore, it is plain that the landholder is not entitled to levy one and a half 
times the wet rate on cotton, sugarcane, plantain or betel. When once the rate 
was permanently fixed it was open to the cultivator to grow what crops he liked 
and mA.kA whILt profit hA oould. 

(5) Next it is complainea by the ryots that a tree-tax was levied on trees of natural 
growth and also on· trees planted after 1st July 1908, and that it was collected 
at the rate of S annas per tree, in addition to the dry rate for the tope, particularly 
in case of coconut garden. It is complained that a tax was levied on tamarind 
trees, planted after 1908, and also on trees dead and not existing. 

The Diwan's reply to this charge is as follows :-
(1) No tax W8S levied on trees on patta lands, planted after the Estates Land 

Act came into force. 
(2) As to trees sta.nding on porambokes, the tenants should pay the tax when 

they enjoy the usufruct because they have no claim to porambokes . 
. (3) With regard to the levying of tax on dead trees he says that it was the 

duty of the cultivator to bring it to the notice of the zamindar 8na get such 
trees eliminated from the records. He adds, that the cultivators deliberately 
omit ·to do it because they are entitled only to the usufruct and not to the 
corpus; and they quietly. use the dead tree itself for fuel and other purposes, 
without the knowledge of the landholder. 

There is not much difference between the two contending parties on this ques
tion, On behaJf of the landholders the Diwan admits that he was not entitled 
to levy any tax on trees grown on patta lands, after 1908, or on dead trees. 
This is also an a.ssurance that no such demand will be made in future. so far 
as the patta lands are concerned.· As regards the trees on porambokes the 
zamindar claims a right to \ev,V a tax when the cultivat.)r enjoys the fruits. 
The reason given for this is that the porambokes belong to the zamindar. We 
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have discussed his question under the chapter headed .. Forest Rights and 
Natural ./I'acilities." !'orambokes are not the exclusive property of the zamin
dar. 'l'he right to the soil of the porambokes always vested in the cultivator 
and he and his ancestors enjoyed the forest produce without paying any fee. 
The zamindar is entitled to cg-extensive rights with the cultivators, if he owns 
any property of his own in the village, in addition to the melvaram right he 
enjoys as a proprietor. The fruit of the trees in the village porambokes belongs 
to the people of the village and it must ensure for the benefit of the villa.,oe 
community as a whole and not to thil benefit of any single individual. In this 
<:ase, the zamindar is not entitled to levy any charge on such trees in poram-
bokes. . 

(6) Another tax called • grass-tax' on porambokes, tank-beds and bunds, is being 
illegally levied, and the cultivators contend that they were not mentioned as a 
source of revenue in 1,802, when they were entitled to take it free of any tax. 

The reply of the Diwan to this is that there is nothing like grass-tax levied by the 
zamindar as a rule. Free grazing is permitted in hills, tank-beds and poram
bokes and certain restrictions have been placed only in respect of tanks, as indis
~.riminate grazing on tank-beds resulted in the damage to the beds and bunds. 
The revenue derived is negligible and could be foregone by the zamindar. 

(Tank-beds, bunds and porambokes were excluded at tbe itme of the permanent 
settlement (rom account. They remained the common property of the villages.) 

The right to control has been reserved to the Government itself. The zamindar is 
not entitled to levy any tax as grass-tax. While th .. Diwan denies the levy of 
grass-tax as such, there is evidence on record to show that the zamindar issued 
patta No. 545 in the Thethupatti village for grass-tax on 11th June 1934. This 
is deposed to by the ryots' witness No. 219, Mr. Sambasiva Rao. We may there
fore take it that there was a practice of levying grass-tax and issuing pattas for 
grass-tax alone. The issuing of special pattas for grass-tax is not proper. It 
must be declared as illegal and unj ust. 

In the evidence of Mr. Soundara Pandya Nadar it was stated that rents were 
enhanced, and in support of that exhibits Nos. 1-4 were filed. 

It is stated in Exhibit No.3, trees for one kuli (60 cents) rent was charged in·1827 
at 20 panams (one panam being equal to 3 annas 4 pies). It is stated that in 
1916, that is 89 years .later the rent was found to be 25 panams. 

Similarly, in Exhibit No.4, in 1827, one kuli was charged at 15 panams and it 
was raised to 20 in 1916. Such levy of enhanced rales i9 not valid for U,e reasons 
stated already. It is further contended that the levying of garden rates on dry 
lands improved at the expense of the ryot by sinking wells at their own cost, is 
illegal. [Such enhancements were held to be illegal in Indian Law Reports.] 

The Diwan denies having charged any garden rates on such dry lands. He says 
that dry rates alone were charged even after it had been improved at the cost of 
the ryots by sinking wells. 

Another case reported in . . . held that such levy was ille.,ooa.l even under sec
tion XI of the Act vm of 1865, because no rule was laid down there for charging 
enhanced rates, when improvements were effected at the ryots' own cost. 

Next it is said that in S. No. 103, on 60 cents of dry land, rent was enhanced from 
9-4 panams to 15 panama. In S. NC'. 133, it is said that the rent was raised 
from 8 panams to 12 panams. On behalf of the ryots it is contended that the 
rents charg-ed for the second crop was an enhancement illegally levied. On 
behalf of the ryots, Mr. Soundara Pandya N adar has asserted that not a pie in 
excess of Rs. 1-7-9 should be levied per acre on punja or dry lands; and that 
nanja rate should not exceed Rs. 8-11-4. 

Before ending this part of the narrative two important points, one as regards the 
management of the irrig-ation sources and the other as regards the hill villages and forests 
will have to be considered. 

While discussing about wet rates, aome material points relating to irrigation sources 
had already been discussed. We may refer to the other points urged by the ryots and repudi
ated by the zamindars. now. 

It is in evidence that there are 61 tanks and 7 channels in this zamindari. On 
behalf of the ryots it is stated that Faisa.i Anicuts in the river are not in working order 
and they have never been repaired. The next complaint of the ryots is that the zamindar 
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allowed water to be taken by persons who are not ayacutdars, and that additional assess
ments was collected from them, while the crops of the ryots who are entitled to water 
primarily, are not getting the required supply. The next charge ma.de by the ryots is 
that new sluices were opened in the tanks, and new feeding channels also, for the cultiva
tion of new wet lands; while the supply to the old ayacutdars as well as their yield has 
been reduced. 

The Diwan replied to this, that the allegations were vague and sweeping on account 
of what had happened in the past. He said that the zamindar's responsibility was to 
maintain only 18 tanks and for that he had been spending money about Rs. 10,000 every 
year, and the responsibility of carrying on the repairs of all other sources of irrigation 
was on the ryots themselves who have been guilty of breach of faith by omitting to carry 
out their part of the arrangement. Enough had been said about this responsibility. The 
zamindar said that the number of tanks as mentioned by the ryots in their written 
memorandum was not correct. The Diwan explained that measures were being adopted 
by the zamindars by the appointment of Engineers to carry out repairs for the irrigation 
sources to the extent to whicQ he was responsible. 

As regards the silting of channels the Diwan gave a long explanation characterizing 
it as a phenomenon which could not be prevented by the zamindar. He says that this 
was due to reckless Punnakadu cultivation of the hill slopes. For punnakkadu cultiva
tion on the hill slopes had recklessly denuded the forests of trees by cutting &Itd burning 
the same and by ravages made by indiscriminate cuttings of trees for timber, fuel and 
green manure. He says that rainfall on barren slopes cannot but carry silt into the 
channels and fill them up. For this reason he says that the zamindar is not responsible 
for silting up of the channels and the cultivators themselves are responsible. Punnakkadu 
cultivation is not a cultivation newly invented by the cultivators .• It is one of a very 
ancient origin and it had been carried on very successfully before the advent of the Bri
tish, without denuding the hills of the forest and without causing any loss to anybody. 
Punnakkadu cultivation will not be carried on year after year in the same area. The 
cultivators themselves know that. The contention that, because Punnakkadu cultiva
tion was carried on, the channels had been silted and for that reason the silt could not be 
removed is not a proper plea. Irrigation channels are silted up generally even when there 
is no Punnakkadu cultivation. The cultivators cannot contend and even if they con
tended it cannot be upheld that, the whole slope and the forest should be denuded of all 
trees 'for the sake of Punnakkadu cultivation. 

Unless there are forests they would not get rain in proper time and in sufficient 
quantity. For that one reason, it is in the interest of both the landholder and the culti
vator that the Punnakadu cultivation should not be extended recklessly. Under proper 
management, Punnakadu cultivation can be regulated by the cultivators and the zamindar 
without seeking the aid of anybody else. The Diwan has said that he had applied to the 
Collector to extend the Forest Act to the forests in his estates and is awaiting their orders. 
The zamindar and the Diwan also remember that the Government never denied the 
rights of the cultivators in forests and jungles. 

We have pointed out in the cbapter under the head" FO'Test rights" bow the Gov
ernment respected the rights of the cultivators, granted compensation to them whenever 
their rights were IIocquired for purposes of reserving the forest . under the Act. The 
zamindar will have to recognize the right of the cultivators to hills and forests and allow 
them their natural rights to which they are entitled to and which we have referred to 
exhaustively in the chapter on .. Forest rights." 

As regards extension of water-supply to lands outside the old ayacuts and the loss 
sustained by the cultivators, the Diwlldl says in his written reply to the ryots' memorandum 
that the ayacut was extended only when there was more water and that, without pre
judice to the customary rights of others. This is a question of fact that might occur 
each day, which should be settled between the parties themselves, respecting the rights 
of ea.ch other. Disputes relating to such matters should be settled by the villagers them
selves, through the village pancbayats newly constituted. They are the best judges on 
such questions. That. was recognized. in the I!ast.and. th~ recognition of the sam~ is still 
maintained in the Collectors RegulatIOns, which IS still m force to-day. We Will make 
constructive proposals with regard to the repairs of irrigation sources. 

In this connexion the Diwan says that sometimes water is taken by the cultivators 
to dry lands to the prejudice of wet lands. The zamindar has not been able to put a 
stop to such encroachments and prevent such ac~s of taking water for unauthorized areas. 
He says that he will be able to pre~ent such thmgs ana r~lat~ the proper distribution, 
provided that greater powers we:e Il;1ven to the landholder m thiS oonneXloD, particularly 
by giving all the powers of the Irrigation Cess Act to the landholders. 
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Similar demands have been made by the zamindars generally and almost in every 
case, that they should be given special powers not cnly in this direction but also over the 
karnam of 'the village. On the other hand, it ia contended for the ryots that the power 
of distribution of water should not be left in the hands of the zamindar at all, but that it 
should be taken over by the Governmen. itself or might be handed over to the cultivators 
themselves. All these questions were considered in the other connected chapter. 

The Diwan feels that the regulation of water and other matters is a responsibility 
without power, is a most extraordinary claim made at this stage. The Diwan is not willing 
to hand over the control of the irrigation works to the Government. The evidence 
recorded with regard to this estate is sufficient to find that it has not been satisfactorily 
attended to until the present Diwan took charge. Even after he has taken charge, he 
disclaimed responsibility to carryon the repairs of many tanks and he admitted that he 
was spending about Rs. 10 ,000 per year during the last few years. This ia enougb to 
enable us to make our own recommendat;ions with regard to the control of water distri. 
bution and maintenance of irrigation and repairs, etc. Our conclusions in the chapter 
under the heading of • irrigation sources and repairs ' are based on the evidence recorded 
about this estate and all other estates that have appeared before us in thiS enquiry. 

Next we come to the ryots' grievances in the forest ana hill villages. Before we deal 
with these grievances it is necessary as it is interesting to touch briefly on the revenue 
history of the hill village in Dindigul taluk. 

The settlement of villages on the Palui hills which were 16 in number (6 on the 
Upper Palni and 10 -in the Lower Paini) ~as separately und~rtaken i~ 1893 (vide page .205; 
Madura Gazetteer, Volume n. These villages were uot IDduded ill Mr. Harms settle" 
ment of 1802-03. They never formed part of any of the Poligars' estates (page 188, 
Madura Gazetteer) as it was apprehended that they were likely to become refuges for bad 
character if removed from Government control. 

In Mr. Hardis' time and many years afterwards the hill villages were fru:med to 
renters who lived on the plains and only occasionally visited their fu.rms. This system 
prevailed till 1842 when on the representations of Mr. Blackburne, the then Collector, 
the system of farming out was formaly abandoned in favour of the ryotwari system and 
land was taxed as elsewhere dry or wet. The four hill villages of Kannivadi somehow 
managed to elude the attention of the Government on this occasion as on the occasion of 
the survey and settlement in 1893. 

In Hardis' settlement the villages did not form part of the Kannivadi Zamindari. 
They were not included in the assets of the zamindllri. In 1802 the Government was 
collecting from the zamindars the peshkash of Rs. 85-1IHJ for the four hill villages for 
Swarnadayam. Swarnadayam (miscellaneous ready money collections) as its very name 
implies was only for collecting wild honey, paper and other jungle produce, hesides • Ponik
kadu,' i.e., customary rent for cultivating patches in the hill slopes. The income of the 
zamindar for Swarnadayam in 1802 from the four hill villages was only Rs. 120--14--0. 

Now the zamindar has brought lands under pattas and is realizing land revenue to 
the extent of Rs. 26,489-15-4 (in fasli 1346) for which originally he Lad no right. Income 
from forest is now Rs. S ,500 according to the ryots, though the biwan says it is only 

'Rs. 1,000. He does not however question tpe kist amounts mentioned by the ryot ... 
Altogether the zamindar is now realizing from the hill villages R1>. 27,903 after deductina 

. .. 
the peshkash for Swarnadayam. that is, Rs. 85-11).;-11. 

The ryots, therefore, contend that when the zamindar is getting so much it ia only 
fair that they should be given all forest facilities without restrictions, that is, free removal 
of manurial leaves, free removal of wood for domestic use and for making agricultura.l 
implements, etc. 

Plantain cu/tiflation in hills.-Mr. Soundara Pandya Nadar mentions a grievance 
regarding plantain cultivation in the hills. He says that fertility of the soil in such cases 
generally lasts from five to ten years. Afterwards the yield of the land, in spite of the 
best efforts and improvements of the ryots is poor. Therefore, he wants that the zamin 
officials should .make proper enquiries when they receive petitions in thls regard and 
reduce the rates when the land has diminished in fertility.. . 

Our recommendations on this point will be found in thepropez: )llace .. 

Coming to the end of the discussion on the affairs of the Kannivadi zamindari which 
lias presented an example of varied aspects, now to be reported upoo by us, we have'to con
clude by recording our recommendations as regards the future rentals that are liable to be-

00l(. 1\. PART. n-41 
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Jevied. The main difficulty had been that the, original Holusu rates were changed into 
'Munasib rates, w~ich later on yielded place to the Manoraji rates., 'l'he representatives 
'of the ryots especially represented to us that even the Munasib rates which among the 
three noted above, are the lowest, were further reduced in the ryotwari areas by ,33.1/3 
tier cent and claimed that that reduction should, also be applied to the ryots of the Kanni. 
vadi Zamindari: We could have aw:eed to his ~equest but we are in favour of applying 
a general' prmCIple to the whole presidency and In a propel' place, we have recommended 
that the Permanent Assessment of 1802, not only applied to the peshkash but also to the 
rentals .~s they existe~ at that time; and we are glad that, in applying that criterion, the 
M;anoraJI rates, the highest among the three rates are also wiped out. 

If the Manoraji rates are not valid' and binding, what Bre the rates that are to bind 
the zamindar and his tenants? .We again reiterate, that, whether it was high or low, 
favourable or unfavourable, applymg the general principle that the rates fixed at the time 
of the permanent settlement cannot be enhanced in favour of the zamindar, or reduced in 
favour of the ryot, we are bound to submit that the rates fixed before the permanent 
settlement and taken into account in fixing the assessment, must be accepted as unalterable 
rates of rent. 

This estate, which was under the head .. unsettled poliams " until 1904, became a. 
permanently settled poliam in 1905, when the sanad was issued. Whatever might have 
been the rate fixed by Mr. Hardis and later by Mr. Peters and finally under the Manornji 
agreement, peshkash remained the same from 1802 until now, at Rs. 38,140. The totaJ 
assessed income in 1802 was about Rs. 55,140. Deducting the peshkash from out of the 
assessed income, there was only a balance of about Us. 17,00u left in the hands .of the 
zamindar to be appropriated by him as a remuneration for collection work. 

If that was the amount payable by the cultivators to the zamindar, after deducting the 
peshkash, that alone remains the same in perpetuity except when liable to be enhanced 
under extended cultivation only. The seventeen thousand rupees plus Rs. 38,140 were 
assessed on the land that was actually under cultivation in 1802. The zamindar is 
entitled under the permanent settlement to bring waste lands under cultivation and 
collect rents on such lands at a rate that does not exceed the rate permanently fixed in 
the year preceding the permanent settlement. To ascertain what additional income he 
became entitled to on account of the excess cultivation, we must know what the area. 
under cultivation in 1802 was. 

The total dry area under cultivation in 1937 (fasli 1347) is 83,690 acres, and the 
total wet area was 6,470 acres. The total comes to 90,160 acres. The total dry area. in 
1905, when the sanad was issued to the landholder, 'Was' 63,412 acres and the total wet 
area under cultivation was 5,291 and the grand total comes to 68,703. 

The unjust enhancement must be wiped off and to achieve this a settlement of the 
estate should be immediately undertaken. In doing that, our recommendation is 
that the peshkash should not be altered and the average dry and wet rates as they 
existed at the time of the permanent settlement should only be leviable on lands that 
are proved to be under cultivation in 1802, as also on such of those waste lands that 
have been brought under cultivation since that date. The zamindar should not be 
entitled to levy not only any enhanced rates, but should not also levy wet rates on dry 
lands, fasljasti on dufassal crops, grass.tax, tree-tax, ta.x on forest product and taxes 
on the usufruct grown on porambokes,tank.beds a.nd other communa.l lands; a.nd his 
right to collect water·tax as such is only ,on the express condition tha.t water sources 
are kept in a decent condition. 

At the time of the permanent settlement of 1905, the basis of calcnlation adopted 
by the settlement officers was exactly the sn.me as that adopted by Mr. Ha.rdis in 1802. 
The peshkash fixed by Mr. Hardis in 1802 continued to be the same and stands un· 
altered until now. The same was accepted as correct for the permanent settlement 
of 1905. The assessment of 1802 was fixed at an estimated income of Rs. 54,485. The 
income of the estate in 1904 at the time of the permanent settlement was as follows:-

For dry and garden lands 
For wet lands 

Total .,. 

RS. 

1,03,559 
21,552 

1,25,11] 
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Il'he diJference between the incoUle of 1802 and that of 1904 is Rs. 70,626. The 
;lJ<lint in issue now is .. how could his income rise by Rs. 70,626." 

On behalf of the ryot it is contended that this incoUle is due mostly to the enhance
Illent of rents and partly to extended cultivation. On behalf of the zamindar, it is 
contended that the increase was due- partly to extended cultivation and partly due to 
-enhancements of rents on excess discovered after survey, which the zamindar is entitled 
to levy under the law. 

As regards the survey, the Diwan's version is that the survey was carried on by 
the zamindar under the provisions of the Madras Survey and Boundaries Act, whereas the 
zamindar says in his written memorandum given in reply to the second quentionnaire 
that the entire survey of the estate was carried on by the Government. 'rhere is no 
doubt about the survey having been made. But who surveyed is the question. The 
·estate is not a Government property; as such, Government could not have surveyed it. 
If the Government assisted the zamindar in surveying by lending the Survey depart
ment it was only the survey of the zamindar. 'l.'he points for consideration on this 

.question arEt-
(1) What is the extent of the new land brought under cultivation since 1802? 
(2) What is the e1[cess area found on survey on which the zamindar levied. the 

excess taxes? 
(3) What is the rate collected by the zamindar on the extended cultivation? 
(4) Whether it is in excess of the rate fixed and taken into account at the 

time of the permanent settlement of 1905 and if so by how much? 
(5) Whether the zamindar is entitled to claim excess on the area found to be excess 

on survey, ignoring the assessment permanently fix!,d on the calculations made 
at the time of the permanent settlement, a.nd adopting the prevailing standard 
of measurement on that da.te. 

'.6) Whether the enhancements made by the zamindar were unwarranted for the 
reason. stated on behalf of the ryots in their written memora.ndum. 

Let us take the first question .. what is the extent of new land brought under cul-
1ilvotion between 1802 and 1904." The following table gives the extent of area in 
1905 and in 1937 and also the incomes of these areas on the dry as well as the wet:-

You. 

01905, d.te or th, ... Dad, •. 
poliam being unsettled, 1314 
10:17 (foall l3n) • • • • 

Bztent of cu1ti\'ated land 
In acree. 

Dry and 
~ardeD Wetland .. 
ld.nda. 
At'S. ACe. 

03.412 .'),291 
83,69J 6,410 

A8seument. 

n",. Wet· 

.... .... 
l,tl3,i}[\'Q 21,562 
1,46.927 27,38" 

The total are .. brought under cultivation siuce the date o! the sanad I&
ACRES. 

Dry 
Wet 

The tot .. 1 income in 1905 wa&-

Dry 
Wet 

"' he total t'lX08B8 und~r oultoivation in 1937 was 18,6911 BCre&-

l<~x.c ... tn dry 

Inoo .. on dry land. in·t9a7 
Income em wet landa ill 190' 
Exoese income on dry laude. 
1naoml on wPt laD.d. iD. 1937 
Inoome on walland. in 190' 
Esoeee in iDOOIJle fur ""'" lands 
Tntal inc~ in inoome .. 

','6,927 
1,03,559 

43,328 

27,384 
21,661 

5,812 

63,4111 

R8. 

1,01,553 
111,863 

{ 
iI>,288 
8,470 
.5,291 
1,179 

4:3,32i plWl S,.U;!, 49,14t) 
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We shall now examine at what rate, this works out. t;fsual dry rate is from AIl. 6-9 
io' i~. 6-8-{) and the average dry rate is Rs. 1-5--9. , . ' 

Usual wet rate is from As. 11-7 to Rs. 10-13--5 and the average wet rate is Rs. 3--7-1. 

, The usual garden rate is from As. 11-7 to Rs. 9--0--6, and the average garden rate 
is Rs. 3--3--9. 

The Diwan in his oral evidence said that the largest area of dry was on Rs. 2 assess
ment. 

We shall now examine how the excess rate on excess lands since 1904 works out. 
Taking the figures-

The total excess under dry cultivation ... 
The total excess of wet cultivation 

RS. 

20,288 
1,179 

Even calculating at Rs. 2, dry rate is stated by the Diwan, the total dry assessment on 
excess cultivation is Rs. 400,576 and the total wet assessment on excess cultivation of 1,17~ 
acres is Rs. 4,126, the average wet assessment being Rs. 3--8-0. The total assessment of 
both dry and wet lands amounts to Rs. 440,702. 

Applying the rules laid down in the permanent settlement regulation and the patta 
regulation of 1802, and accepting the assessment on the cultivated area at the time oC 
the permanent settlement as final, and assessing the excess dry and wet land since the 
date of the permanent settlement at an average wet rate of Rs. 3--7-1, the total amount 
which the zamindar would be entitled to claim is Rs, 440,702. The total income assessed in 
1802 was estimated at Rs. 54,485 including the cesses. What the zamindar is entitled to as 
the proprietor is Rs. 540,485 (assessment in 1802) pIns Rs. 44,702 the amount due to him 
on excess cultivation according to the rates fixed in 1802 which comes to Rs. 99,185; 
whereas his income in 1937 is Rs. 1,74,291. So his income which he is lawfully entitled 
to is nearly double the amount he was entitled to on the permanent settlement date. 

On this basis 'of calculation, the exact figures must be ascertained and excess calcula.
tion must be wiped off, deducting the enhancements made illegally on dry and wet lands 
of the cropwari (garden rates) system or on the basis of custom. 

The principle and the basis of assessment in the permanent settlement of 1802 and 
1905, were discussed above. When the rates and the peahkash were fixed in 1802 per
manently, exchange of sanads and kabuliats ought to have taken place. But it was not 
done. Although there was no exchange of sanads and kabuliats the same peshkash had 
continued from 1802 up to date. In the absence of exchange of sanads and kabuliats it 
is open to either party to contend that there was no valid permanent settlement in 1802 
and for that reason when the 'permanent settlement sanads were issued in 1905, the income 
of the previous year, i.e., 1904, ought to have been adopted as the basis of calculation. 
There is a plausibility in such argument because it is only reasonable for either party to 
contend that the rates prevailing at the time of the issue of the sanads should be taken 
as the basiS' of calculation for assessment of rates. If that contention is upheld, the 
munasib rates of Mr. Peter will have to be taken as the basis of assessment. In that 
case, tho peshkash fixed on the basis of bol1lsu rates might have to be, reduced, and 
the zamindar might contend that if munasib rates were taken as the basis he would 
sustain a loss along with the Government. 

In our view, the proper construction to be placed upon the whole transaction is tha~ 
the estate must be deemed to have been permanently settled in 1802, when the peshkash 
was ascertained and the zamindar's share of remuneration also was fixed in perpetuity. 

The issue of sanads was postponed from time to time and the idea of keeping the 
contract Bllive: was never abandoned bv the Government or the zamindar. On the othee 
hand, at the time of each postponement, the Goverment stated that the financial position 
()f the estate was still very embarrassing and for that reason the time for issue of the' 
san ads might be·-further extended. In this particular case, it may be that the ryots 
suffer because, admittedly the rates fixed by Mr. Hardis in the permanent settlement of 
1802 were unconsci~usly high. 

For many years thereafter, it remained one of the fourteen .. unsettled paliams" 
which always paid the peshkash fixed by Mr. Hardis in 1802--3, even though this halt 
not been declared p~tmanent and no saoads had been granted for them. In some waYll. 
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however. its case was an exception. for it happened to be under attachment for arrears 
in 1817-18. when Mr. Rouse Peter introduced his reductions in Mr. Hardis' assessment 
rates, and these reductions were extended to it and prevailed until was restored to the 
Poligar's family (on his paying the arrears due on it) in 1842-43, and from then onwards 
until 186~3. • 

In 1905, after considerable di~cussion, a permanent sanad for the zamindari was 
granted to the bank on the same peshkash which had always been paid, namely, 
Rs. 38,08~~. The property is not scheduled as impartible and inalienable in the 
Madras Impartible Estates Act. 1904. 

In 1828, Mr. Peter, the Collector of the district, changed the system again and 
introduced the rates as munasib rates, and these continued until they were replaced by 
the Manoraji rates, as has been stated already. The munasib rates had been continuing 
in the Kannivadi estates, although Peter's munasib rates in Government lands had been 
reduced still further in later years. Sambasiva Ayyar, second witness for the ryots of 
this estate. says that the rates in this estate ought to have been still further reduced to 
the level to which they had been reduced in Goovernment lands. According to him, after 
the settlement of Mr. Peter, the settlement of adjoining Government village took place 
during the years 1858, 1888, 1916--17. When the munasib rates of Mr. Peter were 
further reduced by 331 per cent, whereas the munasib rates in the zamin villages remained 
the asme, until they were enhanced once again by manoraji rates in 1909. . 

It is thus clear that the conditions in Dindigul taluk and Kanivadi estate in particular 
had been extraordinarily difficult, as different settlements were made from time after time 
as detailed above. This is a typical case in which all possible complications with regard 
to variation of rates and changing of systems had taken place, notwithstanding the fact 
that the permanent settlement was made in 1802 on the basis of Holusu rates and the 
ppshkash had been fixed and continued on that basis only, until the munasib rate of 
Mr. Peter was introduced. Mr. Sambasiva Ayyar deposed that the munasib rates of the 
Kallnivadi estate also ought to have been reduced along with Government munasib rates. 
He said that when the munasib rates were replaced by the manoraji rates there was 
further enhancement in favour of the zamindar. If we accept 1905, as the date of per
manent settlement, we shan have to take the income of 1904, as the basis of assessment, 
in which oase it will be a dreadful loss to the cultivator and the peshkash of the Govern
ment would have to be increased proportionately. If the peshkash fixed on a sum of 
Rs. 54,485 in 1802 came to Rs. 38,140, it will increase proportionately on an amount of 
R<I. 1,25,150. But the Government never wanted to claim any enhancement in the 
peshkash. They have adhered to the peshkash 'fixed in 1802, up to date. But so far 
as the zamindar is concerned, he went on changing both the system and the rate of rent 
from tlme to time and augmented his income to Re. 1,25,150 by 1904. For all these 
reasons. the alternative position that the permanent settlement of 1905 ought to be based 
on t.he income of 1904, should be rejected as untenable. All the enhancements made 
over and above the rates fixed in 1802 should be cancelled and the income set apart for 
the landholders' share in 1902 should be added to the income that he would be entitled 
to on the waste lands brought under cultivation subsequent to 1802. We have tried to 
examine all the aspects of this question and that is the final recommendation that we 

. '.ubmit to the Legislature and the Provincial Government. 

Ponakadu.-By virtue of a long-existing custom, landless people used to do ponakadu 
rultivation on the hill slopes and pay the zamindar a customary rent. It is complained 
by the ryots that of late the policy of the zamindar, with regard to ponakadu cultivation 
ie rigorous. Thirteen ryots of the Pannaipatti village were recently prosecuted and fined 
for doing ponakadu cultivation. The ryots, therefore, complain that cases are foisted on 
them and that their customary right is being taken away by the zamindar. 

In hiB reply to the second questionnaire the zamindar however states that the number 
of people doing .. Ponakadu" cultivation an~ its extent has been on the increase. with 
the result that three-fourths of the forest portIOn has heen destroyed and presents a barren 
appearance. 

The zamindar states that he is only interested in the conservation of the forest .. in 
the interests of the posterity" and that he has made an application to the collection 
under section 32 of the Forest Act to extend its provisions to the zamin forests. 

Pasturage wtJ8te lands and gmzing grieflllnces.-Mr. Soundarapandva Nadar savs t1Jat 
for cattle the estate is levying 4 panams and 5 panams. In the adjoining zamin o(Idyak
kottai, for the waste lands set apart for grazing purposes they levy only one panam. If 

COil. R. PART n--42 
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such lands are cultivated they levy 2. panams and 3 panllIl18 •. ·'l'he witness wants the.& 
similar rates should be adopted in the Kannivadi zamin also. 

Exce8,ifle ta.ams and subdivisiom.-Mr. Sambasiva Ayyar, witness No. 219, com
plains that there are four tarams aud seven subdivisions in one single field, in. patta 
No. 242 of Kamachipuram village. 'fhere are three subdivisions and three tarams for 
one field in patta No. 456 in Thethupatti village. 

Enhancement of rate in Chintalagundu flillage.-The witness complains that the dry 
rates of 4 panams for kuli was raised to 10 panams when water was baled from well 
sunk in the river-bed at the expense of the ryot and that an excessive water rate of 
Re. 18 was also charged. 

Communal lands.-The witness complains that communal lands and tank-beds have 
been assigned by the ZlIII1indar. The Diwan in his oral evidence says that there are no 
eases of granting communal lands on patta. except for some tank-beds. The estate is, 
hQwever, prepared he says, to ·1;ake them back if the people now in occupation of them 
are willing to give them as that wo'tld i&cilitate improvements to irrigation sources. 

The Diwan complains that he has' no 'Power to evict in caSes of unauthorized occu
pation and encroachments on communal lands. Mr. Soudarapandya N adar, on behalf of 
the ryots, states that it will not be safe to entrust powers of eviction to the zamindar in 
such cases. The Diwan speaking further about communal lands says that they are a 
constant source of friction and that these small bits of land may be taken over by the 
Government or may be given to the zamindar. 

Tram/e, of pattas.-The witness No. 219 complains that the zamindar is collecting 
money for transfer of pattas and subdivision of lands. He also refers to the collection of 
charges before the actual auction of lands and says that though the zamindar gets refund, 
the benefit is not passed on to the ryots. 

RemisBion.-Mr. Soundarapandya Nadar says that remission is given in very few 
cases for fa~lure of crops and that the granting of remission depends purely On the pleasure 
of the zammdar. 

Distraint 0/ movable properties.-The ryots in their written memorandum 
complain that zamin authorities collect rent by show of armed force and that movable 
properties including ploughing cattle and cooking utensils are distrained. The ryots 
object to this method of terrorizing them and exacting rents. The Diwan denies 
that ploughing cattle and cooking utensils are distrained. He further states that if 
zamin subordinates carry Iathi or gun it does not follow that it is for purpose of threat. 
He says that ryots cannot be threatened easily as is evident .wcording to him from 
the fact that in spite of the .. alleged repressive measures default in po.yment continues." 

Collection of rent.-As regards efficient collection work in the zamindari the Diwan 
suggests that more powers should be given to the zamindars over village officexs. ~ He
is not for entrusting collection work to Government agencies as it will not be more 
efficient according to him. 

The cause of large arrea,s.-The cause of large arrears, disclosed from evidence 
is due to the fact that though the estate is supposed to collect rent in eight instalments, 
rent is actually collected in a lump after the fasli is over and when the tenants generally 
have no produce with them. 

The condition· of the . "'Jot 'in the estate with regard to indebtedness.-Causes 
according to the Diwan are the same which are applicable to the ryots in ryotwari 
villages .. plus perhaps the additional rates of rent he has to pay." . 

The Diwan does not desire to couceal the fact that the. zamin tenant pays a 
higher rent than the ryotwari ryot, but he is not sure whether that the cit'Cumstance 
by itself contributes very largely to his indebtedness and adds that the failure of the 
seasons, the uncertainty of the seasons, the difficulty of raising credit, the ryota' in
ability to pay his commitments in. time, th.e accumulation of hi.s debt and ftuctuationE 
in prices have also to be taken mto conSlderatlOn. Rate of mterest may also hav. 
something to do. The Diwan mentions in detail t~e .. scheme initiated by the estate 
to relieve the indebtedness of the ryots and the facilities and help rendered to them 
and how he has opened banks in the villages and wants to open more to help the 
agriculturists. The Diwan in conclusion states that the benefits of laud mortgage 
blinks should be extended to Kannivadi zamin also. 
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BODINAYAltANl1R ZAMINDARI. 

Early History.-Bodinayakanur is one of the ancient zamindaries in the Madura 
distric~. According to the traditions of the family its original founder emigrated to 
this part of the land from Gooty in lm .. ntapur district early in the fourteenth century. 
The name of the original founder was Chakku Nayak. He soon attracted the notice 
.. I' the Raja of Travancore who then ruled in these parls, by slaying a ferocious wild 
boar for the destruction of which a large rewa.rd was offered in vain. 

The Raja delighted with the prowess of the Nayak conferred this estate upon him ~=~I'.to 
on condition that 100 pons (gold coinsl should be paid each time the succession devolved 1::.";.'".,::.
on a new heir. This observance has survived down to modem times and when a. new Peoh.a..-:. 

zamindar succeeds he sends a present of money to the Maharaja of Travaneore and f:"~";m 
rer.eives in return a. gold ba.ngle and other gifts. !l\\:"~ur.," 

Ra.4,80D. 

Chila. Bodi N "yak who is said to have come into tIle. property in 1487" similarly L~7~h
attained fame by his personal strength and bravery. He overcame Malla.khan, an 
athlete who was cha.mpion of the Vizianaga.r·country and then the King conferred 
fresh honours on him and directed tha.t his estate should be known thenceforth as 
Bodina.yakanur. After Visvanatha ha.d conquerred the Madura country, the tluln Poliga.r, 
Bangaru Muthu was appointed to the charge of one of the bastions of the new fort 
'it its capital. After a chequered history, the estate remained long as one of the 
" unsettled poliams." In 1862 Bangaru l'hirumala Bodinayak, tlul Poligar, died leaving 
an infant son, Kamaraja Pandya, and the estate was under tlul Com of Wards until the 
boy attained his majority in 1879. He was given a permanent sanad for his estate in 
1880. 

Total extent oj the zamindari.-The total extent of the zamindari is 153 square 
miles. The total area of dry Ia.nds is 25,000 acres. Total area of wet lands is 6,000 acres 
and the total of garden lands is 10 ,000 acres. 

Rates of rent prevailing in the zamindari.-According to the evidence of the Diwan, 
dry rates range from As. 6-9 to Re. 1-4-{) per acre. Rates for garden lands vary from 
Rs. 2-8-0 to Rs. 4-6-0 per acre except in the case of betel for which assessment is 
Rs. 17-15-0 per acre. Tlul Diwan, witness No. 232, has deposed that betel cultivation 
is for three years and that the rate was charged only for the second and third years 
and that betel cultivation will cover an area of 10 to 15 acres only in the whole zamindari. 
The Diwan has also stated that these rates have been in existence from the time of 
Permanent Settlement. Witnesses terldering evidence on behalf of the ryots, all complain 
that the prevailing rates,l,re high. 

Witness No. 229 states that there should be only two classifications of land-dry and 
wet. For all dry lands there should be only one rate; similarly there should be only 
one rate for all wet lands. The witness continuing states that for garden lands improved 
at great labour and expense of the ryota 7 to 15 panams and 60 panams are levied and 
that these rates are oppressive. The witness complains that rates for other garden cropa 
also are heavy. 

'fhe witness further states that if tobacco is cultivated, the rate is 12 panamR 
for one kuli per year; kuli being equivalent to cents, if the land remaina uncultivated 
only 7 panams should be the rate. But the estate, according to the witness, levies the 
same raoo of 12 panams whether the land is cultivated with tobacco or not. Tho 
witness further mentions that certain ryots filed summary suits objecting to these rates 
and that the courts decided that 2, pa.nams in one case and 3f panams in another case 
were tlul prop6l" .... tes. The Diwan in his evidence did not question the statement 
'Ibout judgments in the summnry suits reCened to tihove. 'rhe· ryots are too poor to 

1'(,S,Ol't to snmolOry suits in all eases. 

Witne .. No. 227 supports the views uC the above witness with regard to l'IIt.es ""d 
.tlltes that the Rodil,;lll assessment betel of 50 panama is hellvy, as the lands in question 
are already pnying wet rates. He want. that dry rate alld not wet rate should be 
le.,ied in the case of dry lands improved by the ryots. The witness haa no complaint 
about the prevailing dry rate of 2 panams, but objects to garden rates or cropwar 
rates. He also mentions the fact that ryots' meetings are held in every village and 
resolutiolls are ~ssed to the effect th .. t only punja rates should prevail. 

\ 
Witness No. 231 states that the Dombiseri village both dry rates and wet rates 

are high. 
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Mr. S. P. Hussain, witI1ess No. 230, speaking about rent wants that cropwar 
rents should be abolished and that for dry lands improved by ryots, additional garden 
rates should not be levied. 

Comparison of Tates in the zamin and the adjacent ryotwari areas.-The Diwan 
has stated in his oral evidence that the adjacent ryotwari rates are double the zamin' 
rates with reg)l.l"d to wet lands; in the zamin lands ryots pay Rs .. 4 or Rs. 4-8-0 per 
acre whereas 1D Government lands the rates range from Rs. 7-8-0 to Rs. 11-4-0 per 
acre. 

Out of 15 tanks in the estate only six are maintained by the zamindar and the 
"mount spent on irrigation works· is only Rs. 13,685-10-0 from 1925 to 1935. 

Assessment on cropwar basill.-As against the contentions of the ryots the Diwan, 
~witness·No. 232, states that cropwar rents on garden lands were included in the assets 

, o( the zamindari for purpose of peshkash and that the prevailing garden rates are the 
same as those that prevailed at the time of the Permanent Settlement and that for 
tobacco. the estate is charging the same number of panams as of old. In support of his 
ast!<lrtions. he has submitted before the Committee the following documents:-

Exhibits N to 0-
(1) Adangal acCounts of 1863. 
(2) Certain judgments of 1860. 
(3) Records prepared by the Court of Wards in 1875, showing the Jamma classifi-

. cation as wet, dry and garden. ' 

But tbe judgment, Exhibit 567 (Bodinayakam) of Sir T. Muthuswami Ayyar and 
]l;Ir. Justice Best in S.A. No. 1525 of 1892, upheld the contention of the tenants that 
garden rates which were higher than the dry rates could not be claimed because the 
improvement was made at ryots' expenEe and was contrary to section XI of the 
Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865. 

The Diwan has not denied the statement of Mr. K. S. Alagu Servai, witness No. 227. 
that neither faisal records nor the other records show that garden rates were collected 
in addition to dry rates. Imposition of additional garden rates in such cases are mani
festly unjust and must go. 

Cropwa.r assessment also must go as .. Vanpayir" assessment has already gone in 
the adjacent ryotwari areas in 1854 (page 193, Madura Gazetteer, Volume I). Mr. 
Parker, the then Collector, on whose representations, the Board abolished Vanpayir 
assessment, set forth some cogent ,reasons in his plan, .. He urged that the extra 
rate was objectionable on the ground that it violated the accepted principle that land 
and not the prodlict should be taxed, that it raised the price of very necessary articles 
of food,. that it restricted the ryots' method and that it occasioned vexat~ous inquisitions 
in the ryots' doings· a.nd complications in the accounts." The Boaril. /Lgreeil with him: 
and shortly afterwards, also sanctioned the discontinuance of an ,extra~a'l!:~ which ~IIS • , 

being similarly levied on tobacco in certain part of the district. ' .-,~.' .r 

This is the correct view and we agree that the same role must ·apply to zamindari 
ureas. 

ITTigation. SOUTces and their maintenance.-There are 15 tanks in the estate; six 
of them are maintained by the zamindar while the rest are maintained by 'the ryots 
themselves. A. has already been stated what the estate spends on irrigation works 
is meagre. Witness No, 227 states that the estate has been indifferent to irrigation 
sources even when they were in a grave and dangerous condition and that petitions 
and requests to zamin officials in this respect have proved futile. Witness continuing 
states tha.t the feelings between the zamindar and the ryots became strained on this 
account and that the former stepped paying rent. A compromise was, however, effected 
subsequently and the shist was paid, 

Witness No. 230 states that moss in the tanks is used as manure and that the 
:tamindar gets an income Rs. 400 or Rs. 500 from this source. According to this 
witness it is the reason why the zamindar does not effect repairs to tanks. 

Complaints regarding water-rate and penalty tax.-Mr. S. Alagu Servai, witnes. 
No, 227, mentions certain grievances regarding water-rate and penalty tax. There are 
two Villages in the zamin, Uppukotai and Koochanur, through which the Periar river 
flows, The lands in the above villages were formerly irrigated by the Suruliar river. 
After the Permr project and as a result of it the Periar river joins the Suruliar river 
and the lands in the above villages are now irrigated by the commingled waters of 
the Periar and the Surulillr rivers, The Government is levying penal-tax on certain 
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lands on the ground that they are not • mamul' wet lands, though the zamindar is 
a1ready levying water-rate on these lands. The witness contends that this is wholly 
against the agreement between the Government, the zamindar and ryots. He refers 
to the famous Urlam case and desires that no penalty should be levied on lands whether 
they are • mamul ' wet lands or not. • 

Kudimaramat tanks.-The estate collects water-rates on lands irrigated by tanks 
maintained by the ryots. The reason, according to the Diwan, is that the water 
belongs to the zamindar and the ,ryots are maintaining the tanks only in return for 
fishery rights and Karuvela trees growing on the banks and that they are, therefore, 
not absolved from paying water-rate to the zamindar. But the ryots content that the 
aforesaid tanks are their private tanks and that the zamindar has no manner of rights 
with regard to them. 

Forest facilities.-The Diwan has stated in his evidence that a free permit is 
given to each pattadar to remove manure leaves, grass fuel, stones and thorns and that, 
a certain fee is charged only if it is in excess of what is being allowed, . by the free 
permit. Certain restrictions are placed with regard to things allowed to be taken by 
the ryots as otherwise the forest will be denuded completely according to the Diwan. 
The Diwan has also deposed that the estate derives no income from the forest but ouly 
incurs expenditure towards the establishment charges. 

Witness No. 228 states that leaves, tender twigs and other things used as manure 
are also classified as minor produce and leased on contract. Witness No. 229 states 
t1J1~t ryots were formerly enjoying free forest facilities and that they are denied to 
them now. As regards free permits the witness complains that while rich and influential 
men may get them, they are not within the reach of poor I·yots. Witness No. 227 
mentions harassment by forest guards and states that arrangement should be made to 
i.sue free permits in the villages as trip to the headquarters to obtain them is expensive. 

Communal lands.-Witness No. 227 complains that there are no "Mandhais," or 
"Kala.ms," worth the name exist in the villages. According to this witness, formerly, 
a portion of the communal lands was set 'apart separately for men and women for 
private ~onvenience and amenities. They have all been assigned on patta. The witness 
also states that old village common paths and portions of communal lands which are 
ouce ponds and brooks we.re also assigned on patte. by the zamindar. Ryots demand that 
the zamindar should not mak.e any encroachment on communal lands and that they 
should be set apart wholly for the use of village. Witness No. 227 desires that communal 
lands should be handed over to the village panchayats. 

Tree-ta.x.-Witness No. 227 states that even trees on patta lands are taxed. The 
Diwan, in his oral Ilvidence, however, states that before 1908 the custom in'the zamindari 
",as that all the tamarind trees either on patta or poramboke lands belonged to the zamin
dar and..t~t .hey were leased at 4 annas per tree; but subsequent 110 the passing of the 
Adt of,,19Q6 the tr~es ar&.left to the ryots themselves and that no tax is levied. 

Collection of re'nt.-The Diwan says that collection is slack, because of the operation 
of the Debt Relief Act. The estate is ahle to collect only 50 per cent of the kist and one 
01, the reasons for. such low collection according to the Di wan is that summary suits take 
nine months for dlSPOSal, and that rent sales take two or three years. He wants that the 
procedure for rent sales should be completely simplified and court-fee reduced in the 
interests of both the zamindar and the ryots. The Diwan makes the familiar suggel!j;ion 
that the zl1mindar should be given more control over the village officers for the efficient 
oollection of kist. 

Witness No. 928 has deposed that besides the village munsif the estate also emplovs 
temporary men and that they collect from every pattI' a fee ranging from 4 aunas to Re. 2, 
as their remuneration, which is not however included in the patta. 

Mr. T. V. Rama.swami Chettiyar, witness No. 231, has stated in his evidence that 
arrears of rent if sent through money order are rejected. This witness has also complained 
that in the case of a joint patte. the whole land is brought to auction for arrears of rent 
due by one ryot and that it is purchased by the estate for nominal price. The witness 
further states that the estate insists that all co-sharers should jointly pay the rent due from 
one of them. Witness No. 227 suggests that collection work may be entrusted to village' 
panchayats as it was obtaining in olden days when a few respectable and responsible ryots 
undertook the work. 

Didraint pr'O("eedin(ls.-Mr. Nithyammdam, witness No. 229, states that distraint 
proceeding>! adopted hy the estate are harsh and unsympathetic and that standing crops 
are attached causing great 1088 to the ryots. The witness is of opinion that pIon"hing 
C>\ttie, movables and agricultural implements shonld not be distrained. '" 

COH. B. PART II-.-48 
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According to this witness produce may be distrained in the threshing field and 80 
much only a swill satisfy the du~s. ASli.e%ards land only, so much of the land as will 
satisfy the arrears shonld be auctioned. 

The Diwan in his oral evidence states that plough-cattle are distralned with a view 
to ' persuade' the tenant to pay promptly. 'No harassing is done.' Continuing, he 
states that technically there may be objections against it, but that it can be justified by 
the fact that it is not an exception under the Rent Recovery Act. He, however, modifies 
his statement by stating that only in one or two cases where conditions are bad, resort is 
had to that method. 

Witness No. 227 suggests that instead of distraining and selling lands for arrears of 
rent, village panchayats may be empowered to distrain and sell the movables and produce 
of the defaulter and adjust towards the arrears. 

NazzaT.~It is found from the evidence tendered on behalf of the ryots that demand of 
.Nazzar seems to be a familiar feature in the zamindari. Witness No. 227 has mentioned 
an instance where N azzar plays an unkind and unjust part. Lands are brought to auction 
for arrears of rent', and the zamindar takes them for a nominal price. The ryot subsequently 
offers to" pay' off the arrears, but the zamindar insists on a payment of Nazzar and patta is . 
not granted if N azzar is not paid. But a stranger according to the witness is granted patta 

. for the Jands in question if he pays Nazzar. 
Ekasalpatta.-Bitter complaints have been made by ryots (witnesses Nos. 227 and 229) 

abo\lt this patta. This patta may be described as a temporary patta granted in cases of 
Unassessed lands cnltivated by ryots. Witness No. 227 complains that if a ryot cultivates 
a land for twelve years on Ekasal patta, the estate assigns the land on " permanent patta " 
to another, on payment of substantial Nazzar. This witness has submitted before the Com
mittee Exhibit No. 568 (a copy of the judgment in S.S. No. 1179 of 1925, Deputy Collec
tor's Court, Usilampatti Division), to show that ryots are entitled to proper pattas in such 
cases. 

The Diwan in his evidence denies that N azzar is ever demanded in such cases and says 
that only for unauthorized squatting on lands 3 panams is ordinarily charged. Witness 
No. 227, however, states that it cannot be qonstructed as the lands in question have been 
in the possession and enjoyment of the ryots for a very long time. 

Transfer of pattas.-The Diwan has stated in his evidence that some applications for 
transfer of pattas are delayed on account of the summary proceedings that have to be taken 
for recovery of rent. Another cause for delay according to him is the unsatisfactory work 
of the karnams over whom the estate has no control. 

The ryots have complained that applications for transfer of pattas have to be made 
on printed forms for which the estate charges a rupee. The Diwan, however, has stated 
before the Committee that the practIce which was obtaining till recently has now been 
given up and that applications for transfer of pattas can now be made on ordillary paper. 

The Diwan has also stated in his evidence that arrears of rent must be paid before 
pattas can be transferred· as only then the estate can proceed easily against the 
defaulters. 

Assignment of darkhast lands.-Witnesses Nos. 227 ana 230 state that lands are 
assigned on darkhasts only on payment of substantial N azzar, and that poor -ryots are 
afforded no means for their subsistenoe. -, 

Loan !acilities.-The Diwan states that there is some difficulty about the zamin ryots 
getting loans under the Agriculturists' Loans Act. They cannot also ,get any loans from 
the land- mortgage banks. These difficulties are prevalent. in' all zamindaris and: the 
Diwan agrees that it may be inferred thereby that the condition of the zamin ryots is worse 
than that of the ryotwari ryots in this respect. 

-Miscenaneouo cesses and imposts.-Ryots have complained about certain cesses and 
imposts levied by the estate. The Diwan has deposed that as regards ' Sathavari ' cess, he 
has instructed village karnams that it neea not be collected. Regarding complaints about 
fees levied for 'passing cattle' he says that a fee of 8 annas per head of cattle and sheep 
taken to Manm: Estate for co?sumption by Europeans. Cattle are taken through the 
estate over a d,stance of 15 mIles for forest area and the fees charged are only grszinl( 
fees according to the Diwan. The ryots, however, contend that besides the cattle taken 
through the Ilstate to be butchered, even the cattle of the ryots taken by them to their 
garden .lands are charged. The ryots only object to this. 

The Diwan has also deposed that manufactured articles brought by ryots from Travan
core limits are not charged and states that if any impost is levied on them it will be 
unauthorized. He, however, admits that skins and hides brought from the hill~ ar~ 
charl(ed. 

, Mahimai' ana ' Taragu , Clesses are collected to maintain public institutions. The 
T>iwan says that the zamind8J' does not take a pie from I.hese funds for his private uS('. 
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mAYAltOTTAI ZAMIB. 

J/eed of Permanent Settlement was given in fasli 1281, i.e., 1872, to Muthu Venk .... 
j.a.dri Nayagar, the ancestor of the present zamindar. The peshkash fixed was Rs. 7,000. 

Oral evidence of the Zami .. dar of I.dayakottai, witness No. 327. 

The zamindar filed lIOOle papers before the Committee. 
Analysi& of documents, sub1nitted.-Papers marked Nos. 1 and 2 show that thtl ryots 

lease their lands to sub-tenants and lease amounts are collected. Nos. 3 to 24 are appli
cations for patta transfers and show the valuation of the lands. No. 25 is a lease deed and 
show that a ryot gets a lease amount of Rs. 250 for leasing 28 acres and 7 cents whereas 
the assessment is only Rs. 3~. He gets nearly eight times the assesament. No., 26 ' 
relates to a land of 26 acres and 24 cents for which the assessment is Rs. 89-15-{) , while 
the lease amount is Rs. 1,100 or twelve times the assessment. No. 27 ii! a similar docu
!llent where the assessment is Rs. 29 and the lease amount is Rs. 200. No. 28 is anothel', 
where the o,ssessment is Rs. 71 while the lease amount is Rs. 350. . 

Nos. 29 and 30 are forest permits and show that the zamindar 'charges 2 annas per 
~b~~~=~~b~. . , 

Peshkash.-The peshkash is Rs. 7,000 excluding cesses; including cesses i1; comes to 
Rs. 9,000. ' 

Asses8'ment.-The highest assessment for wet lands in the zamin is'Rs. 4-8-0, a 
cheap rate and it is less than Government rate in the adjacent areas. 

Irrigation works and their maintenance.-There is only tank irrigation. There is 
also an anicut in the river that feeds the channels Jeading to the tanks. The estate 
employs a maistri who looks to tank repairs. The zamindar says that everything is in 
order and there are no complaints from tenants regarding irrigation facilities. The estate 
allots a certain sum every year for maintenance of tank. 

Jamabandi.-Jamabandi is held evey year. 
Remission is given in case of complete failnre of crops. 'rhe zamindar objects to 

having statutory provision for granting remission. He says that zamindars are human 
and sympathetic and remission will be given in all deserving cases. He is also of opinion 
that statutory provision will be unnecessary and lead to litigation. 

Su,vey.-The esta.te was surveyed' in 1906, when it was under the Court of Wards. 
The records of rights were prepared and the old paimasb number continues. There are 
13 villages in the estate. 

Accounts.-The estate has all the registers and accounts which the Government 
maintains. 

Revenue collections.-The village munsif is collecti~' the revenue. There are some 
difficulties. The zamindar, however, has not filed a single suit since he took charge of the 
estate. 'Rents are low; arrears are small and the zamindar feels he will be al:>le to collect 
theIT' ultimately. 

helot is collected in seven monthly instalments. There is no rent-campaign in the 
estate. 

~ Amenities to ryots.-The estate is a. small one. The zamindar, however, keeps stud-
bulls for the home-fltrm and free service is allowed for the cows of ryots. Taps are pro
,hied on the roadside for supplying drinking water to the pedestrians. The needs of the 
cattle are also met by the construction of water-troughs . 

. 4.Jminist,ation ,epo,t.-Administration reports are prepared every year. 

THEVARAM: ZAmB. 

Oral evidence of Sri Arunachala Chettiyar of Thevaram, witness No. 225. 

Ragi fee (fareot feel.-This is grazing fee for cattle and sheep. Ragi fee is 12 annas. 
Rupee 1 is levied for those paying a kist up to Rs, 10. For those paying above, 2 annas 
is charged for every additional rupee. In 1892, there was a dispute about ragi fee. Some 
ryots refused to pay it. Thereupon the manager of the estate with some of his servants 
looted the house of the ryots, molested their womenfolk and drove them out. A ryot 
was also murdered. The manager of the estate and other zamin servants were sentenced 
to six months' imprisonment. (The witness files copy of judgment. Receipts for ragi 
tax are also filed.> 

At present. some are paying • ragi tax.' Others are not. The zamindar has filed 
a suit against certain ryots for .. ragi fees." 

Watet'-rate.-The estute levies water-rate. (The witness files water-rate demand 
notices. ) 
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2'anks.-Tanks are not repaired though the estimate for repairs is sanctioned. The 
eyots have sent complaints regarding the same. 

Sale oj ryoU' lands.-For arrears of rent, ryots' lands are brought to auction and the 
estate takes them for one anna. Such lands are worth Rs. 1,000 or Rs. 2,000. For such 
lands patta is granted to anyone who pays Rs. 10 every year for one kuli of land. (The 
witness files the Adangal Register of 1926 'to show the auction amount is one anna.) The 
witness got the adangal from the former zamindar. 

The p1'esent proplietol.-The present proprietor is one N attukottai Chettiyar, Sri 
AL.. . . VB, S. T. Chidambaram Chettiyar. The ryots had their own sufferings even 
during the time of the previous zamindar. In fact their snfferings are a regular succession 
dating from a long time. - But according to the witness, conditions are becoming harder 
after the advent of the Chettiyar. 

ueal'-evidence of Mr, Saukaralingam Pillai, witness -No. 224, Thevaram Zamin, 
. Periyakulam taluk. 

Rates of lent.-Rates of rent are not definite and settled as in ryotwari areas. Rent IS 
levied on cropwar basil!, Rent is enhanced for lands improved at the expenses of ryots by 
digging new wells in the land. 

'1'here should be only one rate for wet lands and one rate for dry lands. For snpplying 
water to wet lands a water-rate of 8 panams is levied. Even for water flowing from spring 
channels they are collecting a kalam of paddy for one kuli of land. 

'They are now collecting Rs. 4 or Rs. 4-8-0. Water is not supplied to those who do 
not P") the water-rate. 

Garden lands.-There should be no garden classification; lands should be divided into 
wet and dry only. For garden lands improved at the expense of ryots by sinking new wells, 
enhanced rates are levied. For cultivating betel-vine they are levying such a high rate of 
50 panams. One kuli of land will give sustenance to 50 people and by levying such high 
rata>; 1'oor people are put to great hardship, states the witness. 

Punja rates levied are 5, 6 and 7 panams. Rates prevailing in the ryotwari areas should 
also be adopted in the zamindari tracts. 

Forest faCIlities.-Till 70 or 80 years ago, cattle and sheep were grazing freely in the 
forests. The ryots were allowed to take wood for agricultural implements. The estate is 
now Jevying a forest fee of Re. 1. The ryots should be permitted to cut certain unclassified 
trees free of any charge. Free grazing facilities also should be given. A civil suit is now 
pendilig between the zamindar and the ryots concerning unclassified trees. 

New fees fo~ earth and stone.-For removing earth and stone the estate is levying new 
[eel!. It has not yet come to force. The ryots, however, have filed a civil suit against it. 

For removing stone, earth, Government should make provisions for necessary facilities. 
Disputes.-Recently there was a riot. Zamindar's men and ryots came to a clash. 

One of the z&mindar's men died. The cause of disturbance is due to the fact that the 
estate levies water-rate for wet lands not belonging to the aracut. Zaroindar's men diverted 
water from the spring channels and prevented water-supply to the ryots' fields. This led to 
the w uole trouble, 

Suroey.-Survey was made in 1898. A new survey is essential now. 

AYAKUDI ZAMIlI'. 

Mr, Mahalingam Chettiyar, ryot, witness No, 221. 

Rates.-Wet rate is levied 011 nania-mel punia lands though an order of the High 
Court olecJares it illegal, according to the witness. 

S"wcy.-The witness wants that the estate should be surveyed and cost should be 
borne by the zamindar, 

ERASAKKANAYAXAll11ll. ZAMIlI'. 

Mr, Souridas Udayar, ryot, witness No. 246. 

Suwey, settlement and rates.-The witness traced the events that led to the survey 
and settiement and said that it 'Was felt that even the settled rates were high. 

The matter was again taken to the Board of Revenue who decided that the settled 
rates mIght be reduced by 12i per cent. The zamindar has appealed to the High Court and 
thn 1I1:.tter is pending. there. 
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Paaturage.-Though the right of pasturage was allowed to the ryots they were not 
allowed to cut the trees or remove leaves for manure, free of a.ny payment. 

Mr. Perumal of Erasakkanayakanur, ryot, witness No. 247 . 
• 

ltater-t"ate.-He said that water-rate of Rs. 46 per acre was charged in addition to 
,rent when water from the stream which was running waste was taken to cultivate the land. 

Oral evidence of Mr. N. N. Perumal Naicker, Surangapuram (Gandamanaikanur 
Zamin ryot's evidence). 

Rates of ~ent.-The proper punja rate for dry crops like cotton, ragi, cholam and 
cumbu is only 3 panams for one kuli. But the estate levies 7 and 8 panams for the same. 
The \Htness refers to a Privy Council decision which has laid down that the proper mte is 
only 3 panams and that enhanced rates should not be levied. The Witness has not brought 
with Illm a copy of the Privy Council decision but says it will not be denied by the 
zamilldv. There were petitions by ryots against the enhanced rates. But nothing has 
been done till now. 

Tubacco.-For tobacco they levy a high rate of 7 panams and 8 panams. To a 
ql1eRtion by M:r. Rangasami Ayyangar, the witness says that though tobacco is a com
mercial crop and may be harmful to health, the ryot utilizes the little profit he may 
derive \herefrom for manuring the lands and for other expenses. 

Garden ~ates.-The estate levies garden rates above 8 panams which are excessive. 
Fot plllLlain cultivation a separate rate is charged. For guava an enhanced mte of 
4 pfIT.ams is charged. It is the case for sugarcane also. The estate charges just as It 
leases, without any definite policy. The witness wants that the prevailing high rates 
Mouh! bp reduced and that only proper rates should be levied. Nothing should be exacted 
beyond f:1.isal rates from the ryots. He said the estate computes and collects 161 panama 
... Rs. 3-7~ while the proper computation is only Rs. 3-7~. 

Irrigation facilities.-We have no irrigation facilities. We depend on wells for our 
cultivation. New wells are dug at a cost of 1,000 or 2,000 rupees by mortgaging the 
lsnd.. Then again the soil is hard and our wells are not deeper than 18 or 20 yards. 
Each well will irrigate only 30 cents of land. M:ost of the wells became dry this year. 
Yet for new wells, they hafJe rai8ed the rate from 8 panama to 12 panama. The estate 
wakes a distinction between wells that existed in the year 1855 and wells sunk subse
quently. This distinction must go and enhanced rates should be reduced. 

The river':Vaigai is only two miles from our place. There was a scheme by the Court 
of W~Ids to construct an anicut and make the Vaigai waters available for our lands. The 
scheD e was not put into execution somehow. Now that the Court of Wards is again 
mnnaging the estate, the ryots request that necessary irrigation facilities should be 
given to them. . 

Poramboke lands.-If porambokes and other portions of communal lands are cultivated 
ff the a.tate levies four times the usun.! assessment. The proper thing will be a direction to 

relinqUish or quit the land and not heavy assessment, as cultivation of communal lands will 
calise inconvenience to all concerned. 

H.Us.-We had all facilities before in the hills. We had lost them now. Ryots should 
be allo\\eci. to take wood for agricultural implements free of any charge. We should also 
be allowed to take stones for building houses and cattle-sheds, free of any cess. Similar 
concessIOns should also be granted for taking manurial leaves. 

The witness does not know that the estate has parted with the hills and has no manner 
of right ~ith re,,"lIrd to them. 

He however pleads that they are .. immemorial tenants" and that Government 
shot:H srcure those facilities to them. 

Di8trlJint proceedings.-Distmint proceedings take place without proper notice. For 
~tt.y ~'l.ars, land worth 1,000 rupees is brought to auction and the zamindar himself 
purchases. it. All these hardships should be removed. Ignorant ryots should be protected 
and tI'e Act should be amended suitably. 

CoUection of t"efJBnue.-The estate employs certain persons for collecting rent. They 
have no pay. But they collect from the ryots 4 pies for every rupee of kist paid Such 
illegal exactions should cease. . 

Gcncral f'equutB.-Court-fees with regard to zamin lands are heavy now. They 
llliould he reduced and brougM into line with ayan lands. 

COil. B. PART n-4' 
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J,.~nd mortgage· banks should be established in the zamin. 
'rbe ordinary ryot does not know that houses should not be built on patta lands. 'J'he 

zamindar howefJer demands 20 years' assessment and houses worth Rs. 4,000 aTe taken in 
(lIIction for 4 annas. . Government should come to the ryots' reooue in such cases. 

At I-r"sent darkhasts for cardGmom gardens in ayan forests are not granted if the 
zamin ryot does not own,any land in the ryotwari area. The Government should help 
the zamin ryots in this matter. 

There are no facilities for transfer of pattas. 
More dwelling sites (by confJerting the patta lands if necessary) should be profJided 

for, as the population in the villages increaseS6fJery year. 
Pri'ltcd forms.-Every petition or application is to be made on a printed form which 

the eotate sells for one anna. This practice should be stopped. 
Ryots' grievances-

area. 

(1) For house construction 20 times assessment is charged. 
(2) Darkhast for cardamom gardens not granted unless ryot owns land in l'yotwari 

(3) More house-sites should be provided. 
(4) Printed application form sold for one anna. 

AMMAYANAYAXANUlt, 

J'resent peshkash 
Total rent roll 

The estate contains 17 villages. 
The extent is the total of wet, dry and garden. 

RB. A.. P. 

13,474 15 9 
51,136 2 8 

Rates of rent.-Rates were fixed in fas1 1312 and their previous history is not known 
These ra.tes were fixed on the ba.sis of qua.lity of soil. 

The ra.tes of rent prevailing in this zamin &re-

For wet la.nds-2 to 25 pana.ms <a pa.nam is As. 3-5 ; kuIi _ 59 cents). 
For dry lands-2 to 17 f pa.na.ms. 
For garden lands-4 to 15 pa.nams. 

For betellea.f or wet lands the rent is 50 pa.na.ms per kuli in a.ddition to the tara.m 
assessment. For sugarca.ne in wet lands, the rent is one-ha.lf times the taram assessment 
for pa.ddy, betellea.f, sugarca.ne a.nd pla.ntain in dry lands with ta.nk water, the rent is one-hall 
times the tara.m a.ssessment. 

These 8011 are irrespective of the na.ture of the soil. 
OUBtomary Zevies.-No customary levies. 
[,,;gatian.-There are ten ta.nks in the estate; most of them are in good condition. 

Amount spent on repairs within last 
ten years. 

BS. 

32,700 

Tws are 8011 in fa.irly good conditon 8&ys the ma.na.ger of the esta.te. 
Extent of ta.nk-bed a.ssigned 609 '78 a.cres. 

Waste lands assigned since 1908-
Wet 203·98a.cres. 

Rate per kuli from As. 13-7 to Rs. 4-4-0. 
Dry 1,476·36a.cres. 

Rates from As. 6-9 to Rs. 5-13-8. 
Gardm lands.-6·35 a.cres. 

Rates range from Re. 2--2-0 to Rs. 2--8-0. 

Demand. collection and balance/or /asIl1346.-
B9. A.. P. 

Demand •• •• 60,133 0 9 
Collection •• •• 27,887 4 8 

. Ba.!a.nce •.• • • • • 33,497 Ii 1 
Syatem of accounting.-Pa.tta.s are given to the ryots and muchilikas obta.ined from them. 

The amount shown in the Variyadu are collected ill eight instalments by the village munsif 
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who.remits the amount into the zan:in treasury with thandals for collection made. Chalan 
is prepared in duplicate for the acknowledgment of the amount rell\ltted, one to be given 
to the remitter and the other to be retained ,n the offioe. . 

lnamB.-No inama. • 

ELAYARAM PANNA! (SAT'l'Ull. T.A.LlJl[). 

Oral evidence of Mr. Sivantl.uraja Nadar, witness No. 245, Elayaram Pannai, 
Sattur taluk, Ramnad di.;trict. 

Bate8.-Rent is high. For cultivating tobacco, Re. 26-11-8 is levied for one kottah. 
i.e., 1 acre and 62 cents; for plantain, Re. 2~, fOl chillies, Rs. 17-15-0 and for ragi, 
.~~ . . . 

(The witness files receipts and pattas.) Rent should not be levied on cropwar basis. 
There should be only one rate for all crops as in ayan lands. 

Pattas.-It is difficult to get pattas transferred. The witness complains thE t in a jOint 
patta, the land of one ryot who has paid rent IS brought to auction for rent due by another 
jOint pattadar. Such lands are taken ,n auction by the zamiUdar and added to hIs pannai 
lands. 

Suroell.-The estate should be surveyed and settlement properly e1l'ected. 
Little tankB a..a po..as.- The ryot should be allowed to take manurial clay from little 

tanks and ponds in the v.lIage. But the zamindar has brought them under patta. 
Rates ofrent with special reference to rates fixed by Mr. Hurdis, the rates of Mr. Peter's 

which reviJed and mochfied the excessive high rates of Mr. Hardis and lastly the rates 
popularly known as manorajj rates-the history, legality and enforcebJ.ity of BUch rates, 
together with all other pOiUts referred to w,th regard to Ramnad and S,vaganga and other 
estates, have all been c(.ns.dered in detail and perhaps even exhaustively, 80 that it will 
not be necessary to dIscuss slmiar pointSln regard to all other estates that follow. 

In the T,nnevelly polian\8, is dealt with, the Thirukkaramgudi endowment inam 
estate. 

TINNEVELLY PALA'tAlllS AND THEm PERl'rU.NENT SETTLEMENT. 

Tho origin of poligars has already been referred to-how as an administrative measure 
th .. y were established in the Pandya country by Aryanatha M:udaliyar, the celebrated 
gt'neral flf Viswanatha, their Tamil name, Paiayakaran, .. holder of an armed eamp .. 
. sufficlentiy describes the basis on which the power of these chieftains rested. The nature 
of the palayam tenure has been previously dealt with and we may now take a rapid glance 
at BOme of the special features of the poligar system in Tinnevelly district and the exciting, 
slUlguill'U) events in the latter part of the 18th century and in the beginning of the 19th 
century which eventually led to the permanent settlement of the palayams in the district, 
barring a few ones, which have been sequestered or confiscated for rebellion. 

N The leading feature of the land revenue system of the district in the 18th century ia 
that a large portion of the country is divided up among poligars to whom is entrusted the 
duty of collecting what they can from the inhabitants of their allotted portions oi 
palnvau,., while at the headquarters of the districts, a • renter' appointed by the Central 
Government or ciresr is responsible for collecting on behalf of that Government, tribute 
or peohkasb from the poligars and for remitting also a stipulated amonnt of rent from the 
tprritorj~s under his direct management. 

Thus, palayams and circar lands were, each, from the beginning on a separate footing 
Bnd develcped on difierent lines. 

The Tmnevelly Gazetteer is rather hard on the poligars of the district and its 
references to them are scarcely complimentary. That they usurped immense revenues 
from t,he crrear villages which were nominally under the direct management of the 
• renter,' that they appropriated the office' stalam kaval ' and its fees, that they invented 
and cutr',pted II new system of police known as • desakaval • for which they extorted 
paymeut, • that they levied land duties, taxes on plonghs, looms, shops and labourers. that 
they were • armed with II rabble of desperate marauders to enforce obedience,' and that 
they, to crown all, practised free-bootery, are the charges laid against the poligars. We 
leo.r.) further that the • renter' was powerless against the poligars and thaP..,nly by 
emplosing military force he could exact from the poligars the contribution due to the 
c~ntnol exchequer. 

The Gazetteer further states that it was the refractory behaviour of the poligars that 
first brought the Nawab of Aroot and his allies, the English, into contact with Tinnevellv 
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and that for nearly half a century, the East India Company had a hard time; sending 
expedItion after expedition to suppress " the rebellion of one confederacy after another and 
to extort the payment due from defaulting poligars." 

In accOldance with the treaty concluded with the Nawab in 1792, the poligars were 
placed undel' I,he authority of the East India Company. On 12th July 1792, Mr. Benjamin 
'I'orm, was appointed " Collector of Zamindar and Poligar peshkash in the Tinnevelly, 
Trichinopoly, Ramanathapuramand Sivaganga districts," Mr. Landou succeeded him 
in the same year and proceeded to make inquiries and to report on the claims to all sorts 
of extravagant fees which the poligars were asserting. He was followed by Mr. Powney 
in 1794 and Mr. Jackson in 1797. Revolts and uprisings marked the period and attempts 
were made to disarm the poligars. But drastic measures were taken only in 1799. 

Katta-bomma Naick, poligar of Panchalankurichi, who led the most sanguinary insur
rection against the East Indi~ Company fell in that year and on the execution of that 
poligar, proclamation was issued that the poligars should be disarmed and relieved of all 
police and military duties and that their forts should be destroyed. 

The estates of six poligars (viz., Panchalankurichi, Kulattur, Kadalgudi, Elayairam
pannai, Kolarpatti and Nagalapuram), who joined the last outbreak, were sequestered. 
Three of them (Panchalankurichi, Kulattur and Kadalgudi) were distributed to the poligars 
of Etayapmam, Maniachi and M:elamandai, in recognition of the good services rendered 
by them, to the East India Company, during the rebellion. The remaining three palayams 
were confiscated. 

Mr. Lushington (who had succeeded Mr. Jackson on the 12th January 1799), pro
ceeded to make a settlement with the remaining 25 poligars. All the lands which had 
been improperly annexed to the poligars' villages were resumed and the total peshkash 
newly imposed on all palayams, together exceeded by 117 per cent, the maximum which 
they had ever paid before. The increase was very much due to the poligars' military 
services being dispensed with and commuted consequently into money-payments. 

The next serious rebellion, the last of the series, occurred in 1801 and was quelled 
in the same year. Orders issued in 1799 for the disarmament of the poligars and the 
demolition of their forts were thoroughly and successfully enforced. 

In September 1802, Mr. Lushington (who, on the cession of the Carnatic Province 
to the East India Company in 1801; was appointed Collector of Tinnevelly) submitted 
a comprehensive scheme to a special commission appointed for the settlement of "the 
Southern Palayams." A careful valuation was made of each palayam based on the esti
mate prepared by himself in 1800, and by previous Collectors of ' poliga-peshkash ' and 
the result waS a slight decrease in the total demand now settled as compared with that 
fixed in 1800. The proposals of Mr. Lushington were accepted by the Government in 
1803 and in the same year 25 poligars received the sanad-i-milkiat-istimrar and thence 
forward became zamindars. The three confiscated palayams were divided up into ninE!,' 
mittas and sold. , ' ' •. " 

Government took over the desakaval fees after the rebellion of 1799 and now the 
extensive salt, sayar and abka.ri revenues which most of the poligars had formerly col. 
lected from their estates, were also resumed. The remaining income was taken as the' 
gross annual 'Value of the. palayams and on this amount t~e peshkash,. in proportions," 
varying from 30 per cent (Ill the case of small and unproductive Alagapun) to 65 per cent ' 
(Urkad with Its valuable wet lands )was calculated for each estate. 

The 25 zamindaris for Whic~ perman~nt sanad~ w~re given in 1803 are the fOllowing. 
Some of them were subsequently !Dcluded !D other districts, as shown below, for administra
tive purposes:

Tinne"elly. 
1 Ettayapuram, 
i! Melmandai. 
8 Attankarai. 
4 Kadamdur 
5 Maniachi. 
6 Sivagiri. 
7 Talaivankottai. 
8 Auvadiapuram. 
II Naduvakurichi. 

10 A Jagapuri. 
11 Uthumalai, 
12 Surandlli. 
13 Cbokk&mtati. 
14 Urkad. 
III Singampatti. 

Ramnatl. 
16 Mannarkottai. 
17 Sennalgudi. 
IS Kollapatti. 
19 Seithur. 
cao Pavali. 
21 Kollankondall 

Madura. 

22 Peraiyur. 
23 Elumalai. 
24 Sandaiyur. 
25 Saptor. 
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ETTAYAPlJRAlII[ ZAMDI'DABI. 

Etayapuram is one of the ancient palayams in South India. According to the 
Tinnevdly Gazetteer, the Poligar of Etayapuram was of Telugu origin, and owed 
his palayam to the favour of the Nayal!; :Qynasty of Madura. During the military activities 
of the British in South India in the years ,l756-57, the Poligars of Etr.yapuram seem 
to have played a prominent part. In the famous insurrection of Kattabomma N ayak of 
Panchalankurichi, against East India Company, the Etayapuram Poligar rendered valuable 
assistance to the British. 

It is stated in the memorand:n sublDitted by the zamindar, that " the Poligar (of 
Etayapuram) was wrestling village after village from the neighbouring poligars by his 
military incursions and adventures." In the year 1802 when the permanent settlement 
was made, 106 villages were in the occupatIOn and enjoyment of the zamindar. 

In recognition of the services rendered hy the zamindar in Panchalankurichi rehel,.. 
lion, Government granted another 79 vill"ge~. Thus in aI!, 185 "illages. details of which 
are given in the sanad-i-milkiat-istimrar. granted to the zamindar, constitute the zamin
dari proper. Subsequently other villages were acqnired from time to time by the zamindar 
from the estate funds. The estate a8' now constituted, has villages in three dhrtricts of 
Tinnevelly, Ramnad and Madura, Bnd the total number in each is 328, 47 and 15, res
pectivel,. 

Total reni' roll (according to the Diwan) 
Peshkash 

R.e. A. P. 

3,99,000 0 0 
77,638 13 !l 

System of a8sessment.-Nowhere in the zamindari, rent is eollected in kind. ,The 
existing rates of money-rent have heen in force for over 60 years, except in one place, 
known a8 Golvarpatti, where, rent in kind has been commuted into cash about 20 years 
ago. 

Ciassification of landa and ?atu, 0/ rent.-Lands are classified dry, wet snd garden. 
Dry rates generally range from As. 5-8 to Rs. 2-1--6 per acre in one portion of the estate, 
i.e .• Etayapuram. 

In Vallanadi division, the rate for wet lands ranges from As. 7-4 to Rs. 8-1-9. and 
in one ease there is an "ssessment of Rs. 22-8--4 per acre for three acres. 

The Diwan could give no reason for this high assessment. He could only reply that 
it is the classification in the settlement. The ryot had relinquished the land on account 
of the heavy assessment. He was told by the Diwan that if he represented matters to 
him and if found reasonable, the rate would be reduced and brought into conformity 
with the rates prevailing elsewhere. Nothing happened however. The Diwan has 
deposed that this high assessment was noticed by him recently when he was examining 
the rates. 

Wet rates in Etayapuram rang'e from As. 7-4 to Rs. 8-1-9 per acre. Rs. 22-8--4 
per acre is levied in one caRe in Therkuvllndanam village. As regards wet lands, the 
JIlme rates prevail since 1865 IIccording to the zamindar's memorandum. Total area of 
wet lands in the zamin is 6,433 acres and 42 cents accorcling to the Diwan. 

Garde .. lands.-in the estate proper tbere are garden lands with varying assessment., 
In two villages the rates are higher than elsewhere, viz., Rs. 7-4-11 and Rs. 8-12-10 
per acre. Crops grown on garden lands are chillies, onions, ragi, cambodia cotton and 
some of the eommercia\ crops. 

Tobacco, plantain and sugarcane pay special Cl'Op assessment along with "tamm " 
rute. j,mllkal (betel-vine) aBSessment including .. hram" aBSessment ranges from 
Rs. 59-10-0 to Rs. 119-3-11 per acre. The fact that the above rate is charged only 
for second and third years of the betel cultivation, does not minimi7.8 the excessive nature 
of the rate. 

. Dispute about garden rates.-Ryots questioned the garden rates, litigation went np 
to the Privy Council. Later decrees were also obtained from the High Court with regard 
to garden lands. in suits filed by a second batch of ryots. Rates fixed by the High Court 
were 7, 8 and 9 panams on the ground that the local custom proved it and so its continuance 
wae ordered. 

In the cwoe which went up to the Privy Council (Privy Council ~peal No. 86 of 1916) 
it was decided by that Judicial body that proper rates were only 3 and 4 panams. Judg
men' was delivered by Lord Swnmer. The Diwan has stated iu evidence that so far as 

001(. B. PART u-45 
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the merits of the two cases were concerned contentions were the same, lands were aimilw: 
and that the yield was also similar. In these circumstances, therefore, the Privy Council 
has decided the question of rent properly. Lord Summer has observed in his judgment 
that the first court rejected the zamindar's evidence of custom and that the High Court 
also questioned its validity and found that the alleged contracts to pay at the 8 panama 
rate was • Nudum Pactum.' Lord Summer also observ .. d that the zamindar did not 
deny the ryot's statement that the field in question was a punja land bearing 4 panama 
'rate of assessment, but since the well had been sunk, the defendant, i.e., the zamindar 
has been charging garden assessment without having any right to do so. -These are therefore cases, where garden rates were levied on dry lands, improved 
:at the expense of ryots. It may be observed in this connexion, that the judgment of 
Sir T. Muthusami Ayyar, and Mr. Justice Best in S.A. No. 1525 of 1892, is illuminating. 

Rates campared.-The Diwan states that dry rates in the zamin are lower than in 
the neighbouring Government areas. 
L 

.. RyaLs' evidence with regard to rates.-Witnesses gave evidence on ·behalf of ryots 
that the rates of rents prevailing in the zamin are high. Mr. Muthusami Mooppanar 
~f Pithapuram village (witness No. 204) states that he is paying Rs. 35 for one acre and 
85 cents of wet land. He has also deposed that the estate collects a rate of Rs. 9 or Rs. 1,0 
per acre for ragi, cholam and chillies. The witness continuing states that income from 
lands is very meagre and leaves practically no margin for the ryot after the kist is paid. 

Mr. Ramasami Mooppanar of Naduvapatti village (witness No. 205) states that he 
is paying an assessment of Rs. 1&-12-0 per acre for wet lands, while the rates in the 
adjacent Government villages are only Rs. 3-12-{) and Rs. 5-10-0 per acre. This witness 
a.Iso states that rates are enhanced on betel cultivation, though the lands in question are 
watered with the aid of wells sunk at the expense of the ryots. This witness also com
plains that about eleven years ago, at the time of granting pattas, the ryota in the village 
were coerced to enter into an agreement containing certain unconsionable conditions. 

Witness No. 207 of hatchi village.-Mr. Ponnia Mooppanar (witness No. 207) of 
Iratchi village, states that he is paying a wet rate of Rs. 23-7-6 per kola (1 acre and 
85 cents). The witness states that in the Government village of Gangaikondon which 
is quite near his village, wet rate is only Rs. 8-4-0 per acre. He draws a sad picture of 
the lot of agriculturists in the zamin. .. There is no water enough even for the first crop; 
there 'is no water even in wells sunk o.t o.n expense of Rs. 500; there has been no good 
crops for the past ten years. The witness ho.d emigrated to Ma.Iaya, mo.de some money 
and returned to his no.tive village. He is now paying the kist from the earnings he ha.d 
ma.de in Malaya. 

Witness No. 204 ha.d stated in his evidence tho.t the estate levies a tax known as 
•• Poon-Theervai" of Rs. 8 or Rs. 10 per annum on garden crops raised on dry lands 
i,mproved at the expense of ryots. 

I'1'Igation sources and their maintenance.-Irrigation sources in this zamindari are 
chiefly rain.fed tanks about 95 in number. The Diwan has stated in his evidence that 
they are fairly in good condition. Ryots however complain that the estate is doing no 
repairs to the tanks. Witness No. 204 had deposed that the zamindar diverts water 
from tank to irrigate his private lands and that ryots are put to great hardships on this 
account. Witness No. 207 had deposed that tanks are in bad repair and that the estate 
does not permit ryots to make repairs. This witness has also deposed that the tank in 
his village will breach if there is heavy rain. 

The Diwan has stated in his oral evidence that a provision of Rs. 10,000 is made 
every year, for repairs to irrigation sources. He admitted that the amount allotted was 
insufficient for 390 villages situated in three districts. He has also stated that there is 
an accumnlation of arrears amountmg to a lakh every year and that if finances of the 
estate permitted, more funds will be provided for irrigation facilities. 

Irrigation wo,ks and GOl)emment superl)ision.-The Diwan has deposed that he is 
for requesting the Government to appoint a special officer who will periodically inspect 
the irrigation sources, note their condition and send a report to the zamindar and if the 
zamindar does not attend to repairs within a particular period, Government may carry 
out repairs and recover the expenses from the zamindar. 

The Diwan thinks that it will not work efficiently, if instea.d of appointing special 
"fficers, divisiona.I engineers, are deputed to do the work. 

Forest facilities.!....There are certain forests in the zamindari which are closed to 
ordinary felling of trees, grazing, etc. These forests are worked under the coupe system 
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cn commercial lines. Unreserved forests are open to the ryots and free grazing is per
mitted therein. 1.'here are no restrictions as regards grazing except in the case of big 
tanks where grass is leased on contract during the season. As for fuel and green manure 
the estate imposes no restrictions but margosa, karuvelam and other trees are classified as 
reserved as tbey are valuable timber. 'These should not be felled by ryots according to 
the estate authorities. The Diwan has stated that application for free grant of wood for 
agricultural implements are sanctioned. These facilities are not however granted in 
reserved forests. The Diwan has deposed that no special inconvenience or trouble is 
experienced by ryots and that there is generally no prosecution for forest offences. 

In reserve forests certain fees are levied for fuel, grazing and manurial leaves. - Ryots 
feel them irksome and excessive. Witness No. 204 has complained that the estate does 
not allow ryots even to remove reeds from ponds_ He has also pleaded for free grazing 
faoilities, etc. 

It may be noted here that the so-called " Reserved .. forests in the zamin, are only 
formally 'reserved' and not nnder the provisions of the Forest Act_ 

Treea.-Ryots have complained tbat even nnclassified trees in the villages are not 
allowed to be felled by them even though the estate has not planted them. 

Miscellaneous cesses and levies.-Witness No. 204 has deposed that customary cesses 
like 'sandippu,' etc., are levied. According to him estate levies as. 4 per cart-load for 
-earth in tanks; a levy of as. 2 and as. 4 is also collected for earth used as manure for 
kodikal cultivation. A levy of about as. 4 to as_ 8 is collected per cart-load of stones 
even though they are on patta lands. As regards ' sandippu ' cess the Diwan has slated 
that it is collected in a few places as most do not pay their cess_ . 

Ilouse-Bites.-Witness No. 204 has deposed that house construction is permitted on 
, nattam' lands, only on the payment of 12 years' assessment. Witness No. 207 has 
mentioned a bard case in this connexion. This witness built a house on a portion of his 
patta land. This was about twenty years ago. The zamin officials are now demanding 
twenty years' assessment from him. 

Transfer of pattas.-Witness No. 205 has deposed tbat illegal demand are made by 
Estate clErks and that they take Rs. 2-8-{) for every patta while the scheduled rate is 
only Re. 1. He has also stated that it will be belpful if pattas are given directly by the 
Government. The Diwan has stated in his evidence that new pattas sbould be issued 
only if there is a change with regard to the holding and tbat to have a number of pattas. 
written up again and again for the same holding is unnecessary. 

Rent colleetian.-According to the Diwan, the present system of collection of revenne 
is very defective, because the village servants are not under the control of the zamindar. 
He would have it that the repeal of section 11 of the Act of 1802, has brought all difficul
ties. The Act of 1802 and section 11 worked till about 1894 when Village Officers' Act 
was passed. The Diwsn further stated that before 1894, the karnam was a subordinate 
of the zamindar and if any Government work had to be done it was done through the 
zamindar and there was no dual control. Section 11 of the Act of 1802 was omitted in 
the' sanad-i-milkiat-istimrar ' and as a consequence the Diwan complains that the zamin
.slar had practically no control over village servants. The Diwan is not in favour of 
collection work being entrusted to village officers under the supervision of the Govern
ment. 

Rent collection by honorary workers.-'.rhere is a system prevalent in this zamindari 
by which rent collection is entrusted to certain agents of the zamindar. These are honorary 
workers. The Diwan has deposed that these men are employed when the village officer 
is incapable of collecting rent or refuses to perform his duties. He has stated that there 
are complaints against these honorary workers once in away, but he could not say there 
was any harassment whether this syst.em will not lead to illegal exactions, he 'has not 
examined but would consider it. 

Kist sent by money ordet'.-The Diwan is of opinion that if suitable provisions are 
introduced in the Estates Land Act, there will be no difficulty in accepting money orders 
~xcept in the case of adverse claims and that as it is the estate refuses money orders only 
when sufficient details are not given. 

Sale of ryau' holding.-The Diwan desires to revert to the old procedure under the 
Rent Recovery Act, i.e., summary procedure with regard to co\lection of rent especia\ly 
with ~gard to attachment of lands, movables, etc_ He is of opinion that the Amending 
Act gIves relief neIther to landlord nor to the tenant. He has 81so stated in his evidence 
that the court-fees paid for suits is Rs_ 11--4-<l per Rs. 100, and that be would welcome 
Wl'1 reduction. 
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Remission.-The Dlwan is of opinion that there should be no remission in the case of 
dry lands and the reason he gives is that it is the mamul prevailing in ill zamindar~ 
Personally he is of opinion that if there is wide ce:lamlty, remisslOll may be given, more 
8l!pecially if remission is given in the adjoining Government villages. In that event, he 
wants that proportionate remission in peshkash also should be granted. 

Occupancy Tights.-The Diwan thinks that public opinion is not sufficiently advanced 
that rights of occupancy should be .conferred on under-tenants. 

Re-81M""ey.-To a question, whether in re-survey, any excess of land goes to the 
zamindar, the Diwan has deposed that where ryots are enjoying the lands they do not pay 
anything; when the excess is detected it is generally assigned. 

Public institutions.-The Diwan has stated iIi his oral evidence that the zamindar ie 
maintaining a secondary school, at a cost of Rs. 3,000 a year. There is also a Women's and 
Children's hospital in the estate, costing nearly the same amount. The Dlwan stated that 
only last year the estate received from the Government iii grant of Rs. 1,000 for the school. 

Rent roll 
Peshka.sh 

• ;,,; I '.: ,- " I ~ : 

SIV AGIRI ZAMINDARI. 

This estate contains 102 villages. 

KB. A. P. 

i.~,469 5 1 
41,455 9 II 

Rates of Tent.-As stated in the zamindar's memorandum, wet, rates range from 
Re. l-IZ-S to Rs. 29-6-3. Dry rates range from Ra. 2-11-11 to 1ts. 4-8-0. 

Half of the lande in the zamindari pay rent in kind and the rest pay mone~-rent. 
Varam system was in force from the tinle of the permanent settlement up to iaali 1321 
when money-rent was fixed with regard to certain lands. According to witness No. 211 
(ryot of Sankaran Roil taluk) wet rates in his parts generally range from Rs. 3--3-9 to
Rs. 6-8-0. This witness, however, has filed a patta of Viswanatha Purl village to show 
that wet rates there are Ra. 40 and Ra. 43. In this adjacent ayan village of Thirmals
puram the rates range from Ra. 4 and Rs. 5. The rates in the zamin formerly ranged 
from Rs. S-3-9 to Rs. 6-8-0 on varam basis. According to the witness these rates were 
in vogue for about 70 years and in 1913 they were commuted into money-rent. Such higb 
rates as Rs. 40 and Re. 43 are accounted for by the fact that when the commutation took 
place the price of paddy was Rs. 18 and Rs. 19. Pricee have fallen considerably since' 
the .. and the present prices are only Rs. 5 and Rs. 6 per kalam. Besides tbe commuta.
tion rate was axed arbitrarily to augment the income of the zamindar and the ryots' 
labour and expenses, according to the witness, were not taken into consideration. 

Dry rates according to the witness is 10 panams. For' wet-dry' land the rate ia 
As. 12-4. In the case of such lands the adjacent lands are wet lands and water percolates, 
therefrom, rendering impossible the cultivation of dry crops on these lands. Thus, th_ 
lands become frequently tmfit for wet. crops and dry crops alike. If however, the ryot. 
attempts to raise wet crops he will have to pay an assessment of Re. 4 on these lands. Dry 
rates in the adjacent ryotwari area vary, a.ecording to witness, from As. 13-0 to Re. 1-2-0. 

Garden lands.-Punja rates generally prevail. In the case of garden lands inlproved, 
with the aid of wells, sunk at the expense of ryots, the witness (No. 211) has deposed that 
puhanced rates are levied. If sugarcane, betelvine, etc., are cultivated, rates levied range 
from Rs. 14 to Re. 18. 

WitJ)ess No. 212, ryot of Thenmalai village, has deposed that wet rates in hie area, 
range from Rs. 4 to Rs. 25. Rates in ryotwari tracts nearly vary from Re. 3 to Re. 6. The 
witness has submitted a patta to show that 100 acres of land in his village pay at the rate 
of Rs. 25 per acre. He has also stated that the yield of land is poor; price of paddy now 
ruling is very low and that as a consequence, the ryots are finding it extremely difficult 
to pay the high commutation rate. This witness states that reversion to rent in kind will 
be helpful, if harassment by zamin officials can he avoided. 'Varam' paid formerly, was 
just a little above half the gross produce. The witness wants that ayan rates ranging from 
Rs. 3 to Rs. 4-8-0 should be adopted in the zamin. 

'£i?-" o"or- Witness No. 213 has deposed that rates vary according to the crops raised. According 
DU,:vo~P' to this witness, proper dry rates would he only As. 12-4, As. 10-5 and As. 7-8. But the::.:.r. . witness complains that if the ryot inlproves his dry lands with the aid of welIa SUDk: at his. 

own expense and raises plantain, brinjals, onions, three different rates are levied, i.e., 
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Rs. H for plantain; Rs. 14 for brinjal; and Ea. 14 for onion; all on one acre of land. In· 
fact one acre of land bears rent payable on 3 acres and that at a very high rate. According 
to tIllS witness if eo ryot raises on one acre of land, plantain, brinjal and onion, he "ill 
have to pay a total assessment of Rs. 42_ i.e., Rs. 14 for plantain, Rs. 14 for brinjal and 
Ra. 14 for onion I 

IN'igation jacilities.-It is stated in the zamindar's memorandum that the amount 
spent on repairs to irrigation sources within the last ten years is Rs. 3,176-9-11. 

Witness No. 211 has stated in his evidence that the zamindar never does any repairs to 
tanks or channels. In this connexion the ryots filed a suit; petition was also sent to the 
Collector. The Collector directed that the zamindar should effect repairs to tanks and 
channels. The suit was also decided in favour of the ryots. The zamindar filed an appeal, 
but the High Court in 1932 confirmed the decision of the lower court. All the same, the 
zamindar has not. done any repairs till now. Incidentally, the witness complains that the 
policy of the zamindar in converting punja lands into permanent nanja lands, affects 
the ryot injuriously. It is also his complaint that water is frequently diverted to irrigate 
tl.e private laed of the zamindar, with the result that there is often failure of crops in 
ryots' fields owing to lack of sufficient water-supply. 

Witness No. 212 has mentioned an instance of the zamindar's indifference to irriga
tion works, in spite of the Collector's orders. The order was made by Mr. Tampoe in 1926 
with regard to breaches in Keelakaraisal tauk. Yet up till now more repairs have been done 
toH. . 

In 1935 again, the ryots had occasion to file a petition to effect repairs to tank. The 
estate then gave an undertaking in writing that within April 1936, the necessary repairs 
would be effecl.ed. The estate however did not act up to it. The Collector thereupon ordered 
that the repair should be done within October 1937 or the estimate of costs for repairs should 
be deposited in Court. The estate asked for one year's time and the request has been granted. 
Thus the mat.ter is now pending. 

Irriqation BOtirCeS to be under the supervision oj the Govemment.-The witness 
(No. ~2) bas also complained that at present. much difficulty is experienced with regar.! 
to filing petitions for repairs to irrigation sources. One-fourth of the total ayacutdars have 
to file 8 joint petition. Deposit of money is also necessary. The witness therefore desires 
that suitable provisions should be included in the Act to obviate difficulties. He has also 
referred to zamindar's diverting water for his private lands to the detriment of the ryots' 
fields and B.tated that irrigation sources should be under the supervision of the Government. 

Forest grievances.-Witness No. 211 has mentioned certain grievances regarding 
forests in the zamin. There are forests in the zamin, with an extent of 39 square miles. 
A portion of the forest, 1 mile long and 4 miles broad were in the enjoyment. formerly, 
of ryots on payment of low fees. Subsequently on the assurance of the zamindar that all 
fo.eiIities would be alIowed as before, the portion referred to, was taken by him. At 
present however, according to the witness No. 211, only the rich and influential people 
are given the required facilities in the forest, while the weak go to the walI. 

The witness has also deposed that the 2ltmindar has recently sold 250 acres of forest 
Jl!.nds, to eo ~ent1eman from Rsjapalayam. This gentleman has settled down to cardamom 
cultivation after felling a good number of trees. 

Trees are also felled according to the witness in the following forests; Ullattrupannai 
'l'heniatrupannai, Kombaikkadu and Vaduganoor. 'Thus', deplores the witness • denuda: 
ti,m of fore,t. is proceedin/l' at a rapid pace, affecting harmfully the ryots' inter~sts,' e.g., 
preventing the lItagnation of rain water on the surface of lands. 

"~i~ness ~o. 2~~ has d';P0sed that fores~s are divided into t~ee portions, viz., • evergreen 
solal, seml-solat and lower ground. Evergreen solM and. semi-solai bavinO' been 
reserved for rainfall are closed to the zamindar and the ryots alike. The witne";.s bas 
deposed that in semi-solai the zamindar has assigned on patta 400 acres, recently. In ever
green solai, he has felled trees and granted pattas for the cultivation of tea and coffee. 

T.he witness is filled ~~h anxiety t~at such denudation of forests will very much affect 
the ramfall and lead to aridity of the SOlI. He has also stated that the zaminilar has aimed 
a contract for permitting trees to be felled in the forests. The contract will he in force 
till 1960 according to the witness. 

CO'llmtlnal land ••. -Witness No. 211 has deposed tha:t last year and year before last, 
communal lands to the extent of about 200 acres were aSSigned by the zamindar on patte. 
The witness has shown an item in the village register, in support of the stat~ment. . 

Witness No. 212 has stated in his evidence that eo portion (3 acres and 51 cents) of the 
(' .. !.tl" stand in Thenmalai village has been assigned on patte. to the ZWIlind:u '8 mother_ 

COil. B. PART n-46 
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Patta number according to witness is 722. Survey number of the cattle stand is 109. A 
tank in the village which was used for drinking and bathing purposes was filled up with 
ea.rth according to the witness and brought under patta. 

All this happened four or five years ago, states the witness. 
·Witness No. 213 has complained that tanks, porambokes, palmyra topes and other 

communal lands are being gradually assigned on patta or sold by the zamindar. He haa 
also stated that tank-bed lands in Muthukulam tank was assigned on patta to a favourite 
of the zamindar. The assignment was held illegal by the Collector and the witness has 
stated that an appeal against the Collector's orders is now pending in the High Court. 
According to the witness extent of lands assigned in the above case was 11 acres and 50 
cents and that survey number was 80. He has also deposed that tank-bed lands to the extent 
of 4 acres in Melapannai village were also granted on patta and that two acres in Thenmalai 
village and some land in Chinnalamperi were also similarly granted. 

The witness further stated that there was no grazing field for cattle and that forests 
originally set apart for ryots' use have been brought under patts. It is also his grievance 
that a fee of 1 anna and 2 annas is levied for cart-load of sand and stones taken from th .. 
hills. Formerly the ryots were removing them freely. The witness has expressed strongly 
that communal lands are there for use and enjoyment of ryots and that the zamindar haa 
no manner of right to deprive them of the benefits of these lands. 

Pattas.-Witness No. 211 has deposed that pattas are not. renewed even though lands 
change hands. Petitions in this respect bear no fruit. The zamindar issues new pattas if 
he is paid some money. The witness himself has personally paid money to the zamindar 
for renewal of patta. The witness has also stated that lands are brought to auction for the 
default of one joint pattadar and the zamindar takes the land for nominal price. He has 
also said that pattas give no clear particulars as to lands held under it. 

Witness No. 213 has stated in his evidence that pattas are not issued in proper time, 
and that an extra payment has to be paid to the zamindar for renewal of patta. 

Jamabandi.-Witness No. 211 has deposed that no jamabandi is being held now and 
that ryots are put to much inconvenience and hardships as a consequence. The witness 
therefore requests that provisions for periodical holding of jamabandi should be made. 

SUTvey and settlement.-Witness No. 213 has deposed that the estate has been surveyed 
but there is no proper settlement and that it is not possible to know the extent of land under 
the old pairnash and extent of lands under the subsequent survey. According to this vdtness, 
the ryots are not sure what amount of rent they have to pay till the last day. Witness 
No. 211 has mac;le similar complaints. 

Summary suits.-Witness No. 211 has deposed that the estate files about 100 or 150 
summary suits every year. 

Remission.-Witness No. 211 has stated in his evidence that remission is never given 
even in hard deserving cases. The witness has complained that water is diverted to irrigate 
the private lands of the zamindar with the result that there is a failure of crops frequently in 
ryots lands owing to lack of adequate water-supply. The blame is however thrown on the 
ryots, and remission is not granted. The witness draws a harrowing picture of unrelieved 
suffering on the part of the ryots and unredeeming callousness on the p'art of the estate. 

Occupancy Tlghts.-Witness No. 211 and witness No. 213 have expressed themselves 
in favour of conferring occupancy rights on under-tenants. Witness No. 213 has stated 
that majority of ryots are of the same opinion. '.,< ", .. 

Undue influence and illegal exactions.-Witness No. 211 has complained that even 
elementary rights are violated by the zamindar. According to him, the zamindar exercises 
undue influenr.e and puts pressure on ryots in connexion with elections to local bodies. 
Ryots have to vote only for the zamind3J:'s nominees or those whom he favours, according 
to the witness. 

The witness further complains that if the zamindar fancies certain cows, bulls or sheep 
of the ryots they will have to be sent to him and non-compliance with the zamindar's 
wishes will result in harassment in various ways. The witness continuing stotes that 
litigation is expensive. 'Ai! against the wealth and the resources of the zamindar, the 
ryots are too poor and lacking in unity, to establish their rights in Courts of Law.' The 
witness therefore wants that the zamindari system should be abolished. In that event, he 
lItates that the zamindars may be given some compensation or allowance. If that is not 
found feasible, the witness wants that a commissioner should be appointed in every estate 
to protect the interests of the ryots. 

Witness No. 213 con'oborates the statements of the previous witness with regard to 
illegal exactions and states that corruption is the rule at present, in the estate, and that no 
information will be forthcoming from the estate officials if decent tips are not given to them. 
He also states that the estate officials have not drawn their pay for five or six months past. 
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A menities to 1j/ots.-Regarding general amenities available in the estate, .witnesa 
No. 2il has expressed himself in the following manner :-

During the management of the Alurt of Wards, some contribution was being made 
to the local hospital. It was stopped afterwards. A veterinary hospital was also 
working. It was closed subsequently. An experimental farm was being run for 
the benefit of the ryots. It went out of existence along with the Court of \Vards. 
l'he estate is collecting chatram cess. This is meant for providing food and lodging 
convenience to ryots who come to the headquarters. But no such facilities are now 
given. 

The zamindar and zamin officials.-Witness No. 211 has deposed that the zaminaar 
is inaccessible and that zamin officials are indifferent to the well-being of ryots. 

SAPTUR ZAMINDARI. 

'J'he permanent settlement of Saptur ",,"mindari takes us to the troublous and un
settled times which prevailed towards the end of the 18th century when the political power 
1)f the Nawabs of Arcot was fast eLbing away and the East India Company was coming 
Into ascendency. 

'The treaty of 1792 concluded between Mahomed Ali, Nawab of Arcot', and East India. 
-Company provided that •• poligars dependent on the Soubabdarry of Arcot should be 
traDIIlerred to the exclusive authority of the British Government." 

The poligars, however, did not readily submit to the new power. They did r..--.'l:l" 
not prove ,. useful subjects and obedient tributaries to the British Government." Co~,=,o. to 

They retained a strong desire to continue their exercise of military and independent power It~:::~~ .... 
and there were insurrections by several poligars against the Company rule. The Court ~~~,:; dolo 

of Directors, therefore, uniformally insisted on the ., absolute suppression of the military :~pdI 
pOVipr of the poligars a.nd on the substitution of a pecuniary tribute more proportionate 
tban the ordinary peshkash, to the resources of the poligars' countries and more adequate 
to the public demand for defraying the expenses of Government." 

The East India. Company was therefore bent upon "converting the ferocious and 
turbulant character of the poligar tenure into the peaceful and beneficial conditiona of 
.zamindar. I. 

With specific reference to the palayam of Saptnr, the Poligar Camia Naick withheld 
his tribute and began to defy the East India Company in various ways about fa.li 1205. 
In conspquence, he was dispossessed of his palaynm and the palayam was placed under 
the direct management of the East India Company. 'The deposed poligar retired to the 
hills nereby and from there ,began to give trouble to the Company. 

A reward was oltered for his person and in July 1800, he WItS seized, tried, condemned 
Ind capitally punoshed. His haIr-brother, Vara Carnia Naick who had separated bia 
mterest long ago from the condemned poligar was favoured by the Company and deed of 
permanent settlement WItS given to him in 1803. 

Two-tbirds of the gross revenues received by the Compnny during tbeir management 
-of the palaynm, " a long period of destruction and failure, was assessed as the permanent 
tribute." The fact that tbere was a. great extent of uncultivated lands was also taken 
iuto account in fixing the peshkl1sh, i.e., 2,852 star pagodas. 

ThuR wa.s eltected the re-establishment of the palayam of Saptur on a. zarnindari 
tenure. 

Peshkash 
Total rent roll 

BS. A. P. 

8,809 11 9 
68,848 4 11 

.Sy .• t~m of assess!"ent and .. ates 0/ rent.-The system o~ assessment prevailing in tbis 
~amllldan before .fasli 1319 (1909-10) was payment of rent, In kind. Tbe ryots were pay
wI! holf-Viarum, I.e., balf of the net produce, after deductmg harvpst charges, etc., with 
l'e{!nrd to wet lands; and as regards dry lands. money-rent was prevalent in accordance 
With the crops raised. The whole system was changed into fixed money-rent in accordance 
WIth the classification of soil and facilities for cultivation, by the Court of Wards during 
19U9-1O. The rates of rent prevailing in tbe estate for wet lands, vary from Re. 1 to 
Rs. 24 per a.ore. 
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The dry rates vary from As. 12 per acre to Rs. 44--8-0. This highest assessment i& 
in Muthlmayagipuram village where there are also dry lands p.tying rent at Rs. 3 ancJ 
Rs. 2-1-0 per acre. 

Ryots' elJidence regarding rates.-Witness No. 234 has stated in his evidence that 
before the estate was surveyed, wet assessment was Rs. 8-7-9 for 3 acres and 64 cents 
and that after the survey, wet rate has been Rs. 5-5-10 per acre. The witness has also 
depo~ed that for the 20th fasIi an a~sessment of Rs. 24 per acre has been levied on nanja. 
lands in his parts, and that the following wet rates also prevail, viz., Rs. 18, Rs. 16 and 
Rs. 10. He has further stated that in his village, there are 250 acres bearing an assess
ment of Rs. 24 per acre while only 5 or 6 acres of wet lands bear the lowest rates. 

Enhancement of rent.-Witness No. 234 has deposed that rent was enhanced 
in 1909 during the management of the. Court of Wards and that there has been 
no variation since then. Suits were filed for redud;ion of rent but according to 
the Wltness, the Court insisted that the full rent should be first paid before the 

. matter could be taken up. l'he question however was left there. This witness 
has also complained that rent very much in excess of what is mentioned in the patta ia 
collected in certain cases. Witness No. 235 has stated that for wet lands in his village, 
rate per acre was Rs. 5-5-10 and that in fasli 1339 it was enhanced to Rs. 18, Rs. 14 and 
Rs. 11 per acre. Memorandum submitted by the ryots of Saptur make the following 
suggestions regarding fair and equitable rent :-

1. The Land-cess Act of 1875 fixes the land tax. The tax for an acre of nanja. 
land per annum is Rs. 5-5-4. For punja lands three different rates are fixed. 
The same reasonable rates should prevail in the zamindari. 

2. For determining the rates of rent in the zamindari the same principles observed 
by the Government in determining the kist for nanja and punja lands in ryot
wari areas should be adopted. 

Cultiflation expenses.-Witness No. 234 has deposed that in his village of Kodikulam, 
expl'nses for cultivation for one acre of wet land come to Rs. 46-6-0; estimated money 
valt1l' of the yield per acre is Rs. 40. Thus there is a loss of Rs. 6-5-0, even with the 
ryots' hard labour. Witness No. 235 has stated that in his village generally the rates 
range from Rs. 25 to Rs. 35 per acre and that the sale of produce fetches only Rs. 28 or 
so. He has also stated that the ryots are not able to pay the kist and that they have to 
meet the Sahukar's demand as soon as the harvest is over. 

Price of lands.-Witness No. 234 has stated in his evidence that prices of nania. 
lands do not fetch beyond Rs. 300, Rs. 400 and Rs. 500 and that there are not ready 
purchaRers for the same. Witness No. 235 has deposed that he bought 2 acres of nania. 
lands for Rs. 1,700 and that now he is prepared to part with them for Rs. 300 or Rs. 400. 

Irrigation facilities.-Irrigation sources in the zamin are mostly tanks. There is 
only an anicut in the estate •. Witness No. 235 has stated in his evidence that there are no 
irrigation facilities worth the name in the zamin; that irrigation sources are not properly 
attended to; b.reaches in the kalungus are not closed and that much damage is ca.used to 
ryots' fields in consequence. Witness No. 234 has deposed that the ·zamindar diverts 
water to his private lands, injuriously affecting thereby the ayacut wet lands. He has 
also stated that water flowing to ayan lands is diverted in a reekiest< manner inundating 
the ryots' fields and causing damage to them. This witness has also complained that 
while irrigation sources are the same for ryots' lands and ayan '1a.nds, the former pay a. 
rate of Rs. 24 per IIcre while the latter are only charged Rs. 5-12,-0 per acre. Witnee~ 
No. 236 has complained that water in channel is impounded by the zamindar's men a.nd 
denied to ryots' fields. He has also stated that water-supply meant for irrigating 100 acres 
of lands is diverted to irrigate 50 acres of land belonging to the zamindar. 

For 19 villages comprising the zamin there are 26 tanks; only four villages have no 
tanks. A statement in the zamindar's memorandum showS" that under the head of irri
gation works, the estate spent Rs. 70-0-1 for 1935; the amount fell to Rs. 49-6-0 in the 
next year (1936) and culminated with Rs. 4,196-8-0 in 1937. The zamindar deposed 
that the estate maintains no supervisor or overseer and that village officers and revenue 
inspector submit reports about the condition of tanks while estimates for repairs are pre
pared by the revenue inspector. To a question by a member of the Committee (Mr. B. 
Naravanaswami Nayudu), whether it will not be better to have a supervisor to report 
about the condition of tanks and look after their repairs, the zamindar has replied that 
he is doing the reT'airs himself and that it is in his interests to see that ta.nks are kept in 
good condition. The zamindar is of opinion that Government supervision is not neces
sary for keeping the tanks in proper repair, as the present provisions in the Estate Land 
Act are, according to him, quite sufficient to protect the interests of the ryots in th, 
matter. 
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Forest.r.-There ere extensive forests in the zamin with an area of about 116 squere 
miles. Regarding facilities provided to ryots in forests the zamindar has stated in hill 
eVIdence that during the management of the Court of Wards, two unreserved forests were 
set apart in Kodikulam and Saptur for grazing. The extent of such forests will be about 
10,000 acres. He denies that unreserved forests are mere waste ' lands. 

In Saptur, Kummamalai and Vettalam free grazing and free removal of manure 
leaves are permitted. 

Reserved forests form nearly 90 per cent of the total forest area and contain valuable 
timber. Felling of trees by ryot. is not permitted as the zamindar fears that it may lead, 
to destnlction of forests. In reserved forests a fee of As. 8 per head of cattle and As. Ei
for gOo.tR are levied per fasli. The zamindar has stated in his evidence that he spends 
much more than what he derives from forests (i.e., towards esto.blishment charges). In
come from forests according to him will be about Rs. 3,000 to Rs. 4,000. The zamindar 
has also submitted certain papers to show that applications for free removal of wood, 
etc., for domestic and agricultural purposes are sanctioned in the unreserved forests. 

According to witness No. ~a4, lorests were not 'included in the assets of the zamin
dari, at the time of the permanent settlement. There was free grazing in the forest till 
1918. Subsequently during the management of the Court of Wards certain forests were 
reserved. 'rhis witness has also deposed that for so-called wrongful grazing in reserveci 
forests, heavy' compensation fees' to the tune of Rs. 100 and Re. 200 ere levied. Forest 
rules are very rigid, and that slight infringement of them, according to the witness ruins. 
the poor ryots in the shape of heavy , compensation fees.' 

Witness No. 235 corrohoro.tes the statements of the previous witness and says that 
formerly free removal of wood was permitted for domestic purposes and also for making' 
agricultural implements. 

According to the memorandum of the ryots of Saptur, grass, trees, cowdung, fuel m, 
the hills were freely removed by the ryots. Now restrictions had been inIposed on the 
ryots have access to only 200 acres in the hills. Ryots feel that such restrictions ere not. 
re6ll0Dable. 

Trees on patta lands.-Witness No. 235 has deposed that ryots are fined heavily if 
tree. on patta lands ere feJled by them. 

Communal lands.-Witness No. 234 has made the following complaints regerding 
the zamindar's encroachments on communal lands:-

(1) Sites for laying out important roads by the village panchayats are not granted. 
(2) The estate plants trees on the village common, and ryots' cattle and sheep 3l1&

not permitted to gather there. 
(3) Certain waste lands were occupied by ryots since a long time. The estate now

asks them to quit. 
(4) Even portions of burning grounds are being cultivated hy the zamindar's men., 

The zaminder has, however, deposed that he has not assigned any communal land 
and that he sees to it that they are not encroached upon even by the ryots. 

llou.se-sites.-Witness No. 235 has deposed that ryots are put to much inconvenience
for "ant of sites for dwelling. He has also stated that some of the ryots' houses which, 
... ere formerly taken away by the zamindar as penalty, may be returned. 

Customary cesses and illegal exactions.-Witness No. 235 has deposed that custom
ary cesses like chatram-cess and kulavettu-cess (for repairs to ta.nks) are collected from 
every patta, but o.re not utilized for the purposes for which they ere meant. This witnesS' 
hu. also complained that apart from the kist paid, the estate exacts two big head-loads of 
straw from every ryot. Witness No. 234 has deposed that the estate levies a new tax 
known a. 'chadal tax' for entering in the accounts the balance due to the ryots after' 
the ~ati"f:wtion of the arrears. 

The zamindar has stated in his evidence that he is not collecting chatram-eess now as 
it hilS been declared illegal by the High Court in 1936. He has also stated that if it is 
collected anywhere in his estate. it would only be by mistake. 

Free iabou,.-As regards the complaint against free labour by Muthumanyam ( .. it
ness No. 235), the zamindar has deposed that it is governed by longstanding custom and, 
usage. The people who render free labour for the zamindar -on inIportant occasions are
the serving class for his cas~e people, and that ~e (the zami."dar) grants them certain per_ 
quisites and afIords them tlmely help on OCC3Slons of mernage or death. 

Collection of rBnt.-At present rents ere collected by village officers, excepting tWG 
villages where the ERmin Revenue Inspector does the work. Actual oollection of kist is 
about 50 per cent of the total demand. The zaminder is not for any Government Agsncy 
collecting rent on behalf of the estate. 

OOH. 11. PAlIT u-'7 
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Coercive processes for reCOf)ery oj rent.-Witness No. 234 has complained about the 
high-handedness of zamin officials in this respect. f:£e has also stated that ryots are nob 
given sufficient time and notice to pay the kist. It IS also hiS grievance that stamp fee .. 
.collected before distraint and eale of lands are not refunded when proceedings Ilre can-: 
~elled and the ryots pay the dues. . 

Indebtedness.-Witness No. 234 has stated in his evidence that he has incurred 
debts amounting to about Rs. 400 because 'he tried to cultivate nanja lands. " 

Transfer oj pattas.-Witness No. 235 has deposed that no attention is paid to appli-. 
~ations for transfer of pattas. Witness No. 234 has complained that pattas are not trans
ferred to real owners and that application for transfer of pattas are deliberately shelved .. 
He has also stated that in the case of nanja lands, pattas are transferred only on the pay-' 
ment of Rs. 10 for land valued at Rs. 100, i.e., 10 per cent of the land's value. Accord-' 
jng to this witness this demand came into vogue only during the time of the pres.ent 
zamindar and that the amount is paid direct to him. It is also his com plaint that ex parte 
-decrees are obtained against former owners and execution proceedings are taken against 
the resJ owners and that the zamindar purchases lands for nominal prices at auction sales, 

Prif)ate lands.-The zamindar says that all private lands are pannai arid have been 
Buch for over 55 years. The extent of dry lands is about 2,000 "cres while the extent of 
wet land will be about 500 acres. The zamindar has stated in his evidence that· he doe~ 
not purchase ryots' lands and convert them into pannai lands. According to him such. 
lands come under pattI' and are not included in the pannai lands. , 

Stl,bletting by pattadars.-Except in the case of paunai lands, there is no subletting 
by pattadars, according to the zamindar's memorandum.· ' 

TaNk-bed lands.-Witness No. 234 has stated in his evidence that pattas for tank
bed lands, to the extent of 4 cents, were granted in the Kodikulam tank. 

SIITf)ey.-The estate was surveyed in 1892-1896, when it was under the mana§!emen~, 
~fthe Court of Wards. • 

Rent roll 

Peshkash 

UTRUMAT.AI ZA.lf:m. 

.. , 

BS. A. P. 

1,25,020 12 J] 

26,852 7 9 

Oral evidence of witness No. 214, Mr. Diravia. Thevar, ryot. 

Rates.-Rates of rent a.re higher than ayan rates;.in Surandai village the rate is Rs. 6' 
per acre. We are paying Rs. 18 and Rs. 30 per acre. (The witness produces a pa.tta in. 
support of his statement.) During the time of the zamindarni. rent paid was only 
Rs. 12-8-0 per acre. For the same patta the estate is levying Ra. 30 per acre. The 
patta. he refers to is for the adjacent land in the same village. Assessment has bee/l 
settled only for a. few lands. Rates with regard to them are 10_ But with regard to 
.adjacent lands rent levied is Rs. 30 per acre. For lands s.ettled. rates ranlte from Rs. 3 
to Rs. 12. In the case of lands which were originally paying" waram." rates range from 
Rs. 18 to Rs. 22. Pannai lands are let for cultivation for Rs .12 pel' kosam. Adjacent 
lands pay Rs. 25. For one acre and 60 cents, the rate prevailing is,~s. 20 but pannw 
lands are let for Rs. 12. The reason for the difference in rates is not known. 

Commutation took place in 1912 during the management of the Court of Wards. 
A suit was filed for reduction of rent. Decision in the sub-court was unfavourable to 
-the ryots. The appeal is now: pending in the District Court. 

Miscellaneous grief)ances.-Tanks are leased. The estate is s.elling manurial clay 
(the witness produces receipts). 

Grass in tank-bunds and tank-beds is let on contract. Only the cattle of few influential 
people are allowed to graze freely. Grazing facilities should be allowed to all. 

. The estate doe~ ~ot e~ect repa~ to tanks. T~e !yots are put to great hardships. The . 
WItness. wonts conditions m the zamm should be Slffillar to those prevailing ;n Government' 
-areas. 
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Oral evidence of witness No. 215, Mr. Rawaswami Mudaliyar, V,eerakel'alawpudur. 

The witness owns settled lands in Melavyal. For Melavyo.1 lands be pays Bs. 124'Hj 
per acre. For Keelavyal lands which are not settled he is paying at the rate of Rs. 115 per 
acre. These lands were not settled owing to the obstruction of the karnam. The seILIe
ment was effected by one Hajachar and t.1lere was litigation as the ryots were not satIsfied· 
with it. In the first court decision was unfavourable to ryots. An appeal IS now pendmg. 
In Burandai village the rate prevailing is Bs. 6. 

Communal lands.-We have been in occupation of some lands for the past 40 or 50 
years. The zamindar now seeks to eject us. A civil suit is now going on between the 
zamindar and the ryots and the lands in question are not .. natham lands " but only 
.. dwelling .ites." 'rhe witness has not brought with him the village register or the 
village plan to locate the said lands. He has not hrought with him the relevant records 
regarding the civil suits now pending. 

Oral evidence of witness No. 216, Mr. Paramasiva Thevar, Keelavaranam. 

Income.-The income of the zamindari formerly was Rs. 90,000. Peshkash was fixed. 
·at Re. 20,000. At present the zamindar is getting an income of Rs. 2,00,000 for the sarno. 
lands as they existed originally. 

Commutation ratio.-Commritation took place in 1912 and the lauds were classified 
into 2 or 3 • tarama • 85 per cent of the lands were classified as belonging to the superior 
taram and the rest were fixed as belonging to inferior tarams. Rate fixed was Bs. 21 per 
sere. Rate prevailing in the adjacent ayan villages is only Rs. 6-8-0. 

In the zamin the value of & cents of wet land is Bs. 44, whereas the value of one acre 
·of land in the ayan village is Rs. 2,000. It is the grievance of the witness that while the 
same water-source irrigate both the ayan lands and the zamin lands, the zamin lands 
.pay an assessment of Bs. 21 per acre, while the ayan lands pay Rs. 6-8-0 only. 

In fact, zamin lands are on a low premium and no body is willing to purchase them. 
The ryot is unable to pay kist and lands are frequently brought to auction. The witness 
himself who formerly owned: 17 or 18 acres of land is left now with only 7 or 8 acres. (Be 
tiled documents to .how the rent of lands in the respective are .... ) 

Dry rate.s.-The zamin rate for 1 kottab is Rs. 9. The ayan rate is only As. 5 per 
·acre. The dry lands are divided into old punja and garden lands. Even if dry lands are 
improved with the aid of wells dug at the expense of ryots and garden crops are raised, a 
different rate is levied. 

There is only one dry rate as in ayan land. 
Distraint and sale.-Distraint proceedings impose heavy expenses on the ryots. In 

ryotwari tracts arrears are realized by village munsif and karnam, avoiding stamp expenses' 
and distraint costs. In the zamindari also this practice may be adopted with advantage .. 
~ he ryot is in arrtlBJ'S purely because of his inability to pay. The witness therefore pleads' 
C .... [edllct ion of rent. He complains that for an arrear of one rupee, land worth Rs. 100 is" 
brou.,oht to auction and taken for very low price. ' 

Collection of ,ant.-The existing provisions in the Act with regard to collection of rent 
... re not conducive, to the' benefit of ryots. If collection work is done by revenue officers 
it will be done in conformity with legal requirements. Revenue office ... will not be iu' 
fear of anybody. Collection work done under supervision of the estate manager cannot be 
fair or helpful to ryots as that functionary is only a servant of the zMIlindar and so anxio1]s. 
to please him. 

Misccila1le<l'lIs cesses.-All sorts of miscellaneous .levies are collected. For removing 
stones from hills, the estate levies a licence fee of 2 annas per cart load. Stones do not 
belong to the zamindar. It is the property of all and everyone, should be allowed to Dlak .. · 
use of it when need arises. Yossession and enjoyment of communal lands must be with the 
ryot.s. Ownership of those lands should belong to Government. 

The witness continuing st·ates that for "'moving alluvial clay from tanks a licence fee 
is leyied (file. documents to show the levy of fees on .. Karambi ") when it should bolooked: 

'upon as removing silt. ,. 

Kolin ii and avnram plants grow naturally on tank-bunds, tank-beds, porambokes and 
other lands and are in a state of wild growth. Ryots make II..,. of these leaves for manur-
11Ig purposes. But the estate does not .permit free removal of them. Inst~nd a fee is 
levied. These plants are generally let on contract. ' 

There are sundakkoi plants growing wild in the estate. These· are also let on contract 
for Rs. 200 or R •. 300. Rules are cruelly enforced and for alleged petty offences heavy 
.. compensation fees" are imposed on poor ryots.· . . 
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The estate lets on contract even earth, dirt and rubbish in ponds and hollows near
the outskirts of the village. The witness states that these things really belong to ryota. 
aDd the zaminda:r should not make money out of them. 

There are no grazing facilities for cattle and heavy compensation fees are levied for 
alleged trespasses. All these cesses were not levied before. Only the present zamindar is. 
collecting them. With regard to these disputes rise frequently between the zamindar and 
the ryots. 

Fishiny Tights.-We are fish-eaters. Moss in tanks are let on contract by the estate. 
After nightfall fishes move about near the banks. If any ryots catch them, they are. 
hauled up before commercial court and fined Rs. 10 or Rs. 20. Appeals in the High Court 
were favourable to ryots. We want fishing rights in all water-sources. 

SUTfJey and settlement.-We want 'proper survey and settJement. At present one does
not know ... !hether land in the patta has increased or decreased. Commutation rates were 
fixed only on a rough estimate and it cannot be relied upon. 

ITTigation gTiefJances.-The estate is not devoting proper attention to tanks. A few 
petty repairs are done in an indifferent manner and those too are not timely. The witness. 
complains that the estate does not effect repairs according to' their estimate. The esti
mates should be sent to the Collector or any revenue officer. 

Maramat works should be entrusted to the Public Works Department. 

The witness mentions few other grievances with regard to irrigation. 

Water in the tank is diverted to irrigate garden lands belonging to the zamindar. 
Ryots' land in consequence suffer greatly. This engenders bad blood and leads to disputes, 
riots and criminal prosecutions. The ryota cannot even open the water-sluice to irrigate· 
their lands. If they do, moss-contractors faJ! foul on them and quarrel ensues. As a 
result, ryots' lands do not get sufficient water-supply. 

Thus, pannai lands are a source of trouble to the ryots. These lands therefore should. 
be given to them, and the zamindar may be paid some compensation fixed by the Collector 
or some higher authority.' The zamindar should not possess private lands as they are 
the cause of frequent disputes between the zamindar and the ryots regarding water-supply. 
After aJ! what the zamindar is entitled to is only melvaram according to the deed of 
Permanent Settlement itself. The private lands of the zamindar will be 400 or 500 acres. 
These are leased for cultivation for half the commutation rates which the ryots are paying. 

Remission.-Some remission is given by the estate, but it is not governed by any 
definite policy. It all depends on the will and pleasure of the estate. Those favoured 
by the zamindar get all aid but ordinary ryots receive no benefit. In ayan lands, fulI 
remission is given if crops get withered owing to draught. This should be adopted with. 
regard to zamin lands also. In collecting rent the question of water-supply should be 
taken into consideration and proper remission should be given in case there is no sufficient 
water-supply. Ryots will get proper remission if revenue officers inspect and hold 
enquiries every year. 

The witness was given a remission of Rs. 64 while his arrears of rent amounted to 
Rs. 144. Inasmuch as there was complete failure of dry crops, the witness does not know 
on what grounds he was given only that remission. 

The witlless states that the zamindar will not suffer any loss. by granting generous
remissions to ryots. From what he has been collecting aJ! the time from ryots, he has a 
nest-egg of Rs. 25 lakhs. From this huge amount let the zamindar pay (something to the 
ryots). 

FOTests .-There are no big forests adjoining our village. Free removal of manurial" 
leaves from porambokes and uncultivated lands should be permitted to ryots. 

General requests.-The rates of rent are excessive and should be reduced. We have 
no manure facilities nor have we irrigation facilities. We should be given all help in 
cultivating our lands. As it is, the condition of ryots is miserable and some have emigrated' 
to foreign countries to earn a living. . 

SINGAMPATTI ZAmNDAlU (TINNEVELLY DISTRICT). 

Present peshkash 
Rent-roll ... 

BS. A. P. 

8,008 II 1) 

12,000 ° 0 
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Witness No. 198, ;M:r 1'. R. ;M:ahadeva Ayyar, Kalladakurichi villuage, Singampatti 
zamin, ryot. 

Rates of rent.-Rates of rent are very high which reach up to Rs. 57-2-0 with the
amount of unauthorized cesses, they amount to Rs. 60 per acre. The witness submits 
pattas for faslis 1343 and 1345 in the villAge of Kilmugam to show how, while. the rates of 
rent were Rs. 31 to Rs. 38 and Rs. 67-9-0 in the zamin areas, the rates in the adjoining 
Government lands were about Rs. 6-12-{). The system of rent is money-rent. 

Yield.-The gross yield in the case of single-crop land is about 10 kottas (working out. 
to RR. 80) and 13 kottas (working out to Rs. 110) of paddy to realize which the cultivation 
expenses amounted to Rs. 50 or Rs. 55. 

Irrigation 8ource8.-There are about 12 tanks in the zamin and all are in want of 
repair. 

Remisaiona.-The witness says that when ryots press the zamindar to give remis
sion, matters are allowed to lie pending for some time till the last date for applying remis
sion expires and the tenants are forced to resort to courts for getting the remission. The 
witness wants some provisions to be made to obviate this difficulty. 

Prices.-Referring to fixing of the average price, the witness contends that some 
10 per cent margin for profit and wastage should be allowed on the retail selling price of 
paddy. Further, the average of prices of paddy ruling in the month of October and 
November should be taken instead of the average for the preceding twelve months. 

/I'orest8.-The witness is anxious that the whole forest should be preserved and com
plains against the sale of about 8,000 acres of forest to the Burma Tea Company, Limited, 
as the company were destroying the forests. 

Witness No. 199, Mr. Armuga Thevar, ryot. 

Rates of rent.-The witness has experience of over 40 to 50 years and deposed that. 
the rate of· rent was on waram tenure formerly but subsequently it was converted into 
money-rent at enhanced rates. 

Rates compared.-While the rates were between Rs. 40 to Rs. 60 in the zamindari 
lands the same were between Rs. 6-12-{) to Rs. 8 per acre in the adjoining Government 
lands. 

Miscellaneous lellies.-There are also other charges such as Kanganam, Porparti, 
Kanpicharity.· . 

Irrigation 80urces.-The witness complains that the irrigation sources are in a bad 
st·ate of repair. 

Witness No. 202, Mr. A. S. Kuppuswami Ayyar, Secretary of the Tinnevelly District 
Congress Zamin Ryots' Sub-Committee and Joint Secretary or the Landholders' 
Association, Tinnevelly. 

Rates of rent.-The witness wants that the rates of rent in the zamindari areas. 
should be on the same footing as in the Government villages. In his opinion th& 
zumiudar was only the assignee of public revenue. 
• SUT1Iey.-Survey and settlement should be effected and the cost should be born& 
by the zamindar Or the State. 

Pattas.-Transfer of patt!l.s should be effected expeditiously. 
Collection of rent.-Collections of rent by persons whose powers to collect th& 

8ame are dubious always lead to troubles. The zamindar ahould entrust collection work 
to p~rsons who should be treated as • public servants'. 

Title to the hills.-The witness states that in Singampatti zamindari, the title of 
the zamindari to hills was not conferred by the sanad according to the interpretation 
of Mr. Justice Muthuswamy Ayyar, in a case before him in the High Court. 

VB'B'AD ZAMINDAltI. 

Present peshkash Rs. 12,936-16-11. 
Witness No. 200, :Mr. S. V. Subbayya of Kallidaikurichi village, zamin pattadar. 
Ratss 0/ rent.-The rate. of rent for double-crop land was R •. 75 to Rs. 99 and 

Rs. 29 for a sin~le-crop land; similar lands in thp adjoining Government village were 
asse3Eed at the rate of about Rs. 11-4-0 to Ra. 27-8-0. 

COil. B. PART u-48 
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.. Water-1'ate.-After fasH 1300 the Government charged the za.mindar water-rate for 
the water taken from the Government source hut the tenants refused to pay this as they 
<lOntended that the rate of rent has already included this. The matter was taken to the 
court and in B.A. Nos. 201 to 204 of 1904, it was decided that the zamindar should 
tear this rate, himself. 
. . Pattas .-The witness complains that patta contains certain conditions which are 
·enforced injurIOusly when the zamindar does not like a particular tenant. 

Kist and distraint proceedings.-Kist is payahle only before 30th June. Distraint 
proceedings were started against the witness for payment of kist. on 28th March 1936 and 
his articles were about to he distrained when the witness paid the amount und.er protest 
.and filed a suit for damages subsequently; a compromise was entered into betw.een the 
witness and the zarnindar. 

Survey.-Lands should be surveyed and rents should be settled. The zamindar 
.should bear the· cost of surv.ey. 

Patta trnasfers.-Patta transfers may be made by the Tahsildar, as under section 112, 
unduly long time is taken for notifying in the Gazette and other preliminaries. 

Irrigation sources.-Some portion of the income should be tak.en from the zamindar 
and set apart for the maintenance of the irrigation works. 

Witness No. 201, Mr. S. Somasundaram, ryot, of Kaspa Urkad zarnindari. 

Rates of rent.-The witness complains that the rates of rent were I?etween Ra. 70 
and Rs. 108-2-0 and that enchanced rate is charged on the third crop. 

Irrigation work.-Irrigation works are in a bad state of repair. 
A bold suggestion.-In conclusion the witness wants that the Government should 

take over the village as a ryotwari village, paying compensation to the zamindar. 

SEITHUR ZAMINDARI (RAlINA» DISTRICT). 

Present peshkash 
Rent-roll 

... ... .., 
RS. A. P. 

12,552 10 7 
1,00,107 6 10 

Witness No. 237, Mr. Krishnaswami Nayudu, ryot. 

_ He said that whiLe old pattas showed the wells as old or new, the pattas issued 
after 19:;:0 did not show them as such and the zamindar claimed all as Ius own. 

The witness mentions that patta contains a clause that the zamindar is not bound 
by the patta or any of the conditions mentioned in it. 

He wants that ryots should be given the benefit of lalld mortgage banks. 

Witness No. 238, Mr. Ponnuswamy Thevar, ryot. 

Rates of rent.-The witness states that the rates of rent are higher than the rates in 
adjacent. Government villages and suhmitted settlement rates in hoth cases. He men
tioned that several deductions were made in the waram pattas before arriving at the 
zamindars' half share, such as kulavetti, hd.ttalai, kariganam, melvaram and swathan
thram to the zamindar. 

General complaints.-The witness complains that in the case of 9. joint.patta, lands 
are sold even when a pattadar has paid his rent. He also complain.ed that water penalty 
waq levied (~ven if water from the adjoining lands Howed to pheit lands by percolation) 
at Rs. 100 per acre. 

As regards forest facilities, he said that the tenants obtained the right to take 
head-loads of forest produce by a judgment of the High Court. But the zamindar still 
prosecutes the ryots, for taking forest produce. He also complained about the mis
management of the temple property by the zamindar. 

As regards irrigation sources, the witness says that they are in a state of utt.er 
ilisrepair. 

Witn.ess No. 242, Mr. Dorai Vankata Raja., ryot.· 

Rata of rrnt.-The witness submitted pattas to show that the zamindar is collecting 
rents contrary to the rates fixed by the settlement. He complained that he was asked 
to vacate the house which he himself built on his patta land. The matter is now 
pending in the High Court." . 

,. 
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Witness No. 243, Mr. Arunachala Thevar, ryot. 

Rates.-The witness is of opinion that the rates fixed at the time of settlemerlt 
'Were higb and wanted that rent should be settled at the rates prevailing in the adjoining 
60vernment lands. • 

lrriyution souTces.-The witness complains that tanks are leased out for' fishing 
alld the lessees close the sluices even when the tank is half-full with water. 

Forcsta.-The witn.ess refers to the sale of forests by the zamindar and the injunc
tion order from the High Court against that practice. 

Rent-roll 
Peshkash 

VAIRAVANKULAM JIlITTA. 
RS. A. P. 

9,041 8 1 
.... 4,180 0 S 

'I'his mitta is in Tenkasi taluk. 'I'innevelly district. It is included in the Chokkam
patta zamin. It was divided into 18 mittas aud put to auction for arrears of credit of 
Choklmmpatti zamindar. One Rama.swamy Chettiyar of Devakottah. Ramnad district, 
took this mitta in auction. 

1'te same was sold to Lakshmanan Chettiyar of Devakottah on the 18th September 
1879 and he in turn sold it to Puduvai Achuppa Anuasami Mudaliyar on 31st January 
1882. He enjoyed it and after his death his SallS (1) A. Thambiappa Mudaliyar and (2) 
A. Mariados. Mudaliyar got it as per partition award. dated 7th November 1896. They 
~njoyed it till recently. 

Tb~y sold it on 30th January 1937 to one Vembu Ayyar. son of Chidambara Ayyar 
of Trivandrum. and he is in enjoyment of the same as per the sale-deed. Sanad is 
g'IVen for the whole Chokkampatti zamin. 

Rates of assessment and the rates of rent preva.iling.-It was the custom in this 
mitta to divide the produce of the land into two equal parts the mittado.r taking one 
part and the ryot the other. But in 1906. the mittadar and the ryots have by mutual 
understanding come to an agreement that a permanent average rent of Rs. 11 per 
.acre of land should be levied taking into consideration the fertility. the classification 
.(JC hwds and the sources and means of irrigation of the lands. 

TII(, rates are as follows:-
Us. 15 per acre for No. I lands. 
Rs. 12 per acre for No. II lands. 
Rs. 10 per acre for No. III lands. 

'The agreement above referred was a fair and unanimous agreement and it is being 
strictly adhered to by both the parties. Aecording to the mittadar, there is no grievance 
against the system and it is working satisfactorily. 

Cesses.-The road-cess levied by the Government is being paid half by the mittadar 
• nl1d the other half being contributed by the ryots proportionately. Besides this as per 
'usual custom the thotti fees and barber fees are collected from the ryots at Rs. 2 per 
8('1','. Two marakka1s of paddy for Ii acres of land is also being given to the pujari of 
Amman Sastba temple. 

Irrigation sources and their maintenance.-There are eight tanks and three channels 
ln the mitta for irrigation purposes. The cllstom prevailing in the mitta is for the 
mittadar to repair the irrigation sources whenever necessary and to collect the cost 
of tile same from the ryots. The amount spent under this head will be Rs. 200 per 
aUllum. 

No IDnds in the water-c .. tchment area a.re .. llowed to be cultivated. 
Waste lands.-After 1908. it appelU'S lands measuring 2 acres .. nd 38 cents are 

allowed to be cultivated. 
Syst.cm of accounts kept.-The rent is being collected from the ryotsby No: 10 

Kathwan accounts and No. 14 Thodal Varuz accounts. These two aocounts&re considered 
the most important. 

Demand and .collection of rent.-The rent-roll is ,Rs. 9,201-1-2 while the actu .. l 
.aruount collected lB Re. 8.401-1-2 . 

. Sub-letting by pattadars.-out of about 535 pattadars. only 10 pattadare have leased 
their lands at 6 kottahB of paddy per acre of nanj&. . 
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Ina11l8.-Quit-rent by acre is AIl. 14-2. Shrotriyam (responsibility l'ent) is Rs. 2-12-{) 
per acre. 

Forests.-The area of forest lands is 4 acres. The total area of the mountain' 
in the mitta is about 2,000 acres. 'l'he whole of the mountain area is at present. 
reserve as the forest was almost completely of tree-growth by former mittadar. 

The following rates prevail with regard to some of the forest produce:-
BS. A. P. 

Every head-load of firewood .. , .... 0 1 0 
Every cart-load of firewood .. , .. , .. , .. , .. , 1 0 0 
Every head-load of green leaves .. , ... 0 1 0 
Every head-load of sticks and wood for agricultural purpose ... 0 6 0 
Besides woods are charged according to measurement at Re. 0-1~ per foot. 

Priflate lands.-The mittadar OWDS nania lands to the extent of 124.·94 acres, punja 
lands including gardens 101'47 acres. This is under the private enjoyment of the 
mittadar from time immemorial, says the proprietor of this mitts. 

SANKARANAGAl!. ESTATE. 

Witness No. 209, Mr. S. Sankara Ayyar, proprietor of Sankaranagar. 

Histo'y.-The witness traced the history of the sanad originally granted by Thiru
malai N aick and the withdrawal and subsequent regrant in the twe of Mofus Khan 
during Moghul Period. 

Rent.-Rents are all paid in cash. There are no wet lands as they were given to 
his dayadis on poruppu. 

Dry lands.-Rates of rent for dry lands are Ea. 1-10-6 per acre (40 panams per 
songili chain) and this rate had been in existence since fasli 1204 without any complaint. 
from the tenants that they are high. 

Garden lands.-Garden lands were assessed at Ea. 3-1-5 per acre for tobacco MId 
Ra. 2-7-9 for chillies. 

Rates compare d.-The witness states that while the rate was Rs. 8 to Rs. 15 in 
Nainagaram estate, it was between Rs. 18 to Rs. 25 in the neighbouring Government 
land. 

Collection of Tent.-The witness complains that there is slackness in collection chiefly 
due to no control by the zamindar over the village officer. and as any complaint about 
their deriliction of duty has to be made to the Tahsildar who takes a long time to' enquire 
and even then the punishment is nothing more than a warning in many esses. 

He wants that zamindars should have powers of suspending or dismissing village 
officers. He complains that the existing procedure for collection of rent was very cum
bersome and expensive. He suggests that the same procedure by the Government under 
the Revenue Recovery Act, should be adopted. 

Iffigation wOTks.-The witness says that he is the OWDer of the water and he is 
entitled to regulate the supply as per custom or contract. 

Communal lands.-The witness contends that the communal lands, etc., can be used 
by the ryots strictly for the limited communal purposes only and the zamindar bas the 
right of reversion. He wants that the intermediate landholders who were neither land
holders nor tenlLllts must be brought under the provision of the Estates Land Act aloo. 
He bolds that the zamindar is the proprietor of the soil. " 

Remission of ,.ents.-The witness is of opinion that the statutory provision for remis
sion of rents is not necessary and feels that it would lead to enmity between landholderS' 
and ryots. 

E1IcToarhm6nts.-Provisions of Land Encroachment Act should be extended to the 
lBdldholders also. 

Rights of zam·indaTs.-If the Madras Legislative Assembly should so amend the Act 
as to offend the conditions under which the estates were granted permanent settlement, 
it is constitutionally violating the terms, sa.ys the witness, and the zamindars will fight. 
such questions in the Federal Court. 

Pesbkasb 
Rent-roll 

Nainna,. AgaTom mitta, Ti1lncIMlly district. 
BS. A. P. 

!J,014 7 8 
7,1169 8 9 
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Witness No. 210, Mr. R. Nara.yans Ayysr, ryot. 

Rate, oj rent.-Before 1887, the rates of rent were on wsram tenure, two-thirds of 
the gross yield (income) being taken by the zsmindar. 

In the year 1887, s portion of tpe mnd was assessed to a. commuted rate of Rs. I> 
to Re. 18 per kots (1 aere, 60 cents), after getting premiums of about Rs. 250 per acre. 
Still there are some portions where waram tenure of two-third gross yield is in vogue. 

Irrigation works.-The witness complains that irrigation works had not been repaired 
for generations. In the year 1935 a petition was sent to the Collector who forwarded 
the same to the Tahsildar and in turn it was forwarded to the shareholders of the mitta. 
(Mr. Srinivasa Ayyar, Mr. Sankaranarayana Ayyar, etc.). The shareholders evaded lia
bility, each one throwing the burden on the other. He referred to the breach of Hanumsr 
Nadhi due to the improper maintena.nce of the channel and how the Travancore Govern
ment applied to the Madras Government for compensation for damages to crops through 
high floods as the same river irrigated some lands in that state also. Even after the 
zamindars bave been informed by the Government to take proper care of the channel 
the zamindars did not attend to it. The Madras Government ordered that the anicut 
be demolished 80 that lands in Travancore may not be inunda.ted. On the tenants petition
ing thereupon to the Collector to declare the wet lands as dry and as the registers did 
not contain the names of the applicants but of their ancestors, the Collector tb,rew out. 
the petition. Notwithstanding the admitted fact that the applicants were in enjoyment. 
of the lands and the petitioners numbered about one-fourth of the number as required by 
the Estates Land Act. 

Tank-bed.-The witness refers to a case in which a portion of the tank-bed was 
dold to a third party and which was contested by the tenants in the District Munsif's 
Court of TenDsi (O.S. No. 106 of 1935). As the decision in both the District Munsif'a 
Gourt, Tenkasi, and District Court, Tinnevelly, were favourable to the tenants, an 
a.ppeal having been preferred to the High Court by the zamindsr a.nd the matter is pending 
there. 

Another instance was pointed out by him in which due to the negligence of the 
zamindar it was decided that only one-fourth water from a common river should be taken 
to Parayankulam while three-fourths water may be taken to Edava.l tank by Mr. M. D. 
Kumarnswami Mudaliyar while the shares should have been half and half. 

Witness No. 217, Mr. Ramaswami Konar, advocate, Tinnevelly, ryot of Thalaivankotta) 
and Thirumalanayakkan Puthukkudi. 

Rates oj rent.-Rates of rent are very high. The rate of rent in Malladakurichi 
village is Rs. 85--8--0. In the neighbouring GovernDlen~ village fed by the same tank 
it was Rs. 21-14-0. In another portion of land fed by a different tank-the rates were 
respectively, Rs. 19 and Rs. 5. 

The witness deaires that while commuting the waram, allowance must be made for 
the profit of the merchant, waste, etc. Average of the selling months should be taken 
into consideration instead fot:. the 12 preceding months. 

Collection of rents .-The witness is of opinion that the collection of rent was un
satisfactory for two ressons; one absence of remission and second high rate of rents. 
He suggests, that as in Travancore, the Government may collect the rents for the 
zamindars. 

SU.fley and settlement.-The witness pleads that survey and settlement should be 
effected. 

Ce&888.-Cesses must be paid by the zamindar instead of sharing it between the land
holder and tenants. 

Courtl.-The witness suggests that for suits relating to administrative cases, revenu" 
courts are good but for clI.8es relating to titles civil courts are better. 

SIVAPURAlII lIIITTA, TINNEVELLY DISTRICT. 

Witness No. 203, Mr. Thung&Swami Nadsr, advocate, Palamcottah. 

Water-rate.-The witness stated with the advent of irrigation in Sivapuram mitta 
from the next Government villages, water-rate of Ra. " was levied by the Government. 

DUpule, between the ryots and the I'amindor.-The ryots told the zamindar that 
they would pay the same direct to the Government, but they were forced to pay Ra. 4 
plus Re. " for the 1irst-erop and Ril. " plus Re. 1 for the second-erop. 

0011:. R. PART 11-4.9 
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Subsequently in. tHH2, the Government reduced the water-rate to Re. ii, but the 
zamindar did not give any corresponding remission. Instead when again the Government 
raised the rate, the zamindar charg~d the tenants higher rates accordingly. - ' , " ' 

Rem~sion oj rents.-The witness Wlsires that there should be !ltatutory provision for 
remission. 

Tree~ta:z; gnel1ance.-Palmyra trees on dry lands are also taxed. The tax was imposed 
on paravam (female) yielding tree at As. 1-3 per tree and also another kind which is 
flUbdivided into three classes. 

Litigation.-U nauthorized collection of rents has given ri,se to many suits .. 

Proper j01'um.-In the opinion of the witness, civil courts will be ablato decide rent 
euits in proper time and it will also be cheap both to the zamindar and the ryots. . 

Occupancy nghts.-The witness is not willing to give occupancy rights to .tillers o~ 
the soil. . , 

Tenants' AS80ciation.-The witness complains that tenants' associations or movements 
are not favoured by the zamindar. 

PAVALI ZAlIIN. 

Ryots' EfJidence. 

Oral evidence of Witness No. 244, Mr. Ramakrishna Reddi, Vadamalakurchi, Madura, 
dated 25th February 1938. 

Rates oj rent.-Rates of rent prevailing in the zamindari from fasli 1217, have been 
enhanced after fasli 1317. If new wells are sunk in wet lands an oppressive rate of 129 
panams is levied. The estate is not governed by any definite policy with regard to rates 
of rent. The ryots have not sent any petition to the Collector. They are paying what
ever rent is levied by the estate. They are not able to afford the expenses necessary for 
establishing their rights as against the zamindar. They have, therefore, to acquiesce with 
the hard conditions prevailing in the zamindari. 

T~. ",?mpuo The witness further states that a kuli which is 92 cents is calculated as 60 cents and 
;,.:::::: in three times the proper rate is levied. It is nearly ten years since this wrong and unfair 
their calculation has been adopted. . 
smlDdari. 

~'hE're was no objection made against this as more than 90 per cent of the ryots are 
illiterate and pay what the zamindar demands. For raising dry crops in wet lands .. Mel
vettu" cess was levied in fasli 1318. In fasli 1320 .. J arisu-tax" kulavettu cess and 
water-tax were collected. 

If betelvine,sugarcane and plantain are cultivated in wet lands, an excessive rate 
of 169 panams is levied. One hundred and sixty-nine panams is levied if paddy is cul
tivated in a wet land bearing a rate of 20 panams. 

Water-l'ate.~If tank-water flows to dry lands situated near wet lands, the estate 
collects a water-rate of Rs. 13-15-7. If the ryot makes use of water flowing was,te, for 
dry cultivation heavy water-rat~ is levied. ,Over and !lbQve this, the estate also cQllects 
" Kulavettu" (cess for repairing tanks). But tanks are not being repaired: ';I.'he estate 
is collecting" Kulavettu" only after fasli 1301.' . , ''',., " " .. ,' , 

. "'. •. . . . ··r ,". 

Irrigation sources and their maintenance.-The zamindar is not doing maramatll works 
properly. Ta.nks should be repaired under Government supervision. The small repairs 
now effected by the zamindar are done in a perfunctory manner and not with s view to 
benefit the ryots. .... . 

Surlley.-Survey is essential. At present 10 acres of land if surveyed will be only 
8 acres, but rent for 10 acres is levied. 

(hazing facilities .-At present cattle are not allowed to graze in tank-bunds and 
tank-beds. Grass is let on' contract for the past 10 or 15 years. It was not the' case 
before. Ryots should be given grazing facilities. They should also be allowed to take' 
wood for agricultural implements. 

Transfer of pattas.-" ;Nazar .. is demanded for transfer of pattas. . The, estate bollect,~: 
'Rs. \I as nazar for one kuli of land. Eyots are put to mnch hardship as t>sttas lire not' 

" 
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tra.rI.lerred u, I;' iJIler time. For bits of poramboke lands adjoining the ryot.' lields.paLLaS 
should be granted on a payment of rent due for three faslis. But the estate· demands 
Rs. 100 in a lump sum. They refuse all reasonable payment. 

Pattas should be transferred in the case of such lands on receiving three yea!"s' l'ent~ 
• , ' c" I ' 

THmUXKARANGUDI ENDOWMENT IBAMESTATE. 

Uml evidence of Mr. G. R. Venkatasubbah Bagavathar, SecretMy, Chatram Ryots' 
Association, Thirukkarangudi Endowment Inall). Estate, Ti.nn.evelly distric~ (ryots' 
evidence). '., 

'£hirukkarangudi chatram ia a survey inam village. It is under the management of 
South Tinnevelly district. The annual income is Rs. ~5 ,000. 

Settlement.-Settlement has been effected according to survey and records of rights. 
Thl! inams consists of two villages and pattadars number about 600. 

System and rate8 of aBse8,ment.-The rent was commuted at the rate of Rs. 8. Sub
sequently the rate was partly in cash and partly in kind to meet the requirements of 
the chatram at one-eighth gross yield. After about eight years, one-sixth was demanded', 
While the rate was Rs. 35-12-0 in the estate in the neighbouring Government land it 
was Rs. 11. (The witness also complained that the tax was levied on trees in the com
pounds of houses also.) 

Section 51-Contents of pattaR and muchilikas.-Pattns and muchilikns contain all 
sorts of penalties, compensation fees and various other penal levies. The witness wants 
',he section to be so amended as to do away with all (harsh) conditions. The witness says 
Llmt he is mentioning all these things because the district board management is not 
favourable to them. 

Section 54-Tender Of pattas.-The witness complains that much inconvenience and 
hardsbip are experienced by tbe ryots owing to pattas not being tendered in proper time. 
J amabandi is held towards the end of tbe month and the ryots are not able to take the 
plltt ... then. P .. tt .. s and muchilikas are not properly exchanged. Things are taken for 
granted and rules are harshly enforced. Assessment is confused and complicated. Besides, 
it is very excessive. The witness says that Barasari rent (average rent) works at Rs. 36-12-0 
per acre; while enhanced saIasari rent reaches up to R •. 71-12-0. 

We want the rates prevailing in the ayan villages should also be adopted here. The 
rates in the ayan villages (in the three adjacent villages) are Rs. 15-12-0 and Rs. 10-8-0 
for double crops for an acre. 

Grievances and remedies .-The witness enumerates certain grievances and suggests 
remedies for the same. 

1. Apart from the rent lawfully payable. all sorts of miscellaneous cesses and 
demands are included in the patta.. This is illegal. The phrase .. lawfully payable" 
should be defined a. little more definitely and unlllwful demands should not be made. 

•• Section 12 (l).-The witness wants that section 12 (eyots' rights to trees) should be 
fa.vourably amended. All trees whether planted after 1908 or before should belong to ryots 
and should bear no tax. 

Section 17 (a).-The right of the landholder to enter the fields of ryots for mensure" 
ment and other purposes. 

The witness complains that landholder enters the land without proper notice anel 
eBuses damage to' fencing. Provision should be inserted for giving proper notie.e to the 
ryota. 

Section S8-Reduction of ~ent:-The benefit of tbis section is available only to those 
who pay money tent. Even BlDall payment of rent in kind is a disqualification. This 
should be suitably amended and benefit of reduction of rent should he made available 
even to those who pay rent in kind for a small portion of their lands. Witness want. that 
copies of Pllttas should be sent by registered post to those who are not able to receive 
them in person. . 

Remi.o:sion for wast. and witherings.-The waste and withering of crops take place 
(>nee in every three years. Remission should be granted for waste and witherings. . 

Section 56-Enfor~.ment of pattas.-The provision for enforcilll( pattas in case 
paUss are not accepted is not !Dade URe of by landholders. The witness wants that 
landholders should enforce the provision or rather should be required toenfonie thl' 
proV.B1OD. 
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Section 63-00ntents 0/ fJalid .. eceipts.-Receipts should be given showing the con
tents in deta.il. 

Sections 68 to 7o-Deposit 0/ .. ent.-Rent should be allowed to be sent by revenu& 
money order as it obtains in ryotwari arell-s. 

Section lIO.-Provision should be made for giving receipts to the effect that payment 
was made or rent or cess wa~ • paid unde .. protest '. 

Section 112-Notice of intention to sell holdings.-Notice should be given not only 
to the .. defaulters" but also to the enjoyers of land. Otherwise, those who are in posses
sion and enjoyment of land are put to great inconvenience and loss. 

Section 117.-Publication of sale order and proclamation entails much expenditure. 
It will be enough if notice of sale order and proclamation is sent through registered post 
to the ryot and the enjoyer. 

Section 126.-For arrears of Tent amounting to Rs. 10 lands under four or five patta& 
worth considerably much are brought to auction. The Tahsildar should make proper 
enquiries and fix the upset price. 

A .... ears 0/ .. ent.-Rent should be collected in four instalments for the convenience of 
the rvots. It is not so alone. It is collected in a lump. Kist due for one fasli is collected 
in the next fasli. Interest was originally taken from the month of July. Now they are 
taking it from the month of May. Thus the .. yot is asked to pay inte .. est for two month8 
unnecessarily. Interest should be charged for a .... eo.rs 0/ Tent only from the beginning 
of the nea:t fasli and not frOT" the later portion of the cu .... ent fasli. 

Oourts.-At present Revenue Courts are not helpful. Summary suits are looked upon 
in an indifferent mll-nner. They are generally taken by the Magistrates later in the 
evening after criminal cases are disposed of. 

The witness is not for Revenue Courts and Revenue Board being the Appellate authority 
with regard to cases concerning rent . 

.. J amabandi ".-J amabandi should not be held towards the end of the current year. 
It should be held at least a month previous to the termination of the year. The witness 
complains that at jamabandi proper enquiry is not made. Only facsimile signatnres Me 
taken. 

Endowment est4tes and surplus.-The surplus left after meeting the needs and require
ments of the endowment should be utilized for the benefit of the ryots. In 1871 there 
was a surplus of Rs. 7,000. The witness states that :Mr. R. Kanckle (perhaps the Collec. 
tor of the district) has reported to the Revenue Board as follows :-

.. There is no justification whatever for such rack-renting especially when the 
institution is under the management of the Government." (Witness files a copy 
of the letter of recommendation to the Board of Revenue). 

Proposal 0/ the witness.-The witness wants that surplus should be utilized for 
granting irrigation facilities to ryots; the present rates of rent should be reduced. No 
levy of any sort beyond the faisal rate should be levied. 

W o.ter-.. ate.-Till fasli 1334, for bringing lands into cultivation there was no restric
tion like water-rate. The absence of restriction enabled waste lands to be brought under 
cultivation. After !asli 1334 permission is necessary for cultivating such lands. Other
wise penal~ tax is being collected. (Witness files the extract from the records of rights 
in support of his statement.) 

Rent collection.-Rates prevailing in the ryotwari areas should be adopted and it will 
be helpful to the ryots if the rent is collected in four instalments. 

Oollecting the kist in a lump works great hardship on the ryots, leading to arrears. 
distraint and sale of lands. I 

Minor inams.-There are some minor inams in Thirukkarangudi Endowment Inam 
Estate. Till fasli 1337, according to the provisions of the Estates Land Act, pattas were 
being granted to the ryots. After fasli 1337, a sort of purakudi pattas (inferior tenancy) 
only are given, on the ground that they are only minor inams. Proper pattas should be 
given even for minor inam lands and they should be brought under the definition of 
the • estate' according to the Act. (Witness files • deed' u.:L."-ILil and not patta of 
N ambithalaiwar bearing an assessment of Rs. 7 per acre for single crop and Rs. 12-8-0 
for double crop). 

Nattam sites--Communal lands.-Tax is collected even for trees standing on nattam 
sites. Snits filed by ryots with regard to this ended favourably to them. Houses OD 

nattam sites also bear tax. Fruit-bearing trees in backyards also bear tax. Honse tnll 
and tree tax which are illegal in the circumstances should be abolished. 

Under-tenants.-There are no-under-tenrmts in the estate. Representations regarding 
them in the memorandum are therefore erroneous. . . 
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CHf.,PTER VI 

AGENCY TRACTS. 

RAMPA ESTATE. 

The Agency tracts mainly obtain in the Vizagapatam and East Godava.ri districts; 
these areas a.re otherwise known as the pa.rtially excluded areas. 

Origin .. lly there was no difference between these areas and others in any particular. 
In 1839, on tbe advice of the Special Commissioner Mr. Russel, an Act (XXIV of 1839) 
was passed which enacted and set up a different and special judicial system for these 
Agency areas which are mostly hilly parts covered with jungle and inhabited by backward 
people, to whom it was considered inexpedient to apply the whole of the ordinary law 
ot the land. Accordingly they are administered under the special enactment of 1839 by 
the Collector of the district in his special capacity as .. Agent to the Governor" having 
both civil and criminal powers. 

In 1920 a Special Commissioner was appointed over the Agency areas in Ganjam, 
Vizagapatam and East Godavari ~istricts which were separated and called the Agency 
division. But this division was abolished in 1923 and the agency areas in the respective 
districts were put under the respective District Collectors as .. Agents to the Governor." 

These agency areas are mostly hilly regions covered ~ith thick forests and inhabited 
by aboriginal people like Koyas, Rhonda, Savarna, Chenchus, 'Porojas,' etc. 

In Vizagapatam district, Sringavarapukota, Palakonda, Golconda, Virnvalli, Parvati
pur and Salur taluks are partly' in the Agency areas whereas Bissamkatak, Gunupur, 
Rayagada, Koraput, Jeypore, Paduva, Pottangi, Malkanagiri and Na.urangapu taluks are 
wholly within the Agency area. 

In the East Godavari district the Agency area is divided into two regions-(1) the 
Bbadrnchalam Agency division consisting of Bhadra.chalam a.nd N ugur taluks and (2) 
Polavara.m Agency division consisting of Choda.va.ram, Polavaram and Yellava.ram taluks. 

The a.rea of the Agency tracts in the Vizagapatam district is 13,409 square miles; 
and in the East. Go<ln.vari district, 3,676. The total Agency area in both the districts 
therefore comes to 17,085 square miles. 

According to the census of 1921, the population of the Agency area in the Vizaga
patam district was 304,250 anc1 of Ea.st Godava.ri wa.s 203,105, 101,738 being males and 
101,367 females. 

The table given below gives particulars about the Agency division and taluk area 
in the East Godavari district in square miles, number of villages, occupied houses, popu
l&tion of males &nd females and the density of population per square mile. The 
p&rticulars given in this t&ble refer to the ye&r 1921. Ten years l&ter another compa.rative 
t,able has been prepared which enables us to understand the increase or decrease of the 
-various items shown in different columns. The area. being the &&me, in 1931 the total 
number of villages had decreased by 100 in 1931. The number of occupied houses had 
increased from 41,918 to 50,571. The female population had increased from 101,367 t~ 
119,734, whereas the male population had increased from 101,738 to 120,795. 

Bbadraohal&m Agonoy diviaion
°Bhadraohalam .. 
°Nugur •• 

Polavaram divieion-
• ChodavaTUD. 
• Polavaram. 
• Yellavaram 

Total 

Area, population, etc., in 1921. 
Popolatlon, 1021. De1l$ltyor 

-.----"---~ JJOplllRtlOQ 
peJ'llquare 

TotaL MaTea. J'emalea . mUe. 

91\ 823 9.812 60.038 26,021 25,017 56 
698 116 8,628 ' 20,068 10,087 9,981 3' 

710 230 6,998 28.051 13,999 14,052 40 
543 us 14,118 66.994 88.458 33.536 128 
919 328 8,464 37,954 19,178 18,781 41 

8,87' 1,11' 41,818 203,10& 101,788 101,867 288 

• Dtnoc. AreDCY. 
Tbc!dfbrmf'd part oru API_db'rtd In 1811 and. tbe,. ba," liner bf'fooaddrdou to the Old Qodaftrl dlItrf<*_ beofbll. 
Thf' old Oodaftrl d1etrtct.lI. WIth e8Ht tkOIn 16t.b April 1015, to bfo knowD ... · But Godavart dlltrlct-Vlde G.O. 'NI). 60, ft.toveDlW> 

.. ted aht. :al.·ud. lillS. . • 

OOK. B. PDT n-60 
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Area, population, etc., in 1931. 
Number of PopulatiOn. 1931. Area,. . • . 

LocalltJ'. sqw.re VII- «cu .. 
mllcs. -. jaKes. . Pled 'l'otal • MAlee. Females. 

bouaet. 

Bhadr8('!balJam Agency division-
BhadraohaI&m 9U- 326 J2.673 62.788 31.293 31.495 
Nugur 693 134 4.976 25.346 12.784 12,561 
Pola.va.ram 643 120 16.206 76.702 38.104 37,598 

Peddapuram division-
Yell&varam .Agency 919 204 9.643 ' 44.266 22,293, 21.973 

Rajahmundry division-
Chodavaram Agency 710 230 7.074 32.428 16.321 16,107 

Total 8,078 1,014 60,671 240,629 120.796 119.784 

Statistics of Agency taluks of East Godavari district supplied by the 
Sub·Collector, Rajahmundry. ' 

BhacIrachalam 
Nugur 
Polavaram .. 
ChodaV81"&ID 
Yellavaram. •• 

"Taluk. 

BhadraohaI&m 
Nuglll' 
Polavaram 
Chodavaram 
Yellavaram 

.... ,. 
square 
mJ!C8. 

Kum\>eJ'Of 
oeeupled 
h ....... 

PopUlation 
. (1931). ' 

1 ...... rea. Popu/<IIioB. 
911 326 
693 '134 
643 120 
710 230 
919 ,a04 

II.VUal.Iati8UcB. 

12.673 
4.976 

)6.206 
7.074 
9,643 

ltatlo per 1,00U of popu .. 
tattoo of 

Births. 

1933. 
34'1 
43'0 
44'7 
44'0 
34'2 

• 
Deaths. 

1933. 
19-7 
26-1 

- 26-1 
28'6 
22'S 

• 

. 62,788 
26.346 
75,702 
32.428 
44,266 

De~ItJ \if 
populatiou 
pcrllquM'e 

mlle.IDSl. 

69 
43 

136 

48 

46 

~ 
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Classification of ~ and principal orops for faali P42 (1932-,.33~>#., 
ItemI., Bhadrllebalam Poiava:r&IQ Nu,,", YeUs VAJ'aID Cbodavara.w 

taluk. ....... taluk. taluk. ~aluk. 

Ace. ACO. AOO. AOS ACO. 

Drugs and narootioe-- • 
Tobacoo. 593 1,284 769 237 913 
Oth ... 2 

Total 593 1,28' 769 237 915 

Fodder oropa .' 
27' 2« Orohards e.nd garden produce 52 68 19 

M.iaoel1aneoua and non·food crops '00 
Total 27 2« 62 '68 19 

Total_ cropped 68,895 . 60,975 27,262 26,843 22,289 
Did,"" area oropped more than onoe 2,627 6,£84 261 

Net ....... cropped 68,895 58,448 27,262 20,359 22,028 

Reserved forest and area proposed for reservation on 30th June 1933 (in square 
miles). 

c'olavaram 
YeUavaram 
Chod4varam 

Bhadracbolam 
Nugur .' 

Taluk. 

(1) 

Bhadrachelam taluk 
Chodavaram taluk .. 
Nugur taluk 
Polavaram taluk 
Yellavara.m taluk .. 

(2) 

Area 
propo~ed fOr 
NtiervattoD. 

(3) 

Lower Godaoan. 
106'9 
212'6 

45'S u __ . 

440'5 
395 

Rainfall. 

22"28 
20'59 

Totalot 
columna 

(2) and (3), 
«) 

107'3 
288'1 

72'9 

462'78 
42450' 

Avcmgo ratu.faU (1870--1930) In Incbea-
Wl:.ole year. 

43'56 
46'97 
49'70 
44'16 
51'39 

Aoea of 
taluk. 

(0) 

543 
919 
710 

911 
593 

Peroentace 
OCOOIUDlD(4) 
1.0 cultivated 

area. 
(0) 

112 
932 
212 

451 
732 

Revenue payable by permanently settled estates in faali 1342 (1932-33). 

Bertal OUtDOOr and taluke aDd eatates. Posbk.l, .. h. Land-oeea. 
Mlscel· 
lancollS TotaL 

revenue. 
Ba. 118. RS. 

Bhadrachalamtaluk-
1 Bhadre.ohalam 21,598 3,333 24,931 
2 a.kapalli 10,484 983 11,~7 

Total 32,082 4,316 36,398 

Nugur taluk-
7,072 1 Nugur 390 7,462 

2 A1abaka 1,270 70 1.340 
8 Cher'" 2,8U 157 2,981 

Total 11,166 617 11.783 

Polavaram t.al.uk-
1 Bayyanagudem 980 453 1,433 
2 J angareddigudom 475 603 978 
3 Billumilli .. 1,653 861 2,414 
, Gut&la 6,721 2,174 8,895 
6 Gangole 1,240 2,318 3,558 
6 Polavaram l.417 1,196 2,612 
7 Pattiaam .. 5,213 1,087 6.300 
8 Polavaram B 6,296 677 6,973 
9 Pattioam viUage (wboro there is lIoDIluai 656 656 

.Y"Iem). 

Total .. 22,895 9,924 32,819 

YeIlavroram taluk-
1 Anigwu lUutteh .• 80 40 120 
2 Dut.cbcherta muttah 1,_ 470 1,670 
3 Kote. Inutt.ab. 210 281 '91 
" Mohanapuram muttah .. 25 37 62 
6 Pandrepolu mutt&h 70 129 199 
6 Gurted.u lIIuttab 70 38 108 
7 Nallimpudi IIlOkha. S5G 100 450 

Total 2,005 1,096 3,100 
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Revenue payable by permanently settled estates in fasli 1342 (1932-33)-cont. 
Ser1a.l Dumber and taluk and m~ttas. Peshlraab. I.aDd.oeeaa. Mlsccl· ........ Total . 

RS. 88. RS. 
Chodavaram taluk-

1 Viravaram A 330 325 655 
2 Do. B 220 274 494-
3 Petah 546 378 924 
" Ravilanka 300 70 370 
6 Dandangi 565 644 1.209 
6 Gutala 83 83 
7 Polavaram 2,265 2,265 
8 Banciapalli 42 41 83 
9 Birampalli 42 40 82 

10 Boduluru . ~ . 60 10 70 
11 Chavala 50 7 ,. 57 
12 Bolagonda .. 60 30 90 
13 Ohidugur .• 42 II 53 
14 Cboppakonda 21 8 29 
15 Dorachintalapalem (resumed mutt.) .. 70 22 92 
16 Geddada .: 21 29 50 
17 Kundada .. 21 6 27 
18 Kakur 40 2 42 
19 Marrivada 15 9 24 
20 Ma.redumilli 42 3 45 
21 Musuru.milli 42 56 98 
22 Nedunuru 42 8 50 
23 Palem 21 30 51 
24: Pamularu .. 40 5 45 
25 Tedepalli .. 63 13 76 
26 Tunnuru .. 35 8 43 
27 Velagapalli 21 24 45 
28 Vemulakonda- 26 16 42 
29 Vetukuru .. 50 9· 59 
30 Valamur .. .. 42 8 50 
31 Vedape.lli .• 15 13 28 
32 Rampa 30· 30 
33 Pandirimamidi 16 15 
34 Nimmale.palem 9 9 
35 Angulur .• •• . .. 29 29 
36 Chinnam Yandi mokhasa 6 6 

Total 2,869 4:,434 7,303 

Demand, collection and balance of current land revenue and cesses (in thousands 
of rupees). 

Talok. De ... nd. CoDecUoD or BaIa-DOe. 
writteD oll, 

PaoU1342. 
Ba. 88. M. 

Bhadrachalam 55 39 16 
Nugur 27 27 
Polavaram 100 94 6 
Yellavaram 50 48 2 
Chodavaram 14 13 I 

There were many estates in the Agen~ once owned by certain zamindars as in the 
plains. These zamindars had under them, as rent-farmers some persons, who were 
called muttadars. The zamindars dropped out for some reason or other. The mnttadal"S 
took their place. The administration has been carried on with the aid of these mutta
dars. The muttadars are given sunnuds by the Government in the same manner in 
which the landholders on the plains had been given sunnuds before permanent 
settlement. There were sunnuds given to the landholders on the plains even before 
the permanent settlement. The terms of the sunnuds given before the permanent 
settlement were not the same in some respects as those of the sunnuds issued after the 
IJermanent settlement. A sample of the old pre-settlement sunnud had been published 
elsewhere. As there has been no permanent settlement in Agency areas the sunnuds 
iosuel to muttada1"S are special sunnuds issued to them on a prescribed form. Like 
the zamindars on the plains these muttadars entered into an arrangement with the 
Government to pay a particular sum as pesbkash. The muttadars in their turn collected 
rents from the ryots in the same manner in which the landholders on the plains did. 
Most part of the areas had been jungle areas in which the hill-tribes had been living. 
They have a special kind of cultivation known as podu cultivation. As inhabitants of 
the hills and forests they were not used to the cultivation which the people on the plains 
have been used to. 

;Land in the Agency tracts has not been surveyed. The plots assigned to the ryots 
are not demarcated by survey numbers or acres. When some of these men were quell
tioned in the agencies as to the extent of the land in their occupation they said that they 
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were neither measured. nor were they demarcated by boundaries. They fixed the .lanil· 
at a random estimate as the eye passes and they are supposed to be cultivating that area. 
Most of the land in the. Agency has been merged in 8Oilwithout being brought undel' 
direct cultivation as on the plains. But a large area that is. included within the Agency 
limits both in the Vizagapatam and Gollavari agencies is as good as plains. 

Madgole is at the foot of the hills in the Vizag3.plttam district. No communicationS' 
have been opened up between Madgoleover the hills so as to connect with the roads' 
laid out ou the other side of the hill. The distance is said to be about 70 miles which' 
requires to be connected by Ii road. It was estimated' by one of the track officers' or' 
the district to cost at the rate of. 750 rupees per mile. Thus the total costmigbt come 
up to 70 x 750 rupees. The same officer said that there was a way of opeuing the 
road and finishing it within a short time and at modest cost if the work was left to him· 
for execution. He obsred if the same work was .left to the Eugineering department. 
it would cost enormously several lakhs. 

There are similar areas both in the Vizagapatam Agency and in the Godavari Agency 
which require opening up of communications. On account of the lack of communication 
much of the forest produce which the hill-tribes could take down to the plains and make' 
money out of it is becoming useless. 

Of the many estates in the Agency, Rampa has had a colourful and a highly interest
ing history and deserves a detailed study. We give in the following extracts a brief 
sketch of the Rampa Estate:~ 

Jl'o. 445. 
Dated 24th August 1848 . 

.. Read letter from the Collector of Rajahmundry. 22nd :March 1848, furnishing 
information with respect to the Rampa Estate and suggesting the arrangement which 
should be adopted in the event of its being made over to Ram Bhoopaty Row. 

The Rumpah countro] is an extensive tract of Hill and jungle stretching from the 
Cottapilly Talook. or about thirty miles north of Rajahmundry, to the borders of the 
Golconda Zamindary in the Vizagapatam District and on its western frontier resting upou, 
the Nizam's territories. In the year 1813 it was with some :Mokhasa Village in the 
plains, conferred by the Government, free of Peshcush upon the lateZamindur, Rajah 
Rumpah Rambhoopaty, on condition of his maintaining order and preventing invasions 
into low country. Ram Bhoopaty Row died on the 12th March 1835 leaving a daughter 
stree J uggiah, and an illegitimate Bon of stree Madhoovuty Ramboopaty Deo, a minor 
of 13 years of age. The former of these was the rightful heir to the Zamindary and was, 
acknowledged as such by the chiefs at her father's death. Some time after that event 
however the Mootabdars finding or inspecting her conduct to be incorrect, expelled her 
and her half brother from the country, to which they have never returned, having from 
that time to the present been living under' British protection on the 3rd January 1840. 
The Talook in consequence of its disturbed state was taken by the Collector undel' 
management of the Court of Wards, until the minority of Ram Bhoopaty Deo should' 
terminate, when it was to be left for decision whether he should be ,placed in· charge 
of the Zamindary or whether it should be permanently assumed by Government. A 

'monthly allowance of Rs. 60 was assigned for the support of the minor and his sister, 
but was subsequently discontinued under orders of the Commission for the Northern 
Circars on the 3rd November 1843. The minority of Ram Bhoopaty Deo expired some 
time since but the Collector would appear to have been prevented from submitting any 
measure for the disposal of the Zamindary in consequence of the unsettled state of the 
Hill country. The more turbulent of the Hill Chieftains have however now been appre
hended, or· driven out of the District and the Rumpah territory appears to have been 
free from disturbance since 1845. The Collector has therefore referred for instructions
a8 to the final course to be pursued regarding that Zamindary. 

Mr. Prendergast represents that the Chiefs or Mootahdars of Rumpah have appesred 
before him and have entered into an engagement, a copy of which he has submitted. 
By this the Mootahdars recognise the authority of Ram Bhoopaty Deo, B,,"Tee to pay 
him in certain defined sheres in Annual Cist of Re. 1,000 and to attend with the followers
at his reqUIsition for the maintenance of the public tranquillity. His half sister stree 
Jaggay Urnmay has also executed an agreement consenting to the surrender of the Talook 
to her brother. on his part Ram Bhoopaty Deo has bound himself not to exact from the 
chiefs payments in excess of the Cist agreed upon, and to preserve peace and good order 
in his Zamindary and in default of these conditions being observed, has a!!l'eed to forfeit 
in the first instance his villages in the low country and eventually hi; whole estate 
receiving in the latter case such allowance for his support as Government may be pleased 
1<1 award him. He has further contracted to repay by instalments the balance due to 
I he Circar on account of the establishment hitherto maintained for the mana"l'ment of 
hi. Zo.mindlU"]. This balance according to the account B furnished by the eo Collector 

OOM. B. P.l.lIT n-61 
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to the end of :r.~ay last, amounted to Rs. 1,797-11Hi. The shist of the six villages in 
the plaina is Rs. 1,985 and Mr. Prendergast proposes that these villages be retained until 
the balance be paid or for the current fusly, and the change of the Hill Tract only be 
made over. The Collector further submits for consideration whether Ram Bhoopaty 
Deo should be &llowed to continue the levy of Sayer Rusooms on tamarind and other 
articles ·brought through his country to the plains. He likewise strongly recommends 
that the Zamindar be required when. called upon by the ;Magistra.te for the suppression 
of disturbances in the Hills and along the frontier line, to attend with his Contingent to 
:which his subordinate chiefs should furnish their respective quotas. 

It appears to the Board that tracts such as those under consideration are unhealthy 
and unproductive and which from the character of the country and climate must be 
difficult of management by the Officers of Governmllnt are always best confided to the 
administration of their native chiefs. They are therefore disposed to support the Col
lector's proposal for the transfer of the Zamindary to Ram Bhoopaty Deo at the same 
time they deem it right to point out that that individual was expelled from the country 
ali the age of thirteen, upwards of nine yIlars since, and has never revisited it that at the 
time of his expUlsion it was stated by the Collector (4th October 1&39) that the" opposi
tion to him was so complete that he had not even a party in the country to support him .. 
-that more than five years later the Acting Collector (16th May 1845) gave it as his opinion 
that ., the Rumpah Chiefs would never be reconciled to his sisters nor ever submit 
peaceably to his own elevation to the Zamindary "~d that it is admitted by the Officer 
now in charge of the District that .. the present tranquillity of the Country is owing 
1IOlely to the examples recently made of the refractory chiefs," and that .. Ram Boopaty 
Row is not a man who is likely to acquire any immediate ascendancy" over the Mootah
.dars. The issue of the experiment cannot therefore be regarded as free from uncertainty. 
Under all the circumstances, however, as the more turbulent chiefs have been apprehended 
<>r expelled the country, and those who remain especially the most influential among 
them Vambamoor Ram Reddy and Moosooroomilly Premmy Reddy seem well inclined 
-to Ram Bhoopaty Rowand disposed to afford him their support the Board are of opinion 
that the trial should be made. 

m the event of the reinstatement of Ram Bhoopaty Row in his Zamindary being 
.determined on, it seems very desirable that he should lie placed in the most favourable 
circumstances for doing justice to his position. The Board would therefore recommend 
that the villages in the low country be made oVer to him simultaneously with the hill 
portion of his estate, and that the amount due by him to Government (Rs. 1,797-11HiJ 
be recovered in three equal annual instalments in the current and two succeeding Fames 
1259-1260, the villages being liable to reattachment on failure of the stipulated pay
ments. They would not advise =y interference with the Sayer Roossooms which have 
hitherto been collected in Rumpah and which forms a considerable proportion of its 
revenue. These duties are stated to have been levied from time immemorial upon the 

Beoeipw for the last fOnD £ulis. i.e., Bince tranquil
lity baa been reotored,-

FASLL Jt8. A. r. 
125' 1,013 16 7 
1256 1,108 4 5 
12,56 1,265 12 0 
1267 1,871 0 0 

Total 5,249 0 0 

1,311 4 0 

;Lambadies &c., who traverse it. They are 
also eollected by the Sirdars in Goodem 
and indeed in every part of the hill country 
through which any traffic passes." The 
Government Extract Minutes of Consult .... 
tion 25th October 1845 have sanctioned 
their continuance in the Hill Zamindaries 
of Vizagapatam, and indelld their collec
tion though prohibited would be .difficult 
of prevention in such tracts of country 
under the management of the Native pro

prietors. The Board concur with the Collector in thinking i~ desirable that R. Bhoopaty 
Deo should enter into engagements for his own attendance and that of his subordinate 
chiefs on the summons of the Magistrate, but they think that this condition should be 
required rather as an acknowledgment of the feudal superiority of the Government than 
with a view to its being acted upon unless in circumstances of peculiar emergency. 

With these modifications the Board approve the arrangement suggested by the 
Collector and recommend that they may be carried out and the Rumpah Zamindary be 
made over to R. Bhoopaty Deo accordingly the transfer to take effect from the commence
ment of the present Fusly. 

Mr. Prendergast has further referred for instructions whether the Pension of 
Rs. 20 per mensem granted to the widow of the Manager of the estate who was murdered 
in 1840 and which was made payable from the revenue of the Zamindary should be made 
& permanent charge upon that property or be borne by Government. Both from a 
regard to the recipient herself and in view to remove all causes for interference with the 
Zamindar, it appears to the Board desirable. that the Government should take the pey_. 
ment of this small pension upon themselves.'· . 
~th August 1848. 
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GOVBRNloIIIJIT ORDBR ON RAJ4l>A ESTA'l'B. 

RBvllNUE ·J)EpABTI4RN I. 

No. 1149. 

Eztract jrom the Minutes oj Co~ultation under date the 20th October 1848. 
Rlw:>-the following extract from the Proceedings of the Board of Rewn1ie :

(Here enter 24th August and 12th OctoBer 1848, Nos. 445 &.521.) 
1. On a full consideration of all the circumstances connected with the Rumpah 

Zemindatj, the Right Hon 'ble the Governor in Council agrees with the Board of Revenue 
that it is advisable to adopt the arrangement proposed by the Collector of Rajahmundry 
with the modifications suggested by the Board in the 4th paragraph of their proceedings. 
The Governor in Council therefore authorizes the Rumpah Estate being made over to 
Ram Bhoputy Deo together with the villages in the low country the latter to be liable to 
resumption on his failure to discharge the amount of Re. 1,797-15-S due to Government 
and which he stipulates to pay in three annual instalments. The Governor in Council 
is of opinion that the Zemindar should not ~ obstructed in the collection of the customary 
sayer RU8sooms and thinks he may be required to enter into engagements for his own 
attendance and that of his subordinate chiefs on tbe summons of the Magistrate. They 
fully. however. agree with the Board of Revenue that this condition should be regarded 
•• rather as an acknowledgment of the feudal superiority of the Government than with 
a view to its being acted upon unless in circumstances of peculiar emerg~cy" and he 
would add even then with great caution and circumspection. 

2. The Magistrate of Rajahmundry has already on his records the views of the ~0b.!: da~ Cth 
Honorable the Court of Directors on the administration of public affairs in rude and N~. 7 'd'!ted c:lIDd 
uncivilized Districts and on t.he u:lsuitableness to their inhabitants of the forms of April'1846. 
judicial process. The directions contained in the despatches referred to are applicable::' J filt.;ted 26th 
to the Rumpah Country and the Governor in Council desires the strict attention of the No~ J, claiod 12th 
Magistrate to them. Jan1l8l"J' 1848. 

3. For the reasons given by the Board in the 6th paragraph of their Proceedings the 
Right Honorable the Governor in Council authorizes the Collector of Rajahmundry to 
continue to the widow of the Manager murdered in 1840 the pension of Rupees Twenty 
per mensem granted to her by the orders of Government under date the 28th August 
1840. 

(A true extract) 

To the Pr .. ident and Members of the Board of Revenue. 

W. G. MOHTGOMEBBY, 
Secretary to Government. 

The Agency tracts of Ganjllm, Vizagapatam and Godavari districts (the distinctive 
feature of which is II kind of cultivation called .. Podu .. cultivation is also found in some 
IIreas in the Kannivadi estate in the Madura district) had to be dealt with exhaustively 
as a separate chapter because under the Government of India Act, they are called 
partially excluded areas for administrative purposes. Although the same district officers 
nre in charge of these areas, they are doing it in a different capacity as the Agent to the 
.Governor and not as a Collector, who is subordinate to the Government that is elected 
by the people. There was a time when these Agency tracts were considered uninhabit
able on account of malaria and no one ever desired to go and settle down there from the 
plains, but during the last 50 or 60 years or even more, they have been visited bv traders 
and others who had gone over there for purposes of business and some of them finally 
settled down. By the opening up of communications and the establishment of courts 
IUld forest and revenue offices all over, they have become easily accessible and much of 
the trade and prosperity, was due to the cheapness of the produce of the forests and 
jungles of these Agency tracts. Most of the soil has been virgin soil, the original inhabit
ante having been used to what hll8 been known as podu cultivation. If the rule. observed 
by the ancestors of the presen' hill-tribes have been strictly followed, there would 
have been no danger of denudation of forests, which i. frequently pointed out by some 
who are opposed to podu cultivation. Owing to the restrictions imposed on the original 
inhabitants and the illegal exactions made from them by the officers as well a. visitors, 
they have become so much frightened that they would be tempted whenever they get 
opportunity to cut o1f forests on a large scale. The land i8 theirs just as it belongs to 
the ryots or the original inhabitants in the plains. They life entitled to full freedom to 
enjoy the lands to their entire satisfaction without prejudice to the peshkash which they 
have to pay to the Government or then: agents, zamindars or muttadars. The revenue 
collections of the estates in the Agency tract. have been made by zamindars or la.nd
holders. The history of the RamPIl estate given above shows that the rent collections 
were made by some zamindars and their descendants until they ·became extinct and the 
estates passed into the hands of the muttsdars who were in the position of rent-farmers • 
landholders or nmindars in the plains. To-day practically all over the partiaJly excluded 
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areas, the rent collection ';s made by ·muttadarsto whom slUlads have been granted by 
the GoverlUD.ent. Aa they are not permanently settled estates the sanads granted to the 
muttadars are somewhat similar to the ~anads granted to zamindars by the East India 
Company before the permanent settlement. The muttadars stand in the same position 
as the· landholders on the plains. In other words, they are also collectors of revenue. 
Their administration is described by the hill-men who have given evidence before our 
Committee as very oppressing IUld their tenures are most uncertain. There was no survey 
or settlement. The population is very small for the area, the particulars of which have 
been given above. Each ryot is supposed to hold as much as he can manage. It does 
riot seem to have been measured even by the ancient rod measurement or rope measure
ment. Large tracts are within the zamindari limits of Vizianagram, Madgole, Jeypore, 
Parlakimedi . IUld some others in Ganjam and Vizagapatam districts and similarly within 
the limits of several zamindars including the Maharaja of Pithapuram in the East Goda. 
vari district. Some of the witnesses examined on behalf of the ryots gave a graphic 
description of their sufferings at -the hands of the landholders even with reference to the 
exercise of their primordial rights. Evidence of witnesses on this matter is found at palre9 
17,31, 33, 60, 63, 64, 80, 81, 107, 133, 135, 136, 138, 193 of Volume I of Oral Evidence. 
All this was due to the fact that those zamindars and muttadars have been led to believe 
that they are the proprietors of the soil and that they could deal with their ryots in any 
way they like. Hill-men have depo~ed that the officers who had been going there or even 
other visitors had been compelling them to do service without remuneration and that 
illegal exactions had been made at every turn, whenever they made any attempt to take 
forest produce into the plains for putting them in the market and getting money in 
return. Many valuable products are produced in the forest. The prices are nominal. 
Fruit trees grow like forests and yields Jakhs and millions of fruits, the cost of which is 
nominal. Batavian oranges, Kamala oranges sell very cheap there. Batavian oranges sold 
in the Madras market at one anna or one anna six pies or even two annas can be purchased 
for quarter of an anna or even less. Tamarind grows on a very large scale. For want 
of communications all the commodities get rotten. Arrangements must be made to open 

. up· communications immediately. The Agency on the side· of Madgole is yet to be con-
nected with the Agency on the other side by putting up a road for about 70 miles to begin 
with. The Agency in the upper reaches of the Godavari river has a great potential 
value along with the Agency in Vizagapatam and Ganjam-perhaps even better. Thel 
Land Alienation Act is supposed to be in force in this tract, but the provisions of which 
have not been enforced strictly because permission had been given freely for mortgaging 
and selling the land to the people of the plains. The cultivators complain of their 
indebtedness on account of the exorbitant rate of interest. 

Conclusions. 

Ow' conclusions and recommendations with regard to the partially excluded areas are 
as follows :- . . . 

(1) In the Agency tracts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam, most of the area which is 
reached in these days by bus and other communications up to Chintapnlle on the 
Narasapatam side and Anantagiri and Arakku on the side of Waltair, and the 
undeveloped portion of Madgole and also the area beyond Chintapalle may all 
be included in the plains now. Similarly, in East Godavari district, Bhadra
chalam, Polavaram, Chodavaram and Yellavaram taluks and even Nugur may be 
included in the plains. 

(2) As n preparatory step, economic survey of the whole area might b~ made and 
tL" land required by the inhabitants might be allowed to be taken /ly them and 
the rest might be set apart for purposes of colonization. . ... 

The educated unemployed as well as the uneducated unemployed in the neighbour. 
hood will certainly be ready to go and settle down there, notwithstanding the 
fear of malaria. Fifty or sixty years ago towns like Rajahmundry and Vizaga. 
pntam were as malarial, if not worse, as some of the worst places like Nugur 
and north of Chintapalle now are. If economic survey is made and communi
cations are opened up, malaria would vanish in no time and many economio 
problems would be easily solved and all the rich products of the tracts will find 
free access into the markets. 

(3) After economic survey, when the lands were assigned, a condition shall be 
introduced that they should not be alienated to others and the law should be 
strictly enforced. Perhaps the same condition might be imposed with regard 
to others also that might eettle down there under a colonization scheme, tem
porarily or permanently as the circumstances may demand. 

The whole of the Agency area is governed now by the Estates Land Act and all the 
recommendations made by us in Part I of our Report apply with equal force to these 
C\xcluded areas also. 
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, . 
CHAPTER VII 

A GENERAL NOTE ON THE MADRAS PRESmENCY. 

In the previous Chapters of this Part II of our Report, we have dealt with all the 
estates tha.t were represented on both sides, in the five centres. Now in this Chapter 
which is the concluding pa.rt, we shall give briefly the most salient featnres relating to 
all the estates in the North, West and South of the Presidency, with special reference to--

(1) The areas under different heads of cultivated, uncultivated, porambokes, inams, 
etc.; 

(2) all the original military and police character of the ancient zamindaries, the 
western and southern polliams, the Havelly estates, etc.; 

(3, the basis on which assessment of land revenue was made before p'ermanent 
settlement and the basis on which it was made at the time of the permanent 
settlement and the proportion fixed as the Government's share (known as pesh
kash) and the landholder's share for the services rendered by him; 

(4) the prosperity and adversity of the country and the people, before permanent 
settlement and after the permanent settlement, as compared and contrasted with 
the present current conditions; 

(5) the presidency prices and the district prices with special reference to the graphs 
hereto appended; the conversion rates lind the average rlltes; and 

(6) the suggested remedies. 

The Madras Presidency comprises of 26 districts of which Madras is one. It hIlS an 
area of 143,887 square miles (or 9~,OS7,680 acres), of which 19,279 square miles (or 
12 338 560 !\Cres) are occupied by Agency tracta in t;he districts of Ganjam, Vizagapatam 
and E~st Godavari. The zamindaries of this Presidency occupy an area of 23,935 square 
miles (or 15,318,400 acres). The zamindw:ies are situllted chiefly in the following cli&
triets ;-

(l) Ganjam. I 
(2) Vizagapatam. 
(3) E""t Godllvari. 

(4) West Godavari. I 
(5) Kistna. 
(6) Nellore. 

(7) Chittoor. 
(8) Salem. 
(9) Ra.mnad. 

llO) Mlldura. 
(11) Tinnevellv. 
(12) Chingleput. 

The bulk of the area under oultivation is dependent on direct rainfall excepting in 
Malabar South Kanara. and the N ilgiris; the rainfall over the rest of the Presidency is 
80 uncerlain a. to render much of the crop. dependent thereon precarious. It hIlS to 
be supplemented by irrigation. 

" The famine conditions of this Presidency frum the year 1781 to 1994 has been printed 
separately in the volume containing the a.ppendices, for purposes of convenient reference. 

DIatrI". 

Oanjam.. .-
Vi ...... palam (Plains) 
Vimgapatam (Agency) •• 
ERet Godl\vari \Plaifl8) .. 
ElWlt OndRval"i A8tmcy) 
WMt Goda""t"i 
KiAtna •. 
Ountut' .• 
lturnonl .• 
B@llft.l'Y' •• 
Anant&pul' 
Cuddapah 
Nello", ., 
Ch;n~lf:\put w 

Sout.b Arcot • 
ChitMor .";; 
North Aroot J •• 

Salem ...... 

R""~warl. 
looludloa 

Dllnor laalOl. 
.. oa. 

2,960.725 
666.148 
472.678 
939.666 

1.438,492 
9.100.390 
1.036.956 
3.339.402 
4.874.114 
8,063,778 
4.152.M2 
3.609.710 
2.630.029 
1,361.484 
2,481,706 
1.8.'14.719 
2.672.877 
3,437.867 

(No lIlinor iname)a 

COli. R, PART n-liS 

Wholelnam ... .. 
.loa. 

231.082 
420,260 
490.798 

93.561 
'.004 

210.9~8 
231.234 
224.824 
120.215 

163.479 
214.980 
"26.8~i 
217.848 
M.998 

594.067 
47.866 

117,378 

Zamtndart ..... 
.lOS • 

2.183.011 
2.401,820 
6.657.536 

556.340 
929.776 
399,693 

1.002.596 
121,734 

2.130.349 
386.665 
166.394 

1.350.079 
261.944 
967,SC! 

...os. 
6,364,818 
3,378.228 
7,621.012 
1,589.557 
2,352.272 
1,511,021 
2.269.726 
3.684.960 
4,994.329 
3,655.359 
4,306,081 
3.724.696 
6/187,200 
1,966.897 
2,693.098 
3,778.866 
1,982.3S6 
\617,107 

Poramb01I:e 
land are .. 

.0"'" 
1,936.792 
1,042.7046 
3.272.717 

296.669 
1,146.789 

107.315 
603.893 
369.039 
384.368 
229.112 
522,887 
497.065 

1,618,173 
576.005 
666.769 

1.383,870 
492.330 
831,678 
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Dlatrlct. 

CoiIDbatore v .• 
Tricbinopo)y J •• 

Tanjore . \t .. 
Ramnad 'J 
Madura .• 
Tinnevelly v 
Malabar .. 
South Canara 
Nilgiria .; .. 

.u.yotwar! 
Inc1u41DR' 

minor !.Dams. 

"<lB. 
4,434,708 
2,234,170 
1,665,281 

466,566 
1,656,875 
1,818,308 
3,705,097 
2,571,455 

633,353 

68,917,166 

Wbolelnam ..... 
,,<lB. 

45.462 
150.131 
532,132 
737,599 
117.205· 
169,216 

15,606,098 

YAmiDdari ..... 
.&08. 

75,089 
376,960 
199,483 

1,936,143 
710,598 
801,175 

.~ 

23,604,847 

TotGI .ea, Porambote 
landara .. .. "". A08 • 

4-,665,259 315,439 
2,761,261 429,141 
2,396,896 666,262 
3,140,268 885,350 
3,142,630 522,100 
2,788,699 379,579 
3-,706,097 660,779 
2,571,455 409,399 

633,353 46,782 ----
91,171,529 20,250,045 

. The figures a.re taken from the Statistical Atlas of "the Madras Presidency", rev;u;d 
and brought upto the end of fasli 1340. 

With effect from 1st April 1936 portions of the districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam 
have been transferred to the new _ Orissa Province. The figures given for Ganjam and 
Yiza.gapatalil districts however relate to the two districts as they eXIsted at the end of fasli 
1340-

The total area of the Presidency ex- 920 lakhs of acres 
ceeds-

The area of the poramboke land or 212 lakhs of acres 
land reserved for public purposes or 
for the common use of the villages 
exceeds-

This shows that nearly one-fourth of the area of the Presidency is clas.ed as poramboke 
land. . 

_ The za.mindars or proprietors or shrotriemdars, etc., are all brought under the defini
tion of landholders Jrom the time of the permanent settlement until to-day. It is not 
easy to understand all the holdings in the possession and enjoyment of the landholders or 
the basis of calculation adopted for payment of the peshkash unless the classification aa 
it had existed before the date of the permanent settlement and the basis of calculation 
are known. The country was not exclusively an agricultural country as is now represented 
by the Historians, Governments and Publicists. While the country from Himalayas to 
Cape Comorin was divided into autonomous republican village units and the Government 
was carried on by those units all over, the country was also organized into military and 
police units to give protection to the people in different areas, beginning from the time of 
Manu until the village panchayat system was broken and individual ryotwari settlements 
and zamindari estates were created, partly at the end of the Muhammadan period and 
wholly under the British period. On the question of village administration and the powers 
exercised by the village governments enough had been already said under different chapters 
and the same had .been admitted in authoritative documents like the Fifth report.' What 
may not be clear to the people generally in these days is about the military and the police 
character of different organizations all over the Presidency. To enable the legislatures 
and the people to ha.ve an idea of the picture of the military character of the Indian people 
in the north, west as well as the south of the Presidency we shall briefly give the history 
of those who are now generally called landholders or rent-farmers. This military charac
ter is not confined to any- particular area such as the Circsrs, or the Western districts 
or the Southern districts. Whatever may have been the languages spoken in the Telugu 
area, Tamil area, M;alayalam and South Kanara, the characteristics had been common 
throughout amongst all peoples. They were all martial classes, much better organized 
than in any other country during that period. This idea is supported by the wars and 
battles carried on during those days. Starting from the period of Ramayana and :Maha
barathI', however mythological, some might characterise incidents of the two Epics of 
India., the traces of those martial characteristics could be found in these landholders at 
the beginning of the British period until they were completely destroyed by the introduc
tion of the ryotwari system, Law Courts and the British Police and Military Institutions. 
Coming to the period that preceded the permanent settlement of 1802, we shall endeavour 
now to give a short description of the previous history of the landholders of to-day. They 
may be classified as follows :-

(1) Ancient zamindaries and Havelly proprietors of the Circars, such aa Vizia
nagram, Bobbili, Pithapur, Nuzvid and Havelly proprietors such aa Chemudu 
and other areaa, 

(2) western Poligars of Venkatagiri, Kalastri, Bommarazupalayam and Sydapoor, 
and poligars of Chittoor and Ceded districts, and 

(3) the southern poligars of Trichinopoly, DindiguI and Tinnevelly, and Salem 
and Madura. and Mysore. 
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All these were military people. Some of them maintaining standing· armies until 
they were disbanded by the BntIsh Government; with Lord Clive as Governor of this 
Pr~idency. Even afte~ the British Government was firmly established in 1758, the East· 
IndIa Company was haVIng enough of troubles at the hands of these zamindars, proprietorS 
and poligars, all over the Presidency from the northernmost poin~ to the southernmost one. 

Method of d8sessmenl.-(I) In attempting to give a general description of the methods Bu;~OI 
and basIS of .. ssessments in different p .. rts of the Presidency, text-writers have given __ m.n'. 
80me gener .. l classification, from the reading of which the reader might be led to believe 
that there was So uniform method adopted even under the British Administr .. tion, at the 
Permanent Settlement of 1802 allover the Presidency. Th .. t it is not so will be clear 
from a study of the position of each one of the est .. tes in the Presidency. It is not correct 
to say that generally half gross b .. sis or half net basis or one-third gross basis or one-
third net basis or any such basis was adopted as a·uniform measure .. ll Over the Presidency. 
We will, therefore, endeavour to indicate in this connexion what method was adopted by 
the British .. t the time of the permanent settlement. The permanent settlement regula.-
tion and all other connected regul .. tions made the position clear that, what the British In ancien. 
Government was lLiming at was only .. moderate assessment of I .. nd revenue .. nd not z._ ... 
.. definite particular proportion as a uniform system all over the Presidency. The basis 
of assessment with regard to the ancient zamindaries cuJopted on assets basis is different 
from the one adopted in the Ha"elly estates, whick are the zamindaries formed only at 
the time of the permanent settlement after the est .. tes were purcha.sed in lLuction sa.!es. 
In all these Havelly est .. tes the la.nd had become the absolute property of the Government. In Ha ... , 
They carved it out into estates .. nd put them to auction, the purchasers thereof becoming-
za.mindars or landholders after obtaining sanads from the Government as prescribed under 
the rules. 

(2) The ba.sis of assessment adopted in the western polliams is <lillerent from the 
ba.sis assessment adopted in the zamindaries IloIld the Havelly proprietors of the Circars. 
In the case of western polliams the peshkash which the zamindars had been paying In .... .... 

before the permanent settlement was settled in perpetuity at the permanent settlement P ....... . 

without any variation. To this the addition of an equivalent for the military service, 
which was dispensed with, was made and this additional amount came up to 172,296 star 
pagodas. The proportion left to the poligar was far larger than in other parts of the 
country. The position of the western poligars. was defined in B.P. No. 4625, dated 26th 
August 1861, as 1\ tenure under commissions direct from the Emperors of Delhi, and 
they were called Mansubdars. Permanent settlements were effected with the poligars In .oUl .... of 

in the Ceded districts, Mysore and Tinnevelly. II! the former, thepoligars who had been ~:'~':o~ed 
dispossessed of their lands were reinstated and confirmed. They were discharged from TlDDev ..... 

the obligation of the military service to the State and .. ban was put on their maintaining 
an army or armed force or to exercise any independent authority. 

Peahkash data.-Before fixing the peshkash (1) the extent of the land was ascertained DI~l"B ... n .. 

by survey and (2) the resow'ces on which the peshkash was ba.sed were fixed as-- ') -
(1) an examination of the village accounts, (2) such genera.! data as would be 

obtained and in rare cases, (3) at the amount which had been customarily paid and (4) 
th 6 8ettlement was made witl. the inhabitants or "i/lagers by GOI>ernment while the 
collection of the amounts thus fiaed was left to the poligar. From out of the colleotions Part-lie ...... 

e. part was assigned to the poligars for their maintenance, the balance being payable to :::t,o,:;: ~r 
Government. According to the report of the Revenue Board in Consultation No. 5912, l:'.3!~~~~"" 
dated 16th September 1861, oov ....... t .. 

" The poligar's share was left a.s low as could be done with safety, without any _II. 
general rule but he was promised 10 per cent on all future increase of rev.enue. His 
share seemB' to have averaged one-fifth of the revenue." 

" The Mysore polliams were in some instances fOl"Illl\lly settled in perpetuity, 
and in the remaining cases the Government demand seems to have been little changed 
from what it had been formerly." 

(8) Southern polliams.-The proportion and the basis of a.ssessment with regard 
to the southern polliams are given in the same B.P. No. 5912 of 1861-

" In Tinnevelly, the peshkash wa.s fixed in perpetuity on the polliams at varying Tfn~ 
rates. In the larger estates it wa.s fixed from 54 to 57 per cent of their com- poUIamI.. 

puted resources and in the smaller o.nes from 41 to 49 I?"r cent. In seven cases 
in which the pohgars had temporanly surrendered theIr estates to the manage-
ment of the Government the permanent peshkash was find at 60 per cent of 
the ascertained groBB resources, and in three cases where the estates forfeited 
for rebellion had been conferred on others as the rew;ard of loyalty, the pro
portion was reduced to 30 per cent on the groBB valuatIOIl of 1802." 
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Mad"ra Ramnad and Siflaganga.-The polliams of Ramna.d and Sivaganga in Maduta were 
~=';"'d at . the same time settled permane~tly <;>n a peshkash, in the former case equalling two
llivaganga. thll"ds of the average graBS collectIOns ill the precedmg five years, which resulted in an 

increase of 56,per cent on the former peshkash, and in Sivaganga at an_ a.mount exceeding 

Fixity of 
rent/or ..... 
U ... ettlod 
PoJliams. 

Mode of 
888eesment 
in za.min~ 
doria. 

ths former peshkash by 50 per cent. 
All these settlements were made prior to 1802 and in each case the poligars demand 

on the ryots was limited to the rate of aBSessment then charged on the land . 
Unsettl~d polliam8.-Ther~ remained then, the unsettled polliams then existing in 

Madura, Chittoor, Salem, TanJore, COlmbatore and some scattered cases in the various 
districts to which the proposed settlement would apply. We shall just consider here those 
cases. 

M adura.-There were 18 polliams in number existing then as unsettled polliaw •. 
They are as follows':-

(1) Kannivadi. 
(2) Ammanayyakkanur. 
(3) Bodinayakkanur. 
(4) Guntamanayyakkanur. 
(5) , Ayakudi. 
(6) Ediakottai; 
(7) Erasakkanayyakkanur. 
(8) Thevaram. 
(9) Mambarai. 

(10) Poliengolum. 
(11) Ootappanayyakkanur. 
(12) Doddappanayyakkanur. 
(13) J othilnayyakkanur. 
(14) Kilakottai. 
(15) Melakottai. 
(16) N a.dukottai. 
(17) Velliagoondum. 
(18) Seroomalay. 

Kannivadi.-Kannivadi was part of Dindigu! Province in those days. The land 
assessment in Dindigu! was made at first by Mr. Hurdis in faalis 1210, 1211 and 1212 . 

. The demand fixed on this polliam for fasli 1213 by Mr. Hurdis and continued to be the 
same until now was based not upon the average assets or actual collection of a series of 
preceding years, according to the usual mode of determining the permanent assessment 

Mode of of zamindaris, but by adopting the survey rates that prevailed during the single faali 1212. 
~"i'~ Seventy per cent of the produce of that fasli was taken for the circar. That came to 
polHams. Rs. 54,485-8-9. The remaining 30 per cent was left as the proprietor's share. The 
Kannivadi peshkash thus standing at Rs. 38,189-14-2. The peshkash has continued to be the 
Hh"diB ~\ .. same from that date until now. After some years it was found that the rates fixed by 
:":':.!':.! e· Mr. Hurdis were very high and therefore they were revised and reduced to a lower scale, 
were high. 
Reduced in 
faoli 1227. 

Twenty-iii>: 
poUiuoa of 
Dlndigui 
district 
beoamo 
Government 
propsrty 
(1792). 

Village _s. 

TrieQDlalJ 
108868. 

Forty 
_teo 
formed outl 
of Govem
ment lands. 

;aasia of 
aU8881'nent, 
24th Oet. 
1804. 

15 years later, in fasli 1227 by Principal Collector Mr. Peter. Then KlLIlnivadi was 
attached and taken under the management of the Government for arrears. The revised 
assessment upon the circar lands was introduced into Kannivadi estate. Then from faali 
1227 to fasli 1252 in which year the zamindari was restored to the proprietor, the difference 
between the new and old rates was granted aunually to the ryots by way of remission. 

Next we take the 26 polliams of Dindigu! district, which formed part of the territory 
ceded to the East India Company in 1792 by Tippu Sultan. For some time after the 
acquisition of the area the system of revenue under which monies were realized was 

through village-leases. A detailed survey and assessment was introduced in raslis 1210, 
1211 and 1212, covering not only the ayan lands, but also the 12 polliams which had 
fallen under the circar management, three having been forfeited to the Government for rebel

-lion, three escheated to Government on account of failure of heirs, ILIld the remaining six 
having been sequestered for arrears of revenue. While this was going on, the lands usually 
oilier cult.i vation were rented out to the inhabitants on a triennial lease at progressively 
increasing rates of rent, the rents for the third year being equal to the full values of the 
several villages as determined by the survey. _ These proceedings were preparatory to 
the introduction of the permanent settlement. Mr. Hurdis then proposed that 40 estates 
should be formed but of the Government lands together with the 12 polliams that were 
under the management of the Government, on the basis of the zamindari tenure and 
that the peshkash on each one of the estates should be determ.ined at the average of the 
russud or triennial rent above referred to. But at the same tIme the Boru-d of Revenue 
proposed for the consideration of the Government that the six polliams which had been 
placed under attachment lind whioh had been converted into eight estates should not be 
restored to their former holders at the rates of peshkash which was equal to two-thiTds 
of Mr. Hurdis full survey valuation, but that the permanent jummah fixed by Mr. Hurdis 
for the remaining 32 estates should be reduced as they were very high 80 that, that would 
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JeiJ.vethe purchatICIS an average profit of 10 1'er cent of their full Burveyvalue. In this 
m~Dner the settlement of the 40 estates was fixed in perpetwty on 24th October 1804. 
These polliams were restored to the poligars while 32 of the created estates whose number 
inoreased· to 35' on account of subdivisions were put up for auction. San ads were issued 
for three polliaIils and estates on 17th Apgust 1805. But the whole scheme failed because 
119 out of the 5'5 created estates were taken over by the Government on account of the 
accumulation of arrears due to excessive rates of assessment. There 'remained 6 estates 
and 6 permanently settled polliams, out of which only 4 remained with their proprietors 
in -1861 while all the rest have been sold out for arrears of pnblic revenue or were sur
rendered to Government by their owners on condition that they should receive malikana 
ot. allowance. 

The same principles were extended to the Dindigul Province in which the principle of 
pei'manent aSRessment was given effect to. Out of the total of 26 polliams of Dindigul, 
14 including Kannivadi were left in the hands of the poligars, even after the cession of the 
country. These polliam. were surveyed by Mr. Hurdis in fasli 1212 and peshkash which 
"'as fluctuating before that date was settled with the landholders at 70 per cent of the 
.urvey outturn of the previous year for fasli 1213. Similar arrangements were made with 
10 polliams of Madura and six polliams of Manapara. The peshkash of these polliam. 
remained unaltered. At first when the peshkash was fixed it was intended that perma
lJent settlement should be extended in the 6 polliams of Dindigul mentioned above, but 
the idea was subsequently abandoned for this reason, that these polliams have always 
been treated by the authorities as temporarily settled polliams and are still shown in the 
accounts under the sl1me designation. 

D~ndigul-TemporaTily Bettled polliams may now be considered.-The Board observed Dindigul '1 
In their letter, dated 3rd September 1804, paragraph 45 as follows:- . =!dran)l' 

" Of the 26 polliaIils formerly comprised within the Province of Dindigul 14 polliam •. 
remained in the possession of the poligars, and as no permanent assessment 
has been proposed for them by Mr. Hurdis, it is our intention at an earlv 
period to require his successor, Mr. Parish, to report on' this subject." .• 

The Board wanted to complete the permanent settlement of the polliam. of the 
southern districts including Manapara and Madura polIiams and the remaining 14 polliams 
of Dindigul on which Mr. Hurdis had failed to report. But this WitS not carried out. 
Mr; Parish while reporting on the settlelnent of Dindigul for fasli 1213 simply observed 
that the peshkash of the Dindigul poligars, namely, .35,235-31-56 star pagodas had been 
already adjusted by the late Collector Mr. Hurd)s upon actual survey in fasli 1212 and 
the same amount had been collected according to the demand, collection and balance 
accounts that accompanied. The Government demand was fixed permanently only upon 
BOme of these lands and the amount of the settlement for the four fa.lis undet· consideration 
then had been the same on all, viz. :-

S.Uled 2'_""";ly. 
B,". . PoUiams 

• 

. Ten poHiams of Madura .. 
. Fourte<>n polllama or Dindigul 
Silt poDiama of Manapilra 

Stilled in PerpclVity . 

Jr. o. 
7.966 31 74 

37,t37 13 68 
27,728 32 16 

..Ps· 1'. o. 
RamlUld .. .. 94.733 0 0 
SivagangA . . . . . . 76,000 0 0 
Six: polJiama of Dlndigul 16.327 .30 II 
S;" .. "', •• of Dlndigul 17,8442670 

The survey started by Mr. Hurdis in Dindigul district for faslie 1211, 1212 and 1213 
WIWI extended by him and also by Mr. Parish, his successor to the 10 polliams of Madura 
and 14 polliame of Dindigul and 6 polliams of Manapara. As regards the method of 
assessment the same method was followed for these lands as with respect to those of the 
cirear, the only d~fference. being .that in these polliam. the :ates of thirvawere in Bome 
cases lower .than m the clIca~ VIllages. At thIS stage, h~VlDg regard to the inadequate 
and tluctu8tmg peshkash prevIously collected from the pohgars of these districts a settle
ment was entered into in fasli 1213 with them, on the basis of that SUl'Vev and the survey 
valuation and the collElCtions from nanja and punja andswarnadayem at ioo per cent and 
out of this granting 30 per cent to the poligar, the remaining 70 per cent was tak;n as 
revenue payable to the Government. On such grounds the settlement for fasliJ213 was 
fixed as follows :- . '. 

Ten polliama of Madura .. 
Fourteen 1"'llia ... o of Dincligul .. 
!I;" pollia"'" of·l4aDapa.. ' .. : 

COil. R. PART II- 63 

.. ~ 

a·p .. 

7,969 
.M,!S' 
.21,728 

.~ c. 
4 ~4 

3l M 
15 16 

permanently 
mtied. 
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i, And this has continued to be the demand against these lands until now with the 
exception' of a small difference of few fan. ams. Although it was intended then to apply 
perma-nent settlement to these, somehow it was not carried into effect as a resua the 
demand fot peshkash on these polliams had continued to be the same without any change. 
Permanent settlement could not be .effected formally and sanads issued on account of the 
arrears of revenue accumulated on one side, while on the other nobody will be coming 
forward to t'urchase these estat.es because the tenure was not fixed in p~rpetuity. Under 
these conditions it was considered very unreasonable to proceed against the persoll and 
proEerty of the poligars without perfecting his title. The Board, therefore, proposed that 
in cases of accumulation of arrears they might resume the land, and keep them under 
Amanee management, giving to the poligars th.e malikana of 10 per cent on the net 
collections. The question put to the Government by the BOILrd was on what basis thiS 
malikana could be fixed whether it could be fixed on the basis of l'unganur polliam or any 
other basis. ' 

PunganuT polliam.-Punganur polliam which is now in Chittoor district and then in 
North Arcot district and some polliams of Coimbatore, Balaghat and Nellore, that were 
all in a similar state of arrears, were dealt with on the same lines, that is on arrears 
accumulating they were taken possession of and pending final settlement of the polliams 
direction was given, that (1) statements showing the actual value of each polliam exclusive 
and inclusive of all alienations whether granted with or without due authority should be 
prepared, and (2) a statement of the actual collections realized from each polliam should be 
prepared from the date of the assumption of management by the company, and (3) a statec 

ment showing the amount of peshkash at different periods and what the iumma assessed 
then was. In this way all these have been put in the snspense list without being perma
nently settled. The only two polliams that were permanently settled then and proposed 
to be taken under the Court of Wards were Madoor, and Pullanaicknoor. When a proposal 
was made to the Court of Directors in England to settle in perpetuity the unsettled 
polliams of Madura, Dindigul and other districts referred to above the Court of Directors 
in their r.eply given of 1822, said-

.. That the arrangement concluded with the poligar of Punganoor should be ex
tended to other poligars." 

The polliam of Punganoor was settled in 1.802 on, the li~e suggested by Lie,:,t.-~ol. 
Milnro in the settlement of the estates of the nelghbourmg pohgars of the Ceded dlStncts. 
The basis referred to was as follows :-

.. The annual settlements of revenue were made directly with the inhabitants by 
the Collectors' servants and an allowance of one-fifth or 20 per cent upon the 
gross revenue was assigned to the poligar for his maintenance, and for the 
trouble and expense of making the collections with which he was entrusted 
during his good behaviour. This arrangement was continued down to 1815, and 
during the whole period, the poligars were represented by the successive Collec
tors who were in charge of the district to have been distinguished by uniform 
good conduct, and to have evinced on a.ll occasions a. submissive deference to the 

'authority of the company unusua.l among the class of people to which he 
belonged. " 

.. In 1812 a decennial settlement of the polliam was concluded by Mr. ,Ross with 
the inhabitants, for an annual jnmma of star pagodas 27,019 and in April 1815, 
after a good deal of correspondence with the Collector respecting the resources 
of the estate and the revenue derived from it in preceding years, the Board of 
Revenue recommended its restoration to the poligar upon the following ground :
., The country was assumed to ascertain its value, not in consequence of any 

misconduct on the part of the poligar. This value has been ascertained, and 
as the peligar's conduct during the assumption of hiS country has been exemp
lary, the restoration of it to his entire control is a measure of strict justice 
only." 

., That the Board did not mean the expression ' entire control ' to be understood 
without qualliication is to be inferred ,from the. subse?uent paragraphs. of their 
proceedings in which they observe that as the ClrCar Villages of the pelham have 
been rented to the inhabitants for ten years, a.nd as they have received cowles 
from the Collector, the zamindar will not be at liberty, during the continuance 
of the lease to exact more than the rent defined in those cowles or even to assume 
the waste iand which had been made over to the inhabitants who have tented 
the villages. Without an express stipulation to this effect, the arrangement 
would have been stamped with bad faith and injustice. Although we are decidedly 

, .averse to the general doctrine laid down in the memoir written by Mr. Hodgson 
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in 1806, that the permanent settlement ought not only to be made with zamin
dars where zamindars exist, but ' that zamindars ought to be created where none 
are found,' we are by no means disposed to object to the restoration of the 
poligar of Punganur to the management of his polliam." 

.. The average of the poligar's -allowance during the period in which the po11iam 
was under the management of the company is stated' to have been star pagodas 
7,860 per annum; out of which he had to defray the charges of collection and of 
tank and pagoda repairs. That allowance has been increased during the term 
of the decennial lease to star pagodas 9,006 per annum, or about one-third of the 
gross jumma, so that the net revenue of Government from the lands comprised 
within the polliam will be reduced to star pagodas 18,000 per annum. Had the 
poligar's allowance been graduated upon the scale of which it is now fixed during 
the ten years in which the estate was under the company's management, it would 
have yielded, according to the calculation of your Revenue Board, star pagodas 
1,311 per annum less than was actually derived from it. Had the poligar's allow
ances during the decennial lease, continued the same as he had received during 
the preceding ten years, the net revenue of Government from the polliam would 
have exceeded, according to the same calculation, what it will yield under the 
increased scale by star pagodas 1,146 per annum. The arrangement cannot, 
therefore, be considered as favourable to Government in a fiscal point of view, 
on the contrary it appears to have been a.ttended with some pecuniary sacrifice," 

.. In 1802 Lieutenant-Colonel Munro expressed an opinion that the poligars 
ought not to receive more than a fifth of the net revenue, and if even less 
than that, the better, But M:r. Ross very justly observed with reference to 
this opinion that it was formed and recorded at a time, when the Ceded dis~ricts 
were in a very different state both as to revenne and quiet from that in which 
they are now happily placed; and there can be little doubt, that it would be 
willingly altered if the officer who gave it were to see the country in its 
present condition, and to be made acquainted with the uniform loyalty and 
good conduct of the Punganur poligar. Under the circumstances of the case, 
therefore, we are disposed to sanction the engagement which has been entered 
into with the poligar for the annual jumma of star pagodas, 18,000 during the 
decennial lease, we see no reaBon however for making fLn exception In fa;vour. of 
this pollio.m from the general instructions which have been conveyed to you 
prohibiting the Permanent Settlement of districts where that arrangement has 
not been already introduced. The settlement must therefore be considered as 
limited to the period of decennial lease." 

Finally the Court of Directors refused to .anction a settlement in perpetuity 'With 
Punganoor but only a sanad to grant the poligar a cowie on ce.ytain terms for twenty 
years subject to reconsideration at the end of the term. Punganoor was so held under 
1'Owle until 1861. The average revenue for faslis 1234 to 1240 with special reference to the 
arrangement that had been made, was assessed at the reduced rates of assessment. While 
doing so the paligar was prohibited as he had always been in the past from collecting higher 
ntea from his ryols without the pref)ious permission of GOf)ernment. 

• In 1840 Kannivadi polligar paid up the arrears due upon the polliams and demanded K ' . 
r( .• toration. In cases where the arrears were not paid or it was paid partly the polliams ... ';i'~~"':' 
were directed to be sold in public auction for the balance outstanding against them. When poUiama. 
thi~ rule was announced 9 out of the 17 pollillJlls then under attachment, s'luendered 
their estates, One was sold for arrears; two were redeemed on payment of the R ("ouat 
due on them. Olle was restored to the proprietor by order of the Court of Direct.ol"" that 
.all arrears should be written off but at the same peshkash. There were still 4 polliams 
remaining for which the reduction of peshkash had been claimed for, They were Vallio.-
putti, Veeramalay, Vadagherry and Comarawadi. The first was refused to be handed over 
to the poligar and it had been under the Government mauagement for 34 years. They 
refused to hand this over to the poligar because it had been under the Government manage. 
'tnent for 34 years on the ground that the people would not like to be handed over to a 
person who had been a pensioner for more than a third of a century and who had Ill' 

I'evenue experience. Under orders of the Government of England, Valliapatti was ordered 
to be incorporated with ayan lands. The principles applied for resumption of this polliam 
had been applied to other polliams also. ;Mr. Levinge did not like that anoy increase should 
be made in the demand against 12 out of the 17 then existing unsettled polliams for 
_ already stated; but he said, thllt the existing settlement W&II originally intended to 
tile permanent and he therefore recommended to give effect to that intention, 3 per cent 



oHhe'lr,ssessment'on the'cultiva;bionof fasli 1269 be added ,to the pesbkash ,and the proceed .. 
(\1' ,this' p~rc.entage' be formed into local funds for improvement of ,the roads in several 
estates.' 

Mr. Levinge proposed to enhance' the Government': de'm:and. He'therefoi'e recom
thendeil that they might be settled in perpetllit,y then by ,chaTging an additional 3 per 
cc'nl ~vet' the 'asses~rhent on the 'cultivation of faslr 1269 to ,the peithkaob, and he further 
pr6poseo that the proceeds of this percentage be formed into local funds for the improve
ment of the roads in the several estates. On the remaining estates he proposed a very 
great 'addition to the Government demand, as shown below:- ~ 

.Preaent P,.C·4 Ioerea8e 
P.~b. peel. h. per cent. 

Ammanaika· ... nur, Bom. 
nayak8D.Ur~ 
Guntama· 
naikanur, 
Thevaram. 

Chittoor 
PoUiams. 

... 
Kannivadi 38,140 46,900 23 
Ammanaikanur 13,970 29,052 108 
Bodinayakkanur 16,347 28,570 86 
GUDtamaoaikanur. , .. 13,415 Not deter-

mined. 
Thov&l'am 1,101 0,743 421 

1'he reasons given for enhancement were (1) that the estate was then far more
valuable than it was when the previous settlement had been made, (2) that it contained 
large undeveloped resources or both. 

, , 

As regards Guntamanaikanur he suggested that a large extent of waste jungle 
should be taken over by Government, In all cases he recommended that a portion of 
the peshkash should be set apart to form a fund for local development. 

CliitroOT polliams.-Chittoor poligars are descendants' of certain officers of the Hindu. 
Government or telingana. In the middle of the 16th 'century they were given several 
inam villages and fees in the neighbouring districts on condItion that they maintained a 
sort of military police in that part of the count.ry WhICh 'Was entrusted to them by one of 
the Provincial Governors of the Vizianagram dynasty, wben therr power was declined 
and the seat of their Government was transferred from Vizianagram to Penugonda and 
then to Chanciragiri in the northern division of Arcot. Referring to the characteristics 
of poligars generally and Chittoor poligars in particular the description given of them 
in Board's' Consultation No. 5912 of 16th September 1861 is as follows :-

"Naturally of warlike and aspiring habits, these amliitions chieftains seized with 
avidity the many favourable opportunities for increasing their power and influ
ence which arose out of the imbecility of a declining Government, and the 
convulsed state of public aifa';rs during the struggles which subsequently ensued 
between the last race of Hindu Princes, and Muhammadan invaders of, the' 
Peninsula; and gradually usm'ping the rights of the Government they were 
bound to support; they at length threw off all disguise and openly asserted their 
independence. " 

"It was not until the Mussalman Government had begun to assume a settled 
form that they ventured to reqUtr~ these chieftains to acknowledge th~ir' author
ity. nor was it until after a long and desultory warfare of various success on 
both sides, that they were at last awed into Ii doubtful obedience by the infliction 
of a cruel and ignominous death on two of the chiefs of their tribe. Reduced, 
for the first ttme by this means during the Government of ;r aher Mahome4 
Khan. they consented to the payment of an annual tribute to the amollu' ,of 
40,000 puJiput pagodas. which was reduced during the administration of Doast 
Ali Khan to 19,085 puliput pagodas; but availing ,themselves of the uncertain. 
confused authority which prevailed in the CarllRtic dunug the wars in the' 
Peninsula to establish the succession to the Nabob-ship of the Camatic, they 
afterwards discontinued the payment qf this ~um; and it was not until the' 
Nabob Wallaja was firmly seated on the MUsnad, that he succeeded in collecting 
This tribute through his younger brother Abdul Wahob Khan, to 'whom it Wl\..~ 
grllnted as a part of hig ;r aghire." 

Jaghire.-" On the cession of the Carnatic. and tLe assumption of the, famih' 
, ' J sghires; the collection of this peshkash devolved on. the, Briti.~ Government, 

,It was raised by Mr. Stratton. th.e Collector first appomted to .thIS Chl\Tg~.' frolYP 
pRgodas 16.828-f4-:50 to pngonn< 35.775 from the commellcement of -'n.lr 'lgl t:. 
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and continued at this rate during the subsequent fasli 1212, but towards the 
conclusion of that year, the poligars began to fall heavily ill arrears, ana some 
of them evinced a conduct so extremely insubordinate and contumaCIons as to 
render necessary the contemp1ation of compulsory measures towards them. 
A force sufficient for this purpose could not be spared by the Government until' 
the month of July 1804, when a body of troops was assembled in the polliams, 
and the Collector was vested with a discretionary power to take temporary 
lJOssesslon of these lands to such extent a< cirmnnstances might render necessary, 
at the same time allowing tbe poligars such an allowance as might be requisite 
for their maintenance." 

The Collector' B endeavours to bring the poligars to a proper sense of their 
duty having entirely failed, recourse was had to the military force that had 
been assembled, upon which several of the poligars broke out into the open 
rflbellion. A second attempt at pacific measures was made by the appointment 
of a Special Commissoin to settle the affairs of the polliams; but this having like. 
wise proved fruitless, active operations were again commenced; and towards 
the beginning of 1805, they terminated in the entire suppression of the rebel
lion. Three of the polliams named Mogarai, Pooloor, and Pacal, were declared 
by the Government to be forfeited-one, viz., that of Gadipati mentioned in 
pnmgraph 8 of these proceedings remained as heretofore in the possession of 
its polig!1r, and the remaining five named Bangari Pilliam, Nargunti, Pooli
eherla., Caloor. and Toomba, which had been temporarily assumed during the 
disturbances were directed to be surveyed with a view of being eventually 
restored to their poligars on the permanent zawindari system, an allowance 
of 18 per cent on the beriz of fasli 1210 being in the meantime made to eacb 
of these tributaries." 

The Board in their proceedings of the IGth November 1815, from paragraphs 
81 to 93, inclusive, explained very fully the origin of the Chittoor poligars and 
the .various measures which had been adopted during the Nabob's Government, 
and since the transfer of the Carnatic to the Company's authority in regard to 
those tributa.l'ies, and they observed that as the Government stand in some 
degree pledged to restore certain of these polliams, it appears to the Board of 
Revenue that to delay further a final decision of their claims might be ronstrued 
as a breach of public faith. They accordingly required M;r. Graeme to submit 
a full and distinct report on the precise nature of the pledge given to each poligar, 
on the resources of each polliam, and on the manner in which he would recom· 
mend each to be finally settled." 

M;r. Graeme's Report was furnished on 31st March 1818. 

The Chittoor polliams were 10 in number. Th~y ar_ 

(1) Bungaree, 
(2) Tumba, 
(3) Margunti, 
(4) Calloor, 
(6) Poolcherla, 

(6) Goodepati, 
(7) Mogarai, 
(8) Pooloor. 
(9) PalmI, and 

(Ill) Yadurconda. 

.. The last four polliams were forfeited to the Government in consequence of the resist. 
ance given by the poligars, of whom the poligar of Yadurconda was sentenced to capital 
punishment. The poJigar of Gudepatti has in consequence of his good conduct retained 
hir polliam in his own possession. The first five mentioned polliams were resumed tem. 
porarily with the intention of conferring Permanent Settlement along with Gudapatti." 

Pror/arnation 0/ NOflembl11' 1804.-" Both the pledge given to the poligars and the 
terms on which the polliams are to be resorted, are distinctly stated in the Proclamation 
of Government, dated November 1804; the four poligars of Mogarai, Pooloor, Pakal, 
and Y ~durcon~a are decl~ed to have permanently forfeited their polliams in consequence 
of their contInued rebelhon, and their not Ilvailmg themselves in time of the other 
polliams is to be made is that two·fifths or 40 per Colnt should be reserved for Govern. 
ment out of the melvaram or circar share of the produce recoverable from the lands 
three-fifths or 60 per cent thereof being retained by the Commissioners, Messrs. Webb: 
Burdie, and Stratton, who were deputed in 1804 for the settlement of the affairs of the 
Chittoor polliama." 

COli. R. PART D--li4 

alittool' 
POlliIlU.UB. 
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flwms.-Mr. Gra.eme proposed to resume the collections of fasli 1215 which was 
the highest of the thirteen consecutive years as the basis of final assessment and value 
Rajabandu and :Amaram and Chillara ~ms to enable the poligars to resume the same. 
According to this proposal Ra]abandu mams should be valued at three-quarters and the 
amaram and chillara inams at two-thirds of the survey assessment of the same year. 
For the six polliams the peshkash was fixed at 11,663 star pagodas. The Board of 
Revenue adopted the average of the collections from faslis 1214 to 1226, inclusive as the 
basis of calculation for peshkash. The total amount came to 9,554£ pagodas and 
this amount was made payable on the termination of the general decennial lease or 
from the end of fasli 1250. These polliams were directed to be managed by the Collector 
until the debts of the poligars were discharged and arrangements were made for the1r 
maintenance. The proposal of Mr. Graeme with regard to the inams was accepted by 
the Board with the addition that a condition should be inserted in the sanad authorizing 
t1ie poligars to resume these inams. Rajabandu inams are inams granted for the main
tenance of relations and dependents of t.he pohgars so long as they were alive continuing 
fo do their service. There was some confusion created in this connexion by the principal 
Collector not giving effect to the instructions of the Government. 

Kattubadi inams.-Tbere was another class of inams called kattubadi inams. They 
were in those days, inams granted to peons who were bound' to render military police 
service to poligars. Originally they were bound to guard and protect their own villages 
and later extended to service in cusba town. They were bound to live close to poligars 
house in the town and formed members of the army of the poligars. But when the 
Government lost their power over their Chiefs, they became plunderers of the land. Each 
one of these peons was rendering service in consideration of enjoying certain extent of 
land bearing small quit-rent or jodi. But when once these polliams were resumed the pay
ments due to these inamdars were raised to one-half of the full survey rent for grama or 
village kattubadi and one-third for the polliam kattubadi. Mr. Graeme explained that the 
lands were overvalued in the survey and the correct rates would be one-half and three
quarters of the full rent. One important thing that should be borne in mind with regard to 
these inams and the polliams is the military and the police character of the people. The 
resistance was carried on to the last limit. even after the Government of the East India 
Company was etablished on a fum footing. To have some ide .. of the military character 
of the peons as well a.s the poligars the following description given by Mr. Graeme might 
be read. It is as follows:-

.. With the view of securing the tranquillity of the country and habituating this 
restless and daring class of men to the peaceful pursuits of agriculture, these 
favourable terms have been' continued, and a decennial settlement has been 
concluded with each of them individually where it could be done, and· in other 
cases with the Monigars or head peonR of the different bodies, but not to lessen 
the usual security 'Qf the revenue the Rheddies of Mouzas are jointly responsible 
for the rent so fixed." The total rent for these lands was 10,273--13--75 
pagodas and the number of peons was 2,815. 

In the chapter under inams it was pointed out that under the special Inam laws and 
Regulations the right to settle claims and disputes was reserved for the Government itself 
without leaving it to be settled by ordinary civil courts. The reason could be seen here. 
It made no material difference, whether it was a poligar or an inamd"r, kattubadi or 
rajabandu or chillara. Everyone was equally restless and violent. The Government 
wanted to subdue them and make them docile. It was for the.se purposes that the power 
of setting disputes was reserved in the hands of the Government. When it was settled 
to grant cowles to the poligars the Board insisted that a clause should be inserted in the 
cowIe prohibiting the poligar from resuming any of the kattubadi inams without the special 
sancticn of the Collector in writing. 

8peakmg of these inams Mr. Graeme made the following obs~ations in paragraphs 17 
and 18 of his letter, dated 31st March 1818 :-

.. II we look to the specified revenues of fasli 1210, not including the rent of the 
kattubadi·lands, the poligar's share was left at only between 38 and 39 per cent." 

.. It is evident from the avowed principle of the settlement with the zamindars of 
Bommarazupalayam, Kalastri, Venkatagiri and Sydapur which was. to make 
a eommutation for military service, and from the intention understood to eonduct 
the settlement with the Chittoor poligars on the same principle as that with 
the westernz.a~indaries; fron),. the dis~ussions. which appear in the Proceeding!! 
of the CommISSIOners, and from the .difficulty the application at first met with. 
which I submitted to the Right Hon'ble the Governor in Council to be Permitted 
to continu.e the lands to the katt.ubadi peons, an 'objection .founded upon the 
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offence which such a measure might cause to the zamindars with whom the condi
tions of their resumption had heen insisted upon; these circumstances render it 
clear that it was considered, tJ:!at Government had a right to calculate upon ~he 
value of the kattubadi lands as an available revenue, and that so large a proportion 
!\IIi 60 per cent to he relinquished to the poligars was offered to them upon this 
considera.tion ... 

According to Mr. Cooke the position of the inams W!lS as follows; as described in his 
letter, dated 10th July 1823:-

" With respect to the kattubadi lands, these have been for the most part continued. 
I say for the most part, as in some instances these though ostensibly granted 
at favourable rates as constituting service lands, they have "been so highly 
assessed that the parties have declined holding them, and some, where they have 
been abandoned by the original occupants either by lapse or by their own 
voluntary acts, have been assumed and added to the Ayan lands. The Govern
ment decided that these kattubadi inams in the Ayan taluks should be continued 
to their holders as personal lite grants freed from the tenure of service and that 
these being in the nature of service grants should be enfranchised and adjusted 
under the rules of the ioam commission in the same manner in which the kattu
badi inama in the Ayan taluks were continued in the possession of the holders as 
personal grants." 

From what is said above it is clear that the six polliams of Bangari, Nargunti, Pull
cherla, Kallur, Tumba and Gudipati were granted on permanent peshkash of two-fifths 
of their assets though the grant of a permanent cowie W!lS postponed for some reason or 
other. . 

Kangundi polliam.-This polliam was originally in the Salem district. It was trans
ferred to North Aroot at the time of the enquiry conducted by the Inam Commissioner. 
The grant of permanent sunnad in this case was postponed on account of the refusal of 
the polJgar to accept the conditions imposed on the inam situated in the estate. The 
peshkash in this estate was fixed in perpetuity by Colonel Read in 1800 on the basis of 
6C per cent of the assets at that time. 

Salem pOlliams.-A law of entail was proposed for these Salem polliams; poligars of 
Bangalore or Ankoosagherry, Shoolagherry and the heirs and the J agheer of Laula
lutcheeram. 

Bangalore poligu claimed his polliam Oosoor to be as old as 615 years. Their 
Poosagiri polliam was claimed to he 725 years old. 

With regard to these polliams they were impartihle and indivisible. The eldest son 
has to succeed to the whole, being liable to maintain other members of the family. 

Tanjore polliam.-These were 13 in number and of very ancient origin traciog back 
to the Mahratta dynasty. 

Coimbatore polliam8.-These polliams were settled in or about 1808. The basis of 
the assessment being in the proportion of 70 per cent of the assets to the Government 

• and 30 per cent to the poligars. Almost all the important places of unsettled polliama 
existing in the Presidency came under the same category. Thpse that did not come under 
this were yery fe:w .. The same basis applies to. all these.. The !ristory of these polliams 
and these mams IS given at some length bere With the object of showing that the propor
tion and the basis adopted for calculation of the peshkash h!lS not been uniform. The 
t()tal given below shows the difference in the basis of calculation between the zamindars 
and the poligars and again amongst the poligars between large estates and small estates 
The total is as given below :- . 

o.nual rule '01' tbe umlndarl 
ICUlemont 10 UlelforthtrD Olrcan. 

To Govemmen"- Two~thlrdl of 0&' IIIetI- To _mlnd .. r 0 r pollp., One-third 01 ~II 
eo per cont of tho aroa. Jl~ per 01 .. , or the IroIL 

POIoL&..K SIn'TLBIfENT8. 

Ceded distriote permanen,tly 80 per oent of collection. 
. aettled 1801. 

. . 20 per cent of coUectiona and 10 per 
ceot of futun incuea.l8. 

f.'.........uy parmanently BOttled M-l57 per .ent of computed ..... te 
l .... go .. I& ..... 

f.' ... .....uU permanently •• ttl.d 41-49 par oent of computed_ 
• maller eatatee. 

IBeaven oaeea . . 80 per oent of asoertained gross reo 
aouroea. 

Mod...... permanently let-tied 88 per cent of average gross oolleotioDa 
-Boml'iWJCJ. on average of siz yea.ra. 

Permanent.ly settled DindiguJ. 88 l'lV cent of aurvey valu8.tion 
. !iE.polliama. . . . 

,6-43 per cent of oomputed asset., 

69-&1 per cent of COJDP:uted assets • 

40 per cent of ascertained gross reo 
aQ.urees., 

34 per cent of gross collections on 
average of aiz)"8&ra. 

~~ per, Qent of survey wuation • 
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GeDern.} rule for the Ilamlnd&ri 
uttJemem In the Nort.bcrn Cjrcara. 

Not permanently settled, but 
unalt.eredsince 1802. 

Omtloor Polliama not settled 
pel'mo.nently as per ProcIa. 
mation. dated 1804. 

To Government; Two-thirds of Det &ueta-
00 per cent of the gross. 

70 per cent of 8uTVey assessment on 
cultivation of Casli 1212. 

'0 per cent oitha melwaram or Govern
ment share (calculated on the deoen. 
nial settlement from fasli 1221 to 
Coali 1230). 

Lngundy 
settled. 

permanently 60 per cent of assets in 1800 

Poonganoor permanent,ly set
tled. 

8f.ilem Polliarns not perma. 
nently settled and Western 
Polliams permanently sot .. 
tied. 

83 per ceot of average revenue from 
r .. 1i 1234 to fasli 1240 (Sunnud 
granted in 186e). supposed to be 
equal to 67 per cent of value. 

Ancient peahkash confirmed without 
reference to aesete. 

To IAJIllndar or poJlpr One-third or tho 
De~ per cent of the grosa. 

30 per cent of survey assets on (lultiva. 
tion of Casli 1212. 

60 per cent of melwaram. 

40 per ('ent of aasets in 1809. 

17 per cent of average revenue at time 
of settlement. supposed to be equal 
to 33 per cent ofvaluc. 

Not; calculated for the settlemeot. 

Ooim"(Jtore PolIiams not per· 70 per cent of aesets in 1808 . . 30 per cent of assets in 1808. 
manentIy settled. 

One other fact is evident in this connexion, viz., that although the peshkash had 
been settled at the time of the permanent settlement of 1802 or. about that period, 
sunnuds were not issued for a very long time after that, either because the arrears of 
peshkash had not been paid or the poligars and the zamindars had not furnished sufficient 
proof of their loyalty and obedience to the authority of the Government. In the case of 
these unsettled polliams it will be noticed that the demand, even when it was not fixed 
by the grant of permanent sunnuds, had continued almost in every case to be the same 
without enhancement for over 15 years and generally there was no difference at all in the 
relative proportion of the share of the Government and of the poligar who did not get a 
sunnud and that of the zamindar who had obtained a snnnud. One distinguishing 
feature between zamindaries for which sunnuds had been granted and the unsettled 
polliams for which sunnuds were not granted was this-In polliams the sale of land under 
decrees of courts or alienations made by the poligar himself could not take effect because 
the right of nominating a successor to the polliam on the death of lbe poligar always 
vested in the Government. The effect of issuing a sunnud to the poligar was to leave the 
succession free and enable the ordinary course of inheritance to follow under Hindu Law 
with one limitation, namely, that the individual is governed by the right of Primogeniture. 

Regarding these unsettled polliams that have been discussed in detail above. the Board 
of Revenue arrived at the following conclusions and made the recommendation noted in 
the iI.st paragraph:- ' 

'. FiTst.-That in all cases, by the length of time during which Government have 
allowed the present state of things to continue, they have in great measure 
precluded themselves in eqnity from now enhancing their demands. 

Second.-That the original position of the poligars was equal to that of any, ana 
superior to that of many of the zamindars and poligars with whom permanent 
settlements at the old rate of peshkash have been made; that their relation to 
the ryots was most intimate, and that these considerations, which afford ground 
for treating the poligars with equal liberality, have acquired additional strength 
from the lapse of· time since they came under the authority of the British 
Government. . 

Third.-That in several cases the Government is distinctly pledged not to enhance 
their demand ~bove. the existing rate, the particular cases being those in which 
the. peshkash IS With f~w exceptIOns by far the lowest in proportion to the 
estimated value at the tlIDe of the settlement, and the claims of the individuals 
perhaps the weakest if based on past loyal conduct. 

Fo.urth.-:-That iD: others the existing settlement was avowedly made with the 
mtentlOn of b~mg .permane~t, and that m most of these cases the peshkash is 
at present as high m proportIOn to the actual value of the estates as it could now 
be fixed with any eXp'ectatian of. the arrangement being permanent one, 
undeveloped resources bemg no suffiCient reason for enha.ncement in snch cases 
~hile .in the few excepted cases, the present improved condition of the estate~ 
18 mamly due to the careful management of the proprietors whom it would be· 
in the hi~hest degree impolitic to discourage, by additional taxation, in this 
course of life. . 

Fi/th.-That. ~n the few remaining. -csses, which are limited to Salem, the claims 
of .th~ familIes to the settlement m perpetuity of the Government demand at the 
eX1stmg rate are .of the strongest description both as derived from their antiquitv 
and long occupatIOn of their present position, from their good and loyal conduct 
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towards Government, from the expectations which have been held out to them 
in former years, and from the course which has been pursued towards others. 
having far inferior claims. 

Lastly, that although the guot of a sunnud of permanent se.ttle'7'ent to the 
pobgars is politically and socially a highly. desirable n;'eas1l7e, It. Wl~ b~ ~y: ~ 
means one of unmixed advantage to the polIgars, but will brIDg wIth It liabihtle~ 
aud responsibilities from which they are at present exempt." 

The Board would therefore recommend that all existing poligars be confirmed in 
their tenures on the present terms as regards peshkash, and that sunnuds of permanent 
settlement be granted to all who are willing to accept them and to execute a correspond
ing kabuliat, a limited time being fixed within which their deCision must be made. The 
form of sunnud used in zamindari Rettlements of 1802, may be used in the cases of the 
larger estates. In the petty polliams it would be unsuitable and a more simple form 
should be used. 

Nellore polliams.-The poligars of this district were originally cavalgars, entitled to
collect fees even outside their own village limits for the police rendered by them. The 
demaud on their own villages was high. 

l!'or fuller particulars regarding the unsettled polliams of Madura, North Arcot, Salem, 
Coimbatore and N ellare districts, the Appendix may be referred to. 

Chitto or poliga,s.-Having rebelled against the Government, martial law was declared, 
the battle was fought aud they were ultimately subdued. 

The Government Order with regard to all these unsettled polliams is No. 2730, 
Revenue, dated 10th November 1865. 

FlDally, under the orders issued by the Government most of these polliams were. 
converted into estates by the issue of SUDnuds. 

Next we shall consider-

THE JAGHEER. 

In the correspondence relating to the Permanent Settlement of the land revenue 
of the Jagheer in the year 1802, We find the following aescription about the land in th& 
Jllgheer :-

• 

.. Those lands being havelly or khas maybe described under the definition of th.,. 
Crown lands in England; the property in the soil has hitherto been vested in the 
Company; and all the temporary settlements which have been made of t.h& 
revenues of the J agheer, have been effected on the part of the Company as the 
sole landlord. This tenure founded on the polity of Asia, it has pleased your 
Lordship in Council to relinquish, and to substitute a mode of taxation morE> 
conformable to the wisdom of European economy by constituting individual 
persons to he possessors of the land in their own right, for a.ccording to a great 
authority • of all despotic Governments there is none that labours more under 
its own weight, than that wherein the Prince declares himself proprietor of aU 
the lands. Hence the neglect of agriculture arises'." 

Thus the right of the cultivator to the soil was recognized. 
The J agheer was divided into estates or zamindaries and sold as in the case oC 

havelly estates in the Circars and in other places. The conditions of sale contained 
the same terms here, as in the case of the havelly estates in the Circars. One of th& 
conditions of sale was that the thirva on the punja land and the outer backyards 
ahan in cases of dispute he regulated agreeably to the rates established in the dowle 
of fasli 1210, it having been found on the experience of four years that the genem.1 
rates e&tablished by the late Collector do not afford an adequate incitement to industry. 
This condition is the same as the rule laid down in section 9 of the PattI' Regulation XXX 
of 1802. (See paragraph 80 of the correspondence to the Permanent Settlement of the 
revenue of the Jagheer in the • Selections from the old Records of the Chingleput 
District. ') 

As regards the fruit-trees the same COIlditions were .imposed for the protection of 
the rights of the cultivators, with special reference to tamarind and coconut trees. 
The produce of the tamarind trees was to be divided in equal shares between the proprietors 
and the cultivators, whereas the produce of the coconut trees planted by the cultivators 
in the street belonged exclusively to the cultivators and they were not liable to tax. 

The rates of fasli 1210 were accepted as the standard for decision when disput<ls 
arose, hecause the value of the permanent peshkash itself was based on the rates that 
prevailed in fasli 1210 which is the year preceding the Permanent Settlement. This 

00 .. B. PART u-liG 
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princip1e and method ~ere aPIllied to waram rates also. . Cl~uses 76 and 77 of. the same 
"elections explain the nghts of mhabltants and also the prmClple and baSIS of fixmg of the 
permane.nt peshkash. Clause 76 runs as follows :-

" In disposing of their property in the lands, Government transfers to the constituted 
propri.etor the seigniorial rights which they exercised in their capacity of general 
laudlord by the exercise of those rights being tempered by the extended views 
of the Government, considers in its pohtical capacity of Sovereign, the inferior 
inhabitants derived from the care and the interests of the Government, a positive 
degree of security against the abuse of power. We presume that in framing the 
regulations for the new internal constitution of this Government, secill'ity will be 
provided under distinct definitions for the right~, prescriptions, immunities, and 
customary advantages of the lozeer class of people." 

One of the most important objects of the solicitude for that class is the wal"d m (or 
'Share of the crop) a subject which appears to have been thoroughly discussed the rates 
which have prevailed for the last six years ought in our judgment to be confirmed according 
to the Dowle of Fusly 1210 as the standard for decision in cases of dispute; being the 
fates on which the llalue of the Jagheer has been calculated in fixing the pernuznent ium

mah. We do not recommend these rates of waram from an entire conviction to enable 
the proprietors of land to enforce a fixed and it will be highly expedient to enable the 
properties of land to enforce a fixed-and known rate of division; without which t.he 
means of cavil on this pomt are so abundant as to be capable of involving every proprietor 
-of land inextricable disputes with his tenants; and consequently to depreciate the value 
-of land. Possessing the power of enforcing a fixed rate of divisIOn, the proprietor will 
retain the option of relaxing the exercise of it, and will consequently be enab1ed to afford 
.encouragement to industry, and to repress the litigious spirit, which too generally dis
:tinguishes the lower order of our Indian subjects: The· inhabitants will find protection 
in the Courts of Judicature from the oPI'ression of the proprietor, but unless some defined 
rule be fixed, the proprietor would be continually harrassed by obsolete claims of pres
.criptive " Mamool." 

In all the estates formed from out of the J agheer the rights of the inhabitants or 
-cultivators have been protected in the same manner in which they have been done m 
-other zamindaries, ancient or havelly. 

Before the Company acquired the J agheer, there were Poligars there. The Poligars 
• were considered to be the servants of the state and the right to reform that department 
was .reserved by the Government. After the division of the J agheer into 61 estates, the 
Poligars were deprived of their police duties and the undefined and oppressive exactions 
which the Poligars had been making to the tune of about 5,000 pagodas were abolished. 
After depriving the Poligars of their police duties the Jagheer was divided into estates 
and each estate into four departments or tahsildaries of nearly equal extent. 'I'he plan 
proposed by the Collector and finally accepted by the commission was as follows :-

lst.-That four principal officers of police be appointed, one to each division to be 
ca,lled .. Police Sirdars," who should have an adequate establishment of subordi-
nate officers. . 

2nd.-That the expense of the police should be defrayed by Government from the 
resumed Cavally russooms. 

3rd.-That four of the most respectable of the present Poligars shoul(},be seleeted 
for the office of .. Police Sirdars " and that as many more of the present Poligars, 
as convenience will permit, should be included in this establishment. 

4th.-That the remaining Poligars whose services cannot be immediately employed 
should be provided for by granting their moccassah villages ou the terms of 
shotriums at a small quit-rent; and that those Poligars who have no shotriums or 
moccassah villages should receive a pension for life from the fund. 

5thly.-That all tookery peshcush should be abolished, and that the enjoyment of 
their fees should be confirmed to the tookeries on the condition of affording their 
assistance on every requisite occasion as subordinate officers of police, that such 
of the tookeries as may not possess sufficient fees for their support may receive 
stipends from the fund, that they should be relieved from theIr present responsi
bility for losses by theft, the usage being inconsistent with the principles of an 
efficient police. 

From the above division it is made clear how shotrium and mokhasas were carved 
(lut. 

N AUTrAW ARB. 

As in the case of ancient zamindaries and Western Polliams, the permanent settle
ment of the land revenue in the Jagheer and the estates in the shotrium and mokhasas 
formed out of .the Jagheer lands, rendered it Ilnnecessary for the continuance of a large 
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..Dumber of subordinate revenue officers between the Collectors and the curnums. All such 

.officers including that of Nauttawars were abolished. A~ regards the origin and the 
history of these Nauttawars, we may refer to the clauses ill paragraph 66 of the c0rres
pondence taken from the selections of the old records of the Chingleput district. The 

.passage referring to this class is as foll~ws:-
.. The changes of loral authorities since the Mahomedan conquest seem to have 

direct.ed the attention of the ryots to men of property resident among them as 
more immediate objects of confidence than the leader of a conquiring army, whose 
movements were uncertain and whose approach was not less d.readful than that 
of his opponent. This being the probable foundation of the office of Nauttawar 
the continuance of it appears to have been connected with the policy of strengthen
ing an influence already established by the operation of unavoidable causes, the 
circumstances of the times and the state of the Mahomedan Government ren
dered it prudent to attach this influence to its interests. The advantages of the 
office may be supposed to have been conferred on terms favourable to the pos
sessors and (as some of the old sunnuds express) given " on condition of acting 
with fidelity for the advantage of tbe Circar at the time of settling the Jummah· 
bundy." They have been considered to be honourable stations and length of 
possession has annexed to them the idea of property although the emoluments of 
an office ought under ordinary circumstances to cease with the discontinuanc.e 
of the office itself, yet it will be just under the stated considerations, to grant a 
compensation in the case of the nauttawars adequate to the loss sustained by the 
immediate incumbents; at the same time, therefore, that we propose to guard 
against the inconvenience already experienced from the existence of the nautta
wary influence and interference by the resumption of their mauniams and high 
warams, we recommend that your Lordship in Council should confer on them, 
as an act of indulgence, the possession of their shrotriem lands tenable under a 
purwanah of Government." 

These nauUawars who were appointed by the Government while Mr. Place was the 
IlIa nager of the jagheer, were recommended to be included in the abovenamed arrangement. 
'The inhabitants of Utrumalore and Salevauk also put forth their claim for similar grants. 
'They alleged that they performed the duty of nauttawar without demanding any remune
ration, enjoying only a few mauniams which the Government proposed to resume. On 
Collector's .recommendation these people were given some select small villages to be enjoyed 

.as shotriums. The nauttnwal'S of Conjeevaram were deprived of their office and advan· 
tages, but having regard to the circumstances under which they were dismissed and to 
the advanced age of some of them, were restored to their shotrium. 

The gross annual value of the shotrium lands conferred upon the ex-nauttawars 
amounted to 12,773-29-0 pagodas. The Board of Revenue recommended the resumption 
of the shotrium lands of the nauttawars and continuance of some of their mauniams and 
high warams; but the Commission did not accept the recommendation on the ground that 
the trouble would increase when the lands became private property and it was also proposed 
that the quit.rent of the shotrium lands might be raised to 2/3 of the gross produce on the 
death of their incumbents and continue to their heirs at that rate. But the Commission did 
not agree. They proposed that the existing rate of quit-rent should be fixed in perpetuity • 

..Having regard to the connection of the shotrium lands with the Government lands, it was 
considered expedient to provide for the collection of the shrotrium rent, i.e., the collection 

·of the commutt'd marahs, through the proprietor of the. estate. There were a number of 
shotriulll villages carrying favourable rents, inrludillg the lands proposed to be given both 
t.o the Poligars and nauttawars. The merahs payable on the lands situated within the 
shollium villages were commuted on the same grounds and fOT the same reasons 8S tho"e 
payable from lands situated within the estates now composed of Government lands. 'l'he 
titles of all alienated lands were subject to investigation before Courts of Judicature, such 
88 may be decreed invalid. When they were so decr16ed they were subject to resumption 
and disposal according to the pleasure of the Government. 

Such briefly is the history of the estates, shotriums, polliams, etc., that had been 
formed out of the jagheer. 

With this we may take it now that we have practically covered all classes of estates 
in the ci~ars, in the western. polliams and southern polliams except Rampa estate. 
Snch detalis have been given With 8. view to show that the Madras Presidency was not 
a mere "gricultural area, inhabited by docile, ignorant people who had to be trained to 
civilisation by the British. From the facts stated above it is made clear that the zamiri
d')ries, ancient or modern, havelly estates, western polliams, southern polliams. 
shl'Otriums, mauniams, rajabandu inams, or kattubadi inams, all fonned from one enJ 
to the other into a net work of military and police units, functioning, and giving the 
.necessary protection to tlt.e people in their respective areas. How restless, most of them 
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were even after the British l1lle was ,firmly established in 1758 and how they fought for 
their freedom, almost every inch, until they Were subdued and emasculated, has been.. 
brought out in the previous paragraphs. If the military character of the people and thEt" 
martial spirit had not been destroyed by first depriving them of their ,rights and then 
directing them to settle their disputes in the law courts est .. blished, this country would 
ha.ve been quite a diffierent one to-day. The reproach that has been cast on Lilia Presidency 
on the ground that the South Indians are not fit for military service and that they cannot 
defend their own country, could not have been cast, the zamindars, poligars, inamdars, 
and shotriumdars were giving protection to the people. The village administration wall
carried on in those days by the villagers. The cultivation was attended to by the people 
on a joint corporate basis. The villagers were proprietors of &his soil as had been described 
in the previous chapters. 

INDUB'l1RY, COMMERCE AND TRADE. 

It is wrong to suppose as is given out by some publicists, sometimes that this presi
dency as well as the rest of India was mostly agricultural from ancient times and that 
the people were not competent to develop commerce, industry and art. Without going 
into the history we shall confine ourselves to the qu.estion whether the people of thEt" 
Presidency were exclusively agricultural or whether they were carrying on other works. 

This Presidency with the rest of India was a self-contained one when the British, 
occupied and established their rule. The rivers were there and the river water was spread
ing on a larger area then than now, after the construction of the anicuts and people were 
able to produce whatever was wanted not only for their consumption but also for manu
facturing and exporting gooda to other countries. See report of Mr. V. S. Brodie in th8-
re-settwment proceedings of 1896. Even so recently as 50 years back the Indian shops, 
were full of the articles made in India. The industries peculiar to each district were 
dourishing and in the history and the Geography books that were prescribed for the 
school children of those days, all the centres where industries were prospering were 
d.eacribed. Either for commerce or industry or general trade, every raw material required 
has to be got only from out of the land. There was navigation all round the coasts, the' 
boats made in India. by Indians, plying from one part to another on the coast; there were-' 
boats taking goods from this Presidency into the distant islands, bringing back gold in
return. The object of the permanent settlement as stated in the preamble of Regulation, 
XXV of 1802 or other regulations passed about that time wa.s not only to fix the land 
revenue payable to the Government permanently but-'was also to enable the cultivator to· 
save enough from out of the produce to supply to the manufacturers and industrialists and 
the treaders to enable them to carry on their work, and thus make their contribution to-, 
the prosperity of the country. 

In a report of the Circnit Committee on the Cassimcottah division of the Chica.!olE> 
ein-.ar, at page 1, at the bottom, it is stated as follows:-

.. The Ravaily produce chiefly paddy, the small grain not being in the proportion 
of more than one-third, it manufactures were formerly very considerable consist
ing of fine and coarse Muslins, Sarsas, M:orees, etc., and long cloth of 12 and 14-
punjam, the fine cloth and Muslins were sent to Ryderabad and money returned. ", 

Writing about Kallikottai zamindari, the circuit commi&tee says on page 7 that the 
@taple commodities of the district were grain and cloth, and the trade declined so consi
derably that it wa4! feared that it would not be possible to realise the revenue even if the' 
season should be very favourable. The anchorage and river jotls of those days were' 
referred to in the same report. 

Raving regard to the large and small rivers throughout the Presidency, which COUld, 
supply water to the fields wherever th~ Government or the people could divert the same, 
and the hills and forests and the reclaunable waste land ill the country and the prospects 
of rain in proper seasons, the East In.dia Company made their own calculations when the' 
Permanent Settlement was effected ill 1802, when ill the Preamble of the Regulation 
one of the objects was stated to be promote, industries, manufactures and trade 
of this country. Lord Cornwallis and Sir John Shore and others who were' 
in charge of the Administration in those days sai~ in express. terms that by 
fixing the land revenue permanently they were enabhng the cultivator to develop 
and promote the industries and manufactures of the country also. They never 
suspected that for 138 years the rights cODceded and re-affirmed from time to time to the 
cultivators would in fact be denied to them while only one of the parties has been enjoying 
the benefit of the Permanent Settlement by paying a fixed amount without any alteration 
as peishkush ~o the G:0ver?ment .. The ~ent that Was m~de. unalterable in 1802 has been' 
altered from time to time ill the Clrcars, ill the western dlstncts and the southern districts 
contrary to law on various grounds until at last the cultivator has b~come a chronic debtor' 
and the Government has been disabled to redeem him from his debt. 
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AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. 

The indebtedness of the ~griculturists in this Presidency as in the rest of the country' 
is due mostly to the ignorance of the 9uJtivators and the lack of power on the part of ~helr 
leaders to organise economic societies and maintain them for the benefit of the argncul
turists. Whatever may have been the disorganised condition of the cultivator andl 
oppressive character of ra, . enting on the part of the rent farmers before the Per~anent. 
Settlement that was a time when the teJllll"e and the rates qL;:ent were uncertam anal 
precarious ~nd there was no such thing as ~debtedness. in the ~ense in which it obtains 
to-day. That was a time when the whole .vllla7'e was ]omtly liable to pay taxes to the 
Ruling Power and debts if any borrowed by mdlVldual members were pH~abJe to the Vlll.!'g~_ 
commull.i.ty. As the position of the ~orrow~r was well-known to the vlfiage ~ssem6!y OT 

tliepanchayat, nobody could borro,":, mdefimtely and there was nO.ne to lend ~ndefilltely. 
The real trouble started with the disappearance of the corporate life of the Vlllagers and 
.introduction of individual ryotwari system and the establishment of Law Courts for 
settling disputes in the place of village and district panchayats. There was no question 
of heavy stamp dnty or prohibitive cost. of litigation so !ong as. v~lages .remained a~to~o
mous and village panchayats settled disputes of all kmds Wlthm their own terntorlal 
limits. The indebtedness started with the enlwnQPmellts qUru!.iJeveEue..Jlossess'9.ent 
<:!l!ime~ firstly, by the landholders against the cultivators, contrary to t1le rules laid down 
unaerThe Permanent Settlement Ia.ws, secondly, with the enhancements of land revenue \ 
assessment made by the Government against their zeroyti ryots from time to time tltrough 
commutation rates until 1861 and thereafter through periodical re-settlements and thirdly, 
with the enhancements made by the inamdars against the cultivators arbitrarily as they 
chose. If a moderate assessment had'"lleen made as contemplated by the Permanent 
Settlement over all the lands whether zamindari, or Government or inam, the cultivator 
would not have been compelled to borrow moneys to meet the ever increasing and varying 
demands of land revenue. He would have taken all care to develop the land as his own 
and produce enough to pay the land revenue, maintain his family and also contribute
towards the development of commerce, trade and industry of the country as intended by 
the authors of the Permanent Settlement. When the cultivator was not able to meet the, 
increasing demands of land revenue on one side and the cost of the litigation in Courts of I 
Law, he was compelled to borrow moneys from sowcars. 

Within the short time allowed to us we have not been able to trace the exact date of 
origin of the agricultural indebtedness in the Presidency; nor are we able to say when 
exactly the indebtedness reached the first crore of rupees. But we are able to state from 
the estimate made by Sir Frederick Nicolson in 1895 that the total debt of the agriculturists. 
of Madras was 45 crores. Within 35 years thereafter the debt was estimated at 150· 
Cl'ores by the Madras Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee in 1930. When Mr. Sathya
nathan enquired into agricultural indebtedness of this Presidency and published his Report, 
dated 31st July 1935, the total indebtedness according to his estimate was roughly 
200 erores. . 

It is difficult to say that the estimate of Sir Frederick Nicolson of 1895 or the estimate 
of the Madras Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee of 1930 or the estimate of Mr. 
Sathyanathan on 31st July 1935 was absolutely correct. The enquiries on which the· 
... stimates were ~ased. cH~mot be said t? have brought out the exact figllres. They could 
npply only certum prmclples and certam methods of calculation and their estimates were. 
based 0l~1~ on the .material t~a~ they could gather within the short time at their disposal. 
In enqumes of thiS nature It IS not natural that all the creditors and the debtors would 
voluntarily appear before the committees and place the true state of their accounts to. 
facilitate the work of the committee and enable the Government to arrive at the exact 
fig~res as is done in the case of the audit of any business company. Even to-day the. 
estllnate of latest. mdebtedness . can ~e taken only as a rough estimate and proceed to 
examme the questIOn on recognised lines. 

As pointed out abov~ there would have been no debt at all if the cultivator and the. 
ryot and the land he cultivated had not been taxed beyond their capacity Next wh th 
indebtedness was estimate~ at 45.crores in 1895, if the Government had e~tablished 8:;:icul~ 
!'ural ba~ks, that could give rehef to the ryot by lending him moneys to meet all his. 
necessaries at a low rate. The debt could have been easily wiped off. In or abo t 1882-
i.e., long before the debt reached the limit of 45 crores strenuous efforts were ma~e b the. 
Government of India, the Secretary of State and even the ProVl'ncl'ol G Yt t 

t bl' h . It -, b k f d" g overnmen a o· es a IS. agncu ur.... an s or re eemmg *e lOdebtedness of the cultivator. But eve 
effort falled because on the one hllnd the Gover. nment was not willing to m 't I' ry~ 
t I t · d' II d' ,,-ve up I S C 81m o ell lance re.n s. perto lOa y an give a~lWIl!.t.!l!' to the agricultural bank and on th' 
ot her t,he Capltahsts that came forward to establish a bank did not h th . 
with a view to serve public interesta. In other Words they could n ~prroac th e que~tlOn 
their profiteering in the banking business. ' a ower e marglO 0 

OOlil. R. PART n--li6 
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In or about 1882 the first proposal was mad~ by the Govemm~nt of Indio. to the 
Secretary of State to start an Agricultural Bank ill one of the districts of the Bomba.y 
Presidency, but it was rejected by the India Office. The next attel?pt was made by Sir 

} 
Frederick Nicolson, X.C.I.E., who proposed a scheme for the. formatlO~ of an AgrlCultm·al 
Bank on the lines of the Agricultural Bank of Egypt. ThiS also failed because another 
,scheme formulated by Sir E. Cable was considered more compre~enslve. Even this 
shared the same fate at the last moment when the Government of In.dm made all arrange-
.ments to introduce legislation. This was wrecked by a telegram sent by the Secretary of 
State on the ground that no such legislation was needed because the Government was not 
prepared to give the required guarantee. 

Later Sir E. Cable proposed a second scheme in which the venue was changed from 
Madras to the Punjab and the scheme was based on the lines on which the Agricultural 
Bank of Egypt was established. But the Government of India declined to recommend 
the establishment of such bank. 

Next there was another scheme formulated by G. P. Symes Scutt of the Bank of 
Bengal which differed in some matters from that of Sir E. Cable. But this also failed 
because the Co-operative movement itself was considered dangerous and the whole of it 
;was rejected on economic grounds. 

Lastly there came a scheme formulated by Sir Vithaldas Thackersey and Mr. Lalubhaia 

I Samaldas, two well-known financiers of t.he Bombay Presidency. The striking features 
-of their scheme were that the capital should be raised locally and the financing should be 
-confin~d to Co:operative Credit S~cieties only. The Secretary of St~te ga~e his sanction 
for this and thIS was the only Agricultural Bank that could be established ill the Western 
Presidency and worked out with success to a very great extent. 

The proposal recently made in the Bulletins issued by the Reserve Bank of India and 
BOme of the publicists independently, for the establishment of multi-purpose societies in 
place of the existing co-operative societies, was looked upon with disfavour as unsound and 
unpracticable. Those who have been opposing the establishment of multi-purpose 
-co-operative societies for giving relief to the agriculturists, have not realised that the 
existing co-operative movement has failed becauRe the agriculturists could not get relief 
under the single-purpose societies establish~d under the Co-operative Societies Act, 
for all their necessaries; nor did the relIef contem plated by the Co-operative Societies 
Act r~!\Ch the agriculturist who has been in need of real relief. Although the societies 

eere mpant for the relief of the agriculturists it was non-agriculturists that became 
embers of the societies largely and borrowed the moneys and failed to return the same 

: proper ~e until .the whole of. the co-operative credit has become frozen to-day. The 
dea of starting multi-purpose agrICultural bank has not been started for the first time by 

the Reserve Bank. In the first scheme proposed by the Government of India in or about 
1882, they proposed to establish mUlti-purpose agricultural banks. 

The following extract is taken from • the note on Agricultural Danks in India' :_ 

.. Bank 8cheme.-The suggestions of the Government of India in connexion with 
the Bank Scheme were as follows:-
(a). Organization of the. bank.-The ~ank was to be organised by some gentlemen 

In the Bombay PreSidency who, It was understood, were prepared to provide 
the necessary capital. The bank would therefore be financed by Indian capital. 

(b) Extent of operati07l8.-The operations of the bank were not to be limited 
to the grant of loans for any specified objects. The principle on which the 
bank. would be regulated would be that of looking closely to the nature of the 
secunty offered rather than to the purpose for which the loan was granted.'· 

It seems. necessary to explain here what led the Government of India to make the 
above suggestIons. 

In the discussions on the subject of the operations of the bank one of the suugestions 
put ~orward was that the bank should make loans for certain specified object:' chiefly 
the Improvement of the land.. It was th.ought, however, that unless the agriCUlturist 
-could look to the bank for assistance for his personal and domestic needs as weU as f r 
his ~icultll:'"al operations, he would s~ill be dependent upon the sow~ for a lar~e 
portion of hIS yearly expenditure, and, if left dependent on him for a portion it Id 
not be long before he became dependent on him for the whole. As the obj~ct o7'~he 
Govern~ent was to keep the ryot solvent, and as this DESIDERATUM could only be achieved 
by keepmg the rvot Ollt of the clutches of usurious money-lenders the Gov t t 
I d· th hI.· - f bl . .. ,em men 0 u to. oug It pre era e not to li.mlt the operatIOns of the bank to loans for any specified 
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'objects, but to allow advances to be made for whatever objects the ryot might require them, 
the bank limiting its scrutiny more to the nature of the security to be offered than to the 
. purpose for which the loan was required." 

.. Certain stipulations were made .(1) with regard to the nature of security to be 
given by the agriculturists, (2) condition that should be imposed upon the bank, (3) rate 
-of interest and (4) concession to be given by the Government." 

Such was the mUlti-purpose scheme formulated by the, Government of India .. for t~e 
,primary liquidation of the ryots' debts and for the formatIOn of the AgrICultural Bank, In 

the Deccan. •• Persons that were really responsible then for the schemes for the formatIOn 
of Agricultural Banks were Sir William ~burn in Bombay,. Sir Frederick Nicolson 
III Madras and BOme others in Upper Incha. They were young Civilians at the time and 
the • Sir' title was conferred upon them only later. With the best of the intentions they 
wanted to tackle the problem of agricultural indebtedness. Fifty-six years ago they not 
only formUlated the schemes but ·also carried on experiments in Bombay, Madras and 
Upper India and proved that by the establishment of the Agricultural Banks ,in the country 
with facilities to lend moneys to the cultivator at a rate of interest not exceedIDg 4 per cent, 
the small debt of 45 crores could be easily reduced to nothing, within a measurable time. 
But it was not to the interest of the British that such village. b_",!'l!!!lg. !,'y'st'Lm should be 
established in this country. The proposals and the schemes Tind been thrown out and in 
th .. ir plaoe the Co-operative Societies Act was passed. The ostensible object of the 
Act was to give relief to the agriculturists, but it has failed to give relief to him. On \ 
tbe other hand it gave facilities for a handful of people who were at the head of the Co
operative movement to speculate and gain as much profit as possible at the cost of the 
agriculturists. If an investigation is made iuto the condition of tIle Co-operative Societies 
under the Act, one can easily see that the constituents of the societies are not all 
agriculturists but !postly non-agri.!ll1!~r\.s~s. Even though it has failed and it is acknowl
edged by the best of the gentlemen who bave been working it, still there are people who 
are resisting the proposals to reform the system by introducing multi-purpose societies" 
which the Government of India itself proposed to do nearly 60 years back. 

Such in brief is the history of tbe Agricultural Indehtedness of this Presidency. 
Ever since the new legislatures have been formed and the present Government have come 
into existence. efforts have been made to reorganize co-operative system. A committee 
i. just being formed to inquire into the working of the co-operative societies exhaustively 
with a view to overhaul and to re-construct the same for the benefit of the agriculturists. 
The Agriculturist Relief Act that has been passed by the present Government has givent 
relief only partially by way of scaling down debts of the agriculturists; but the Government 
has not been able to create money for complete discharge of the scaled down debts which 

:may com~ up to not less than 100 crores. ~1~JheAgricultnristfill~Lhimself in 
·trouble wlth_.!e<Tar,q}os.redit. The old sowcars whose ilebts have been cut down under the I 
Act w?uld notbe enthusiastic and ready to lend moneys to the agriculturist to the extent 1\ 
to whICh they were domg before the Act was passed. Numerous complaints have been 
made before our committee on this question. But it must be admitted that the Government 
could not undertake thb task of discharging the whole of the reduced debt by borrowing 

.flver 100 crores. It must also be admitted that it was not wise also for the Government 
to borrow 100 crores or rupees. At the very ontset the Government have been extendina 
their support through l,and Mortgage Banks to some extent and giving relief by distribu~ 
tion of 50 lakhs of rupees amongst the poorer classes of the debtors, Unless and until \ 
the presen~ banking system is thoroughly overhauled and reconstructed so as to give relief 
to the ~grlCultunsts ID their ~Illages at a very moderate rate of interest there can be no \ 

,economlO freedom or even pohtlcal freedom for the people of this Presidency. We realise I 
the magDitude of the problem. But w~ would pOlDt out that if after proper investigation 
arrange~ents ar~ made to estabhsh agrICultural banks the Government can easily redeem 
the agncultural IDdebtedness With the money which the public would readily invest . 
the banks established, by the Government. In 

Conclusion, 

By the a.tablishment of Agricultural Banks th,at would lend moneys to the agriculturists' 
for all purposes at a rllte not exceedmg 4 per cent IDterest and by declarl'n<T the In d 1 

t fi d h ' f b n revenue, 
Basesomen xe at t e tmle 0 the pe~manent settlement as unalterable and that there' 
should be no enhancement whatsoever ID future. the agriculturists can be made to st-and 
on theIr own legs Rnd enabled to produl'e enough from their lands for the demand of the 
fixed as.<easment. for nHl'Iltennnce of their own family and tor tb t" f 

d . d t d f e promo Ion 0 trade 
CO'TIOlP.:-ce an ID us ry an manu IIct?ry of the country as wa< intended by Sir Joh Sh • 
Lor" Cornwallis and the Court of DIreCtors of the East India Company of 1802. n ore, 
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IRRIGATION SOURCES AND THEIR MAINTENANCE. 

After agricultural indebtedness it might be appropriate to deal with the irrigation 
facilities and improvements that are alleged to have been effected to enable the ryot tG 
produce greater yield from the la~d and thus. make himself lia~le t~ I?ay.enhanced rate 
of rent. We may begin by saymg that mamtenance of eXlstmg IrrigatIOn sources or 
construction of new irrigation works formed part of the duty undertaken by the Govern
ment in return for the land revenue which the ryot agreed to pay to the ruling power. 
Therefore the ryot was not under any obligation to pay enhanced land revenue because of 
any new construction carried out by the landholder or by the Government or of the cost· 
incurred in maintaining existing irrigation sources. 

Next we shall examine to what extent the old pre-settlement irrigation sources had 
been maintained in good condition or any new works have been constructed by the land
holders of the estates all over the Presidency, with an income of more than Rs. 10,000 
a year, with a view to compare the cost incurred by each one of the estates during the last 
138 years with the increase in the rentroll which has now become oppressive and unbearable 
to the cultivator. 

The total number of estates in the Presidency is 1659. The number of estate
holders who appeared before the Committee is very limited. The number of people whG 
replied to the questionnaire issued about the irrigation works is 63. 

Out of this, eight estates have replied to the effect that there are no irrigation works 
at all in their respective estates and that they are either served bv Government irrigation 
works or situated in the delta areas. • 

Four people requested further time to furnish the required information. 
Eleven estates have sent rather incomplete information. In these eleven estates 

no new works were constructed nor were improvements effected to the old pre-settlement 
works. 

Thirty estates claim new works and improvements and attempt to render some account 
of the new works constructed subsequent to the Permanent Settlement. In this number 
even doubtful cases are included. 

We give below the name of each estate and the particulars supplied by each in 
r~ply to the questions put by us about the sources of irrigation old as well as new and 
the cost of maintenance of old works or new constructions. 

For this purpose, the estates in the Presidency were called upon in a circular letter 
issued to all landholders with an income of more than Rs. 10,000 a year, addressed by 
the Secretary of the Committee on 25th April 1938, to furnish the following information 
at an early date :-

(1) .. The irrigation works at the time of the Permanent Settlement in regard' 
to each village in your estate." 

(2) .. New irrigation works, if any, constructed subsequent to the Permanent 
Settlement by you in your estate and at what cost and the account in support." 

(3) "Improvements effected by the estate to the old pre-settlement irrigation 
works by way of additional facilities, i.e., new sluices, new headworks or new 
channels, etc., the expenses incurred thereto and what accounts there are in 
support of it." 

(4) .. MaiIttenance charges of each irrigation work per year with the revenue from 
the ayacut thereof." 

We shall refer. briefly to the replies of the landholders to the above questions which 
are printed as a separate volume called .. The Irrigation Report." 

1. Uttukuli Zamin 
2. Kalahasti 

s. Poravipalayam ... 
4. Pandulugudi 
5. Yarrampeta 

Ifl'igatioll r.pOf't.. 

No irrigation works prior to Permanent Settlem~nt. 
The main irrigation work is Swarnamukhi river ohannel 

with branohes. Every year ohannel is repaired. 
No regilotered irrigation works. There are no wet lands. 
No irrigation works. 
Seven Villages have six irrigation tanks and one Knrividi

of which Chopparamannaguden has three tanks. All 
existed before Permanent settlement. No irrigation work 
was oonstruoted subsequently. Improvements have been 
made sinoe Permanent settlement at a. oost of Re. 2,850. 
Annual maintenanoe ohlnges of Rs. 275. The inoome· 
from the Ayaout is Rs. 825. The annual surplus is 550. 
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6. VlIyyu.r ••• ... 
7. XapileBwarapuram . 

KeBallakurru, 

8.Apkudi ... 

9 •. GandamallByakanur 

10. Kaaniw.di 

11. Berigai " 

19. Vegayammapel;Q' 
'13. Pamulapwlll ... 

l ..... gati .. t'.~cont • 

... • No'reply. 
and Irrigation is oarried on through Government oanals and the 

Est&.te aoes Dot derit'e any reveDue from the Ayaout. 
._ 1. :Repair to Chakkaliyan Auicut breach has Dot been dODe 

since 1933, being in the nature a .. oontributory work" 
between the ZamindlloJ'.and the Government. 

..... 

... 

1I. There are III water tanks and canals in the Ayakudi 
village and B tatLks ~ Amarapoondi. 'Village. 
Rs. 5,005-0-9 is spent for improvements subsequent to 
Permanent Settlemen~. 

8. The assessment under the Ayacnt is Rs. 9,987-11-1. 
The amount spent within the last 10 years is RB. 5,677. 

1. Kovilankulam tank is fed by a channel with a slnice 
for supply of water. The source water to the above 
tank being Sircar river whioh rnns iu the forest area 
and was in existence at the time of Permanent Settle
ment. 

I. No Dew irrigation works subsequent to Permau.ent 
Settlement. 

S. No improvements. 
4. The cost of repairs and maintenance for the sluice is 

Rs. 50 per year. 
Ii. Revenue from Ayacut is Rs. 350-9-7. 
6. There is ample scope for much improvement in the Zanun 

but owing to the highly malarial nature of the country 
many schemes of improvement have been ab."doned. 

1. In all there were 9 irrigation works in existence at the 
time Permanent Settlement. 

2. No new works subsequent to Permau.ent settlement. 
S. Rs. 17,000 spent for making improvements in Margarai 

tank and Anieut, Improvements have been effeoted to 
the other works also. 

4. The Ayacut is only 110 acres yielding an annual revenue 
of Rs. 447. . 

5. 'rhere are 27 irrigation sources and tanks, The e:rlen t 
of land irrigated under these sources is 4,276 aoreS and 
19 cents. 

6. The total assessment is Rs. 1I0,265-8-9. 
7. Expenses for irrigation works during the time of the 

Midnapore Zamindari Comp"'y were Rs. ]7,558-18-4 
from 1909 to 1921. 'The total amount spent nnder the 
present Zamindar who purchased from Zamindari 
Company is Rs. 1,27,158-7-9. The total l'ID.ount spent 
is Re. 1,44,717-5-1. 

1. There are 57 irrigation works. 
2. No improvement have been effeoted. 
8. Usual repairs were exeouted either by the Conrt of Wards 

or by the Daaabandl'lD. Inamdars. But no acconnts IU'O 

available. 
4. Remission granted to Ayacutdars for maintaining the 

work in good oondition if the works fall into disrepair 
the Ayaootdars are ... sponsible to the Zl'ID.indars for lollS 
or damage. Eleven irriga~ion works are maintained On 
the above conditions. In four oases tank-beds were 
assigned and the Ayacnt lands oonverted into dr, ones. 

5. No new works. 

1. No irrigation worklrZemindari is in the Delta aMa 
1. Krishna Delta. Area. no irrigation works. 
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14.. Ksnnankuruohi 

15. Seitur .•• • •• 

16. Salem ..• 

17. Rettayambadi 

18. Gampalagudem 

19. Pithapuram .. , 

IN'iga.tioll report--cont. 

1. Two tanks and other irrigation cha~lDels from dams -across 
rivers from the Shevaroy Hills. Whether they existed 
prior to Permauent Settlement or were oonstruoted 

. subsequently is highly doubtful . 
. 2. Yearly Re. 500 is spent for repair and maintenance i no 

separate acoounts are maintained for these items. 
3. Assessments were fixed in 1918 on the basis of paimash 

rates. . . 
1. Nothing is known as regards the conditions at the time 

of Permanent Settlement but only from 1908. 
2. There are thirty one tanks. 
3. Improvements made snbsequent to 1908 at a cost of 

Re. 1,23.150. Measurement books and chittas are 
available to support the expenditures. 

The total maintenance charges of each irrigation work per 
. year and with the revenue of the ayncut at present is 
Re. 55,260-9-1. 

4. The total extent of the ayacnt is 5,261'91 acres. 
1. Nine irrigation channels and twelve tanks. 
2. No new irrigation works subsequent to Permanent Settl .... 

ment. 
8. No improvements. 
4. Amount spent for maintenance from fasJis 134.1 to 1846 

isRs. 4,933-14r-O. 
5. The revenue per year is Rs. 13,076-7-4. 
1. All the works have been long in existence so that they 

might have existed at the time of Permanent Settlement. 
2. No records to show that any of them were constructed 

after Permanent Settlement. 
8.' In five villages there are nine tanks and three channels. 

Two of these tanks are considerably big ones, so mnch so 
parts of them are .. ailed by different names. Five out 
of the nine tanks are under the private repair of the 
owners of the .. yacnt lands. 

4. The revenue from the ayacut in £asli 134; was 
Re. 11,428-3-1. 

5. Maintenance charges for all the works in fasli 1347 were 
Rs.3,932-11-0. 

1. For eight villages there are eleven tanks all of which were 
in existence at the time of Perman.nt Settlement. 

2. In addition to these eleven new tanks were constructed 
after Permanent Settlement. 

S. Maintenance charges on the eleven old tanks from the 
fasJis of 1299 to 1346 amounts to Re. 1,04,74.0-7-2. 

'- Maintenance charges on the eleven new tanks from the 
fasHs of 1303 to 1346 comes to Rs. 64,643-8-10. 

5. Present ayacut under the eleven old tanks is 1 ,S51'60 acres 
and the present shist from ten ayacuts under the old 
tanks is Rs. 13,156-5-8. 

Great improvements effected. -.e_ 

6. The present ayacut under the eleven new tanks is 675'4,2 
acres and the present income from this ayacut is 
Re. 7,156-2-2. 

1. In this estate there are 193 pre-settlement irrigati~n works 
consisting of rivers, channels, tanks, etc. 

2. Improvements effected to the existing pre-settlement 
irrigation works to the tune of Ro. 4,17,583-1-2. 

a. A large number of irrigation works h .. ve been construoted 
after the Permanent Settlement at .. total cost of 
Rs. 8,61,850. 

4. Amount spent toward~ the upkeep and maintenance of 
irrigation works for the last ten years works ant to an 
.. verage amount of Rs. 89,000 per year. 

5. The total area irrigated by al\ these works is 4.1,181 
aores. 

6. Revenue realized by the estat.. from this area is 
Re. 8,12,000. 
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110. Kadamb~ 

111. Kapileswarapuram 
22. Gollaprolu 

:28. Kondur ... 

,114. K1l1'11pam 

JIIS. Bobbili ••• 

'518. Sivaganga ... 

If7'ig"ti/m repori--':cont.., 

1. There are altogether 11 pre-sllttlemellt irriglltion works. < 
2. No new works were constructed subsequent to Permanent 

Setty,ment. 
8. Out of the eleven pre-settlement works, the Zamiudat 

maintains only two the rest being either nuder Kattu
katbagen tenure or have been sold away to ryots by 
whioh it becomes their leak out to maintain them. 

4. The two tanks maintained by the Zamindar are both 
Pannai tanks. 

o. Repairs of the two tanks from 1915 to 1935 amount to 
Re.8,276-13-8. 

6. The average maintenanoe charges of the two Pannai 
tanks during the period of 1915 to 1937, Re. 81 and 
Rs. 64, respeotively. 

7. The assessment on the <ayaout and the lease amounts 
on the two tanks are Re. 424-11-1 and Rs. 8740 
respeotively. 

8. No improvements. 
1. Requests time for reply. 
1. It seems to appear that there were no irrigation works at 

the time of Permanent Settlement. 
2. Many works were oonstructed after Permanent Settlement • 

. 8. Yearly repair and maintenanoe oharges amount to 
Rs.2,OOO. 

4. Amount spent on repairs from msli 1303 till < now is 
Rs. 80,366-6-2. 

1. Unable to give information about the irrigationworkll 
that existed at the time of Permanent Settlement 
beoause the preSent estate-originaUy a part of the 
Zamindari of Kalahaati was bought by the present holder 
in Court auotion in 1910. 

2. Some new works oo.nstruoted after the purohase, i.e., after 
1910. 

8. Total mainteuanoe oharges during the period of 1922 to 
1938 are Rs. 17,736-12-6. 

4. Gross revenue realizable from the ayacutis Re. 8,188-8-6. 
1. No records to show the number of irrigation works at the 

time of Permanent Settlement. 
2. No new works were oonstruoted subsequent to Permanent 

Settlement. 
8. The estate attends to the annual repairs of all the works. 
4. Rupees 7,857 were Spent towards repairs in the fas1i 

number 1346. 
o. 
1. No information is supplied about the,nature and number 

of irrigation works iu existenoe at the time of Perman
ent Settlement and also whether any new works have 
been oonstruoted. 

2. Expenditure inourred for the irrigation works in the 
fasli of 1846 is &S. 37,830. 

1. Cannot exactly predioate the actual number of irrigation 
works at the time of Permanent Settlement. 
But as irrigation in tbis Zamindari has always beeu: 
mostly from tanks, it has to be presumed that the tanks 
have all been existing from time immemorial, even 
prior to Permanent Settlement though restored or 
renovated during long post settlemeut period. 

II. Seven new works have been oonstruoted at a total oost 
of Rs. 1,14,061. 

8. Improvements by way of new sluices and weirs, fA) the 
cld works Rs. 2,57,905. 
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27. Arni ... ... 

iB. Kaoimkota ... 

2t. Singampatti ... 

80. South Vallur ••• 

Imgat'OA...,olt ecnt.· 

... 4. Total Charg ... iDeur.red OB maintenance of irrigatioll of:
irrigatiOtl. .811_ during a period of twenty yean 
from fasli 1328 to 1847, work out to Rs. 86,89,907. ;:' 

6. The total appTolrimato -inoome derived from the wet 
ayacut in the s_ peried of twenty years works out
to Re. 232 lakob .. 

... 

••• 

1. The Ami Jagir was not permanently settled in 1802 ~ 
. but continues as such ever sinoe tbe grant in the early
part of the 17th century. Therefore it is not possible
to olassify irrigation works as pre-settlement and post
settlement. 

2. There are. 176 tanks, 27 river channels, 13 madugu 
channels and 2 kondams. All these are old works. 

8. Eight new works consisting of six Kondams and two river
ohannels nave been oonstruoted at a oonsiderable cost
accounts or doouments supporting are not available. 

4. A steady programme of repairs to the existing works has
been followed. 

5. During a period of 21 years from fasli 1326 to 1347 ~ 
- sum of RB. 4,39,038 was spent in the works. (Mainte-' 

nance charges.). The accounts of these years show an 
average allotment of Rs. 20,000 per annum on the
irrigation works ~Ione. 

1: There are altogether six dams. 
2. Channels and a number of tanks. 

The main irrigation source of the estate is .the Sarada; 
river •. _ These six dams orOS9 the river, the leading one 
being the Godari aniout. It is doubtful whether these
dams were constructed subsequent to permanent settle
ment. All these works oan. be said to be in an improved 
state if this condition at the time of permanent
settlement is taken into account. 

S. Flood-banks to the river Sarada were formed abont the
year 1879 to prevent overflow and damage-this shonld 
have cost the estate several lakhs of rupees if we· 
remember the length of the flood-banks-15 miles. 
Many improvements were done to these flood-banks in; 
subsequent years and the maintenance of these banks
during ten years from 1925 to 1935 oosted the estate
Re. 53,409-12-6. These floo>l.-hanks benefit the wet 
lands yielding a gross revenue of Re. 70,000. 

In addition to the Sarada river flood-banks, the estate
formed and maintained some other flood-banks for some
minor mill streams. 

4. All the works have been improved at a very great oost. 
1. The number of irrigation works at the time of permanent. 

settlement is 14 oomprising of ohannels and tanks. 
2. No new works were construoted after permanent settle

ment. 
8. No accounts are available for the reason that thOl. estate,. 

for the last three years is under the Court of Warda
and before that was leased out for 15 years. -

1. There are 43 irrigation works-chsnnels and SO tanks. 
Information as to whether these works existed at the
time of permanent settlement or not is not available. 
But local enquiry shows that all these were in existenoe
from a -very long time. 

2 . No - new irrigation works were oonstruoted after the
permanent settlement. 

S. Maintenanoe oharges were the fasli of 1847 were
- Re. 295-12-0. , 
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80. South Vallur-cont. 

81. Nagtil' ... 

82. Kodaudaramaawami Van 
Temple, Chicacole. 

83. Chemuddu, Humma, eto. 

84. Punganur 
.... 

811. Bagalur 

86. Devarakotta, Krishna
puram aud Pedavegi 
ChaliapaUi. 

87. T. T. Devuthauamll 

88. J uggampeta 

Imga-tUm r'pOt1-cont. 

4. Total amount of. money spent on the improvements of 
old 'Work during period of Court of Wards'Manage
ment, i.e., from fuli 1818 to 1326 is &S. 66,350-12-0. 

6. The total increaae from all the works in the faeli of 18~6 
wae &S. 19,236-10-0. 

1. Information is already furnished about the old works. 
2. Estate not permanently settled. 
3. No new works after permanent settlement by Central 

Provinoe Authorities in 1905. 
1. There were 28 tanks and 1 chBllllel at the time of 

permanent settlement. One of the tanks has been 
reolaimed and the land oovered by the tank is oulti
vated. 

2. No new irrigation works were oonstrnoted aftel 
permanent settlement. 

S. No improvements were effeoted to pre-settlement works. 
~. Repairs to tanks in faeli 18~5 amounted to Rs. 754-8-0 i 

in faeli 18~6 to &s. 1,157-0-6; the total for both the 
faslies is Rs. 1,911-8-6. 

5. The present income of the estate is Rs. 8,000. 
1. The number of irrigation works existing at the time of 

the permanent settlement is 416-tanks and ohannels. 
2. Sixteen. new works were oonstruoted subsequent to the 

permanent settlement at a total cost of Rs. 15,~26-4-2. 
3. The oost of improvements made to the pre-settlement 

works oomes to &s. 4~,622-o-4. 
4. Annual maintenance charges amount to &S.27,170-8-9. 
5 .. The income from the Ayaout . 'Iands amounts to 

Rs. 2,7~,824-14-10. 
1. There are 120 Sirk"" tanks in the Zamindari. In addi

tion to these thero are 1,148 Daeabandham' tanks. 
These are the pre-eettlement irrigation works. 

2. 47 new tanks were oonstruoted subsequent to the 
permanent settlement. The oost of the new works 
is rougbly estimated at 2 lakhs of rupees. 

8. Improvements have been effeoted between 1878 and 1981, 
omitting two brief periods a sum of Re. 83,864-11-8 
was spent on repairs and improvements. 

4. No information is furnished about the maintenance 
charges. 

5. The average yearly inoome of the estates on all heads is 
Rs. 1,85,439-10-10. 

1. There are 47 pre-settlement irrigation works inoluding 
Dasabandham tanks. 

2. No new works were oonstruoted subsequent to the per
manent settlement. 

8. No improvements were made to the old pre-settlement 
works. 

1. There are no irrigation works in the Devarakotta Estate. 
2. About PedBvegi no information is available about iTriga

tion works existing at the time of permanent settlement. 
1. Information about the number of works at the time of 

permanent settlement not given. . 
:iI. In 1930 a new work wae oonstruoted at Sivagiri at a oost 

of Re. 10,650. 
]. The number of pre-eettlement irrigation works is 125. 
2. New works oonstruoted after P. Settlement Bre 24' in 

number. 
8. Maintenanoe oharges on all the works are on average 

Ils. 7,414-11-9 per year. 
0011. B. PART n-liS 
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88. JuggaltlpetB-COflt. 

89. Msnnarkottai ..• 

~O. Parlaldmedi 
41. Fisher Estate 

42. Gangole ••• . .. 

'4. Kulasekaramangalam .. . 

If'rigation .. ,pori-cont. 

,. The yearly income to the estate from the lands served by 
the irrigation works is Rs. 84,578-12-2. . 

II. Improvements have been effected to old works at a total 
cost of Rs. 18,659-14-6. 

1. There were 3 irrigation works at the time of Permanent 
Settlement-ll tn.nks. One of the tanks was abando
ned abon t 50 years back. 

2. No new irrigation works constructed after Perma 
Settlement. n .. nt 

3. During the period from fasli 1328 to 1346 improvements 
have been effected to old works at a total cost of 
Rs. 17,089. 

4. Maintenance charges on two works are about RI. 650 
per year. 

5. The average revenue from the wet Ayaout of. the above 
two tanks is Rs. 1,526. 

1. Information not supplied-requests time. 
1. 17 irrigation works in existence at the time of Perma

nant Settlement. 
I!. No new works. 
3. Improvements have been effected to old works at a cost 

of RI. 2,484. 
4. Maintenance cbarges per year for all the works are 

Rs.l,906. 
5. Average income from the Ayacnt is Rs. 24,361 per year. 
1. 30 irrigation works were in existence at the time of 

Permanent Settlement. 
2. No new works-being very insignifioant ones were 

construoted· 
3. Very extensive improvements have been effeoted at a 

very considerable cost. 
4. Maintenance and repair .charges are roughly about 

RI. 2,000 per year. 
5. The income varies every year as the system of payment 

followed is that of half and half sharing of the prodnoe. 
Income varies with the yield aud prioe of paddy. 

1. The number of works (tanks) existing at the time of 
Permanent Settlement is 41. 

2. The number of works Ill<isting at present is 42. 
3. In addition to these there are 14 channels; whether they 

. are pre or post-settlement ones is not known. 
4. Improvements have been· effected at a cost of 

Rs. 20,452-15-0. 
5. From fasli 1336 to 1846 a sum of Rs. 96,170-9-0 was 

spent on the works on all heads. 
6. Maintenanoe and repair ·charges of the ohannels per year 

is RI. 2,299. 

45. Kalakottai .... Unable to furnish information. 
46. Kottam... 1. There are] 47 pre-settlement irrigation works. 

2. A bout 179 new works were construoted after the Per
manent Settlement at a total cost of Rs. 1,09,769-10-7. 

8. Improvements to the extent of Rs. 42,454-9-2 have heen 
made to the old works .. 

4 •. The usual maintenanoe allotment is Rs. 10,000 per year. 
5. The Estate is unsurveyed and therefore no information is 

p;ivp.D 88 to the extent of Ayacut and the revenue 
dPlived therefrom. 
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47. Tbura.iyur 

4-8. Marungapuri 

4-11. South VaJlur 

110. Ramnad 

Ill. Singampattl 

·6l1. Mandasa 

I .... igation r.porl-eont. 

1. Some works in existence at the time of the Permanent 
SettJement. 

2 No new works. 
8. Minor improvements made-Its. 2,400. 
1. 708 pre-settlement tanks. 
2. No new works. 
3. No improvements were made. 

Oourl of Ward._ 

1. No new tanks subsequent to permanent Bettlement. 
2. Improvements by way of additional faoilities from 1818 

to 1826 faeli at a cost of Rs. 1,248. No accounts to 
support the expenditure. 

a~re~M~~~~~to~. ~fu 
time of Permanent Settlement. 

4. RH. 27,427 wa.s spent on irrigation works.from 1818 to 
1826 fasli. The total amonnts reoeived from 
1841-1846 fasli are Rs. 85,056. The total amonnts 
spent for maintaining the irrigation works are 
Rs. 31,615-7-1 for 1335-1847 fa.sli. 

1. Total number of tanks at P.S. is 1,696. 
2. No new work ha.s been oonstruoted subsequent to the' 

Permanent Settlement. 
3. Rs. 8,29,110-1-8 by the Court of Wards between 1283-

1299 fasli for improvements. But no reoords to support 
the expenditure. No record to show any subsequent 
improvement tiJl1845 fa.sU. Subsequent to 1845 fa.sli 
RH. 4,71,971 wa.s spent. Registers of work are not 
available in sopport of the expenditnre. 

4. Maint6tllUlC>. cha.~g8l. 1345 and 1346 fasli Rs. 33,378. 
5. Total area under wet onltivation in 1346 fa.sli 00,042'41. 

Total revenue for 1843 and 1346 fasli Rs. 8,48,740-1-7. 
6. 9 tanks are granted at Kattuguthagai tenure. It is 

Kattugnthagaidars but not the Zamindar that must 
maintai.n the irrigation works in good order. 

7. Tbere are two pannai tanks maintained by the Zamin
dari. 

1. There is one ohannel and 18 irrigation tanks. 
2. No irrigation works subsequent to P.S. 
3. Ordinary repairs were attended to but no acoounts to 

support the expenditure. 
1. Number of irrigation BOulOe! at the time of the Perma

nent Settlement is one river and 19 irrigation tanks. 
2. 164 irrigation sources. 
3. The total average under wet oultivation is 6,593 acres 44 

oents. . 
4. 'The annual assessment on the wet h.nds is 

Rs.60,916-12-11. 
113. Papappanad ... 1. 20 irrigation works in existenoe at the time of the 

Permanent Settlement. 
2. No new works. 
8. Some improvements were e1feoted to the old works. 
4. Average annual maintenanoe oharges amount to 

Re. 1,14Cl-4-2. 
5. Inoome from the Ayacnt is Re. 8,405-4-0. 

Really 80me improvements worth mentioning are to the credit of only about 15 land
holders out of a total of nearly 60 who have oome forward to furnish the required informa
tion. 

Still fewer are those who hav .. construoted new irrigation works in their estates. Indeed 
most of the estates, aooording to the evid .. noe we ha,· .. reoorded, have neglected th£ repair~ 
and even abandoned them while they were partioular about enhanoing the rates of land 
revenue a.s8e88ment. 
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Let us now examine a few cases in the light of accounts furnished by the zamindan 
themselves. Pithapuram, Ramnad and Sivaganga may be taken as typical cases. 

According to the accounts submitted by the Pithapur estate, a sum of Rs. 3,61,850 
was spent on construction of irrigation works since 1802 ; a sum of Ra. 4,17,582--1-2 was 
spent on improvements effected to the old pre-settlement irrigation works. On the whole 
a sum of Rs. 7,79,433-1-2 has been spent on new works and improvements 
during a long period of 136 years, i.e., from 1803 to 1938. The rent roll of the Pithapur 
estate which was Rs. 3,92,182 in 1802 has risen to the figure of Rs. 8,02,721-11-6. 

In the estate of Sivaganga Rs. 1,14,061 has been spent on new works since 1802 ; 
Rs. 2,57,905 on improvements to old pre-settlement works. So during the period of 
136 years from 1802 to 1938 an aggregate sum of Rs. 3,71,966 has been spent on irrigation 
works. The rent roll of the estate in 1802 was Rs. 4,39,691 and the present rent roll 
is Rs. 11,37,146-13-8. 

In Ramnad Rs. 13,01,081-1-3 were spent on improvements from fasli 1283 to the 
present day. The rent roll of the estate at the time of Permanent Settlement was 
Rs. 4.97,350 and.the present rent roll is Rs. 13,10,175-1-7. 

Thus taking the estates of Pithapur, Sivaganga and Ramnad as typical cases we see 
that the cost incurred by the landholder on maintenance of irrigation sources of construc
tion of new irrigation works, is so insignificant that is not worth mentioning when com
pared to the increase in the rent-roll of each one of the estate. On their own showing 
there is no justification for enhancement of the land revenue (rent) on the ground of 
improvements effected by them to irrigation sources. The amounts spent by them since 
1802 were the amounts which the landholders were bound to do in consideration of the 
land revenue which the ryots agreed to pay. Therefore either on fact or law they are 
not entitled to claim enhancements on the ground that they had made any improve
ments at their own cost to the irrigation sources. Most of the estates that have chosen 
not to appear before our Committee to tender evidence may be taken as not having spent 
any substantial sum on the maintenance of the irrigation sources. For fuller particulars 
of the information given by the landholders themselves with regard to maintenance of 
irrigation sources tbe irrigation report which is printed separately may be looked into. 
Having obtained their sunnuds from the Government for an unalterable peishkush and 
enjoyed the benefit of the same for 138 years the landholders have failed to discharge 
their duty in regard to the maintenance of the existing irrigation sources and the construc
tion of· the new irrigation works. They have not only failed to discharge their duty in 
til i. direction but they engaged themselves actively on one side in repudiating the right 
and the title of the cultivator and on the other enhancing the rates of assessment (rent) 
on various grounds contrary to the agreement entered into the sunnuds and various other 
documents exhaustively dealt with elsewhere. It is no wonder then that the indebted
ness of the agriculturists has increased year after year because he was compelled to 
borrow monies to' meet the increasing demands and they have been reduced to ·the 
present condition. 

List of Stat •• wAich Aa~. su.pplieli tAB inflYrmatio1! call.1i for. 
Name. 

1. Yerrampeta ... .., ". ... 
2. Kapileswarapuarm (E~t God~vari) in reply to a question of the Confidential 

No. 74-37 and the Written eVldence of-
Chagauti Seahayya. 

S. AYBkudi ". .., 
4. Gandamanayaknur 
5. Kannivadi 
6. Berigni 
7. Seitur 
8. Salem ... 
9. Rettayambadi 

10. Gampalagudem .. , 
11. Pithl>puram ... 
12. Kadamb11l' ... 
18. Gollaprolu 
14. Kondur ... ... ... .. . 

PAGJII.~ 

2 
8 

8 
4-
5 
8 

11 
15 
15 
16 
36 

148 to 
251 
142 
145 
146 15. Juggampeta 

16. Mannl\rkottai 
17. Fisher Estate 

... 150 
150 
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Li.t of ,'1tatu 1Ohoo,\ h'VB Bupplies the information czlled /or-cont. 

Name. 

lB. G .. ngole ... 
19. Kirl .. mplldi 
20. Kul .. sekhamm .. ngal .. m 
21. Kottam 
22. Thuraiyur ... 
2B. M .. rangapuri 
24. Kurap .. m ... 
25. Bobbili (parti .. 1 information) 
26. Sivagang ..... 
27. Arni 
2B. Kasimkota 
29. Singampatti (partial inform .. tion) 
80. South V .. llur ,., 

• 

40. GopaJpur (Kod .. nthraID88wami varn est .. te) 
41. Chemudu ... 
42. Pung .. uur ••• 
48. Baglur ... '" 
44. Tirnpathi Devasthanam 
45. Ramn .. d ... 
46. Sing .. mp .. tti 
47. M.nd .. s ..... '" 
48. Papp .. nad ... 

... 

... 

P"'Q. 

'lin 
154 
161 
165 
184 
184 
185 
194 
195 
197 
206 
207 

288 & 258 
211 
215 

. •. 287 
• •• 244 
... 247 
... /257 
. .. 259 
... 260 
... 268 

LiBt of utat., which htuJ •• ithe~ .0nstn..t.1i new w~ks or mali. imp~o~.ment. 
to tho olli one •. 

1. Kalah ... thi... '" 
2. Yerrampeta ••• •• • .. 
8. Kapilesw .. mpur .. m (E .. st Godavari) 
4. Ayakl1di .. , 
5. Kanniv .. di 
6. Seitur 
7. Gamp .. l .. gudem 
B. Pithapllram 
9. K .. dambur .. . 

10. Gollaprolu .. . 
11. Juggampeta 
12. M .. nn .. rkottal 
18. Fisoher Estate 
14. G~ngoJe ... 
15. KirllUUplldi 

... 

16. KuJ ... ekharam .. ngaJam 
17. T. T. Devasthanam 
lB. Kottam 
1,.9. Bobbili (Doubtful) 
20. Sivo.gl\nga '" ... 
21. Ami 
22. Kasimkota ... 
23. South Vallur 
24. Chemudu 
25. Punganur ... 
26. RQIIlnad 
27. Mand..... .. . 
28. Puppanad .. . 

Having shown that,.....-

... ... 

... 
... 

. .. 

'" 

... 

, ... 

... . .. ... 

1 
••• 2 

8 
8 
5 

11 
17 
86 

141 &259 
. .. 142 

... 146 
150 
150 

.. 151 
••• 154 
'" 161 
168 & 247 

166 
194 

• •• 195 
• •• 197 

... ... 206 

... 

209,252 & 258 
... 215 
... 238 
. .. 257 
... 260 
268 &269 

(1) the rates of assessment (rent) had been fixed permanently and unalterably in 
the year preceding the Permanent Settlement: 

(2) enhancements of rent had been made from 1802 until now on various grounds 
unlawfully: and ' 

(8) the alleged enhancements on the ground that improvements had been effected 
by maintaining ancient irrigation sources, or constructing new ones had not been 
sl1bstantiated, even as a fact, on the fignres placed by the landholders before 
the Committee: there remains the Bubject of conversion rates and average lents 
OOM. B. PABT n-69 
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and the old pa.imash and present professional triangular survey, to enable the 
legislatures and the public to understand how the rates that were permanently 
fixed in the year preceding the Permanent Settlement could be ascertained when 
actuaJ r.a.tes are not available. We shaJI deal with that now. 

CONVl!RSION RATl!r-RBNT--A VERAGB RENT-SIGNIFICANCE-ExpLAINED. 

I. The eonversion rate is the area in acres by survey of the extent of land expressed 
in old land measures at. or before the Permanent Settlement. 

The old land measures were in some cases arrived at by measuring land with a rope 
or a rod of certain feet of man or certain god as in the case of Bommarajupalem. In 
other cases as in Bobbili, Viziana~am, Ramnad, etc., the land measur~s were given 
in terms of produce of the land. For instance a garce of land is a plot of ground which 
produced a garce of grain obviously ascertained at harvest. 

In the south, the land measures were given in terms of the quantity of the seed 
required or used for sowing a certain plot of ground. 

These are indefinite and have to be converted iriti> acres by triangular survey adopted 
by Government Department. Early in the first decades of the 19th century, a sort of 
paimash survey was made by karnams by dividing every field into a number of quadri
lateraJ$ and calculating the area by the mean of the opposite sides. One who knows 
mathematics will see at once that this method is most inaccurate. 

The Survey and Boundaries Act was passed in the fifties of the last century and the 
Guntur and South Arcot districts were first surveyed upon the correct triangulation 
method. The Government survey was and is conducted on the principle of dividing a field 
into triangles and calculating the area with reference to the sides of the tri~ngle or 
taking the area of a field by the super-imposition of an area square paper upon a field 
sketch of the required scale. 

The reSults of the survey by the triangulation method· in every district where the 
paimash had preceded, produced large differences between the two, so much so that 
an acre of land by paimash had to be converted into acres by survey by the general ratio 
between the two. 

Ii. The object of converting the extent on old measures is to arrive ~t the land-tax 
levied by . Government upon an acre of land by the survey method at or before the 
Permanent Settlement for comparison with the rates of rent now prevailing in each 
estate. In the case of Bobbili and Vizianagaram, there was only one rate of land-tax, 
namely, Rs: 10 for every garce of land dry or wet. From the figures given in the reports 
on Permanent Settlement; the conversion rates of land dry and wet were calculated and 
given in the memoranda relating to those estates. In the case of estates lying in the 
Godavaries and the Kistna there are what are known as Bhubhands for each village show
ing not only the total Gudikattu of the village but also the extents and assessment of 
each individual field by names given before Permanent Settlement. These records were 
relied upon and used largely to caJculate the conversion rates for determining what extent 
was to be recognized as inam for enfranchisement. In the chapter on inams in the 
Board's Standing Orders will be found a table showing how the inam proper and the 
excess by encroachment were calculated with reference to the conversion rates, 

In the instructions to the Collectors issued by Government in September and October 
1799, the rent had to be determined and specified in the patta by the proprietor or Govern
ment before Permanent Settlement without reference to the nature of the CT()1) raised 
~~ .' 

Most of the estates settled on the assets-baIDs had been under the management of 
Government through the proprietors who were only farmers and the presumption is that 
Government during three or more years in which they managed the estates before Perma
ent Settlement the Government Officers carried out the aforesaid direction of Govern
ment and simplified and fixed the rents once for all upon dry lands or wet land without 
reference to crops. Lord Cornwallis reported to the Court of Directors in reply to its 
enquiry as to fixed rates for ryot~ that pattas, had ~een issued already accordingly and 
that he would see that pattas are Issued accordmgly m the few cases that might remain. 
In the light of this, the above presumption of Government Officers having carried out 
instructions before Permanent Settlement is strong and valid. That is whv the rents 
upon which t~e peshkash ,we~e fixed ,:"ere consi~erably lower than ~hose th~t prevailed 
about t·he perIod of the Cll'CUlt CommIttee. It IS also because of this that section 9 of 
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the Regulation XXX of 1802 laid down that in cases of dispute about rent, the rate or 
share prevailing in the village in the year prior to the Permanent Settlement should be 
the guiding or the determining factor. 

m. The average rent has a great deal of significance in-the absence of information 
as to the rate or rates of rent obtaining'ilI. any estate or estates because, its level or height 
is the index of the basic rents, which are bound to be lower than the average rent over 
a larger area. For instance, if the average rate is about Rs. 2 the hasi" raJ;es must be 
lower than Rs. 2 over a larger area and there may be some extents bearing higher cents 
to make up the average. 

If the average rent is Rs. 8 then the basic rents are bound to be nesre~ to but lower 
than Rs. 8. 

The above illustrations show that the levels of the average rent are clear'Indices of 
the still lower rates of rent prevailing in the estate and forming the basis or the wide 
foundation of the average rent. 

The rates of rent of the Government lands in each district and the rateg of rent now 
prevailing in the estates are given by the Collectors in their reports submitted to our 
Committee. They are printed in a separate volume and titled .. Reports from the 
Collectors" and included as one of the appendices to the report. If there are any omis
sions they may be obtained from the Government records. 

PAIMASH SURVEY AND PROFESSIONAL TRIANGULAR SURVEY. 

Survey was not introduced until 1859. F;rom the. time of the Permanent Settlement 
until 1859 there could be only paimash survey, i.e., measurement was made by adopting 
rod measurement or rope measurement or chain measurement or measurement by foot 
of man or deity. Since 1859, professional or scientific survey has been established. At 
the time of the Inam Commission the basis adopted was paimash survey. What is noted 
in McLean's Manual was the conversion rate ascertained through paimash survey. There 
will therefore be, necessarily, some little difference between the conversion rates ascer
tained by adopting paimash survey as the basis and those ascertained by adopting pro
fessional or scientific survey as the basis. The conversion rates that we have worked out 
with regard to Vizianagaram, Bobbili, Pithapuram, and Karvetinagaram were all the 
rates ascertained on the basis of professional or triangular survey measurements. '£0 
know what the difference would be like, we have got the conversion rates ascertained by 
adopting psimash survey figures as the basis of two villages in the Vizianagram estate 
and two in the Bobbili estates from the Collector's office at Vizagapatam. Mr. Ratho, 
Personal Assistant to the Collector, prepared a memo. and also a statement of account 
showing the conversion rates adopting the paimash survey rates collected from McLean's 
Manual as the basis. The original village accounts that are in Telugu in the Collector's 
office of Vizagapatam were taken up at our instance and the memo. and the statements 
were prepared by the Personal Assistant to the Collector of Vizagapatam. The note 
prepared by Mr. Ratho and the memo. of accounts showing the conversion rates and 
also detailed memos. of account showing the method of working are given below. As we 
~elieve that some mistake might be made by those who look into only the figures given 
III McLean's Manual on the basis of the paimash survey and compare the results arrived 
at on that basis with the results that we have shown on applying the professional or 
scientific triangular basis in regard to the estates of Vizianagaram, Bobbili, Karvetinagar 
and Ramnad, we have given this result here based on paimash survey whereas the results 
arrived at on the basis of professional survey are given under the heads of the different 
estates mentioned above in the earlier pages. . 

The paragraph on land measures on page 505 and the notes under Vizagapatam on 
psges 519 and 520 an.d B.S.O. No. 61 especially the illustration under clause _ 3 thereof 
will enable the most Ignorant student to understand that the rates of conversIOn of the 
local measure into acres at inam settlement, i.e., befOfe sur!)ey were by estimation or 
the extent calculated by the most inaccurate paimash survey' and that the rates of 
conversion of the land measures used at the Permanent Settlement are now worked out 
for Bobbili and the Vizianagram and Karvetinagaram est~tes on the bll$is of the pra
INsiona! .",!)ey /lre/l surely not on the rates of conversIon of the land measures 
aecording to local usage which are noted as having been taken into consideration, by the 
ham Settlement, for giving in the titl~-deed, the extent in aCI'e3 r<'Cognized a. 'mam 
before actual survey. The conversion rates of the land measures according to local 
uSRge given in Maclean's Manual must and do fundamentally differ from the conversion 
rates now calculated by survey to arrive at the incidence of rent upon ao acre of land 
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in the estates both for comparison with that upon the identical extent of 1 acre of land 
in the Government villages and to show that the present rates of rent are incomparably 
heavier than those obtaining in the year prior to Permanent Settlement. (Authorities 
are quoted under B.S.O. No. 61. B.P. No. 65.) 

On page 520 under Vizagapatam (MacLean's Manual of Administration, Yolume II), 
the following oeeurs:--

" In the purpose of converting. the local measure into the English measure the 
Jnam Department adopted 4 acres to 1 garce dry and 2 acres as 1 garee of wet 
~land." 

Page 519.--The garee of land is supposed to be the extent that will yield a garce 
of grain. . Therefore the land measuring are bound to vary according to the soil fertility 
of land which differs considerably, e.g., 2 acres of alluvial land, class I (i)-A in the 
deltas surely yields a garee of grain either dry or wet, i.e. (lanka dry or wet) whereas 
the poorer soils of the Red Series, namely, class 8, by settlement which abounds largely 
in Yizianagram are fit only for catch-crop cultivation of horsegram and the like and 
even 20 acres will not produce a Madras garce, i.e., of 3,600 measures. It may be 
interesting to note the difference in the values of a put1ri. between Godavari delta, Goda
vari upland and Vizagapatam district. A putti of grain measures 200 kunchams of 
4 seers each, each seer weighing 82 tolas, in the Godavari Delta taluks. In the Godavari 
Upland taluks a putti of grain is equal to 80 kunchams of 4 seers each, each seer weigh
ing 82 tolas. 

In the Vizagapatam district a putti of grain is only 20 kunchams of 4 seers each, 
each seer of 60 tolas weight, thereby showing that this putti is only 15 kunchams of the 
Godavari variety. These low measures of grain were adopted variously with reference 
to the various grades of soil fertility prevailing in different localities. 

Note. 

The Permanent Settlement accounts of two villages--Pollanki in the Vizianagram 
estate and Mallampeta in the Bobhili estate--have been translated into English. The 
extents are given in terms of ' garces.' Th~ total amount of aSsessment derived from 
~be village on jirayiti lands, ",et and dry, was alRo given for the three faslis 1206 to 1208. 
The rate of conversion is noted in the Inam Fair Register as follows :--

4 acres dry = 1 garee. 

2 acres wet = 1 garee. 

Taking the extent of jirayati lands under cultivation, in terms of acres and the 
average income of the three faslis derived from jirayiti lands, the rate of assessment on 
a garce of land, has been worked out for wet and dry separately. The working sheets 
prepared on these Iin~s are herewith submitted. For comparison, the total wet and 
dry jirayiti land under cultivation, the total income now derived by the proprietor and 
the awrage rate of assessment now obtaining are also given. 

There are P.S. abstract registers in bound volumes. They contain figures taken 
from the F.S. accounts prepared by the karnam but do not give the assessment on 
jirayiti lands separately. 

i"fh Septembp,~ 1938. 

R. C. RAmo, 
Pe~8onal Assistant to the CollectM 
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Pollanki villa.g&-V;z;an&ga.r&m Estate-Vizia.nagaram taluk. 

Dry 
Wet .. 
Uuoultivated dry 

1011" ..... 
120g .......... 

• 

IncIudJng 
encroacb-

menta. 

O. P. 

10 15 
12S 16 
27 5 ---

US 6 

'!l'otallncome from 
all .......... 

as. A. P. 

2.050 16 0 
1,756 12 3 
1.917 9 3 

1,908 I 8A_. 

11 AGCOf'tl'ng" P. iii. A"""""'-
Oonvened. 

o. P. Am. 

J_yeti oulti .... ted .. Dry .. 10 0 40'0 
Wet •• 120 0 240'0 

as. A. P. 
1'",,11 1208 Jeroyeti asseaament 498 9 0 Mi~", lAve"."':" 

a •• A.. P. 
1,667 16 3 

498 9 0 Mi.tcellcmeow R.".,...-Do. 1207 Do. 
as . ... P. 

I,S'2 IS 0 
497 10 0 1,492 14 0 Do. 1208 Do. 

1,494 12 0 

as. A. P. 
Juoyeti .. eument on 130 G. = 498 4 0 

Do. on 1 G. 
ConveraioQ 1 G. •• . • .... 2 acres wet. 

3 13 3 

Do. .. . • =, 801'88 dry 
80 rent OD. 1 aare wet at the timM of P. S. = I 14 8 

Do. on 1 aore dry •• • • . • • • 
111 AoCOf'tling" II .. lnaoml _ ... ..,. 0' 1'",,1/ 1346- - o IS 4 

Dry 
Top. 
W.' 

"01. 
48'96 

1'30 
263'66 

30S'80 

ToW rent. 

88 •. A. P. 
106 9 10 

.8 10 3 
2,468 II 0 

Bate or rent 
On t.he whole 

..I ..... 
M.4. P. 

2 2 10 
244 
9 II 0 

Mallampeta--Bobbili Estate-Bobbili taluk. 

HOldlJlp. 

1 Aooord'ira, 10 Po ••• ,., RsgiWno-

• 

Dry .. 
Wet .. 

11 AoCOf'tlln"o P.B. A ... ..

Jeroyo61 oultivated, dry 
Do. we... 

-. 
80 

Total 

FaaIi 1207 
Do. 1208 
Do. 1209 

Do. 
Con_IG. 

Joroyo61 
Do. 
Do. 

... 1_ 

So _. OD I ..... _ •• the iime of P.S 
Do. 0 .. 1 ..... dr7 

001(. B. PAM n-60 

.. 

.. 

HotdlDgl 
InclodlD&' 

IDam. 
~tallnoom_. rr.lID. aU ,oureM tor tbne rean. 

Garcu. 
21 .a8 
49 0 

M. A. P. 

629 8 O. 
668 10 0 
666 0 0 

70 18 Toto1 .. 1,763 0 0 

Average 687 10 0 

O. "08. 
20 80'0 
40 80'1) 

80 180'0 

AIaeaIImen\. 
'Hal.Vltl or 
Hi808llaDeoU 

Be ....... 

as. ... P. .. . A. 1". 

800 0 0 169 8 0 
30t 0 0 65 10 0 
800 0 0 76 0 0 

3)90S 0 0 

• • 300 10 8 (a_,. -----
Ii 0 I 

- • aarea. wet. 
- 4: eons. dry_ 

BS. ..... 

- S 8 1 
- 1 4 0 

'alli 1207 
" 1208 
.. 1209 

1Ia_ 

... ...... 
160 0 0 
191 0 0 
170 0 0 
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III Aocon1ing lolho .....".. _ oj .F ... li 1341>-

Rate ohent par whole 
vUtaae. 

AOS. BS. ... P. M. A.. p • 

Dry 147'25 559 16 6 3 12 10 P'" acre.: 
16'50 5 8 0 o 5 4- " TOp8a .. 

Wet 128'32 

289'67 

(Stamped) A. FREEZE, 

OoZEecw. 

1,294 4. 7 10 1 5 .. 
1,859 12 1 

Yadast Goshapara Kambhogotta village Polanki-Paragane Gopalapilli taluk
Vizianagaram from FasIi 1206 Nalanama year to Fasli 120B.Kalayukti year Varanasi Jogi 
Mirasidar-Durmatinama year month Sravanam IS-Sunday 

. . . 

Mokarra Jamab8lldi-

88. At.. 1". 

1,056 8 3 Fasli 1206 NaJAD&ma year Jeroyati
BB. A. 1". 
498 9 Ii Sisto 

1,557 15 3 Malavati. 

2,056 8 3 

1,79i 8 0 Fa.1i n07 Pinsalanama year Jeroyati-
498 9 0 Sist. 

1,292 16 0 Ma1avati. 

1,791 8 0 

1,890 8 0 FuJi 1208 KalayuktiDama year Jeroyati-
497 10 0 Sisti. 

6,838 8 8 

1,'92 If, 0 Malavati. 

1,990 8 0 

Jhada-
1.494 12 0 Sisti. 
4,848!l2 11 iIIa.vati. 

6,838 8 8 

Collection--Jeroyati-
6,724 4. 6 

IrBBludhakalu-

1,862 0 0 Faoli 1206. 
1,717 8 0 Fasli 1207. 
1,864 9 0 Fao1i 1208. 

6,424 1 0 

Jl8. A. P. 

114 3 9 

Fa.li 1206 Nalanama year-
6 9 3 

Faoli 1207 KalayuktiDama y_ 
72 U 9 

KuHn (OoDootion) O .. dit>-
6,838 8 8 

Colleotion-
6,724 4. 6 

Sadaruvara.-
BII. .... P. 
198 15 . 0 F .. 1i 1208. 

38 4 8 F .. Ji 1207. 
83 0 3 Faoli 1208. 

300 8 8 

F.o1i 1207 PingaIanama year
.86 11 9 

From time to time-

Average-
1,948 2 9 

Collection-- . 
1.908 1 8 

Balanoe-
.. 88 1 S 

(Sd.) V~~Asr JOW. 
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(Stampea)A. FaEEZlII, 

Oollector. 

yadast Kambhogotte village Polanki-Pal'&gane--GopaIapilli Taluk Vizi&n&gr&m
Fasli 12o&-NaIanama. yea.r-Varan&8r Jogi Mirasidar Dll1'matin&m& year-month Sr .... 
"Van&m 16-Sunday. 

lIIobaUaku-jamabandi. 
:as. A. 1". 

2,056 8 3 
Jeroyati. 

2.056 8 3 
Si_ 

BS. A.. Po 
498 11 0 

Xorupolu Cbittinoidu-
32 12 6 Sisb. 

102 13 11 MoIayati at the rate of 3 per 
!'Up80. 

138 13 11 

(8d.) AJ!. 
Xorupolu Akka11 ..... 

40 9 0 8iot. 
126 12 0 lIIolayoti. 

167 6 0 

Ram J oginaidu
" 3 6 8i.b. 

144 6 9 l\IolaYati. 

190 10 3 

Karl Rriahtam-
16 14 0 8iot. 
52 11 11 MaiaYati. 

69 11 9 

Xarredla J 081-
32 4 0 8i.t. 

100 12 6 lIIolavati. 

183 0 6 
Xoyya Lakahmudu-

26 3 0 Siot. 
81 13 3 M.lavati. 

108 0 8 

J[ODOha Lakahmudu-
16 2 0 Siot. 
47 • 8 Malavati. 

61 6 8 

Bodahbadla 8&113'aai-
9 3 0 Bist. 

IR 11 8 Malavatl. 

S7 14 3 

~eddi Deleedu-
15 8 9 Siot. 
48 8 8 Malayatl. 

64 1 3 

Reddi Appayya--
37 , 8 

li7 0 0 

154 , 6 

Co1loctu...-
1.060 16 0 

IraoIu-
Nadimp" Hi Latehirl\iu-

440 Bbadrapada bhahula , Saturday. 
266 Bbad""l"'da bhabula 11 WedDaeday. 
160 Aa~. Budba 6 Bodurdq. 

Ma1avatl-
BS. A. P. 

1,667 16 3 
Koropolu China~yya-

34 6 0 SlSt. 
106 10 3 lIIalavoti. 

141 0 3 

Kompolu Thammanuer-
16 4 0 Siot. 
60 12 6 l\IolaYati. 

67 0 6 

Kani Pydivadu-
17 8 0 Sisto 
64 8 6 l\Iolavatl. 

72 0 8 

Rani Sanyaei-
26 I 0 8iot. 
81 7 0 l\IoJavati. 

107 8 0 

Kayya Yerakanna--
30 2 9 8ist. 
94 4 6 Malavati. 

124 7 3 
:&:0110 Pyelivadu-

7 13 6 Siot. 
24 8 0 Malavat~ 

32 5 6 

Gadi APPlYY-
58 I2 6 8iot. 

181 6 3 lIIolavati. 

239 7 0 

Beddl KrilItom-
18 15 3 Siet. 
so 8 0 Malavati. 

119 7 8 

Redeli Somayyo.-
7 3 9 Siat. 

2S 11 9 lIIolaYat~ 

29 13 6 

(Suodry_>--
Sedaruvaru-

11 13 6 x.....;. 
a 9 8 Poroouo who ea_ tor -tuatiaD. 

11 1 8 Divanam fo",'" 
11 4 II Charity. 
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68 Asvayuja Sudha 30. Wednoeday. 
261 Kartika bhahula 4, Saturday. 
243 Margaaira Sudha 1, Wednesday. 
400 Magha bhahula I, Saturday •. 

34 Palguna Bhabula 9, Wednesday. 

1,862 

DueS 9 3 

(Stamped) A. FREEZE, 

Collector. 

10 9 9 Peons for colleotion. 
6 ·8 0 Mah .. udara. 
0]4, 6 

26 12 0 Batta for peons and ooat of fowls ... 
3 '1 6 l!~xp8llSea for village goddess. 

26 6 3 Free gifts. 
I 0 0' Rusum. for dewanam peons. 
'1 0 0 Remission for Kani. JogiDaidu. 
o I 8 Expenses for N ayulu. 
6 0 0 Repairs for G.dda ODd tank kalams •. 

73 0 0 For DeW tank. 

197 7 6 
1 7 6 E_ses for shroff. 

198 16 0 

Yadast Kan..bhogotta-PoIanki-Parag&Ua Gopa1apalJi Taluk-Vizianagariun F. 120T 
PingaIanama year Varanasi Jogi Mirasidar Durma.tinama year-Srav&Ua Sudha 15~ 
Sunday Muballagu Jamabandi. 

JUl. A. P. 

Sisto 
498 8 0 

Reddi Appa"._ 
62 16 6 Sisto 

137 6 3 Jdalavati. 

190 6 9 

Xorupolu Chlttinaidu-
36 7 3 S.st. 
99 10 0 Malavati. 

138 1 3 

Korupolu Krlshuama-
34 3 0 Sisto 
18 10 1 Malavati. 

122 13 9 

Karri JogiDaidu-
46 3 6 Sisto 

119 14 3 Malavati. 

166 1 9 

Rani Kristnam-
16 14 0 
46 12 6 Malavati. 

60 10 6 

Earn Somayya-
8 II 0 Rist. 

22 8 6 Malavati. 

31 3 6 

Eoncha Yerakanna--
30 2 S Sisto 
78 2 0 Jdalavati. 

108 " 9 

ltonoha Paidivadu-
7 13 6 Sist. 

20 5 6 Mal.vati. 

28 3 0 

Gad:v Appayya-
68 0 9 Sisto 

160 8 9 Malavati. 

208 9 6 

1.791 8 6 
Jeroyati. 

1.791 8 0 
BS. . .A. P. 

1,292 16 0 Malavati. 
Raddi Krista"._ 

36 3 0 Slst. 
93 13 9 MaiavatL 

130 0 S 

Korupolu Akkayya-
40 9 0 Sisto 

106 3 3 Malavati. 

146 12 3 

Korupolu Thammazma-
16 4 0 Sisto 
42 2: 6 Mala.vatj. 

68 6 6 

Rani Paidivadu-
17 8 0 Sisto 
45 6 S l'rfalavati.: 

6214 3 

KarriSao~ 
17 6 0 SIst. 
45 1 3 :Malavati. 

62 7 3 

KaredJa Jog;-
26 11 9 Sisto 
69 II 9 Malavati. 

96 1 6 

Eonoha Lak.hmudu-
26 8 0 Sist. 
6'1 14: 9 Malavafi .. 

Gady Ayyonna-
15 2 0 Sisto 
39 3 9 Malavati. 

64 5 9 

Bods hadla Sonya.i
S 3 0 Sisto 

23 18 3 !.Ialavati. 

33 0 3 ---
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. Miraal, oto. 
Collection 

Due 

1,766 12 3 

_..1- Sunday 8:zpeD899-
U4 0 0 Bbadrapada audha 13,' w..d- 7 It 3 ]iteOM. 

-needilY· 
ao 0 0 Bhadrapada. BhahuJa 4, S.tu,-

. day. 
7 3 3 Peons who came for oolleotien. 

194 0 0 Kertika bbahula J 51. WedneB. 
day. 

88 0 0 Mar~8.ira bhabula S. Wednes. 

1S6 0 0 
day. 

Ma,..,uira Su(lha, n do. 2 9 0 Do. valuation. 
2& 0 0 Pusbya Sudha 10 WednsBday. 2 4 9 Davulu. 

6 9 8 Expenses for. 
240 0 0 Palguna audha 7 do. 6 3 3 Charity. 

12 0 0 do, do. I 2 3 Peona. 
lSI 0 0 PalflUna Bhahula-14. FridaV. 5 10 0 Expensee for village Goddess. 
122 8 0 Kalayuktl year Chaitra Sudha 

12. Thursday. 
89 8 0 Vaiaakha Sudh. 4 Thunday. 

IIO 8 0 do. 10 do. 
27 0 0 do. 12 do. 

1,898 8 0 
.21 0 0 RemlSafOD. for ryotB. 

1,717 8 0 118 4 S 

Jeroyati 
P. A. r. 
86 11 9 

Yada9t Kbambhoga.tta, Polanki village, Gopalapa.lli paragana, Vizianagar&m taluk, 
1208 fasli, Kalayukti year Varanasi Busi Kulakarini, Majukuru Durmati year, Sravana 
15, . 

• 

Tot.eJ. Zambandl. 
Be ..... P. 

Jeroyali 1.990 8 0 

Rent 497 10 0 
Malavatbl 1,492 14 0 
Ratto. Atchodu-

N • .t. 1'. 
24 10 0 Rent. 
73 14 0 Malapathi. 

98 8 0 

Ret.ta KriBhtam. 
9 8 8 Rent. 

28 9 8 MalRpetbl, 

88 12 0 

Betta China Yerayy •• 
2& 10 8 Rent, 
76!4 9 I\(alapothi. 

lOll 9 0 

Kadpatl Butchi. 
11 4 0 Rent. 
61 lB 0 Malapath!. 

89 0 0 

Ita 7.r Paidtnaidu. 
rIi 8 0 Re ..... 

62 8 0 Malapathj. 

10 0 0 

do. 
18 1 0 
64 a 0 

71 4 0 

Banvaai· 
ReJi .. 
Jfalapotbl. 

COM. R. PART n -61 

Retta Daludu. 
RS. A.. P. 
28 8 6 Rent. 
85 5 6 Molapethi. 

118 11 0 

_ ... Simhadri. 
24 0 0 Rent. 

. 32' 0 0 ],falapathi 

58 0 0 

Retta Kriehtom. 
8 8 9 Rront. 

25 10 3 Malapethi. 

34 8 0 

Varri BQ~in .. yudu. 
S8 12 3 Rent. 

116 4 II Malapetbl. 

156 I 0 

• 
Kam Krishtudu. 

81 4 9 Re .. t· 
64 14 3 I\(alapotbl· 

73 S 0 

do. 
800 

14 0 0 

100 

Baman.· 
Rent. 
Malapathl, 
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Xaredla Busl· 
27,-4 0 Rent. 
81 12 0 Molapathi. 

109 0 0 

Konoha LatBumudu-
BS. A, p. 

28 3 0 Rent. 
78 9 0 Malapathl. 

104 12 0 

Gadi Appayya-
&7 13 0 Rent. 

173 7 0 Malapathi. 

231 4 0 

Oollections. 

1,917 9 3 

Remittances. 
Through Jampina Jagannadbaraju. 

BS. A. P. 
96 0 0 

197 0 0 
243 0 0 
148 0 0 
136 0 0 
110 8 0 
78 0 0 

189 0 0 
93 0 0 
68 0 0 
80 12 0 
22 0 0 

195 0 0 
71 0 0 
81 0 0 
90 0 0 
31 5 0 

8ada.rvari. 
BB. A. P. 

81'&vaaa 13. 
Bhadrapada Bahula 1. 

do. 9. 
do. 13. 
do. 7. 
do. 14. 

Aawayuja8ndha 8. 
Karlika Sudha 3. 

do. 8. 
do. 13. 

Margas r Sudha &. 
do. 11. 

Magba Sudha I-
do. 4. 

Palguna Sudha 8. 
do. 9. 

Sldhardbi year Chaitra Sudha 12. 

3 10 0 to Dalayata, etc •• attending 0011 .. 610 ... 
2 6 6 Parmot8bi.f. 
o 9 9 DavulWl. 
9 . 8 0 F"", glfl8. 
, 8 0 Chari'Y. 
"10 8 For Kavidees to Dewanam. 
3 16 9 For Viii_go Godd ... faotival. 
1 9 8 For BattaB to NaidulJ. 
2 2 0 For people who estimated. 

Xanoha Yorakadu. 
37 8 8 Ront. 

112 8 9 Ualapathl. 

1&0 1 0 

Xonnha Anan-
B8. A. P. 

22 1& 8 Rent. 
68 l' 8 J4alapathi. 

91 U 0 

Gorla yeUayy_ 
9 a 0 Ron'-

J7 9 0 MalapaW. 

88 11 0 

8 8 0 For 61'&velling e"powoes _ Company Paramaab ... 
3 0 0 (m.gible). . 
o 2 O· For tins for carrying money. • 
6 0 0 Remuneration. 
S 11 0 For Rea \vaawam.y. 
7 6 6 Chatti Vee .......... 
, 8 0 Ropoln!. 

63 0 a. 
BaJa .... %eroiti • • 7J 14 9 

Yadast-Bhuband-Village Pollanki, Gopa1apalli Paragana, Vizianagaram talok} 
Dhurmathi year, Sravana Sudha 15. Written by Varanasi Jogi Kulakarini.- _ 

u. 
130. Jirayati Culti .... tad-

10 Dry. 
120 Wei> ouitivatad. 

130 

6. lnalDB-
Q. l". 
2 1& Uiraai. 

0-1& Dry. 
~O Wet, 

lI-1& 
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8 16 VflIage 8enaata.1 

6 0 

188 
10 P_", (Qo.Bhumi) 

G-.20 smoll. 
0-15 OarpontAlr. 
o,.lJI Gadhablla. 
1-15 W ............ 
1-16 Barik&. 

3-16 Wet. 

148 (One hanciJed ... d foRT oD: garoe.). 

'STAMPIIID' 

G. THORNHILL. 

Kamem'. Kailla. 

Sd. Va.ranaai Jogi. 
(Sd) Kompolu Chatty Naidu. 

Yadasthu, Kombhoghatta, VilIa.ge-Malla.mmapeta, Paragana Bobbili, from 1207 
full Pinga.la. year to 12011 Fasll Siddardhi year Kulakarani Ra.ma.nna Marukrll ,Dhur
matbi year Sravana Bhahula lat Sunday. 

M~ 

Joroyeti-
902 Cin 

1163 
Kamam'. Inam 
:Maakuri. eto. 

60 
990 MfLlavati. 
611 MaIdh ... 

1,70S 

1207 F .. 1L Plngala year. 1203 Full Kalayukthll'aap. 

RI. A. 1'. Ba. A. :Po 

<109 6 0 JeJOyetl 64B 10 0 Jerol"ti. 

RO. .... •• BO. A. •• 
800 0 0 Cia' S02 0 0 CIn 
169 8 0 IIalava.hi 65 10 0 lOadaro 

140 0 0 I4aktba 191 0 0 
66 8 • Mapu 

I\lak&ha Be. I and tbe remainiog. 

809 6 0 MI 10 0 

Jam Xarauam 
• to 0 0 ~orI. 20 0 0 In"", Maakari Kamam • 

~29 6 0 68B 10 0 

1109 Faali-Siddardhl year-
M6 Jeroyot!. 

SOO Clat. 
76 Sadaru. 

At tho rata of 0-+-0 per Be. I. 
170 J4ak~ 

M6 
to Inam Maoukwl Kamam. 

686 

ooUootlnn-
1143 

"9 8 0 aaIi. 1207 
43S 10 0 .. 11203 
tSO o 0 .. 160~ 
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RemIttance-

470 Fuli ]207 l'iDgala year 

450 Muatb.jaru. 
20 DivanBm 

A1obido 

"0 Full 120S-KaJayuktbi y .... 

400 Muatbojoru 

110 . DiVBDam Alohfda Inam. 

200 Full 1200-Siddabi 7""". 

200 
20 

Muotbajaru 
Divanam 
Ala.hlda 7""". 

1110 
Muatbaj ... 

1050 
Da&-

Pull 1207-l'iDgalo yoa.r 
150 

FulIl20IJ 
335 

• 8:rAMPBD' 

G. THOBNEILL. 

Dlvanom 
AlabidalDam 

60 

820 

Miacellaneoua expenditure. 
(~I!<I> ... <1» 

88. A. P. 
o 6 0 F.eli 1207 l'ingala year. 

13 10 0 Fasli 1208 Kaloyuktbi yoar. 

10 0 0 Faali 1200-8iddardhl yo&r. 

33 0 0 

FaoU 1208-KaJayuktbi yeor 
135 

(8d.) Kulakarani P&tn&yukuni Ramann& . 

Ya.dasthu Kombhgho&ttll vill&ge: M&lIam&pet&. P&ragIloUil Bob bili TaJuk from FuJi 
1207 Pingal& ye&r Kul&karani RamaDIl& Marukuru Dhurmathi year 8ravIlUIl BhahuIu 1st 
8und/l.y MUBthaja.ru Dhamerl& Chendriah. 

Jamabondi 

600 

Mo~---------------------------~--~--------------------·-----

Jeroyati 
800 8.0 

820 6 0 
Inam Jdazukuri Nayulu 

20 
Jeroyeu-----~------------~-----

Pola Biravayudu 
no Oiot 

Ciot 
300 

61 7 0 Eunciakam at 
o .8 8 par Rupee. 

Pola l'aliuoyudu 
80 Oi&t 
31 14 0 Kuudakam oto. 

01 14 0 
Nimmalmyola Ku""""" 

Maktba 
80 

~Do. Ramp",," 
Moktb .. 

800 8 0 
Kuudakam Maktb. 

150 8 0 150 

" 

Xa1Iompudi Surinayudu 
100 Cist 
53 II 0 Kuudakam 

153 1I 0 
Toutu Gopalll'& 

30 Ciot 
16 14 0 Knudplram 

411140 
Pit .. Go.,....... 

Moktba -----
36 

Alumuru Papam1a 
Maktba 

30 ,. 
IDem'Vazukuri Akaram Nayudu for GBl'ceB , ;

lIO 
Pola Siyyoru Noyudu G. 2 

10 
Xallorupndi Siyy ..... Nayud. 

G.S ---
10 

COUectioo __ -------------------------------
470 8 0 
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I.MUu--------------------------
460 
lIO 

«70 

Muatbajaru Jeroyetbi 
Divanam Alahida Land Revenue 
lnamalu. 

, . 
Mi ... IIan.0U8~-----_ 

J Peom attending oollection: 
1 Pidaka. Butchanna 
1 MakJmru J&IDaIUIa 

8 Deetrainar Vappu Gopaladu 
2 Beta 
I Bets and other, eta. 

S Anohaoadar Cbintali 
Veukunayudu,eto. 

1 Kandal. Nara.simhooharyulu 
Gariki. 

1 For wesvere. 
o e 0 Petty ""peneee. 

9 8 0 

Due--------------------------------------------------------
160 remission due Ktmdakam 

Abotraot .-----------'-----------
as. A. P. 

64 9 0 Pol. Siyyaru N.yudll 
49 12 0 K&ll.mpdi SiYToru Nayadu. 
30 14 0 Pola Papl Nayada. 
14 16 0 Tonto Go" ........ 

160 0 0 

• Stamped' 
G. TaoRNHILL. 

Yadasthu Kombhoghatta village, MaJIammapeta Paragana Bobbili, 1.208 Faali 
Ka1ayukthi year Kulakarani Ramanna Marnkuru Dhnrmathi yesz Sravana Bh'lhula 1st 
Sunday Muathajaru Somsza.putham Knrmanna. 

Jamab&adi---------
535 

lIok.n~-------------~----
668 10 0 

Jeroyet;i. 

&48 10 0 
'Stamped' 

JI. GoODBIOB'. ;r.royeti.---------

Cist 
.90! 

Pola. Siyyari Nayudu. 
112 Oiat. 

648 10 O· .. 
. ~ Distribution 

66 10 0 

20 Distribution at. the rate of Anoaa 3 per 
Rupee. 

132 
Poll\ Papinayudu. 

60 0 0 Oi.t. 
11 4 0 Distribution. 

Inama Kattubadi. 
20 

Maktha 
191 

Ka1empudi Si;v;vari Nayudu· 
100 0 0 Oist. 
18 12 0 Distribution. 

118 12 0 
Tantu Gopaludu. 

30 0 0 Ois~ 
Ii 10 0 Distribution. 

71 4 0 36 10 0 
Nimmokayala KUrmaDDa Mak6b&. Bit .. Gopuludu Ma\tba. 

88 ~ 
Pad. Ramo.nna Makth_35 Tigala Papudll Makthe· Aiamu,u Papaya Uakth. 20 Gatti S •• tb&aaa 

22. Mat'he 10, 

Pol. Siyyari Nayudu per Garoea 2. 

Inam Nayala Ak&r&lll. 
20 

Kallompudi SiYTari Nayudu por a G_ ... 
10 

OoUocti.n--------------------------------------------___________ --__ _ 

Irasalu-------
400 Muath.jara I\farifbat. 

10 Di_ Alahida 1Damo. 

490 

OOM:. Do PART n-62 

.... .a. 2'. 

'33 10 0 
Miscellaaeoua fll<poDdit .......... 

(sadar) 
:as. A ••• 

6 2: 0 Peons ooUection of laud .'98ZlUe-
as. L 2'. 
, 12 0 to m",_ Sob.b. 
I 8 0 to Pidaka Butcban ... 

8 2 0 
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Due------------------------____ ~--

135 
. J. ucla or AbRtract-

.8 Pols Biyyar1 Nayudu. 
40 KaUempudi Biyyali NayudU. 
30 Pola Popi Nayudu. 
17 Tentu Gopaludu. 

ISO 

1 8 ~ Dasara expenditure-

200 
200 

200 

U 10 0 

M. A. P. 
I 0 0 for Goat. 
ORO forGh ... 

1 8 0 

for Anchaoadara. 
to Kandal. Venkata 

charyulu. 
Clothe. supplied to 

Rarnanna. 

NarasiJ:nha.. 

Xulakamni 

(Sd.) Kula.karani Patnayakuni Ramanna. 

Stamped 
G. THOBlmILL. 

Yadasthu Kombheghatta village, Mallammapeta Paragana. Bobbili, 1209' Fusli 
Siddardhi year, Kula.karani Ramanna .Marukum Dhurmathi year Sravana. BhahUIa 1st 
Sunday .. Musthjaru Samaraputbam Kurmanna--

Aaara hlustaiari . 
Jam&bandi------------~----~-----------------------------------

535 

Mo~m~u __ ----------~--_+~~--__ ------------~------------
565 

Jerayati. 
546 

In.ama. 
20 , Jamyati----__ -------,.--~----------~ 

545 

Pola Siyyari N~u. 
110 sist, 

Biat. 
300 

. Distribution. 
75 

Mokthalu. 
170 

Kallaempudi Bi"ari .Nayudu. 
100 sist. 

DB. A. p. . . 
27 8 0 Dlatribution. at 1!he fate Qf' 4: aDD.aa per 

rupe&. 
26 distribution. 

137 8 0 

Pola Papi Nayudu. 
60 sisto 

16 distribution. 

75 

Vimmakayala Kurmaona Maktb .. 
60 

'Vimmakayala Ramauna Maktha. 
50 

Pal. Biyyari Nayudu per 1I garo ... 
10 

-'-
125 

Tentu Gopanna. 
30 sisto 

Be. ~ P. 

7 8 0 distribution. 

37 8 0 

Bitra GopBDD6 Maktha. 
36 

Alamuru Papanna Maktb .. 
U 

Inama Kattupallu. 
20 . 

Kallempudi Biyyari Nayudu per J garcee. 
10 

COlleotion------------------------""------_ 
230 

Iraoalu_---------
200 Muatajaru MariDattu. 

211 Divanam Alahida !nama. 

22<1 

'" MisCellaneous e~enses-
• (Badar.) 
88 ..... P. 

2: 0 0' Pidaka Butcheuna who hal come to _ke 
land revenue collection. 

1 8 0 Daaa.ra articles--
BS. A .. -It. 

I 0 0 for goat. 
o 8 0 forgh ... 

I O' 0 for An.hona ·'ara. -. 
2 0 0 for Kandala Venkata .N'aruimb·oJw,lu. 
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Du&o------------------------~~------------------------~--
336. 

Juda ot Abotr!"'t--
BB. A. P. 

•• 
JIB ..... P. 
1 0 0 
200 
080 

10 0- 0 

to Kulakuraui &amanDa. 
ssp lIlSes for village Goddess festival. 
to x.,,,,,,,,,,,, for C.O. foul. 

122 8 0 1>.1a Biyyari N .. yudu. 
116 0 0 Kallompudi Siy~·ari Nayudo; 

67 0 0 Pala Papi Nayudu. 
30 8 0 Tentu Gopaludu. 

836 0 0 

Stamped. 

G. Thornhill. 

Hakikath villa.ge Ma.J.la.mmapeta Paragana Bobbili tafuk 1.211 Fua1i Dhur~tll,i yeaI:' 
Sravana Bhe.hula lst Sunday. . 

Bhuba.ndu. 
P. 

G. 70-28-Arabl. Land 
Oo-.:rerayati 

20 Dry. 
40 Wob. 

10-28 mama. 
9-18 lIIusukuri. 

2-4. Karnam &amanDa. 
0-4 Dry. 
2-0' W.t. 

4-0 NayuIa Siyyari Nayudu. eta., &Dd two oth.eia. 
1';"'0 Dry. 
3-0 W.t, 

0-16 Villag. Purohi. lIIodakurbi ;V.nkazma web. 
0-24 Asari :£ammayya.. 

0-4 Dry. 
0-20 W.'. , 

0-26 Sh""affBimloadri XIuiO""",· 
. 0-6' Dry> 
0-20 W.'. 

0-.1& BarbeI' Butobi Gad ... . 
0-6 Dry. 

0-6 

0-20 

9-18 

0-10 W.'. 
Waoborman Dongadu. 

- Dry. 
Barild Banyaai. 

0-6 Dry. 
0-16 W.'. 

1-23 Dry. 
7-26 W.'. 

1-10 Saoadhi in ....... 

0-20 PeddirAju Naraaayya. 
0--6 Dry, 
0-16 W ••. 

0-10 Kale.i Bu~_W ••• 
0-10 Kanadala Naraoimhaoharlu--Wet. 

1-10 

0-6 Dry. 
1-0 W.t. ... 
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Dry 
41,.....28. 
WaBte. 
20-0 

Dry. Wet. 
1-28 9-0 

70-28 
Dry W.~. 

21-28 49-0 
20-0 W .... ---

10-0. Grazing ground. 

~~ :::::'10 =f:=:· :~IIJ 

90-28 

3-0 TOpeilO 

20-0 

Wet 
49-0 

_Remaining. 
, 21-28 

Ma0l10 topee-.>---'-____________ Tanks -----

8 Jerayati topes 9 Jerayati. 
. 2 IDam topel. 6 Small. 

a Big. 

10 1 Inam. 

10 --
There is fores& 

(Sd.) Kulakara.ni Patnayukuni Rama.nna. 

J.OINT PA'l'TAS. 

A mass of evidence has been adduced in almost all the centres on the joint pattas 
and the ha.rdships caused on account of their continuance. Immediate survey and sepa~ 
ration has been demanded, There is no doubt that there is a great necessity to relie~ 
innoce'nt. people from being coerced into' payments. Genera.1ly those in whose names 
the patta was entered originally· ha~ gone out of the estates altogether, leaving the 
property in the hnds of somebody else who had purchased it or acquired it by some 
other means. The reat man in ppssession is escaping and those who had parted with 
their rights, title and interest- and- possession are proceeded against. To avoid such 
troubles it is an urgent neeessity)hat the joint pattas should be split up and the rightful 
owner's names must be entered ·so that they should be the persons that should be pro
ceeded against and not those who have no subsisting interest to-day. For this purpose, 
provision must' be made in· the new legislation that such property should be surveyed 
and separated immediately; the cost of these shall be borne by the landholders. 

END OF PART II 
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